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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, MONDAY SEPTEMBER

MILITARY TRAINING
the meeting of the

Board

of

The opening address by President Smith

was unanimously agreed that participation by students in the trainprogramme of the C.O.T.C., U.N.T.D. or the TJ.A.S. should be
voluntary for the session 1945-1946. This action of the Board was in
it

students of

on Wednesday, September

University, Queen's University, the Uniand the University of Western Ontario held
Toronto on September 9th, 1945.

Dr. Sidney E. Smith

will

This Corps
officers for the

thus revert to

intended to

is

Canadian
its

be the chief source of

supply of

Reserve).

It will

original function of preparing students for qualifi-

Students returned from Active Service in the ranks

immediate

enlist for

The

may

length of time required will depend on their

own

progress and

abilities.

Training will be carried on for a

(cj

minimum

of sixty hours

during the academic year, with the possibility of camp training in the

summer.
(d) It is expected there will be opportunity for a number of experienced junior officers in the Contingent to qualify for higher rank
while carrying out regimental duties.
(e) Detailed information will be published as soon as government

.

on military training in the Universities is received.
(f) Pay will be issued to all ranks with bonuses for qualification.
(gj Enquiries and enlistments at the Orderly Room, 119 St.

policy

George

Street.

lations shall

past a unit of the local Naval Division.
revised four-year syllabus of training during the academic year

A

completed. This provides for progressive training from year
to year. The amount of time devoted to naval training is the equiva-

now

lent of

The
and

one evening a week.
syllabus during the academic year

common

to

seamen

stokers, but opportunity for specialist or technical training is

— spring

provided during spring or summer periods
training afloat is to be continued.

Bounty pay

is

Consideration

and summer

to be continued.
is

also

being given to provide

opportunity for

U.N.T.D. ratings who have completed the U.N.T.D. programme to
proceed toward qualification for a commission if passed by a Selection
Board.

The

Ship's Office

is

at 119 St.

George

Men

of the Canadian

Students of

Red Cross Corps has

a
ruled that all detachments will be disbanded except where there
continued need for uniformed and trained Red Cross personnel.
In view of this ruling, the University of Toronto Detachment
will not be reorganized this session and no recruiting, will be done.

Former members who

desire to give regular service to the

may

Red

apply to the undersigned for infor-

mation.

A. E. M. Parkes,
National Section Commandant,
University Training.

HOURS

Caput held recently it was agreed
that the University should revert to its former practice

At

a meeting ot the

lectures at 9.00 a.m. instead o£ 8.30 a.m.
Accordingly, with the opening o£ the session 1945-46,
lectures will begin at 9.00 a.m. and will be held on the
ot

commencing

hour thereafter throughout the day.

except Arts are requested to contact their

Arts students, and members of the other faculties who cannot
to the times as arranged through their Class President, may

examinations en bloc,

cations on the campus.

On

contact the Health Service direct for their appointments.

any of the Arts classes or Colleges desire

If

if

Health Service,

can be arranged

it

Health Service and the

will greatly facilitate matters for both the

and

arrange for their

to

the President of the Class or the Secretary

of the College will contact the

student.

Appointments

Women:

for

Women students

behalf of the student body, he will then

will

make

their

appointments at once at 44 Hoskin

welcome Dr. Smith as President of the University.
Dr. Smith will then address the student body.
The doors of Convocation Hall will open at 4 p.m. Students are

Avenue.

urged to come early to be sure of being seated.
Further stages in the ceremonies of installation for the President,
which are scheduled to come to a climax the week-end of November

X-RAY APPOINTMENTS FOR FIRST AND FINAL YEAR

announced at an early

date.

Women

students wishing to play basketball must

through the beamed oaken doors of Hart House into the cool corridors
and humming committee-rooms of the headquarters of the University's
extra-curricular life. Day after day they come by thousands, for conof sport

;

book, the theatre, crafts, worship,

swimming,

basketball, boxing, wrestling,

Fellowship draws them, too: "friendly disputation

fencing, squash.

and debate, the conversation of wise and earnest men." Thronging the
common-rooms and corridors, in groups at evening around the
Warden's hce, they debate the thousand issues of the campus and of
showplace though it is, is
the world. For Hart House, magnificent

more than a building

;

it

a centre of

is

MEN AND WOMEN
These appointments

the

many new

and stimulating

life

and

life,

a

warm

experiences awaiting the

autumn

men who

many

of

will be the intense,

to be found within the four walls of

Hart

was found necessary temporarily to suspend
these activities during the war owing to the great pressure
It

on students' time to military studies, but this fall will see the return
to a full programme. Undergraduate men will find under this one
roof full opportunity to cultivate a large number of recreational and
cultural interests.

The Warden and the Commiiiees
To the Warden, Mr. J. B. Bickersteth,
Mr.

W.

is

entrusted the general

R. Cowan, the Comptroller;

Mr. E. A. Wilkinson, Assistant Comptroller; Mr. W. B. Burwell, the
Secretary; and Mr. P. McClory, the Assistant in the Comptroller's
office,

are responsible for the administration.

But

of the chest will take place

year

this

week

in the

The importance of keeping, and of being on time for the appointment as made, cannot be over-emphasized as physicians and staff are
retained in advance according to the appointments made.

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO KEEP YOUR APPOINTMENT, ADVISE THE HEALTH SERVICE BY TELEPHONE AS FAR IN ADVANCE AS POSSIBLE SO THAT THE APPOINTMENT MAY BE

GIVEN TO SOMEONE ELSE.

FACILITIES OF UNIVERSITY
The full

arrive

may be secured in the form of a pamphlet from the
Warden of Hart House, where freshmen are assured of

welcome.

Health Service when the

Parliament Buildings.

in great

measure

facilities of

HEALTH SERVICE

the Health Service as laid

down

in the calendar

and Athletic Hand Book are now available and all students are urged
to study these carefully and avail themselves of diem when necessary.
First

Aid

in the event of

sudden

and physicians are on duty or on

Monday

—9 a.m.

to Friday

illness

or accident

is

available

call as follows

to 5 p.m.; Saturday,

9 a.m. to 12 noon.

—44 Hoskin Avenue. Telephone MI. 2646.
Telephone MI. 6611, Local
George
Men—
6.30
Hart House Surgery—
Monday
Women

43

the Varsity or
the

at the

is made, a slip stating the time of the appointment
and detailed instructions of how to get there will be given, also an
envelope to contain the X-ray film. The student is requested to enter
his name, address, age, his family physician's name and address and
the date of any previous X-ray examination of his chest in the places
provided on the envelope. He will take this envelope with him to the

in the truest sense,

This distinguished Gothic building, which is for the use of
men pnly, in its widest interpretation seeks to provide for all the
activities of the undergraduate's life outside the actual classroom. A
complete list of all these activities will be found from time to time in

office of

made

will be

the appointment

itself alive."

Among

their ap-

beginning October 29th, at the X-ray department of the Ontario Department of Health, East Block of the Parliament Buildings. When

Perhaps no fitter tribute to the life to be found within Hart House
Torontocan be found than the words used by the editor of last year's
nensis: "For twenty-six years Varsity men by thousands have passed

and every variety

make

pointments before the week of October 9th, 1945.

student reports for his medical examination.

HART HOUSE

supervision of the whole House.

LECTURE

Men:

for

all faculties

Doner of Victoria College and Phyllis Jones of the School of Nursing.
Mr. Doner, as senior undergraduate of the University, will then
present to the President the Council members as representatives of the
assembled students, faculty by faculty, and the editors of The Varsity
and Torontonensis as representatives of the two major unifying publi-

is

Cross throughout the year

are examined at 44 Hoskin Avenue.

Examinations are by appointment only.

Appointments

conform

House.

The National Committee

be accepted provided

are examined at 43 St. George Street.

Women

be an all-student activity. Members of the
Dr.
Students' Administrative Council will occupy the platform.
with
the Council's two vice-presidents, George
Smith will enter,

varied

Canadian Red Cross Corps

may

they have suffered no serious illness or accident since that examination.

a major term-opening

opening address, long

President's

will this year

this
at the University for the first time

Street.

once and should

at

Class President for their appointment.

certs, painting, singing, the casual

will be

must make appointments

Other students must make their appointments for examinations

The X-ray

Generally, the plan of organization and local administration of
is to be much as it has been— each U.N.T.D. being as in the

is

be observed.

First year students

University Naval Training Division

U.N.T.D.

stu-

all

before October 15th but, pending the completion of their examination,

monies. In view of the special nature of this event and its significance
to the student body, all students of all years and faculties are urged

10, will be

Plans at present under consideration are to carry on the U.N.T.D.
as a part of the peacetime programme of the Navy.

the University requirement that

fulfil

failed to

for his examinations.

complete their examination by October 15th.

stage of the presidential installation cere-

first

who has

student

sit

examinations in a short time.

their previous year's medical categorization

a major part in the

The

Any

Con-

26, at 4.15 p.m. in

Students' Administrative Council feel that it is most fitting
that Dr. Smith's first official act as President should be his meeting
with the students. It is equally fitting that the students should take

feature,

all

student body will welcome

to be present.

officer training.

Students from the high schools will be required to become
trained as soldiers before proceeding to officer training.

(b)
basically

The

Wednesday, September

vocation Hall.

cation as officers.

(a)

as their head on

The

Army (Permanent and

complete

University Athletic Activity" or physical training, the following regu-

address the students of the University

tion as President of the University.

U. of T. Contingent

years only.

final

dents "must have a medical examination before taking part in any

Dr. Smith

and be presented to their elected representatives on Wednesday next
as the first step in the complex and colorful ceremonies of his installa-

him

Canadian Officers Training Corps

and

first

regulation will not be allowed to

Therefore in order to

Students To Meet

McMaster

University,

chest in the
fulfil this

and the Joint Services University Training Committee

held on September 7th, 1945, and

versity of Toronto

Every student must take the medical examination arranged by the
Health Service each year. This examination includes an X-ray of the

It is impracticable to

(b) a resolution adopted at a meeting of representatives of McGill

in

28th. at 4.15 p.m. Attention is

event this year.

(a) a resolution adopted at a joint meeting of the Caput of the Uni-

MEDICAL EXAMINATION

the

to

be given in Convocation Hall

in this issue to the special nature of this

drawn elsewhere

accordance with
versity

all faculties will

HEALTH SERVICE

UNIVERSITY

Opening Address

President's

Governors held on September 11th

ing

1945

ANNOUNCEMENTS -SPECIAL ISSUE

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY
At

24,

Street.

St.

78.

4.45 p.m.' to

p.m.,

to

Telephone MI. 6611, Local 50, or MI 3835.
Accidents which occur at other than the above times or are of
as to require immediate hospital attendance
nature
serious
sufficiently

Friday only.

may

be taken direct to the

Emergency Department, Toronto General

—entrance 2nd driveway south

Hospital

To obtain a
men or women,
secretaries

on University Ave.

—

call

the

of

of College

physician at night or at hours other than above

MI. 5838.

If

no answer,

standing committees

call

(namely,

Music, Debates, Art, Squash Racquets, and Camera)
of

Stewards which

the

Warden is
The Board

for

KI. 4141.

House, Library,
sit

the governing body of the House.

on the Board

Of

this

Board

of Stewards, believing that the majority of the

mem-

is

ex-officio

Chairman.

Hart House desire

to see a standard of dress used

House and its welfare are entrusted to the students
themselves. There are a number of committees, consisting of from five
to ten undergraduates, two or three senior members and the Warden.
The undergraduates on all these committees are elected annually by

by all memHouse, have passed a
regulation that coats shall be worn by all members using Hart House.
This does not apply to the adiletic wing, which is governed by the

the undergraduate membership of Hart House, and the undergraduate

regulations of the Athletic Directorate.

the care of the

bers of

bers which

is

in keeping with the dignity of the

:

:
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The University of Toronto Athletic Association

Pre-Payment of Fees
The

attention of students registering in

all

Faculties

is

the fact that necessary forms, accompanied by at least the

drawn

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION

to

first instal-

ment of University fees, are required to be filled out in duplicate by
each student, and both copies are to be stamped by the University
Bursar to indicate the receipt of fees. One copy is returned to the
student and must be presented by him to his College Registrar or to
the Secretary of his Faculty or School, before he can receive his card

information can be obtained regarding the various branches of

all

STUDENTS RECEIVING ASSISTANCE UNDER THE TERMS
OF THE POST DISCHARGE RE-ESTABLISHMENT ORDER
SHOULD INDICATE ON THE FORMS THAT THEtR FEES ARE
TO BE PAID BY THE DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS,
AND THE FORMS SHOULD BE STAMPED BY THE BUR5AR AS
OUTLINED ABOVE.

sport.

regarding Intercollegiate and intramural Athletics the awarding of
Intercollegiate Colours and other information of interest. Copies of the

The Athletic

University fees and the fees of students enrolled in University
office of the

University Bursar, Simcoe Hall,

open for the receipt of fees from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily
from September 17th to September 25th, inclusive (Saturday, September 22nd, 9 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.), and from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. daily,

which

The

Wing— Hart House

will be

is

Cheques in payment of these fees should be made payable
io "The University of Toronto."
Instead of lining up in the Bursar's Office io pay fees during
ihe term, students would save a considerable amount of lime
by mailing cheques io: "The Bursar. University of Toronto."

Rugby Schedule
Oct. 20

—Western
— McGill
—Queen's
—McGill

Toronto
Queen's

at Toronto.

at McGill.

Toronto

at

Western.

at Toronto.

Western

at

Queen's.

at

McGill.

Western.

at

at Queen's.

the

A

week

Physical Training credits
activities

may

be earned in any of the following

provided that the student _is registered in the activity.

gymnasium

(a) Attendance at regular

Every

effort is

being

swimming

will be held at

made

McGill on Friday, October

have

to

(d) Attendance at

must be earned weekly.
any one week.

STUDENTS

Participation in Intercollegiate contests and training.

(f)

Participation in specified Intramural contests.

listings available for

Watch

For

in

The

Varsity.

commence on or about October 15th and
commencement of instructional classes as

Physical Training classes

end in April. Notice of
listed above will be announced at a later date.
Men receiving credits through Intercollegiate or Intramural participation may, provided they arc properly registered, start receiving

from October 1st.
Physical Training Time -Table

A

Gymnasium

or

Swimming

See announcements regarding Intercollegiate and Intramural

(a)

Swimming

Tests

The Physical Training requirements

include

a

swimming

test

which must be taken by all first year men, by men admitted to the
second year from other universities, and by those repeating first year.
If unable to swim 50 yards satisfactorily, the student must enrol in
a learn-to-swim

Failure to observe this regulation shall prevent
a student from securing standing in Physical Training.

Students

Swim

class.

will report to the

Test.

Swimming

Instructor in the pool for the

Each student must present

card to the Instructor prior to the

his University registration

This

test.

test

should be completed

before October 15th.

How

to

(b) Check through the manager as to whether or not you are

your team

list until

provided you

you are on the accredited list you will
per week from the date of your enrolment on the

fulfil

If

eliminated or

is

you are dropped from the squad,

attendance requirements to the satisfaction of the

team

for credits.

limited as to the

is

you are not on

If

number

his official

2.

Apply

at the

Key

with a physical category of

"D" must

Go

to the

regarding use.

Tote-Box

Note—To

Room

Men

for issue of tote-box

and instructions

avoid congestion, this should be done as

Swimming

Test.

to this point

should be followed by all students who
are required to take Physical Training, regardless of how credits are

may

also register in these classes for both instruction

and

IF

for a

first class

gymnasium attendance number.
classes per week from

00 Choose two

forming to the hours allotted to your

Wednesday, Oct. 17th.
Wednesday, Oct. 24th (tentative).
Saturday, Nov. 3rd.
Saturday, Nov. 17th.

Jr.

Sr. Harrier

Team

Sports

previous year's medical category permits and provided they have
made an appointment for their examination prior to October 15th.

ALL FIRST YEAR STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE THEIR
MEDICAL EXAMINATION PRIOR TO OCTOBER 15th.
Physical Education

—WOMEN

By

-

-

-

report to the

Key

office

17th.

— Starting Dates
Football

Thursda>' 0ct Uth

Soccer Football

"

'

Box Lacrosse
Monday, Oct. 22nd.

Participation

open to

is

of the Athletic Association

(see Athletic

How

to

male undergraduates who are members
and who conform to the Eligibility Rules

all

Handbook, page 57).

Turn Out

for a

Team

Make an appointment for your medical examination.
Secure locker and towel service at Hart House.
If you wish to play in a team sport, ascertain through your
year representative or from your college notice board the name of the
team manager and the time and place of practices. Report to the team
manager.
2.

3.

4. If you wish to participate in a tournament sport such as golf
or tennis, register at the Athletic Office and report "to your college

order of the Board of Governors each women proceeding to
a Bachelor's degree must take Physical Training during the first

manager.

year of her atrendance

Varsity Stadium.

at the University.

Two

periods a week are required with satisfactory attendance at
a minimum of 80 per cent of the classes. Instruction in the following
is

offered

Badminton

fencing

golf strokes

softball

volleyball

:

All students are required to take a swimming test immediately
to enrol in a beginner's class if they do not pass the
test

and

satis-

factorily.

PART-TIME
women

at

all

sports or teams by each competing

essential

and responsible positions

in

Candidates should apply to College and

Intercollegiate

team managers are chosen from

those with Intramural experience.

games

hockey

Students will enrol in classes and make an appointment for a
swimming test before Saturday September the 29th at 153 Bloor
Street West with the Department of Physical Education for
Women.

EMPLOYMENT

students who have bicycles and are
interested in earning good wages during morning spare
periods please call at the Students Administrative Council,

Hart House.

Managers are appointed for
These are

Faculty executives.

ice

Track Coach

Managers

each faculty organization.

swimming
tennis
be obtained by participation in the following team

to the Varsity

Practices are held at 4.00 p.m. daily.

gymnastics

basketball

or

For Track and Harrier, report

dancing

skating

may

5.

College or Faculty.

archery

Men

the official time-table confaculty or college.

-

-

Wednesday, Oct.

1.

may enrol and participate in
Physical Training prior to examination by the Health Service if their

CREDITS ARE TO BE EARNED IN GYMNASIUM

OR AQUATIC CLASSES.

(a) Prior to the date of the

-

Harrier

3rd, to

All entries in both team and tournament sports are sponsored by
the various Colleges and Faculties of the University.

to be earned.
5.

Friday, Oct. 5th.

Thursday, Oct. 11th.

Eligibility to Participate

Students in second or higher years

floor, Athletic

Report to the Swimming Instructor for your

Procedure up

-

register in the Indi-

a prescribed hygienic work-out.

— see

soon after registration as possible.
4.

-

-

Swim League

(Fencing Room, Athletic
who have completed the Physical Training requirements of the

University

registration card with you.
3.

-

Track Sr. Track
Relay Track

Wednesday, Oct.

-

Volleyball

Wednesdays and Thursdays
Wing, Hart House.)

at 4.00 p.m.

Wing, Hart
Have $1.00 and your University

House, for a tote-box and towel.

Golf

of

vidual Exercise Classes held on Tuesdays,

Credit

basement

Office,

-

list

INDIVIDUAL EXERCISE CLASSES.

Enrol for Physical Training

Complete arrangements for your medical examination
Health Service announcements.

be granted in

1945

-

you must earn credits at Physical Training classes or elsewhere.
No more than two credits may be earned in any one week.

Men

Term

Tennis

Rugby
of each

men he may recommend

subject

1.

may

to the Athletic Office or to the

INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS
Intramural Dates. Fall

Jr.

NOTE
gymnasium and swimming
The Varsity.

detailed time-table of classes in the

than two credits

thefirst class chosen.

credits

pool will be published in early editions of

Hart

WILL BE CANCELLED.

CREDITS ARE TO BE EARNED BY SPORTS.

IF

—The manager

for special

in

REGISTRATION CARDS ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE
STUDENTS ARE ADVISED TO ALWAYS CARRY THEIR
REGISTRATION CARDS, WHICH MUST BE PRESENTED WHEN
ASKED FOR- CARDS WITH THE ATHLETIC PRIVILEGES PORTION MUST BE PRESENTED WHEN SECURING TICKETS FOR
RUGBY AND HOCKEY GAMES AND OTHER EVENTS. IF USED
BY OTHER THAN THE OWNERS THE ATHLETIC PRIVILEGES

Athletics for proper procedure in turning out for a team,

7.

announcements

and hour of

Note

Students should be familiar with these regulations.

further information inquire at the Athletic Office.

No more

For further information apply
manager for the sport concerned.

manager.

(e)

the above.

6.

receive two credits

Certain requirements must be met in order to qualify for credits in
all

Report, properly equipped, to the

(c)

Instructor on the day

pool.

regular gymnastic classes.

rooms

report to the trainer at the locker

For Track, report to the track coach at the Stadium. Coaching
Monday to Friday, commencing at 4.00 p.m.
For both Rugby and Track, first and second year men should
report to the student manager in charge and clear with him as to

boards of the Athletic Association prior to the opening date of classes.

being given P.T. credits.

(cj Attendance at regular boxing and wrestling training classes.

For Rugby,

time-table of aquatic options will appear on the notice

classes.

(b) Attendance at regular classes in the

Health Service regula-

3.

For information about living accomodation inquire at

—A

will be granted.

Participation

the Students Administrative Council in Hart House.

first

credits per

Rugby and Track

for

for medical examination (see

5.

Note

and second years of his attendance at the University.
minimum of 36 attendances is required. No more than two

Arrange

sessions are held

Regulations Regarding Physical Training
By order of the Board of Governors of the University each man
proceeding to a Bachelor's Degree must take Physical Training during

Turn Out

to

2.

students requiring rooms.

PHYSICAL TRAINING — MEN

provincial

4.

ACCOMMODATION FOR

There will be

no academic procession.

may secure a ticket to the
Rugby games and at a reduced rate for the Interand O.R.F.U. games. Watch The Varsity for definite an-

whether or not Physical Training credits are being recorded. Credits

deliver

tickets of admission will not be required.

presentation at the Athletic Office of his or her regis-

House.

26th.

Sir Richard Livingstone, President of Corpus Christi
College and Vice-Chancellor of Oxford University, will

the Falconer Lecture in Convocation Hall on
Wednesday evening, September 26th, at 8.30 p.m.
The subject of the lecture will be "On Telling the
Truth." The lecture is open to the general public and

of the

tions elsewhere in this issue).

Track and Field
The Intercollegiate Meet

26ih, at 8.30 p.m.

A student on

1.

Nov. 3
Nov. 10

THE FALCONER LECTURE

In the event of these activities being approved, University of Toronto second teams would participate subject to authority

How

RUGBY — TRACK — BASKETBALL — HOCKEY

Oct. 27

been

tentative.

nouncements.

senior sports have been approved

The following

still

Senior Intercollegiate

Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union have

of the

term. These are

fall

TRACK — TENNIS — HARRIER — GOLF

tration card with athletic portion attached

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
The members

following Intermediate Intercollegiate activities have

proposed for the

The

Student Admission to Rugby Games

open from 9 a.m. to 9.30 p.m. daily except

formulated plans for the return of Intercollegiate sports, 1945-46.

except Saturday, during the remainder of the session.

Wednesday, September

Wing

(9 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. Saturday.)

Sunday.

Dates and schedules will be announced in the columns of
Varsity and elsewhere as soon as arrangements will permit.

Athletic Directorate.

be secured wthout charge at the Athletic Office.

Athletic

Boards concerned.

TENNIS — GOLF — SOCCER — BOXING — WRESTLING
FENCING — GYMNASTICS — SWIMMING

The

Handbook

The University Athletic Association publishes annualy an Athletic
Handbook containing the Constitution of the Association, regulations

Handbook may

subject to the approval of the Uni-

The following are proposed,
versity Athletic

University athletics are under the entire control of the University
Toronto Athletic Association. The offices are in Hart House, where

of

Aihleiic

of admission to lectures.

College are payable at the

1945

24,

Rules and Regulations
Complete rules and regulations

for Intramural competition
found in the Athletic Handbook commencing on page 52.

will be

STADIUM MARSHALS
Senior students of all colleges and faculties and exservicemen returning to the University are required for
employment as Marshals for the rugby games to be held
at Varsity Stadium each Saturday afternoon throughout
the coming season. Apply in person immediately to the
General Secretary-Treasurer, Students' Administrative
Council, Hart House. The nature of the duties will be
explained at the Council office. Duties will commence at
the game at the Stadium on Saturday, September 29th.

The Undergraduate Newspaper
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STUDENTS MEET NEW PRESIDENT
Rev. R. S. K. Seeley

As New

Welcomed

Is

Trinity College Provost

WILL COPE WITH OVER- MEETS STAFF AT BANQUET

CROWDING
"One more freshman" was
R.

Rev.

was ner

Seeley, M.A.,D.D.,

S.

in

which Reverend R.

S.

the

man-

K. Seeley,

Provost of Trinity College M.A., D.D.,

installed as

Coming

Thursday

last

introduced himself at a
Toronto banquet held in his honor at Strachan

to

from Kingston, leaving the post of Bis- Hall.
The seventh Provost of Trinity Colhop of Ontario, he dismissed the stress
of overcrowding,
saying, "The only lege, Dr. Seeley described himself as a
thing we can do is go ahead and cope "symbol not only of (his (predecessors
ith

do

it;

there

nothing else

is

we can

but also of the institution of Trinity."

at present"

He

has

acquired two resi- of

already

His address was followed by speech
welcome on behalf of the faculty

dences for male students on St. George given by Rev.
St This brings the total from 76 of Residence
resident-students, to 136, out of .the

in-

PHOTO BY KAKSH

—

We

who

that

it

is

;

Lauds Student Government

Hereford-

Head

of

—

College

News

an institution of education, an institution of higher

FATE

and

residences

for

the

le". Dr. Smith reminded the stu(page 3) dents tiiat "if die responsibility is
sardine-packed abused, the University has then a moral

students

are

right to intervene."

(page 3).

PRESIDENT'S DESK

constant salute .there

A Welcome

to Learners

stands

—

From The Schools—

accommodation

Welcoming the students who have
Yea Varsilyl
come to die University from the armed
on route march one day to the British vilwill fill Varsity Stadium this fall when forces, Dr. Smith reiterated the pledges
the desk of the President of this Uni- lage of Stoncbridge, the tiny hand bethe Big Blue team makes its first ap made to them by the University during
versity a small chipped, plaster hand came lost and Sidney Smith accepted
war stopped inter- the war. "I say to you faithfully that
since
pearance
the the fact
with one unusual characteristic
It was goodbye -hand
when we said we were iproud of you
as,
nitrate
such
little finger is silver
A few days later on a route march collegiate football (page 7).
we meant it, and when we promised io
Yes, as denwell, such as dentists use.
friend
of
his
in
anthe
same
place
a
to
You gave us
help you we meant it
tists use.
other oompany found the hand, brought
of your best, and we will give you of
The object the hand of fate, we it to him remarking: See, Smitty, Schoolman Becomes Vice
best"
our
might call it, if dramatically inclined
isn't this your hand?"
Chancellor
"I have heard some persons, who
has been a prized possession and lucky
At that moment it became Sidney
Victoria College departs from tradi should know better, say that the repiece of Dr. Sidney E. Smith since his Smith's lucky piece.
It accompanied
turned men will present special and
undergraduate days at King's College. him to France and into the R:F.C. and tion, having chosen Maj.-Gen. A. C
acute problems rooted in neuroses and
During this period in his career, Sid- back to Canada. But the adventure had Spencer to the post (page 6).
other types of emotional instability,"
ney .Smith was employed in the boy's left its traces on the hand. The little
Dr. Smith went on.
wear department of a dry goods store finger was gone. As such it would
"For you, and as a veteran of World
Ajax
Facts
on
where, one Saturday, disaster befell a have remained had not a dental techniWar I, I resent such statements. We
clothing model which lost in one un- cian at Dalhousie volunteered, through Dean Young of SPS gives inside story
do not regard you as psychiatric cases.
happy sweep its dignity, its usefulness friendship for
Sidney and perhaps of Ajax past, present and future
We will not treat you as a peculiar
To the young student through a desire to escape from the
and its hand.
group, to be segregated. We will deal
(page 4).
the dismantled hand seemed, strangely tedium of teeth, to fit it with a silver
with you as experienced and mature
In

would be quite unfair to you if the University lowered its
traditional standards. That would not be a true service to you. You
ask for and you need a thorough grounding for your careers.

I

—

welcome heartily the freshmen who came directly from
in the
the schools. You, as a younger group, are an essential link
keep
chain of progress of the University. By your efforts, you will
women,
and
men
ex-service
the
with
mingling
that chain strong. In
you will have a unique chance to learn at first hand the ideals for
itself.
which Canadians, during the war, were ready to sacrifice life
Those ideals are of the essence of national greatness.
the campus
In a mood happier than that which has prevailed on
must prepare ourselves
for six years, all of us— staff and students—
victory, there was defeated
for securing the peace. In the military
of little or no account.
an enemy who proclaimed that the individual is
also

—

for the task of
seize this opportunity to gird ourselves
in which every
developing in Canada the finest type of democracy
others, may give of his best.
individual, while mindful of the claims of
has
opportunity
our
that
recall
If we tend to falter or fail, may we
Canadians who counted not the
been bought with the blood of young
order.
and
decency
cost of a Canada and a world of

May we

enough, a treasure or, at

Take The Lead—

ourio

least, a
finger.
young men and women who are anxious
Repaired in this fashion the hand Eyewitness account
worthy of possession. He took it
to take their places as students, and
home wth him. And then, although it has followed the Smith trail ac
years
Ajax cirnpus is given a preview who arc eager to recapture the
The
had shown no powers of charm, he took Canada, occasionally serving menially
(Gratinued on page S)
casual observer (page 4).
it overseas wjth him.
It found a niche as a paper weight, but today in the by a

in his

We

in

ON

RESTS

learning. It

We

Doner also introduced to the President each of the members of the
S.A.C. Executive, as representatives of their constituent faculties and
The function, including the President's traditional opening
address, was sponsored entirely by the Students' Administrative
Council thus Dr. Smith's first official act as President was to meet
the students of the University. S.A.C. members entered in procession
and occupied the platform, instead of the customary begowned
academic body.
colleges.

ed his hair grey."

HAND OF

PLASTER

eagerly desire to take their places as

and who are anxious to recapture years spent in a noble
cause. You want and you warrant the best that the University can
offer to you. The measure of the University's service to you will be
a test of the very quality of the institution. All of us must bear in
civilians

mind

jokingly his

Faces University"— Smith

as far abroad as Haitian's Point to find

will deal with you as young Canadians, well-tried,

experienced, and mature,

Smith, Dean

stated

History

The first step in the installation of Dr. Sidney E. Smith as president of the University of Toronto was accomplished in Convocation
Hall yesterday afternoon when the President was presented to a
packed house of over 1,700 undergraduates by George Doner,
IV Law, Victoria College, first vice-president of the Students' Administrative Council and senior undergraduate of the University.

Inside

new meaning as we utter it, with
men and women who are entering our doors. While you were in uniform, we sang your praise.
Those sentiments are not now forgotten. We of the staff are resolved
to serve you to our utmost. You would not have us treat you we
have no intention to treat you as an unusual group who should be
a

fervent gratitude, to the ex-service

set apart.

bom

was

Dr. Seeley

—

W. Lyndon
who

"service under three provosts had turn-

Now

in

Commenting on the nature of the function, Dr. Smith said, "I
have a profound conviction of the value of student self-government,
H. A. Thompson
especially as an important and signifishire, England, and graduated from the
extended a welcome on behalf of the
Student
educational instrument
University of Cambridge. He came to students.
Introduction of first-year
government should not be regardCanada in 1938, and, after touring Can- students to Trinity sophomores coned as a concession wrested from frownada, he became Bishop at St George's cluded the
banquet
It is a right of young
ing authorities.
Cathedral in Kingston. While in KingCanadians."
ston he was special lecturer in philosoExplaining that this right carried
There's a Room?
Where
Know
phy at Queen's University. Since he series of broadcast addresses; and "The
these with it the duty of conducting extrathe byword on the campus
has been in Canada he has written two Sign of the Cross", a Canadian Lent
curricular activities "with due regard
days (page 3) as authorities have gone
books, "Towards a New Order,'' a book.
welfare of the Unversity as a
creased student enrolment of 560.

The word "welcome" has

'Greatest Challenge

heavy

kit

bag on route marches, Simcoe Hall office of the President as
However, on a a fascinating desk decoration-

indication of its value.

-

—

can arid
now your University
The University of Toronto
resounding No to the
should take the lead in Canada in giving a
every
our
match
If
we
question: "Was their sacrifice in vain?"
we will be worthy of those
thought, word or act to that question,
who
and
youth
of
wine
who poured out for us "the red sweet
and joy.
gave up for us "the years to be of work

Cody

Greets Successor

As

Dr. Sidney E. Smith prepared
President of the University of Toronto,

Dr. H.

President

to its

to

begin his first academic term as

The Varsity

invited his predecessor.

now

Chancellor of the University, to introduce the new
readers. Dr. Cody replied as follows:

Cody,

\I.

"I gladly accept your invitation to write a few words about the

President of the University.

He

is

no novice

in

I

University

commend him most
life

new

heartily to the students.

and administration.

—

Frosh

Weekend

Pharmacy Opening

Held

at Victoria

Addressed byGrad

frosh and
A record first year enrolment of 150
Victoria College students, including over 60 ex-scmcetheir
begin
was present at the opening of the
men,
to
last Saturday morning
Freshman new session of the Ontario College of
college careers at the annual
welyesterday.
were
Pharmacy
week-end. The newcomers
Mr. V. E. Hessell, executive manaPresident Brown and Dean

More

fresliies

than

six

arrived

hundred

at

comed by
Bennett and were conducted around
campus in the afternoon.

the ger of the

British Pharmaceutical

In-

stitute and former graduate of the ColGeorge lege addressed the gathering.
President
Saturday night
Doner of the Victoria College Union
Formal proceedings were followed
student
and representatives of the maor
by a community sing-song and senior
organizations explained .the functions Glee Club entertainment
bodies.
of the various undergraduate
comAided by the seniors, the frosh
„ little i!css bewildered, the freshmen
menced registration Monday morning.
were prepared to settle down to the
activities of the -week-end

The

social

the
with a reception given by

staff,

and

serious side of college

life.

"A Nova Scotian from the province of "plain living and high thinking"
he received his education both in Arts and in Law in his native province.
After some teaching in the Law School of Dalhousie University, he came
Osgoode Hall Law School in this city as a lecturer; then he returned
Halifax to be Dean of the Dalhousie Law School. About eleven years
ago, he was chosen President of the University of Manitoba. About a year
ago, he was appointed Principal of University College and Executive Assistant
to myself. After my election as Chancellor, he was chosen by your Board of
Governors to succeed as President on my retirement at the end of last June.
to the
to

"He is an able lawyer and a good organizer .and has a most attractive
He has a first-hand knowledge of Canada, east, centre, and west.
knows
has been President of the Conference of Canadian Universities and
taken no small
the general University situation in Canada. He has already
Universities in regard
part in conferences between the Government and the
to military training and rehabilitation problems.
personality.

He

"He knows
that

background

and vigorous
in the

against
the history and organization of the University, and
He is strong
will give wise and progressive leadership to it

physically,

University

field.

and able to carry what is one of the heaviest burdens
Students will find him kindly, shrewd, and accessible.

"Above all, his educational theories are based on the view that with all
is the beginning
our getting of the mental and the material, the fear of the Lord
and the end of true wisdom."

STAFF PHOTO

IS THE PLACE, and the man in the picture above
is emerging from one of the machine shops lying within the University's lease. Attached to the Ajax maintenance department,
these shops will probably be available for demonstation work
when 1,500 science students move into Ajax this spring. Story

AJAX

on page

5.

?

:
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Editorial

Books

THE SEIGE LIFTED

We

For sixty-five years The Varsity has been pouring from the presses.
For sixty-five years it has been customary for the current editor to sit

Our

at his typewriter the night before the appearance of Issue No. 1
moment of dismal anticlimax, that he has nothing to

down
and

This

write about.

Like many other customs, that one has changed this year. We are
about.
in the precisely contrary dilemma. We have too much to write

We

We

;

befitting the

which we jealously guarded.

B are

that

and book

re-

has been ob-

it

which

reviews,

occasional

certificate of successful fumigation,
.the number and type of
books obtained for review; but it also the offices of the Students' Council.)
depends to a great extent upon the reactionsd an suggestions of individual

.

.

whose comments and

tudents,

We

and are still
we welcome at our head a new President.

The
and

..

.

dates

The Varsity is to make each student a more alert
member of the University campus. That is the business

Can you make your own

!.

(a)

larity.

And good writers
to,

are continually

or overwhelmed by, this

The

synthetic popular literature.

parti-

cularly tragic part of this struggle be-

.

,„

reason

for

their

The

success.

say-so to give

of editorial
have completely revised, reducing the amount
music,
room for a wider representation of student interests books,

art,,

:

'Candidates with superstitious aver-

4.

ion to sleeping in a tlur teen-decker

And we

wage token warfare

intend to

against the most disturbing feature of
the present-day press, its anonymity, by
signing every article on page two; edi-

(a)

Like

all

human

we want

to

;

know about

to be reminded,

it,

we can

so

We particularly want

set ourselves right

potential

readers

are

best-sellers

when we have given too

space to one side of a question, that
the other side has also a powerful case.

crucial

BECOMES YOURS.

the

folowing

to

BLOOR

ST. EAST

deal

(Be

specific)

Applicants for rooms should also

7:

ibmit proof of relationship to

aspect

of

continue

(a)

The

(b)

A

bursar,

butcher.

this

—the premiese that the

NEWS, comes an amus

cither, as

71

would you attempt

excerpt

(a)

reader must escape the unhappy present
by identifying himself with one of the
central characters, and that therefore
there must be a hopeful ending has

(b)

Pugnacious room-mates?

(c)

Boarding-house pie?

Have 3rou

9.

—

infected

many

writers, but has

also driven potential readers

from books

problems of this time. This forces
"Trouble for Louisa Fowell, green- upon any reviewer one prime purpose:
(Continued on page 7)
Green,
grocer of Bishops Way, Bethnal

A

(b)

Every morning?

A

telephonenbooth

lecture?

Have you ever slept?
(Candidates are advised not

10.

the

around us today the postLondon, England, for Mr F. 0. Langley,
which we have all for six
Street Magistrate is threatening
years longed and sacrificed and bled. the Old
Those last
Tt is a truism that to have won the war her with a 'hideous penalty'.
The
is a trifling accomplishment beside the are Magistrate Langley's words.

ever slept in

(a)

(c)

requiring insight and an ability to face

hows:

Falling plaster?

popular literature

editorial by Judith Robinson con'
ig
not only
ceming cucumbers not ordinary cucum)ers

us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

(a) Termites?

more

and educated than ever

Yet the

LET

ibh

;

much

We

THE

How

6.

the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.

AT

8. Are you prepared to sign a waver
problem
seems to be that the basic premise of of responsibility in case of

The

And Bombs
From

The Trinity Review.

Roommates?

before.

things,

wrong

frequently

The Varsity is
when we are wrong

Reliable Exterminators Ltd.

(c)

Boarding-house pie?

literate

Cucumbers

We have plenty of space in reserve for
your views, your letters. We shall feel
slighted if you do not write continually..

('b)

(b)

their

Portraits

butler.

(d) Earplugs,

best

to win.

torials included.

a

(c)

and

Editorial Encores

(petition

without

in the

tion of emotional struggle

may

on the attached form.
5. Please
submit with this form an
ffidavit indicating willingness
to do

ubmit a

examinaand tensions;

knowledge, particularly

>"

YOU WILL LIKE OUR

Graduation

they are able to use advanced scientific

1

M **

(c)

development with great popu-

lectual

flaws, is the first of a writers show every desire to examine
This issue, honeycombed though it is with
centre of learning contemporary problems, both social and
hundred which will, we hope, do greater credit to a
This page, m particular, we individual, as completely as possible;
than The Varsity has ever done before.

the stage, and the questions of the day.

if

blankets?

(b) help?

function
faculty to feel, that the lecture belongs to the books are desperately needed, and when
it is no disrespect to the
might appear that there was every
t
feeling that The Varsity
professor. But you should have no hesitation in
.

bed

NAVY CUT
PLAYER'S
CIGARETTES

give you

fulfil his

-

to

(Candi-

Timmins or
commute from

home.)

which frequently have a disappointing
are faced with a tremendous flood

various reasons, not everyone can tween intelligent and popular literature
of eveyone on the campus. But for
feel, and
s that it comes at a time when serious
so directly as can The Varsity. You may

belongs to you.

than

closer

'living

Winnipeg are required

sale,

being lost

.

business of

intelligent

Where did yon come from?

I.

a hammer and saw?
If not, how do
3. Are you athletic?
by the of mass-production literature, combining
hoddy workmanship and surface intel- you expect to reach the top bunk?

B

Varsity, principal

And finally, we present a new Varsity. The
just a little awed
unifying force on a sadly sprawling campus,
been readying itself this
hurly-burly importance of the year ahead, has
lifetime.
its
of
job
biggest
the
summer for
.

to

Questionnaire

criticisms

.

In this first column I am going to
longer cut off,
with the sudden ending of two wars, we are no
write quite generally about some theorworld. Thousands upon
are once more altogether part of the
of contemporary literature and cripeace-time
in any
thousands of students, to a number unprecedented
ticism.
Today the major problem for
function in a larger,
vear have swarmed onto the campus. The better to
vriters is that which faces almost every
campus.
larger
of Ajax a
busier world, we have acquired by the lease
raftsman in this machine-controlled age.
have acquired
The better to teach more students than ever before, we
new era, Authors of seriously conceived books,
acquiring a larger and larger staff. And for a

.

reprinted here for the

The following,

pardy upon

Now

THE VARSITY'S JOB

(

nveiiisnce oj students who have been
have generally dealt with books written
by members of the staff and with issues unable to get within hailing distance oj
Rooms Service counter these last
of the college magazines, have failed to
give students any general idea of the de- few days, is a copy of the form required
velopment of contemporary literature, to be filled out in qwntuplicate by all apThe success of this column depends plicants and returned, together with t

are therefore welcome.

AS THE GATES RE-OPEN

unfailing quality.

WEAVER

For some time

views.

of

the first of a projected weekly

of literary articles

vious

The campus, inevitably insulated for six years from the world, is
suddenly in the state of a city whose siege has been lifted. For six
years, while the whole world rocked in a blood-bath whose purpose
was somehow to prevent certain things being destroyed forever the
those
University, inevitably aloof, has jealously guarded within its walls
gates were
treasures for whose preservation the warriors beyond the
leadergiven
have
have not been cut off altogether.
fighting.
from it inspirship, discovery, and men to the battle we have received
But for all that, as
ation, and a continual bracing contact with reality.
an
keepers of the treasure-house, we were isolated, in

is

The famous "sailor" trademark
as a guarantee
is recognized

Axe

By ROBERT

realize, in a

isolation

27, 1945

to

attempt

questions 1-10.)

Woo.

see all

war world

for

Jlri,

Music and

Drama

Back-Stage

at

the

Opera

awful task of keeping the peace. The
penalty hanging over Mrs. Fowell looks,
peace was not made in San Francisco,
on first glance, too hideous for her sin.
nor will it be made in London, Paris,
This is a column devoted to views and a travelling opera company of the
The accused was up in Old Street Court
or Moscow, nor in the atomic laboraviews on art, music and drama. It is and quality of this one is a gigantic
for blackmarketing a cucumber.
tories of the world. Every one of us,
Conse- enterprise. The company has a staff of
primarily a column of opinion.
"The Magistrate could have dmi
and especially those of us who are at
quently you may find yourself in dis- about two 'hundred people and in travelfines totalling one thousand one hundred
University, must forge the post-war
agreement with the ideas expressed here. ling they use four box cars for transsentence of twelve months
pounds
and
a
world every day of our lives.
Shouldtuch a situation arise, it would porting their scenery, costumes and stage
imprisonment for the offense. RegretIn this the principal task of the Unibe well to keep in mind that we are be- properties.
fully, he let the offender off sine die. It
versity today, The Varsity can be of
ing guided by certain principles.
inThese vital statistics were revealed by
was unfortunate he said, that the lady
service if you will let it and help it
tend to speak out for artistic integrity the manager of the company, M. Desire
was of limited means and an adequate
If not, it must pursue its myopic way
and for general raising of 'the cultural DeFrere, a stocky, middle-aged man,
penalty would mean her ruin.
alone. We are not spinning out words
level of programs.
Most of the
with an overflow or greying 'hair around
"But don't stop trembling yet; Louisa
we were never more sincere : our future
in this column will 'be written
In his
the circumference of his head.
Fowell is still in danger. Unless there
lies in your hands.
to these .precepts. General articles suite at the Royal York, he introduced
an amelioration of the situation with
W.H.K.
on the arts are inevitably flavored with
to Paul Breisach who conducted most
igard to the black market in cucumbers,
the prejudices of the writer. If your of the performances, and to a gentleman
ie case of Mrs. Fowell may be restored
opinions differ from ours, send them in to Whom he referred obliquely as "My
to the list and Louisa will be in for it,
and we'll be glad to print them.
Expenses."
ruin or no ruin. For Magistrate LangTheUndorartuiueJe tSjw.3pts.-per
While M. DeFrere conversed feverishThe coming season promises to be an
ley proposes to do 'his best to stamp out
Established 1880
active one. Students will probably have ly with his expenses, Mr. Breisach spoke
the black market in cucumbers and in
Member Canadian University Press
receivPublished live times a week by the rhubarb too, 'by coming down with a more time for concert-going this year of the hearty reception the group
Students' Administrative Council of the
than in the past few years, and in order
Toronto. Aided by frequent interUniversity ol Toronto. Opinions ex- heavy hand' ; presumably on Mrs. Fowell
that they may keep informed on artistic ectionjs from the very busy M. DeFrere,
pressed in these columns are not necesf no better subject turns up.
sarily the official opinions at the Stuevents, a schedule will be printed each he lauded the enthusiasm of our operadents' Administrative Council
Friday for the following week. These goers. He described as a myth the conEditorial Room. Rm. 42-a
in
his
daily
6gii
Stanford,
column
..in.
Neal
College
will 'be accompanied, from time to time, tention that Toronto audiences were cold
University
!\n. 0221
Business Office
and un receptive.
.Ml. 8745 appearing in the Christian Science Moni- by brief previews.
—
Night Office
tor, voiced his opinion recently on the
*
*
*
For several yeans now there has been
W. Hufcb Kenncr. BA.
Editor-in -Chief
Peggy Botes. 4T6 Atomic Bomb and the Superstate. Says
While this may seem rather late to agiation for the establishment of civic
Women's Editor
Manaftlnf! Editor Robert R Robinson. 4T6 Mr. Stanford:
write about the opera at Massey Hall opera in Toronto. Many consider a city
Carry Rca-Atrtto. 4T7
Assistant
ShackJcton.
Phil
Make-up Editor
"The fifty United Nations meeting at last week, the event was of sufficient musically immature .unless it can boast
VIrRlniB Fox. 4T6
Assistant
GeorRC Forster. 4T7 San Francisco presumably delivered the significance in Canadian music circles to an established opera group. In the exNews Editor
Blanche Stanley. 4T6
Assistant
'
pert opinions of M. De Frere and BreisE. Ross McLean, 4T7 coup dt grace to the superstate idea. merit comme'1
Feature Editor
Reg. Herman, 4T6
Assistant
Last Saturday's perforamnce of Ver- ach, this agitation 'Should 'be kept up.
Mickey Miehasiw. ATI What emerged in the Charter was an
Sports Editor
Polly^Mutz. 4TC association of sovereign
Women's Assistant
states
com- di's La Traviata was extremely well They believe that Toronto has the poMen's Assistant
pacting to work together to keep the
tentialities for a thriving opera company.
C.U.P & Exchange
paced. The three principals, Bidu Sayao,

We

—

FRESHIES and FRESHMEN,

The Varsity Christian
Fellowship
of the University of

Toronto

extends to you a cordial Invitation to

A Freshman
to be held in

Reception

Wymllwood on

.

....

BA

Monday, October
at 4:30 p.

1st,

1945

m.

.

.

.....

Editor
Astfrtant
Art, Music, and

Editor

Hugh

Tiiirbara Jones.

Nino Martini, and Francesco Valentino They consider Massey Hall a good home
"It is obvious the atom bomb did were magnificent Of course, they sang for a permanent opera.
Philip Freedmon, 4T6
more than destroy Hiroshima and Naga- superbly, but in addition they aoted well,
M. DeFrere thought that the week in
saki, and end the war with Japan,
never Jetting the action drag. The chorus, Toronto was very successful. When
reopened the argument over national dancers and orchestra were fine and the asked if that meant financially successful
Night Editors:
sovereignty, whether it was an asset
he looked shocked and surprised.
"Oh
scenery adequate.
Kenner, Peggy Bates
a liability. There is no doubt where the
The privilege of hearing this excellent no," he said, "Opera companies ar
.

Ross McLean, Bob

—

weight of public opinion is today but group is to be extended to thirty-seven supposed to
'Cook, George Forster weight does not necessarly make right' cities on the continent The operation of

Assistants:

$att Jpouge pullettn $oarb

BA.

Dorothy Harley, 4TB peace.

Drama

make money."

—Philip

Freedman

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
The Hart House Glee Club will commence activities
this fall under the direction of Dr. Charles Peaker,
P.R.C.O., Direotor of the Toronto Conservatory of
Music. The organisation meeting and first rehearsal
will take place in the music room at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, 2nd October.
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"Homo

Sap"

the

Most Crowded Campus
Strains

Varsity History

in

Phi Delta Epsilon

Residence Resources to Utmost
^
M w ^ ****
Residences Crammed
Home Secured

Q»,„:,« U
Pnrtm Service
Koom
Hummins

has

Room

ced '

\'

Medical Fraternity

Servic

presents the

to
"
*
*<>r you
Set up behind a partition at the end
.

There are no pup-tents
House quadrangle.

in the

Hart of

common room

west

the

Hart
House, in a space occupied until this
Mackenzie me- year by top-drawer C.O.T.C, officers,
Park has not been the Room Service, with a staff of four,
fitted up with sleeping-bags.
has been malting available to students
No one has suspended a cot on stings lists of furnished rooms all over the city.
from the biggest carillon 'bell-clapper.
Headed by Glen Day, III C. & F., the

The platform

of

of the

morial in Queen's

Lorne T. fUorga)
Professor.

Polli

ally of Toronto
The Fourth Printing of Dr. Lome
T. Morgan's 'Homo The Sap" is
just off the press.
Homo" is Canada's Best-Selling

One

Satire.

Toronto

Boolt-.ior..

alone sold 3,000 "Homo "
Everyone loves Humor. Ridicule
eni °y
Hom °

The Sap
_

,25

J. J.

'

Cents At Any Bookstore.
Carrick 330 Bay St.. Toronto.
unless you
^ur Bookstore.
wAtomic
Bomb."
1

Homo

—
is

-

a literary

For these and a thousand similar staff includes students George Hougham
mercies students can .thank the S.A.C. and Adrian Leitch, and Miss Mary Bell
Room Service, which for the past month of -the S.A.C. staff.
In breaking Toronto's housing
been performing the impossible ir,
deadgetting roofs over the heads of hundred; lock, the S.A.C. has .been nothing if not
of students.

And

it

still

-has

some

For

enterprising.

un-

the past

two weeks

On

Never ample, and in the

Hani an's Point

increasingly

inadequate,

last

few years

residence

ac-

commodation on the campus has this
year disappeared with a gurgle beneath

For Servicemen

Booked up

of a Haitians

solid

for months in

Point hotel keeper, Mr. A. Atkin, the vance, residences throughout the campus
have been feverishly .turning down city

Students' Administrative Council Rooi

applicants

Service have secured accommodation

Occupants

52 persons.

fc

three

and in many ways making
sleep where one s

students

will be students before.

formerly in the armed services, and In

Thc red

brick men's

rooms up
biggest

sleeve.

its

Never,

women's

Some

of the Council's usual services carry islanded students back and forth, 50 double-deck beds procured
from War
to be suspended this year. as ft makes its daily trips
through a Assets Corporation, have been placed

in

all

ing the

second

of inspecting rooms, approvchannel kept open by ice-breakers for
and rrraking available to access to the
island filtration plant
seekers in card-index form a complete
Furniture, mattresses, and all equipccekroach-to-counterpane picture of any ment
are described as new and in firstroom on the Rooms Service files, 'had to lass
shape, and heating is being installed
be abandoned in the face of overwhelmthis fall. An extra feature is an outdoor
ing numbers. Next year, with an excepswimming-pool which will do double
tionally early start, it is hoped that
this duty as a skating rink when
the freezeservice can be resumed.
(
.rates,

There

Mary

are

moments for
whose

satisfying

Bell of the S.A.C. office,

headache

For

is 'housing.

week when a
entered

successful

Room

the

instance, last

room on Huron Street

double
quality and

... a feature in
leather and fabric . . .
price

pre-war value at a
post-war price
round
out your glove wardrobe with several pairs
of these distinctive
a

.

.

.

gloves in many different
designs. Black, Brown,

Natural

and

White.

Sizes 6 to 714...

1.00

room
One

I'll

need

mate."

He

told.

mates

pair

of

Last year's policy of converting
the
rooms to triples has been

Among

the home-hunters

Room

approached

who have

Service in hordes for

the past month was the married couple
who, failing to find any Toronto accommodation, drove 20 miles out of the city

a tourist cabin.

of residences in the unprecedented housing crisis are mainly not amusing. But
itself to

much amused

speculation are the difficulties confront-

Wihitney

Hall

residents

where

double-decker bunks 'have .been installed.

Problem of the

"How?

bunk:

As

in all

Street has
taining

And

Just

how?"
73 St George
rooms now conrooms three.

residences,

many

two

still

girl assigned to the top

single

beds, double

students seek space.

point the Superintendent's office

At one
was

space

"We

still

avail-

Overtaxed dining-room accommodation
in Whitney Hall has been
relieved by
arrangements to have the extra students
take turns eating at the adjoining

Wo-

men's Union.

supply of dressers

73 for reconversion to bedroom.

is

many

single

rooms turned into doubles.

"There's no point arranging to have a ed out, "if you haven't got any
room left vacant for painting," he point- any paint"

men

or

For

memory

the first time in the

.

when

plaster fell

away from

the ceiling

Scaffolding, provided
in mid-summer.
by the Sarnia Bridge Company,

that such
stunning gloves could be so
low in price .
yet they are.
.
Each pair is only
1.00
believe

for

erected

To

.

plaster

and

Trumpet

his

The
Four Cheers

The
Imaginettes
Sensational Ballroom

had

the

three-week

plastering

which would have meant
and raising of the cumber-

set,

scaffolding

supervisors decided

with the plastering.

network,
to

superintendant's office stepping up lighting throughout the university buildings

nd grounds. Light bulbs removed from
lamp standards on the campus during the

war years were

A FEW OF THE MANY

hundreds of students who have
of landladies and maps of Toronto in the offices of

Service operated by the Students' Administrative

replaced. Another item
already engaging a number of the 250

workers
struction

the

Ajax

or any Phi

uzz Le

in the

department

is

the con-

on laboratory equipment
project.

Undergraduate

•
Proceeds

\

Return of peace to the campus saw the

MAIL ORDERS

Kl 1487

mix the color

Plastering and

rhe single operation.

neighborhood.

FROM

TICKETS

ingenious

decoration were thus accomplished

store in your

Attraction

avoid redecoration after the

the lowering

some

lists

McLINTOCK

of

employees a replastering job was necessitated on the dome of Convocation Hall

Rooming

ELLIS

office

and heating systems.

pored over

his

Orchestra

We

was engaged during the summer in a
myriad of duties including redecoration,
and installation of new wiring, plumbing

the

and

New

adequate.

on order, and some delivered; until the rest arrive,
old stock
being used. Extra desks wiU
not be

Nevertheless the superintendent's

Council.

LAPP

mattresses are

Pigtex leather and

With Money Order include 10c to cover cost of mailing.
Send to Head Office, Kent Building - - - Toronto.

HORACE

Extra furniture for .the doubled-i
rooms is another problem. So far,
the

We

to point up the smartness of
your favourite fall costumes.

A

Royal York

able for scholarship students and
senior
students.

.painters, for instance.

dozen.

Banquet Hall

TJn-

Third and fourth year students have
gotten top priority, and many secondcouldn't get
year out-of-townors turned away.
more for love, money or marbles.
Victoria's men's residences in Burwash
"Besides the labor shortage, materials
Hall are accepting freshmen only from
were scarce.
were told on ordering
the college, and have been forced to turn
quantities of furniture that we could
not
away men from other faculties. Nelle
expect 'better than ten months' delivery.
House is being used for students ii
Supplies of bunks, blackboards and easels
were obtained from War Assets Corpor- theology, Ryenson and Caven for gradu
ates, while Bowles and Gamer are re
1"
ation—that helped'
served for the women.
The ever-diminishing length of time
At St Michael's College, students are
during which University buildings are
being placed in all available space. Loempty now that courses are' on a 12retto and St Joseph's have accepted very
month basis was another handicap for
few city girls. There has been no doubCol. Le Pan's department The departling up at Loretto, but St Joseph's rement has always depended on a certain
ports being more crowded than usual.
period of non-occupancy in which to acTrinity men and St Hilda's girls are
complish necessary alterations. Co-operdoubling up, while at WyclifFe the only
ation from academic heads can solve this
change is that no city men are being
problem, Coi: Le Pan emphasized; but
admitted to residence.
labor and material shortages swamped
needed 45

fine fabric . .
classic in handflattering designs . . . tailored

You won't

trammelcd single rooms are

Entice,

BUDGET
MINDED!
in

large triples

be- everything else.

lieved considering the telephone booth at

Elegant

The

year.

outside 'has forced into the Hall.

Painters Scarce

And we had a

left together.

currently lending

THEY'RE

.this

and the double-deck doubles are reserved
freshies, and for a number
of P.
H.E. students whom pressure of

sity buildings.

strangers-turned-room-

Oct. 16th

larger double

continued

wa;

take it!"

"I'll

The

Complications caused by the crowding

FASHION
MINDED!

rooms on .the first and
Only the limited head-

of the score or more homeless
'It's largely
a story of frustration,"
students who spent days waiting anxiously for accommodation in the S.A.C. declared Col. A. D. Le Pan, Superinten- available until mid-winter.
dent of Buildings, in discussing his deNo city girls at all have been admitted
office j umped to 'his feet, shouted
partment's redecoration program on Uni- to .the Victoria women's residences,
Where? Huron Street?"
and

to sleep in

THEY'RE

single
floors.

room allowed by a sloping roof kept
top-floor singles from 'racing
similarly

Money, Marbles

Do Not

the

equipped.

room-searcher

Service office with

the ubilant announcement; "I've got a

in

BALL

residence,

have had

The system

Even House-Hunting Can Be Fun;
How Do You Hit the Top Deck?

feature

EE

it

student influx and complete

\)irqiniaj)are
DOUBLE FEATURE

A

DEE

on

residences

Devonshire Place; which accommodate
has been securing every morning the some cases their wives.
Equipped with a dining-room ready 43 men to a wing, .took care of all applilists of the government's
War
cants
in residence last year who neither
the toughest housing shortage Toronto Emergency Shelter office. IT
to serve three meals a day, and accessible
graduated nor .failed, and .then filled
up
Advertisements and stories
by motor launch provided free of charge solid
with students returned from the
North Toronto Herald have opened up by the proprietor, the lodge
has eased armed forces. The -waiting list, in case
scores of rooms in .the city's finest resileasurably the problem of securing anyone moves out, is dozens of names
dential sections. Scores of householders
long.
who had never before dreamed of renting accommodation for .this year's unprece- There
'has been an unaccountable influx
responded to the appeal and threw dented number of married students.
of women, too. In Whitney Hall,
main
open accommodation for students.
During the winter a T.T.C. ferry will University
College
tenanted

despite the

PHI

the flood.

Through the co-operation

for

in

Aid

new Mount

of the

Sinai

Hospital

•
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THE COMFORTS

ALL

Ajax

(Into the house thai

move

built

HOME AWAIT INFLUX OF PIONEERS AT AJAX

OF

buildings

^his

early 1946-

engineers in

1,500

arranged,

being

is

27, 1945

he

fided.

Mr.

in

Wings of this dered our pass and our lighter under
con- seat and entertain 750.
guards,
Hall house Tuck Shop, Library, and the x-ray eyes of blue-coated
lies at .the neck of the L, in a convenSitting Room.
Some 75 professors will occupy next- ient site for its possible future function

Russell's

Pre-tour
and site—wiwre
plant
air will resound to office had produced a map of the
activities.
door Management House, fitted with as a centre for Hart House
Oikes"^were opened and grounds. Shaped as an L L for
dining room, kitchen and 85 bedrooms.
And beyond the Gate House stretch
university's share Each
for a tour of inspection by The Varsity. Lease—is the
Maple furniture and gray bedspreads the assembly lines, down towards the
mile long, containing everypres-

week

buildings

ently

the ivintcr

briefing

"Taike

soulful

follows.)
arm is a
com- appoint the bedrooms.
thing necessary to running -the
is an airy, sprawling commun"Every second counts," warned Mr.
glistening in the sun, rolling over munity.
Russell as we were whisked away in
In the upper, east-west ami of the
gentle ridges down to the blue glint of
"It'd take three days to
the staff car.
Lake Ontario, and dominated by the L, 'he explained, lie the residences, play- see the whole place properly." On the
At
smokestack of its central heating plant ing fields and recreational facilities.
right we glimpsed the long, low lying
are the
and 'the huge tank of its private water- the junction of the two arms
36-bed hospital, the postoffice and bank.
The Queen Elizabeth Way, as power plants, piimphouse and mainten- In another moment we had entered the
supply.
And stretching down
yet unpaved, runs by its back door. On ance buildings.
residence block of S U-shaped buildof
hundreds of siding freights chug busily the north-south, lower arm are two

The eyewitness account

lake, buildings like sparse grey beads
on a string of roofed, hardwood-floored

Ajax

ity,

in

and

At
pass,

Mr. pnd buildings

D.I.L.'s

converted

be

yellow will

resplendent

a

issued

Russell

company's six assembly lines. Shops
of these assembly lines

the

out.

the general offices

(rooms

lecture

into

Each

residence had a flight of steps,

oh a

powerful bulb

over

bedrooms,

58

Two

students the miles to their lectures.

The

military

secrets

of course,"

here,

left

The Recreation Building serves a
"However," he
throw the dual role as gymnasium, for which its
The demoli- hardwood floors suit it admirably, and
whole place sky high."
certain
powder -impregnated theatre with stage and all equipment to
tion
of
warned,

spark

"a

could

power supply.

(Female)

To

Dinning

Serve

Handle

Room

alone.

is

Certain

thousand

needed for
apparatus

Young

Dean

Applied Science and EnThe Varsity recently.

R.

C.

of the since 1939.
Inevitably,

Dean Young

concluded,

life and all it means. fall <we have 400 freshmen here; in the
a self-contained community. spring, 1,500 more will register at Ajax
shall try to develop it as a Univer- and will be ready to enter their second
town wjth a life of its own."
year next September along with the

touch with college

sity

is

Dean Young explained

3 to 4 nights a week.
•

taken

have to wait until January,
when we will have Ajax ready to rethem."

clude

all

students
.

Ajax

at

will thus in-

civilian applicants, and
all
from the armed services with

fewer than 29 months of service.

Formal

"It

and
"There
civilians," Dean Young stated.
no reasonable limit to the accomoda-

the Satisfaction of complete

"up-to-the-minute"

Attire.

will

offer relief for both veterans

tion

we can

open,

FREEMAN'S FORMAL

we

When Ajax

offer there

can take every Engineering

who

student

stuout,

year engin-

And

the end

New DANCE CLASSES
Now Starting

The Students' Choice:

decide.
classes fill up quickly.

Enroll at once for our

BLOOR TAXI
Sub-station at
HARBORD and ST. GEORGE

•

This

is

CALL US I

di Optlelai

the popular

at

Low

Prices

students'

class

STUDIOS OF DANCING
1139 Bay St. cor. Charles, MI. 5624

tor

Et» Phjdelai

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
319 BloorSt. W.
Ml 6762

You'll meet a nice bmich
here.
Phone ttouo.

DA C OSTA

For Efficiency

Huron and Harbord

Good Meals

Starting October 5th

Switchboard connecting
all branches
For Quick Service

MOORE'S LUNCH
Cor.

New

"Fri. Nite" Class
night.

RA. 5151

!

Don'i lag behind trying to

Our

The

to their credit

rest wjll

The enrolment

Thrill to

1,400 second

with 29 months

those

more

of service or

ive

.

That makes 1,900 first year
Even if 25 per cent drop
will be

Iment on the campus this fall. "We eering students next fall.
can look after 400 freshmen here, and isn't in sight for years."

•

3 501

.

the rest

that all

liis department could dents.
e
accomodate had been accepted for en-

first-year students

we have

Again

feet of table space

aughting

Ajax will go on expanding. "In 1946
'There should be no feeling on the and 1947 we will inevitably have a
part of staff or students that they are second year there, as well as yet anbeing buried away in the bush out of other crop of freshmen," he said- "This

2 hours nightly.

MI

next

in

after

Faculty of

We

PHONE

Two

versity Superintendent.

Embroy En-

1,500

ing place,"

Ajax

•

and

hum-

gineering told

Hart House.
to

will be

in the spring
in be taken to Ajax
it has been used during fche fall
term on the Toronto campus. Certain
"The Ajax project is a fine opportun- equipment needed for electrical demonty for staff and students, and as it stration cannot be bought and is being
itands is the nucleus of a very interestade specially. It has been out of stock

in Private

\

But they

ming when the engineers move

gineers

Wa nted

I

and

DEAN PREVIEWS AJAX
ly

in

utterly

laced with

Spring.

square
plied Science Will Eventual-

Dinner

'floors,

the colored pipes of steam, water,

Rural Annex to Faculiy of Ap-

STUDENTS

now

are

thick brick walls

gleaming liardwood

single story.

all

Mr. Russell.

assured

labs -to-be

bare, shells with

admon-

"Quiet, Please!",

laundry.

be retained by the University to carry

"And warm as toast every winter." A
to escape challenge as an out-of-season
ished a poster inside the door. "Sleepsupply is fire protection.
saboteur.
One half was surrendered pressure water
Saboteurs and Radio Rowdies are HitOf substantial wooden construction,
on entering the plant compound. The
's Friends."
"No painted white, .the buildings are almost
other was claimed on emerging.
The Gate House, where we surren;d

of a fleet of six caravans, seat-

ing 80 and capable of holding 140, will

baths,

showers,

shell-filling

rooms has broken the continuity of the

door,

the

until the demoli-

fire-hazardous

of

tion

will

the laboratories

up; but not

chain.

common-

plushily- furnished

a

each

and dated,

be fitted

ings.

"The buildings are
properly signed, countersigned, and laboratories.
room,
Mr. Russell revealed.
which we affixed to a lapel steam-heated,"

Here

corridors.

51 Geor[o Aptt

•

Ground Floor

Contact Lenses Fitted

Quick, accurate repair

service.

Stylish, quality glasses at reasonable price*

Special Discount to Students
and Faculty Members

applied."

All the classes in all departments of

Engineering will be given at

first-year

Young

Ajax, Dean

There will be

said.

Engineering Drawing,

laboratories- for

Class of

4T6

Chemistry, and Mineralogy, with facili-

work

for field

ties

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

In

surveying.

in

Physics Laboratories

addition,

be

will

available for certain courses.

Despite the duplication of equipment

with

'black,

zipper.

Knox

and
Young,
or S.A.C.

W.

RewardCollege,

Office,

RA

Hart House,

L.

3331,

MI

I'd

be very glad to do your typing

this

year

Institute.

I

"Evelyn",

Box A, The

Moderate

men

in

the Arts

FOR SALE

Write for appointments to Mrs.
Malania, 359 Crawford St

Drawing instruments book, for

at

Ajax

Young

their

work

1st

was confident that no insurmountable
difficulties would arise.
The govern'
ment, he said, would facilitate the pur
chase of building materials and neces
sary

year

Physics courses, will

about equipment? Dean

take

probably

What

fees.

En-

year

Aeronautical

INVITES

rather than in Toronto.

Varsity.

PRACTICAL RUSSIAN

mercial

first

and

Engineering, as well as certain' fresh-

6221.

or beginners and advanced students.
Individual or group instruction by
experienced graduate of Kiev Com-

in

Physics

gineering

TYPING DONE

Con-

taining registration card, papers,

money.

students

involved,

LOST
Wallet,

Chemical

cellent condition.

Engineering.

LL

Ex-

9374.

has

apparatus,

S.

Much
as

while

it

of

trestle

the

University

8 Avenue Road

-wants.

the needed

tables

such

furniture,

and cupboards,

by

ing constructed

Park Plaza Hotel

Ajax

of keeping any

the option

equipment

YOU

is

be-

RA. 4184

-

RA. 3948

the staff of the Uni-

FOR SALE
TYPING DONE
Neat work, quick

Man's

LA

results.

3593.

Write

tuxedo,
to

Box

size

38-40.

$35.

B.

W.

Sharpe Promoted

B, Tlie Varsity.

In University

BACK AGAIN
To

type

ports etc.

EL

all

President Smith has announced that

LOST

I

your theses, essays, re-

Low

rates.

6649, after 6 pjm.

Extension

Harry

Shiff,

Admit-tonlectures
lies,

ity

3rd Victoria.

U.C.

Bertram

Ruth PhilMonday. Vicin-

card,

Please phone

MA

237a

W.

Sharpe,

Thirty Years of
Distinctive Portraiture

Portrait by Aber

M.A. has been

promoted to Associate Director of the
Depairtment

of

University

Extension.

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

VANCOUVER

Mr. Sharpe has been with the depart-

ment since

1921.
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700,000 Sq. Feet Floor Space In Ajax Ajax
To Be Taken Over By Surplus Schoo/men What

27, 1945

Students Meet-

at a Glance-

(Continued from ipage

is it?
A huge townsite, home of the Defence IndusLtd. shell-filling plant, stretching from the Queen
Elizabeth Highway to the lake, 24 miles from the campus.

"Yon are not special cases," he conknow that you may have

tries

Between Dominion, Province, and University Eases Congestion in Labs

Co-operation

And

Residences

To make room
that may

an influx of

for

dents

double

stu-

pre-war

its

University of Toronto
has obtained lease to 700,000 square feet
registration, the

of floor space in the huge

Ajax

plant

Defense industries Limited as a postemergency measure, Reconstruction

of

Howe announced in Ottawa on the eve of V-J Day.
Situated 24 miles by highway from
Minister C. D.

Queen's

e

Park campus, the new
Ajax will be used to house

school at

and train

first-year and later secondyear students in Applied Science and
Engineering, and possibly those in some
emistry and physics courses as well.

The work
erty

of converting

the prop-

into classrooms, Jaboratories, and

residences is

going forward now, and
fee given there in
January to an anticipated 1,500 group
of S.P.S. freshmen.
Plans are now being formulated for
Hie first lectures will

co-ordinating

curricular,

those on the

and

social,

Ajax

athletic activities of

What do we

get? An L-shaped lease, each arm a mile
embracing the heart of the community. It is nearly
four times the area of the home campus.
Why do we need it? Because 1,500 men are expected to

year Engineering in January.
Who will go there? For the present, those 1,500 men;
later perhaps, a second year.
What will they do? Take all their lectures and laborafirst

leased, shaped like a let'
"L" with each arm a mile long, i:
all within the plant compound and doe
not include the 600 houses built in Ajax
village by Wartime Housing Limited.

university property does contain

all

the administrative buildings, the 21 big
dormitories capable of accomodating up

self-contained

•

University

ments with the University, stated Col.
W. E. Phillips, Chairman of the Board

Dominion

Governors.

made

the

and

his

Built at a cost of

in the top picture.

of the dormitories, formerly accommodating
war-workers, which will ring with lusty Toike Oikes
when Schoolmen take over this spring. Heating-pipes span the
roadway.

the .task

in

village

woodworking

shop (centre photo), one of the maintenance buildings being
inspected by University officials. Like the machine shop on page
1, it will probably be used for demonstration.

THE KEYNOTE

of this residence commonof 18 in the women's dormitory block.
Incoming students will find these houses first, then, if necessary,
spill over into the older houses.

LUXURY

IS

room (bottom), one

Don't fence

me

out

.

.

.

His

present occupies the premises,

with

co-operating

women

COMPOUND is this

over

himself

A

few

years

H. G. Wells remarked that there
a race 'between catastrophe and education.
Through education and only
through education can man master the
is

machine.

Tliat

is

the stark stake in the

Battle of Ideas.

•

•

FRANK BOGART

after

skele-

maintenance

and

administration

Here are a few

INSIDE THE PLANT

control

NORMA LOCKE

the

$112,000,000,

on August 15
Only a

plant closed

staff at

shown

last

with

premises available, be said,

four years of operations.

is

James Jeans said after the

that 'Science has given man conover nature before he has gained

WESTERN GENTLEMEN

authorities

operating the Ajax branch.

Ajax

ttol

and additional current cost of

capital

at

"Sir

war

MART KENNEY

and Premier Drew gave assurance that
bis government would underwrite the

ROW

rages.

college can therefore function as

The Ajax undertaking 'has been
made possible through the co-operation
Dominion and Provincial govern-

RESIDENCE

still

University,"

OF DISTINCTION

of 1he

ton

the Univer-

— ORCHESTRAS

town.

STAFF PHOTOS

to the place of

the

later,

self-contained? Yes. It also has a central
heating plant, Hydro, a laundry, fire-hall, post-office and
bank, and all necessary shops and offices for maintenance
and administration.
In fact, a complete college town? Yes.

and a mile-Jong strip
two of the six assembly
whose buildings are to be con-

completely

Aax

mere numbers."

Turning

he said, "must
our cultural heritage; must
tend our frontiers of knowledge and
adorn;
must serve as a cultural
nerve-centre for its city and for the
hole world; yet I proclaim that its
primary function is to teach.

Yes; at least 75 of them.

verted into classrooms and laboratories,

of

they will consider you as individuals

id not as

"The

is

containing

Ajax

by

will 'be staffed

the conflict o£ philosophies

commute.

to 3,000 students,

a

The Bureau

men who have been in the armed forces
during the war.
In common with us

home campus.

The space

lines,

dents.

conserve

Will there be any women students? Probably.
In case of illness? There is a clinic, and a 36-bed hospital.
Where do they eat? The Ajax cafeteria seats 1,000 at a
time.

So the place

therefore

modern world, Dr. Smith
emphasized that "although the clash of.
5 has ended in a military victory,

A

will

are

St George St an

67

at

Advisory -Bureau for Ex-Service Stu-

sity in

Any recreational facilities? Yes.
gymnasium, theatre,
dance-hall, library, eight tennis courts, baseball diamond'
skating rink, soccer field. And Hart House Art and Music
programs will be extended to Ajax.
Will the staff live there too?

establishing

ail,

tory classes there.
Will they live there? Yes, if they want to. There are
residence facilities for 3,000. However, any who so desire
may live in the city and commute.

More

We

problems.

special

students with

ter

The

cluded, "but I

long,

enter

1

spent in uniform.

of

ready

University

making
for

occupancy.

PIANO

and His

ORCHESTRA

BETTY DA VIS

I

industrial

.the

student

official:

Faculty committeemen have been making almost daily visits to
for

several weeks,

property

.the

securing

first-hand

information and attending to the details
of the changeover.

BUY

ELLIS
His

McLINTOCK

TRUMPET and His ORCHESTRA

WAR SAVINGS

Have

with

YVONNE LEE

STAMPS
a

HORACE LAPP

Coke

and His

ORCHESTRA

with

Pat BERR Y & Rudy HANSEN

The Modernaires
^

under the Direction of

ROY PATERSON

JACK EVANS

.

making a neighbourly confab friendly
words Have a Co\e.

with Coke. Have a Co\e

—

is

Friendliness

a simple three

and refreshment go along

word

lesson in

how

way to say Let's be friends.
The Coca-Cola Company of Canada Limited - Toronto

along with folks

a refreshing

BILL

THOMPSON

Management

AGENCY
BERT MITFORT
6413-4
WEST,

That-boy -named-Bill and that-girl-named-Jill meet on common ground
at the

Jackets

under the Direction of

His Orchestra

Exclusive
,

The Reid

and

to get

&?D&»

le-marks whicb
of Tlic Coo-Cola
Company of Camdj, Limiled.
707
idcoiifr ihe product

103

KING STREET

El.

9654,

El.
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New and

Entrenous

Vic Frosh Hear Spencer
"There should be thanksgiving on

first

ROSS McLEAN

E.

The appointment had been with

the

From

pared speeches.

— like ships

.these

An

on the social problems of
Major J. A. Edmison
will address an open meeting in the main
dent W. T. Brown, introducing Chanhall of the Economics Building, Friday
cellor A. C. Spencer, -the speaker at the
at 4.30, Prof. Harry M. Cassidy

S-M-I-T-H-SMITH!
By

27, 1945

UNRRA Expert to Speak

they read

tliis

Victoria College Convocation.

today,

The meeting

nounced recently.

will be

In his address, Chancellor Spencer sponsored by the School of Social Work.
A Montreal lawyer and alderman' and
was ever aware of the other urged that we look forward to the future
dent, the soldier and the man bad also man's presence. The only place where when strife will cease and the compli- a graduate of Queen's University, Major
Edmison spent four years in the Caappear ed.
there was any collision of views was
cations which beset the United Nations
nadian Army. He served with the EuroThe President had fitted the Player's the so-called rebuttal.
Organization will be overcome. After
pean Regional Office of UNRRA as
about J^-inch into the amber cigarette
Under the modern system of debating
Ldicating the responsibilities of uniDeputy Regional Director of the Disbolder, lighted it from a small, self- this would not be tolerated, he observed
President, but before the interview con-

and

cluded the athlete, the debater, the

neither

stu-

tliat

pass in the night-

irsity

advertising book match, leaned back, and

announced

He

in

the jargon of such oc-

"Shoot 1"
had studied in arts

casions

happily, conscious of progress or a

The

sonable facsimile.

on

their

at King's Col-

new

stu-

conduct at the

speakers today University, stressing that there was no

must adjust themselves to the other
to supervize their work and
side's arguments on the spot and on
were on their own.

:

lege before his enlistment in the first

their feet

He

had had a not very distinCame the war, as wars are wont to
guished extra-curricular program but he
come, and Sidney Smith's enlistment
had been in the forward line of the
He had returned to Canada in January
College rugger team and during a scrim
or February of 1919 and discovered that
had broken his nose. Here he turned
he would not be able to get back to
his nose and pointed uncertainly to a
school until September. Those, as he
non-apparent spot on his nose where
had told some of his colleagues the other
that painful injury was allegedly still
day, were the unhappiest days of his
recorded. Some of that lump, he exlife.
Having lost well, not lost, explained.
actly
but in an academic sense three
Have you ever seen the game, he
years, he couldn't get to work but was
wondered. There are seven or eight
obliged to wait si
let's see: March,
men on each side. Four or five of these April, May, June,
July, August yes,
crouch in front, shoulder to shoulder and
months. He could indeed feel symleaning against the shoulders of their
pathetic to the state of mind of the exopponents.
(Here he almost disapwar.

graduates he gave the

dents advice

—

that they

placed Persons Division.

servicemen returning to the campus.

The

two forward

-a fish

and the push begins

lines

The

for possession of the ball.

rules of

English rugby were given no further
amplification.

done some debating
mentioned, leaving the forward

The

conflict.

too,

new

Awarded

to

invited.

"Choose your objective and plan for with
"Set it high that you may
develop your character and have the

which

The

all students

the basis of his agreement with the

into the applied science

President of the University of
to remind,

the oldest English-speaking univer-

established

School after a

lecture will be illustrated

at

summer

and

ex-servicemen who also face
problem of reorientation."
are

the chancellor,
|

and engineering
Dalhousie

Law

Dean H. Bennett made the
presentation of the prizes and the sticks.

athletic activities.

A

volleyball team on which he played had
a relatively better record than the law
school rugby team. He had also, of

Prof. Lasserre,

Accepts "Vic" Post

Dr. Henderson,

Die

in

affairs selection of subject
ing, timely,

SAVINGS STAMPS

WE BUY BOOKS—

Save Money
I

ON YOUR

Summer

For Cash

TEXT BOOKS
We

carry a complete stock of

USED

Text Books for

all

NEW

We pay you

Bring in your used text books.

and

spot cash for books

courses in all

you no longer need

whether used in your school or

schools.

—

not.

for several years.

Born in Geneva, Switzerland, Prof.
General Spencer was born in London
Lasserre received his education in Gene19, 1887. After graduating with
ra, Berlin, and Paris, and was a graduhonors from S.P.S. in 1908 he spent a

on Nov.

LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

ate in law. For some years he practiced
year as an instructor there. After several
as a lawyer in Geneva, coming to Canyears as a professional engineer he joinada in 1921. Two years later he joined
ed the 1st Hussars of tihe Non-Permanthe Victoria staff.
He was president of
ent Active Militia as a subaltern, and
the Robert Owen Foundation.
went overseas as Adjutant of the 2nd

Canadian Divisional Cavalry Squadron

m

Wthile overseas

was mentioned

lie

Georges, of
in

despatches several times and returned to

Canada with the rank

He

perial Oil

suming

Paris,

in Ger-

with the

Then he

Germany working with

of the

Camp Borden

He

1.50 to 2.50

FREE

ZIPPER NOTEBOOKS

WITH EVERY PURCHASE

Limited Supply

Classifier for

your ring notebook.

1st

3.75

up

Professor of pharmacy and pharmaHus- cology at the University of
Toronto,
international authority on anaes-

spent a year and
scientists of

G. Farbenindustrie on the production 68,

in 1942.

Ring Notebooks with metal

rings

thetic gases, Dr. Velyien E. Henderson,
died suddenly last August 6th, of
coronary thrombosis.
1929, he organized a Technical and ReDr. Henderson was known throughout
search Division at Imperial Oil.
the world for his researches on anaesIn 1930 he resumed his military activi- thetic gases
and his discovery of cycloties and gained an active rating in the
propane. Since 1921 he was chairman
of
1st Hussars.
After numerous transfers the Committee on
Pharmacy of the Cahe assumed the position of Commander nadian Medical
Association, and chairI.

3

in Saraia while re-

his connections

of synthetic gasoline.

SPECIAL

had been liberated

from a prisoner-of-war camp
many,

lieutenant-

of

entered the employ of Im-

Company

sars in London.
in

Only ten days before his death, he rea cable saying that his son

ceived

1915.

colonel.

you prefer, you

may bring in your old text books, and we will give you a generous trade-in allowance on ihem io be
credited against any purchase you make.
If

Before retiring

Military

Command man

accepted the Chancellorship

of Victoria upon retiring from the

Army

it

of the joint committee that
worked
the Canadian Formulary.
the time of his death he

At

and

his

General Spencer has four daughters and C.M.A. committee
had just completed a
one son who served as an officer in the new and up-to-date
Canadian Formulary,
present war. His home is in London designed
especially io meet the probable
where his daughters have attended the needs of any general
University of Western Ontario.

Open Evenings

in

plan of health insur-

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK MARKET

AND BOOK EXCHANGE
726

YONGE
(1

The

matter was interest-

and intelligent"

Complete Line of School Supplies

For more than 20 years on the faculty
new Chancellor. Climaxing a of French at Victoria University, Prof.
and successful career he was in- Henri Lasserre, 69, died suddenly at his
stalled by Wilfred James, Chairman of home last summer. He had been retired
24.

competitor,

and—thank heaven—short.

CANADA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF
NEW AND USED COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS

the

Board of Regents, on April

WAR

its closest

that its editorials were logical, con-

FOR ALL COURSES

long
the

BUY

superiority over
felt

cise,

SUPPLIES

when they chose Maj .-Gen. Alexander
Charles Spencer, C.B.E., E.D., BA.Sc,
as

John

stimulate

AND

of clerking at

Maj. Gen. A. C. Spencer,
Camp Borden C. O.,

College departed from tradition this year

leader
to

BOOKS

TEXT

Oh, he feared they

Regents of Victoria

December

Col e's.

Appoint S.P.S. Graduate
New "Vic" Chancellor

of

Conservative

last

year as

;

The Board

Puroel-I stated. 'The committee,
Trophy -was donated by which gave the winner a wide margin of

"Vic is over a hundred years old. Be
There are twice as many students proud of Vic, and let Vic be proud of interest among college editors in
of national importance.
last, which makes the diffi- you," he said in closing.
cutlties greater that face you, and there
Following the address of the new
this

quite innocuous though perhaps

all

both for clarity of expression and for
C.U.P. paper with the development of thought in its editorials,"

on matters of nation-wide Mr.

done.

course, taken part in Moot Court and
Mock Parliament together with today's
Finance Minister, J. L. Ilsley, (that
would be his debut, his guess would be)
not so trite as "Is the Pen Mightier
the wartime Navy Minister and now
than the Sword" ? They were all fairly
Premier of Nova Scotia, Angus L.
academic or, rather, fairly abstract.
Macdonald (or Angus L„ as they called
That was the word he wanted.
him)
and the late Norman Podgei
He was sorry to say that there had
former Minister of Defense. There had
been no debating of current affairs.
been
others who took positions in proAnd there had been obedience to a style
vincial governments in the Maritimes.
of debating which, he was happy to. .say,
It had, he remarked in modest underis going out of vogue. Affirmative and
went
with
prein
his
days
statement, been a significant group.
negative

were

the

Progressive

Bracken

comes -from work well

sity outside the British Isles.

Debating topics?

best editorials
interest,

slides.

various retail shops, he had returned to
his debating

to the

are cordially

I:

own

decision to admit long-service veterans

Once

Other competitors were The McGill John Bird of the Winnipeg Tribune, and
Queen's Journal, The Varsity, Elmore Philpott of the Vancouver Sun.
T!te Sheaf, and The
"The Dahousie Gazette was chosen

Daily,

a Maritime term

recollections of that half-year wait for-

med

lines in

college debating

Toronto had loyally paused
is

to use

he

organization was the famous Haliburton
Club {our objective). King's College,
the

—

out of water, he was. His

courses first

He had

stubborn

ever there was

undergraduate days.)

referee drops the ball between the

national president of the Canadian Uni- cal implications. This year's judges were
versity Press, has announced.
Gillis Purcell of The Canadian Press,'

Dr. Cassidy of the School of Social
Ubyssey.
will act as chairman of the meet-

Work
ing,

—

peared behind his desk as he re-enacted

The Dalhousie Gasctte, weekly student
Member papers across Canada submit
newspaper of Dalhousie University, five editorials annually to judges chosen
is the first winner of the Brack- by the C.U.P.
Rules specify rthat the
en Editorial Trophy, H. A. Richtex, award be made without regard to politiHalifax,

—

;

his gridiron role of

Awarded Bracken Trophy

Tlte Manitoban,

" he said.

satisfaction that

Dalhousie Gazette Editorials

authority

Europe

peacetime convocation," said Presi

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)
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FOOTBALL LOOP REOPENS
INTERCOLLEGIATE
RUGBY SCHEDULE

SPORTS NOTICE
|
I

the

Junior

Common

—TORONTO

October 20

Room,

Western

Friday, at 4 p.m.

—QUEEN'S

October 27

McGill

November

at

McGill

Football as usual

That

AT TORONTO

an absence of five long
King Football returns with glit
ring promises for a thrill-packed sea>n of cheering pennant waving crowds,
yells of "Yea Varsity" and "Dirty McGill," pretty co-eds and perhaps the odd
^ars,

—TORONTO AT WESTERN

3

Queen's at McGill

•$ake Better

November 10— McGILL
Western

ViarJcs

AT TORONTO
at Queen's

pipe-smoking coon-coated male. It
adds up to a very interesting season.

The

With

'the

prewar

return

status as

of

Intercollegiate

resume
a breeding -ground of

material for the big teams. It will enable
die ordinary

man

of sport

to get

'his 'true

enjoy-

and the extraordinary

to fit himself for intercollegiate competi-

WITH THESE

Along with

tion.

COLLEGE
FAVORITES

this renovation

the shift of loyalty

from the

comes

faculty xo

the University of Toronto as a whole,
and the long-awaited revival of real col-

YOU'LL PASS ALL
YOUR TESTS

lege spirit

The

WITH HONOURS!

huge

increase

in

registration

should provide an added interest in sport,

WRITING

that hectic fall of '39

and

it

The

registration card must be shown with the ticket on
entering the stadium at the student entrance—south
door
of the arena.

proved Just

Warren Stevens

the University of Western Ontario
team romped home in front of the pack
to cop the championship and the Yates
Cup. The Big Blues started off the seation for the season and, perhaps, help
son with a win over McGill and then
them stave off that tired feeling, at least
proceeded to lose four straight. McGill
till they reach a bed.
said "uncle" in the final encounter.
There are rumors to the effect that
The last time the Johnny Copp Mem
volleyball will this year assume its rightorial Trophy was awarded was during
ful position as a more rigid team sport.
that same fall as Doug Turner emerged
The league will not be padded up to
from School as the champion of the
ninety-team proportions, but showbeaten.
Other names that were on the
stead a limited number of good squads to
roster included Jarvis, Somcns, Macimprove the calibre of the game.
Quarrie, MacLachlan, MacMillan and
The importance of having good men
to represent each faculty on the standing
The last championship team wa;
committees cannot be stressed too great- 1936 when the Tricolor from Kingston
ly under the new Intercollegiate system. was trampled in the playoff.
It was

the

PENCIL

saving going at

light

mwin

J COLORED

Friday.

and the way things are shaping up there The emphasis will be on a strong com- even-steven the following
semester
j :ist won't be the accommodation and time
mittee to back up the respective sports, Varsity became the first intercollegiate
to make larger schedules .possible. Lec- and to choose the 'best possible men to team to lose the
title in overtime as
tures will run through till five o'clock carry Toronto's colors afield. The inter- Queen's used the extra
twenty minutes
e?ch day in most faculties, and with day- faoulty in the individual sports will to good advantage. It is
doubtful if

MIRADO
I

all

month there
ment in the

will

be a

'the

end of the be the recognized criterion for

definite curtail-

available time for outdoor

(these

im-

portant choices.

Many new

Moaner

will ever let Varsity forget that

[TURQUOISE
DRAWING

All that

points

PENCIL

-will

is

difficulties

Warren Stevens. They came from
colleges. They came from high school

eye of

arising in an otherwise rosy future. Gen- all
which are primarily affect- eral managers of interfaculty teams an clubs from service clubs
from the
ed are the fall 'team sports, rugby and supposedly assuming their prewar posi- services where they had more important
soccer- A limited schedule, however, has tions with the old responsibilities again worries than mere football.
;

organized practices,
at 'the

SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

some

sports

been drawn up to enable each team to
have opportunity to stage several well-

FROM YOUR

finding

setup.

The

\B0VAU3

is

Cup

much

as

it

was done

;

be starting soon.

Amongst rumors emanating from that
area are such names as Tommy Waldon,
Bobby Coulter, Bob Henry, Frank Williams, Mel Lawson, Wayne Pyne, Stew
Scott, Bert Hamm, Murray Bulger, Joe
Woodyatt Ni!o Ciotti, Bob Armstrong,

Some of these were out for the threehour grind but most were not The
others were players with no reputation
to back them up and who must rely

Wanted

SWIMMING
Applications for referees in the above-named sports are
now being accepted at the Athletic Office, Hart House.

Inquire re fees paid.

Basketball Referees
The Toronto Board

of

structional

leading

classes

Approved
to

Officials are holding in-

certification

Y.M.C.A. commencing on Monday, Oct.

at

Central

1st at 7.30 p.m.

sharp.

PROSPECTIVE OFFICIALS ARE ADVISED
TO ATTEND

on hopes alone.
Daily practices are in order from

—

graduating classes that regularly come to our studio Trinity,
Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, St. Michael's, Physical and Health Education,
and Applied Science. We appreciate your patronage not only because it
gives us honour but because its friendly repetition enables us to make
plans and store away supplies far ahead of the Fall Season. (For example,
the thousands of folders in which we mount the photographs have been

many

Please get in touch with us at once in order that we may arrange convenient periods for members of your class. We want to give you the best
of service and maintain our good record with Torontonensis. There is room

you come

Bui if everybody procrastinates, what will happen? There are only 44
1st and the end of November. If these days
used in a regular and orderly schedule the result will be congesnot
are
tion. It is positively to your advantage to make early arrangements.
Graduation photographs are important enough to receive prime con-

McGill

to

hang on

As

has returned.
darkened.
but the

The

women's

for

from the parking

Books

.

inject

of serious literature, as well as the very

of

its

women's

The

can give.

It also forces
fallen

on the relegation of the
its

is

more

life

sports.

So we

shall carry

on as

last

interest considering the laudable co-operation

new energy which should

into inter-faculty games.

proper place, regard-

below the examiner's axe.

Sue Gray, prime mover of

not always easy to fol-

.

.

.

look around for familiar faces and friends, checking

Club, has been located, and

is

basketball, has us

Eavesdropping can be very

how many have

Doorthy Sander, President of the Tennis

busy organizing the tournament

However,

worried as to her whereabouts.

profitable, especially

on the campus and

if

the

relative values of books can-

topic of conversation

not be established with a ruler, and there
is

which should prove of

We

financial success.

This policy
low.

failure.

of hope remains, as the Directorate has not yet met to de-

EVERY YEAR ABOUT THIS TIME

he must attempt to demonstrate the value
real pleasure it

will with the re-

.

(Continued from page 2)

liim to insist

what they

of all faculties, their energetic competition, and the
.

The gate

a negative quanity.

is

pay for men's inter-collegiate sports

This might serve as a concrete proof that Emily

lot.

cide the ultimate fate of the
year,

to

the feminine element to do

work was a dismal

One spark

money,

games are drafted

Pankhurst's

"Yea Varsity I"

inter-

inter-cotlegiate sports, the horizon is dubiously

oil that eases all wheels,

ceipts

now

and men's

In classes

crowded campi, week-ends at

of

snake dance to climax rugby games,

potential participants are not lacking in ambition nor ability,

until the

opener at Kingston on October
with a possibility of an exhibition
game on the thirteenth of October.

The era

to the tail-end of the

20

less

work days between October

Things are looking up as far as enrollment
collegiate sports are concerned.

That leaves

second-rate to

early.

By POLLY MUTZ

PROGRESS —

only.

1

ordered nine months in advance.)

The Sportswoman

receipts for college

for turning out

if

accepted

Athletic Office

arena last winter in the Jennings' tion should be well underway to keep team. The downtown press has very
This, it is hoped, will provide pace with these. Now is the time to get kindly built up a strong club for Stevens.

sweat and guts to make the team. These
are the fellows who deserve the credit

flock

Athletic Office
will be

p.m.

5.00

loop.

GREETINGS...

whole

1st

Referees

the

Johnny Farmer, the Jacobs brothers,
Jackie McLean and a host of others.

for our

Men. Oct.

RUGBY, SOCCER, LACROSSE. VOLLEYBALL,

Unimportant details which
mentor must worry about It would
Faculty organiza- only add to his troubles to hand-pick a

In the meanwhile, tennis, golf, track,

the players with at least norninal condi- tilings rolling.

to the

GOLF

Names?

this year.

will

Standing Committee Meetings
TENNIS
Fri. Sept. 28th
5.00 p.m.
ENTRIES CLOSE MON. OCT. Ist-No post entries

but ink in the 'records now.
the opening practice of the

crop up tin's
Where last year there were year due to the reorganization through- Monday saw
two and a half hours of available day- out the campus. Meds have
ithe Premed 1945 team as some sixty-odd aspirants
light, this year there is one, but schedules years
to organize and coordinate into pranced up and down the back campus
will be juggled and allowances made to
their interamural athletics, and nearly cagerjy striving to impress the critical

complete the shift back to the prewar every faculty

Student entrance south door of arena only.

game.

activities.

PENCIL

Tickets not available Saturday.

Enrolment Climbs

sports the Intramural setup will

ment out

student may obtain a reserved seat for 25c on presentation of his or her registration card with athletic
portion
attached at the athletic office, Hart House up to 6 p.m. on

last time

that to the charges of

its

A

a Varsity club took to
the green sod of the Stadium was during

Adjust Intramural Card

As

The Athletic Association has arranged with the management of the Argonaut Football Club to reserve sections
Q, R and S, for university students.

the intercollegiate slogan for

is

25c

TICKETS

1

After

>45

STUDENT

25c

Squad

By MICKEY MICHASIW

OTTAWA

vs

29 September 1945

Reins

at

Trains U. of T.

AT QUEEN'S

Western

at

Stadium

Rugby Recess Over,
Stevens

All ihose interested in play-

ing football tor U.C. meet in the

ARGONAUTS

no unified standard of critksm.

fall

"I

as a branch of the fine arts

concerning badminton.

Students are interested in a

opening of the Badminton Club rather than a spring tournament when

exams dampen

think that literature must be viewed both

is

one's ardor for the

game.

and as an

itstrument of social influence", the no-

produce incorrect and dan- driven balanced critics to extreme posiJames Farrell writes (in A Note to extremes,
the aesthetic developing tions of their own. There are, of course,
and he then gerous criticism,
m Literary Criticism)
art-for-arfs-sake point of view, a number of critics who still attempt to
uggests that this "duality of literature" into an

sideration.

elist

;

Whoever is at the head of your
committee on Graduating Class
pholograplis phone us, KI. 6113,
and ask jor Mr. Crippcn or Mrs.
Lamb.

Ashley

& Crippen

Studio

"Right on the edgo of the campus."

renders impossible the general

cstablUhing as the
accep- and the functional
sole criterion of writing its social as-

tance of a single critical standard. Farell discerns two major theories of lit-

erary criticism
functional.

— the

Both

aesthetic

theories,

when

pects.

Particularly in recent years, there

combine the better elements of both the
aesthetic and the functional in their
and it is from a blend of this

criticism,

and the have been many fanatical supporters of sort that the best
carried bo tli theories, and their violence has obtained.
1

critical

insight

is

IT 'S

A NEW

yEAR

THIS
And

the

W,th

YEAR

ub,g
gest

question

^6 c term.

,

*T.

mart,

a " nuaJ
,

/

are

EATON c°

LIMITED

bee-innino-

i-i.

"op

of

Blue and White Coach
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Peacefulness Permeates Frosh

As
Peace

has returned to the University. at the
Freshman Reception in October.
Not only are the European and JapAt Victoria Bill Wonders and his
anese wars at an end, but the traditioncommittee are making plans for the traal civil war
between freshmen
an< ditional

Is

others,

Ancients' Problems

—

initiation ceremony
the "Bob,"
and the cross-conflict between
with first and second year students
ties and freshmen
holding frequent

freshmen with yellow

secret

with green.

In former years the presence of two
apposing ties was the signal for a life-

rehearsals to

prepare for the event

Somewhat perplexed by

No. 2

Dr.Taylor U.C. Principal

Bear Brunt of Hazing

Girls

1945

28,

the complete

Ceremony

Installed at

Ideas Mighiier
Dr.

Likened to

By Oxford

Own

Than Bombs

William R. Taylor,

last

night,

formal installation as principal

at

his

of

University

College

Hall,

likened

we are

all conscripts

Convocation

in

university

courses in
ind death struggle, the air thick with lack of hazing to date, Medical freshliterature, history, and philosophy
unto
shouts and bright with flashing shears. men are apprehensive as to the future.
"avenues by which we are led to
see
They will receive their red ties shortly
This -fall freshmen of different
"To-day in the Universities of the that ideas are
faculties
mightier than bombs."
but
nothing
more
violent
has
been
pi;
world there is a tendency towards
sre passing each other daily
He said more than factual and techniwith nothned.
specialization," Sir Richard Livingstone, cal
ing more than a furtive
glance.
knowledge is needed.
"What we
Initial
initiation .plans
The women, bless them, carry on
have been M.A., LL.D,, vice-chancellor of Oxford do need," he emphasized,
"is a growing
University and president of Corpus perception
with hazing of .the psychological kind. made at St. Michael's and will be
of -the real goals of
human
Freshies clad in bedsheets and placard- nounced to the freshman class over the Ghristi College, told The Varsity.
endeavor,
and of
the fundamental
d with phone numbers are still in evi week-end. Ben Hurley, second yeai
"A ceaseless battle is raging between pnndples which sustain the
happiness
representative,
would say little but im- Deweyism and Liberalism in
fence, proof that
the old-time spirit
education," of the individual and of society."
till lingers.
But the men of faculty plied that rebellious frosh would be Sir Richard continued, "a battle meanReferring to the struggle
for an entried by a Moot Court
after faculty, eyeing the
during peace, he said
ingless to the uninformed, but crucial
biggest and
that

Scholar

to

maturest freshman classes in years, have
prudently declared an amicable truce.
....

New

Only the wearing

Stevens

be true that "a rolling stone

red and white changed

of

little

from former year;

due

to the difficulty in procur-

girls

"still

have several

surprises

ing ties.
The Dental Nurses have al- store for them."
ready been paraded around the campus
Freshettes from St Joseph's report
decked out in orange lab coats and undergoing a sleepless
Wednesday night
bandages.
and have 'been seen attired in odds and
Of Canadian parentage, Steve atThe S.P.S. initiation, formerly one
ds and double blue (bandages. Seniors
tended Syracuse University where he of the most
rigorous on the campus,
so took some of the girls to St
excelled in football, baseball, basketball has become
a post-war casualty. Mur- Michael's residenes where the occuand track. He captained 'both the foot- ray McCulloch,
President of the En- pants were entertained with a song and
'ball and baseball teams.
Aside from gineering Society, stated "We feel that dance.

undying words were

.culled later

add'

gathers a lot of polish."

it

Director

Athletic

Warren

Stevens,

from the R.C.A.F.
not exactly a rolling stone, and undoubtedly possesses little moss, but he his prowess on the field, Hie was popu- the frosh are sufficiently
mature to get
Kay Annis, second year president
has traversed the terrain from Syracampus activities and was presi- into the old School spirit without
haz- Victoria College, is completing prepcuse to Montreal to Toronto to the dent of ihis junior year.
ing or hesitation."
He said that the arations for the freshies' introduction
R.C.A.F., and finally returned to ToAfter graduation Stevens moved to freshman rules would be observed on a to the college.
Feature of the cereronto which adds up
to about his Montreal to perform for .the
powerful voluntary basis until their termination monies will be a Mock Court
share of miles.
And the polish that football squad commonly known
recently discharged
is

:

—

a

he

accumulated

with

coupled

during

his

his

natural

travels,

Wheelers.

Alternating

be-

tween his quarter and flying wing posifriendliness and his willingness in fact tions, Steve proved to
be the main cog
his eagerness to help out athletes has
the machine that swept everything
added no little enthusiasm to the "Wel- including the Regina Rough Riders,
in
come Back" sign sported verbally by its path to die Grey Cup.
ability,

—

New

—

the entire campus.

To

Then came

and sophomores

'freshmen

the

appointment

Professorial Promotions

Are Announced by

President Smith has announced the
present post and, as is so often the case,
Stevens is .but a legend as it was two he
joined the ranks of the benedicts promotion of the following twelve staff
years ago that he laid aside his athletic ihortly
after.
Given time to acquaint members to the rank of associate produties to don Airforce blue.
From himself with the new surroundings,
fessor
he
there he assumed the role of officer in
Dr. H. Boeschenstein, PhD., GerTvcd as what is modernly called "the
charge of the medical reconditioning chief gestapo"
of the '32 championship man, who once worked in British Colprogram at the various convalescent team.
So impressive was his work umbia lumber camps after leaving Italy
hospitals in Canada. Patients who were that Dr.
Hanry Hobbs stepped aside as owing to disagreement with Mussolini's
indirectly under his care claim that the head
coach and the fall of '33 found policies.
work of Flight-Lieutenant Stevens
Steve with his first championship team.
Dr. Arthur A. Brant, M.A., Ph.D.,
even more invaluable than his former
brilliant
scholar
and
Another
Geo-Physics,
:

excellent contribution towards

credit-feather in his hat a

further-

Lew Hayman, who

joined

ing the name of the University of
ronto on Canadian athletic fields.

Stevens

a'

atlilete,

former Varsity hockey

star

issue

The

of

Varsity

all-university

Fellowship reunion hike will be held
tomorrow afternoon, followed by i

wiener

The rendez-vous

roast.

to Hear Talk

By

Social

C

Dr. Ralla

Ram

D.
MacGregor, B.A., Political
Economy, winner of three under gradu
scholarships and a Guggenhein

ate

is th<

Foundation Fellowship.
Dr. Augustine Ralla Ram, General
one will be met by cars at 2.30 p.m. Secretary
Dr. R. M. Saunders, A.M.,
of the Student
Christian
and 7.15 p.m., to take them to Lans- Movements
History, formerly on the staff
of India, Burma and Ceying.
American University of Beirut,
lon, will talk on the subject
"Students
Dr. J. M. Sheldon, D.D.S.,
and the Post-War World" during the
SATURDAY, SEPT. 29

Yonge

city

str.

Newman

at 5.30-8.30:

men

limits,

reception,

at 8.45 p.m.

meeting.

:

where every-

30

Newman

Please

SUNDAY, SEPT.

Club General

come on
30

time,

Douglas Candy,

padre

for

returned with the Department
Clarke, Science at Varsity.

p.m. in Convocation Hall
ice
.personnel,
Morley
Opening Service by Dr. Ralla Ram. S.C.M. president and Helen
Wasman,

30

vice-president

After the service new students will
Women's Union:
hold a reception for new be honored at a reception in the Wo-

at 8.45 p.m. in the

SCM

will

students.

:

the

Syria.

tario

men's Union,

of

Team

championship in 1924, the On-

A.

Weinstein,

air

among us

divisions.
left

"There

us in the flesh

in

age have been untouched
personally by
the major disturbances
of the war."
is through the
.mingling of these

Sir Richard,

on the contrary, emphaworld as a whole
from the so-called Ancients

tically .believes that the

can benefit

Aristotle, Socrates,

and Plato.

streams of

But men

plained,

student-life,"

he ex-

"that the collective

quality of
cannot take advantage of these benefits the
life of this institution
will be deterunless they understand the fundamental
ined in the post-war years."
principles of the theories of the Ancients
Reminding his listeners that
it was
and apply them to the problems of
this their responsibility

to find the way out
of the present lapsed
condition of cul-

world.

he suggested that we dare not
lose
our nerve.
"No political arrangement,
national or international,
can be made
a success unless deep
underneath it
ture,

These liberals came om there

formulating

is

in the hearts of

men

the will

facts

Inside

the bare

facts our ehtWren should
know: where
wheat comes from, and so on."

Sir Richard firmly believes
that all
students should at least attempt
to acquaint themselves .with
Aristotle,

crates,

and Plato
them in

So-

News
The Doctors are Deluged

"It is not necessary

Unprecedented numbers have jammed
Greek; a suitable
the Health Service schedule. Perhaps
translation
complete
-with
adequate you're
one of those who should see about
footnotes is sufficient
an appointment right away; perhaps
"Prof. Cornford of Cambridge
Un: you're in the waiting
category (page 4).
versity has compiled a very fine
volume
of Plato that even the most
backward
undergraduate could make sense of," he
to read

Deweyism

vs.

Liberalism

said.
"I wager that such a student
Sir Richard Ovingstone gives The
would be amazed at the similarity
beVarsity his point of view on the "here
tween the problems of the Greeks
and
id now" philosophy of education.
those of our own day."
He

in

likes

the

R. C. Hosie, B. Sc. F., M.A., Fores- as that of Toronto. "The standards
Stevens Is
reported by Torontonensfs of 1924 are as high today as they were when I
Warren Stevens says he's as lost now
last
visited
Toronto more than
to be "famous at snooker."
as when he first came to Varsity. He
years ago," he said
Dr. J. H. Johnson, D.D.S., Dental
has so many would-be grid girl heroes
Of undergraduate newspapers
Surgery, a former Varsity staff memhe doesn't know what to do (page 3).
England, he said that they
had been
ber.
suspended during the war
years, but
Brigadier W. Line, M.A., Ph.D., that
he expected them to
be resumed
Psychology, who was appointed Direc- agam.
Course in Journalism
He added that they were col
tor of Army Personnel Selection
in lege rather
than university papers,
The Varsity has big plans afoot for

Swamped

try,

A

1942.

and

tended to be independent
of the campus professional coaching in journalistic
* " whole.
work. It may be unofficial, extra-curricular,

effort

unprecedented.

It is

a

serious

(page 2).

Household of diildren born with deformities.

SPORTS NOTICE

Ph.D.,

who was

who

dislikes the Dewey school but
he
Discussing Canada, Sir Richard dein 1926 and was
the U. of T. (page I).
Canadian Davis Cup clared himself delighted to have found
such
the same year.
a sound and capable University

for

Miss H. B. St John, M.A., who was
D.Es.Sc, the first woman to be named to a major
invited by the position on the staff of the College of
Association Canadienne Francaise pour Education outside the Physical TrainrAvancement des Sciences to lecture in ing and Household Science DepartQuebec City and Montreal in 1943.
ments.
Dr.

Mathematics,

three

on land, on sea, or in the
with the foe, and -return
to live

cliampionship

selected

Edward T. Lute, Genera! Secretary of
Dr. Mary D. Smith, B_A., Food
Dr. J. W. MacArthur, M.A., Ph.D.,
the S.C.M. at Varsity.
Others taking Chemistry, a graduate of St. Joseph's Zoology, noted for his support of birth
part in the service will be Capt Rev. College who lias done research work control measures to reduce the number

at 7,30

SUNDAY, SEPT.

Ph.D.
of

OperaClub Fresh- opening service of the S.C.M, in Con- tive Dentistry, a star defenceman on the
Varsity Junior O.H.A. championship
•ocation Hall, Sunday, Sept. 30.
Conducting the service will be Rev. team in 1914.

tea dance, orchestra.

SUNDAY, SEPT.

Work,

secretary of the Class of 1916.

into

battle

One

,

tennis

Agnes C. McGregor,

who was

do

Dr. H. A. Cates, M.B., Anatomy, and trains of thought
will have been
and who was engaged in 1921 in special re- negative, for apparently
the Dewey
search work at Hart House connected school are^enli?c*>ncenied
with

Berne University.

SCM

Christian

to

.

Varsity

COMING EVENTS

An

session

are, first, those

of Greece I"

To Varsity as intermediate coach and
fellowship winner.
thei
blossomed forth into the most .renownDr. G. V. Fisk, D.D.S., Orthodon- with testing the strength of the muscular organs.
dated ed coach in Canadian football.
The tics, associate editor of the Varsity ir
IS, 1932 carried the story: "The two
Dr. E. H. Graigie, Ph.D., F.R.S.C.,
were commonly referred to by 1916.
Board of Governors of the University football circles
Comparative
Anatomy and Neurology,
as "the boys from SyraDr. Madeleine A. Fritz, M.A., Ph
of Toronto has appointed Mr. Warren
" and their opinion
was classed as D., F.R.S.C., Geological Sciences, win- a graduate of U.C. who was one of the
Stevens, 'B.A., of Montreal, to the Defounders
of
the University
Biology
before hostilities put an abrupt halt
of the National Research Council
partment of Athletics and Physical to higb
Club and president of the club in 1916.
class rugby.
bursaries in 1921 and 1922.
Training to become Director of AthD.
Creighton,
G.
M.A.,
History,
winNow Steve has rolled up his sleeves Dr. R. E. Haist, M.A., M.D., Ph.D.
letics."
ner of the Edward Kylie Award in
and is back where he left off.
His Physiology, who won scholarships at
An accompanying story related how worries are
numerous with the enlarged Victoria College and served on the Modern History and a Guggenheim
the Board of Governors had scanned
Foundation Fellowship.
enrolment, the rc-fonmation of the
foot- Hart House Art Committee.
the (horizon in search of a man with
Dr. J.K. W. Ferguson, MA., M.D.,
ball team and the Ajax problem.
The
brains as well as brawn and it was only
G. E. Holt, M.A., Mus. Bac., Ger- B.A. Sc., the future head of the Departworries are there but so is the
solution
after lengthy consultation that the apman, noted onganist who represented ment of Pharmacy and Pharmacology.
with the return of Stevens. The future
the University of Toronto at the celepointment was made. Time and time of
Dr. A. W. Ham, Histology M.B,
athletics on the campus is secure.
bration of the 100th anniversary of former tennis star, who
won the U. of
The
March

Taylor divided the students
at
University in this first
post-war

and purpose to sustain
it," maintained
"For the Dewey school to follow the Dr. Taylor.
Promotions to full professorships of path it has chosen,"
he continued,
"There must be in the mind
of the
a number of former associate profes- net unlike a child
cutting loose from its people," he continued,
"the purpose to
sors has been announced by President parents.
What we are today is
make it work. It lies pretty
much
in
Sidney
Smith.
Promotions include cn what we were yesterday;
and if the our hands whether we of this
generathe following:
Deweyites still cling to their train of tion rise into
a better order of things
Dr. W. H. T. Baillie, M.A., M.B., thought the world will
soon be noth- or sink with a worse one"
Zoology, graduate of 1911. medical ing.
For with no clear basis, their
The new principal was introduced
by
throughout the First Great War, past will have been shallow
and rooted Dr. Sidney E. Smith.
and veteran biology mentor of 1st year in their own age,
Meds.
"The process of

to his

alike,

_

the spirit Then there
are
the students who are
returning to study
of that school once
after months or years
spent in the
objected to the study of Shakespeare
in varjous
fields of national service
the United States, because Shakespeare
at
home or abroad. And finally
there are
writes about primroses and in America
those students who by
reason of their
there are no primroses."

bert Murray.

President

the

"The Deweyists believe in tying education exclusively to the here and now,"

he continued.

"Outstandin examples from the school
of thought of which I am speaking,
he said, "are such notable men of
the
19th century as Gladstone and Prof.
Gil-

his

to play.

Dr.

from

gain Stevens has proved that the congathers no moss "but the .wild -oat fidence the powers-that-be vested ir
philosopher from whose works those him was justified.
ed "but

John Dewey, prominent United conspicuous part

Prof.

and educationist has
upper-classmen.
And halos in the college colors and the cus- many followers in rejecting as unprofitthe ties are scheduled to come off
tomary placards. The formal gowning able any intensive
after
effort to seek educathe Soph-Frosh banquet
ceremony, which ends initiation,
tional and philosophical guidance
from
In Dentistry the men are not being take place Monday but the residence past, Sir Richard
explained.
initiated

in .this battle

and that the Uni-

men and women have a

versity-trained

will distinguish University College Hilda's freshies will soon be modelling States philosopher

freshmen

Back Agrin

Is

By MICKEY MICHASIW
may

It

ties

Athletics Director

Both sides are exoff those who know.
the initiation of freshettes has changing spasmodic intellectual blows."

While the freshmen are getting
lightly,

Basketball

Playground Instructors
Classes for playground instructors

(men and women)
October 1st

Call

start

EL. 9665.

Monday,

All girls intending to play basketball

must make

their

appointments

for medical examinations at 44
kin

Avenue before October

Hos-

9th.
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Editorial

Movies

OVERCROWDED?

Buchenwald

There were once three professors who were discussing the affairs of the campus; and, as professors
will, thev lectured at one another. The evening waxed
on, the argument grew warmer, and finally, as professors finally do. one of them came to the point. Leaping
upon a chair, he addressed to his colleagues the stirring
harangue that follows:
"Need the student lose by being packed into crowded classrooms?
"That, gentlemen, is one of the major academic
questions that the coming session must answer. With
extra chairs being brought into lecture rooms, with
the overflow of the most crowded classes in campus
history sitting on benches, desks, and even on the floor,
we professors must more than ever lecture stubbornly
into a sea of faces and trust the students to gather what
they mav.
"That, gentlemen, I submit to vou, is mass-production education.
That, gentlemen, will in time reduce
the University to a mere stamping-machine for producing degrees. In classes so swamped we have lost all
contact with our stuents. Time was when education
was a personal affair. Time was when Mark Hopkins
?at on one end of the log, and the farm-boy on the other.
Time was when my students and I exchanged ideas over
the seminar table, working in double harness to solve
the problems of the world. All that is gone, and I for
one deplore it."
At which point, somewhat exhausted by his effort,
he sat own. In the lull that followed, a slower-spoken
colleague murmured, "It seems to me that to deal
with this problem we must first determine what educa."
tion is. Is education, as the Greeks thought.
Here the other two. bored with abstract argument,
howled him down.
But as thev argue on, round and round and up and
down, thev perceived, at first hazily and then clearly
and with chagrin, that the theorist had been right after
,

It is impossible to assess the educational value of
today's overcrowded classrooms without having first decided what education should drive at.
Education, we are agreed, is someall.

more than acquiring facts out o:
No one need come to Univerdo tfltat
Education involves
adustmcnl of the mind to reality, and

Alike

Home-Style
Number 217, to be shown at
Royal Alexandra next week, is an
antidote to Hollywood's routine antiThere is nothing
Nazi productions.
glamorous, either In subject or in
Announcing that he intended to Beat
ti-eatmont.
The war background so Queen's if it Killed Him, Warblin Stepprevalent in The Rainbow is dropped
popular Varsity rugby coach, reGirl

die

ifavor of the

German family unit

The prosperous German

his Nordic daughter,
and the daughter's intell

wife,

thrifty

d

officer-son,

\

aid.

whose impression is it is. That stands to reason."
Having proved this last point exThe acting has an intensity that from haustively with diagrams, Mr. Stepins
Hollywood would be melodrama. The went on to recall past games where
iphasis of word and facial expression ignorance of the Jocation of the ball
to

Elena Kuzima as Tanya of superb abandon galloped through
and Vasslli Zaichikov as the scientist every man on the opposing team. But
particularly notable as individuals. did he score? No. Because he wasn't
The rest are types, but types well cast. carrying the ball. In his confusion he

Photography and sound are used to had .tucked under his arm not the
atmosphere with extraordinary but his helmet On the kickoff the
ss.
The musical score (replaced had landed in the water-pail.

that the

then,

plain,

is

process of being educated
Aristotle

would

The mind

character by

Now

lows.
first

is

by

—Barbara

parts,

the impact of

th<

one's

fel-

The

will benefit

suffer;

the second

ly set

For the very

and hardened.

ex-

so bad in the classrooms

is

an undeniable advantage everywhi
No one need complain that he

is

else

stagnating in a narrow circle,

is

he

is

seen

among

9,000

every part

lived every kind of

kind

students

of the
life,

world, have
have done every

work including the work

of

Interviews are being conducted daily between two and four in
the afternoon in The Varsity office, Room 42A, University
College.
Everyone interested in participating in this informal journalistic
training is invited to apply for interview.
Fuller details of the course, speakers, meeting
dates, will be

announced

Music and

Jlrt,

No

of

and have themselves discuss
the problems of the world in a thousand
Students

varying contexts.
so

very bad

is

over-

Prom

class-

traditional

in

the

may

concerts

rest

are

the

manner.

assured that

the

Altoona boasted of the" largest

rail-

continuing in

The

may

be

on a
The Proms are gradually ap- high level and never
play down to the
proaching the ideal of a complete
sym- audience.
By continually making the
The widened social horizon can be phony on a program.
audience reach, Mr. Gerhart
was able
Until we glanced at the program for to enlarge
accompanied by a widened horizon of
the scope of their appreciaxt week, wc had hoped that
the mind, if
the
student will
only
Mr. tion.
He feds, as most experts do,
awaken to the unique potentialities of Gerhart was setting a precedent for the that it as a
mistake to cater to what is
the situation in which he is placed,
lusive .playing of good music.
and
But commonly called public taste.
Of
determine to take advantage of them. because our hopes were short-lived we course, the
programs had to be temHe can no longer make a pretence of fee! it imperative to point out the rea- pered with smaller,
easier works but
sons
learning by being taught He will
why an agglomeration of shallow the rule was to
have
stick to good music at
to make learning an active
pieces is undesirable, even for
process. But
summer all times. The wisdom of the rule
has
concerts.
the very effort can sharpen his
been proven by the
mind
progress made.
Jn the first place, good music
to a finer point than could the
Mr. Gerhart was full of
is just
former,
enthusiasm
more relaxing system. The University as acceptable in the summer as in other for the idea
and concise thinking could be

classified as disadvantages.

of the

Prom

He
today can present a rich and challeng- seasons, since an appreciation of
the thinks mat the orchestra benefits
from
ing experience.
The student has only masters is in no way dependant on the the policy of having
guest conductors.
to make up his mind to
temperature.
Secondly,
the programs
take advantage
They learn to follow any
conductor,
of it
cannot be justified even from the
educa- whereas the musician who
W.H.K.
plays under
tional point of view,
since it has been one man is lost when
there is a new
conclusively demonstrated that
the only conductor. It is the best
schooling they
way to generate an -understanding
of can get"
good music among laymen is
"But getting back to
to subject
Altoona," Mr
them consistently to
good music Fur- Gerhart continued, "It is really
Established 1880
concerts.

—
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beef.

forward to the day," he con"when the muscle element will
have vanished altogether. Rugby is a
"I look

cluded,

scientific

game.
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should

be

trol.

I

breathe this to a soul)

'Canada

in

the

Modern World**
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by remote conam now working on a (don't

scientifically, if possible

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.
Dept. of History, University of Toronto
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exclusively to

Precedent at Prom

to engage in discussions outside lighter songs that the fans enjoy. Con- whistling Beethoven
and Brahms.
the classroom, because there is no time ductor Russell Gerhart seemed perfect- this transition
was accomplished should
for them inside.
He will have to pre- ly at home on the podium and achieved b- of interest to those who would like
sent concise problems to the professor remarkable results
with the usually to see the Prom concerts
do more for
in his office, now that there is less rampant violins.
His interpretation of their audience than they
are doing now.
chance of buttonholing him after class. three movements of the Little Russian
The secret of the success of this venBut we have never seen how work, dis- Symphony of Tschaikowsky was effec- ture was
to keep the programs

Member Canadian University Press
-J^ blJft! ed Jfl Y e , tiines a week by the
t
Students
Administrative Council of the
University of Toronto. Opirdoni expressed In these columns are not necese
ffv".
A„ offlclfl opinions ot the Students Administrative
Council.

entrusted their

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY

have

cussion,

is furnished by the fact that whole
and succeeding generations have

scientific

added that besides that there

Drama

the way yards in the country and no
other
orchestra pre- distinction in particular
until the orrooms? It need not be. The student sented a program of works not too chestra came along. Now it
claims to
familiar
to
the
will have to work harder for what he
audience, but tradition be the most
cultured little city in ihe
gets, because the instructor will have \vas rescued by Lansing Hatfield whose United States
and the only one in which
less time to spoon-feed him.
He will fine baritone voice lent itself to the the railway

crowding

a

are not out to pit beef against

He

Good Meals

fighting,

And, for that matter,

next Mondays issue.

in

when

who have

is

We

beef."

press associations, etc.

student will have to

work harder to train his mind, but be
need have little fear of becoming socialapnsion that

—

on a croivded' campus the

of these will

families

ball

game.

was a shortage of

you to compare

to

is

Jones. they were not "We shall have to provide each player with a jeep," he said.

Students interested in journalism as a possible career will be
given an opportunity this year to participate in an informal semester course covering the profession in many of its wider aspects.
Topranking writers and editors have agreed to meet with Varsity
staff members during the first term and to discuss with them
those
phases of journalism not touched in The Varsity's own field of
activity
metropolitan daily work, business newspapers, magazines,

divided,

studies,

purpose

"But what of that? Rugby

intricate

two

into

say,

trained

is

"My

invite

ball

change all that.
of marching feet) offers more than With every player equipped with a radar
the customary waves of crescendos and receiver, it will be possible to play a
pianissimos.
It
is more
than back- really scientific game."
Asked whether the radar receivers
ground; it seems an integral part of
were portable, Coach Stepins replied that
the emotions and actions portrayed.
during the screen credits by 4he tramp

We
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build
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"At
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is

ffortless brutality

and

The Mutual

results
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An}' pig-headed bruiser on the squad
no plot in the conventional can carry it across the line. But no one
novie sense, but a steady amassing of can carry the ball unless he knows where
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It

to locate the hall by

electronic device

yet different

.

as to policies

fiance

Gestapo

.

Life insurance companies

manage to make their home
"The whole point of rugby is to know
oncentration camp brutal enough for where the ball is," declared Coach StepTanya the Russian slave-girl without ins. "That's where the brain-work comes
tual

thing

to

.

that he had spent the
Ottawa working on an

last night

grocer, his past two years in

books.
sity

1945

28,

FALL

c/uits
Plaid or plain suits for days
leaves come tumbling

when

down.

come in the new,
casual, one-button closing
or the ever-popular cardigan
and lapel styles. Skirts step
gaily forth with sleekly tailored pleats or flares.
Jackets

you can't go wrong
if you select one of
these
jaunty, two-piece wool suits
for the brisk autumn days
ahead, Sizes 12 to 20.
All in all,

$13.95

to

$22.50

remark-

people have taken to serious

Anyone who has music With a .little effort
the same
tened to broadcasts by
the Boston thing can be done for
people every-

Pops orchestra will have
noticed that where."
what 'has occurred there.
Considering Mr. Gerhart's
remarks
Mr. Gerhart's career as a
conductor it becomes apparent that the
Altoona
tells a story which has a
bearing on Symphony Orchestra is
a more useful
this is

s

argument

It is

the story of the organization than
the Toronto Philhar-

development of a small, ignored string monic is
Deutsch ensemble into a full-sized
symphony long as
Julian Rezetnik orchestra in the
town

Ernst R.

of Altoona, Pa.

now or

can ever hope to be so
its policy of
playing "lighter"
(Continued on page 5)
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Hamilton

at

Castlekm
Papo

at
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Track Stars Conditioned
Know
For Forthcoming Meet

Says Rugby Coach
When Warren
how

the

coming

Stevens

Varsity

football

was asked
squad was

he merely stared

along,

The reason

quite

is

blankly.

apparent

after

Come
One

the happiest and most engentlemen around these parts

of

thusiastic

when not occupied with gym

classes

is

some with ambition. The
The cigar -smoking itrack coach as defirst couple of days saw some
Sixty-odd voting 'his fullest attention towards
aspirants on hand. Wednesday hit
an all grooming the tracksters for the forthtime high -with over 100 in attendance. coming
intercollegiate track meet at
Names and faces don't seem to jibe Montreal on October 26.
any more. Joe, who was a 140-pound
"There is a lot of material around
half on Monday turned up as a 200- but the
fellows must get out to train,
pound middle on Wednesday.
Yes, and get out soon. That means rain or
ability,

coaching

is a headache.
shine," the former Olympic star emphaSteve went on to say that he feels as sized. "In picking
out the team, definnow as he did on first coming to ite consideration will be given to
men
Varsity. Then, fellows with scrap-books who have trained
conscientiously."

lost

were sidelined for

others

more

with

ability.

MIRADO
WRITING

Hcc's pet
ers 'both

.pride

Stadium

Monday

Return

The Athletic Association has arranged with the management of the Argonaut Football Club to reserve sections

Contrary to the various rumors prcv
alent on the campus, the University of
Toronto students now performing for

Q,

R and

A

student

may obtain a reserved seat lor 25c on presentation of his or her registration card with athletic
portion
attached at the athletic office, Hart House up
to 6

pended.

Friday.

A

football clubs in the

blanket

permit

been

'has

p.m. on

issued

The

registration card must be shown wjih the ticket
on
entering the stadium at the student entrance—
south door
of the arena.

allowing these players

to perform for
teams up to October 1,
Then, they have the alternative of returning to the Varsity folds ,or applytheir respective

Tickets not available Saturday.

are two high jump- ing to the Athletic Association for a
Bill Kerr and permit to continue playing for outside

from School.

Student entrance south door of arena only.

days of conditioning under their belts, occasions.
the fellows are on the soft side and
Two former milers are back from the
few are yet capable of showing their true services.
Intercollegiate mile record
colors. Twenty new backs put in their holder Dave Crichton
is just out of
first appearance Wednesday, and yester- the
Airforce while Phil Shackleton
day found a number of strange candi- and the Army have also parted.

ing for a University team.

collegiate

intermediate

continued

happily,

TENNIS

Hec

harrier,"

"The arrangements

Entries accepted for Interfaculty Tournament
at
Athletic Office, Hart House.
List closes Monday

are to be completed soon and the event
will 'be held here."

The freshman situation is especially
A further event on the agenda is the
Today, pads will be given out so that promising. Joe Taylor from St An- Novice
and Freshman Meet formerly
and tackling session drew's is a potential distance star and the Junior Meet—which
is
scheduled
can be held. Just how far the available the sprinters include, McMaster's Earl for
October II.
equipment will go around is a question Deacon, Vaughan's Joe Woodyatt,
As a parting shot, Hec cautioned all
that is bothering the team coaches.
Jim O'Brien from North Toronto. track aspirants to arrange
for their
Although he hated to discuss it, Steve Others include J. A. Grierson,
J. Doll, medicals at their earliest opportunity
admitted that some heavy cutting will and Don Sabiston,
as the closing date is October 11. Albe in order before that first game with
Experience is on ihand also in the though second and third
year men may
MoMaster on October 13. The team ; persons
of
Frank
Fordyce,
Bill run under last year's category, he ad
allowed to carry 20 men, but a further OMouse)
Fielding,
Cliff James
and vised them to see Miss Boyd in the
dates.

at

—

Noon.

the initial blocking

\BUVAU3
FROM YOUR
fSCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

20 will be retained for practice purposes.

The

latter will not

be barred from intra-

Amodeo

bers of the team.

Hombres que

DRAMA

(Continued from page 2)

se Afeitan

music continues.

The

tragic aspect of

the situation is that in the

Diariamente

there

great

service

ronto.'

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y
ECONOMIZA TIEMPO

are the

certs

These

to

the

Prom

con-

potentialities of

are

potentialities

a

To-

of

citizens

being

destroyed by a policy based on the

fal-

that people prefer mediocre music
to

good music.

Athletic

be

—Philip

Freedman.

the

Inter

Office

complete

to

Standinq Commiitee Meeting Today:
5.00 p.m. Athletic Office.

Argonauts

fc^C

;

they haven't

said no, regarding

women's

NO STUDENT TICKETS CAN BE
SOLD ON SATURDAY

inter-

collegiate sports.

'But experience has drummed into our befuddled head
the soundness of the old adage "Be prepared for any eventuality."
If not
this year, intercollegiate sports will come next year,
or the next Trans-

Entrance: South Door of Arena Only

portation difficulties will 'have eased, housing accomodation wll permit
visiting teams to bunk within at least ten miles of the campus.

We

shake ourselves out of a reminiscent dream about the dear dead days
before the war when the atom bomb belonged in the Buck Rogers
strip, and

commence

to -muse on the history of women's intercollegiate sports.
The
Toronto Torontonensis records December, 1920 as the first intercollegiate
Queen's and McGill challenged Varsity to participate in a basketball tournament at Kingston.
The financial angle was solved by collecting
'41

"DARA

Satire"

Glider results in.

.

y

jab<5n

En

lot

woman

in the three universities.

games and

Graduation

In later years they resorted

AT the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.

tersa la pie!

LET

Al instante, la Crema Glider suaviza
la piel
da instantanea tersura a las
escamosidades superficiales de la piel.
Permite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ras de la piel, sin irritarla.
Ayuda a eliminar esa molestia que
sienten los hombres de piel muy fina al

—

Dr. Lornc

Thrill to

"Homo Tlie Sap" by Dr.
Fourth Printing
T, Morgan
off the press.

—

Lome

afeitarse diariamente, les deja el cutis
mas suave y mas limpio,

Pierce,

—

Lome
is

Press,

FREEMAN'S FORMAL

cannot think of a better ex'I
ample of sizzling satire or rollick
irony applied to the contempor-

10

our line. BUT, if you want a complete Loud
Speaker system for a Dance, Party, or even a big

Game

THAT

IS

OUR

There

is

Bring

your used text books

in

LINE -

how

1

7

HARGRAVE

Car"

1974

NOW. We

will

pay

all college

courses

HIGHEST CASH PRICES
Until 10 p.m.

AND BOOK EXCHANGE

Always Ask For

gar loughrey
Clark Street

SAVINGS STAMPS

BOOK MARKET

large or small, so for complete

satisfaction

— "Snunri by

a drastic shortage of books for

Open Evenings

We can supply Loud Speaker systems for any type of
event no matter

WAR

EMERGENCY!

Is not in

-

BUY

Special Studci
P.S.: Don't write us unless you
can't Ret 'Homo' at your Bookstore.
"Homo is a literary Atomic Bomb."

ATOMIC POWER
Football

Attire.

ine;

generosamuestragratisaj. B. Williams
Company (Canada) Limited Dept. TV-

MontreaL

Formal

natonally known
of the Ryerson

writes

Obtenga un tubo de Crema Glider y
pruebela hoy mismo. Escriba por

LaSalle,

us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

the Satisfaction of complete

/'up-to-the-minute"

Just

Author and Editor

GENEROSA MUESTRA GRATIS

Portraits

the not-too-lucrative parking-

scheme.

Hockey began it's brief career in '21. Students felt that the maximum utility
of their funds was not reached in the lady-like exliibitions of hockey. Tennis
took the place of hockey, in the form of an annual five-university tournament. Four universities competed in swiinming from '36 to '41, and badminton entered the picture in '38 for a three-year run.

seguida, esparzase

ripidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jam&s con Broclia.

Hace

25c from each

to the sale of favours at football

.

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
calieiite

YOU WILL LIKE OUR

venture.

!os hombres que
mente tienen que afeitarse todos

OR*
ZDC

STUDENT TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED AT
ATHLETIC OFFICE BEFORE 5.00 P.M. TONIGHT

UP IN THE AIR—
yes

at 2.30 p.m.

«

By POLLY MUTZ
Tihey haven't said

Ottawa Roughriders

vs

TOMORROW

OC A

arrange

merits for the medicals.

The Sportswoman

»

ART, MUSIC &

Antoni.

"Another event wall

mural rugby as they will not be mem-

Para los

estimable: es suave ... no i^rita
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.

S, for university students.

O.R.F.U. and
the Big Four have been granted an extension of time and have not 'been sus-

the

The only comment Stevens would pass Art Jackes both maintained a
According to athletics officials
torrid teams.
the team was that they were a pace last year when new interfaculty however, such a permit has never been
looking bunch." With only five records were .posted on a number
of asked for by a player capable of pi;

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

Crema

25,

TICKETS

"fair

COLORED PENCIL

J-

STUDENT

on

PENCIL

Mfilmn
f

los dXas, la

OTTAWA

vs

29 September 1945

25c

Rugby Players

none other than Hec Phillips who,

is

ARGONAUTS

Rain or Shine

watching one of the practice sessions.
generally found at the Stadium pacing
New faces spring up every day, some some sprinter.
with

I
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Tom, Dick or Joe?

WE
BUY

BOOKS-

726

YONGE
(1

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

THE VARSITY. FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
FOR PIPE SMOKERS OF DISCRIMINATING TASTE

University Health Service

GOLDSTEIN'S

—

Appointments for Examinations Owing to the unprecedented numbers
registering, it will be necessary to modify the system of making appointments as follows:
a.
Appointments already made will be kept

PERIQUE MIXTURE
The Same Old Formula

1945

28,

Since 1883

A

No

b.

high-grade blend of Turkish, Perique, Virginia and Lataku Tobacco,
approximating those excellent imported brands made in Scotland and
England.

further appointments will be

made

further

until

notice

The

in

Varsiiy, except as follows

All first year students.

1.

Students of other years attending tills University for the first time or
returning after a lapse of a year or more.
Students of years other than first who wish to take part in athletics.
4.
Students of a final year which graduates in mid term.

2.

Every user of

it is

an ardent advocate of

merits.

its

growing fast You cannot pay
you cannot buy better if you pay more.
Its popularity is

3.

and gtt as food;

lets

Blocks of appointments as arranged through Class Presidents.
Appointments for X-ray Examinations—-This examination will take place
week beginning October 29th, 1945. The appointments are made
normally when the student reports for his or her physical examination. It
5.

For

the present

container.

it

keeps

It

packed in a heavy waxed bag, in a cardboard

is

in excellent condition-

put up in half pounds and

It is

pocket package containing

1/10

in the

sells at $1.50,
lb.

plus tax; and also in a

at 30 cents,

plus

follows therefore, that any first or final year student who has not an appointment for a physical examination rbefore October 29th must call at bis
or her Health Service to make an appointment for a chest x-ray before

tax.

WM. GOLDSTEIN & CO.
YONGE STREET

152

October 20th, 1945.

Toronto

New and

Entrcnous

CITY CHURCHES

^

BLOOH STREET
UNITED CHURCH

By

(Spedina and Harbord)
11 a.m.

D.D.

"The Eyes of Jesus"

Rev.

J.

7 p.m.

KllacLeod,

"Why

M.A,
Sermon

Jesus

is

Me"

"THE SUPREMACY OF THE

By Rev. Robt. Barr, m.a.,

SPIRITUAL"

of Capetown, South Africa

— Organ Recital
— Friendship Hour

8.30 p.m.—

p.m.

6.45

8.15p.m.

A

C

Silvester,
Frederick
Organist and Choirmaster

After Service

young people and
will speak on the theme "What

^

Welcome

when

several
Rev, Robt. Barr

Christ

Students Specially

the Church

in

service of witness

Means

Wed-, 8

Me."

to

p.m.:

Knox Midweek

Rev. Robt. Barr will speak on the
23rd Psalm, and will discuss the
meaning of 'The Shadow of Death',
Ps. 23.4.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Branch of The Mother Church
The First Church of Christ,

»t. $atll'5$
Anglican Crjurri)

Man.

SUNDAY SERVICES
11 a. m.

Bloor Street East

and 7:30 pso.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
11

Rector:

am

F. H. Wilkinson,
M.A., D.D.

— The
—Bible

-3 p.m.

Wednesday Evening Meeting

80

Richmond

Did Mr. Dimson know that Opsonia
"I'm a Greek but I was born in Asia was, however, not a Latin phrase but
Minor.
(Here Mr. Dimson's (finger- a Greek word? "Iss what? Iss Lad.
I dunno.
It's girls'
nail tested the tenacity of syrup on a din?
name, I
split sundae
Smyrna."

called

"How do

you

In a place

dish.)

"Z-y—," we prompted.

"S-m-y-«y-r-n-a,"

corrected.

'he

has been in business on the cam-

OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)
Meeting for Worship

RETURNED

oq Sunday morning at

AND ALL OTHER

.

.

.

"As

real

SUNDAY

7 p

-

m

classmate will earn

this

Fine

credits salore.

Shown

srosgrain ribbon.

quality
in

the

fur felt

trimmed with

new Autumn

black, brown, navy; colours to order.

**T.

Tailored,

line.

shades,

Each $12.00.

EATON C°_

New DANCE CLASSES
Now Starting

He

wax

,put

.fairly

!

Don't lag behind trying to
decide.
classes fill up quickly.

Our

of

the

New

in

his

Starting October 5th
This

is

night.

the

Popular students' class

You'll meet a nice bunch
here.
Phone now.

lifted

URGENT

STUDIOS OF DANCING

LOST

I

Blue Eversharp pen with g-old cap,
probably near Mining Building, Wednesday. Finder kindly call
4441

DlipiDilot Optician!

or

MO

tor

tjt Phjilclim

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
319 Bloor St. W.
Mi 6762
St Gwtjo Aplt

-

come

Quick, accurate repair

Room

15,

Mining Bldg.

Ground Floor

service.

Stylish, quality glasses at reasonable prices

to dry.

to

Reward.

LOST

Contact Lenses Fitted

a tray of rinsing

away

keys in hlack leather folder.
Please leave at SA.C. office, Hart

1139 Bay St. cor. Charles, MI. 5624

hard?"

rains so I get lotsa rest"

Two

House.

DA COSTA

ears.

when we're busy I wait on .tables.
Tuesdays we close and I
get little bit
of rest
Every Tuesday I close it
Mr. Dimson

"WELCOME HOME"

for

ALL

Special Discount to Students
and Faculty Members

Fountain pen, green and gold Parker.
Beth Woolger, name on pen. Gr 4185.

Reward.

VORKMINSTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Yonge and Heath Streets

SERVICE

Rev.

W. A. Cameron

Class of

4T6

Will Conduct Public Worship

who have been away on duty

at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

p|RF_S|DE

HOUR

(in its

28th year)

d 'alton Mclaughlin
Ft. Lt.

Glen Gardiner,

Elizabeth

Guy,

D.F.C., Baritone

Radio Soprano

Fun

.

.

.

Music

Refreshments

CATHOLIC STUDENTS OF ALL FACULTIES
Men and Women are invited to join

NEWMAN CLUB
THOMAS AQUINAS

Director

A

CHAPEL

ST.

George Street

ai

7 a.m., 8

Hoskin Avenue

INVITES

of Bloor

YOU

am. Holy

9.30

Eucharist
a.m.

11

— PROCESSION

and

SOLEMN EUCHARIST
Introit "Holy, holy, holy,"

Festival Service

A

Schubert

Harwood

flat,

Preacher:
Rev.

W. Lyndon Smith, M.A.

Motet,

7 p.m.

"O Holy

Jesu"

Park Plaza Hotel
8 Avenue Road
RA. 4184

RA. 3948

and

PROCESSION
B

flat,

Stainer

Anthem, "O Thou the Centnal Orb"

5.30-8.30 p.m.
8.45 p.m., ai

-

MacKinnon

SOLEMN EVENSONG

Festival Service in

Father Joseph E. McHenry, M.A.
Rector

Club-House

am. and

of Trinity College

Mass: Sunday 10 a.m.
Week Days: 7.45 a.m.

Tea Dance. Saturday. Sept. 29th.
General Meeiinq, Sunday Sept. 30th,

THOMAS' CHURCH

Huron Street—Just South

The

"THE STUDENT'S PARISH CHURCH"
St.

Music

Cordial Invitation to Students

and attend

ST.

of"

Thirty Years of

Wood

Distinctive Portraiture

Preacher:
Rev.

Canon

C. J. S. Stuart,

Motet, "To Three,

O

Welcome To All University Students

Portrait by

Aber

M.A.

Lord"

Rachmaninoff
Cordial

NEW YORK

6,

to

"Fri. Nite" Class

times

is

Maroon Parker Pen, in Room
U.C, Tuesday.
Please return
SA.C. Office or phone OL 16ia

A. Organ, M.A.,B.D.

-

tVtlNIINU $A5
pm

you

Bonnet cloche

a

Opsonia

no—one

dishes and .took them

Minister

Rev.

story.

"You work

_

'The Friendly Church with the Chimes'

name.

goddesses;

I do a lot of work for
one
I'm trying to struggle on.
I
haven't been able to do
very much so
far.
I cook and do dishes and
some-

a preserver, so it is
a better procurer of peace than war."
justice

are cordially invited to use facilities of

Bloor and Robert, just west of Spadina

"Town Casual"

exclusive

yet oh, so sophisticated!

Enroll at once for our
It's lady's

"Yes,

William Penn

CHURCH

EATON'S

an.

Welcome

STUDENTS

TRINITY UNITED

the

Seerens.
Wasn't" it?" Mrs. Dimson
confirmed her husband's recollection of
lythology with a silent nod.

a.m.

11

Mus. D„ F.RX.O.

MEN AND WOMEN

SERVICE

one

dish.

Invited
to Worship with Us.

J

Your Form ....

of

"Here's your Hat", co-eds! ...
in

He's smart this Ulysses."
Mr. Dimson paused to examine an ice
cream

Yon arb Cordially

ALL

Top

A "TOWN CASUAL"

know."
Yes.

we won-

that?"

spell

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

University Students

West

St.

been established at Bloor and Dover- Mes'."

"She's one these Seerens who
are
trying to fool Ulysses to stay.
There'

Charles Peaker.

the

He

court Road.

Organist:

read,

At

his restaurant'

Chancellor of the
University of Toronto

Free Public Reading Room where
the Bible and Authorized Christian

a sign

sink in which the

Rev. Canon H. J. Cody.
C.M.G., D.D., LL.D., D.C.L.

through Christian Science.

Literature may be
borrowed or purchased

the laundry

7 p.m.

ai 6:15 o'clock
Including Testimonies of Healing

of

Book matches distributed by the Opsonia in former days carried the helpful
has been translation of the restaurant's name.
e profession for 25 years around- "Opsonia," the match cover claimed, "h
and-about this village, having lately a Latin phrase meaning 'dainty edi
across

He

Classes

was a whim

It

name really don't make much differ,
"he has a good lease."
"It's quality's gonFacts pertaining to the career of our enee," he opined.
Mr. Dimson were acquired yesterday na count I"

dered.

Rector

11 a.m.

"REALITY"

Science

wondered.

Mr. Dimson is the cherubic pro- painter, it seemed, a sign painter who
what is now labeled as the arrived during the summer to freshen
the Blue Ribbon Tea signboard
St. George Grill where timid predeces- up
"The painter was
formerly feared to discard the above the shop.
there,"
explains Mr. Dimson, "and he'
above-mentioned "Under New Management" placard lest fickle trade .pass by painting out 'Opsonia' and is .putting my
My name's George and so he
their portals and lead to their hasty re- name.
tirement But Mr. Dimson, now! Mr. says why don't you put 'Sainf and I
says
'Go
ahead if you want to.'
Dimson has confidently announced that

banana

Rev. Canon

Sunday, September 30th

IT!

pus for six

prietor of

manager was massaging
chinaware and cutlery.

Church of Christ, Sdentirt
St George St at Lowther Ave.
First

Scientist, in Bolton,

E.

stay.

Wonderful
to

ROSS McLEAN

months which is quite a
Mr. George Dimson, it is encourag- stay for the St George Grill, nee Oping to note, has thrown away the "Un- sonia.
How did Mr. Dimson happen to
der New Management" sign and is, the
gods of restaurateurs willing, here to change the name of the restaurant, we

11

Rev. Geo. C. Pidgeon,

GEORGE DO

LET

KNOX CHURCH

HOLLYWOOD

VANCOUVER

TORONTO

SPECIAL
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Recreation and Lucubration

FRESHMAN
ISSUE

do mix

pleasure

wide

a

offers

supplementing
see

business courses.

that

university terested

the

selection

of

latter

open to

is

all

in-

Other
club-cousins
of
popular
courses are the Fine Art Club and the
Commerce Club, both of which are

course-

where

clubs

The

students.

students

Await Students

subject a sit appears outside
closely integrated with their respective
the lecture hall.
courses.
Commerce
and
Finance,

Clubs

Up

Three Experts

Maintaining physical fitness and

Three ranking
have

to

professional

attend

journal- open

accepted invitations the

already
.meetings

of

The

Varsity

work

for

all

members

who

Students

The Varsity

of

up to

sign

will be eligible

for election to Press Club

organizations

the

U.C.—Trinity

sity

feel

year

that
to

membership

in a position
such a course of

series will be John M. Elson, associate
extra-curricular
editor of Industrial Canada, and veteran

lecturer

course

to

the

University's

extension

Journalism.

in

"Mr. Elson is expected to open the
series with a discussion of journalism
broader aspects," Editor Kenner

in its
said.

"It is felt that a general,

lectures,"
he
said.
"There are a number of our senior editors
with considerable practical ex-

perience in daily newspaper, press association, and trade paper work. The
responsibility of training our staff will

com-

and

ous

Science
find

be

varied

courses

a related

club,

architecture

or

bound

is

No.

the

relatively

for first and
students

By

Board of Governors

students
the

be

will

Physical

required

men

of

be optional

will

for

men

this

current

The

University

hopes

all

for the year's

could

could

a

track

streetcar

He

once.

importance of recreational and

the

physical

within

the

hailing

Memorial Tower

Breakfast?

training.

and enjoy his

study,

sleep,

eat,

recreation
the

in

live

distance

If not served in

university

of

carillon.

one of

there

residences,

the

is

civil,

Great Hall of Hart House or a late

cup

coffee

of

breakfast

Nite returns to the cam-

sity

pus after six years!"

necessary will guide

the stu-

those dent in

making private arrangements.
Although students from the armed

"Don't miss

School Nite

I"

or Dentantics

lies

The freshman
in

for

that early

campus for

step off the

bell,

The Univer-

supplies?

Press has

them

materials,

all

light

— textbooks,
even

reading,

school

pennants

cushion covers.

from page

section of his

and

and white

blue

Fol-

I

flipping

the diary

make

to

Or, for

that matter, don't miss the U.C.

page

have

their late coffee, or fast

Classroom
"Daffydill

Tuck Shop

the

in

Women

men.

Folly Features

"Here I am all alone in the big city. Health Service is designed to cope
What happens if I break an arm, com with protracted illness or serious
down with appendicitis, develop
jury. In such cases the Health Service

First lecture in this newspaper writ-

money

the student

segment of Toronto without

tiny

crossing

same time
Health Service
and the Department of Athletics
and Physical Training emphasizes
University

Gags and Gals

if

that a

the entire

year.

experiment,

mechanical or what-have-you.

staff

simple fact

session, although at the

the

to

Breaks, Shakes

from eyestrain?

north,

Presupposing the existence of suffi-

writing

or suffer

the

College street

-west,

the

cient clothing and

year

first

the

and

campus

and Bay street to the east

reveal

will

the

on

street

George on the

school

course

ex-service
for

within

student could live here for

swimming test

include a

Attendance

com-

take

to

Training

while requirements

—

to

such

popula-

goods

inventory of

—Bloor

order of
all

An

to the south,

second

proceeding

in point of

virtually a self-contained

is

confines
St.

Can-

Toronto,

of

campus

1

services available

of the average stu-

a Bachelor's degree.
the

tion,

munity.

in

main purpose of the
Training
course
now

year male

whether the course
aeronautics,

to

University

the

is

compulsory

Applied

in

and Engineering

man

ex-service

life

Physical

numer-

Health Service on the Job

toothache,

to them."

fall

dent

ganizations closely identified with their

Comes Aches,

we are

offer

students and undergraduates ir
Faculty of Forestry have in the
Club and the Foresters Club or-

Association and the Victoria
Club offer helpful get-togeth- courses.

staff.

"We
this

Law

Classical

the

Press Club and to discuss with memonly after they have given evidence of
bers methods and problems peculiar to
their
ability
to
meet The Varsity's
particular
phases
of the profession,
standards for reporting and writing. It
Hugh Kenner, Varsity editor-in-chief,
is meant primarily for students
with
revealed today.
department at Baldwin House are the
serious journalistic ambitions.
Modern History Club and the InterH. Napier Moore, editor of MacTo assist would-be reporters in national Affairs
Society.
lean's Magazine and editorial director
The former
developing quickly to the point where
welcomes members of the Modern Hisof
She
Maclean-Hunter
Publishing
they can 4>e awarded Press Club memtory,
Sociology,
and
Company Ltd., is slated to deal with
Philosophy
bership, Mr. Kenner explained that ar
the magazine field.
.Ronald A. Mcextensive course in newspaper writing
Eachern, one-time member
of The
is
being prepared for the entire VarVarsity staff himself and editor of The
Financial Post, has been asked to discuss business newspapers. Opening the

the

of classics

the

adjustment

sedentary

Law

for

For

tongues.

student

Classics

automatically to
staff.

social

those

of

assisting

his

For those with a scientific
bent are the Mathematcs and Physics
ers with staff members in off-duty inSociety, the Chemical Club and the
formality.
Honour Science Club (open to stuThe urge to creative writing, crampdents in Honour Science and Houseed by the routine essay assignment, is
hold Economics.)
The Geology Club,
given stimulating exercise at regular
in the scientific field too, supplies
meetings of the Modern Letters Club
structions and pleasure
to
fledgling
and the Victoria
College
Writers geologists
on the campus.
Group.
Clubbiest of all are the engineers. /
Closely affiliated with the History freshman
entering any of the

For Press Club Discussions
ists

tailor-made
students

offer

The
ada's

Language students find the Univer- Political Science and Economics students are provided with a typically big
College,
the Victoria
and the
Trinity French Clubs at their disposal. business atmosphere at regular luncheons and smokers.
German and Spanish

GOT EVERYTHING

IT'S

P. T. Dispensers

their

sity

Editor Lines

by Survey

Disclosed
For those who believe
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Combined by Course Clubs
and
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1,

to

stu-

comes
cards,

along

And when Christmas
there

are

Christmas

Used books are handled

too.

handbook
doubtless
become? by the S.C.M. and certain college orof the
profession ing series will be given as soon
as
curious as he reads these announcebut even if they should its Health, forces have the option
should he given before we get down to registration of reporters
ganizations.
of securing
is completed,
ments couched in the unrestrained
Dental, and Eye Services are at your medical care from
dealing in detail with segments of it. possibly late this
Lectures? Aside from those regularD.V.A., the Health
week or immediately
phraseology of zealous publicity direcdisposal.
I believe Mr. Elson's own experience after Thanksgiving.
Service emphasizes
that
its
facilities
ly prescribed on his course our hypoReporters, both
An annual free medical examination are at their disposal too. However, tors.
over a number of years here and men and women, have
been asked to
thetical
student may accompany his
Heralded with enthusiasm, the shows
for all students is one offering of the patients
abroad equip him to lead off our dis- apply for interview any
with war injuries, chronic
afternoon beseldom disappoint
Musical comedies friends to some of theirs. The lectures
cussions on the right note."
tween two and four o'clock at The Health Service (Men at 43 St George conditions, and serious illnesses will
in the best
pseudo-Ziegfeld
St., Women at 44 Hosldn Ave.) Cases likely be referred
fashion, of some professors are so popular that
The editor-in-chief explained that Varsity
to Christie
prehensive

things

picture

Room

office,

The Varsity Press Club

will

won't

medical

requiring

Students' Clubs

Say Campus Cops Feature

Religion

treatment

may

Dentantics,

"Of

course,"

admitted Police

Simcoe Hall, "there are

who

of kids

get

still

looking for the

lost

Economics Building, but the
days have

GHQ
plenty

few

first

uneventful

this year.
been
seems that the returned servicemen

It

are

all

trying

to

work without any

get

right

fooling

down

to

around."

Pre-

Further investigation with the

servers of the
Peace revealed that
hazing of freshmen and college tiefights have not as yet appeared on the
campus.
"Wait a few weeks," advised the

Police Force, somewhat pes-

simistically,

liven

up a

"things
bit

when

bound

t<

they all get

set'

are

and School)

and examination
made.
The staff is always available
for consultation, and a phone call will
procure a visiting doctor for students

ingredients

taken

and

consultation

in residence or

ill

Lost Pen or Pin?

at

least

campus

three

befuddled

High

sure-fire

daily
official

News? The

own morning paper

Apply Within

lodgings.

the

attendance

greatly

enrolment

class

University publishes

its

proportions.

Rhythmic and riotous, the four
shows hit in quick succession the Hart events and
all students.
House theatre boards, beginnii

essential

containing current

information

for

Press conections and ex-

University

College production cn change facilities ensure complete cov16 featuring glamor galore erage of academic happenings all over
well-supplied arts
college. the continent

may meet

There

Are Others

Says The Varsity

.

as-

versity publications.

Acta
viezv,

Victoriana,

and

the

U.

The
C.

Trinity

Re-

^Problem of College Organization

Undergraduate

represent the Arts colleges, containing

Student Christian Movement with pictures,
poetry, articles, and fiction.
presents
another executive offices in
graduate
Hart House. Ac- Also literary is the
year-end number
problem.
"Is the Economics Building tive S. C. M. study groups deal
with of School's Toike Oike, whose precedin Toronto
or Ajax?" "Where's the current social, political and religious
ing issues, published irregularly, serve
Physics Building?"
Where's the En- problems in most colleges
and facul- to propagandize S.P.S. events.
tymology Department?"
ties.
Camps, conferences, and meetings
Dentistry presents a year-book with
There is no entymology department, addressed by outstanding guest speakthe insoluble title of Hya Yaka, combut the principle seems to be that it ers complete the educational
activities. pilation of
the year's faculty activities.
never hurts to ask.
Special worship services are held freIt contains class, sport, and executive
For the first time in years the Uni- quently.
Recreational
activities
in- pictures,
editorials, andarticles by staff,
versity cops aren't wearing ear plugs. clude
hikes,
teas, social
hours, and students and
dental nurses.
There is an occasional rowdy group supper parties.
Of similar scope are School's Transboasting the drainage of forty beers,
The religious, educational and social actions and Year-Book and Wyciiffe's
or
screaming a highly intellectual activities of Roman Catholic students Cap
the

School

"Gazillaka, zillaka zoo," but so far are co-ordinated by the
Newman Club,
peace and quiet have been the order of directed by Rev.
J. E. McHenry, with
thmgs on trie e^pu^
a spacious club house and chapel at 89
'I
don't
mind the silly questions,
but I'm not sorry there
hasn't been a
lot of fooling
this year," concluded the
University Constable, as he drained

in

organizations

students

sure a well-balanced program.
Meanwhile, although the police find
The World's
Student
Christian
the ex-servicemen serious-minded and
Federation is represented locally by
(he poor,

—

and the Nites the average
combine the exceeds the
and gals

—gags

articles, from apples to zebras,
Out-of-town students
with minor
ay best be recovered by a Varsity November
illnesses requiring
confinement for
advertisement which reaches the far from the
with few days may be cared for in one of
After a wartime recess, Daffydill Nite
University infirmaries
those of similar religious convictions the
Recreation? Social events need take
(men in corners of the campus, and the popuresumes its unparalleled operations on care-worn students little
for purposes
of worship, study and Hart House, women at 79 St. George lace thereof. Application to the S.A.C.
farther than
St.)
None of the facilities of the office, Hart House, makes this service November 20-211 under the sponsor- Newman Hall or Hart House. Varsity
recreation.
available to all students at a small ship of the men of Meds.
Dentantics Arena features
football
games and
The Varsity Christian Fellowship is
sees the molar-mawlers laying aside track meets in the
nominal charge.
fall, ice-skating and
a branch of the Inter-Varsity Christian
lis,
dentures and other parapherna- hockey in the winter.
General experience has proved that
Plays, revues
Fellowship which embraces countless
nitors' cupboards yield a wide range lia of their profession to don greasestunt nights are staged in Hart
groups of high school and university
articles left in various classrooms. paint Dentantics is scheduled for No- House Theatre, and countless dancesstudents throughout the world.
FeaIn addition to the articles recovered vember 23 wife the fabulous School
held
throughout the college year
tured on its program are daily prayer
through the use of multi-colored poster Nite moving in one week later.
by the various faculties and resimeetings at both University and VicWaste-baskets
overflow,
galley- appeals appearing daily on student noEntirely
dences.
studentstaged
and protoria Colleges for students of all faculproofs flutter, and the sound of many tice boards, many are returned to the duced, these four shows are
already in
So in spite of what the Toronto
ties, and weekly discussion groups on
raucous editorial caucus cleaves the ffices of the Student Executives of preparation as script-seeking, talent- Chamber of
Commerce .will tell you,
such topics as Bible study and foreign
till night air, as undergraduates across the
various faculties, and may be alert producers and directors go into stay right here on the
missions.
campus.
Hikes, sleigh-rides,
It's
singthe campus turn out the roster of Uni- claimed there.
huddles across the campus.
got everything!
songs, teas
and skating parties

In

the

tied."

law-abiding,

Follies

(Daffydill

customary

for,

Lost

in

the

arrangements for

further

Complaints

dents'

St

42A, University

not be College.

prescribed

No

happen to you at once,

St.

George

St.

It

many

similar clubs

sities

throughout

is

affiliated

at secular

the

world.

with

Cleared for Freshman Information
The
the

principle of the organization of

University,

baffling

first-year students,
dinal

Newman

Advocating

was

over
the

fifty

many

so

to
stated

years ago.

increase

of

The presence
Victoria,

of the church colleges,

then reaching their modern development) and concentrated them in the
hands of the University.
Marty are baffled by the use of the
University College, repreterm "University" referring to Vic-

St.

Michael's

and

by Car- on the same campus with

a

uni-

cial

college,

Trinity,

the provin-

sents Hie solution of a clash in the edu-

toria and Trinity. The name "Victoria
Cardinal cational aims of Church and State :r University," referring to Victoria
Colstudents Ontario in the last century.
King's lege
plus
Emmanuel College, the
which gave
'cannot pursue every subect which :s College,
no
religii
United Church theological seminary, is
open to them, they will be the gainers training, was the target of cries of Victoria's to use, for she and
Trinity
and Gozvn, the latter issued free by living among those and under those godlessness" from the advocates of are Universities in their own right,
to every graduate of the Hoskin Ave. who represent the whole circle." That the religious colleges.
and hold royal charters to that effect
is
seminary.
the
opportunity which
is made
It was in the late eighties that a Both
agreed to hold their degreePractice in post-grad writing is of- available by the diversity of the Uni- group of men, including the late Chan- granting powers in
abeyance when
fered by the Medical Journal, which versity of Toronto.
cellor of the University, Sir William they became federated

univer- features
Activi- subects.

versity's

Newman

range

stated

of

studies,

that although

with

student

articles

on

technical

Its federated composition,

which pre- Mulock, found a solution in a Federa-

versity.

At

the

Uni-

the present time both are

While from the University's vents the student from being lost in a tion Act which united all four colleges in effect colleges in the faculty of arts,
of the club range from corporate smallest faculty comes the Forestry
jumble of enrolment, is unique among in the University of Toronto.
Under and Trinity Colege has not used the
the last of his coffee in
study
the Tuck Shop, communions, discussion
clubs, Neivs Letter, with articles by faculty universities, and represents a develop- Federation
the
colleges
surrendered term "University" outside of its Theoand wandered back to the mercy of the retreats, lectures, and debates to par- members
and a synopsis of the year's ment reaching back through the last the right to teach certain subects logical Commencements for more
than
freshmen.
ties, dances, picnics and dramatics.
activities.
(notably the sciences, which were just IS years.
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Editorial

Artsmen

FOR FRESHMEN ONLY

Awake!

We

What follows is, strictly speaking, none of our business.
are going to meddle with your second most sacred possession, which
is your time.
are going to plan your year for you. It may somewhat take the edge off our presumption to recall that we are writing
what follows with the unconscious assistance of President Smith.
Dr. Smith in a memorable address a year ago divided freshmen, like Gaul, into three categories: low and lazy, broad and hazy,
high and crazy. The low and lazy student does little work for poor
grades.
The broad and hazy student is a commoner figure: the
surface dabbler in forty unrelated interests.
The high and crazy
student pulls off high marks consistently, and is called crazy by the
other two classes. "But don't think he's crazy at all," finished Dr.
Smith. Nor do we.

a chance," states
Winnipeg Students' Union, newspaper, The Momtoban in its editorial
column of last week.
It is time for

We

Your Work
All of which may
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be taken as a tactful reminder that academic

without unremitting vigilance. It is going to be especially easy this
year to desert professors who are doing their best against unprecedented odds, to slump into torpor because a lecture is addressed to
a hundred people instead of twenty, to avoid visiting professors
with one's difficulties because too many other people have the same
idea.

Most newcomers to

from years

university, fresh

of intellectual

forced-feeding, take too long to get used to the idea of going after
learning instead of waiting for it to be packaged and delivered. And

they are far too long in finding out that the professors' time
out
is, within limits, at their disposal.
The habit of acquainting oneself with each instructor's office hours, and
of letting nothing slip which he can elucidate, is fundamental to
thorough scholarof class

.

would be defeating one's purpose in coming to University
not to take advantage of its staff and library facilities.
It is equally
short-sighted to take advantage of nothing else. One
comes to University to learn what cannot be learned elsewhere, but
the library is
uo place to learn all one is going to. University courses are
not as
heavy as all that. As much thought as went
into the choice of
—
courses
on
the
lecture
time-table
curricular
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What Goes

As

of them feel

Wordsworth that "the world is
much with us," that man is neglecting himself as
he becomes more
'th

too

engrossed

and his

tions,
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appeal and
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from it are played
Probably a dozen will Look
every day in the Women's Common
into them all, choose
one or two and
Room in U.C. In about two weeks
stay with them.
Give them what you
notices will begin to appear advertishave, and they will give
you all your ing the
programs of the Record Hour.
mind requires.
These notices are addressed to men and
If you do all this,
your eventual women
students, of all faculties and
iiard-eamed diploma will truly
certify colleges,
who wish to round off their
to a university
education.
If you do
day on the campus with some fine
all this, you will be
the complete and
(humanly speaking) perfect
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A series of organ recitals to be
You will also, incidentally,
be
a given Tuesday
afternoons in Convocamiracle.
~W. H. K. tion Hall will
start in the near future.
The soloists are the most accomplish-

ed in the city and a large
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expected.
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Member Canadian University
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Press
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Graduation

to

Portraits

extra-curricular

small-time

AT the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modemly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.
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Meets second Wednesday of every month at 888 Yonge St.
Students who are members of the Craft are cordially invited to attend.
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You'll be reading more
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believed.
Visit your instructors often, freshmen
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particular, may become on
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day proceeding each
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Women's

Whats on Today To
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By POLLY MUTZ
fees

the privileges

the
thus

undergraduates beAthletic Association

tatives

on

All students are required to (have a yearly physical examination.
Wouldbe athletes are expected to make their appointments before
Oct 14 Students
with an eye on the basketball and baseball teams are
privileged characters
inasmuch as the week commencing Oct 8 has been assigned
exclusively to
their medicals. The presidents of .the basketball and
baseball clubs caution
them to follow the example of the early worm, make
haste in arranging
for appointments.

speak

will

to the
Trinity College at
S.C.M. at 5 p.m. in
the Board Room.
AH

The
extends

a

cordial

Wymilwood

U. C.

invitation

All

at 4.30 this

students interested

city

are requested

theatre of the

to
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PRACTICE DAILY

intramural

North America as the

to

all

Twenty-odd

sports

are

in
in

local

available

Intramural Tennis

to

Attention of all students is drawn to the tact that
the
University Athletic Association cannot provide
practice
space for tennis. The St. Hilda's Courts
where the
tournament is held are owned and maintained by
Trinity College. Their use is
generously granted for
Muraament but the large registration at Trinity the
prevents their general use.

is reminded that this
system calls for active participation
by
aH medically eligible students and that

participa-

ability

comes second

to willingness.

any capa-

Women's Union

Tuesday afternoon.

CAMPUS

sport

honor one and all.
Everyone
afternoon.

register

— FRONT

Prospective players register at once al
Athletic Office.

privilege of par-

in their

FOLLIES

ting in the U.C. Follies

Intercollegiate Soccer

Fellowship program swings into action this week.

Christian

freshmen to a reception
in

Freshmen have the
system

Varsity

Get Your Muscle

taking in the finest

V. C. F.

1945

You Better Hustle

University stu-

dents are welcome.

Those students

actively participating in sports vote for the student
representhe Directorate, which manages all women's sports.

Ram

Ralla

1,

dl
those who are interested are
the asked to get in touch with
the Athletic
at 4.00 Director of their
colleges or faculties,
who will make further arrangements.
in

The Intramural tournament commences
Wed..
Oct. 3rd. Enter today at the
Athletic Office,
flart House. The draw
will be published Tuesday in The Varsity and The

Globe

&

Mall.

Intramural Sports
Committee Meeting

TEXT BOOKS

GOLF

TODAY AT 5.00 p.m.
STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Today

TRACK
RUGBY

Room.

Hart Ho^e'
p.m.. Hart House

1.00 p.m..

Thurs.. Oct. 4th. 5.00
Tues.. Oct. 9th. 5.00 p.m. Intramural
Office

SOCCER

STATIONERY

p.m. Athletic Directorate

5.00

Wed.. Oct. 3rd.

Referees Wanted
RUGBY. SOCCER. LACROSSE. VOLLEYBALL,

SWIMMING
Applications for referees in the above-named
sports are
now being accepted at the Athletic Office, Hart
House
Inquire re fees paid.

AND

Swim

SUPPLIES

lest

ALL FRESHMEN ARE URGED TO COMPLETE
THEIR SWIMMING TEST AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE MOMENT. REPORT TO MR WINTERBURN, SWIMMING POOL, HART HOUSE

THE BOOK DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF TORONTO
PRESS HAS BEEN REMODELLED AND IS NOW
PREPARED TO
GIVE A

MUCH IMPROVED SERVICE TO THE STUDENTS
AND STAFF

Free For Frosh

.

.

.

Curiosity has, quite naturally, followed the record shattering
first year
enrollment, and since a goodly portion of that group are
men, the mechanics
of the Athletic Wing are worth revelation.

The Athletic Association, which controls all University athletics, is headed by the Athletic Directorate. This Directorate is
made up of the Director of Health Service, the Financial Secretary,
the Athletic Director,

four

members, and

staff

complete 'control of
lease

We Carry
A FULL LINE

OUR PRICES

SAVE YOU MONEY

of

representatives.

This group
is

has

empowered

to

sees fit

it

acts as secretary.

This committee considers

gram and

And Be Convinced

undergraduate

University athletic grounds and

Intramural sports are supervised by the Intramural Sports
Committee
which is composed of the Athletic Director of the University
and one representative appointed by each of the competing colleges
or faculties.
The
Supervisor of Intramural Athletics is a member of this committee
ex-offiao

and

Compare Our Charges

AUTHORIZED
TEXTS & SUPPLIES

them as

six
all

ters

all problems arising out of the Intramural
Propresents to the Athletic Directorate for consideration any
matits regulations and with which it has not
the power to

not covered by

deal.

The Athletic Fee, payable by all male students, provides
a number of
on page 72 of the Students Handbook. Another fee payable at a like time includes a medical
examination which all
men are required to take. Arrangements for these medicals
must be completed before October IS and all men required to take
Physical Training
privileges which are enumerated

Hours 8:45

a.

m. to 5:30 p. m.

must

Hart House by

register in

that date.

A

ruling of the Board of Governors states that each
man proceeding towards a bachelor's degree must take physical training
during his first and

second years,

A

further assistance offered by the University
Health Service is financial
assistance towards the care of students injured
while attending the required
Physical training classes or in recognized
student athletic, on the campus
While this assistance is freely granted, this
does not mean the Univorsitv adrmts any legal responsibility for
injuries sustained by athletically
eligible students,

The

University of Toronto Press

Book Department

A

physcian and first aid attendant are
on call at 43 St. George Street
daily between:9
and 4.4S p.m. (S«t„rdays_12
noon) and from that
time until 6.30 a similar service
is maintained in Hart House.
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Awards: Johnny Copp Memorial Trophy
ajrded annual:

member

of the senior football team who,
in that season, by his
sportsnanship, character and playing ability,
is adjudged the
most valuable
member of the team.

George M. Biggs Trophy, awarded annually
(Continued on page 4)
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Basil's Church, 50
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It was quite a walk-a-day world,
was discovered.

Joseph.

organizations

extra half-mile per trip and he would
arrive at

lunar

his

destination

in

A

Saturday

CO.T.C.

afternoon

The

gadget, hanging

add another

six miles to the

Volunteer

Institute,

St Michael's College

Loretto

Club and
College
Wycliffe

cal

Trinity United Church, Bloor and
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Robert
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St.

Literary

Public

College

staffer,

tallied

of mileage

Modern History

furnished

plagues

that

College

Student

Society,

Tuesday
and Baldwin

pen,

3828.

Arthur L. Phelps

LOST

Arthur L. Phelps, Professor ot
English, Unitel College, Winnipeg,
said in a CBC Trans-Canada broadon "Homo The Sap":
"I have here at the microphone
at this moment some high explosive, intellectual and emotional high
explosive."

The Fourth Printing of Dr.
T.Morgan's "Homo The Sap"
off the press,
"Homo" Is
Best-Selling Satire.

A

KI

House.

and

Club.

Waterman

colored

afternoon, between Bloor

Emmanuel College TheologiSociety in affiliation with the EmS.P.S. Debates

ADS

LOST
Wine

Society,

(Continued from page 3)

Lome
is

irown

leather

nit- to-lec hires

bly in

Room
Please

wallet,

card,

65,

containing

money

A

"T"

U.C, Saturday morn-

leave

at

S.A.C

Canada's

LOST

25 Cents At Any Bookstore.
Carrick 330 Bay St., Toronto.

J. J.

P.S.: Don't write us unless you
ean't get 'Homo' at your Bookstore.
"Homo is n literary Atomic Bomb."

Admit-to-lectures
card,
Marguerite
Duncan, I Physiotherapy. Wednesday,
on campus. Please phone
6915.

MO

inches high,

Bronze "T": Award of merit granted to members of
Intercollegiate
Championship teams in rugby, hockey, basketball, soccer and
rowing when
there are more than two teams competing. Also
may be granted by the
Directorate to members who have won first colors
three times or who have
broken an Intercollegiate record.
Complete information is in the Athletic Handbook which
in the Athletic Office,

EVELYN GOULD
Song Recital
JACK SAMALOFF. PIANIST.

be obtain-

Hart House.

Assisting Artist

.

Harbord Collegiate Auditorium

Money, Room?

-ooking for Job,

See Students' Council

THE FIRST MODERN
FILM OF LIFE INSIDE

Constantly at

every

him
him

the beck and call

undergraduate,

ready

him a

a room, secure

finance his year,

Administrative

is

Council

to

WED., OCT. 3rd

Now

TICKETS

•

$1.00,

-

At

8:30 P.

M.

AT DOOR

of

find

job, or help

the Students'

office

Hart

in

House.

The Council

consisting of the Presi-

Heads of men and women stuGovernment organizations from

dents or
dent

the various colleges,

partments

of

sents

entire

the

the

Meeting bi-weekly,
sor

Students'

nensis;

n

in

their

the publication

e

the

its

repre-

GREETINGS...

body.

members spon-

a multitude of student

Included

and de-

faculties

University,

undergraduate

activities.

sphere of

activity

The

of

Varsity,

Handbook, and Toronto-

the University

Room

Service;

many graduating classes thai regularly come to our studio— Trinity.
Medicine. Dentistry. Nursing. St. Michael's, Physical and
Health Education,

Employment Service

to the

which cardjob-seeking students and put*
them in touch with employers through
ldexes

and Applied Science.
appreciate your patronage not only because it
gives us honour but because its friendly
repetition enables us to make
plans and store away supplies far ahead of the
Fall Season. (For example
the thousands of folders in which we mount
the photographs have been
ordered nine months in advance.)

Wo

Selective
the

Service Co-operation; and
Graduation Reception every June.

As

the

title

^

council

is

would

indicate,

largely administrative,

not meant

to

be

and

As

legislative.

1

lie
:s

the

body between the students and

liason

the staff of the

empowered

to act

University,

it

in the actual

is

Please get in touch with us at once in order
that
venient periods for members of your class.
We

not

form-

"SOVIET FILM ART AT ITS BEST"
N. Y. lVorla-Tel«grom

SEETHING TURBULENT
VOLCANIC FILM

K-r.*™.*™

.

Simcoe

for

But

if

everybody

procrastinates, what will happen? There are
only 44
1st and the end of November. If
these days
are not used in a regular and
orderly schedule the result will be congestion. It is positively to
your advantage to make early arrangements.

The Campus Cat

.

Streets)

arrange con-

work days between October

A HUMDINGER ... this la
BIG TIME
m,iu<

ROYAL ALEXANDRA
&
(King

of University policy, but serves
continually to bring the ideas
and proects of the students into
notice and
fruition.

.

we may

want to give you the best
and maintain our good record with Toronionensis.
There Is room
our whole flock if you come early.

of service

ation

3 "011 Ph ° t09raphs

(Continued from page 2)
the same without professors
you think? They add color. Why
only last year The Varsity scooped all
ly

sideMtiot!

be

"e

toPo'lanl enough to receive prime con-

don't

Matinees at 2:30
30c

&

Evenings

50c (Tax Extra)

50c

&

at 8:30

75c (Tax Extra)

the other newspapers of the world on
the most sensational story of the century.

(RUSSIAN DIALOGUE

with

ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

shot a

Yes, I

mean

Hie time the bull

professor.

Hormone.

Whoever is at the head of your
committee ot, Graduating Class
Photographs phone us, KI. 6113
and ask for Mr. Crippen or
Mrs'.
Lamb.

office,

Hart House.

just

plain.

may

ad-

etc, possi-

A

ed free of charge

a

student oscillating be-

tween his Bloor and College poles.

Society,

Literary

"Colors" which are Blue and White and are divided into grades. First
Grade:
"T" 8 inches high surmounted diagonally by a red maple Jeaf
bearing the University coat of arms. Second Grade:
"T" 7H inches
high surmounted by a maple leaf. Third Grade:

a Russian Girl.
They captured mc at
Stalingrad
.
.
I
stood
on o German auctionblock , i . and thtm they
sold me— (or 15 marks. "

at

weeks 138 miles.

experimenters

CLASSIFIED

Speaking

contributed most to athletics from the standpoint of leadership, sportsmanperformance.

am

was

Hilda's

ship and

"I

it

from the high-

the
other
data— re CO.T.C. footslogging and the almost astronomical

spiralling

IsHomoHighExplosive?

our

belt of

the end of three

(sans route march) can be exto

how

least, that's

explained to us.

altitude

clean half-century.

At

up and up.

a

in-

College Literary

Senate

Sts.

debating

Society,

Canada

of

and a day-foy-day diary section

SOLD INTO SLAVERY

it

vibrates within, an dthe pointer creeps

Debating Parliament, Trinity

Literary Society,

Bloor St Church, 292 Bloor W.
St Paul's Avenue Road, 121 Avenue Rd.

a fraternity telephone direc-

rectorates,

House
was

it

suffered an

Thi

interested

SPEAKING_OF SPORT

offered

by Hart House and the Athletic Di>

PENCILS

his shoe-leather

cast

and officers' lists of
and college organiza-

stops.

clude the following: U. C. Parliament,

50 Hoskin Ave.

Chapel,

Cotter told

advised those

brief descriptions

tions,

reckoned

Economics Building,

the

through. parade

fell

College Registrars and executives, are

all

calculations

school,

bate executive for further information.

UNITED CHURCH

Administrative

of the University.

be

to

ROMAN CATHOLIC

150-page

Handbook published

Featured

403

Knox Church, Spadina and Har-

many

and

He

Varsity.

Congregation,

PRESBYTERIAN

U.C,

the

Council for the use of undergraduates

may

here and elsewhere,"

Tzedec

Goel

and

calculated,

"Able debaters from all years will epcted
have good opportunities of debating

Scientist,

St George.

bord.

like

the

Christ,

with Syracuse University

HE-BREW

and what's his

are answered by the

Students'
each, less in quantities

cor.

University Ave.

Letters

Questions

Churc hof

First

phone number?

others,

's

Item

President

the

Church,

Baptist

& Heath Sts.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Economics Building?

the

is

Wal-

cor.

Yonge

House Concert?

out question.

yOU CAN'T LOSE... SO BUY TODAY

Yorkminster

What's the date of the third Hart

guarantees
you'll get all

Walmer Road Church,
mer Rd. and Lowther.

196

writing pencils you've
ever used, just return the
rest.

Must

Ave.

sity

Brown Book

For
two years
the
Interfaculty
Union flourished with many faculties
and colleges holding the floor.
Four
interfaculty debates were staged last
year ; but a plan to revive interuniversity rivalry
with an exchange

Church, 495 Univer

Baptist

First

arithmetic

from high

de- left over

—

Wycliffe College Chapel
St Paul's Church, 227 Bloor East

travel to Montreal where the tournament will be held on October 22-23
and 24.

Administrative too-complicated

Students'

session,

Street

Wee

Cotter,

The S.A.C. and campus

least

Trinity College Chapel

ground for the intercollegiate tennis
team which will consist of five singles
men and two double teams. These will

this

A pedometer, it might be wise to
point out, is a little instrument about
and there are hopes for at would reach the moon in 80 years.
the size of a dollar watch or, if that
two debates with other unrversiTravel-weary freshmen having pedescription is alien to you, about the
;s.
destrianized the length of the campus
size of a thirty dollar watch.
It was in 1941
that wartime
cir- many times in this past week will hear
The pedometer is adjusted to the
cumstances
put
an end to inter- these figures with inteerst
length of the subject's pace, hung from
collegiate
debating.
The following
If the average student—let's make
the
subject's belt, and allowed to jogyear the Interfaculty Debating Union him a freshman for this issue had a
was formed in the hope of keeping the timetable that involved those ten- gle freely as he sets about his travels.
As be walks, the sensitive pendulum
art of formal argument alive.
minute dashes between Baldwin

partial

St Thomas' Church, 385 Huron

This event will be used as a proving

Varsity staffer once, daily quota per pedestrian.
And the
debating is
"day-hop" acquired an additional two
year according with the aid of a pedometer purchased
miles daily just traveling between carDebates Commis- at a postal auction plus certain notconscientious

bating groups have planned a series of tliat the average student walks seven
interfacnilty
debates for the current miles a day and that, at this rate, he

ANGLICAN

at

o'clock.

YOU BUY A DOZEN

Graham

Council.

listing follows

'

tliis

... SEE?

THIS

A

distance of the campus.

potential entrants are reminded
no post entries will 'be allowed
year and that the entry list

All
that

revival

sioner of the

Churches of all denominations
surround the University district,
all of them within easy walking

the

in

arrangements are being

while

singles

expected

are

A

intercollegiate

for

slated

Well

next fortnight.

the

entries

100

Pre-war

Church Directory

rac-

Entrenous

FOOTNOTES FOR FROSH

Reporters Learn

sport swings

intramural

initial

into action

New and

Debates Return

Today

at Five

But Entries Close

1945

1,

Ashley

& Crippen

Studio

"Right on the edge of the campus."

Well-Known

Alumni

S.P.S.

New Ajax

Direct

Division

The Undergraduate Newspaper

President Sidney Smith recently announced the appointment of
officials for the management of the Ajax Division of the UniJ. Roy Gilley, B.A.Sc. has been appointed by
the Board of Governors of the University, to the position of Director
of the Ajax Division, and Professor VV
T
T
Wright, B.A.Sc., B.A.. M.B.E. will be
Director
of Studies for the Division.

two

versity of Toronto.

Gilley,

His university course was interrupted by
overseas service from 1916 to 1919 with the
Canadian Expeditionary Force, first with the
infantry and then with the machine gun corps, and by hospitalization

Ran

/.

for

war

Mr

„

Among the throngs that have crowd- deadline for several of the professional
ed into the Registrar's Office in Sim- faculties.
Certificates
from studeats

Gilliy

Hall during the past few hectic
days there have been some, no doubt
who have noticed two long rows of
boxes set on tables at the north end

disabilities.

G'Jley

-

well

is

known

to students of the University as

Hart House smce 1932, and Acting Warden

troller of

Comp-

for the last

Wright served overseas from 1914

command

He

Science,

^

to

of a battery, and, later in

T

/-

command

'

W"""

of the session they occupied
foot rows of boxes.

of railway

As soon

awarded * he M.B.E. for distinguished service.
\l°°F\x
Irof. Wright has had professional experience as
an Engineer in
Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Ontario. He is a member of
the Engineering Institute of Canada; of the Ontario Association
of Professional Engineers and of the Society for the
Promotion of Engin;

This

despite efforts of a

University

workmen

set loose

wood Hall

—wartime

home

da's

Toronto-based

Wrens

crew
in

When

ti

Hol- ing was

—one

in

box

ice

a

box raidorder Dr. Taylor smiled,

"certainly—as

Cana

of

Holwood

asked

if

ice

little

long

as

they keep the

filled."

List

The spaciousness of Holwood House
remains.
It is a printed
rooms eliminates the congestion
you
cabin 13 on an out-of-the-way door in
would expect to find when eight men
this rambling relic of pre-war magni- share
"ex-cabins."
naval tpuch

ficence.

These

Otherwise Holwood Hall

is

rooms

accommodate

well on double-deckers yet have space
large table which will seat

two

card

in

way

to

becoming what the bobby

.

.

was willed

conditions

to

the

...

to

whether the neces-

made

refused

or

Committees

to

others

must have

so

they

a

cation

is

out

the

soon as

colour and are issued in the college;

When

used

the

student

has

pursue

their

education without Joss of time.
"Around Sept 22 we got word that
the Wrens would leave Holwood
Hall

on Sept. 25."

That was Tuesday.
As the girls
moved out University workmen wem
In.

On

Friday U.C. men took posses,

sion.

By

U.C.

Lit. Plans

Executive

Establishment of the Canadian Founis

Advancement of Phartermed "probably the most
the

they

were settled in forward step yet taken in the interests
seventy of them; of pharmaceutical
education" iby Dean
most former servicemen and most now Hurst
of the Ontario College of Pharfirst year students.
macy. The Foundation was born at
When first told they could be
the second annual Canadian conference
comodated the reaction of Holwood of
Pharmaceutical Faculties, meeting
Hall residents-to-be was "well, we'll
the
Council of the Canadian
have a roof over our heads." New to Pharmaceutical
Association at Bigwi
their

—

all

Toronto most didn't realize
luxury they will be living.

The new residence is
The front entrance opens

like

in

what

Inn,

a hotel

into a

necessary

lobby

and

Foundation
stimulus

expansion

Tomorrow
Literary

Lit

to
of

the

the

promulga
and

graduate

Gord McCaffrey an

President

nounccd

today

that

the

which

will

take

at 4.00 p.m.

Residence at
feature

II

tional

place

in

the

St George

73
a

nomination

to

men

—

J

returning servicemen enrolling at

U.C,

took the first emergency
and expanded facilities at 73 St
George Street, main college residence,
step

to afford housing for twelve extra
stu-

A

dents,

waiting

list

of 100 students

Indicated die need for
lief

some other

re-

measure.

As

U.C.'s

record-breaking

registra-

Wo-

men's Royal
which had

Canadian Naval

Service,

occupied

quarters

to

the

through the war years, was scheduled
evacuate on September 25.

to

Representatives
the

college

office

building

from the

universify,

and

the superintendent's
tour of inspection of the

made a
and

installation

prepared plans

of

for

three-score-plus

U.C. men.
Last Saturday— while

the

home-

ess

university's

continued

men

maintenance
their all-out

of

the

department

efforts to

con-

1

vert the
flux of

Hall

to

new use—the

its

in-

U.C. freshmen and sophomore

tenants began.

Included in the 70

housed

men who

Holwood

at

are

the

will be

Senior

Don, R. B. Ferguson and his assistant
G. M, Hougham, both doing
postgraduate work.
University

College

two large men's

now

possesses

At

residences.

its

history,

the

the college

offered students in the late
1800's resi-

dence accomodation
the

college

in

building.

the cloisters of

By.

the

early

I900's the
lecture
cloister

Canadian Campi
From Vancouver

Toronto,

CUP

growing need for office and
room space had found the
quarters

The trend
was toward

shrivelled to nothing.
of thought at this period
all-university

residences

and it-was- to this end that the large
Ralla Ram,
noted eports
on crammed courses at crowlfrom India, opened
North, South and East Houses were
c\I
Universities.
The Canadian camui
erected.
the Student Christian Movement's colThese however, had proved
meet the challenge,
(page 2)
Augustine

Dr.

Christian

leader

lege year with a challenge to the stu-

dents

Canada,

of

Sunday

regular

at

the

of

first

evening

services

As General

Convocation Hall.

the

Secre-

Burma, and Ceylon, he

tary for India,

extended greetings

to

the

students

Tennis
The

inadequate

Draw

tennis singles are

at

away

ing start as 112 students are
play on Wednesday.

3.

opponent's

3.

of

die

Oct
name on page

to a

drawn

[ly-

to

Find youi

for

the

increasing

enrol-

ments by 1923 when the University of
Toronto Senate deemed it necessary
to

turn over 73

be used as a

U.C

residence at

73,

About the 'King'

university.

towards world problems

ple are taking

departure

in

the

large

Men's
Street,

constitu-

influx

of

to

include

in

body
is

the

is

stated

spirit,"

versity

for

Dr.
the

vehicle

Ram.

of

the

"The

uni-

growth of

St George Street
men's residence.
it

was then

to

The

stressed,

words

are

flying

to

town

thicker

possibilities,

(page

3)

[projects.

intellect-

many who will be your
here.
You must try therefori:

friends
to

grow

ex-

tht

in health,

ciousness,

grow

into the college this year,

have decided

"The

Dr.

gram

but

knowledge, and gra-

above

all,

you

should

Phys ical Training

spiritually."

Ralla

Ram

described

the

pro-

of the S.C.M. as worship, study

and work.

He

told

his

audience

executive four extra counsellors, nom- follow their religion
seriously,
inated and elected by the ex-service practice it wholeheartedly.

and

to

to

students.
These men will bring ne\i
large number
of students was
research facilities in Canadian
colleges experience
into the executive and help present at the
service which was led
Off the main hall are two studies :i of pharmacy," Dean Hurst said.
solve many of the unprecedented prob- by Rev. Ed. Lute,
the Toronto S.C.M.
which new lighting systems will be inPlans have been made for the ralslems now facing the College."
Secretary.
Morley Clark, president of
stalled.
Residents will have use of ng of a $100,000 found
to be adminIn addition the Lit President stated the S.C.M., and
Helen Wasmann, assotwo large lounges equipped with com- istered by a
special board in accord- that
candidates ifor
the
offices
of
ite president, took part
fortable
chesterfields,
chairs,
pianos, ance with conditions set forth
in the Fourth
Year
President,
Treasurer,
After theservice, Dr. Ram addressphonographs and records. They may charter.
Three committees will deal and three Freshman
executives will be ed the students at the Freshman Reentertain their friends here.
grants, pharmaceutical education
iminated by the College at large.
ception in the Women's Union.
Here
Downstairs is a panelled games room and research and professional relations
Candidates will have a week to cam- he gave a picture
of the Indian S.C.M.
outfitted with a ping pong table and and
extension
service.
Dr.
Sidney paign. The elections will be held on and a
commentary
on
political
condiphonograph.
Next to it is
snack Smith serves on the Committee on October 10, and the
results will be an- tions in cortunction
with Christianity
bar.
(Grants.
nounced at the Soph-Frosh Banquet. and the other
religions in India.

complete with maple desk.

of the late

There are

practice at U.C.

"Due

luxurious

authorities

welfare

NEWS

Students Should

new members.

meeting,

we
provide

will

doors to

its

Wednesday

temporary

I

and

tive opens

service

Muskoka, Aug. 29-31.

"The

"greatest

Benny Goodman came

Backs Pharmacy New
for

the

ever begun."

INSIDE

e

dation

the

University

merely a stop-gap until a large
a.id residence could
be designed and bu:lt
than for the men.
Benny's clarinet notes as the'King' is
Shortly before the outbreak of war
today, Dr. Ram said, "There are t*ie
ttacked and defended, (page 4)
it
was announced that erection of such
"all is well with the world" type, the
an edifice was pending.
Golfers Tee Off
War, postostriches,
the
pessimists, and
those
Sign by Wednesday afternoon for an poned all university construction prowho say "all is lost" But it is the
man who takes his courage and tries afternoon's swinging at St Andrews jects but today a large University Colin
the
University
College
the
University
Intramural Golf lege men'; residence—after the Whitto master these difficulties that is a
Athletic Society execuTournament.
It
has
Intercollegiate ity on the University's list of post-war
true citizen."

their hands.

New Foundation

alleviate

on

and second year men in
Holwood Hall, former
Sir Joseph Flavelle.
Faced with an unprecedented demand for residence accomodation by
70

the

home

early stages in

In describing the attitudes that peo-

macy

Monday
new home

in

as

undertaking

(Continued on page 4)

Grow Spiritually

first

to

situation.

installed

the inmates

been

finally

basis

two million
UNRRA camps

jnd

or

has

tion got under way in West Hall
on
Committees cho- September 22, behind-the -scene
negothem- tiations had begun, to take over the
operate these camps under the spacious Holwood home.
The

from among

possible the decision of
selves

bearing the

course

referred to the Registrar

is

to accomodate

could

Persons

Displaced

College

trying to maintain for the

sen

As

six.

I)'

students

of

several

.

move heaven and earth

Director

swiftly

choked residence

of the student (if given)

University

be

War

Moving

admissions committee is forwarddirection of UNRRA
representatives
ed to the student In the Faculty of
and national flags fly over the various
Arts, each student admitted is seat
camp buildings. Care for the mental
enter.
As addi- two white cards to fill out if he is en and
physical well-being of children,
tional certificates and papers
are re- tering the First Year.
a
special consideration
of UNRRA
ceived they are added to the files.
Jealous sophomores, junior and sendirectors.
When the application and all the neces- iors in the Faculty of Arts weary
the
Photographs of Dachau concentrasary certificates have arrived the form staffs of College
and University Reg tion
camp were shown by Maor Edmiis ready for the Committee on Admisstrars alike
by anxiously enquiring
son who said: "You cannot exaggersions.
'Where do I put in my application fir
ate atrocity stories.
I am showing picEach application is carefully scai- next year?"
tures of atrocities for two
reasons:
ned to see if any vital statistics or cerEach student when he files his
first, to indicate what many displaced
tificates have been omitted and a letter amination application
in
the
spring, persons have
been through, and also
is
sent to the student requesting a:iy
out the registration cards for the
to emphasize that atrocity stories
missing papers.
succeeding year, yellow for
Second not propaganda.
Nazi propaganda is
Stray certificates are often submit- Year, pink for Third, and blue for
today attempting to cover up what
ted before the application itself arrives, Fourth.
However, such is the strain
went on in concentration camps in
frequently
with no covering
letter. of those frantic spring days that perGermany and Austria."
These are placed in the file to await haps they can be forgiven if they hav
Major Edmison was introduced by
the arrival of the application.
forgotten this incident by Septembe
Dr. H. M. Cassidy, Director of the
As each new document arrives it is Admit-to-lectures cards, you may have
School of Social Work, who described
noted on the filing card. If the appli- noticed, match the registration cards

name

5.
certificates
which
are
unnecessary
There are also rooms with three such as birth or marriage certificaies
two and one double-deck bunks.
although to date no driving licenses
But
according
to
the
University's
L.C.B.O. permits have been found.
the house is so planned that
the larg<
needs."
rooms are the most comfortable.
As busy stenographers and clerical
Now as never before the need is Six men will
share what once wa- workers struggle to decipher the corgreat
University College principal, Sir
respondence
received
in
connection
Joseph's gymnasium.
W. R. Taylor, said: "UjC. is more
Holwood Hall has a large conserva- with applications they feel sometimes
poorly equipped with men's accomodatory.
So large it ha sa separate hear- that Penmanship and Spelling should
tion than any other college.
be added to the Grade XIII curriculum.
ing plant of its own.
It will be up to
"Because of this and
Each faculty has its own Committal
congest*! the boys to decide
if
and how they
housing conditions we felt something
on Admissions which meets as soon as
will use this space.
The matter is enhad to be done. Wc were willing to
possible after
Sept. 1,
the absolute

Flavelle

in

sion.

i

fire-extinguish-

"without

consideration

MEN'S RESIDENCE

Aids
Repats

people who are in
meetings at the beginning of each seswaiting repatriation.

oi

the office,

admitted

these

nine-

to one of the Committees on AdmisThere
are
bureaus,
wardrobes, chairs and sions or Applications this fact is noted
soxers would term an "out of ttiis
cupboards— small rooms in themselves in the card too with the date on which
world" residence for University Col—equipped with shelves and ampie it was taken. When the application is
lege men.
hanging space.
Most of the rooms returned it is "signed in."
This one-time home of Sir Josenh have fireplaces.
present
additional
And
Students
often

the

special

ascertain

UNRRA

four
for

filing

the full

COMFORTS OF HOME

might be called "Cobv

piece

For

13."

buff

received

is

and particulars about
college he wishes to

Of Home

In Spacious Elaborate

to

Forestry, qualifying for admission to the Univer-

an application form

as

certificate

b

eering Education.

Comforts

have

order

at the beginning been

until

was

Men Enjoy

must

UNRRA

Dentistry, and the School of Physicil sities, applications
from these students
UNRRA, in an illustrated address
and Health Education whose total
are given special consideration.
sponsored by the School of Social
rolment, last year, made up 80
Each course in the Faculty of Arts
Work on Friday afternoon
cent of the student body.
has its own Committee on Admissions.
Economics Building.
Starting with one modest box at the As students often
decide to change
Two thousand calories a day is the
beginning of the summer, the appli
faculties or courses when they have
dietary
standard which
UNRRA
tions overflowed

of Toronto.

After obtaining
the degree of Bachelor of Applied Science
(with honors), he proceeded, while holding the
position of Professor of Engineering Drawing,
to work for a B.A. in the evenings, receiving
his
Arts degree a few years ago.
Prof.

schools outside the province of Ontario

the office.
sary pre- requisites have been secured.
"Four million displaced
persons,
These boxes are known as the
As the National Conference of Cacoming from German concentration
finished files" and through them
pass nadian
Universities
has adopted
a camps and
war industry have now
applications for admission to the Fa- special matriculation
program for men
been repatriated by UNRRA teams,"
culties
of
Arts,
Medicine, Applied and women from the armed services
said Major J. A. Edmison, Regional
Science, Household

Born in Clinton, Ont, Professor W.
J. T.
Wright was brought to Toronto at an early age
when his father became Professor of Architecture at this University. He was educated in
Landsdowne Public School, Harbord Collegiate,

1918, in

from other Universities and secondary

of

live years.

and the University

Seventy Students Replace
W.R.C.N.S. Occupants

In Registrar's Hectic Office

for soccer.

I
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GIVEN FLAVELLE HOME

Unfinished Files Overflow

secondary education there.
One year after
entering the University of Toronto
he received
his
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U. C.

who graduated from the Faculty
of applied Science and Engineering
of the University of Toronto in 1921, was
born in British
Columbia and received his elementary and
Mr.

LXV

VOL.

By order of the Board of Governors each man proceeding to a Bachelor's degree must take Physical Training during the first and second years of his attendance at
the University. The physical training requirements include a swimming test for all first year men.
For the current session the Board of Governors have
seen fit to make the attendance of ex-service men in this
course optional.

At the same time the University Health Service and
the Department of Athletics and Physical Training wish
to emphasize the importance of recreational exercise
and athletics. The course as offered in this University
provides a means of maintaining physical fitness and of
assisting the ex-service man in his adjustment to
the
relative sedentary type of life of the average student.
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Editorial

Canadian Campus

SOCIAL BUTTERFLIES
"What

CROWDED

often been asked,

—

is

the

—

ation.

The

march on higher education

this

hundreds

the

in

women

Author Lets

to

Down

and

servicemen

of

thi

found

is

govern-

advantage of

taking

into

headquar-

Press

Columbia to
obvious answer

British

Maritimes.

unprece-

of

poured

have

University

from

Canadian

in

Stories

history.

registration

Canadian
ters

year

biggest

the

It's

campus
dented

mental aid

Perchance

.

ISN'T IT?

use of a
what is it but more book-learning ?"
runs
about to
the
student
some
few
years
in
which
brief lapse of
the odd lecture, writes essays, goes to a lot of parties, talks a lot,
of
the year
at
the
end
crams
madly
couple
of
weeks
for a
and then
to scrape through the exams. One summer of a year after gradustudent
forget
all
he ever
sufficient
the
average
ation is
to make
learned in college. Such is the opinion of some we have heard.
sources
is
the
University
is a
similar
Another criticism from
stepping-stone, unfairly offered solely to the offspring of the
secure
positions
after
them
to
gradualready-well-off to enable

The question has
University education

Invites Frosh

return to civilian

tion for a successful

And

—

r

ever so slight, to the lectures, labs, required reading, essays,
and all the other forms of education available, would never pass
the entrance requirements of the University. In a word, he would
not be here at all, and therefore we conclude that such a person
does not exist.

Army

it

The First Leap—
The transition from

the public and high school systems of
teaching to that of the University itself presents the student with
his first hurdle on the way to a liberal education. Once he
leaps
at his disattitude begins to develop, towards both
studies and
the world in general. He learns to ask the question "Why?"
with
a deeper meaning and need than ever

Many

before.

that

said

only

thing

accomplishing

in

it

Here, then,

he

ever

with

was to give him an
would 'be enough.

student

mind,

a harassed professor has
the

if

succeeded

inquisitive

mind

Proms Deplored

student

.

The

of

Oct

Tlte

deplored

Varsity the
present

the

1

as

critical

facilities

jss

fresh-

on the Univerthis year.

university has taken over No. 4

The

So hazing and housing are in the
Oi course, hazing always

make sensational "head-lines."
The Freshman Issue awakened a
mood of nostalgia, although that is not
quite accurate since our mood of nosdid

—

were two classes of male; The Wicked
and The Wigged.

When

into

indignities

initiation

cranium

freshman's

take

the

tress-Jess

"Hair today

:

and

Goon tomorrow!"

left

almost

and his philosophy was
course was to

his

only

case

the

to

The

Court of Missing Hairs.
the barber-ous

hair -hacking

sophomore
ceremony

YOU WILL LIKE OUR

sheer" delight

But the pathetic

Graduation

frosh, victim of the

sought propitiation

skull-duggery,

has been converted

ex-servicemen and their

caused by

Double-Cross To Baer"

headlines.

m6n.
The former establishment
house some 500 men, and the

I.T.S.

Sometime!"

Noted Author of

"A

and No. 7 I.T.S. from the
For
Department of National Defence, in
entire
attempt to furnish accommodation

S.F.T.S.

will

"To Comb Up

Me

By Painin Bunion

approximately

campus

of Saskatchewan

:y

Sec

But ah the yeslecture talgia has insomnia.
season there
this
teryears when at

(CUP).—A

numbering

year

Difficulties

a recent issue of

,In

next- -Music— Editor

U.B.C.'s

Other huts

use

has rendered living conditions ind

10

for

in the lecture-room, lads,

of the

to

Saskatchewan

University

Saskatoon,

the

and liberaries begins the metamorphosis
of the

Correspondence

been adapted

'Oms and_ offices.

new

a

are

300

campus dormitories.

from homework and memory-reference books placed
posal,

ex-servicemen,

feed

man

and

converted to house

huts,

first

have

Hair

furthering their prepara-

in

life.
Undeniably there are such students, but this year they should
University of British Columbia
be few and far between we hope. Moreover, the average student
Vancouver, Oct. 1 (CUP).— Regisdoes run about, to not-too-many lectures, an equal amount of
tration to date has reached a total of
parties and clubs, writes essays, talks a lot, and then, at the end
5,400, including 1,500 freshmen. Pre:
of the year, realizes that things are beginning to catch up with him,
and crams madly for several weeks in a sometimes futile attempt dent N. A. M. Mackenzie told The
Canadian University Press that
tn pass his exams.
though the university was built for
On the surface, it would seem to be a gross misuse of time, and
2.000 students, no man or woman with
flippant would be the name for students if such were the case.
the required standing will be denied
Actually, the girl or boy who can scrape his way through three or
entrance.
four years of university and ) et remain unaffected by exposure,

be

1945

2,

Portraits

for

suites

his

(Must remember

initiation

wives.

shortage

of

classrooms have been reduced by form-

that phrase in

wondered

idly

to

story, somedayl) and
what Shakespeare was

a-

when he mentioned

talking about

ing more
sections
and by carrying
policy of the
Promenade Symphony
unkindest cut of all." (Act IV, Scene
classes
through the full noon hour.
Concerts of presenting light mediocre
ill, Julius Scissor)
Classes are also being given on Saturmusic rather than good music
This
Yes, hazing is on the wane.
day afternoons.
viewpoint is one to which all lovers of
It's on the way out
University of Manitoba
symphonic music will subscribe. The
(Make up our mind, eh I)
Winnipeg, Oct 1 (CUP).—The stuwoes blissfully on, unconscious of his writer had the privilege of attending a
The 'Barber of Seville has gone back
own growth. So he goes to his parties Prom concert in London England dent body this year is expected to total
to the Met
and clubs, and there learns to "talk a where the "Proms" are now in their •'r.OOO nearly double last year's enrolIt was, after all, quite a penalty that
lot" often to his parents' dismay, but
fifty-first season.
The program was, ment of 2,032. Registration in junior the freshman was forced toupee.
indication that he is gaining something compared
to
Toronto programs, a years of Arts, Science and Commerce
is found in clubs and parties where
now perhaps feeling as
he were glued to a slide under some
huge microscope, but believing that hi
is the prime mover in his own activities,

step

the student, by
if

AT

the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.

LET

us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

—

totals 1,500, with
a record-breaking
including
three
major
freshmen enrolment in engineering of
by Handel,
Beethoven
and
Ex-servicemen
comprise about
way shows that he is forming Rachmaninoff. The Albert Hal! was
50 per cent of the Science and Engiopinions. For those who come to
Uni- packed, every seat sold and about a
neering courses. Off-the-campus buildversity already opinionated, discussions thousand people stood through
the enwith others in the various clubs wdl tire program. There was not a sound ngs have been taken over to take care

about

to talk

does

talk,

it

The

fact that

when ne "heavy

generally in an argu-

is

teach

a respect

for

the

others— a tolerance which
tial to him in later life.

opinions

of

will be essen-

The Magic Key?
A liberal education, we

Hair,

hair

!

eros

I

one,"

works

mentative

from

the

no

audience,

chattering

or

pop bottles dropped on the floor. There
was one encore and the audience was
appreciative

and

of

Speaking of

the influx.

University

London,

Western

of

Ont,

Heaviest

satisified.

Haircuts Fade
As Prices Rise

Oct

enrolment

Ontario

EaMowering

at

Hart

the

House

barber shop will be five cents more exWestern's pensive beginning today, in compliance

in

The contrast on one's return to a heaviest registration year is in the
admit sadly,
not available as yet to all who desire Toronto Prom was depressing.
journalism,
and
business
"Well," medical,
it.
But to say that the diploma acquired
reader may say,"it isn't fair to
>nrses.
Housing is a problem here,
at the end of a three or four
pecially
compare
for
a
concert
given in London
ex-servicemen
yea:
accomstruggle on the campus is merely
tradition of centuries with ours panied by their wives.
a key
Students in
to
well-paid jobs after graduation
which have only been operating for overcrowded classrooms are found sitfalse.
The mark of the starving student twelve years." But the Albert Hall ting on window sills; and the cafeteria
js

new schedule regulating hours
and minimum prices anonunced by the
Ontario Barbers' Association.
with a

Revision by the O.B.A. of haircutting

hours

will find the

Hart House parlor

open from 8,30 to 6.30

The shop

Friday.

Monday through

be closed all
has -been engraved on the centuries,
audience was' a cross-section of the has overflowed to the point where day Saturday.
Prices will be boostfor those graduates who
later acquire English people.
All types were there; sandwiches have 'to be served in the d from 40 to 45 cents.
so-called important positions,
adjoining
common room.
is it not they came to listen to and be inspired
Will you have it dry or with water?
enough to say that important
positions by truly great music
could not be held any
Are Toronto audiences musically
person not fully
Jlrt,
qualified to take on the
neducated and unappredative ?
requisite responIf

Music and

and

digest at one

after-

Drama

Toronto Ignores Worthy Play
The

one

your

'

Group

greatly

is

The Undo remd unto Nuwsp&.por"

denies

the

to be reprehended,

unity

of

the

critic

has script

that

this

review

work,

of

New

could

not

York, notoriously
have

is

composer the full
of what he wishes to convey, and

insufficient for

no excuse for the
through

and

a

<frack

Room, Rm.
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science

interior.

•
•

striking

to

or

'

screen,

and

not only

The University College

the are peculiarly English that should
not that could easily be overplayed.
have been overlooked. Moreover, there
Yes, Toronto should have seen

Players' Guild

the

.

extends a cordial invite, be you a
U.C School or Meds.

Time: Wednesday- October 3rd,
Place:

man

or

woman,

7.30 p.m.

Women's Union.

EVELYN GOULD
Song Recital
JACK SAMALOFF. PIANIST.
Assisting Artist

Harbord Collegiate Auditorium

university's

this

This was was a queer mixture of American
would hate to think "he
and show.
turned over for social purposes when
English idioms that was so noticeable public's absence was due
to race prejumore adequate science facilities be- that
obviously there had been only a dice.
came available in the Physics building. half-hearted
attempt to change the
Vernon 'Chapman

We

'

PRODUCING
SCENERY
BEAUTIFUL HOSTESSES
MAKE-UP
WRITING
AND OF COURSE HOLLYWOOD CONTRACTS

be

Toronto would on stage
have done well tt> have studied this
Jimmy Wright turned -in a superb
group in action. The house was not performance as Dan, the bell-boy who
half full the night we attended, and lives in his own imagination and who,
certain objectionable individuals were in order to prove to the -world
his
there more through condescension than cleverness,
commits murder.
There
through genuine interest
was an easy grace in his interpretation
The production, on the whole, could and his movements. The supporting
have been improved. Neither the plot cast were more than equal to their task
nor the intensity of the drama was and were examples of perfect coffectcd
by transporting the setting operation, there being no star in their
from Wales to the United States, but company.
Moreover, they used just
there were certain references which the proper amount of restraint
in roles
tage

•

DIRECTING

between

.

University College
Business Office

•

REFRESHMENTS
ACTING
DANCING
BLONDES

a play, there

sunlight

Established 1880
impus. The lack of support received
the audience of the appreciation
Member Canadian University Press
of a
window on the inside, but also the
from the Toronto public was shameful.
bll sl ed ° ve timcs 8 week
by the complete work to which it is entitled.
e.ry
?
adjacent wall. This turned realism into
Students'
Administrative Council of the
George E. Bettson, I Arts, Trinity Emlyn Williams wrote a play that
University of Toronto.
Opinions expressed In these columns are not
But these discrepancies
grips your interest no matter how artificiality;.
swlly the official opinions of thenecesStuoften you have seen it, either on the were forgotten when the actors
dents' A dministrative Council.
were
Editorial

'

In addition, the set was inade-

been printed sooner so that more inter- streaming
expresmight have been stimulated on the two flats
;f

the

•

•

regret

sitting-,

All come forth,
bout the production in Eaton Audi- quate, and the lighting
nonetheless, but the practise which has grown up
poor. Although
with some aspect of
a liberal education recently in the Proms of playing one torium of "Night Must Fall"
by the the lighting in Eaton Auditorium is
marked indelibly upon their
two movements of a symphony or
minds.
Negro Drama
violates

you're interested in
•

•

wards.

ncerto

If

will

sibilities ?

not why do the framers of our ochesAll students don't get
all they could tral programs treat us as if we were
out of college, needless
sically immature?
to say—and
The three mathen all students don't
works on the London Prom might
aim at the top,
while they are in university
too much to

DRAMA

(CUP).—

1

WED., OCT. 3rd
TICKETS

•

$1.00.

-

At 8:30

AT DOOR

P.

M.
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TENNIS TOURNEY STARTS

WEDNESDAY

Record

To

Entries

2,

Intercollegiate Soccer
— FRONT CAMPUS — 4.15

Battle

PRACTICE DAILY

For Intercollegiate Spots
University of Toronto tennis enthuare in for a banner year

siasts

tournament entry

tennis

A

dicator,

in

:

n-

By MICKEY MICHASIW
.

At

Andrews

St.

The

at five o'clock.

round of the University's

initial

Golf Tournament will be
Friday at the St. Andrews'
by approximately 80 entries in the sin- Golf and Country Club.
The course

This exceeds the record

set last

Intramural

year

played

gles event

The

that

cation

A

given.

draw which appears
page

this

can

else-

reached

be

the only notifi- radial car to stop 3A.
contestants will be
Entries close Wednesday

the

similar

is

draw appears in the
Games will

at

Andrews

id at St.

time permits,

if

de-

All matches will consist of the best start as late as two-thirty.

two of three

There is an individual championship
The tournament will be used as a on a low gross basis, and a team
awarded for the four
basis for choosing the intercollegiate championship
team.
Graduate Studies men will re- best scores from any one faculty.
ceive special consideration.
Five men S.P.S. carried off the team event last
will be selected with two pairs com- year, and Mac Gibson of Dents won

The
ment

Senior

Intercollegiate

will be held in

the individual with a 78

on a day when

tourna- weather conditions were far from good.

The

Montreal on Oc-

top

thirty

men

the

in

Intra-

The Intermediate mural Tournament together with
McMaster on October 19. men not eligible for Interfacuity c

tober 22, 23 and 24.

tourney

is

at

my

Sap"

the

will play a qualifying 36-hoIe
round the following week. This playoff will determine the ten top golfers
on the campus for intercollegiate play,

with

the

six

first

classed as

The

be held in

and

13th

wrote the

fol-

the
little

bears play.

Where never

heard
A discouraging word,
And the wee lambs get fleeced
every day."
Rend about the ups and downs of
the Slock Market In "Homo The
Sap."
25 Cents
J. J.

is

At Any Bookstore,

Carrlck 330 Bay

St..

rite

P.S.:

Toronto.

inles

The Students' Choice:

BLOOR TAXI
Sub-station at
HARBORD and ST. GEORGE

R A. 5151
Switchboard connecting
all branches
For Quick Service

—

For Efficiency

CALL US!

Intercollegiate

is

The

truth of the matter

no wool was present to
ball

Meet

use of the

Athletic
is

will

be
will

if

it

The Intermediate Meet

available.

and

Directorate,

the likely choice

held

in

Guelph on the

probably
layout,

24th,

Ameche could

easily

that a prearranged schedule

is

have avoided

pull

over anyone's eyes.

The

was used and

Intramural Tennis

that

intercollegiate foot-

is known as the Senior Rotary Rugby Schedule
drawn up for a period of twelve years. The rotary schedule in
was drawn up in 1939 and therefore will he kept in circula-

league works on what

which

is

use at present

the cessation of hostilities in

.

Attention of all students is drawn to the fact that the
University Athletic Association cannot provide practice
space for tennis. The St. Hilda's Courts where the

tournament

tion until the close of the 1950 season.

Europe and upon the

visible

weakening

of Japan, the ipowcrs-that-be decided that the resumption of intercollegiate

competition was advisable.

At the organizational meeting they were conmany problems. Among these was the problem of the unknown
Coaches didn't know who would be playing under them. Coaches
were faced with the question of molding a team from a company of gridders

held are owned and maintained by TrinTheir use is generously granted for the
tournament but the large registration at Trinity prevents their general use.

The

quantity.

strangers to them.

A

late start in league play

was

To

facilitate

the first two weeks of the original 1945
This meant a cancellation of the two games for

late

this

schedule were lopped

TENNIS DRAW
SINGLES

lost a trip to Montreal.
They also lost an opportunity
Wesern Mustangs. AH that was taken in
not only by Torontonians, but also by the other colleges.
Somehow, others discovered the unbalanced pairings and hurriedly proceeded to
fill a yawning chasm of blank paper.
stride,

game

This newspaper

be

played on the
one of the finest

is

really wonderful

I

Today's question: Chicago or Detroit???

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
ST. HILDA'S COURTS

Tigers or Cubs???

Championship will be
decided by means of medal play, with
the individual champion achieving
She
coveted McCall Cup for his efforts.
McGiU and Toronto will meanwhile be
vieing for the Ruttan Cup on a match

9 a.m.

The Sportswoman

»

By POLLY MUTZ

Something Old —

personal

where he places

make

to

tee off

responsibility
in

the

to

10

Andrei

on time.

This year S.P.S.

They

will

enter

will

two

be

players to complete a team.
last year,

BUY

STAMPS

When

Mods

and
total

will

number of

the remaining

four

entries will not differ

from

furnish

11

12

—

ajn,

take a page from the men's

tennis

triumphant singles winners die a doubles
tournament will begin. Each college will contribute two teams of two. More
details of this innovation will appear as they are formed.

CASH!

CASH!

a

Drastic

Shortage— Bring

in

Your Used Books

NOW

WE
BUY
BOOKS:-

726

YONGE
(1

E. Richardson,

U.C

vs.

S. S. Granofsky,

vs.

J. Klein,

vs.

K. Grierson.

R. White, S.P.S.

vs.

E. L. Mercer,

B. Shelley, S.P.S.

vs.

J.

vs.

T. O'Brien, Med.

L. Bochner, U.C.

vs.

H.

Cleland,

D. Kcrt, U.C.
P. Ferguson, U.C.

vs.

W.

R. Lawler, Med.

vs.

H. R. Coleman,

C

Dyer, Dents

S. Kert,

C

U.

U.C

U.C
U.C.

U.C

Shapiro, U.C.

Med.

Wye

vs.

F. C. Carter, S.P.S.

vs.

D. H.

vs.
vs.

vs.
vs.
vs.

vs.

vs.
vs.

Med.
R. LaForcst, Med.
W. H. Johnston, Med.
J. R. Gonzalesz, Med.
L. Laing, Med.
D. M. Parker, Dents,
H. Hart, Dents,

Wye.
Wye.

F. Asptnal,

R. Armstrong,

W.

v*.

Stein,

Lewis,

Wye
Wye

Cunningham,

J.

TORONTO TENNIS CLUB
Yonge & Rowanwood, walk
J.

J.

U.C.

Daniels.

Miller,

U.C.

U.C
G. Shea, U.C
M. Thomas, U.C
J.

N.

Until 10 p.m.

Tinker,

Elliott,

U.C
U.C

Raisberg,

—D.

A. Beattie, Ton.
R. A. Glen, Trin.

11

M. Hicks, Trin.
a.m.—W. M. Kilbourne, Tnn.

J.

vs.

P. C. Dohcll, Trin.

vs.

S.

Owen

vs.

J.

Hickman, Trin.

vs.

R.

vs.

J.

.

Tobias, Trin.

H. Snyder,

J.

Trin.

Carter, Trin.

Sculthorpe, Trin.

A. Calbeck, Trin.
jtf
Cohen, U.C.
A. M. Watson, U.C
S. Forer, U.C.

vs

,

.

vs.

h.

B. Wolfe, U.C.

P. Waite, U.C.
I.

Shenderoff,

U.C

vs.

D. Dunwoody, U.C.

vs.

R. Roger,

P. B. Smith, Trin.

vs.

E.

vs.

M. Gunn,
M. Neil, U.C.

Niblett,

Trin.

G. Hendra, Vic.

vs.

B. L. Donner,

v:

J.

A.

—B.
J.

SPS.

Langmaid, Dent

P. Patterson,

12 n.

W.

vs.

R. Gwynne-Timothy vs

K. G. Gwynne-Timothy,

east

vs.

Higgenbotham, Trin. vs
D. Gooderham, Trin.

J.

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

D. Ritchie, U.C
J. Hamilton, U.C.

vs.

A

Highest Cash Prices

BOOK MARKET
AND BOOK EXCHANGE

vs

vs.

B. Easton, Trin.

N. Dcarlove, U.C
J. R. Chipman, U.C
G. A. Levine, U.C.
4 p.n -B. Day, U.C.
H. A. Waite, U.C
H. Dcnham, S.P.S.
MacKasey, S.P.S.

10 a.m.

Open Evenings

L. Caplan, U.C.

vs.

W.

E.

for

R. Dawson, Trin.

vs.

T. A. Lendon, Trin.

L. Levenstein, U.C.

FOR USED TEXT BOOKS - EVERY COURSE
Is

vs.

Trin.

K. Gibson, U.C.
I. E. Cragg, U.C.

9 a.m.— P.

There

vs.

R. Robertson, Trin.
T. Matthews, Trin.

P. Auld, U.C.

U.C.
A. Bennett, U.C.

—

vs.

Ellis,

vs.

S. Rosenfeld,

3 pjn.

K. P.

vs.

.

-A. Rotcnberg, U.C.

sports

shouts of the

3

vs.

G. E. Bettson, Trin.

-B. Wilkes, U.C.

p.n

36.

women

A. Wallace, Trin.
E. J. Huycke, Trin.

J.

1

Trin.

a.m.— D. Barron, Vic.

2 p.n

as the

the

Robinson, Trin.

M. Mackenzie,

—

New

Has been added
calendar.

The

remaining constant at

Something

WAR SAVINGS

W.

initiated into the timetable of the tennis tournament.

contestants,

U.C

retries,

A. Glass, U.C.
a.m.—J. T. Gilbert, Trin.

of St. Hilda's, the finalists will use the courts directly west of Varsity Arena.

draw and

certain he is at St.

— M. F

M. YoUes, U.C.
T. M. Coine, U.C.

play basis, with three points awarded
As rain drips motstly down our collar, and rubbers squash through campus
to each individual match.
There will
pools, we console ourselves with thoughts of future sunshine.
This calls to
be one point for each match
and the
mind the pledge of tennis clubs president Dorothy Sanders that, barring raid,
extra point awarded
to the overall
nothing would upset the tennis tournament schedule.
The routine will be the
winner.
same as in former years. Each college and faculty will hold prdiminary tournaThe Intramural Golf Draw will
ments on home courts to single out their six top players. The first interfaculty
pear in Thursday's Varsity and in the
rounds will start Oct. 15. The remaining games will be whipped through in
Globe and Mail on Friday. It is each
the succeeding five days allowing no procrastination.
Thanks to the hospitality

to

Tournament commences toSee the draw published below.

3rd.

start,

off.

Toronto

The Senior

see

Intramural

morrow, Oct.

the

only solution.

golf courses in Ontario.

contestant's

is

ity College.

fronted with

who were complete

The course

The

deep end.

off the

misconception.

this

to entertain their arch rivals, the

the

O.A.C home

"Home On

jump

upon by

Andrews

has often prompted

up any attempts at so-called reporting and divert our attentions
and the finer things in life. Someone makes a hazy statement
snapped up by some sleepy or dull citizen who prompdy proceeds to

each team.

is

Range"
'Home on the 'Change,
Where the wolves and the

which

Toronto on the I2&

of this month.

SWIMMING
Applications for referees in the above-named sports are
now being accepted at the Athletic Office, Hart House.
Inquire re fees paid.

to studies

for the event has not yet been decided

St.

John H. Roberts
lowlnc parody on

Senior

will

Referees Wanted
RUGBY, SOCCER. LACROSSE, VOLLEYBALL,

athletic officials.

located in cities which house teams in the intercollegiate loop.
It is exactly this type of irresponsible reporting that

Test

ALL FRESHMEN ARE URGED TO COMPLETE
THEIR SWIMMING TEST AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE MOMENT. REPORT TO MR. WINTERBURN, SWIMMING POOL, HART HOUSE.

Similar glances and thoughts, probably unprintable, have been thrown at
"Hogtown," not only by a local columnist but also by at least two papers

Seniors

and the other four as Intermediates,

John D. Roberts

throws the "unnecessary travel" theory into the ashcan.
Accusing eyes have been cast in the direction of local

On

petition,

"Homo

hereabouts regarding the bobtail

us to give

sets.

bining on the doubles teams.

.

was isn't quite clear.
Keen observers easily spotted the quirk in the schedule whereby McGill
plays the highly rated Western team twice while Toronto has but one set-to.
They also discovered that the two most distant universities are given a home
and home series while the neighboring squads of Western and Toronto, McGill and Queen's, meet one another but once.
This, they loudly proclaim,

five

be played at St. Hilda's and extra ac- pending on the size of the draw. The
commodation has been obtained at the first foursome will tee off at nini
Toronto Tennis Club for a few days. the morning, and contestants may

.

rugby schedule, the reason for it and the arguments agains it. Most af
these wisdoms passed by potential barnyard philosophers seem to concur
that the wool was pulled over the eyes of someone.
Just who the culprit

o'clock, but post entries will be accept

morning newspaper.

oilier

North Yonge Street, and
via T.T.C. and t-he

located on

is

tennis

where on

Swim

Football Schedule— A La 1945
Considerable comment has been passed

doubles was posted

close yesterday

at the

Golfers Tec Off

The

if

a good

record entry of over 200

and 70

in singles

is

Prospective players register at once at Athletic Office.

Wye.

Kennedy, St M.
Prendcrgast,

S. S. Pascal,

St M.

SPS.

v;

U.C
U.C

W. E. Robson.
S. Fagan, U.C.
A. Lewis, U.C

U.C

Rumm, U.C

v:

S.

vs.

H. Mayzel, U.C.

vs.

M. Gruson, U.C

vs.

E. Rotenberg, U.C.
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COUNTER-IRRITATION

DISAGREE RE BG

WE

the tried

is

and accepted method of relieving pain
By STU
resulting from muscular soreness. This
that our opinions
It is not very often
counter irritation may be supplied by
those
greatly from
applications of heat or by patting on differ very
the famed "distaff side" of
pressed
by
patting on Sloan's Liniment where the
however,
Olub—
Ten-Ten Swing
pain is troublesome. There is notiung the
case in the matter of Benmagic about the easiness and comfort such is the
date last week at Billy
which follows either method. The effect ny Goodman's
Cross's Queensway Ballroom. Marion
is simply a natural relaxing of nervous
Helen say "disappointing"; m
tensity in the affected part which is and
brought about by stimulated circulation. Sa_v anything but
First of all lets look at the band

BARTON

Heat applied

locally or Sloan's

with a salad plate perched
some of the best jazz Toronto audiences
his knee and looked eagerly around
and on

He

trick,

but as

is

it

were

tasteless

even as

drum

it

Liniment

not always

Sure

self.

giris,

it

didn't

come

quite

Ex

'

All this

left

the girls

solos.

from the Ten-

and John Simmons among its members turn engagement for King Benny.
.
too girls,
Stu 5(89*&
PARED something new in the way either. That band "blasted" playing in
you mean
if by "blasting"
of shopping facilities for the university
tune and with a good deal of swing as
girl and young career girl. They feature
well as loudly, whenever a triple forte
a collection of carefully selected "perAnd that
ign appears in your part.
sonality" clothes on their second floor,
band played pop tunes too, because
this floor being easy to reach via elevator
it may seem there are peostrange
as
close to the main door. Fairweother's
though not moronic in any
Second Floor round-up of up-and-coming ple, who,
to dance and are willing
young clothes repeals the fashion story ,vay still like
:o pay for the privilege of doing so to
of the world's great fashion centres, the
Benny, and for that matmusk.
good
new significance of detail and preltiness
The Imperial Order Daughters of
ter every other band leader is obliged
for its own soke, a new definite trend
established nine postthe heppest the Empire has
toward originality in design. Just above to them as much as to
Mem-

PRE-

.

Ram

Ralla

Augustine

Dr.

Ten

the

about

general

in

secre-

He

also

is

the

of Church in

secretary of the Council

to

hand on

been so faithful.

And

will

it

we have on good
again.
As soon as the

be,

her

sent

Museum

Royal nothing were happening.
the
%o
This, to the layman, may seem someChina with Bishop
To the professional
obscure.
Convocation Hall on a what

scurrying

to discuss

White and

to

however,

Saturday evening to attend a meeting clockologist,

Canadian

of the Royal

it

probably

is

For bewildering.

Institute.

was Professor H. W. Price, our
very edifying
Burma,
lady discovered, who devised the sysbut she yearned passionately for some-

S.C.M. in India,
has kept him in constant
students,

had mentioned

lady

people her desire to write

the proper

the

is

universities

position as

hile you're turning the hour

soon
'or The Varsity and, accordingly, *he authority,
from Croydon,
young lady received last year a certain chime parts arrive
Her weekly the norm and south dials (there are
number of assignments.
with
these head gears
two,
seel)
you
appearance at The Varsity's smokeright on as though
clouded cubicle newsroom in 42A bad the minute hands go

dian students.

— —

FAlRWEATHERfS HAVE

The young

heard.

AN HOUR

LOSING

By ROSS McLEAN

sat

About Benny
the small informal circle of students.
Red there isn't much you can say
Dr. Ralla Ram always looks eager
They are absolutely tops on their iewhen he talks about the Student
Benny's big fat
spective instruments.
He was having
Christian Movement
tone and fabulous continuity of ideas
Totea with a few members of the
find a perfect complement in Red';
of the Cagroups
national
and
ronto
lacy figurations and polished technique
nadian S.C.M. and the conversation
The only flaw in the Sextet performhad naturally swung around to the Inances were the Feld drum solos— they

have ever

and Entrenous

ON

Christian Unity

tell
We're man to
club feeling disappointed.
His
India.
that played the
possible to wear a hot water bottle up to the band
we don't disappoint that
glad that
of the
tary
but
it didn't have
days,
war
early
the
against the sore spot, a patting on of
easily, in fact since Mr. Cross tells us
Cootie
and Ceylon
such men as Billy Butterfield,
Sloan's is handy.
that he has nothing definite lined up
touch with
Williams, Lou McGarrity, Mel Powell,
o
for the future might we suggest a re-

does the

Sees New

Ram

Ralla

Speak^g of Swing

Remember?

1945

2,

.

the

young lady

thing a

trifle

was

it

more

all

tem

for painlessly turning back the
Hart House tower which
you may realize by now, a very
delicate mechanism.
comics' Jane Arden.
exciting.

Perhaps, nothing quite so adventurous and death-defying as the pseudo-

clock in the

Northern India. At present he is
press antics of the
touring America, visiting the uni'
Our lady got sidetracked into taking
But something that she could, as the
sities of the United States and Cana few notes on the chiming of the H:±rt
saying goes, get her teeth into.
ada.
House clock which has not been hapYesterday it came. Something that
Yes," the soft voice continued, "I
pening for a couple of years.
The
have had Hindu students come to tne she could, as the saying goes, get iter chiming parts were obtained
from
and say that they have discovered un- teeth into. The young lady appeared Croydon, England, and they became
reat
the
afore-described
42A
to
ust things in their religion. They will
unavailable
during
war.
The
the
have gradually seen the cruelty of the volunteer for news assignments fnd clock's chiming life ended when
the
caste system. These arc often the stu- to query whether there might not be parts wore out
and could not be redents who look tothe Christian stu- something she could do immediately.
placed, Prof. Melson told our lady.
it
happened,
was
es,
yes,
there
dents with new eyes; and in these
It went out with a burst of 44 strikes
young people they see brotherhood and something she could do. A story to at 4 o'clock one afternoon.
Prof. Melgraduate scholarships as a War
cover.
It concerned the return of the
love, equality of all men."
counted them. The clock had been
orial for those who fell in the First OF A HINDU FAMILY
Hart House dock to slow time. The
giving some
warning for previous
will
scholarships
These
Great War.
Dr. Ralla Ram went on to describe feature editor understood it was quite
ks with erratic striking and had
complicated
be awarded in 19-16 to graduate stu- Hindu philosophy and theology to the
process.
Would the been blissfully
oblivious
of lectureCanadian universities, who group. His father was once a staunch young lady proceed, with what mechdents of
catching students who might, innocentwish to continue their work in a uni- Hindu, but gradually reached the point anical knowledge she might have acly, have relied
on it It had always
versity in Great Britain.
ed in the course of several dafjs
where he felt that he had to relinquish
A candidale for the award is required that faith and become a Christian. That with Schoolmen, to the superintento study some subject vital to the in- decision is a difficult one to follow in dent's office and there inquire into the
terests of the Empire, and must agree a country where the Christian religion fascinating ritual of turning back the
to return to Canada to use the knowl- cover only two per cent of the entire Hart House clock.
It was very rush(Continued from page 1)
edge thus obtained.
One scholarship population.
A "setting- back- the-Hart-Hous?will be open to students in each provYou half forget that you are sitting clock" story was a Tuesday-must or admitted and, in the case of Arts, his
idmit-to-lectures cards has been force in the Dominion.
it
would
drop
into
the
graveyard
of
chatting with a great man when vou
Selection of the first candidate will talk with Dr. Ralla Ram.
He has a stale stories. Did the young lady un- warded to the College, the applications
be made during November, 1945, the friendly manner and an easy way with derstand?
Did the young lady know are removed from the unfinished file
and placed in the complete file, a row
randidate selected holding the scholar- the students, clasping their hands in a where
superintendent's
office
was ?
;hip from October, 1946, for one year.
n handshake when meeting them, She didn't? Well— it was at the end of pigeon-holes at the opposite end of

Grads Try For
I.O.D.E. War

Scholarships

King

St. on

After

-fan.

Yonge.

—o—

to crilize a

THOSE SHEARED MOUTON
which look so much

like

its

coats

prime

all

it

isn't

quite fair

dance band for performing
of playing dan.-e

function

music.

high priced

But there was plenty last Thursday
to please the most booted swing enThere was Tony Faso's bigaround the thusiast
Northway Third Floor's "Fashionland" toned trumpet, a standout on nearly all
the jump
numbers, there was
Bill
at the moment, where a goodly collection
Shine's tenor which shows great promise
of the season's new .things to wear are
nd there was Morey Feld, a drummer,
receiving their just amount of attention
from the clothes-hunting gal. "Fashion- whom Marion and Helen accuse of
land" is the college girl's own special dragging the tempo, but whose efforts
beaver are at present,

we

find, in a

very

likeable assortment at Northway's. Coats

are

the

popular

subject

department, a collection of specially se- in that direction were entirely missed
by these writers.
lected fur and cloth coats and "clockThen there was the Sextet which
around" dresses designed to take the
even in its
Slamlcss condition was
strain from the eye of the male student
alone worth the price of admission.
o

— —

Applications

With Red Norvo, Mike Bryan, Morey Candidates should acquaint themselves leaning over in a confidential manner of the long corridor, past the regis- the office. At this time the student's
filing card is stamped "COMPLETE."
Feld and a wonderful replacement for with expenses of residence, study and when telling them some of his famous
's
and the bursar's offices.
"Just
Later on in the year particulars of
Teddy
Wilson whose name we didn't travel in Britain.
before you come to the back entrance,"
stores."
twenty-five dollars?
We've
the matriculation certificates are reApplications must be made by Oct. 15,
Dr. Ralla Ram had a word of id- she offered. That was rightl Oh, exjust tracked down a nice assortment at get, to back him up, Benny gave with
corded on the application forms and
1945, to the I.O.D.E. Provincial Educa- ice
cellent!
Now
go
I
for
young
missionaries "One
the Evangeline Shops, a nciv group of
Blanks may 'be ob- thing a young man going to India must
And off she tripped into Monday's the certificates are returned to the :tuvery right-looking checks, plaids, plain durability as well at flattery, and that's tional Secretary.
dents.
The application forms themrough woollens of the country-club type a combination in value you can't im- tained by eligible candidates from the remember is that he is going to spread moisture to visit the superintendent.
At two minutes before five o'clock, selves are bound for future reference.
or for an academic career, designed to be prove upon. They'll sell you a perfect Students' Administrative Council, Hart Christianity.
If he intends to back up
House,
where
additional
information
the
young
the British against the Indian people
lady
re-apperaed
comfortably serene in the fuss and bother fit from stock, or if you have ideas,
and
will be furnished.
Eta phM'clmi
m Opilcla
slumped onto a convenient piece of
he might as well stay home."
of this rush-about world. These are good make you up something special to ap-

QUESTION: WHERE CAN I£ET

a good looking tweed suit for less than

ANSWER:

—

around bastes for a mix or match pease your lust for design.
The Evangeline Shops are a
o
BARRY lias created a Special Skin
yet, and again good shopping habit
for specially items as well as housecoats, Cream to take care of a complexion
which has become weather-beaten from
outerwear of the casual type.
all

— —

set-tip.

DU

still,

— —

o
GILLESPIE'S at 70 Wellington Street
West, know the answers in the fur business. They've earned the reputation as
one of Canada's most conservative and

mimer

much exposure. This
Cream sinks deep into the

of too

Special Skin

dried-out skin texture and helps

gain

its

own

Special Skin

pliant vitality.

it

re-

After the

Cream has been used as

A NATIONALIST
Again there

What's on Today

and

VIC MUSIC CLUB
Vic Music Club
open

ment

will

be host at an

and

There

will

refreshments.

Ram

A

him.

frank

is

about

want people

in

his

a nationalist,

is

missionary, in his

opinion,

Is

She had her

more or

when he gave his advice is that Chr-sway, not by directed, softening and freshening the V.C.F.
tian unity is necessary.
It is confusThe Varsity Christian Fellowship of ing to a man who has
but by face, Du Barry Foundation is used as a
entered the
hold an organizational Christian faith
will
putting the name "good-business" into powder base. The Foundation Lotion S.P.S.
understanding it to^ be
extra touches of quality and workman- tones out and irons out blemishes before meeting in room E9A at LOO p.
brotherhood, to

garnished wirh

advertisements

find

Gillespie's fur coats are

made

for

the final softening touch of powder.

Everyone

will

be welcome.

divisions

that

Ralla

small

circle

Ram
and

looked

around

smiled,

white

superintendent's office

He waved

th<

teeih

his

sweeping gesture.

"Remember

to grope for Ie

mot

juste, a

bee.i,

bum

steer.

sent her over to the observatory when
a Professor Melson had obliged with
lifesaver and a lucid explanation and

Quick, accurate repair

New DANCE CLASSES
Now Starting

House

clock.

Don't lag behind trying to

of the

Hart House tower

clock's

Plus a tour of ispection

Please Rescue

Our

Flourishing the

two or

Hec's Trackmen
INVITES

That groaning
vicinity

sound heard

the

of

athletic

Enroll at once for our) New

Professor's diagra
set of
strug'

"Fri. Nite" Class
Starting October 5th
This

with

Hec

claims

desperate,

Hcc

but

that the situation

he

that

afraid

is

so

is

that

nis

boys will be forced to run barefooted

Montreal

at
-

Martin

Phillips' loud call for help.

8 Avenue Road
RA. 4184

Chesty

RA. 3948

some kind

on

October

come

souls

to

do

to

this

but

26

unless

the

rescue

Portraiture

agony?

his

DA C O S TA
STUDIOS OF DANCING

1139 Bay St. cor. Charles, MI. 5624

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
BOOK EXCHANGE
The

Commerce

Club

change

needs

text

years.

Bring

all

LOST

Book

books

your

books immediately.
and 2 to 3.

old

Open

Ex-

of

9

Watch-pocket

Ronson

lighter,

between Bloor and Hoskin.

Please

text
to 12

leave at S.A.C. Office,

stars.

Portrait by Aber

Hec

peal

for

lend

them

sends out an

earnest ap-

raincoat,

vicinity

phone

Victoria

Don

Coles,

anyone who owns a pair to
the

to

University

of

TYPING DONE

man's,

Friday,

College.

KI

Please

To-

HOLLYWOOD

VANCOUVER

TORONTO

All

shoes

should

Athletic Office

Varsity Stadium
afternoon.

in

be taken

after

4

o'clock

the
to

any

year]

"Evelyn",

Box A, The

Varsity.

or beginners and advanced students.
Individual or group instruction by

LOST
Black

to

Hart House or

be very glad to do your typing

PRACTICAL RUSSIAN

Hec will guarantee
return of the shoes in
first class

condition.

NEW YORK

this

0319.

ronto track club.
the

Hart House.

Reward.

I'd

Brown

style

all

LOST

Track

shoes are impossible to obtain
on the
open market and the lack of them
has
slowed down the training of track

Thirty Years of
Distinctive

for

Phone now.

here.

but soon.

The reason

popular students' class

You'll meet a nice bunch

night.

lately

=n't someone going through the work>uts

three minutes

the

is

fie

in

(wing

decide.
classes fill up quickly.

to inspect

workings.

gled to describe the operation involved
in returning to slow time.

too,"

Special Discount to Students
end Faculty Members

—

Park Plaza Hotel

service.

Stylish, quality glasses at reasonable prices

diagram of the workings of the Hart

he said, "Chri:
t:anity belongs to no one country
The story, as our lady relayed it, is
or
nation.
It is through Christianity that this:
You unscrew the thing where
people of all races and colors are
able the shaft is sawed in half— this is the
t oin hands throughout the world.'
shaft that goes up and turn this and
two wheels turn up above another
wheel with nicks out of it.
It takes

YOU

Ground Flaw

Contact Lenses Fitted

had

brown com- and consulting her own sparse
hand in a notes, the young lady valiently

shining against his dusky

4T6

there .in

within the church.

Dr.

plexion.

Class of

SL Gecr[e Apu.

prelude.

The

h

ship.
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University of Toronto for 13 years," Dr. later he became its chairman, an office
Smith said. "Coming to that position which he held for nine years.
from a long experience as Chairman of
When Sir Robert Falconer retired
the Board of Governors, he guided the from the presidency of the University in
University with consummate skill and 1932 he was succeeded by Dr. Cody.
the difficult depression Upon his resignation in 1945 he was
tact through
years and through the equally difficult elected Chancellor by a unanimous vote
war years. Now he maintains his rela- of the Senate.
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worthy feature of the report which or two above the regular items.
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activities of the and is currently running in London,
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tionship with his Alma Mater, not only
Chancellor Cody, a former Minister
England with Vivian Leigh in the lead.
as Chancellor and ex-officio member of of Education for the Province of On- club.
Broadway critics differed in their
Members were told of plans for the
the Board of Governors, but also as tario, has received many degrees honoris
of Gilbert and Sul- evaluation and criticism of the play.
President Emeritus."
causa from different universities includ- coming production
Rid- Prevailing opinion is divided into two
Godfrey
Hatton
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Johny Giordmane and his Box of
Geoffrey
Dr. Cody was born In the village cf ing Glasgow, 'Manitoba, McGill and
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Embro. Oxford County, in 1868. After Western Ontario.
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the direction of Mr. Ridout while Mr. comedy in the Olsen and Johnson tra- Annual
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hate to bring this up now, but there are some questions we'd
like to ask; which is excusable in itself, since our business is asking
questions. These particular questions may be old stuff. You should
h?ve posed them to yourself before you even thought of coming to
University. Perhaps you did; but if not, it's not too late not quite.
what are you
First off, and embracing all the other questions
doing in the University, cluttering up these bulging classrooms?
Because if you're not sure why, then you are cluttering them up.
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But, Mr. Technical Student, why did you enter your present
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have you any aptitude for the work, or nothing more substantial than
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at all?
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Is there room for a guidance depart- we find the psychological data of life
Gee,"
Chicory
muttered,
"that's
marked off as the source of all clues; all to the good.
ment at the University?
tough."
Psmith nudged him, "Psst,
The production itself is superb. The
Would the University be able to locate Ihe author (or the hero) scouts
Chicory—
is a Frosh. Let's take
around, then usually picks out just one tricky lighting, in imitation of the variand channel its own misfits, if its colhim up to the north cannon." Chicory
olue from this puddle which enables able
gas-glow, is exceptionally comleges were smaller, its staff-student consmiled an evil smile and invited the
him to interpret the total (crime) pat- mendable. The Neo-Gothc architecture
tact more intimate, and its professors
Frosh to see the campus night-life. And
tern of life.
Usually of course the all- of the set has obviously been thought
less harried?
ry few minutes Psmith and
revealing clue is sex.
This psycho- through to the last detail.
Chicory had escorted the Frosh to the
If a student wants advice on the
analytic approach appears to be a literThe actors are all excellent Viola north cannon in front of Hart House.
choice of courses, whose business should
ary dead-end (as far as fiction is concats as the harrassed wife, Brent SarChicory conversed eagerly with the
it be to help him?
:rned) a dead end -which James Joyce gent as the
bad man, and John Adair as Frosh. "I'll bet you don't get much of
Is it fatal, after all, to be in what
is
succeeded in banging into the Sergeant Rough share the
laurels. Unbang out of life," he said, rubbing his
we have glibly called the wrong course?
>vel
a medium most adaptable for fortunately it is not
the kind of jplay
(Continued on page 4)
Or is the human mind more adaptable rambling
psycho-analysis.
which gives opportunities for significant
than we have supposed?
The virtue of the drama is that such :haracterzation. What melodrama does?
Our columns are open to anyone with
basically poor
conception The brilliatn supporting cast referred
fictional
a clear opinion, a concrete suggestion,
Eat,
cannot be glossed over. Patrick Hami the advertisement consists of two,
or merely a calmer restatement of the
ilton as a onocter of plays suffers from both of whom are certainly very comquestion.
ihis
fundamental
limitation
of
the petent. We would suggest to the whole
W.H.K.
medium. He is a first-rate playwright, troupe that they employ their splendid
hut he does not even rate as a drama- talents on something more worthy of

.,

A.M., No. 496, G.R.C.

Students

of Chicory

such people as Lincoln, Jefferson,

th

twentieth terconnection

ates in the obvious fashion in the

He

coffee.

people in-

of

will deal at the appropriate times

Jackson and Co.

is

begin-

continuing

and

1

week

each

of

to present

rubies

Fiction)

century hero, the detective.

schools be of any value?

&

Meets second Wednesday of every month at 8S8 Yonge St.
who are members of the Craft are cordially invited to attend.

—

The shadowy mass

Psmith."

form to children drifted out throught the kitchen wall
id joined Psmith in the alley. Chicory,
and young people, and to their parents
a misty-eyed, evil smelling little fellow,
and friends," And this it seems to do.
was the spirit who haunts Great Hall
\z: the 45-46 schedule.

Concerning Misused Talents
Contemporary

he found his tongue and called out softly,
"Hey, Chicory, c'mon out and play it's

cation in an attractive

Drama

Music and

jlrt,

analytic

the following specific questions:

scientific

A.F.

The

eyes peered out.

baleful

or

like

Vice-Pres. of

not

We would
welcome our readers' opinions on the
matter, and throw out for a starter
eliminated, at least reduced.

Would

12

out, discarded gym boot. Hopping along
been going on for 15 years and which,
purposeful manner, the boot pronow feel, ought to continue for a
ceeded
to the Great Hall kitchen where
longer period.

not our business to offer solu-

for

UNIVERSITY LODGE,

The lid on the garbage can beh:
Hart House Athletic Wing lifted slightly

provides and

The Manual

working prospectus of the 150 broad- midnight quiet of the campus was broken
ily as the lid rose and fell, releasin the series of CBS American
ing the small furtive figure of a wornSchool of the Air which, we learn, has

tend

These, Mr. Technical Student, are all factors you should have
considered before so much as registering. And, Mr. Arts Student,
the aptitude question affects you, too. Do you really like your course?
Are you taking it because you want to, or because you feel you ought
to ? If the work of your course, the kind of thinking it involves, is not
what you are intrinsically at home with, you are in for much agony.
We have not seen figures on year-end transfers to new courses, and
figures on those unhappy in their present courses but resolved to stick
it out would be impossible to gather: but we are convinced from
private observation that too many students at Varsity enter courses
in which they soon find themselves unhappy.

its first

we

end of April, the

TECHNICAL STUDENT?

why

restricting

use of certain materials" (the "ma-

:

will ?

It is

Gets Bans Out of After
Dark Hazing

conform-

strict

casts

If it's an Arts course, you should be learning to think. If, on the
other hand, it's one of the courses that prepares its students for a
specific profession, you have a double responsibility. You should be
learning to think, and you should be learning your job. You should
be preparing for what you are going to be, and for what you are
going to do. The basic difference between an Arts and a Technical
course is simply that the Arts course concentrates on the first of these

tions

"in

regulations

paper), the brochure
rd

LEARN TO THINK

good

made

WPB

ials,"

Our

From Cannon

office.

Although

You're a fraud."

Frosh Shot

edu

teachers, adult

of

Inleaders and such people.
one has already arrived at Tin

Varsity

that way."

it

the hands

into

you're not here because you

if

1945-46 program manual
"The American School of the Air."
These manuals will ultimately come

new 224-page

wisdom:

"What are you doing here
"Dunno."
"Not learning to think?"
"Well,

we

penetrating after-dinner speech

the following bit of Socratic

the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.
LET us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

thousand copies of their

one hundred

Portraits

AT

The Columbia Broadcasting System
known around the broadcast hand more
familiarly as CBS, has just sent away

—

—

Graduation

IS

CBS!

We

The most

1945

3,

sadistic impulse.

—

.

.

—

.

Men's Assistant
fit Exchange

CUP.

Editor
Assistant
_
Art, Music, and
Editor
...

a chest containing the

Jerry Ewlns, 4T6

Barbara Jones, BA.
Dorothy Harley, 4T8

Drama
Philip Freedman, 4TB

victim.

Angel Street
and

in

the

Assistant:

Blanche

Maimi Weir

Stanley

England

Manningham

to drive the

wife mad.

The reason
hazy, but

Modern

Architecture

is an equally jolly
For those that have misgivings about
revolving around the at- modern architecture, the
exposition in

temtsp of one Mr.
his

Night Editor:

in

movies)

type ofthing,

Business a

(Gaslight

it

Hart House Gallery should prove enUnder the title The English-

lightening.
for this procedure

is

very

has something to do with

.

Builds, a scries of pictures depicting

(Continued on page 4)

... or

adding refreshment

to

Plenty of ice-cold Coca-Cola helps

a backyard barbecue

make any barbecue a s

Have plenty of "Coke" ice-cold and ready to drink. When you
shop, remember to ask for Coca-Cola. Everywhere, Coca-Cola
stands for the pause that refreshes — has become a high-sign
of hospitality in. the home.
The Coca-Cola Company of Canada Limited - Toronto

Oia.G>lionditSttbbieviation'*Col(e"
arc registered trademarks which
identify [heproduci oi ThcCoci-CoU
Company of Canada, Limited.
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TOURNAMENT

TENNIS
Damp

1945

3,

Courts Delay Tennis

STADIUM

Frosh Entry Bisgest Ever
The weather has
a hand

stepped in to take
Intramural Tennis Tourna-

in .the

ment, primarily to keep up with tradition established in other years.

Yester-

day's rain has definitely postponed the
opening round games at the Toronto
Tennis Club, but it is hoped that those

St

scheduled for

Hilda's will

be

still

The Varsity

for announcements about

the redistribution of the draw.

By Mickey Michasiw

INTERCOLLEGIATE OR SENIOR
A report from the secretary of the

As P.T^Guide
His name seldom finds
the pages
is

way

its

onto

His fame
campus

The Varsity.

of

sufficiently stressed in

Rumors came

sporting circles.
He seems to be the
unsung hero of Hart House.

M.P. E.

cal

Now

is

league?

M.A. Columbia;

Springfield,

friends he

Somehow

will be in readi-

ality rebels

He

just plain

is

Would

rmer" and extremely proud of

it

College production

sity

head

will

the

too.

(Continued on page 4)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER
Note

Matches scheduled for

:

Oct 3rd

Let sleeping dogs

on
St.

Wed.,

lie, we
know where

Tickets Not Available Saturday

men

helm

at the

BEST BET OF THE DAY: CHICAGO CUBS

The Sportswoman

•

Hilda's

HILDA'S COURTS

ST.
9

a.m.— C. Vincent

W.

—

M.
Knox

Golf-Entries Close Today at 5 p. m.
DRAW WILL APPEAR IN THURSDAY'S VARSITY
Standing Committee Meetings

«

TRACK TODAY

D. Thompson,

J Jack, Knox.

Knox

C. Jeans,
10

a.m.— R. Winstall, St. M.
H. Rowlands, Vic

1

,p.m.

—

W.
J.

H.

J.

V. Culotta, Dent
M. Brycc, SPS
M. Grass, U.C.
M. Thomson, Vic.
B. R. McDonough, SPS

Doran, St M.

SPS

Butt Med.

SPS
U.C
SPS

S.

Moses,

J.

Fine,

—

All players please note
will be published in the

&

for

on

own

OCT.
16

at the Athletic Office,

after

an absence of

for a medical

exam-

Hart House.

This service

is

only for those intending

Track and Lacrosse and can be made

to partcipate in

until

Rugby, Soccer,

noon Saturday, October

—THE

NEED

IS

GREAT!—

BECAUSE OF THE HEAVY ENROLLMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY. THERE

IS

AN EXTREME SHORTAGE OF

COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS
If

you have any used text boobs that you aren't using this year.

We will Pay You
THE HIGHEST PRICES EVER PAID

Bring them to COLE'S.

FOR USED COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS.

Check Up Today

-

-

the

Need

Is

Great

Open Evenings

Near S.P.S.

Phone

Until 10 p.m.

final

Small silver Ronson lighter, engraved "D.R."
On campus. Finder please turn in to S.A.C. Office,
Hart House.

PHI

6th,

or no rain.

Thursday, Oct 4th

LOST
name

1403.

by applying

coach.

vs.
Semi-final

—East-West

with

KE

brief,

men and men entering the University
one year may get an early appointment

Play-off.

LOST

Enid Gwendolyn,

In

ination

BOOK MARKET

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

"Fred Earle."

ATHLETES
First year

introduced.

vs.

17— C.R.U.

wallet,

will be

same year in other faculties.
be asked to use their initiative in begging, borrowing or

—
—
—
— McGILL VARSITY
November — Inter-Provincial
10— QUEEN'S
VARSITY

zipper

schedule

more than

will

6 Montreal vs. Argos
8 Hamilton vs. Balmy Beach
27—- McMASTER vs. VARSITY
20 Hamilton vs. Argos

21

year's

the teams of each year will play the teams of the

Mail on Thursday morning.

13
3

this

The teams

VARSITY STADIUM SCHEDULE

October

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS

directorate hasn't

Sue Gray, president of the basketball club, would like the members to
congregate at 44 JHoskin at 4.00 Thursday afternoon. Sue says
that it is
important that all members turn up, as the game must go on, rain

SPS
Fellows, SPS

draw

The

innovations

stealing their

McDonald,

the remainder of the

Globe

SPS

W

E. Kruh, U.C.

D. Spales,

M

Winner Gilbert-Caplan
Winner Robinson-Ritchie
Winner MacKen2ic-Hami!ton
Winner
allace-Richardson
Winner Fremes-Bllis
Winner Broad-Auld
Winner Bettson-Gibson
Winner Lendon-Cragg
Winner Easton-Granofsky
Winner Denham-Lewis
Winner Glass-Dawson
Winner Co ine-Mat thews
Winner Yolles-Robertson

Lau, Trin.

2 p-m.— B. Kaufman,

St

Fliess,

P. A.

J. Jenkins, For.

J.

Mounfield, Vic

Jacobs,

R. Shinobu, Med.

Colics, Vic.

R

No

E. T. HiU, Vic

St M.

Broderick,

J.

—D.

SPS
SPS

Watson,

F.

due to inclement weather and took to

women's intermet as yet but some of the sports
on the campus have met and voiced their separate opinions on the
subject. The basketball club was summoned by Sue Gray last
Monday to
discuss the latter question, and this year's schedule. The few that answered
the call decided that they were unanimously in favor of intercollegiate sports,
in harmony with the decision of the tennis club.

Trin

R. Davidson,

Room,

Hart House

clubs

Hilborn, Trin

p.m. Athletic Directorate

sport, the ouija board, in deciding the fate of

collegiate sports.

G. MaoHattie,

I

McFarland, PHE
11 a.m.—W. R. Marke, SPS
J. Adams, SPS
E. Mahoney, St. M.
J. D. Mahoney, St M.
L.

12 N.

our favorite

D. Appleton, Trin
J.

C. A. Tipp, Vic

D. Pike, Arts

SPEAKING OF ASTROLOGY:
We abandoned that occult art

Wye.

A. Balmer, Vic.
V. Quesnel, St M.
J. Robinson, For.

N. Young, Knox

1

B7 POLLY MUTZ

4th

D. Storey, Wcy.

St.

Palmer,

THURS., OCT.

R and

Students Entrance South Door of Arena Only

All .players please note.

Courts.

Black

and be thankful that the
keep sport.

say,
to

25.

TICKETS

One ticket only will be issued to a student for each
game. Registration card must be presented individually
when purchasing ticket.

a business commonly referred to as "shamatcur hockey."
ask a university to compete with commercial firms in

is

STUDENT

door of the arena.

Senior

fair to

of sports here

4th

the Toronto Tennis Club courts
same hour on Wednesday on the

will be played at the

to both Questions.

Should the university ever decide to enter a league
of this calibre, it would
be forced to enter the player market or be marked
as league doormats. That
adds up to athletic scholarships and a big headache.

ness for casting.

campus musical comedy parade.

be

"NO"

this type

against such a formality.

Calls his bit of Canada "The GlynnHart House theatre has been reserv- wood Farms and Dairy," claiming that
ed for November 16 when the Univer- they distribute milk and dairy produce

it

to be an emphatic

of business?
Would it be fair to ask students, who are only part
time hockey players to compete against
professionals hiding under the guise
of amateurism.
Again the answer is "NO."

£

whole amiable person-

as he says, "fundamentally a

is,

it

O.H.A. hockey

"Griff."

a 'Mr. Griffiths' doesn't

him—his

to suit

If

HAMILTON

registration card must also be shown with the ticket
on entering the stadium at the student entrance—south

it seems quite practical to plan
Could the Varsity team hold its own in the tough senior
could, would an entry be practical?

The answer appears

vs.

The

that the suggestion has been vetoed,

for the future.

Men, Assistant Professor of Physiand Health Education.

To

(Continued from ipage 1)

were being sought: scriptmen, singers,
dancers, propmen, musicians, composers
and what have you. With the compleall

he

MONTREAL

Athletic Association has arranged to reserve sections
S, for university students for these two games,
A student may obtain a reserved seat for 25c on presentation of his or her registration card with athletic portion
attached at the athletic office, Hart House up to 6 p.m. on
Friday.

O,

The official explanation is that Varsity has a standing privilege
of entering the league and until a refusal was posted,
it could be classed as a "possible entry."

B.S.A.,

vs.

The

!

Assistant Director of Physical training
for

tion of registration

M.G.,

Griffiths,

as:

listed

Directory

University

the

In

of

U. C. Follies

8.-BALMY BEACH

25c

thick and fasti

The senior team will confine its playing to intercollegiate
competition
and rightly so
Just why the name of the University of Toronto should
be
mixed up with commercial teams is a puzzle.

pre-tournamcnt information on the play- clothes.
He has the look of a man with
ers* abilities. Feyerer of Meds, Grass of something important on his mind and
U.C., Lau and R. Bell-Irving of Trinity always gives his talking companions his
and S. Moses of S.P.S. are a few names fullest undivided attention, concentrating
that strike a familiar note from last year, on the matter on hand.

ceived seeded positions.

6.-ARG0NAUTS

Oct.

[THANKSGIVING DAY1

Yesterday evening, the Athletic Directorate of the University
of Toronto
spiked them by turning down the invitation to enter the
senior team in the
Senior O.H.A. "A" bracket

seeding has been done, but the
He always appears immaculately
large freshman entry has placed quite dressed
but his polished manner and
an obstacle in the way of any accurate alert eyes divert the attention from his

Vic, N. Moses of Pharmacy, and
Baker of Meds arc others who have re-

Oct.

O.H.A. on Monday contained the fol"Toronto Staffords, Hamilton Tigers and Owen Sound
are the only senior entrants to date. Other possibilities for
the senior season arc Camp Borden, U. of T. and a Niagara district
team."

Some

while Bernhardt of Trinity, Thompson

O.H.A.

lowing paragraph:

In any case, watch the pages of seldom

played.

Back Again

Griff

TODAY

STARTS

AND BOOK EXCHANGE
WE
BUY

BOOKS

726

YONGE
(I

RA. 1481

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

DEE EE BALL
TICKETS AT K I 14

8 7

OCT.
16
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At

sity staff,

who

Keel

Albert

is

always

Wymilwood, south of the Royal OnBert and who has worked
Museum on Queen's Park Drive,

o'clock.

be

will

It

acquainted

Oct

afternoon,

an informal

open

tea

to

seriously interested in

5

at

5,

been

get-

undergraduate daily.

Those

students

registered

for

bing

who

Room

Varsity

office.

College,

are asked

to

attending,

as

point

of

have already

assignments

newly-decorated

the

in

senior

common room.

The

at

to his

afternoon

a job of floor-swab-

while overseeing

Keel

Albert

began

college

his

42A, University career in 1922
as a cleaner and became
make a special (officially, he stipulates) caretaker in
organiza-

staff

the

University

College

buildings

working schedules, training, plans year
ago last July. The College, when
be announced at the tea.
he
began, housed all administrative
Other students, who may not yet have
tion,

etc,

are to

offices

including

the

the

registrar,

signed up, are also invited to attend;

president who was then Sir Robert
be provided for their
Falconer, and
the
bursar who had
registration at Wymilwood.
offices where the college registrar :s

and cards

will

now

of

his

to

A

quartered.

since

and

Ontario

Lakefield,

ship to

Among

departed.

remain are Dr.

the

Not

originals

and

Taylor,

Pro-

from

responsibilities

his

part

ed blackboards?
Latin verb here,
has enjoyed working for the col- a bit of John Stuart Mill there?
lege, admitted
Bert Almost all the
Well," he welled, "you know you
teaching staff of the twenties have absorb things without really noticing

(Continued from page 2)

around

Undergraduate Slants

Guild will meet

lost-and-found department

He

Griff

C. Players

this evening in the Women's Union at
which 7.30 to discuss plans for the corning
season.
The meeting will take place
magnetism
eager feature writers.
In a room he in the form of a get-acquainted bee,
uses, he stores mittens, scarves, books, followed by dancing and refreshments.
pens and the sort of thing that people
Mr. Vincent Tovell will direct a 3lose regularly.
"I found a purse to- act play slated to make its appearance
day," Mr. Keel announced.
"Had $15
e time in November at Hart House.
in it.
Oh, it's' started already, you He will attend the meeting to explain
know."
the play and answer questions regardWhat, we really wondered, did our ing its casting and production.
Mr. Keel think about college educaThere are opportunities for everyone
tions.
"Oh," he evaded, "it's a good interested and you don't
have to be
thing fo rthose that make use of it"
Barrymore or Bernhardt "We have a
"MmmhmmimI" we observed, hur- place for all," claimed Joy Sanderson,
led ly,
President She further explained that
Had his 23 years in college im- the Guild is operating on different
proved him? Had he picked up stray principle this
year due to the fact that
oddments of knowledge from unclean- tudents can give
more attention

Among

U.C.

has explains

guesses)

yesterday

eleventh interview

working for the

who

The Varsity submitted

times by

students

ail

(he

interviewed

called

Univer-

for

College for 23 years and

sity

Friday

Greets Actors
The U.

tario

next

Player's Guild

By Ross McLean

The Var-

department?, will be held

all

Entrenous

MR. KEEL'S COLLEGE CAREER

Varsity Tea

First full-scale meeting of

at

New and

Wei come

Staffers

1945

3,

being

actually

—but

thing

taught

any

ixtra-curricular

activities.

What's on Today

anyway."

learning

pure-bred Ayrshire cattle to the States.

fessors Jeanneret and McAndrew.
Mr. Keel's literary tastes run to deHis year is thus divided four months
Last June at graduation a Telegram tective stories (Not the 10-cent deon the farm and eight at the university reporter spotted Mr. Keel and had a tective story, he reassured)
and.
Aside from his University titles, he seven-paragraph-without-byline conver- books like the The Scarlet Pimpernel
also holds the office of President of sation with him about the old days. and that kind
of thing.
Historical
The Royal Life Saving Society for Oi
Wc were permitted to scan the clipping a way but not actually.
tario and is the Director of Swimming of this story, which Mr. Keel happenMr. Keel was 39 when he came to
and Water Safety for the Canadian Red ed to have in his inside coat pocket, college and had worked
for the T.T.C.
Cross this an outcome of a brief con- ind to read that the Telegram repre- on track
maintenance and for a while
ference with his secretary during the entative had found the U.C. caretaker
Eaton's grocery department
Hi
interview in order to determine the corsoft-spoken, almost shy" and in his does not intend to
retire yet, he hopes
rect wordings.
He appears to judge a oice a trace of "a Kentish accent." He hopes to stay around for
awhile.
man on his personal appearance and his
One of Mr. Keel's most vivid recolWe promised to send someone

—

—

— Nominations

U.C. freshies
year executive

All
first

Undergraduate
4-30 in the

of the

Association

theatre

for

today

mellow Fall tones

at

Guild will be held in the

in P.

When

Stevens

for

left

& H.

wars, the

fell

on Griffs

New

Art, Music, Drama

Hours and Prices

(Continued from page 2)

with the return of
Stevens, Griff steps back in as assistant the social condition of successive periods
of English history are juxtaposed with

For H. H. Barber

Shop

meet

will

interested are

of the whole University.

much about

his

photographs of contemporary buildings.
These groups are chronologically diswith

played

He worked with Dr. Williams of
gradual
Columbia on the various systems of phy-

past.

education

sical

Denmark,

in

Sweden

lucid

captions

explaining

improvements and
aesthetic developments and declines of
structural

We are shown how buildings
and Germany, spent some time
in their finest form were a combination
Merchant Marine (but was discouraged
of an honest use of structural material
from a continuation of this career by an
and a fine sense of proportion.
old sea captain), did a bit of camp work,
Unfortunately during the last half of
and toiled at riveting for a spell. Says

A

new schedule regulating hours
and minimum prices applicable to

"That riveting payed well

too."

when
reached new

the last century
bilities

taste

Bomb

Atomic

reached

new

architectural

structural possiheights,

public

This slump

depths.

progress

clearly

is

prevalent in and about the campus.

We

t now overcome this back-slide by
using modern materials without the en-

cumberance of sham period veneer.
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"In 1940 the Carnegie Foundation
Movies
on
page
2.
November.
24 speaking parts, ten choir voices —
gave the University of Toronto six
At the next meeting the executive five men and five women an orcheshundred and forty classical and folkwill choose the play for the annual tra, and several pantomime parts. For tentative lists will be posted in the U.C tune recordings
as well as an excellent
itagc presentation which will be pro- the first time in three years there will rotunda.
player." continued Mr. Savan
duced in December. President Conway be understudies for all the major roles.
Before Christmas there will be tryThe meetings are held five times a
emphasized the need for new members,
Tryouts for the cast will be held in outs for Hippitytus by Euripides which week in the Women's Common
Room
particularly
those interested
in
the the Women's Union today and tomor- will lie produced in February by the
program being announced the day
technical aspects of the theatre. Prop- row and
by appointment with *he U.C. Trinity Classics Club with the before in The Varsity. Students
who
erty men, stage managers, technicians, executive.
The executive urged any- assistance of actors from the Guild,
nterested arc asked to watch The
makc-aip experts and costumers are all one interested to come and try out for
announced Martin Oswald, president Varsity for announcements of the
quartet^

a

short dramatic

partment of the United Welfare Chest, urgently needed.

skit

and

a er's

Our Town

in

Hart House

in

No-

—

—

first

the cast or stage crews.

Next Tuesday,

of the Classics Club.

meeting.
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Editorial

1945

4,

Mo v ie

WANTED!
"LOST— Woman's left shoe, black, oxford, size 5}4

Picobac's the pick
of the

Cinemagoers
Hollei^Uncle

'

It

is

This

an advertisement from Politico, leading" newspaper of

is

page

countries

such

of

full

and

appeals,

Europe are printing

of

similar

lies

coming future of which we

of facing the

of

aw

Behind
a story of want

in

Hand Reports

that

that

speaking,

trictly

"Easy

marquee)

the

Look At," and

Canada have

title

Quinceys

;ible

the

is

am

of Corinth,"

as

the

as

infuriating

who

drives

and comes

19-15,

at

is

greatest

its

what cold

is,

a time when the need
We in Canada know
the

bears in Europe. Ski-

it

a fine sport, but

is

know

but few of us

fearsome aspect
ing

at

would fade perceptibly

finer points

its
if

skis

only equipment available.
the mention of skis

were the
Europe,

In

would bring forth

and

A

more on

On

campus are few who have not

this

some odd

articles

of

locked

clothing

no immediate use, but are being- kept for- an
emergency, should one arise. Now, a
real emergency has arisen. A clothing
drive will begin on this campus in the
that have

near future in aid of the national collection,

and

it

hoped that depots will

is

soon be established in the various faculties

ents

and

Until this

colleges.

effect,

is

the Post Office in

or

six,

one

just

is

Our

problem.

odd pairs

,of

The

using

do things differently.
gnorant nor narrow

We

will

in

our

h

dealing!

Tommy

we have

within reach

just

planned for

—and

alien

is

years.-

By

Griffin

only

that time,

He

fifty

A

Posi-

said,

Royal York
Banquet Hall

intends

another

Johnson.

Dorsey's.

It's

M1TFORD TICKET AGENCY

Jjft,

tions.

The orchestra is
The girl is Esther

pleasant indeed.

Music and

We

realized,

students,

must

therefore,

noi

specific, there are numerous
on the campus who have perfectly in the building of a better world. We
good Red Cross uniforms which they must prepare to "do things differently,
would probably wear as dresses, if it to be neither ignorant nor narrow in
iur dealings." If we do not the postwere not for the fact that a platoon
of other young ladies might turn up at war world of peace and plenty will
lectures wearing one just like it Those fade like a dream, and it will have been
uniforms would be far more than ap- our mistake this time."
preciated by people whose need is s<
Harriet Beecher Stowe's, "Uncle
great
Tom's Cabin," has been banned in New
We could go on, enumerating all the England. The Christian Science Mon-

girls

has this to say about

Civil

Patronize

The People
Whose Appearance

Him.

At This Moment, suddenly rememA Cake In The Oven, we

bering

His Twenty-Three Back-

bones and politely withdrew.

Periodically

No

how

matter

violent your opinions
be,

the cur-

rent small but discriminating exhibition

Edna

Tacon's

non-objectivism

Eaton's College Street

is

ke you think well of

calculated

at
to

Especially

it.

f

nineeenth-century

War

would be banned

Makes Publication
Possible—

ultra-representa-

tional painting.

Mrs. Tacon believes that the coloi
camera and Cezanne have been the twin

on

points

which

painting

has

been

orientated

towards

non-objectivism

they

freed

artist

have

the

Our Advertisers!

from the
and thrown

will this be the case if you have the
opportunity to talk to the artist herself. limitations of verisimilitude,
emphasis upon creative imagination.
Mrs, Tacon's sincerity is

very evident,

and

must

impress

iceptical out of the

even

those

purpose in

most

this tyoi

of creation, with the seriousness of in
tent behind

the

dozen-odd pictures

view.

The

principle of

non -objectivism

course

is,

Music has provided the major inspiration for this art; the sense impressions
provided by the artist in this

medium

must

necessarily be translated
into
representation solely by the imaginations
of those to whom the work is presented.
of Thus,
for each person viewing a non-

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

r:

a concentration upon graphic
objective
media of expression, to the exclusion of

painting,

different in the

the

convinced

This Paper

In

of Non-objectivism

something entirely

way

that

non-objectivism is the such
in
a
form most eminently suited to mode™

work

objection

falls

a

LOST

LOST

of emotional asso-

it:

of those concerned.

that

Black

zipper

"Fred Earle."

with

name

Near S.P.S.

Phone

wallet,

Enid Gwendolyn,

KE

1403.

trifle flat, its

o

cancelled,

the

it

was announced,

opposition

of

the

C.I.O.

to gaslight."

'dui

living today,
o!

Bridgeport,

The UrrderarfeduiilG Nowap^-pop

the

Negro community leaders,
Communist Party, and the Bridge-

port

Established 1680
University Press
Published five times a week by the
Students' Administrative Council o( the
University of Toronto.
Opinions expressed In these columns are not necessarily the official opinions of the Students Administrative Council.

Member Canadian

Editorial

Room.

Rra, 42-a,
University College. ..
Business Office
Night office

Editor- in- Ch let

Women's Editor

.MI. 0011
\rt tv>\

.
•

Pastors'

Association.'

Al

Cringan

technical

incompetence or just

plain artistic racketeering.

Those qua'.iIn Mrs. Tacon's exhibition,
however,
and line
the heights which this non; see
which constitute the permanent worth
objective art may reach in
competent
s

is

-her

Southern State laws which for-

bade

"Tom" shows

in

Dixie.

belief.

evidence of careful

;

their attempts to correct the insipid

sentimentality

and

essential

public should be free to

found the piece in question insipid.
emptiness matter; for
one coming prepared

make

its

own

No

with
open mind, Mrs. Tacon's exhibtion
cannot fail to please. It is well worrh

of character.
"Uncle Tom" judgement.
When minorities seek to
isit if you haven't seen
probably never was literature, nor
it already.
even mpose censorship they work
against Rut hurry; it remains only until
strict truth.

Even

so,

believe the their

S.A.C. Office,

LOST

Monday.

Press,

GL

in University

Please

Oct

set,

Tuesday

Between

sics

8577.

afternoon.

WANTED—A
From

Leaside,

Please phone

PJDE

McRae

land to University.

and Suther-

9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

HU 6508 after 6.30 p.m.
WANTED

MI

this

bevery glad to do your typing
year I
"Evelyn," Box A, The

Varsity.

TAKEN BY MISTAKE
Grey gabardine

'39-'40, '40-'41, '41-'42, '42-'43, '43-'44.

stick in pocket.

One copy

dor, Medical

St.,

any time to 10 p.m.

Phy-

Phone

237S.

TYPING DONE
I'd

University of Toronto Directories of
Staff and Students for the years
of each year only will pay
$1.00 per copy. See Cole, 726 Yonge

with name.

Bldg. and Hoskin Aye.

Ailcen Scott,

6.

Alan Gowans.

Black pen and pencil

phone

of beautiful iorm, color,

plani is a development which has been
ning combined with the spontaneity
of
going on in painting for the last seventya first sketch.
The reader may have
years, ever since French artists, behosen quite a different favorite or have

"The South's original opposition*
was five
that it was exaggerated, that
it
mis- gan

turn in to

LOST
Black Waterman's pen,

of the old masters arc present in non-

traits

Murray

firm

bolster

Purely as a matter of personal
the wheels of time do turn.
objectivism in their clear essences, unpreference, I would choose as
Only a few years ago Northern newsoutstandmanned by the fixed associations implied
ing Mrs. Tacon's Religioso,
papers were saying impolite
a waterthings
et subject matter.
This modern
'lor showing
Lbout

jg; %H\ represented the institution of
slavery,
W. Hugh Kenner. B-A. nd was libel on Southern
character.
Peggy Bates, 4TC Tom,"
we recall, portrayed many fine

Co-editors: Janice

ely,

That the old masters,
would paint non-objec-

er please

creator

:

icen

Small silver Ronson lighter, engraved "D.R."
On campus. Find-

Hart House.

such-and-

The time has come New England, the home of Abolition.
retort that the trouble is a
denow. Root out those clothes and send
conditions of living, and is as superior to
It has happened.
Performances scheficiency of imagination in the
beholder.
them where they are really needed.
representational mode as "electricity
duled for Bridgeport, Connecticut havi
Such a theory of art leaves loopholes
<o
M.C.B.

EL. 6413
11-11.15

Please

His Sinister Background, their charmand effective innocence probably

torch

the

West.

CJBC

apealed to

reference to natural objects, and
ciations is brought to mind.
This, it
"We never thought we would see comes as quite a shock to those accusght be noted cynically, is a rather
tomed to the traditional forms of reprethe day that a great liberal document of
convenient doctrine for the propounder,
sentational
painting.
Mrs. Tacon is since to
century ago and propaganda
f

St.

immediately, that with

Dr

The Object

University to prepare
of
our careers but to prepare to meet

itor

King

Of Painting Moustache Cups.

on non-objective art may

"We

103

Broadcast Dominion Network 10-10.30 p.m., also

it.

And, as hinted above, the
Lauritz Melchoir. The theatre

all

Saturday, Oct. 6th

Tickets $1.00 Each

say;

caressed all

set

—

over the campus waiting for
owners to use them when the time
rather vague time in the minds

like,

Loew's.

is

yet the leaders

to prove that our gencan take the United Nations
Charter and all the other "first steps"

closets all

someone

U.C.

at

Dancing 8.30-12.00

ELLIS McLINTOCK

of the world have a right to challenge

that challenge;

comes—-a

how

elements,

Williams.

eration

various articles of apparel that may be
hanging in the dark corners of clothes

the

stay

SATURDAY NIGHT PARTY"

•'YOUR
FEATURING

Our postwar world

action.

All

Van

never be vine

with other nations."

for

To wax

escape

The

appears that

It

the to

leading them
to
chaos.
Ail this
the world they hotly proclaimed bed "Thrill of a Romance"
with the
"when we have peace again, we'll added box-office inducement of that di-

only enter this

their

bout

blindly

that,

Many

—

Cradle Club Presents

Ingredi-

lady

Messrs Metro,
When asked, what were His Favorhave concocted ite Books, He replied: The Novels Of
time around somehting they've
dub- Henry James.

us to prove the worth of our declara-

Your Part

to

bitterly

knows that if his clothes wear out they
can be replaced. In Europe the average
person has no clothes to be replaced.
are dressed in sacking, and think

same.

lovely

watching

il

themselves lucky.

comedy is once
menu and the

or dance,

Youth put it on
chior, this time.
the
casualties
mount, they
And there, you have
denounced an older generation
isolationists and "wilful men" for Goldwyn and
Mayer

conceived.

here.

student here

I

M.G.M.
much the

sing

theatre

Simcoe

socks won't feci bereft

them give

just let

Jose tion might open up in some other uniIturbi, or, if he's busy teaching
Cornel versity; His preference,
a young ladies'
Wtlde the piano, let's try Lauritz
Mel- seminary giving instruction in The Art
when,

brought

he donates two or three pairs of them

But

in

post-war world already has a
mortgage on it. In fact it's had that
mortgage from the time it was first

and the boy with a dozen-

to the clothing drive.

the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.
LET us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

won't betray Universale

include one

doesn't

Portraits

AT

on orphanages

to feed

of

course; and, as concession to whatevei
longhair enthusiasts might be

Baton Rouge.

University,

ation.

five

Graduation

ir

cord and in Its Salad Day;

who, if
ought ro
"Once," muttered The Griffin, "I de"Peacetime living, only a mem- swim, and in this case does; one name voured A Whole Sunday-School
Picory to most of us, will be almost as band to oblige with asorted rhythmic nic."
But, continued
our mediaeval
fillers and whose leader
is required to monster, they had lacked The Usual
£ood as advertised," states an editorial
deliver
several
lines,
woodenly,
of Orphanage Flavor,
from The Reveille, Louisiana Stale

These were brave words of desperThey were a condemnation of
Hall will acept bundles of clothes for
past failures and a promise for future
the drive.
iucc esses, a kind of mortgage on the
This drive should have the co-operpostwar world of which we dreamed.
ation of all students. The sweater-girl
'Now these words must be backed
with seven sweaters can do as well with
into

the

recipe remains

Tom

bright

away somewhere

We

Young

colleague,

technicolor musical

she

thoughts of fuel instead of sport

Our Pari

Our downtown

feeble finale again

"There

—

bones

separate

|

TOBACCO

YOU WILL LIKE OUR

pos-

tallic.

rust this time.

War

Griffin

with a dash of poor-house inmates.

Uncle Harry to an abortive try a
murder. George Sanders is (tediou:
adjecdve!" good. Ella Raines is me-

to friends.

Uncle

twenty- three

spina!

its

The U.C.

'believe,

was accustomed

inconsequen-

the

to

sesses

same fine hypochondriac tress we
remember her being in "Dark

to

ictory,"

opening of the

Post

us

Lettie,

inviting serious illness and possible death."

be the only national clothing drive for

Although

Maria Chapdelaine country.

in-

tial

National Clothing Collection sponsored

picobac
THE PICK OF

'neath the

Fitzgerald,

—

by the Canadian United Allied Relief
Fund on behalf of UNRRA. This will

Griffin, seat-

end of the bannisters Leading

smaller
example of The
slightly
a group of relatives as ever a
same roof. Geraldine Species than Childhood Tales had led

ipatible
:ett!ed

he Globe and Mail, has already spilled
Hollywood's indigestible beans regard"ng the picture's ending, which moviegoers were all pledged not to divulge

the

The

interview with

at the

French Department in U.C.
revealed some startling facts. (Those
wishing material for an Edgar Alan

apt.

Appalling figures have ben released to the world by dispatches
from relief workers on the scene. In Greece alone, six persons out of
every seven are shoeless, and more than 1,000,000 are tubercular or
pre-tubercular. In Belgium, a family of eight are forced to share a
single shirt. From France comes the report that "Either a child
stays away from school while its mother washes and dries the child's
only garment, or it goes to school wearing the garment wet, and so
This week sees

An
1

not,

is

so long

.

.

To The

to

With the threadbare GJ opus is Poe short story may apply with a SelfThe Strange Affair of Uncle Harry' Addresed Enclosed Envelope.)
—a film we (intend to rtecommend.
It seems that the U.C. Griffin has an
Uncle; Harry and
his
two sisters, aunt residing in Paris and a father,
Let tie and Hester,
'comprise
"the still alive, living in A Peat Bog up in

Overseas, in the Allied Nations, more than 125,000,000 people,
30,000,000 of them children, are looking forward to the coming
winter mt only without adequate housing and transportation facilities,
but without sufficient clothing to protect them against cold and disease.
In the horror-filled years when war at its most ruthless burst about
the population in Europe, garments wore paper-thin, were patched
and repatched, often with paper and paste, until there was nothing
During those years unnamed thousands died from
left to patch.
exposure, others lost precious limbs to the biting cold, millions contracted tuberculosis and other deadly diseases, or, with no resistance,
became easy victims of wartime epidemics.

F irst

on

it

(we

called

is

it

.

at

to be qualified to

that

nother picture,

conception.

little

Uptown Theatre

the

the

notices daily.

the offer of" Ample reward" for a patched old shoe

and a fear

random from

at

newspapers

the

.

lasting.

we caught

that

enough of the second feature

only

This was only one ad. picked

Yugoslavia's capital.
<?

space)

of

so cool

(for the

probably just as well

conomy

House!

tobacco

so mild so fragrant

AMPLE REWARD for its

round patch on left side.
return to 112 Alexander Street, Belgrade."

Fraf

What a

coat,

Chen Yu

From

Bldg.,

lip-

south corri-

Wed.

afternoon.

Please phone MI. 6100 and
receive
own coat in exchange.
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GOLF TOURNAMENT

Team

Intercollegiate

A, ©IF

To Be Picked Saturday
The

St Andrews Golf

place:

The time

commencing

Friday,

:

Club.

Games

Cancel

;

The

The

event:

Intramural

Due

Golf

With

the closing of

the

entries. last

160

the students

foun da record number of som

office

The draw

entries.

elsewhere on page

is

ging into the mothballs for last year's

published

ear

4.

muffs,

set for 2.30.

is

round of

first

Toronto

of

University

Potential en-

in white

enthusiasts

tennis

tenn

trants are advised to find a hole in the tournament

schedule and then report to the
starter at the club.

The

official

The

tennis department

A

is_what happened to "th, disappearing live daee,,"}
of ten dozen were placed on a truck yesterday
at Hart House.

total

of

flurry

and

snow,

the

O'Neil

where

Club,

Tennis

the

courts

clay

team championship will be have given up the struggle of being
awarded on the best-four-card score anything but mud flats. This is causof any faculty.
The golfers from the ng a great deal of difficulty, as all the
matches scheduled for the Toronto
School of Practical Science will
sume the role of defending champions. tennis club, have to be played at St
According to further
information, Hilda's, although two courts have been
the top thirty men together with ineli- obtained from Victoria College.
gible golfers

Of

will be invited to play a
36-hoJe qualifying round next week to

the play in the first round, none

was

it

inter-collegiate

but

calibre,

most of the contestants were freshThe senior intercollegiate team will men, they should be able to contribute
carry six men while the intermediate a lot to tennis in a couple of years.
Gibson of U.C, was one of the most
squad is allowed four.
intercollegiate

as

team.

ticeable, turning in a nice effort by
All participants in tomorrow's
are reminded that they must tee off at defeating Bettson of Trinity 6-2, 6-2.
He
has a fair service coupled with a
the required times due to the heavy
good backhand.
entry list.
The responsibility for

the

teeing-off time

entirely

is

One

that

of the entrant.

Baron of

year,

from

of the seeded players

Victoria,

improved

greatly

feated Klein

of

UjC

last

displayed

service,

.

.

he

as

a

The

dozen

of

the

track

The

seeded

will

were evident.

.

.

Paging

.

Invisible

.

.

Phillips

appeal for

sends out an earnest
track shoes.
Any not

would

in use

runners

be

training

collegiate

appreciated
for

the

players

them.

Trinity

see

placed next

out of nine entries.

Shoes may be
taken to the Stadium after 4 p.m.
meet.

All

contestants

BUY

it

WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS

are

else,

six

Ms

having

.

.

St.

matchse

in the

Grey Cup

finals of 1943?

Van Wagner,

...

to give other track coaches a battle in

Trophy

an

registration card

must

on entering the stadium
door of the arena.

also be shown with the ticket
at the student entrance-south

One iicket only will be issued lo a student for
each
game. Registration card must be presented
individually
when purchasing ticket.

.

the track coach, promises

effort to retain the

Tickets Not Available Saturday
Students Entrance South Door of Arena Only

Championship

Well, Hec?

What we would

know

like to

HOW any man could possibly enter the

is

sacred portals of Smith College as a registered student?
before, but to no avail, darn

TODAY'S

it

...

It

was

Standing Committee Meetings

tried

1

RUGBY TODAY

MORE CHICAGO CUBS

TIP:

5.00 p.m. Athletic Directorate

13

with

of
five

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS

ATHLETES
First year

COURTS, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

ST. HILDA'S
reminded

Due

9 a.m.—C.

St M.

Vincent,

W.

Knox
J. Jack, Knox
N. Young, Knox
C. Jeans, Knox

th-

to

Hildas' Court,

10 a.m.

Palmer,

—R.

St M.

Winstall,

H. R. Rowlands,

scheduled

A.

a.m.

Tipp,

Pike,

— Thornton,

LIFE

12

a.m

— D.

Colics,

p.m.

—

Thompson,

vs
vs

A. Balmer, Vic
V. Questnel, St M.

vs

J.

vs,

D. Appleton, Trin.

p.n

more than

R. Davidson, Trin.

G. MacHattie,

vs.

F.

vs.

Raisberg,

vs.

M.

vs.

J.

E. T. Hill,
R.

Shinobu,

Med.

McDonald,

SPS
SPS

P. A. Fellows,

vs.

Gilbert

vs.

Ritchie

.— Lau-EUis-uTVemes

winner
Easton

D.

Mounfield,
3 p.m.- -P.

Vic

is

soon.

Rosenfeld,

.

.

Coine-Matthews

tober 20th barring weather accidents. Basketball practices start October
11th.
Tennis starts next week, too, and we advise all readers and those
who get this
by hearsay only—that this year's tourney should be one of the

Oc-

winner

:

winner

:

Yolles -Robertson

SPS

golf tournament will be held

on Thursday, October
Bring back your clubs this week-end 1

Golf Club.

U.C
White, SPS
Lewis, U.C
Chipmat], U.C

U.C

4 p.m.- -Mynahan, St.
Bennett,
:

M.

U.C

Donner-Fagan
Med.

vs.

O'Brien,

Winner
E.

Price

50'

11

a.m.—Daniels, U.C.
Miller,

Tinker,

.

U.C.
U.C.

N. —Elliott, U.C.

Suitable for sweater,

gym
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Thomas, U.C.
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A, Patterson, Wye
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Gooderham,
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U.C
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women, war babies even
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Grierson, U.C.
Langmaid, Dent.
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November,

the Directorate finally straggled into one room. This year,
if anyto be decided or run smoothly there should be a meeting very,
very
If not, another golden year has slipped away and the thrill
of Inter-

:

Lawler,

Hart House.

And

is

.

office,

happen.

until latish in

In the field of Intramural baseball, basketball, tennis and golf, things
are
popping right along. Baseball practices have started ,the games start
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the S.A.C.

much can

happening.

Niblett-Neil

M. Gunn, U.C
Fagan
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Smith-Gunn

SPS

thing
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Macke,
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much

without a war I
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Janice Murray

collegiate sport has been denied for another class of
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there has been a meeting of the directorate, nothing
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Richardson
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Kruh, U.C
Doran, St M.

Kaufman,
Med.

.

Last year there was nothing much happening

winner
winner

>Fine,

Rugby, Soccer,

were a president of the University Women's Athletic Association there might be action. There might even be Intercollegiate
women's
sport Since Dr. Benson resigned as President of the Association
there have
only been rumors nominated to the position—as far as we
can find out
Until there is a President there can be no meeting of the Directorate.
Until
nothing

MacKenzie

Jenkins,

B.

in
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vs.

Butt,

until
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for a medical
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D.
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R. Lau
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Press
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Forum
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By
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News from McGill begins to seep in.
The foothall squad possesses
strength in every department save outside wing.
Dave Greenberg, the
former Winnipeg Blue Bomber, adds strength to the backfield.
His kicking
will give McGill a great edge in that department, BUT,
remember Greenberg
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.

then attempting to play soccer.

ach hour.

SUBSCRIBE

'

reserved seat for 25c on presentation of his or her registration card with
athletic portion
attached at the athletic office. Hart House
up to 6

have conditioning."
Soccer? Jimmie Paton sems to be
troubles, too, what with players attempting
to train for track and

contestants are urged ot be on time as

are

full

will

it

all

should be consulted for

crowding of the

here

Fortune

Athletic Association has arranged to reserve
sections
H and s for university students for these two games.

S.P.S. cap-

nine and ten o'clock matches.
rhe

in

almost as bright, what with soccer, footswing. ... Track Coach Hec Phillips was
is

.

; draws are published
in the Globe
and Mail, and in The Varsity. As the
Globe is on the streets earlier than the

Varsity,

program

number of runners the fundamentals of the
proper start. . . Claimed .that he lacked good field men.
The football squad
has been pared to 52 men as name players were prominent
last night for the
first time
Callisthenics seem to be one of Warren Stevens' most
potent
weapons and as one of the track men exclaimed: "if the
team has nothing

action

tured four out of four.

or to the Athletic Office.

25c

TICKETS

The

first of the

two matches, and winning

but

by

Inter-

STUDENT

25c

de-
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e day,
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Scarlet
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club,
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quite handily by

scores of 6-1 and 6-0.
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The

determine the

Oct.

A student may obtain a

he

tee off at 9.35.

Hec

FIVE

but

.

prolonged wet weather forced the canindividual championship will

cellation of the nine o'clock matches,
decide don a low gross basis. Defending champion MacGibson of 'Dents will as well as all the games at the Toronto

proper

eligMitylist at the Athletic Office. That was
one record?
. Number
T»o:
total of 164 names was discovered
on the golf list. This almost doubles
the entry list of a year ago. Add
to this the post entries and you have
another record that will take some beating
Thirty doien tennis balls
are required to run ofi the tennis tourney,
but the main worry around the

arrival

brief

—

A

most

while

on the campus were dig-

Post entries wil be accepted but the ducks, were starting the
deadline

Intramurals

.

Yesterday morning,

night, the harassed staff of the athleti

—

are definitely
— —. —
in for "
a ™.,„.
boom. No
i, v ouuiicf had the opening
gong sounded than some 200 eager racquet wielders rushed
for the tennis

to Showers
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U.C
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Funnel], St.
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Miall.
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Allen,
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Chipman,

Knox
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Marshall Dent
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Stee,
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1.30

MacDonald, Trin.
Torrie,
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Fetherston, SPS
Morrison, SPS
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Dunn,
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E.
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10.15

U.C.

R. Spence,
Davies,

Baldwin, Trin.

2.15

More,

every name

on our rugby teams and
Union Station has the nicest baggage
ever met And she, we
understand, has met a few baggagemen

her rime.
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moves

1025
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Honor Leaders

Fox, U.C.
Burnett,

James B.

10.35

Wheeler, Vic.

Harrison,
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Harrison,
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Richard,
Blodgett,
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Hill,

U.C
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Strathearn,
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McClean, U.C.
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Scott,
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Maize,
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Kert,
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P. Auld,
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Hendrick, SPS

K. Armstrong, Med.
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total
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the entries

Douglas Candy the
population,"
"In chaplain of the S.C.M. Captain
Candy
itical
times the S.OM. has
is just back from overseas.
He is one
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doing a
magnificent job
of of the two surviving chaplains
of a
negotiating with the British S.C.M. and
jump over the Rhine."
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that be extravagant?
say Shannock, Rhode
Island.
Sally comes from Shannock,

chandising.

dian Advertising

college

Dawson, a McGill

Navigation School at Rivers,
service
Manitoba, and was later made Wing

Christian faith.
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active

dominate

to

college forms its
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Morley Clarke, past president and this
Plaid slacks," reported
Barbara Tomb year's president of the
Toronto S.C.M
who, we had learned by this
time, is
he introduced his World Student
called Bubbles.
Christian Federation in a panorama,
We haven't seen so many good-lookJim Seunarine, master of ceremonies
ing men, Sally claimed
strategically, : n
poke on India.
flourish at Smith.
The girls used to
"The Christian population in

Or would
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introduced the executive of
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Montreal,

seems
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Bramble, Vic
Fullerton, Vic
Christie, Vic
Martin,

The new

Sir William

Lectures at Dawson College began
again this year, and with such names as
Students'
Christian
Spence, Ball, Sree and Simonson on on October 3 with over seven hundred
its
working year
hand
thus
far, are favored to cop the ftudents, five of whom are women.
last night with an Open House held in
Victoria
Alumni Hall. The party team championship.
started with mixing games and singscribed
the university setup.
There
song lead by Muriel Stevenson.
are five different groups in which each
In the absence of the president, Doug

.

Wilson, Med.

in-

hundred

one

The Victoria
Movement began

nesday afternoons disturb them because
hops are closed and what, they

sides

Lawson, Vic
Anderson, Vic
Davy, Vic.

Force.

has been

as the untried quantity of the tourney.

conbgic. And soccer I Why
vocation to be held at McGill,
don't we -haand begirls' soccer teams?
the
honorary degrees,
were sure we
degrees
didn't
know.
will be awarded to
those who gradu"The whole credit goes to Sweden
Sally is the daughter
ated from the summer
of a retired for starting
course.
the S.C.M. In spite of the
manufacturer of tools in peacetime
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and, two different churches
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that govern the
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right, up but the common
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cipients of the honorary
had put Rhode son.
degrees.
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mid Florida. three groups
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Dunstall, U.C.
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and Air
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sions. The entry sheet in the Athletic
out of a rut (Barbara). Phoebe thought Germany, France, Italy and during
to commute thirty miles between campi.
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Office still only boasts about sixty names,
they ought to mention, too, the fostering war to Mexico, to keep their hand
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gation Training of the Joint Air Plan,
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Empire and its colonies sending
Ignatieff, now at Canada
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discontinued, were originally ear
Petersburg, Russia, and the son of a
marked for candidates from Germany.
Russian count, Mr. Ignatieff graduated in Political Science and Economics.
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before proceeding to the University of
Toronto.
After graduating from St.
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Ph.D

in

of the

Thumb

her

Br Ross McLean

Physics.

Jourard whence he was

a

few days

A

Games

Fun and

At

for Freshies

Last Night's All-Girl Initiation
Cody House

freshies,

gang. Jack had
their
lift-ability, decided to hit the road
for Calgary and
and so in Nebraska back down into the
States to satisfy
Syd Jourard continued more wanderlust And Syd
decided to
Bob Marjoribanks and Jack Shashack-banging for

threesome
they

observation for any possible

ill

effect;.

dressed

like

lessened

discovered,

they separated.
lone,

Colliers.

He

got
were ini- piro together. Their rendezvous was to
job, went out to cash
a cheque, and
by the girls of No. 5 Willcocks be the San Francisco
city hall stepj returned from the
bank with his first
Avenue, who made good use of a
It
was a rendezvous they didn subscription sale.
The teller, it seems,
shower bath and very black shoe polish. manage to keep.
Fate intervened, if m< was a Colliers'
convert
With modest equcals of embarrassment may coin a cliche. Syd was its princi
Bob
and Syd remained in B.C for
they dashed through crowds of overlypal victim.
a
He became stranded ir
time while the former
pathetic males across the road to Sacramento.
recovered from
Purchase of
babies in diapers and towels

tiated

a

cowboy

a chip of steel that had lodged
in his
had reduced luxurj'-Ioving Jourard
arm while with the track gang.
After
bankruptcy and he was forced
his recuperation he joined
a roofiing
Both Falconer and Mulock House take a position with a Sacrament
company, where he presently picked
wood-work and shoes. They proposed freshies have
arehouse where his salary was estabup
already gone
through
severe arm burns while stoking
to startled
males, sang
their
so.ig formal
pitch
shed at $1.02 per hour. What about
initiations,
but not with
too high.
"Litis Peter Rabbit Had a Flea Upon rild wanderings of last night
your alien registration number, his emHis Ear" and rolled marbles up the
It was time, it seemed
rather obAnd what did the freshies think of ployer had casually inquired at the end
hall of North House with their noses.
vious, to take to the highway
this?
again.
11
Most of the freshies had of the first day. He didn't have one,
Their rival faculty, Physio-Therapy,
Jourard had confessed. Well, run over Back down the west coast they hitch"Piles of fun" but none failed to regi:
toured the frats in a combination of
ed toward their journey's climax.
immigration office and pick
the reminder "Just wait until we
pig-tails and war-paint.
After cleanup, his boss suggested.
our turn next yearl"
The pair walked across the Golden
ing a street-car, they danced an imas at the immigration office that Gate bridge.
They stood at the fabupromptu can-can, then tried selling
Jourard was enlightened on a few facts lous corner
of Sunset and Vine in
The Varsity to die amazed
the hot

off

dogs and milk which rounded

the evening.
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Oxford on a Rhodes Scholarship IS
Terms of the will provided some ding of unrelenting juniors, they left
Mr. Jolliffe graduated
400 scholarships of which 11
were their all-day suckers and red
Modern History from Victoria College
awarded in pre-war years in Canada. wheels and took up rags to polish
in
1931, after a brilliant undergraduate

They

Scholarships

pursue studies at Oxford.
will hold an organiCandidates must have completed
at
zation meeting in the Debates Room
least two year's study at
a Canadian
of Hart House on Wednesday, Oct 10
University by October 1st,
1946, and
at 5 p.m. under the leadership
of
must at that date be between 19
and
G. H. W. Lucas, M.A., Associate Pro25 years of age.
However, candidates
fessor of Pharmacy and Pharmacology.
with at least one year's war
Service
Due to an error in Wednesday';
need have completed only one year's
issue of The Varsity the date of the
University study at the time of applicameeting was reported erroneously.
tion, and will be eligible
"if at any
lime during the period October,
1939,

1922,

Calibre of

years ago.

Rhodes

since 1939.

Upon finishing her post-graduate work,
Twenty-five dolars and 24 days took later transferred to an
internment camp
she became a demonstrator and lectur- them 7,000 miles
at Sharp Park, California,
across North Amerii
where for
in physics until her appointment to by car, truck,
freight and foot, and this three weeks he hobnobbed with
miles outside of Toronto, Ed Lute,
German
an assistant professorship in 1941.
week they re-assembled in Toronto :o and Italian seamen and a few
general secretary of the Toronto S.C.M.
pathetic
Long an ardent sportswoman special- piece together The Saga Of The
Thumb Mexicans who had violated justice in
announced today. The camp is planizing in golf and bowling, Dr. Quinlan
1945 edition.
much the same way that he had, but a
ned to give all the S.C.M. organizawill bring the benefit of her experience
They had hitch-hiked to Hamilton little more so. Given the option
tions a chance to get together to plan
at the
as a participating athlete to the W.A.A. early in
June to see Patty Conklin :nd of this time of leaving voluntarily
the coming year's activities and conHer fellow members of the Director- about a carnival job again this summe: or of being
deported, Jourard chose the
sider the task before the S.C.M.
Miss A. E. M. Parkes B.A., of But Patty put thumbs down on
hiring less troublesome departure, wired home
The program will include worship, the Student's Administrative
Council,
\ty students and so the three of for bus fare to Seattle and
took it on
bible-study
and
discussion
periods
W. A. Kirkwood, of St. Hilda's them put thumbs up and were off on the hasty lam.
relative to problems of university life. College, who has
been a member of their trans-continental trek.
He rejoined Marjoribanks and Shaplay party on Saturday night will the governing body since
its incepti
After working a summer for a carni- piro
at Victoria, B.C. where the pair
also be featured.
and six student representatives.
val, they couldn't enjoy an ordinary ~f them
had recently retired from the
job, they had decided as they planned profession
of shack-banging for Colliers
their itinerary. On June 7 they set out which
involves door-to-door subscripequipped with hope, a sense of adventure, tion-peddling.
Bob had found a position
a certain amount of daring, a haversack with the British
Columbia Electrical
and a ground sheet Travelling as a Railway Company
track
camp

fall

1935.
An undergraduate president of
the Rhodes scholars and the University Track Team,
and mei
progress in later life in political ber of the Athletic
St. George Street
was alive last
Directorate, he
and other fields is revealed by a che-:k ow with the London,
night with all the pranks, costumes
England, Min
of Toronto's list of scholarship winnei
try of Health.
and laughter of initiations.
The list contains the names of an
Another Rhodes Scholar from Va
Dressed in green dunce caps, paper
unusual proportion of men prominent
sity is Prof. M. St. A. Woodside, now spectacles and riding on sticks,
the Oc
throughout the Dominion today.
Registrar of Victoria Colege.
Prof.
Edward B. JolHffe, leader of Oncupational
Therapy
freshies
visited
Woodside graduated from the Univertario's CCF party since 1943, went
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At the bid-
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of University College, he is
year wartime
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body wished "to

the
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The student:
high appreciation Argentina on Thursday.
Two scholarships apiece have been
him to this are out on strike in protest to the gov- allotted to Ontario and Quebec,
and
University during a long period of em- ernment's "repressive measures" in the one apiece
to Alberta, British Columployment," Mr. C. E. Higgenbottom, political situation.
bia, Manitoba, New
Brunswick, Nova.
Barricaded in their university buildSecretary to the Board, announced
Scotia, and Saskatchewan. In
addition,
ngs, the students have been engaging
yesterday.
ten Service Scholarships-at-large
are
Dr.
Moure entered the Bursar's n passive resistance until today, when allotted to the Dominion
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tion are available at
the UniversityThe police claim that students fired
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effect
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graduate days at the Syrian university. the home's quarter century of operaDr. R. M. Saunders, associate pro- tion.

of history here, held the history
When she left Japan in 1941, eight
chair at Beirut for several years.
of the girls were happily married.
Oi
Receiving his doctorate from the of the misionar/s happiest
and settling dismoments
putes that would weaken these, said University of Chicago at the age of was when she saw seven girls, the first
21, Dr. Zurayk returned to
Dr. Zurayk.
"In this league, as
Syria for to enter her home, graduate from high
should be in a world organization, each a time. It was last March that he as- school in 1939.
country sacrifices some of its rights sumed his diplomatic post at Washing"It is better to put a fence around
He brought with him an intimate the top of a cliff
for the common good instead of being
than to have an ambuand up-to-date knowledge of
subjugated by some big nation.
conditions lance at the bottom," Miss Websterin the Near East and
their relation to Smith said as she
In an effort to name the ideal of Hie
sumed up the work
activities in the Western
world.
of her home.
Arab States, the Syrian delegate said,
religion,
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of the services rendered by
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tion of the League of Arab States. The
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unwanted
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her route to Indo-China, France used was 21 years of age.
trained
force this June. My land is the centre
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the
Geisha.
Miss Webster-Smith
"I remember fitting extra lecture
of the inter-play of power politics."
into my timetable so I could listen tc told of opening "The Sun-Rise Home
Dr. Saunders when he was lecturing for Little Girls" at her own expense.
Independence and Unity were t!
Here she brought up 86 girls during
at Beirut," he said, recalling his
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Hollywood
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gave

the

turned out, guilty of making an illegal wolf whistle.
They saw an
entry into the U.S.A. He had violated gram—Roundup

Time.

traditional

NBC

pro-

At Grauman's

the alien registration act and it was, on Chmese they
saw Bing Crosby, Bob
the whole, just too bad that he had ever Hope, Bette
Davis, Leopold Stokowski
bought that shirt
and Frank Sinatra giving a benefit
for
Into Sacramento county jail went wounded
servicemen.
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Editorial

WOOICIDE

Rhodes Scholarships
In yesterday's issue The Varsity published an interview with
four exchange students from Smith University, and today's news
columns carry an anouncement of the resumption of the Rhodes
from
Scholarships, which annually collect students by the hundred
across the world to study at the University of Oxford.
Much has been written on the grandiose plans of the late Cecil
Rhodes. It has been said that his was the broadest educational vision
was
of his century it has been urged with equal acumen that he
merely a missionary for the meanest conception of Empire so that
be
his vision was narrowest precisely where it is usually said to

who

Sinner,

in

silence

a respectful

lo preserve
Editor Woo

column are requested

this

Readers of

memory

of

by mounting

last night, distracted

pres-

sure of advertisements, dropped eleven stories into
a waste basket.

Another

of the Varsity staff were the only
mourners, Fearless Fosdick, linotype operator, dis-

Members

Policyholder

;

senting.

;

An

broadest. It will be many years before history settles that argument.
But whatever the worth'of his ultimate ends, there can be no argument about the value of his means as ends in themselves. The Rhodes
Scholarships established on a grand scale what the Smith exchange
system achieves on a small scale, and what should be achieved on a

greater scale far more widely than it is— the exchange of students,
cultures, and points of view between University and University.
The idea of a University, as we shall not tire of reminding you,
prepare them for
is to make its students more intelligent citizens; to
what they must do, and for what they must be. It should make them
more intelligent citizens; but of what? Of a campus? Obviously not
a
the aim is to make them citizens of the world. Unfortunately,
campus of its very nature is something less than a world.
its
withdraw
tends
to
do not mean only that a University

We

We

mean also that a
skirts and maintain its academic isolation intact.
adjustment
University is an organization into which, after a brief
student
period, a student may all too easily fit. It is inevitable that a
learn the
rapidly
wil
bafflement
past the first months of freshman
lectures can be
rules of frictionless campus life. He will know what
and what ones
safely missed, what officials should be cultivated
their
impressed, what organizations can receive him easily to
tone
is fashionable,
intellectual
what
numbers. Worse, he will learn
or eagerness or solid practicality^ or sceptical cynicism,
indifference

and

asume

will

having rounded

The world will soon undeceive him.
That, at its blackest, is the picture of student adjustment. The
fundamental trouble is that he has adjusted himself not to society at
not
large, but to a certain artificial society in particular. We do
man

think of a

as a universially
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Drama Club

Para los

Hombres que

T}ARA

hombres que necesaria-
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1

raente tienen que afeitarse todos
Crema Glider resulta inestimable: es suave ... no irrita . ,
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.

promised

ment

Hace

iersa la piel
la Crema Glider suaviza

Al instante,

— da

instantanea tersura a las
escamosidades superficiales de la piel.
Permite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ras^ de la piel, sin irritarta.
Ayuda a eliminar esa molestia que
la piel

sienten los hombres de piel muy fina
al
afeitarse diariamente, les deja
el cutis
mas suave y mas limpio.

GENEROSA MUESTRA GRATIS
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more and
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entertain
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meeting will take the form of an
formal tea and get-together.
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to date.

.
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all

h
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©anting
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Ground Floor

now

Pupils are

One ticket only will be issued to a
student for each
game. Registration card must be presented
individually
when purchasing ticket.

.

Tickets Not Available Saturday
Students Entrance South Door of Arena Only
STUDENTS MUST BE SEATED BY 2.15 P.M.

direction

of

Da

Cecil

Jr. Interfaculty Track
VARSITY STADIUM
THURSDAY, OCTOBER Ilth, 1:30

::

enrolling

for

our ballroom classes under the

service.

Costa

The Sportswoman

»

has just returned with the
very smartest New York styles
in dancing.

"Our name

TAMMERINC

stands for the best"

Phone now

Bay

1139

for reservations

corner Charles
MI. 5624
St.

By

MORE AD 01

At the risk of repeating ourselves, we beg to present some salient
facts
concerning women's intercollegiate sports. Discontinued in '41
due to a state
women confined their activities to intramural sports. Now

V-E Day

peacetime,

and V-J Day have nominally precipitated the campus into
is—"Can, and should we have inter-

question of the hour

-the

St.,

Toronto

UNIVERSITY LODGE,

The

& A.M., No.

A.F.

G.R.C.

496,

desire to carry

on

in

pre-war style

is

GYMNASTICS

The grapevine

BEGINNERS

optimistically has it that travelling chaos will
lie down
for accommodations, the .theory was hopefully
advanced that
the students living in the city would be able to
provide room for the visiting
teams. The reader will note that these conditions
depend wholly upon the

As

10th

Midway

6611, Local 115

V

ANOTHER GREAT

HIT on VICTOR
HAL MclNTYRE

#

Black Parker's Fountain pen.
around south

Field,

KI

Lost

H. Bucker-

E.

slide-rule.

RECORDS

at his best in

LOST

WANTED
good

this activity.
If you
will still be welcome.

Are the women of Varsity eager to spread the fame of their prowess
by solid support? Or are they content to carry on as during last
year? What

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

A

ADVANCED

Wing, Hart House.
It is not necessary to take all the classes scheduled
for
can turn out only once a week you
This activity may be taken to fulfill attendance requirements for
P.T.

We

opinion.

and Educational Night.

For Further Information Call

During the past five years, Varsity has proved that intramural
sports
can be of consequence. The numerous faculties have
carried on energetic
competitions in a laudable fashion. Intercollegiate
sports will mean concentration on fewer members of .the Athletic Association.
would appreciate
hearing from the readers of this column, to measure the
temperature
of public

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
University

and

Classes in gymnastics will be 'held on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays each week, starting October 8th.
If you are interested in receiving instruction
in this
activity kindly enrol with Mr. Zwygard in
the Athletic

support of the entire feminine student body for their
successful fulfilment.

Meets second Wednesday of every month at 888 Yonge St.
Students who are members of the Craft are cordially invited to attend.

p.m.

hampered by lack of funds,

poor .travelling conditions, and cramped living quarters,
as those perched
happily on upper bunks can testify. It has been
suggested that the funds
can be raised by donations rfrom the women of each faculty,
in '39 style.
shortly.

m.

10, 5.00

(See time schedule elsewhere on this page.)

collegiate sports again?"

n-M-v Jarvle

p.

PARTICIPANTS MUST SIGN THE ELIGIBILITY AND
ENTRY LISTS IN THE ATHLETIC OFFICE HART
HOUSE, PRIOR TO THE CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES
PARTICIPANTS SHOULD REPORT AT THE TRACK
AT LEAST 30 MINUTES BEFORE THE TIME OF
THEIR FIRST EVENT

Polly Mutz

of total war, the
that

Meet

Entries close al the Athletic Office, Wed., Oct.

«

who

Special Discount to Students
and Faculty Members
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or the arena.

BRING ON THE TIGERS!
BRING ON McMASTERl
"BRING ON THE TEA!
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and any who are seriously interested in journalism are requested to
make a special point of attending. The
ents

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
319 BloorSt. W.
Mi 6762
SL Gc«|g
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A

again with a pohceman at the
Stadium. Hec's close friend, Jimmy
Courtwnght of the Toronto police force, has offered
to lend him a coaching hand
Caurhvnght „ a former British Empire
javelin champion and is the holder
of the Canadian javclin record.
...
was scuttled, robbed, sabotoored, and
kmfed by two doity bums. Both Hank Greenberg
and Virgil Trucks should
have stayed m bed. It still Jioits
The pride of Boyceville Wisconsin
Andrew Pafko, is still our man of the hour.
. Even with
Claude Passeau's'
calcium arm, his 34 years and his 17
wins, we are still with the Cubs to
win their first world's championship since the
days of Frank Chance 'way
back there in 1908
take this opportunity to send out a
personal
invitation to all potential sport writers
to attend the TEA party at Wymilwood this evening at five o'clock. ... And when they
say TEA, they aren't

Ken-

generosa muestra gratis a
J. B. Williama
Company (Canada) Limited Dept. 1
LaSaile, Montreal.
Optic

material.

stars.

anounced.

;r

Athletic Association has arranged to reserve
sections
u, H and S, for university students tor these
two games.

.

is

A,ax

Jimrnie Paton's
2 T°Jf
shoulders and boots of last year's
intramural

at

ttie

New

clock.

25.

TICKETS

The

.

.

STUDENT

25.

re-united today a,

.

MONTREAL

ITHANKSGIVING DAY!

over 164 golfers will swing out
The charge, of head coach Warren
Stevens are still ir, there faithfully
plugging away. .
Mel Lawson was in
action with Hamilton on Wednesday
night while Stew Scott has received
permission to give Teddy Reeve a boost
come Monday.
. Jack McReynolds.
Orr and Bark are the kickers on the team,
but the latter

Tea

First full-scale meeting of all depart

ments

.

vs.

with the rally

.

.

6.-ARG0NAUTS

Oct. 8.--BALMY BEACH vs. HAMILTON

With any favors from the old weatherman today,
the tennis singles will
be down to the sixteen. From 200 to 16 in three
days is an organizational
miracle.
St Andrew's and Varsity golfers will be

musicians.

Obtenga un tubo de Crema Glider
j
pruebela hoy mismo. Escriba por

n(

On

Komradl

intends to
hold fortnightly meetings
with recitals

los dfas, la

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
caliente y jabon En seguida, espdrzase
rapidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jamas con Brocha.

activities

Oct.

been

dtsposscssed. The cold, cruel eviction notice
came last night in the
form of ads.
We have yet to discover why page three is so popular with the advertisers
Could be that it is merely an underground movement
to eradicate those pests
called sports writers. If so, we have our union
fee ready. We are ready
wdhng and able to strike at the earliest opportunity.

welcomed all new students interested
in
joining the club, and after
outlining the
club's

.

seems that students are not the only people suffering
from the housing
shortage. As of this morning, the sports
department of The Varsity has
It

Cappadocia
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.

.

was
The

held last night in Brennan Hall.
retiring
president,
Ezio
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By Mickey Michasiw
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College Music and Drama Club
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Listen to

"Canada
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All players are warned to watch for second matches

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.
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ST. HILDA'S COURTS

— Young,

Every Sunday— 2:15 p.m.

Knox
Meds

vs
vs

Hill,

Bryce, S.P.S.
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Butt,

Copies of Talks available on request
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IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
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Mathews, Trin.

Shelley S P S
Bourne, Wye.
Tinker U.C
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Art Gallery

open
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7 a.m.

The

vs.

Church

9.00—Thomas, U.C.

Mace.

Elliott,

SUNDAY SERVICES

Appeal

11 a.m.

To Our Strength"

and 7:30 p m
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SERVICES

fi.cn.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER

Frederick C. Silvester,

Organist and Choirmaster

STUDENTS SPECIALLY

WELCOME

hair dress!

to

vs.

Sculthorpe, Trin.

Rumm, U.C.

Gooderman, Trin.

vs.

1C Gwynne-Timothy
Thomson

A. M. Watson, U.C.
Shenderoff, U.C.

vs.

vs.

10.00— Hendra, Trin.
Mclsaac, St. M.

7th

vs.

vs.

vs

Wed. Evening Meeting

Adamson,

Including Testimonie* of Healing

Yonge and Heath

Streets

through Chriithm Science.

Room

Trin.

vs.

winner

Adamson, Trin.

vs.

Pascal,

Gruson, U.C.
1 1

.00

—

W. A. Cameron

borrowed or purchased.

Richmond

60

West

St.

Will Conduct Public Worship
at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

vs.

Roge, U.C.

winner

Director of Music

A

Graduation

G^vynne-Timothy-fShene^-

Rector:
F. H. Wilkinson,
M.A., D.D.

winner

Adamson-Gwynne-Timothy-Shen-

SERVICES OF

Large

11 a.m.

11 a.m.

3 p.m.

"The Bible And The
Harvest"

---

The Reclor

— Bible

D.,

Knox Midweek

ST.

of Bloor

7 aja., 8 a-m. and 9.30 a.m. Holy
Eucharist
11

— PROCESSION

and

SOLEMN EUCHARIST

Thanksgiving

Introit

"We

Join

in

permitted

to

bring

however,

has

The
shall

dependents

been

to

reserved

Service

Cradle Club Presents

Seholarships-at-

two groups:

m

A

that

will

Saturday, Oct. 6th

Banquet Hall

Tickets $1.00 Each on Sale at Dance.
Broadcast Dominion Network KMO.oO p.m., also
CJBC

Rhod;:

candidates

Dancing 8,30—12.00

ELLIS McLINTOCK

was

England, Europe, or else- ruled.

Service

'X?UR SATURDAY NIGHT PARTY"
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allotted

Trustees, the selection rests.
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Thankful"
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Preacher

Enjoy Evening Service

Rev.
.

.

.

Fireside Hour with Movies,
Music, Refreshments ... at

T RI NITY
United Church
Bloor

&

Robert

Sts.

M.A.,

Motet,
7 p.m.

with the Chimes"

C. J. S. Stuart,

Open Evenings

M.C

"0 Bread

of Life"

Franck

SOLEMN EVENSONG

and

Anthem

"Praise

B

flat,

Stainer

The Lord" Thiman

|

Preacher
Rev. Canon C.

M.A.,

J.

S. Stuart,

M.C

"O Sacred Feast" Willan
Cordial Welcome To All UniverMotet,

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK

|

PROCESSION
Festival Service in

Rev. Arthur Organ, B.A., B.D.

"The Friendly Church

Canon

11-11.15

FOR USED TEXT BOOKS - EVERY COURSE

a.m.—Junior Congregation
a.m.

II

bp

CASH!

THOMAS' CHURCH

HARVEST THANKSGIVING

NOT GOING HOME FOB

Portraits

f.P.C.O.

Huron Street—Just South

Students Specially Invited

not be disqualified by marriage.
question whether married scholars

For each province there is
a SelecWhile ordinary candidates must
tion Committee, in whose
be
hands, sub-j
unmarried, the Rhodes Trustees
have ject to ratification
by the

of Capetown, South Africa

Rev. Robt Barr will continue the
study of the 23rd Psalm, verse 4.

C?.,

Welcome

University Students

By Rev. Robt. Barr, m.a.,

SPS

for future decision.

:

Mus.

EATON

vs.

will be divided into

are

decided

Organlit
Chorlei Peeker,

Carter,

Vic.

where.

THE RECTOR

The

ten

bilization in

Classes

7 p.m.

Harvest"

p.m.!

vs winner Barron-Paterson-Rumm

it

7 p.m.

Wed-, 8

vs.

candidate may apply either for
the
to servicemen in the province in which he ordinarily
lives,
Dominion, the other five to candidates or for the .province in which
he has
m the armed services awaiting demo- taken his University course,
five

THANKSGIVING SERVICE

vs.

Hart, Dent

Oxford,

Harvest Thanksgiving

in

Med.

winer Mackan-Roge
winner Mclsaac-Illiott- Sculthorpe

Grass, U.C,

The

(Spadina and Harboid)

Work

Cleland,

vs.

(Continued from page 1)

Rev. Canon

"Christ at

Vic

Rhodes Scholars

Bloor Street Eait

KNOX CHURCH

Sizes 9 to

AT the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find
our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.
LET us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

SPS

WE
BUY

BOOKSr

MARKET
AND BOOK
EXCHANGE
726

YONGE

sity Students
(1

RA. 1481

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

.

Young Modern's

Mynaham, St. M.
Kruh, U.C. vs. Cunningham, Wye.
12.00—McDonaId, SPS vs. winner Herdra-Thomas-Hickman

§»L Raul's
Anglican Cfjurth

Cordial Invitation to Students

$16.95

.

by

In black with

off

Gruson -Pascal

Balmcr,

Mounfield,

d'alton Mclaughlin

skirt highlighted

YOU WILL LIKE OUR

Science

Rev.

.

Shop, Main Store, Fourth Floor.

St M.

Maclean,

where

Bible and Authorized Chriitian
Literature may be read,

the

15 included.

the

is

with the bands of black-

pink, white or pale green.

<oT.

Grierson, U.C.
winner Thomas-Hickman
winer Elliott-Sculthorpe
winner Patterson-Rumm
winner Gooder ham-Watson

vs.

Vic

Barron,

Bernhardt, Trin.

Public Reading

Dramatic simplicity
.

daring colour contrast

Higgenbottom, Trin.
winner Raisberg- Thornton
winner Bennett-Tinker-Dubell
winner Hendra-Robson

vs.

Wye

"UNREALITY"

Free

.

and the slim black

at 8.00 o'clock

YORKMINSTER BAPTIST CHURCH

.

emphasize your tiny waistline

Hickman, Trin.

vs.

U.C.

Patterson,

SUNDAY SCHOOL

COMMUNION AT BOTH

vs.
vs.

complito date-

TORONTO TENNIS CLUB

of Chriit,

Scientist, in Boston,

Sermon

Knox

Palmer,

—winner Fyfe-Higgenbottom

clouds of

time in this pet of a wool and rabbit's

Kaufman

Raisberg

be trailing

keynote

winner Bennett-Day
B.

Idea!

ments as you go from daytime

St M.

vs.

4.30

Lowther Ave.

at

You'll

winner Patzalek -Waite
Chipman, U.C.

vs.
vs.

The
Very

M.
McDonough, S.P.S.

Vincent,

The Mother Church

of

First

Broderick, St.

vs.

Dear Jove

of Christ, Scientist

St George St

Hev. G. P. MacLeod, M.A.

"Christ's

Church

vs,

vs.

Doran, St M.
Langmaid, Dent
Thornton, S.P.S.

all

christian science
Firjt

vs.

H. Wake U.C.
Day, U.C
winner Stappels-Yolles-Robertson
winner Shelley-Mazell
MaJioney
winner Fine-Coine-Mathews
winner Baker- Shea

vs.

4.00—Fyfe, Meds.

Rev. Geo. C. Pidgeon, D.D

'

Jenkins, For.

week.

11 a.m.

winner Bryce-Jacobs
Shea, U.C.
winner Glass-Dawson
winner Miller-Snyder
winner Tinker-Dubell

vs.

Knox

Tnn.

Dubell,

vs.

vs.

3.00— Pawling, S.P.S.

UNITED Church
Comer Bloor and Huron

Mazell, U.C.
winner Daniel -Tobias

Vs

Davidscon, Trin.

Varsity Arena.

Toronto

vs.

vs.

vs.

—

Royal

the

Alex.

"Walk

answering that of God

winner Coine- Mathews

v

1.00— Patzalek, Dent
Bennett, U.C.
Lewinstein, U.C.
winner S. Moses-Glass-Dawson
Feyerer, Meds.
2.00 Gonzalez, Meds.
McFarland, U.C.
Lawler, Meds.

the following calendar.

to Worship with Us.

vs.

vs.

Alore Meds
Bennett

scarce.

still

Next week's events arc

You are Cordially Invited

Tobias, Trin.

vs.

J.

season has not started

fall

Snyder, Trin.

vs.

vs.

COMIOG EVENTS
The

vs.

Daniels

Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

Dawson, Trin.

vs.

UO

Miller

Vic

St M.
Robe rs ton, Trin.

vs.

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

the day's

i

5

Mahoney, St M.

vs

C(^ A
cdc
— staples,

iri no
lu.uu

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

ART, MUSIC a

eaton's

draw,

Dept. of History, University of Toronto

CFRB

DRAW

TENNIS

Modern World"

1945

5,

Auld Made Advisor

C.

F.

West

For

Indian Students

PROFESSOR AULD REPLAC ES

DR.

The Undergraduate Newspaper

HANCOCK

The appointment

of Professor F. C. Add, Professor of
Jurisprudence in
Law, to the position of advisor to the West
Indian students
I
University of Toronto has been announced
by President Sidney Smith
Professor Auld is replacing Dr. J. E. M. Hancock,
,vho is now on the
staff
cf Dnlhousie University.
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the School of

9,

the

West Indian students began to arrive at Toronto
when transportation facilities were disrupted between

An

Britain.

at the start of the

the

West

arrangement was made with the
University of
students wishing to practise law in Gt Britain
or

Z West

degrees at the University of Torono
that such students must be called to Uie bTr
to their

The

in

Gt

Indie, ,„A

T™Z.
,

,

,

bSL.

a

Leaving behind them the only group
on the campus whose n
numbers
™'*" are
decreasing, some of the law students have
left for
.
courses there
Some have remained, believing
>*-"<-vjng as one 1"?
! that
u"
student exp amed.
.,
«„
a certain value to a degree from
U,ere
the University of

pi

,

-

graduation

£J

.

Toronto."

they

proceed to

will

Britain where they

West

Other

at

Indian

the

Gt.

students

university

are

through

scholarships set up under the Stookdale
Scheme.
These scholarships students

are graduate doctors and engineers
taking special one-year courses in Puolic Health
Five students are in each

one from British Guiana, one
from Jamaica, one from British Honduras and two from Trinidad.
course,

The Stockdale Scheme sprang from
West Indian Welfare
Commission appointed by the Colonial
Office in 1939 to survey economic and
the report of the

social

conditions

As

result,

a

lished

to

dents

to

West

West

the

in

specially

improve

Indies.

were

scholarships

equip

estab-

selected

conditions

stu-

in

tlie

Indies.

Better Debates

—

Nominations

Occur Next Wee

Universities

Universities

—

Vancouver, Oct.
training

the University of Manitoba COTC,
has native
informed the Military Committee that

COTC

the

to

Lt.-CoI.

would be returned to the

Officer

6— (CUP)

has ben offered as
physical

G.

M.

training

Shrum,

alter-

similar

to

year

last

year

at

ther stated.

the

School,

debates

I.S.S. plans

by

of

the

35

who

furfor this year artillery,

worked

last

year

women

in the

life

of

the

engineer.

The Engineering Parliament, or Debating Club
the

is

Engineering

a society controlled by
Society with the ob-

jective of giving student engineers

opportunity to express
to

get

With
of

experience

this

their

of

the

parliament but rather

a

is

the

and

ideas

public

in

objective there

the formality

speaking.

very

little

other student
series

of

in-

formal debates and impromptu speeches.

Those who are interested are asked
watch the Varsity for an announcement of the first meeting which will
to

take place within

the present week,

Chapel Service

Ends
Last

last

years

campaign,

President

tactical

exercises,

open

and "but

you

will

wear -khaki uniforms

instead of blue ones."

and

Dr.

Initiation

night

in

Victoria

chapel

to

the

International

Student Service.

Gossage

Praises Urquhart

For Handling Health Service
The

expansion

of

the

University

Lamp

Learing to

the

their candles
|

Kenny
Page

3.

the Health Service serves every
student in the University except the

prepared at the Regis-

Classics Club,

freshies,

the latter

lit

from those of their com-

Former Bursar

Now

trar's Office,

Soph-Frosh Banquet

Simcoe

Hall.

Dies Suddenly
Frank Louis

Rev.

Barber,

less

on guest speakers

according

President Martin Ostwald,

IV

Dr. Barber, a graduate of Victoria Col-

and Edinburgh University, became
bursar

of

Victoria

librarian in 1924,

College

to

Classics

U.C.
meetings,

November

The fire inspector
down and the torches

1921,

At the time of his death Dr. Barber
held the degrees of Bachelor of Arts,
Doctor of Laws, and Doctor of Philosophy.

Ordained a minister

in tlie

Methodist

Church, Dr. Barber was one time pastor
of Guelph, Preston, Listowel, London,

and St Clair Ave. United Churches.
Dr. Barber who had travelled extensively in Asia, Russia, the

Holy Land,

the Pacific Islands and South America,
made use of his foreign experience in
of the

Manager

Canadian Journal of Religious

Thought

Future of Physics

in

and superintendent of

buildings in 1933.

He was

the author of

Philosophy of John Wesley" and

"The
Ex-

periments of Color Aesthetics.
lias

put his foot

will be imitation

Is

Lecture Topic

and ones.

panions.

Two

Agendc

former

librarian of Victoria College, died
suddenly at his Toronto home last week.

his capacity as Director and

Activities Scheduled on U.C.

of

McLin-

STUDENTS

participation

handed the

Joe,"

DIRECTORY
OF STAFF AND

mock

sophomores

"Paradiddle

saxophonist-arranger,

To Hear Mcllwraith

son, Col. George Drew, Dr. William
court preceded the ceremony Boyd and Dr. W. E. Blatz.
Other
at which Pegi Brown played the judge meetings and discussions
will be held on
supported by jurymen, charwomen and every second
Thursday throughout tlie
This year's program of the U.C.policemen.
season, to which students of all faculDr.
Brown explained the college ties are invited.
Trinity Classics Club will place more
crest to the students.
Then Miss Mcemphasis on student

the

Pastor's
tock's

Campbell, share critics kudos.

Arts and Letters

In the past the Club has presented
such speakers as Miss Marion Ander-

pherson and Dr. Bennett in their tui
welcomed the first year girls. Aft:

McLinlock

4 days to go.
Health Service under the directorship
of Lt-Col. Ian Urquhart in the past three
With Saturday comes McMaster.
divinity students of Knox and
Trinity
years was highly commended by the
Colleges.
A completely equipped in- Page 3.
permanent Director, Dr. C. D. Gossage, firmary has
been set up, and the Woin an interview with The Varsity on
men's Health Service has been brought
h-s return from active service this fall.
under the University control.
When Dr. Gossage returned to
These developments, Dr. Gossag;
On Thursday October 11th at 6.45 active service in January 1942 tlie explained,
have been carired on byLte Arts and Letters Club of the Medi
University Health Service which he had
Cof. Urquhart under the most trying
il
Society will hold its
opening just started to reorganize was serving conditions, and with such
a shortage of
meeting at Wymilwood Professor T.
only the first and second year Arts staff
that the results are little short of
Mcllwraith,
Anthropologist
Students.
Lt-Col. Urquhart, who is miraculous.
of
Royal Ontario Museum will speak
now remaining with Dr.. Gossage as
Dr. Gossage expressed his appreci"Race and Race Prejudice" and fol- Assistant Director, obtained leave of
Students are requested to
lowing his lecture will lead discussion absence at that time to carry on the ation or having Lt-Col. Urquhart cai
verify
their
addresses
on
with now as Assistant Director. It
on the subject.
reorganization of the Health Service
and telephone numbers
The purpose of the Arts and Letters tfiile Dr. Gossage proceeded
will
enable
the service to -have
for
the
Directory
of Staff
Club is to bring Medical students to- s A.D.M.S. of the 1st Cdn. Div.
Director present at all times.
gether with men and women of other
and Students now being
exchange of ideis
on subjects outside the Medical course.

the

school.

Tony Pastor and

faculties for the free

traditional can dleligh ting service closed
the freshie initiation:

A

Students have succeeded in bringing
Women's intercollegiate sport to be
their case before the public in
spite of
resumed, according to decision of new
press restrictions forbidding any
menthletic
directorate
under president- tion of
the crisis by setting up their
elect Mrs. W. A. Kirkwood. Page 3.
own radio station in the engineering

Ellis

Stul-

NEWS

INSIDE

larger committee than indoor range firing and military history.

the famous controversy of berg hopes that Varsity students will
on the subjec tof the im- again this, year give their full support

portance of

to a report carried by the New York daily PlM last Friday the
University of La Plata has been attacked by Government police
armed with
tear gas and some 300 students barricaded therein
have been placed
under arrest
_

both

commanding sabers and

nominations for this year's
committee

this

According

NRMA

According .to R. A. Singer IV S.P.S. will take place at the meeting. ReChairman of the Engineering Parlia- membering previous accomplishments
ment there are to 'be more and better "f I.S.S. and the hilarious events of
debates

STUDENTS SET UP RADIO STATION

Military

an

C.O.T.C. and Omd
voluntary status this year. The
decision H. N. Mclldoy,
commander of the
The University, which is located in the capital city of Buenos
of the senate is expected to release
Aires
the U.N.T.D. at the
University of British Province had defied the
The International Student Service, University's military
government order to resume its normal activity.
organizations, the Columbia.
Civilians joined the University students who were
an organization designed to aid stu- COTC and the
UNTD, from the comled by University ViceThe
period
of
military
training
President Martinez Cibelli in resistance to the police.
dents throughout the world, will
be pulsory basis on which they have been
be three hours a week for twenty weeks
functioning again this year President operating for
Similarly the High Council of the University of
the past six years.
Buenos Aires announced
with the emphasis on leadership so
Gordon Stulberg assured The Varsiltneir unanimous decision to close the University
"The program in affect during the
in open defiance of the governto
produce potential officers.
The
week-end.
"Our post-wa: later war years, which closely paralleled
ment ultimatum that unless the Unistudents
will
be
paid for the parades c
plans," he said, "are the
versity
rebuilding of the training of men called up under
resume
normal
activity
it
on the campus but will be able to
the universities
in
g
would be permanently closed. Students
prisoner of wai the
has been modified" said
their discharge without delay from
camps in Europe, Canada and
any
barricaded in the University stated
'The new policy is deth( Major Tallin.
of the services.
United States, where the P.O.W.'s
through their "Occupation Board" that
cat signed to achieve the original purpose
take courses leading to
It
is
not yet known whether air
they fully expected a police attempt
a degree froir of the COTC, namely to qualify students
Golf Tournameni
,o
the University of London."
for commissions in various branches
force
eject
training, discontinued before the
them but that there would be no
of
School's
Spence,
Ball,
Stee and
"We strongly urge all of last year's the army and stimulate interest in all end of the
armed resistance. "We will continue
war, will be started up again. Simonson capture top honors in Fricommittee and any others
to
withdraw to the last stronghold,
who are in- problems of national defence."
If there are enough interested
we will day's intramural tournament U. C. where we will
terested,
particularly
he program will be closely cosing the national anthem
ex-servicemen
See page 3.
lake arrangements to give you some squad runners up.
and women to attend the
while
police are battering down the
organization,, ordinated with the students' time-tables
meeting next week," the
doors" they said.
yet offer subjects like motor mechanics, sort of training," said Col. Shrum,
president
Intercollegiaies

demand an even

For Engineers

At Western

Winnipeg, Oct. 6. (CUP) Maj...
G. P. R, Tallin, Commanding Officer
of

I-S.S.

Defy Order
To Resume Normal Activity

Military Training Voluntary

Upon

called to the

ivifl .be

bar after further studies.

studying

"T

?

POLICE STORM LA PLATA UNIVERSITY

ki

T

""^

a

or.lv

war
r,

That's the ultimatum that faces officials planning the U.C. Soph Frosh to

A

series of ten lectures called

"Phy

:s for the Future" will commence Fribe held in the Crystal Ballroom of the
day evening October 12th. These lecKing Edward Hotel this Wednesday.

tures will take place in

Room

43 of the

C. C. F. Club

To Form Groups

The passing of the flaming torch— symPhysics building.
bol of knowledge has been in past years
On Friday evening, October 5th, Roy
The first lecture on "Radioactivity
a
traditional part of the U.C. Soph
papers; and for the December meeting
and the Atom Bomb" will be given by Clarke, third year president of the UniFrosh ceremonies. But U.C Lit and
rsity
a puppet performance is planned. The
C.C.F. Club opened the first
Professor John Satterly. Although he
W.U.A. executives have this year been
puppets, directed by James Reaney, II
worked on this subject for his Doctor meeting of the season.
forced to abandon the realism of a live
A bare handed attack with an empty viewed, declined to comment about his English Lang, and Lit. U.C, will enact flame. The torches are to be artificially of Science degree Professor Satterly is This yea rthe club plans to form inbetter known on the campus for his terest groups to study the running corevolver and flying fists which forced winning the D.S.O.
translation of a Roman comedy. illuminated.
Instead,
he is
liquid air lectures.
"Isotopes and the oeratives and the basic facts of socialism,
a group of Nazis into submission won quoted as saying, "The men with
Special guests at the Soph Frosh ban-nz Negotiations are also being carried o
Atom Bomb" will be given by Professor and they plan to sen da representative
The Distinguished Service Order f.tr did a wonderful job."
quet are to include Dr. Sidney E. Smith
production by tlie U.C. Player'
Ireton, "Uranium and the Atom to the coming C.C.F. Conveniton.
J.
a former Divinity student of the Uniand Prof. W. R. Taylor, who will adWhen discharged he intends to pick Guild of Euripedes' Hippolytus.
Bomb" by Professor Elizabeth Allin and
The floor was opend to discussion of
versity of Toronto.
dress the 700 first and second year stuup the threads of his college career
At the first meeting of the club, to
mufacture of the Atom Bomb" the functioning of the party in other
dents in attendance.
Capt. Norman A. Ballard went into to seek the future he postponed in orde
by Professor A. D. Misner.
provinces. A member of the University
be held on Thursday, Oct IS, at St.
into the army in December, 1942, aiter to personally
Gord
McCaffrey,
Lit
president,
Ross
beat into submission an;
Hilda's, Professor H. A. Thompson, of
Two lectures on the Electron Micro- from Prince Edward Island said that in
McLean, sophomore president, and the
five years in arts and theology.
The Nazis too tough for his regiment to
tlie
Department of Archaeology will yet-to-be-electcd president
scope are to be given by Professor E. F. his province the party was just in the
question now being pondered by the handle.
of the U.C.
speak
Burton
and Mr. S. G. Gillis. Professor initial tages of organization with Prince
on
Apulia.
Professor
Thompson freshies will also speak.
staff in Theology is whether it was beCaptain Norm Ballard went to
has only recently returned to Canada
Burton who is identified with the build- County being the only one with an accause of, or in spite of, his years as a i:> 1942 as a reinforcement officer
of
from that part of Italy where he was
ing of the first Electron Microscope in tive group of members.
Theolog that Norm Ballard got the the Royal Regiment of Canada and
attached to Naval Intelligence. Up to
North America will spcakon its developinspiration for a fist-flying free-fox -all- transferred to the 4Sth Highlanders
May of this year, he was stationed at
ment Mr. Gillis having worked on the
Chess Exhibition
with a bunch of German soldiers.
After the Italian campaign he went to
search for the army.
The others will
Bari in charge of tlie Adriatic theatre
machine in the Physics building for the
When he captured the group, Capt. France and Belgium and subsequently
"Eldorado" by Professor A. A. Brant
ting the resistance groups in Yugopast year will lecture on recent idEverybody is welcome to a simBallard was at the Hitler Line in Italy home
"the Age of the Earth" by Professor
N.
slavia, Albania and Greece.
vances.
ultaneous
chess
exhibition
by
C.
with the 48th Highlanders, the same
B. Keevil, and "Seismic Prospecting,"
His brother, P.O. Donald Ballard,
The meetings of the Classics Club
A. Crompton, on Thursday, OctoGeophysics will be the subject of the by
glorious 48th which captured the heart erved with the Royal Canadian Navy,
Professor J. H. Hodgs on.
are open to all students and faculties.
ber 11th at seven forty-five p.m.
last
four
lectures,
"The
of Toronto in the dramatic ceremonies' nd his sister, Mill
Precambrian
These lectures which will be given in
G. Marie Balhr.l President Ostwald
emphasized that clasin the Music Room at Hart House.
Shield" the first of these will be given the
of a few weeks back.
Home in Brant- wis with the Canadian Women's Arm/ sics students from Victoria
above order are open to the public
were speIf possible, please
bring a chess
by Professor J. T. Wilson who is at although
ford now, Capt. Ballard, when inter- Corps.
they are planned especially for
cially welcome.
set
present Director of Operational
Re- the students of the University.

Former Theolog Flays Foe

With Flying

Fists,

in

and

January, have been set aside for student

—

Gun

C
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Books

Editorial

Hemingway and

War

The Permanent

Steinbeck

little we
On our front page this morning there appears what
the Argentinian
have been able to find out about the student strike at
and
contradictory
the
from
University of La Plata. It is impossible,
columnists, and
even self-contradictory reports of press bureaux,
matter
that
for
as
happening;
is
experts, to make out exactly what
m any issue
to find out what is really happening

impossible
importance.

o

staged a sit-down in
It is dear that the La Plata students have
students are strikorder to forestall a lockout, and that Venezuelan
But
political motive.
ing in sympathy, apparently with an extra

purpose

pose

against outward pressure, and against inner dissolution.
In the same way a man may be said to wage continual war
degenerato remain alive—war against calamity without and against
tion within. The war a man wages to remain alive is an unconscious
war; so also is the struggle for survival of a University unconscious.
at

war

The pressure

danger

graver

in

assault

It

of

Correspondence

something

pressing peril

may become a

It

trade-school, for

sometimes pected hourly that

it

outlawed

ex-

turnip termites.

while, Insect Minister Pew has issued
pleasures a proclammation giving full power to
here by Toi
everyone on earth to deal with the

worthy

<

",

scarcely

more

realistic

menace without

retroactive

delay,

to

yesterday.

hi?h

with

Jeffcrsonian,

a

is

Mean-

Saroyan-lik

his

— represented

— seems

for

Word

termites have been

all

humor and

the

one who, according to Mr. Covici,

Flat

—even

"»

is

Local Yokel of the Union of Buttonand riper Hole Measures is moving a vote of

humanity."

most

the

and

;

somewhere

my Grapes

under discussion has been on

mind for some time, and the concluhave been the

arrived at

sions

result

of IVrath arc included but they

it's

like

indeed

It

with several

may and

years

of

become

all these things, or any of these
business experience behind me, I feel
and cease to be a University
qualified to add my plea for a "scieniiwith the function of teaching all knowlic
guidance department" in the Uniedge.
It may become any of
these
ersity of Toronto.
things, or all of them,

Jlrt,

if
its students
slacken in their permanent war.
I see misfits on every side of me, and
Since a University is largely its
stu- though I do not lay claim to psych>

dents,

going,
fall

it

cohere

apart

tions,

go where

will

if

while

its

they

students are analytic
cohere, and

they fly in different direc-

pursuing

different

dents must determine

to

aims.
learn,

Stuif

for all philosophies,
all directions, all
desires, are matters of
proportion. And
is

by agreeing upon our

common

aims that wc can side with the
Argejv
timan students, locked heroically

h.

their

classrooms

burst

outside.

number

it

it

observant

every

of our

person

a

that

classmates are

College Life

the

ilh

boys

the

Should attestation be required

to the curring both in the dialogue

that standards of art change,

Student Prince provides it-

cases, year after year.

The

Yet

to

modern youth

it

exists

their

train

to

and

They would

Paris

—

in

in the

take the

1830,

shortly

They are, on the whole, older than
W.H.K. the average pre-war student, yet a few

may

From one

nostalgia lies heavy upon it

tions just

lead of

in

If

I

the early twenties,

non-existent,

It
ies

I

The

be

42-a.

Night Office

Y.M.C.A., and, I
Y.W.C.A.,
maintain
a
ie

believe,

Blanche Stanley, 4T6

Night Editor: Barbara Hood
Assistant: Percy Schaffer

Pol.

seems to be a dictum that the

stor-

must be en- imparts several bright moments
The Student Prince production.
Alexander Gray
Prince's

tutor,

with

sings

a

2.30-8.30

Children's Photo Contest

class starts Fri. 8.30

Phone now for reservations.
1139 Bay St. corner Charles

Games, Amusements
Many Other Attractions
Students' Luncheon

Special

I

MI. 5624

50c (Admission included).

UNIVERSITY LODGE,

A.F.

& A.M., No.

496,

G.R.C.

to the
as

the

pleasant

baritone voice.

Students may want to sec the producat the Royal Alexandra to heir
what people enjoyed in the twenties.
But I must warn them to adapt a
academic point of view.
tion

—

Meets second Wednesday of every month at 888 Yonge
Students

who are members

of the Craft

St.

are cordially invited to attend.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

10th

University and Educational Night.
For Further Information Call

Midway

6611, Local 115

PHILIP PRECOMA

$art louse Pulletin Poarb
Friends of Great

Music

Sci.

of interest to

—

FASHION SHOWS

dancing.

as the

duly neglected.
Inquires
about the
by the Albeneri Trio.
The Budapest
should be addressed to the A.M. & D.
Quartet,
Joseph Szigoti, and Egon
correspondent and those who think as Petri.
These arc all first rate artists editor or to Victor Mann, 883 Logan
he does will appear in our
and their appearance in Toronto will Avenue.
columns at an early date. ed.)
make musical history.
PHILP FREEOM AN
II

{An announcement

10th

All Day and All Evening

point of view, the contradic-

Service, but these institutions

Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. MacDONAJJD.. BJL

Wednesday, Oct.

styles

add to the comedy.

are taxMusic lovers on the campus will be
The programs are to consist of clas
ed to capacity and charge a high fee
Editor-in-Chief
interested in an organization called the sical works not widely
W. Hugh Kenner. EA.
known. And
Women's Editor
.Peggy Bates, 4TB for their service. Is there any reason Friends of Great Music.
It was this so the group is making the double
Managing Editor BobertR. Robinson, 4T8 why the
conUniversity of Toronto
group that brought Arthur Schnabel tribution to the cultural life of this city
Assistant
Garry Rea-Airth, 4T7
prepare
the
future
citizens
of Canada to Toronto last May.
Make-up Editor
Phil Shackleton, B-A
This year their in bringing the finest of artists to play
Ar-slstant
Virginia Fox. 4T8 to take their right and useful place
.
in program lias been enlarged and they
News
Editor
George Forster, 4TI
meritorious works which have been unAssistant
Barbarn K. Hood. B.A society?
e. h. buckek-field,
intend to sponsor four programs given
Assistant.

New York

cast

the

Counselling

(Corner Carlton and Church Streets)

of the present company is
notable, Nina Vareb
Grand Duchess is outstanding.
Her comedy bordering, on burlesque,
'

'crsities.

Room, Rm,

Unlverolry College
Business Office

for

might have not particularly

do not always guarantee sound
commits the more serious error ol
judgement
In this instance, if they creating a false mood. A Victorian roTboUndong rrnd utJ^N^vjpJi^i^^'
should by chance graduate into a
manticism is superimposed on an early
Established 1880
for which they had no aptitude,
eighteenth century scene, with resulting
Member Canadian University Press
the results would be pitiful.
This is
Published five times a week by tho
iituation today, and the sole cause inconsistencies that cannot stand up to
Students' Administrative Councli of the
University of Toronto.
Opinions ex- of this is the lack of
a "scientific gur the scrutiny of the modern analytical
pressed In these column* are not necessarily the official opinions of the Stu- dance department" at
the
Canadian audience. Impossible situations keep
dents' Administrative Council.
Editorial

enrolling

wrong approach.

the

attached to light operas

tirely inconsistant

years

would date no earlier than 1912.
But taking operettas lit-

I

so on.

cannot be meant for the younger

;

enjoyed it

while the gas-bombs

And
erally

set

from had been young

exams.

which

etta

There,

cannot change

course to course, nor can they afford
to fail

properties.

The Rom- next

sorry appears almost ridiculous in its romanexcesses.
The revival of the op? -

am

students.

in

large

same condition

cx-Service

(and girls)

1830

in

New

'

o say that

Maple Leaf Gardens
now

Pupils are

g operetta must have thrilled our before Stevenson completed the first
square parents or it would not be coming back locomotive. His study was lit by lamp

In many

the fault of youth, but I

is

clear

BAZAAR & CARNIVAL

j^tuhics of Jaticuig
our ballroom classes under the
direction of Cecil Da Costa
who has just returned with the

Drama

Music and

Hadassah Organization
of Toronto

gaCosrta

very smartest

fact

must be

round holes.

not pegs in

knowledge, then such knowledge
as
they do learn in its right
proportion;

all

it

powers,

P.M.

the full

practical

things,

loth, 5

emphasize that the only way

n> as he was being thrown around the
power of this novel is Mining Building, "this termite plague
read the whole book. There are a threatens the very foundations of our

iply

realize

that

a chamois bootrag.

ROTUNDA

U. C.
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''Why." he said,

the least he can do.

I

finish,

EX-SERVICEMEN COUNCILLORS

com-

we have read of many discussions with prominent
number of selections from other books University."
one Canadian Univeri in all
walks of life.
some of Steinbeck's best known
Whatever you do, remain calm.
sity has introduced, by request, a cours;
is
an cx-Serviceman entering my short stories.
Whafs a few holes in the ceiling?
in fish-worm farming.
It may become
)nd year of Arts at an age when
an anthology, the Hemingway Everyone's living under a strain these
an issuer of passports to jobs, as even
:tion
is
more interesting, 'Mal- days
it graduates of the University have
today too many students use it
It
( Continued on page 4)
HoHMONF
li;d
down into their chosen work,
may become an applier of social superinstance

• FRESHMAN EXECUTIVE
• LIT. TREASURER
• FOURTH YEAR PRESIDENT
• PANEL OF FOUR

thanks to the government.

Of Mice And Men,

versity will cease to be a University at
all.

COLLEGE
ELECTIONS

However, a special guard has been
pletely satisfying of Steinbeck's longer thrown around all University buildings.
Id like to commend you for the
is,
is presented
complete in this He's mighty tired of being thrown
editorial of October 3rd. The subtic.
Several selections from The around all the buildings, but he feels

fine

Uni-

poverty

hopes

ject

that the

is

but

Certainly

thoroughly

Dear Sir

sion ceasing to be altogether.

The

Steinbeck nas promised immediate steps.

favorites.

things;

past

of

than of

THE REAL DANGER

his

fine

tilla

than of under compul-

else,

of

dwelling on

danger of Editor, The Varsity,

ceasing to be a University by becoming

UNIVERSITY

lack of

seems that most of his best work

Wanted

is

the

written

the

'o

is

it would be interesting
Poop, a special signature conveying a
arn what he thinks of the develop- great deal of meaning.
ment of a writer who is presumably
We understand the government has

repeat;

likely

suicide

graver

in

is

wc

'Nothing stops these termites, noth-

has chosen, and

Advice

not

is

say

attending

up
comprehensive the hysterical crowds.
Then he sped
s.
We have a right to know why to Simeoe Hall to fill in his reportPascal Covici. included the pi
Iggnutz
signed
542.
secret file No. J

volume

one

The University

it

or two

termite

classes at the University."

American writers. As handy
"What was that you said?" asked a
Elections, they have the added values Pass Arts frosh. "I didn't quite get it"
good binding.
.f compactness and
The University Police force, running
The chief weakness of the Steinbeck
from all directions, quickly dispersed

housing

there,

is

University

the

crumble before

IS a

there

safely

portant

indignant editorialist slams at crackpot professors with their heads in the air, he is challenging the University's
Every time an inexpert pen-pusher writes to inright to survive.
form Mr. Editor that the Universities are all right, he supposes, but
certainly not doing anything practical, he is accusing you and me of
wasting our time. Every time an alderman with one eye on the

but

we may

reader with a good general review of ing, nothing, nothing, nothing. Do you
much of the best work of these two im- hear, nothing, nothing, nothing."

Every time an

ach versus the empty head.

the ten-

10)

summarized as follows: "With-

is

exaggeration

—

THE OPPOSING FRONT

that

of

a cross-section

single author,

which
out

in only text, but they do provide the

will

proclaims

the pur-

incomplete to be recommended as know."

too

correspondence columns, over a period of months,
convince the candid observer that the pressure is real enough.
Public hullaballoo has been raised over allegations of communism in
the classrooms, charges of draft-dodging on the part of students,
protests that the University mulcts public funds to teach the sons of
the public nothing useful or even something dangerous.
in particular their

sewage or a new City Hall doorknob
must come before education, he is insulting the starving students of Chiaa
and their valiant war of the full stom-

And when

(Inside News, page

importance.
Hortecture, the little oak storehouse.
Both the Viking Portable Steinbeck rified whispers filtered through the
and the Viking Portable Hemingway tense crowds.
(each $275, MacMillan in Canada)
hear they have 150 Schoolmen
'I
They qre under observation
re fairly good anthologies.
you
blockheads,

There is little immediate prospect of the University of Toronto
succumbing to outward pressure, though a study of the daily papers,

ballot-box

of a

of

regardless

inclusion,

The

In the emergency the editor of

Varsity has issued a short message of
50,000 words

dency to include only the best leaves
Early this morning crowds of stugaps which render difficult a true dents stood in solemn groups around that
understanding of his development ind magnificent masterpiece of modern archi-

open.
is

its

sufficient

generally

is

to present

is

work

remain

to

category

in for

THE TWIN FOES

Their stomachs are re-

!

Toronto

literary merits.

its

war

is

me:c
war, British literature, etc.), the
that a piece falls within the re-

a permanent and universal war.

of the Terrible Termites

struck

this

if

fact

quired

The Tribe
has

sponding to the call of the delicious,
to collect literature dealing mellow
meal of the University of
(freedom,
subject
specific

one

Uniseems plain that the students are defending the right of the
In so striving, in defending that right
versity to remain open.
they are doagainst (we are told) sabres, truncheons, and tear-gas,
into the open
ing nothing especially new. They are merely bringing

For

purpose.

basic

their

,t

it

at

is

weakness of most collections

:al

We

It

won't be any houses.

,

invariably to dsthat they tend almost

what exactly is at issue it is impossible to discover.
are not sure who is trying to
One issue at least is clear.
what justice; but
close the University of La Plata, or why, or with

Every University— this one included— is

pertinent

is

to

omitted, and
the anthology must be
if
So you're worried about the housing
Jmost any reviewer can find some- shortage? Relax. Forget it In no time
seems
thing among the omissions that
at all there won't be any problem. There
him worthy of inclusion. But the

.

.

reviewers,

critical

that

always prime bait
Obviously much
the general theme

are

Anthologies
fitr

it is
f

1945
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HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
The Glee Club

will hold its second rehearsal at 5 p.m.
in the Music Room today. Dr. Peaker will continue
to administer voice tests to determine each man's
position in the Glee Club.

HART HOUSE COMMITTEES' DINNER
Any members

of Hart House Committees who have
not yet secured a ticket for the Committees' Dinner
on Thursday, 11th October are asked to come to the
Warden's office and get a ticket as soon as possible.
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Spe nce, Bal l To p Golf Tourney

Intramural Sports

Friday's Play To Decide
Intercollegiate Team
Tournament gave out, with nearly all of
any was needed, that St. use for the day Most

Friday's Intramural

ample proof,

Andrews
game,
80

is

a

— two

if

in

participants also

Here And There Wilh Football

Spence and fevered brows and drown troubled
Gord Ball with 76's while the majority spirits.
staggered around in ninety-someodd.
Spence and Ball shot good golf, very
The 'also rans' found themselves ; good golf, but both complained about un-

—

pleasant afternoon's golf in the stimulat-

controllable putters.

Spence

With Saturday comes McMaster
With McMaster comes the first

—no

weather

rain

carry things to extremes

nor

sun

—

and for fifty
had it for cheap.
Winter rules were the style for the
tournament, and rightly so due to *he
water-logged fairways and bunker mudpuddles. This helped the boys considerably over the tough championship lay-

.pennies the fellows

it

11

— S.50

CARROLL GLENN

The

Violinist

School

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Ad.

?5,

U. of T.

men

to represent

Redmen

form

his practice

if

any indication.
Johnny Tyler is another practice standout
Those Clubs sure insist on doing things the hard way
That seventh
game tomorrow should be the game. They will come through. They must
come through. Mortgages are burdensome.
.

.

Please, Please, Cubs.

Hit

Four Days To Gol

in Intercollegiate competition

The Students' Choice:
Dl.p.r

[

St

R A. S151
—

r

En

Fhjtlel

G curs 5

AeIl

-

Griiicd

The Sportswoman
By

»

A New
A
ing

Quick, accurate repair

service.

Stylish, quality glasses at reasonable prices

For Efficiency

CALL US I

Special Discount to Students
and Faculty Memben

The

was.

it

ing to custom.
1921,

is

W.

new

will

voted

champs

more

energetic practice sessions are in order, for the

is

at stake.

rotation system

swimming

teams.

is

to

contribute

is

as

Varsity will play

expected to be taken early

still in the embryo stage.
All we can hopeToronto will probably send a team to McGill. McMaster
has not yet been heard from.

that

small reservation has been

may go on IF

sports
is

is

there are

made

in the great plans.

no displays of unnecessary

to rule out high costs of such a venture.

As

Intercollegiate

hospitality.

railway fares are

still

This
un-

sympathetic concerning reductions, expenses are a factor to be seriously considered.
Perhaps the railway officials will present a Christmas present of
special rates to the

Canadian Public.

Back To The Intramural Scene

PARTICIPANTS SHOULD REPORT AT THE TRACK
AT LEAST 30 MINUTES BEFORE THE TIME OF
THEIR FIRST EVENT
Don Humble who plays trombone betthan most of the men in the so-called
big-time—he plays both lead and hot
Ellis is a symphony man who has
To all intents and purposes we went
down to the Maple Leaf Gardens last turned to dance work. He both a
Friday to review the Tony Pastor band. lovely round tone and a very impressive
But since Tony's band didn't impress technique; all that is required is an
Right now he is on a
us much and Ellis McLintlock's relief original style.
outfit did we have decided to devote combination James-Spivak kick, which
can
and
does
become
boring.
But all
a deal of space to the Toronto band.

Speaking of Swing

ter

Tony first. For your money you is forgiven when yon hear those Camrhythm section, a fair bell arrangements the big reason why
sax quintet, and a not so fair brass we predict success for the boy with the
septet Tony also regaled the audience golden horn.

—

with a song or two.

how you go

for

It all

depends on

gravel-throated

the

school of chaunteurs as to whether you

We

thought yourself regaled.

were

re-

galed to the greatest extent on Confessin'

CLASSIFIED

Lefs Do It.
Kid brother Stubby's trumpet playing
characterized by much buccal distension and a very nice tone both of
which were much in evidence on I Surrender Dear,

and an up-tempo Whisker-

The big

ng.

Some

year

1st

Reasonable.

Dental

Call

KI

equipment.

5848.

event of the evening to

most of the fans was the inevitable
Paradiddle Joe Joe in this case being

—

Jimmy
drum solos.
one

We

Vincent.

don't

Brown

wallet,

tion

and

registra-

money,

admit-to-lecture

Joyce Pratt,

etc.

other band in Canada can

modern sounding

containing

is

young man named Kenny Cambell
who plays baritone sax and arranges.
He is competent as a sax-man but he
*
much more than competent as an

No

LOST

like

In the McLintlock orchestra there

HY.

cards,

4466.

WANTED

library

we are Bert Niosi fans too. His
vn
jumpy mstrumentals such as
ivingiit Far Lil, and such trite pop
tunes as I'll Buy That Dream are made
•and

man to tend two furnaces,
morning and evening. S24 month.
Apply to Mrs. Fry, 513 Huron St
Reliable

KI. 4464„

interesting and listcnable by the Cai
hell

Watch

boys' arranging genius.

DRAW

When

out

INTERFACULTY TENNIS— SINGLES DRAW
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Portraits

LOST

comes
Ellis and

jfr

it

badly either.

most

polished

to playing the

men

his

The saxes
the

of

Kenny's

don't

Grey Waterman's pen, Friday noon,

do

are easily the
three

sure

Funnel l-Kennedy

Winner

Freycrer

Gilbert-Calbeck

&

Baker,

lib

St M.

Balmer, Vic.
Bourne, Wye
Patzalck,
i.m.

— Appleton,
A

Dent,
Trin.

soloist as

far as

we

are concerned

Bernhardt, Trin.

LOST
name "Joe
nesday.

is

Knox
Dent
Dent

vs.
vs.

Higginb't'm

Kruh, U.C.

Lawler,

Trin.

Hart,

U.C

Med.

Dent

vs.
vs.

n.— Cleland, Med.

Snyder, Trin,

vs.

Culotta,

McFarland,

Pike, Arts I

blue

— Lanmaid,

Winner Fyfe,

Trin.

H. Waite, U.C.
Winner Bourne- Tobias
Higginbotliam,

lore,

m.

Winner Roger-Mackan

Med.
Fyfe, Med.
I

Royal

listening whether it be
chorus or an ensemble one.

Jeans,

Sculthorpe, Trin.

Tobias,

Hart House.

Waterman's

Silverberg" on

pen
it.

with

Wed-

Please phone LL. 0718.

Med.

Fingold-Black
Mclsaac,

Please leave at S.A.C.

Office,

pleasant

an ab

—

Aspinall-Armstrong

on campus.

sections.

Tenor soloists Gordy Evans and Mich
Malnech and lead man Hank Rosati in-

For Tuesday matches from 10.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. at both The trumpets are led by the firm tone
St. Hilda's and Toronto Tennis Club Courts
See the notice of Bobby Van Evera and feature the
board in front of Athletic Office.
driving ad libs of a much improved
1.00 p.
-Winner Palmer-Jack
Winner Kruh-FIiess
Tommy Cronin. The fwith a long E)

us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

VJ2

ADS

FOR SALE

is

boast of such a

accomodate the vastly increased numbers clamoring for bowling cards,
the price per card has been raised from $1 to $1.50. The first 250 students
to reach their bowling representatives will reap the benefits of this scheme.
The rest must be satisfied with the promise " 'Till next year."

University of Toronto

that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.

p.m.

10. 5.00

PARTICIPANTS MUST SIGN THE ELIGIBILITY AND
ENTRY LISTS IN THE ATHLETIC OFFICE, HART
HOUSE, PRIOR TO THE CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES

for this lad.

Term remember,

m.

p.

Entries close at the Athletic Office. Wed.. Oct.

rrangcr.
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the start of this

the

yet agreed to having
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Graduation

were
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Tennis plans are
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intercollegiate sports

prepare

McGill has not

BOOK DEPARTMENT

AT

Women's

are in order, but

interrupted

Meet

slightly at the double -entendre lyrics of

of each College will travel to Queen's this year.

fully say,

One

HEAT
Stewart &
& Satterly: THEORY OF MEASUREMENTS

qualifying round.

Jr. Interfaculty Track
VARSITY STADIUM
THURSDAY, OCTOBER Uth, 1:30

and Sunny Side of the Street but blushed

the basketball tournament, but a definite stand
this

of

Satterly:

The

The

hostess to the

pay highest prices for second-hand copies
the following books in good condition

With

the post chosen for her this year.

mighty problems were reduced into future

—

Alma Mater

Celebrations

in.

"cause."

CONCISE OXFORD DICTIONARY
POCKET OXFORD DICTIONARY
ENGLISH-FRENCH: FRENCH-ENGLISH
CASSELLS DICTIONARY
HUDSON SHAKESPEARES
Tuttle

fill

leader,

And Foremost

Better attended and

we

called last Friday, and a very important meettaken was to elect the yearly president, accord-

policies.

honor of the

AT ONCE

the

heard a fair

A. Kirkwood, a member of the Directorate since

eminently qualified to

the guidance of the

First

WANTED

was

first action

Mrs.

<

Polly Muiz

—

President

Directorate meeting

FltM

Contact Lenses Fitted

Switchboard connecting
all branches
For Quick Service

Optl

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
319 BloorSl. W.
Ml 6762

Sub-station at
HARBORD and ST. GEORGE

to

Waechter, Heywood, J. W. Hill, Bain, Dobell, O'SuHivan,
Heakes, Martin McKinley, Sainsbury, Hayden, Morrison (St. M.), Hutzalack, Provias, Pearson, Cobban,
AUore,
Flanagan.

.

this year.

BLOOR TAXI

be admitted

.

I

determine the ten

may

Spence, Ball, Gibson, Waylett, Stee, Maize, Simonson,
Paul, Armstrong (U.C.), More, Amell, McKay, Horkins

headed by a

.

is

The top thirty performers in Friday's
tourney will play off on Wednesday tj

6269);

Arena Thursday only.
Ernest Johnson—Manager

also Moodey's;

is

.

pears to be headed for a banner year with the

up.

Res. $1 ana 60c: gen. ad.
Prom. Box Office at Helntz(10-4.30; Sat. 10-1250;

Mell

it

.

Horkins 86 and Bain 88 were runers

Tickets:

man's

the

that

the

.

made up
84,

McMaster aggregation save

like Fritz Hanson.
Coach Bob Elliot was also reported steamed up about
a former Western lineman answering to the name of Bob Stevens.
McGill will face its initial test on October 16 when the Montreal
Hornets will
be out for an exhibition game.
Murray Hayes, a former Navy star, ap-

team championship went
by 27 strokes.
Spence, Bad,

Stee and Simonson at 83
squad.
U.C.'s Armstrong

and

.

taking

halfway mark.

Mendelssohn, E. Minor Concerto;
Borodin, Symphony No. 2; de Falla,
Excerpts from La Vida Breve; Kabalevsky. Colas Breugnon Overture.

little

the

.

thus leaving Spence two up at the

fives,

Guest Conductor

'39.

of-

Saturday, Johnny Metras split his gigantic squad into the
Whites and proceeded to show the people what a football
clinic looked like. His publicity agent must have really been
on the bit since
no admission was charged.
The combo of Krol and Szumlinski may be
rejuvenated by (Metras with Joe's kid brother trying to fill
those large
shoes.
News from Queen's is on the censored side. The much-rumoredabout Jack Parry is slated to carry the largest part of the Tricolor attack
but he has a bit of a reputation to live up to after being compared to a great

the 180-yard seventh, but he got this
one back with a bird on the 495-yard
dogs-leg along the creek bed. The ninth
trouble, each

Others, through application,

rugby tussle since that
Even though it be but a mere exhibition game, we
enthused.
Four days to go!

At London, on

Poiples

and sixth. Ball went a third
down as he again missed the green on

ANTAL DORATI

40c;

tricky fourth for pars, but Spence

both

round for the

intercollegiate

More And More

the fifth

gave them

eligible to participate in the qualifying

Senior and Intermediate Intercollegiate Golf tournaments.
Please report to Athletic Office
to arrange matches and starting time.

.

!

picked up two strokes as Ball bogeyed

p.m.

.

to to good use for the Hamilton Wildcats.
On second down
and before 'Beaches knew the score, Lawson heaved a long pass after calling
the signal. Teddy Reeve's men, for the better part, looked awe-struck. It
shouldn't happen to a nice guy like Reeve
Four days to go

each chipped within striking distance on

Thursday, Oct.

Qualifying Round
WED., OCT. lOih

Lawson put

but got it back when Ball missed the
par three -third green from the tee. The/

TORONTO PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

5.00 p.m.

This system was quite evident over the weekend. Montreal Hornets used
against the powerful Argos but to little avail. Yesterday, Varsity's Mel

first

Spence dropped behind a stroke with a

VARSITY ARENA

-

TODAY

.

former Hamilton Tiger in the person of Tommy Henderson. A dirty rumor
states that this same Henderson does not believe in huddles and relies on the
out-moded signal system. If this be true, we hold our head, touch wood and
keep our fingers crossed. Four days to got

poor second shot on the 340-yard second,

fhe

known

Little is

hole in their stride with one-putt greens.

PROM CONCERT

of

can't help but feel a

in to the clubhouse.

Both men took the long, straight

autumn

disastrous

especially

good score completely before he settled
down -to a couple of birdies on the way

to

—

Golf

I

ing competitive atmosphere of 'amateur had the 'three put' headache on the back
versus amateur' sport.
It was nice, nine, nearly blowing his chances for a

amiable

The following are

By Mickey Michasiw

Bob

Schoolmen,

TODAY

the back tees in

noted that the swollen creek was virtual
under river of tears in which to soothingly cool

p.m.

Standing Committee Meeting

Intercollegiate

fair test of that fascinating

Two men came

golf.

SOCCER —

Committee Meeting

— 5.00

TODAY

vs.

Winner Pazalek-Waite
.
Winner Balmer- Roger-Mackan
Winner Allore-Snyder
Winner Hendra-Robson
Doran St M.
Winner Mclsaac-Sculthorpe

vs.

Hendra, Trin.

vs.

Grass, U.C.

vs.

Fine,

U.C

RIFLE ASSOCIATIONSMALLORGANIZATION
MEETING
TURN
ALL INTERESTED

Debates Room, Hart House.

IN

BORE SHOOTING PLEASE

OUT.

Wednesday, Oct- 10th,

5

P.M.
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crowned by
For Wltom The Bell Tolls, in which
he makes an effort to face the fundamental problem of our time the significance of the individual as a membei
a novelist was

as

New and

Entrenous

Hemingway, Steinbeck
(Continued from page 2)

Hornyansky

of a society for
of essays and notes explaining the rea-

Wc

expose

to

permission

have

sons

and

A
The
lege.

literary history

is

meeting of the sports staff of
I'arsity will be held today at
in Room 4, University ColIt is of the utmost importance

a.m.—Pascal,
Winner
Grass

vs.

Pike-Bernhardt

&

vs.

Bennett,

vs.

McDonough &

McTague,

Qinningham-Courne

not so happy.

vs.

Mayzell-Gruson
importance.
I
do not always agrei I have often been unable to understand
10.00 a.m.—Doubles Matches B.C.E_F.
fraud.
1.00-2.00 p.m.
ings will be held at
with Mr. Cowley's conclusions, parti- why some of his later stories, in parti
11.00— DoublesMatches, A.G.
Mr. Hanna had said he was one
Lunches will be available and everyone
cularly when he finds in parts of Hem- cular the slick and annoying Snows of
Palmer
vs
will be welcome.
a million. He was gifted, the principal
ingway's work intellectual and sym- Kilimanjaro, have taken precedent over
S Moses
S.P.S.—There will be a Bible Study
of Oakwood Collegiate declared,
bolic significance about which I am
ome of his earlier short stories. These
12 Noon
Lau
vs
in Room E9A.
H' not always so certain. But at least he stories
dramatics, in writing, in acting.
about the Michigan woods,
Bennett
had been editor of the Oakwood

He

Hanna

Mr,

book,

had won

Edward Blake

scholarship, the

out

Wall

of

Prince

the

yea:

pointed

also

own theories.
me that Hemingway'
development has a dual nature.
A;
does present his
It

seems

while technically

to

iually he has developed in

one

expected

A

pointed
himself,

great

for

life

Mr.

literature.

But

the

out

faculty meet-

he

then

proceeds

:o

1.00 p.r

write a minor eulogy about the story.

He was

the first

right

And

tune.

it

2.00

seems to me that we may perhaps
Kilima-K- blame the magazines for Hemingway's
Hemingway's most accomplish- slick lifeless short stories of his late
of

That

writing.

calling

it

his

best

says,

too,

isn't

piece

But

the period.

Hemingway

of blame.

is

also

-Doubles
Feyerer

OCT.

10th.

Winner Patazalak-Waite-Jeans
Fy f e-H igg inbotham-Hendra-Riobson
Hilborn-Bernhardt

Adams-Mounfield
Broad-Eatmer

Winner La forest-Johnston
Moses -Moses

Molsaac-Sculthorpe-Cleland

Bourne-Tobias- Appleton
Fine-J.Hart

Allore-Snyder-Culotta

Match D.
Vs

p.m.—Doubles Match H.
Winner Kruh-Doran
vs
Winner McFarl'd-Hendra

Langmaid-Maclcan --Roger- Balmer

Winner N. Moses-Jenkins
Winner Palmer-Cleland-MclsaacSculthorpe

Winner

Thomson - McDonough
v

to

Robert weaver.

Michael Hornyansky.

million— this

"But,"
1,000,000

feeling

who seems doubtful
Technically The Snows of

sense, at Cowley,

scholar

the same time regressing in another.
L
ship in English and Latin and a Reif Thus
Farezvcll To Arms, chrono- jaro is
ben Wells Leonard scholarship valued logically his first novel, was followed ed piece
one by
at $900. He was, he certainly was
two weaker novels; then his career same as
in a

in

the

V.C.F.

following

than his wTiting."

expert

less

have

^ork,

The

DRAW—WED.,

Heiinessy-Schmalz

that all attend.

Heming-

as a short story writer
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pm.

1

tendencies

evil

1945

9.00

he must be partly responsible.

impres-

his

his choices
But
Hemingway's development and way's

for

ions of

whose

9,

Varsity Sports Staff
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colm Cowley has contributed a number

By Ross McLean

finally

Winner Bernliardt-Pike-HendraRobson-Fyfe-Higginbotham

1-i

"anybody

that

wi'

win a scholarship will naturally
blown up. Mr. Hanna was just brimming over. He was just looking for
things to talk about"

was

Well, he

gifted, wasn't

producing,

dramatics,

he?
writ-

directing,

ing and acting?

He

That was a myth.

pi

for

five advertising skits

duccd four or
dances.

tea

had just

won

wasn't

actually

It

TO THE CLOCKWORK OF THE

mentioning.

Oa

Well, he had been editor of the

wood

He
two

There were

had been co-editor.

others.

He

Cjopem/'cus,

had won
he was

in

know

didn't

thocs scholarships,

all

Well,

hadn't he?

now

for

And

he had.

yes

M. P. & C,
how long.

but he

I,

appointed

Polish

brilliant

Professor

oj

Rome

in

University oj

scientist,

Astronomy
1499.

ivets

at

the

He became

scientists

use

research

solve

to

modern problems. When industry
a

special

convinced that the sun and not the earth was

ditions,

the centre of the universe.

a

material

to

meet

Nickel scientists

special

trv

to

many

requires

con-

research that has helped to bring this about
will be

Mike

was born in Brussels,
Belgium, was said by The Star in thei:
issue
of
Monday, September 10, to
have "won the highest honor for
17,

is

entering

student at

University of

the

Toronto" and was described by a Star
heading

writer,

meeting,

recall

whom

And now
standing

U.C.

the

in

we

someone

discover

Yes, but
to

liked

that

around the

new

and new uses for Nickel added to

today's long

as Copernicus solved a vast problem
through painstaking research, so Nickel

available to

Canadian engineers,

materials for any product or process.

Research

list.

reveals

new

uses

for

Increased use of Nickel from

sun.

JUST

is

designers and metallurgists seeking better

Today Nickel is required in nearly every
industry in making top quality products or
down. The

for keeping production costs

Nickel.

Canadian

mines and plants means employment for
Canadians and brings many benefits to
Canada.

of

incongruously

pocket
(1;

"White Cargo.")
looked as though he was

it

have

work and nobody

to

he

If

he would

chemist,

the planets

that will

are

learned from Tondelayo or

in

going

and

Thus

alloys

conditions.

with a

cloisters,

protruding

he getting acclimatized?

a word

the earth

of metals

those

self."

his inside coat

high

doesn'

"proud

work in astronomy, and so gave to the world
Copernican Theory of the movement of

the

new combination

meet

in the years after the war.

collected bv Nickel scien-

he was at the U. of~T.

slide-rule

Was

Mike

being

as

mother, shy about

Giving up his

professorship, he spent thirty years in research

expanded

The information
tists

Truth to tell, this Mike Hornyansky
no more brilliant than any
other genius wc may (meet some day,
seemed

from

SK-V"

yearbook, hadn't he?

be

didn't

get

be

novelist

a

to

i

It

he had specialized in fielion.
He didn't have a formula. He
just tried to see what he could get
down.
He really hadn't done a dai
thing worth noting.
But writing w;
school

his favorite thing

still

do

to

in

spare

time.

He
What

had moved to Canada in
had brought hi's family

1928.

here,

anyway? Well, they hadn't mentioned
any reason to him. He had then been

1M

year

their

age and excluded fri
on such matters.

of

confidence

hadn't,

It

perhaps,

been discussed at the
breakfast table sometime since? Things
discussed at the breakfast table,
suid in the

tone of a Saroyan tossing

off a spare shilosophy of 'life,
are
hard to understand.

very

Between 1935 and 1938 he was visiting in South West Africa
(The Star
said South Africa) where he
learned
English grammar. You would
never
learn

it

fare,

No

ingly.

he

never,

remarked disparag-

wc

agreed.

Abut The Star story: "Some
dull
woman rang me up, listened to every^
thing

I

said

and

took

what pleased

her."

Star woman had asked
about
languages and Michael had
replied in
TJie

English

tliat

and had

he

only

acquaintance

had pleased

spoke

a

with

only

nodding

English
schoolroom

French.

That too

her.

His mother is Mrs. Joyce Homyan
sky.
She was born in England and
ii

on the faculty of the Convervatory
o
in charge of the conservatory
quartet She is a cellist Miohacl

.Music

plays

no

instrument but he

can and

translate Virgil into verse
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on sight
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Japanese Canadian Citizens

Faced With Deportation
C .M

t&S

The Undergraduate Newspaper

SPEAKER URGES DEFINITE STAND
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Decision to take action to prevent the deportation of several
Canadian citizens highlighted the Students'
Christian Movement Fall Camp at Westawanis this past week-end.
"Several thousand Japanese Canadians are being practically deported from the country," declared Rev. Ted Nichols, associate
secretary of the National S.CM. "Here is one crisis which I think
should especially concern us. These people have been coerced into
signing declarations of their return to Japan."
They have lost their homes and property in many cases and have
been separated from their families and now find little left for them
in Canada, he said They have had only one other alternative besides
forfeiting their citizenship. That, he pointed out, was to move east

10,

1945

thousand Japanese

Sugar's role
medicine,
dustry,

positions of the

"These people are Canadian citizens,
in addressing one of the
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will

word from Ottawa con- orders growing out of the university
training policy for this strike last week was vigorously resented.
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campus, and give exof University

the

to

students

on

the beliefs

a

vital
subject," Cotter
Topics for later debates in the

Interfaculty series remain to be decided.

REORGANIZATION
Prior to fthe war, debating was
looked after by the Debates Commissioner of the S.A.C. in conjunction

Influx

with

a debates committee of S.A.C.
members; but a definite need was felt
for an organized (body that
would
embrace all campus debating societies.

Distends McGill

accommodate

the

The new Union was formally

(CUP)—Extensions
number

increased

created

on October 3 of

help
of

this year by the S.A.L.
and the constituent debating clubs. The

central executive of the

Union

is

com-

posed of the senior officers of all the
debating societies on the campus, with
the Debates Commissioner as chairman.

The S.A.C.
Dr. Cyril F. James, principal and vice- dropped.

committee has

thus been

To Vote by Proxy

that their country, Venezuela,

break off

all

relations with Argentine.

will

first

be

organization meetiog

Campus Clothing Drive
held in the Women's

Union, 79

St George

at 5.00 p.m.
faculties

all

St.,

today

Representatives of

consult

on,

library

leaving the
copies

of

students

specified

versity College, Victoria,

are

requested

Redpath

Victoria College

Represented at

Museum and Royal Loretto, St Joseph's,
are among the other and St Hilda's. All

present are

St

Uni-

Michael';,

S.P.S.,

Trinity,

faculty debating
be enlarged under this new clubs are eligible for membership.

facilities to

program.

"It is our purpose" says the ChairMcGill, prior to the war, had a student man, "to sponsor all good debating
for
3,000, but this the promotion of better speaking and

body of approximately

an

to

attend.

all-time high has been reached

he registration of 5,500 students.

high

standards of democratic

expres-

sion."

As Female Duo Tour Western Canada
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Scotia
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who
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Forces of Canada

may

forthcoming
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Edgar
officer,

Mingo,
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formation

may
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special

recently.
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office

in

up
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theii

to stare horri-

a monstrous black bear.

fied at

"There

he

was,"

the

girls

1945,
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in a small town in Montana where continued. It was at this point in their
a boisterous group of forest rangers in- travels that they discovered that rattlesisted that they join their party of vic- snakes do exist

protest, they

'about fifty feet

the

returning

eying us.

fast

Further
at the

in-

Unistu-

away and carefully sur
Now, we distinctly remem-

were seated

the eyes of a wild occasion.
We began to wonder how we wen
go away. He couldn't going to get out of this latest mess,
"when suddenly ou
Dormer,
lave read the same book we did. When
I turned on our flashlight he just kept guardian angel turned up. A shy littli
came up to our table and asked
on coming toward us."
hinc a

light

into

1

will

This adventure highlighted a bike tour us to move our bicycles."
taken through Western Canada and th

Northwest States by a courageous twosome, Dormer Ellis and Bev Merediti,

now

in third

year engineering.

summer's

—from

didl

Through North Dakota

Part of

trip

their journey

The Blue and White Band

—

being organized.
er
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students)

days,

Dormer had

now

All persons (form
the band and

who are

the

Council

Students'
office,

—

interested

new
are

Administrative

Hart House.

front wheel of Bev's bicycle into a
shape. Leaving both their vehicles
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Editorial

Records

The Japanese Question
Peculiar point

is

1945

10.

given to a letter recently received

Better Sound,

CORRECTION

Worse Music

these

in

by the resolution of the Student Christian Movement to take
action to prevent the deportation of several thousand JapaneseCanadians, as reported on page one of today's issue. What action
the S.C.M. intends to take is not altogether clear; and it is difficult

IN TIME

offices

for October include
major works, three released by
SurVictor and two by Columbia,
prisingly enough, the recorded sound
typical co-ed will soon be Li
on all five sets is on a level with the
again. We have our own candiproduction so far obtained by
best
Lottie Dodd. To us she is
date.
Meet
Canadian record companies. The Victor
Perhaps you'll agree. Perhaps
records, especially, are sonorous *nd typical.
argue.
It depends on your gender.
you'll
Icar with almost perfect balance of
Sometimes after she has made some
treble and bass.
Good progress has
25-watt
remark
you wonder: Did she
made in trying to eliminate the
fuzzy sounds at the inside of the discs. say what she said?
Take
from
Lottie's script the interThis improved recording, however
surprised brother
has been coupled with inadequate per jection. "Oh" and its

to offer a suggestion. The writers of the letter alluded to above
appeal for "the awakening of the student body," an end which The

I'arsity is glad to further on

any

subject.

Our correspondents, M. Thomson of III Sociology, D. Franco
IV History, and J. Gripton, a graduate, have amassed an im-

of

pressive array of facts which bear on the Japanese-Canadian quesconsider it part of our normal service to our readers

We

tion.

make

to

these facts available to

publish the complete letter only

them

for

we do

discussion;

because of

its

excessive

not

length.

RIGHTS DENIED
According to our correspondents, the government's policy towards Japanese-Canadians, culminating in the deportation of over
one-third of their number, "is not entirely a wartime phenomenon,
hut lias been preceded by a history of provincial denial of citizenship rights and economic and social discrimination. Despite these
discouragements a high standard of civil responsibility was deThe Japanese-Canadian rates of crime, juvenile delinrelief have bee nthe lowest of any group in
Canada. During the last war, their armed service record was out
of all proportion to their number."
,

veloped.

quency, and receipt of

The

under fire, however, arose from the
Relocation Policy of 1942, which followed agitation in the press
and in B.C. legislature for the removal of the Japanese-Canadians
from the Pacific war zone.
injustices

specific

Six months after assurances that their property would be proveteran settlement," and the Exchequer Court of Canada refused
tected, farms were "expropriated ... for the purpose of
post-war
to give a decision on appeal. Conditions in the relocation
centres

were "far from satisfactory.
Neither
Federal government assumed responsibility
educational facilities. Another demoralizing
nf these people to engage in those vocations
suited them."
.

.
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locauon

cast

of
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from inviting" prospects for the
"He was faced with federal,
and municipal restrictions,
regarding the communities he might

of travel.
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Chapman
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states that "the lack of support

think the public's absence

single disc comprised of Debussy's

Lune and

was due

R.C.M.P. At this
bia's album of the Symphony
robust, wit of the author, it
Espagnole
would be
Security Commission stated
by Lalo. This recording by
Milsteh
would consider any intention to titer to call the book "More damn id the Chicago
Orchestra under Stock
solishncss"
resettle west of the Rockies as an indiand be done with it.
urpasses by far the older Victor
set.
cation of disloyalty,"
by implication
It is excellent fooling
indeed and will For the most part, but not completely,
sufficient grounds lor deportation
to
atch every undergraduate,
Milstein has freed the music
un-ossified
from the"
Japan. "Furthermore, the decision to
rfu] tones violinists
laff member and
usually impart
Old Grad of recent
remain in Canada resulted in loss of
it.
And the recording is relatively
cars right in the floating
ribs.
employment in the relocation centre.
Only free from
preponderance of the bass,
few
years ago the author of the hilariThat over 50 per cent decided to go to
which is the -major fault with
most
Japan is indicative of the coercive con- us Sauce For The Gander
column in Columbia records.
ditions under which the questionnaire the
Mincsota Daily, Max Shulman corwas conducted. A similar questionnaire
Readers with record collections
:s on the whimsy,
deft ribaldry ind
may
submitted to Japanese-Canadians under
be- interested in
a set
prejudiced

conditions

resulted

only 7 per cent signing to go to

in

riling

unchallenged, will furnish a valuable put
spearhead for the protest launched

by

S.C.M.
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iver
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only the reader didn't
have to

down every few minutes
from

his convulsions.

we recomBriefly. Bare/oat Boy
With
or a topic of this land
the story of Asa
similarly documented, to
Hearthrug
the sponsors
of the newly-launched
Experience which
interfaculty pro- Pulsating
gram Student action in national matters Freshman Year.
In it there is
accomplishes little. But student
interest of university life
which does
in national topics is an
invaluable quali- with irreverent
and bealthy
fication for post-graduate
citiienshi
hip in A sample:
a democratic nation.
Furthermore,
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Thirdly, when Paul Robeson, Marian
Anderson and a host of other Ne<?ro
artists come to Toronto, their reception,
to say the least, is enthusiastic
They
are well-known artists and the public
can be sure of a good show.
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HART HOUSE COMMITTEES' DINNER
Any members

of Hart

House Committees who have

not yet secured a ticket for the Committees' Dinner
on Thursday, 11th October are asked to come to the
Warden's office and get a ticket as soon as possible
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like

their mouths rushed
back
screaming 'Hold the presses

bumbled

used for four twelve-inch
opinion, was not bad, but it was
sides at most,
not
served best in the protection
good.
of records.
The much vaunted fibre needles,
Let's have no more talk
of "race
it was
and that found, acted as abrasives and
prejudice" unless there is adequate
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Wes Hurley
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Assistants: Betty Mutz,
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of

out page one I Just got tin
dope on the officer election of the
AuduEditor-in-Chief
W. Hugh Kenner, BA, desks, their silken legs daulingly ex- bon Clubl"
Women's Editor
J>«gy Bates. 4T8 tended, chain
smoking and yelling
Managing Editor Robert B. Robinson. 4T8
'"This is the office of the student
Assistant
Garry Rea-Alrth. 417 'Hell' and 'Damn' at frequent
intervals. newspaper, the Minnesota Daily. Com;
Make-up Edlto
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f'ditor
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But please don't think that
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Editor
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life-

Chromium
walking into a movie :et.
and permanent needles were found
to be
Voung men with hats on the
backs or not as destructive as fibre, but
not ss
their heads and cigarettes
dangling from good as steel and not worth the ex-ra
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Lastly, though there were spots where
of extensive experiments carried out last
summer and the acting was indeed good, there were
as a fine designed
scenes that made me think of my high
to determine the

iample of smooth and
consistent comic various

if

mend

to

help other people at all times,
o6ey the Guide Laws.

esponsible satire of his college
days.
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Japan."
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performance of poor music, with the and you reduce her repertoire of intelligent comments to 0, meaning nothing.
suit that there is

bum, should wish to record such rubbish
as the Rachmaninoff Symphony No. 2,

FARMS EXPROPRIATED

OF

The new records

five

'Rewrite,' he bellowed. He
scribbled for a few minutes,
slammed the -eccver back on the book,
and yelled

Oitvrcz la fenetre.—ZdhL

hein?

REX WILSON

M. Fdemes, Hi

Pol. Sci.

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS
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Track Season

LOT'

On Tomorrow
The

Freshman-Novice

ex-aircrew

am

Track

Field Meet, the opening event of the
season, takes place

fa'

tomorrow afternoon

officer

good

For the
McMaster

sprints, .Earl

Hec

at

1.30

Phillips,

p.m.

U. of

has

the

Wednesdays Wandering Whispers

Deacon, former

track

toys

Doll,

a

from

Ken Rock,

Meds,

RjC.A.F.,

H.E. student

P. and

high jump.

and

via

in

Windsor

and

S.P.S. in the low hurdles.

Bill

Rcid.

Top Golfers
Play Today

the

colored speedster
the

entered with Thornton of

is

ation

But what

Men

like

Upper

Tickets

Miss and Mr. Varsity fan on
watch the motly crowd of effervescent
humanity at the

these afternoons

easy-far .from

to

is

realize that

game

the

of football

not

is

The

it.

THERE

IS

players

The

who

thirty golfers

Friday at

qualified last

Andrews

St.

will

tee

so

off

six

Senior Intercollegiate
next

four

scores

team,

Varsity Intermediates.

ball

while

make

will

the

up

the

Two more

will

be •selected as alternates.

A
ten.

in

will play this

in today's

—Discus.

1.30 p.m.

2.00
2.10
2.20

2.40
3.00

—High

3.50

p.m.
j-

To
:

Fri.,

Oct.

Oct.

12

(heats),

Athletic

on Friday, October

More

Officials are

Directorate
12th, at

Needed

At
Board

in

the

According

.

.

par-

.

Boxing

Water Polo

Wrestling

•Volleyball

SWIM TEST
The

Physical Training requirement, include a
swimming test which must be
all first year men, by men admitted
to the second year from other universities, and by those repeating first year.
If unable to swim at least
50 yard,
satisfactorily tile student must enrol in a
learn-to-swim class
Failure to observe
this regulation shall prevent a OTde'nt from securing
standing in Physical Training.

basketball. The practice schedule
is out
Thursday, October 11, with P. & H.E.
Ill initiating
Sue Gray announced that any team unable
to hold their
Massey or O.CE. imurr get in touch with
Miss Henry
is

before 3.00 p.m.

a golf

Though a

responsible for bringing

its

basketball

is

TIME TABLE
PHYSICAL TRAINING CLASSES— 1945-46

an item

GYMNASIA— HART HOUSE

this shortage is just as
evident

ball,

own

TERM— Classes start Oct.

FALL

ball.

"

*

Hour

Monday

Tuesday Wednesda;

9 a.m.

Rugby

quantities.

If they enter, the

The

II.

Room, Hart House,

(two teams

S.P.S.,

U.C,

Sr.

to play-offs).

Group II— Vic,

Jr.

S.P.S., Jr.

(one team to play-offs).

Group

at Athletic Office

I— Sr.

as follows:

HI— Dents,

St

Meds

Mike's, Trinity,

S.P.S. Ill's and Forestry are

Dept.

Arts

Med

1

Med

Arts

I

S.P.S. I
2, 4, 5, 9,

Dept.
10

me

at

lunch

.

.

.

Have

a

Coke

Time makes it
important that games

U.

quite
for

of

some

be

T.'s

Intramural

time.

the various

2

p.m.

II

8,

Dept.

4, 5

S.P.S.

1,

9 8,8A, 10, 11

II

S.P.S. II
All

dept.'a

II

Dent

I

fit

Dent

I

& II

Dept. 10
3

p.m.

Arts

Dent
4 p.m.

circuit

S.P.S. II

Arts

Players trying out
teams are so

years, this

Dent

II

1

^uacmng una
5

instruction win De ottered in the activities of
Boxing, Wrestling, Gymnastics, Fencing and Water
Polo

p.m.

the keenest

is

due no doubt

Volunteer

11

Individual Individual instructors Individual
Exercises
Exercises (Training) Exercises

faculty

petition for each position

many

I

Dept. 7
S.P.S.
8A, 9 S.P.S. II
Dept. 1
S.P.S. II Dept. 2, 3, 6

7 2, 6,

Dept. 7

numerous that obtaining adequate practice space has become a problem.
Comin

8A

i,i-

This year's games are expected to
produce some of the best rugby seen

around

6,

I

S.P.S.

I

I

Dept.

I

3,

S.P.S.

Dept.

S.P.S.

I

S.P.S.

Dept.

Arts
1

Dept.

I

P.& H.E.

I

Parted on time.

Join

Arts
S.P.S.

Med
noon

ta

take
place with ten minutes for a break
at
half-time. The fact tliat the campus
's

creasingly

Arts.

Med
12

I

II

Arts

P.& H.E.

19

Friday Saturday

p.m.,

on Standard

unknown

a.m.

play-off arrange-

ment would then require Group III
send two teams instead of one.

end Dec.

I

teams will

The games will start at four
Meds and four
ten-minute periods will

(one team to play-offs),

Arts
S.P.S.

11

15

Thursday
P.& H.E.

10 a.m.

Committee last Thursday, the team set- be in Group III,
and Dents will then
up for this year's Interfaculty League shift to Group

Group

Fencing
Gymnastics

"Regular teams, only.

taken by

to misplace than

upon

Track

Basketball

Lacrosse

•Swimming League

start

Office,

Hockey

Soccer

to custom, this

.

a meeting of the Standing

as decided

p.m.

1

Apply

.

Rugby
Schedule Announced

Intramural Football Officials are required to be present at a Rules
the

.

Interfaculty

FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
in

fine players are

of

recreational

and athletics. The course as offered in this
University provide, a mean,
of maintaining physical fitness and of
assisting the ex-service man
in hi, adiust
ment to the relative sedentary type of life of the average
student
Physical Training credits may be obtained
by participation in the following
intramural team sports and activities:

P.&H.E.

INTERFACULTY TENNIS

AH

Hcalth

Football

the Ball

promising begbning
will

Superintendents

11—Back West— Vic vs. Jr. S.P.S.
—Back West-Trin. vs. St M.

Meeting to be held

16

UC

P.M.

required to check the Notice
Athletic Office for Playing Times

make th=

to

& ™« "I the Department
y™™*
Athl^'TpT
"Tt"
and Physical
Training wish to emphasize the
importance of

'
W° me " b "°ba " pIW S: Thtre wi "
!,°,„
* baseball P"cUce
today at 4.30 p.m. on Trinity campus. Please
see that your medical appointvevuuments have been made.

House

All participants are

this

more difficult
bach team is

RUGBY SCHEDULE
Thurs.,

fit

Athletic,

all good golfers except, that
is. in times of bad
golf ball shortage seems to be on the wane,
just in time for

practice at Lillian

JUNIOR TRACK
ENTRIES CLOSE
S.OO

The

the U.C.E. floor.

miles.

TODAY AT

>~

"~"

For the current session the Board of Governors
have seen
attendance of ex-service men in this course optional.

exercise

f

p.m.-^MO yards—Final.

Athletic Office, Hart

order of the Board of Governors each
man proceeding to a Bachelor
Hiysical Training during the firs, and
second years of his ItliZ
e phy!ica ' nai,,in
'
'

a standard rule of

and teams
(heats

any).

COLORED PENCILS

«

Polly Mutz

Varsity!

No Exception

p.m.—220 Low Hurdles—Final,

W

«

SIS,

show belongs to the women
of U.C. Betty MoMillan (who can be
reached at MI. S51S for further
details), has. anounced that the tee-off
will take place at St Andrew's
Golf
Course on Thursday, October 11.

mile

—440 yards
—Three

By
-

After the welcome inertia of the summer,
events are slowly winding up
to a powerful pitch. The
underground has it that the tennis eliminations
are
being played according to schedule, and
some

the golf tournament

Jump.

p.m.—220 yards—Final.
p.m.—220 Low Hurdles

p.m.

Yea

Is

—Running Broad Jump.
One

3.30

PHYSICAL TRAINING-MEN

talking to them-

tell.

By

shortages.

Javelin.

"CHEMI-SEALED"

home

alike

The Sportswoman

•

Keep Your Eye On

220 yards (heats),

m

and scribes

fans

any).

p.m.— 100 yards—Final.
p.m.— Shot put (16 lbs.).
p.m.

game send
Saturdays game will

toss the

thev shall

ticipating.

p.m.—High Hurdles (heats if
p.m.— High Hurdles—Final.
p.m.—Half-mile.
p.m.— 100 yards (heats).

2.30 p.m.

game

type of

mighty

Pole Vault.
1.45

Will Saturda/s

They

day.

fcy

forward passing seems very accurate

their

first

Track Program

LEAD5 THAT TAKE A
PERFECT POINT
EVERY nME

and

They look a bit light, but possibly the wide-open
more than atone for this.

36-hole

Friday and Satur-

day at an unnamed Toronto course.

NON-CRUMBUNO

lot at practice,

Only

oft forgotten in the glory of the
contest

is

look better and better, day

was necessary

order to place in the

Those qualifying

match

around a

NO CHARGE FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE
GAMES

Students' Entrance. South Door
of Arena,

required physical con-

movement

of

exhibit will

selves I

score of 84 or better

on Friday

and precision

The Varsity Blues

be members of the

will

little

dition

today at the same course at 8.45 a.m.

The low

also be shown with the
at the student

^ss^cSra^

imagination toys with the coach's
headaches the
aches, the waterbo/s heartaches-the
gruelling grind that means
and yet so much in a game that takes
all a man can give and then
asks lor more. The constant
practice to attain the

Dean,

Not Available Saturday

The. registration card must
adium

will unfold before the eyes of

To

Saturday?

Stadmm

McMASTER

SECTIONS Q, R, S, and T, are reserved for University
students for this game. Seats are NOT reserved,
but a
student may obtain a special student ticket
by presenting
in person, registration card with
athletic portion attached
at the Athletic Office, Hart House,
on Thursday and Friday, October 11th and 12th.

that a Sherman could
That, friends, was a momentary
glimpse of football as

should he played.

it

13th

(EXHIBITION)

and drive. And don't sell that front wall short
either.
Wedley and Levantis opened wide-pluge holes

negotiate with ease.

T.

J.

VARSITY vs.

.

the

T.'s track

athlete, for the distance runs,

.

.

A smooth, efficient football machine in operation on the gridiron makes
same look easy. Take that Saturday bunch of
Argonaut boys that
appeared at the Bloor Bowl for instance. Copeland,
Smylie. Doty
Tommy—why the ball snuggled under that arm like a cat to a tweedKarys
pant'
leg-they fumbled not, neither did they err.
Here was judgment, coordin-

the

at

OCTOBER

By Jerry Ewins

in the shot

man, Charlie MacStadium.
Donald of S.P.S., and Doug
Phelan of
and field
P. and H.E., show fine
form. Giles of
working out
Forestry has trained hard
for the high
daily and they show a marked improv
jump. Adams of S.P.S.
and Dennis
ment under his expert tutelage.
f
P. and H.E. are two
distance men
Two of his leading stars are Joe ho wdl
likely do well.
Taylor, former St. Andrew's College
starting

professor,

STADIUM

EOT

returend from overputt

seas, looks

1945

10,

Consult the Notice Boards In the Athletic Wing

to the

for detailed information.

increased registration in male sruden's.

The

season opens Thursday

EX-SERVICE

when Vic-

MEN

toria meets Junior School, followed
Special instructional classes in selected activities will be offered,
on
after October
Friday by a game between Trinity and 15th, during the regular physical training programme hours. Kindly
watch the
St .Mikes. The rugby pot is boiling, Varsity and Athletic Wing notice boards for further announcements.

and

at this stage

it

looks like hot stuff.

INDIVIDUAL EXERCISES
Classes are offered under qualified instructors for individuals with
physical
Men who wish to take a hygienic work-out, or have

restrictions.

CLASSIFIED

ADS

exercises prescribed for them are also welcome at these classes which are under
the direct
supervision of the University Health Service.

VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTORS
. . .

adding refreshment to

You

see

them

all

Happy groups of

over Canada

LOST

the noon hour

at the

Wrist-watch,

.

.

.

in

House washroom, Tuesday.

lunch hour.

Hart
Please

Hart House.

wholesome food

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS— Continued

with ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coca-Cola makes good food
taste better

"Supreme,"

leave at S.A.C. office.

girls enjoying

makes lunch time refreshment

The Coca-Cola Company

of

Canada Limited

-

LOST

LOST

LOST

Brown and gold Waterman's pen

time.

Toronto

Training classes are provided for men who wish to qualify
as Volunteer InA man may qualify as an Aquatic instructor, which includes all
phases
of elementary swimming and life saving, OR in the Physical
Training activities
of one or more of the following: boxing, wrestling, fencing,
gymnastics and general
Class work in this field.
For further information apply to Mr. Griffiths,
Athletic
structors.

Royal
ie registered

id Je-muki wOien

[henroduci of The Cod-Col*
Compinf of Onfiii. Limited.
795
identify

blue

Waterman's

"Joe Silverberg" on
day.

Phone LL.

it

0718.

pen,

with

Lost Wednes-

leather case

Tuesday,

In

Room

Biological Bldg. Dorothy Allan,

lock House,

Whitney Hall.

in

110,

Mu-

Fall

coat,

brick-red coloured,

from

coat rack outside Great Hall,
Hart

Hous,e Tuesday
eave at S.A.C.

afternoon.

office.

Please

'
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Varsity Soccermen New and

Off to McMaster
The

smash

move
a

for

into

contes

He

We're three or four days late but,
you don't mind, we'd like to go along
and
with National Newspaperboy Day

with McMaster. The Blues have be™ pay tribute to Jack McGuire who, singlethe delivery force of
drilling for over a week now, and a handed, constitutes
Varsity. McGuire is 16 and must
strong squad of the campus" best players The
have felt excluded last Saturday when
has finally been selected.
press and radio were fanfaring the
Although five faculties are represenl
fforts ot Canada's 35,000 carrier boys.

from Vic's and Meds"

players

teams of

year's

last

finalist

The Prime Minister made a speech

form the backbone of Coach Jim Paton'

of

people

He

it

thinks

A

we

ems

said

above, and he doesn't think

much

there can be a

bigger route than

He

hopes to keep the job which

in-

distribution

of

in

addition

to

numerous

Varsity,

chores for

office

the S.A.C.

U.C

6.00-7.00,

P.

Ill:

H.E.

Si

St.

7.00*00,

Sr.;

Hilda's Fr.
6.00-7.00.

U.C. Fr.;

U.C. Jr.; 7.00-8.00, Physio.

B. at Little Vic
Thursday—5.00-6.00, Vic Sr.;
Vic Sr.

B

6.00-

7.00-8.00, St. Hilda's

and
Before joining the S.A.C. staff in this
II.
Canada, he felt, had good reason to be
1945 squad.
capacity, Mr. McGuire had been in the
fine army of newsFriday—5.00-6.00, Vic II; 6.00-7.00,
last proud of Canada's
of
team
runner-up
Vic's
From
employ of the Laura Secord candy
their devoted contribufor
paper
boys
P. Sr. H.E. IIA; 7.00-8.00, P. 4
fall
come Noor Hassanali and Erri
manufacturers at one of their retail
tions.
H.E. IIB.
Thompson as halves, and Claude Elliot,
outlets. Before that he went to school
prospecial
a
presented
The C.B.C.
who is performing the goal-tending
which he continues to do, incidentally.
C. at Lillian Massey
that starred a
Meds, present holders of the gram Saturday evening
duties.
Monday evenings he takes middle Thursday— 5.00-6.00, P. & H.E. Fr.:
of V,C. winners who had graduArts Faculty Cup, are fielding Joe Fyfe,
school classes at Jarvis Collegiate and
6.00-7.00, P. 8: H.E. Jr.; 7.00-8.00,
ated from the ranks of the newspaperfull-back, Roy Shinobu, inside left, and
on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings he
St. Hilda's Sr.
Repi
boys.
Stan Spooncr, outside right
attends Harbord. It keeps him pretfy
Friday—5.00-6.00, Meds-S.P.S. B ; 6.00Every newspaper in the country made busy,
scnting S.P.S. is Art Riguero, who
he admits, but in a year or so
advereditorial
or
in
7.00, .T. Ft.; 7.00-8.00 O.T. II.
played standout soccer for the Engineers a polite curtsey
he'll graduate, and then, he hopes, he
tising columns to the energetic battery
a few years ago. Upholding the English
will enter medicine at this university
f delivery boys.
tradition in soccer are Max and Willie
and become in due course a doctor.
Filled
But McGuire was missed. The VarClarkson, prominent players from the
That he will fulfil this ambition

The Government

the

7.00,

;

There's an air of smartness about hats from
the Men's Shop. Note the smooth brim line, and
the neat taper of the crown. And they're finest
quality English and domestic fur felt, in the more
Seasonal shades of brown and grey. We have
your favourite width and style. Sizes 6*4 to 7Jel.

Western Campus

Trinity team.

team

year

this
.

.

.

.

"A good

shouldn't lose

a

they'd better notl"

game
Remember
.

.

slipped up,

sity

Says Coach Jim Paton ...

—

first

October 13— Varsity

— Saturday,

game
vs.

McMaster,

at

And McGuire

seems
has such a route

Newspaper to
Econmics

graduate

Victoria,

and

Medical

I

He

The Under-

delivers daily 6,000 copies of

Through

snow,

rain, hail,

He's been doing

his mother,

it

now

McGuire

We

almost

for, oh,

used

been

is

a postman.

whom

it

now

Pupils are

to

deliver papers ourselves,

commodate

just returned with the

who has

very smartest

New York

campus magazines

is

crop

term's

whose

editor

has

achieved

successful.

summer doldrums with some of

the

best material

Review has amassed

the

exam

list,

and similar utilitarian matter

Q"Q

Wa

r

managed

with quality spectacle-

ST.
St.

straightforward

students.

admit

Here's the

CHESS EXHIBITION
Everybody

is

way

stylis-

five

p.m. in the

Music

wc found that House. If possible,
hrough Man- men and board.
The Artist, Life

rate,

Room

at

Modern
academic

Criticism,

treatment of

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

• RUDY

af

and irrefutably ascribes

its

authorship to

Shakespeare.

More

s

to

The Christian Science Organization

just tired.

lightheartcd

Doro-

is

'

the editor

be congratulated.

P.S.— The poetry
00

openely

as for the entire issue,

is

Campus Dances!

Ten Men and

BUY

a Girl to Fit

Stylist

Your Dance Budget

OXford 1947

GRover 9995

STAMPS

HUGH KENNER

TOTH— Piano- Vibraphone

to all.

WAR SAVINGS

comprehensibl.

Orchestra

• SONGS by YVONNE LEE
• THE VIBRATONES— Vocal Quartet
• SIX-WAY SAX SECTION

CHRJSTIAN SCIENCE MEETING

and pointed. Seldom has the new world tation
world's challenge to students here and
elsewhere been better expressed. For
this,

for

FEJIT URING

Hart

please bring che:

A

is

Band

STAN PATT0N

welcome to a simultane
Crompton

Splendidly exempt from this stricture, will hold the first of its monthly meethowever, is the editorial, sincere, lucid, ings at Wymilwood tomorrow evening,
in makes
cordial inviand pointed.
Seldom has the new October 11, at 8.00 p.m.

"Goosey goosey gander" which underlines that classic's "tragic view of life'

George Aportmonti)
AlimWi

to find its

G. 'McKay's

A.

W. Phone Ml. 6762

Special Dhtount la Sruoinfi 0»<J

we were

big

too on Thursday, October 11, at seven forty-

Racetrack, and similar pieces. Per-

haps

not

ourself

sions of the Universe,

up

Best of the literary contributions

Quiet, atevrafi repair lervico

BLOOR

to

EATON'S -COL LEGE STREET

activities

ous chess exhibition by C. A.

up easily dor quantitative slimness.

e at reasonable price.

(Ground Floor

pontificil

they concentrate

At any

to force

in

all

is

we

Perhaps under-

case

Hall

but the quality of such literary matter as

Prescriptions for glasses
filled

I

results,

take

over half of the sixty-four pages;

II

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

had

at

on the subject

graces.

tic

be

intrinsically light-hearted,
ill

Perhaps

intensely

It is true that

under any circumstances
Active Service

|epTicu«s

the

I

MI. 5624

|^n,u»V|

Convocation

What's on Today

should

this

have never been sure.

robes.

class staris Fri. 8.30

Why

Cy- graduates are
and secretly

the

lopcan feat of filling an issue during

Phone now for reservations.
1139 Bay Si. corner Charles

321

of

the Trinity Review,

styles

in dancing.

New

new

the

of

social

All

all.

year must be held outside, for Uni-

ersity

THE TRINITY REVIEW
First

5.00 to 10.00.

sister.
come. Owing to the large enrolment
a good man and we hope
of freshmen, the annual frosh breakfast
up to him.
had to be run in two sections to ac-

enough to hold

our ballroom classes under the
direction of Cecil Da Costa

Each

down

two brothers, and one
is

Varsity Reviews

for

getting

work, after two weeks of freshman

j§tubios of ^Saucing
enrolling

now

Other and the students are

he lives are

this

The

(CUP)—Classes

London, Ont, Oct 9

are being held from 8.30 ajn. to 4.30 p.m.

671

you know.

o weeks.

g a Costa

McGuire's father

we've made

the paper.

have

year he got around,

mark was

to close relatives with

delivers

lie

last

his lowest

well,

the

Buildings,

University College and elsewhere.

Hamilton.

Well,

good.

His marks

likely.

.

A. al O.C.E.
Thursday, 5.00.6.00,

Friday—5.00-6.00,

that
volves,

.

as follows:

does he handle circulation? He,

delivers 6,000 papers, as

a few

from the Men's Shop

Club,
Gray, president of the Basketball
is

He

Undergraduate Slants

Sue
day and Friday, as announced by
fine,

it's

oh, uses a bike.

The

loop about them.

Intramural

likes

How

Cagers

basketball schedule for this Thurs-

The

By Ross McLean

if

Saturday

on

Hamilton

Set

Is

For Women

McGuire

of

week-

this

the Varsity Blues

when

end,

Honor

In

Intercollegiate

of

resumption

soccer comes with a

Schedule

Entrcnous

10,

thy Harlcy's Father, Mother, and Nico-

Hadassah Organization

tine,

of Toronto

of

BAZAAR & CARNIVAL
Maple Leaf Gardens
(Comer Carlton and Chu.ch

an

while in

Stteeti)

Marie

Wednesday, Oct.

1

0th

studiedly

The

pointless

satire

on the

heavier matter, as usual,

rival

is

ADVERTISERS
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Graduation

Portraits

the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.

AT

us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

WW-

If

you have any used

text books that

ROYAL YORK HOTEL
$3.00

AN EXTREME SHORTAGE OF

you aren't using this year,

We will Pay You
THE HIGHEST PRICES EVER PAID

Bring

them

to

COLE'S.

Check Up Today

-

-

the

2nd

PER COUPLE

-

Need

Is

Open Evenings

Great

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK MARKET

AND BOOK EXCHANGE
726

YONGE
(1

the

IS

FOR USED COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS.

YOU WILL LIKE OUR

November

GREAT!—

COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS

less

OUR

Luncheon

50c (Admission included).

LET

THE NEED

BECAUSE OF THE HEAVY ENROLLMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY, THERE

Airotciv and Ytinirt

PATRONIZE

Games, Amusements
Many Other Attractions
Students'

pastiche

piquant sidelight

2.30-8.30

Children's Photo Contest

Special

successful

A

The Land of Twilight Rose
Moore achieves a delicate,

colleges of

All Day and All Evening

FASHION SHOWS

incredibly

Clarence Day.

on the Victorian cult of Darwinism is
Margaret Cockshutt's I'm Sure Grea
Grandpa Never Studied Philosophy

RA. 1481

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

MEDS AT-HOME

ELLIS

-

AND

McLINTOCK
HIS

ORCHESTRA

FLOOR

SHOW

Knox

Ceremony

Induction

Sees Dr. Bryden Principal
NEW

The Undergraduate Newspaper

PROFESSORS INSTALLED

Dr. W. W. Bryden, the new principal of
inducted into his new office Tuesday night in the

Knox

College,

was

VOL.

college chapel

The
ceremony was featured by the presentation of the
first distinctive
s gown to be worn in Knox's century
of existence
In his inaugural address. Dr. Bryden spoke
of the Church's atti
tude to the world and the attitude of the
world to the Church TV
Eryden advised the Church to adopt an attitude
of humility and
to
remember that its strength is in God. He said
that critic m of the
Church would be more worthwhile if the critic
based his
on
what the world thinks the function of the
Church should b?
on
what God has ordained
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it

should be.

Novel Collection Planned

Dr Bryden who

received his secondary school
education at Gait
graduated from University
and from Knox in 1909. From there he went t n ri Coltaeri in IKK
and Strasbourg University to do
°
e
on the staff at Knox for 20 years as
a fecture
lecturer Tt,
Collegiate

For

^
•

™T

ZstV^i

rr

1Q9fi

;„

^*i

bKan
i

*

T^ st^rY an?
Philosophy

m
i

195 and r>rnfe«r,r

of

H

Church History in
the Department of

opens

students

Andrews
been
on
staff of

the

De

Paul

University

in

Indiana for the
last nine years

W.

Rev.

IV.

after post-graduate studies at

Bryden

Knox

trar's Office,

Col

Hebrew

Simcoe

and Saskatchewan.
New Testament at

Andrews

will lecture

He

will

Knox

Hall.

Pharmacy Students

teach

Elect txecutives
Simmons

A.

on the Old Testa-

has

been

the history

of

the

results

just

announced.

class

J.

Burgess

electioi

Vice-president

A.

secretary,

;

Williams; and treasurer, Miss

J.

J,

"There

is

no foundation for the

raised

bp

this

term

excess registration in

first

Dean R. O. Hurst, honorary

belief

weed out

to

the

year," stated

of the 'class, said in

Clothing

67 St Grorge Street,
Advisory Committee
Text of the Com-

,s

tation

few years

Col.

W.

on leave of absence as
Director of Personnel Selection
Work
with the Canadian Army.

Line

Chairman,

adequate shelter, transportation and food.

students' entrances

of the Bureau proper and in
charge of
its actual workings is
Dr. Mcintosh of
the Ontario College of Educadon,
while

is

Major

E. A.
Macdonald,
General
Secretary-Treasurer of the Students'
Administrative
liaison officer

Council,

Follies,

serve as

will

between the Bureau and

S.A.C.

the

"The

ex-service students have problems peculiar to themselves," Col.
Line
The Varsity yesterday. "Many of

told

them need financial help, advice on
choice of courses or methods of
study,
or help with personal

The new bureau

French Club Seek Talent

difficulties.

will

give them

all

possible help in solving their
problems,

hort of

To

making decisions for them.
The decisions they must make for them-

Campus Productions

Brighten

The producer

of

the

president

Cannen

The U.C. French Club

stated that a search

is

annual

reasonable

facsimile

U.C.

Swami," as well as

a

girls,

dancers,

are returned from service
quists,

the

will

stage

Hart

in

12th.

Col. Line emphasized that
the
i:s

Genttlhomme

geois

"Swoon

of

his

plays

will

last

Because

be

anothe

year,

presented.

and so on, for the specialty

the

Stanislas

acts

ssurance that

would be dealt with

it

Smith Applauds

promptly.

Service Bureau

"There is no need to establish
a fulldress Counselling Department,"
he said.

JLt

capable cast of Maladc Imaginairc has been
tentatively
ventrilo- chosen.

musicians,

Bureau

was to be in no way coercive,
but
prcpraed to offer advice on every
possible problem, however
small, with

House

of the reception given Moliere'sjO Bour-

going on for a
of

production

on Wednesday, December
Follies

this

ingers,

men

trail,"

Guild confided yesterday.

commenting on

newly enrolled students are

the 146

talent

L.

unusually large class that one-third of

65 of the

President Sidney E. Smith last night

.

yesterday.

prmted elsewhere on this page,
P °'«y-maki„g Faculty Committee of ConsulanTAdl
and
Advice ?for Ex-service Students
is Col
VVm Line a
member of the start of the Psychology
department and for the

tions

"The clothes donated should be clean
A frat-to-frat campaign will be carried and serviceable," she said.
"Fashion is
t by groups of
freshies on Monday of no import. Summer
or winlen
ening. The girls will go directly
to ments will be accepted and all kinds of
every man's fraternity on the campus ootwear.
All shoes should be tied

"We're on the

Carpencto.

that examination standards are going to

IT

statement

™"° l™e4

selves."

W.

is

Student Cuts

s

Ude " lS

contributions.

Ontario College

Pharmacy, according to

No

mittee

S

who have been members

Uoaaiy at
the Preident's

elected

president of the largest junior year in

Smith Stands Pat;

students

all

opened

and will take bundles of clothing directly securely
in pairs. Everyone has someto a central depot. The service
is proto give. Here is the chance."

the

ment

The

t0

:

Dr.

while

campaign.

advisory bureau for

Tw

<Ltt
fr'f
ormer C.W.A.C
headquarters,

one of their major probMcMastcr-Varsity intercollegiate lems and we can
all help to solve it
this Saturday will be flanked
by room for them by contributing clothes which
boxes in which football fans may place we no
longer need."

at the

University of Chicagi

t

a campus-

ide

HEADS COMMITTEE

to the

their

Dr. Glen has degrees from Ei
College and the Universities of Toronto

collection depots will be set

An

Monday

For Business

COL. LINE

Collection of the students

comprehension and imagination of people
The first organizational meeting of the of
this continent
The coming wintei
Clothing Committee, which
met yester- presents an appalling vista of want and
and is composed of representatives
from misery to families who are without
each faculty, has decided on

Chicago University and the University of Edinburgh. In 1939 he had
in

for the convenience

pus.

lege,

a teaching fellowship

« of charge,

cannot be overemphasized," Mi
in the rotundas of each
college faculty, Bates continued. "Conditions among
the
and in other central positions on the
cam- people of Europe are almost beyond the

Students are requested to
verify their addresses
and telephone numbers
for the Directory of Staff
and Students now being
prepared at the Regis-

(has

I

officially today," said

morrow

STUDENTS

Dr. Bryden. Dr.

vidcd fr

in

Peggy Bates,
The drive will continue through the
chairman of the Clothing Committee, in
:ek, and will be climaxed by a
"Fun
an interview with The Varsity.
Posters forall," the nature of which cannot
as
will appear on the walls of
the various yet to be disclosed.
colleges, faculties and residences,
and t;
"The need for clothing of all descrip-

DIRECTORY
OF STAFF AND

of

ing

-

aid of the

Open

Clothing Drive

C
Collecdon
7)\^7
National!°S
Clothing

of

Also inducted
were Dr. David
K. Andrews and
Dr. J. Stanley,
two professors
who were form-

Campus
U

Religion, in 1927.

er

Trouble-Shooting Clinic

Institute

"College Registrars, professors,
depart-

Aquarone, newly

ment heads, and the Students'
the Service Advisory Bureau
Administrative Council are already
up there was no question
equipped to
in pharmacy
member of the staff in the French Desaid, "I have been disturbed to hear
give help and advice, if only
Up to now, the dancing chorus has
anyone's mind that the ex-service
the students
are
not,
partment
strictly
of
speaking,
University
freshmen—
College,
that a number of students are afraid that
been a feminine affair, but this year direct
women on the campus would in go to them.
the production. A former student
They have completed at least a two"Our job is going to be largely
owing to the large numbers at present
themselves present problems for the
tall and short male choruses
Uniare being of University College, he took great
year apprenticeship and have had their
putting enquirers in touch
registered in first year, some efforts will
ersity, President Sidney E. Smith
with the
itercst
told
in
added.
U.C. productions as
edges rounded off, as it were."
The Varsity last night "A great deal
(Continued on page 4)
be made at examination time to reduce
undergraduate and he has had much
Casting for a score of top roles
of
nonsense
Other
has
officers
been
installed at a joint
talked about them
experience along these lines.
the ranks so that a smaller quota may
party of tht O.C.P. junior and senior the Follies, as well as a practice for
This afternoon, at 4 p.m., in Room 51 being psychiatric cases," he said. "They
be passed into senior years.
re not that at all.
the male chorus will take place at the M. Aquarone will meet
years include
all students
Committee
members
"To this impression I would issue
"They will not be problems, but they
H. B. Bagshaw, C. B. Carruthers, Miss Women's Union this afternoon at 5 interested in participating in the play
have problems of their own," Dr.
an unqualified denial." He continued,
and its production. Students who cannot
Smith
o'clock. A full turn-out of all underemphasized. "They will have
"Furthermore, steps are being takei F. C. Fairley, R. P. Friday, Miss R. Y.
attend the meeting should report
problems
Staff
in becoming oriented witlu'n
every day to increase the teaching staff. Fulton and W. A. R. Murray; S.A.C. graduates interested in volunteering for M. Aquarone's
the instituoffice any afternoon from
er years with the Armed
No one need fear that he will be failed Representative, G. E. Belyea; honorary Follies duties is urgently requested by 2 to S. Casting will be completed by the
SerThe first lecture on night-editing,
vices.
instruction
heightened
vice-president;
That
or
is why the Board of
by inadequate
Miss D. J. Taylor; ofproducer.
Govern- erroneously reported
end of next week.
to be given yesterors have established this Bureau.
ficial
standards."
correspondent, Miss E. Greben.
day afternoon, will be held in
Room 37
"It should be of great assistance
President H. A. Simmons announced
At the University College Soph-Frosh
to tin of University
College at (our o'clock
campus veterans of. World War
banquet last night President Smith em- that the Junior Pharmacy Dance will be
II u today. As previously
announced the lectheir
relations with the University
phasized the pride of the University in held Friday, Oct 26 at Eaton Audiand tures will be delivered by
members of
ith the Department
torium. Bobby Gimby and his orchestra
of Veterans'
its registration of ex-service personnel.
the staff of The Var^y
to instruct poirs, Dr. Smith
continued.
He spoke of the "unparalleled -situation' ill provide the music, and dancing will
tential night editors in the
technical side
"The
e from 9 to 1.
services
of
the
The
Bureau
dance
will
caused by the increase of registration
will be
of the production of the
campus newsoffered freely to every
iformal. Members of all faculties
member of the paper
from 8,000 in 1939 to the present number
are
group, and it is my personal
elcome; tickets may be purchased al
Following is the text of the official statement released after
wish and
of about 9,500 exclusive of 1,500 at
This afternoon's lecture is
intended to
hope that they will take full advantag.
le door or from any Pharmacy
yesterday's meeting of the Committee in charge of the
Ajax.
exIn a special statement the president with the armed forces.
that

year

first

The dean

said

which have been woven into the

students

to

the

University

Follies.

of

When

Toronto

is

set

r.

'

Varsity Lecture

:

For

Today

'

Committee Releases Statement

.

On

Ex-Service Students Bureau

new

student.

The University

BUREAU INFO

he promised "the University won't evei
revert to the pre-war level of registra

Dr. W. R. Taylor, principal of the
University College, spoke of "the great
part of undergraduates and graduates in

war and

What

A

is it?

great traditions of University College.

set of offices at 67 St.

George St

where student veterans may obtain adinformation, and aid, of any kind

whatever.

Such as
tions

Workers

financial problems?

And

Yes.

personal

rela-

with D.V.A., choice of courses,

Any

Sponsor Films

who

go to

student or prospective
in

the

student

Armed

Services.

Four
by

the

scientific films will be presented

Toronto Branch of

Association

of

Scientific

the

How

Canadian

Workers

in

is it

With

8.00 p.m.

One

film will feature the re-

staffed?

a permanent secretary bristling

with contacts, ideas, and up-to-date inand with a panel of faculty

the auditorium, Bloor Collegiate, 1141 formation
Bloor West, on Thursday, Oct 11, at members,

of

whom

;

veterans of this war, one
will be in attendance at all

all

sults of scientific planning in the

times to give personal advice.
version of the erosion -ravaged valley of Will il choose
career for me?
Tennessee. Two color productions are
No, you must do that; but it will
also included in
this
showing.
All give you all the relevant facts. It is not

my

:

—

Where possible, the veteran will be referred to the appropriate
existing services or agencies on the campus Direct appointments
will be made for him, thus saving waste time and
movement.
permanent executive secretary, who knows the campus intimately,

students or those interested in a guidance centre, but a committee of
are cordially invited to attend. 'consultation and advice.

and who

will be supplied with up-to-the-minute information,
will
be in charge of such referrals.

In addition, a qualified faculty member, who has seen
service
present war, will be in attendance at all times to
act as personnel counsellor. Among those who will give
half-days each week
to the bureau are: Prof. T. Taylor, Mr. E.
Belyea, Prof. T
Goudgc, Mr Shepherd, and Mr A. Wilkinson, all formerly
in the
fjavy; Prof. M. Long. Pro f, j j, Fis!ier) Mr> E A> MacDonald,
iJr.
J. D. Griffin, and Mr. A. G. Burns, all formerly in the ArmyProf. C. Williams, Mr. D. Edmond, Mr.
I. Signori, and Mr.
J
Sawatski, all formerly in the Air Force.
Not only are these men fitted by civilian training and
experience for work of this nature, but most have been
in the

_

associated in

(Continued on page 5)

some

and
Each topic will be
more thoroughly in succeed-

headline-writing
ing lectures

Inside

News

Ifs an exhibition
it's

game

full

grounding

necessary

in

before

technical

taking on

Saturday,

the first since 1940 (page3).

U.C. Elections
Undergraduate women

mer airwoman

first

eace Discussions

elect for-

year president

(page 4).

Woe

a
is

night-editing duties, all
those who intend to offer themselves
for such work
should attend the lectures

Rugby Debut
but

Since

pohcy

_

A

il?

or has been enlisted

is

attempt to serve the Ex-Service Students in
a variety of ways. They may visit it at any time in connection with
any matter financial, educational, or personal, and be assured
that the problem will be dealt with promptly. While certain services will be provided at the Bureau itself, there is no intention ot

introduce night editors to
the general
aspects of make-up,
proof-reading

dealt with

will

duplication or overlapping.

problems,

relations with professors, etc

Who may

of Toronto is to have a Veterans' Bureau.
The Bureau, to be known as the University Advisory Bureau for
Ex-Service Students, opens Monday and will occupy quarters on
the main floor of 67 St. George Street.

The Bureau

vice,

in times of peace" as part of the

Science

of the facilities and assistance
offered.'

service students' advisory board:

Explaining that "larger numbers
realizing the need for higher education,"

A

Campus Feature

Medsl

is

The second

Letter-writer

finds

survey

by

The Varsity does hot allow medical
enough to live (page

students cash

2).

in

a series of discussions

dealtng

with Peace Perspectives
for
1945-46 will be held under the
chairman-

ship

of

Professor

S.

Wilkinson

Thursday
Forsier Foozles

Look what happens when news

will

be "Nationalism and
Internationalthey Compatible?"

editor subs for missing sports col-

ism—Are

umnist (page 3).

be led by Professor D.
McDougall
fessor E. Birdvvhistell,

What's

On Today?

Looking for extra-curricular activities?

(page 4).

Watch

this daily feature

on

at 8.00 p.m. in the
Economics
Building, 273 Bloor West
The subject

and

will

ProH.
Biggar. These discussions
are promoted
by the United Nations
and Mr.

Canada,
Nations.

a

J.

Society

of

branch of the League

of
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Editorial

Picobac's the pick

Was

Berlin

Advice

Dangerous

Is

of the

House!

Frat

What a

Pushed

tobacco

.

.

so mild so fragrant

We are
campus

We

not vain.

say that the establishment on the

will not

We

editorial of ours.

levelled at Berlin-

The

by Russian

Army camermen,

which be-

gins at the Royal Alexander on

wind.

tells

that the Bureau has been established, we can only add that
idea why something of the kind was not done long ago.
one,
perhaps,
is so desperately in need of expert counselling as
No
the average freshman about to enter University. And on no campus,
we imagine, is advice, while rampant everywhere, so hard to come

Now

PRESSING

IS

thoroughly,

averages, that
it

also probably wrong.

is

possibility of error,

admit the

Correspondence

and

Board,

they

for

been taken

by

in

proof of the

in

Servicemen's

be of the most personal

offer

There

kind.

has been no mention of a battery of
aptitude tests,

as

such,

the

author

of

a recent Totke Oike editorial was desiderating

to

out

screen

The

engineering

applicants.

October

town

students

along

arc

Dean of Forestry may be arranged
But the student alone

for

will decide.

most enThere are on the campus
field, if

the student

And the Bureau
him to the experts, instead
him into a statistical frame-

poses to send
of fitting

work. In time, if the system works, wt
hope it will be extended to every student
the University. And its working
up to the student veterans for whom
at

present designed.

commend

it

To them wc

it

..W.H.K.

TheUndorar&dutJu

the

of

on a

We

$800.

protoplasm that

of

the campus,

Our

commonly

total

asume,

you are not including

lhat

to

just

sympathetically.

listened

"I'm

You

tree

left

"And

will

he

you

— she

was

his

I've been trod

all

on

my

all

have

"People

over me.

life,

always

In fact I've been

treated like an old boot."

Chicory puffed indignantly and Psmith
oved up wind. "How else do you

I

— BILL

Psmith.

with

hurriedly.

continued.

Nazidom. walked

of Berlin

disgusting noise

inner sole and a couple seated under a

Gailmor

S.

muttered

frustrated,"

He made a

is

The Eng-

realize Berlin didn't fall

BELT.

(Continued on .page 3)
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get

exthen,

Music and

Jlri,

Drama
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Dawson: Consfilutional Issues in Canada

that furtive

gallops

around

And

The Cook

referred to as a

student."

fees, as

me when

But that was

start"

Chicory

for

little

picture this

The Fall

professor slighted

no oppor- "What happened, Psmithy, old pal?"

and very

war

The

he said something about a foul odor and

The Collectors

NOW ON

Now.apt.-per

Established 1B80
University Press

Member Canadian

schedule will indicate,

amount

to

An

a half
i

exhibition of wide variety,

firesides

and

domesticated

land-

Kings on the walls of the Toronto
jallery.

In the main

it

consists of the

Members' Loan Exhibition,

i.e.,

had the feeling that many of the works
works shown were not now prized by
their
of Art owners primarily for aesthetic
qualities,

from private collections
members, but there is also a but as quaint or nostalgic reminiscences
year.
Instruments, too— a microscope
oom devoted to a showing of the Cook of a past age.
costs up to $150 (or you can rent one
Collection
of Richmond, Surrey. This
Native Canadian art, which had to
for $20 a year)
and ophthalmoscope
proved disappointing in many abide the wave of Europeanism to come
strips us of another $50, and then there latter
chiefly because some of the into its own, takes
respects,
rre the unmentionable doo-dads which
a deservedly large
better known pieces in it have not ar- and prominent place in
r.an be seen protuding from the overthe show, illusd for its Toronto showing. Also, trating the gratifying change in collecstuffed pockets of every Medical; his
of the pieces that are here are tors' tastes in the last twenty
flashlight, blood lancet, stethoscope and many
years. I
not particularly good examples of the thought that the work of Emily
other trinkets.
Carr
Board, room, and laundry for those masters they represent Some are over- and Lawren Harris, each represented
who don't live in this congested shadowed by finer wortcs of the same by several first-rate pictures, dominated
metropolis, costs $15 a
includes eating at Hart

:ulled

week—and

that

masters

House when wc In

this

in

the

class

1

Collectors'

exhibition.

should place the

Cook

an excellent and representative showing
in this department

In the "Old Masters" category there
tan get in. Room averages $5; meals pictures by Raphael, Turner, Rembrandt
at least $1 daily, not to mention the and de Hooch. However, there are some were some fine works in the exhibition.
beforc-bed snacks at the Harbord Street definitely pleasing works in the exhibi- A small history of portraiture could
Sweelery. Some of us live so far away tion as well. Among the finest may be have been written from the four porthat we have to make a daily contri- cited an interesting little portrait in traits
representing
Rembrandt's late
Holbein's characteristic hard lineality, manner,
bution to the

Moroni,

T.T.C.

Raeburn

Van

and

Sometimes even we Meds throw aside and a fine Early Renaissance Majesta Dyck's Italian period. In two landwork and hie out A confirmed bache- attributed to Lorenzo Monaco.
scapes the characteristic irridescence
and
Turning to the Collectors' show, we shimmering light of Turner were
may get a good time for $3 a week,
well
because to enjoy oneself in Toronto, find an interesting panorama of nine- displayed. This type of landscape, repre-
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teenth century trends in style and taste.

"European" and "excellent"
long

indiscriminately

Canada, and perhaps

were
synonymous

still

arc,

as

senting centuries of evolution,
contrasted
for nicely with the quaintly angular archain

far

Prof.

of the

Smyth

on
Atomic Bomb.

of Princeton

$1.50
The University of Toronto Press
BOOK DEPARTMENT
YOU WILL LIKE OUR

Graduation

Portraits

AT

the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait
that your
friends will always appreciate. You will
find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.
LET us quote on your University Graduation Groups,

ism and picture-book quality of
a landscape forming the background
to a

Occasionally, too, out-of-t owners de- as some collectors are concerned. Here little tripartite altarpiccc from
fiifteentharc the usual revered examples of century Flanders.
cide to go home.
If you live beyond

commuting

distance, that costs a pretty

few coppers every

ti

me

it's

nineteenth-century academism, with their
"old masterish
brown-

characteristic

done.

All in
-

all, the Toronto
Gallery offers
most worthwhile and satisfying
exhi-

As can

and their minute archaeological bition.
be gathered by the round-the,
lable discussion in the
detail
here arc, of course, the inevitable
Great Hall,
the

;

Meds have no hobbies save blood
Dutch limners
and
more blood. The rare one goes
ICaemmcrcr, and
in for

— Maris,

Blommcrs,
the rest—whose peas-

photography or music, which requires
a
few large coins to keep them
adequately.

Night Editor: Phil Shackleton

SALE

reference to the printed

jallery

guidance of the

lightened type.

a

sat in the waste-paper basket listen-

ing

his

Fall of Berlin.

— there's

find that out-of-

supposed

reasonably well

penditure

bit

we

3rd,

of the heavy-handed variety. There will of your total allowance, about $400. And
be no attempt to switch a prospective a.< for our texts, medical authors apartsman into Forestry. There may be parently demand greater royalties, bea tactful suggestion that he think about ciuse our books cost an average of $12,
Forestry, and an interview with the of which wc are in need of several each

experts in every
only find them.

grim

As

After seeing
will

sity of

emphatically

lias

pointed out, there will be no "guidance'

is

is

I

opened the window.

commentary by William

After reading an article in The Var- pushed

"medical

And, as Col. Line

Varsity.

to

is

Gocb- and

be impressed by this gripping battle

lear Sir:

not

the statistical fallacy.

they will

counselling

picture

The

happened yesterday when I dego to a lecture and get eduwent to a Psychology lecture

all

cated.

world.

to the

lies

adapts the picture to our cars.

Miseries

Advisory

apparently have

It

cided to

anguish below the

mast which had sent

radio

cunning

lish

ditor,

do not write thus
the

very

the crushing of the centre of

A SOUND BASIS
of

nizable body of Dr. Paul Joseph
bels lying in suicidal

perhaps the best produced.

in a

given case the "balance of probability"

We

general staff: these sights will

relaxation.

Medical

vanishes.

staff

German

tunity for laughter

^)nce

he whispered, "or

—

remain after you have left the theatre.
Too, you will see the cliarred but recog-

The

probably

is

live,"

repelling of the Germans from
the massing of Russia's jughta do something about your breath,
Chicory and why didn't you let me
on the banks of the placid Oder
the opening of the gigantic artillery die?"
Chicory looked hurt. "Psmith," he
barrage on Berlin; mobs of hungersked, "why did you do it?"
crazed Germans looting and wrecking
th dropped his laces and replied
and the bitter hatred of the captured

The

Don't expect to be merely amused

preponderances

a statement

if

lace

whafJl

ight

or entertained by

submerged as it
and

principle,

about

talk

I

FUDL do for a Cat?"
Psmith stirred and Chicory inquired
Psmith
"More sugar?"
solicitously,
,r
You
stopped stirring and murmured,

is

flash-

Stalingrad;

such

theses as the above have never grasped

by

in a series of

his

Wait until
into him I"

Chicory breathed on Psmith anxiously.
He's got to

backs oi Berlin before and after.

;

the obvious

shown

irony

the

boot,

hock

he'd

to the ground.

nwcred him

in

Such

salute but for crusts of food.

A

propound

—

Sieg-heiling Berliners are

—not

another

know

find him
I
Then he spotted the suspended form of
?smith. Swiftly he flew to him and in
me flashing movement untied him and

The Rus-

Mag-supporting capital.

"I

boy, will

to be daily occurrences in

seemed

ight

the

found

he's

sole to get paired off again.

Nazi

of

shown with arms outstretched

Much of modern psychology, if we may say so, is a fraud. It is
fraudulent because it is unphilosophical. The general idea behind
n-uch present-day guidance work is that because, for example, a large
number of red-haired men with a taste for potted clams have been
successful engineers, therefore Joe Doaks, Jr., who has red hair and
likes potted clams, will probably also be a successful
engineer That
is the statistical fallacy, and it rules too much
of modern thinking.

—the

was crushed.

exhibitions

parades,

sians came.

It looks as though someone wiser and more experienced in both
courses and careers should help every student decide, on the basis of
adequate information, what he wants to do. That is the ideal of
guidance. But in the twentieth century too much is done by machine.
great deal of so-called "Guidance Work" is being done with filing
cards in place of counselors. This tendency arises from two mistaken ideas: the idea that the world is too complicated for any
individual to offer advice on the basis of his private experience with
it
and the idea that three hundred precedents are somehow more
reliable than one reason.

who

—

'Perhaps

ised Chicory.

fiercely,

.then

chancellery

Berlin might iiavc seemed invincible.
Stirring

THE DANGER OF GUIDANCE

thinkers

first,

the

until

very heart oi the city

with insane precision selects and enters the round hole. And not
Chistmas at the earliest does he detect the discrepancy.

The

In Berlin the Russians

encircle Berlin.

advanced slowly at

until

at

gym
from

laces

his

life

Out on the field the dim shadowy
Months of planning and preparaThe heroic form of Chicory (the misty-eyed, evil
Army under Marshal Zhuxov inclling spirit who haunts Great Hall
oqee) was searching for his friend.
pressed forward to the banks of the
Psmith," he called, "Psmith, where are
Oder. Here Russian power was massed
air
to
land,
by
to surge onward by

is the right one. And the numbers that swamp registration facilities
at the opening of term make the student feel that he is imposing on
someone if he asks questions. All too often, therefore, the square peg

is

by

No

posts.

Russian

THE NEED

This

football

tion preceded the campaign.

The curious federation system at the University of Toronto, with
the consequent duplicate applications to a University Registrar and
to the head of a college or faculty, breeds confusion at the outset.
Merely to register in a given course is sufficiently complicated to
crowd out of mind any qualms about whether the course in question

him.

hung limply

boot

grad.

by.

The

Psmith, the worn-out discarded

Oct 15,
Red Army's grim

the story of the

so long

showed in his
victory.
twelve brass-ringed eyes and his tongue
Actually, the Battle of Berlin began was hanging out in a loose and grotesque
manner in the still night air.
ivitli the Germans' retreat from Stalin

we have no

right

. .

lasting.

Fall of Berlin, filmed

writing the editorial, some vague notion of what was already in the

is

so cool

begin the ruination of the world's capital
of infamy.

at the time of

even admit that we had,

will

guns—each

22,000

an Advisory Bureau for men and women students who
in the Armed Forces was called into being by a recent

of

have served

As
.'5

this

continues

for

going time is about the
average cost for an
out-of-towncr to get through Medicine—
approximately not to mention
the cost of setting up a

weeks each year, the cost
becomes practice

incredible.

Certainly $5,000 for the total

in the future.

N. E. Gordon, Medicine

1st

WAR
LOST

FOR SALE
Old and new texts for students
and 2nd year M.

calculus texts.
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Saturday's program at Varsity Stadi
reads: MciMaster University at
University of Toronto.
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five

rugby

it

inter
nine gridders were
Although squad and cutting
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week Saturday
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first
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to

see action
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be

students will have their opportunity
to
that the college spirit h s
not

a

against

Walden, Colin
Lawrence,
Woodyatt, Al Jacobs,
Ted Toogood, Jim O'Brien,
Bill

a"

wholly died out Cheer leaders will
their day. Perhaps the
coon coat will Wayne Pyne, Gus Campbell, Al
Scott,
have its day also.
Egan, Volpe, Guppy Kilpatrick, Smith,
From McMaster comes word that Will Henry,
Jim Carson, Davey,

who

Just

am

gets

who

will

rolling.

In

is

show when
the

hance the chances of McMaster
entering
the senior intercollegiate
picture a few

Head Coach Warren Stevens

years

Coulter,

from now.
Henderson has eliminated

ail huddles
for offensive play and
for the defence
he relies on a four-man
secondary. The
team is comparatively light, with
the
line averaging 180 and
the backfield

170.
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visiting backfield
will be
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it

along -with

Jimmy

meantime,
is

Bobby
Don Gra

more or
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first
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TRACK-Stadium 1.30-
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Fvfe

Competitors are required
to be at track half-hour before
the time of their event

imagination.

Record Entry In Track
Await Starter's Gun
s

Dent

RUGBY — Back West 4.00 Vic
SOCCER— Front West 4.00 S.P.S.

win.

to the Missing Sports Editor
reSem , IanCe
Dam0n Runy0n
!K
>tncUy in the
missing Sports Editor's

U.C.

4.00
4.00
4.00

Sport Calender

'em out court clash with the

and may the

4.00

ALL MANAGERS SHOULD ATTEND

doubts the ability

« «^ sss

u

such there

West
West
West
West

An important meeting of all managers will
be
held today (Thurs.) on the Upper
Gym at 5.15 pJn.
Managers Duties—Rules and Regulations
Questions

standard bearers will be chosen
on the basis of next week's

£r:tiz

be

^

«**"

"

Only

TEAM MANAGERS
RUGBY - SOCCER - LACROSSE - VOLLEYBALL
SWIM LEAGUE

i

t0
Collegiate tennis tournament
haVe CCCp ed T
U» tournament slatod'
TaL
;
20-proyid.ng
the
weatherman is happy about the idea.
Western
and Queens are also being
approached on the subject

y
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Octobe

for
o

NO CHARGE FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE
GAMES

15-Back
16-Back
18— Back
19—Back

Oct.
Tues. Oct.
Thurs. Oct.
Fti.
Oct.

did.

Ztrl

R. Steacie, assistant di-

the

Rugby Schedule

gonna be on time, she can', spend a
couple of hours
Consequently, on these auspfcious
and

Md

IS

"

"

Students' Entrance, Souih
Door of Arena,

she has to be ready on time-

if

12th.

Not Available Saturday
n
d must als0 be sh °™ with
tiA^l^™°
^l
n
e
g
tatliUIn

and when we

If

Hart House, on Thursday and Fr£

and

Tickets

Today the wires were burned up with
what everybody hopes will be a
long series of sim.Iar
propositions. McGiU has put
a chfp o
its
holder

rector

will

day, October 11th

At Long, Long Last

Roy

Barney Lewis
regular

Empire.

card with athletic portion attached

S

rehearsal for

of Canadian research on the
atomic bomb, wil address the Chemistry
Indians, Charlie Club at eight
o'clock Monday evening

Hurricanes,

Robinson, Roger Allan,

and

Norm Max-

former Wildcat, AI Orr of

well,

But

less

beating ou, her column.

COMING EVENTS
U.C.

Roman

"anion Eunyon was once a bum,

•

rS
e strati ° n
«lL S'
at Ef
the Athletic
Office,

By George Forster
They've Got Me Covered
Who, a gal's got a date, the book says

sweating

assistants

Folwell and

'

McMASTER

SECTIONS Q, R, S, and T, are reserved for University
students for this game. Seats are NOT
reserved but a
student may obtain a special student ticket
by presenting

The Sportswoman

the

"Our Town"
by ex-Hamilton Wildcat Bob
Leggat, will be held at 4.15 pjn.,
tomorrow in
who will verbally call the signals. Other the
Women's Union Theatre. The cast
backs include Norm Smith, Art
Jerome, list has been posted in the U.C.
rotunda
Bill Traut,
a nd Jerry Wagar.
CHEMISTRY CLUB

year's

—

13th

vs.
(EXHIBITION)

.

.

THERE

Grass,

Coach Anderson will "shoot the
works" Baron, Cross and Armstrong.

He hopes to put on commendable performance which would
en-

.

the fall of Custer and the
decline of the

Linemen apt to be called for
action
he picked from Gord Lawson,
have Johnny
Farmer,
Bert
MeComisky,
wall

on Saturday.

VARSITY

Ediior

strike of yesterday's

I

will have their first opportunity
to dis- Bert Hamm,
play their wares in the blue and
white Jack Reynolds, Orr, Hall, Daniels
and
uniform's of their alma mater.
The Gnerson.

prove

last

world series game, a piercing
wail
h
•»« ™™tyof St George Street That
wa, the last seer, of our
beloved Sports Editor. The Cubs took
a beating. So did he
Ominous hammering sounds seem to suggest
that he is bearing his head
out in some dark wine cellar. His
professors have no, marked him
absent
*, they understand his errors. They, too, were
backing the Cubs. In fact his
remarks seem to have held considerable
sway with the student body as seve^
members of the said body were spotted wearing
black
We are not here to mourn our Sports Editor crepe.
but to oraise him Th.

Tommy

Cranham, Shi Scott,
Bob Henry, Joe

One Sporis

Missing,

out with the
in order before

still

necessary come a

"opportunity day."
opportunity to put, 'his offensive
and
defensive plays into force. The players

OCTOBER

broken leg sustained in practice.
The line-up of the Varsity team is
still
up in the air. Last night
some forty-

of absence,
returns.

STADIUM

to a

™

collegiate

1945

©IF

A..

Deb ut Satu rday

11,

onto

the

cindered

paths

INTRAMURAL TEN NISjRAW
Singles and

Team

Soccer

the

initial

the

Freshman-Novice Track and Field

track treat of the season-

Doubles- October 11th

HILDA'S COURTS

Varsity this afternoon to participate

12.00—Singles: Pauling vs. Jeans or Pascal.
Singles: Winner, Moses or Tobias
vs. Bennett
1.00— Doubles Grass and Bennett vs.
YoUes and Fine.
Doubles: Lau and Bell-Irving vs.
Pawling and McFarland.
2.00
Doubles: Lendon and Easton vs.
Cleland and Lawler.
Doubles; Roderick and Vincent
vs. Young and Jeans.
3.00— Doubles: Mclsaac and White vs.
Winner Bate and Bate or
Thornton and

Hamilton Bound

:

Meet

On

A good portion

McMaster

to

That

of the contestants have

the

is

I

slogan

of

been working out faithfully under the Blues soccer team which
:areful

eye of Hec

Phillips,

who

to see record figures fall

side as the

Hamilton

to

expects

by the wayyoung hopefuls take over for

All contestants are warned
that events will be run off as scheduled

nd therefore they should put in an early
ippearance for their respective events.
i

Warm
You'll love

with

its

it— this

There

to

its

Is

a

colourful two-piece wool dress

attractive self-embroidered

and zippered
cosy and casual with a real dash of chic
China Jade, Grey Mix, Powder and
Conch Pink. Sizes 14 to 20 $9.95.
jacket.

It's

Bring

for

the

The

4.00

Patons,

.lerately
int

tion

on
is

and

Jr.,

Fourteen

open

Fellows.
Mclsaac.
Bernhardt.

vs.

vs.

Doubles Moses and Moses vs.
Mayzel and Gruson.
4.30— Doubles Feyerer and Baker vs.
Winner Roderick and
Vincent or Young and Jeans.
Doubles McDonough and McTague
vs. Winner Moses and
Moses or Mayzel and Gruson.
:

:

men have won

for

McFarland

Thomson

Singles:

the team while another posi-

held

—Singles:

have been

the past two weeks
attempting to round the team

oshape.

places

Sr.

work

at

:

some capable

tc-comers.

On

to

McMaster!

EMERGENCY

•

Delight

Varsity
the road

league.

hard

will be held.

the
hits

Saturday

opening game of the intermediate soccer

the day.

The first events are scheduled for 1.30
when the discus and pole vault events

this

—

in

DRASTIC SHORTAGE
Your Used Text Roofr

NOW.

of Books for

We

will

•

COLLEGE COURSES
HIGHEST CASH PWCFS

Paq

credit.

all

—

Open Evenings

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK

MARKET
AND BOOK
EXCHANGE

•
•
•
•

113 Yonge at Adelaide
7SI Yonge at Blerr
1458 Yongo at Sr. Clair
3414 Yonge at City Limits

•

444 Eglinton W. at Castleknoek
656 Danforth at Papo

•

In Hamilton

—

King and John

726

Sts.

YONGE
(I

SAVE FRIDAY
OCTOBER 15th FOR

THE "VIC BOB"
PRICE —

lc

PLUS

59c

TAX

RA. 1481

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

AT EATON
AUDITORIUM
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quick
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or team-work
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had done

He

tweeds for the shoppei

The Evangelines
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incidentally are

hour's warning, Dtt Barry Rose
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Spread

youth.

mask

tlie

graduate

he

He

this year.

he was

He

had such a great
and,

people

the city, and Marjorie

interest in all

you him,

believe

mask arc soothing, and as

•ou

classics student invited,

"sets" the face, lightening temporary

it

and bringing

fatigue lines

of Fairwcather's Furs, at 32

West

own

we chatted

her

in

—had

there

IV

had
was,

it

had developed

Executive

Bureau

He

I

.

classics.
is

Administrative Council,"

no

Stu-

Major
"The

\)ir€jinia£)are
COOLER WEATHER 'COMING!

to us."

soci-

Students discharged from the armed

and wishing to enter the Uni-

forces

He

Maybe.

He

Just for

records.

go for

personalities in swing.

But there was

music.

that

to

fields

of study.

available,

and an

effort

prevent over-hasty choice of

many students register in the
the magnificent section work.
routine way in courses for which they
The Hall Of The Mountain King? are not fitted, when a few minutes'

ith

She would

In

probably remember the year.

made

made

recording by the old Will Bradley band

couldn't

will be

etc.,

didn't

MAKE
WARM

did not All information on courses, residences,

know.

Moderns, he paren-

some new
Boogie

in

the functions of the

lessens

dents'

I

classics professor.

his

then Miss Chandler—

remember the exact year

University

invite

to

was now

And

w

with Miss Bostwick and

instructed by

And

style.

she

Street)

He

Canada-

in

Bloor Street thesized

Yonge

(for years at 88-90

trend toward music eight- to- the- bar

2

began

THE SPACIOUS SHOWROOMS

IN

had been playing 'boogie before

Hi-

com-

the

to

plexion a refreshing glow.

way

of the

As he had said, jazz will make him versity will henceforward be referred
more sympathetic toward people with by the Department of Veterans' Affairs
hom he will come in contact as
directly to the Bureau, it was announced.

dries anyone else play quite like himself.

it

Permanent

King,

"The opening

meet all sorts in that business MacDonald told The Varsity.
That was an additional stimulus. One Council has always met student needs
fellow in the band had worked
on such practical matters as money and
de Havilland, another in a war plant, jobs, and will continue to do so. The
and another ran a hardware store.
Bureau will see that students who need
Sociology would have been his second our services know about us and come
my

It?

Come, the

to

Secretary to the Bureau.

i

Jazz I

as

Campus.

charge of referring enquirers

In

officials.

Further functions of the Board will be to maintain close contact
with the local offices of the Department of Veterans' Affairs and to
disseminate information of interest and value to the Veterans on the

the appropriate people and of making
played appointments for them will be Mrs.

ever you want to go to a Sunday

oris of

intend to

and vocational decisions intelligently,
through consultation with the appropriindividuals in schools, faculties, and

night dance in Toronto, well-

hoped he would be more sympatoward the people with whom

We

No

'Too

No, it was Rock-a-bye The chat with a department head would have
Dum-da-da-dum-dum.
That, shown them that they were misguided,"
say, was perfectly executed.
ic
said.
"We hope to check
the rhythmic chords of boogie.
His
The
last
time
Hugh
Graham
sympathises
had
Miss Bostwick
with re
the student's rush toward the Registrar's
right
hand fashioning the intricate
The Vorsity was when a reporter office just enough
stricted budgets and can also be deto make sure that he
melody pattern.
sounded him out last year on mixed has
pended on to produce something very
thought about what he is doing,
Little Joe From Chicago, he identified
xes in the library.
special for the gal with an easy bank
and decided on the basis of adequate inHe and Jazz had connected in high
He had told the reporter then that formation."
account. Don't let the impressive new
school.
He had abandoned the slide
really didn't matter to him. He was
look of the salon scare you.
FairContact with the
Department
of
rombone (it was a lovely instrument; always in
the stacks. He has* seen no Veterans'
weather's Furs arc the same old reliable
Affairs and dissemination of
>ut his ear was not really good enough)
reason to change his mind.
Toronto furriers which built up a
information concerning student veterans
md taken to cutting keyboard capers
friendly reputation on Yonge Street,
Once before that he had been men- will be another of the Bureau's functions.
vith a swing quartet which would enterbrought close to the campus at this newtioned

new wardrobes

ex-service girls with

come

build to

chat

with

to

lier

—o—
and

dresses, both

a grand round-up on one floor.

one fitting-room,

and try

choosing

You

but this last

His

to establish

skilfully

I

xigic.

he would

when summoned before

Parliament for
tiation.

skipping his

He

had been
M.C.A. that night

And

that is

sum

will

make

Graham on Jazz

for long and compatible

We

shops

colled various departments of

to

hail this tendency of better

economy

for

As

Pigone Freshie

royal,

colors

Two

Quarter

In

Finals

After

a

beginning,

fast

the

last

year presidents of the Uni-

first

W.U.A. and Lit

versity College

Marjorie Lick, Calgary, a member of
singles yesterday morning.

tournament has bogged down

tennis

former members of the Royal

Canadian Air Force were announced
night as

women's

the

Of

in

division

for

two

years,

the 60-odd entries but four of
the was
elected as freshie representative
the quarter finals. With 16 entrants in
team appear to be in the outstanding
a more cultural shopping technique.
the fight, four are still in the fifth
class.
Grass, U.C, and Bennett, St on the women's organization and Ted
o
round while two Oiave reached the Mike's,
Feyerer and Baker of Meds, Clark, for four and a half years with
COLLECTION of young clothes quarter-finals bracket The championLau and Bell-Irving of Trinity and Mc- the R.C.A.F,, topped
the polls for freshon Fairweather's Downtown, at
ship will
be determined early next Donough
and McTague, S.P.S., all face
man president
90 Yonge Street has been built up for week.
minor opposition in their next pair of
the benefit of just you, clothes that
Other members of the two executives
Up to this point, no upsets have been matches.
"Zing" for the college and career girl
ecorded. Defending champion Roy Lau
The senior and intermediate intercol- announced by Lit President and Toastwhere deft fashion touches bespeak a
of Trinity, seeded number one, reached legiate
master Gord McGaffrey at the annual
tennis teams will mainly
be
canny eye for that thing called personthe quarters yesterday. Moses of
Phar- picked from the top-notch players of Soph Frosh banquet attended
ality plus. This collection is a group to
by more
macy was the only other entrant lo joi this tourney. The
intercollegiate tour- than 700 students
watch because it is being constantly
from the two years,
as he trimmed Doran of St Mike' neys will be held at
McGill and Mcre-vitalized with new arrivals, all
were Eileen Sanders, Nancy La Sueur,
of by scores of 6-4, 6-3.
Mastcr respectively.
Second-seeded
them chosen for the purpose of doing
and Joyce Leeming, on the first year
Joe Feyercr of Mcds tackles Balmer of
homage to the fashion judgment of the
board of the WU.A.; Pcrham Stanley,
Vic today as does number three
verree discriminating taste and calcufourth year president of the Lit; Fred
Mort Grass of U.C, who engages Butt
lating eye of bright young people.
Garner, treasurer; and Al (Marshall,
of Meds.
It's

we

an important step,

say, toward

— —

THE

:

Tod ay

—o—

AFTER THE FIRST

The

doubles

tourney

year athletic

first

S.CM.

struggling

is

representative.

Counsellors elected to the Lit from
Every council member should
hoped that the quarterbe prethe large body of ex-servicemen were:
when you get the old familiar muscular final round will
be reached by the week- sent at the University Council meeting
Wes
Pains try patting on some quick relief.
Knowlton, Tom Lillico, John
to
be
held
at 7.30 this evening in
end.
Maclean and Mynahan of St
the
Palmer and Ken Robinson.
Sloan's Liniment sends vitality creeping
Mike's are the only team thus far to Trinity College Board Room.
back into over-tired muscles, bringing
M. & P. SOCIETY
reach the quarters as they edged oul
up circulation to drive out the soreness.
Prof. S. H. Gould will talk
the U.C. team of Rosenfeld and Bennett
on "GulSloan's works like magic, on principles
liver in the moons of Mars"
in Room 41
OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
which are not magic but only good
of the Physics Building this
sense.

It

irritation

which

calls

lets

turn-out along and

it

is

.

afternoon

common
and

games

up

sets

counter-

on reinforcements

HART HOUSE CHAPEL

Extension Dept.

following services will be held
today: Morning prayer, 9.30
a.m.

Popular Again
The
of

the

The Christian Science Organization
will hold its monthly meting
in the Woan approximate enrolment men's Union at eight o'clock tonight
are more crowded than ever
UNITED

perennially crowded night classes
Department of University Ex-

tension, with

All U.N.T.D. ratings and those interof 8,500,
ested in enlisting arc to report at 1930
is year.
Tuesday
16th
October,
1945,
to

H.M.C.S.

York,

Commanding

which

at

Officer

future training

will

program

time

the

outline

the

for the coming

For the

Many

There

first time, all courses

engineers,

with

their

ratings
service

may

apply

f

Naval

Active

or enlistment in the

U.N.T.D.

Rig of

the

ratings will be

Day
No.

for
3's

all

U.N.T.D.

with lanyards.

(Signed)
D. A. F. Robinson
Lieutenant

Commander, R.C.N.V.H.
Commanding Officer, U.N.T.D.

will be

a box

lectures.
in

About 100 are now enrolled

the course

on Russian.

The Pass Course for Teachers, a five
ar course which is not restricted
to
is
the only one which leads
to a degree
The other, the Evening
teachers,

Tutorial Class, has a wide range of subjects, including Russian, Chinese, Heat-

and Refrigeration, PubSpeaking and Metallurgy.

ing, Ventilation
lic

ot reasonable prices.

Quiet, accurate repair service

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Apartmenli)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Mtmt*,,

Sptcial DiKcurt to SludtM, and

to-

The Champus Cat

Pupils are

be treated?" growled Chicory.
"I'm an individual with a character
of my own," shouted Psmith and
with a
sudden cliangc of voice, "and I know
:pect to

toughest,

idualistic old boot

n

'

now

enrolling

for

our ballroom classes under the
direction of Cecil Da Costa
who has just returned with the
very smartest New York styles
in

dancing.

to do."

"I'm going to go out and get myself
retread, and then I'm going to
be the
biggest,

la Costa
^tuhios of ^ancmg

(Continued from page 2)

now what I'm goin

of

tub,

die U.C. rodonations for the
in

eyes

turned toward the field of Applied
Information will be given regarding
Science in the Far East, are among
enrolment, advancements to higher rates,
the
approximately
50 taking the Chinese
Commissions,

and discharges.
"Demobilized"
from

ware

WELFARE CHEST

>ted in the syllabus have an enrol- tunda
to
receive
ment large enough for the Department United Welfare
Chest today and
to offer lectures in each.
morrow.

academic year.

Prescriptions for glasses
fllledwith quality spectacle-

Evensong, 4.30 p.m.; Intercessions, 5.15

CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS

U.N.T.D.

CTQ

The

nature do the rest.

nastiest,

most

you ever

indi-

laid eyes

FRDL

find

New

class starts

Phone now
1139

Bay

FrL 8.30
for reservations.

corner Charles
MI. 5624
St.

MAIL ORDERS
With money
mailing.

FILLED

order, include 10c to cover cost of

Send

to

head

office,

Kent

—

powder and

Tops Election

Pre-Season Favourites Dominate

shopping.

in

You'll

it

lovely fitted lines

glowing

Sizes 12-20.
I

you appalled, Apollo, pal?

Tennis Tourney

companion

wearing.

outenvear

comfortable. And
ever hear of eightin - the - moi

the U.C.
freshman

busy at the

able tie-ups behveen the basic c

which

gh at chilly mornyou slip into this
housecoat ... so

c

-on-

it

to play.

during the dinner-hour.

for daytime and dates, are assembled

Pick your wardrobe

began

That summer the group had played
a two-month engagement at the Muskoka Lodge and again the ne

NORTH WAY'S FA SHIONLAND
hots, coats, suits

classics student

hand moving

left

tain

convenient address.

where

The

and have a personal
on Fur Coat Futures.

in

.

important way with the Personnel or Rehabilitation Directorates
of the Navy, Army, or Air Force.
The Bureau will also provide the first point of contact on the
campus for the prospective veteran student. The Department of
Veterans' Affairs will send the intending student directly to it, and
here he will be provided with essential information, given a map
of the campus, and referred directly to the proper University

engagements

dance

the toughest joints in

in
if

to see.

promote the best possible conditions
under which a man may make academic

colleges."

played

and had, he boasted,

evenings

intended

the Depart-

in

smoothly as Possible over the face mid isten. Sec if you can identify
throat, using on upward sweep, then boogie woogie style with any named choice if he had not taken
lie down and relax for fifteen or twenty pianist.
He didn't know how good he And playing in a swing band
minutes.
The stimulating qualities of was, he said, but he had never heard ology the easy way.
this

inter-

they ought

ould come in contact because of it

face soft as satin and giving
of firm

He had

then to teach.

He

purpose of making the
it a look

tlie

Sorting papers?
Yes, as a clerk.

classics student said that

to

md

big date appears at

two

money with

get his doctor's degree, he revealed,

to

a

the scholarship

split

The
due

DESIGNED TO "SAVE YOUR

in

and had for the past

year,

—

mer he had worked
ment of Education.

win

to

two

colleague in the course.

specialty

shops in Ontario.

FACE" when

managed

said,

scholarships,

three entrance
first

his

radic.

he

Mr. McCaie,

rupted.

fairly well.

had,

with a mind for the sort of conventional years
classics which make for campus cama-

There goes

he

classics student confessed that

The

dote
separates

(Continued from page 1)

men

.

.

(Continued from page 1)

For Servicemen

B(
ana
ind Doogie

By Boss McLean

Shops where anything (from
handkerchief to a tweed suit may be
shopped up at a moment's notice. The
geline

Advisory Committee Announcments

Campus Bureau

Entrenou$

H orace

tweeds and

in

accessories are prominent at

1945

11,

Bldg.,

Toronto

in

and

wine,

fuchsia.

10.98

—

University of Toronto Press, 12 noon, Oct. 12 Today's
issue of The Varsity could not be delivered before late
afternoon because no compositor reported for work here
last night and a substitution could not be obtained until
dawn... Th paper went to press six hours behind schedule,
and its distribution is inexcusably late as a result.

The Undergraduate Newsp&per

The editorial staff regrets this failure in service to the
It can only assure readers that everything
possible is being done to avoid recurrence of these
unfortunate circumstances.
students body.
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OTTAWA TO HEAR STUDENT PROTEST

Ex-Comptroller Feted
By Hart House Members Stadium Dons
Blue

& White Varsity

Through

their committee representa- expressing our
affection and vowing our
undergraduate and graduate everlasting gratitude
to the man who for
members of Hart House last night
22 years has put such qualities at our
tribute to Mr. J. R. Gilley, B.Sc, who service."

the

tives,

relinquishing the Comptrollershvp of

as

House

the

become Director of

to

the

Ajax Division.
As spokesman for the members

University's

of

the Hart House committees, Prof.
Hardolph Wasteneys, chairman of the
Board of Stewards, presented Mi
Gilley with a dining-room set consisting
of a table and four chairs, -the gift of
all

the committees of the House.

Paying tribute to Mr. Galley's work
as Comptroller of the House for over 22
years. Prof. Wasteneys recalled that his
own chairmanship of the Board
Stewards had coincided with Mr. Gilley';

term as Acting Warden of the House
during the absence of
steth in England.

"He and

Warden

Bicker-

"The

position of Acting

Warden, demands

that of

Warden, like
which

qualities

cannot be described in such terms as
business ability, administrative skill and

sympathetic appreciation.

"The

Hart House and its
on the lives of its members
is due mainly to the spiritual, moral
and aesthetic vision of its directors.
For these qualities we honor Mr. Gillep,
success of

influence

Warden J. B.
Mr. Gilley's

terday afternoon, the Hart House athfor tickets.

than
but

is

still

the

free

Toronto

the

all

That was

five years

Tomorrow

will

tickets

fastei

is

another

clash

The McMaster team comes here

highly

and

senior

versus

regarded

this

tion of their

who

by

due no

is

intermediate

football

little

new

coach,

has

inherited

Tommy
his

The

McMaster are

in

Hart House as

part

of nationalism

membership

in

Hart House,'

J.

Prof.

Campus

"No

phase.

had entered

longer can there be any

on material grounds, since the national
state no longer serves, it is bound to
undergo a vast change and to find its
place on a lower level of political power.
Consequently,
some form of interit

promote

co-operation

needs and functions of the people, within

which national

loyalties

game can

way

conveni-

trar's Office,

No

The

accepted

principles of justice

— sweaters,

"Though

Exists

biologically there is

problem of race

tied

and

.

because

rights

the

is

a denial of

of

minorities,

which would be a blot upon the name
Therefore we respectCanadian Government to

of our country.
fully urge the

may

delay action until the facts

be more

widely known and a full expression of
informed public opinion can be given."

A

meoting of representatives of the
organizations concerned about

campus
this

question will

be held

Monday

at

and place to be announced
Further details and information

S p.m., time
later.

can be obtained from the
Hart House.

S.CM.

office.

"The problem must be taken up on
the campus immediately," stated Morlcy

granting

Clarke,

anniversary tomorrow
of

a

Royal

Charter

president

the

of

"A

S.CM.

to

Phy

of

For Tomorrow
A

course of lectures will

room
members
in

McLennan Laboratory, by

43,

of the staff of the

Department

pairs,

in

mittens,

scarves,

of Physics.

lege.

In 1881, Albert College, Belleville, nothing can be done.

Ont.,

was merged with Victoria College

"Some

of

these

Japanese -Canadians

nd the name was changed, once more, have wanted to revoke

to

Victoria

University.

As

:

in

that

no such gether.

the French, Nordic, or English

race, the

.

.

contradicts

Toronto have emphasized the one-hour lecture will begin precisely at
clothes contributed must be 8 o'clock.
though not in perfect conThe series will be made up of foui
dition, for people are not being asked lectures on the Atomic Bomb, two lecto give away clothes that are indispens- tures
on the Electronic Microscope,
able and irreplaceable. All shoes, boots, and four lectures on Geophysics.
and other articles that come in pairs
While these two lectures are planned
Seeking professional comment on the off spread lightly over a country, than
should be tied to their mates tightly. mainly for students of the University,
Japanese Canadian deportation issue, concentrated in one area where they proAt the present, officials said, there arc they will be free to the public
raised on the campus by the stand vide a target of aggression and where
hundreds of pairs of shoes at the central
Next meeting of the United Nations taken by the Students' Christian Move- they feed their own animosity,
he comdepot of die National Clothing Collec- Society is to be held Nov. 8, at which
ment. The Varsity yesterday approached mented. "We might just as well deport
tion which may have been gathered to time the topic of discussion
will be
group of staff members. Theii
Canadians of German and Italian deno avail, for thoughtless people sent The Problem of Japan." The chairman marks are reported
as follows:
scent The only difference is that they
these shoes in without tying them to- ul be Wilson Woodside, and Miss
The problem was caused by "racial have been here for several generations

Says Mcllwraith

would form an thing as

Marks
Day

democratic

Canadian

10,300

this

mass meeting of students must be held
Upper Canada Academy. Cobourg, Ont, as soon as possible.
to will be marked by a convocation at
"The issue is bigger than the present
Victoria College, at which the degree question alone," Clarke said. "It may
of Doctor of Divinity will be conferred be the Ukranians or some other minority
upon the Rev. Philip Duncan and the next."
Rev. John H. Garden. 1
Mr, MacRansom of the National
SICS
In 1841, by an amendment of the S.CM. staff pointed out to the central
charter by the Provincial Parliament, council tlie need for immediate action.
the name of the Academy was changed "The government is bending every effort
to Victoria College and the power to to obtain ships to get these people away,"
be given on confer degrees was granted to the Col- he said, "and when they are out to sea

good repair "Physics of the Future" Friday evenings

gratefully

109th

that

:

Comment on Jap-Canadian Problem
By Interested Faculty Members

earable,

Simcoe Hall.

"Race"

World

into the Stadium.

articles of clothing in

be

Drive

fact

on a larger

the national state."

McDougall concluded the discussion by saying that the need for
internationalism was evident and would
evolve as an organism growing with the

al

—

national institution is necessary in order

Prof.

the

believe

their signatures
Victoria already, but will they ever get a chance?"
underclothing, shirts, jackets, stockings,
The first of the lectures, "The Atomic University, it moved to Toronto, and its he exclaimed. "They can be
on ship
skirts, trousers
all are at a premium Bomb 1
Radioactivity," to be given by Arts Faculty became Victoria College before the tribunal the
Government is
in Europe.
Professor John Satterly, M.A., D.Sc, in the University of Toronto.
always talking about can be set up.
Officials of the
National Clothing F.R.S.C., will take place tonight The

Students are requested to
verify
their
addresses
and telephone numbers
for the Directory of Staff
and Students now being
prepared at the Regis-

strategic frontiers," he said, "and to put

scale than

pre-

for

and

deposit their contributions to the

Collection on their

shoes

DIRECTORY

said the old Eurostate

co-eds

receptacles
Collection,

coats, suits, dresses, socks, hats, gloves,

Professor B. McDougall, and

pean nationalistic

Clothing

those going to the

endy

be

will

over

siding

Any

the discussion with

H. Biggar.
McDougall

Stadium
huge

Varsity

and the President stated

Dr. Wilkinson were Professor R. Birdwhistell,

we
the

Charter

weeks

residents of Japanese origin

Mrs. Yates Dies

To McMaster Game

sees the first intercollegiate

next few

the

Service,

inter-

some clothes of which they are not
of the educational benefits provided for football team to visit this campus for active need, and could give away
students who have served in the armed tour years, and hundreds of students those whose need is so great

Membership

ill

in

33 Years'

ested in

Entrances

Tomorrow

internationalism.

Participating

fighting

the

topic under discussion entitled to

was the compatibility

Hendcr

spirit

of the petition

brisk

At

of discussions held under the male students, undergraduate and gradu
receiving benefits thereunder an

series

Text

follows: "We, the members of the Central
Council of the S.C.M. in the University of
Toronto, view with alarm
the impending action of the Canadian
.
Government
ending to Japan within

experts

to the reputa-

Victoria

auspices of the United Nations Society
last night.

picture

the

petition of protest to be wired

immediately to Ottawa was
unanimously voted yesterday by the central council of the Students'
Christian Movement as the first step in its campaign
to avert the
deportation of 10,300 Canadian residents
of Japanese origin.
Copies of the message were sent to Prime Minister King;
Hon.
Humphrey Mitchell. Minister of Labor; Hon. Norman Robertson,
Undersecretary of State for External Affairs;
and the two major
opposition party leaders, Hon. John Bracken
and Mr. M. J. Coldwell.

ago!

with

six athletic officials at

o'clock tonight.

PRIME MINISTER PETITIONED
A

points.

see

international organization within forces is not restricted to undergraduates are expected to turn out to see it
Stationed at the students' entrances to

"An

to

for

Jap-Canadian Deportation

appearance of the

from his old club, the battling
bad anticipated Hamilton Tigers
unlimited. The
According to reports from Hamilton,

officials

the Supply

deadline

last

McMaster squad in the Bloor Street
Bowl was on Oct 21 of the same year
when the Baby Blues swamped the
visitors by 15-0. John Lucas was the
spearhead of the attack and was credited
with

Opposes

McGill Redmen bowed

The

Co-Eds To Guard Clothing Depots

which national groupings and loyalties alone, President Sidney Smith told The
form an integral part is essential for Varsity last night
world peace," stated Professor Bertie
"Under the provisions of the Post
Wilkinson, as he opened the second in Discharge Re- Establishment Order, al

new

athletic

the

the Blues.

of long line-ups son,

moved much

Tickets

when

1939.
to

SCM

the senior-intercollegiate pictun
Mrs. Agnes Yates, assistant caretaker
Yesterday the Blues went through a and hope to build their team into
senior of Convocation and Simcoe Hall,
died
scrimmage game with Teddy calibre. With this in mind, the McMas(er
Thursday morning in the Toronto
Morris' Argos seconds. The practice team is primed to make the
most of General Hospital.
of Tlie Varsity game was arranged to
brush up the plays every game, be it scheduled or exhibiMrs. Yates came to Convocation Hall
staff and any students not yet registered
of the team.
tion.
in 1912 as a cleaner and served in that
ith the paper but interested in journalThe team has been pared to 26 players
All students attending the game are capacity
until 1934, when she became
.n are asked to attend.
for tomorrow's encounter but a handful reminded that boxes will
be conveni- assistant caretaker.
Given by members of The Varsity
more will not be dressed for the game. ently placed at the entrances for the
staff with practical knowledge
of the
This will be the first intercollegiate collection
of
clothing
for
Campus
subject, the lectures are intended
game in Toronto since November 13, Clothing Collection.
relate directly to the production
of the
undergraduate daily.

HART HOUSE OPEN
TO GRADUATES

Said Essential

Mr.

was the scene

letic office

News Technique
To Be Dealt With

Intetnationalism

a

First Inter-Collegiate

There will be an official cheering
Bickcrsteth paid tribute
tion
at
Varsity
Stadium tomorrow
business capacity, but
afternoon when the charges of Warren
said that his greatest interest 'had been
Stevens open the 1945 rugby season
"the promotion of all the things for
with an exhibition game against Mcwhich Hart House should stand."
Master. That means that the old col"On behalf of the committees of Hart
lege spirit, missing for the past five
House," the Warden assured Mr. Gilley,
years, will return when the referee blows
"I wish you the greatest success in the
the first whistle.
highly important and responsible work
Pretty co-eds, gaily bedecked in Uniwhich you are now called to do. I assure
versity colors, will add no little to the
you we shall do all we can to help
scenery. Pennants arc still in the postthe tremendous problems we are now to
war world and the coon coat is still in
face."
mothballs, but the spirit is there. Yesto

had a special and close
relationship," Dr. Wasteneys said,
attempting to carry on the spirit and
First of a series of lectures
on the
tradition which had developed under technique of
newswriting is scheduled
the inspiration and guidance of the for Room 37, University
College, at 4.30
Warden.
p m. today. All members
I

For

One shoe

is,

this case,

in

not

better than none.

Clothing

paramount

Emma Kaufman

will

participate.

On

Dec. 6 another meeting will discuss "Is

donated

should

be

clean,

Full

Employment

Possible on a

indigestion" in the opinion of Dr. Grif
fitli

Taylor, head of the geography

de

and are now diffused throughout our
society."

World partmcnt.

"The problem is a complex maze and
Its solution, he said, was for
though not necessarily dry-cleaned- The Scale." C. S. Jackson, Drummond Wren,
Canada to "swallow this minority cannot be stated briefly, replied Prof.
Mcllwraith of the Anthropology De- success of this drive depends on the and Gilbert Jackson are scheduled to group."
F. Mcllwraith, associate director
of
ticipate in this discussion.
partment told the Medical Arts and students of the campus, and all have
the Royal Ontario Museum. "It invofves
"Absorption will take several genci
Letters Club at Wymihvood last night.
not only biological concepts, but ft is
ations; prejudice is the big stumbling
augmented by economic, psychological
Speaking on "Race and Race Conblock," he warned. "We feel that the
and sentimental values."
cepts" at the club's opening meeting for
Japanese are an inferior race; similar
Although aggravated by war hysteria,
"Jonathan Swift was neither a clair- the year, Prof. Mcllwraith pointed out
sentiments were held toward tlie Rus>
the issue is another minority problem,
voyant nor a physicist," said Dr. C. H. that the basis of racial discrimination is
sians a few years ago, but today the
integral

part

today as

never

before,"

is

T.

Prof.

F.

Jonathan Swift

Was Merely Lucky

Goudge of

the Victoria College Classics

Department yesterday before forty mem
bers of the Mathematics and Physic:
In a talk entitled "Gulliver and

Moons
that

thi

Mars" Dr. Goudge explained
the amazing accuracy of certain
of

astronomical suppositions
noted

satirist

in

made by

"Gulliver's

Hie

Travels'

due merely to chance, not to any
knowledge or clairvoyance on the part
is

of the author.

Dr.

Goudge,

a

graduate in Mathe-

matics, developed mathematically
ton's

New-

principle of universal gravitation

and Kepler's three laws.
In an earlier part of the meeting, John
Dnggan was elected treasurer of the
society,

year

cultural

while the selection of the

representative

was deferred.

first

rather

than

Ibiologiobl

"A

more exact term for what people cal!
races would be 'Us-Groups'," he said.

"Man

Society.

Up

Enrolment

is essentially

one

in his

Nearly 60 Percent

Official Registration Figures
Almost overnight, with

of

registrations,

flood

University

has

With

cent, according to

Faculty

(the

make- grown nearly 60 per

Show

situation

"The

with a climb from 97 to 233.

tin's fall's

1,626

of

students

Applied

registered,

Science

the
tin

and En

is

fact

explained

vastly different.

real problem,"

he concluded,

Professor -Ray Birdwhistell,
lecturer in the Department of Anthropology.

that

the

Japanese-Canadians

provide us with cheap labor.

We

must

Drawing

a

parallel

between

it

and

the Detroit Negro discrimination which
by President gincering shows a comparatively small hope that in the future they will not be resulted
in race riots, Prof. Birdwhistell
Estimated total regis- increase over last year's 1,164. Officials content with a low standard of living, declared
that "it is a mythology to detory. Each centre of culture has regarded
tration this year is 9,537, of whom 3,219 expect 1,500 more to be added to the and that wage differences will be eliminscribe the Japanese Canadians as unIf as an Us-Group,' laying emphi
ated."
are former members of the armed sei
Enginering totals with the opening of
desirables.
on cultural differences such as religious
vices, the report shows. Total registra- the Ajax division on January 14.
The Japanese are not cattle to herd
"From the anthropological point of
denominations and clan groups, rather
tion in all faculties, colleges, and courses
whichever direction we deem deEspecially significant of the cessation
view the desire is to expel or absorb.
than on physical differences such us
last year was 6.048.
of military call-ups and the dropping of sirable, stated Professor C. W. M. Hart, The problem
of absorption is basically
color, height, weight, and size of head.
Biggest increase is at University Col- travel restrictions is the mushrooming i the Department of Sociology. "Much
economic. During the past 300 years
For what arc commonly called races
lege, where 1,807 students are registered, of the School of Graduate Studies. From
f the hostility against them has been
have been open to immigration and
French, Nordic, or English, for example,
compared to 1,013 last year. The Faculty 411 students last year, the School has due to their success in various lines jf
is
logical that racial groups have
re is no biological basis."
of Arts, with 4,365 students, has nearly Jumped to a record-breaking 718.
business where they have offered stiff
accumulated in certain industries.
What is truly significant in the life doubled in size.
Only the two smallest departments in competition. The Japanese should not
Perhaps." he suggested, "the solution
of a people is not physical appearance,
Forestry, whose registration of 182
e University showed a decline. House- be co-erccd into coming east, although
would be for unions to organize the
but rather patterns of action, with edu- triples that of last year, shows the hold Science
registration dropped from t would be to their advantage if they Japanese
in British Columbia and place
cation as a basis," Prof Mcllwraith biggest percentage increase; Physical 16 to
6, and the School of Hygiene from did so."
them on equal footing with the white
concluded.
and Health Education takes second place 7 to 4.
All minority groups would be better worker."
,"
s

he

"and the concept of race
been present throughout human hissaid,

figures released last night

Sidney Smith.
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Movies

Editorial

Time For

About "Eddie

A Laugh

And

for a Laugh
I hope
Said somebody slyly, thinking to get our editorial goat
Barefoot
everyone on The Varsity staff read Rex Wilson's review of

Time

:

was

backer,

in last

both

be seen

to

at

Eglinton

the

MacMurray,

Fred

week

this

and

Tivoli

the

theatres.

seen

last

hobnobbing with the Fleagle family and
romping through American history at
random,

"The

self, is a firstself-deflation. Laughter, the ability to laugh at one's
is a common enough
rate catharsis for swollen ego. And swollen ego
complaint in university circles.

An Humbling

Things

Captain Eddie, depicting some scenar
ist's notion of the life of Eddie Ricken-

Wednesday's paper—particularly that bit
daily.
showing up the mock Bohemianism of the local undergraduate
that everyone
Frankly, we hope so, too; and add the further wish
all sat back and
on the campus may have read it. It's high time we
few more effective
had a good belly laugh at ourselves. There are
session of
antidotes for overweening conceit than a thorough-going

Boy With Check

is

the hero.

W.

portrayal," as criticized by J.

never

dramatic

the

attains

qualities

The

says J. W.,

result,

ingly ineffective."
a

A

is

And One' Nights which
people

Thousand
Columbia

the

Some

his

in

peril

to

laugh at his

He can

time.

then

the

prescribed

own

self-importance.

will restore his

ego

tonic

Hedy Lamarr.

ing

a

Bellit

Robert Walker

orth while for vs.

for left shoes.

In a hys

That's

I

are sponsor-

advertising stunt

Think of

Twenty thousand people jammed

into Varsity
it

is

all

We

will continue.

terrific

Stadium watching 24 men

racing around the field in their under-

wear I"

Hedy Lamarr
"Can we miss?" And the smiling
If you hurry, the Midtown still has advertising
genius leaned back in his
George Formby who is starring
large easy-chair uttering a profound,
another George Formby picture, you
I

satisfying belch,

know
we know about Anchors Aweigh

All

Loew's

at

Tut, Tut,

that thousands of

is

afternoon to see it

Mr. Freedman

But

go back.

we'll

Shea-duled

is

eager

"And

We couldn't wait.
A Belt For Adono

He

paused, reflectively.

that,"

he

said,

inspiration blood

as,

gushed out of his

1

"to 'Get this ."

begin tomorrow.

to

he said, "Get
"On Monday evening a squad of
"Change lovely, beautiful, shapely, and gorgeous
with the force of University of Toronto co-eds will visit

furthermore,"

this."

were going queuc-razy yesterday

souls

the

ears,

all

the

drive.

to collect

fraternities

Obviously

the

for

will all faint

When

dead away from the shock.

—no

they revive

"After that

the

we can

clothes 1"
call

the clothes

drive closed."

BOHKOHI

men

fraternity

The Vanity.

take Dear Sir,
and
About the article in The Varsity he might
That of Wednesday, October 10, on "Better values.

normal propoi

to

Her Highness And The

shy again.

Correspondence

ized if the student in question recognizes Editor,

recourse

delegation of out-of-town

all

frenzy of joy, the entire Clothing

terical

"We

nice people are innocently extri-

Gingervating June Allyson made

plot.

•

desirable potentiality need not be real

special

Medical students has offered Leggy 19
shoelaces,

an Imperial hold-over.

's

that the leaders of various

This un

every

two years. "We never hoped
spontaneous, in our
wildest dreams for such a miracuinsaneous and extraneous to the romance
lous success," said one of the committee,
which involves Evelyn Keyes and Cornel
his face flushed from its normal leafWilde, whom you will never forget at
that pianist in "A Song to Remember." green hue.

certainly not subscribe to the conclusion reached the other night at
campus debating society meeting "that

development

plan to

of

da-secya" fame continues

feel quite lost when he graduates, albeit
cum laitdc, to the boundless waters beyond his familiar pond.
This would seem to be an argument against participation in
undergraduate organizations. It is not so intended, for we would

fulness of their

"We

clean

Phil Silvers of "glad- last for

into one evening.

sitnima

to

is

Reserved by

compressed Committee went on a binge expected to

miraculously

fliave

eye-

boy, which title neatly summarizes the

threat

This Space

Varsity.

history."

«

entertainment,

extravagant,

filltngly

University

this

A

*

Harem- sea rum

Big Frog
The biggest frog must

potential

The

University's

this

disappoint- particle of clothing."

is

A

a

in

commented and mentioned,

cated in

are

stunt

"a highly strip

is

entertaining picture which

We

honor

Miss Leggy

plan to pull off the biggest clothing

tech-

substituting a jarring flashback
nique for progressive interest"

We

is

Dates, in an interview with

"We

scintillatingly

the chairman of

of unity and force;

secondarily students.
The plight of these professional undergraduates is, admittedly,
amusing; but it is also most lamentable.
do not for a moment
question that our Chief Whatsit has the ability to pass his annual
examinations and so to proceed to his degree in due time. (It would
bf better for him were he to fail and so to be disabused of any illusion
of his own invincibility.)
do, most definitely, question that his
degree, so obtained, will benefit him spiritually or materially in the
post-graduate world.

undergraduate organizations may
cover too late that their positions

the

Committee,

Clothing

nherent in such a career owing to a lack
As is usual with the great people
it seems content to
interviewed by the world's largest Unimerely piece together a few highlights
versity of Toronto daily, she said, stated,

Experience

extra-curricular activities are a hindrance to college education." The point

This was
comment of

"Yes."
fferent
the

n a note deposited yesterday at 42A,

University should, ideally, provide an humbling experience.
Introduction to the thought of history's greatest thinkers should
affect the undergraduate in the same way as would a personal introduction to the men themselves, were that possible in some houseboat
on the Styx. Unfortunately, however, there is scant evidence that
this ideal is approached. For some not-too-nebulous reason, the
president of the class, or the Chief Whatsit of the Society for the
Propagation of Student Ego, or, for that matter, an editor of the
campus paper, frequently rates his professional dignity too highly.
In fact such undergraduate dignitaries have been known to approach
Plato, or Shakespeare, or Jeans with a distinct air of condescension.
Such undergraduates are primarily campus leaders, and only

made here

194S

12,

Sound, Worse Music," I would like to

realize

very

its

people with

Several

meritorious

whom

I
have
Hons and permit him to enter the same comment that, although
I
have heard talked agree with me that the tone of
less exalted, none of the new records
mentioned, I many articles in The Varsity seem to he
students.
have heard actual performances of "such sarcastic and destructive lately. We

classroom doors as other,

Our cry, then, is not raised against rubbish as" Rodzinski
and the New wonder if this is policy, or if it is that
Chief Whatsits at large, but only against
York Philharmonic's rendition of Rach- now the war is over we are finding
those of their enviable and distinguished
maninoff's Symphony No. 2.
fault with the ordinary things because

company who may have had their perspective dimmed by the greatness of the

we

them,

And

no envy but a

feel

certain,

pity.

so

we

state of a lack of breath-taking

developments
draw forth our armchair criticism.
Post-war is a time for construction
rubbish, especially his Second Symphony, and optimism, not destruction and pessiwhich is, in my opinion and that of mism. It should be exemplified in our
several other gentlemen much more thoughts, speech and action. IS IT?

Mr. Freedman should

feel that

I

clearly

height from which they look down upon
opinion
the rest of the campus world. And for

chuckling

multiply by millions!

it

that

Rachmaninoff's

his

is

personal to

own

that

music

is

You've often watched the teller stamp
your cheque. Every day, in every branch of

arc most happy to take
F. C. Barnes, II S.P.S,
(jualified to judge than myself, that it
up the criticism of him who suggested
contains some of the most beautiful con(It is clearly understood
that all
that campus newspapers and those who
temporary themes written. It is by far signed articles represent the opinions
work on them are wont to take themof
(lie
best of his symphonies and could
selves too seriously at times. We'll
'
authors
alone.
As
"sarfor
the
even
stand much wider publicity than it has
go along with him and freely admit that
castic and destructive" nature of "many
had so far.
there is a certain justification in
the
articles in The Varsity lately," we would
It is quite obvious that Mr. Freedman
accusation. It is hoped, however, that
is not loo familiar with this work or welcome further
examples. Ed.)
our critic can also see the justice with

the war years, this daily flow of cheques

which

active than ever before.

every bank in Canada, cheques are being
scrutinized,

through your bank has swollen to a torrent.

—

this

specific allegation is

outward on the campus

At

least it is

weapon

which

Varsity— tiiai

Music and Drama

yrVf,

flects

was turned upon
from

bit

in these pages.

We

selves; and the

same

The

There's

Rex Wilson's
else

than

can laugh at ourto you,

thank you.
KJLB.

It
ritic

known

well

is
is

given

A
that

the

average clear.

Established

portant aspects of her musicality

make

loftO

Ml
mi

em

the rest of the

was

There

This increase

activity of

re-

Canadian

:

In

some doubts exwisdom of playing so

been

mislead the audience.

which were to
"the imagery

cheques

... a ban-

special

of barbaric chiefs" can be connected with a piece of pure music, or

the

must

is

this

quite

services

wartime volume

apart

from

which the

of

numerous

banks

have

why
sion.

it

b beyond comprehenprogram notes had to be written

should be,

If

have been
the

undertaken— the delivery of millions of

Borodin Symphony

much

audience

monies,

the

Victory Bonds and the sale of countless

War

would

better to point out to

his

tendency

Savings Certificates; ration coupon

banking; subsidy payments to producers;

the

unusual modal har
composer's fine sense of

and

structure,

it

foreign exchange operations.

towards

polyphony.

There
last

is

night's

Yet all this extra

a moral to be

drawn from
program and we draw it

out

angle were impressed with its
Barbara Jones. BA.
Dorothy Harley, 4T8 Otherwise, it was a good performance, of fine music than it has been to the
endowed with a gerat deal of lyricism. so-called "popular" programs.
It was
As a conductor, Anatal Dorati
a quieter, more attentive audience than
impressive, in spite of the fact that I have ever seen at
the Proms. Perhaps
there was no perceptible improvement this will convince
the management to
precise

million

services

quet

with a feeling of satisfaction. The audifulness. ence was more receptive to this program

in

levels.

get their pay, and their dependents receive

How

of knights, of boyards,

of a

armed

in the

The handling of

notes, the only effects of

reached record

addition, three-quarters

men and women

allowances regularly.

.

Night Editors:
Peggy Bates, Bob Robinson
Assistant Teddy Dosne

all

is

treatment dispelled these doubts, and the

...

Exchange

music

audience enjoyed the performance. This,
despite a set of nonsensical program

as well as that of cutting short the rests, about the

Editor- in -Chief
W. Bujrh Kenner. BA. might be attributed to a youthful exuberWomen's Editor
Peggy Bates, 4TB
Managing Editor Robert R. Robinson, 4T8 ance, or an anxiey to get ahead with the
Assistant
Garry Rea-Alrtb, 4TJ
Make-up Editor
Phil ShackJeton. BA. work. However admirable these characAssistant
Virginia Fox. *Tfl teristics may
be elsewhere, they conNews Editor
George Eoratrr. *TI
Assistant
Barbara K. Hood. BA. tributed an clement of chaos to the perAssistant
Blanche Stanley, 4T0
formance of the concerto. From where
FVoture Editor
-E. Ross McLean. 4T7
Assistant
Reg. Herman. 4TB
Sports Editor
Mickey Mlchasfw. 4T7 [ sat, her tone sounded thin, but others
Women's Assistant
Polly Mutz. 4T8 who heard her at a more
favorable
Men's Assistant
Jerry Ewlns. 4TB

Editor
Assistant

the

these,

heavy a work as the Borodin Symphony
No. 2 on a Prom Concert. Mr. Dorab"s

consistent with

it

have

pressed about the

-work This characteristic,

whether or not
eeii

Ml. Bl«

Because of

and payrolls have

Vergil more easily followed.

excesses.

to

Thompson, in describing Carroll Glenn
as a "top-notcher," proved himself to be
an average critic. Miss Glenn docs play
the violin well
she does have an extremely good technique, and her stage
presence is excellent But several im-

Thompson's description of her a
Member Canadian University Preaa
Published five time* a week by the gross exaggeration.
Students' Administrative Council of the
University of Toronto. Opinions exIn performing Mendelssohn's Concerto
pressed in these column) are not necessarily the official opinions of the Stu- last night, Miss Glenn felt free to play
dents' Administrative Council.
any passage at any speed she desired,

&

tremendous

and business. Production, purchases

life

Moral To All This

;

Theundargi

P.

the

a hopeful sign that the

review— was found nowhere

CU

Deposit accounts are more numerous and

turned

at large.

stamped and recorded. During

section.
He is both line up a series of concerts for next year
His beat is well on whioh good music will be featured.
manner of giving cues
PHILIP FREEDMAN

at a

time

work has been

when new

carried

help has had to be

trained to take the

place of

8,500 bank workers

now

more than

in uniform.

woodwind
and

artistic

defined and his

This

Advertisement

is

Sponsored

by

your

Bank
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Phelan, Deane, Winners

1945

12,

STADIUM

With a fair student crowd ...
Joe Taylor did the iron-man stunt
by
stands to oheer them on, the Freshmanwinning the one and three mile
distance
Novice Track and Field men of the Unijogs.
versity of Toronto put on their first
The following
exhibition yesterday afternoon.

Don Bhelan and
P.

various events

&

the day's events.

both

the

Bill

Don copped

the 100 VVMcAdam. P.H.E.
while Bill won S.P.S; Ward,
Vic
put and javelin throw. Hurdles
J. Chapman,

(9V)

sprints,

S

a

Grierson,

;

220-yard

—

shot

High

-

sees.,:

Hombres que

Harris,

Medsl
P.H,E. (10.6

U.C.

Deacon,

;

Half Mile-A. Noble,
U.C.
13 sees.)

Cross,

;

High Jump—J.

se Afeitan

U.C;
Doll,

the

forced ,„

When

Low

yard

(28.5 sees.); Doll, P.H.E.
estry.

PREPAR ACIOM ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y

(19'1-J^")

Mods.

ECONOMIZA TIEMPO

(4 mins. 49.5

Gardner,

"DARA

hombres que necesariamente tienen que afeitarse todos
los

los dfas, la Crema Glider
resulta inestimable: es suave ... no irrita
no es grasienta
aceitosa.

^

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
cahente y jabrJn En seguida, esparzase
rapidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jamas con Brocha.

Hace

AI instante,
la piel— da ins tan tinea
tersura a las
escamosidades superficiales de la piel.
Permite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ras de la piel, sin irritarla.

Ayuda a eliminar esa molestia que
sienten los hombres de piel muy fina al
afeitarse diariamente, lea deja el cutis
mas suave y mas limpto.

(129')

Harrison, Meds.

;

Sabiston,

;

Yates,

Put— W.
U.C.

(16 mins. 55 sees.)

Deane, P.H.E. (38'8")

Sabiston, P.H.E.

;

S.P.S.

;

Irwin,

;

enrolling

who has

Da

Cecil

St.,

More

Vic

<"<

off.

e

«°

-*3

*

<° •»« University of

Toronto will have

THERE

HZ

IS

card

mu st

shown with the

also be

NO CHARGE FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE
GAMES
En trance. South Door

Sludenls-

Only

of Arena.

their

first test

comes tomorrow. Time alone

will

tell.

p.m.

often than not used as decorations
^eS

IT

f

1^Ch
•

*

on Varsity Mazers are athletic
Was dh <*>™<* «hat these T's are awarded

REFEREES WANTED
1 7
RUGBY SOCCER "CROSSE.
SW^r7r.
rrT """^
SWIM
LEAGUE

,

I

T

to™

l

'

'

and VOLLEYBALL.

Another proof of

-

Appiy a. Aihlorio Offiol

°

-

SR.

g rao u atiorL

athletic

prowess

is the athletic

guards

INTERFACULTY TRACK MEET

Varsity Stadium-Wed., Oct.
17th,

1 30 pJn
ENTRTES CLOSE AT THE ATHLETIC
OFFICE

on the
guard, one must be
letter

graduation pm. To obtain the .privilege
of wearing his
a member of a winning team.
For other guards, such as debating
and
dramas, a student hoards points during
her three or four year perld
T,
college. For each debating
or dramatic event in which the
sLenHartid!
pates, a certain number of
points are added to the total.
The question

Costa,

New York

FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
RULES MEETING—TODAY— 1

members of the warning; teams in
intramural tournaments, on the
reconanendaoon of the captain To the
innocent bystander, i, might seem
that the teams of the smaller
colleges would be trampled in the
rush But
f
ttm
SES °'
P'wrs, not on waaihig
"""-i
teams, are considered,
and special athletic T's are awarded
to them upon their

for

Tues. Oct. 16th at 5.00
pjn.

had

styles

in dancing.

class siaris

Phone now

Bay

FrL

St.

SOCCER SCHEDULE

8.30

for reservations.

corner Charles

MI. 5624
Jarvi*

»"=< h "»

™

^ZZ'l&f^™ * ^ studenTen^

hop. that

It is the

«

?

By Poly Mutz

just returned with the

very smartest

V" ^'"^

"

Not Available Saturday

e regi trati

Badges of Honor

L

of

m

Lye,

jllubios of (pattritig

direction

Tickets

The Sportswoman

N,

Shot

8 a Costa

1139

W. M. Dknnison. 643-V

;

to «,
the

New

TAMMERING

"!!

'

loronto. Their

440-yard Dash

(57 sees.)

now

S

P.H

our ballroom classes under the

Obtenga un tubo de Crema Glider
y
pruebefa hoy mismo, Escriba por
generosa muestra gratia a J. B. William*
Company (Canada) Limited Dept-rv-12
LaSalle, Montreal

V' h

S

.„w"

Noble, U.C.

are

"

Harris

P.H.E.; Wanless, Vic.

Dennis,

on

Three Mile—

S.P.S.

Taylor, U.C.

'

"'

Hr.S „

who has so much as an ounce
«/„„ ,„«,„, It is the hope of every
undergraduate and
810 1945 ediao"

£££ teal

220-yard Dash;

vhm

f

m fas

of pride

U.C.

Throw—

Javelin

D. Phalen, P,H.E. (24.3 sees.)

Pupils

GENEROSA MUESTRA GRATIS
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E.

,

tersa la pie!
la Crema Glider suaviza

S.P.S.

Taylor,

Adams, S.P.S.;

sees.);

Deane, P.H.E.

U.C;

tST

P.H.E.

Bagg, Forestry; Armstrong,

;

One Mile—J.

is

walked off w, h a convmcmg 19-6
victory over McGill.
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Tblt
that is the hope ofT'°'
every red-blooded student

For-

Giles,

;

'

airoft£»S Ho^

blown in tomorrow's encounter, it will be the
opening whistle in five years and eleven
months. Yes, it was five years
aod eleven months ago that the senior
rugby team last walked on to the green

Med!

— Parkin,

Broad Jump

™

'

first

P.H.E. (S'6?4")

Hurdles—Davies,

stud^T^'

has been able to survive.
And now,
siiri, tha,T2
while the world struggled,
is on tne verge of
Teyivi

^ark ome

the opening whistle

m

R S
T are rE*™ed for University
i
students for this game. Seats
are NOT reserved but a
student may obtain a special student
ticket by presenting
P,ers
e g'stration card with athletic
portion attached
t
L

fields

that flamin.

L

sprri.

once

athletic

years
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U.C,

S

of the Varsity
or,

McMASTER

vs.

(EXHIBITION)

.

nvary between universities on the
football and
, happy comment that in spite of she tedious
war

mins.

Grierson, S.P.S.; Lawrence,
S.P.S. 220-

Diariamente

.

rtcndly
It is

Pollsworth, Vic.

(2

.

Tomorrow afternoon at Varsity Stadium the
1945 edition
Blues „,! „ake ,ts local intercollegiate
deta by carrying

Vic (174 s^s)
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VARSITY
The March Forward

K- Eock,
^ ™f-Dash-D.-: Phelan,
100-yard

Para los

I3th

—

;

Deane, both of low, P.H.E.
(107'1I"); D. Sabison,
HjE,, distinguished themselves in P.H.E.;
W. Robson, U.C. Pole Vault—

and 220 yard

"

OCTOBER

are the results of the
Discus Throw B Har-

The Blue Team
The following

Toronto

is

the line-up of the

Varsity team for tomorrow's game, with

Mon. Oct 15
Tues. Oct.

Vic Edges SPS
In Opening Tilt

lfi

Wed. Oct 17
Thur. Oct 18
Fri.

numbers: 1, Waldon; 2, Jacobs;
Intramural rugby got off to a
flying
Hall; 4, Grierson; 6, Farmer; 7, start yesterday afternoon as the
red and
O'Brien; 8, Pyne; 9, Hamm; 10, Mc- gold Vic team nosed out Junior

Wye
Med

Front West
Front West
Front West
Front West
Front West

Oct 19

sps

For

n

Seunarine

Vic I

I

Boyd

Emm in

Trin

Trin

U.C.

Vic

II

Hassanali
Stevens

I

Fyfe

their

Listen to

(Referees please pick up game board and
equipment at
Athletic Office prior to game)

3,

"Canada

in

the

Modern World"

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.
Dept. of History, University of Toronto

S.P.S.

Comisky;
Grass;

Lawson; 12, Davey;
McReynolds; 16, Egan;

11,

14,

The

1-0.

bruising

work

of the linesmen

SPORTS CALENDAR

of both

teams was the feature of the
Henry, W.; 18, Carson; 20, Cranham game, as the play followed the
conven21 Smith; 22, Campbell; 23, Stu Scott, tional "two bucks and a kick"
routine.
24, Guppy 25, Lawrence ; 26, Toogood
School opened up with a desperate
V, A. Scott; 34, Kilpatriclc
passing attack in the dying moments
IS,

17,

RUGBY
SOCCER

Back West
Front West

Trin

4.00

CFRB

--

Every Sunday-2: 15 p.m.

the fourth quarter

S.A.C.

MEMBERS

to tie the score

INTRAMURAL RUGBY PRACTICES—Oct.

and were threatening

when time ran out on

Mon.
Tues

them.

S.A.C. members

who

Jiave

not

yet appointed a college or faculty

representative for the Clothing for

Europe Drive are asked

to

do so

immediately.

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

Knox

of

Copies of Talks available on request

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

St M.

Dent

4.00

;

These representatives should contact Miss M. G. Bates, Women's
Editor of

The

Varsity,

who

is

the

chairman of the committee.

Burford, London and Heinbuck played
well for Vic, while Robbins

ere School's best

Soccer also had

Wed

and McCann

Thur

men.
its

Fri

coming-out party

—

assumed an early lead, and were
superior to an inexperienced

1

U.C

(all

15 to 19

teams)
Med., St M.

— U.C,
— Dent Sr. Med, Sr. SPS
— Dent Med, St
— U.C, Sr. Med, SPS M.
Jr.

Jr.

ID.

yesterday, with S.P.S. I trouncing U.C.
4-0 on the front campus. The Schooldefinitely

SPS

P.m.

TENNIS SINGLES
—
BALMER

Vs

FREYERER

eleven.

Cradle Club Presents

'YOUR SATURDAY NIQHT PARTY"
FEATURING

Dancing 8.30-12.00

CASH!

ELLIS McLINTOCK
bZSLS&u

Saturday, Oct. 13th

CASH!

Tickets $1.00 Each on Sale at Dance.
Broadcast Dominion Network 10-10.30 p.m., also

CJBC

11-11.15

FOR USED TEXT BOOKS - EVERY COURSE

YOU WILL LIKE OUR

There

Graduation

Is

a Drastic

in

Your Used Books

Open Evenings

AT the start of this Term remember, that we believe
good finishing must be combined with the very best in
expression, to give a Graduation Portrait that your
friends will always appreciate. You will find our
modernly equipped studio convenient to the University
and always ready to meet your needs.
LET

Shortage-Bring

Portraits

WE
BUY

726

be purchased

at

RA. 1481

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

DEE EE BALL
PHI may
Tickets

Until 10 p.m.

YONGE
(1

16

Highest Cash Prices

BOOK

BOOKSr.

TUESDAY,

for

MARKET
AND BOOK
EXCHANGE

us quote on your University Graduation Groups.

OCTOBER

NOW

the door

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

16

THE VARSITY, FRIDAY, OCTOBER

4

FOR PIPE SMOKERS OF DISCRIMINATING TASTE

Canadian Campus

GOLDSTEIN'S

PERIQUE MIXTURE

The College

The Same Old Formula Since 1883

The Canadian Campus,

A

high-grade blend of Turkish, Perique, Virginia and Latalcia Tobacco,
approximating those excellent imported brands made in Scotland and

had

its

merits.

its

growing fast You cannot pay
you cannot buy better if you pay more.

For the present

packed

is

it

put up in half pounds and

It is

pocket package containing

is

1/10

in

planning on a

a cardboard

and also

in a

BIG

year.

student trips arc planned.

Large campus dances are as yet imsome of the men students
gymnasium, but small
dances are being held in Beethoven

OLD-FASHIONED

re housed in the

HARVEST HOME

Hall.

This Sunday Evening

YONGE STREET

Academic changes include a Seminar
System

(7 o'clock) at

Toronto

meeting.

At

Father

Saturday
At 5.30 p.m.

—

Newman

Hall

—

Dance.

Sunday, Od. 14
Newman Hall Communion

Phelan,

B.

Gerald

Club—First

—FIRESIDE

music supplied
by a Montreal name band. This yeai
as at other

Cttp Churches

cage

Refreshments

won

frosh

the

Betty Spry, Soprano

Group Singing

universities,

freshman hazing.
This year for the

HOUR

8.15

bate

semi-monthly

started with a big dance,

B.A., B.D.

—

an Students'

social

season at Sir George Williams College

Rev. Arthur Organ,

—

—

At 3.30 p.m. Newman Hall Newman
Alumnae Tea.
Guest speaker: Fergus MacdougaJL
At 2,30 pm 404 Bathurst St, Ukrani- At 9,00 p.m.— Newman Hall—Club Debreakfast.

—

Montreal,

Bloor and Robert

Blomay, general secretary.

—

February

George Williams College
Oct 11 (CUP) The

Sir

with the Chimes"

—

—

students

services to enter

and July.

"The Friendly Church

"The Future Christian Civilization."
Tea
At 4.00 p-an. Women's Union International Students' Service: Andre de

enable

will

armed

three times a year, in October,

United Church

p.m.—Brennan Hall— Thomisu'c

2.30

Society:

which

ly in the

TRINITY
COMINGEVENTS

—

(CUP)

11

Mount Allison Uniextended on a large

activity at

possible since

plus tax.

at 30 cents,

lb.

Oct

N.B.,

Sackvillc,

making Campus

revived versity has been
will soon scale.
Proposed

the

teams,
new activities include
more students an inter-class drama festival, a three-act
Campus than
play, an opera and a French play. The
means more students Ski Club facilities will be enlarged and

and that

before
bag,

at $1.50, plus tax;

sells

Allison University

Canadian

the

WM. GOLDSTEIN & CO.
152

years of

five

like

It keeps in excellent condition.

container.

Mount

be in top form. There are

and fet a* good;

less

waxed

a heavy

in

and,

rugby

tercollegiate

an ardent advocate of

is

it

Its popularity is

After

face lifted

recovery

fast

Emerges

Spirit

Fall 1945, lias

anaemia, College Spirit

:ute

England.

Every user of

1945

12,

first

was n

there

time in history

the 'annual

frosh-upper

Club activity has reached a

tilt.

new peak; and

men

ex-service

are par-

licipating in all activities,

«»4

t,e

L.

McGill University

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

YORKMINSTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Yonge and Heath

Meeting vol WORSHIP
od Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

Rev. W. A. Cameron
at II a.m. and 7 p.m.

Yod arb Cordially Invited

Good End Cannot Sanctify
Evil Means"
William Perm

(Spadlna and Harbord)

Holy

7 a.m., 8 a-m. and 9.30 a.m.

11 a.m.

"AT

HOME

of academic facilities.

10.15 a.m.

7 p.m.

"THE

a.m.

11

CRY FROM THE
CROSS"

FIRST

800

its

first

11

and bonfire snake dances are once more
in order. The McGill team is scheduled
to play an exhibition game with the
Montreal Hornets Oct 16, and the first

of Capetown, South Africa

Canon
M.A.,

8.30 p.m.

Motet,

"HALF HOUR OF COMFORT

FROM THE

By

BIBLE"

7

M.A.

Rev. Robt. Ban,
p.m..

Saturady afternoon at

this

4.

QUENTIN MacLEAN

EUCHARIST

C

J.

game with Western

Collection for

"Kno* Midweek"

Rev.

J.

r BLOOR

STREET
UNITED CHURCH

G.YTMacLeod,
Pari

I

Park Road Baptist Church

Frederick

k

Church of Christ, Scientist
St Georje St at Lowther Aye.

11 a.m.— The Authority of Jesus
p.m.—The Authority of the Bible
p.m.—The Young Peoples' Society

A

Friendly Church

Where

A Warm

the

be given

coming

regarding

and discharges.

Naval

from

Active

apply for enlistment

in

the

U.N.T.D.

Day
No.

for
3's

all

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Commander, R.C.N.V.K.
Commanding Officer, U.N.T.D.

Mass.

and 7:30 p.m.

through Christian Science.

Reading

Room where

Bible and Authorized Christian
Literature may be read,

Science

borrowed or purchased.

Welcome Awaila You
80

Richmond

ADVANCE

IN

Lieutenant

C.O.T.C.
All previous

PIPE

band and any others

FOR SALE

BAND

members of

the

interested in joining the

St.

West

—

Kodak—35.

Lens

Pipe

who may

be

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Public

BUY

with lanyards.

(Signed)
D. A. F. Robinson

Wed. Evening Meeting

Free

ALL SEATS RESERVED

U.N.T.D.

of Christ,

Including Testimonies of Healing

Pianist

the

quested to meet at the University
Observatory Building on Monday, 15
Oct, '45 at S p.m.

the

WM. BUCK,

to

the

1

SUNDAY SCHOOL
11 in
SUNDAY, OCTOBER Uih
"ARE SIN, DISEASE AND
DEATH REAL?"

(12.10-1 p.m.)

PAED.. Teacher

will

"Demobilized"

may

S.A.C.

office,

Prescriptions for glosses
)

Old

Apply

1 :4.5.

violins for

at
repairs.

Hart House.

sale,

and minor re-

H. Douglass, 80 Prust Ave.

band are re-

FOR SALE
Old and new

ai 8.00 o'clock

OPENING SESSION YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS
B.A.,

Church

11 a.m.

8.15

HENAUD.

The Mother Church

SUNDAY SERVICES

SUNDAY

E. D.

of

Scientist, in Boston,

J. Moncrief, D.D.
MINISTER

ERIC FEE, President

A

service

First

First

945,

time
outline

which

program for

Information will

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

block north of Bloor)

Immediately following the Morning Service

at

Officer

ratings will be

The

7

October,

York,

Rig of the

Branch

Rev. Adiel

50c.

being opened

is

1 6th

Commanding

Commissions,

SEELEY

Rd.—

<

EVGS.

S.30 a 8.30

enrolment, advancements to higher rates.

Silvester,

Welcome

WALMER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
block west ol Spidim

PLUS

TAX

& 75c.
THE PICTURE THE WORLD WAITED
YEARS TO SEE!

TWICE DAILy

in enlisting are to report at 1930

Tuesday
H.M.C.S.

ratings

MAKE PARK ROAD YOUR CRURCH HOME

(1

C

Students Specially

FELLOWSHIP HOUR, SPECIAL MUSIC

15

50c.

academic year.

Organist and Ominnasler

(One block north and one block east of Bloor and Yonge)

K.

&

being instituted in the spring.

is

future training

{Handel)'
3y the Choir at the evening service

S.

Rugby

sted

M.A., B.D.

VARSITY NIGHT

R.

25c.

All U.N.T.D. ratings and those inter-

Rev.

sity Students

SPEAKER:

BEGINNING OCT.

MATS.

U.NJ.D.

"JUDAS MACCABEUS"

PROVOST

W»T

ONE WEEK ONLY

D.D.

O

Lord"— Bairstow
Motet, "At Thy Feet"—Bach
Cordial Welcome To All Univer-

Death"

IKIHfl iT.

Of UNIVERSITY AYgl

on Saturdays.

Rev. Geo. C. Pidgeon,

Anthem

Students Specially Invited

^

mmm>\

being continued

6 p.m. and the library

M. N. Jackson. M.A.

"Save Us,

—

Winnipeg, Oct 11 (CUP)
Bigger
and better than ever was this year's
freshie day on campus of the University
of Manitoba. Each Freshie Queen was
under commercial sponsorship.
Academics are fairly stationary but
rolmertt, classes are

M.C

"Ave VcTiun"— Elgar

The study

of (he 2 3rd Psalm will be
continued and Rev. Robt. Bart will
speak on the subject "What God
has to say about the Shadow of

Organ Fund.

Stuart,

p.m.-CHORAL EVENSONG

EATON

will

University of Manitoba

order to accommodate the enlarged
S.

Preacher

Wed., 8

new organ

Special recital on

Preacher:
Rev.

a result of

is

take place on the twentieth.

Congregation

a.m.— CHORAL

By Rev, Robt. Barr, m.a.,

year science students

Football rallies have been revived with
e return of intercollegiate football,

Bev. R. A. Armstrong,

—Matins

—Junior

Dawson

30 miles outside of Montreal,

with

this policy.

Eucharist

WITH JESUS"

is

College,

intercollegiate

THOMAS' CHURCH
Huron Street—Just South of Bloor
ST.

toy

key-

campus

post-war

and commuting professors

M.A., S.D.

KNOX CHURCH

(CUP)—The

11

McGill's

maximum

Sunday, October 14th
'A

Cordial Invitation to Students

of

allocation of classes to utilize a

to Worship with Us.

Director of Music

A

note

HARVEST
THANKSGIVING

Will Conduct Public Worship

d'alton Mclaughlin

Oct

Montreal,

Church of the
&ebeetmr

OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

Streets

1st

texts for

and 2nd year M.

calculus texts.

LOST
students

&

Phone HO.

P.

in

Also

Pair Harlequin sun glasses.
Oct.

5,

Friday,

between Bloor St and U.C.

Please phone

LO.

4187.

5748.

fllledwith quality spectade-

['"JfjH ware at reosonable

prices.

LOST

Quiet, occurof* repair lorvjco

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. Geor e Aportmonti)
S
OPPOSII£ MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Sp*efo» ftinwnf to Slvdtnt, aid At.mb.,,
„J

Am

cuBy

LOST

Pair yellow "Pigtex" gloves, in or
near

Economics

Bldg.,

Wednesday

morning. LL. 7294, or leave at S.A.C.
office,

Air Force bracelet, with
Blachford.

week.

name A. D.

On

campus, within last
Please return to S.A.C. office,

Hart House.

Hart House.

The Chemistry Club Presents:
Monday, October

"NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN THE ATOMIC BOMB"
E W R STEACIE, Assistant Director of Canadian
Atomic Research
"

15, 8

'

*

p.m.

LARGE LECTURE ROOM, CHEMISTRY BLDG.

Refreshments

Faces Biggest Year

S. S.

I.

Aiding European Students

The Undergraduate Newspaper

DE BLONAY STRESSES NEED

LXV

VOL.
"This year will be the most important in the history
of the International Students Service. This is the year that will
decide the future
of university students in the recently freed countries
of Europe," said
M. Andre de Blonay, Secretary of the World Student
Relief

M. de Blonay

many

among

Europe and gave an account

of the countries in
prevails on

familiar with conditions

is

which

hemisphere to appreciate the
danger and suspense under which European students have lived.
"Your security cannot be maintained
the long run
is

things are unsettled

if

the task of

European

the

Many
siry

men who have been

year are

prisoners-of-war for periods of four or

One

five years.

of the responsibilities

of the student relief societies

is

to form

these

men

trar's Office,

prepare

rehabilitation centres that will

among

other

studying went on under great

their

professors

for

In

in

one,

minutes in the year before writing their

way, owing to the effects of

which

left

them unable

the bare necessities of

to

inflation,

pay for even

discussing

plans for an

representatives

at

Western Warns
game at London found

After

All

arrangements 'have been made
to relieve freshmen of their $1.50
(page 3).

Gordon Stulberg,

the address,

chairman of the University of Toronto
committee of the I.S.S. announced that
an organization meeting will be held on
Tuesday, Oct. 16, at 8.00 p.m. in the
Women's Union.

Of 10,300

All previous

Band and any

PIPE

BAND

members
others

who may

interested in joining the

of

be

ciety

band are

Observatory

15-Oct.-45 at 5 p.m.

Major,

U. of T.

Cont.,

A.!an

CO.T.C.

I

Brown and

Dorothy

Opposition

'

at 5 p.m,

is

it faces problems of
inadequate housing, neglect of childi
nd insufficient play facilities.

The Settlement combines baby
nursery

Representatives are re-

clubs,

school,

classes,

group

offered

thirty-six nationalities

clinic,

activities

second

viola,

violin,

Cyril

and Boris Hamhourg,

Quartet in

D

more inradio-activity were

that

and

A

Then

such subjects as Music and

I

"I do your work, for

a.m. to 4.30 p.m. or by appointment

But frankly, I prefer Imiw-bowlina".

it's

my

good many highlights. Some of these
were the discovery of cathode rays, an
electric

calling,

which

discharge
has

paved

in

a

the

vacuum

way

for

tube,

the

The next lecture of the series.
Isotopes," will be given in Room 43
of

the

Drama have

!

—

Diit Taylor's master-key's in pocket,

of 25 one-year scholarships
for

19-16, open equally
to men and
Mozart women graduates and undergraduates
in

there

Embryonic political scientists who
plained some of the curious behaviour
The equipment which Professor Sathaversack or suit-case trouble,
of uranium and other elements which
would
terday used to illustrate his lecture
do well to drop into the workdance, find themselves ready to meet
had previously puzzled scientists. "0:
shop, that they might supplement
eluded Cathode-ray tubes which showed
their swains, but for one sartorial omistheii scientist," said Professor Satterly, "even
:ture courses
some of the properties of the electric
sion a dress. It's in that supboard that
went so far as to suggest that it
Locksmith Taylor, In University
discharge, pieces of fluorescent mineral
suffered the fate of the recent "rah-rah"
em- a mouse that called changes in uraniploy
for
which
showed many heautiful colors
25
years,
has
seen
fad. One of the girls swallowed the key
the keys, urn.
their bearers, their losers and
under the effect of the electric discharge
last night
Varsity
On another occasion when he and
and a model which illustrated the rate
interviewers come and go.
Enter Harry Taylor, on white charger,
other students were in a dark room cxat which uranium changes into radium,
From our brief visit with him, wc
to free the maiden from her distress
iing the latest wonder,
Crook'c
and radium into lead.
Perhaps the
attempt to deduce a poetic generaliithariscope, they were rushed out of
Students take the services of the
most interesting thing he had was a capzation on his philosophy of life:
the room to permit King Edward VII
Superintendant's staffs so much
sule containing one tenth of a milligram
to gaze upon it.
of radium.
The door is locked, yon ean'l unlock
The story of Radio-Activity has a

ADVISORY BUREAU

total

October,

major, K.575

Physics

Building next Friday

-cning at 8 o'clock, by Professor J. C.

Canada,
the
in

Go

Camping?

To U.

Vancouver,

Oct

B. C.

Zealand,

and

With an approximate

value of £300,
the scholarships are
intended to enable
specially qualified
visit the

United

study conditions

men and women

Kingdom

to

in order to

some departments

in

within their particular field.

Candidates

must be British subjects,
normally resident in one of the overseas
Dominions,
to be 23 years of age,
a graduate of a
recognized Dominion

academic

insti-

tution, and to be able
to produce
evidence that his quilifications
are such
as to permit him to undertake
research
work in the subject which he submits
for approval.

rest

Like

New

Australia,

Union of South Africa for
research
United Kingdom.

the

Administration

have

The University of Toronto Advisory Bureau for cx -service students
will open today.
Hours are 9.30

U.K.

Suite in the Olden Style Waldo Waruer\ beon offered by the British Council, to
was the discovery Elegy
Universities, Medical schools
Folkcrtst
or acapitchblende would fog a photodemic institutions of similar
wo French Canadian Sketches
rank, in

radar.

Students

In

Offered To Scholars

follows

the obstinate locker.

Freshies, prettying for their first big

Research

Glyde,

'cello,

will

can be arranged with the
secretary,
Mrs. Marjorie Kng.

first Hart House Sunday Evening
Concert of the season will take place on
Sunday, 21st October, at 9 pjn. in the

and Great Hall. The program will be given
by the Hart House String Quartet composed of James Levey, first violin, Henry

Humorous Showmanship

story and some of the
of

VETERANS' BUREAU

Sunday Concert

I

facts

was on the lax side

of Toronto AdBureau for ex-service stuopen today at 67 St
George Street Hours: 10
a-m. to
4 pjn., or by appointment,
which

II

The

officiating

(Continued on page 3)
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;

from

came

The University

dealt with by Professor John Satterly in graphic plate
resulting in the disSir Ernest MacMillan
a lecture in the Physics Building last covery of radium
and uranium. The
Our Lord in Beggar's Guise
( 1 )
night Illustrated with experiments and work of Rutherford
By Sid Jourard
on the kind of rays
A
Saint
Malo
(2)
punctuated with humor, his lecture was, that were given
off by radium and the
Representatives of the various colleges
To supply the keys for locks that granted, that it might as well be a crew according to the spectators, well up to discovery that it broke up into lead
and faculties are requested to call at the
his annual liquid air lecture, and a showed that
have none and the locks for keys that of robots who work to keep the
there were unstable elecampus masterpiece of showmanship.
Warden's
office at Hart House today for
ments
that break up and release great
have none, works Harry Taylor in ; running.
their allotments of tickets for this conMost of the development in the field amounts of energy in
small workshop beneath the Superin
doing so. But in
Harry Taylor is no robot, though
of radio-activity has occurred in th
cert
nature
this disintegration takes miltendant's office in Simcoe Hall.
robot might better tolerate the excruci
Any undergraduate members of Hart
past fifty years and Dr. Satterly re- lions of years and
if atomic
power
It is Harry to whom professors tun ating sounds emitted by a file against
House who wish information about the
hers such important things as the were to become available
for the use
when they find that the closet contain- steel.
distribution of tickets
discovery of X-Ray by Rontgen and the of man, some artifical
should get
way
of
breaking
ing precious lecture notes is irrevocably
When we entered his office, he was
touch with the president of their college
Curies' work on radium.
Dr. Satterly up the atom had to be discovered.
In
sealed.
Frantic frosh, fearing to be late concentrating on the carving of a key;
ir faculty society.
was at Cambridge when Rutherford 1932 the neutron, a particle
without
among the thousands lining the wall
for any of Chester Martin's invigorating
from McGill University spoke there on any charge was found.
If any member secures a ticket for this
This particle
his office.
Hart House sessions, run to Mr. Tayloi
Our plate on edge,
oncert and finds he is unable- to
the subject of atomic disintegration, the is able to pass through
an atom withthat he might perform his mysterious mumbled through an interview which
t he is asked
breaking up of some elements into out being attracted by either
to turn it in to the hall
the elecrites with file and tweezers, to produce took more the form of a political bullothers.
trons or the protons and its discovery porter by noon on Thursday, to be used
the necessary shorts and -runing shoes
This discovery by Rutherford ex- made the atom bomb possible.
by someone on the waiting list

Staff,

all

visory

to attendants of

Gives Radio -Activity Lecture

Usual

The

same

industrial district,

be a special meeting of

Satterly

enrolling from the

dents

Milligan,

With

Clark.

more

or

Hart House

a "general prac
work, and
thus has interest for all age group;
infant to grandparent
Situated in

quested to attend.

teresting

Helps Key-Crazy

Ted Toogood and Don Bark

ui for their share of
offensive play

idividual attention."

The Settlement

Campus Clothing Committee in
Women's Union this afternoon

Leader

Of Campus Locks

Genial Genie

will

have

will be Betty

Horris and Prime 'Minister Stefan Stykolt; the negative will be upheld by

H. C. H. Miller,

There
the

five
difficulties

titioner" in the field of social

CLOTHING COMMITTEE
the

Bomb"

yards for the major.

all

first

"Wartime

the petition which was sent to government and opposition leaders last week.

Debating So-

Alumni Hall Monday evening

use of the Atomic

fifty

Bill
Lawrence, Alex Jacobs, Bob
Henry, Bert Hamm, Jack
McReynolds,

organization may receive a reduction to
ry short-handed," said Mrs. F. Crowthree dollars.
Head Resident, "We have been
forced to give mass instruction instead
of

made for any additional action.
The meeting is planned to follow uj

Supporting the Government's contention that "This House welcomes the

Building on Monday,

Lectures

er

zations concerned are expected at
the
meeting.
Discussion will be held and

8 pjn.

at

requested to meet at the University

in

He climaxed his day's work by tossing
a 25 yard pass to Scott, who
romped

another

The Department of University Extension has announced a series of nine
lectures on accident prevention will
be

on Japai

Vic

Victoria College

the

To

Social Service

will address the meeting and
supply the latest facts on the situation
Representatives of all campus organi-

Advisability of using the atomic bomb
will be debated at the opening session

of the Pipe

Go

and
served notice that they
meeting of the U.C.—Trinity held in
will be heard
co-operation with the Industrial
from in the near future.
Classics Club on Thursady, Oct. 18,
Accident Prevention Association Torlarge question in the
8 :15
p.m.
in
Further action on the petition
mind of
Cartwright Hall, St onto-York Division.
proWarren Stevens was self answered
Hilda's College.
testing the impending
Subject:
when
Professor
deportation of
"Safety Psychology" will be the sub- the line came
through with a good dis10,300
west-coast Japanese -Canadians H. A. Thompson on Apulia.
ject of the first lecture by Prof. K. play.
The outsides were especially
All welcome.
has been announced by Morley Clarke,
S. Bernhardt, M. A., Ph.D., Univer- noticeable
as was the play of Rod
president of (the Student's
Smith
Christian
sity of Toronto.
His lecture will be it middle. Smith,
converted backMovement.
mass meeting of all
followed by a period of free discussion fielder,
climaxed a good afternoon's
interested students will be held
in CartThe 8 :30 evening lectures will be held work by falling on a loose
ball behind
wright Hall, St. Hilda's College,
at
in the Economics Building, 273 Bloor St
McMaster line for the second
S o'clock this afternoon.
majod
W., dating from Oct 15 to Dec 10.
Rev. James Finlay, the minister
of
The McMaster attack was
Applications should be sent to the DiCarlton St United Church, and
centred
The need of aid from students interMrs.
around ex-Hamilton
Wildcat Bob LegHugh MacMillan, the president and ested in social work was apparent at the rector, Department of University Exgatt, who received
tension, University of Toronto.
able assistance from
A
fee
secretary respectively of .the
University
Settlement
tea, Thursday at
Toronto
of five dollars will be charged groups of A] Gumey and Art Jerome.
Co-operative Committee
23 Grange Road.

The

plans

Stir

VIC MUSIC CLUB
Tonight's rehearsal of "Patience" has
been postponed until Wednesday at
7.30. The cast has been posted on
the
bulletin board.

Canadians

Atomic Bomb
Will

C.O.T.C.

3).

Bowlers Beware

a

o Play Safe,

COMING EVENTS

The Nazis had to have
he declared, so they form ulated
an

welfaT bad!

Colin Craiiham earned his
spurs with a
35 yard plunge in the first minute
of play.

role,

stressed the importance

i

good play

M atheson.

university's

Appeals For Aid

Exhibition

Mustangs raring to go (page

Student's Conference each year.

the

A

Contemporary Canadian writing is
reviewed by the Varsity (page 2).

exchange of students between Europe
and North America, starting next year,
Tltese exchanges will meet with Eurouniversity

led by Ball, win
(page 6).

Canadian Collection

life.

M. de Blonay announced

trophies

short training period, it was good
football
Stu Scott was the highlight of the
Varsity win and accounted for
en points with a touchdown, a placement
aid two singles However
the whole team came in for its
share of

A

Varsity golfers,

two

ffm

City.

Will Be Told

Toronto Triumphs

Usually they could not

examinations.

m

continued. "Our help
in the name of the Lord,
who made
Heaven and Earth."

1

ten

afford to attend classes in the ordinary

Quebec

EFF ORT FAILS

Neither a cool, cloudy sky nor the
McMaster team could stop
the Varsity Blues at Varsity Stadium
Saturday afternoon as they
out-played, out-scored out-classed and
out-fumbled their opponents
by a score of 18-9
their initial football test of
the season
a
exhibi ion ^counter, attracted
a crowd
?
I
h
f
of over 6.000. It
displayed
a variety of play and, considering
! the

is

of a philosophy.

Simcoe Hall.

News

Inside

LAST MIN UTE

Foe

a vital part in

surely

Dean Matheson

difficulties.

about

Germany who played

the

Rev. Philip Duncan and Rev.
John
H. Garden both received the degree
of
Doctor of Divinity Jtonoris
causa.
niques of living. But the
function of a After the
convocation a reception was
University is something more
than that" heId [ " h onor of Dr. and
Mrs.

nations,

Student worked long hours during the
day and studied in the evening. They

in celebration

a good thing," said the
in his adress. "to teach
the techis

for their return to the cSass

Greece,

Friday

growth of Naziism.
of the 109th anniversary of the
granting
"The issues before humanity are life
of the Royal Charter to Victoria
Col- and death—eternal
life and the wrath of
lege.
Dr. Matheson, a former gold
God," the speaker

Fate

In

pean

special convocation

Dean

room.

saw

As Vars ity Out-Sc ores

Reverend A. Dawson Matheson, D.D.,
organic philosophy of blood and soil
was inducted as Dean of Emmanuel ColIt was a group of corrupted
intellectuals
lege and Professor of Homiletics
at a

It

Students are requested to
verify their addresses
and telephone numbers
for the Directory of Staff
and Students now being
prepared at the Regis-

of the people entering univ<

this

Of

Dean

charge

M.

universities,"

Blonay continued.

TEST OPENER

IN

Excited Students Cheer

Matheson
Emmanuel College

medallist in philosophy, has come
to the
post from a United Church
pastoral

DIRECTORY

students

all

to help to establish settled conditions

No. 12

Victoria Inducts

in

It is difficult for students in this

Europe, It

1945

15,

students in most

of the situation

campi.

"There has been a great split between the European university
world and the North American university world. This is due to
differences in experiences, contacts and conditions. During the
war
university students were almost completely isolated from each other
and from students in other countries," stated M. de Bloney.

in

BLUES VICTORIOUS

a

at

meeting of the I.S.S. yesterday in the Women's Union.

THEE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. MONDAY, OCTOBER

with

the

of

the

Student's

scheme

will

Committee

of the

British Council, which will
responsible for the final selection

be
of

candidates, approval of the courses of

study or

research

proposed,

and for

the general supervision of the scholar's
during the year in the United

II—i(OUP)—One work

hundred men at the University of British
Columbia are being forced to find tem-

Kingdom.

Scholars will not be permitted to
porary shelter in two military hutments hold any paid position in
the United
heated by coal stoves. They share an Kingdom that would
be likely to conoutdoor washroom and eat their meals flict with the devotion of
full time to
at the university cafeteria.
Later the the objects of the scholarships, save

men

will

pied by

move to buildings now occu- with the
women who will move to new Council.

team-heated huts with separate rooms.
The hutments will be turned into a

previous

permission

of

the

Applications should be made to the
Registrar's Office in Simoce Hall not
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Books

Editorial

'Cattle—Cars

Pessimistic Piffle

.... Scholars'
Overhearing a chance remark which was later repeated in several
different forms, both by students and lecturers, we have come to the
conclusion that a tendency to look on the worst side of things is beginning to develop. While this feeling is not to be found solely on this
campus, it seems to be prevalent among students in general, because,
perhaps, they are students. In university, many become engrossed in a
search for Truth, then turn precocious pessimists and deside that it
does not exist. "What has the whole benighted human race, and myself in particular,

got to be grateful for ?"

is

Ralph

cents),

become

fact that there

our midst that we want to point out the

Hooray!
Are

over.

are things for which to be thankful. "So he war's
And what of the terrible cost in manpower and other
we to be thankful for that, too?" inquires the lordly

still

resources?

Truly, it is difficult to find good in a war apart from the thankful
fact that there still are things for which to be thankful. "So the war's
are being turned to constructive rather than destructive ends. Still,
it is a long-established fact that greater social, scientific and medical
progress takes place during war years than in peace. In a war so
wide-flung as that which recently shook the world, there has been
an unparalleled opportunity for peoples of different countries to
understand each other's problems the racial, economic and religious
characteristics inherent in each nation.
tremendous step has been
taken towards a realization of what we believe to be the sole solution
to the problem of wars
internationalism.
The past grim struggle has had a great educational value. Lessons
have been learned by more people in an emphatic and lasting fashion
that fifty million textbooks could not have hoped to achieve. Today
it is not only a cloistered few who have pored over books, or had
sufficient funds to travel and see the world for themselves who can
profess to know about the countries of Europe and Asia. It is the
average man and woman, many of whom travelled overseas "at the
expense of the Government," or remained at home where they read
the papers, saw newsrcels, and received
letters from friends and relatives who
were seeing things at first hand.

—

A

—

Editorial Encores

A greater number of us, then, know
more about world problems than six 01
seven years ago. In the solving of
day's problems

lies

Meds

the founding of the

world of tomorrow. Yesterday's student
thought of geting

which would give him personal

security uppermost in his mind. Today's

And

Maturity

to-

graduated with the
a job

Than

"A CERTAIN DEGREE

No

gent literature

Music

he dusted them

off

and threw

pieces

various

in

parts of the

may

For many

people, par-

The famous "sailor" trademark is a symbolof all that is best
in tobacco manufacture and guarantees that the contents
of the package will maintain Player's world-wide reputa-

of contemporary

and dependable

tion for excellence

segments,

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT
CIGARETTES
:

rents the monstrosity to a
radio station as the theme song

is the work of such important
cents, two were disowned by Columbia
younger
and the others were long ago removed
In seeking the roots of Canadian life poets as Dorothy Livesay, Irving Layton
from the Victor catalogue.
as a prelude to, as much as a part of, an and Miriam Waddington
While the companies originally manu- understanding and truly creative literaBecause younger poets are silenced,
facturing these records cannot be held ture, these prose writers are attempting the poetry seems less
vital and colorful
responsible, Mr. Hmmphheim should something long overdue and terribly im- than it should.
There are a number of
be brought under critical censure for portant. This is part of a trend which poems about social
problems, and the
offering these brittle disks for sale. has dearly dominated the work of the
(Continued on page 4)
They crack,
more important Canadian novelists

PATRONIZE

upon our writers to "Let
the work seek -its own identity and
Moonlichi
Who's Ma Trrrrtu Frriend so Hit Me, day it may be discovered to be Canadian
Daddy, Wi' a Wee Deoch-an- Dorris as well." I can think of no better way of
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Identify, calls
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establishing both the individual
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o'clock p.

Every

Man

Is

In case of rain the picture will
be taken on Wednesday the same
time.

and the

Canadian identity of a book than by
turning to those problems of Canadian
life which, in one way or another, are

OF MATURITY HAS error.

The

college picture will be taken
on Tuesday, October I6th at 1:30

antiquated

Braw Bricht
Nichf Toriicht tv? MacKay

'Rrrroamin'

MEN
A

Asked to Attend

method during the past several years. And it
of packing the records in furnace ash provides an answer to the challenge of
has allowed a large pit to occur in our Leon Edel, who, writing in Canadian
recording of Sir Harry Lauder sing- Accent on The Question of Canadian
his

^5H

TRINITY

cized but are presented realistically.

Also, horrors,

p

ATTENTION

provides the choice of characters with
own poems is here; and, as I have ala new importance and a deeper meaning
ready pointed out, Patrick Anderson
for "Club 52 for 40" and the gators
the sketches are about farmers and the
and P. K. Page have contributed prose.
(gaiters?) swoon to it by the ton.
"little" people of urban society, whose
But the latter two are better known for
Of the four records he grudgingly
lives are neither dramatized nor romantireleased to us the other day for 25
poetry, and completely ignored
local

quality

;

window.
This record Hmmphhein has repaired
with a bit of Pharaoh's Own Egyptian
Gunk and, having reversed some of the

is transparently suggestive of the good Scots
knight committing an abominable social

past,'

it

Accent is brief, sad and perceptive.
Reading these little sketches, we gaze
through a series of small windows what nadian life, even in those days when
is perceived in one runs into and blends
Puritanism was at its height in this
with the view from .the next, until in country.
More surprising is the lack
the end we have obtained an impressit
adequate
representation
of
the
of contmporary Canadian life.
This younger
poets. One of Mr. Gustafson's

the one that formerly reposed in

Blues causes a sound which

been noticeably lacking here in the

book.

little

ticularly in Great Britain,
Canadian
Accent and the earlier Gustafson poetry
anthology will form the sole basis for

general impression

ing

THE COMPARISON

important

Pelicans generally have

The new records for October now
riting.
These readers are fortunate;
showing in Mr. Erasmus Z. Hmmphboth anthologies provide excellent surheim's Chestnut St. culture centre and
veys, although tin's new one is marred
antique bedspring emporium
by one or two unaccountable omisiame old records that he had there
sions.
last month and the month before. This
Almost all the fiction in Canadian
month
several

SOMEHOW GOOD

an

be assumed that most readers of these
books have a genuine interest in intelli-

Worse

Better

away

pessimist.

is

Penguins and

their cry.

really helpful citizens.

It is to the pessimist in

Penguin Books,

Accent

a large circulation, and I think

University is a place where disillusionment and illusion run a
parallel race for possession of the student. Most arrive with illusions,
then lose them with the gaining of hard facts; many go through a
cynical period, then seem to find the answer and emerge with ideals
of changing the world for the better. Some remain in a pessimistic
fog for several years after graduation. Most, however, survive to

ne

Gustafson's

Canadian

basic to the entire world.

others stank.

But what do you expect

The sketches by Patrick Anderson
for two bits?
Readers with record collections may and P. K. Page are infused with poetic
ahead of him, and a greater, more im- in its first issue editorial.
bo interested in an interesting experi- sensibirity.
Katherine Marcuse's Solpersonal security at stake.
"In pre-war days the university itself ment
recently carried out to try to do dier is harsher, but deeply tragic; and
was young, and later, wartime students, away with record wear in reproduction. this story about a
communist has a
graduates

student

with a

bigger job

The Ubyssey, University

states

of B.C.

THE CHALLENGE
of

Such farsceing men as
the University have

the President

greatest challenge in history

now

number and pressed for

scarce in

the did not

that

said

faces

seem

to develop in all

time,

ways with

ni versify.

comes the immediate prob"However, merging of 1,800 former
lem of reconstruction, and then other
weighty matters. The vast proportions service personnel into the student body
of this challenge were voiced recently will mean that U.B.C. will have, for
by a professor of history on the campu: the first time, an opportunity to graduFirst

us.

They

will be pleased to hear that it
has been found that you can now not
only do without needles you can also
dn without a louderspeaker— in short,

barely

discernible

'surprise- ending",

—

—

which even more of a surprise
becomes an organic part of the whole.
Two Fisherman is probably Morley

you can throw away the radio and just Callaghan's best short story; and from
keep the turntable.
A piece of bond Barometer Rising Mr. Gustafson has
paper held cornerwise to the record chosen Hugh MacLennan's long and
groove will give a satisfactory acousti- striking description of the Halifax ex-

cal reproduction: faint, it is true,
but
said that man has suddenly
ate not only academically but spiritually
just who do you think wants to listen
been placed in the midst of the Atomic
from its freshman stages and become a to your bourgeois taste
in records?
at a time when he is still trying
senior overnight in the Canadian educa- Readers with good co-ordination
could
to adapt himself to the Steam Age,
tional field.
even do away with the turntable. DisMan, it would seem, has to catch

when he

plosion of the first world war.

Age

orrectly gauged the general trend of
recent Canadian writing leaves me at
loss to explain his omissions.
Fred-

My

up

with himself.

At

The

sciences are lagging behind and

to

the

"The

university, track shoes

for that race can be donned.

men and women

in

social
is

it

these

up
and

other courses to give them a helping
hand, by accepting their value, by continuing the work, and, above all, by

U.B.C. slogan,

realistic

Est," has

now

new

taken on a

"Tuum advantage

interpre-

With the

arrival of these 1,800

"Tuum

Est" can

now be

applied to the

of the university."

" IS

MeDITORIA

THE HEADING FROM

widening the field and by preventing an
olumn in the University of Western
"ivory tower" attitude from developing.
Ontario's Gazette, dedicated to the mediIf everything came easily, there
would
students,

,1

be no progress.

Here, today, is issued
the greatest overall challenge of a!!
time.
It

should

result

in

an

era

of

mcd

of this method is that the
erick Philip Grove is certainly not one
wear and tear on the paper is terrific.
of the younger novelists but his books
SAVE WASTE PAPER
are still being published; and there have
Porcupine needles are good too, but
been reports that he has a number of
tin you know how to get them?
completed novels ready for possible
Do you know how to get them out? future publication.
And Grove has conOuch!
OEDIPUS sistently written realistically
of Ca-

particularly the

new

pre-

I

Jlrt,

Music and

students.

'The story and practice of medicine

great

a challenge to maintain a balance
achievements, and a large percentage
of between
conflicting interests. The stuuniversity
graduates,
among others,
dent, and later the doctor, must work
ought to

Sound

Dram a
In

have a part in it. Here is
The Don Cossacks
to maintain and increase his knowledge
the chance for each of us to
become and
The value of a musical performance
skill, yet he must play in order to
the world's oyster. Try for that
chance,
may be based either on the understanduphold his individuality as a personality.
and be glad for the opportunity,
ing and technical adequacy with which
m.c.b.
There are far too many men who have
it presents a specific piece of
valuable
jilt
themselves into skilful scientific
music or merely on the ability with
schines, but have neglected their spiritWhich it exploits a particular medium,
TheUnderaradu&lo Newape<por
>lf and lost their humanity.
namely sound.
The Don Cossasks,
Editorial

Room, Rm.

42->.

University College.
Business Office

Night

Office
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tation.
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feeling that
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-the music
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but rather
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It is for the
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not
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College,
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ME.
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the longer ecclesiastical
less

triviality,

style also.

pieces there is
but less individuality of
of the melodies are

Some

supposed to be mediaeval, but the setthe
heard at Massey Hall on Saturday night, ting is much
more recent. By using
narrowest make
an attractive contribution to the nondescript religious

materia! of uncerto life and
second category. It is less easy than
it tain style the conductor, Serge Jaroff,
to remember
seems to exploit music without be- absolves himself
of any responsibility to
a student but a coming too
involved in pieces of music. the individual composition,
and can
person as well.
The compositions which are used for the spend all his time
demonstrating the
Many terms may be used to describe purpose must not be too
interesting in astonishing variety of texture and
color
the vehicles of play: 'hobbies,' 'extrathemselves, otherwise there is liable to which
he can get out of his excellently
:urricular activities,' and so on.
be a clash .between the style of the per- disciplined organization.
"The advice to work is continually formers
and the style required for the
The variety of color is 4ar greater
being forwarded to the Pre-Meds, the piece
of music.
than that of the average chorus,
CU
male,
advice to play is offered but occasionally
The Don Cossasks have solved this female or mixed. The exceptionally low
Assistant
and
inadequately.
Art. Music, and Drama
problem in two ways. The short pieces basses contrast effectively with the unEditor
.....Philip FreedniftD, 4TB
"There isn't any formula that defines are gay or
lively or sad, but without usually steady tones of the male altos.
he balance; it varies with the indiany melodic or harmonic distinction. Mr. Jaroff makes full use of solo voices
vidual.
Therefore, it is up to each one In themselves
they are trivial. For that within the choral texture and is parNight Editor: Peg Wallace
:o
strike his own balance, realizing reason
they will accept without strain ticularly fond of resting the entire choir
Assistants: Joan Sma]Iman,
that in achieving this the is setting the or incongruity
whatever sounds the con- on a solo bass note.
Having demonFran Webster
pattern for a happy and successful life." ductor wishes
to impose on them.
If
( Continued on page 4)
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Assistant
Barbara K. Hood, BA.
Mnhe-up Editor
Phi] ShocUeton. B-A.
Assistant
Virginia Tox. 4 TO
News Editor
George Forster, 4T7
Assistant
Blonche Stanley. 4T9
Feature Editor
E Rosa McLean, ATI
A::;1stflnt
Reg. Herman, 4 TO
Sports Editor
Mickey Miehasiw, 4TJ
Women's Assistant
FoUy Mutt. 4TO
Mpti'b Assistant
Jerry twins, 4T0
P. & Exchange
Editor

On
helm,"

Squash racquet.

Please phon e

HU.

7954.

Air Force bracelet, with name
A. D.
Blachford. On campus, within
last
week. Please return to S.A.C.
office,

Hart House.

only

TYPING DONE
very glad to do your typing
I
"Evelyn," Box A, The

I'd be
this

year

Varsity.

Alpha Delta Phi fraternity
pin, between Economics Bldg.
and back
Thursday afternoon. Call
MI.73I9 or leave at S>A

camp us

.

_

C

offict

Two
to

ex-R.C.A.F. officers would like
meet 2 co-eds interested in fra-

ternity

parties,

sports,

enclose

name,

address,

general interests to
sity.

Not

etc

Please

photo

FOR SALE

and

Box D, The Var-

applicable to freshics except
ex-service women.

Used Enginering books
and
ment.

Please

call

ICE. 9742.

equip-
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Varsity Golfers Win;

Taking Both Trophies
Over the weekend,

was not

football

the only sport in which the Blue and

White were
war

successful.

Intercollegiate

The

first post-

Tournament

Golf

SPORTS CALENDAR

Blues Blank Foe
In Soccer Tilt

was held on Rosedale and Royal York
and

courses

University

two days of

after

Toronto

of

post

in

is

session of both golf trophies, the

Cup

Call

for individual

Mc-

play and the

Ruttan Cup for team supremacy.

Gord

Ball

Toronto,

of

36

holes

the

for

was

third,

win over

4-0

its

McMaster

ir

Hamilton on Saturday afternoon. Varnetted

first half,

last to

79-

77 for 156, Ernie Bentley, of Vic, Tor-

only one

goal during

the

followed

but came back strong in the

Coach Jim Paton carried only eleven

men

Hamilton, with no substitution

to

in sight for

any

A

of the players.

small

number of enthusiastic supporters accompanied them to cheer their team to
victory.
A mile past Brown's Line,
postponement threatened the game, when
the drive

shaft of the 'bus

broke,

but

the breakdown only held the .team up
McGill played off with Toronto in
for about forty-five minutes, time enough
the team play for the Ruttan Cup.
for some last-minute practising.
Thirty-six holes were played and sco
In the first half of the game, Varsity
were taken for individual holes.
was .handicapped slightly by the wind,
At the end of the first day's play

but managed to carry the .play for the
Rosedale links, Toronto scored
first fifteen minutes.
In the next five
On the minutes of play MoMastcr took the of12J4 points to McGill's 5Hsecond day, at the Royal York course,
fensive but were held to two or three
Toronto again outscored the Montshots on goal during their drive. Varsity
realers, 7 Z
to V/2 taking the total
regained the ball, and on a forward
score on the two day's play, 20 points
drive, centre half Hassanali took the
to 7.
ball deep into Mac territory, passed to
With cool breezes whipping over the Boyd on left outside, who crossed
the
greens, fine play for both days
ball into Mayne, who scored the opening
Under the managership of
recorded.
|the

A

,

goal.

Tom Stee, S.P.S., the Toronto golfers
showed fine form, playing steady golf

WOMEN STUDENTS
first

year or graduating stu-

who have

dents

not made an ap-

pointment for the routine
please call at 44

Hoskin

X-Ray

this

Half-time

Master

score:

Varsity

Mc-

I;

0.

week.

In the second half Varsity carried the
all
the
way, holding MoMastcr

play

to only a few rushes, and preventing
any shots on goal. A strong backfield
and capable goal-keeping kept Varsity

down

WOMEN STUDENTS
students

who wish to play
must make an

baseball or basketball

appointment for a physical examintion immediately at 44 Hoskin Ave.

SPORTS NOTICE
A

practice of the Varsity

team

will

he held tonight at

Well,

5 p.m.

to their three goals.

first

We
to

am

don't quite get the drift but the gaft seems too

we once used around a

racket

town

London hut with

called

to which

we

scramble beside the Mac net,
and the second on a centre-right-centre
passing play set up by Max Clarkson
and Spooner.

As

Varsity starred, but on
the day's play Hassanali, Thompson and
a

team,

Clarkson

I

want

surrounded by a crowd of unfriendly looking
make my tongue move a lick and

hypnotized and cannot

down

moolah

Doug

Eaton,

McMaster

— Davey,

later

we are

sitting in

it

citizens
I

initial start

on

Fri. night, St.

defeat

by Trinity's

Mike's

threatened

have

all

The

and

I

am

lost interest

The

it

to the 12.

gave McMaster the

when

third quarter

and kicked

.the ball

to the

ball,

spectacle-

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Sr. George Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

A

McMaster came to life with Gumey
fumble heaving passes. Jerome attempted a field
goal from the 35 and was wide, but the

wind and the

Mc Reynolds

plus

hoists of

Jack the

final

score 18-9.

The

condition

Nonetheless, there was an encouraging number of players

way around
tied for

the eighteen holes.

low gross

score.

.

.

.

Phyllis

of the tournament,

who

says: "Orchids to

all

who

Waters of

May we

Vic,

echo the

U.C, and organizer

turned out under such

trying conditions."

.

.

.

Last Wednesday caused the printing of only a section of the basketball
practice schedule. Sue Gray made a few last-minute changes, and asked
for a reprint. Here is trie schedule in its entirety, to begin today.

A, at O.C.E.
Monday—5-6— P.H.E. Fr.; 6-7— P.H.E. Jr.; 7-8— U.C. II.
Tuesday—5-6— O.T. II .6-7— Physio 7-8— St. Hilda's II.
Wednesday— 5-6—O.T. Fr.; 6-7— Dent. Nurs.; Meds-S.P.S.
Thursday—5-6— P.H.E. Ill; 6-7— Sl Hilda's Fr.; U.C. Sr.
;

—5-6— U.C.

Fr.;

;

U.C

Jr.;

A

Meds-S.P.S. B,

Monday—5-6—Vic

II; 6-7— P.H.E. IIA; 7-8— P.H.E. IIB,
Tuesday—5-6—Vic A; 6-7— St. Hilda's Fr.; 7-8— Vic Fr.
Wednesday—5-6—Vic B 6-7— U.C. Fr. 7-8—Nurses.
Thursday— 5-6—Vic Sr. A; 6-7—'U.C. II; 7-8—Vic II.
Friday—5-6— Vic B 6-7—St Hilda's II; Vic Fr.

three

Varsity

4,

McMaster Varsity
them to be satisfied Lawrence

singles.

McMaster

Half-time

score:

B

McMaster
.

.

...

H «"ry

Cranham

0.

:

Guppy.,..

distance.

the combination of

majod, which Scott also converted.

The

score at the end of tliree-quarters

BUY

WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS

Flying Wing.
Half

Smith

Wagar

Half.

....Trant

Half.

Jerome

Quarter.

—

THE MOUNTAIN TO MOHAMMED:
This year freshmen who have chosen bowling as their P.T. elective will
not have to spend long hours searching for their bowling representative in
order to put their $1.50 on the line for a bowling card. Judy Henderson,

Inside

Again, we remind our readers of the advantages of punctuality, and
the
dangers of procrastination. Only a limited number of cards are
on the
bargain counter.

Robinson

Allan
S. Campbell

Middle.

Currie
R.

Campbell

Outside
Outside

On Monday, from 4.00 to 5.15, Judy will sell cards in Room 203 of Mulock
House, Whitney Hall. On Wednesday and Friday, from 11.45 to 12.15,
freshmen from all colleges can contact card salesmen at Lillian Massey.

„

Maxwell
On-

Indians Edge Mustangs
In London Exhibition

University of Western Ontario Mus- passing display in the closing quarter
Varsity subs: Hall, Grierson, O'Brien,
tangs served notice on the Eastern Cana- which terminated with Bob Krol's
Hamm, Davey, Grass, McRey- dian football teams that they will be touchdown
which was converted. The
nolds, Egan, Carson, Toogood, A. Scott,
heard of in no small way come playoff other Western score was Bob McDaniel and Bark.
time. Last Saturday the Mustangs were Farlane's placement late in the
opening
McMaster subs: Gibson, Baker, Mat- edged out by the more experienced half.
thews, Lewis, Jenkins, Flaherty, Leggatt, Toronto Indians by a 13-9 count in an
Indians found the Western line surRutledge, Bryden, Clarke, Tartaglia, exhibition game played at London.
prisingly tough and it was in the third
The margin of victory was provided quarter that they first crossed the line
Koncar, Graham, Vano, Lindon, Buxton
by the aging Annis Stukus who ac- for a major as Don Crowe crossed from
Wilson, Stewart, Beattie and Davis.

Pyne,

Officials: Referee, Sox Kress; Um- counted for eight of his team's points
Jack Carson; head linesman, Harry through two placements and two singles.
Western came through with a dazzling
McBricn.
pire,

THE "VIC BOB"
PRICE — lc

Nurses.

—

Tuesday—5-6—St Hilda's Sr.; 6-7—P.H.E. Ill; 7-S U.C. Sr.
Wednesday— 5-6--U.C. Jr.; 6-7 P.H.E. IIA; 7-8— P.H.E. IIB
Thursday—5-6— PHE Ft.; 6-7— PHE Jr.- 7-8-St Hilda's Sr.
Friday— 5-6— Physio; 6-7—O.T. Fr.; 7-8—O.T. II.

Gumey

Snap
Inside.

Middle.

Cranham and McComisky
Farmer

Scott took over which resulted in the
first

C, at Lillian Massey
Monday—5-6— Meds- SPS A; 6-7—Meds-SPS B; 7-8— Dent

worrier-in-chief for the bowling club, has arranged to have given
people at a given place at a given hour for the convenience of said freshmen.

Line-ups

but the steady

play forced

;

;

the

a 20-yard Cranham-

to-Jacobs pass placed the Blues in pay

was Varsity 10, McMaster 3.
Trinity gained its final point in the
Fumbles and blocked kicks took over
st quarter on a rouge ofF Farquhar- for t-he next few moments as the Varsity
in's kick.
line came through to block three kicks.
Toogood intercepted a pass on the
centre stripe and Bark plunged to the
Toogood went around the left end
3S.
for 19 more, on the next play, Jacobs
went over but the play was called back.
The Varsity kick was fumbled back of
the goal line and Rod Smith pounced

SAVE FRIDAY
OCTOBER 19th FOR

battled their

Three competitors

on it together with half his line-mates.
The convert was wide. Again the Blues

but a retui

deadline.

are at reasonable prices.

who

report

could be described in a word of one syllable:

cold drizzle, manufactured especially for the discomfort of golfers,

sporadically.

fell

Friday

fumble paved the way for a placement visitors were given the ball on the
attempt by Scott which was wide but Varsity 10. Traut took it to the one inch
line on two plunges before
good for a single
Maxwell
The second quarter found Varsity kick ran it over. Jerome converted to make

Then
Irish got their first point

A

A SHORTAGE OF SPACE

drove down the field and again Scott
attempted a placement; this one was
gave Varsity the good.
In the dying moments of the game
SO and on the first

with

Rocchi blocked a Trinity kick in the

St Andrew's Golf Course

"mud."

After removing a pair
to

so I pick 'em up and

meet them.

officials.

in

convert

of

commenced

sentiments of Betty MacMillan, golf representative of

surroundings only too familiar with

Using the wind advantage, McMaster S Scott
In the first quarter, O'Brien from
relied on first and second down kicks Jacobs.
Trinity smashed in to block a kick by
and drove to within 22 yards of the Campbell.........
Niero, and Trinity got the ball on St.
Varsity goal-line Art Jerome kicked W. Henry.
Mike's 20. Aided greatly by Huicke's
a 28-yard placement from a difficult Kilpa trick
plunging, Farquharson took the ball
angle to place his team within striking R. Smith
across the line tor Trinity.

women's golf tournament

Louise Lloyd of Meds, and Shirley Mclsaac of U.C.

Scott kicked off in the opening quart-

St.

failed.

a contestant in the

;

(Continued from page 1)

1

by the Trinity crew.

wet, bedraggled,

of mud-and-water saturated shoes, she

McMaster

vs.

at times looked strictly amateurish

tables

through the game, but were foiled

successive attempts

Tired,

B, at Little Vic

Varsity

line

the

Polly Mutz

sagged into our quarters late Thursday afternoon.

Doc-Face Hasenpfeffer.

dirt territory

rugby team.
to turn

By

Anticipatorily yours,

ing with the
In their

m.

STICKS-IN-THE-MUD;

_

25. Scott carried

Michael's College were handed a 6 to

.

find our-

Bonkoff, Quirk, Smith, Penner, Bever- ball on their own
play Cranham plunged to McMaster'
idge

Lads
Lose Opener

p.

entertain-

land, Walsh, Merritt, Cox, Greer, Cross, er but a quick return

Irish

m

p.

1

Direc-

Room, Harthouse

The Sportswoman

|

situation.

us to Kingston and since after last Saturday
I have developed a severe case
of claustrophobia which comes on
whenever I am in the vicinty of such
institutions.
In future I shall forget all about this racket
called football
even though the white uniform is very becoming
and I shall confine my
activities to making books and
ticket-hustling.

with few signals from the

Check-

Stasiuk,

.

torate

the side-

us so please. One-Tooth, leave us see you in
police court Tuesday morning
with enough scratch to bail the three of us as they
are thinking of sending

Roy and

Dave Boyd.

Shihabu,

that goes with

as fast as the terra firma will

in

Oct. 17th, 1.30 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL Wed., Oct. 17 1
SWIM LEAGUE Thur., Oct. 18

too far.

I

few hours

be

well.

hurriedly pull out my two-headed deemer and
head for
lines where the grass is greener around
and about as is the scratch
It seems that the citizens of the college
do not take kindly to our
ing them radier than watching the proceedings
on the field and we

A

Stadium—Wed.,

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
LACROSSE
Tues., Oct. 16
1 p. m
Athletic

ourselves

am not the type
see that his college training -has taught
him
more than I care to bargain with. At this moment I
turn around for help
and I spot Weasel flipping coins with another citizen
commonly called
the timer and since the crowd is yelling
and rah-rahmg. I figure they
more so

are asked

the Athletic

Participants must sign the eligibility and entry lists in the
Hart House, prior to the closing date

are given uniforms. I
not the usual institution

it

when

in

the athletic office,
for entries.

we
is

Games

m.

in

known

little

p,

for Varsity, will

Tues. Oct. 16th at 5.00 pjn.

same as the

Things are .progressing at a reasonable pace until one
of these college
makes an uncouth remark at which I reach for my betsy
but find
that the uniform contains none and
then I decide that I

Hassanali, Willie Clarkson, Stan Spoon-

Mayne,

the

we allow

citizens

Varsity— Claude Elliot, Max Clarkson, Joe Fyfe, Erry Thompson, Noor
Jack

sight,

Furthermore, he gives us a whistle and something called
yard sticks
which aren't a yard and aren't sticks. We decide to
appoint Scratchy our
spokesman because he is the longest talker this side of
City Hall and also
because lie is big and can defend himself with
or without a jack or betsy.
Oi
positions on the field are good and
we can see most of the play
when
ir heads happen to be turned in that
particular direction and not
pointed at the fair-haired doll in the third row
and Weasel is disappointed
no little when he finds that he must blow the horn whenever
I do not feel
like walking up the field after some character
lias carried

out.

er,

much

university near a

stuff in

which our complexion goes very

For Mc-

stood out

Varsity

are accustomed and the uniforms are white as
opposed to the

striped variety with

lay 'em

corner

green

be dragged to a walled establishment where
glad to inform you that this establishment

goal

early, when Mayne scored a direct
after a throw-in by Eaton.
Towards -the end, Wi!!ie Clarkson picked
up a brace of goals, the first from a

known

little

the

1

ENTRIES CLOSE AT THE ATHLETIC OFFICE

Well, six minutes and twenty-three seconds later.
Nifty is positioned
beside us while the three lovely Judys sit starry-eyed
wondering what they
had done or hadn't done that he should leave them
in a huff.

selves

counter of the second half

Med.

INTERFACULTY TRACK MEET

SR.

who wears

Davey in goal, and Stasiuk at
back shone. Mac's whole backfield
played good defensive soccer through-

Prescriptions for glasses

Meeting to be held TODAY at
Hart House. Mr. Folwell, assistant coach

No

Master,

filled wilh quality

Office,

sooner are we positioned than we spot a Nifty Ned. He is a tall,
dark
fancy clothes, a sammy taft, a moustache and a heart
of
'be seen in the faces of the three Judys he
is sporting.
Anyway, Nifty overhears our troubles due to our conversation which
is
only slightly louder than is the required customary.
'

slick

left

j]

SPS Seunarine

All these interested in refereeing Intramural Football

seems that while waiting around trying to dream up a way of
making some fresh scratch, we invade a popular dinery which is the hangout
for the guys and gals which goes to college.

came

Willie

OP

Sr.

Wye

to attend a Rules

it

in .the racket as well as the

Soccer

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

U.C.

4.00

FOOTBALL OFFICIALS

On Saturday, Scratchy, Weasel and I arrive in Toronto and it is bad
enough to arrive in Toronto but it is much worse to arrive in Toronto
with a bank roll worn down to slugs and nubbins.

_

The

Women

4.00

Front West

Dear One-Tooth:

that argues especially

for their wins.

Any

Back West

SOCCER

gold which can

gain their four-goal shut-out,

81-76- for a total of

by Picky Morrison of
McGil! with an 85-77 to 162 and Mac
Gibson of Toronto with an 88-75 for
163.
The first University of Montreal
man to place was Remi Decory with
an 89-82 score for 171.
157,

to

RUGBY

_

score.

Frank Pope, of McGill, posted a
onto,

with

sity

lowest

Varsity soccer team helped

give Toronto a perfect week-end record

playing

steady game, carded a 77-71-148 score
for

The

play,

By Mickey MichasLw

PLUS

59c

TAX

one yard line. Stukus converted.
His placement came in the second and
the

final quarters.

AT EATON
AUDITORIUM

THE VARSITY, MONDAY, OCTOBER

DRAMA

ART, MUSIC &

New and

Enlrenous

Double Troubli
one that the

"Twins Pose Problem For McLean",
the caption above the picture and story

The Mc Lean

is

We

And, of course,

has.

Op.

28,

effortless in Saint-

and

Rondo

her

Cap-

obligate

who

"struts

and

stage and then

frets his part

interpretation

She

her finest piece.

iade this

theii

superb

yet too old to

make her powers

is

felt

the public.

He

passed the age of promise.

he be a great one.

is he,

Scarce
of

shortage of

men

Manchester

this

In spite of the end of the war,

men are

on Today

a definite

is

University

the

year.

still

and there

is

liable for military service

great difficulty

connected

with the release of members of the

College.

The problems

Subject:

of the qualifications

staff.

His composed melan-

indicative of years of ex-

permitted

are

to

attend

and not just science students. But in
women remain a predomin-

spite of this,

nor can

choly manner and his powers of voice-

are

There
at

not Japanese-Canadians.

is

Still

DAPHNE 8 VERS

However, there has been some lifting
A meeting of the Trinity S.C.M. at of red tape. Deferment has been exby
5:00 p.m. in the Board Room of Trinity tended so that Arts students with high

not

Mr. Horthy on the other hand has
a poor singer, but neither

upon the

U.ofM.Men

heard no more."

is

to

WHAT ON TODAY

The

songs,

were most

language utilized the
But Carl Horthy is one

Wha t's

line-

it

Runs were

Introduction-and

lelodies.

spectivc talents at Eaton Auditorium on
We had some more to say about Friday evening. One, if brought within
which one was business-like and which [he proper sphere of influence could
Lean, as the story explained quite one was happy-go-lucky (every pair of
The other has
reate a conflagration.
thoroughly, did have a problem which twins has one of each type, they main- veered from the original path and is
lain) but we seem to forget
was of no interest to us or, \
wandering harmlessly toward oblivion.
pose, to you.
An way, one was business-like and one I speak of Pearl Palmason, violinist, and
But it occurred, in good time, to us was happy-go-lucky and one spent money Carl Horthy, tenor, respectively.
Miss Palmason's charmingly awkard
that the University of Toronto might and one earned it, and one worried and
itrance was forgotten when she lost
have among its registrants a pair (a one didn't
But now we may never

set?) of twins.

the language groups,

throatincss.

viceioso,

Coach Mc-

twins.

all

distince themes of the passage

marked

The German

quality to his voice.

of

Eaton Auditorium
Two meteorites presented

But the girls feel that he
looking at it from a scientific point
which.

of the

O.R.F.U. teams and whose grid

technique was particular-

flattering since this

Saen's

of view.

up includes a pair of

1945
Folia by Corelli'

ly masterful in bringing out of the three

allegro.

chorus can do by sounding like

La

of the program, showed what they could
But in
Straus's Morgen was pleasing.
do by sounding like an orchestra.
her encore Romance by Rachmaninoff
MILTON WILSON
she brought out with deep viola tones
the fullest meanings of the beautiful

one wasn't

Dr. Harkncss, of the zoology department, has tried to figure out which one

is

McLean who coaches one

Jackie

was

in question

first

his

program

a chorus, Mr. Jaroff, in the second half

Ross McLean

By

declared

what

the first half of the

Her

Kreisler.

(Continued from page 2)
stratcd in

15,

her presentation of

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Rehearsal

in the

ant bloc.

An

Music Room, Tues.,

innovation

is

that there are

two

hundred Canadian and American servicemen and women taking a three-months
upper notes of Donaudy's Voghissma join. High tenors and low basses arc course in the courses in which they were
herself and entranced the audience with' Sembianza imparted a harsh rasping especially welcome.
enrolled before the war.

know.

control

Incorrect

perience.

placement

in

Oct

16, at

5 o'clock.

the last opportunity

for

This

will be the

new members

to

spoke Jo them Thursday, as a

matter of plain fact, in the Anatomy
Building which seemed mysteriously appropriate as a setting for the interview.

The

had just emerged from
lecture and were headed

twins

psychology

IMTffiREiVIIVe ffVadTS JIlBOITV OISL

dinner-ward.

They were Birdie and Betty Tate,
skirts,
identical
sweaters,
wearing
tweed coats, red hair ribbons, silver
books

lockets, black leather zipper note

and looking altogether quite

alike.

Birdie and Betty arc 21 and which of
the

two

older has

the

is

never been

divulged since, although as they point
out it doesn't matter much now, in their

younger days it would have been used as
a dividing line. If Birdie, for instance,
were 20 minutes older than Betty and
word had gotten around to that effect
then friends and relatives would have
looked to Birdie to set the young Betty
an example. It would have been an unAlthough, as they

fortunate situation.
point out,

The

much

realty doesn't matter

it

now, they

still

aren't talking.

distinguished only by

girls are

In lieu

their personalities, they claim.

of their personalities,

—as a new
—

we

ac-

quaintance and one, therefore, not too
familiar with their personalities concen

on a silver bracelet which Betty
was wearing and which Birdie wai
trated

order to

Betty, Betty and Birdie,

call

Betty, or rather, I'm sorry, Birdie.

Also we made them stand

which

still

did facilitate things.

The

are from

girls

North Toronto
campus -in-dupli-

and have been on the
They are
cate for two years now.
registered in the same course (Pass
Arts) and in the same subjects and get

much

They attend

same marks.

the

:

:
.

have

together,

eat

together,

lectures,

the same friends and separate only for
special social occasions or to study.

They

work

also

Eaton's

together in the sum-

year they worked at

Last

mertime.

which

office

Illustrated

above

for a while.

In the pass course their professors do
know them well enough to be

not get to

Their friends usually get
10 know one of them and then meet
the other one, remembering her as the

Books

generally

M.

A
As generation

me

fish

the

mud

particularly fortunate.

less

forcefully

But where

the

is

the

im-

mediacy, the anger of the younger

men

new and

striking

the earth.

imagery,

and women?
Perhaps the saddest and most tragic
comment on our civilization is contained in A. M. Klein's poem, Upon
The Heavenly Scarp.

miracle took place

of the ocean bottom.

died, they settled

And

all

.

.

made.
the

odour of blood before

it

is

quite dry."

and, worst of

into

were sweeping seaward the remains of animals
Along with millions of
these too were deposited on the sea floor.

silt,

that lived in the forests.

As the ages rolled

took place. Buried under the
salt water, the mud and silt turned to limestone and shale
the fatty parts of the plant and animal matter underwent a
chemical change and became oil.
by, a miracle

.

The earth's crust
Then came a time

of great upheaval,

old sea floors, with their layers of rock and
to

.

the

oil,

new

earth's surface, to

form

There, mixed with salt water and gas, it soaked into sandy
pockets and pools where it was trapped and walled in by
masses of hard rock through which the oil could not seep.

Hundreds
Today

of useful servants

these underground stores of oil, found in

many

parts of

the world including Canada, are of great service to mankind.
Not only do they provide the gasoline and oil to drive and
lubricate our motor cars; they are also the source of essential

petroleum products that serve the factory worker, the painter,
the printer, the doctor, the railroadman, the roadmaker, the
housewife and the farmer.

.

shifted

when

It may surprise you to know, for example, that
Imperial Oil
Limited makes several hundred individual petroleum necessities
for Canadians, in its refineries in British Columbia, Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and Northwest

submerged lands

thrust upwards, pushing back the shallow, inland seas.

up high and dry

the oil seeped to the

asphalt pits such as are found in Trinidad and California.
But most of it was buried thousands of feet below ground level.

were

The

cast

form parts of today's continents.

Territories.

According io geologists, some of today's oil-bearing earth strata
were formed in the "Ordovician Age" which began 300 million
•

f~ ^ *

IMPERIAL

years ago.
|

."

"Unto him came the odour Hunger

And

down

the time, great pre-

"The Lord looked down and saw the
Cattle-cars.

Some of

generation of these strange-looking plants

Pratt

whom

of our critics arc

many

after

man came upon

and underwater animals

and

and plants

J.

Smith, both of

impress

than they do,

model

—

million years before

tons of
from the work of E,
J.

a

historic rivers

(Continued from page 2)

and A.

Drawn from

by modern scientists, our picture shows the marine life
that existed on the floors of ancient seas which covered large
parts of our continents and more than half of Canada
300
built

bewildered.

selections

the birthplace of oil.

is

inter-

doubtless

fered with the office's smooth routine

UIPERIitl OH
stage

all,

"Scholars he saw, sniffing their bot-

1 1 11 I I I I>

the first of a series; the next advertisement will tell
"How the ancient seas brought oil to Canada",
is

tled wars,

And

doctors

who had

geniuses un-

manned."
I recommend Canadian Accent to the
who has begun to believe that
Canadian writers have nothing to say
not
even know how to say it.
do
and
You won't find much reason to change

student

your opinion in the newspapers, or the
Star Weekly, or Mac Leans. But you
can find something here. You can go
on to the younger poets and novelists.
And in that way you can discover what
Canadian literature has already achieved
is becoming.
ROBERT WEAVER

and

ff&l

Remember The

The Undergraduate Newspaper

CAMPUS

VOL.

"The unjust expatriation of over
race hatred, and must not be allowed
thousand Canadians of Japanese descent to become rampant
definitely the concern of the
Mrs. MacMillan, in outlining tht
students

on

determined

night

mindedness

stormed

with

the

crusaders

of

the

George

St.

last

single-

out

drag

to

every last stitch of old clothing.

Although some of the fraternities
were sadly uninformed and unprepared,
most fell victim to the winsome smiles
of the cute canvassers and brought up
wierd assortments finally identified as
clothes.
In one house the cry "What
about a dirty old yellow and blue
sweater?" sent a sophomore School-

1

man

garment

precious

his

Old army
ate

two

received

pairs

C.O.T.C.

of

Committee

vintage.

the drive

after

many

while,

no-Jonger

Thursday
Day,

thus

is

clothing

the

being declared

C-

date

St.

for

the

who have

students

name

Council

as wishing

Hart

office,

join

to

the

meet to-night at

will

5 pm., at the

Hall of U. of T.

Drill

St George

119

practises

slightly

a couple of slightly

Mr.

fedoras.

A

capacity
of

be held.

will

of

Sunday dress of a gay

meeting.

issue

forms

band

of

future

den the heart of some refugee, and a
bunch of colorful ties may help the
Parisian.

C.O.T.C,

where band

James

Finlay,

minister of Carlton

will act in the

St.

followed because
of
the
outspoken
objections of British Columbia
M.P.

and the time
of Blue and White unipractises,

announced

be

will

To Discuss

Atom

The

U. of

this

opening of
the
Engineering
Parliament will take place on ThursOct. 18 at 5:00 in
the Engineering Building.

Room

was
case

thrown around the

question of the atomic

bomb

dispassionate appraisal of

in the press,

merits

its

is

The atomic bomb, he con-

some chance
Intter

reprehensible

less

than the atomic

bomb because

across

the

eliminated

saved countless
In
effects

of

due to

its

the fear

the

he

available to

associations

students,

of

the

city

all

"The
made

Govan

work

Lectures

had at
of survival and in

Wednesday

Begin

and Al. Rosenberg

IV

open

will

Mechanical.

Oct

17.

the

Social

Work

stated

reference

that

it

tl

Room

II

Task

ex-service
reuired

are

for

men

pre-

part

time

also to

enemy

Japan.
of

the

opposition

deportation

H.

Prof.

of the Economics Building.

All

those

get

in

CCF

Dorothy

Clarke asserted that in the wholesah
slaughter of innocent civilian popula

The
Club

University
will

hold

its

of

Toronto

CCF.

next open meeting

ii

for initiating the custom of indis-

criminate bombing.

some means

less

She contended

destructive of

that

human

Professor

rtment

of

H. Underhill of the DeHistory and honorary

Youth

the Soviet

Anti-Fascist Committee.

The

(a)

War

with

the

Hart

basis.

are asked

interested

touch

responsibility of

young people

(b)

Causes of the war.

(c)

The meaning

(d)

The future of the United Nations.
The development of Democracy.

(e)
to

in the

of Liberation.

of Fascism.

Canadian sponsors include the Hon.
Paul Martin, Secretary of State, Sir

Assistant

House.

(

Continued oo page 4)

Household Economics Course
By

Phil Shackleion

Although Varsity's household course ped, may carry a new lesson along
has long been a leader in
oi study

its

particular

has lately encountered

it

to cut down its
"The educational institutramway corporation

which threatens

registration.

Uk

lines

these:

To

your angora sweater front
shedding, place in a wax paper bag and
stop

leave in the refrigerator overnight.

AH lessons are brief and to the point.
Toronto's streets with This new education advocates the remobile clasrooms of cream and crimson moval of all superfluous padding which
tion

is

the

which has

local

filled

the present tutorial generation delights

With concise and

in.

curriculum

the

believes

mission

street

that

factual

strictly

railway
it

can

comcontact

most students m the least time.
Here is a sample lesson which caries
the

out such policy to the utmost:

effect

The stale odour of cigar and cigarOnce the students are well packed
"Faculties which have thus far failed
into the classroom the attendants draw ette smoke can be removed by leaving
of
life
at
Varsity
for
graduating to
appoint
Torontonensis
represen- attention to their daily lessons which a saucer of vinegar in the room overtudents is our aim," Editor McLean tatives or to arrange for graduation
arc posted among the various litho- night.
reported.
Department
organization portraits are urged to do so immediately.
Notice how the copy writer has gone
graphed displays which adorn the sides
has already begun he said, with a view A meeting of all Torontonensis- repreto the crux of the problem.
typical lesson runs right
of the rooms.
to accomplishing as much in this first sentatives will be announced next week
In the first half of the sentence
pre-

A

something

term as posible and to have the book at which biography cards will be disready by the date of graduation.
tributed.
Torontonensis will operate this year

a

rigid

timetable,,"

of the books through the mail at coniderablc

expense.

The

last

of

these

"Meanwhile,"

he

continued,

"all

groups

that intend again to purchase
space in the yearbook must sign space
contracts in the S.A.C. office as early
possible.

All

space contracts must

be signed before December
that the content of the

ertained

and

like

he

this:

Berry fingers?

1

in

from your hands

is

The honour system
ly,

the attendants

tirely

their

to

classroom.

used exclusive-

is

leaving students en-

own

wasted.

We

can thank the T.T.C. then for

pioneering work in this field of
resort while in the abbreviated
education.
It remains only
their

Hence,

through individual for the more formal institutions
to foleach student may get the most
low the lead.
To get on the right
out
of
his
or
her
exposure
to the les- track we might say. And
up.
we, for one,
son.
The attendant, however, is al- are looking
to

order

book can be
dummy drawn

stains

sents his project and in the second he
How neat!
remove such provides the solution.
Not a second of the commuter's time

Carrol hands?

ivays use lemon juice to

as-

a
were despatched only two weeks ago.
life could be found for inspiring fear
L'sident of the club, will address the
Further particulars with regard
Most pressing item is the need for
the Japanese; and suggested that
;eti'ng on the subject "Socialism, its
contracts will be contained in
they could have been given safe conduct Role in Canada".
all colleges, organizations, groups, teams
being sent to former space-purto witness the trails of the weapon in
Profesor
Underhill,"
said
Roy and fraternities to make immediate chasers.
rangements with their photographers.
New Mexico.
Clarke, president of the club, "is the
Format of the yearbook will follow
Betty Harris, second speaker for the
first of a
scries of outstanding Deadline for all such photographs has
e pattern established by last year's
n set at January 31.
government pointed out the fact that speakers who will give students a comeditor, Hugh Kenner, in an endeavour
there were no secrets about atomic prehensive and factual picture of what
Despite the remoteness of that date." to make the book more
attractive and
energy which could not be discovered the CCF. actually stands for.
he cautioned, "appointments must be more interesting.
in

and Esthonia, and from

provide a picture-prose panorama

he stressed.
who had actually little to say ii at Cartwright Hall in St. Hilda's Col'Numerous setbacks postponed the di;
their own government we were more a
lege on Wed. Oct. 17, at S p.m. it was
tribution
of
the
1945
volume an
fault than the Germans whom we ccn
announced yesterday by the club execuforced the S.A.C to send the majority
s red
tion

the

Available In Mobile Classes

field

Of University Activity
Of Torontonensis In 19-46

onto yearbook.

"To

Underhill

To Address

delegate

representing

Ukranian and White Russian Republics,
the Baltic Republics of Lithuania Latvia

Hart House

on an hourly

to be

hues."

citizens.

Storrie,

There are to be six

delegations,

topics:

the

entirely

power but

inspired in the

and to the fact that it hastened the entrance of Russia into the war against
Leader

the

to

the Japanese-Canadian

Soviet

in Australia",

H. M. Cassidy, Director of the
School of Social Work, has announced
a weekly lecture series on social work
and related topics to be given on
ccssive Wednesday afternoons at 4.30
r.

in

or

Comptroller,

on Wednesday
Professor Govan's topic will
series

Panorama
Is

discussion of

to

said Jessie

from Toronto,

of undergraduates, senior

as attendants in

Pay

mankind."

leas!

almost none.
addition

from the

Soviet and Baltic Republics has been
assured,"

on the occasion of dances, etc

rival

individuals

of youth

and the part they have played

and province.

Professor Elizabeth Govan, formerly
Speaking for the government will be Director of the School of
Social Work
the Prime Minister Murry
Lount, IV o£ the University of Sydney, Australi;
Civil

number

morally
the

Bob,

College

the

bomb were not

destructive

which

In

lives in so doing.

conclusion

"The attendance

Canada's contribution to this conference will be ten delegates and one adviser, Mrs. W. H. Clark, of Toronto,
will be
chairman of the Canadian Arrangements

n
le classrooms, the most well known
To chronicle campus events during made for photographs without delay.
growth of .olution at hand, the house also di;
of which are recognized by the signs
nationalism and although by the sum- cussed the motion introduced by Mar- the biggest year in the University's A shortage of photographic supplies
still they bear, Janc-Bloor and Yongc-Union
mer of 1945 victory for the Allies was garet Albright, former Prime Minister
is
the task of the 1946 Tor- exists and as a result studios which
Station, arc presided over by uniformed
assured, yet the use of the bomb con- that the house approve the action taki
itis,
today announces Ross Mc- handled university work in the past
ttendants who collect the purple admitsiderably hastened
that
victory and by the central committee of the S.C.M. Lean, editor of the University of Tor years have made urgent requests to that
to-lccture cards (four for a quarter)
has

tinued,

and

suffering."

conse-

STUDENT HELP
A

ferred,

25 of

a resolution that
secret of atomic energy should be

in

serious

the

Victoria

Dominion

The Govern-

will support

official opposition will
be held by
Harold Wardell, IV Mechanical and
of the government bv other nations within a short period
house welcomes the use of of years. The atomic bomb will do Garth Weedon IV Electrical who will
speak against the Government Speaker
the atomic bomb" was defeated by
away with the necessity for a balance
narrow margin at the first meeting of of power and will create harmonious Bob Singer, IV Mechanical will occupy
the chair.
All undergraduates are inthe term of the Victoria College De- international organization without
the
vited to this opening session of Parliabating Parliament, held
in
Victori; use of an international police force.
Colege last night
Second speaker of the opposition,
Speaking in defense of the resolution Alan Brown stated the use of block

busters

Service

presentatives of the provincial government, the city council, and professional

resolution

impossible.

viewpoint very much left of centre and
a
maturity born of years of hardship

News

President

The

this

fanaticism

countries will no doubt have a collective

School Debaters

The

rational

M

;

M.

be-

To Be

day,

at

Does Not Welcome Atomic Bomb

Prime Minister StepJian Stykolt contended that because of the aura of ir-

its

ginnings in London with the formation of a
World Youth Council
by young people of the oppresed countries in the blitz
year of 1942
"The conference," stated Ted Nichols, of the S.C
"has tremendous potentialities. Information-starved youth from
the occupied

rformed for the 73rd, time on Fri
The Director issues hi Committee, The Canadian delegation
day evening.
will be augmented by members of the
feelings of
assurance that the time-honored privia!
West Coast people, bi
armed forces serving overseas, two of
Installed
re the result of an
edge of lampooning the staff will b'!
economic pre
whom will be official delegates from
judice, the influence of
fully exercised (page 4).
atrocity storie;
Winnipeg, Oct 15— (CUP)— Dr. A.
Veteran and Farm groups. Delegates
and
mysterious Mr. O'Brien has
political
capitalization
of
wa W. Trneman, successor to Dr.
Sidney demonstration and vocal following at leave from Toronto ths Wednesday,
hysteria.
Anti-Japanese
feeling,
E. Smith as president of the University
boarding the Queen Mary at New York
declared, is the express
the Varsity-McM aster game (page 3)
i of
a genera!
Friday.
of Manitoba, is to be installed officially
Dr. R. M. Steacie gives the gen on
a special heremond on Wednesday,
On the basic assumption that all atatomic energy to a meeting of the
Oct. 24.
The function is to be at- Chemistry Club, (page
tendants will be anti-fascist, the confer4).
tended by representatives of educational
ence plans to consider the following
These objections do not represent
the

Time

master.

Victoria Debating Parliament

The

the

;
United Church, and Mrs. Hugh
of this practice are predicted
Mac- Club);
Roy Clark (CCF. Club); (page 4).
Millan, the chairman and
secretary of
Jean Swan (United Church Training
the Co-operative Committee
The University College First Year
on JapSchool) ; John MacDonald (S.P.S.)
nese-Canadians.
Dance will be held this year in both
Vincent McNamara (Newman Club)
Mr. Finlay declared that the
;
:he Women's Union and 73 St. George
Morley Clarke (S.C.M.) ; and Paul
sible policy put forth
St.
Three orchestras will be in attenby the Prime
Takahaski (Dentistry).
Minister MacKenzi'e King is
dance. (page4)
not being

ment

"That

the

Gordon Russon (Campus Co- Health
operative)
Jim Gripton (Humanist quences
C.)

institutions

to

shorts will glad-

St.,

W. M. Dudley

ski-pants

worn

gym

U. of T.

of

House,

University

Toronto Blue and White Band,

of

Besides uniforms the girls filled two
cars with a load that varied from
too-tight pair

their

left

at the Students' Administra-

people in Esrope.

pair of

the

Attention Bandsmen!

tive

needed

cluttering

saving

gesting that business and pleasure can

be mixed.

All

until

up closets. If
uniform to show
your grandchildren, try showing them
pictures instead— it doesn't work for the
you're

the

OF

*

unless

accept

to

th;

Ottawa

be unable

;

Mean-

completed.

more

uniforms are

C.O.T.C.

the

is

trained

BE SCENE

Recognizing the significant part youth must play in post-war
planning, youth organizations from all over the world are sending
400 delegates representing 57 different countries and 30 million
young people, to the World Youth Conference to be held in London,
October 31 to November 9, of this year,
Styled as a "junior" San Francisco, the conference
had

it

the girls

trying to decide whethi

is

or not to inform

was

public

continued,

that
in

LONDON, ENGLAND TO

Jap-

Inside

army boots,
The Clothing

of

Committee on

express its
cascade of clothing,
disapproval of the measures
Included on the student executive are
which have
was, represented only a
been adopted."
Don Franco, (the Humanist Club)
small
percentage
of
die
fraternity
Chairman;
Constance Bolton (Trinity)
The
executive of a larger group
house. Pleading unpreparedness several
which
Secretary; Cynthia Allum-Poon (S.P.
issued invitations to return later in the met yesterday in Cartwright Hall, this
S.
Treasurer
)
Murray Thompson
;
A Varsity Poll shows that studenU
week, Thursday finally being chosen. committee represents over a score of
(Victoria College Union)
Don De- neglect to eat an adequate breakfast,
undergraduate societies.
Its formatOne fraternity even offered to throw
war
(Vic);
Shelagh
Kennedy (S.M. fn an interview with the University
ion meeting was addressed
party in honor of the girls, slyly sugby Rev.

However,
welcome as

seemed to predomin-

shirts

the accumulation, and

in

Franco,

the

'must be informed of the urgent
The necessary"
situ- Japanese-Canadians.
ation created by government
policy with training of public opinion, she continued,
respect to the Japanese-Canadians,
becomes the task of the committee and
in
order that it may as a whole
of all interested bodies.

George fraternities to donate to the
corner clutching drive, and incidentally, their last chance
to complete their list of phone numbers.

huddling into a

Don

said

"The student body," he

By Reg Herman
co-eds

university,"

of

activities

anese-Canadians,
declared
chairman of a committee formed
last
committee had been informed
night to promote student interest
in the that the government would
deportation problem.
to carry out a fair policy

Campus Clothing Crusade
Yields Variegated Gear
'houses

United Nations, Fascism
Japanese-Canadians Topics Of London Meeting

To Aid
of this

comely

No. 13

Student Committe Formed

COLLECTION
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WORLD YOUTH CONFERENCE TO MEET

CLOTHING

fraternity

LXV

effort,

ways

available

should

the

student

raise questions regarding the fine points

of household economics.

When

the

attendant

believes

that

we

forward to the day when
a lecture room equip-

will stroll into

ped with

chrome

fixtures and fluorescent lighting, to read and digest such

a pointed

lessons as this:

had sufficient exposure to
To calculate the length of tJte longhe gives him a transfer slip est side of a right-angled triangle, find
which enables him to switch to another the square root of the stmt of tlie square
student has

his

lesson

classroom.

This one,

similarly

equip-

of the other

hvo

sides.
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2

The

Of

Freedom

It

films

Bell

nil!

and

sm

laterialism

ibolism
bell)

obtain

both

though

ail

The
when

sweaters from

McMaster rugby team,
up for lost

lowing story when interviewed by The
Varsity this rhorning:

form of food) and

(in the

to

upon him

.

He

please all his

arguments

in the

I had just dropped my slightly used
Kleenex in the clothing box at the
Stadium when Miss Dates rushed up
She clinuVd
to see if the box was full

has to

subjects,

world

fail

sentimental values while
described as starving.

is

which— though aimed

misfires

any

is

into idiocy.

clearly

Italian

;

at

simplicity-

Her

scant attire

not meant to illustrate

clothing

shortage.

In

Hollywood, always a failure

up the

box and peeped over

side of the

the edge."

A

tear welled

from

Varsity this morning,

the

fact

"We

never

have

that

Uwyers

pestered

new

a

chairman

or

chairwoman

Stoolie
Stoolberg, another committee
a half-hearted balcony member,
said, "I can't take the job.
in which the lonely
major ex- I just gave my last suit to the clothing
plains the blessings of
American surplus drive, and you know what
I look like
Capitalism, to a fisherman's
daughter?
in Harvey

And why add

icenc,

critics

Hate

Woods."

The

and

story,

nevertheless,

centuries,

side of

the far

any human presentation

objectively in

of

human

affairs,

it

is

tempting to con-

clude that the bias, since

it

is

inevitable,

had better be marked, and had better
be

in

accordance with certain principle?

which the editor upholds as
sible

On

citizen.

and presents

acting

for

alike

JAZZ CONCERT
featuring in person the Stars of the Condon Carnegie
Hall Concerts in New York
Willie

a

respon

British

distinguished

cccntric

Music and Drama

Jlri,

Amateurs Foster Canadian

political

parties all flourish there to the

amuse-

of

the

concomitant

every

:stry is just

BUY

iarcly

WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS

or

very

ThoUndoraraduole Novvapa-par
42-a,

Ml. 8C11

Business Office.
Night Office

the

any

made

distinction

Japanese

second -generation

and

Canadians.
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Men's Assistant

BA

CUP. & Exchange

that

little

his

all

the

arts

theatre.

of

climax,

a person has spoken
that he knows no
country but Canada; if he can pos-

t2rv*a3.srT3£
Room, Rm.
University CoUege

Japanese
its

Apparently they were ALL ready to
"slab us in
the back".
It
matters
English

Editorial

of

reaching

unnaturalized

,'een

first

is

art of

person

now

life,

subsidiary

During the w;
peace of necessity held
but

now

that

the period

that

we

position,

are entering

'

.

...

Night

Assistant:

Bcrnic

Pivnick

is

starving to

willing

to

because

see drama and
most anything,
commercial theatre

accept

the

talent

first acquaint the
public with the fact
Drama in Canada has had a re- tbat Canadians at
home have just as
irkablc growth in the amateur theatre, much
ability
as
the American
or
participation in the Pacific war, B.C.'s But -now there is a growing dissatis- English,

a "grinning Jap",
must go.
"Thanks to China's painfully long

faction

with

this

amateur

and
This will take some time, and the
from this barrage of racial prejudice. more and more people are becoming
most obvious way to do this Is
to
But the war's over now; it won't be conscious of the need for a professional
Up to the present there is no create an organization which will conlong before the "patriots" once more theatre.
in
start
Canada for tinually bring our talent before the
screaming for measures against professional theatre
Canadians. There are only a few legiti- public
Chinese.
Such a scheme has already
"As might be expected, Pacific mate theatres which for the most part been started here in Toronto.
It is the
These perform
Coast intolerance goes hand in hand import their talent
Toronto Civic
Theatre
Association
iccessary function, but they can not
with isolationism.
Man has conquered
hich was founded this
summer by
answer
the
cry
of
many
the Rlocky
Canadians for
mountains with railroad
le amateur groups in the city
with the
and airplane, but he never pierced the an opportunity to employ their talents
long range policy of creating a prothe benefit of both themselves
barrier that exists in the minds of
and fessional
theatre which will ultimately
community without leaving the
many British Columbians. The mental
a civic project
Its immediate ob|
ntry.
barrier
Chinese

have enjoyed

BA. Dominions

paign

Bob Marjoribanks

—America's

"Jazz Music

Ever

True Folk-Art"
New York Post

—

—

TORONTONENSIS

Bulletin No. 1

you were wondering
Space contracts must be signed at the S.A.C.
office in
Hart House before December 1. Organizations
again
wishing to purchase space in the
yearbooka are ad-

[n case

.

.

.

vised to act promptly.

Biography cards will be distributed within the
next
two weeks to faculty -epresentatives,
who should all
have been appointed by this time.

Jie

.Dorothy Harley, 4T8

Editor:

and

advance a cloud of ballyhoo
will lead to this "brave
new world" which dims our provincial
eyes so that
we dream about, let us bring forth the
we can not correctly estimate the
real
arts from their shelter and
fit them into ability
of the actor.
Too
often
r scheme for the future.
Let us plan rcogmze
artistry
by fame,
rather
e
development
of
a professional than by skiU in
artistry.
If we are to
theatre which will be for
Canadian develop a Canadian theatre
we must

a

brief

respite

status

forever

Barbara Jones,

,_

are

plan -'ends in

splits
B.C. and the
\s our theatres now exist,
two separate entities.
we re"While
we dream about "One
« both the 'best and the worst of
Art, Music, and Drama
World", isolationism lives on the PaciAmerican commercial theatre, but
Philip Freedman, 4TB
Editor
fic coast.
see more of the worst than
While we work for a life
of the
free from the hate of race lor race,,
Business and Advertising Manager
the
E. A. MacDONALD,. BA.
west coast's anti-Oriental cam- coming in B.C., it seems.
We hope

Editor

Assistant.

public

sibly be classified as

out

Time

Toronto"

or ai the Auditorium (Mail Orders)
All Seals Reserved $1.20, $1.60, $2.00
(tax included)

balance

province

Trumpet

PROMENADE MUSIC CENTRE

'rama

and bewilderment of the rest of

Canada.

question

Trombone
Sidney De Paris

Tickets on Sale at

The last 25 years have witnessed the
best.
Occasionally New York sends
phenomena! development of our Dominbetween the
some of its greatest artists, but more
"Also in B.C. can be found one of
editor's duty to his
readers and his the most fierce and undying racial ion industrially and commercially, and often ye see only
second or third rate
s Canadians we can be
proud of this actors who can
duty to his principles, we may have
:ds in the world.
Riding on the
not compare with some
progress.
But culturally we are in- we
'have right at home.
to say more in a future column.
crest of Japan's defeat, a well-organYet, the public
clined to lag behind, especially
in the flock to see
ed campaign to oust from the coastal
them chiefly because the
that

"First
in

and

Wilbur De Paris

|

and other Great Swing Artists in person

religions,

new

and

inventions,

lovel

journalists,

Queer

senators.

Lion' Smith

Bud Johnson
Tenor Sax

Columbia'

great are arch -conservatives, dangerous
radicals,

The

Piano

a

Rocky Mountains.

the

among

Numbered
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TORONTO'S FIRST

ex-

In regard to the question of choosing

shows fine
An auxiliary clothing drive is at
wide array of present being planned for
the benefit of
IS THE colorful,
"u,C. BREEDS HATE AND RUIN
if extreme Italian
types; it is
difficult not to conclude, after reading
5s Leggy Dates who had contributed
heading of an editorial from The Man- clear-cut and
sometimes moving and it
some of to-day's newspapers and even
rything from her wardrobe except
itoban. University of Manitba's campus has a meaning.
some of Toronto's newspapers, that
bobby sox to the original drive.
newspaper.
the press \s abusing its freedom. But in
PHILIPINO
"A strange tribe of -people dwells on
view of the impossibility of achieving
gree

TUESDAY. OCTOBER

The Event of the Year

pected to send a broad abroad."

in

it

de-

EATON AUDITORIUM

Mighty Belch-haw, right hand man
the former chairwoman, told The

portraying poverty, has again
romanticized

Of

.ampaign

one of those
of

them-

his eye (the good
when the hard facts offend tin
one) as he continued.
office,
has
here
adopted
the
As she clambered up the side of the
trangely Marxist solution.
The hero box she lost her balance and toppled,
secures a material basis
(fish) head first, into the confusion of cloth<l
only later
tinds the "spiritual
•
which the students had donated.
lues" (a new bell) upon it
'Then, before she could cry out,
The film has its share of weakness;
a husky committee members rushed
cy concern the heroine who
has come
with (hammers and nailed, the lid on
a long way from the
book's "after many the box.
They labelled it for Albania
months, a moderately pretty
girl" to bend carried it away to a truck. And
come a beauty with a scant vocabulary
the last I saw of Miss Dates.'

Editorial Encores

such premises.
is

stripping

has been given

bols

foolish to complain

working according to

matlers

was seen
ibcrs of the

of

But Hollywood, always fond of
sym

;

question

shirt

justify

disagree with these premises; but until

razor-edge

Clothinf

since Saturday afternoon

lissing

(as represented by a church

descends

op!e

paper is is chosen according to that principle. The publisher of the
Globe and Mail has his paper balanced and written according to the
premise that Mr. Bracken and corporate finance can do no wrong.
The Varsity has throughout the years sacrificed many meaty stories

The whole

town, bis

clean

Campus

former chairwoman, Miss Leggy Dates,

shining one.

the

the

today as they find
without a dh air woman.

solves

Social

he takes the harder road
prefer

to

faces

consternation
of

mimittee

Fascist to the dean conscience of
Serge O'Coat, first year exchange
ident from the Universities of Kharlatter's victim.
v and Dublin, believed to be the last
Hardly has he set foot among the
person to see Miss Dates, gave the folins of Adano, than a conflict bet'

these inevitable decisions concerning opinion in the light of
which he believes to be true and right.
The publisher of the Star apparently believes that the Russian
doctrine is true, and the Socialist inevitably right; the news in his

complex

disguised

ambers

good-

e

certain things

is

Extreme

officer

ihc

make

it

human

creates

Italian

if

When,

a fine

she

who feel that politics gets too much space as it is.
The idea that a newspaper can banish opinion from its columns is
therefore groundless. By merely printing a story it expresses an
opinion. And its editor, if he is responsible and conscientious, will

can be devised,

a rare

In short,

would still offend the CCF
and none of Mr. King's would be an extreme example of preprinting every political speech of the day would offend those readers

a formula for an un-slanted newspaper

introduces

rule.

AMG

the

a small

into

refuses

;

that editors are

as

in

For Adano",

uriple is

the speeches of both

dislike

the

to

John Hodiak

performance

—

One may

most of their heroes

that

"A

Hollywood

misfortune of

exceptions

therefore,

the time selecting facts to bolster a set of opinions.
The quarrel between Time and The Times is in practice less important than it sounds; there is scarcely a clear-cut division between
facts and predigested facts, because all of them are pre-selected facts.
The teaching of arithmetic, for example, would seem to leave little
room for injected opinion but merely by teaching it one expresses
the opinion that it is important. Printing all Mr. Bracken's speeches;

in the interests of unity witiiin the University.
of these premises one may passionately

the

is

tray

under further pressure they might admit that there is no harm in
predigesting the facts. We doubt whether any editor would claim
that the job of the Press is to do what he is in practice doing most of

all

Is

Hung

Club members voted

Newman

against a resolution that the Toronto Press is abusing its freedom.
Although inclined to agree with the conclusion, we were rather surprised that the majority was so overwhelming; especially since no one
throughout the debate had troubled to define the right use of the
Press's freedom, so as to show wherein its abuse consisted.
If you would accuse a man of abusing his can-opener, you must
first of all settle, and make plain to him, how a can-opener should
rightly be used. You cannot say that a thing is abused, until you have
settled its right use. You cannot say that Jones's face is dirty, unless
you can somewhere point to a face that is clean, or at least imagine a
face that you would call clean. What is the right use of the Press?
Precisely here there arises a major controversy. The editors of
the London Times would say that the job of the Press is to present
facts. The editors of Time would probably say the same thing; but

printing

Bell

The Press

Last Sunday night, only 15 of 250

;

1945

Movies

Editorial

selection

16,

into

shifts

The

[rue

into high
spirit

world co-operation

gear.

the

jective is the presentation or plays
to
obtain sufficient funds and public sup-

port to purchase

a headquarters.
convert

to

a temporary

theatre

Then they

plan to

professional

support of the
the control of

and seek the
city.
This would avoid
an individual backer and

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT!!
Door

made

permit them to gauge distribution
of their film
and paper quota.
(Signed)
The Harassment-Hedging Editorial
Board.
to

Hart House Bulletin Board

GLEE CLUB
Today

is the last opportunity for
members of Hart House to join
the Glee Club at the rehearsal at
5 o'clock this afternoon in the
Music Room. High tenors and low basses
are especially

welcome.

province's

majority of fair-minded leave the organization
iree for future
of democracy and people will soon give
the heave-ho to artistic progress. But even
before they
is a little late in the prejudice-mongers."
can take the first step toward the

Tickets Available at the

It is imperative that arrangements
for the taking of
graduation portraits and group pictures be
made immediately. Supply-short photography
studios can
promise nothing unless early appointments
are

=

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS

PHI DEE EE BALL
$3.00 Per Couple

-

!

Informal
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Staley Sparks Artsmen
To Take Sr. Meds 8-0

SPORTS CALENDAR
RUGBY

Paced by the perennial Art Staley, the
defending championship University College football team coasted to an 8-(
victory over Senior

Meds

in

the

game

For Track Meet

played on the

back campus yesterday.
long hoists of Staley nullified the

The

best efforts of the

Med

fighting

By Mickey Michasiw

but the numerous .fumbles in their own
The entry list for the senior intrazone helped the embryo physicians very mural track meet to be held at
Var-

The defending champions drew
blood

in

result of

second

the

quarter

is

first

as

th

a rouge after one of Staley'

ing

entering

that

the eligibility

Office in

kicks.

the

meet are

Athletic

where Tetmar carried the pating

over for the major.

ball

meet

the novice

"

of last

.

week

Med

difficulties in the

to block a kick as the U.C. line
ploughed through to fall on the ball for

Staley,

.

.

With

O'Brien Fans

stood

backfield

along

out

the

Support Hero

starred

Entries close

with

his

That portion

the Medicos, Smith, Finn and Cochrane

crowd

of the

Satur-

at

"We

SghSg
Evgs, (8:20)

.

That went on

for

afternoon.

the

Mon. Eve. Oct. 22

.

give us O'Brien."

a good portion of

Finally

the

ears

Warren Stevens must have

Mats. Wed.-Sat.i2:30)

sounds

the

Some

JOSE FERRER presents

LILLIAN SMITH'S

as

out

thirty-five

varsity

for

confined

trotted.

this

small

cheering to

their

Then an empty
the

and

field

unison:

"You

vial

this

brute,

"STRANGE

hero

Q"Q

STAGED BY MR. FERRER

II

of 35

opticians!

^s^-'

SEAT SALE THURSDAY
Prices (tax included)
Evgs. $1.20, $1.80, $2.40, $3, $3.30

with quality speetacleprices.

Quick, occuroJe repavr icrvice

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Aportments)
OPPOSITE ME DIC At ARTS BURDING
Special Di'icounl lo Sludcals
(no Faculty

Mats Wed-Sat 60c, $1.20, $1.80. $2.40

and Membtn

or

By
If

Wishes Were Ducks

.

side of the ledger,

.the

U.C. players, all six of them, lost their games.
have a credit of five, and one lone player from St Mike's

query,

"Who

looked like a good bet for the finals ?" came the

many more games were

noon

12

Med
Med

S.P.S.

just as close, and just as interesting to watch.
would take someone of the order of a teacup-reader to forecast who wlill
on the top to travel to McGill next week-end, but we feel safe in bragging
prematurely about what an excellent showing Toronto will make in the fair
city of Montreal.

BRANSCOMB: TEACHINGS OF JESUS
PHILLIPS: CALCULUS
CASTLE: FIVE-FIGURE LOG TABLES
CHRISTOPHER: TEXTBOOK OF SURGERY

Arts

2, 4, 5, 9,

For
2

p.m.

3

p.m.

I

S.P.S.

Dept.

S.P.S.

10

Dept.

1

S.P.S.

I

6,

8A

7 2,6, 8,

Dept.

5

Dept.
9 8.8A,

1,

I

Dept. 7
S.P.S. II

n

S.P.S.

II

4,

8A,9

I

I

S.P.S.

I

Dept.

I

3,

I

Dept.

I

P.& H.E.

Arts

I

For

I

Dept.

S.P.S.

Dept.

S.P.S. II
All
dcpt.'a

1

2, 3, 6

10, 11

S.P.S. II

Arts

Dent

I

& II

Dent

I

&

II

S.P.S. II

Arts

Dept. 7

Dent II Instructors Dent II
Individual Individual (Training) Individual Volunteer
Exercises
Exercises Individual Exercises [QilrucL'a
Exercise

Coaching and Instruction
Boxing and Wrestling daily (except Saturday)
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
Gymnastics: Monday, Wednesday and F.iday.

5 P.,M.

Fencing:

Ten Men Seek

he

The mediocre

tennis

enter

the

elimination

making application
This

rep,

tic

players

from the School of Graduate

studies,

ineligible

for

inter-faculty

the St. competition.

Hildas' Courts, and in its place are
The main news from the court to-day
ten men, fighting hard to gain a berth was the elimination
of seeded player
on the intercollegiate team, and to carry number three, Mort
Grass, By McFaroff the honours of the University c
land, by scores of 8-6 and 6-4.
This
Toronto Tennis Tournament
places MoFarland in

the

'You can forget a

to

lot in five years'

play

off

against

Roy

semi-finals

Lau,

The main
the rules

of etchings from

TORONTONENSIS

ATOMIC ENERGY

are available in the S.A.C. Office, Hart

House

A

Full Text of the Official Report on
the Development of the Atomic Bomb.

These include:

University College

Burwash Hall
Memorial Tower

$2.00
The University of Toronto Press
BOOK DEPARTMENT

Medical Building
Trinity College
Knox College

Price 75c each

is

difficulty

to go into the semiinterpreting final against the winner of McDonough

in

whether the team' can con- and

sist

of five or six men.

six

men made

the

rules

say

Back

on

the

player.

If

McTague

against

Feryerer

that

men comprise

five

Club To Discuss

This means that every
team must be a good single

tliis is

Woolf, Maugham

the case then at least

one of the very good doubles players
at Varsity

he

isn't in

in

singles.
it

might not make the team,
the same class as the others

Papers

Somerset

on

stands now,

the

two

Virginia

Maugham

the regular

are

Woolf

College Modern Letters Club
at the
two Women's Union tonight James Raney,
for II U.C, will discuss the
work of the
the
third
position.
An elimination former, and Sheila Kennedy, II U.C,
round will supply the other two players s to deal with
Mr. Maugham's writings.'
for the first team, which makes the
The meeting is called for 8 o'clock,
trip to McGill and all the players for and the
executive is extending a special
the second team, which goes to Mc- invitation
to students formerly in the
Master.
Anyone who can shi
that armed forces.
will

be

beaten

assured

of

semi-finalists

a

spot,

will

finalists

the

play off

:

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26th
$1.25 Per Couple Added Attractions
:

Tickets on Sale in Hart House Debates

Room, Thursday, October

18th.

and

scheduled for

meeting of the University

THE ALL-UNIVERSITY FALL DANCE
:

and

Baker.

in 1936,

the trip to McGill, but

tennis team.

in

As

of Princeton

Six Orchestras

last

MacCutcheon, when discussing the year's
University
champion.
The
ies governing the choosing of
the other competitors in the semi-finals are
intercollegiate team with the two tennis Thomson and Feyerer.
In the doubles,
coaches,
Sydney Hermit and Bill Lau and Irving defeated Gress and
said

Moyes, both former Varsity champions. Bennett to-day,

Beautiful Reproductions

SALE

Hart House

by

round,

to his faculty athle-

also

includes

week ago who were

of a

disappeared entirely from

has

worthy of a position on the team,

is

may

Tennis Title

It

be

CRAIG: BEGINNING OF CHRISTIANITY

Arts

I

Med

4 p.m.

Jan Rutherford of P.H.E. (natchl), displayed beautiful form,
and we
The word around is that Jan is a former champ
in the tennis courts, of Eastern Ontario. The
most noteworthy game was
played between Natalie Faver and Janet Hughes. For
two solid hours they
fought it out, and the scales didn't tip in either direction. Finally the Fates
smiled on Natalie and awarded the victory to her. Observers noted
that

GRAMMAR

Smyth

[

reply

GANA: MARTIN RIVAS
FORD & RIVIERA: BRIEF SPANISH

Prof.

Dept.

Med

.

would take a hint from the V formation that stole .the show
from
the game Saturday afternoon, and fly south, far, far,
away from these wintry
blasts and nasty head colds. But the scantily
clad tennis tournament players
seemed unaware of the low temperature yesterday. They
all commented,
losers and winners alike, that the weather was
fine, the courts ditto and the
competition was of the best
The first round was run off as per schedule, with no hitches, and
no
rain or snow. The PJf.E. team, all six of them, were undeafeated.
On the

To

The following books have just arrived and are
now on sale in the Book Department

By

I

P.&H.E.

We

Saints

Arts

Volunteer

are referring to tennis.

NOW ON

S.P.S.

Polly Mutz

.

II

I

Arts

Dept. 10

other

HILLS.

a.m.

11

The Sportswoman

The

ATTENTION

For

II

Arts

P.& H.E.

I

S.P.S.

fifty to sixty

survived the blast.

Students

P.& H.E.

For 11
Arts

i

Prescriptions for glasses

ware a ( reasonable

Friday Saturday

For

a.m.

10

was thrown onto

groaned
O'Brien may slip.

section

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
|msi>[H5ac| filled

Hour
9 a.m.

face of an angle wind.

|

FRUIT"

varying from

House

-

PHYSICAL TRAINING CLASSES— 1945-46
GYMNASIA -HART HOUSE
FALL TERM — Classe start Oct. 15 end Dec.
Monday
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

first

form of the Montreal Hornets of the
tnterprovincial Big Four

ball consistently for distances

section

Athletic Directorate Room, Hart
P'
are required lo bring their
College
Faculty entries with

them)

hoofed the
yards even in the
To top off his performance, he recovered two fumbles
and intercepted a pass. ... Quite an afternoon's
job for a chap that no football
team wants.

hundred students yelled

while

its

contacted

hero

the

of

O'Brien.

dramatization of her
powerful novel

Company

.

m

Toi ^'}

TIME TABLE

.

want O'Brien ....

"Yea, O'Brien

their

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS

0S

,!rt
ir
{Representatives

In this venture, the students of McGill
seem to be a number of steps
ahead of the other members of the Intercollegiate
Big Four.
Doug Kerr
seems to have built himself a powerful dub
spearheaded by a fast and clever
backfield. Murray Hayes, Brian Little.
Hugh Norsworthy, Jon Ballon and
Doug Heron will carry the mail for the popular
McGill mentor
The
im: ediate opponents at Queen's are
again hard at work after blasting the
blazes out of the Vimy Signals on Saturday.
Bob Elliott is relying on the
starry backfield combination of Milliken
and Parry to ca-ry the Queen's
banner into the football fray
It appears that the local football machines
which insist on making an issue of the Varsity football
material passed up
a good bet in Art Staley. In yesterday's
intramural game, Staley

sat in the

at the Athletic Office

the talented

project.

McM aster game which
open stands was accorded an
;tra-curricular treat in the form of
small powerful cheering section.
Varsity-

day's

turned in a good game.

will' face

Today

when

1 he game is being held in aid of the War
Memorial and a better reason for a
game is yet to be discovered. The students will pay
a quarter a head for the
combined privilege of watching the Redmen and
aiding the vital University

while Rosen

line

Redmen

INTERFACULTY TRACK MEET

SR.

is

tide contender

choice of the final squad.

In Montreal, this afternoon, the McGill
test ,n the

Tetmar and Maxwell

the winner's

in

TODAY

'

line

a safety touch.

111)

H

coaches behind the squad, .there is
little doubt but that the twenty
taking
on to the field at Qnenn's on Saturday
will have all that is necessary to
cop a victory.
. Down London way,
Johnny Metras has also been stumped
by the twenty-player ruling. With the
abundance of excellent material on his
hands Metres has found that the rule
will handicap the Mustangs and create

not bar entry in the senior event.

Rosen came through the

Phil

in

SPS

Boyd

diar^'

.

there and the team exhibited great
promise to become a
and only when, the tackling and the blocking
improves

Hart House should be signed

In the third quarter a 20 yard Staley by tonight.
pass placed U.C deep in Med
All medically fit students are eligible
ritory.
Two plunges moved the sticks to enter regardless of year. Partici-

again from

.

111

Vic 1

attempting

reminded

at the

list

.

SPS

to withdrawel of

All these interested in referceing Intramural
Football Games are asked
Rules Meeting to be held
at 1 p. m. in the Athletic
HSrt °" Se
Fo '"e "' a83 ' 50"11 coach for Vanity, will be in

Stevens has his hands lull in
to cut the team down to the
twenty minimum allowed by the
L.I.A.U. ruling. The McMaster game
showed an abundance of material
most of which is in the raw, unpolished
stage. The fight and the drive

Stadium on Wednesday afternoon
still open today.
All those consider-

sity

Dent

to attend a

four days away the four
respective coaches are busily brushing the
cobwebs off the 1945 editions of
respective teams
Locally, Warren

their

'

little.

4.00
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Jottings on a Frayed Cuff . . .
With intercollegiate football competition but
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team
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Shows Neglect

Poll

New and

Breakfast;

16,

1945

Queen'sTo Honors

Entrenous

General Crerar

Chess Watching

"Results Dire": Health Officers

Kingston

I5-(CUP)

Oct.

General

By Ross McLean

H. D. G. Crerar, Army Chief of Staff
Napoleon may have been right about
There recently came to the attention
and retired commander of the 1st Canof the Feature Department a sad story. an army, but the modern-minded varC. A. Crompton pouted a moment all that experience, he dismisses himtravels
on
an
almost
who
atsity
student
student
law
tiredness ause lack of muscular co- It concerned a
and pinched his chin meditatively. self as a "B" player. A "B" player, adian Army overseas will be the guest
until noon.
In a poll
ordination? Is your low blood pressure tended University three decades ago. empty stomach
Impulsively, he nudged a white knight incidentally, is one who takes the game speaker at the annual fall convocation
responsible for your susceptibility to He graduated and began his practice recently made on the campus,
around a corner and moved on to hi seriously but who doesn't have the win- to be held on October 2o.
He become pro- found that most students have coffee next opponent.
in a northern city.
disease?
ning knack of an "A" player.
"D"
The Hon. C. A. Dunning, chancellor
These are the ones that
minent as a criminal lawyer and was and toast
player (let's not do anything haifwaysl)
The above six symptoms of illSufficiently historic to warrant of the
representative
of
Queens University will present
elected
for
his
droop and fidget through morning leca
prelude
ould
be
beginner.
not
the
commercial
And
is
a
a "C"
health are
presence of the press, this was the
stituency at Ottawa where for ten years tures,
person who just plays the odd game. General Crerar, Francis King K.C.
according
but,
to a soap opera
exhibition.
Mr. Crompton, the star
Another group adds an ingretient
lie shone.
chronic
Crompton
was
Mr.
an
Service
officials,
are
"A".
and
Dr. Davis former professor of
Health
intriguing chess drama, had pit
His fame grew. He was offered the
two, to the already complicated
and common campus ailments.
A very strong player, Mr. Crompton. English at University College Toronto,
ted his talents against those of 19 conpeakcr's chair in the House of Coi
snu by passing quickly through some
College trends showed neglect of
testants.
Mr. Crompton is president
We spoke next to Mr. Orlando who with honorary degrees of law. Dr. W.
mans. But, on advice from his physi- orange juice and cereal.
These art
breakfasts to be as frequent among
of the Toronto Chess League and somes another "B" player (he claims) and
he declined the honor and
the students who survive the beforeE. McNeil], vice-principal, will present
students as neglect of classes, sleeping
thing of a "strong player"
Schoolman. Mr. Orlando has been
i
tired to the county court bench of
noon lectures with almost a minimum of
The Varsity,
in classes, or going home.
As he skipped about from board playing for six or seven years. He the entrance scholarships.
Ontario city.
discomfort.
inquiring into this phase of undergrad
to board, his 19 opponents returned to picked the game up by watching other
Of all the students interviewed
"You have to take it easy," his doclife,
found it merited a trip to the
concentrate speculation about their next people play it and by asking some quesT had warned.
"Your dig est it the topic, only two were heard to boast
Health Department
move.
tions.
It's not very difficult, he said,
system won't stand rugged treatment.
about their consumption of the whole
(Continued from page 2)
We waved quietly across the Hart but you have to study the game if
Were breakfasts of little consequence
And this was so, the doctor ex- ienu, orange juice, milk, toast, coffee,
House Music Room to John Patter- you're going to excel.
Was plained, because the distinguished la;
before a nine o'clock lecture?
jreat, eggs and bacon and whatever
Ernest MacMilian, Senator Carine WilSmyth
who
looked
up
from
his
advantage
after a
extra sleep of greater
student hod failed to eat breakfast while
se if handy.
Mr.
Crompton was pouting and
son and President Sidney E. Smith of
These and more questions at college. He had prepared
late night
Among the other details discovered game and we watched and waited
pinching his chin again.
his mind
from table to
the University of Toronto, who is also
were posed to the Health officers by
the future and had neglected his
as the amount of valuable time con- Mr. Crompton shuffled
He nudged another white knight and
table.
your reporter but all met with a reply body.
honorary
sumed
chairman of the Canadian Arin
this
breakfast
business.
;
said good night
This
was the first simultancou;
negative, spelt with a capital "no".
The moral is clear.
Again almost all the students interrangements Committee. Sir Stafford
Students are promised nervousness,
iewed stated that they take no more chess exhibition in the history of the
Cripps, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and Dr.
tiredness headaches, lack of muscular
than five minutes, then rush to school. University, Mr. Patterson- Smyth later
O Benes of Czechoslovakia are only a.
co-ordination, susceptibility to disease,
One mentioned that he took twenty confided. It was a popular stunt nowaJ.
few
of the other prominent sponsors.
days in chess circle, he explained.
and low blood pressure as reward for
minutes for his

Does your nervousness result in riffiDoes your
culty in making decisions?

A

World Youth

neglecting

DRAMA

ART, MUSIC &

M. Veterans

of

breakfast

of this goal, like

realization

insti-

all

Mr. Crompton and his 19 partnei
Following the London conference, a
tutions they must have money, and they
would continue to play until 11 o'clock,
World Student Conference is being held
e calling on
individual
subscribers
he said. But at 9.15 the games would
for breakfast; and that the female
in Prague, Nov. 17 to 23, with a view to
eleindividual citizens like you to purWinnipeg Oct 15.— (CUP) Veterans ment eats far less than their male cease and there would be a little talk.
The University of Toronto Ches: chase a $2.00 associate membership in dealing with social and political probin the first year
Engineering at the classmates.
lems
in regard to their direct relation
Club was sponsoring the affair and it
University of Manitoba
have overorder to obtain $20,000 to meet their
was serving as the Club's auspicious
to student interests. The organizaion
whelmingly decided to accept the

breakfasts.
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Dr. Steacie Speaks

To Chemistry Club
Dr. R.
adian

M.

Steacie, director of

Can-

on the atomic bomb,
"Nuclear Reactions" at the
meeting of
the
Chemistry

research

opening

much

As a

action.

Victoria College V.C.F.
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beat
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the upper years talked on
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University College V.C.F. will meet
by Don Harron.
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written by Bruce
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Rev. J. Markelampoon the freshman while the
Taylor, M,A. will introduce the study
act will not be

Robert Bearc,

Bldg. and
Thursday afternoon.

certain

Mr. Clarke added that refreshments Club last evening.
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Dr. Steacie described how energy in
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tween the first and second years.
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games were already in a very draw position, he announced. The kibitzers are unusually
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there
choi

take-off
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curtain time,

MI.7319 or leave

game he moves up

thing

be dealt with. Every effort is being
to allow the student delegates
from
Canada, who arc attending the
or next, or for ten years. It may not
initial
conference in London, to be
arise
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in
Toronto.
Already
present at the second conference in
Montreal has an organization known as
Prague.
L'Equipe" which plans professional
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not,
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U.C.
In addition to this there
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will be
In order to accomodate the increased
has
himself
customary Paul Joneses tag dances
been
playing
and
chess since he was six.
number of freshmen who will be eager
other popular icc-breaJccrs.
Yes, sixl His father taught him. For
to attend, two premises have been acIn keeping with tradition
quired for the evening. The Women's
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Whether
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About the simultaneous chess exhiand (acuities.
"This bition: Mr. Patterson-Smyth felt that
will be strictly a U.C. dance",
he said, Mr. Crompton would lose one or two
First Year Dance to be held on Wed"Admit-To-Lecturc cards will be in- games
m-?iiay night, it was disclosed to the
and maybe draw one or two.
Three campus orchestras

office.

House, or

the

George Street with Mrs.
Commenting on the recent press wood, dean of St Hilda's, acting as
The Club has big plans, he revealed.
statement from McGUI that returned mostcss.
Miss
Loma Fraser, and
On the season's agenda is a studentmen there consider initiation beneath Else Toft assisted.
staff tourament and a ladder tournatheir
dignity,
the
returned
soldier
ment which is a unique plan wherby
states that many students are
grieved
low the executive and their fellov
the first player takes the first place
at this news, as this outlook does
not itudents that they want to
get the ful and the second player takes
the second
reflect the opinion of these first
year lest enjoyment out of their
enrolment place and in the game between those
students.
"Furthermore," it was stated and further
the interests of their partwo, if number two wins then numbei
by the interviewer, "the vets wish to
ticular faculty to the utmost."
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at present, to be frank, three or four.
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for the first
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John Patterson-Smyth, with
W. A. Kirkand no "e" was secretary treasurer
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Woolf & Maugham Japanese-Canadian Facts
Modern Letters Club Topics To Be Put Before Students
Novelists

A

dryly ironic writer and a quiver- style and dwelling
on the poetic aspect
sensitive one -were discussed at of her
novels, Mr. Reaney traced

gly

EDUCATION

the

COMMITTEE JOB

FIRST

the first meeting of the U.C.

Modern effect of Elizabeth literature as well
Shelagh Ken- as modern influences on Mrs. Woolf.
nedy, II U.C, presented a paper on He impressed
upon his audience her
Somerset Maugham, and James Reaney, ability to concern herself
with minute
II U.C, gave an appreciation of Vir- psychological
detail in such novels

"We

Letters Club last night.

as

Mrs. Dalloway, the stream-of -conMiss Kennedy gave a comprehensive sciousness account of a single
day.
outline of the life and works of suave, Under
her sensitive touch, a routine
detached
novelist
Maugham, whose reaction becomes an intensely personal
lasting influence, she said, "will tend to
experience for the reader.
be stylistic rather than ideological."
"Virginia Woolf is to her
The value of Maugham's ideas, she Brontes were to the last",

STAFF PHOTO DY RALPH JONES

Appointments For Big Year Ahead
T.B. Check Now For Spanish Club

is

"In

al!

"we

see the influence of the short story

Darrell's discovery of Indian mysticism Club
as the governing philosophy of his life.

The

random

novel's

open to

is

one creative

said, detracted greatly from its potential
As the foreign language clubs of the
ing session annually,
attraction.
university are- renewing their activities,
Emphasizing the airy subleties of her the club's calendar.
final year students will again the Spanish Club once again is planthis fall, Dr. C. D. Gossage, ning a program on a wide scale.
In

First and

be made

among

cases

are

49

offices,

St.

Street.

George club offers movies, plays, topical talks
and such special items as last year's

Keschener, executive

found eight active T.B. cases,"
cases.

active

three

we found

1943,

January,

"In

At

preventing

possibility

the

posters

18,

further cases developing on the. campus

The University group

not the only

is

the campus.
first

been to

I.S.S.

much

discussion," E. A.

Wil- them

Besides an-

widen the basis of the

Varsity,

against allocation of tickets to the faculties

and

colleges.

We felt

that the hours

club,

of sale would afford equal opportunity
by according to club members.
for everyone, insofar as it is possible
"Students of Engineering, Medicine,
Surlo do so."
veys have become general throughout Forestry, as well as other faculties and
Last year's All-Varsity admittance
the province and, indeed, throughout the
tudents not in language courses
Dominion, and about one per cent of the
ceiling has been raised to 1,250 couples.
are as much invited to our program, as
population surveyed have been found to
In addition to the rooms used last year,
About are students of Spanish", Alan Boyd,
have pulmonary tuberculosis.
the Great Hall will be used for danc"Whilst the
one-tenth of one per cent have had Treasurer, commented.

Dr. Gossage

active

requiring

lesions

said.

treatment

or latter naturally attend the Spanish Club

close supervision.

to round off their own studies, science
part to help in the stamping students and others will find
a pleasantout of this disease," Dr. Gossage urged
ly entertaining contrast there."

"Do your

freshmen
students.
and
graduating
Highlight of .the first meeting will be
"See that you make an appointment for
your X-ray, and, having made it, be on the .presentation of a one-hour movie:
time for

"Away

it."

by Dr. WilUnsky.
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called as

:

were offered considerable finanThey were led to bewas no (future for them
Canada.
assistance.

:ve that there

action
of

coming year will be held next Plata University in a special meeting
Tuesday evening, place to be announced here Monday. The meeting of the McGill

'On the other hand," he continued,
they agreed to return to Japan,

they

"While

the

later this week.

to

they

or Japan

other campi to

from University students voiced

sent

opportunity

not

was brought to bear upon these people
to induce them to agree to go to
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They were told that if they did not
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Club Plans

Archery

Include

U. of T. Organist

Completes Opera

Meds

Nations

a two-year

The

Pre-Med:

Here are some campus opinions on that it should be shortened to a one
course to precede the University of Tor- die cultural hypodermic that is being year course.
That would be long
onto's four-year medical course ha! administered to Varsity Medsmen
enough to become acquainted with the
roused considerable controversy
Jim Ferns, I Pre-Meds: "It is rather humanities, yet not long enough to get
campus this fall.
Opinions .range all discouraging to plan on getting right bored and I would be in first Meds."
the way from the disgruntled Prc- into Medicine and find yourself conBill
(Mouse) Fielding, VI Meds.
Meds freshman who finds himself
fronted by a two year Arts course, "Our year has not been involved in this
posed to too much culture, too little however I can see in the long run that mix-up and we alone have avoided slipscience, to the graduating doctors who it will help us in our work.
The cul- ping into that morass. Although it is
of

Don

action of Montreal students in pro-

calls editorially for

of
for

whether or

No Munich

the

new

a

on

restrictions

compensation

Japan,

this

U. of T.
Elections

and

in Sigh*

these

Student's

be

will

year (page 4).
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one or two

likely that

is

representatives

this

ployment,

to help

In order

reconstruction.

The

whole future
suit of a petition signed by 800 studemocracy is involved." Mr. Dewar
dents.
continued,
"When you discriminate
A set of resolutions was drawn up against one group of
Pistol
citizens and unwhich stated that the government of
ing.
dermine their security, you automatic\rgentina liad violated the principles of
ally
Entering its eighth season this fall,
undermine the security of the
rhe Atlantic Charter, the Act of Chapnation as a whole."
the All-Varsity fall dance is the only
Itepec, and the conditions by which they
The first meeting of the Revolver Club
dance on the campus calendar that is
were admitted to membership in the
will be held at the Hart House rifle
open to students from every college range on Oct 24. This year the club will United Nations. McGill students called
upon the Argentina government to reand faculty. It was instituted in 1938 include archery in its activities. Dr.
store the rights of academic freedom of
G. H. W. Lucas of the Pharmacology
peech, of assembly, and of the press.
to replace the Masquerade Ball.
Department, an expert with all types of
A resolution was sent to the Can
firearms, has been working for some
adian government demanding dismisDr. Healey Willan, Professor of
time with archery, and will act as capsal of the Argentine from
the United
tain
Music and organist to the university,
and
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Latest survey of what the college

The first meeting of the I.S.S.
The annual line-up for All-Varsity
X-ray surveys for the detection of dancing show of Senorita Triana and
held last evening, in the Women's
pulmonary tuberculosis are now ar Professor Cano's discourse on Spanish dance tickets is scheduled for tomorrow
Union, conducted by Gordon Stulberg,
annual service at all Ontario universi- humour, which are still savoured in the noon in Hart House. The dance will
retiring chairman of last year's com.
ties, Dr. Gossage said. This is the fourth memories of club patrons.
"We are trying to make this year be held Friday, October 26, with six mittee. Last year's activities were reyear the University of Toronto
viewed and plans discussed for
into the biggest and most varied one in dance bands in attendanceprovided the service.
coming year.
the club's
Eight hundred double tickets will be
history",
Miss Dorothy
"In 1942, at our first survey,
This year, the main activity of the
member,
he
The
called.

coverage the literature may
be obtained from the S.CM. office
in

all

Director of the University Health Ser- addition to such general features as
Appoint- music, dancing, refreshment and the
announced yesterday.
ments should be made immediately at homestyle "Hispanic Hit Parade'

Japanese-Canadians.

complete

girl is

vice,

the Health Service

News

Inside

writ-

featured

the

will endeavour to contact all
student organizations, but in case of in-

Fickle Fashion
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structure,

Starting Oct. 29, an X-ray survey to
tuberculosis

history

interested students

all

members, and at

detect

P-iH

age what the
Mr. Reaney

slight; but his style will live. concluded.
Of her fanciful delicacy he
Maugham's works", she added, added, "When cream-colored paper
again obtainable, there will be many
form, particularly as exploited by de reviews of Mrs.
Woolfs works."
Maupassant"
Founded last year by a group of
Miss Kennedy's paper was centered students who sought greater scope for
on Maugham's most recent noved, The creative writing and the discussion of
Razor's Edge.
She contended that the contemporary writers than
Engl:
central episode of the novel was Larry cirricula allow,
the Modern
Letters
said,

facts

concerning the present position of the Japanese-Canadians,"
said
Don Franco, chairman of the university branch of the Co-Operative
Committee on Japanese-Canadians at the first meeting
of the committee last night. The committee was
chosen from representatives
of various campus organizations
at a mass meeting Mon. afternoon.
Uur primary task," continued the chairman, "is to get the
facts before the students as quickly
as possible, because the governt0f hippin
S s P ace t0 transport these people.
?
On",, fi
Once
the s Ta
udent body is in possession of the
facts, we feel sure
that we will have their whole-hearted
"
support
The committee plans to d istribute
pamphlets describing the

ginia Woolf.

Above, two U.C. Freshies, Florence Mulligan, (left) and Betty
Bates, pack clothes donated by students to the Campus Clothing
Collection. Many of these garments were 'captured' in the Monday night raid on the men's fraternities. The expedition will be
repeated this Thursday evening to cover all men's fraternities.
Doors to tonight's U.C. First Year Dance will be flanked by
poster-covered boxes where dancers may put clothing contributions. The drive will continue through this week.
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Today,

years which resulted in the development of radar and atomic energy.

they roust unite in harnessing their new-found powers to make them a lasting
benefit to human society rather than the agents of its destruction.
Behind the problem lies the age-old bickering of the sciences. Medical,
physical and social sciences can no longer work behind their separate bastions
walled against one another by mutual contempt. All roust try to recognize the
factor with which, in the last analysis, all science
the Canadian Association of Scientific

concerned.

is

Workers was

recently

founded, a body with the aim of uniting all scientists, irrespective of race,
The organization of all scientific workers for
creed, religion, or thought.

a primary aim,
with the promotion of the economic interests of those workers as a necessary
corollary.
The linking of these two objectives can neither be avoided nor
and
denied, for without good working conditions, sufficient money for research,

human

the advancement of science as an agent in
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is

to
social security, the scientist cannot be expected to give his complete genius
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Edmonton and Vancouver.
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An essential part of the education to be gained on a university campus is to
be found in the various clubs and organizations, all within the comparatively
small bounds of the campus. In addition to the tolerance which should come
with discussions with students from other groups, comes the chance for an inquiring inind to seek and sift out the basic problems of the world in a rudimentary form)
While this will not provide everyone with a foolproof shield
against the shocks of the "rude world," he will at least be
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Editor
Barbara Jones. DA MeGUl students
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the Rather was it English scenery
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Borothj Harley, 4T8
Assistant.been chosen
mtine suppression of Universities.
d.
for the express purpose of displaying
Information on the riots was carried in
For contrast, there is Henri Masson's
these talents at their best
But the
ir news columns of October 9, and
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tone
detailed account will be found in the
elgian-born Masson never let you
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trrent isstte of time magasine.
No forget his French heritage for a moment.
A group of songs by Schubert was
Night Editor: Hugh Kenner
action has as yet been taken by Varsity Cut this is
legitimate for a man who possibly
the most interesting feature
Assistants: Bob Cooke, Allan Rose
students.
paints the life and landscape of Que(Continued on page 4)
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pressed. An appeal to the Canadian
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would certainly not have the effect
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to each male undergraduate.
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other Canadian universities.

"Let us not return to the shoulderW. Hugh Kenner, BA. shrugging era of the thirties when the
Editor-in-Chief
Peggy Bates, 4TB slogan
Women's Editor
of political escapism in the
Managing Editor Robert H. Robinson, 4TB
Western democracies was: 'What can
Barbara K Hood.
Assistant
Make-up Editor
Phil Shncklcton. BA. we do about it?' Let us not witness
Virginia Pox, 4TB another Munich
Assistant
_
on the campus of McGeorge Foreter, 4TJ
News Editor
Gill University, and give way
to the
Blanch* Stanley, 4T9
Assistant
E Rosa McLean, 4TT ;rsuasive voice of evil."
Feature Editor
Assistant
Reg. Herman. 4T6
Mlchasiw.
4T7
MJckey
Sports Editor
The above editorial excerpt ampliPolly Mutt, 4TB
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attitude
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ward their
6.
students there actively participating
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haps protect their own future is an
in the revolt
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The dwarfs stand on each others'
integral link in the chain of education.
"A committee of representative and
"Bev Echlin of Vic looked warm,
Readers will note a radical difference interested
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students met and formulated woolly
and wonderful in her black following
between the organization outlined above four resolutions
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earlier conception of a Scientific AsIt is said that no one has ever
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material.
Featuring the new wide them in action
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An Association of Scientibut, you will agree,
"The four resolutions are to go to
(Continued on page 4)
fic workers thirty years ago would have
(Continued on page 4)
the Argentine government, to the stuspent its time exchanging technical inHow- dents of that country, to the Canadian
formation among its members.
government, and to the students of
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faculties are invited to attend.

(a total distance

through the corridors

bios

DANCE

FALL

of

voked by the revival of intercollegiate
Building

science, all enable the

student to take part in a progress to-

ward mass education, scientific-advancement and social welfare.

of

full

is

lighted labyrinthine corridors, the walls

fall-of-

Our lady was on hand at Saturday's boiteag, a maggot.
As you have no
game to witness the fashion pageant pro- doubt already
guessed,
the
Botany

For McGill

lective bargaining activities, or the post-

war planning of

wardrobes building

our

frivolous

which are hung with drawings and
Notebook in hand, Miss S. has spent paintings of beautiful grls which have
the past week in random research into been culled from the pages of the last
•he garb of the U. or T. Co-Ed.
nine years of Esquire. Students pro"At the annual Soph-Frosh banquet," ceeding to a M.D. are required to walk

later

No Munich

Scientist, the dis-

scientific

of

gay and more

with

For an added touch of color paper are collected and a graph is
Barbara wore a fuschia band
drawn.
ir and matching gloves."
4.
Botany Building.
The word
Neither belt nor band, Miss Spicer botany
here is a corruption of the word

advertising,

publication of the organizations' monthly
tabloid,

ALL -UNIVERSITY

such

skirt,

CA.Sc-

W,, applicants may choose from the
activities

of

proclamation

the

replenish

actually

can

waist with

and protecting themselves.

evils

herald

official

made

has

45 clothes."

only fair that

is

for the

Rev.

"The

Thursday, Oct. IS, at 8.00 p.m. WoFashion is relaxing at last!
men's Union, 79 St George
St The
And Dame Fashion, we have it from
opening
meeting of the U. of T. Spanish
We publish a short alphabeticallyMiss Mildred Spicer, our style authorClub will feature a full-length film
to University buildings
ity, is more herself on the campus too. nranged guide
"Away to Argentina," as well as shorter
S. for the handy reference use of the
"Wartime
restrictions,"
Miss
highlights.
There will also be dancing
becoming a traveling undergraduates:
"are
gradually
notes,
and refreshments.
Members of all
This
The Anatomy Building.
1.
phase of the past and we college

cated

swelled by graduates from universities across Canada, but

Board Room of Trinity College.
E. R. Fairweather will speak on
Authority of Scripture."

"Mayfair,"
things,

she reports,

completing the task he has set himself.
Originally organized in Ottawa, the

now

TICKETS

Trinity College S.C.M. will meet i
Thursday, Oct. 18, at 1.30 p.m. in the

Relaxes

The past war has proved, if proof be needed, the necessity of a union of all
men in the common cause of insuring lasting peace. This has been seen in the
co-operation of scientists from many countries and Universities during the war

this end,

COMING EVENTS

The Dame

Scientists Unite

To

1945

Fashions

Editorial

human

17,

U. of T.

taken

C.C.F.

CLUB OPEN MEETING

TONIGHT AT

8

P.M.

Cartwrighl Hall. St. Hilda's College
Prof. Underhill will speak on

"SOCIALISM. ITS HOLE IN CANADA"
Come and hear

the facts. It is to University students
that the
nation looks for enlightened political
action.
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Tennis Finals Finish To-day
McFarland Star

and Baker polished

McFarland

of

U.C.

scored

big

the

upset of the Intramural Tennis Tourna-

ment yesterday by downing Roy Lau

of St Mikes in two straight
6-2 8-6, and thus qualify to meet
and Bell-Irving for the honors.

Lau

The

of

Trinity, last year's champion, in three

weather

has

billing

set

warmer"

that

out

hand

ARGONAUTS

OtT„
£>OC

today's

matches, so conditions should

to top off

nowhere

to gain a place in the final and
an almost certain position on the Inter-

team.

collegiate

Feyerer of Meds

He

face

will

Joe

in the best three out

of five set affair today at one o'clock.

Feyerer disposed of the pesky Murray

Thomson

fina

1

of

yesterday.

Vic

other semi-

in the

He had

plenty

of

Jerry Ewins

New Added

Something

and

the

pail,

referee,

8-6

second, but

him out
win

of

some sound net play pulled
the hole and he went on to

6-4, 6-3.

The doubles

Prospects Good
For Lacrosse

.

around

take place preparation for the tough season ahead.

-three

—

o'clock,

at

Meds,

Junior

A R OVAL A
Alexandra
West

still

the offing.

in

and Forestry are considering a second

in

action

in

Hurriedly

we

made

a

scrimmage.

practice

Ifs

have

Tickets Not Available Saturday

.

Students Entrance South Door of Arena Only
STUDENTS MUST BE SEATED BY 2.15 P.M.

The

but not the kinetic.

—only

early in the season as yet

still

—

As

SPORTS CALENDAR
STADIUM — 1.30 — SR. INTERFACULTY TRACK MEET
Soccer— Front West— 4.00— Trin I vs Emman
Hassanali

Art Stalcy and Dave

individuals,

auer have looked good.

Staley boots

high ball that will be hard to

long,

and, scampering across the nearby turf, beat
will

there,

is

inte rf acuity

in

this

He

year.

three

powerful elbowed through the crowd to a vantage uses his head when he's out there too,
new point on the sidelines. Didn't those and his drive and size make him tough
P.H.E. entry which promises to give sweaters look familiar?
They weren't to bring down without that extra couple
a good account of itself
Varsity or
Indians,
of yards.
or Argos,
Group II will comprise Jr. S.P.S. Beaches, or.
But the faces looked
Dave Bauer seems to be the spark plug

of University

I

teams— Meds

S.P.S. and a

Sr.

I,

FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
EXAMINATION TODAY AT 1

—

.

Vic and Meds

U.C.,

II.

These two familiar

.

with

sure,

room

for

too.

The first game is scheduled
Monday in the big gym.

TWICE DAILY—2.30 &
Evgs. 50e and 75c
Mats. 25c and 50c

8.30

Oct.22

presents
Dr,

Isaac Page, formerly of China,

address

will

dramatization of her
powerful novel

Varsity

the

Christian

p.m. to-day in

Meds Group
Fellowship

Room

of the
at

1.10

410, Banting Insti-

It

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Q"0

Prescriptions for glasses

IhspinswoI tilled with quality spectacleopiicuhs ware
aI reasonable prices.

STAGED BY MR. FERRER
of 35

Quick, oecurofc repair icrvi'ee

SEAT SALE THURSDAY

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Aparlmenti)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

Prices (tax Included):
Evg3. $1.20, $1.80, $2.40, $3, $3.30

Special Diicawnl fa StWcnfi Dftd A1emb»ri ol

Mata Wed-Sat 60c, $1.20, $1.80. $2.40

Honour, I promise
do my best:

Room, Hart House (Representatives are required

time.

bring their College or Faculty entries with them).

it
might go places this
Last year's outfit was disapinept with a complicated
formation which kept them more baf'

Choose Runners To-day
Varsity tracksters line up at 1 :30 this coach, expects to show up well in their
afternoon for the starting gun of the respective events.
Senior Interfaculty Track Meet at the
Juniors, especially those who placed

meet

will

Varsity in the

sent

on with the tourna-

caried

From the winners of this in the meet last week, are eligible tobe chosen the team to repre- day, and will battle in stiffer competition

stadium.

track

crop were exhibiting excellent prowess,

accuracy,

when one

suddenly

in

and

field

first

Intercollegiate this time.

competition

in

^

when

of

were

court

the

turned

the following

poem

We

mouth.

victim's

think

to

God and

that

I

shall

never

tennis'

On Other
More

champ about

finalists

the intramural

title

of

the

winners

the

To

avoid

delay

all

contestants

fault

of

no

draw up

the

an

Athletic

hour

Office

before

and be ready half
their

events

SAVINGS STAMPS

FRE SHIES — Mon.

7-8

7-8.

O.CE.

Vic

SOPHS— Tues.

with an eye on

the

U.C. were forced to
own-time table.

Thurs. 6-7 Little

7-8

L.M.

Thui

O.CE.

JUNIORS —Wed.

6-7

Little

the King,

Vic.

than poetry Fri. 5-6 O.C-E.

busily.

work of the late Major Rupert fore his death
MacKcen of Huntsville is no exception. were made.

the

However,

YOUNG WOMEN

terest

are

His models are masterpieces of workmodels arc of more inthan most manship and yet, his sister, Miss Amy

his

as

the

best

in the

of

them MacKcen,

Mechanical

satisfied".

teJIs

us,

"He was

never

From boyhood, Major MacKcen
built
models of steam engines and
dynamos.
His interest in machinery
led him to take two years of the Electrical
Engineering course at McGill
although he was unable to finish the

World Wide Girl
Guide Organization

id

'c

St.

Among

little

s*eam

those on dis-

play are several horizontal engines, a

steam pump, a vertical and two compounds.

Presented

to

the

University

after

taught himself the use of Major MacKeen's death, the models
other necessary tools, were placed on display in their present
Prof.
the Mechanical Library.
in 1926 he completed the locomo- site,
Alcutt told The Varsity that he hoped
which is on display in the case.

course.

the

both compressed air and a
plant to run them.

He

lathe

and

an example of the pro- a compressor could be connected to them
ems that faced him in his work he some day, so they could be run under
und the plans, which came from Eng- lieir own power.
This model

is

—

Woodsworth House Lectures

display arc

The models on

Building just outside Professor Alcutt's not only perfect replicas, but they will
also run under steam. Indeed he had
office.

ARE URGENTLY NEEDED TO
SERVE AND TRAIN AS YOUTH
LEADERS IN

Si

1942 most of his models

to university students

some of
now on display

others,

in

JARVIS

S6S

ST.,

TORONTO.

Organized by the Ontario Woodsworth Memorial Foundation

THURSDAY EVENINGS AT

1.

8.00

"The Method of Democratic Politics"
by Prof. E. A. Ha yelocfa
Oct. 18 The Soviet System vs. the West
Oct. 25—What Makes the C.C.F. Tick

5 Lectures on

—

2.

MONDAY EVENINGS AT

10 Lectures

arc

scheduled.

one,

their

in

are

requested to consult the time table in

Puffing Lilliput Engines
Displayed In Mech. Bldg.
puff

The Secretary, 30 College

from

stand

oiev the Guide Laws.

or wrile to

Through

tidings.

.

tree

to be."

rather

WAR

team will

cross-country

chosen

the three mile event.

Corrections

bearer
.

.

see

Courts

tennis

BUY

Varsity
be

also

The basketball practice schedules
into
issued continue to flow into the office, and thi
quote, time the U.C. representative was the

Such slippery branch as off a
Did fall and catch unwary step

Of

Mike's player has yet to play off the

A

five

years.

down

of them sat

middle

the

smirks

Spectators'
hilarity

St.

breathtaking second game.

with

shots

their

to

pointingly

group of wonder-struck children land unsatisfactory and had to make
around watching little engines his own drawings. In later models he
The owner, proudly and changed both the plans and the castgrubby hands touch ings and the resulting models were his
anxiously,
lest
them, stands by. Such is the story of own product in both design and conevery model-maker's masterpiece and struction. After his retirement and be-

that I

help other people at all times,

Phone KI. 8600

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
VOLLEYBALL — Today, 1 p.m. Athletic Directorate

instinct

St Mikes

is

"I

FRUIT"

To
To

by
it

satisfaction

scanning,

with apologies to Joyce Kilmer.

"STRANGE

will

and

Polly Mutz

He Who Laughs

from the

tute

To do my duty

By

placing

LILLIAN SMITH'S

"On My

else,

can get their light team to operate to

What's on Today

students are cordially invited to attend.

Company

more

player,

ball

than anything

anothei

Jan
not a safe policy to enjoy an- ment in a dignified manner.
Fordyce,
Goering,
Kerr,
Jackes,
misfortune,
events
more Rutherford emerged from her match Shaw, Thornton, and Dales of School,
other's
as
looking
serene
and
comparatively
unoften than not prove that the last laugh
Dcane, Sabiston, Phalen, Denis, Parkis
the loudest.
But when the un- ruffled after defeating her opponent in, and Doll of P.H.E., Fielding,
Two n
fortunate personnage turns the tables with a score of 6-4, 6-2.
Antoni and James of Meds, and Taylor
around and loudly guffaws at himself, competitors who looked promising from of U.C. were a few of the stars that
the
sidelines
were
Harriet
Morton,
of
The U. of T. C.C.F. Club open meet- then news is made. The scene is placed
Hec Phillips, Varsity's track and field
ing at Cartwright Hal], St Hilda's, at at St Hilda's courts amid the deadly St. Hilda's, and Molly Beley, of P.H.E.
8.00 pjn.
Prof. Undcrhill is speaking earnest atmosphere evoked by tennis P.H.E., Sr. Hilda's, and Vic. are the
on "Socialism, its Role in Canada." All finals. Two of the cream of the tennis three teams still in the running. The

Mats. Wed. -Sat.i2:3Q

JOSE FERRER

heady

He's

squad.

Irish

The Sportswoman

Varsity-Queen's

Those requiring tickets
should obtain them by Thursday night

plus Ta

%$Z££ Mon. Eve.

the

Hart House.

ALEXANDRA
Evg3, (8:201

for

the

alone or practically.
if watched
Thei
fled than their opponents.
This year
was one of the team managers there, a
well, give them a few games to get
next waterboy complete with sponge, bottle going.

game in Kingston next Saturday are
now available in the Athletic Office,

ALL THIS WEEK

of

—

for

FOOTBALL TICKETS
Tickets

I

—

Dents

necessary.

P.M.

.

What

a disappointment
groups have been definitely settled.
It was just an Intramural "after-school'
Group III is tentatively made up of game.
Forestry, S.P.S. Ill and Dents, with
But where did the crowd come from?
the possibility that Dents will drop
And why all the shouting, and even
back to Group IV if a new team is cheerleaders?
Could this be interadmitted to the League.
Group IV faculty rugby? Why the last game of
has S.P.S. IV, Trinity and St Mikes that kind of rugby we watched,
we
for

«£DC
to reserve sec-

The registration card must also be shown with the
ticket on entering the stadium at
the student entrancesouth door of the arena.

six teams have shown themselves
so
judgment will be reserved till a ladder
comparison can be established.

hallowed halls

the

left

potential

f>r

TICKETS

A student may obtain a reserved seat for 25c by presenting in person his or her registration card with athletic
portion attached at the athletic office. Hart House, on
Thursday and Friday, October 18th and 19th.

least of

Vic some name team and our Varsity Blues

entry, with no definite decision

Group

St.,

.

STUDENT

The Athletic Association has arranged
tions Q, R and S for university students.

.

.

.

to date.

final will also

probably

King

the

—

the din echoed and re-echoed about the
School have entered a team in each surrounding structures in short, here
as Jos Feyerer has reached the last f the four groups, Meds are the only must be a rugby game.
round in this department as well. He other faculty to exhibit more than one
Up popped visions of an Argonautteam so far, with a possible third team, Indian exhibition game, or

today,

umpire,

the

While strolling aimlessly through linesman (but they got paid for it), and
Hart House the other afternoon, with a coy coed leaning on the wire fence
lothing in particular in mind and just to adjust a hurtful harauche.
There were the facts, staring us right
naturally looking for a means of killing
couple of lonely hours, curiosity was in the face a crowd at an Intramural.
aroused by a throaty road from environs Was there really this much interest in
Bigger and better things are ex- of the very back campus. On glancing this secondary system of Athletics?
pected
Lacrosse
in
Intramural
the
a westerly 'window, the sterling But people always said
"best on the
League this semester, as interest in the spectacle of two rugged rugby teams continent".
mebbee so.
^
sport has visibly
increased on the engaged in competitive combat met the
campus.
Strong teams loom up
eye.
But the crowd! Both sidelines The League Thus Far
several faculties, and potential players were filled to overflowing
with mobs of
No team has showed any real coare already working out in the gym in ardent football fans. The shouting
and ordination in their play
.

however, losing the first set
and dropping behind 3-1 in the

trouble

HAMILTON

vs.

and

"fair

for

be ideal.
an excellent backBoth finals will be at the St. Hilda's
an all-round fine percourts, with plenty of space
for specformance, winning 6-1, 2-6, 6-3.
tators to enjoy these finishing
touches.
MoFarland has appeared out of

He showed

sets.

STADIUM

McDonough and

off

McTague
sets,

on 'The Background

8.00

of Current Eyents"

by Prof. F. H. Underbill
Oct. 22 The United Nations
Oct 29 Soviet Russia as a World

—
—

Power

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ARE SPECIALLY INVITED

—25c per lecture

Fee
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New and

To

speaking,

strictly

letter,

is

Halina
"This super genius,"
with
a shade of sarcasm,
gone writes
"found the lost words at last I"
"Till the aid of time, I'll go right on

you may agi
there arc moments when one has no wish
But,

to speak

Home

Island

Cloverhill

you

loving

strictly.

.

.

cling

.

and

nusic

stationary

you

to

"And we who have

Written on the back of three sheets
of

listened

.

.

to

.

the

wrestled

vainly

thereafter

or words, need suffer no longer for the
and comprising "six hundred words of
How unethereal lips have spoken.
invective" which the author

polemical

The

that

doubts

can utterably wonderful.
"I ask in tears," Mr. Halina asks

pages

Varsity

accommodate, the letter is from "Oscar"
some
Halina, an electrical engineer of

"could

tears,

an

found

equally

Hart House Students

lery.

he

is

A

the

member

welcomed.

of the Studio Group,

noted for his

pa.llettc- knife

Canadian

of

pretations

Former

inter-

sick-swooning

instructors of the

have been Carl Schafer,

landscape.

A

War

former student at Upper Canada ment
loveCollege, and a graduate in 1935 of the

articulateness.

EATON'S

Hart House Art Officer in charge of the informati<
for the coming term will be building at Petawawa Camp.
John A. Hall, currently instructing
Organization meeting of the Art
the Fine Art Department of the Uni- Class will take place in the Art Gal
versity, it was announced recently.
Icry, Hart
House, Thursday evening.
Mr. Hall recently took top award
Figure Drawing, still life, pastel work,
the oils section of an Armed Forces painting, and other branches of Art will
Art Contest, and a painting of his, be covered by practical instruction.
Hills Near Palgravc, is in the perman- Materials are mostly supplied by Hart
ent collection of the Toronto Art Gal- House, and all House members an
of

Art Classes

it

dear bard not have

this

Instruct

Director

M

By Ross McLean
The

1945

John Hall, Noted Canadian Artist,

Enlrenous

Alas, Poor Chopin
of our business.

17,

now

a govern-

and Caven Atkins

Artist,

he wilted drummer boy from Tin Pan Ontario
College of Art, Mr. Hall was
"In the numeration of gripes,"
up into Alley to beat out a ya-ta-ta-unpah- for several years art instructor a
writes, "this must mount high

Club

Poll. Sci.
And yet, if it be dumpah chime to his verse and left Upper Canada College, and at the Tayinfinity.
cry of the temple unmocked?
lor Statten Camps.
He enlisted in the
an unintelligibly choked
"Have
even
such
simple
souls
as
this
put
it or
artillery in 1943, and was Education
outraged decency, I must, make
and be lost." not the creeping thing's God-fearing
forth into the wilderness
Francois decency to humble themselves in the
The first meeting of the Political
His subject is one Frederic
in presence of greatness and pass on silentScience Club for the current year takes
Chopin who was born near Warsaw
ly?
I beg Jeavc to enquire into the
consumptive,
place at Wymihvood on Thursday after1810 and who died a
license
which a bungler receives to
at 4 p.m., Ken McRae, IV Pol.
This is the man, Mr. Halina
18-19.
com- :ake a masterpeice and mutilate its form, Is
Sci., announced yesterday.
This meetpoints out, who in Paris in 1831
the ranks of

only

Announced

Plans

Tropical Biology

Club Subject

"somehow .-masculate its character, efface its
purely for organizational purposes
pleted a Polonaise which
mere eaturcs, dilute its blood stream with
ill be devoted to a consideration of
The Biology Club will hold its initial
stands toweringly apart from the
comthe
gangrination
a
piano
of
sentimental
constitution
his
drooling
for the club, election of
rest
of
the
of
grace
meeting of the 1945-46 season at Wymilofficers for the coming year, and an exThe flame, the spiralling and force it down the throats of honest wood, Thursday,
positions.
October 18, at 7.45
claim
the
planation
drive
of
the
plans the executive nave
possessing
the
emotion,
citizens who pay their taxes and
p.m. Dr. L. C. Coleman will speak
made for the year, he said.
to immortality of Chopin is somehow
vere the intrinsic goodness of the human "Biologists
in the Tropics."
Into
it
it.
in
Several
crystalled
outside
speakers have been
and
distilled
conscience through ten million
Dr. Coleman is Professor of Cytology, secured to speak at the evening meetings
went the national exultancy, the caval
and
fcrous
earth
Wurlitzers
which
deny
the
inspiring
you
throughout
the
the
measure,
year.
First of these
cading
Department of Botany, at the Universiwill be Abbe Arthur Maheux of Laval
right to replenish your being without
the aspirations of a national spirit.
ty, and has spent a number of years ir
University, who is regarded as one of
"Naturally;" Mr. Halma realizes, consuming their output
India. He is honorary president of the
the 'leading exponents of racial
"the only possible complete expression
"I swear," Mr. Halina finishes ten- Biology
Club for 1945-46.
prochement in Canada. Further p!ans
for the content of the Polonaise is the
derly, "that each time a nickle rolls out
Election of officers for the coming will be outlined at the meeting Thursday
composition itself."
The End of Time", Frederic season will be held, after
Mr. Halina triple-spaces his typewhich refresh- afternoon, McRae added.
Chopin, or at least that part of him
All students interested in becoming
writer and continues:
ments will be served.

Gl OVCS

that do more
than just cover the hands
Gloves that flatter; gloves that warm; gloves that
are handsomely styled from cuff to fingertip. Husky,
handsewn sheepskin, soft chamois leather and snug,
wool lined, string knit gloves are sketched above, as
examples of the splendid selection to be found at
Eaton's.

:

Eureka

"But

a

standing,

by

touched

dcccndcd

earthly

this

whatshinname,

certain

1945,

gods,

the

in

day

presumably

of

divinity

other

bitter,

Polonaise,

the

an- welcome," assured

dies

what one Chop-

(uninterpreted)

and mutilated ology, past
vice-president

tormented

Fashions

.

.

(Continued from page 2)
beautifully tailored

is

it

i

black braid trim."

ADS

She noticed several gorgeous plaid
and check suits but, she says, one in particular caught her eye.

of

brown

in

Possibly in Var-

leather case.

Saturday

Stadium,

sity

is

members

Bi- this
organizational

afternoon.

Finder please phone JU. 6191.

jacket

gave the jacket a semi-fitted appearance. The suit was worn with navy
and blue accessories, cashmere pullline,

This
AJlers

is

only a partial

Psychology of Character,

:

lis,

of the

books

«

buy. Bring in any other

cloth.....

work

(nice

over -the- shoulder

FOUND

you can get it),
bag and matching

if

pumps."
Sliderulc,

on

initials

it,

name escaped Miss

Tire

the wearer please blush.

ill

Apply A. Sturton, Dept

A

II S.P.S.

7,

Twist
lecture

.

name

"Miss

Hygiene,"

Nicholl"

inside.

Lost Thursday morning, possibly in
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Appointment

of four ex-servicemen representatives to
the Students' Administrative Council for the duration of the
1945^6 term
of office was announced following the Council meeting
yesterday after-

BILLIARD HALL TO BE CONVERTED

in the Medical Board Room. A former member
of the women's
branches of the armed forces remains to be co-opted to
the elected
body to be selected from an arts college.

noon

R. D. Leuty, Dentistry; Al Weir, Medicine; Dalton
Stubley,
Applied Science and Enginering; all with former
service in the
Royal Canadian Air Force, were chosen to represent
Paul Johnson, St. Michael's, was selected from a' list of four
nominees offered by the governing student bodies of the four arts

and

St. Michael's.

power of moral

All ex-service personnel will immediately be absorbed into the
Council's various standing committees.
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In his address last night to the Uni'
"The University of Toronto must have
Sack- versity C.C.F. Club, Professor Underhill
a students' representative body that will
declared that a socialist policy guaran-

was

tion for the

Canada

is

the

necessary

solu-

express student opinion authoritatively.'

was the conclusion reached

at

an open

problems of the new era that meeting of the C.C.F. Club at CartWright Hall last night

entering.
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past
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as

policies
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development of

text

Macdonald mously

the country, he described the
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nation-

made use
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of a

motion pased unani-

as follows
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"It
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moved

that

Club, in co-operation with

other campus organizations, establish
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called

the

was memorial window in honor of their sacrl the great private corporations of the
comprehensive democratic Students'
lice was placed in the East Hall of U.C. time, but wluch had left Canada with
James Loudon was the first graduate a "lop-sided" economy with the wealth Legislative Body which will give stu-

University

Drama Course

to

be appointed to the

those

who

point

traditions

concentrated

the

in

dents an opportunity to express officially

provinces

central

with pride to the

of their college.
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A

of U.C. which emergency
U.C. the style finally agreed upon was at that time was "the" university
con- government, and that these would
mixture of Norman, Early English, taining offices, lectures
rooms and re- automatically removed by the coui

and

Italian

palazzo.

To

sidences.

Although not related

economize, sections of the plans calling event, six
years later a

D egree

staff,

in 1867, and he was instrumental in of Ontario and Quebec
their views on current local and world
introducing honor classes to U.C. LouHe declared that the King and Ben- issues."
don also established in U.C. the first nett governments,
faced
with
the
It was felt that such a body is sadly
18S3, U.C. was established, rephysical laboratory in Canada.
changed conditions of the effects of;
placing King's College, and it was
Shortly after, in 1879, the first under- World War I and the depression, had lacking on the Toronto campus, es1854 that the government requisi- graduate's
pecially
in view of the fact that virtually
paper on the campus, the no such constructive policies, and that
tioned the old King's College buildings Blue and White,
was edited and pub- the social security measures of thei every other Canadian university has
the asylum. U.C. was moved to the lished weekly by men
of U.C. and it administrations had been largely due to such means of expressing their
opinions.
former medical building, but accommo- was replaced in 1880 by
the weekly the demands of the new C.C.F. party.
tentative committee was formed
dation was so poor that in 1855 F, W. Varsity.
Full employment during the war he
from
those present at yesterday's meetCumberland was appointed architect for
In 1884, nine women, thefirst cow as being a result of the wartime
ing to take preparatory steps in regard
building, on the present site of eds, entered
the Halls
of
the
federal
controls
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commemorate the World
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as housing administrators.
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gags and music was highlighted by a culture today,"
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Since the play billiards reported that the present

held in the Aviation Building which the that approximately 10 times as many
Provincial Ministry of Labor has taken persons can be accommodated for lunch
for the use of apbrenticeshlu in the room as were able to crowd into

U.C. Freshman Dance University Fine
The program outlined for the folArt Club. The meeting
a capacity crowd filled the
will be held at Newman Hall on Wed- lowing year includes a wide range
of
dance floors at the Women's
cultural,
social
and athletic activi
Union and at 73 St. George St While nesday, Oct. 24, at 8.00 pjn.
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organized

results of the class election

several

taking over the Aviation crowded conditions of the room does
not
St Joseph boulevard east permit of satisfactory play. They were
and the dental buildings at St Hubert also of the opinion that all billiard
Street, the Univeristy of Montreal was players would agree that
the greater
forced to rebuild the old buildings on number who will now be provided with
St Hubert Streets.
The Provincial a reasonable degree of comfort while

Stadium has been

be held the same* day,
announced at the dance.
are

housing

since the

it

in Varsity

(CUP)
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more 'Schoolmen' than Frosh.
And the class of School 4T9 will have

pointed out the fact

Decision to suspend billiards tempor-

McGill Classes

CAMPUS CO-EDS
GATHER CLOTHING

moment when

that

is

the frosh doff their green ties

Govan

Professor

when the billiard tables have given
way to six-foot, folding, army type tables and folding chairs. This
new equipment is expected to arrive within the next 10 days from
War Assets Corporation. The billiard tables will be put in storage
soon as the new Tuck Shop counters

innovation in 1942, the Freshman

Ca- Reception Dance

nada.

between 700 and 800 students can be pro-

It is estimated that

vided with seats at lunch tables

arc ready for installation.

to vanish like beer.

and a comparison of con-

Australia,

ditions in Australia with those in

Hart House billiard room is being converted temporarily into
an emergency lunch room, complete with an auxiliary Tuck Shop,
in an effort to provide luncheon facilities for present overflow
crowds each noon hour. This move was announced last night as a
unanimous decision of the House Committee and Board of. Stewards.

the night of

Tuesday Oct. 23, the
annual freshman Reception Dance of
yesterday afternoon.,
S.P.S., will swing to the rhythm of
Professor Govan, who is a member
Trump Davidson and his band in the
of the staff of the School of Social
Royal York Banquet Hall.
At one
Work, dealt in her lecture with the six dollar per couple, the 600
tickets are
she spent in Sydney expected
years which
lecture
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work
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Workers

Social

who
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the
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Compared
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implications of his job in terms of the
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Pool Tables Corning Out;
Think Lunch
Counters En Route

To

"A fundamental sin of this world is and it seems that
the youth of today
the failure to put one's life under
the are neglecting the inner growth of the
intelligence.
I believe soul necessary to character.
that at the heart of the overwhelming
"Man must shake himself free from
majority of the blasted hopes and the
fatalistic idea that he is solely
a
blighted careers which mark this
gener- victim of circumstances by using
his
ation is the refusal to think,
leaving free-will to profit by Divine aids
offered
life and the making of
character to him from above. Gradually,
by overchance," stated Mr. Fraser MacDougall,
coming the obstacles that He before him,
Ontario Editor of the Canadian Press man
will acquire a strength of characyesterday at the annual Newman
Com- ter, a firmness that will enable him to
munion Breakfast.
persevere in his journey towards the
The speaker said that the growth of eternal
goal."
the soul was the secret of building
"Character is the maker of destiny,
character. This growth of character,
but Christ is the maker of character,"
he said, is the thing supreme in life,
Mr. MacDougall concluded.
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U.S. Army.

in the

Press Duties;
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registrants in those faculties.

colleges, Trinity, Victoria, U.C.,
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North America

contact Jack Granovsky at KI. 9534 as
soon as possible.
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favorite elm tree. The corner stone of
From the ashes of this fire arose the
Continuing his analysis of the part
Dr. Flemington served as headmaster general foundation dramatic course, in U.C. was laid on October 8, 1856. by Royal College which now stands as a that private enterprise had played and
hich students may obtain credits for John Langton, and the building was memorial to those who fought for its was playing in Canadian affairs,
he said
of Mt Allison School for Boys from
ic B.A. degree, has been instituted at completed in the autumn of 1859. At the constitutions, and to the
first graduates that the chief problem facing Canada is
1930 until 1941 when he was called
the University of Saskatchewan.
This first convocation in the new buildings who disregarding the sneers of the not "free enterprise versus public enteroverseas to serve as
the Assistant course will be taught by Mr. Emrys the next year, the number of students short-sighted residents of Upper
Ca- prise, but free government versus pri-

"We sincerely hope that all campus
groups will give their wholehearted sup-

Principal Protestant Chaplain.
the

rank of colonel

this capacity
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to

at
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c theatre, a study of th; crafts of
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Dr. Smith is due to and theories of composition and playToronto Friday afternoon. writing.
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Many

government",

of socialists

want

and

that

port to the establishment of this longneeded representative body," Roy Clark,
president of the C.C.F. Club, told the reporter.

practical

huge are going in for socialist policies except
American universities.
Canada's great statesmen can look back semi-monopolistic
and
monopolistic North America" he said, and declared
In 1866, three undergraduates from happily to their undergraduate days at
iterprisc
such as Canada Packers that European nations saw the United
U.C. lost their lives while serving with U.C, the most prominent of whom is which he described as a "great segment States headed
for a depression, and
the U. of T. company of the Queen's
x Prime Minister, the Right Honour- of private government."
that
we in Canada "apparently are
Own Rifles in the Fenian Raids. A able Mackenzie King.
'All the other countries in the world copying the American
example."
to

socialize

the
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Backseat Lecturing

Go

Must

Backseat Lecturing
out our

who sought

"I have a kick." complained the student

supercilious manner
editorial ear yesterday. "It's a kick about the
to
classmates. I don't see why they bother to come
ci some of
there wisecracking
time
their
lectures when they spend most of
and
instead of listening to the lecturer. They could at least shut up
out of what the professors have to say.

Dacr

"They

won't

his cheeks.

formed

pen

the

their

way

of

many

answer to back-

probably to be found
in con si derations

tin dcrgradu ales.

They simply

don't think of the other fellow.

occurs

may

them

to

that

never

It

their idle

chatter

be robbing a neighboring student

of the meaning and value of the profes-

An

words.

sor's

phrase

irrelevant

whispered to the person

in

front

switch another's mind completely

may

learn

doubt part of this

i;

to enlarged enrolment,

How?

could

trouble

the

By

be

staggering hou

not have Arts stop for lunch

and S.P.S. at 11 ajn. or vice
'ersa?
This would help immensely
n easing congestion and would cause no
lashes in time table.

geometrical

their

No
of

to

must

I

considered

have

J

confess

The

me,

Stagger the hours

mur-

Varsity

I'm

Yours

"Whoever you
dirty deal.
Your

Pol.

you're getting a

are,

personality is a perfect example of the degeneracy that will
result if pool-room training is replaced

Here he broke

by cheese sandwiches."

fifteen

more

As

This

to avoid

is

crowding.

expands and grows,

the committee

lure plans will include reconversion

f

plans. Convocation Hall into a lunch counter,

Hart House

will

be

The squash

with chocolate milk.

and the Premier of Ontario has
hand out ice cream pies to

;tand

improve the taste of the

sured

Extension

night

coffee,"

Egg-Breath of the
"Anyway, it can't make it

settled.

—

that

is

is

it

"a ejnematographical

ananas arc

be swung from the

to

tting hari kari with pool cues.

If,

out of the fermented stage-props

from two-score years of movie failures,
out of some flickers of genius and many
layers of rust," he suggests,

those
it

to consider others.

When post war Ring Covers are
DOMINION will have them.
For the present we will do our best to

available,

look after
as many orders as possible. Materials for the
manufacture of Ring Covers are still very

Ask your

of the ages, out of the disrupted shreds

a

were

'brew

to

will

keep you posted.

Dominion Blank Book Company

out of

"if

House

Harris In Hart

concocted,

be

He

bookstore.

Drama

Music and

Jlri,

...

evidence of the guilty student's failure

STUDENTS!
limited.

away

from the immediate train of thought,
and by the time it gets back on the
right track it will be lagging far behind.
These things cannot be done intentionally
They must be but an outward

•

students

President

Committee.

ALL SEATS RESERVED

offered to

"This University

ho sing "Roll Out the Barrel."
However, one problem remains unNo, I don't mean the pool
any worse."
tables
they'r being folded up and put
help solve
the
problem,
the away in the Warden's best vest pocket.
Deutsch of this department
_ Ernst
Biology department has agreed to allow Poor Phil.
The Committee has dewas at the Mid town last evening to
;tudents to cat their specimens after cided not to keep the sacred third door
visit "Salome, Where She Danced" and
disection.
They are offering one pint locked. This last bit of blasphemy has
his somewhat Luce decsription of the
of formaldehyde with each protozoan,
resulted in four S.P.S. students comfilm

ADVANCE

&

as minor difficulties are over- the library will be turned into a hot-dog

the pool in

,

Hunger
Sc.

Peace Tower, at a height of
Sharpened
feet from the ground.

.nare them.

courts will be filled with coffee.

monstrosity".

BUY IN

.1

pool cues are to be used as spears to

Meanwhile the exuberant Committee
Food, Food and Still more Food is

As sood

in

bell

stretcher of pool cues.

will

^

I

sincere

in

today."

Salami

TAX

H.S.

gleefuly going ahead with

No

PLUS

-

& 75c.
THE PICTURE THE WORLD WAITED
SIX YEARS TO SEE!
a
to
EVGS.

myself

not

r

Is

-

50c.

50c.

one could get the Warden's permisNo I think not. The answer is
daggered hours. Don't let the students

stagger.

The

shaken,

"Pardon

mured,

This Salome

&

sion.

"Get to know people that way

Visibly

Movies

WEEK

THIS
25c.

Hart House

to the waiting students in

snapped the Presi-

exercise,"

broadens you socially."

—

pHSq sTTv^r oFUKlvEBSiTT
TWICE DAILY 2.30 * 8.30

would destroy the beauty of the campus.
Or one could sell peanuts, popcorn etc.

fight

that

Tuck Shop every

the

into

Varsity,

crowds

starving

A R OVAL A
Alexandra ALL
MATS.

f

dent,

filled

is

first

12 p.m.

the

will

Medsmen

will

asked

about

Good

—

thorough-going

Why

down

day?"

Why, we would ask our exasperated friend, must there be backDo the offenders set out each morning with
malice aforethought and a series of prepared lecture notes carefully
synchronized to bear no possible relation to the university lecture
schedule? Or is it practice in the irksome art of ad Jibbing that

the

Where

figure

How

"But,"

seat lecturers at all?

Seriously, though, the

At

—

lecturers.

in

dinnei

at

speak.

Horror was competition perhaps in the form of
slice into the side-pocket?
deep in his limpid, doe-like eyes, sunken hotdog stand in the grounds. But while
over pool-pocket pouches.
this would satisfy nagging hunger it

classman and his sweet and admiring co-ed shadow. It is at such
times that the backseat lecture becomes most intolerable. But this is
not the time to discuss the respective demerits of assorted backseat

Inconsider at ions

wish to

1

some

But

of

Pass Arts

will the

lectures?

;

seat lecturing

sorry sight

at-

Hart

dribbling

balls

"Where

skip

ratios?

not exclusively the property of the male.
Neither exclusively male nor female, perhaps backseat lecturing
hits its all-time worst when it is bisexual that is, when it involves
a case of mutual impression-making between a wisecracking upper

will

Hart House

in

I

and unavoidable due

sounds

REAL

n'ded.

pool

Skulemen

to the male of the species,
many's the time we've been regaled, quite involuntarily,
by busily chattering feminine tongues. These, by their indefatigable
energy and their breathless urgency as well as by their inevitable
proximity, can far outstrip any mere lecturer. And the scientific
method of Francis Bacon is no match, under such circumstances, for
the world-shaking revelation that Phoebe has a ravishing new purple
toenail polish to match the darling little ballet slippers her doting
aunt smuggled in from New York. No, the guilt is in this instance

The complaint should not be confined

it

sweet

the

of

incense of the

His huge frame was wracked with

either; for

(hem into radio and fame some do
sound, you know, not unlike those
early morning record men.

hour that

University?"

this

men

Perhaps they believe

soul-stirring

that beautiful,

to

mosphere,
rclestial

Bisexual Complaint

line-up

less

this,'

newly

the

appeal

of the end

is

Committee for Better
Without Food, as lie peered up at The the line grows and stretches beyond the
Varsity under bis popl-table squint. range of human vision the expression
A
"Food instead of pool? what will hap changes to dejection and despair.

objectionability of backseat lecturers.

lead

of

It

Living there are eager expectant faces, but as

great sobs,

they seek?

away with

get

President

the

snarled

No,

A

make an urgent

I

through your column?

other people get something
The gentleman with the beef went on to point out somewhat
student.
deferentially that be was only in the Pass Course, a third year
He said he was perhaps a bit older than some of his classmates,
add, he
hastened
to
he
1939.
But,
having been in the services since
was drawing no distinction between ex-service personnel and other
forces.
armed
in
the
to
serve
students who bad not been in a position
In fact, he said, two of the episodes giving rise to his complaint
badges.
lapel
sen-icemen's
centred about chaps who were able to wear
he played no favorites. He simply had a grouse about the general
let

Sir,

May

my

could not be any other but this pro-

duction.

Be Here

Shouldn't
What's

to

lecturing?

done

be

Well, there

"Foul though the brew
about

may

may

La wren Harris,

taste, its

ingredients at least have been thoroughly

works

atest

a selection of

now

is

whose matter, requires that you sit for some
just as you
in time and take them in

—

showing

backseat

Hart House, has arrived at

be a clue

his present

From Austrian noblemen and Westobjective,
or
at
least,
highly
why the persons ern six-shooters, past moth-eaten stage- abstract style, as the culmination of a
about whom he complained should come coaches and ballerinas to Bismarck and
artistic career.
Even when workto lectures at all.
don't see why General Lee" parade events in this
in the decoratively impressionistic
Statistics -minded
they should, either. In fact an airtight hodge-pageant
Mr. manner of the Group of Seven, Harcase can be made for removing them Deutsch took inventory and reports that
sbowed a predilection for geometricfrom lectures with which they interfere. the story involves
2 wars, 1 duel, 2
abstract
rendering
of
nature,
armed holdups, 1 kidnapping, several favoring
If a lecturer proves to be so unenUghtcnespecially
architectural
and
pursuits and 12,000 miles of travelling
iuntain motives ; as time went on,
ing to one or two students that they
to appomatox, Berlin and San Franhi* city building moved to lonlier spots
find no occasion to listen to his words,
cisco; several nationalities including one
nd progressively lost their traces of
then they should quietly and politely Scotch-Chinese and a few Austrians;
as human occupancy,
while his landscapes
get up and leave and not bother to come well as 5 suitors, 4 of whom each debecame more and more barren and deback. They are in the wrong course, ceive 2 of the others, all of them being void of human implication, until they
deceived by the lady and 2 die in the
perhaps even the wrong university.
became the cold bare bones of nature
process.
There is one tune "The Blue
you sec on the walls of the Hart House
BJLKi
in that

said

phrase quoted above.

Our

friend

he failed to see

We

could

hardly

concert
bars

expect

you

if

left

appreciate

Please

a

the

first

few

get

the

full

de-

To

of music.

to

after

Patronize

corative

effect of these pictures, they
hould be viewed from different angles,
they would be if hung in a room

The People
Whose Appearance

as

where people passed and repassed them
every. day.

I

think they are especially

:

Danube".

"And

Gallery.

he concludes,

yet,"

Established 1680
Editorial

Room, Rm,

will

zation

42-a,

of

the

utter

ML mi

enjoy

this

iSL SIV commend

_

show.

I

this
it

of

it

stimulus

all,

*

a

T.D.

admits,
Women's Editor
-Peggy Bates, 4TB
Managing Editor Hobert R, Robinson, 4Tfl "has not yet attained its zenith." She
Assistant
Barbara K. Hood, BA. defends this outlandish stand by reportMake-up Editor
PhD Shacttleton. BA. ing
that "You Came Along" is not o
Assistant
.Virginia Fox, 4T6
News Editor
George Forater, 4T7 terrific performance in the colloquial
Assistant.
Blanch* Stanley, 4 TO sense of terrific. It is not, she continues,
Feature Editor
E. Ross McLean. 4T7 "filled
with mystifying intrigue, dramaAssistant
Jteg. Herman, 4T8
c complexity, pressing
Sports Editor
Mickey Mlchaslw, 4T7
exaltation or
Women's Assistant
Polly Mute. 4T8 intellectual sophistication.
No."
Men s Assistant
Jerry Ewins, 4T0
But it is, she maintains, a "charming
CUP. Sc. Exchange
little masterpiece of romance, treasuring
Editor
Barbara Jones. BA.
Assistant.
.Dorothy Harley, 4T8 two precious qualities:
simplicity ir
action, and elevation in feeling."
Art, Music, and Drama
T.D. has a few paragraphs more t<
Philip Freedman, 4TB
Editor.
...

rivation

.

;

fairly

is

obvious

much imagination

take

to tains,

sympathetically re-

movies,"

lakes,

—but

islands,

Night Editor:

Phil

Shackleton

Assistants:

Jean McTJonell, Dorothy Cadieux

—

the

imagination,
in

which

of

study

its

"wit, vivacity

—

and

In This

this ex
embodied Harris'
and experience

is

— ALAN

Paper

Makes Publication
Possible—

and make it well worth
few minutes spent in the Art Gallery
by any member of Hart House.

painting,

COWANS

ist,

in

very

Harris

A

can-

several,

the process <if
sublimation has gone on so far that only
t

Richard Lambert

moun-

glacial

well

acquainted

iconography

could

first

them any familiar forms of nature at
that is they approach the realm
non- objectivity.

A
the

several

subject
ivident.

remarkable feature
workers shown is

thrce-dimensionalism.

of
their

One

convince

down

the

you that
middle and

of

many

works

but

the

is

stronger than

actual

theme

is

for

symbols

and

which

he

conjured

abstract

impressions

That

is

inexperienced.

is

of these abstracts, seen to-

Hart House Bulletin Board

the
still

In this division are his most

not folded to express
intense emotion.
bulging out at
Mr. Lambert

it

is

number

paintings

of immature paintings
and also his most
startling original
ones; the latter thefocal point
parti- of the
exhibit.
Another division might
you see include those

an angle.

A

seventeen

is

tlar—you'll recognize it when
—almost require a touch of the hand
up
>

exhibition

Our Advertisers!

at the Arts Club,
12 Asquith Av^.
with the
His subjects arc varied and experimenimpute to
tal as are his techniques.
The emotion

all;

of

promising and original young artRichard Lambert, is holding his

to be expected in a first exhibition.
is however intensely sincere

Art Class Organization Meeting
Tonight the

refine-

A

—

Kennedy

first

meeting of the art classes for the season will be

held in the art gallery of Hart

House

at 7.30 p.m.

These

classes

Mr. John Hall, artist and teacher
give instruction in drawing and painting.
Any men who are interested in clay modelling, wood carving,
etching, lino cuts and similar work are invited to come tonight
will be tinder the direction of

of art

to

He

gether in a room as here, give a con- emotion and desire.
One cannot fail to
vincing demonstration of the highly de- recognize his
excellent design, balance,
ment" and about "a stable blending of
corative value of art like this,
casual and rhythm.
He has great promise
delicacy and tenseness wrapped in a
walk past these pictures is not really and his imaginative
sweet melody":
interpretation of
"Yes," she decides,
sufficient;
full
appreciation of
Greek mythology is something new and
{Continued on page 4)
stracts, or of any kind of art, for that exciting in
art.
shelach

say about

Periodically

characterize

hibition,

lifetime

does not

it

to discern

trees,

t

Business and Advertising Manager
E. A- MacDONAU),. BA.

wall of the gallery.

harmonic
balance
of
and three-dimensional form,
pleasing to the eye and stimulating to

color, line

lattest part of Harris's evolution

those

"The art

viewed from a distance— say,

Masterfully

in the current showing.
and In some of these works,
a natural de-

this reali-

of

The

if

the opposite

film can be traced

all

it."

•

W. Hugh Kenner, BA.

Edltor-ln- Chief

finality

in. mil should alone be pleasant

University College.
Business Office

Night Office

watching
have been through
nothing more can upset you;

you

mere

"the

prospect that after

TheUndorfirTtdutilo Ntrwaptvpor

effective

Mr. Hall

will

arrange a suitable hour for work of

this

type.

Suncay Evening Concert Tickets
Fifty single tickets will admit
at

9 p.m,

in

the

men only to the concert to be held
Great Hall of Hart House on Sunday next
from the Hall Porter's desk after 12

21st October will be issued

oon today.
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Jackes Breaks Record
As School Wins Track

STADIUM

Yesterday afternoon under a warm back to grab fourth
spot in the runsun and dear sky, the Senior Track and ning broad jump.
Joe Talyor, former
Field Meet was held at Varsity Stadium. St. Andrew's star
duplicated his
feats

A large crowd of sport enthusiasts was of the Novice Freshman meet
of a
on hand to view the pick of the Blue
°" e S ' hra
"
and White track and field men.
mile runs,
Hill
n
Deane,
of,
P.H.E.
On point totals for the afternoon's showed a fine arm to ivin
the shot put
events S.P.S. garnered forty-two points. and place second
in the javelin

It 71 ^ bT

Meds

Flom Here

Hec

Phillips

isciic

School

Orr,

star

stole

,

the

clearing the bar at 5

jump

ft.

spotlight

was very pleased with

at Queen's

10^

in.

bettered the previous record

of 5 ft

Dents

10 in. set

mark Pole Vault

by R. 0. Brett

of

of U. of T.,

at the

who

in

3.

Marshall.

J.

10 5/8

ft.

meet were grads
former days were

High Hurdles.

2.

in.
2.

K,

Time

Chapman, Vic,

1. J.

and came

Time

,f

I

H

H

use"

r

U

2,

»

record.)

Shot

e

Evgs. |8:20I

Mon.Eve. Oct.22
Mats. Wed.-Sa.t.(2:S

Put.

Distance, 38

Deane,

F

3,

1

LILLIAN SMITH'S

B„
Bucko

Forestry,

W.

2,

"STRANGE

S.P.S.

1,

STAGED BY MR. FERRER
Company

of 36

Low

3.

Prices (tax included).
Evgs. $1.20, $1.80, $2.40, $3, $3.30

Mats Wed-Sat 60c, $1.20, $1.80. $2.40

440yd.

Time, 27.9

Run,

Fielding,

J.

S.P.S.

1,

Time, 53.4

Dennis, P.H.E.,

1,

3,

Time, 16 mins. 49

unci

3,

ft.

J.

4

Antoni,
3,

F.

Taylor,

t

2,

Meds,

2,

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Special Di'ieounl to Studanti and
the Fotuby

Mtmtxrn

at

The Sportswoman
Sporfmanship,
h r

1 --

are SCVeral

^

°™ COmt

M.

J.

sees.

worth v of S
I indulges in
sport who
Second

Trin

Front West

-

Fri.

26

Sat

27

—
—

OUR
ADVERTISERS

the term

,S

^

3nd
on our

athletics,

LONG
For Dentantics and Athletic Rep.
"YOU CAN'T GO WRONG WITH LONG"

P«t

°f

Mon. Oct. 22

**

titi <

First, there is

of

'W

each

the real ditag

whose conversation centres around

4.00

™^

in the perpetual

petition of proving b.mself the
best sport in the

Front East
Front West

the

was

.the

- 5.00

-

- 5.00

- - 5.00

Thurs.

25

-

Fri.

26

- - 5.00

- 5.00

4.30

A

Bulletin:

their

Rosemary Cunningham.
match with McGill is still unsettled. The time has
been postponed for at least a week, as accommodations in
Montreal are a
intercollegiate

negative quantity at this time.

One, Two, Three,and Your Out
Is the cry that can be hoard

any evening after five, when the women's
field.
Margaret Fletcher, president of the
happy to report a well organized club, and enthusiastic pracswing. As baseball has been declared a major sport this year,

teams practice on the
is

fewer colleges have contributed teams, preferring to participate in other
major sports. As baseball is a comparatively new campus activity, Margaret
hopes to see the interest grow in the next few years, to rival that of baskettold,

The purpose
to make

was

of beginning the practices at such
it

more

-

an early

date,

we are

interesting to student spectators as a sport rather

than an amusement.

William
Burt-Gerrans

Vic

Jr.

Brisbin

Sr. Med
SPS III

StM

4,00

Wye

Pharm

6.30

SPS IV

7.30

Emman.
(will
certificates

Himel

Vic

SPS

SWIM LEAGUE

Rae

Wed.)

J.Med

Trin

N.B.—Eligibility

Foote

(to

Sr.

U.C.

7.30

reported to be quite a battle, lasting a goodly time, and fairly
even
moments of the third set. Today Sally Fox, of P.H.E,, and
Judy Price, of St. Hilda's, will compete to decide who will play Jan Rutherford in th semi-finals. Dorothy Sanders and Natalie Faver will
match

hall.

J.

Price

Cross

Duncan

Dent

SPS

a crowd of high-spirited
priceless volumes and scattered

to the last

tices in full

Jr.

Sr.

game was

baseball club,

Seunarine

M

St

Sr. U.C.

Pre-Med

Jan Rutherford defeated Molly Beley yesterday afternoon, which
places
her in the semi-finalist class. Rosemary Cunningham, of St.
Mike's, is also
a potential champ after winning her sets with Harriet Morton.
This latter

baseball

Fyfe

Knox

U.C.

PHEI

4.00
- 1.00

el-

is contemplated.
good sport Is one who considers
neighbor as an individual endowed with rights,
rather than as bait.

up

SPS IV
SPS

Jr.

5.30

this

Life

Boyd
Thompson
McDonald

Sr. SPS
Med II
SPS III

I

Vic

- 1.00

of thoughtfulness

when rreparable damage

Med
For.

6.30

When

Roberts

Wye

Trin I

VOLLEYBALL

students broke into a 'building containing
many
the documents about the room in a
decidedly ungentle fashion. This is to
be
condemned, as destructive, thoughtless, and
juvenile.
We do not wish to dis
courage high spirits, but we are all for the
intervention

The

COLLECTION

-

23

24

Such

.

sense often suffers, as well as the
innocent bystander
case not too many hours hours past,
when

Trin I
II

11.00

golf

strength, the winner to play

CLOTHING

Lye, Anderson, Fyfe

Med. I
Med. II
Emraan.
Dent
Vic I
SPS I

takes

crowd

common

Knox
Med.

Tues.

^

used to label the sort

£f?

The Latest Tennis

Vote For

CAMPUS

U.C.

J. Med. Fyfe, Moffat, Campbell
Dent
Moffat, Kerrison, Davison

U.C
SPS II

Wed.

who can take a joke as well as
a *"» iR Ml
f° r ^rs at
tirn"
brdhan ideas on entertaining the "gang."
Everyone has nigittmares about bemg ca led a "spoil-sport,"
and tag along
Place

Remember The

Sr. S.P.S.
Jr. S.P.S.

—

LACROSSE

By Polly Mutz
Good and Bad.

S.P.S

his

DENTS

4.00

23

Thurs.

Fordyce,

PATRONIZE

321 B100R SI. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Aportments)

Back West

—
24 —
25 —

Lues.

P

prices.

Quick, accurate repair lorvico

RUGBY

—
—

Fordyce,

2,

Hart

SOCCER
Mon. Oct 22

atTsh"w th

spectacle-

reasonable

23

25

Wed.

W. Adams,

ti

,

,

in.

Marshall,

sees.
J,

Oct

Tues.

in.

F

I

™

"™»

C. James, Meds.

3,

K*rm„„,
Md'"°°

(Representatives are required to
brinr; their College or
Faculty entries w ith them.)

°««»

E. Bagg[

3,

Steven,

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
A1 ,„c c Direct R<x>rfl
p. m

,

26

are ftush

Prescriptions for glasses
filled with quality

^

Marshall,

Trir. II

House.

Crashley,

J.

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Q"Q

,

Vic

m

sees.

A,

Meds,

Three Mile Run.

,

For.

cw„ LEAGUE TODAY
SWIM

.

Tears In Your Beers

H. Davies, Meds,

1,

J. Fielding, Meds,

2,

S.P.S.

SEAT SALE THURSDAY

Hurdles.

T

A

.

Med.

Jr.

SOCCER-Front W= st-4.00

™"
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,

„°f"

Time, 4.44 mins.
220
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SPORTS CALENDAR
-.Back West -(.00

2,

PhaJen,

Taylor, U.C,

J.

Shackleton, Grad.,

FRUIT"

C

RUGBY

Z

Goering, Trinity,

J.

Distance 158
1,

"r?

,

E^s

«™

Thurs.

1,

Deane, P.H.E.,

One Mile Run.

known sport figures and
like something o„, of Buck
S? " Sm °' 0tta !
"tire fronf the
»«
d
McDonald, Liberal member"

™an

AUC
" Wi

sees.

Distance, 20 ft 6

Throw.

"am

Students Entrance South Door of Arena
Only
STUDENTS MUST BE SEATED BY 2.15 P.M.

Mustangs

m

Vic,

D.

3,

Running Broad Jump.

Javelin

the

be shown with the

also

From

in.

Trinity, 2, Parkin, P.H.E.

dramatization of her
powerful novel

taking

must

him.

,

O'Brien,

J.

A. Antoni, Meds.,
P.H.E. Time 23.5

JOSE FERRER presents

certainly

is

e6 is « ra i ° n card
!

"'

tiUkS

the
a "ot-'-starry play. His team
anxiously gathered about
Finally someone gathered up
enough wits to inquire "Are
you
hurt""
he prostrate citizen came
those immortal las, words:
"No I
no.
hurt, I
just figuring out the next play."

P.H.E
2
P.H.E

Campbell,

4&

ft.

220 yd. dash.

... London

comoleLn

W

1,

Orr, S.P.S.,

J.

Tickets Not Available Saturday

h ' S SPa
thU
•* looted
,
QudKC Scni ° r H0Ck
League. Could be that
I ,
beating
„,a, old publicity drum rather
loudly
.
Hither and
e ° t:
P
on a not-loo-starry tottaS
t h:
diSC °VCrCd
a

fo the Hull

S.P.S.,

A. Grierson, S.P.S., 3, VV. Kerr,
S.P.S. Height 5 ft. 10# in." (New

1

7

'

1

A. Jackes,

wielding their

our secret correspondent Dog-Face
made up of Lou McFarland

example

statement.

£i>C

Athletic Association has arranged to reserve
secR and S for university students.
A student may obtain a reserved seat for 25c by presenting in person his or her registration
card with athletic
portion attached at the athletic
office, Hart House on
Ihursday and Friday, October 18th and
19th.

Arrangements have been completed for
the broadcasting of Til

y

10.2 sees.
I,

to

play-by-play report, half t.me
interviews with well
music by the Mustang band.
Sounds

J.

AleSXndrA

the

„

17.6 sec.

High Jump.

finds senior tennis enthusiasts

According

r>f

TICKETS

The

the

,s

seriously.

on that same track ajid field who
880 yd. run.
1.
J. Fielding, Meds, 2.
could not lose the urge to return
with
F. Fordyce, S.P.S., 3. Cross, Meds,
many memories of their days at college.
Time
2.30
5/10 min.
Jim O'Brien, ex North Toronto and
Navy athlete, coped both the 100 and 100 yd. dash. 1. J. O'Brien, Vic, 2.
Harris, U.C. 3. C. MacDonald S.PS.
220 yd. dashes in fine style
stars

It

truth

H. Davies, Meds,

Giles, For., 3.

J.

Next Monday

HAMILTON

vs.

STUDENT

tions O,

md

J.

S.P.S.

R. Dales, S.P.S.,

1.

Saturday finds the Mustangs

I

fair

McDonough and possibly one
hopes of the local sporting fraternity that
these racqueteers
set by their golfing brothers a
week ago. . . Hec
Philip,
h,s track men are hard at
work for their encounter come Friday. One of h,s disgruntled runners
was seen in the dressing room yesterday
afternoon during the semor meet
beating his head and loudly bemoaning
the
fact that the C.I.A.U. allows
too few men ,„ travel ,„ McGill
for the meet.
I tat same complaint is
quite prevelant these days as the same
story has
come iron, Western as well as McGill.
Could be but that there is some

other

Hart, Vic. Height 9 ft Ilia.
!>0

officials

Harlow, P.H.E,, 2

B.

Distance 111

in 1940.

The

I.

around and about

Hasenpfeffer, the Varsity contingent
will be
Joe Feyerer, Roy Lau, Murray Thomson,
will follow the

S.P.S.,

There

trusty racquets atMcGill.

Results

by
This

OfT„
&Ols

metropolis popularly referred to as Montreal
while the favorite sons of this campus take
on Perry, Milliken & Company

by
P.H.E.
with twenty-five.
Vic Ins athletes and if they all
stay with his
grabed fourth spot with nineteen, U.C., training: schedule,
prophesies good renext with thirteen, followed by Trinity sults in the
Senior Intercollegiate Meet
with ten and Forestry with six.
against McGill at the end of the month.

The 'highlight event of the program
was the high jump. Art Jackes, S.P.S.
a former airman and Etobi'coke Hikh

™»

Intcrcollcgiatcs arc

from Western invading that

throw.

placed second with thirty followed

ARGONAUTS

By Mickey Michasiw

Brisbin

Seunarine

Seunarine

Stone

For.

Swan
Swan

Knox

appear in tomorrow's issue)
filed prior to first game.

must be

Tennis Singles Title

Taken By McFarland
By
H. G. Westcott

McFarland, the man who appeared
The
from nowhere to defeat Roy Lau on
team
Tuesday, has done it again,
today

'either'

or the sixth slot on the
be decided at high noon
St Hilda's with Feyerer and
tennis
tournament
finals Baker battling Lau and
Bell-Irving.
yesterday
the
Saskatoon
gentleman If the former twosome win,
Baker
forced the better known Joe Feyerer to
travels with the first crew but if the
accept defeat, with scores of 6-4, 6-3,
latter couple emerge victorious,
Bell4-6,knd 6-2.
With his fast foot-work Trving gets the nod.
The loser here
and his baseball back-hand both ac- visits
Hamilton with
will
at

intramural

quiring difficult points for him, he was
rarely on the spot, except in the third
set

when he seemed

to

be tiring.

In

the second team.

This jolly

on

tave

McMaster bound group

the

-mdcrdog,

Manager Pawling, and proMorrison, and Bumhardt
As
been shown in recent days at the

frame however he recovered his
bably
energy and played a game more like
the last

his

earlier

find

no

tape,

effort.

Feyerer seemed

to

finding the end
a point by a very,

St.

Hilda's

proving

little difficulty in

often

losing

very near miss.

is

fiends are

game and

will

grounds,

no mean

provide

$3.00

trie

2nd

PER COUPLE

the

his

ball

BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

with McGill's best.
he jounrey
re

to

the

about

The others making chance Dufort, Mackem, and Duff who
" place high on the lists
of tennis stars
Quebec metropolis

Manager Joe Feyerer, Thomson,
MsDonough, and either Baker or

provincial
their

contests,

studies at the

elected to

-MEDS AT-HOME

ELLIS

-

AND

McLINTOCK
HIS

FLOOR

pur-

Montreal Uni-

Bell-Irving,

November

these

artists at the

doubtless

Hamilton gentry with extremely stiff
win yesterday the western
com petition.
gentleman (no relation to Mart Kenny)
The tennis shoes may well be restclinches first position on the inter-coK
ig on the other muscled foot at
Icgiate
Mcteam
whibh
en trains
for
Gill however.
By some horrible misMontreal next week to bat the

With

Lau,

ROYAL YORK HOTEL

will

roster the aforementioned

ORCHESTRA

SHOW
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Change Pool Room

To Lunch Room

WHEN YOU BUY A FUR COAT
you usually have an eye on next season
and the next It's smart to total up the

amount you'd probably spend
against the price of a

good fur coat

Gillespie's are the people to

see

something for a number of

it's

if

seasons you want. Gillespie's specialize
in fur coats with futures, pelts shosen

good

stylized to those

and

classic lines

which talk sophistication plus a certain
sense of shopping value. 70 Wellington

West

TO SHOW

you a well-assembled wardrobe on the
Third Floor m Fashionland, where they

expected by
It's quite a task this living
are all on order and arc
converted room opens. mother who has gone deeper
the time the

At

the building.

Other

are being nude by

efforts

for
noon rush by staggering timetables

set out Mie season's treasures in
assortment from the best of classes.

crop of coats, both plain, fit
trimmed and fur, suits, both drcssmak
and tailored. The fur coats are of the

compiis-and-fooiball-game variety,

among

them sotne of those beaver-like montons
which wear and wear and are the wanncoats

fur-bearing

Northway's idea

is

you

your

shop

to

at

the

in

make

to

m

nil

It

leisure,

suits or dresses with coats

business,

easy for
matching

about his

scious

is

up

alive

himself

troduce

as.

The

to

the

season's

collection

a pseudo-confidential

in

to

conservative

twcnty-two-fifly.

suits

be

Hepatica

for

the

health, or vice versa possibly.

Claire

The

especially

Wallace

is

really

well

equipped

to

an also

to report to

discuss.

Thus was born "They Tell

cates.

Government

— and perhaps sometimes for

sponsorship

of

liniment

because
i!s

it

of

purpose

injured

Sloan's

works quickly

is to

draw

circulation to the

spot rapidly, bringing

and vitality to work.

new

Saturday

FOR SALE

in

Possibly in Var-

leather case.

Stadium,

Registered Dachshund puppies. Best

afternoon.

of breeding.

Finder please phone JU. 6191.

FOR SALE

radio,

New

engine.

Rebuilt

5

top.

tires,

and heater. Serial No. H14770.

Write

Box

Call

Weston

1080J.

WANTED

1938 Ford convertible in good shape.

—

She's back on the air now Monday
rough Friday at 1.45— for Robin Hood
and is also women's editor

plastic-rimmed,

glasses,

E, The Varsity.

Findlay's "Phase Rule" and Findlay's
'Introduction to Physical Chemistry."

Will pay highest prices.

Phone

HY

0963.

New World

—

charged from the Navy and

is

now

LOST

LOST

Green and black Waterman's pen
between West Hall and Medical
Bldg.,

Oct.

Forbes,

MI.

en-

Please

16th.

call

3482, or leave at

C.

S.A.C

to

paper traditions.

Two

of his

School of Nursing and

Hygiene,

Tuesday.

School of

Name

on pen.

Finder please phone MI. 0008.

office.

Toronto with
follow his family's news-

rolled at the University of

intentions

Black Sheaffer's fountain pen between

mother's

LOST

LOST

brothers, his grandfather

Wrist watch, ladyVGruen, inscribed
on back,

"M.A.R."

In vicinity of

Blue and white U.T.S.
return to S.A.C.

office,

pin.

Please

or phone

MA.

Mac's and O.C.E. MI. 7452.
4672.

married and had a son named Wally tonensis.

D. A. F. Robinson

Belfry.

When Wally was

five his father

And

he declares,

that,

is

the aura in

Commander R.C.N.V.R. died and his mother, with, he says, which he was raised, reared, or rotting.
Commanding Officer, U.N.T.D.
dogged determination, snagged herself
That seems to be all, or "30," as
a job on The Star and graduated quickly
everybody says. Oh, yes, when Claire
from

What's on Today

sister

social -page-small-items

to

and columnist by working a

fifteen-hour -day

Having

a strong counter-irritant,

is

brown

"They

products

of

FOR SALE

Lieutenant

of

muscular soreness and sprains is the
job which has put Sloan's Liniment on
the map and kept more Sloan's in more
other

LOST
Pair

Me.''

;

—o—

STAMPS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Tell Me" was withdrawn last fall in
a great press flurry of "how-much-arethey-paying-her?" which we haven't
time to go into here.
* • *

—

(Signed)

BUY

WAR SAVINGS

just

and his grandand the advantage is that they can be
n
MacQuarrie, D. R.
McLeod,
mother, have been mixed up in thing;
broken up into component parts for
B.; McKnight, H. A.; Phelan, J. B.;
How Wally came to be the son of iterary. He himself has worked for
skirt
and sweater ensembles.
Your Phelan, T. M.; Scott, W. A.; Sinclair, Claire Wallace he confided to us is he Midland Free Press, Canadian Press
nearest Evangelhie Shop is at 751 D. L.
explained by the fact that his mother and now for The Varsity and Toron-

chests than any

Clothing Col-

Campaign.

lection

sity

tcgrate the complex.

above Bloor.

attend.

Mel Sbiffman, chairman of the comWe have made a late start in

supporting the National

man. Wally was developing an
me in the month.
U.N.T.D. ratings are inferiority complex when he discovered
About this son of hers this Wally
Ship's Office, 119 St George that filial pride was beginning to dis- What's-hi5-name he has just been dis-

;

to

like,

tweeds; are avail-

home-remedy medicine

sob Wallace was in high school and
had to
speak a sentence, she would break into

nice

schedule.

established

and run home.

tears

Over The Teacups

We

thought that

First year science texts.
;

Made
Yvonne Thomson, AD.
namics; Calculus

Easy.

Call

1271,

local

125.

interesting too.

LOST

Qualitative

Chemical Analysis
Introduction to
Chemisty; Text book of Heat; Dy-

Green

and

Tuesday.

black

Sheaffer

pencil,

Between Loretto College

and University Library. Please leave
at S.A.C. office.

Spanish Club
Opening meeting

life

Try pouring one Spanish Club

teaspoon of Sloan's into a cup of boil79 St.
ing water and breathe the steam. Makes
night
a simple and effective inhalant

U.

the

of

T,

of

Women's Union,

at the

George

Street

at

8.

p.m.

to-

hear this

NEW

VICTOR RECORD

HIT!

I.S.S.

DON'T FORGET
THE CLOTHING
DRIVE

CAMPAIGN

International

Students' Club presents

Women's Union

annual tea at the

be-

ecn 4 and S pm.

Vic Music Club
The inaugural
Club

be

-vill

meeting

held

of

the

in

Glee

th

chapel

at

^\

AlOHC THE NAvAjO TRAIL
WITH ORCHESTRA CONDUCTED BY ALBERT SACK

7.15 p.m.

Have You Lost
Anything?

You can

meeting

First

of

S.C.M.

the

Choir

be held in Victoria College Chapel

Also

p.m.

at 5

just

COUNTING THE DAYS

Dinah Short wilb Albert Sack and bis ercbeslr*
on VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1666 .

Berth

For Sale?

LOOK TO VICTOR RECORDS

U.C.-Triniiy Classics Club
H. A. Thomson

Prof.

U.C.-tTrinity

the

8 15 p.m.

For quick results
put a Classified

about see Dinah climbiog into her saddle as she takes
you on this musical journey in her familiar lush, sentimental
style. And she's superbly accompanied by Albert Sack's
orchestra. Hear this latest Victor hie today!

S.C.M. Choir
to

Have You Anything

in

A

to

dub

Classics

Cartwright

Hall

St.

Hilda's

to

accept

Torontonensis,

Toronto

yearbook,

picture

assignments

University

the

be

will

afternoon at 4.30 in the
at 73

photographers

held

of
this

Common Room

St George Street

Experienced

camerman with photographic equipment

For the

POOR LENORE
NO CAN DO
Four King

Newest

Hits

THERE YOU

. . .

'

.

75c

Here Are Just a Few

GO

BOOGIE WOOGIE
Tommy

Siiltrs

VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1719

meeting of news

anxious
for

Phone Ml. 6221

will speak

College.

Ad.

"The Varsity"

.

75e

I'LL BE WALKIN' WITH
wing and Suay with Sammy Kaye

Dorsey and bis orchestra

VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1715

.

.

MY HONEY

and PROMISES
VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1713

75e

VICTORi|£>@Records
THE WORLD'S GREATEST ARTISTS ARE

.

ON

re urged to attend.

Meet

at

VIC

SATURDAY

3:30

19,

:

following

plain -fairies, Slreet

DIRECT RELIEF FROM PAIN

immeasurably ap-

be

will

mittee.

station in Canada to peddle her gossip,
not a thing that Wally features and, slyly, war savings certifi-

My

Street, just

which

The Committee
15-minute show on every

offered her a

What

incidentally, is

;

Yonge

Oct

meeting on Friday,

film

preciated in war-ravaged Europe," said

War

But to return to the National
Committee who had

pricked up their ears

able in sires

'

Sal

we know)

all

offs,

which simply means, her
To be designated not as himself but son explains, that once a month she is
as the son of his mother would rattle four times as busy as she is any other

U.NJ.D.

of

These

for

Finance

Bradford, J.; Carr, J. A.; Cormack,
Now he introduces himself thus
from fourteen to tivcnty. D. L.; Coylc, F. G. Davis, D. F. "How do you do. I'm Claire WalAny of these, with a well-tailored blouse Finlcy, W. C. ; Fordyce, G. F. ; Foster, lace's son.
name is Wally Belfry."
makes a good basic for the class room, W, T; Hopley, F. A.; Johnston, WilIt saves time.
or eliecks in

plaid,

Toronto

the

"Search every clothes closet for cast- including the social sciences are invited

She and her program were heard nightly
6.15 and Tca-Time Topics bee

tone:

Claire Wallace really like

is

20 minutes.

ranging

colors,

from a puny eleven-ninety-five

*

have.

at Loew's this week and, al- inquire
75though a mite bewildered by the
What
appear on the
iece orchestra which

have
hand as usual

Autumn with a good

*

are,

still

anufacturing
nilc of

he

a

in

the ing

for

Let us see to it that
after it had been learned that he was, such a popular feature that the National our contribution is worthy of McGill.
(Continued from page 2)
Do not delay, you have not time for
besides Wally Belfry, also the son of War Finance Committee pricked
procrastination.
Look everywhere and
Claire Wallace of the CBC Happy- their ears (how picturesque I).
such
like
more
be
are bound to find something."
ought
life
Her theme song for Tea-Time Topics
Gang-following-Claire- Wallace,
movies."
was Espana Walts which is quite ex
Then, Claire Wallace's son reports,
traneous information that we happen to
"Anchors the new acquaintance would coo and
B.C. went to sea to see

days a week

this

had

probably

reception
coolish,

maintains, and the attitude melted only

Movie Review

THE EVANGELINE SHOPS

to

»

She began her radio career at CFRB
Wally Belfry, which for Bristol-Myers', who were then (and

awarded Wally Belfry was

—o—

are

section of

ings.

self-con'

and would

parentage

He and his mother manage to look each
of MGM's
off to a good start with teaches terpsichore to Jerry
other up once or twice a week, despite
"Tom and Jerry",
series
After the Cleansing Cream, cartoon
the fact that they live in the same home.
nk Sinatra is affable and acceptable
a quick tone-up with Du Barry Skin
Better the question be directed to MelFrank Sinatra and don't let them
Freshener makes a background on which
Ile Grummett, or whatever his name
anyone else.
to apply the Foundation Lotion which kid you that he's ever
who announces the Claire Wallace
blends out faint blemishes and produces Katherine Grayson and Jose Iturbi are program and sees the radio personality
Iso involved.
a soft mat for the powder base.
guaranteed 15 minutes a day, five

authentic

student

for

cleanliness.

situation welt in

The

Stu-

McGill Branch of the Canadian Association of
will hold its openopening of Scientific Workers
of

Council

or,

complexion

sttit

(CUP)—The

16.

Executive

teacup-ti Iter—Claire

:

cue from
DU BARRY BEAUTY technicians iiind track upon a hummed
on the screen, he confesses that
have created four products which they Sinatra
picture.
Du be enjoyed the
"Basic Beauty Essentials,"
call
Gene Kelly, who long ago danced
Barry Cleansing Cream is of course the
film
most important step of all, gets your Astaire-way to stardom, in this

the

Montreal, Oct.

as such a successful Star feature that University announced the
the drive to collect Clothing
still
runs— though with a diffei
it

tc

into

a perfectly proper thing for him

and millinery Aweigh"

one try-on.

Wally Belfry was

first

the introduce himself as

relieve

to

arious faculty officials

new

est

Presented Friday

Wallace adjourned stricken European dountries in con- at S.00 p.m. in the Women's Union.
a year to England where she became junction with
Three films, "Monkey into Man",
the National Clothing
least, alive in Canada.
announced.
at
known
been
with
magazine
yet
associated
a
not
Collection.
Besides city depots there "The Valley of the Tennessee", and
And when she shuns church sod;
Everyman, At the end of what her son
The Hart House Committee and
have been other collections centers "Windbreaks on the Prairies", will be
emerbelong to the Short-Snorter Society (who is Wally Belfry, if you recall)
Board of Stewards believe this
Tht aims and objects of the
established to the convenience of the presented.
number and insists on flying across the Do- describes as a lonely, bitter year, she
gency measure an answer to a
returned to Canada and took to the students at the Union, R.C.V. and the section will be outlined by Mr. D.
anyone
in her
realmost
ahead
of
faculties
various
minion
from
if complaints
ozone which is a rather cute way of Arts .Engineering and Medical Build- Wadell of the Dept. of Zoology.
in sex that you'd care to mention, well
garding the long noon-hour line-ups
reporting that she went on the air.
Students in all branches of science,

tempting
the

Donate Clothing

I

_o—

NORTH WAY'S LIKE
have

Scientific Films

dents's

etc.,

Shop have mine than any other woman
Hours for the new Tuck

this year.

Me

Tells

McGill Students

By Ross McLean
Coffee makers, drink coolers,

per.

coats over the next few years, then tally
it

Entrenous

Wally

(Continued from page I)

cloth

in

New and

1945

18,

P.

M.

VIC CLASS
4T9 HIKE
TO HUMBER

All Food Supplied
Please Wear Old
Clothes.

McGill Urges Protest
Against Argentine Gov't.
LOCAL ACTI ON AW AITS DEBATE
Possibility of

The Undergraduate Newspaper
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, FRIDAY. OCTOBER

a protest

from the student body of the University
asking that Argentine be ejected from the United
Nations was
mooted at Wednesday's meeting of the Students'
Administrative
Council,

The

SMITH TO BE INSTALLED NEXT MONTH

was announced yesterday.
was touched off by receipt

it

discussion

of a telegram from the
Students' Executive Council of McGill University,
asking that other
Canadian campi follow the McGill lead in protesting
to Ottawa the
suppression of democratic rights in Argentina."

The S.A.C. passed a motion
of the

Approval

Of

Given By

University Senate

expressing accord with the objectives

McGill protest, and sympathy with the
besieged students at

Argentina's

La

Scholarships

Plata University, but shelved the
proposal to protest
directly to Ottawa demanding suspension of
diplomatic relations with
The Senate of the University of
Argentina and her ejection from the United
Nations.
Toronto approved the following awards
Action on this proposal awaits the outcome
of a forthcoming
at its meeting of Oct 12.
debate on the Argentine question at Trinity
College, in the course of
In the Faculty of Arts the Sir Edwhich it is hoped that student opinion on the matter
can be gauged.
mund Walker scholarship was awarded
Time and place of the debate will be announced later.
to W. T. Lawson, and the Bankers
"While the Council agreed in substance with the forthright
action
scholarship to L. A. Shackleton.
taken at McGill in protesting the suppression of free
speech in
In the Faculty of Medicine the Charle;
Argentina and the killing of University
Mickle fellowship was awarded to Prostudents by the military police of a
fessor Bernardo A. Houssay of th<
dictatorial government, it felt it could Ex-Service Students
National University of Buenos Aires]
not commit the student body as a whole
the Alexander McPhedran Research

Advised By D.V.A B

by an action of public protest
ascertained.

"Hence we are delaying further action
until after the forthcoming debate,

where

It is

of the utmost importance that

ex-service

personnel

University

or

studies

attending

taking

the

post-graduate

be counselled by the Depart-

the whole question will be publicly venti-

ment of Veterans' Affairs for approval

lated."

of course

The

meeting of

special

Students' Society,

the

McGill

government, to the students of that

country, to the

Canadian government,

and to the students of other Canadian
universities.

Dismissal

of

Argentine

from the United Nations and sundering
of diplomatic relations

was demanded.

Text of the McGill telegram as received here and debated in Council last

and payments of

fees, J. J.

benefits

and

Ranney secretary of the Re-

habilitation

Board,

"D"

District,

an

nounced today.

a protest embodying

four resolutions was sent to the Argentine

Will Feature Ceremony
MANY

In the School of Graduate Studies the
Imperial Oil scholarship was awarded
to
L. Levy, and the Reuben Wells

E. Alger.

Leonard fellowships to Miss E. T. M.
Toft, J. H. Harrold, W.
J. R. Woodley,
S. E. Stewart and W. H. Kenner; the
Sir Joseph Flavelle fellowships to W. F.
Blisset and M. W. Steinberg; the Alexander Mackenzie Research fellowship
Philosophy to Miss M. E, Stenhouse.
The Sigmund Samuel Chinese scholarwas given to Miss S. F. Ch'e; the

Fellowship in Chemistry to

H

G.

DELEGATES TO ATTEND

Dr. Sidney Smith will be officially installed
as President of the
University in a ceremony to be held on
Nov. 9 and 10. The program
will begin with the installation
convocation and will end with a
reception for Dr. and Mrs. Smith.
The installation of the President and the conferring of honorary
degrees will take place on Friday, Nov.
9, in Convocation Hall.
Dr. Smith will be installed by the Chairman of
the Board of
Governors, after which he will be robed in the presidential
cap and
gown by members of the Senate. President Smith will then deliver
his opening address.
Following the installation, candidates for honorary

K

Anni L. Laird scholarship in Household
Psychiatry to Dr. Lome Carpenter; the
Science to Miss V. O. Wilson;
B'Nai B'Rith scholarship to R. G. McRamsay Wright scholarship in Zoology
Cendie; and the Baptie scholarship to
to Miss A. A.
Warren; -the C.I.L,
I.

This order applies only to ex-service

who have

not been coun-

and received a

leter of approval

personnel
selled

from the department
accept

to

responsibilty

DVA

declines

for

payment

i

Ten More Days of Grace

Mo Remain For Pool Sharks

In the Ontario College of Education
Leod; the James William Woods FelLaura L. Oakley scholarship in lowships to F.
C. Dimock and
V.

appears in person at the Rehabilition

York

Stret,

Abbe Arthur Maheux

Toronto.

of Laval Uni-

have taken up the fight against the military dictatorship which has suppressed

Organized

Sociologists Plan

In the evening Dr. Smith will be
honored by a dinner in the Great Hall
Hart House, where representatives
from all over the world will be present

of

These guests have been invited from
other Canadian universities, and from

Forum

all members of Hart House will appoint their representative from
can spend their leisure moments in the graduates who are at present on this
Green room.
continent

During the dinner, Dr. Smith

The Sociology Club
meeting

ing

at the first public

Citizens

—

Smith will be welcomed on behalf of
members of the University.

the

universities in the United States, the
British Commonwealth, Latin America,
and various countries in Europe, Asia
'ork will not begin for another ten and Africa.
Those institutions that
days, according to Mr. Burwell. In the will not be able to send direct delegates

Will Address Club Year's Activities
versity, Montreal, will be guest speaker

Wednesday is as follows
"To the Students of Canada.
"Whereas the students of Argentina

degrees will
be presented to Chancellor Cody, and
receive their degrees !rom prcsident
Smith. After this ceremony, President

meantime,

of fees or benefits unless the student

Branch, 55

"The local billiard enthusiast need not
Economics was awarded to Miss Regan; the
Cornelius Arthur Masten fear an immediate curtailment of their
H. E. Dicken.
Fellowship in Law to G. T. Tamild
ictivities" said Mr.
W. B. Burwell,
The John Macara scholarship for the O'Keefe
Scholarship to A. W.
ecretary of Hart House today.
admission to the University was awarded Jackson
and the T. A. Russel Research
Although plans are proceeding for
Prinsep, and the Medical Fellowship to
J. G.
W. Rostoked.
the change over of the Hart House Billiard room into an additional emergency
lunch room for students, the actual

Home

Laval Professor

Degrees

to L. P.

Laing.

in

Of

.the

action of protest at McGill fol-

lowed a petition signed by 800 students.

At a

Alumni Association scholarship

Presentation

fellowship in Clinical Medicine to Dr.
ship
W. E. Hall; the Faulkner Medal in

until the

opinion of the students can be better

1945

19,

meeting of the PolitiScience Club, Thursady, Nov. 1, Oct,

cal

25,

at

next
St.

will hold its

open-

Thursday evening,

Hilda's

meeting.

Special guests at subsequent

While the club

is

Club To Study

College presi-

Ken McRae, newly-elected president, den Bob Endleman, IV Sociology, anannounced yesterday after an executive nounced
to-day.

At Vic

New
Social

Problems

will

deliver an address

and congratulatory
messages, several of which have already
been received, will be accepted by the
President
Saturday

will

begin

with

the

tra-

ditional Service of Remembrance at the
The Humanist Club, a relative new- Soldiers Tower at 11 am,, at which
comer
to campus organization, will hold the guests will be present. It has been
for sociology

primarily

a

discus-

Hume Wrong,
democratic rights in Argentina,
sion and social group
A Citizens' Forum has been organized John Doi-tch of the Winnipeg Free
"Whereas two students have been
its
opening meeting of the year in proposed that a guard of honor of IS
Press; Louis Rasminsky, and Dr. E. students, it welcomes students from all
and 80 wounded to our know- under the sponsorship of the Victoria
servicemen from the three forces
Munzer, Profesor of Political Economy, parts of the campus who are -interested Wj-milwood on Tuesday afternoon. Dr.
ledge, during peaceful demonstrations
College
Womens' Literary Society. University of
G. Tatham of the Department of Geo- will attend Dr. Smith.
Toronto.
sociology problems, he said
against the repression of free speech and
In the afternoon the delegates and
graphy, the club's faculty advisor, will
Meeting every Tuesday evening at
Officers elected for the current year
assembly at the Universities,
representatives will attend the McGillThis year's program will stress more speak
on
"The lananese-Canadian
Wymilwood at 8 :2Q, this group is open include Dr. Robert Dawson, honorary
Varsity football game in Varsity Stadi"Whereas these events affect
student participation, a
Question".
meetings will include Mr.

all

killed

peoples throughout the world, in that
we must recognize that Fascism, and
Fascist tendencies must be destroyed
in all parts of the world if this war,

all

recently won,

all

interested

students.

program outlined by the

the

broader social
Phyllis
Cohen, vice-presi
Following president;
program, and greater contacts with redent; Secretary-treasurer, Dave Knox
Citizens

1

the first intercollegiate game with
McGill since 1939.
Dr. .and Mrs. Smith will be honored
us, was formed last year by a group of
by a reception to be held in the Royal
social science students to study cuTent
Ontario Museum, at 8.30 p.m. It is exreligious and social questions with
pected that about 1200 guests will be
student view to applying their knowledge of the
there.

EEd. Safarian, 4th year representative; lated fields in the social science. The
Forum, the topic is introduced by a
Al Shackleton, 2nd year representa- first meeting will be a "get-acquainted"
radio symposium made up of authori- tive.
First and third year representa- introductory
affair focused on general

is to bear fruit,
"Whereas students are particularly ties selected by the C.B.C. Then the tives remain to be elected.
concerned with the suppression of aca- disoussion of the topic is carried on in
demic freedom,
the individual groups
"Whereas we, the students of McGill
On Tuesday evening the general topic
University, have sent expression of
"Full Employment In a
Free
solidarity to the students of Argentina, was

Glee Club Plans

The members o fthe radio
have sent a protest to the Government of Society".
Argentina, and a resolution to the Ca- symposium were Sir William Beveridge,
nadian Government demanding that our
Professor A. H. Hansen of Harvard,
Government take action to have Argenand the Honourable C. D. Howe.
tine suspended from the United Nations
Sponsored by the Canadian AssociOrganization, and that Canada suspend
ation for Adult Education, and the Cadiplomatic relations with Argentina,

Xmas Broadcast

problems

There

A

the

of

sociology

invitation

ex-servicemen,

is

especially

extended
those

taking

&

Phil, students

who

enrolment complete with a total may be interested in what
Sociology has
students and faculty members,
to offer for later specialization.
the Hart House Glee Club is now carryIts

They

of

recognition on the

in

positive

have

find

The invitation list goes out in
of the Senate, the Board of
Governors, and the Alumni Federation.

some the name

action.

already

Jananese-Canadian
'

order to

ac-

camp-

studied

problem

and

the
this

will study the questions of religious

education in the schools and votes for
S-year olds.

Among

.the

guests will be

members of

the- Senate, the Board of Governors,
professors emeritus, present professors,^
the Students' Council, deans and ad-

ministrative

officials,

128

for

on as in pre-war days with plans
a Christmas Eve broadcast over

the

CBC

ing

which only recently

sciences

sans
to

an accelerated course in Sociology, and
to first year Soc.

of

club,

official

refreshments and dancing. social

will be

special

The

corded

national network.

Engineering Parliament Favours

Removal

Ban

upon all other stu- nadian Broadcasting Corporation, CitiUnder the direction of Dr. Charles
dent bodies in Canada to address them- zens' Forum is planned to produce disPeaker, F.R.C.O., the Glee Club also
selves to these problems, and to take cussion by Canadians in all parts of the
plans to give one of the Sunday EvenAt the first meeting of the Engineci
Harold Wardell, leader of the opsimilar action.
country on citizenship
The topic for
ing Concerts in Hart House during the
ing Parliament, yesterday afternoon, the position, denied that atomic
"Students' Executive Council, McGill next week is "Can We Do it in
energy was
month
of February.
resolution, "Resolved that atomic power a cheap source of
University, Montreal."
power. He claimed
lada?"
At
an
organizational meeting held on should be made available to all
"The Club is now rehearsing regularman- tliat the problem was a moral issue,
ly, and its audition for the Christmas Wednesday night a campus Labor Pro- kind"
was upheld by the affirmative. idealism against realism.
"The Gerbroadcast is tentatively set for the mid- gressive Club war
formed. According Speaker Cyril Fry presided, and the mans are planning a third war," he deof November, Mr. W.B. Burwell,
Prime Minister was Murray Lount; clared, "and we
to Kenneth Forbes, the newly elected
must see that they, are
rctary of Hart House told The
supported by Al Rosenberg.
The op- not allowed to use it" He went on to say,
chairman of the interim exentive the
Varsity.
position was led by Harold Wardell, as- "We
should not develop atomic energy,
Since its last public appearance on purpose of the club is "to interest stu- sited by Garth Weedon.
as we cannot waste all the money on
When the average student queues his
situation becomes so acute that
Armistice Day, 1943, the Club has been dents in the aims of the Labor Pro"Are we going to play politics with something scientific"
way through the Hart House Great Miss Ransom, the superintendant has to
inactive because of a lack of suitable gressive Party."
the
most dangerous
powers
In support of the affirmative side, Al
Hall, he little realizes the efficient arise at five in the morning to shop for
singers and also because of war activi"There are a lot of people," he con- created?" asked Murray Lount as he Rosenberg stated that it was imposible
organization working for his nutritional the day's food at the farmers' market
ties which curtailed the members' free
introduced the topic under discussi
to turn back the clock, and that now
benefits.
tinued, "who misunderstand the aims
downtown.
time.
He based his argument on the fact that atomic power is here, it is here to stay
One hundred and thirty five people
During the war, things were much
of the Labor Progresive Party due
The group of singers is once again
even if the secret of atomic power were Canada, Great Britain,
and the United
work daily to give the male students of harder, of course.
Sometimes
lull
operation, with members ranging largely to misrepresentation in the Tory withheld, all nations in the world could States, already know
the secret but the
this University their meals as quickly meat supply for the day
was used up from freshmen
soon develop it themselves. All that the United States is
to faculty members, top- Press the world over."
the
only
country with
and with as little inconv
at noon and an entirely new menu had
ped off by Dr. W. H. Grent, an 80There is to be a membership meeting Allied Nations derive from keeping it the facilities for developing it
sible.
He
An average of ten men a minute to be made out for the evening meal.
secret is the distrust of other nations. claimed
year old retired missionary.
that
we
must
be
masters
are put through the Hall at lunch time. Help was very hard to get, especially in
of our
on Thursday Oct. 25 at a place to be
He went on to say that unless we sur- destines, and not allow any
At fifteen -minute periods through the dish-washing department Over
country,
announced later. The first public meet- rendered the
secret, and at the same even the United
States, to have suthe lunch hour for a whole week the million meals were served to the /
ing will be held on Tuesday Oct 31 at time instituted proper international
preme control of such a great powed."
length of the line-up was noted and from Force alone during these yars.
p.m. at Wymilwood.
It will
be trol, we -would lose the secret and all "A new age has opened up with the
these statistics it was found that the
The dietician, the various types of
resscd by Stanley Rycrson, Edu- :ontrol of it
development of atomic power," he asshortest line is between 12.30 and 1.00. cooks, the dryers, the waiters all work
"Fundamentally", he asserted, "atomic serted, "but its development
The comptroller's office has a regular
cational Director of the Labor Prois not posmaintain efficiency.
One o:
nergy is a force of good, as it supplies sible if the secret is
system of getting facts like these, and more interesting jobs is that of the
kept locked."
At the installation of Dr. Ross Flem- gressive Party.
:heap power and revolutionizes industry.
The
second speaker for the opposition.
just as good a system of
putting them sign painter.
Imagine the Iiappy time ington as prcsident of Mount Allison
The interim executive elected on However the process is now retarded
Garth Weedon, stated that only the
to use for the students'
advantage.
has with his signs. Who can deny University in New Brunswick, Dr.
Wednesday evening consists of Kenneth because the secret is locked in labs. The
Approximately 350 men are served the genius of expression shown in those Sidney Smith was the recipient of the
industrial method of production should
lime has come to stop playing
at breakfast,
1240 at lunch and 500 at
moving
mesages ?
PLEASE honorary degree of Doctor of Civil Forbes, chairman Phyllis Cohen, vice- politics. The cost at the most power be kept secret. He went on to say that
dinner.
One of the chief problems of
only
roll
ONLY one dessert, Law, it was announced yesterday by chairman; Marguerite Jcrsak, secretary; rendering three years, a small is sur- in the past, all international agreements
price to
the Dining Hall staff is
to get enough please
or We are .sorry that we are Dr. W. J. Dunlop, Director of Univer- Steve Endicott, treasurer, Henry Rosenpay for mutual understanding amongst had failed, and therefor atomic energy
food to feed all these
people. At times forced to serve one lump of sugar.
sity Extension.
thal, educational secretary.
"Therefore

we

call

Varsity Students

of Secrecy

on

Atom

Form L.P.P. Club

Great Hall Cooks Have

To Feed The

To Worry

Students In

A Hurry

,

Dr. Smith Receives

—

Honorary D.C.L.

—

;

;

tions."

could not be protected in this manner.
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Editorial

More Men

You Have Eyes

If

So Co-eds Coo

There was once a painter who stood ten feet from his canvas and
threw bnishfuls of paint at it. That is, there is a story about such a
painter. We doubt if he ever existed, though a great many people

For

Canadian co-ed and
have been the tales of
But
The trans-Canada
there a shortage?
response to the return of the campus

the story goes that this painter, by the ten-foot splash
method, produced countless pictures no, not pictures but colored
somethings which set the aesthetic world on its ear. They were
hung in all the galleries of Europe (he was a Spaniard), and a great
deal of wall space was left around each one, the better to set off
the precious blob. The aesthetic world raved, and wrote lengthy
articles (which were lamentable, because literature is not a painter's
job) to explain their planes, their values, their emancipation from
the vulgar world where grass is green and cows look like cows. The
aesthetic world, in short, was all excited. The plain man, who tells
this story, and probably believes it, was not excited at all. He said
the paintings of the Spanish genius left him cold.
rate,

Ed have

Quite Quite;

Where'sjiot?
Police Grill Frosh

new

flowers.

Actually

on

lease

mean

GOSH!

the

Oh My

for wall-

life

aggravates an al-

it

Fur flew
House Art

saying:

co-eds are

typical

"Everywhere we go we lead a parade

the

of desperate men."

head about what they
asking why there is no

will bother his

communication would

expected

The

!

"It really

an awful

is

never get time

Classes

and

springs,

strain."

by

the

with

night

last

sudden discovery

bolts,

painted

"We

and wide at the Hart

far

the

gears,

doohickies

being

that

students

in

still-life

work."
groups were actually the mortal remains
Francis Xavier University
of an automobile belonging to W.
Reports
Barrel, Secretary of the House.
"Once there was a fella who wore
to

St.

a pork-pie and stuffed yellow socks into

He'd come

a pair of ancient mocassins.

The uproar arose midway through the
session, when
Mr. Barrel,

sketching

who had been

laboriously

sketching a

from high school back home just as
battered headlamp, suddenly rent the
had. We had fun with that fellow
air with screams.
... he was ambitious, too. He went
her" he shrieked", it's my Geo
away for a while and now that he's
I'd know that mournful look anywhere,"
back he doesn't wear a pork-pie any
Investigation revealed that the mournmore. He's a man now
lie's here to
ful look alluded to had been imparted to
work, to learn of all the good there
the headlamp by a collision with an

;

of Sanskrit,

WAS

.

ready serious co-ed power shortage.

produce, except other artists." It is like
music in a country of the deaf.
There are plenty of reasons for the contemporary blindness to art,
deafness to music, and indifference to prose. One reason is that the
would-be connoisseur starts under a disadvantage. He has to overcome, at a heavy cost, the deplorable standards of taste bequeathed
by his grandparents. Another reason is that artists have been extremely and even perversely busy of late discovering untried means
of communication as if your dinner partner should break suddenly
into a torrent of Sanskrit. Until you had hastily mastered the rudi-

ments

.

wondering.

set us to

the influx of veterans doesn't

We

"Because no one

.

outnumbered the women four to one^o,

will not vouch for the textual authenticity of this legend in
all its details, but it is a fair example of the incredible gulf between
the artist and the men he is trying to reach. All art is communication,
and one answer to the question, "Why have we no artists today?"
be,

shortage.

University of New Brunswick
Reports
The manpower shortage is something
strange to us.
The New Brunswick
campus has never suffered from one,
Even during the war the men have

Incredible Gulf

would

lonely

tragic

manpower

the

—

—

The

five sad years we've been hearing

about the

many and

believe that he did.

At any

1945

19,

we

halt.

I

The Fault

the Onlook'Ts

is

But the big

defect is the defect of the will. The man in the street
will not be bothered. He finds it easy to dismiss every picture but
a pin-up as highbrow, and every verse but "Thirty Days Hath Sep-

.

con be

tember" as unintelligent. And having refused to be bothered by his
first few brushes with advanced or even non-objective art,
he points
out habitually that comprehending such stuff is, after all, no affair
of his. Art is the work of genius, and the province of aesthetics.
Joe
Smith is happy with the Petty-girl.

NEWS LECTURE TODAY

process, like every learning process, re-

Second

quires effort.
is

it

It is

not automatic.

as nearly painless

But
on the campus

as it can be. There is plenty of painting,
music, and literature on the campus to

which the would-be connoisseur can expose himself, and there are plenty of
people who can chat and answer ques-

the

technique

College.

Si

There should be no brain-wracking

The

required.

trouble with art, especially non-objective art, is not that it means

nothing, but that

means any number
"The cat sat on the mat" is

of things.

it

discussed,

The longer one

closed
closed

to be

said

solid.

versity

for

when

particularly

on something

manpower shortage

"We

are

There are

story.

All

news

staff

in the discussion period.

of

the spring of

not

lots

particularly

men

of

infected fuel -pump about 6.20 last
The brakes were in a state of
spasm and rigor mortis had been set-

and

at

girls

some of

the

that the

feel

EATON AUDITORIUM

evening.
is

around,

ting in the front seat.
(

TUESDAY. OCTOBER
of the Year
TORONTO'S FIRST

campus dances

Continued on page 4)

JAZZ CONCERT

men

returned

featuring in person the Stars of the Condon Carnegie
Hall Concerts in New York

to

in dating

In fact, one co-ed

the

when

campus

belle.

Willie 'The Lion' Smith

questioned on

Piano

the subject, asked with surprise, "Oh,
has there been an end to the manpower

in

Tickets

In

Toronto Debut

slightest

tinge

of

the

the
it

is

shut in refusal of aesthetic food and
is
trying to persuade himself that he isn't
.

nineteenth

or ai the Audiiorium {Mail Orders)

Promenade Concert

All Seats

century.

They

must

is

will

come out of are

if

ference may be, it must in all fairness
difficulties of interTrois Chansons de Bilitis be said that the final concert of the seaby Debussy, giving them much subth son achived a certain amount of glamour
not only from the point of view of exice and the delicacy of feeling re
ecution, but also from that of composit
quired in his use of so small a range
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and 75c
and 50c

p
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^

Listen to
la3

"Canada

She overcame the

She brought out with quiet pasharmony and elaborate vocal
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Margery

Griffith,

though

a

33S2MoD.Ere.Oct.22

competent

by no means inspiring and
more cases than one the sad spectacle
is

JSygB, (6:20)

John Cowan

r'en

prove

Tchaikovsky's

score.

The

was kept until the end
Sorcerer's Apprentice" was selected
were her pieces of greatlast night to be enlivened by the
habitual
expression. Generally, throughout the
coke-bottle throwing.
Otherwise the
:oncert, the pieces, though technically
performance was remarkable for the irperfect, were completly devoid of
real reproachable
conduct of .the audience.
feeling.
Encores were merely a gesture
In conclusion, it is certainly
not too
f politeness.
But / Hale Music (Five much
to say that the musical value
of
Kid Songs) by Leonard Bernstein had
the Prom concerts has appreciably
immoments of great charm. Beside the
proved during the last few weeks.
Last
handling of the difficult intervals
of night's effort was perhaps
still a long
melody there was a warmth and humor
way from being perfect but nevertheless
which
was communicated to the
it bore decisive promise
of a more sucudience.
cessful season next year.
\s the best wine

DAPHNE BYERS

ERIC

KRUH

CFRB

- Every Sunday-2:15

presents

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession
by

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

"STRANGE
FRUIT"
STAGED BY MR. FERRER
Company

of 36

Hart Ho use Bulleti n
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

SEAT SALE THURSDAY
Prices (tax included)
EvgB. $1.20, $1.80, $2.40, $3, $3.30

Mats Wed-SatflOc, $1.20, $1.80. $2.40

Ro.aiYoZ^i-

G

^

Board

Members

of Hart House are reminded that
each double ticket for
Sunday Evening Concert admits one member
of Hart House and
and may in no case be used to admit
too non-members.
Uckct holders are also asked to note 4hat

the

his guest

=

the concerts begin at

y p.m. sharp and latecomers will be asked to wait

ONE DOLLAR PER COUPLE
-

p.m.

Copies of Talks available on request

dramatization of her
powerful novel

est

Modern World"

Mats. Wed.-Sat,(2:30)

JOSE FERRER

of the feast so

the

Dept. of History, University of Toronto

LILLIAN SMITH'S

lone clarinetist apparently tried to im-

elsewhere.

in

by Professor Bertie Wilkioson, M.A., Ph.D.

Ale^X15drA

was afraid that her voice would not
of an orchestra getting out of hand was
MI. BTU >e big enough to put over the spirited
Hopac by Moussorgsky but it was done painfully obvious. This was particularly true of the "1812 Overture" where a
tli much more vigor and feeling
than

6011
...MX 6223

Night Office

Feature Editor

Mahler,

Fritz

the

ine of Faure's Tousjours.

43-a.

University College.
Business Office
...

News

$1,60, $2.00

ALL THIS WEEK

preferable to one in which contrasts

the prevailing features, is without
TWICE
Certainly, Evgs.
read. These necessities doubt a debatable question.
50c
re realized in Jenny Tourel's presen- last night's Prom was an example of the
Mats. 25c
tation at Eaton Auditorium last night latter conception.
Whatever our pre-

themselves as

:ion

Assistant

Reserved—$1.20,
(tax included)

Whether a musical program conceived from the point of view of unity
be

sung with great simplicity so that the

notes.

Established 1880

Room. Rm.

Make-up Editor

True Folk-Art"
—New York Post

at

fall

of

.

—America's

"Jazz Music

Ever

PROMENADE MUSIC CENTRE

pretation in

W.H.K.

Editorial

Time

i

Toronto"

on Sale

The

songs created by the formost
masters of the modern cltaitson arc free

from the

Trombone

Sidney De Paris
Tenor Sax
Trumpet
and other Great Swing Artists in person

shortage yet?"

"First

Tourel

Wilbur De Paris

i

\

Bud Johnson

Music and Drama

Jirt,

30

The Event

Considerable for-

A R OVAL A
Alexandra

of the girls are not having heavy

at Varsity keep

are urged to attend and to
participate

But the Uni- phrasing and nuance

has a job to do for the artstarved student who has his mind fast

hungry

the

interested

news

Farsity's

in

an

stag lines of girls have been in evidence.

The

car at the corner

dramatic in contrast with those of the

much

mind,

dates,

TTC

Bloor and University

Post-mortem analysis by Dr. I. M.
Hasty revealed that Geo had died of

the structure of the

members of The

eastbound

but they are not overly co-operative."
Oontrat-y
to popular expectations,

many

today's ses-

looks at

say nothing.
is

think he's

now

them, the more they say ; provided one
does not begin looking with a verdict
firmly in mind that they are going to

There

we

sion will deal in greater detail with

on the walls of the Hart House Gallery
release whole torrents of association and
implication.

writing

which newspaper methods

were

fought

he's

seems glad to

well,

.

reaction of the Alberta co-eds to

thrilled.

University

37,

.

themselves for the
most part and they are not especially

a perfectly lucid sentence, but a man
who had nothing to read for several
weeks would in time become conscious
of a certain poverty of implication. On
the contrary, the abstract paintings

on

afternoon at

this

Room

tions.

There's Lots io

The

the end of

Following an introductory

lecture in
at large

lectures

newspaper

of

4 :30- o'clock in

of

.

1944.

generally,
series

to be delivered

is

and we

University of Alberta
Reports

Smith is missing a great deal,
and if he is a university student the
university can do a lot for him. The

a

.

tops!"

Joe

in

He

hard to preserve.
see us,

.

the civilization

in

-

F

T»

G
S

RESH
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Y,
ALL YEARS
ARE INVITED

TUESDAY: OCTOBER TWENTY-THIRD

DANCE

OI

„
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Para los

To-morrow

Hombres que
se Afeitan

Sometime

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
y jabdn En seguida, esparzase
rlpidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos— jamis con Broclia.
caliente

tersa

h piel

AI instante, la Crema Glider suaviza
la piel— da instantanea tersura a
las
escamosidades superficiales de la pie!.
Permite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ras de la piel, sin irritarla.
Ayuda a eliminar esa molestia que
sienten los hombres de piel muy fina al
afeitarse diariamente, Ies deja el
cutis
mas suave y mas limpio.

^GENER OSA MUESTRA GRATIS

Toronto
since

encounter

Excerpis

a University of
team in Kingston

1939.

the convincing victory
posted last
the

keew-

convincing victory posted last
weekend overVimy Signals.
Varsity banner will be picked
from the
following; Jacobs, McRenolds, S.
Scott,
Lawrence, Bark, Mel Lawson, Cranham,
Daniel, Bob Henry, Hall McCom-sky,
Farmer, Gord Lawson, Campbell, Carson,
W. Henry, Guppy, Kilpatrick,
Smith, A, Scott, Grass and Armstrong.
Reports from Queen's state that
Coach Bob Elliott has a good allround club under him. The backs are
:

ast

and tricky while

small,

is

the line, although

hard charging and blocks and

.

welcome

to

...

them

Hood and

Fardell

by our immediate

^j^>^

future.,.

will

from

refrain

go win yourself a

To the team a fitting send-off would be one of Knute
Rocknc's
talks, but with the abundance of ability
present the sheerest
wishes of the student body are enough
The eyes of the University of
Toronto will be on you, Blues . . Over!
immortal pep

.

The Sportswoman
By

CAMPAIGN

DRIVE

prices.

We

intercollegiate predecessors.

bundle

Mcfigure

THE CLOTHING

quality spectacle-

war e at reasonable

p.m.

Room, Hart House

requested; bring entries with you)

is

Cup
However, after peeking into the
swamis crystal, it is only too apparent that tomorrow
Varsity will edge out
Queens and that Western will win over McGill.
Now

the front-wall defence.

Prescriptions for glasses

liouprNsiHtl filled wilh

attendance

I

while

Woods,

Stevens,

Delahaye and Burgess

full

into

a winning combination even though the time be short
He used
known as "Silent Steve" and he still is, so far as
we are concerned.
Just why Mr. Stevens should pick the shoulders
of the downtown press to
cry on ,s a mystery to us unless it is
that Mr, Walker has appealing
shoulders ... And so, on the eve of the
opener, we shall break the precedent

set

Minnes,

FRONT CAMPUS

Planning
your

his

also claiming a

strangely silent

to be

picking a winner of the Yates

Donald,

VARSITY

—

Athletic Directorate

(A

quotes Mr. Stevens as bemoaning the fact that
no
one has picked his "fine mannered young boys"
to cop the honors
Stevens has a good all-round club under him.
He has the ability to round

tackles well.

King,

as intercollegiate champs judging from

The London Free Press is
The Toronto papers are

The same Mr. Walker

DON'T FORGET

|opiieuiuJ

home

championship for the Mustangs.

The backfield, headed by Jack Parry
and Jack Milliken, is also comprised of

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

DO

Game

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
SWIMMING and WATERPOLO—TODAY— 1

.

the Tricolor

the deep end" comments.

'off

first

vs.

NOON. SATURDAY

12

post-war Interin at Montreal and
Kingston. With due regard for history, there
has probably been no other
day in intercollegiate football that has been awaited
by so many for so long
Tomorrow's the day for Queen's and McGill, while
Western and this campus
must bide their time for yet another week. ...
In a story in yesterday's
Globe a„d Mall, Hal Walker pointed out that,
as yet, no one has picked
Varsity to draw the Yates Cup away from
the defending Western Mustangs.
McGill's chances are better than average
according to the same Montreal
sportswnters that referred to the Montreal
Canadiens as "the best hockey
team in twenty years," who claimed the Stanley
Cup for their greats early
in January and who picked the
Montreal Royals to win the International
League playoffs. .
Michael Rodden has probably completed arrangements

It will be the first
inter-

football

C.A.C.

By Mickey Michasiw
From Around and About

Within the space of a day pins a few odd hours, the
collegiate Football League schedule will
be drummed

with

Pre-game comments emanating
from
that city favor the
Tricolor to emerge
as winners. Most of these
started after

Hammond,

Obtenga un tubo de Crema Glider
y
pruebela hoy mismo. Eseriba por
generosa muestra gratis a B. Williami
J.
Company (Canada) Limited Depttv-I3
LaSalle, Montreal.

football

Union

to

will be or

their Satur-

collegiate appearance of

hombres que necesariamente tienen que afeitarse todos

Crema Glider resulta inestimable: es suave ... no irrita .
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.

Kingston for

to

the Tricolor.

los

los dfas, la

way

day afternoon

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y
ECONOMIZA TIEMPO

Hace

wend its way
The Varsity Blues

Stevens will
Station.
their

-C

Sr. Intercollegiate Soccer

this

afternoon, a group of
twenty football players led by Warren

Diariamente

TDARA

1945

19,

Blues Play

Tugged by gravity

the other

around the

sculled

campus

Polly Muiz
way, we vhat is

enjoying sunny
onto.

Quiet, accurate repair tervice

—Back West —4.00
SOCCER—Front West—4.00

RUGBY

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Special Discounl Is SWentt and Membeti of
the Facvtly

St.

M.

Dent

U.C.

Vic

obtaining a good education.

than a day in June, a

afternoon

of

Evidently

the rain clouds

October in Tor-

by obtaining the

I

mutual

Hart House, but not
us.
Nor did Margaret Fletcher, and
her right hand members of the Basearchitecture

of

sell

They

WE

drag along until the finals between Vic and U.C. had to be postponed
to snow.
This year the matches
to

HE'D LIKE

KNOW YOU

TO

best contract to suit

your

and

plans.

Mutual

Life representative;

THE

Low Cost

MUTUAL
UMOI CANADA [IFE

noon.

The fields to be used are usually reserved for men's rugby. When the women

insurance policyi

life

"policies", but arc trained to arrange

to the nearest

commence on Oct 22, according to
schedule drawn up yesterday after-

the

right kind of

shall be glad to direct you

due

will

you build

of

allowing the matches

last year's club, in

wise for you

It is

that

particular circumstances

by the mistakes

profitted

life

life representatives do not merely

you the

for

Club.

ball

sure early in

•

by

a good foundation for your financial future

we wanted to, too.
Other students found time to loll about
and contemplate the beautiful

Davison
Fyfe

make

to

hac

the grass

Lye, Moffat,

building a foundation for your career

in the business or professional world

taken a holiday, and

SPORTS CALENDAR

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Si. George Apartments)

rarer

"YoU ARE

HEAD OFFICE

Life Insurance

Since 1869

WATERLOO, ONTARIO

that wooden bases be
a howl of protest arose. Now
the femine players will have to slide for

suggested

installed,

0-

sand sack.

Without further comment, we direct
your attention to the baseball schedule:

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

All games will be played at 12:30.

The service you receive from your

bank

ciently that the
it

U.C.

may

human

effi-

Meds vs St
Oct 24, Trinity

Field.

Wednesday
Vic

values behind

not have occurred to you.

vs P.H.E. 11 Thursday,

1

Trinity

Field,

Vic.

vs

11

P.H.E.

you

rest

well personally.

You ought

to

know him

better.

Viv.

P.HE.

to

it.

You

hold him in high

trust,

knowing

Tuesday,

staff

the custodians of your account and the transactions
relating

be kept private.

U.C.
U.C.

You

Willi

find

your bank manager a trained
the ranks,

and

who

man who

has

will be glad to discuss

I

spare time.

2,

Vic

1,

anxious to
in

7724.

WANTED

LOST

Findlay's "Phase Rule" and Findlay's

Yellow, Navigating Officer's notebook, fabric cover. Approximately 5"
by 7" in size. Pencil attached. Please

1

'Introduction to Physical Chemistry."

Will pay highest prices.

HY

Phone

0963.

leave

at

S.AC

or

office,

Porter's

Lodge, Trinity College.

1

Wed.

LOST

LOST

West

Black Shea Iter's fountain pen between

Black Waterman's pen with loose clip.

Nursing and School of

Between St George St and Hart
House, Wednesday. Please return to

1,

Oct

31,

P.H.E. vs

Trinity Field.

Nov.

P.H.E.

2,

II

School

of

Hygiene,

Tuesday.

vs

kitten,

P.H.E. vs U.C.1,

to

Trinity Field.

Tuesday, Nov.

6,

S.A.C

office.

FOR SALE
Black

Cheap

11

pen.

Vic

Friday,

Vic

vs

Name on

Finder please phone MI. 0008.

Trinity

Trinity Field South

2,

Hilda's

5,

is

conversation

Phone KI.

North

South End.

Vic Field.

Monday, Nov.
'5

appropriate service his bank can render.

Field

Meds Wed.

Friday Nov.
St.

P.H.E.

PJFLE.

vs

North West

Nov.

your financial needs with you and to inform you as to the

Field

has studied Russian for

Russian

Trinity Field, South

30,

II

vs P.H.E. Friday

End.

practise

Mac's and O.C.E. MI. 7452.

vs P.H.E.

1

In vicinity of

who

at least one year, and

Trinity

26,

Oct 30, Trinity
Vic 1 vs U.C.1

Thursday Nov.

1
I

Field

come up through

Oct

Trinity

31,

St Hilda's vs

that your private

on back, "M.A.R,"

vs

I

Student

Lady* 5 wrist watch, Gruen, inscribed

Tuesday,

11

End. P.H.E.
Oct.

Trinity

affairs will

West.

North West

Field

ing your money in his branch, you made him
and his

Oct
Vic

U.C.

day, Oct, 29, Trinity Field.

vs

By deposit-

25,

Oct 26, Trinity Field South
Meds vs Vic 11 Friday, Oct. 26,
Field. Vic. II vs St Hilda's Mon-

End.

branch bank manager, perhaps without even knowing
him

Oct

WANTED

LOST

Field.

Friday,

1

your

in

Suth End.

Friday,

11

Norm

Field

confidence

22,

Hilda's

North West Corner.
Meds Thursday, Oct 25,

Trinity Field,

Think, for instance, of the

1—Monday, Oct

Vic

vs.

1

Trinity

rendered so quietly and

is

P.H.E.

House, 94

Ferguson

St.

FOUND
by

person.

reliable

name.

Hutton

George St

K

and

it

Apply A.

E

Slide-rule, with initials

Sturton,

Dept

7,

on

II yr.

S.P.S.

Trinity

Field.

EXCHANGE

FOR RENT
Brown

Should you desire a personal loan to meet some unexpected
expense, talk

it

over with him.

You

LOST

can depend on receiving

Brown, Parker's

courteous, understanding and friendly consideration. Small

versity Library

loans are just one of the services your bank provides.

leave

Press,

may be surprised

to learn of

many other

You

pen,

between Uni-

take from Biology Bldg.,

507 Euclid. MI.5779.

12 noon Thursday. Please phone MI.

Room

101,

2561.

and the University
Thursday afternoon. Please
the S.A.C. office, Hart

at

FOUND

House.

services available

Brown Waterman's

LOST

for your use.

gabardine coat taken by mis-

Large room for quiet male student

Fraternity pin. Pi

Lambda

Bldg.

Apply

FOR SALE

pen, near Physics

at the

SA.C.

Phi, on

office.

Racing

bicycle,

dition.

Please apply to

C.CM.,

in

good con-

Box

G,

The

Varsity.

north part of back campus, Wednes-

Adverfisemen/

is

Sponsored

by

your

Bank

day afternoon. Please leave at S.A.C.
office.

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS
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19,

New and

THOMAS' CHURCH
Huron Street—Just South of Bloor
ST.

am

7 ajE_, 8

"How

Jesus Pictured the
Cross"

10.15—Matins
11

a.m. —Junior
— CHORAL

"O

Missa,

Congregation

—Oldroyd

Jesu Doultis"

"What
of

Canon

A

By Rev. Robt. Barr, m.a.,

C. J. S. Stuart,

of Capetown, South Africa

H.C

U.A.,

Motet, "Bread of the

—CHORAL

8.30 p.m.
Afler service in the chtirch„

World"— Gaul

EVENSONG

7 p.m.

Wood

torial Africa, will

Preacher:

Rev.

!

Motet, "The Lord

is

My

Shepherd"

Gomolka
Cordial Welcome

To All Untveb-

Students Specially Invited

Students

srry

tinent jot to that effect.

The Va\

should organize

I'arsily.

Th

that

CHURCH
OF THE

Will Conduct Public Worship

REDEEMER
U

a.ra.

it,

at 11 a.m.

Avenue Road)

and 7 p.m.

d'alton Mclaughlin

—The Rev.

Please

name,

enclose

Not

A Cordial

—Canon W, Prior

Invitation to Students

address,

Organ Recital by
OTTA JAMES, A.RC.O.

"FIRESIDE HOUR"

by the choir

assisted

TRINITY

Highlights

The Coronation Te Deum
The Choir

United Church

Four Modern Canadian Organ

"The Friendly Church with the
Chimes"
Add to
This Sunday

Compositions.

Number
at 8.15 p.m.
Mus c F u n—R efr eshm enfs

the

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

i

—REV.

The

Church of

First

Sdentiit,

in

ARTHUR ORGAN,

BJL, B.D., in
"The Gospel through the Book

The Mother Cborch

of

—

7

Church of Christ, Sdentiit
St Georf e St at Lowther Ave.
Firit

Branch

Sunday enjoyed

last

Month

of the

PITCAIRN ISLAND"
(Nordhoff & Hall)

Christ,

Boston, Miss.

SUNDAY SERVICES
and 7:30 p.m.

11 a.m.

THE CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH

11

Avenue Rd.

at

Dupont St

t-m.

54th

Sunday, October

ANNIVERSARY
SERVICES

2 1st

"DOCTRINE OF

a.m. and 12.30—

8

11

Wed. Evening Meeting

a.m.—

Rev. Provost Seeley, M.A., DJD.

al 8.00 o'clock

7 p.m.

—Rev.

Jackson, M.A,
Former Members and all others

through Christian Science.

J.

who

may

Literature

be

read,

Richmond

80

St.

to. Raul's
Anglican Cfjuttfj

West

Bloor Street East

^

BLOOR STREET
UNITED CHURCH

Comer

Rector

Rev. Canon

H. Wilkinson,
M.A..D.D.

Bloor and Huron Streets
11

8 a.m.

G

porate Communion
Rector
3 p.m.
Bible Class
7 p.m. Youth Service
Installation of Officers of Lhe
A.Y.P.A.

Sermon—The

.'pTlWacLeod,

recovering

Frederick

C

8.15 p.m,

—Fireside Hour

Hour

Silvester,

Peelcer,

Mus. D„ F.R.CO.

Students Specially

\

A

Welcome

GO TO YOUR
CHURCH ON SUNDAY

WALMER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
(1

block west of Spadirto

Rev. Adiel

Rd.~

columns of

paper

this

Immediately following the Morning Service (12.10-1 p.m.)
E. D.

RENAUD,

B.A.,

PAED., Teacher
WM. BUCK,

A Warm

"burning

ardor"

down

ried

Veterans'

to

with

(excitable

the Advisory

Affairs

.for

time

this

the

Date-

hur-

lad I),

the

Board for
University

(diligent lad I).

very much.

They

did,

however, com-

ment succinctly: 'Do you really think
that an ex-service man, who has been
and who is attending mixed

overseas,

girls standing

on a beach. One of these, lectures every day, needs a Date Burau ?'
hose back is to the camera, has been
"We," our reporter concludes, "gol
on the photograph.
The se- the point"
cond snap is a bedroom scene and shows
Meanwhile Box D awaits.

For Classics Club

Newman

Touring Italy
ject

9:00

Club
Program—Trnth

p.m.

classic

.

.

finishing touch.

Fine quality cotton broadcloth
in grey, beige or blue backgrounds
.
highlighted by contrasting satin stripes. Sizes 32 to

or

Each

.

$3.50.

SPORTSWEAR— MAIN STORE— FOURTH FLOOR

a jeep was the sub- Consequence.
Prof. H. A. Thompson's ad- S.C.M.

of

TOOKE

"mix-master" blouse ... to make
you ever so stripe-happy! That definitely mantailored air will give you this year's "college
look"
one of neatness and completeness.
.
Long sleeves and trim little pocket add the

38.

Sat 5:30—8:30 Tea Dance.
Sun.

Touchdown by
A

.

COMINGEVENTS

Jeep Tour Talk

in

*T.

EATON

Cft™

dress to the first meeting of the U.C.—
You are invited to share -with us in
Trinity Classic Club, held last night
our Daily Worship from 1 :40 to ] :55
Cartwright Hall.
He spoke of his Monday through Friday
at

Wycliffe

ramblings through Apulia, a topograph- Chapel.
varied region in Southern Italy,

when connected with Naval Intelligence
in the Mediterranean area.
"Auplia
forms a bridghead between southeastern
Europe, and Italy proper.
Its inhabitants, due to Albania, Greece,
and Jugosettlements

remarkably

are

varied."

Humanist Club
First meeting to be held on Tuesday,
23 at Wymilwod, 4:15 pjn.
Dr.

Oct

Tatham will speak on "The JananeseCanadian Question" All students welcome, .particularly those in the social
G.

sciences.

I.S.S.

The danger

malaria necessitated

of

The

organization
meeting of the
!ance to protect oui International
Student's Service will be
armies in die Taranto region.
"There held on Tuesday, Oct 23, at 8.00 p.m. in
is a curious historical
parallel between the Board Room of Trinity
College.
classic .times,"

-pointed

out

Prof.

Apulia served

as a springboard in the
Italian peninsula for movements eastward,

both

in

and the Crusades,
the recent Albania, Greece,
and

Welcome Awaits You

See Cruise Movie

Jugo-Slavia campaigns.
Professor Thompson enumerated
the
historical connections pertaining
to three

The

lensure system, and recent
Facist "im-

Canada.

initial

meeting of the University

Spanish Club held last night in the
major Apulian harbour cities,
Bari, Women's Union was addressed by Dr.
Taranto and Bengasi. The
government Willinsky, who has travelled extensively
is striving to overcome
the argicultural through North and South America on
problems occasioned by a despotic
land behalf of the National Film Board of
provements".

Dr. Willinsky showed a technicolor

"Away to Argentina," a pictorial
rcord of a cruise which he took
six
years ago on the S.S. Brazil. The
film,

a ampus Cat

The

film

(Continued from page 2)
eign matter

"It

was recovered from

was bad enough

for

.the

her

gave an indication of the importance
of
various ports and cities of Argengas- tina,
Rio de Janeido, Santos, and
Buenos Aires being explained in detail.

to die

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY
OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

Santos' scientifically -operated snake
farms were shown and the night-life
of
Rio de Janeiro was seen briefly. Dr.

Willinsky

Meeting fob Worship
on Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

said

that

beaches and parks of
it one of the lovlicst

the

numerous
Bunos Aires made
of cities. Buenos

Aires also boasts of the highest
pure
concrete

AAn
Meeting House, 109 Maitland

the

r

St.

building in the world.
informal get-together and dance
members followed screening of

"In Real Silent Worship the Soul
feeds on thai which is Divine."

WESTMINSTER
CENTRAL UNITED
BLOOR STREET
EAST
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SUNDAY SERVICES
11 A.M.

AND

REV.

J.

[The patrician of

adornment for your

noon and evening best and
to your carefree clothes.

after-

a real requisite

One

strand or

more, pearls add that touch of distinctive
grace

or

sophisticated charm to all-day,

every-day outfits.

the film.

Invited
to Worship with Us.

7 P.M.

Minister:

Pianist

Spanish Students

in

the times of Hannibal

and

JOHN WO0LMAN

GUEST SPEAKER
8.15 p.m.— The Young Peoples' Society
YOU WILL ENJOY THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS
President
Friendly Church Where

the harder.

circled

REV. H. H. BINGHAM, D.D.

A

all

who was by

reporter,

ireau

Response to the pathetic request has
been one letter.
Contained in the letter were two snapshots one of which showed a group of

7 p.m.

General Secretary-Treasurer,
Baptist Convention of Ontario and Quebec

ERIC FEE,

it's

his suggestions about the

the ex-officer's story.
Their comthe ment, he reported, was brief. "They did
have not say that they would not set up a
Date Bureau. In fact they did not say

Hall-and-the-Economics-Building,

Yon are Cordially

SUNDAY ANNIVERSARY SEHVICES
and

—as

farther,

made

admittedly

dis-

block north of Bloor)

Moncrief, D.D.
MINISTER
J.

11 a.m.

gone through
Uni
and the ex-serviceman has to

he

Our

it

ask.

University Students Welcome at
All Services

Organist and Choirmaster

years,

cards -between- Whitney- of

tank.

Organ lit
Charht

more than four

There he presented his adopted case
and
containing- for the Date Bureau and recited some

red-wallets

THE REV. ROLAND HILL

"THE WILL TO BELIEVE"

out, "there're

with-the-owner's-name-on-the-dip

Sermon

Sermon

— Friendship

if

Despite their past successes
turning up lost-black-and-white-pens-

—
—

M.A., B.D.

8.15 p.m.

—Holy Communion
—Young People's Cor-

11a.m.

D.D.

Rev.

F.

YOUTH SUNDAY

n-m.

Rev. Geo. C. Pidgeon,

ex

I

Date Bureau.

in fra-

enjoy sports,

couraging.

Thompson

borrowed or purchased.

EATON'S

where

what

just

is

"For the people from the West

And

Just

That certainly wasn't much to
But the response thus far has been

contemporary and

cordially invited.

Free Public Reading Room where
the Bible and Authorized Christian

Sdence

offered

ex-officer is

considerable

(Sq. Leader)

A.

Including Testimonies of Healtng

St.,

already

—or

two co-eds who are interested

slavia

Holy Communion

ATONEMENT"

W. M. Dbnnison. 643-V Jarv).

back they are comout of touch with everyone at
All the people of their own age

we are
to ask.

ically

SUNDAY SCHOOL

aU*r lb* raotl KtntUta tnintnr far tt*

start all over again.

doesn't interfere with their courses.

classified

QUITE A NUMBER FROM
VARSITY

Oct, 24th, 8.1S pan.

Atomic Bomb.

they get

rsity

Box D,

failed this advertiser.

Next Wednesday Evening,

Wo

Professor

men and women in the same
we are. Many have been

of

in the service for

applicable to freshies

Now, that wasn't much

identification

R. A. Armstrong, M.A., D.D.

sender

the

The

"You know," he pointed
lots

except ex-service women."

Director of Music

7 pjn.-

room 43 of

pec ted.

start interest

e adv.

ternity parties,

W. A. Cameron

Rev.

And

"That", he said,

had announced When
"two ex-R.C.A.F. of- pletely
ficers would like to meet two co-eds home.
nterested in fraternity parties, sports, have
:tc.

in

Ireton will speak on Isotopes and

per- he was three days ago.

October 15 edition of the The

the

in

hopefully

today

TAMMERINC

the series of lectures

tonight in

Laboratory.

inserted a small classified advertisement position as

The Varsity.

Yonge and Heath Streets

the

repeated no last names.

down a

photo and general interests to

YORKMINSTER BAPTIST CHURCH

(Bloor and

had

he

it and get it set up.
Lacking such a Bureau, he already

speak

Wed., 8 p.m "Knox Midweek"
Rev. Robt. Barr will continue
the study of the 23rd Psalm,
verse 4.

M. N. Jackson, M.A.

J.

Bureau,

McLennan

J. H.C.

impossible.

Date

held

ex- a sleeping head protruding from undera Date neath blankets. Idendfication is almost

"is

while our reporter jotted

'he felt,

REV. V. E. VEARY,
Missionary from French Equa-

Anthem, "Expectans expectavi"

our reporter,

Bureau."

Promised

Preacher
Rev.

be

the

needs,"

place

this

officer cited to

What Jesus

Jesus and

in

will take place

the

By Ross McLean

7n.ni.

"What the Thief Asked

EUCHARIST

to

Physics Of The Future

Parties, Sports, Etc.

11 a.m.

Eucharist

11 ajn.

Entrenous
The second

(Spadina and Harbord)

meeting

First

Victoria College at 5 p.m.

KNOX CHURCH

and 9.30 a.m. Holy

S.C.M. Choir

What's on Today

Cttp Cfjurdjess

BRUCE HUNTER,

D.D., LL.D.
Students Cordially Invited

$1.95
out there
to

on

the

cold

pavement—but

to

Governmerjl

$10-00
Tm

Eiira

•

3

be dismembered,

scarcely cold, and
usd for Art Class models— it's cruel I"
Mr. Barrel sobbed between sips at his
portable tea-cup.

"I shall insist that she
be given a decent burial in the
quadrangle."

Ignorance of the evil thing he was
doing was the excuse proffered by Mr.

John

Art Instructor. "I found
that pile of junk out on the
pavement
in front of the House, and
carted it inside.
It was wonderful stuff to sketch.

The

Tall,

texture of clinging grease

lightful."

was

de-

1 1

Yonge

at

Adelaide

• 751 Yonge at Bloor
• 1458 Yongo al Si. Clair
•

3414 Yonge

at City Limit

• 444 Eglinton W. at Castleknock
• 656 Danforth at Papo
In

Hamilton— King and John

Stf.

Toronto

Rugby-Starved Fans
Dust Off Yells, Bells

The Undergraduate Newspaper
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Six years of pent energy became kinetic Saturday at Kingston's
Richardson Stadium as college football fans saw their first

game

collegiate league

Roaring

inter-

since 1939.

'ripperty-rapperty-ree's"
Gheils" met in choral conflict.

From
mated

300

come

supporters

'75

"cha

DOWN VARSITY BLUES,

chartered

Lawson Plunges For

cow-bells

Offensive

First Tally

manufactured

many

were

articles

autos

held

only

was

illustrated

who,

all else

on

game

of the

Yet some met with

on arrival as

who

Sixt,

her

Kingston, October 22. (Special)— Before a roaring

frustration

the case of Mardie
163 miles to lose
be refused admission.

in

and

This obstacle was foxily overcome by
another co-ed who waited until The
King brought the ushers to a respectful attention and then eased past the
pat-

Hugh McRae met

riotic persons.

waving pennants, screaming co-eds and acrobatic
males
added greatly to make th e game as colorful a
spectacle as any pre-

leaders,

war game.

pre-

game difficulty in looking for the nonexistent address of a friend.
College colors smeared over all garments caused the eudience to resemble
a

McGill To Sponsor
Prominent Artists

surrealist's impression of

a

in

paint

an explosion
Founded by the

factory.

Scottish Presbyterian

University

Church, Queen's

traditionally

functions

with

Scottish

flavors

was not confined to the
but was in view through-

Photo

Staff

The hopes of Varsity supporters soared in
tlus first few minutes
of Saturday's game at
Kingston as the Blues gained a touchdown in
the first three minutes of play. Mel Lawson
is

its

mannerisms.

While bag-pipes whined, tarn-wearing
freshmen mimicked the HighlandFIing.

pictured above seconds before he crossed the
line for the first touchdown in
Intercollcoiate
football since 1939.

out the town as snake-dances collected
opposing colors on their twisty trail.

Armed

of

lace

into

bit

man and

said

the hand of

"He

a

Of

Form League

o-Ops

Canadian Students;

Shut-Out Guelph,

meeting

of

student

co-operative

Vetoed By

was conceived.

of this kind

The matter
abeyance due to war con-

representatives

from across Canada, saw was left in
the formation of the Canadian student ditions, though

the

motion

that

Opera Company

Can-

adians should be deported was defeated

committee by a beter than two-to-one majority
time.
at the meeting of the Trinity College
In 1936, the original membership of Literary Institute last Friday night
:ed the meeting.
the Campus Co-op here was 12 but
The government speakers, J. GwynneThe purpose of the C.S.C.L, as dedevelopment has increased membership Timothy and David Russell, pictured

fined by this meeting

this

Miss U. Buildings

game.

Starting off the

first

half strongly, the

threaten

Varsity's

close goals.

up early

lead, despite

several

Art Riguero opened things
by neatly netafter a pass from Shinobu-

in the first half

ting the ball

A. Cudmore
In Quebec

ample

Dr. S.

Dies

Recent

demolition

several

of

buildings

plosive-laden

at

Ajax

e

had

nothing to do with the University's part

of the property. Col. W.
Dr. Sedley A. Cudmore, formerly as- Assistant
Superintendant,

H.

The

a goal-mouth scramble

second half, Boyd made
a spectacular goal on a corner-shot.
Kicking in from the left-hand corner,

Boyd

in the

placed the

'ball

on the

Arscott got his hands on

goal-line,

it,

unable to hold on, and the ball fell behind him for the score.
The next
counter of the half came
Clarkson, playing in the
crossed

the

ball

over

to

when Max
far

right,

far
ball

right, to

Riguero,

who

netted the

on a header.

Area Commanding

entry

Hay

in

the

Naval

University

In ectoplasm this year, narrating as
another "Magnificent Bobsession" hits

sideration as entrants in the Ships

Eaton boards. On
Posthumous Praise

George St., between 0900-1200,
and 1300-1630, 22nd October to 27th

For the writings of F. Scott Fitzgerald whose career was tragically curtailed.

Weaver reviews

a Fitzgerald re-

print on page two.

Moot Court Deadlock
Drawn by Dominion-Provincial
lative

power

case.

Decision

legis-

splits.

See

page four.

Office,

CO.T.C.

Building,

119 St.

October.

Medical and Dental students are

no
longer
exempt
from
the
U.N.T.D. and may register at the
above mentioned periods.
Discharged Service Personnel are
eligible

for

enlistment

in

the

U.N.T.D.
All students requesting discharge

Tradition
Is

observed as the Hart House quartet
opens another concert season. Page two.

the

is

tory over the Blues as the former accounted lor three touchdowns while the
latter kicked the Tricolor to victory

with long unexpected

The play

Parry was

of

Milliken

kicks.

was credited with four

also

Hall in December

a solo concert, is
McGill on Dec. 3rd. The

many

whom

of

String

in

Quartet

three violinists and

a

composed of

cellist, all

perfor-

mers of "Les Concerts Symphonique",
are to appear on Jan. 11th. This quartet
has been favorably acclaimed by Montreal critics for the enthusiasm' which
is shown in their chamber music.
The
final program at McGill is on the 22nd
of February with the appearance of
Ellen Ballon. Miss Ballon learned to
play the piano at the age of 3, and
since that time has played throughout
Europe and America with the leading
Philharmonic and Symphonic Orch-

singles.

sensational.

al-

was caused by hesitation, a si
which we must never again fall.

passes, one to

Weed Wood

for a major

score.

The
the

fans

Blues

were hardly seated when
began to move downfield

Gord Lawson had blocked
Queen's kick in Queen't territory.

after

Me!

Lawson-Bark pass took the

a

A
fall

to the 24.
Another pass this time to
Lawrence placed the ball on the 13
and Mel followed this with a third
straight strike as Lawrence was stopped on the three.
Lawson ploughed

for

major score and Scott

the

con-

verted.

Lawson
pass

heaved

seconds

another

completed

while standing on
watched Stu Scott
finally brought down on his opponents'
12.
After a futile pass and a similar
later

40 and

ovpi

his

plunge,

Scott kicked the placement
This gave Varsity a 9-0 lead with the

within

are

Russell,
into

the guest of

McGill

will ap-

Issac Stern,

to appear at Carnegie

Germans, and

Japanese -Canadians

the

borders,

her

Terms Emily Carr

game only

Authentic Genius

liken

A

six minutes old.

second down kick by Milcaught the Varsity backs napping but roughing and off-side penalquick,

Carr, west coast ties nullified the damage.
The Gaels
and author who died in March of continued to use this weapon to good
"a great Canadian and an advantage. Early in the second quarter
authentic genius", Mr. Ira Dilworth Milliken
booted the ball sixty-five
ited Canada, undisrupted by racial
sketched briefly the highlights of her yards and before Lawrence could run
hatred. The Japanese- Canadians were
career, in an address at Victoria Col' out, he was trapped by Delahaye and
represented as a mistreated minority

Describing Emily

The

oppisib'on spokesman, E. Evans
and D. Heruigton, maintained that the
object of our national life is to create

largest are

rged with the vices of their national-

being equipped

cousins in the homeland,

c

from the U.N.T.D. are required to
report during the above mentioned
periods.

On War

the war,

deported
racial

"Perhaps

artist

,

this year, as

Burgess, for

lege last Friday.

a

single.

Literary executor and lifetime friend

who an

if

men had

learned to quar-

final

without fighting, there would have
been no development of atomic energy

if

that although

we won

H. J. C. Ireton in
on the subject of Isotopes and
atomic energy, Friday night. He pointed
out, however, that scientists do their

Hilter

prejudice

will

in

have

introducing

to

satisfy

their

intellectual

and that the breaking up of
atom would have been discovered

curiosity

the

eventually.

He

the subject of isotopes, elements which

asked to make their appointments
immediately for a chest X-Ray, at
the Health Service, 43 St George
St Ex-service personnel who have
been discharged within the past year
will be excused from this examina-

have the same position in the Periodic
Table, but different atomic weights.
Their existence was first proved by
J. J. Thompson in 1911 and research on
other isotopes was carried out by Aston
1919.

Work on

the smashing of the

atom was done by Lawrence and Van
de Graf.
The next

a

These X-Rays, constituting

survey

among

to

detect

tuberculosis

the students, begin

Oct

29.

Appointments must be made in
person. Applicants for the examination will be given two forms, one
requiring the

name and address

After a
teams,

The only instrument strong enough

deep

number of plunges by both
was driven
its own end
when Parry

the Tricolor squad
into

of

amazing

the

feat of doing IS large oil—on-

paper sketches in a period of 8 days.
Feeling tliat she must have an ex-

work

hibition of her
this

in

of

her

mounting and
pieces.

Many

death

to

complete

framing of 37
of these

The kicking

of

Milliken drove

the

(Continued on page 3)

the spring of

year she worked to within

days

been pushed out of touch on the 25
but the officials refused to listen.

may be

of

three

CQJ.C

the

her

seen in

the present exhibition.

Her style though relaxed, had always a definte patern to it and was, as
she would have put it herself, 'as sharp
$ the snap of a newly mended garter,"
Mr. Dilworth concluded.

C. O. T. C.

may now

members

qualify as officers in the Reserve

Army.

ALL
members

male
of U.

students,

of T.

ex-service men, or others,

the student's family physician, and

whether

Contingent,

who wish

the date of

any previous chest ex-

the rate of one a minute, and the

to get further information regard-

on
be given Friday evening

amination.

The second form

will

examination must be completed in

and place of the ex-

at 8 p.m.

amination.

a week's time. It is therefore necessary that appointments be made at

ing opportunities in the C. O. T. C.
are requested to attend a meeting

lecture

of

the

Uranium will
by Professor Elizabeth Allin

Room

tion.

artistic recognition

city of Victoria.

although in her 70th year and
she achieved
thrombosis,

First and final year students arc

told the history of research into

or or no

home

92 yards for the
break what she called her 'self shell'
major after shaking off a desperate
was her art which allowed her to atStu Scott
Milliken again converted.
In 1941,
tain an objective viewpoint.
Toronto players claimed that Parry had
suffering

lecture

research

her

broke loose to gallop

won

victory.

X-Ray Examinations

Professor

vived little

the Japanese-Canadians are

then

rel

said

Officer

All students wishing to apply for

four.

30 of

Officer

Commander G. F. McCrimmon
Commanding Officer
Lieut.-Comdr. (SB)

Training Division for the academic
year 1945-46 may register for con-

the

deport

They concluded

O. A. F. Robinson

Bob Again

He

Blamed

Lieutenant G. D.

News

who

estras.

in the forcible

Atomic Research

U.NJ.D.

Divisional

Inside

chips

of

hisbrother

Willie in the centre for the score. The
last goal came when Spooner booted
a high one into the goal zone from the

two

the
the

Then Parry took over. At the VarMiss Carr, Mr. Dilworth is in Tor- sity 40, he picked up a flea-flicker
attended the Imperial Conference in as labs or lecture-rooms; the rest will deprived of their legal rights, taxed
onto in connection with an exhibition from Wood who has completed
London in 1926 and again at Ottawa be used for residences and recreation.
a short
thout representation, and generally
currently being pass from Fuller.
in 1932.
He evaded two
He was confident that the work re- made a scrapegoat upon whom oui of her work which is
shown at the Toronto Art Gallerii
would be-tacklers and scampered across
Widely recognized as an authority conversion would be finished before national rage may be vented.
Considered eccentric, almost mad, by for the touch which Milliken
on Economics and Political Science, classes open in January.
conThe opposition defended the Jananese- those who saw her passing along the
verted.
Dr. Cudmore held many public offices
Canadians against what it regarded as streets with her pet monkey 'Woo' in
and was the author of several books.
At half time, the scoreboard read
the jealous economic and racial
a baby buggy, and surrounded by an
Varsity 9, Queen's 7.
cusations which are levelled at them. escort of shaggy sheep dogs, she reStatistics.

Early

by Europe

set

patriation of millions of

ready anxious to return to their homeBonus, land.
World War Two, concluded

told

istant professor of Economics at the Varsity Friday.
"It is true that we
Riguero also University, died last Wednesday in shall have to destroy several buildings
figured
in
the Blues'
second goal, Quebec where he had been attending unsuitcd for classroom use, but that
crossing the ball to Willie Clarkson on the United Nations food and agriculan't be for a month yet", he said.
a short boot, who popped it in behind ture conference.
Reconstruction of the 100-odd buildgoalie Arscott Winding up the scoring
Agraduate of Toronto University, ings leased by the University is "conaction of the first half, the ball bounced
he was on the staff from 1903 to 1919, tinuing at the greatest possible speed",
into the Guelph net off an Aggie player,
when he became chief statistican with Col. Bonus said. Of the total, 25 or
which goal was credited to Mayne.
the Dominion Bureau of

m

pianist,

initial

Ajax Explosions

Guelph men soon weakened, and at no
time through the game did they even

held

when

He broke loose for two touchdown
by the students through the joint coruns, the first a forty yard romp while
of the Students Executive
the second was for 92 yards.
His
Council and the Women's Union.
plunging was a feature as he tore off
The opening concert is on the evening
yardage with the greatest ease. Parry
of Nov. 9th, when Rcgina Resnik, one
also proved that he could pass as well
of the leading young sopranos of the
as run by tossing three completed
Metropolitan

Trinity
Jananese

the

is in general an
to 86.
Founders of similar co-ops the Japanese as a race inherently difexpression of the voice of students cohave 'been able to benefit from this ferent, and not readily assimilated in
The Varsity soccer team ran their ops as a whole. The pooling and expractical experience in the growth of this country.
Possessing an ingrained
season's record to two wins and two change of ideas among students co-ops,
campus co-ops.
concept of racial superiority, they are
shut-outs in two starts, with their publicity and possible developments of a
not completely civilized, and have by
6-0 victory over the Guelph Aggies on Campus Co-op department in the Cotheir economic aggressiveness and low
Saturday afternoon.
Bob Bell-Irving operative Union of Canada are among
standards of living made themselves unof Meds at right fullback and Art specific purposes.
welcome to the majority of people.
Riguero of S.P.S. at centre forward
In 1938, the idea for an organization
Consequently, the government mainmade their first appearance of the year,
tained, Canada should follow the ex-

in

concerts

pear as the guest artist

A

Co-operative League. The campus co- was formed
at that
op of the University of Toronto organ'

Soccer Squad Leads

to be the scene of a series

in which prominent
musical world are to appear. These concerts are to be arranged

Jap-Canuck Exodus

Plan Idea Pool, Exchange

Wal

Queen's

tasted dirty!"

four

University

Elliott

counted

that

were down. Jack Parry and Jack Milliken proved to be the margin of vic-

operation

to the teeth, literally, to defend

her blue and white ribbons, Peg

— (CUP) — The

Montreal
of McGill is

Bob

Coach
"Jacks"

artists of the

Rivalry's roar
playing-field

home crowd

of 7,500 the Queen's fighting football team chalked up its first victory
of the season by stunning the Varsity Blues
with a determined second half offensive and then coasting to a 19-15 triumph in the game
played at Richardson Stadium on Saturday.
The encounter marked the opening of the initial post-war intercollegiate season and the football-hungry
fans of Kingston made
the most of the tussle, the first since the
autumn of 1939. Cheer

travelled

ticket

Team

Varsity

By Mickey Michasiw

two Torontonians
went to Kingston

by

failing,

their thumb-appeal to passing motor-

ists.

Second Half

PARRY & MILLIKEN SPARK KINGSTON CREW

or Toronto's favorite Blue and White.
in anticipation

Up

Trips

by
by

offset

together

layers of paint, either tricolored

Anxiety

In

cents-Bevin-Kentucky-

Pattern-75 cents" labels. These recently
ancient

19-15

esti-

Rooter's equip-

brand-new

included

bearing

an

—by

and thumb.

bus, train

ment

had

Varsity

QUEEN'S

autumn-tanged afternoon air Toronto's
resur
and Queen's bewildering

into the

rected

series

43 of the Physics Building.

indicate time

Students will receive

X-Rays

at

in

CONVOCATION HALL

on

Tuesday, 23 October, 45 at 5 pjn.
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Music

Editorial

Lost
we

Frankly,

A Fog

In

Tradition

A

are appalled.

The Best

In

freshie wailed past in the hall of

—

one of the arts colleges just the other day "But there's nothing to
do down here!" It transpired that the lass in question had recently
plunged into a course with a fairly light time-table, which in comparison with her high-school class schedule seemed easy-going.
Adrift in a mob of strange faces, she felt lost. When she went to the
library to study, all the books she wanted had been taken out. Life

was

In

with

accordance

tradition,

the

Hart

longstanding

a

House

Quartet gave the

first

Sunday Evening
A departure from

Concerts

String

in the series of

night
Of course Queen Anne's (popularly
tradition however was
program, including three known as Anne's) is well known on
this
campus for its poets, its balctone
of
The
contemporary Works.
the Elegy by tomanes and the fact that a great many
test interest was
last

the choice of

bitter.

We admire her zeal for work, but deplore her despairing attitude,
particularly in the midst of a campus where there are things to be
done almost every moment of the day. The gaps in her time-table
are there for a purpose. The average arts course is accompanied by
a lengthy list of required reading and essay topics which will, with

This interest was derived scenes for that Par excellence boarding
;chooI saga, Judy's Prefect Year, were
and its dedication to three ihot at Anne's last summer. Founded
Canadian airmen who were killed over in the days of Queen Anne, this college
its dining hall, the flag that
Holland near the home of the composer. sport:
rested on Anne's coffin. Other relics of
Musically it springs from the impresthe lamented monarch are one of the
sionistic school.
Queen's early samplers which bears on
We note with gratification the
Two It a motto from Arbuthnot, Life is but
elusion of a Canadian work,
a passing dream which has since been
French Canadian Sketches by Sir
incorporated into that charming rural
Ernest MacMillan.
These pieces are,
lyric Rozv. row, row your boat,
by this time, familiar to Toronto
Last Friday night, Anne's held its
audiences,
and we would welcome
annual Sob and by all accounts, this
further examples of Sir. Ernest's work.
year's Sob seems to have scored a reA definite improvement in the group's
resounding success.
Historical note
playing was apparent. They were more
The Sob was instituted as an outlet for
coordinated than they have been in the
the crocodile tears of the sophomores
past and they achieved better balance.
Foikertsma.

mostly from thebackground of th composition

the lectures, give a fully-rounded course.

Hi Neighbor

I

not expected that every hour not spent in the lecture-room
should be buried in the library. That would be gruesome. Some of
that extra time could be used in hob-nobbing with other students,
and making part of that mob of strange faces seem less alien.
milkshake in the local sweetery or a stroll across a sunny campus
would accomplish much. Fellow-students shouldn't be regarded as
strangers we all go to the same school. Admittedly, it is a pretty
big "school", but all are students together.
This crowded year, it is probably easier to feel confused and lost
than ever before, and equally likely that there are twice as many
people who feel that way. The girl or boy sitting next to you in
lectures could be feeling at sea too. Turn around and say hello some
day but not while the professor is giving his lecture
The best remedy for that feeling of being at a loose end is to
get oneself something to do. Don't wait around for someone to
come along and give you a job. With nine thousand students in the
University, no one is going to mark you out especially you're just
as much a part of that mob of faces to other people as they are to you.
It is

A

—

—

over the freshmen's fate whose initiaadmirable
tion consisted of copying out and con-

!

Mr. Levey's restraint was
and welcome.
And as usual, the de- struing twenty-four times,
Prof. Naulight that Mr. Hambourg takes in perRules for the transplanting of
ing Mozart was communicated to
Labban's famous Sight Unseens. This

—

the audience.

Sob consisted

!

M

Tick

it

Another important step
your own campus

—not

but the

what makes the

only

(who are

inside the buildbells ring in the

that big

on the southeast corner

sitting

is

Knowing

centre campus.
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campus belong

"little""

make

and you

to you,

the

a

less

stranger to it

One way

Booths

geo-

the

Hart House tower, and why
rock

of the

know

to

is

officials

human), what goes on
ings,

to

of acquiring such knowledge

wander about the grounds and
talking

buildings,

the

to

into

inhabitants.

ways are joining the

Better

staff

of

your college publication, or The Varsity
(plug) and be sent out to get material

on the happenings

over the campus,

all

Interviewing various

speak-

officials,

ing to them, will take them

down from

in

about most of Fitzgerald's contempor-

University

before reading their

name means

all

books,

exist,

and

you

buildings

will

find,

doesn't

but

lives

of

his

other

works.

with the conductor, and the orchestra,
whose lack fof (familiarity with the

little;

it

difficult to

is

score

in

HEAT ENGINES

3.

REPRESENTATIVE POETRY,

Jean
lican

up

by Allcut

Vol. 1
now

are

AVAILABLE
At

THE BOOK DEPARTMENT

non-exsistent

The University of Toronto Press

a qtiandai

that

Boh em y"s portrayal of the Angbishop showed the hand of Da1i

the sleeve of

erbly

Crane

touching.

As

the

Devil.

Don

gave brilliant mime. His suit
(Continued on page 4)

Jewish Student Fellowship

FitsgeralA
$2.75, edited

When he

(MacMillan
of
Canada, of the male principals. The atmosphen
by Dorothy Parker with an of amateur spontaniety had some com
by
the
novelist
John pensations, and the peasant costumes
were delightful.

in

his

early

SPEAKER

TAYLOR

PROF.

Principal of University College

TOPIC:
"THE JEW IN THE MODERN WORLD"
8 P.

M.

DANCING

MILTON WILSON

died a few years ago Fitz-

was only

its

OPENING MEETING

DATE: TUESDAY, OCT. 23rd,
PLACE: WOMEN'S UNION

little attention to his work.
Now two scene with Mary Ncpp, who played
collections can be obtained:
The Lnbov, was an impressive piece of meloThese two made up for the
Crack-up, edited by Edmund Wilson; drama.
and a compact Viking Portable F, Scott idequate but not very interesting

forties,

had been writing for about twenty
just
years, and a good deal of biographical
but
and data is generally known.
Fitzgerald
e

grounds

reviewer

new

rald

with

apeal

was painfully obvious. Among the
find his novels in Canadian libaries; and principals Anna Trocianecky as Motyra
had
a
fresh dramatic voice, and her
many Amercan critics pay surprisingly
his

the functions of the Uni-

The

practically

this

what to say. but T believe readei
The Varsity might be persuaded

in Russia.
Despite occasional lovely or
the couturier's art; black velvet milimaginative passages, inevitable
dewed with a touch of (thread no. 401
mature work of Tchaikovsky's both libCantonese Laee at his throat. As Mrs.
retto and music lack sustained interest,
Wesley, Aspasia Brunhild turned in a
a failing which was not improved by the
performance wherein we feel sure she
interminable intermissions on Friday
reached the height of her immense talThe recent interest in the writings night
ents. In a word, she rivalled the talents
T will pass lightly over the inevitable
of F. Scott Fitzgerald did not come a
f Siddons and TCcan put together.
moment too soon. To the present gen- •hortcomings, like the chorus, which
The scene where she threw the book
eration, which usualy knows a good deal never got together either with itself or of Nchemaiah into the fire was
sup-

on which you have placed introduction
them, and give you an idea of the part O'Hara.
they play

was

which put
to

The Lost
Generation

the pedestal

versity.

2.

I

aries even
is

By

LAIDLAW & YQUNG

of a three act pre-

Alma Sadema. His
aria sung to the tune of / dreamt that
Maseppa, presented by the Ukrainian
T dwell in marble halls showed erudite
Opera Company at Massey Hall, has
knowledge in the use of hi? Adam's
it tie
reputation and popularity even
Apple. His costume was a triumph of
menal

What Makes

acting

IMPORTANT

ENGINEERING LAW

1.

n's,

Surely you're interested in something There is an answer to fit
every taste on the campus. There are clubs which cover every topic
imaginable. Join one, and then start to take an active part in it. If
you are not a club-joiner, you can drift around and drop in on any
azeppa In Ulc ramian
of them which may interest you. Several, such as the Record Club,
Tchaikovsky's fame as
an operaexact no membership fee, and are comprised of a group of students
writer in Russia is not duplicated in
drawn together by bonds of mutual interest. Clubs such as these will
England or America, despite the phenoboth give you a chance to meet other students, and something to do.

it,

NOTICE

Also in the best Hart House tradit- sentation of the Life of John
Wcslev.
Boccherini's Minuet was played
On the whole, we think the subject
as an encore.
was extremely well chosen.
Over-

What To Do

graphy of

22, 1945

!St,

it

drunken brawls,
is

homsexuality

much more than a simple

chronicle of degeneracy.

Fitzgerald had

breathes.
You will find a dynamic
an idealist who sold his talents for
a deep feeling and sympathy for a world
from one corner of the money; he was sensitive and brilliant,
that had its illusions.
His writing
campus to the other. Of course,
a slowly developing tragedy.
Near the should mean
something to our generwill not be as aware of it fully until you end of his life he WTOte a number of
ation which, more than losing
illusion-,
become part of it With a little initi- beautiful letters to his daughti

force existing

ative

coupled

with

genuine

interest,

ths won't be difficult

Cheer up,
There's a
is

lot to

posing the tragic phases of his
in

down, and get busy.

settle

be done, and the year

slipping past.

M.

C.

B.

an effort

to help

own

life

her live happily.

has lost almost all hope of ever again
being able to allow itself ideal:

Tender Is The Night shows some of
of the greatest contemporary
the influences of writers of his time,
but
American writers were bis friends, and
Fitzgerald is a writer, not a imitator.
tilings don't work that way unless a man
His characters are blocked-in, developed

Many

has something.

in relation to their surroundings
and
Between 1920 and 1925 Fitzgerald past lives, not
casually imposed with a
published three novels. Then, almost a few broad
and insufficient

decade

strokes.

later,

Tender Is The Night was The exception is
Rosemary, the young
by an Hollywood actress, who is never
really

written, to be followed years later

University College.
Business Office.™

IF

wood, Last Tycoon.

THEY'RE THE FINEST

It

i

gested

....

YOU DONT AGREE

unfinished novel about his

life in Holly- linked with the
others; but this is her
has been sug- logical fate, for she is living
and growoutput was ing and the rest are wandering,
lost and
meagre, during these long periods, be- dying. There
are no false notes in the
Night Office.
_
„
JO. BT49 cause of tendency to draw on his own
dialogue, which is the talk of people
of
But there was something generaly superior intelligence;
Edltor-ln -Chief ...W. Hugh Kenner, BA. backgrounds,
is some"I have asked a lot of my times amusing, often wise
Women's Editor
.Peggy B«t«, 4TB
although
aging Editor Robert R. Roblnaon, 4TB emotions," he wrote in one of his notes, scarcely intellectual,
and frequently very
Assistant
Barbara K Hood, BA. 'one hundred
and twenty stories." The sad.
Fitzgerald's descriptive powers
Make-up Editor.
Phil Shackleton, BA
Assistant
Virginia Fox, 4TB drain on the emotions of the serious are loosed 011 the dingiest bars and the
News Editor
.George ro rater. 4TT writer, as opposed to those who regard most magnificent blues of
the MediterAssistant
Blanche Stanley. 4TB l writing career as simply another
busi- ranean.
Feature Editor
E. Ross McLean, 4TT
ness endeavor, must always be treAnother novel, The Great Gatsby,
Assistant.
Jteg. Herman, 41V
Sports Editor
Mickey Mlehaslw. 4TT mendous; and Fitzgerald, even more and a number of short stories are inWomen's Assistant
Polly Mub, 4T8 completely than most creative writers, cluded in this
volume. It is all worth
Men's Assistant ...
Jerry twins. 4T8
:d heavily for this.
reading. For, as

Established 1680

Room. Rm.

Editorial

that

Fitzgerald's

.

writing

pencils you've
ever used, just return the
rest.

The

Certificate in

every dozen

guarantees
you'll get a/l

money
back withyour

out question.
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CUP &

.

John O'Hara says in
one of the the introduction, "The stuff
very
the Viking much here, and it's mellow."

Exchange

Barbara Jones, BA.
Dorothy Hartey, 4T0

Editor
Assistant

Art Music, and Drama
Editor

Tender Is The Night

two novels reprinted in
rreedman. 4TB Portable. It is a novel about Europe,
Ralph Jones. 4T7 about a special Europe that of the
American expatriates. As is generally

..Philip

Staff Photographer

—

the case in such books,

perversions

Night Editor: Ross McLean
Assistant:

is

Henry Westcott

members
Everything

it is

and wasted
of
is

the

"lost

full of

talents

the

of the

generation."

here: chronic alcoholism,

BUY

WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS

YOU CAN'T LOSE... SO BUY TODAY
S cents each, less

in quantities
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HMCIIS

Hart

Ho use

Bulletin Board

ART CLASSES
Owing

to pressure of

numbers the art classes will be divided into two groups, A and B,
to be held at 7.30
p m on
Thursdays and the Mowing
Mondays respectively The
Thursday evening group is filled
for the present New
members wishing to join may do so
tonight.
All fees

must be paid by the

ARTS AND CRAFTS
An arts and crafts
room a,
wiU be

5 p

.

m

third period.

group will meet in the arts and
crafts

tonight

present.

when

^

J()hn

^truciS

meXTof

Facilities are

provided for
group to work
their own time and Mr.
Hall will
be on hand from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
on Mondays to 6
give ant
y
necessary help.

m

this

TALK IN ART GALLERY

H N

rrion
„
^J=<*ye
-

IJZ

gallery of Hart

^

Paintings

House at

" review °«

«»

by Lawren Harris
on Tuesday

1.30 p.m.

exhibition

rS

in the

THE VARSITY, MONDAY, OCTOBER

Two

1945

22,

Jacks At Queen's
Athletic Coaching and Instruction
EX-SERVICE MEN WELCOME
BOXING All week days (except Saturady) at 5.00 p.m.

Erase Early Varsity Lead
(Continued from page 1)

and

back

Blues

Fardell

A

yards to the 29.

plunged

Barry-Wood

13

pass

A

brought it to the 21.
second pass
was completed off a Varsity player.

McGill Meet

WRESTLING

By Mickey Michasiw

Next Friday

Through the courtesy of remote control, frequency modulation, television
telegraphy and the grapevine, we are privileged to report the
proceedings at the
meeting at zvhich the Tricolor vanquished the Blues.

With the ball on the 10, Parry faded
Hec Phillips has announced that the
back and threw a strike to Dave Wood
senior track team will leave for McGill Life in Kingston
who was over the line. Miliken con- this Thursday
afternoon to compete in
Life isn't that proverbial bed of roses; That, we discovered
on arriving in
verted to make the score 19-9.
the Intercollegiate track meet the fol- the home city of the Tricolor.
Equipped with sharpened pencils, copy paper,
The Blues fought desperately but lowing day.
letters of introduction, out-dated press cards and
a smile of confidence, we atit wasn't until
near the end of the
The team is made up of the following tained our objective some fifty-five minutes before
game time
Amid muttergame that their attack was given any at- men A Antoni, J. Chapman, Crashley, ings of "Cha gheit, cha gheil,"
we were fouled from crashing the gate amidst
tention.
Jack McReynolds, playing Bob Dales, A. J. Deane, H. Davies, the student parade
Twenty-five minutes to game time
After an intent
with a bandaged hand teamed up with Bill Fielding, Frank Fordyce, Giles, search, Mr. Hicks, Athletic
Director of Queen's, was discovered in a bitter
Mel Lawson and their combined pas- Jack Goering, L. B. Harlow, Art Jackes, mood. In future, all visiting reporters must be on parade for
inspection at least
sing brought the ball to the four yard Bill Kerr, W. P. McAdam, Chuck Mac- 12 hours before game .time
Finally a kind hearted
.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

from where

line

Bill

Lawrence went Donald, Jim 0"Brien, Orr Phil Shackto
end the leton and Joe Taylor.

converted

Scott

scoring.

J.

M. Chapman

of first year Vic

is

.

usher helped out .
Twenty minutes to game time (sigh)
Gaining admittance to the press box
was another battle, but after sitting down, matters went
from bad to worse .
discovered that Ricliardson Stadium contained the
only tavern found on an
athletic field in Canada—we hope ...
A be-moustached reporter physically
insisted that Will Henry had plunged
for the first Varsity touch.
Tar eon
.

over,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

valuable

.

—

—

—

—

—

end, but the

work

of Johnny

Farmer

and Ruddy Grass also caught the

Al

eye.

Scott, subbing at centre for the in-

jured

Gus Campbell showed up well

—
—

you have any

—

lC

them

io Cole's
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only a partial

is

list

of the

books

we

30

Bennct

2.25

Jenkins: Introduction to the Calculus

....

225

....

1.10

....

2.00

....

1.10

....

2.50

Old Wives Tale

:

Bernhardt

:

Chant & Burton Textbook of Physics
Daughterry ; Hydraulics
Constitutional Issues in Canada
Doming: Fundamental Chemistry
_
„.
Ferguson Sc Bruun: Survey of European Civilization
Finch & Trcwartha Elements of Geography
"™
Findlay: The Phase Rule
Good: Practical Geometry
Gray: Anatomy
Gray New Manual of Botany
Hayes: Political and Cultural History of Europe, Vol. I..'.
Hayes: Political and Cultural History of Europe, Vol.
2

1.50

Engineering

Modern Short Stories: Everyman
Muir Short History of the British Commonwealth,

I

and

Patrick: Introduction to Philosophy

...

1.50

Phillips: Calculus

...

1.50

Pirenne: Economic

...

2.00

Plato's Republic (Lindsay edition)

Representative Poetry, Vol.

:

&

1.S0

...

.

.85

1.60

Thur. Oct 25

Representative Poetry, Vol. 2

1.00

1.50

Richardson and Scarlett

...

.30

225
225

...

5.00

...

2.00

...

175
175

..

2.40

...

Trin
Dent

SPS
Jr.
SPS
Emman

Med
Med

Forestry

Wye

Seelcy: Resistance of Materials

Smith: Conic Sections
Stewart: Physics

4.00

1.25
..

125

Timm:

.

2.20

Timoshenko

& Young:

1.25

Trevelyan

History of England

225

Trevelyan: English Social History.
Valentine: Experimental Foundations of General Psychology
Whitmarsh & Jukes: Advanced French Course

275
2.00

:

:

..

Leacock: Elements of Political Science
Linton: Study of Man
.

.

1.50

270

:

.

:

:

!.00

of Life

:

Engineering Mechanics, 1 vol
2 vol. ed., each vol

Woodworth: Psychology
Young, Fort & Morgan Analytic Geometry
Zimmerman World Resources
:

Contingies

:

These prices maintained

until

our stock

is

Open Evenings

complete

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK MARKET
AND BOOK
EXCHANGE
WE

726

175

.50

125

:

General Chemistry

1.50

..

:

1.30

1.25

Storcr: General Zoology

175

..

YONGE
(1

St M.

BLOCK SOUTH OF

I
II

Knox

Burt-(

REFEREES WANTED

REFREES ARE URGENTLY NEEDED FOR

VOLLEYBALL AND SWIMMING
APPLY AT ATHLETIC OFFICE, HART HOUSE

The Sportswoman
By
Polly Mutz

Routine
Monday
Monday

is

the

day

this

column

starts all

over again.

is the day when just as you are beginning to feel peaceful you
have to get up, and get ready to learn about Sophocles and Aeschylus and

Euripides again.

day when
to face

becames mundane again, because

life

it

RA. 1148
BLOOFt)

is

the day

lectures again.

a day with no nonsense about it, because it is the first in the file of
the sorrowful days that mus be "Up and at it!"
You can sing an Saturday or Sunday without one eye on all your responsibility, forgetting that the saw "Nothing ventured,
nothing gained" will add
to your capability.

But you know that you wouldn't have every day be a Saturday or a Sunday even if you had it within your ability. Would you?

With the new week, comes an old memo to all basketball players. Those
with intercollegiate ambitions will remember the rule
in the little brown
bible concerning athletics.
It's to the effect that any student
playing on

team must have a medical before she will be allowed
games.

The

authorities agree that

to participate in

225
225
1.50

225
2.25
1. 35

1.15

1.60
1.S0

a

any

impossible to expect students to have
completed the medical routine before practice
begin but they figuratively
put both feet down when the real competitions
it

is

THE BLUE AND WHITE
by

125

220
225

Synge Playboy of the Western World
Taylor Environment, Race and Migration
Thompson: Calculus Made Easy
Tutlle & Satterly Theory of Measurements

..

..

U.C. II

Sr.

125

1

General College Chemistry

Romer: Man and the Vertebrates
Rowe: Markets and Men
Ruch: Psychology of Life

.80

A
A

4.00

5.00

begin.

275
225

:

Price

Himel
Williams

SWIM LEAGUE SCHEDULE

Social History of Medieval Europe

...

:

BUY

1.00

4.00

Wed. Oct 24

to

Med

Medicals
225

...

:

BOOKS.-:

2—
3.50

1.10

&

Lipman: Public Opinion
Lunt History of England
Mackenzie Interest and Bond Values
Mackenzie & Sheppard Introduction t othe Theory

Vols.

,

175

O'Neill

Hills,

& Famsworth Social Psychology
Laidlaw & Young Engineering Law.

1.50

Comparative Anatomy

2.00

:

Popps: Textbook of Botany.
Ford and Rivera: Brief Spanish Grammar
Inm's: Canadian Economic History
Jones & Pool: A Hundred Years of Economic Development
Katz & Shanck Social Psychology
Kenrick Introduction to Chemistry.
Knowlcs: Industrial and Commercial Revolutions

each

& Rand:

Neil

...

:

:

Electrical

...

:

Piere

125
2.50

...

:

La

to Philosophy

to

Trin I
Tues.'Oct 23)
I
Sr SPS
PHE I
Dent
Sr. U.C.
Sr. Vic

(Changed
5.00

It is

Io Logic.
Mellor: Modern Inorganic Chemistry

Emperor Jones
Osgoodc: Introduction to Calculus
Oxford Economic Atlas

Brown: Plant Kingdom

Overholt

Knox

LACROSSE
VOLLEYBALL

It is the

you have, including High School Texts.

:

& Taylor: Living Body
Bladen: Introduction to Political Economy

Boulding: Economic Analysis
Bray: Light

Hill,

10 p.m.

Mills: Statistical Methods

40

Psychology, Elementary

titles

Mculler: Introduction

Best

Dawson

and

COMPLETE
Maritan: Introduction
Maritan: Introduction

1.80

Allers: Psychology of Character, paper

&

9 a.m.

for used college text books that are stUl currant.

IS

buy. Bring in any other

Baker: Astronomy
Bcatty

SPORTS CALENDAR

SOCCER

when you have

Psychology of Character, cloth

:

teams.

All the above activities may be taken
to fulfil physical
training requirements.

.

Book Market any day between

hi9heSi pHceS

b»t4« MAINTAINED UNTIL OUR
thfSI PRICES
THESE
STOCK

-

Classes of instruction in Speed Swimming
are intended
to benefit the average swimmer
who is interested in
competitive swimming. These classes may
be attended
by swimmers wishing to condition themselves
for Interfaculty and Intercollegiate swimming

.

—

of ihe titles listed below, bring

Z MZh0V,n~the

W

Note:

.

CASH IN YOUR OLD BOOKS
AT THESE HIGH PRICES
If

T5

.

Lawson Outside 'King
Farmer Outside Pearce

—

n00n

WATCH
WAifcH POLO—Tuesdays and Fridays
at 5.00 p.m.
FUNDAMENTALS

season .
The intermediate tennis victory at Hamilton was not wholly un.
expected and today their elder brethren swing out in McGill
.
.
Hec Phillips,
track coach, complains that athletes who have cinched places
on the Varsity
team are cutting training Hec warns that if this continues, they will
be cut
from the squad.

i

—

.

.

the defeat of McGill at the hands of the Western Mustangs,
the football
picture clears to show the Mustangs as the team to beat
... The Varsity
soccerites continued on their winning ways and have yet to
be scored on this

i

G.

p.m. Friday, 4.00

With

Sm th — Middle— Stevens
Guppy— Middle—Minnes

p.m.—Friday, 4.00 p.m.
4.00 p.m.—Thursady, 5.00
p.m.—Saturday,

—Monday,

rdel 1

throughout
The M. Lawson Quarter Fuller
line showed much improved form from
A. Scott— Centre Randall
that displayed at the McMaster game. W. Henry
Inside Delahaye
Gord Lawson played a good game at Gress I n s de S rges
u
s
assistance

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays

5.00

.

,

—

Fri-

only)

at 5.00 p.m.

DIVING Thursday,
SPEED SWIMMING

.

!

—

men

.

.

—

FENCING—Mondays,

.

Parry stood head and shoulders above requested to report to the Athletic office
anyone else on the field. However, he immediately.
A
Those who didn't make the senior yell emanated from his vicinity when we meekly suggested that
was given able support by Milliken,
Mel Lawson
Then Parry broke loose for his first major
Dave (Weed) Wood and Roy Fardell team are warned to keep in training was the man
Various
citizens began wandering into the box,
capturing seats as a reporter would stand
in the hackfield.
Bob Stevens, Don and in touch with Hec Phillips as the
Parry broke loose again
Delahaye and Pete King starred on the intermediate team is to be chosen this up to see a play at the far end of the field
And again ... We swore that Parry's foot was out of touch on his 92
week.
line, whith tightened up after- the openyard
romp but the officials said it weren't so
Sadly we watched the victory
ing quarter. The only weakness of the
through most of the game.
snake dance -tying up Kingston traffic, but there was one bright light
That
victors was their lack of a pass defence
Lineups
ex-airman Al Argue who insists on throwing a party come
Saturday night at a
as Varsity completed 12 of 21 atVarsity
Queen's
certain downtown hotel
Everybody welcome, said Argue ... We reiterate
tempted.
Craham Flying Wing Wood
the feelings prevalent in the gloomy Varsity dressing
room after the game:
Mel Lawson and Stu Scott spear- S. Scott-—Half—
Parry
"Next Saturday is another game."
headed the Varsity attack but Bill Bark—
Half-^MilHken
Lawrence and Don Bark, rendered Lawr ence H a! f
More InJercollegiales
Fa

and

days at 12.00 noon (Ex-Service

.

We

All week days (except Saturady) at 5.00
p.m.

BARDELL TRAINING — Mondays, Wednesday

T. A.

H
Bo

REED

RECORD of Fifty Years of
rs Athletic
Endeavour at the
University of Toronto by T.
A. Reed, E.D., Mus. Bac,
Secretary to the Athletic
Association, 319 pages and 92
illustrations. Written to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the founding of the
Association in 1893, this recent publication by the University Press goes further
back to Sir William Mulock's student days and
tells the story of the development of
athletics
down to the present time. Incidentally it contains a good deal of University history
as well
tor the author, for nearly forty years on
the
University Staff, has an intimate knowledge
of
-

IA

academic

affairs

and Toronto Lore

Separate chapters are devoted to each
sport
or athletic activity. The history of football
is
dealt with and its development from the
crude
pastime of our forefathers down to the
presentday form of English Rugby, Association

Footour C na diar, Rugby game. Similarly
, £
thi 'nr"5
S
ke ? and other S am es is in^°?
Xl*2*
cluded^ %u
The illustrations include pictures of the
successive Gymnasiums, one
of Moss Hall!
which has only recently come to light, athletic
teams in every branch of sport and
portraits of
past presidents since 1892, and
many former
members of the Athletic Directorate.
At the end of each chapter are listed the
winners of the various Intercollegiate and
Interfaculty Champions, and the donors of
the mam?
cups and trophies which have been
presented
from time to time. A complete index
covers
some 1200 names of men who have brought
fame to the University.
Price $3.00 postpaid
_
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The Varsity Reoieu)

Jello

ropolitan Lunch,

An

Pape.

Forever Sland er

austerely

Bob and

the other night

all,

rent

classical

Danforth and

corner

overture

and developed

Hampton

Bob came back

Mice
and

At Moot

U.C. Players' Guild

Court

Casting for two one act plays will take

prefaced the appearance

After

place
a

lengthy

discussion

of

the
talis

(who doubled,

the program Dominion's right to encroach upon Proand shortstop), and a vincial fields of legislation,
a split deIf the 73 rd annual Vic Bob, traditionThe
from Down Under tlie Col- climatic duet between the Spirit of Vic cision was returned on Friday
by the
failed
climax,
to
"rack
the
al initiation
lege (This year's Best Cellar) mixed and the Brunhildc-like Class of 4T9:
judges of the University of Toronto
initiates with a sense of sin and other
and terror with
suspense, mystery,
Somehow, too, there got mixed
Moot Court
more tangible instruments of regenwheels, plumbers, and football
a

asunder in verses one to

Beare.

eight,

the usual delicious horror in

its

and

left

Flagstaff

wake.

id,

The Champus Cat
(Continued from page 2)

Three Blind

in true Raclrnianinoff

Style,

COMINGEVENTS

Split Decision

based

freshmen of such Metropolitan stars as Thurston

specified

22, 1945

Thai, featuring stars of the Met-

tiiis

afternoon.

For further

(another triumph of the couturier's art)

de-

of

see bulletin board In U.C. Rotun-

was

Fine Art Club

I

eration,"

Bob's fault

wasn't

it

Fri

day night he stepped from his

hand

to take a personal

coffin

in the initiation

proceedings he founded, as janitor of

Old Vic at Cobourg, 73 years ago.

the

say

Sceptics

Bob

wasn't

it

at

all,

in

these

proce dings

stray

Edna

Tacon,

ballet

Canada's

scarlet

the

exact

neede in

that wherein he stole all the gold

stars with

customed

outstanding

struck

insouciance

Undoubtedly the best scene

the drama-

as basso

Mm

roulette

flashing

note of devilish

which John Wesley was acto

reward his Sunday School

the first division non-objective painter, will address the pupils.
of the court was presided over by chief Fine Art Club
script- writers.
The musical score on the famous
(translated, "Three no trump, I pass).
in Newman Hall,, Oct.
Justice Ram Pershad, assisted by JusHere the first wave of disappointment
lot of other things got mixed up too,
24, at
p.m.
Topic— "Non-Objective Haydn theme (later used by Sgambetti)
tice Miss E. Charles.
Council for the
struck the audience- The program had including the scripts.
And meanwhile,
Blind Mice was a kaleidoscope
Three
Art'
appelant ("The Attorney General of
lodestly but distinctly promised Orson into this madhouse, the freshman class
of merit The scenery especially the
Canada") Miss B. Flint, held that the
Welles in the role of the plumber. And were formally made welcome.
British North America Act empowers tained that the courts have no power to device known as the Virtuous Swan was
without a word of explanation for the
The freshman enjoyed it, if hand- the Dominion to treat and
Lterpret into the B.N.A. Act any mean- splendid.
to legislate
iubstitution, someone called Doug Jay
lapping is a criterion. So did the cal- in matters affecting the
common eco- ing other than that specified, but that
walked across the stage in his place.
loused sophs, and even a stray School- nomic good of Canada, even
In the interludes, Betty Sterpin won
where these such interpretations can only be made
There was much to be said, Victorians
Best of all, ghostly Bob had the encraoch upon fields normally reserved by representative legislation.
first prize for imitation of a Silex perthought, for keeping Bob cultured So time of his life.
He will be button- for provincial legislation. E. Preston,
The session, held in the library of the colater. Miss Sadie Bracegirdle was
they regaled his weary ghost with Le holing vagrants in the Beyond for council
for
the
respondent
("The Law Building, was formally opened at second.
Mariage si Vigoro or Try and Rigo- several aeons.
Attorney General of Ontario") main- two o'clock by Bailiff W. E. Brims.
fiends,

courtesy

of a pair of delirious

troupe

who performed Pas de

The

Trots

first session of

A

'

Sceptics say he was impersonated, red

cobwebs, and

flannels,

Harron.

all,

swallow any-

will

Sceptics

by one Don

thing.

Bob found Eaton Auditorium jammed with screaming students soph'
omores
frosh

singing

too

hear

to

the

loudly

nasty

about the
things

the

There
was something or other going on, on the
frosh were singing about them.

1

MTERBSVI1VG VACTi ABOUT OIL

stage too.

By

the time the babel had died

an

down

"Dirty Soph I," two
and a caricatured professorial
staff
were
bandying
jokes
about
"Carter Little Lover Pills" in a threescene seizure called A Case of Dire
Reliabilition" .
("Lack of Furniture",
the program explained suavely," by
Toronto General Trust and Mortage
to

occasional

sailors

Corps,")

The Bob

Quartette,

top hats,

canes,

Alexandra
w

ft(hq

$T,

wist op

University-

ALL THIS WEEK
Mats. Wed.-Sat.(2:15)

EvgB, (8:16)

JOSE FERRER

presents

LILLIAN SMITH'S
dramatization of her
powerful novel

"STRANGE
FRUIT"
Prices (tax Included):
EvgB. $1.20, $1.80 $2.40, $3, $3.30
,

Mats Wed-Sat 60c, $1.20, $1.80. $2.40

§

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
Prescriptions for glasses
filled with quality spectacle-

wore

at reasonable prices.

Quick, accurate repair i*m'ca

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Aportmonh)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Sfwtfef Diitouu to Sivdinh cad

CLASSIFIED

At.mW.

ei

ADS

LOST
At

Mac's, Saturday morning, black

purse

sum

containing

Please leave

at

of

SA..C.

money.

Office,

or

Mac's.

Reward.

Brown

leather wallet in vicinity of

LOST
Victoria College,

8897.

pen, between Univer-

sity Library and the Press. Thursday afternoon. Please leave at S.A.C.

FOUND
it

and

the province of Alberta-and
large areas of
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec and the
Maritimes-covered by great shallow
seas! That is
bap P e ne 300.000,000 years
ago, when oyer
hall of r
Canada s ?land area was submerged
beneath
ancent epicontinental" seas.
The geologist's map
above shows you how our
continent looked

E

slide-rule,

with

initials

Apply A. Sturton, Dept

7,

on
II

plains and mountains— and
the shape it has today.
If you

ages, vast quantities of

silt and the
remains of marine plant and
animal life settled on
the old sea floors. As
time rolled on and on, a
m,racle happened. The silt
turned to rocky layers
of shale, limestone and sandstone
... the fatty parts
of the dead sea plants and
animals turned into
the substance we now call
crude

to

at the

beds of ancient seas. So, too, did the
still-producing oil
lands around Petrolia in Ontario. Today,
wherever oil
found in Canada, Imperial Oil drillers lead
the way
in bringing it above ground where
it can serve the
nation's needs.
And year after year, Imperial Oil
scientists devote their full-time
efforts to exploring the sites of the ancient seas
for new oil to
is

Then

another miracle took place. The
earth
beneath the seas began to heave
and rise.

look again

mould our continent

map, you will see how this
ancient invasion of the seas left us underground
stores
of oil. The famous Turner Valley, the
Mackenzie River
basin, the oil sands of Alberta-all
once formed the

at that

pre-historic time.

oil!

S.P.S.

Pushing back the waters, it threw up the old
seabeds
with their layers of rock and oil, to
form hills and

,

Through long

Office.

K

IMAGINE

S™ 7

LOST
Brown Parker

V€» CMUKMHA

Wednesday Finder

please leave at V.C.U. office or phone

JU

lion the Ancient Seas
BROUGHT OIL

still

IMPERIAL

meet new needs-and add new treasure
to
Canada's national wealth.

LOST
Pair glasses in cream-coloured case.

Wednesday
at

S.A.C

afternoon.

Office.

Please leave

lilPERlll Oil, UMITOD
This message

is

ih

advertisement will

/ell

how geologists

search

*

ibetisfor the oil u e use today.

JAMIE

Three Staff Appointments

Made

Work

Social

In

The Undergraduate Newspaper

President Sidney Smith has anounced three appointments to the
Work of the University of Toronto. Miss Eda

VOL.

School of Social

Houwink and Miss

Elizabeth

Professors of Social

Work and

Govan have been appointed

to the University of

"BEAT QUEEN'S"

She

Toronto.

work

theauthor of articles to social

is

magazines including "The Family", "The
Survey", "The Social Service Review"

and "Public Welfare."

Miss Govan was born in Scotland and

Tea Held To-day
For "Undergrad"
The

onto and spent two years

Work was

in Social

and

tained in 1935,

in the

took her M.A. degree in

University

magazine

meeting of

College

the

Undergraduate

will be held at

4:30

noon

work

scientifically

Record

"The most decorated unit in American
was composed entirely
of Japanese- Americans," Chairman Don
military history

Franco told the university branch of the
Co-Operative Committee on Japaneseweek. Canadians
yesterday.
"In
fighting

according

weighted poll

this after-

Women's Union.

in the

i

same year she

cartoonists,
first social

a

and

according to th relative enrolments of to prevent people
of
the various faculties and colleges, were listing."

writers.

was with

position

"This year," said Bob Weaver, "the

asked

the

following

questions

this

type

from

en-

committee's plans for informing
the Provincial Relief Department, folentire
format
is
being
the students of the facts concerning
changed. corps of interviewers:
lowed by Chiklrens Aid Work and work
1. Are you in favor of deporting the the Japanese-Canadians are progressing
Special emphasis will be placed in the
in the Infant's Homes in Toronto.
In
favourably the chairman said.
literary quality of the work.
Short West-coast Japanese-anadians?
Litera1939 Miss Govan was appointed teacher stories,
ture is now available for distribution
poems, essays, and general
2. Do you feel that you are fully conat
of case work by the Board of Social articles will be accepted-"
versant with the facts of the situation? the S.C.M. offices.
Petiton forms are also available both
Approximate percentage replies on the
At the meeting, year representatives
Study, Sydney, Australia. In 1942, when
for student organizations and indiDeadline for contri- first question were:
the University of Sydney established will be chosen.
viduals.
bution hes been set at Dec. 7.
In favor of deportation
Prizes
28.7%
its Department of Social Work, she was
will be offered for the best efforts.
Opposed
64.1%
appointed Acting Director.
this size it should be possible to
All interested in working for the
Undecided
find
;
Miss Wallace is a grauate of the Uni- Undergraduates are invited.
adequate areas where they can settle
Replies to the second question
Refresh-

were

versity

work

Toronto, having taken

of

the

ments

After

College.

versity

Diploma from

receiving

the Schol of Social

the

Work

Co-Ed Gives

Her

took the M.A. degree.

practical

the Protest-

in

—

—

kiss lying down Monday in an exCanperiment testing his slow brain waves
adian Association of Social Workers, ;
on a machine called an electroenceposition which she resigned in order t<
do graduate work in Columbia Univer phalograph in th psychology laboratory.

lace

appointed

Secretory of

the

was purely in the interest
science," said
Margery Stubbs,
"It

sity.

blushing,

doner,

New

Science Club

Gets Under

Way

Wheel er,
structor,

Students' Section of the Canadian

while

Warden,

and Lloyd

R.

H.

assistant

in-

Prof.

Hendrix,

The experiment showed

college

that the brain

affected only slightly during a kiss,

most of the reactions being muscular.

Workers held When the kiss was implanted on the
its first meeting at the Women's Union victim, ithe needle of the machine went
last Friday night This is a new science haywire in a zigzag course, due to the
club which will welcome all students flutter of eyelids, etc., etc
Association of Scientific

who are

interested

scientific

methods

were

electrodes

attached

welfare of Hartley's forehead, ear lobes, and the
back of his head with electrode paste

the

society.

Dave Waddell,

Six

in the progress of

for

president of the Sec- and liquid adhesive, giving him the aporganization will pearance of a man from Mars. While

ism on this campus and remind students that they are primarily

Urwick Bursaries

Open To

Coach Hec Phillips seems to
have organizer an excellent team
for the meet with McGill, on Friday and Toronto's chances will be
better

This concentration made the needle's

Summer."

:th

more even, with smaller

fluchi'

In response
the

vices

who

officers

are graduates of the Univer-

Toronto

sity of

portunity
Christie

from the armed ser

Tim Turner (II Pass) said: "They
should go back. If we were in Japan
they would either deport us or put us
labor gangs.'"

U. C. Parliament

year's

special

the latest treatment

training

St and Sunnybrook

will

receive

uated

similar

training

where they are

near university

campi.

Universities of Manitoba and

large-scale

expansion and reorganization of treatMac- ment on itlie most advanced lines has
been effected so that Canada's heavy

All over the country returned medical post-war
military hospitals,

outstading in

"The

hospitals,

announced
minister
veterans'
Kenzie at Ottawa last week.

men

men

continue to be

will

be given the op- the medical profession and masters of

will

for

At

in
sit-

service
filed

program

of

medical

aid

men and women may be

in

its

entirety",

to
ful-

Mr. MacKenzie

the said.

Alberta,

U. C. French Club

Debates Balkans
meeting of the U.C. Parliato be held this Friday, Oct 26,

ment is
at 4 p.m.

newly renovated Junior
motion before the

in the

will

"That

be

this

House con-

armed forces. DVA hospitals will become teacliing schools for the medical
profession, and at the same time will
help
care.

relieve

the

shortage

of

medical

i*\

vets

has been

hospitals

of administration

throughout

Russia's policy in the Balkans.

OP

Clothing

Yielded

Drive

Ton

The

vet's

club is presenting a French play

Dec.

sated

I

The

physician chosen will be compenfor

l

streamlined

certain special forms of treatment

'his

services

by the Depart-

when

support for the Blues

they take

the field saturady.

Arragements have been made with
Mr. T. A. Reed, secretary of the Athletic

Association, to rserve Section

"Q"

the stadium for Varsity rooters.

of

Those

on Friday from the Athletic Office
Hart House.

The

last

doubles

tournament
Thursday.

University

Toronto

of

in

Band,

directed

by Mr. Wiliam Dudley, will
be on hand for both the rally and the

game.

This will be the

first

appearance

of the band since 1940.

Financed by the
S.A.C., the band will be attired in the
blue and white uniforms which saw

At

ondy one season's service

Sa int Francis

were put

in

storage

before

during

they

the

war

years.

Antigonish,

N.S.(CUP)

— Nova

Sa>

On

Saturday afternoon the band

lectures.

On

of

Wednesday night

4

1945.

Thursday science will be
and social problems

will

All other male students, in-

cluding ex-service men,

will be the topics of

tures

Friday evening

Femmes
12,

Clothing Collection,

it

was anounced by
Most of the

Savantes," by Molierc, the committee last night

which

who may be

interested in obtaining officer quali-

lec-

fication

which arc prepared by the ExtenDepartment of the University.

in the

of

the

several

campus
calls

members of

Army

are

Debate Since War
Considers Peace Plans

First

Bennett,

G.

Howard

Ferguson,

and

George Drew.

The

rules of procedure are based

those in force in the

on
House of Commons

Ottawa and the debating unions of
Oxford and Cambridge. The Speaker
presides and there are .two main debaters
on either side of the resolution. The
at

resolution

selected

is

generally one of

national or international importance,
it is

and

within the power of anyone in the

House

to rise and speak for five minutes.

To ensure being able to speak, members
are urged to leave their names in the
from these debates. Warden's office previous to the debate,
In former times the Prime Minister stating upon which side of the resolution
sually visited the debates once while in they propose to speak. Arrangements
made whereby the members
ffice, honoring the House by debating can then be
recently paid tribute to the valuable

training he derived

introduced to the speaker when
s in the House of Commons and often will be
he rises to speak.
i a king a pronouncment of national imThe first debate scheduled for this
Among
from organi- portance during the debate.
who have participated in the session will take place on Wednesday,
had bundles to condebates are Mackenzie King, R. B.
(Continued on page 4)

but since then
been received by

drive,

have

the committee

zations which
tribuet

Reserve

invited to attend.

first

ments in good condition.
Last Friday saw the official closing

will be limited to

of

His Excellency Gov. -Gen. Malcolm
meeting of the University
Wallace will summon the Parliament
With the formation of an "ad Hoc"
College French Club for 1945-46 will be
into session. Speakers for the affirma- Debates Committee in Hart House this
held on Thursday, Oct. 25, at 8 p.m. in
tive will be Telford Georges and Joy fall, the Hart House debates—a popular
elcome.
The guest speaker for the
Sanderson, and for the negative, Sheila feature of pre-war years—is about to be
the Women's Union. All students are
MacQueen and Ted Sawyer.
G. MacKay, IV
revived, stated A.
evening will be Professor R. D. C. Finch,
Trinity.
honorary president of the club.
ProDuring the inter-war period, Hart
fessor Finch's topic will be "Rouget de
House debates acquired an extensive
Lisle."
;putation as the training ground for
The meetings of the French Club
Dominion and Provincial Prime MinisIn
throughout the year provide students
The Hon.
ters and Cabinet Ministers.
with an opportunity for speaking French
public speaking
a social basis, and for meeting memOver a ton of clothing was collected Paul Martin made his
Debate of 192S
bers of the staff informally.
from students during the recent Campus debute in Hart House

The

-"Les

The whole system

House
demns

clothing comprised durable winter gar-

Toronto the plan

mixed

HalL

into Convocation

be rehearsed and a general
to provide adequate vocal

first

will be of interest to

in

demand

Airwave Lectures

sion

The

students of French. All those interCanada
ited in any phase of play production
and modernized
postgraduates only.
ill
be welcomed.
to handle the heavy postwar flow of
The qualifications for this course are: patients.
Further meetings of the French Club
Announcing a further inscholastic standing, the candidate must novation,
ill
feature
music, speeches, movies, and
Mr. MacKenzie said that
be a graduate of a medical school, with
veterans who lived in communities with- other interesting programs. There will
at least one year's junior interneship,
out vets hospitals will be able to be dancing and refreshments.
and must have been a member of the
choose their own physicians, except for

undergraduates will be included while

popular

experiment

will be repeated this

move

will

made

Political

Common Room. The

Senior appointments in these hospitals

to

Cheers

planning on attending the rally, should
get tickets for Section "Q" before noon

certain sections of the campus,

successful

are the subjects

Plans Production

Medical

such

Tennis Doubles
from

course in Sociology.

at ions.

Post-Grad Hospital Course
Offered To Meds Veterans

evert

champions as Art Jakes
in the High jump, Goering in the
javelin and O'Brien in the sprints
(page 4).

rally will

effort

to attend university parade from the C.O.T.C Drill Hall
"Deport them," said Al Panter (Bus. tians who are unable
Cert Course). "They're cluttering up now 'have lectures come to them via to the back campus and then to the
radio. University of the Air, a series of stadium.
Demonstrations of precision
the west coast The resources utilized
Mrs. E. J. Urwick has established
radio broadcasts, was in- marching will be given at half time.
by the Japs could better be given to educational
two bursaries in memory of her husaugurated by St .Francis Xavier Unireturning veterans."
band, the late Professor E. J. Urwick,
MILITARY TRAINING
Pat Campbell (I Fine Art) thought versity here early this month. Sponsored
each of the value of $350.00, one is to
by various departments of the Unithat the Japanese-Canadians should b<
be awarded to a student registered in
versity, the broadcasts will be given
encouraged, not forced .to settle h
All students who were members
the First Year of the honour course
each week over local station CJFX.
regions of Canada other than B.C.
of the COTC during the session
Social and Philosophical Studies who
The English department has prepared
"Those previously engaged in occupais
enrolled in Economics and Politi1944-194S are requested to attend
series of Monday-night broadcasts
tions dangerous to the welfare of Canada
cal Science as two of his honour suba meeting regarding Military Trainshould be watched and checked till they covering aspects o poetry. Medical disjects, and -the other to a student ening
in Convocation Hall at 5.Q0 pm.
cussions will be given on Tuesday evenare above suspicion," she said.
rolled in the Second Year of the honour
Home management and clothing
ings.
on Tuesday the 23rd. of October

Applications for these bumries must
be presented at the University Regno way interfere with other scientific he relaxed in a reclining positioi
istrar's Office not later than November
clubs on the campus. An informal dis- needle recorded on a tape the normal
1st, 1945.
Forms of application may be
Then
covering aspects of poetry. Medical dis- fluctuations in brain potential.
obtained at the Registrar's Office.
portation and Argentine's treatment of Prof. Wheeler instructed him to add
students was voiced. Three educational some figures.

were shown, "Monkeys into Man,"

— starring

than

interfaculty

in

"Valley of the Tennessee," and "Eskimo

Tentative arrangements have the rally
for 4 o'clock Friday afternoon
on the campus. In case of rain the

.slated

Track Plans

Students

tion, stressed that this

films

members of the University rather than
members of a faculty or college."

News

Inside

:

the

junior, stood by.

is

The

Cree

of

Charges that Varsity is completely lacking in school spirit were
refuted to-day as machinery was set in motion to revive intercolenthusiasm which has lain dormant for six years.
Al KJassen, recently appointed head cheerleader by the Student's
Administrative Council, to-day requested that all facutlies send a
delegate to the Women's Union at 4 o'clock this afternoon to complete plans for a mass pep rally Friday.
''Those of us who were at Queen's last week were amazed by
the spirit shown there," he said, "We must overcome the sectionallegiate

qualified

1

"To Aid Science"

Children's

M. Fagenbaum (JI Law) maintained
"They should not be deported ff the

"Don't deport

Homes, Children's Aid
Oklahoma City (Exchange)
Ray
Society, the Creche, and the Infants'
Homes of Toronto. In 1942 Miss Wal- Hartley, laboratory assistant, took a
ant

...:.;..6S

30.1%
principles of democracy are to be carried
answers such
through. Otherwise, we shall be followthem, but don't bring
ing the same method as Germany.'
them to Ontario" wre put down as
"Why not send the Irishmen home?'
decided."
countered E. H. Goodings (I S.P.S.)
Typical of the arguments .brought
"If you do it to one group, do it to
all."
against the opposed deportation was that
Those favoring dportation contended
of Pete Morgan (II Pass)
"It is
that the Japanese-Canadians can
democratic. We fought against racial
be assimilated, and that they tend to
tolerance.
I think that in a country
lower the standard of living.
Heavily

Kiss

she spent two years in Oxford where she

experience was obtained

harmoniously."

more emphatic:
Knoiv the facts.
Uninformed

will be served.

for her B.A. degree through Uni-

BANDS BOOST BLUES

The

by

Rally

Planned For This Friday

ob-

Administration in Toronto.

Her

terned in British Columbia
to

Monster Pre-Game

ducted by The
Varsity last
Seventy percent of the students inter- throughout France and Italy
the 442nd
According to co-editors Bob Weaver viewed felt that they knew enough about Regimental Combat team won 1002 dethe question to offer a judgment
corations and 4000 Purple Hearts.
and Peggy Bates, there are openings in
In
Public Welfare
Mor than ISO students, distributed Canada, the government did its utmost
the staff for artists, photographers,

phy, Politics and Economics with honors,

The Diploma

organizational

Oxford,

in

graduating from the School of Philoso-

War

Cites

Almost two-thirds of Varsity undergraduates are opposed to the deportation of the Japanese Candaians now in-

CAMPUS SLOGAN

IS

"Keep Japanese-Canadians"
Is Result Of Campus Poll
Two-Thirds Majority

a graduate of the University of Tor-

is

1945

Miss Elizabeth Walla.ce has been ap-

Miss Eda Houwink is a graduate of Washington University, St.
Louis and holds the degree of Master of Science from that University.
Miss Houwink has held positions as case worker, student supervisor,
and teacher of social work. She has resigned from a position as
teacher of case work with the American Red Cross of
St. Louis to
come
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esponda

Editorial

Wron 3

What's

This Spirit Business

With Varsity?

It is untrue to say that there are two sides to every story. There
are five hundred.

One cannot even

offer simple agreement.

;

campus.

Varsily Dead?
The commonest charge

dead. Less common, but
more penetrating, is the comparison of Varsity to the seven-headed
giant, whose heads spent so much breath shouting and roaring and
bawling at one another that they never thought to shout and roar

and bawl

is

that Varsity

is

common

cause.
to an interfaculty rugby

in a

game," moaned one moaner,
"You go
"and what do you hear? Artsmen and Schoolmen splitting one
You go to an intercollegiate game, and what do
you hear? Nothing. Practically nothing. No 'Beat Queen's!' No
Maybe a School yell being drowned out by a Meds
'Yea, Varsity
Nobody thinks of drowning out a Queen's yell."
yell.
The crudest answer is that our moaner hasn't been to the Queen's-

Saturday brought the big game, after
winch Queen's had another large snake
dance through the town, and aga:

another's eardrums.

Then,

The purpose

They Can Help

If

planned to

It

Queen's Alumni Association
ing

We

A Tough

Its

Job

the

thing,

so

is

man Joe

to feel part of it

harder to organize

it

last

Editorial Encores

And

The

Teeter,

II Pol.

Sci.&Ec.

in

down

snakedancc

jubliant

Bloor St carline

is

Beware!

idea

it

is

the

recent

for

almost impossible for a

energy.

timetables

Social

a dozen colleges have forced tht

i

the iact

that the

Queen';

game comes the next day Is
factor among a dozen.
At

just one

it

might be the only factor

And

it

the

is

incidence

Queen's

to consider.

the

of

more than any other

Varsity

the

Conadaii

that prevents a Hart
rugby dance Saturday night
factor

Ail-

single

House

Up

very sound advice.

Feeling

commendable and applicable to
those in university too,

we hereby

pub-

"Stop before you
of

solid

thinking.

and do

start,

No,

there

a bit

...

business'

successful.

not

if

it's

m
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carefully," she chided as the

in the

environs of the precipitate,

more

crudely referred to as a ring," as she
swished the water about in the environs

The main

trouble

The water retreated with a joyful
Maid Marion plunged her arm
down the drain to retrieve the bar of
noise as

Sunlight,

and as the water level fell
she massaged the sides of the tub with
her flannelette face cloth.

When
tinued

the tub is empty," she con-

behind a

ifrom

large

sheet of

Turkish towelling, "you sprinkle pumice

on the face cloth and continue

paddle

my

way out of the residence
the night leave book.

i

occasional counterpoint.
This effectis
with with Lillian supported by the complete tonal unity

now

playing at the Royal

Alexandria,

that

it is

George Jenkin's sets, which in themwould make the play worth seeing.
I have never had the pleasure of
of

selves

is

Howevter,

far

a dramatization

isn't

many

too

-machinery

If the stage
as setting could not knit together tht
dramatic action it did succeed in establittle

mood and

episodes, interconnected in

arc broken and young
lives parts of a story, but betraying
wrecked every year, for if you jump off
lishing and maintaining a
consistent
or no dramatic continuity.
the deep end into such a career without
mood.
This counter -balanced to
Th only way that such an episodic and small degree the
first making a few reservations.
disunity of the episodic

art,

to

loose dramatic
sustain

itself

in other vonamely, glamorized fame.

"Entertainment offers a

tremendous

structure could possibly form.

would be by great

The

intel-

tale

is

the sad business of

a negro

girl and a white man.
The girl is pre
is not there.
gnant and the man unhappy. He
gets
good three hours,
shot by the girl's brother.
The wrong

lectual fertility—which just

As
the

the play lasts a

absence

between the

of

leaves

monotony.

relationship

and

scenes,

Shawian

the

vitality,

dramatic

substitute

the
of

show

the

It is repetious

lack

intellectual

flavoring

It

seems the author's

For All U. C. and

P.

H. E. Students

Today- 8

P. ML

well

is

tied

Women's Union

THE BLUE AND WHITE
by

T. A.

u

REED

A RECORD of Fifty Years of

* Athletic Endeavour at the
University of Toronto by T.
Reed, E.D., Mus. Baa,
Secretary to the Athletic
Association, 319 pages and 92
-

1

"

illustrations. Written to commemorate the 50th anniver-

Mrer jo

sary of the founding of the
Association in 1893, this recent publication by the University Press goes further
.
.
_.
.„
back xto Sir William Mulock's student days and
tells the story of the development
of athletics
down to the present time. Incidentally it contains a good deal of University history
as well
for the author, for nearly forty years
on the
University Staff, has an intimate knowledge
of

m

academic

affairs

and Toronto Lore

Separate chapters are devoted to each sport
or athletic activity. The history of
football is
dealt with and its development from the
crude
pastime of our forefathers down to the presentday form of English Rugby, Association Foot-

and our Canadian Rugby game. Similarly
the origin of Hockey and other games is
included. The illustrations include pictures
of the
successive Gymnasiums, one of Moss
Hall
which has only recently come to light, athletic
teams in every branch of sport and portraits
of
past presidents since 1892, and many
former
members of the Athletic Directorate
At the end of each chapter are listed the
winners of the various Intercollegiate and
Interfaculty Champions, and the donors of
the manv
cups and trophies which have been presented
from time to time.
complete index covers
some 1200 names of men who have broueht
6
fame to the University.
Price S3.00 postpaid
ball,

A
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together as a sequence of

events.

of

and needless,

immense

man

gets burned for the murder.
That
of will give you a vague idea. Actually it

prolonged.

y

OPEN HOUSE

of the precipitate.

PHILDPINO

hearts

cations,

_jn. 6*11
Ml "622]

"Watch

i

Smith's effort,

young people not common

Night Office

when they

ring

rather than a drama.
In other words watching
in 'show
complicated set
handled so well at the Alec.
going to be Strange Fruit consists of a serie

tt-a.

University Colleg e
Business Office

traditional

wrong with a career

thing

drama, music, radio writing,
there is an added attraction

Room, Rm.

the

Palatable

thi

It s
To Us
"A young person entering industry or
So once again, the challenge
a profession such as Law or Medicine,
uniquely personal and individual.
The considers mainly
the type of work he
organizers aren't being apathetic. There
likes, the salary and the opportunities,
is no lack of pride and
spirit atVarliersonal qualifications required and his
sity.
There is j
one here but wants
ice to his country, a point which
to
beat Queen's, and entertain
uch too often selfishly ignored. In
i)ili;iliii!)S of 'show business,'
includ-

Editorial

orase

Strange Fruit

thosi

a caree

lishan excerpt

holdings of the All-Varsity next Fri

day night;

editorial,

vc chosen the theatre as

large organization to think or act with

undivided

STUDENT .CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT

this point, however,
the water
which had drained from .the tub flowed
ito the reception room
and I was forced

Dr

enough to give the High Nexus, Toronto, offered to

stanchest Chief Constable the D.T.'s.
Finally,

Now, Maid Marion, for those of you
who do not know her personally, is the
commisar of femininity at one
the
well-known arts colleges.
She is best known for her book of
famous sayings which has recently been
banned in Boston.
But to get back to the subject, Marion
was chattering along in her oustomary
advisory manner to her appreciative
sheltered charges when the subject of
bath tubs arose.
Marion has a very
diverse field of knowledge at her dis-

stone

of our entire student population winding

to

to scrub the ringed deposit."

once stirred up, they are

ten times as hard to control.

happened

I

Maid Marion.

one.

Stage-Struck?

students arc ten times as hard to

slir up.

ble

John A.

on a 'big scale
Three times as

when

few advisory
a
remarks
dropped by the heroine of today's story,

seem rather stepped from their ablutions.

it

stacles in the

incomparably

gustatory close,

overhear

strange that Varsity has arranged noth-

tilings

than a smaller one.

many

is

hostelry for

judge from the

of
the seminariasts 'had been neglecting to

in

week-end are all but insuperable. ourselves by saying our student body
It is
So it's up to us, as individuals. Let's
too large and too scattered to show
Canadian.
It is easier to be a Medsnot wait for someone at the top to move. any group spirit. Here is all the more
man than a stanch supporter of the U.
Let all of us Beat Queen's!
reason why we should outdo the smaller
of T.
So Freshman Joe (like his elder
colleges in hospitality and enthusiasm.
goes out and
brothers and sisters)
Let's get rid of this apathy.
Lefs
cheers for Meds, or Schol, or Vic
make this year, the year that has seen

Not for Varsity.
For another thing,

local

the other day, to

sounds of dining-room clatter, just as
the evening meal was drawing to a

posal,

entertain-

unified,

Canadian than a world-citizen.
easier to be a Torontoian than a

to be a

women

ing? Queen's are coming up here lor a
water rose about her ankles. "You
good time but it looks very much as if
move the plug," she said, removing the
they must make their own fun.
plug. "Then you remain seated in the
What's wrong with Varsity? Friday tub," she said
as she remained seated
night, Western paid us a visit en route
in the tub, "swishing the water about
ob- to McGill. A week ago Saturday
a

But the

afterwards.

Royal York. Doesn't

(he

is

undergraduates at a dance

its

way of a whole-hearted, small college like McMaster had a
organized student demonstration cheering section of nearly 200
for the
It is easier
such as our students saw in Kingston football game. Surely we cannot excuse

hard for fresh-

relatively

is

Queensmen

University

it

the

Maid Marion
dropped into a

I

end and we are hosts? The All-Varsity
"Now, girls," sh said, as she set ur.
is being held Friday in Hart House, but
her collapsible rubber bath tub at the
already the tickets arc sold. There is
icad of the table, "I'm going to show
not much chance for the visitors there.
ou how to clean out a tub when you
Saturday night, we understand, the take a bath." It seemed that some

are growing rather tired of saying that the University is
bigger than ever, which constitutes a challenge. Unfortunately, we
must say it again. This problem of spirit is but another head on that
die-hard Hydra. Even though we have 9,000 throats to cheer instead
of a third of that number, it is much harder to work up brazen enthusiasm at Varsity than at Queen's.

For one

to

is

when

reversed this coming week-

tables are

will respond.

But

in

—What has Var-

reciprocate

not be the fault of the S.A.C. Sporting Activities Comis in rehearsal, snappily turned out in blue and
white. Cheerleaders are rehearsing with the precision of Rockettes
and the zest of (we mean no disrespect) monkeys on a hot stove.
The people in charge of Friday's Monster Pep Rally are running
their legs off attending to details. The question is whether students

The band

big that

royally

of this preamble

lead up to the question

It will

mittee.

absence.

Dance

Football

the

Grant Hall.

yet,

sity

Not

at

its

we were

the evening,

in

entertained

because it hasn't been played. He may be surprised on Saturday. But he may not. He may be right. He may
have no University spirit left.

game

was conspicuous by

sity

!'

Varsity

Sir,

What's wrong with Varsity? Many
of us have just returned from the football week-end at Queen's. Without exception, we are loud in our praises of
hospitality, spirit, and good sportsmanship exhibited by our hosts. Living
accommodation and dates were found
for us, Friday night, a monster pyjamas
snake dance was held through the town
to the Stadium, where the effigy of the
Toronto Beaver was burned impressively and decisively.
And after several
dances took place on the campus while
150 men stayed behind to guard the
Stadium for the night But did Varsity
show up?— No!

Since our wide-eyed contingent of emissaries came back from a
memorable week-end at Queen's, bursting with tales of the snakedance, the rooting section, the burnt effigy, the round of parties, the
proferred hospitality, all the life of an intense, perhaps provincial college town into which, for a few hours, they were plunged ever since
they came back, nasty things have been said about the staid old home

Is

The Varsity.

Editor,

Dear

There is no simple aswer to the charge that Toronto students,
compared with those at other, smaller universities, are a sadly apathetic lot.

23, 194S

sin.

Of

the actors

two stand out in my
mind
The unfortunate negro lassi
played by Jane White, a
newcomer to
the

professional

who

stage,

has

one

opportunity and, in fact, a challenge to :crity concerning the Negro problerr of the most beautiful stage voices I
TOung Canada, to fulfill the needs of a l>eeamc almost a handicap to her when have ever heard. And Juano Hernandez, who played the part
pleasure-seking public of the future.
of a negroendevoured to mould a play on the
doctor -pacifist, willing to take
Show Business,' however, frequently subject.
almost
She must do justice to all
all the white man's dirt.
incites young people to gamble . . . yes,
points of view and to all aspects
of the
this
gamble with their whole lives for the
play will fare in the
ituation, (as she did I am
coveted prize of fame.
told in the Stales is going to be an interesting
"You can enter any of the fields lovel), even at the cost of losing drama- social as well as dramatic

How

problem.

associated

with

'show

business'

insure your future success

but

and happiness

Take 'show business' as a spareime hobby while you train for some

ic pace.
er,

irst

>rher vocation
lone,

then

you

set

ame by hard work

in

more of Jose Fer-

Smith, the dramatizer,

he

trick.

However

less

of Lillian

would have done
the

thorough inThis
your road to elligence with which the whole show is
your evenings. produced indicates that no one is more

like fairly well.

out on

Possibly

the producer, and

Moderate success
pose,

wil

cott's

All
judice,

md

all

is

likely which, I sup-

be

something
treatment

those

interested

in

after

Helen

racial

pre-

the tyranny of organized virtue,
that sort of thing, should
go.

JEFF WA1TE

i'ou will establish yourself

a grand lifeware that the producer, and the author,
imc hobby which even on the amateur
of the shortcomings of the
play. Even
tage may earn a few extra dollars,
by far the best serious play
md yon will have security and happiness
n case you're one of the nine out of tliat Toronto has seen this year.
ten

who would normally gamble

iss

the boat'."

all

and

ver-all impression

long

minor

chord,

is

of one very

receiving

very
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Varsity Intermediate Racketers

Win First Post- War Tennis Title
U.C.

Forced

FOOTBALL TEAM
U.

T.

of

to

under

finish

Athletic Coaching and Instruction
EX-SERVICE MEN WELCOME

BOXING— All week days (except Saturady) at 5.00 p.m.
WRESTLING—All week days (except Saturady) at 5.00

floodlights,

were declared Intermediate

Tennis Champions Saturday in the

p.m.

BARBELL TRAINING— Mondays,

By Mickey Michasiw

first

Important meeting and chalk talk at meet held since 1939, as they decisively
1

Room

o'clock in

Everyone must swept aside

19.

all

opposition

from

days at
V/here's That Spirit

Mc-

A R OVAL

A

Alexandra
ALL THIS WEEK
Evga, (8:16)

Mats. Wed.-Sat.{2:lG)

JOSE FERRER

The winning team consisted of
Manager Johnnie Pawling SPS, Clare
Baker Meds., Dave Bernhardt Trinity,
Ian Morrison Grad's Studies,and Bob
White St. Mikes.

presents

LILLIAN SMITH'S
dramatization of her
powerful novel

when,

was
in

against a stone wall.

presented but had

Baker, Pawling, Bernhardt and
rison

were undefeated

in

the

city or

more than

and,

and

gold,

and

likely, the

this will

Balance of

—SPS A
—SPS IV B
5.30 —SPS IV A
6.30—SPS
A
7.30—Wye B
26 —
—SPS A

Thurs. Oct. 25

University police.

Students could be conscripted for guard duty
were at Kingston.
Why the House Committee of Hart House did not have the insight to
hold the All-Varsity on the night of the game is a question. Why different
factions of the University of Toronto cannot learn to co-operate is a further

day's singles play.

Fri.

size of Varsity, spirit

Sat.

hard

to

weld together, but an attempt at a unification

27— 1.00—SPS

Come On,

SPEAKER

TAYLOR

By

DATE: TONIGHT AT 8 P. M.
PLACE: women's union
REFRESHMENTS
DANCING

Med, Dent

24—Jr. SPS, Sr. Med, Jr. Med
25—Sr. SPS, Dent, Sr. Med
26—St. M., U.C, Jr. SPS

RUGBY —Back West—4.00—Sr. SPS

U.C.

SOCCER— Front

Wye

II

Roberts
Cross
Burt-Gerrans
Brisbin

I

II

1.00

Jr.

Jr.

4.30-Jr. U.C.

Jr. Vic
5.30—Pre-Med
SPS
6.30—Sr. SPS
Sr. Med
7.30—Trin
SI M.

own

use of their

m

Brisbin

Seunarine
Seunarine

pigments.

advocate that

game at Queen's suggest good
and most glaring, example of a lack of unity
among Varsity students is the exhibition of the cheerleaders. This small
unit, representing Varsity in the eyes of another college, showed a tendency
to grandstand, rather than perfrom as a team. They would run out onto

So, gals of Varsity, since it is Che part of the men to fight on the field,
do your part as a student and fight for your team in the grandstand with
hearty cheers. Let the team know you are there, wear the college colors you
have chosn as your own, and, most important, BE THERE.

Spirit

Rugged individualism may
it

be

all

right in

its

place, but

we

be kept there. Eye-witness accounts of the

The

this.

first,

field, lead a yell, then scatter to cliatter with friends among the spectators..
Again, during other yells, the girls would focus their attention on the football
field instead of concentrating on the matter of persuading Varsity fans to

than a passive part of the background-

the

A

in
all

second symbol of school spirit evident in Kingston, but sadly missing
Toronto, is the popular habit of plastering sclioo! colors and insignias on
Socks, ties, sweaters and even hats were glaring
outward apparel.

and gold. The frosh sported Scottish lams of the same hue. At
Varsity, the occasional student may blossom forth with a blue and white
blazer, with a modest crest tacked on to the pockets, but this conservative
display of Toronto colors seems doomed to be swamped by the visitors' ardent
red, blue

GREAT!—

IS

BECAUSE OF THE HEAVY ENROLLMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY, THERE

IS

AN EXTREME SHORTAGE OF

Statistics

text books that

you aren't using

this year,

We will Pay You
THE HIGHEST PRICES EVER PAID

on

game

Saturday's

two teams are well matched
coming game will be one
worth seeing.

die

that

and

1

5

Varsity

Number

of

kicks

BLOOR TAXI

2

Kicks blocked by

Forwards completed
First

Sub-station at
and ST. GEORGE

Penalties

Yards

lost,

HARBORD

RA. S1S1

12
10

Switchboard connecting
ail branches

5

fumbles recovered

5

60

downs

Fumbles

Own

4

Far Quick Service

1

penalties

atcurafo repair 10/vico

The Students' Choice:

Blocked kicks recovered by 2
10 Forward passes attempted 21

1

at reasonable prices.

Qviclc,

16

45 Average distance of kicks 3°

6

with quality spectacle-

ware

Spaa'al Diicou 11 (o Slue/en
Ihe Foe,

that the

Queen's

filled

321 B100R ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Si. George Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUHDING

Kingston further substantiate the claims

6

COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS

Prescriptions for glasses

Statistics

In

well

NEED

§

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Game

Saturday's

cheer wildly for the Varsity team.

WAXIE?

you have any used

Life

—Knox Trin
—5.00—Vic
Med
Me
— — SPS
—1.00—
Med

LACROSSE
VOLLEYBALL

begun very poorly. Readers of
that a tennis match was scheduled to be held in
the near future. Dorothy Sanders received a letter

intercollegiate situation has

Lye, Anderson,

Fyfe

West-^1.00— Med

The last comparison concerns the ability of Queen's women to mix with
crowd as though they belonged, rather than shyly slinking off into the
nearest dark comer as if to escape observation. They were a part of the
crowd cheering the "hoys" on to victory, a part of a unified whole rather

Team

Is

If

Swan

I

the

examples of

—THE

B

M. C

Med

SPORTS CALENDAR

Mutz

this column will recall
Montreal some time in
from the McGill tennis club cancelling all arrangements. The reason?
Toronto is willing and able, but the other colleges concerned, namely,
Queen's and Western, are not able to find the time to indulge *in the tennis
meet If we were the last bit superstitious, we would advise Varsity sports
organizers to stick strictly to intramurals. As it is, we will throw some salt
over our left shoulder, carry a rabbit's foot in our pocket, and continue to root
for the home team in its prospective travels.

"THE JEW IN THE MODERN WORLD"

Who

Fri.

Polly

St.

Front East—4.00

The women's

TOPIC:

Thurs. Oct.

Wind

IU

Principal of University College

Oct. 23-^Jr. SPS, Jr.

Wed.

Wake Upl

Trin

B

RUGBY PRACTICES

Tues.

The Sportswoman

|

PROF.

Varsity,

Himel
Eilbeck
Eilbeck
Fine
Fine
Fine
Stone

Knox B

D
II

Dent C

Med IU
Dent B
Pre-Med B

III

4.00—Trin

made.
This will take place at a pep rally to be held Friday at 4 pjn. in the
vicinity of Convocation Hall. The band will be present, as will the cheer
leaders. If there is an intercollegiate spirit here it wilt be partly unearthed
Friday. The rest must be done at the game on Saturday.

OPENING MEETING

I

1.00

will be

Jewish Student Fellowship

1.00

II

We

is

—

4.30

are not individuals in School, in Meds or in Vic, but, rather,
are individuals in the University of Toronto. Perhaps, in an institution the

question.

first

are intended
interested in

VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
Week

walls of the Stadium

be no reflection on the

as easily as they

Mor-

Speed Swimming
swimmer who is

training requirements.

offer constructively.

will be coated with red, blue

meet as

they completely cleaned up in the

Classes of instruction in
to benefit the average

competitive swimming. These classes may be attended
by swimmers wishing to condition themselves for Interfaculty and Intercollegiate swimming teams.
All the above activities may be taken to fulfil physical

All officials approached were delighted with the ideas

little to

Come Saturday morning

score of 4-6, 6-3, 6-4.

Prices (tax included)
Evgs. $1.20, $1.80, $2.40, $3, $3.30

Note:

is commonly referred to as "Hogtowsi."
Up until late last night, nothing has been accomplished toward the entertainment of the visiting students ... no dance, no lodgings, no nothing.
Some half dozen students had vainly spent ,the afternoon beating their heads

came back to win 4-6, 7-5, 6-1. Less
than an hour later Ian Morrison went
out and repeated the same performance
When he turned back Eve of OAC by a

Mats Wed-Sat60c,$1.20, $1.80. $2.40

WATER POLO —
FUNDAMENTALS

that Toronto

trailing 5-0 in the second

5.00

p.m. Friday, 4.00 p.m.—Saturday,
12.00 noon.
Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m

__„_

appeared on the scene.
held during the evening was another miracle of organization.
Here, meanwhile, everyone slept. Purple "Western" was plastered on the
Bloor Street wall of Varsity Stadium. Local officials have done exactly
nothing towards returning the courtesy rendered by Queen's. Little wonder

a sudden reversal of form

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays

at 5.00 p.m.

—

The dance

McMaster

Wednesdays and Frinoon (Ex-Service

12.00

only)

DIVING Thursday, 5.00 p.m.—Friday, 4.00 p.m.
SPEED SWIMMING— Monday, 4.00 p.m.—Thursady,

we

students that

characters

he

FRUIT"

The

a blue "Varsity" on the wall, tint the goal posts or tear the posts from their
foundations. They were slightly disappointed when no uncouth Toronto

One of the best combacks of the two
day meet was that of ex-fighter pilot
Dave Bernhardt in his match against
Blake of McMaster.
'Bernhardt lost

set

the university and the employees.

in contact with were of the finest specimen.
Their organizational
was nothing short of sensational.
All Friday night they stood guard in and around Richardson Stadium,
fearing that some uncouth character from Toronto would attempt to paint

Doubles Champions as they
through 'the meet undefeated.

player and

officials of

ability

mediate

the first set 6-4 to the steady

"STRANGE

from
came

Clare
Baker was declared Intermediate Singles Champion, while Baker
and
Pawling wore declared Inter-

went

FENCING— Mondays,

In yesterday's column we mentioned the unco-operative spirit preferred
by certain individuals at Queen's. This gruff attitude, however, came only

Master, Western, and O.A.C.

turn out

men

—

For Efficiency

CALL USf

25

Bring them to COLE'S.
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Until 10 p.m.
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AND BOOK EXCHANGE
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726

YONGE
(1

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

HEAT ENGINES by Allcut
REPRESENTATIVE POETRY,
Vol. a
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now

AVAILABLE
At

THE BOOK DEPARTMENT
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Hec Happy As

Tracksters Train

To Take McGill

In

U. C.

What's on Today

Tie Tourney

Meet

Thursdays

Meds,

J.S.F.

By

meet

The wind was
stadium,

and

day,

There were

it

was a

was decidedly

chilly.

men,

discus,

sprinters, mile

javelin, shot put, hurdlers

complete track and

—

in short a

field team, display-

ing their wares before the experienced

Hec had
last 'he

was happy. At
Meet

for the Intercollegiate

He

on Friday.

Union

the

at

up

lined

McGill

in

expected to have them

when they

in first class condition
train

men

his nineteen

Senior Interfaculty
fair

To

*

so com'

too,

*

University College and Meds were declared co-holders of the Victoria Tennis

points

take a long range-view of things,

there's also the Intermediate

along

ing

soon

at

McMaster.

Hec

tomorrow,

but

like

to

Baker,

see

a

little

Todd, Irwin,

he

would

more
Freer,

of

Noble,

Grierson,

James and Cross before making a
decision.

still

final

each.

University

College

rac-

queteers held the trophy solely last year.

meet com-

promises to publish his choices for the

Phillips.

to admit he

had

their

»

squad

Hec

eye of coach

at

petition should definitely measure up to Cup yesterday after the final results
leaves pre-war standards at the Intercollegiate
of the intramural tennis tourney were
typical shindig on Friday.
tabulated.
They were tied with 25

autumn
It

in

were pretty

whistling through the

scattering

around and aboutfall

turned

Singles champion

Lou McFarland

led

the artsmen in their quest for the coveted

lege speaks to an

Jewish Students Fellowship at the Women's

Union,

Room

51

Come and

from
eat

1 :00

meet today
to

your lunch.

2 :00

in

p jn.

.Sandwiches

ire available.

honors along with Mort Grass and Jack
Fine, They garnered 20 points in the ship after
bowing to McFarland in the
singles event and added a further 5 singles
finals. Meds picked

up 17 points

in

the doubles.

Med

in the

attempt as he, together with

Bell-Irving,

won

the singles and 8 in the doubles.
Trinity placed next with 23 points,
then came St Mike's with 22, and S.P.S.
'-I

Joe Feyerer was the figurehead

R.

the doubles champion-

ith

19.

After the successful experiment held
year, the mixed doubles tennis
tuornament will be again be held this

last

0. A. F. Robinson
Divisional

will

Slated Oct. 25.

Officer

Commander G. F. McCrimmon
Commanding Officer
Lieut-Comdr. (SB)

8 p.m.

V.C.F.
The U.C. V.C.F.

Tennis Match

U.NJ.D.
Area Commanding

Taylor of University Colopen meeting of the

Principal

Jerry Ewins

23, 1945

Officer.

The date is Thursday afternoon
while the place is undecided as yet

year.

Lieutenant G. D. Hay
All students wishing to apply for
entry in the University
Naval
Training Division for the academic
year 1945-46 may register
for con-

A

limited entry will be allowed

sideration as entrants in the Ships
Office, CO.T.C. Building, 119
St

above mentioned periods.
Discharged Service Personnel are

George St, between 0900-1200,
and 1300-1630, 22nd October to 27th

eligible

for

enlistment

Jooks like the onus of

It

Medical and Dental students are
no
longer
exempt
from
the
U.N.T.D. and may register at the

from the U.N.T.D. are required to
report during the above mentioned
periods.

en-

Taylor

Joe

in

and

the

1

in

the

Amodeo Antoni

2

miles,

and

440,

in the javelin event,

Art

220

in

O'Brien

in the sprints,

Jimmy

jump,

high

the

Jackes

and Frank For

and Mouse Fielding

dyce

responsi-

with seven key men. There's

Jack Goering

the

in

half

a formidable array of
wonder Hec feels so good

That's

mile.
talent

—no

these days.

*

From

*

»

word

comes

Montreal

Wagner

Van

coach

that

out

trotted

his

team as soon as the MustangRedmen feud was over Saturday afternoon and proceeded to put them through
track

Some

their paces.

McGiM

of the

times

Peace Plans
(Continued from page 1)

Oct

room

the debates

31, in

House. The resolution
the opinion of this

be

will

House

the

of Hart
"That
power for
:

peace of the United Nations Organiza-

Galileo,

has been fatally compromised by

telescope,

tion

events subsequent to the

San Francisco

conference."

Defending the resolution are "S. Stykolt and E. Safarian, and opposing it
are C. Aude and W. Lyon. All members
of

Hart House are urged to attend

this

debate.

(1564-1642) invented an improved
carried on research in magnetism and

gravitation, discovered the principle of the pendu-

lum. Contrary to previous teaching, he maintained
that bodies of different weights fall with the

same

velocity.
When challenged to prove this theory,
he dropped a ten-pound shot and a one-pound

shot from the top of the Leaning Tower
of Pisa.
To the amazement of the University students

ADS

CLASSIFIED

overcoat,

Pre-war materia].

Worn

36-38.

Victoria.

S.A.C.

fawn

results.

In

rain-coat,

new,

in University College or

Finder please return

office,

had far-reaching

about a

LOST
week

last

day, as in Galileo's time, research

has opened the door to discoveries which have
size

dozen times. EL. 8689.

Light-weight

and faculty gathered to see the experiment, both
weights reached the ground at the same time.

IN out own

FOR SALE
Young man's

to

Hart House.

1921, sales of Canadian Nickel were
discouraging. Then the Nickel industry intensified its research endeavours.
Year after
year new ways were sought in which industry
could use Nickel to make better products.
Sales of Canadian Nickel

began to increase.
and trebled. Mines were
New plants were built. More men
were employed. Great benefits came to Canada.

They doubled

.

.

.

enlarged.

WANTED
Part-time

canvassers,

to

sell

sub-

scriptions for

In the years after the war, Nickel research

evening.

uses for Nickel.

Radio Guide Weekly.
Apply Robert Fielding, LA. 9471,

LOST
Gray

striped Shcaffer pen,

pus, Friday.

S.A.C.

on cam-

Finder please leave at

laboratories will

Single strand of pearls, somewhere
on campus, Saturday. Please leave at

new

designers and metallurgists

who

need better

will science

and industry, working

to-

gether, build a wider use of Canadian Nickel
so that still more benefits will come to Canada.

office.

LOST
Man's gold
in

their search for

The information collected by International
Nickel through years of metal research is
available at all times to Canadian engineers

Thus

LOST

S.A.C.

push on

materials for better products.

office.

Section

Saturday.

ring,

Q,

"R" on black onyx,
Varsity

/

Stadium,

Please return to

S.A.C.

office.

TYPING DONE
I'd be very glad to

this

year.

do your typing

"Evelyn,"

Box A, The

the

All students requesting discharge

aftemoonat 3 o'clock.

bility rests

in

U.N.T.D.

October.

Thursday

Station

and

those interestd are to see their college or faculty tennis representatives.

Canadian Nickel

NICKEL
ALLOYS

Varsity.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING STREET W EST,
TORONTO

Sound Truck, Snake Dance
To Herald Pep Rally Friday

The Undergraduate Newspaper

CHEERING SECTION REHEARSAL
Touched

off by a patrolling sound truck scattering a
broadcast
reminder up and down the campus, the monster pep
meeting
will explode into high-pitched gaiety and
enthusiasm at 3.45 in the afternoon when the Varsity band begins to
play on
the front campus.

LXV

VOL.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO- WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER

rally

24, 1945

No. 18

planned for Friday

Announcement of these further plans for the
came today from Al Klassen, head cheerleader.
Sound truck

fanfare

pre-Queen's-visit

and commentary will begin at noon first
on the front campus where the' band

VARSITY FOOTBALL DANCE SATURDAY
Jap-Canadians, Arsentine Students

will step off at the lead of a writhing,
rioting

arena with the sound car

snake dance to the

Supported By

the arena, cheers, yells and songs
will be dusted off and resurrected preparatory to the staging
of the first Intercollegiate

game

rugby

in Varsity Stadium in six years.
Supporters-identifying blue
and vvhue ribbons will be on sale at the
rally for use throughout

the

football season.

day

"Q"

being set aside as a special rooting
section for Saturencounter. Tickets should be
obtained before the rally from

s

is

the Athletic Office in Hart House.
Tickets will be stamped at the
rally to enable the rehearsed
rooters to enter Section "Q"

University

Women

McGill To

Offered Awards

Another voice was added to the camp-

to enable six Canadi
undertake graduate studies
some foreign country were recently
announcd by Dr. Cecilia Krieger,
venor of the Canadian Federation of

to

in

University
mittee.

Women's

Scholarship Com-

Detailed information

is

First

of

the

six

C.F.U.W. and open

to

a

is

Scholarship of $1,250,

any

five

years.

versity will

control and

by the

woman

hold-

ing a degree from a Canadian university
who evidences "character, intellectual

During

have complete administrative
will

award

to

decided.

the auspices

of Trustees

Available are three fellowships of $1,500,
one of $500, and one of $250. No restric-

M.A.

on

placed

subjects

to

ever,

it

has

directorship

protest by sending a telegram to the
Canadian government uging it to reits

Can- verse

Jananese

deplorable policy

its

in his

Downtown

MAY BECOME

re-

Text of the two resolutions follow:
"Whereas the recent decision of the

Football fans will let down their hair Saturday night and
celebrate the return of intercollegiate football to
Toronto.
Both the
Student's Administrative Council and

are sponsoring dances at
Queen's-Varsity game.

Queen's Alumni Association
the Boyal York Hotel following the

The football dance, an innovation in Varsity's social
calendar,
has been organized since last week's game to repay
Queen's for the

with the Argentine government for
its
attacks on the democratic rights
of the
Argentine people, and whereas

Future

hospitality extended to Varsity students at
Kingston.

Wilson

Tells

Administrative Council h ope to

make

it

The Student's
the dance a regular feature

of future footb&ll week-ends.

"Whitey"

Believed

will be invited

In Peri

has

"Japanese-Canadian deportation

citizens of

ham

(IV

S.P.S.),

is

been sent

A

to the dance.
to

Queen's

wire

informing

them of the dance preparations and a
a

civil liberties of the

Canada" stated Dr. G. Tat-

of the Department of

Belshaw

chairman of the dance committee, has
announced that members of both teams

Civil Liberties

grave attack on the

Undergraduates

In addition

expected to solidify local football enthusiasm.

is

McGill Students' Council."

Uncertain For Varsity
C.O.T.C.

Is

Lt.-Col.

that of the

Spotlight

REGULAR FEATURE

gard."

when a

Students

block of tickets will be held for visiting
students

Music

Geography

ernaires,

from Kingston.
will

be supplied -by

and the ballroom

The Mod-

decorThe Canadian Officers Training
in an address to the Humanist Club
It has also been stated that
ated in the Blue and White of Varsity
ex-service
Corps trained over a thousand
yesterday afternoon.
men, as nien who are desirous of acting
and the Tricolor of Queen's. Tickets
as a
officers in .the Canadian
Army before Color Party in the Remembrance
Dr. Tatham went on .to say that the
m sale at noon tomorrow
will be

Day

his war," said

Lt

in

Services are to get in touch with,
the government has acted in an unjust and
Headquarters at 119 St illegal fashion
in this matter since 75%
George
Street
Men,
from
all
tingent, addressing a meeting
branches
of students
of the deportees are Canadian citizens,
of the services are to take part
of McGill. From 1933, how in Convocation Hall yesterday.
He exand their deportation is a result of the
been operated by a Board plained that now
mat the war is over,
prejudice of a certain group in British
and is at present under the the
C.O.T.C. will return to its peaceColumbia.
This action, he continued,
of Miss Dorothy King,
time role of training officers for
the
set a precedent by which other
active army and that membership
linority groups may be similarly atcompletely voluntary.
officer

Col.

W.

S. Wilson,

commanding the U. of T.

Contingent

con-

Rosenthal

Heads

S.P.S. Toike

be

studied.

10,000

de-

resolution was passed by
"Whereas the McGill Student
Branch of the Canadian
Council has informed the University of
Association of Scientific Workers
Toronto Students' Administrate Council
Simultaneously,
announcement was
that they have lodged their protests with
made that a resolution had been framed
the Canadian government and
the Arrecommending that the Students'
Ad- gentine government
about the treatment
minisrative Council take action to
record of students
and staff at Argentine unithis University's sentiments
on the treat- versities,
and that they have asked the
ment of students and staff at Argentine
Canadian government to sever relations
universities.
the

graduating

depending on academic requirements for
the course, which have not yet been

other five fellowships are offered

are

of

proposed

time the Uni-

students "a suitable diploma or degree,"

through the C.F.U.W. by its worldwide counterpart, the International
Federation
of
University
Women,

tions

adians

the

known

this

achievement and promise." Preference
The School of Social Work, which is
will be given to candidates who have
graduate school and a member of the
completed one or more years of gradumerican Association of Schools
ate work and have planned a definite Social Work,
was founded in 1918, and
program of research or study.
from that time until 1932 was under

The

portation

against

Varsity Colors

—

—

Travelling

offered

outcry

Workers

availabli

at the office of the University Registrar.

Direct

us

we reCanadiian government to deport
to Japan cognize
the behaviour of the Argentine
10,000 Canadians of Japanese
origin is government
as being that of a fascist rean entirely undemocratic move
founded gime, a danger to
the future security of
Montreal, Oct. 23
(CUP) McGUI on racial intolerance and discrimination, the United
Nations,
has announced that it will take the contrary to the avowed aims of the therefore
be it resolved that this meeting
United Nations and the pinciples
for urge the Students'
Montreal School of Social Work under
Administrative Counwhich the war was fought.
Therefore cil to take immediate
its wing for an experimental
action similar to
period of this meeting
resolves to make

Social

Fellowships

women

Share

in the rear of the procession.

At

Section

Worke
<ers

Scientific

&

Queen's

ally activity to follow at 3.4S

Oike

m

tacked.

82, University College

Room

and the Enginee-

ring Society office in the Engineering
Building.
Tickets will be allotted by
ratio

to the various faculties

leges.

Schoolmen

tickets

at

should

and colbuy their

the

Engineering Society;
other faculties can purchase tickets at
U.C.

The Queen's Alumni dance, also to be
York on Saturday,

held at the Royal

a regular feature of Queen's out-ofThe government has broken it- town games.
Society has ai
promise to these people" the speaker
appointment of
Gord
ity to discharge those who joined
fellowships are for candidates between
the Rosenthal, IV Aeronautical,
In
as Editor- asserted, because although Mr. King
28 and 35, who, within the last five
unit as a part of the requirements of be- n-Chief
of Toike Oike, the official pub- declared that there was
to be
years, have advanced the knowledge of
longing to the University, such men as lication of the engineering student body.
Edmonton, Oct. 23
centration on the West coast and the
(CUP)
The
their field by published work. Junior
are enrolled, but do not wish to re- Other staff
members include Peter
World Youth Conference, arising from
fellowships are for candidates under
disloyal ones would be returned
main in the unit, will not be required Neurath, assistant editor, Bud Brown,
who have been engaged in research w<
International Youth Council which
the
loyal
Japanese-Canadians
feature editor and Fred Kahn, literary
to attend parades.
for at least one year and show promise
The time of remet in London in 1942, will be held in
editor.
The Jewish Student Fellowship went
were to be assisted to move to other
of ability to carry out independent work.
turning uniforms for those who are not
An attempt will be made this year to sections of the country. It has been on record at its opening meeting last
London,
England,
this
year
from
Oct
Applications arc to be submitted
volunteering this year but who were in provide a stimulus
night as protesting the action
for literary
of thedifficult
31 to Nov. 9.
for loyal Japanese-Canadians
before Jan. 15.
the C.O.T.C. last year, will be an- pression and opinion the editor told the
Canadian
government in deporting
to move East because the other proEight Canadian delegates have all
Varsity, "I think that students are now
Japanese Canadians.
nounced in The Varsity as will the orThe protest revinces
would
been chosen. The student representative
only accept them tempor- ceived unanimous
approval following an
ganization parade which will take place beginning to realize that the practice
" writing,
for the University of Alberta is Ernie
whether it be fiction, poetry, arily and certain municipal restrictions address by Mr. MacRanson, Student
sometime next week.
There are still some vacancies in the
tian Movement representative
descriptive, is one which is strictly were formulated against
Nix, a Theology student, who has had
them.
to
Before the war the C.O.T.C. in TorBlue and White Band. Students who
the Co-operative Committee
necessary to the achievement of a truly
on JapDr. Tatham explained that last year
iderable experience in various stu
onto prepared men for die British liberal
"nese Canadians.
are interested should apply immediately
education or to the development
the R.C.M.P. made a tour of relocation
ent activities.
Army examinations, which were writ- of a capable individual" he said.
President Murray Sachs spoke
to the Student's Administrative Council
on the
centres asking Japanese-Canadians wheThe Conference will endeavor to lay ten by Officer Training Corps all <-ve:
bject of the Fellowship,
The Toike Oike Literary Annual
stressing that
Office, Hart House.
All members of
it is intended to contribute
Empire.
At present it is noi Magazine has been scheduled for pub- ther or not they were willing to retu
e groundwork of a World Youth Or- the
to an apthe Band who have not obtained their
known whether this system will be con- lication next February. As in
to Japan and 57% of them registered preciation to Jewish culture
and in no
preuniforms will get these immediately at ganization whose members will be united
tinued or not
way to segregate Jewish activities on
The syllabus for this vious years, prizes are being offered for as willing to return.
the
the Council Office.
their hatred of Fascism.
year includes training men as soldiers the best contribution in
campus. He said it is hoped
to bring
technical writDr. Tatham said that there have never
and preparing men who have received in, fiction, humour,
about a dearer realization
that Jews,
philosophy, poetry
been
any
instances
of
sabotage
commited
soldier training, for examinations for and art.
aside from difficulties peculiar
to their
by Japanese-Canadians.
the rank o second lieutenant in the
minority group, have also
to meet the
Canadian Army Reserve.
ordinary obstacles which
To receive
confront every
officer training a man must have rehuman being. It is appropriate
that the
ceived two year's training in the unit
Fellowship should lend
The current clothing shortage will be
its support to
and have attended at least one camp. reflected in
other
minority groups, he said.
the theme of the Physical
The family car is back on the high- bing fenders with elf-like Ausin fours, or Special consideration will be given to
An estimated 300 students
Health and Education dance which is to
attended
way and the college jallopy on the even motorcycles. And the noisome men who have received equivalent trainThe following ratings are to report to last night's
be a Hard Times Party. The
meeting in the theatre of the
dance i: Ship's Office
campus, with a roar, a rattle, and a motorbikes are not confined to the en119 George St, on
g in some other unit
Women's Union.
being organized by the second year
Next
meeting
exis
bang. In the impressive lines of parked virons of SPS.
scheduled for the same
Men who have already received their ecutive and is open to men of all fore Friday 26th Oct 1945.
place Thursvehicles bordering every Varsity drive
Despite the Supercharging erf VarFORDVCE, C. F.; H0PLEY, E. A.,' JOHN- day, Nov. 22,
immision will be able to receive a faculties.
at 8 p.m. Jewish music is
these days there's a liberal sprinkling sity's horsepower this year, the campus
STON, wm
MCLEOD, A. B., MCKNIGHT, to be discussed then.
higher rank as a result of their trainBlue jeans, sloppy sweaters and bright
o*
multi-colored
four-wheelers,
police report everything to be in order.
H. A.," SINCLAIR, D. u
The branches for
ing with this unit.
plaid shirts seem to be in order
plete with pertinent and impertinent No fuss, no mix-ups, no hit- and- runners,
at the
wliicli these men will be trained will
The
following
ratings who have not
dance which is to take place at 8.30 toscribblings on the exterior.
only the occasional scraped fender. The
include the Artillery and Engineer:
received balance of pay for Spring and
ght in Margaret Eaton Hall.
Sophisticated
Lady, a nifty little police report is that campus drivers an well as the Infantry. It is hoped that
summer training are to report to the
The first meeting of the year will
number in delicate shades of yellow and a courteous lot, even to tiie cops them- arrangements can be made for these
be
Ship's Office, H.M.C.S. "YORK" bebillious green is one of the more start- selves.
held at 7.30 tonight in the
In fact the chief constable had men to receive training with some outDebates Room
tween 24th to 26th October, at 1500 for
ling bits of mobile campus scenery. only words of praise to offer.
in
Hart House. Professor W.
side unit which given instruction in
fin.il payment
J. K.
A cameo of one Daisy Mae, or reason- About the only vehicle not yet con- these branches. There will also be room
BURL AND,
C;
CLEMEN CE, S. C. Harlcness of the Department of Zoology
able facsimile, is emblazoned on the certed to campus use is the lowly jeep. in the unit for officers who are com Maths,
and Physics Socieiy
DURA ND, E. J.; FREY, G.; GREEN, E. C. L.; will present an illustrated address on
door. Also among those present is Bugs And that, say the guardians of the petent to act as instructors. This train'
The annual visit to the David Dunlap
JOHNSTON. Wm.," JARREU,,.. J.; KING- " Game a nd Fish in Forest
Bunny, his ears drooped groundward.
Diversity' s lawns, flower gardens, yes, ing as officers in the Reserve Army Observatory will take place on ThursManagement."
Campus car incongruities include and front steps, is just as well. A cow will also be of use to men who plan to day, Ocober 25. Members should meet STON, F.,- LIKELY, J.; MCKNIGHT, H.,'
MCINTYRE, U,' MCEWEN, J. E.,- NIBLETT,
sleek, multi-cylindered speedsters pauBook Review
bell tower would have nothing on a be teachers and who have cadet instruct- at the North Yonge St Terminal at
,'PYE, E.;
FEARSE, J. D,; SHAHUGHsing in dignified impatience and rub- jeep in a steeple.
Lt Jolin Davies' sage of the
ion as a part of their duties.
7;I5 p.m. sharp.
seas
ESSY, J.," THOMSON, J. A.,* WADDELL, S./
is
reviewed today in this section.
•ALKER, W.

These latter five fellowships are of
two kinds, Senior and Junior. Senior

Youth Conference

Although

the

Toronto

is

Contingent

Headquarters has not received author-

oon

The

nounced

Engineering
the

England
—

Jewish Students

—

On

Jap-Canadians

BLUE AND WHITE BAND

.

Jeeps In The Steeple ?
Nope, Jallopy Is Back

HARD TIMES PARTY

U.N.T.D.

1

FORESTERS' CLUB

COMING EVENTS

.

,i

L.

It is

QUEENS WILL BE HERE

IN

THREE DAYS

(D. A. F. Robinson)
Lieutenant Commander (S.B.)

R.CN.V.R.
Commanding Officer, U.N.T.D.

the story of his personal
ex-

perience on the Destroyer
H.M.S.

Skye wher he served on the 'Lower
Deck' as an enlisted man.
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The Dance

Two

On!

Is

Today's announcement that the week-end football festivities will
a dance at the Royal York should be an effective
quietus to those who accused the University of doing nothing whatever to welcome intercollegiate sport to the calendar and Queensmen
to the campus.
We pointed out yesterday how difficult It was, in an over-big,
complex university, to accomplish any last-minute large-scale organizing at all. It is an especial tribute to the organizers of the week-end
pointed out further that indiprogram that they have done it.
viduals would have to act; they were acting, and they have acted.
With the active assistance of the S.A.C. officials, a group of enthusiasts have gotten everything for which a demand was expressed.
So there will be a band; there will be a pep rally, an organized
cheering section, ribbons for sale, and all the rah-rah trimmings.
To climax the doings, there will be a dance. Students have been

We

most loudly, most

insistently,

most vociferously.

Now that they have gotten the promise of the monster week-end
they were demanding, it is up to them to support it.
minuscule attendance at the pep rally, a handful of stragglers
turning up for the dance, will support the all-too-virulent contention
that Varsity spirit is dead; or, if not dead,' soundly sleeping.
The challenge is more personal and individual than ever before.
You, and you, every one of our readers, get out there and support

A

the team

.

.

an

further, we must
reproof. Lately we have been snowstormed with letters, many of
them excellent letters. Naturally, we reserve the right to print or
not to print, as we choose. But there are a number of letters, and
some of the best, that are doomed from the start. They are unsigned.
The Varsity cannot consider anonymous letters for publication.
If a letter-writer is ashamed to sign his name, why should he expect
us to take the risk that presumably deters him? And if modesty
inhibits the appearance of his signature, what topsy-turvy boldness
dictated the letter itself? If it's worth writing, it's worth signing.

Women

digress to issue

editorial

In our correspondence columns today there
appears a letter from two girls who wonder why they cannot take the
Art Classes offered by Hart House. The answer, of course, is simply
that the classes in question arc offered by the Art Committee of Hart
saying.

House, for the benefit of the men

who

Hart House fees and are
Hart House privileges^
The organizers of the classes have no
thought of discrimination, though they
have

paid

entitled to

Books

in a class

where

half that

The Door
Is Closed

numbei
the Art

The organizers of

unwieldy.

men who

Classes are simply serving the

(With apologies to Edgar Allen Poe)
Once upon an evening dreary
and non-ob- there came a sobbing,
ve art, as well as of art appreciation
As of some one gently weeping.
and the general lack of it. Yet this
"Please fellows won't you join up"
course, which might be the n
moaned Colonel Bilgeson. "This year
rousing at least a campus-wide interest
e're all going o be officers.

The Varsity on

an something

available only to graduates and regis'

They would

tercd students.
tolerably

if

to deal
It

is

true sense of history.
the heroism

and the

that,

the

have

girls

.

.

.

.

they

a

more

fully in a later editorial.

should be for

men

only.

It is indefensi-

ble that there should be no comparable

organization for

women

only.

was at
Hoi wood

for
is

what has

any

specific

reason for ex'

-

hate

to

have,

Much

up inexcusable waste, I
used whole sheets of

'fess

at

times,

following

in

results

may

marvelled this unhappy

Think of

not be worth the effort,

man

HIGHEST VALUES PAID FOR SECOND-

the

HAND BOOKS WHICH ARE CURRENTLY

hear discourse so plainly.

to

pastime.

this

'

J

used

cooks

make us

to

lunches

lovely

the

for the boat

coming back. And think of the fun we
hadn't
had the ill-fortune of being had coming back to the University when
born of the sex tabooed in Hart House. Camp was all over. And don't you
But I'm not speaking for myself alone- member how we used to go across to
There are a number of girls on the the States and the fun we used to have
campus who would jump at the chance over there. We were so proud as we
then

willing to learn

be

I'd

if

I

Some have marched through the streets of Niagara
found it inconvenient to get to night Falls. Remember the Ranges and the
classes at the Ontario College of Art, fun we used to have shotting at die tarof

taking art instruction.

or

take couses elsewhere.

lo

Any

USED

BRING YOUR USED BOOKS IN FOR
APPRAISAL.

CONVERT
CASH OR CREDIT.

lated that

INTO

gets."

Quoth the students "Nevermore".
CONNIE EDELL, III PaSS.
Louder
and
louder
he
sobbed.
KOBOTH Y CREENBEBG, II Pass "Please," he begged, "won't you come
to-day's Editorial columns ed)
frith us this year?
It'll be so nice with

Major Pain
to

to teach us

And

soldiers.

The Varsity

Editor,

how to be smart
how we used

think of

Dear Sir:

happy together.

so

cost

total

breaking

into

We

two happy."
Quoth

were of the opinion that Univerhad grown above this, but
all

NICBOLLS,

I

won't

let

to scream,

not

shall

my

grasp.

you go," he sobbed.

"You signed up

S.P.S.

I

"Nevermore".

'?(&!*",

haven't
J.

students

His voice roce and he began
he roared "You
escape me.
I have you in

sity students

apparently

the

BOOK DEPARTMENT

We didn't
We

Could you drop a few well-chosen waste our time with games.
had
ords in the direction of the individual such important things to do. Think of
ho must do his book-buying in Hart the fun we had training with the Skule
louse coat room during the noon hour. Cannon.
Didn't it roar when we fired
My friend lost two books while I lost
Aw come on fellows, we can still be
;

The University of Toronto Press

We

enjoy those Saturday afternoons.

ATTENTION all Male Students
WHO ATTENDED THE VARSITY GAME AT QUEEN'S
Some Varsity student took, by mistake, a light grey gabardine
overcoat at the Football Dance at Queen's, Saturday
evening
Oct. 20th, following the game. The coat contained, in its
pockets'
a pair of dark brown kid gloves with white stripes, a
white
handkerchief, and a map of the city of Kingston. Will the
person
in question please communicate with

for the Duration", he

91

Music and

Jlrt,

IRVING SOLOWAY
BEVERLEY

STREET. KINGSTON

All expenses involved will be paid

Drama

fill

war are

That

the hearts of

Wo man

Could Paint

TORONTONENSIS
Bulletin No.

just passed.

It

THEM

—

(See

the

THE UNIVERSITY.

IN

chance for use?

M. Emily Carr, interpreter of West Emily Carr's love of Indian life, and
a while, rightly or wrongly, Coast
Indians and foremost in book and feeling for the beauty of Indian creations
little desire for reminders of
brush, died March second of this was never lost, but we observe how the

Recently

ADVERTISERS

HAND
ROOKS

the campus.

there

Is

most people during every war, and only
grievance, with which we hope
a few can ever again completely forget

understandable that Hart House

OUR

all

SECOND

Quoth the students "Nevermore."
"But fellows, think of the good times
Just think of
e used to have a Camp.
eluding female would-be artists, or are all those lovely parades with me right
women unworthy of being exposed to up at the front and all of you right
instruction in that field?
Think of the Orderly Ofbehind me.
for one have always been inter- ficers and how nice they were.
I
Think
ested in "doodling" in the margins of if tents.
How cozy they were when
my notebooks and texts, and, though I
lined

on

tale

figures.

is

PATRONIZE

all

.

The tragedy and
futility of

else.

not forgotten;

Aside from
justified

protest in-

were cluttered

the Library

up with anyone

.

of that blend of remoteness

and ever-recurring immediacy that

.

my dreams returning,
me burning,Vims
dream.

has so far been exclusive to the

art,

i

R.

at the University

.

objective

of

subject

the

and channelling the faciliPeace shut a solid door on the war.
ties of the institution which the men
help to finance. No one objects that the Already the past few years are achieving
facilities

.

°f »>y soul wif/tin

Since the Hart House Art Course
last winter, there has been con-

elected them,

Library

are mine,

BISCUIT

siderable discussion in

three

are harassed by an enrolment of nearly

70

Protest

No-

over.

never be over.

mine," he
blubbered and then.

with a Grievance

As we were

isn't

It'll

me; you

Dear Sir:
began

but

In our correspondence columns today there appears a letter

and that reminds us
Before we go any

Letters

over.

it's

.escape

I awoke.

The

Woman

"The duration

body says
°u can't

The Varsity

Editor,

notepapor

The Forgotten

eyes.

Back from

Of

wind up with

all this

screamed, a crafty look coming into his

Correspondence

Editorial

demanding

24, 1945

I noticed a report which
war books had become un-

one time understood that
popular in Great Britain. After the
House, residence of the late Sir Joseph
ast war there was a similar reaction,
Flavellc, was earmarked for post-war
;iid most of the important war novels
conversion into a Women's Hart House
were written during the 'twenties. It is
Following some highly mystifying ducksthis feeling
call it apathy if you wish
arid-drakes, it has lately popped up as
tliat must be faced by a book
like
a U.C. residence. .We understand that
Lieutenant John Davies' Lower Deck
its use in this capacity is temporary,
(MacMillan of Canada, $2.50). It is
that plans for a full-scale U.C. Men's
a feeling that is difficult to deny.
Residence have not -been altogether
Lower Deck is the story of the last
abandoned, and that the women of the
few weeks of life and the sudden death
University will possess Holwood Hall
of the Royal Navy destroyer Skye (not
at last
the real name). At this time (1942)
We understand all this but we liavc the Skye was operating in and around
not seen it plainly stated. Until further Malta, which was then a sort of seainformation is available, we ask our gripped little hell. The author was servcorrespondents to be patient
'ith the enlisted men, preparatory
W.H.K. to receiving a commission.

—

;

Lieutenant Davies writes stripped fast-

A

r.

well

retrospective

brush

died

and lucidly organized forest background

exhibition of her graphic subject matter of

March

lery of Toronto.

not likely soon

the

effectof

painting
line

For

is

and

of

his
will

grandest paintings, to the complete exclusion of

its

original raison d'etre.

Clarification of the faculty representatives' duties

Surrounded by these waving, yet mas-

as impressive as this;

sive forms, with their pulsing rhythms,

roomful

of

Emily

simply stunning in

its

Carr's

power

it

would be a

could not

dull spectator indeed

echo

in

who

some measure

the

spontaneous remark of one obviously un-

color.

students, there happens to be, too,

rather interesting comparison afforded

aesthetic character

know, that

woman

I

overheard: "You

could paint

The concentration on

..."

sheer form

in

between the work of Emily iCanr and
Emily Carr's middle period gave way in
Lawren- Harris. A gallery auxiliary to her late work to a
preoccupation with

Emily Carr show

and sweeping effect of
tures by the Group of Seven, which had growth which she felt in the British
Columbia forests. The Gothic style of
great influence on her when she was
architecture was once thought to have
East in 1927, and among them are exbeen invented through the northern
cellent examples of Harris', early-period
peoples'
the

is

2

the

itself

again have the chance

show

of seeing a

second

Toronto students

becomes

some of Emily Carr's

devoted to pic- the

vitality

and

distribution

of biography cards are two important
items on the agenda of an important Torontcnsis meeting to be held this afternoon at 4.30 in the Common

Room

of the

Women's Union.

All representatives are

urged to attend

this organizational

of the

staff.

yearbook

If

meeting of members

(due to the unavoidable short

notice)

unable to be present, representatives are requested to arrange for some other responsible faculty

member

to attend.

Refreshments

will

be served.

association with aisles of tall
moving prose. Using notations of the
date and the time, as in a diary, he humanistic landscapes and houses which forest tres; although this notion has
entually evolved into the abstract and long been dismised as romantic fantasy,
creates a form which is exciting and
Established 1B80
realistic, especially in the battle scenes. non-objective
work at the wlmination I was struck, in the midst of Emily
Editorial Room, Rm. «2-a,
Unfortunately, this same technique is
Carr's late work, with its great feeling
of Harris' evolution, currently hanging
University College.XI. 6B11
Iso
often
used
when
this
of upward movement light, and vital
Business Office
feeling
MI. 6221
of
Hart House, as mentioned in this
Night Office
.ML 8MB hurried action is out of place. His
force
dewith its
surprisingly
Gothic
W. Bugn Kenner, DA. scriptions are exact, frequently quite column last week. Here is perceivable characteristics in short Also, I thought
Editor-in-Chief
Peggy Bates, 4T9
Women's Editor
vid, but rarely inspired.
similar trend in Emily Carr's work. this was Great Art
Managing Editor-Robert R. Robinson, *T8
He writes about the men with sympa- She begins to paint Indian life in an
ALAN GQWANS
Barbara K. Hood, B-A.
Assistant
showing no obvious signs of a
PbJl Shaeltleton, BA.
Slake-up Editor
y,
Imost archaeological spirit, with a view

The Uodo^^du5<^^jp jp«r^^

Virginia Fox, 4TB feeling of superiority. Their love for the
Assistant
to preserving the fresh primitive beauty
George Fonrter, 4TT ship becomes logical
Editor
and deeply touchBlanche Stanley. 4T0
Assistant
_
ng.
But the men are not complete of the forms of Indian craftsmanship,
-E. Ross McLean, 4TT
Feature Editor
.pecially the totem poles, but right at
Assistant
.Reg. Herman, 4T* enough; surely in the navy, as much as
The Fine Art Club
Mickey Michaslw. 4TT
Sports Editor
the other services, even the most ill- learnt in France, bringing
her into disWomen's Assistant
Polly Mutz, 4TB educaied man attempts,
Opening meeting will be held at the
however uncerthe outset we notice her loose brushwork,
Men's Assistant
Jerry Ewlna, 4T6
tainly and unsuccessfully, to put into
Newman Club at 8:00 p.m. this afterC.U.P. Be Exchange
Editor
.Barbara Jonea, BA. words his ideas about life, politics and favor with the British Columbians, who noon.
Edna Tacon, well-known CanDorothy Harley, 4TB military service. I found
Assistant
wish her to continue in the tight de- adian non-objective artist
it that way
will speak.
Art, Music, and Drama
Philip Treedman, 4T6 but there is very little of this in Lower scriptive manner of painting she learned Everybody welcome.
Editor
.Ralph Jones, 4T7 Deck.
Staff Photographer
San Francisco and England. Ae we
Lieutenant Davies' book is generally
Business and Advertising Manager
V.C.F.
walk further on among the pictures
E. A- MacDONALD,. BA.
competent and frequently exciting. But
Dr. E. S. Fish, who spent 30 years as
their subject matter so admirably correis suggests that the best war books are
a medical missionary in China will speak
Night Editor
again likely to be novels. And for these lated with passages from "Klee Wyck" in Room 410
of the Banting InstiPeggy Bates
must probably wait for a while.
and "The House of Small"— we see that tute at 1.10
Bob Robinson
p.m. to-day.

News

What's on Today

Meds

.

1
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U.C. Takes

From
A

Senior

It

On Chin

STADIUM

Senior School, 4-0

team outplayed their chief rivals, U.C, on the
back campus lastnight to gain a 410
verdict and their first win of the Fall
campaign. It was School's ball game all
the way, they bottled up every form
of red and white attack and exhibited
fair offensive of their own.
U.C.'s
highly rated passing plays were singufigfiing

24, 1945

S.P.S.

scoring

position

OCTOBER

early

in

the

first

but their drive bogged
and Staley's placement attempt
blocked and recovered by School.

down
was
War-

quarter,

VARSITY

By Jerry Ewins

ren Clayson of U.S. came up wih several
good gains along he gound during the Just to Prove
Get Around
stanza till a jarring by a pair of SchoolIt seems that several people have beefed about
the way intramural rugby
men slowed him up considerably.
has been sidetracked on the sports page this year. Well, the
big noise is
A steady offensive topped off success- Intercollegiates, and those same people should remember this. There's too
larly ineffective in the face of an' alert fully when
much of that wartime mterfaculty spirit still hanging around—
Hendricks booted a single
so much that
SP.S. defence.
the undergraduate body of the University
point to the deadline to break the scoring
of Toronto cannot attend an
Intercollegiate game of a Saturday afternoon
The game was a rather disorganized ice. A few minutes later Art Staley
without emitting those back
campus yells. Ifs really sabotage the way you people
affair, with both teams pulling frequent came up with the play of the game.
leave the Blue and
The
White cheerleaders in the lurch when they trot out there
boners
Bad snaps could have spelt ball was snapped away out of his reach
to lead a Toronto
yell. Just let some Skuleman
disaser for either one, but the breaks on a third down kick formation, and he
get up and give out a Toike Oike, and what
happens? And a "dirty School" at the end,
seemed to go just about even. The re- chased back afer the hobbling pigskin
too. Phooeyll! Maybe we can
show
off a bit when Queen's get here
nowned Art Staley of
this Satriddyl
amid a

U.C was more
swarm of School tacklers.
in the punting department got his hands on the ball, pivoted sharply
by the efforts of Keith Hendricks, whose to his left, shook off two or three School
long kicks were real ground gainer for menj and got away a long spiral
the Engineers.
which went over the head of the safety
U.C.
worked themselves into a
(Continued on page 4)

QUEENS

vs.

(SENIOR INTERCOLLEGIATE)

We

SECTIONS

Q, R, S, T, and U are reserved for University
students for this game. Seats are NOT reserved, but each
student may obtain a special student ticket by presenting
in person, registration card with athletic
portion attached
at the Athletic Office, Hart House,
on Thursday and Friday, October 25th and 26th.

Not Available Saturday

Tickets
The
ticket

registration card must also be shown with
the
cm entering the Stadium at the student
entrance-

south door of the Arena.

Vic has not, as several characters over that way
think, escaped all notice
by our department. They have so far shown a really fine
rugby team— wellcoached and well-conditioned. Their victory over

than matched

271h

STUDENTS MUST BE

Junior Mods was impresand would have been even more so if the doctors had
fielded a team that could call each other
by their first names, instead of just
names. Without Johnny Mora it might have
been much worse—heaven
forbid
Red Whirton and Marsh Morris stand out along the line, smothering

IN THEIR

SEATS BEFORE

P.M.

2.15

sive to say the least,

Students' Entrance, South Door of
Arena.

Only

!

the opposition's offensive before
sidelines,

it

gets rolling time after time.

From

the

the backfield looks

very strong, with Freddy Burford and Ron
Their plays are good, and the team is well
quarterbacked, with a potent weapon always handy in that
reverse. In short,
here is a Mulock Cup contender with a vengeance.
Did you see Art Staley pull off that Joe Krol steal yesterday?
Probably

Cooke carrying the

mail.

RUGBY

just grandstanding.

And With

the Track

SPORTS CALENDAR
— Trin

—4.00

Team

SWIM

Hec Phillips got a severe jolt today when he received word that Bob
Dales, his star pole vaulter, would be ineligible for Intercollegiate
competition.

5.00

his feet, however, he regained his equilibrium
and
to the "little red schoolhouse" to sign up an
Engineer to fill
This last-minute replacement is Tom Barry, a Grad Studies man
who is taking his master's degree in Chemical Engineering, and Hec has
lured him away from his work for the McGill meet
Toronto's hope now
rests with Tom and partner McAdara in the pole vaulting
event
Intermediate Don Phalen has suffered a setback with an injury
to his
knee ,a cartilage ailment. He was counted on for the sprints, the 100 and
220,
and may now have to be replaced. And Hec worries on with only

M

— 6.30 — SPS IV
— 7.30 — Emman
LEAGUE — 4.00 — Trin A
Dent A
— — SPS

Clare,

Campbell

Boyd
Duncan

SPS in
Pharm

Stone

For

Swan
Swan

Knox A
U.C.U
St.

Beer

M.

Med I
SPS Med II

Sr.

Being naturally fast on
sprinted

Dent Fyfe,
«il

SOCCER
— 4.00 — U.C.
LACROSSE
—5.00 — For
VOLLEYBALL —4.00 — Wye

Jr.

down

the gap.

The Sportswoman
By

six days

left to train

By Way

a man

of the

for the

Dear Madam:

Toronto meet next Wednesday.

In your article on the lack of school
spirit of Varsity evidenced at the
rugby game at Queen's on Saturday, you stated
that the cheerleaders displayed
disunity
I beg to differ.
Certainly Varsity showed

Grapevine

Queen's have threatened to send fifteen hundred
paint the University.

men down

here to literally

little of the fighting
spirit of Queen's, but why should the
cheerleaders be blamed 1 They went
to Queen's without an invitation, and paid
all their own expenses
On the

All {rats are requested to organize their pledges, and

each faculty and residence should line up their frosh to guard the Stadium
Friday night. Faculty representatives are also asked to ensure a complete
turnout at the rugby rally Friday afternoon-

.

.

.

Have

surrounded by Queensmen, they did their best to rouse
to cheers the

field,

300^dd Varsity students. They did more than anyone else to bring
out school
Next Saturday, Queen's is playing against Varsity at
Toronto
1,000 Queensmen hope to come If Toronto wants
to compete with this I
suggest that when we play at Western more than
300 of 8,000 students torn
out I agree that more energetic school yells and more
apparent colors would
show our pride in our college.
spirit.

Beat Queen's

Let's raid the icebox

a Coca-Cola

Soccer League
The

campus was theatre

front

of action

Intramural

yesterday

afternoon,

besting
ting out

scoccer

matches

with

Wycliffe

Meds II 2-1 and
Knox 1-0.

Adamson

Trinity shut-

got the lone Trinity tally

in the first half

on a nice effort Both
teams had ample opportunities during
the

final

capitalize

chapter

on

but

neither

could

-

Tennis Doubles
As we quietly

slip back into the subject of intramural
tennis, comes the
news of a women's tennis doubles tournament to be held if
a sufficient number
of students voice their desire to participate. Ail
faculties and colleges are
eligible. Potential participants will be given
the privilege of

own

choosing their

interested to call her in

first

half.

Chiefetz

game's winning counter, and
cliffe out 2-1.

6339).

in

The

kept

Wy-

the

Arts and Letters Club
ss

Varsity, providing space allows it

Japanese- Canadian

question

Wymilwood, Thursday, Oct

way to make a party mi added success

Have a Coke are words

that

make

unfailing refreshment.

its

appeal,

No wonder

The Coca-Cola Company

of

Canada Limited

-

X-Coll and icsabbtcvijiion "Coke"
rcci-itTiJ umlc-m.irks which
iIk- product of The Coca-Cob
npjny of Canada, Limited.
70

Toronto

26,

Everyone welcome.

.

.

to circumstances

at

today.

There

will be three classes, the first starting at 7.30 for inexperienced

ornamental swimmers.

The second

begins at 8.10 for group work.
The third class commences at 8.S0 for those with some experience and those
interested in working towards intramural and intercollegiate teams.

Students in

DON'T FORGET
THE CLOTHING
DRIVE

.

comes a despatch from the swimming

instructor, Miss Baxter.
beyond our control, the announcement arrived a week
after the mailing date of the beginning of ornamental
swimming classes.
Classes will begin this Thursday evening if enough
students signify their
interest by registering with Miss Baxter at the
Household Science

Due

and no fee
P.H.E. To

Coca-Cola stands for ibe
pause that refreshes (ram Halifax to Vancouver — has become a symbol
of happy, refreshing times together everywhere.
its

p.m.

the kitchen the c

the teen-age set. For Coca-Cola never loses the freshness of

nor

6.45

tlian never,

Pool

panel of medical students will disthe

not necessarily be from the same college
Dorothy Jane Sanders would like all those
the evenings of Wednesday and Thursday (HU
v

Dorothy will make the draw on Friday and will then post it
on the bulletin
board of St Hilda's tennis court The draw will also be printed
on Monday

Meds in the running with a payoff play,
Better Lale
but Thompson made it a sure thing with

A

who need

partners this year,

as the other half of the team.

their chances.

Aspenall put Wycliffe into an early
lead with a clean-cut goal for the only
score of the

Eleanor Dicksen,
I Soc and Phil.

'

.

two

for

»*,a

Polly Mutz

Letter to the Editor:

is

all

all

class

years will be able to take advantage of this opportunity,
first year physical training and students in

exempted from

other students, the

sum

of §3.00 will open the doors of the

swimming pool from S.IS to S4S every afternoon from Tuesday to Friday
and every other time a class is held in this department in which there is
room, and other classes do not conflict on the student's time-table.

We

CAMPAIGN

regret that this information

hope that the hour

is

was

so long in

coming to

print,

VARSITY FOOTBALL DANCE
In

the Banquet Hall of the Royal

Saturday, Oct. 27th, 9-12
Tickets Will

Go

P.

on Sale

Room

Quotas Have Been Allotted

ANY

TICKETS

NOT PURCHASED

BY

12

York Hotel

M.
in

NOON

Tickets $1.00 Per Person
82, University College, Thursday, 12-2 and 5-6
to

Each College and Faculty

for Tickets.

FRIDAY WILL BE SOLD TO

ANYONE ON

and we

not too late for those interested to register in this

excellent undertaking.

THE

CAMPUS

THE VARSITY, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
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SPORT

Editorial Encores

John

Q.

New and

Sr. S.P.S. 4-U.C.-0

WycJiffc 2-Mcds II-l
Trinity 1-Knox-O.

Wiliam Tout Shap thought

of

House to

be

held

soon,

The

states

official student newspaper.
"For some years now, the University! Volleyball

Meds

2-Jr. S.P.S.-l

Jr.

Jr. U.C. 2-Jr. Vic-0.

scious

organizations

in

this

province.

have been pretty well content to let
our activities proceed without outside
notice and to let our worries and difficulties

remain

within University walls.

"Contrast this situation with that in
such a city as Toronto, where the Uni-

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
CyX~)

Prescriptions for glasses
wilh quality spectade-

fpr^sWl

filled

lonicuNsJ

ware a ( reasonable

^i^^'

Quick, accurate repair tervfco

prices,

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Apartments)
OPPOSrtE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Special Ducounl Jo Studcnli
Ihe Faculty

to

study

better

the

St.

Mikes-2 Trinity-0

acting secretary of the

Upper Canada known around

ready reference sources

nd magazine reporters.
"Meanwhile, in Winnipeg, few people
know where the University is or what

be sure, trains.

The Society's membership comprises
- Mr.
Sharp consulted his files to ob65 men. Their
in the accurate figure

the freight yards and in
line.
The excursion was
an ambitious one and this Mr
Sharp said was because of the war.
But a few years ago they travelled to
London and to St. Thomas and rode
traincircle)

not

&

along the decrepit L.

P.S. trunk line

we

on one excursion and that,

was more like it
Mr.
Sharp
deplores
stret-car scrapping fad

mber of Canadian

—

gathered,

present

the

that has seized

"We

cities.

op-

this policy," he declared.
The public rarely makes
"It is
professions range from manager of a
followed just to keep up with fashions
many highly-trained scholars
United Cigar Store, through lieutenant
There is too much of a tendency to com
on our educational staff, and when the
C.O.T.C., to investment broker

goes on

.

past,

can look back," he said
since the Society's inception in 1934 was
Mr. Sharp is in M. & P. Ill, on the over the Niagara-St. Catharines -TorHart House Committee, and serves as onto (or N.-St C.-T., as we suppose it'i

Railway Society
This Society, we see by our week-old
notes,
is one of about SO clubs of this
the
versity is considered to be one of
type on the North American continent.
most important of community instituIt is the only one in this part of Canada
publ:
tions.
Its activities are widely
and at its meetings every three A-eeks,
ized, its problems receive earnest
members gather to discuss matters of
ention, and its professors are regarded
mutual interest which concern, you may
for newspaper
s

In order

.

is

Sr.

in it

use of the

University
lature

and Mtmburt of

or industrial."

understand the

HI-2 Pre-Meds-0.
Mcds-2 Sr. S.P.S.-0

S.P.S.

We

might be an aesthetic pleasure but he
know for sure. "I'm not a philo-

from the Men's Shop

urban

present andfurther the
obvious that future, the Society from time plans exhe does enjoy his hobby. "I've been cursions over famous rail lines to obtain
interested in railroading as far as I first-hand data.
The eighth excursion

Manitoba'!,

of being one of the least publicly-con-

whether common-

sopher," he said.

Nevertheless, the fact

of Manitoba has been rightfully accusedl

Mr. Sharp

elecric

it

didn't

13-Vic 1-8.

Mcds

Jr.

that

be proud to wear

Ties youll

And

Railways

Soccer

U.

Public is to meet the
Manitoba in an Open Lacrosse

University

Entrenous

Rugby

John Public

And

SHORT

IN

24, 1945

is

the

mentioned in the Legis-

there are blank

stares

Membership today

and be-

wildered mutterings.

is,

of course scat-

Whatever your

pare the bus of today with the street

servative ties

car of SO years ago."

taste

.

.

.

bright ties

striped ties

.

.

.

con-

.
plain ties. In
That didn't seem fair, we thought.
short, whatever your dress or whatever the occasion,
," Mr.
to England and from Alaska to
No, Mr. Sharp agreed. But the trolley
you are almost sure to find the correct tie here.
Sharp began, but we didn't then manage
bust
That is the thing. Mr. Sharp
Choose your favourite colour and pattern from our
to discover how far south the memsays it combines the advantages of bus
bership scattered.
wide selection of English wools, smooth rayons,
and trolley.
The Society publishes a very valuable
real silk, Paisley and wool Tartans.
While no letting his hobby and acting
This bulletin used
bulletin periodically.
secretarial
duties
tin
his
timetable
appear monthly but during the
("After all," Mr. Sharp said, "academic
became less regular. "We've done our
work first I") he does carry always a
best," Mr. Sharp apologized.
small notebook in which to jot down obIn December 1943 the bulletin gave
servations on the behaviour of any train
the all-time car rosters of the Toronto
or street cars he may happen uoon.
Transportation Commission which the
Take T.T.C. trolley 4289, for instance.
Society
had painstakingly compiled.
Sharp just happened to be aboard
It sold a hundred copies at twenty-five
it one morning last fall at about
1.02
nts
We were shown a copy of this
hen it covered the distance on Yonge
rdition and saw listed with admirable
between St Clair and Bloor Street;
cxhaustiveness the number of singlen 98 seconds. Mr. Sharp doesn't under
truck cars owned by the T.T.C. in 1920
(Continued from page 3)
stand this.
All T.T.C. cars are supid quite a bit of other interesting inceed certain speeds But he timed it at
formation.
man to pull U.C. out of what looked like
posed to be governed and not to exThis bulletin attracts outside suba bad hole.
After the next exchange
the beginning and at the end and it
was Nick Volpe ran back a School kick for
scribers and members.
Copies of it are
sure enough, just 98 seconds. Wouldn't
sent regularly to the libraries of the
a twenty yard gain, but U.C.'s attack
believe it, would you?
University of Western Ontario in Lonwas held in check by the hard-charging
To illustrate the scattered-ness of
On campus, fountain pens. Apply
don, home of Strike-Rite Book Matches,
Engineers and the half ended with
members, Mr. Sharp though in conand of the University of Minnesota in
School in possession on their six-yard
University of Toronto Press.
clusion to mention the soldier stationed
Minnesota, home of Max Shulman.
line.
"We sometimes have things of historical in the Yukon who wrote to request inThe SjP.S. squad seemed to take
formation about Yukon rail lines.
value," Mr. Sharp explained.
command of the play right at the be"He asked a lot of questions," Mr.
There is an attempt to keep the bulginning of the second half, and they
LOST
letins scholarly.
"We try to be scholar- Sharp reported. "But honestly we applied a steady pressure for the first
didn't know any more about Yukon
Light-weight fawn rain-coat, new,
rail- five minutes,
Mr. Sharp said. Bulletin 17, for
hitting pay dirt when
ways that he did. It shows, though,
last
week
in
University College or
instance, "It was more in the journalGeorge Evans dropped a wobbly pi;
how scattered our membership is— all
Victoria. Finder please return to
istic style.
We're not very proud of it"
ment beyond the crossbar to make it
the
the way from SanFrancisco to Germany
Bulletin 17 to us, seemed chatty and en4-0.
U.C. began to roll soon afterward
SA.C. office, Hart House.
."
from Alaska to
lightening but not, we don't suppose,
when Sid Bossin broke through to throw
what you would call scholarly.
Evans for a considerable loss, and a
The Society is interested in the rail- Track Team
few plays later he had to a long Staley
LOST
ways of Canada. Or, as it was exiss ruled completed on a mysterious
The following will comprise the
pounded on a green mimeographed sheet
University of Toronto Intermediterference
count
Brown purse, lost in U.C, Tuesday
Lorne
Farquar
handed to us by Mr. Sharp, "the purate Track and Field team:
intercepted a U.C. forward to put the

tered.

way from

"All the

California

.

.

.

.

.

—

NOW AVAILABLE!
STOREH:

GENERAL ZOOLOGY

EATON'S -COLLEGE STREET

ZIMMERMAN:

WORLD RESOURCES

IN INDUSTRY

.

U.C-SPS Game

McCALLUM:
REVISED COLLEGE OMNIBUS

CLASSIFIED

TAYLOR:

GEOGRAPHICAL LABORATORY
HANDBOOK OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

FOUND

.

call for

your copy

at

The University of Toronto Press
BOOK DEPARTMENT

—

Queen's Alumni

Rugby Dance
CONCERT HALL. ROYAL YORK HOTEL
AFTER QUEEN'S- VARSITY GAME

$1.00

PER PERSON AT THE DOOR

morning

pose of this society is to promote the
study of, and encourage interest, in the

Bell,

railways of Canada.

Adams,

the

Oct. 27.,1945-9 to 12 P.M.
TICKETS

past,

railway in

It seeks to study

understand the present,

further the future.
all its

branches

—construction,

and mechanical and

operating,

and

Itfs interested in the

means of propulsion

—steam,

in

diesel

all

and

Sutton,

Harris,

Phalen,

Irwin,

Cross,

Thornon,
James,
Dennis, Lawrence, Doll,

Grierson,

Parkin,

Bagg,

Todd

Sabiston, Campbell and Baker.

Deacon, Freer, Kerrison, Noble
and Yeates are still requested to
turn out

EMERGENCY
There

Is

Bring In Your Used Text Books

topper in

the

bathtub,

outfit.

For

George Evans and
Keith Hendricks were the main offenweapons, with Spike Hennessy
giving out with some solid support
Ken Sharpe held a determined front

BOOK MARKET

AND BOOK EXCHANGE

II

together throughout the game.

BIdg.

i

»

u

„

in

Bldg.,
at

tickets

for

All-University

Fall

Phone HU. 852S.

LOST
Ronson

Silver

Lighter with no
on the back campus, TuesS

and

6,

WANTED

Finder

please return to S.A.C. office

"Phase Rule and Equilibrium," by

MISSING

Findlay.

"Survey of European Civilization,"
by Ferguson and Brunn, from coat
rack outside Great Hall, Hart House,
Tuesday afternoon Please return to
S.A.C.

office.

Omega"

Call John Ellis, KI. 3882.

PART-TIME

desires stu-

dent as part-time editorial assistant
on automotive magazine. This can

insignia, containing 8 keys.

Finder kindly leave at SA.C.
or telephone RA. 5639.

office,

V**

8:30 P M.

WORK

Large publishing house

Black key-case, bearing "Alpha Chi

.

26th,

possibly

Medical

WANTED
3

dance.

LOST

„

or

The

(and there are two—
plays end) turned in good games for
U.C, as did Nels Kuhn, Phil Rosen,

RA. 1148
BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

n

wallet,

Monday, Oct. 22nd Please leave
S.A.C. office, Hart House.

lead to permanent position next year.
Apply, stating qualifications and

afternoon time available, to

The

BOB

Box

Varsity.

DON'T MISS THE JUNIOR
PHARMACY
\V- # DANCE
I M
FRIDAY, ™
OCTOBER
AT
GIMBY
pd

Please return

27.

LOST
leather

Chemical

Ed

YONGE
(1

Room

Annesley Hall, Queen's Park.

Staley brothers

day evening between

Until 10 p.m.

to

Brown
the Engineers,

initials,

726

As

the game drew to a close School were
showing considerable drive, and definitely outplaying a shakey and fast-tiring

of Books for All College Courses
NOW. We Will Pay HIGHEST CASH PRICEST.

Open Evenings

in

and end the

red and white threat for the day.

Nick Volpe and Waren Clayson.

A Drastic Shortage

AT EATON AUDITORIUM

ADS

1
I

ORCHESTRA

L,

New

Elect

Prominent

Member

Board

Music

In

Field

The Undergraduate Newspaper

MANAGER OF METROPOLITAN
Mr. Johnson, C.E.E., LL.D., General Manager of the
Metropolitan Opera of New York, has been appointed to the Board
of

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. THURSDAY, OCTOBER

Governors of the University of Toronto, President Sidney Smith
anniionced
yesterday.

Seaway

President Smith stated that the appointment of
Mr. Johnson will
meet a need long recognized, a man with
experience and knowledge 1 the field of

New

i

music

With

member

to the Board,

the addition of the
it is

Art

new

musical

in

played

education that

past

in

Two

Dr.

Smith.

This need for musical education
plies

art classes weekly
Hart House Gallery

the

the organization

opportunity for the development of the John A.

musical talents of youth and the raising
of the general standards

of

preciation.

the

Metropolitan

Sociology, and Political

Mr.

Hall

Monday

class

from

the

for debate since the revival of discus'
sion in the U.S. Senate on the pos-

of the classes,

An

said.

Economy agree

benefit

opening of the St Lawrence River to
traffic.
The issue has come ur.

Varsity.

of joint committee control of the

sibility
first

River

traffic.

sent

room

to give the other half

work,

Opera

Toronto would

tliat

Thursday, ocean

last

Over 70 students attended the
music apclass, and half of them had to be

home
of

i

year be-

this

meeting

Hall, director

The

told

In spite of his heavy duties as General

Manager

will be held

Prof.

to

additional

nights has been organized

Griffith Taylor of the Geography Department suggested that the

increase in

commerce

will probably bene-

Toronto at the expense of Montreal.
deepening the St Lawrence for
Johnson finds time to visit his home in bit too many, but we can't possibly have sea-going
vessels
below
Kingston,
Guelpt frequently. Thus he will be able classes three evenings a week," he stated. Montreal would
be robbed of its position
fit

which

now

is

Board meetings

to attend
cies

o fthe University

and

sic,

in its busiest season,

make

to

Mr.

sketched

The University

institution.

indeed fortunate in

is

member

of

Mr. Mall.

be of the utmost value because of

and the

experience

varied

his

international

he has

reputation

"break

as

of

would not be

bulk".

While

Toronto

such a position,

in

it

is

in

"Before very long I hope
they

that

than

rather

are

doing

camera can do much

°stab

creating

designs

what

clumsily

Professor H. A. Innis of the Political
Economy department felt that Toronto

would particularly
Georgian Bay

benefit

traffic

even

through the
if

the open-

ing of the Welland Canal
has somewhat cut down the importance
of its
ports.
The most disturbng factor
the issue to most Canadians

better."

and

Smith concluded.

President

Canada,

idea

great

lished in Europe, the United States

few classes

first

students will have grasped the

the

all

will

the

industry.

His advice

Board, said Dr. Smith.

its,

for

a large consuming centre, hub
of manuplace of the more conventional still life
facturing district, and storehouse
for
subjects.
"These subjects have the ad- most
of
Ontario.
These
reasons
vantage of enabling the beginner to would make
Toronto a port of call
have fun while allowing the advanced equal in importance
to Hamilton, centre
students to go as far as he likes," said of the steel

sideration of the administrative and aca-

securing Mr. Johnson as a

By

wheels, and miscellaneous junk are being

mu-

proposals for the con-

demic bodies of the

a

is

Seashell, coiled springs, tin cans, gear-

to survey poli-

in relation to

"Even 35

absorb the overflow.

to

AitentionI

Having heard from the Smith girls at a completely female environment and has
it seemed fairly obvious that learned the lyrics to
"America." But
we would also hear from it is more than that

sooner or later

Ending confusion and anxiety among
Smith, Miss Mcintosh has learned ex-servicemen attending
this
Univerwear blue jeans, her father's
sity, announcement came today from the
whatever we mean.
shirt, loafers and pig-tails ("an
average Department of Veteran's Affairs that
This has now happened. Miss Mary ensemble," she claims). She has
apthe first educational gratuity for the curMcintosh reports from Northampton, parently appeared in high heels for she
rent term is to be mailed on November
Massachusscts, on Smith.
writes with the tang of experience that
1 to the Bursar's office in Simcoe HalL
"How do we Varseyites like Smith "if you appear in high heels to lectures,
Ex-servicemen may pick up these
College?" Miss Mcintosh inquires rhe- the question from all sides is 'Where are
cheques, it was learned, at that office
torically.
"Well," she replies quickly, it are you going— New York?" Of course,
after that date, by stating
name and
is
relatively early in the year to be Miss Mcintosh was going not to New
faculty and signing for them.
making a decision or even commenting York but to a lecture and in the accepted
The amounts of the various cheques
upon the various phases of life in these U. of T. garb. By now, we suppose,
will vary according to the
ex-serviceUnited States, but, she assures us, it is she knows better. Informal attire is so
man's maritial status—whether he is
more than making new friends, getting much more comfortable, she is pleased
single or married, with or
without deaccustomed to different methods of is
to report
pendants, and with or without
pension.
struction, accepting a completely female
And, she adds, they do have scrumpThe first cheque will be dated from the
environment and learning not to sing tious shops on Green Street with all the
day he commenced his course.
"God Save the King" when "America' latest fashions. She then goes on to say
Should the ex-serviceman not find
that these may reach Toronto about
is played.
his cheque at the Bursar's Office
he is
Miss Mcintosh, we presume, has made 1948, but it's hardly fair to print that
advised to get in touch with the
D.V.A.
w friends, gotten accustomed to dif- sort of silly charge.
at 55 York Street as soon as
possible.
Naughty, naughty Miss Mcintosh
There have been rumours circulating
Mustn't snipe.
that single man's monthly
cheque would
Miss Mcintosh hesitates to say it
be raised to $80 and that the
before examination results come out but
married
right now (and she pauses to reconsider man's cheque would be increased proportionally. These rumours
it again) they are finding the
are to date
the Varsity girls at

tain

Hear Ye!

Hear Ye!

note-books

and text- books found

Out

Skule Elections

Students

of.

last

The

reception.

the

ex-

amination rooms will be disposed

First year S.P.S. election results were

announced

in

may

claim their books

before this date at the Registrar's

night at the freshman
Office,

Simcoe Hall.

that the expense will fall
on the
Canadian taxpayer rather than
on the
shippers.

The

sociological effects of the opening

seaway was discussed by Prof,
with the eastern sea-board would
make

C.W.M. Hart

The

closer

results are as follows;

4T9—F.

Vice
Crawford:
Banquet Room with Trump conservatism with which
President J. R. Hutcheson; Secretary- York
Athletic
Re- Davidson and his orchestra supplying influence has filled it
Treasurer—A. E. Cooke;
The re- the music. Prizes of record albums
presentative W. Lawrence.
President,

—

—

sults

of

the

Engineering

Society by-

s

given to the winners of the novel-

Secre- ty dance numbers which included stuExtary of the Engineering Society P. G. dents taking over the orchestra.
Kingsmill and President of the Ath- servicemen students were formally welas
a
comed to the body of students
Swan.
elections also

announced were:

—

letic

—Jack

The Reception was

courses

This year University College
its first

English film producers cannot match toward understatement
the variety of the American companies

but they do an excellent job with their

of

;

is

— the

easy-going

thriller,

The Glee Club

is

planning an active

season, chiefly as principals in the traditional singing of carols at the Dean's

Iwpes

also to

take

part

in the

It

Football

of course, essays.

Enthusiasm

Prof.

as "Hatter's Castle"

"The dialogue in English Films is
much more intelligent," he continued,
"they have no Hays office to interfere,
and consequently they are free of
seating prudery found in the dialogue of

American films. I'm looking forward to
seeing what the censors here do to a pic-

"The British go in for legitimate theamuch more than either Canada or the

tre

States.

only one
is

also

The Royal Alex, is really the
we have here. Of course there
the

tradition,

vaudeville,

old

English
to

corresponding

from which

Finish

point lead

five

music hall
American

stars

such

"Rhapsody in Blue" wins approval
Mr. Halina. "Room for Two"

to the English brand," said

Frye.

"English

humor

social

snobbery.

There

tends

Mr.

toward

terested

in

the

that there

;

on
Symphony Orchestra
short

the

sole solution is to import

"The

Toronto

men from

lives

of

man

who'll

th<

the

downtown dramatic presentation of
The meeting, though under

the auspices

of the

Sociology Club,

is

know a Harvard or a Yale open to all students in all
courses.
whip down for the weekThe first regular meeting of the club

end."

And, she continues
2.

"Can you

juicily.

(Continued on page 4)

SERVICE
The Alumni

Federation

of

the

University of Toronto will hold a

Remembrance Day Service at the
Tower on SATURDAY",
November 10th, 1945, and has requested that a guard of Honour
composed of ex-service personnel
from the three servces be provided.
Navy,

Army and

Air Force vol-

unteers for this guard are requested
to

leave

their

possible at the
fice

or at

names as soon as
U.N.T.D. Ship's of-

will

take place this evening at 8.15 in

St.

Hilda's

"What can

when
I

the

topic

be

will

do with Sociology?

New
New

President
Buildings

Action Seen By Padre
Affects Peace Opinions
Perhaps you've seen him walking had been hidden, and he had
left his
the campus or maybe you've 'chute as a souvenir."
spoken to him at High Table in Hart
He grinned. "There is a custom over
House. And you've probably wondered there for the women to kiss
all the men
who he was, this young padre in khaki three times, on the New Year. Those
with paratroop insignia on his sleeve.
poor women were kept pretty busy beThen come with us and we'll introduce cause there were 10 of us in that house
you to him. We stop at a door marked
"After two months, one of which was
across

I

"Chaplain," rap, and walk

St

George Street

spent in Holland,

in.

"Captain Douglas Candy, this

C.O.T.C. Headquarters,

both of which are located at 119

College,"

Captain Candy

is

is

the

Joe land, prepared to jump when
Uni- turned to the front."

we

re-

In Rhine Drive

the S.C.M.

at your service butHe goes on to tell you about the big
"Returned man, eh 1" he says in his jump across the Rhine, the sensations,
slightly English accent
land the great success of the manoeuvre.
From then on you're swapping war
'Til never forget that day
March

Mr. Candy looks

At Mt. Allison
Erected At Western
In

After the padre

dra

lias

tell .you

of

1

We took our objective
two operating tables going

24th, at 10 a.m.

how by

12 and had

he was at Grace Church-on-the-Hill in by 4 pm."
Toronto for three years after his ordinYou lean over and say, "How far did
until he joined the
Canadian you go in the push, sir?"
Chaplaincy in August, '43.
"Right up to the Baltic Sea, and then
I went overseas in May '44 with the we sat and waited for V-E Day."
He
22nd Canadian General Hospital. They describes the sight of all the westwardwere a great bunch. I spent two and a bound German soldiers, fully equipped"
half months with them, but only the but passive, trudging past the incoming
last ten days were in action." He pulls lorries of the Canadians.
ation,

versities.

consistently the best," said Mr. Frye.
George Harris of
to ease the overcrowded condition of the troopers' division.
"English companies have produced "They have a more serious approach were delivered by Dr. Harold
science buildings, which has resulted in Winnipeg had been their chaplain but
some extraordinary good war pictures
to a film than either the British or the McKcil, Dean of the Faculty of Sc
after the Normandy jump he was missand
standstill
of
classes
practical
of
Mount
Allison
University,
Dr.
W.
one documentary film in particular done Americans. But I will say that it
F.
ing we found his grave later.
by Eric Ambler, called "The Way the credit of the British that they turn Patterson, President of Acadia Uni- laboratories. The tunnel between the
"I applied and was sent off in August
hospital is to ease the
Ahead".
In American documentary out good pictures on very limited bud- versity, Rev. Gordon Sjsco, Secretary school and the
I met the boys returning from action at
films, greasy sentimentalism and bleat- gets while American producers spend of the United Church of Canada, and obstruction in the hospital and to facilithe Seine and we came back to England,
patients
of
the
transportation
J ng
tate
the
commentors exaggerate ad nau- a great deal more and often turn out a Mrs. K. L. Dawson, of the Mount Alliwhere I took an abbreviated jumping
seam.
from one place to the other.
son Federated Alumni.
The English films which tend much less effective picture."

—

course.

"We
Eve.

TWO DAYS

—

j

experiences.

out your story he will

address

IN

back to Eng-

versity chaplain this year, attached to

have been a

QUEENS WILL BE HERE

we went

ton.

as

inter-

Lillian Smith, the authoress
of

her novel.

greatest asset in one's life," she

states, "is to

shown
Program of
the Symphony, and other coming
will be

musical events reviewed (page

Miss

a definite

is

if you had a haircut last 27, at 2.30 p.m. at St Hilda's.
week, only one male registrant) and that
Miss Smith is in Toronto supervising
its

world.

private

movie idols as the English are

Group Fortunate To Hear

mature

less

on behalf of Canadian uni- as a tunnel to connect the Medical out his pipe and, unrolling his black
tobacco pouch, starts to pack the bowl.
School with Victoria Hospital and an
"Then I was with the Canadian
Pesent
at the ceremony, held in the
ted in the private lives of the Royal
addition to the animal house at the
Central Ordinance Depot in Surrey, for
Charles Fawcett Memorial Hall,
couple of excellent English comedies,
Family."
Medical School.
a couple of months, until I heard that
though,
and
guests
from
"Jeanic",
many
Canadian
and
Ai
particularly
T think that the French films are
The main purpose of these buildings is they needed a padre badly in the paracan universities. Addresses of welcome
"Laburnum Hunter".
comedy

is

Yale or Harvard.

Smith At Induction
Ease Overcrowding
Harry Lauder, Charlie Chaplin and
Sackville, N.B., Oct 23— (CUP)—At
now being brought over called
Marie Tempest have developed.
London Oct 19— (CUP)— Permission
the inauguration of Dr. W. T. Ross
"Love on the Dole." There are several
traditional
"The Americans have no
Fleming as sixth president of Mount has been granted to Western to build
bits in there that the Hays office would
aristocracy as the English have, so
Allison University last Saturday, Dr. a new zooJogical building and an extennever allow in American films."
they fashion their own aristocracy from
American humor and
"I
prefer
They are Sidney Smith delivered the welcoming sion to the present greenhouse as well
entertainment

students

any point the

noticed in Life

A. M. &D.
film

the

is

D.V.A. on York St

between freshmen and upper- "Strange Fruit" will give a talk on
classmen; that there is a manpower 'The Negro Problem," at a meeting of
shortage (there is, as you might have the Sociology Club on Saturday, Oct.

also reviewed (page 2).

A

in

vised to the

distinction

Movies
of

find

scholastically

(page 3).

ture

ic

ports,

there

If

Veteran wish cleared up, they are
ad-

exchangees, Miss Mcintosh re-

Trinity

left

C. U. P. Flashes

ter isn't as dull as the play"

Nine Steps".

with

The

shown at Dents.

Trinity game.

U.C.

Musicalc, as well as providing training

Producing Classics

unfounded.
re-

split

ing visitors! (page 2).

Soldiers'

in choral work for its members.
"Cocerning historical films, I underGlee Club practices will be held ThursN. Frye of Victoria College said in an stand the English company is now getday afternoons from 4.00 to 6.00 in the
interview yesterday.
ting out an extremely good Henry V,
Women's Union, beginning Nov. 1. AH
Mr. Frye commented on the extra- which I am very anxious to see, and
those interested are urged to attend.
I
also Shaw's Caesar and Cleopatra"
ordinary smoothness in production such
the picture production of the latand "The Thirty- hope

specialty

paint-wield-

students

with professors, she says,

and the by-word there is home-work
contrast to the by-word here which

launch'

Christmas party for U.C. women.

effective.

comment on

Editorial

The

difficult.

sponsibility

mixed Glee Club, under the
Mr. Brock McEIheran, t

turned from service in the Navy.

Finds French Films Finest

less

REMEMBRANCE DAY

graduate of U. of T. who is now lectorGeography, having recently re-

Reviews Movie;

News

at the Imperial soon.

U.G Mixed Glee Club
New Choral Note

ing

held in the Royal part of the ceremonies.

mid-western

to

Strikes

direction

Critic

connection

At

to re-

Queen's Desecration

of the

Toronto more aware of world events,
and lead it away from the traditional

Smith just

symmetry of such things or

Inside

is in their

1

tiie

1

fear

November

After

Cheques Out
Next Week

ferent methods of instruction, accepted

Varsity,

In reply to questioning yesterday professors in the department of Geography,

cause of the unprecedented turnout at

ap.

through Canada, to allow an

all

By Ross McLean

Toronto

In

Servicemen.s

Feature Smith College Life

Classes

has

it

continued

years,

Two

Urge

the University will play an even greater
role

Enthusiasts

expected that

Issue Bikes, Bridge, Blue-Jeans

Debate

1945

25.

left for

It

was

We

spent

"Yes,

sir,

here

I

am, and ready to go."

Actually he has been "going" pretty
heavily already, visiting the residence*,
getting in touch with ex-service men,
writing to bereaved homes, hearing the
of
"the
boys," conducting
Chapel services, and taking part in dis-

troubles

cussion groups.

Pd

like

"After the last

war

"There's just one observation
to make," he says.

was a surplus of optimism. This
time the boys are coming back with the
there

knowledge that there can be' another
Belgium on Christmas war. We aren't putting all our faith in
Von a League of Nations or any similarly or-

just at the time of

Runstedt's drive and
in.

"Well,— then we were whisked back
now here I am."

to England, and

New

we were

to

legislation tin's time. We know
now that it is up to each individual to
make the world fit for peace."

move ganized

Year's in a Belgian

home where an American

paratrooper
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Movies

Editorial

Picobac's the pick

Hoodlums At Large
The Varsity
that a gang of unidentified hoodlums had begun their
rugby rowdyism two days early. Some time after midnight they had painted a huge dripping yellow "Queen's"
on the Bloor Street Stadium wall.
There is not at the gayest of times the smallest shadow
of excuse for vandalism of this kind. With the manpower situation as tight as it is these days, the piling of
extra labor upon the harassed Superintendent's Staff
becomes downright criminal.

About

1.30 this

morning

For George

of the

An

What a

Mr. Oscar Halina (he informs us that
is no need to enclose "Oscar" in

Pan Alley
Halina's

matters

in

of

social

Found on

you

is,

pain ting

of

were

fracas

an unidenti

the supposition

papers

that

the

instance

fence-

leading

campus

Mr. bebig subtly infiltrated by
was propagandists and saboteurs.

Chopin.

that

to

a

to

the corpse of

Gael following last night's

ficd

another

disrespect shown

all

is

Queen's

responding

currently

campus jukes as

in

"Till

mine Varsity morale.
"It was undoubtably their purposi
Dr. McGecch, "to sneak tl

said

picture

the

is.

piece into the columns of

would be hard ," he feels, "even
an Inherent bungler (of which

Hollywood has

quota)

its

to

bad story of relating such a
George Gershwin,"

life

to

Gershwin

great!

The Varsity,
destroy the faith of students in their

own

make a

We

officials.

congratulate

our-

on queering this quisling."
Text of the document follows:

selves

as that

of

"Into

the reCapt. Juan E. A. MacPerron, gauleiter
compositions of the
S.A.C. (Students' Autocratic
pur- Congress)
was present at the execution
pose, the smashed and smashing might
of three undergraduates who defied
of America, her superficial insouciance
edict of the S.A.C. (Students' Auto
and buried heart break," he writes.
oratic Congress)
forbidding gathering
He hears in Gershwin's music echoes of more than
two students without a
of the "compound tumult of America.
permit Alexie Alexievitch KazmeracGershwin's America, he believes,
zak was indicted on the same charge
"something
virile,
frank,
bounding, but
acquitted. "Alexie's a frat brother
splintered
(Splintered,
again
mine," said MacPerron.
Halina?), confused, plaintive, wistfully
The circumstances leading to the presblue, a rhapsody."
t
campus mutterings mobs were a
Our Mr. Halina liked the picture.
And he prays to the gods of such tentative date for football team supporters to execute a quadrille Saturday
things that

only part

is

long

list

wrote

of

the

his

splintered

i

some

loose moraled lyrinight with off-tackle smashes in interbesmirch
Gershwin's
mission. Rivalry brewed over a neriod
Blue" with a rhyme
love" that will rhyme with a rhyme commencing with an earlier game had
above".
You can mention our name acted on a dormant campus like an
alarm clock. In classes throughout the
n your prayer, Halina old man

does

ist

not

Rhapsody

feel that

In

!

Admitting that "the average English University students were rubbing their
is
incomprehensible to anyone sleepy eyes, tucking their pillows under

comedy

mis-

not

chicvous tendency, or pushed hither and
thither by agitating spirits, students will

Editorial Encores

up stadiums walls, carve names
on desks, drop walcr-bombs on passersby, deprive roomates of sleep,- and in
other ways become socially obnoxious.

and
all

And

for those whom they keep
awake, or spatter with mud, or put to

with English

their

humor and

arms and walking out

meet

to

G. E. Bettson reports on their fellows in spirited organization:
e current attraction at the Hollywood
Pep rallies, organization meetings, an
that "whilst English is cast, situation amateur hours were being held on all

Mr. Chaucer

have no eon-

familiar

tstoms",

paint

It is not that students

it

in

"It

be-

some

before

week

Frederick

unenlightened,

he ought to think, but the act of the will required to set him thinking
frequently formidable. So he slumps and lets himself be led.
University students are dangerously prone to this tendency;
Passive

so long

of Time."

for

is

haviour.

last

Halina
would discuss George
Gershwin about whom, we inform the

—

especially

.

.

As decoded by Dr. Aloysius P.Q.R.
to
The McGecch, Terror of the Underworld
and chief of The Varsity's Secret
Branch, the following document proved
Mr. Halina has been to Shea's. There
part of a cunning campaign to underhe has seen "Rhapsody In Blue", and

End

forefront of

man may

for

peeve

something

nickels

student attention than it is. That problem is the problem of a basis
for social conduct.
There are roughly two forms of human government possible:
government from without, and government from within; the latter
sometimes erroneously called democracy (why erroneously, we shall
discuss some other time).
It is much easier, whatever orators may tell us, to be governed
from without. It is much easier to chafe under an edict than to
frame a code of one's own; because the edict bypasses the most
fatiguing labour known to men
the labour of thinking. No one

A

.

lasting.

of this journal rcproaohed Tin

defenceless

Mature Behaviour

to think.

who

recall,

mn

Gershwin

—no one wants

so cool

name

Mr. Halina

department.

this

may

latively

categorically

.

legal property) has once again contacted

team.

is

House!

tobacco

there

such deplorable sportsmanship is to flourish our spirit
in every legitimate fashion, but leave the fighting to the

The business of stadium-painting, alluded to above,
a much larger problem which should be more to the

Frat

so mild so fragrant

quotation marks since the

an equally irresponsible brush on the smooth stone walls
Sandblasting obof the Hart House main doorway.
literated the letters to a point where they were scarcely
obvious, though still detectable; and the operation cost
the Queen's Alma Mater Society an estimated $300.
There is no doubt that if last night's culprits can be
found, their purses will be comparably deflated.
There should be no thought in anyone's mind of retaliation. Our shaming answer to those who display

we speak

Oscar

a report reached

Some years ago, a group of Queen's supporters wielded

of

25, 1945

patter,

Liberty

picture will appeal to sides, underside excepted.

Printed sheets

appreciate bedroom farce and of cheers were being circulated in place
drawing room comedy." He re- of the usual rounds of notes and cribs.

"Room For Two".

fers to

sideraton

this

who

slick

ford,

Basil Rad- All proceedings led to the dance, a quiet

Francis

Day, Vic Oliver and informal affair scheduled to take place
Gynt, in our arithmetic, amount in any padded confine available.
of restoring damaged proPlans
classroom headaches over it, ever ex- to four
which suggests that the title is led the assemblage directly from
perry.
It is simply that the effort of
the
pected to fight for the right to read not
apt but perhaps suggestive.
thought required to act by that condance to the game.
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, yet that
ERfc
sideration is too fatiguing. It is easier
7ALSTAFF

FEW ADULTS, HAVING ONCE SUFFERED Greta

the labour

—

what happened in New York City,
states
The Reveille, Louisana State
is

to

with

drift

the

gang, or

yield

to

Satan.

University student newspaper.

When

the

will

is

relaxed,

there

"Then Venerable Tale principal prop
and that trouble invariably
in countless English classes has been
brings grief and labor to others. The
singled out as a public enemy. Officials

only remedy

The

is

only remedy

for officialdom
is

act of Local

to

who Union

for the student

555 of

cited

the

CIO

Music and Drama

Jltl,

trouble;

Teachers'

Concerning Things To

words from the text which

allowing himself to drift in one dithey claimed violated "the fundamental
to be led firmly in another.
Space limitations have so far restrictconception of Americanism," and deThe only remedy is the heavy hand o!
manded that the ancient masterpiece be ed this column to straight reviewing,
authority.
and we have been unable to run any prebanned in all New York schools.
No one wants authority to awaken
'Something dangerous has happened views as we promised we would at the
and pounce least of all the authorities.
beginning of the year.
he American philosophy of 1
However, toIt is bad psychology because it teaches
day we have several for you.
rights of free men. Chaucer's Tales
students to follow rather than lead;
themselves may not be essential to
A National Film Board short of the
it costs a great deal of effort on the
.mericanism. The right to read them
Toronto Symphony Orchestra will open
part of the legislators.
But the alter
eedom.
From
Chaucer
they at the Imperial Theatre on Thursday.
native onus rests on each student—the
may turn next, these self-appointed cen- If you have seen
moving pictures of a
onus of governing himself.
sors, to banning Longfellow's "Evange
symphony orchestra,
is

Come

rection,

It

obey

ultimately easier,

is

we

repeat, to

legislation than to detcrmin

course as an individual.
But to have
so acted as to invite legislation
deals

irreparable blow to

human

an

self-respect

W.H.K.
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Art, Music, and

you know pretty

an attempt to deprive American well what it
is like.
It's my contentyouth the privilege of suffering with the ionthat the feeling of personal contact
ll-starred lovers.
To permit the ban- with the artists is lost in
the strangely
ning of one book may lead eventually to
two-dimensional
atmosphere
of
the
mass book burning in our land."
screen. However, by virtue of the betti
* • *
photography and shorter duration this
"the open-mind policy" is tbe title
one is more interesting. The recorded
f an editorial from the Boston
Univer- sound is quite
good except in the loud
hy News, concerning the attitudes
passages and parts of the bass.
The
of England and the United States tomaterial program is contemporary and
ards Russia because of the partial
hence daring. Two Canadian works
are
failure of negotiations at the recent
ncluded; this must be regarded
as a
Council of Foreign Ministers in London.
tealthy sign, regardless of the
merit, or
lo
country
of all
the
United lack
of it, of the works chosen.
Nations needs peace more than docs
Aside from its moving-picture career,
Russia and sober statesmen

-Barbara Jones,

BA.

Dorothy Barley, 4TB

the

There has already been some
mention
in this column of the
coming series of
concerts to be sponsored by the
Friend'

of

Great Music.

Victor Mann, manage

the group, has since
informed
that the purpose of the
organization
of

to stimulate the

by the

New

work done

they hope to foster
preciation of the best in

u,

t

New York

Friend of Music.

is,

To

in

That

a further ap-

chamber music.

this end, they are bringing

world

re-

nowned artists to Eaton Auditorium,
The first concert is to be held in
midNovember.
There are several other coming
events
in

which

students

will

be

interested.

Next Tuesday, Toronto will hear
its
first jazz concert in
Eaton Auditorium.
Ballet comes to town on Nov.
5, at the
Royal Alex. The promised program
of
"excerpts from popular ballets"
indi

opinion

that

she

anyone

—

Jies in different

^art

of the T.S.O., will be in addition to the

world areas.

Secondary School
President Roosevelt once
said, "We
e nothing to fear but
scription concerts.
fear itself",
and

and

regular

The music

sub-

will be

of the "melodious type." Readers
words arc as timely now as
of this
they
were when Fascism seemed
omnipotent" column will be aware of the fact that

Drama

Night Editor; Mary Murdison
Mary Raper, John McRac

Assistants:

sufficient stimulation to
encourage
them to further their acquaintance
with
music

cates that the fallacy of playing
down to
The Toronto Symphony Orchestra is an audience that is
yearning to hear the
planning an ambitious program this
best in unabridged form has
year.
else to maintain it
unfortunThe
first in a series of "Pop"
concerts ately extended to the ballet.
^ clash of interests between Russia and
will be given this Friday.
the other United Nations is
These conPHILIP fbeedma:
not likely
certs; according to Jack Elton,
since their development
manager

inxious as

there

Editor

Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. Ms cDON AID,. BA.

good

sic

have steadily

idvanccd

his

Philip rreedman, 4T8
Staff Photographer
.Ralph Jones, 417

the multitudes of initiates
to
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WAR SAVINGS
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is

a certain danger in a series
namely danger of contri;

such as this

buting to musical stagnation by foster-

ng
It

that familiarity that breeds content
is

makers

to

be hoped
for

the

that the

scries

will

program
strive

to

avoid such a situation and provide
for
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VISITORS' DAY AT HART HOUSE
Sunday next, 28th October, will be
Visitors' Day at Hart
House, when members may introduce
guests including
lad.es, to the House between the
hours of fand 4 p m The
House will be open for inspection. The
exhibition of paint.
r
Halm
be on view ln "* art gallery
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and Dents Tussle
Hard Fought Game

Trinity
In
There

was

plenty

ISPEAKINGJDF SPORT

of

|

of times.

They came within Each team apparently needs a

little

more

point of it, however, with the final practice at closing
up holes on the lines.
II, Trinity 7.
Trinity was quite successful
in their
Trinity took an early lead in the first playing in the
air, often going for a
quarter after (recovering a fumble from first down in such
five

score Dents

a play.

the

kick-off.
Within four minutes
Meredith ran the ball over the opposing
line for a major score.
A few minutes

later

the

the ball

men again grabbed
a scramble and moved il

Trinity
in

steadily into the Dent's defensive area.

The

attempts to pick up another

points were foiled,

STADIUM

By Mickey Michasiw

OCTOBER

five

and the Tinity fans

SPORT INJHORT
Rugby-

—

A—

A

ball

What' s on Today

their

R.D.C. Finch will speak on
Rouget de Lisle at a meeting of the
verted this to leave the half time
score
Dents 11, Trinity 6.
U.C. French Club at 8:00 p.m. at the
Prof.

con-

Women's Union.
Trinity came back in the third
quarter
catch the Dental gentleman
SOCIOLOGY CLUB
behind
their
own line for a single point
There will be a meeting of the SociShortly after Trinity again marched
to ology Club at St Hilda's at 8:15 p.m.
the opposing ten yard line but their Topic: What can I do with Sociology?
to

passing play was intercepted by Young
CLUB
who ran the ball to mid-field before
There will be a meeting of the
Trinity recovered from the shock suf- Archery
Club in the Rifle Range of
ficiently to tackle him.
Hart House at 7:30 this evening. All
At this point the Trinity cheerleaders those interested are
requested to attend.
pepped their team with a series of
L.P.P. CLUB
frenzied 'Nimium cervisii's and the hoys
The membership meeting of the
obliged with a concerted attack on the L.P.P.
club will be held to-morrow FriDents line. The tooth-pullers recovered, day instead of
to-day at 4 o'clock in the
however and were reversing the advance Women's Union.

ARCHERY

ONE WEEK ONLY, BEGINNING

MON., EVE.

Oct. 29.

Evgs. (8.20) Mats. Wed., Sal. (2.20)

R.

A

are reserved for University
Q, R, S, T, and
students for this game. Seats are NOT reserved,
but each
student may obtain a special student ticket by
presenting
in person, registration card with athletic
portion attached
at the Athletic Office, Hart House, on
Thursday and Friday, October 25th and 26th.

Frayed Cuff

is

we had

in this

Tickets
The

the pleasure of sitting in

a hockey meeting presided over by
Lloyd Percival of the Sports College of
the Air.
On his panel were such
personalities as Wes McKnight,
Bobby Hewitson, Corbett Dennenay and
a number of others whose names
escape us. Interpretations of the rules were
discussed and motion pictures were shown.
To night's topic of discussion is
wrestling and judo while swimming come
to the fore tomorrow.

gym

lists

and basketball.
Phillips will act as chairman for
the track and field meeting next
Thursday
along with a galaxy of former track and
field greats.
The time is 8 pm
and there is no admission charge.

The mixed doubles tournament will be held
this afternoon on the St
Hilda courts. All players are asked to
appear at the courts before 2

"d

FridT

the °'

Ca "!

STUDENTS MUST BE IN THEIR SEATS BEFORE
2.15

,l

°'

*

°™y

,0

Sport Schedule for

pm

™"

hdd

bc

Varsity's intermediate golfers added
another laurel to the credit of their
alma mater yesterday as they emerged
victors in the tournament held at
toicrph.
The six stroke margin was attained by the
foursome of Horkins
Waylett, McKay and Bain. Western
placed second in the event that posted
scores from 83 to 120.

Beat Queen's

Mon.

Oct. 29

Tues.

30
31
Nov. 2

Wed.
Fri.

Polly

— The Event

—

JAZZ
The

31

4.00

Vic I
Trin

U.C.

1

Fri.

2

4.00

SPS

Vic

U.C.

SPS IV

Med

31

5.00

Med

1

5.00

U.C.

2

5.00

Dent

Nov

m

guarantee that you will enjoy yourselves.
so the spectators of the first women's Softball

much

attention

Mon.

game

on Trinity

reported.

Oct. 29
20

Meds

yesterday

field

30

little

30 at 8.30 P.M.

game ended with the
Meds. They prefer to keep

31

Thur, Nov.

SPS
Jr.

PHE

1.00

U.C. Ill
Pharni A

1

6.30

Med

Emman B

1.00

Sr.

4.30

SPS III
Knox A
Sr. SPS

6.30—SPS II A
7.30—Wye B

Pre-MedB

Kn

x

B

SWIM LEAGUE-^.00— Emman
For

12.00

Med

Seunarine

U.C.

Brisbin

Williams
Burt-Gerrans

Emman A

Fine
Fine

Vic

Ex-Service

Thompson
Thompson

V

SPS III A
SPS IV B
SPS I A

Himel
Stone

Swan
Swan

WycB

Vic

Sr.

Med

Eilbeck

PHE
Wye A
I

Fine
Fine

U.C.
Trin D
Sr.

U.C. V
Jr. Vic
U.C. IV
Trin C

Brisbin
Brisbin

SPS
SPS III B
For B
Jr.

A
PHE I

For

Trin

Burt-Gerrans

Macke
Seunarine

A

Pre-Med

Williams
Williams

A

SWIM LEAGUE
29

5.00

SPS

Tues.

30

4.00

For
Vic

Wed.

31

4.00

SPS IV
TrinC

Oct.

Fyfe, Clare, Campbell

Thompson
McDonald
Thur. Nov.

Foote

I

7.30

1.00

Mon.

LACROSSE— 5.00—SPS IV St. M
VOLLEYBALL— 1.00 —SPS I A DentC
4.30—SPS TV B
Medm
5.30—SPS IVA
DentB

Cooke

Pharm B
SPS IV

B

SPS

Vic III

1.00

II
Jr.

A

StM. B

7.30

3

ForB
M.

St.

1.00

6.30

Dent

Shcppard

SPS 11 A
SPS IVA

II

7.30

6.30

2

B

III

Med

4.00

5.30

consequence than the McGill tennis tournament,
is
the
basketball practice tonight
Scheduled to take place at O.C.E Sue
Gray
basketball club president, announces that
the team due to practise tonight
may spend their evenings in some other useful
manner.

—FE —Emman

Seats $1.20, $1.60, §2.00, tax
included. All seats reserved.
Obtainable at Auditorium or
Prom, Music Centre or Dunsway Restaurant.

1.00

0.30

Saints having a majority of
the actual total a deep, dark

SPORTS CALENDAR

Price

Vic
For

6.30

5.30

less

RUGBY--1.00—Jr. SPS Jr. Med
SOCCER-^.00—FW—SPS II Med n

Rae
Cross

SPS

Jr.

4.00

4.30

players

the

II

Vetter
I

VOLLEYBALL

4.00

But of

Con-

Life

JR. SPS

Softball

consume

Another Cancellation

—

Hassanali

PHE

yes, the score;

Welch
Boyd

I

Trin

The

McDonald

Knox

I

1.00

First

slars of the Carnegie Hall

4.00

Kulha

Med II
Emman

5.00

three runs over the

CONCERT

Eaton Auditorium
OCT.

Year!

of the

Hear Toronto's

For

Thur. Nov.

secret.

Prices (tax included) Evgs. 90c, 31.30, S1.80. S2.40.
S3.00
Matinees: Wed. and Sat., 90c, $1.20, $1.80 (no phone orders)
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Buy in Advance

II

5.00

the focus of

announced in to*
morrow's issue.

SOCCER
Vic

30

Oh

EVG., "Trial by Jury," "Pinafore."

a
a
a

Oct. 29

was

aReferee appointments
for rugby will be

Vic
Trin
U.C.

Mon.

to

sides

&

Si

Med

Wye

hy the experience as thoroughly as they enjoyed
themselves
If
they take to heart the wealth of wisdom
that was offered to them, we are
certain that the quality of their games will
rise rapidly.

MAT

Sr.

4.00

profitted

"Trial by Jury," "Pinafore"; ,TUES. EVG.,
"Patience"; WED.
& EVG., "Trial by Jury," "Pirates
of Penzance"; THTJRS. EVG., "The Sorcerer"; PRI. EVG.

4.00

SPS

Sr.

gigantic quantities of buttery popcorn, outshout
Tues.
the opposing cheerleaders
and spot a crackerjack .pitcher in the first five
Wed.
minutes of play.
Varsity women offer students an opportunity
Thur.
to carry on postgraduate
studies
this field.
Fri.
Once you have graduated from the evcry-day
variety
of baseball, you become proficient in teaching
the players on a University
women's team the fundamentals of the game in which
they are participating.
VV e

of Oct. 29th

LACROSSE

bit of advice on the merits
accepted this with gratitude, because
the
majority, frankly, had never played the game
before.
No doubt both

MON. EVG.,

Week

Muiz

Everyone has indulged in the outdoor sport
of watching a
game. It is a part of every citizen's education.
One learns

of stealing bases.

WORLD FAMOUS COMIC OPERAS

SPS
M.

4.00

30

over an hour, through the courcc of four innings.
The
twenty girls also had themselves a time, making
as much noise as the
boisterous onlookers. The "unip" proved cooperative,
coaching the batters on
the proper stance, and casting helpful
hints to the pitchers, not to mention
declaring the ball high or low.
squad of unidentified football players forsook
their pratice in the
stodium to cheer the girls onward, and to proffer

— IN THESE WOHLD-FAMOUS COMIC OPERAS —

St.

Mon. Oct. 29

A

IN THESE

Med

Jr.

4.00

PopCorn and Crackeriacks:

afternoon for a

and new generations.

Sr.

4.00

Tues.

Wed.

The Sportswoman
By

Only

RUGBY

Knox

vs St. Hilda's

M. Burnsido presents

P.M.

Students' Entrance, South Door
of Arena,

Next week's
Varsity's Hec

volleyball, boxing, track

"° S

Not Available Saturday

registration card

must also be shown with the
ticket on entering the Stadium
at the student entrancesouth door of the Arena.

On Monday

line.

U

SECTIONS

tills

this week as well as next, the Toronto
and District Sports
being held nightly at the Central Y.M.C.A..
This Forum is a
sports education carried on for the benefit
of players as well as coach and
spectator.
complete analysis of various sports is made
under the chairmanship of authorities who are more than

Forum

Or

The fimelessness of these operas
makes them fresh and appealing
to both old

Jottings On
Through

QUEENS

vs.

(SENIOR INTERCOLLEGIATE)

The fellows on the team have given and still are
giving out
with the hest of their ability. They devote three hours
every night for the
cause of Varsity. How about you giving an hour
to morrow afternoon?

program

and

and before they stopped they got
team another five points.
Milne

student at

VARSITY

university.

last,

to be satisfied with a single point Lacrosse
Meanwhile, Dents, seemed to remem- Forestry— 14 S.P.S. Ill

A

I

competant

Soccer
Meds 1—2 U.C.—

had

ran the ball 60 yards .for a touchdown.
few minutes after, Moore and Woolidge decided to play catch with the

Tomorrow's the day
At high noon, the drums for a unified University
of Toronto spirit will sound out when a patrolling sound
truck will scatter
good news and music far and wide across the campus. At 3.45
the front
campus will see a gathering of the students that are to form a
ycllng, twisting
snake dance to the Arena where the gargantuous pep rally is
to take place.
These events are a personal challenge to each and every

A

Dents— 11 Trinity—

ber suddenly that the team acquiring the Volleyball
most points won the game so Wolidge Wycliffe
won over Pharmacy
recovered a fumble (what again)
Forestry— won over S.P.S. IV

SAT. MAT.

27ih

Those Big Doin's Are Near

enthusiasm at the final whistle.
evinced at the Trinity-Dents football
The two teams seemed to be evenly
game yesterday and Trinity even had matched as they both fumbled
the ball
cheer leaders but even this group couldn't approximately an equal
number
influence the score.

25.

1

Trin

B

U.C.

I

Sugar

St M. B

Med

II

Trin

U.C.

II

Jr.

4.00

St M.
Knox
Trin

Moffat

Wye

5.00

Himel
Eilbeck
Eilbeck
Fine
Fine

Pre-Med

III

Welch

A

SPS
SPS Hi

A

Welch

'For

B

Burt-Gerrans

Emman

RUGBY PRACTICES
Mon. Oct. 29
30

Tues.

Knox
Burt-Gerrans
Wye (Cancelled)

Wed.

31

Jr.

SPS, Dent,

St.

M.

St M.,
Sr.

Thur. Nov.

1

St.

Fri.

2

Jr.

Sr. Med, U.C.
Med, U.C, Sr. SPS
M., Jr. Med, Dent
Med, Sr. SPS, Jr. SPS

VARSITY FOOTBALL DANCE
In

the Banquet Hall of the Royal

Saturday. Oct. 27th, 9-12

P.

Go'on Sale
Quotas Have Been

Tickets Will

ANY

TICKETS

NOT PURCHASED BY

12

M.

York Hotel

Tickets $1.00 Per Person

Room

82, University College, Today, 12-2 and 5-6
Allotted to Each College and Faculty for Tickets
in

NOON

FRIDAY WILL BE SOLD TO

ANYONE ON

THE CAMPUS

4
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ful solid colors, to set off your fur coat
jor the next go at the Stadium.

Blue-Jeans

—o—

DISTINGUISHED

IS

(Continued from page 1)

THE WORD WELCOME, WARMTH

and

I

25, 1945

ourselves less anaemic looking and much
more pleasant at breakfast," she adds
in
brackets,
but failing to explain

whether

this

due

Formal Attire for the
Meds. Jit-Home

the elimination
of cigarettes in ibedrooms or late leaves

delic

is

.to

home-cooked meals are yours at the imagine spending week-ends at men's
Ladies' and Men's Complete Outfits
on week-end nights. We can't imagine
Hearthstone, under the efficient manage- colleges ?"
and Accessories for Rent
a collection of ment
which.
'Well, frankly, no, if you were asking
of Pickwick Kitchen Ltd. It is
Rules, she says, are more strict. The
town and country clothes as is assembled their intention to give you good food us," we began to reply but Miss
McAT
anywhere in Canada.
There is a plus die surroundings in which to enjoy intosh had hurried along to her next girls even wrote an exam in them last
which shows you, doesn't it-?
thorough-bred look to every individual it. When you feel brain-weary, cold, and sentence. She types so fast
They're also turning domestic and
lood for the comfort of a home"It's a most accepted and desirable
garment in the place. In case you have
cooked meal, remember .the Hearthstone custom here and we're dying to try doing the dishes and helping to clean
Special Sludci
been under the impression that Joan
tlie residence. This, she explains, is due
away, and ready with
it out!"
Rigby carries only tweeds and casuals, welcome. If you want a lunch
for two
Despite that unique prospect, Marg to the shortage of help which you keep
it is this column's pleasure to inform
or have die responsibility of a class Whitsey, III History, admitted ("laugh- seeing movies about these days.
Medical Exams
Alison Kemp, III Government,
LOST
you that they can show many very banquet on your hands, just telephone ingly," Miss Mcintosh, who was there,
Women Students who expect to
KI. 6973 for advice and suggestions. describes) that she preferred co-ed col- marks on the friendly enthusiasm of
inspirational date dresses for the girl
Brown leather wallet, possibly in
graduate this year may now make
everyone and observes .that we could do
The Hearthstone specializes in tables leges herself.
who knows how much her partner of
Chemical Bldg. or Medical BIdg.,
their appointments for the annual
with gleaming linen, fresh flowers and
At Smith, residence life is what resi- with a bit more of it at Varsity. (Has
the evening appreciates that suave look. the little things
Monday, Oct. 22nd. Please leave at
physical examination at The Wothat count Whether it'
dence life is here, it seems, Except: no Miss Kemp not heard of our rugby
And a note for out -of -town ers . . . when a table of bridge, dinner for eight or a smoking in bedrooms and late leaves dance?). Ruth McDougald, III HisS.A.C.
office, Hart House.
men's Health. Service, 44 Hoskin
tory, exclaimed "bikes, bridge and blue
you have a mother or sister visiting class banquet, you'll be entertaining
only on week-end nights. "We're finding
Ave.
jeans" when asked for her impressions
the right setting at 80 Bloor Street
Toronto in search of something very
by our remote-control correspondent,
West, where the new coat of paint
for Spring now, because we predict that
special, remember, Joan Rigby is, conMiss Mcintosh. Miss McDcDougald is
brightening the landscape along the
LOST
'ih reluming personnel there is going
veniently, on Bloor Street near Bay.
handy with her alliterative exclamations,
street
to be one mad rush on tailoring, from
Black key-case, bearing "Alpha Chi
"Phase Rule and Equilibrium," by
it seems.
on until late Spring 1946.
Omega" insignia, containing 8 keys.
EX-SERVICE
all very enriching. Miss Mcintosh
are oil in jovor
Findlay. Call John Ellis, KI. 3882.
HAVE
DONE
IT
Finder
kindly
leave
at
SA.C.
concludes. It is not like Varsity, she
office,
of the Embassy jor various reason, not
AGAIN I A comfy coat for campus
MAKES AN
outthe least of these being the superb perreiterates. They are leading quite difor telephone RA. 5639.
wear, and this time designed by an ex- fit? Accesories of course. And where to
formance of Ferde Mowrey's orchestra
ferent lives and benefitting from it, and
R.CjIJ?. officer who knows his ele- look for those accessories ? The Evangeand the vocalising of Paul Ross and
she hopes that the exchange will be
FOR SALE
ments! Picture yourself on a blustery ine Shops, where there is at the moHelen White, plus of course the longcontinued in the future.
LOST
November morning in this perfect slip- ment a most tempting array of bags
Dress suit, tails, size about 40, for
apparent fact that the Embassy boasts
and farewell," says Miss Mc
on shortie made in a heavy blanket mai gloves.
Some of the bags come
Brown wallet, lost in Hart House
one of the best floors in the country,
ntosh. "Vive les Etats-Unisl"
six-foot man. Practically new. Box
terial which comes in gorgeous colors.
corded fabrics designed to give an
plus a sophisticated background which
locker room. Please leave at S.A.C.
The belt is set in so you can clinch it idded touch of about-town-ness to your
K, The Varsity.
can compare very favorably with the
tightly round your waist and keep out suit, they're new and have plenty of
office.
PART-TIME
better night clubs abroad. And here's a
drafts.
The sleeves are wing affairs, zip, Others in calf, corde, etc. Do you
feature they haven't overlooked, namely,
Large publishing house desires stueasily slipped over the new wide sleeves. want a contrast to that dark winter
that the Embassy is so close to the
dent as part-time editorial assistant
For return of SLIDE RULE left in
LOST
Buttons are big plastic jobs to moke coat? What about a pair of bright red
campus that your date practically
on automotive magazine. This can
Room E-34, or Engineering BIdg.,
your comfy coat complete. Especially angora gloves? And for that sophistiRed leather wallet, Wednesday noon,
pects to be walked instead of taxied to
lead to permanent position next year.
drafting room, Monday morning,
interesting at the moment are their coats, cated dark dress, a pair of good black
in or near the Women's Union.
the spot, which is definitely a point
Apply, stating qualifications and
Oct 22nd. Name on inside of cover
fur coats, cloth coats, and "Shortie suedes, of course. And, oh yes, we liked
Finder please leave at SA.C. office,
these days of temperamental taxi conafternoon time available, to Box L,
flap, J. H. C. Massie. Finder
Joes."
Fur coats from three-quarter those smart pig-tex gloves to twin up
please
ditions.
The Varsity.
or telephone HU. 1655.
phone
length cross fox for evening wear to
Midway 0835.
Hi your tweeds.
o
warm brown tmutin jor your football
.

.

.

clothes by

Joan Rijfby where you

will find as superlative

FREEMAN'S FORMAL

WANTED

MEN

NORTHWAVS

WHAT

AUTUMN

.

.

.

WORK

REWARD

— —

ESPECIALLY LOVELY
Du Barry

sensitive skin,

for a fine

date.

—o—

Contour Cream

has a two-fold function

:

for cleansing, then use

more generously

first

use a

little

FOR EASING THE DISCOMFORT

as a tissue cream. Try it for the after- of a simple head cold, pour one teaspoon
noon "rest facial" in preparation for a of Sloan's Liniment in a cup of boiling
evening occasion. After tho- water and hold the nose over the cup.

special

roughly cleansing face and neck with
Du Barry Contour Cream and Skin
Freshener add a few drops of Du Barry
the

Breathe

in the

steam.

This relieves the

stuffiness of nasal passages

by action on
only one of
worthwhile uses to which

the delicate surfaces

.

.

Muscle Oil to a sufficient quantity of the the many
Cream, blend, smooth the mixture over Sloan's can be put in addition to the
well tried and classic one of relieving
aches and pains from overstrain on foot-

the face and neck and allow to remain
half an hour. Lie down and relax, if

This

possible.

is

a de luxe

which

facial

ball field,

—o—

stronger,
.

.

It's

faster

it's

to

the

FOR USED TEXT BOOKS - EVERY COURSE
There

Is

a Drastic

Shortage— Brin g

to

the

of

IDEA

that

to

match from which
to

to knit yourself

go with the tzvecd

a

in perfect

.

.

Good English

tweeds,

exquisite

soft

WE

.

BUY
BOOKSr-

726

.

[

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK

here's some extra
'oollens, flawless tailoring and originMildred Wright lias ality of design are the
trade-mark of
some fluffy, all-wool blankets which arc a Mary Mac
designed outfit. Dresses,
rare to find these days, and which are coats,
and ensembles to order, of course.
as treasured as gifts as sterling, and And a
word to the wise . . it is not
attractive hand-loomed scarves in beautitoo early to order your Mary Mac suit

news

Highest Cash Prices

for

MARKET
AND BOOK
EXCHANGE

of getting well out ahead oj the
croivd when it comes to classic tailoring.

And

compatibility.

special

NOW

Your Used Books

Open Evenings

order, lend

ordinary

Munro tweeds with wool

those coveted

sweater

in

working liniment

was quite an car. Mary Mac has o good assortlikely mode from a Mildred Wright ment
of Rcady-to-Wear dresses, chosen
tweed, and came from no farther away
her own inimitable style for the career
than 100 Bloor Street West. She has and university
girl who knows the wisout

CASH!

that

suit yon saw at the game on Saturday IF ANYONE
HAS THE
which caught your eye as being
Mary Moc tnakes only

thing

smart

keep a bottle of Sloan's handy,

leaves the skin delightfully refreshed.

ITS A MILDRED WRIGHT

track or gym.

CASH!

.

YONGE
(1

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

VtrqmtaJj

\

Colorful gloves ?n the spirit of

m

K

gay ski

oof

fkif

.

.

.

trips

finest wool

air-tight

yet

iiLOVES

and sleigh

rides

well-knit gloves of the
.

.

around

allowing

all

long cuffs

.

your
the

wrists,

freedom

you want.

at

1.00—

Rabbit- and -wool

gloves

.

solid

.

shades

— Powder,

Black,

Brown and

Red.
dium,

Me-

Small,

Large.

at 1.45-e mbroidered
gloves

.

.

Black.

wool
Red,

.

Brown,

Powder,

Small,

Me-

dium, Large.

at

1.95-A ngoragloves

and -wool

.

.

.

Jade,

Powder,

Cardinal,

Scarlet,

Black,

Brown,

Beige.

Small, Medium,
Large.

MAIL ORDERS
With Money Order, include 10c to cover
of mailing.
Send to Head Office,
Kent Building, Toronto,

cost

J
*

You> " want 2 or 3 pairs— for
yourself and for Christmas gifts

A STORE

IN

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

\)irqiniaj)are

Come Out A-roaring

Fans

If

Go

Blues Will

PEACE— IT VWO NDERFUL

This afternoon at 4:00 all the traditional pre-war trimmings
usher in Varsity's first football week-end in six years.

Combining a band
practice, cartwheels,

a monster pep

dents,

from the back campus

The appearance

The
straight.

to the stadium

in

snake dance.

on to what, they hope,

The Gaels

will

Aim To

Blues

will

be

at the rear

On

Stop

the players

who

undoubtedly

will

Klassen and his comely,

cartwheeling

cohorts will lead the crowd through the
entire repertoire of "ripparty, rapperty,

and

Milliken

year at Queen's.

broken

and

oheers,

yells will

will

do

mothballs

and

In addition,

new

yells

have been

prepared and will be introduced.

To

climax the afternoon, each

his

Bob Fuller— Windsor

Wood

intro-

is

and

White

rib-

bons which can be used throughout the

Fuller

of

for

game.

Saturday's

tending the rally should

Hart House.

at-

obtain their

first

game from

tickets for the

Office in

Everyone

the Athletic

Jim
ho

R.C.A.F. Hurricanes of

average

ball

tickets will

Is also a
.this

stamped

tickets will be permitted in this

Bill
lbs.,

good kicker but has
season with a bad

On

Saturday,

everyone in the spe-

rooter's section should be in their

cial

tacklers on the team.
stone city his home.

seats by 2 :00 o'clock to be ready for the

kick-off

and a few pre-game cheers.

we

the University of Western Ontario,

legiate

will place

member

of the

from Toronto, Ont. Played
Toronto

the Blues in an exthe

retain

of

the

rest of the

23, 6'0", 165 lbs.,

Collegiate

for

member

Played

previous

football

at

Riverdale

Collegiate Institute.

(Continued on page 4)

Topping this page is the
Varsity Blue line as seen
through the eyes of Queen's
linesmen.

Rod Smith, Jack McReynolds,
Mel Lawson, Don Bark. Right

the

Cran-

ham, Al Jacobs, Bob Henry.

intercol-

— to

win".

Queen's states that Parry's'

be

With

marked men.

the prospects of

15,000 people viewing the game, the
Blues will be on every man on every

Last minute nnvs slates that Don
Loukes, first year Dental student would
be starting at centre on Saturday. The
only information available
a 180 pounds and &2".

Blue Trackmen at M'Gill

stars

be the

track meet
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paths

to be

held

of

The event
senior

intercollegiate

first

since

the dis-

astrous year of 1939.

Varsity hopes rest on the shoulders of
nineteen

yql LXV

Hec

group of track and

onto the cinder

Molson Stadium at McGiII.
will

contender on the basis of

Meet

12 o'clock today

Phillips will lead his

The Undergraduate Newspaper

Loukes

lists

For Intercollegiate

field

team from

quiet but

said," We'll be out there for one-

News from

Shorty after

OA.C. lose out by a 6-0 count.
The Western team ranks as a potential
its slim 4-3
victory over the O.A.C. Aggies in its

A

Left to right are

Gord Lawson, Mark Guppy,
John Kilpairick, Alan Scott,
Will Henry, Rudy Grass, and
Johnny Farmer.

To date, the Blues have played two
hours of shutout soccer.
The season
was started with a 4-0 win over Mcweek saw

in ship-shape

was prevalent
team and as one

play.

championship which the team has

last

is

to go.

confidence

purpose only

Institute,

held since 1938.

Master and

team

and raring

Coach Bob Elliott plans a stopover
R.C.A.F.
in Oshawa tonight and the team will arJack McReynolds—Halfback 20, 6'0" rive in Toronto early Saturday morning.
165 lbs., S.P.S. II, from Toronto, Ont From that time on, team members will

photographic

Bill Daniel, Colin

The

condition

determined

Played for Runnymede Collegiate Instiand is a former member of the

"T", top to bottom left side:

side:

the opener will

and Balmy Beach and is a former memjury is not serious as first expected
ber of the Royal Canadian Navy.
and that his "broken ankle" is but a bad
Ted Toogood—Halfback 21, S'9", 160 bruise. Undoubtedly Parry will be in
P.H.E. I, from Toronto Ont action. The rest of the team is free of
lbs.,

joy

—

Tail

who missed

throughout the entire

Western

Saturday afternoon, the Varsity
soccer team will attempt to protect its
undefeated record as well as its unsco red -upon honor against a team from

position to

a former

Sin Scott— Halfback,

—

Saturday Encounter

win

is

North

regret

On

A

and

O.C.E.,

Bill Randall Moved from middle to
snap position. Arts freshman.
be run today. The reBruce Conk Final year medical stumaining pictures will be published early
dent and a veteran Queen's outside. Is
next week.
exceptionally fast and tackles hard
around the ankle.

cellent

Collegiate Institute and Toronto

R.C.A.F.

mid-

King— Brentford's pride and
last year.
Was the star pass

6'2".

with a leg injury.
Whether Guppy
23, &Q", 18C
and Armstrong would see action tomorfrom Winnipeg, Man.
was
debatable last night
Gus
row
Runnymede Collegiate

Is the team's star wit.

members can not

In

II,

who learned his football fundementals from Western's Johnny Metras.

that pictures of several prominent team

Soccerites Play

20,

from Toronto, Ont

Played previous football with Vaughan

Road

—

to the limited space,

—Halfback,

II,

Lawrence— Halfback,

S.P.S.

Indians,

The coaches have stressed the fact that in his
reeven the best team needs vocal support ceiver on last year's team and carried
from the sidelines. For this reason, on last Saturday.
everyone should get out to both the rally
Archie Campbell A potent tackier
and the game and help the Bli
who performs around the right middle
BEAT QUEEN'S 1
position. Kingston boy.

Due

P.H:E.

Campbell,

dle

Pete

serve the goal posts.

Played football at

Calls the Lime-

left

Ont

and is a former member of the R.C.A.F.
again watch the game from the sidelines
Johnny Farmer— End, 19, 5'10", 165
as his leg has not responded to treatP.HJi. I, from Toronto, Ont
lbs.,
ment as well as had ben expected.

knee.

Bob Stevens—A charging

section.

Cranham

lbs.,

Army-

Don Delahayc—Another inside wing
By special arrangement with Mr. T. A.
Reed, Secretary of the Athletic As- who is one of the best blockers and
sociation, only those with the specially

Toronto,

a doctor's observation late last night as
football at Parkdalc Collegiate Institute,
the result of the workout Lineman Bob
and a former member of the Canadian
Armstrong is also under medical care

carrier.

been troubled

24, 6'2'/t ", 225

St.

may sec action although he was missing
League.
Mark
Jim Carson— Inside 25, 5'ir, 245 lbs. from last nighfs practice.
Played Guppy, a dependable middle was under
O.C.E., from Toronto, Ont.

Ken MacDonald—Inside wing from
Ottawa.

The

be stamped at the rally to enable the rehearsed rooters to enter Section "Q".

from

II,

ball

Crothers—Another homebrew
a quiet and depenable quartergood kicker and a better-than-

is

back, a

all

back campus along with his boots and
a rugby ball.
The team shows a number of injuries,
Played football at Riverdale Collegiate some serious enough to keep the men
and with Balmy Beach, and softball with out of the game. Ted Toogood who was
Tip Top Tailors in the Beaches Fast- on the sidelines for the past two weeks
180

His display of last Saturday has
comparing him to Fritz Hanson.
For Saturday's game. Section "Q" of
Can do almost anyhing. Parry is the
the stadium will be set aside as a spe- fellow
who must be stopped.
rooting section in order to provide

and long

R.C.A.F.

of the

Pary

critics

cial

practised hard

to discount the

At Jacobs—Quarterback, 21, 5'10", 150 time tutoring a number of the backS.P.S. II, from Toronto, Ont. fielders on a few finer points of the
Played football at Vaughan Road Col game. Stu Scott, in particular, has been
giate Institute, and a former membei spending most of his noon hours on the

season.

a nucleus of well rehearsed supporters

who have

from North Bay, Ont.

•s.,

—Windsor boy who former-

ly starred for

University of Toronto athletically

unified for the first time in six years.

mm—

tosses

and

S.P.S.

Colin

/ ack Parry

6'4K", 225

Throughout the week, Warren SteAndrew's Colvens has faithfully drilled the team with
lege and Balmy Beach, and a former
the results that tomorow will find the
ember of the Canadian Array.
Blues a hard charging and deadly tackBert Ha
Halfback, 20, 5'10", 160
ling squad.
The lapse that proved diss.,
S.P.S. II, from Toronto, Ont asterous a
week ago will not be there
Formerly played with Riverdale Col- for the optomistic invaders.
giate and Balmy Beach teams.
Steve has been spending his spare

also on the completing half of

a number

duction co-eds will circulate through the

Blue

who

II,

Rudy Grass— Middle,

Dave Wood—Hails from Ottawa and
mem- holds down the blocking
half spot.
quite

During the

lad

S.P.S.

Played football with

the kicking tomorow.

all

lbs.,

lbs.,

kicker,

most of the Tricolor pases. Fills in the
starting quarterback position.

before his supporters.

selling

in

a brilliant

—

ber of the Blue team will be paraded

stands

boy
is

S.P.S.

week

Roy Fardell A 216-pound half who
be removed from carried his weight last Saturday. Calls
given a thorough Kingston his home town.

airing in preparation for Saturday's pre-

miere.

He

a placement

field runner,

All the Blue and White songs,

ree".

the

—Regina

Jack
final

lbs.,

defeat of last week.
Played football at North Bay College,
The Blue supporters will be on hand to
and a former member of the R.C.A.F.
cheer them on to victory and to pre-

be in the limelight are the following

Head Cheerleader Al

i

the Varsity posts,

To meet this threatened onslaught
from the limestone city will be the entire

be in evidence at Varsity Stadium and

among

down

win, lose or draw.

Trail
24,

be a victory.

will

also be around

will

tear

To meet the Tricolor on the gridiron
IV from Stratford, Ont
will be the charges of Warren Stevens
Mark Guppy— Middle, 21, S'll", 205

afternoon the Tricolor will

of the procession.

the stadium

Victory

Gus Campbell— Centre,

Tomorrow

force to

Varsity Gridders

Tricolor Players

With

the age-

Stragglers

herded on by a sound truck

At

Tricolors will be out to extend their win streak to
two
Queen's supporters are to be on hand to cheer their heroes

of the University of

old ceremonial fashion of football fans

—a

red,! blue and gold football team will rumble
Stadium tomorrow afternoon in an effort to prove that
was no stroke of luck.

into Varsity

their victory of last Saturday over Varsity

and introduction of the Blue team to the sturally will range across the University grounds

the band in the vanguard, the assembly

move

The Parry-laden

to the stadium.

herald the gathering of the clans.

will

will

concert, snake dance, sale of ribbons, cheer

Toronto band on the .back campus

Tricolor

Tomorrow's Grid Opener

In

RAL LY TODAY

RIPPERTY R EE

Meet

Varsity Blues

A-scoring

men and

the hopes of a victori-

ous homecoming are not too dim

perform up

if

to their standards.

these
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crowded

Editorial

be ready to give Intercollegiate the wel

come of his career."
The baton waved smoothly in the air
and a band swung gayly into The Blue

EDITORIAL

dusty old P.A. system
rasped out, "Let's hear ya SING! II"

And

>S

I

track within.

The

he started bounding up and

.that the

age

somewhere

is

Somewhere during the past half-century the custom was introduced of hav-

The game was featured by

the sen-

sational

end runs of a renowned
is this Mr.
Torito trio, Coulter,
Pearce.
wached last week as he once
Connelly and Marks
.Connelly and Marks gradually
again performed his ritual.
—Between
faded
•nto rugby obscurity, but
an escort of two co-ed cheerleaders,
that man Coulthe

We

r

ancient colored gentleman hobbled
across
the
field
in
half-dance,
half-limp,
clutching a too-short traditional
cane,
his uniform gay and
wrinkled,

-he

has existed for years on
hotdogs,
sleeping during the summer
in the stadium and during the winter in the
arena.
Alfie

receives left-over wenners
and rolls
from the campus canteen.
And that
seems to have constituted his
menu for

years.

searched out Alfie
grandsland after the game.

below the
had re- of the all-time great Varsity kickers,

his

said did

he mind talking to a

man; we understood he had

Bob

Isbister.

at

his
best he can do is to wheeze
w.thorn actually making
a sound,

but

forming words and breathing
them at
you.

"How

did he like this Queen's
team?'
'All right
Fine."

"Ifs not the best?"
the best."

„

were you?"

"15."

you now?"

"Ohhh-85." (Several
M. &
who checked this for us

P

s*

detected

inaccuracy somewhere

him from

against

the start,

Gray went

out there and hoofed
one of the finest
games of his colorful career,
and topped off the day with
a 65-yard jaunt
through the Rcdmen

squad exhibited
strength in every department
that day

The

Marks-Connelly

passing

through practice
lus work (Grunt,
he grunted) and w«
were on the threshold
of probing for
(Yeah,
all

back

—our

I

mean—

old

pal

He's

Will Appear In Public Next

Intercollegiate

WED., OCT. 31,

is

coming on Saturday."

PROGRAMME:
Bath,
G[l(o

The blob— Ripparty Rapparty Ree by
made a terrific noise with his

by name

—

CJutinanyi

Boa

!

!

made yards

The

—

SI.2I),

Incumtnlr

S1.80,

$2.40

Im-Iuilcd

Eaton Auditorlnm

Phone

Tit.

1144©

again and again.

A

mouldly old pair of blue and

Para los

Copp

As

Carries

the Varsity Blues

On

trot

onto the

sod of Varsity Stadium tomorrow
noon one number will be missing.

number has been missing

This

the intercollegiate football fields.

Back

JAZZ

the

sudden

Kl

PFPQHM
ILI\
JVl>

CONCERT

The

Carne SR6 Hall Concerts— Direct from New York
Stars of lhe

Eaton Auditorium
OCT.

Seats SI .20. $1.60, $2.00, tax
included. All seats reserved

Obtainable at Auditorium or
Prom. Music Centre or Duns-

30 ai 8.30 P.M.

"ay Restaurant,

se Afeifan
ONE WEEK ONLY, BEGINNING

Diariamente

MON.,EVE.

Oct. 29.

Evgs. (8.20) Mats. Wed., Sat. (2,20)

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y
ECONOMIZA TIEMPO

The tfmelessness of these operas
makes them fresh and appealing
to both old
H.

Burmide

pARA

los hombres que necesariamente tienen que afeitarse todos

and new generations.
prctienli

& straw)

Crema Glider resulta inestimable: es suave ... no irrita
. . .
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.
los dlas, la

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
cahenteyjabfin En seguida, esparzase
rapidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jam&s con Broclia.

in 1933 at the conclusion of the

season

First

after-

since the sea-

son of 1934 and will never again grace

football

Hear Toronto's

Hombres que

the

death

Hace

of

stirred

istante, la

tersa la pie/
Crema

^

IN THESE WORLD FAMOUS COMIC OPERAS
IN THESE WOHLD-FAMOUS COMIC OPERAS
MON. EVG., "Trial by Jury," "Pinafore"; ,TUES
EVG
Patience"; WED. MAT & EVG.,
"Trial by Jury," "Pirates'
of Penzance"; THURS. EVG.,
"The Sorcerer"; FRI EVG &
SAT. MAT. & EVG, "Trial by Jury,"
"Pinafore"

Glider suaviza

piel— da ins tan tinea tersura a las
escamosidades superficiales de la piel.
Permite que el filo de la hoja corte
la
harba a ras de la piel, sin imlcrla.
Ayuda a eliminar esa molestia que
sienten los hombres de piel muy fina
al
la

afeitarse diariamente, les deja
el cutis
mis suave y mas limpio.

GENEROSA MUESTRA GRATIS

Obtenga un tubo de Crema Glider
y
pruebela hoy rnisrno. Escriba
por

—

.

RABBI WILLIAM DRAZIN

WILL ADDRESS THE OPENING MEETING
OF AVUKAH ON

"Crises In Jewish Life"
PLACE: THE WOMEN'S UNION
TIME: TONIGHT.
Elections Will

TAMMERIMn

to

S3 00

Matonees: Wed. and Sal.. 90c, S1.20. $1.80
(„ pho„ e
Office Open 10 a.m. lo 10 p.m.
Buy in Advance

to

several

^

Prices (lax included) Evgs. 90c,
S1.30. $1.80. $2 40

Box

generosamuestragratiiaJ.B. Willianu
Company (Canada) Limited Dept.iv-ia
La Salle, Montreal

when

Western only managed

the sticks once.

30c;

NOW at

Office

lit

I

was

times, while

move

A Minor,"

1

a dull game to watch,
with
each team holding the other
pretty well
in check and these
were the

Varsity

In

"TORONTO TORONTO TORONTO VARSITEE!!!" He shouted

Sixteen years ago tomorow
the VarBlues downed the
Mustangs 6-2
a hard fought tussle
that gained the
second rung, one step
behind the faststepping Queen's outfit

appear.

8:45 p.m.

,

Tax

Available

at

Chopin.
Sc/iotcrf,
Schumann
Glinka,
Dt&nisy,
Slrauu

("Conctrto

TICKETS:

ectplasm and started scudding low and
fast around the cinder track.
!

-The Event of the Year!

ttt

EATON AUDITORIUM

back— He's

sity

Be Held

8.15

at the

P.M.

End

SHARP

of the Meeting

Blues' hoof-

ing was again a prime
he said) and whether
feature of their
he liked
real
attack. Bell and Hallam
reminiscences when
being the atMr
Scarce terminated his
brief press con- tendant punters for the six single points
ference by turning- abruptly
between them, The
Toronto boys won
and disappearing into the crowd.
and that's the main thing.
j

PIANIST

Haigen Haig hastily replaced his lid
and Psmith spoke respectfuly, "Ripparty

—Mr. Rce

combo Johnny Copp

days'

)

LEVINTER
JOCNG CANADIAN CONCERT

1

the entire campus
gave the fans something to
talk about as well as the football
world. Copp had
with their accurate aerial
attack.
The been one of the main cogs in the
cham
team piled up two converted
touches,
two Cam Gray placements
and a safety
touch for a score of points
in the day's

It

t*uw

a

MOLLY

1"
!

reputation

wondered whether Alfic
the forward pass was just
beginning
watched

the Queen's team

THAT CROCK!

'WHO'S GOT

in

dents

.

west end of the centre field
Immediately .the stripe began to

business transactions.

you begin to work here?"

In "85."

We

the

stripe.

quiver and a hazy luminous blue and
white blob began to ooze out of the
ground. The blob rose menacingly into
the air and in hollow tones croked,

|

With Bob's

been here for quite some
time and would
on a flea-flicker
he mind if we asked him
about it. Al- play with Coulter.
fic, we then
The Blue and White
discovered, has lost

The

HsuLm jacLrou.d ekJ-foj- iktU

"you

make quite a name for white yard sticks clattered out from
Canada-in fact he is often under the stands and raced along behind

He

We

pain.

stag-

—

heard also

placed the uniform's cap
with a dirty
brown one. The legend needed
a shave.
introduced ourself and shook

tie

players bench
ye?" the bottle

.the

ails

low flying Ripparty. A pair of
get shoulders pads and a worn out foottogether and reminisce
ball
whizzed
among their
out behind the yard sticks
mellow memories.
they were followed by a five foot drum
Bobby will be
around in the official capacity
of as- major's baton and the green bottle fisistant coach of the
Blues, and if things gures of the three wise fathers, Molson
get desperate he could still
don a uni- Labatt and Dow.
form and show the fans
Ripparty flew to the cross arm of the
some of the
finer points of the
game.
southgoal posts.
His cheering friends
Another boy who distinguished
him- gathered below him. The yard stripes
self m rugby circles
by his play on that
particular and succeeding day
was Cam
Gray. He went into the game
ten years
ago tomorow as a replacement
for one

that—so far as anyone knows
for sure

We

wha

boot,

to

thought of as the greatest
quarterback
of all time when football
enthusiasts

peaked
perched jauntily on a bald
head.
About Alfic we had heard what
we

And we had

went on

himself in

liat

*'iirnt

rally

Haig frae Glasgee toon." And with that
he removed his lid and sat down quietly

Ten years ago tomorrow was a
glor-

servedly lose the game.
A great unifying symbol

old are

The

—

:

"How

Who's got some uranium for
Cannon?"
retired to a locker undev

the Skule

can help anybody," stated the botcan depend on old Haigen

"I
tle,

us occasion.
Saturday, October 27
-w the Varsity Sues in first
place in
Richardson Stadium clad in the brilthe Intercollegiate
loop after a 20-6
liant garb of Queen's official
red, blue
and yellow before the game might begin. shellacking of McGill Rdmen, with a
Program was Mr. Pearce, The King, two point lead over their nearest rivah
The Kickoff. To alter said order was ind tomorrows opponents, Queen's
Twas indeed a day to remember.
to spit in the eye of fate
and to de-

old

Ripparty grabbed the pipes. "We'll
this to our old pal Intercollegiate
we'd better start planning for Sat-

Now

fran-

queried.

ing Mr. Pearce cross the playing field
at

"How

and

The

Psmith replied, "We're trying to
awaken old Ripparty—we have terrific
news for him can you help us?"

October 27th
Our Lucky Day

in

wearing a gay tartan

bottle

is

did

night

rally listened for a moment in silence,
then Ripparty spoke, "It's that old wind

urday.

gered out from under

"Hoot

Alfred Pearce, Esq., employee
Tomorrow is October 27, and a Satof Queen s University since 1888 when urday.
Down through the years of
he joined that institution in the capa- Saturday,
October 27's Dame Fortune
city of water boy. Mr. Pearce
and the has always smiled at the Blue
and White
Queen's rugby .teams have been insepar
and smirked at her foes. What
could
able ever since.
Jssibly go wrong on this
day of days f

"When

in the

"We've got to get him. Let's shout" the covered stands where hushed voices
They huddled together and gave a vig could he heard for long hours after.
There was an occasional sad wail that
yell.
At this moment a curiously shaped sounded very much like a bagpipe in

He's Lost His Voice

there.

"Not

down

tically.

—

voice.

of scarlet blue

where give

'This is where he lives, Chicory," he
panted to the evil smelling black mass,

Choice

Tricolor's

Still

one knows for sure—least of all
Alfic how old he is.
Estimates range from 70 to 100 and
and it can be said with a fair amount

Varsity

to wail

fans.

hopped hurriedly up

boot, Psmith,

the field to the centre field stripe

No

hand and

began

tarn

orous Varsity

Trio'

told you.

set

gold bagpipes wearing a strange scotch
a

like

bag Cha Gheil from Queen's—he doesn't
Suddenly a battered old gym boot sound happy," Cha
Gheil moved slowly
by a shadowy black mass into view at
the north end of the field.
arched
gracefully
over
the
south There was one last
frantic wail and he
bleachers and landed hard on the cinder was in
the eager hand of the midnight

broadening and not to be despised.
us, as the first forceful step in this necessary
readjustment
in our minds the thought of Saturday's game
as something

Alfie

have

hung

followed

abnormal, and of the visiting Queenmen as truculent
interlopers
i-et us show them every hospitality, and
demonstrate to them and to
our conscience that we are maturing and learning
to accept the new
with an easy Intercollegiate stride.

He

air

shroud over Varsity Stadium, envclopthe misty ground in unbroken
_

overcome

of certainty

night

silence.

is

Let

stadium shook to the volume of

Suddenly a

The damp

good to nourish the power of enjoying an old thing as
though it were a new thing; but the Intercollegiate spirit,
once acquired,

-the

voices.

It is

.

A

and While.

not much to say. The Sports Dept. have taken this issue
and whooped tip Saturday's doings to such an extent that
comment would be superfluous.
If we may, though, we would open up one new line of thought.
On Saturday most of us will begin a new kind of University life.
We will make our first try at being Intercollegiate.
Most of us have never known what Intercollegiate spirit means.
For six long years we have enjoyed intramural rivalry, but our total
world has been bounded by Bay and Bloor Streets. In the pre-war
Intercollegiate era, there was much that was a normal part
of life,
which to-day -we find exhilarating and even recklessly exciting.
in hand,

editorial

.

.

field

"Where's the band," shouted Ripparty.
"Let's have a rally II! We've got to

Reconversion
Tllere

to the south end of the
Ripparty roared,

as

some

Next time

we'll

make an appointment.

Editorial

Room.

Rm
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Business Office
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IBM
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j& g£

team that

lost

was

1

.

.

Formal Attire for the
Meds.

the star

out to Queen's

Saturday, October 27
was lost in the finals.
during the war. Another
was mislaid
Copp's renown number "5"
was witha leap year shuffle.
A third went by drawn and the Johnny Copp
Memorial
he board m the flu
epidemic of the Trophy was
established with his name
hrst World War. The
rest happened opposite
1933.
The trophy is awarded
too long ago to come
to any account
mnually to the member
of the senior
McGill has tasted defeat
Western football team "adjudged
by his fellows
has tasted defeat
If s Queen's turn to be the
worthiest."
tomorow.
To coin a phrase, Beat
Even if Copp is no longer
Queen's 1
with us his
spirit will carry
on.

m

Established

pionship team of '32 and
of the '33

§

Al-Homt

and Men's Complete Outfits
and Accessories for Rent

Ladles'

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION
CO.
Prescriptions for glasses
filled with quality

ware

spectacle,
at reasonable prices.
571

Quick, accurate repair lervico

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone
Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. Georgo
Aportmenti)
OPPOSITE ME DIC A I ARTS BUILDING
SpKlalUwt, .o Stvd.rt, o«f « emte „
ol
In* Focufty

FREEMAN'S FORMAL
COLLEGE

YONGE STREET

Near Wellcalcy

BUY

WAR

KI. 3270

6

Al Spadina

STREET

KX 0091
Special Student Itot«a
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.

yet different

.

much

are

alike

compare

furnished

is

by the

fact that

life

The Mutual

year approximately

35%

let

you

.

.

Low

Own

Editor's Note

A

:

if

Hart House,

Please leave at S.A.C.

GOOD NEWS

the

S.A.C,

TICKETS

office.

By

Your

thesis,

typed

at

Polly Muiz

the first test. Tomorrow, students of Varsity will show
their patriotism, or lack of it. Rumour has it that most,
if not all Queen's
students will invade our campus fracas. With this great
mob of enthusiastic
visitors to shout down, voices will have to be in top
shape, backed by a goodly

IN TYPING

report or notes,

etc.,

low rates and on time
EL. 6649, after 5.30

A

poll

conducted

p.m.

versity, Sat., Oct. 20th.

similar coat,

would

Ex-serviceman

desires

Phone MI. 9691

air-force

all

former

interested

getting

person-

together,

on

George St, Wednesday

St.

KX

Phone

Slide

LOST

night.

-THE

2996.

Tuesday morning.

rule

in

dark

brown leather
and Mining

Bldg,,

Monday morning. J. G. Robin
Dept 4, HY. 6116.

son, III School,

Please

If

STRAYED
One Army

officer's

plete with lining,

LOST
Wrist watch, lady's, Bulova, curved
yellow gold case, black dial. Vicinity
of Bloor and St. George Sts. Valued
reward.

from P.

&

rain-coat,

com-

Re-

4582.

GREAT!—
IS

AN EXTREME SHORTAGE OF

you have any used text books that you aren't using

this year,

We will Pay You
THE HIGHEST PRICES EVER PAID

and pair of gloves

HY.

IS

Bring them to COLE'S.

H.E. dance Tuesday night.

Finder please phone
ward.

NEED

COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS

|

leave at S.A.C. office.

Generous

Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

BECAUSE OF THE HEAVY ENROLLMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY. THERE

case, vicinity College St.

striped pen, Sheaffer, in front

keepsake.

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY

I

LOST

Grey

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

how many minutes of concentrated study it takes to memorize all
the verses of the Varsity school song.
While there is yet time, get crackin'

meet in the Debates Room, Hart
House, at 1.30, Monday, Oct. 29th.

of S.P.S.

p.m.

Crested and engraved Ronson lighter,

Army Radar
in

- Every Sunday-2: 15
Copies of Ta lks available on request

yells

cussing

like to exchange.

FRIENDSHIP
Will

school

and prepare for the great day, armed to the socks
with cheers and Varsity
colors. The team is counting on you.
The University is counting on.your
support ... so help the boys to BEAT
QUEEN'S

Loser found

LOST

nel

Modern World"

of

and songs issuing from Varsity Arena
where the cheer leaders are practising routines, (maybe
cartwheels and
somersaults
) The ardent eavesdropper can hear spirited groups
dis-

LOST
battledress tunic.

CFRB

the local vendors of blue and white ribbons
reveal that very few students have invested in
this worthy cause. On the
sunny side of the campus, pedistrians strolling along
Devonshire Place

hearing oft-repeated

Grant Hall, Queen's Uni-

the

Dept. of History, University of Toronto

among

tell

Olive-drab gabardine top coat, Simp-

in

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.

amount of exuberance.

I

Sbiff,

office.

son's label,

"Canada

Tomorrow comes

SERVICE
Harry

PER PERSON AT THE DOOR

$1.00

The Sportswoman

Grey Waterman's pen, Tuesday, Oct
23rd.

Museum, possibly
Monday, Oct 22nd.

$1.00

Oct. 27.,1945--9 to 12 P.M.

LOST

S.A.C.

leave at

Office

CONCERT HALL, ROYAL YORK HOTEL
AFTER QUEEN'S-VARSITY GAME

fair sample, this, of the tactics to

which the
they expect to disintegrate the Blues'
powerhouse tomorrow.
trust Qucetmnan Straiton hasn't let
Secret Weapon No. 6874593 out of the bag, but
after the Stadiumpainting episode we wouldn't be surprised at anything.

Between Baldwin House and U.C.,
Thursday afternoon. Please leave at

the theatre,

10

Rugby Dance

Cost

Since 1869

wallet with initials "N.F.B."

in vicinity of the

9.

Queen's Alumni

Life Insurance

LOST

Finder please

8,

29

Straiton.

We

in

Our Teeth"

ALL SEATS RESERVED — 75c AND

WATERLOO, ONTARIO

morocco leather tobacco pouch,

Swan

Afternoons—Hart House Box

Tricolor null be driven

Bine,

Med I

B

representative help

MUTUAL IIFE
llhiOC CANADA H^H

LOST

II

Mornings—Victoria College Union

.

your insurance problems!

Hart House.

—SPS

TICKETS ON SALE OCT.

Gaelically yours,

office,

Fyfe
Fine

Stone

HART HOUSE THEATRE — NOV.

Queen's

Brown

I

Trin B
StM.C.

Lewis Nichols, Times

Company

THE

HEAD OFFICE

I

SPS III A

SATURDAY
1.00

new

a policy adapted

select

Mutual Life

until

Vic

"The Best Play in Many Months"

to your particular circumstances.

Let a trained

—

'Skin of

Life representative explain

him help you

1.00

PRESENTS

and each

Life,

of its

the special features of this

and

4.00

THORNTON WILDER'S

whole

business comes from policyholders.

Have a Mutual

—

VICTORIA DRAMATIC SOCIETY

insurance programs

exclusively to

Nov.

—

and succeeding generations have

families

entrusted their

Warwick, Campbell

SPORTS
CALENDAR
_ —
SPS

SOCCER
VOLLEYBALL

Sir:

The Mutual Life of Canada's record
with that of any other company.
Evidence of
the satisfaction of Mutual Life
policyholders

31

BEAT QUEENS

but actual long-term

rates,

We invite you to

vary widely.

results

30

Wed.

-4.00-TrinD

Life insurance companies
and

Grcgoire,

— Moffat, Robson, Warwick
— Clare, Kerrison, Carr
2 _ Lye, Cross, Davison

Tues.
Fri.

I

Kingston, Ont.
October 26, 1945

Sports Editor, The Varsity.

Dear

as to policies

Mon. Oct 29

mm.

Alike
.

RUGBY— REFERREE
APPOINTMENTS
_
|

FOR USED COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS.

LO.

Check Up Today

LOST OR STOLEN

7957.

Copy

-

the

-

Need

Is

Great

of "Introduction to Calculus,"

by Beatty and Jenkins, from Hart
|

House cloak room,

LOST
Brown-

wallet,

locker room.

lost

in

Hart House

Please leave at S.A.C.

I

PART-TIME

REWARD
For return

of

SLIDE RULE

left in

Room E-34, or Engineering Bldg.,
drafting room,
Monday morning,
Oct. 22nd.
flap, J.

Name on inside of cover
H. C. Massie. Finder please

Midway

0835.

Apply,

The

SEMI-FORMAL
PER COUPLE

I

stating

qualifications

726

and

YONGE

'

Box

L,

(1

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

Varsity.

ROYAL YORK HOTEL
$3.00

stu-

dent as part-time editorial assistant

on automotive magazine. This can
lead to permanent position next year.
afternoon time available, to

Until 10 p.m.

AND BOOK EXCHANGE

WORK

Large publishing house desires

Open Evenings

BOOK MARKET

Hart House.

office,

phone

Thurs., Oct. 26th,

between I and 4. Different name
from owner's in front of book. Please
phone B. ICirby, LA. 9596, after 6

-

MEDS AT-HOME
NOVEMBER THE SECOND

-

ELLIS
AND

McLINTOCK
HIS ORCHESTRA

FLOOR

SHOW
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FOR PIPE SMOKERS OF DISCRIMINATING TASTE

GOLDSTEIN'S

Coast To Coast

PERIQUE MIXTURE
A high-grade blend of Turkish, Perique, Virginia and Latakia
Tobacco, approximating those excellent brands made in Scotland
and England.
Every user of it is an ardent advocate of its merits.
popularity is growing fast You cannot pay less and get as
good; you cannot buy better if you pay more.

housie teams entered

For the present it is packed in a heavy waxed paper, in a cardboard container. It keeps in excellent condition.

senior team in the city league, has so far

1883

English

The University

"THE FRIENDLY CHURCH WITH THE CHIMES"

New

of

Brunswick

team she had.

enter the second

one point

v

It

KNOX CHURCH

dernlers dimanches

-.

of

previous

revival

the

"Change and the
Changeless"

UN SERVICE RELIGIEDX
En Langue
l'egllse baptiste

de

Hov. HOBT. LENNOX, MJV., Th.B.,
Professor of Old Testament Literature and Exegesis. PTesbyterlan

rue Jarvls

la

(coin des rues Gerrard et Jarvis)

College,

Montreal

dans

la salle Greenway
entree rue Gerrard

Predicates: M, Wilfrid

of

le

monde

est

— War

ex-

Students Specially Invited

Comer Bloor end Huron

^
Anglican Churtf)

M.A., B.D.

Bloor Street East
Rector;

Rev. Canon

F. H. Wilkinson,
M.A., D.D.

Rer. Geo. C. Pidgeon,
D.D.

—
—
—
7 p.m. —Evening Prayer
Sermon — The Rector

Holy Communion
11 a.m.
Morning Prayer
Sermon The Rector
3 p.m.— Bible Classes
8 a.m.

Sermon

"SO GREAT SALVATION"

— Friendship

Frederick

C

Hour

Silvester,

Organist and Choirmaster

A

start has

made

been

Students Specially

Charles Peaker,

Rev.

D.,

F.R.C.O.

Mutinq row. Worship
on Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

W. A. Cameron

AT THE

Maatint House,

and 7 p.m.

1» Maitland

St.

Yoo ark Cordially Invited

d 'Alton Mclaughlin

to Worship with Us.

Director of Music

A Cordial

Mus,

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY
IF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

Streets

Will Conduct Public Worship
at 11 a.m.

definite

the

in

uplift

intercol-

tennis

;

spirit

morale of the players.

ts

accorded

block wert ol Spading

Rev. Adiel

11

8.15 p.m.

Played

football
is

with

for

19,

Bob Hairy— Halfback,
lbs.,

P.H.E.

I,

.from

.

in

your luxuriously

feeling

.

5'10",

150

22,

5'9",

Toronto

Mouton

deep armholes, wide

.

.

.

fall.

in

the silhouette of

sleeves and

graceful

189.00

Sizes 12 to 18.

EATON'S MAIN STORE— FOURTH FLOOR

ST.

EATON

CS»

150

Ont

BAHA'I

Balmy Beach in 1944.
Al Scott—Centre, 21, 5'11", 190 lbs.,
II, from Toronto Ont. Played with

canes in 1943 and

Ont— Queen's

(sheared lamb)

Dramatically different

with braid trimming!

FUR SALON

"Algonquin" fur
pampered darling!

soft

society's

Lavishly thick

with teams ready to compete in hockey Played previous football -with
Riverdale
and basketball this year and football Collegiate Institute, R.C.A.F.,
Hurri-

next

like

the year

whittled waistline.

World Faith

plan to enter U.C.

teams in most intercollegiate competi- Riverdale Collegiate Institute and

Rugby is already in full swing former member of the R.C.A.F.
and we are sending a strong track team
Bob Arinslron g—Middle, 20, 6'0\ 185
to Montreal on November 2. Hockey, lbs., P.H.E.
I,
from Toronto Ont.
basketball, swimming, boxing and wrest- Played previously with
Riverdale Coling teams sporting the Tricolor will legiate Institute and Toronto
Indians
lists.

T

University of Western Ontario
London, Ont—The return of intercol-

and is a former member of the R.C.A.F.
Bert McComiskey— End, 22, 6T, 175

lbs., Vic III, from Toronto, Ont Played
sport is welcomed at Western, previous football with Toronto Indians
where the Mustangs are all set to repeat and is a former member of the R.C.A.F.
Don Jones—End, 29, 5'10", 185 lbs.,
their 1939 victory on the
rugby field.
The Mustang band has made its first Theology II, from Toronto, Ont Forerly played for Argonauts.
apparance since the war, and again
Rod Sviith— Middle, 20, 6'2", 235 lbs.,
cheers on the Western team. Three
busS.P.S. IH, from Port Credit, Ont.
loads of students went down to
McGill
Previous football with Port Credit High
for the McGill-Western game.
This

legiate

Rd.~

block north ol Bloor)

Living"

(12.10-1

p.m)

E. D. RENAUD, B.A.. PAED., Teacher
EEIC FEE President
WM. BUCK, Pianist
A Friendly Church Where A Warm Welcome

Awaits You

ILUnoiB

"World Order
Is The Goal"
Speaker:

HORACE H0LLEY
of Wilmette, Illinois
Secretary, National Baha'i

legiate Institute.

8.15

What

Is

Assembly

P.M.

ROYAL YORK HOTEL
THE BALLROOM

R.C.A.F.

Monday, October 29th

UNITARIAN?

TORONTO BAHA'I CENTRE,

ssSmgggEtnm*

112A

BLOOR

PUBLIC MEETINGS, SUNDAYS,

8.15

ST.

WEST

P.M.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Firit

Church

of Christ,

Sd en tilt

St George St at Lowther Are.
Branch of The Mother Church
The Flrrt Church of ChrUt,
tarian Church
*>r (tree,

Is

at 216

^
MAWffi

Jn™i? 4v

UaiuSSnilrK?

B Ul ' at
1

(

U

v

o

m

-'

First Unl-

Scientist,

In

Boiton,

SHERBOURNE UNITED CHURCH
Sherbourne and
Carlton

74th
a.m.

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES
PROFESSOR GREGORY VLASTOS
7 p.m.

ORGAN RECITAL
"FLARE PATH"

REV. J. D. PARKS
REUNION OF SERVICE MEN AND
WOMEN
SPECIAL INVITATION TO STUDENTS

7

THOMAS' CHURCH

am,

Uui,

of BIcor

8 a-m. and 9.30 a.m. Holy
Eucharist

10.15—Matins

a.m.—Junior Congregation
a jn.— CHORAL EUCHARIST
11

11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
11

Missa,

Hum.
Sunday, October 28th

"PROBATION AFTER
DEATH"
Wed, Evening Meeting

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

6.40 p.m.

ST.

HufQ" Street—Just South

SUNDAY SERVICES

SUNDAY SCHOOL

11

—The Young Peoples' Society

Free Public Lecture

Construction at
WlLtnBite,

University of Manitoba
Cord Lawson—-End 21, 6'0", 175 lbs.,
Winnipeg Man.— The University
of S.P.S. I, from Hamilton, Ont.
Played
Manitoba won last week-end's
inter- previous football with
Hamilton Wildcollegiate tennis tournament
at Saska- cats and is
a former member of the
toon.

Individuals

YOU WILL ENJOY THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS
Immediately following
Morning Service

House of
Worship Under

School.

Moncrief, D.D.
MINISTER

for Daily

Baha'i

new spirit to rugby games,
Bill Daniel— End, 20, &0",
Accommodation for the girls going to
180 lbs.,
S.P.S. Ill, from Toronto Ont Played
Montreal was looked after by the
Montprevious football at Lawrence Park Colreal Alumnae of
Western.

the pure in heart."
SILVAN US P. THOMPSON

p.m.—"The Competency ol
Before God"

the

.

a former member of

Don Bark—Halfback,

J.

—"Faith

a.m.

wrapped up
coat
and
all

lbs.,

a great sports future

You

Beautiful

Hamilon,
Hamilton

to

SUNDAY

7

Forestry IV, from

Jbs.,

and Wildcats and
the R.C.A.F.

University of Ottawa

WALHER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
(1

175

with Ont.

"The Vision of God is not reserved
for the accomplished Theologian it

Invitation to Students

lbs.,

previ-

adds

University Students Welcome at
All Service!

a

rORKMINSTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Yonge and Heath

a

in

and

an entire

Organist:

Welcome

from Regina, Sask. Played

the

enter the intercollegiate

Streets

Rct. G. K" MacLeod,

8.15 p.m.

Road

57", 160

tions.

cordialement invito

r BLOOR STREET
UNITED CHURCH

ad.

intercollegiate

24,

—

Kingston,

Fellowship Hour
'God Stood Between"

with Vaughan

Ron Hall— Halfback

Queen's University

8.30 p.m.

Bauman

&2", 190

McGill campus has been ous football with the University of Sasthe great enthusiasm shown by all stu- katchewan team in Regina.
dents of all years and faculties.
Mel Lawson Quarterback 22, 6'1",

on

made plans

Way of Life"

"The

18,

from Toronto, Ont Played

Collegiate Institute and Toronto Indians.
re-

O.M.I., director of athletics, has already

7 p.m.

Francaise

I,

football

Ottawa, Ont
U.C. I., from Toronto Ont Played
The University of
Ottawa has long awaited the end of the with University of Toronto Schools and
war and the return of intercollegiate is a former member of .the Fleet Air
sport.
Reverend Father Paul C6te\ Arm.

11 a.m.

Y AURA

U.C.

lbs.,

'

—

(Spadin* and Harboid)

du mols
IL

(Continued from page 1)

Joe Woodyatt— Halfback,

with

—

it

OCTOBRE,

game

McGill University
Montreal, Que. Most outstanding
sult

Ages: 18-40

deficit

legiate football, track

et touB

Varsity Griddcrs

Nova Scotia loop it is hard to
who will come out on top. St

Axemen and

sports

8.30

Costumes Optional

for intercollegiate

should win as St. Dunstans has not

a

HALLOWE'EN MASQUERADE

28

Sas-

with the Universities of Saskatchewan

intercollegiate

Francis Xavier were upset by Acadia's

Refreshments, Singing

a trois heures

of

to the

now have to meet St Dunstans and British Columbia
home and home series. The Hill- football.

predict

FIRESIDE

DIMANCHE, LE

University

of Alberta as plans are being completed

Brunswick, as

In the

B.A., B.D.

EVENING SERVICE

WEDNESDAY,

inter-Varsity

increase in

The

champs,

the

Bloor and Robert Sis,

ARTHUR ORGAN,

Arihur Smith, Tenor

New

the

TRINITY UNITED
— BRIGHT

shows great
competition

—

CITY CHURCHES

7.00

the

Gala.

—The sports situation

—

Ottawa

REV.

Saskatoon, Sask.

Manitoba and
met with any degree of success.
Alberta tennis squads on Oct. 20 and 21,
However, Dalhousie's tennis team,
with Manitoba taking the championship.
ganized last week, swamped Mount
Also on the 20th was the first game
Allison in its initial engagement
of Western inter- Varsity football playMount Allison University
offs, when the Alberta team bested the
Sackville, N.B.
The intercollegiate Huskies 14-5.
football series is well under -way and
now that Mount Allison is no longer University of Alberia
Edmonton, Alta. Intercollegiate sport
in competition for the title, maybe our
is in full swing again at the University
views might be interesting to outsiders.

SPARKS STREET

52

Toronto

one,

Swimmng

University of Saskatchewan

the Maritime

only

rugby-football

Dal-

three

the
in

katchewan was host

WM. GOLDSTEIN & COMPANY
YONGE STREET

N.S.—Of

Halifax,

It is put up in half pounds and sells at $1.50, plus tax; and also
in a pocket package containing 1/10 lb. at 30 cents, plus tax.

152

for the

Dalhousie University

Its

Tout

Sport

in

Canadian Campus needs no introduc-

Both boy's and girl's basketball squads
tion from us this week. In face of over- from the Universities of Saskatchewan
whelming evidence, who are
and Alberta will play at a two-day meet
tell
you that INTERCOLLEGIATE here in January. Teams from the same
SPORT IS BACK!
two universities will return in February

The Same Old Formula Since

a

26, 1945

at 8.00 o'clock

"O

Jesu Dulcis"— Oldroyd

Preacher:
Rev. A. T. F. Holmes

Rector of Church of St
John die
Evangelist, Hamilton.
Motet, "Holy, Holy, Holy
Lord"

—Langlois

7

p.m.-CHORAL EVENSONG

Anthem, "Lord

taeludinf Testimom'ei of Healing

of All

Power and

Might"— Shaw

through Chriitian Science.

Preacher

Free Public Reading Room where
the Bible and Authorized Chriitfan

Canon C. J. S. Stuart, M.A.
Motet, "Now in this Holy Hour"

Science

Literature

may

be

read,

borrowed or purchated.

80

Richmond

St.

West

Rev.

—Whitehead
Cordial

Welcome To All University Students

Varsity Outclasses Rivals

At

Montreal Track Meet

The Undergraduate Newspaper

MUD AND MUDHOLES
The University

Toronto track team ran off with the senior
intercollegiate
track championships held at Molson Stadium, Montreal,
on Friday afternoon
The 84# points piled up by the charges of Hec Phillips left McGill
far in the
rear with their 58'A. Western placed third with 17 points
although they had
entered but five men.
Queen's could but garner four markers.
The meet was held under the most trying of circumstances
as the rain
poured down steadily all day. The track was in very poor
condition due to the
downpour and the jumping was done out of mudholes. The
pole vaulters and

the field event men also found the going very bad.
Freshman Joe Taylor proved to be the outstanding distance
man in (he
meet by easily winning the mile and the three mile events.
Art Jackes and Bill Kerr also ran off with their event,
the high jump
as they paced the other entrants and finished one, two
with Jackes dragging

down
R.

the

place honors.

first

McFarlane

On

meet

of the

the Saturday preceding the meet he liad
the Mustangs to a win over the

Jap Deportation

led

On

McGill Redmen.
first

Friday, he took

Discussed By

place in .the 220 yard event, won
in the 100 yard event and placed

Med:

seems to me that Lillian Smith,
in the 100 yard final.
who wrote "Strange Fruit", has hit
Bill
(Mouse) Fielding also had a
the problem of racial relations better
busy day. He took first money in the
than anyone I know of," stated Ernie
440 and was nosed out for the honors
Best, chairman of the Medical Arts
in the 880.
He also ran in the relay
and Letters Club, at the meeting
which

Varsity

took

down second

place.

Jimmy

Versatile

O'Brien
came
through in the 100 yard dash with a
sparking performance. In the heat he
was timed at 10.1, just a tenth of a
second off the intercollegiate record.

He won

the final with 10.2.
He came
second in the 220.
Amodeo Antoni, while he did not win

any

won

first places,

the respect of his

fellow runners with his

He was

game

display.

through the meet but carif nothing were wrong.
this physical strain, Antoni
placed third in the 220 and the 440
and was on the relay team.
Johnny Watts of Queen's and formerly of Varsity placed third in the mile
but also ran under difficulties.
His
conditioning has been none too good
ill

ried through as

Even under

due

to

"It

and the mile continues,
the
Watts who refused licenses issued

number

of

fishing

Japanese in B.C.
withdraw from the event
was only 50 per cent of the number
Track Coach Hec Phillips was exissued
in
1922.
This, he said,
Alanswers the statement that the Japthough the victory was not wholly unanese-Canadians are monopolizing
expected, the margin by which his men
the fishing industry. Before 1941, he
won had Phillips in fits of joy. No
stated, the Japanese- Canadians held
sooner had he arrived back in Toronto
to

;

only

making preparations
|

for the harrier to be held this Saturday
and for the intermediate championships
be held at Varsity Stadium on
October 31.
Full events at Montreal were as follows:

to

yards:

(1)

(2) McFarlane,

Queen's;

(4)

O'Brien,

Toronto;

Western; (3) Garber,

(Continued on page 3)

Rev. James Finlay

Finlay

will

licenses

per
in

cent of the fishing
B.C.
In answering the

statement
scale

is

that the Japanese wage
lower than the white man's,

the speaker declared that this was so
because the minimum wage law does

not include any Orientals.

Mr. Rosen refuted the argument
the Japanese-Canadians would
as numerous as the rest
of the Canadians saying that the
average number of children in the'
family was four, which was about the
same as that for the rest of the Canthat

n

Discusses Petitions
J.

14

Time some day be

Knecht, McGill.

10.2 seconds.

Rev.

Upheld By U. C. Parliament

discuss

The government

of the U.C. Par-

who blamed

son,

liament was defeated at its first session Friday afternoon at the Junior

Queen's Crew 25-6

Blast

the

joint

population.

The Japanese-Canadians, he conare among the most law

tinued,

abiding in Canada. In 1931 only one
tenth of 1 per cent of the inmates of
the penal institutions were of Janpanese

Common Room by

After a gloomy afternoon in foreign
climes, the Varsity Blues assumed their winning ways at Varsity Stadium
Saturday afternoon, with
a decisive 2S-6 victory over the Parryless
Tricolor from Queen's. From
beginning to end they convinced the
"show-us" crowd of 18,000 that
they had enough power, speed and ability to
down their opponents, and
likewise proved that they are a force to be
reckoned will, ere the season

ing the trade of the country.

Wes Knowlton

of

he

opposiion

said that the Soviet supporting political parties which had arisen in
the

Balkan

itself as something the
Balkans need.
motion was carried in which
the house voted that U.C. should back

Canada was

perfection.

Our Problem
By

Among
Ernst R. Deutsch

Because of the McGill game, the gro problem", Lillian Smith denext debate will be held on Thursday, clared in an interview with The Varyesterday.
"Since nothing i:
8.
really wrong with the Negroes there
is only a "White Problem', a sick-

Nov.

The resumption of the intercollegiate rugby union on Saturday was an occasion for pride in the splendid Varsity team.
Both
the Queen's and Varsity teams played hard, and
they played the
game. For them, sportsmanship comes first and winning
second.
The friendly rivalry between the two universities was impaired, on Friday night, by acts of vandalism.
The defacing of
buildings by paint that cannot be entirely removed
is unpardonable.
Such deliberate damage cannot be excused on the
ground that
the perpetartors are university students.
In fact, the offence
is greater on that account.
It should be mentioned that a building
at McMaster University
was similarly scarred after the rugby game

is

no

She

calls

was banned

New Campus

advocating
Negroes, "ij

Makes

agreed with that editorial whole
heartedly", she replied.
"It came at
the right time, too. And wasn't it

150.

Fighters

Of

No More

interest to

colleges

and

1943 Year

drafting of two resolutions,
the deportation of

one proJapaneseCanadians, the other stressing
kinship
with the students of Argentina.
At the first meeting of the club last
Friday it was decided to commend
the
Student Society of McGi'II Univertesting

in-

ease,

are

a suppressed

somehow

truggle for democracy", and to
feeling that we
urge
superior because of our the S.A.C. and other student bodies of
this

kin."

Miss
the

war has only

take

to

similar

action.

crystallized the pro- campus organizations and
to the Argentine Consul in Toronto.
similar

blems of the South, increasing pressure by forward-looking groups may
very soon give such democratic rights
as equal

pay and the vote

to the

groes.

A

decision

regarding Japanese-Canadians

was adopted.
After

the interim executive
under
Ne- chairman Kenneth
Morrison had been
confirmed, a motion was carried,
which

joined the L.P.P.

Of

Club to the newly-

formed National Federation of
Labor
Youth. The latter, it was pointed
out
by Marguerite Jersak, secretary, is an

Past Jewish Crises

listed in the
of the Encyclopaedia

affiliation

Zjonist

clubs

part
According: to these figures, this year'.

campus

Texts of the resolution wil be
sent to
as well as to the S.A.C,

Smith believes that though McGill,

universities

Book

Resolutions

under the layer of sity
"for its expression of solidarity
reason, there are traces of the dis- with
the students of Argentina in
their

Toronto students who

complain of crowded campi are statistics
over 1,250 American and Canadian

Club

of T. Labor-Progressive
Club was the

thrilling to watch a young girl of
twenty-two throw some of those old,
dry governors into utter confusion!"
What can we do at a University
such as ours to solve the problem?
"Analyse yourselves first", is her ad-

yieldiiur

Can Be Worse

in the

First action of the
newly-formed U.

side of you, deep

It

was another player who

thick of he fray but perhaps the
hapfellow on the field was Bob

secondary.
(Continued on .page 3)

for

social equality for the

vice; "you will probably find that

Complain

rence

it

famous "Flat Hat" incident when
the student journal of the Southern

objective.

there

highlights of

piest

We asked her about last February's

™

if

many

the play of Mel LawHis quartering left little to be
desired but it was his passing
that
kept the crowd on its feet.
Stu
Scott's play was again of the
sound
and steady variety and his kicking
accounted for five points. BUI Lawson-

hotels.

played in Toronto
two weeks ago between that institution and the
University of
Toronto.
is
th confidence that I express the
expectation that students
ot this University will demonstrate that
they are not impelled to
to despoil the property of any neighbouring
university in order
to develop that college spirit which, in
itself, is a highly laudable

That demonstration will be more pointed
any temptation to retaliate.

the

game was

the

Henry who paced the Blues by scoring two majors.
Henry took Lawour son's pass on the six
yard line and
'Skin Disease'.
galloped over for the first and
interLilian Smith, who is able to con- cepted
a Tricolor pass before rundemn crying injustices effectively ning 32 yards
for his second.
with the softest Southern accent in
The line finally came into its own.
the world and who anaestliesizes a The
tackling and blocking
were on
touch of sarcasm by a blue-eyed smile the
improved side.
Halves Bill
of apparent innocence, was born Darnel
and Ted Toogood, playing
at
forty-eight years ago in Florida. end,
were outstanding with their
Presently living in Georgia, where ankle-tackling.
Rudy Grass came
she is editing the magazine South hrough
to block three Tricolor
kicks
To-day, she has been active in many _nd played
a hard game throughout
parts of America writing for such Gord
Lawson, Mark Guppy and
papers as *PM' and others. It was Johnny
Farmer also caught the speconly recently that she has done much tators
eyes.
Will Henry played a
to remove racial bars in New York standout
game at centre
ness of our own."

;

Our

The Blues filled
mentor's words and hopes to
They played like a well
balanced team with every man pulling his weight.
their

The former prime minister of thi
The first impression of Miss Smith
parliament, Ed. Saffarian, announced
the speaker of this year's house, who won fame by her novel "Strange
Gordon Staulherg. The new prime Fruit", is that of a small, smartlyminister is Telford Georges; the dressed ladv, her gentle face topped
leader of the opposition is Sheila by a crown of splendid white hair.
'There's no such thing as the NeMcQueen.

Women Medical Students
These representatives will decide In 1945 there were 24,000 Japanese
CORRECTION
The Avukah meeting will be held at
on the action to be taken on the camp- in Canada, with fewer than 1,000 of
It has been decided to x-ray all medi 8:15 in the
Women's Union tonight, and
us two petitions have been drawn up, them outside British Columbia.
one by clubs and one by individuals.
A number of restrictions, he con- cal students every year. The appoint- not Friday as erroneously advertised
All clubs have been asked to conduct fined, were placed on the Jananese ments must be made at once as the in a recent issue.
open meetings and to go on record as in B.C. In 1942 all of them were time allotted is Oct 31 to
Nov. 7.
objecting to the action of the govern- ordered to give up their cameras,
Please call or send a class represenment with regard to. the Japanese- In the same year a curfew was estabtative for appointments at 44 HosBn.
Canadian question.
lished.

Five of

come-what-inay.

Skin Disease"

anese-Canadians.

are being deported", at a meeting of
The next speaker, Gordon Russon
representatives of all the clubs on the gave a brief historical summary of
campus. The meeting- will be held
the Japanese in Canada. In 1928, he
Cartwright Hall, St. Hilda's,
said the number of Japanese per-

mitted to come to

^

the
S.CM. position on the Jap
Is
question— not to export the Jap-

Advocates Sportsmanship

to

Warren Stevens showed

the crowd that his words of
wisdom at the
rally were no idle boast.
On that occasion he promised
the followers of the team that the
y would find a fighting team on the
field and one that would beat
Queen's

A

Smith Condemns Vandalism

.

over.

is

Friday pep

did so without Russian coercian. Russia, he said, h;
states

established

FOR BOB HEnRY

By Mickey Michasiw

34-28 in a de- Russia. According
to Miss Sanderon the statement:
"Resolved, son, Hungary also is controlled by a
this house condemns Russia's joint
economic commission, in which
policy in the Balkans."
the Russian interests are monopoliz-

presentation of a petition "We object origin, whereas 54 per cent were of
to the fact that Japanese-Canadians
ritish origin.

4-45 p.m., today.

TWO MAJ ORS

Russo-

Roumania economic commission in
Roumania on her inability to repay

that

policy of protective lands is
the Japanese Repatriation Plan.
Wesley Fujiwara, the first speaker, moded." Instead of dominating the
outlined arguments in favor o£ de- Balkans through unfair use of her
porting the Japanese-Canadians. He prestige, Russia should aim to cordial
Allied relations maintained through
said that the Japanese in Canada canfull publicity and
understanding of
not be assimilated and that they have
her policy.
low standard of living.
In disSheila
McQueen,
leader of the op
cussing the living conditions of the
position, suggested that the Slavii
Japanese in Vancouver Mr. FujiBalkan
nations
would
probably benewara declared that there is the same
fit through Russia's policy of
groupsort of community organization of the
ing the smaller nations around the
Japanese all over British Columbia.
large ones which would result in their
Martin Rosen, who spent the last
security,
"thus whetting down the
16 months on the West Coast, stated
powder keg of Europe."
that one very seldom gets a direct and
The government facts on the sitsensible answer to the question of
uation were produced by Joy Sanderwhy people want the Japanese-Canadians to be deported. In 1933, he

tremely jubilant over the victory.

100

Gridiron Blues Victorious,

Balkans

In

Telford Georges, speaking for the
government, interpreted the Russian
Balkan policy as seeking security
through establishing a sympathetic
held at Wymilwood Thursday even- Europe. "But," he objected, 'in th:
ing. The topic under discussion was age of V-bombs and atom bombs, the

to

than Hec began

Russian Policy

—

to physical ailments

was an ordeal

RUGBY AND TRACK TEAMS TRIUMPH

bate

a heat
second

in

1945

29.

Western proved to

of

man

be the wonder
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of

of

and
in

progressive

organizations,

social

activities

anti-fascist

which
as

take

well

as

Jewish life" will be the in political
action, such as the support
',000-odd enrolment at the University -topic of Rabbi Drazin at the first
meet- recently rendered to the Ford strikers
of Toronto was outstripped fourfold
ing of the Zionist group on the
campus. in Windsor.
by
New York University four vears ago. The meeting will be at 8.00 o'clock toIt was also decided to hold ten lecIn 1941-42, New York had 35,273 stu- night in the Women's Union.
tures on "The Science of History",
Rabbi Drazin will speak on past
dents enrolled, slightly over a third of
among study groups within flic club.
crises in Jewish history,
them women.
drawing anal- The first open meeting will
be addressed
ogies to the present situation and searchby Stanley Ryerson. Educational DiLargest teaching staff listed vas that

Five more members of the victorious Varsity

Blues are pictured above.

Jim Carson,

From

Bill Laivrencc,

IVoodyatt and Stu Scott,

left to

right are

Gus Campbell, Joe
Campbell has been

on the injured list for the past tzvo -weeks along
with IVoodyatt. the latter recovered in time for
Saturday's game but was knocked out for the
season with a knee injury only minutes after he
had entered the game.

if
bia

Columbia University, 3,096. Columalso had the largest income, with

>ver

$159,275,000,

Honors

for

the

'Crises

in

ing for possible solutions.

"He

is

par-

went to Yale University, is the
president of the Alumni Assowhich boasts over three million volumes aafon
of the Yitzvak El-Chaman Yeslargest library

Its

stacks.

rector

of

the

L.P.P.,

qualified," Max Day of the
October 30th. at
Avukah" commented, "since he offi- Women's
Union.
iatcs in McCaul Street Synagogue and
"Members of all

ticularly

luvah

,n

New

York.

an
|

S.00

on

Tuesdav.

p.m..

at

the

'te^^^^^^

Movement

faculties

who

are invited to attend".

take

Henry

Rosenthal, educational secretary said.
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z

"it

tent,

Editorial

—

be

29, 1945

pen through the top of the
will go no further.
It must

fountain

will be

—stopped."

McGeech paused, rapt in
As he unwrapped himself, he
"But what of the mummy's toe?"

The famous "sailor" trademark

Then

thought.

The Summing-Up

asked,

THE GREAT WEEK-END
all,

meet the team and rehearse their cheers, to the last vociferous
"Ripperty Ree" of the Rugby Dance, the rugby weekend spirit
was alive and buoyant.
It is not unfair to single out for special bouquets Head
Cheer-Leader Al Klassen, whose cartwheeling squad caught
everyone's fancy; Whitey Belshaw, tireless powerhouse behind
the precedent-breaking Rugby Dance; and the members of
the much-maligned S.A.C. executive, whose work in organizing the pep rally .outfitting the band, and arranging for the
dance, made the whole week-end possible.

SOMETHING WAS BORN
There is no reason to doubt that the week-end's wonderful
spirit will persist, for it was something subtly more than it
seemed to be. Though the rallying-cry was "Beat Queen's!",
the cohesive principle was "Yea Varsity!"- Next week-end's
"Beat Western!" will fan that spirit -anew, but it will not in
itself account for that spirit. And when the playing fields are
piled with snow, and there are no longer Queen's and Western
and McGill to beat, the spirit which was kindled this weekend will burn on. A new university pride has entered the
campus; something that wartime isolation almost banished,
but that cannot altogether die. Last week-end its lusty youth

was renewed.
Nor will it die,

singing

McGeech

McGeech

Is

painted trademark,

was on an inThere were
third toe was

comprehensibly tiny

scale.

The

missing from the crumbling, brown,
of

Rachel,

mummy.

Museum's

the

And from

the

Books

and actual achievement

passages of ex-

;

position which frequently seem like ex-

left

bowels of Hart House next

ting Committee, there had vanished one
Atomic Hamburger.
It was a case for McGeech.

he detected a distant

tent,

PRESENTS

McGeech

Steinmug's

peculiarity

that

humming. Once,
Lower Limpopo,

he had heard an identical drone from
Tch-Tch flies, deadly

the wings of the

could

THORNTON WILDEH'S

recalled that

jungles of the

in the

attack

was

VICTORIA DRAMATIC SOCIETY

humming.

dam, Steinmug whose researches into
the Theory of Doolebugs had brought
him international acclaim.
It

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT
CIGARETTES

he

Steinmug's

in

thinking,

there,

fly

he shunned the laboratories, preferring

As

detected sometlung else.

tower-top

foes of interloping

One Tch-tch

man.

demolish

a

pair

of

They were under

twenty, a tent.

With a lunge he

"Skin of

aerial

pulled the startled

HART HOUSE THEATRE — NOV.

An instant
Steinmug to the floor.
later, amid a prodigious humming, the
scalpel-like teeth of

Tch-Tch

TICKETS ON SALE OCT.
Mornings

be-

flies

work in a tent pitched atop the Hart gan to rend the tent to tatters.
There are no Tch-Tch flies in ToHouse tower. To that lent he sumronto.
They could only be creatures
moned McGeech.
of "Q".
"Gad!", Said McGeech.
Barely
had McGeech drawn this
"It is worse than you think", mutdeduction, when a Tch-Tch fly attered Steinmug.
"Not that

.

.

holds the secret of the

Atomic Hamburger holds the key to
Schoolman's

the

holds

that,

An

tacked his right-hand trouser leg.

.?"

He who

"Yes.

stomach.

He who

world."

the

"Say no more, Dr. Steinmug", said
McGeech, drawing himself up to full
height and gesturing violently with hi?

instant

this

Steinmug

had

Presumably Dorothy Dumbrille is a
I do not recall anything
else of hers, cither book length or
otherwise, and no other works are
listed in

Hear Toronto's

front of this book.

Most

found

in

of

young writer;

of the faults

All This Difference are those
clashes

between

adian

settlers

arc

struggling

and

assimilation

against

next week's thrilling instalment!

—Woo

JAZZ
OCT. 30

place last evening, at which the artists

timately called Springtime.

n

Mr. Adaskin brought the recital to
close by a group of three shorter
a

:

land can give.

violin

transcription

of

Lenski's aria from Evsen Onegin by
Near the end of the book Raoul dies.
Tschaikowski, Debussy's Girl with the
Miss Dumbrille makes no effort to dctail

a certain solution

to

the

novel's

even on the personal

Flaxen Hair, and a Pracludium by Bach.
Frances Marr collaborated to perfec-

and was,

more prowould appear that
Mr. Adaskin's technique does not always
intelligent stand to take for the division
allow him to realize what his artistic
is much too complex and bitter to be
conscience
level

where such a problem is frequently
This seems to me to be an

tion,

ficient of the

technically, the

two.

It

resolved.

;
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based on the acceptance of
single political or economic theory
would be particularly dangerous. What
is required of our social novelists is the
fied solution

a

some eventual con-

necessary prelude to
clusion

—clarification,

and a

re-thinking

.

..

V P & Exchange

dictates,

over with the simplicity of a
personal solution, and an equally simpliglossed

culties in all their

full

of

understanding

the

basic

diffi-

manifold aspects.

"Somehow Wencie and Raoul wer<
symbolic of a greater tragedy than their
own
victims of the present social
.

.

but this

criticism

based,

we

repeat,

on our

first,

Drama

Philip Treedman, 4T9
.Ralph Jones, 4T7

Fran Webster
Joan Smallman

ject

make good concert material.
in this province and Quebec
This is especially the case when they
would not hurt any of us to read
are coupled with the artistic prcsenDifference.
For it is
tations
in
which Mr. Dyer-Bennet
filled with the filthy disdain of tolerance
specializes.
but with a finer sympathy based on
An audience at Eaton Auditorium last
intelligence and understanding.
Thursday was enthusiastic about a
bigots

it

This

ROBERT WEAVER

Tonight

typical

selection of

these songs.

Mats. Wed.

matter of the songs themselves.

One

of the

of the songs

is

&

at 8:20
Sal. at 2.20

and the sub-

ability,

The timelessness of these operas
makes them fresh and appealing
to both old and new generations.

most interesting aspects
that they give the

lie

to

the contention that the chief traditions

American music come from Indian
and Negro sources. They show that
there is a more varied and more natural
of

source of inspiration for an American
School.

—PBILIP

©POM <£«M)¥

FREEDMAN.
IN THESE

MON. EVG.,
POPS'

CONCERT

The Victory Program
concert
fruition

"music

of the 'Pops'

on Friday night brought to
the
pertinent
remark that
the

is

only

true

democracy".

The

first half of the program was dedicated to the music of the United Na-

tions

and,

WORLD FAMOUS COMIC OPERAS

"Trial

by Jury," "Pinafore"; .TTJES. EVG.,

MAT &

'Tatience"; WED.
EVG., "Trial by Jury," "Pirates
of Penzance"; THITRS. EVG., "The Sorcerer"; FRI. EVG.
SAT. MAT. & EVG., "Trial by Jury," "Pinafore."

&

Prices (tax included) Evgs. 90c, $1.30. SI.80, $2.40, S3.00
Matinees: Wed. and Sat., 90c, $1.20, $1.80 (no phone orders)
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Buy in Advance

—

in

all,
13 countries were
Smetana of Czechoslovakia, Grieg of Norway, Sullivan of
England, Rimsky-Korsakov of Russia,
Farnon of Canada and Sousa of the
United States—the inspirations of all

represented.

these masters bespoke the spirit of their

homelands.

The outstanding

REMEMBER YOUR
Appointment for

_

feature of the evening

MODERN

ballads

And

dramatic

—

.

All

Obtainable at Auditorium or
Prom. Music Centre or Duns-

W J^^£

and

It
was a fortunate discovery for
economic and political system, sacriAmerican audiences when Richard
Barbara Jones, BA. fices on the altar of intolerance and pre- Dyer-Bcnnet found
that folk-songs and
Dorothy Barley. 4T8 judicc." This should be pointed out to

Stafl Photographer

ing, his

was Chopin's Nocturne in E Flat and
this was due to the masterful touch of
rather short, acquaintance with him.
The pleasant atmosphere and instruc- the first violinist of the Toronto Symtive value of the evening was greatly phony Orchestra, Elie Spivak, in the
enhanced by Mr. Adaskin's own illu- solo part of the number.
minating comments, with which he
The contribution of France were two
preceded each work he performed.
selections from Opera, Micaela's aria
from
Bizefs Carmen, and die everHANS GRUHF.H.
popular Walts Song from the Gounod
Romeo and Juliet These were sung by
the brilliant
young soprano, Claire
MINSTRELS
Gagnier. Miss Gagnicr with her lovely
is

Con-

way Restaurant.

Adaskins At Wymilwood

selections

central problem,

CONCERT
stars of the Carnegie Hall

P.M.

al 8.30

The first of the fortnightly Wymil- enthusiasm stemmed from three sources,
wood Sunday evening m us kales took namely, the artist's pleasant fluent sing-

the

for

sense of security which even debt-ridden

First

Mc-

Geech looked about him in dismay.
Horrors! What is this? Don't miss

elaborate

poverty and

$1.00

Music and Drama

Jirl,

Difference

new author;

10

TOMORROW NIGHT-

— inexplicable,

The

re two local musicians of wide refrom a sociology tract and which
te,
Harry Adaskin, violinst. and
what has been estabMarr,
pianist-accompanist
by other means; and dialogue Frances
which is sometimes weak, hurried, un- Until this concert, we had known
certain and much less full of meaning Harry Adaskin only through his unanmously excellent reputation, which was
Perhaps someone else should have re- and dramatic feeling than it should have
ully borne out at our first acquaintance
viewed All This Difference (Progress been. And, as in most social novels,
with him last night as an executive
cliaracters tend to become types rather
Books, $3.25). For it is one of those
artist.
living people.
social novels in which weakness in writ- than
The chief offering in this programme
The plot is built around the social and
ing technique must be balanced against
of stimulating variety was the very
purpose and content and achievement. religious implications of a love affair
beautiful Pocme, by Chauson, which also
between
Wencic
MacMillan
and
Raoul
TJie literary pursuit and the dogmatic
was accorded the best performance of
Although the Scottish inpolitical partisan both know exactly how Faubert
all.
to deal with such novels ; I am not al- habitants of Glengarry County still own
The Pocme was preceded by an early
ways so certain, in spite of my own most of the land their ancestors settled,
Beethoven Sonata for violin and piano,
interest in the social functions of litera- they arc struggling against poverty and
in
F-major, groundlessly and illegiforeclosure.
The newer French-Canture.

often

9.

—Victoria College Union
—Hart House Box Office

ALL SEATS RESERVED — 75c AND

And

vanished.

8.

29

Afternoons

he was pantlcss on the

later,

tower-top by night.

Our Teeth"

"As Easy to Enjoy as a Circus"
RICHARD LOCKRIDGE, SUN

pants

to

lished

i

He
stood

McGeech was summoned. Steinmug
summoned him, Steinmug of Amster-

cerpts

All This

Editorial

But it was too much to suppose that
Atomic Hamburger and Rachel's
have disappeared the same
Such things do
night independently.
Throughout,
not happen by chance.
McGeech detected darkly the hand of
"Q".
the

toe could

to the subterranean offices of the Knit-

years from now. Because of this week-end, we
shall feel a thrill in the name of Toronto University which is
denied to graduates of the last few years. This week-end made
us suddenly University-conscious once more; and whether
we understood it or not, we were this week-end participating
in a creative experience.

a

and the Atomic Hamburger as esand mutually dependent links.
What that pattern of crime might be
toe

most

Tuck

Shop's underground research lab, buried in the

mummy's

pattern into which fitted the

sential

he could only guess.

more

but two casualties.

foot

would swear that there was 6ome
Somewhere, deep in the
connection.
tortuous brain of "Q", there existed a

He

Fresh from a year of lying low, the
fiend had been satanically active. But
his activity, for all the flamboyance of

popular

Depart-

seethed inwardly.

mental rivalry again.

Back

"Q" had struck again.
Dripping with insult from every post
and pillar was his gory trademark. For
Dr. Aloysius P.Q.R. McGeech, Terror of the Underworld, there could be
no respite. The arch-fiend was on the
osc once

the rest, I refer you to

For

fifty

what the reader senses was aspired to

guarantee

as a
quality.

Department of Mummyology."

the

holds

for anyone who has experienced it. Because
of this football week-end, The Blue and White will ring with
peculiar poignancy in the ears of those of us who are still

unfailing

Ham-

Atomic

responsible only for the

burger.

his

though it was for Toronto students the kind of
weekend that is never quite forgotten, or worth forgetting.
There was no failing in Varsity spirit, throughout those
all-but-sleepless 36 hours. From the whooping, howling Pep
Rally, where an estimated 4,000 students braved icy rain to
All in

recognized

of

"That", said Dr. Steinmug stiffly, "is
none of my affair. As Director of the
Department of Internal Research, I am

We are not sure what drives people to paint stone buildings,
but we used to be told that there are many ways of leaving
one's mark upon the world, and that men may be measured
by the means they choose.
By this test, the Queensmen who splashed red "Q's" on the
porous sandstone pillars of Convocation Hall Friday night
have forfeited all right to be treated as students at a seat of
higher learning. By fulfilling and even overdoing the legendary pattern of Joe College, they have done the name of every
Canadian university irreparable harm. The scars they have
left in the reputation which all of us must share are deeper
and more damaging than any blemishes on any building.
There is nothing more to say that we have not already said,
or that President Smith has not reiterated in his message on
today's front page.
The place of higher education in the public esteem is not
so secure that it can withstand senseless shocks of this kind.

is

The

lilting tones captivated

her audience.
Appropriately enough,
Beethoven's
famed victory Symphony No. 5 in C

gart %auxt

The
arts

organization meeting and first instruction period of the
and crafts group will be held at S p.m. in the arts and
Mr. John Hall will be the instructor. Any men
are interested in doing woodcavring, metal work, sculp-

ture,

eagerly anticipated that the

remaining performances will be as successful.

— MARY FRANCES BOWMAN.

vacan-

ARTS AND CRAFTS GROUP

the first of the winter series of 'Pops'
concerts opened on a triumphant note
is

A

can be admitted at present.
waiting
being established for those still anxious to join; they

will be given special consideration after Christmas
if
cies occur.
Please apply in the Warden's office.

craftsroom.

it

poarb

No more members
list is

Minor occupied the latter half of the
program and was well performed. Thus

and

^Bulletin

GLEE CLUB

who

etching, linocuts and similar

work are

invited to be

present.

ART CLASS
Group "B" of the art class will meet in the art eallerv
J at
7:30 tonight.
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Power, Speed, Fighting Spirit
Give Blues Decisive Victory
(Continued from page 1)

The Gaels looked
team without the

like just

dribbled

down

the

field

FRESHMEN -Take
This Atomic Age
The charges that the University of Toronto has never
had a unified
college spirit was disproved Saturday afternoon
when that spirit

For the rest of the first half
play
was Roy Fuller that carried the play ranged back and forth until three
straight first downs placed
against the Blues.
Queen's in
Fuller's passing

display

outshadowed

far

best efforts.

far
his

Pete King was another
standout with his pass receiving
and his deadly downfield tackling.
Other Gaels who proved thorns in the
sides of the Blues were Andy Kniewasser, Don Delehaye and Bob Stevens before he was injured.
The first thrill of the game came
part way through the opening quarter
as Grass blocked a Queen's kick and

too short and
score was Varsity

pressed through six wartime.football-less
years, exploded in the faces
of the Queen's Tricolor supporters.
After a lethargic beginning, the cheer leaders
and the crowd warmed
up until at half-time, the detonator exploded.
As one stadium veteran
ated
r WaS he be5t half-time football
game I've witnessed

low.

Halftime
Queen's 0.

6,

years.

unwound two passes, one to brother
Gord and the second to Lawrence
over the line. Scott again converted.
A steady downfield march paved the

way

for a short placement attempt by
Stu Scott which he made good.

With the score 15-0 against them,

:

a 6-1 defeat.

them

Try a padlock.

OTHERS:

not buy your

own? TURQUOISE

You Had
Yes

the Toronto forwards

in check.

A

two quick

iUJ'JJiJ
S

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
Prescriptions for glasses

Ijcis^kTl filled with quality spectacle-

ware

at reasonable prices.

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Si. George Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEDJCAL ARTS BUIIDING
Memberi

Special Djicoiinl lo Sludvnt, and
Iho Fccvhy

mark

of

hit pay-dirt

again with

tallies.

Is

sirree, Varsity

rugby has started

of

Books
We

to percolate.

.

for All College Courses
HIGHEST CASH PRICEST.

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK MARKET

AND BOOK EXCHANGE
WE
BUY

726

YONGE
(I

™ "°< 1«« than 5:00
ENTRIES WILL NOT BE AC-

This number

in the Athletic

Office

^

cTmpStoS

will be fte

be issued at time of
to be worn on the front of
the jersey during the race
(Size of teams no limit 5 men
to count)
Running or
suits must be worn.
will

shall act as marshals.

Rugby

4.00

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

Med

Sr.

SPS

Sr.

Warwick, Campbell
Soccer
Lacrosse

4.00

Swim League

Trin II

SPS

1.00

Jr.

5.00

Trin.

Gregoire,

Vic II
U.C.

Kulha
Vetter

SPS

1.00

SPS

6.30

PHE

II

5.00

SPS

III

III

B

II

Rae
Seunarme

MED

SPS

II

A

Williams
Moffat

Pre-Mcd

For

Trin

B

for Vollevball rele

Apply

at Athletic Office

The prema-

.

Will Pay

Open Evenings

BOOKSr,

1S

for the race.

Tean> managers

TrackstersWin
Despite

Mud

Discus
Bartlett,

ronto;

22.9

Broad Jump: (1) Crashley, Toronto;
(2) Van Wagner, McGill; (3) Kerr,

Orr,
Toronto ; (2)
Harlow, To(3)
Allen, Western.
Distance

( 1 )

:

McGill;

(4)

220 Yards: (1) McFarlanc, Western;
(2) O'Brien, Toronto; (3) Antoni, Toronto; (4) Knccht, McGill. Time
seconds.

(Continued from .page 1)

113' 11".

Toronto; (4) Lcfcoe, McGill. Distance
20' 10*.

Mile: (1) Taylor, Toronto (2) BalMcGill; (3) Watts, Queen's;
(4)
Toronto.
Time 4.46.1
;

lon,

Shackleton,

Pole Vault: (1) Rider, McGill;
(2)
McAdam, Toronto; (3) Barry, To-

and Glen, McGill, tied

ronto,

.

NOW.

strictly followed

A,,,letic 0ffi

VOLLEYBALL REFEREES

—

Bring In Your Used Text Books

;

There is still a need
Hart House.

The last three minutes saw three
snappy goals as play ranged up and
down the field very quickly. Roy
practices. The individual college meets are
scheduled to be completed
Shinobu collected his second of the
by the second week in December. The swift shallow dives
of the comday while Willie Clarkson drove
petitors will be executed in the U.T.S. pool.
through a maze of players in the
Western, goal-mouth for his third Chase To The Base
counter and the team's sixth.
Vic I and P.H.E. went to bat Friday afternoon in Trinity Field,
The teams: Western McPherson,
which seems doomed to be burnt up by the number and swiftness
of the
Eaton, Down, Speidel, Szabo, Bousruns executed on its surface. The score was 12-8 in
favor of the Physifield, Cox, Graham, Smith, Jackson,
cal Ed. girls. P.H.E. registered ten runs in the
first inning, until the
Tomlinson, Hall and Zargour.
Vic. team got organized. Vic. seems to have
player, Doodle Brown,
Varsity— Elliott, Bell-Irving, Fyfe,
under contract. Doodle has the responsible job of guarding
the Vic
Clarkson M, Hassonali, Thompson,
first base.
Critics whistle long and lowly when asked to
describe her
Eaton, Clarkson W. Riguero, Shinohitting technique. Baseball fans
here is a candidate for a women's
bu, Boyd, Mayne and Spooner.
all-star team.

A Drastic Shortage

to

gym

Polly Muiz

EME RGENCY
There

Z

C<I

Competitors must be in the main locker
room not later
than 9.40 a.m.

Coming Queen's!

share the glory comes when the swimming
meet takes place
in Toronto.
There will be two swimming meets, the first to occur
in January at the opening Athletic Night, and is
to be strictly intramural. The second affair will be the drawing card
of the last Athletic
Night.
Since the women proved to be such staunch supporters
of
the intercollegiate games, we hope the men will
reciprocate, and show
an equal amount of interest in the swimming "do".
To qualify for a swimming team, a student must appear at five

opened the second half
jressing even harder and at the 15
ninute

It

To

Varsity

Un
',

—

MMe

Our Chance

outside left

°Ria»M

and

city

gladly suffering laryngitis to yell "Hold that
line!"
The girls of one
University residence organized a parade up to
the game, carrying a
large blue banner. The cheerleaders deserve
much praise for spirited
routine, and even cartwheels ... the appreciation
of which was evienced by the cries on all sides for "More-More."
Our attentive ear
did not catdi a single faculty yell to sever the
unity of the "all out"
effort to drown persistent "Oil Thigh's".
If this is what men's intercollegiate sports do to Varsity, maybe
Women's intercollegiate activities will help to unify Varsity still more.

momentary defensive lapse a minute
before half time however allowed
Willie Clarkson to register his first
goal of three with a scorching drive
on a pass taken from Dave Boyd at

OP

The

ture boasting of our students about the
greatness of their rugby team
was not in vain. The women of Varsity fulfilled
their part of the
bargain as well, a great majority turning up
in section "Q", and

Mustang backs Eaton and Down kept

is only 10c and you
can find it *most
anywhere.

L

triumph

House Athletic

must be

.

.

By

The Blues victory was
many starts, and puts

solidly in first place.

and found the upper right hand
corner of the net to put Varsity one
up.
For the remainder of the first
half Varsity carried the play to Western but some solid defensive work by

SUGGESTION TO

CI

soccer

course see Hart

Entry must be made on the official
form
Each etmry shall bear a number
which

3.

The Sportswoman

After 20 minutes of evenly distributed play Roy Shinobu itook a
header from the toe of Doug Eaton

STUDENTS:

E fi

the

Interfaeultv
3

by each participant.

Volleyball

the third in as

C

with

, he

in

any other recognized Uni-

Wing Notice Board

^

"hat-rick", the Varsity soccer s.quad

SUGGESTION TO

represented this or
on a Harrier team.

instructions regarding
entries
Eligibility Certificates must
be, signed

1.

Clarkson's

it with goals on Saturday afternoon on the front campus as a fairly
strong Western outfit went down to

s

who have

For a decription of

number

coupled

SENIOR

finished 1st to 10th in anl

as

y„

said

finest writing pencil.

Why

versity

he Tricolor. The common feeling before
the game was that
the Tricolor would be trampled whether
Parry was in the game or not
and the play of the Blue and White indicated
that this feeling was well
de
Bob Stcl,ens ™>- •>=
"f action come the
n" ?\r
Queen
s -McGiIl
game Saturday. The Gaels took a terrific
physical
beatmg from the charging Varsity line ...
Joe Woodyatt, back from
injuries, is on the shelf again with his
leg injury.

safe since

ing that your favourite drawing pencil is

Students

Weekend

victory

.

mood

Another Win
For Soccer Men

who have

riarner race.
3.

must be congratulated on the way they
handled the snake dance in
the downtown area. Physical force
came second to psychology which
was the shining point as the spark was
there for a Buenos Aires reaction.
Jack Parry's absence had the Blues in
almost as bad a

and Bob Henry intercepted on the

also the wor!d

ct sIn'oTiS

police

32 and ran over for the unconverted
major.

Willie

Students

CEPTEDr

football

,

by

2.

There was good cause for all the
joyous celebrating that shook
forth after the game.
Hec Phillip's track and field men stole all the
honors at McGill ,„ the senior
intercollegiate meet.
Then came the

minutes of the game, Queen's tried
passing from deep in their own zone

Sparked

and catch-as-

accomP an 3-ing students can give them.
* Saturday's game would help

Victory

Lawson-Henry pass went 40
yards through the air and Henry
took it the rest of the way. The convert was not good.
In the closing

is

fisticuffs

The following

the

liken converted.

began discover-

tug-o'-wars,

that Varsity spirit has been
rediscovered, the next problem
is to keep it on the
same level pitch or to improve it if there is
room
for improvement
Next Saturday, the Blues take on the mansize
job
of making he Western
Mustangs say "uncle". They will need every

AE^Twr™
E A
ERN S¥t*S

A

Pencil

tackles,

Students other than freshmen who have
finished 1st, 2nd or 3rd
any University of Toronto race of 3 miles
or over.

w

A

folks

The impromptu

1.

twenty

Now

Queen's took over the attack with
Fuller heaving the passes.
twenty
forward to Kniewasser gave
them their only major which Mil-

• No TURQUOISE

in

5,

!,

The race is open lo all University undergraduates
with the
following exceptions:

catch-can added the long forgotten color
to the game.
At any other time, in polite circles, such tactics
would be considered
as an evidence of bad breeding
or poor taste, but not so Saturday!
Rather they served as a detonating
cap which resulted in yells of
lea \ arsity and "Yea Toronto" instead
of the customary college or
faculty scrambles. And rightlv
so!

After the boisterous halftime crowd
had been cleared away, Mel Lawson

yard

STUDENTS

.

sup-

it

was spectacular but he picked the Varsity territory.
Milliken's
atwrong day to uncover it as Mel Law- tempted placement from the 43 was
son's

Junior Interfaculty Harrier Race
Saturday, Nov. 3rd - 10 a.f m Sharp

By Mickey Michasiw

Jack Parry whose injury will keep the kick, caught the ball as it came
him out o£ the game for at least an- down and carried it over the line.
other two weeks. While Jack Milli- Scott converted.

ken carried a portion of the play,

Notice!

before

Milliken recovered it on his own six.
On the next play, Grass again blocked

another

leadership of

field

it

10'

Height

4".

High Hurdles:

120

(1)

Chapman,

Toronto; (2) Brewerton, McGill; (3)
Van Wagner, McGill; (4) Giles, To-

Time

ronto.

minutes.
Javelin: (1) Goering, Toronto;
(2)
Conrad, Western; (3) Deane, Toronto;
(4) Lefcoe, McGill. Distance 154' 754".-

220 Yards

yards: (1) Gillespie, McGill

440 Yards:

(1)
Kerr, Toronto;

(2)
Gill

16

;

Jackcs,

(4)

Giles,

26.8 seconds.

(1)

Fielding,

Toronto;

(2) Gillespie, McGill; (3) Antoni, To(4) MacDowell, McGill. Time

53.2 seconds.

Toronto;

Three Miles: (1) Taylor, Toronto;
(2) Ballon, McGill; (3) Goering, ToFarmer, McGill.
(4)
Time
17.09 minutes.

(3) Lefcoc, Mc(4) Rider, McGill. Height 5' 11".

Pound Shot:

McGill;

ronto;

33 minutes.

High Jump:

Time

(2)

Toronto; (3) Fordyce, Toronto; (4) Lamontagne, McGill. Time
Fielding,

Hurdles: (I) BrewDavies. Toronto;

(2)

Wilkinson,

Toronto.
;

Low

McGill;

erton,

(3)

16.6 seconds.

(1)

Bartlett,

Mc-

ronto;

Gill; (2) Conrad, Western; (3) Deane,
Toronto; (4) Orr, Toronto. Distance

Relay: (1)
(3) Western.

38' 11".

McGill;

(2)

Toronto;

College Spirit on the Loose
During One Wild Week-End
University of Toronto spirit, dorant for six years, exploded on the
impus over the weekend
The detonating cap was affixed at
the pre-game pep rally held at the
Stadium on Friday as some 1,200 students braved the drizzling rain to
practise the yells and songs. Warren Stevens took time out from

scirmmage to introduce
members to the assembly.

the

team

I

cheerleaders, the rooters gave out
with lusty yells. The Blue and White
band led the students in songs while
Queen's followers looked enviously

An ardent group of Varsityites
formed a snake line in the stadium
and slipped out onto Bloor before
the

watchful police could interfere.
The
gathered re-enforcement as it
went east along Bloor Street.
line

Friday night brought out the shock
Down Yonge Street went this
troops to guard the stadium as over- boisterous mob,
much to the grieenthusiastic students from Queen's vance of the
city police.
Attempts
attacked with paint. The hot rivals to stop the line
failed at Gerrard and
pitched in with fists, paint, white - rain at
Dundas but three supposed
wash and even hair clippers. Three
ing leaders" were picked
up by
would-be-heroes from the Limestone prowling
squad cars.
The line led
city returned there minus hair in the into a
downtown theatre where it
form of a "T".
wound through the aisles, across
the
The detonator exploded at the stage and through
the lobbies amidst
jame!
The Tricolor supporters yell of "We beat Queen's"
and "We'll
inarched in behind their traditional beat Western."
pipe band and had no sooner reached
The football dance proved
to be
their seats when a flour "Q' appeared the most
orderly event of the day
as
on the centre field stripe.
the doors separating
the Queen's
Their ire roused, Varsity sup- merrymakers
were thrown open
porters went all out to swamp their Colors
were exchanged and college
rivals.
Under the well-precisioned differences were
forgotten.
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have four grilled cheese sandwiches, Bloor, loaded with paint Small disOrganizat- organized party sets off to see.
one banana shortcake.
3.45 Red sedan draws to stop at
ional work completed, retire from

Their 'Paint'

scene of action temporarily.
1.20: Vigil begins with handful of
Two
sentries posted at stadium.

Down

members of
Plain clothes

force

police

men

on

duty.

intentions

to

invade

patrolling in police

the

Red sedan draws
corner

north-west

of

6.02: Shout from south of stadium
to stop
stadium, declares that enemy has struck, is
striking.
Hordes race to south end

head lights three times, signorth-west corner of stadium, flickers nificantly. Pulls away.
4.51: Warning comes from south
head lights three times, significantly.
end of stadium that enemy
Pulls away.
3.54
Party returns from Bay- proaches. Car races up Devonshire
Bloor excursion to describe Royal Place, turns right onto Bloor proBank building and news stand. "All ceeds twenty feet when it is bathed in
white wash and barraged by clumps
smeared with Queen's," they say.
400: Restlessness increasing as of sod as Varsity strikes back. Car
flickers

:

stadium cruiser.
Second police car also
armed with paint and brushes. Hour ranging within the stadium environs.
Three sons of Queen's returned to
2.12:
Guard
at Bloor Street end of
is 5 a.m.
alma mater as heroes today.
whispers to relief man: H- Hour approaches. Confusion still
10.36: Nucleus of defenders forms. stadium
They were those who succeeded
prevalent.
Who is who? Small
fraternities,
resican't you sleep?"
matter,
spreads to
Whatsa
pen^ Word
shortly after 6 a.m. Saturday in
climbing in
volunteer groups of defenders
of
Numbers
3.05:
dences; small group plans to stand
of vol'
trating a watch-weary cordon
Two kindly
of
stadium.
proand
out
in
Confusion
stadium.
increase.
duty-watch at
watchers
been
untcer Varsity guards who had
one certain who are Trinity men pause in their climb over
11.40: Quintet of Paul Reveres portion.
No
deseon all-night vigil to prevent
unidentiwall
assist
north-west
to
the
Varbands
of
Hart
House
people.
Small
to seek
Varsity
Hopping proceed to
cration within the stadium.
inforcements from among males at sity-ites circle about buildings swap- fied man on ground below to scale
entered the
a south fence, the three
Suspicious guard interAll-Varsity dance. Response at first ping suspicious stares with other the wall.
several
stadium and had splashed
rupts, asks unidentified man for reapathetic.
few officials at length small bands of Varsity-ites.
before
vivid Q's about the interior
Unidentified man
Scout arrives, breathless, gistration card.
ised to grovity of situation, pro3.31
act.
the
in
apprehended
being
brazenly
"Sure,
I'm
mise assistance.
with word that Queen's ammunition replies
Trinity
Queen's
men blush.
and
I"
The trio of artistic martyrs were
on
been
sighted
Bay
has
12.05: Quintet of Paul Reveres ehiclc
residence
carried bodily to a nearby

By Ross McLean

4.05:
at

A

:

:

of stadium as defenders appear over
south gate with trio of culprits in

Stadium almost forgotten,
tow.
crowds follow procession to nearby
residence for
6.17:

Charge:

begins.

um.
6.18:

ontinues along Bloor in ghostly at-

Witness

Paint their

tire-

trial-

Trial

Inferior decoration of Varsity stadi-

give

evidence:

Cut their hairl

face.

Hey

squirmwhy don't you be sociGive me a shave, too! (This
5.03:
Red se- from squirming captive, obviously atdan draws to stop at north-west cor- tempting to be sociable).
6.25: Red sedan draws to stop at
ner of stadium, flickers head lights
5.00:
5.01

:

5.02:

three

H-Hour
H-Hour plus one.
H-Hour plus two.
H-Hour plus three.

times,

Get

hescissors

I

(to

ing captive)

able?

Pulls north-west corner of stadium, flickers
head lights three times, significantly.

significantly.

away.

Queen's Man emerges, speaks
5.04: H-Hour
call a cab?"
'paint-party" fails to appear.
plus four.

:

"Anybody here

impromptu trial and punishClimax to Queen's elaborate
which saw yellow and
crimson "Q's" adorning Convocation
to face

ment.

"paint-plot"

Hall, the Royal Museum, downtown
banks and news stands, the Victoria
Infirmary and numerous other University buildings, the actual deed had

been preceded by an eventful eight
hours of preparation.
In their correct chronology, events
of Friday evening and Saturday

morning are recorded below:
10.35

:

First tip received of Queen's

CLASSIFIED

ADS

FOR SALE
Desk, suitable for student, §20.00.

Box M, The

Varsity.

LOST
Brown

lost

purse,

U.C.,

in

last

Holder please turn

Tuesday.

at'S-A.C

in

office.

LOST
Brown comb trimmed with
Vicinity,

strand of pearls.

single

—Phy-

Building and Biology BuildPlease turn in at S.A.C. ofing.
sics

FOR SALE
Harvard

Classics,

50 volumes con-

taining essentials of a liberal edu-

Alumni Deluxe Limited

cation.

phone

If interested,

Edition.

MI

0008, after 6 p.m.

o"

FOR RENT

.

At Bloor-Sherbourne, large front

room

for gentlemen.

$5.00

RA

5718.

who pretended to find oil with
rod has long since given way to highly trained
scientists.
Today, for example, working in teams,
old-time "wildcatter"

his divining
oil

Imperial Oil scientists use

many

delicate

locate the ancient seabeds underlying
area.
life

LOST
Lady's black wallet,

day

The

MI

Slyne,

last

geologists

oil,

Dow
First

comes the

(lie

learn

geologist, to

Then

outcroppings.

5059.

know, was

formed from plant and marine
ago on pre-historic ocean floors.

first

that flourished millions of years

Thurs-

Return to Eileen

U-C.

in

For

and ingenious instruments to

more than one-half of Canada's land

works

examine

soil

and rock

the aerial photographer

a bird's-eye picture of the

territory.

maps

The geopbysicist

-

r

CANADIAN DRILLING RECORD
FOUR TYPICAL YEARS

IMPERIAL'S

IN

investigates the structure of the earth beneath the

LOST

surface.

Log-log Decitrig Slide-Rule, Fri-

day morning on St George St
Please leave at S.A.C.

LOST
morocco

in vicinity

in

leather tobacco pouch,

of the

Museum, possibly
Monday, Oct 22nd.

die theatre,

Finder please

leave

interprets

the

data

brought up by exploring

the

at

S.A.C.

all his

REWARD
E-34,

drafting

Oct

flap, J.

phone

left in

Monday morning,

Name

on inside of cover
H. C. Massie. Finder please

Midway

.

drills.

times, the drills miss the

by a few hundred

feet.

underground oil deposits
Often, too, a well drilled

at great cost turns out to be a failure.

Imperial's search for

adian

two-fold purpose

0835.

out, Imperial Oil scientists
continue their search for Canadian oil with a twofold purpose ... to provide Canadians with more
than 500 useful petroleum products .
and to help
.

oil

Can-

hos gone forward

consistently

Yet year in and year

SLIDE RULE

or Engineering Bldg.,

room,

22nd.

t

8.641

the scientist cannot yet say to the driller with
certainty, "Drill here and you will find oil". Many

A
Room

..

modern knowledgeand instruments,

office.

For return of

-

office.

But with

Blue,

The mathematician

recorded by the physicist. The chemist analyzes
the water in the district and the sand, clay and rocks

since

19.19.

r

In

the

ten-year

1935-1944, the

age

of

period,

total foot-

exploratory and

producing wells drilled

in

.

Canada achieve ever greater oil independence
by development of her own petroleum resources.

Canada by Imperial

was 1,258,876

feel

Oil
.

.

.

j

238 underground miles

I

his message is the third of

"How an

LOST
Black Waterman's fountain pen,
Friday morning.
Finder please
leave at S.A.C.

office.

TYPING DONE
These typed neatly and

Phone KI

6235, after

efficiently.

five.

KHPERIAI OU

series;

the next advertisement wilt describe

Oil Well Works."

1IH111D
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President, Minister of Health

Dangerous Clause

Attend Optometry Opening

Criticized

An

ceremony, attended by D:
Dunlop stressed the function of the OpSidney Smith and Dr. Vivian, Minister tometric profession in Toronto.

M.

J.

Finlay

official

of Health for Ontario,

ing of the
of

By

In Bill

new

marked

Optometry at 140

George St

St.

CONCERNS JAP-CANADIANS

There was a short addre ybss Dr.
under whose jurisdiction the
Health Service of Optometry is administered, following which Dr. Smith
was

the open-

By

Vivian,

building for the College
last

night.

given the floor.

Dean and Mrs.

C. Thompson and
DunJop received the

W.

J.

of

guests for the ceremony.

'

-

later in

Dean Thompson

>

'

J%"T™

J.

Dr. Smith wished the college the
best
luck in its new premises and said
an interview with The Varsity,
spoke, expressing the "The
College is to be congratulated on
hope that Dr. Smith would soon be
the number of ex-servicemen
enrolled."
able to arrange for formal affiliation
of
Following the ceremony, the new
the College with the
University. Dr. building was thrown
open
Dr. and Mrs.

Murray

Janice

° f a C aUSe
a bi " brfore the House ° f Coinmons
permit any Canadian citizen to be deported
at the will
C ° Unc11 was described as "very-dangerous"
hv I
l"
V
' enttal JaP a "«e-Canadian Committee? before
,
To"-<>PErative
r
the c
Committee
on Japanese-Canadians.
ClUSi

™hiA
n
which would

.

committee fnH

1«

Powe

,ave

7

COmc

,0

*e

sinc =

M1

,

m

Sec, i™

meeting of the

last

N ^°™> Emergency

The

15
'

to the guests

for inspection.

Wei come

It was stated that the
quipment and courses here at U. of T.
re equal to the best on the continent
Speaking of the Health Service of
Optometry, Dr. Dunlop said, "No per-

Issued

By German Club

n in the vicinity of Toronto need
go
due to lack of funds
since our college and its
co-operative
ithout visual care

"We
cut

Victory Loan,

are trying to

president,

German

told

Balloon

Aids 9th Loan

year into

men

and

last

many

whom

personal

peculiarly

appeal

to

We

all

week.

Sunday Concert

Parliament Buildings, the Varsity
"She's got to go gently or she'll rip
in full view of campus crawlers
her lead lines, " said Private Eadie Wur
night and day.
The Varsity proudly
who stood around checking the wires,
flies the Blue and White, and has tristruts and fins.
umphed over the Tricolor. Because
the

cussion on

Leslie Holmes, baritone, will give
the Sunday Evening Concert in the

V arsity

Great Hall of Hart House at 9 p.m.

questions

of

interest,

Sunday next, 4th November.
Weldon Kilbum will be at the piano,
The program will be as follows:
on

I

Art Thou Troubled?
Droop Not, Young Lover

member

club

Worship
See Liberty, Virtue and
Honour Appearing

Schubert

A

dis-

Litany for All Souls

Some

Forestry,

Love

A

Rival has Stolen

Away

courses are no less invited to our pro-

La

pleasantly

"We

Say Goodbye

there."

blame us

— we only come on duty at nine.

The night guards fell down, I guess."
The aluminium paint, he went on,
should show off our colours nicely. It
a special mixture, to keep changing
temperatures from over-expanding the

U.B.CMed

School

is

balloon.

We

picked up our brush and the can
Blue paint
made sweeping

We

of Royal

motions,

and

we

talked

too.

Sapper

Charlie Mayees told us pertinent facts as

our arm became more and more tired.
"These purity tests, for instance, he
said are to find out the percentage of

contrasting

meeting, to be

first

The theme

comedy

German

be

in Schools?"

fully:

after the

"We've

V?" we

lots

more

inquired wistpaint."

re

Signalman Ted Hooper,
"as long as you .take us to the game.
We want to se you beat those Queen's
boys who messed up our baby. We'll
even guard it after the game for you.
"Sure said

We
"We

started the A.
all

had

extensive

aeronautics before they

let

training

in

who graduated

last

V.CF.To Convene
At Vic Chapel
This

week's

Wednesday

to

Friday

meetings of the Varsity Christian Fel-

command, taking our brush lowship are to be addressed by Rev.
We started the Russel Graham, who lias been a miss-

and trimming up our A.

ionary in India for forty years.

The meetings which are open to all
can't smoke when .the Varsity is
on the ground," said Craftsman R. J. members of the V.C.F. in the UniverMinto, "so hurry up." We started the sity will be held each day from 1 :00S.
"But we work hard" he continued. 2:00 p.m. On Wednesday the meeting
'It's a full-time job whistling at all your will be conducted in Viotoria College
nice looking college girls.
Most of us Chapel and on Thursday and Friday in
have brides in England so we aren't too
om III of the Anatomy Building.
interested.
But mind you, if we don't
Continuing over the weekend the anget them over here soon we will look for nual V.C.F. conference will be held at
other ones."
Hotel Manitou, Centre Island.

will take the

Rising, they

call at

the Warden's office at Hart

House

for their allotments of tickets

As

of formal cutlery.

moved

I

I

government asking that clause
g be de-

the

they again

rose, deposited a nickel in the juke,

and

A

girl

sang

harmony "I'm
left.

whose wrist we noticed

psychology lab

in

a

day has a
male friend whose face seems to qualify
the

other

as a literal clock-stopper.

Around her

wrist, she

wore a

silver

bracelet and watch case.
But.
where the Bulova people had installed
timc-telling apparatus, the co-ed had replaced such unromantic machinery and

chain

leted.

"The
ing

comes up for a Second read-

Bill

before the

House

this

week, pro-

stuffing oatmeal

the press of all clauses contained
in the
Bill except clause
g Section
This

will

Dancing

students.

be introduced

and

on

refreshments

HL

clause has obviously been kept from
the

public, the General Committee
on JapanLast week a welcome was exended
ese Canadians has sent
a letter to all
to the body by Noel Chapman,
one of members of the House to

bring clause

who

needed

in

"The

club

order

g into the open, before the Bill goes into
committee for separate discussion of

explained that Inter-

understanding
to build

has

urgently

is

a secure peace.

each clause" said Mr.

When

questioned

Finlay.

as

representatives

to

the

impli-

from cations
of clause g to the ordinary citiBritish Guiana, Austria, Trinidad,
Eng- zen Mr. Finlay said that it
could mean
land, Dominican Republic,
U.S.A. and a weapon for the removal of anyone
India; the opportunity of meeting
and of whom the Government disapproves.

Mr. Chapman.

said

He

admitted that some labor elements

who knew

Help McGill Vets
Increase Incomes

Mr. Finlay moved that a letter of
commendation should be sent to Mr.

help the

(CUP)

University's

Martin, M.P.,

that the

— UniVet

whose aim

the author

of the

Paul Martin Citizenship Bill which
would provide full citizenship rights for
all Canadians and naturalized
citizens
soon as it became law. He suggested
fully,

Oct 28

of the existence of the clause

were already worried.

Paul

should be

Bill

and said

studied

care-

that despite the fact that

o

Bill of Rights defining "full rights"

f

Canadians existed

Martin Bill

the

'as a "step in the right direction."

1,400 stu-

Concerning the actual questions of the
is being
deportation of the Japanese Canadians
The organization Mr. Finlay asserted that above all the

been endorsed by Principal Jar™
and was approved by the Students' Ex-

Students'

backed the enterprise and

Mr. Ripley
dental

told the

building

on

world about our
September 6—

slight scoop for fact-gathering

Robert

at will

I

We

wish to express our appreciation
Miss Marjorie Main (of the screen)

the

office

Grants

will

it

Acts,

Society

designed

amount

to

granting

Under

War

student-veterans

help

veterans

finding

issue" concluded

Services

are al-

earn

opportunities

Franco, chairman of the meeting

it

the

this

for

outlined the position of the Co-operative
Conunittee, and stated that action could

not be undertaken by the committee until
ter tlic

In

S.A.C. meeting on Wednesday.

closing

ntitives of

all

the

member

represen-

organizations of the

campus committee were asked to pick
up petition forms a t the S.C.M. office,
probably be distributed at the end

part-time employment.

Hart House.

Individual petition forms

of this week.

Chest

A

Reminder

The Annual X-Rays

relinquishing her time on Friday
evening to permit 300 Varsity snakeChest X-ray examination for first
dancers to cross the Uptown stage.
* * *
and final year students are being held
A U.C. Follies script conference wit- this week only, in the East Block of the
nessed recently a quite unrelated argu- Parliament Buildings. Students are re-

ment on the merits of high school life minded that they must keep their appointments
in Brampton as compared to ditto in
for
these
examinations.
Port Credit Debate continued for some Any first or final year student who has
with the Brampton defender dc- not yet made an appointment should conscrihmfr Brampton's virtues, and the tact the Health Services immediately.
Port Credit man retaliating.
Toronto-educated Mel Brcen

Students are also reminded that they
ended must keep appointments for medical ex(he discussion of alma matters with the
ations. Any student who is unable
devasting sotto voce comment: Jungle to keep his appointment should give the
warfare."

made a party

Don
is

occupy.

UniVet Enterprises has been
by

must not become a political
"Nothing will be accomplished

question

ha

lowed up to forty dollars a month to
supplement their government living allowance.

football.
if this is

Mr. Finlay.

Veteran

training provisions of the

for

to the big city?"

My Baby

stu-

Wednesday," continued Mr.
Games such as bobbing for apples and Finlay, "There has been
discussion by

an air force officer.
Wasn't it Chopin who said: Till the
end of time, I'll go right on loving you?
* * *

come

Gona See

meeting

bably

doo-dads with a miniature portrait of

to

in not-too-noticeably-cfose

15,

dents dressed in their nation's costumes.

The

they lifted ice

sundaes,

Bill

Later,

ecutive Council.

R. M.

cream from dish to mouth by fingers,
they commented audibly: "Isn't it fun to
Finishing their

body of

views on "Life in the

Hallowe'en Party, with some of the

Montreal,

However, you can still believe it or not.
The number above the main
doorway of the Faculty of Dentistry is
led to their position on the floor and 230.
Part it in the middle and it cc
began to eat their sundaes without bene- out: Tooth Hurty.

fit

this

form of an International

established at McGill.

"We

is

their

States."

Mosart

Eat Sans Spoon; Croon Off-Tune

minutes they sat

Cabinet,

dent-veterans help themselves,

admitted to Canadian schools. to the counter and ordered eight choclate sundaes.
Receiving their orders,
they again left the counter and re-

i

us even touch

a blimp," said Sergeant Ellis, the blimp's

second

of students

United

students

will discuss

Pastime

Campus Capsules

cine.

35%

and compare

to

University of British Columbia has appropriated almost two million dollars for
the establishment of a School of Medi-

the

where it may be well overlooked,
Mr.
Finlay suggested that the
Co-operative
Committee send a night letter
to the

They

Enterprises, an organization

Society told a meeting of over 250 prospective medical students, that of the five
million dollar government grant, the

only

to

for this concert.

It was
intimated that the school
oxygen that has crept into the hydrogen.
By E.
Eight now there is three percent air a should be open for the 1947 sessi
In silence the procession of Queen'sthe baalloon and there shouldn't be any, will accommodate fifty students and be
men
filed into a Harbord Street eatery
comparable
to
that
of
the
University
At full expansion .the indicator stands
and meetery about 30 minutes before
at fifteen and the rubber cords are taut." of .Manitoba.
Sunday. To the end of the store the.\
We took a deep breath and stood back. McGill is the only university at preched, the leader stopping and squatnt which will accept students who have
V was complete, about eight feet high graduated from the Pre-Med
course at ting cross-legged on the floor. The rest
and a foot wide.
"Can we put AR- the
University of British Columbia and of the column mimicked turn. For two

SITY

M. Kennedy-Fraser

Now

the exchange

Oscar O'Brien

leges and faculties are requested to

of the short topical

discussion will be "Should

Vancouver Oct 28 (CUP) Pat Fow- taught
r,
Secretary of the 'Munro Pre-Mcd

or

the

given by

from Smith College.

of their respective cultures is
indeed of
endless value to university
students,

Representatives of the various col-

"Farewell Supper", by Arthur Schnitzler.

be sponsored

will

speaking to these students and
learning

and Play, Lad

Highlight of the

in question states that
the

have power to regulate and revoke
citizenship, and power to
deport. Until

Healey Willan

Eriskay Love Lilt
arr.

entertainment

held tonight, will be a one-act

Gets Large Grant

Lucy Broadwood

arr.

you" apologized

really tried to rub it all off. Don't

True

Belle Francoise

as are students of German", Sylvia

An

"The Queen's people got here before
Private John Lowe.

arr.

My

1a Claire Fontaine

language

Brown, secretary, commented. Science
and other students will find plenty of

flying strafing planes.

"The clause

Govcrnor-in-Council

time the Government has not
had
the legal power to revoke
citizenship and
deport citizens of Canada, this
will be held at 8 p.m. Wed.,
is far too
great a power," said
Mr.Finlay.
Oct 31, in the Women's Union. The
Stressing the fact that
clause g is
highlight of the evening will be informal
tucked well within

national

Impatience

arr.

gram

Day

The Lime Tree

pre-

Medicine, Music as well as other faculin

as potentially
Canadian citizens, con-

year by the International Students'

the executive,

Farewell

III

and arts students not

interpreted

to all

Mr. Finlay.

shall

will follow.

Ante

II

To Music

will present

"Students of Engineering,

ties,

Handel
Handel
Handel

Silent

ceeded by a short outline, which some

Colonel

Lindsey, the CO. of the balhad a run-in with wild-eyed
loon, told us some technical facts.
VarQueensmen too, and came out a little
battered.
When a crowd gathered last sity is not a barrage balloon. It is not a
blimp.
Varsity is a full fledged, battle
Saturday morning to watch the christencltristened convoy-balloon and played
a
ing ceremony, traces of red, blue and
major part on D-Day, keeping off lowgold were apparent on the lacings.
the

duled also to include a more serious

Hallowe'en parry

talks

will be

started the Y.

flies

tinued

Exchange Views
this

to ex-service-

of

dangerous

Smith Exchanges

Club which

able to contribute a great deal to
the
club, from their personal contact
with
Everyone cheered recent
conditions in Germany and Ausreaders of the The Varsity to support and we finished the Y. Sergeant
Ellis
tria," he added.
the Ninth Victory Loan is the Queen'
released the cable brakes, the boys unThe U. of T. German Club once again
Park convoy balloon, recently christened furled the Varsity fins and, nose first,
after the Undergraduate Newspaper. Varsiy shot towards the stratosphere, is planning an entertainment program
on
Herewith is a stroke-by-stroke account nearly taking Signalman E. G. Drury a wide scale.
In addition to such
of the Sahtrday morning ceremony in with it.
general features as music, dancing and
which Balloon No. 52646362 became
"Let it out a bit higher." he said, refreshments,
the club offers plays
The Varsity. ed.
"if she's low the cross currents from the
movies, topical talks and special atbuildings to whip her around too much."
By Martha Schober
tractions, such as the annual Christmas
We approved as it looked nicer at the
party. This year, each meeting is scheHave you seen the Varsity? Over the greater height

A

meet their

needs."

extended especially

is

of all years,

associations are prepared to

in the

Club," Otto Butz

The Varsity

"Our welcome

to first year students

As

this

most varied and successful one

the

history of the

Varsity Colors Ride High

make

9 must be

Health Service at

least

24 hours

notice.

Remembrance Service
The Alumni Federation

of the Uni-

versity of Toronto will hold a Remembrance Day Service at the Soldiers' Tower on SATURDAY, Nov.
10, 1945, and has requested that a
Guard of Honor composed of ex-service personnel

from the three services

be provided.

Navy,

Army

and Air Force vol-

unteers for this guard are requested
to leave their names as soon
as possible at the

at

CO.T.C.

U.N.T.D. Ship's
Headquarters,

office

or

both of

which are located at 119 St George
Street.

I
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the charges against these unfortunate people ran roughly like

Editorial

this:

—In

1

it

all

was found

Japanese-Canadians

— Only

a small contribution

commend

his letter to the attention

of every reader.

Editor,

The

causes

for

this

is

allegedly

,

waters.

Each year

—

4
Cheap Japanese labor in fruit and vegetable farms
throughout the Fraser and Okanagan Valleys resulted in

arrived here in

I

have been puzzled by the

As

the

6

(familiar to

ranters against

other things but

all

progressive:

where

certainly in

this,

the

The

I

and it is an attitude that makes me as an
up with anger, an attitude which in my short

boil

stay I have tried to deduce.

flaunted at

its

Certainly
floating

We

face value.

true that the Japanese used to live as a
population in cheap tinderbox cubicles, several
it

have drawn up an imposing list of sins against the Orientals,
and this has been eagerly snatched up by those seemingly
less learned.
The newspapers are banded together in an
editorial crusade against the Japanese; this regardless
of
political

journalists, artists

matter

how
is

I

into

useless

this

poverty-stricken area.

Newspaper

clippings

in

to

common

ing the ashes of the sacred goat of

and buried them somewhere on

S.P.S.,

the campus.

This was done as a

When

I

.point

U.C. by

<the

18th

Bmmaire

schoolmen,

on the faces of

taches

used to hang in the

raid

re-

or

who drew musall

West

portraits that

RUGBY
DATER

Hall.

call

playing fields after one of these intra-

mural clashes.

It is also true that the Japanese were ready to
take
mailer wages and were prepared to work longer hours,
but
I hardly see why they are to be blamed.
It's hardly prob-

out

prisal for the

Rivalry was keen at the time, and the
dead and wounded used to litter the

'ghettos".

kick out the Japs.

:

argue with them.

of

University College stole the urn con-

tell

(have

divorced they are economically, they stubbornly,

uphold one opinion
It

shacks and locked-up huts would undoubtedly not receiv
stamp of approval from even Toronto's Board of Health.
But no wonder, the Japanese were compelled to shoe-horn

spoken to trade unionists me that .the Nipponese were restricted here; in a
hand laborers and businessmen, and no not entirely unlike what the Hitler crowd used to

sbripe.

too,

fact is Hint they arc looking for

About 350 years ago, the students

is

usually accept intolerance as a state of mind lodged families to a hovel.
I visited the Powell Street area of
ignorant and uneducated, but that does not hold here. Vancouver, known as "Jap Town"
before its residents were
intellectuals, with a nice logic that J cannot comprehend, bodily evicted, and the
"For Rent" signs over crumbling

their

Old-timers

buried treasure.

in the

The

pegs into the

little

frosh have wondered

schoolmen.

people are amazingly

no other province have

prevalent,

Easterner

Many

this is all about.

quote

tli figures which showed that, while
the genera] increase
population was 4.75 per 1,000, Japanese registered 20.IS
seen the per 1,000.
Negroes, Jews and other racial minorities so frankly acOn the surface this might seem to be an imposing
cepted.
Yet this resentment against the Japanese is every- schedule of misdemeanors, but it
ought not to be glibly

In

what

the French-Canadians) has been exhumed, to the effect that
have seldom heard the real explanation
from the Japanese would soon overswamp the
whites by their
of people doth dwell on birth rate.
The vie wers-with- alarm pointed at the 1937 of this frantic activity on the part of the

you

Rocky Mountains.

the far side of the

be seen swarming over

and driving

greensward
all

at this time the first year

may

campus, measuring the groundwith

pes

made

factories act of

that old bogey

fiercely blazing anti-

editorial

says, a strange tribe

—Also

Vancouver three

igineers
ic

—

intolerance.

The Manitoban

any sort of

—

minimum wage and
I

out of pro-

in

those industries falling completely into their hands.
5
By working as family combines, the Orienals

Varsity,

Since the day

weeks ago

all

was made

based on Hie practice of Japanese families to crowd into
cheap residences, several families to a dwelling
where
taxes arc low.
3 Japanese fisherman were depleting the cod in B.C.

Dear Sir:

Japanese

The

taxes by the Oriental.

From journalistic Frank Rasky, last year's Assistant
Neivs Editor oj The Varsity and currently feature writer
for tlte Vancouver Sun, comes his enlightening report on
East Coast attitude to the Japanese.
In vietv oj the enormous importance of his subject, we
make no apology jor turning over to Mr. Rasky the grealci

We

an extent

to

portion.

2

part oj this Page.

B.C. communities with an Oriental population,
that the cost of maintaining public services wa

borne by the white inhabitants

that a religious group in Toronto, the Student Christian
Movement, submit, and rightly, that to discriminate against able that the Orientals maliciously tried to deprive
the
any people because of race, creed or color is to copy Hitler's white worker of a job immigrants are hardly that
openly

As the years went by
arms was prohibited, and the
between the two factions be-

the use of
relations

came

less violent

In the year 1903 however,

a

I

school-

man named O'Flarerty who got into
policies, the conventional retaliation is that
the Easterners aggressive. Rather the employer, the white man, is to blame
the main library by mistake,
are luckily free of those grinning and hissingr
found an
Nips ; that —as he is in the Southern States, Rhodesia, Argentine and
old map among the archives of the
the Easterners have no conceptions of "what
a hundred other places—for the reason that
is going on";
he has tried
college and decided that it contained
and that it is, in any case, none of their business.
to secure cheap labor with the knowledge that
the Orientals
Mention of such high-principled terms as "civil liberties" of die first generation are more used to maintaining them- directions for the location of the urn.
Since that day S.P.S. has been
and "humanity" are equally brushed aside as having
selves on less than the whites.
working
nothing
to do with the matter, and, moreover,
Given the opportunity, the Orientals certainly would on this theory and lias been over the
in this particular case,
ground
with a fine-toothed comb try„
have
rather naive.
demanded wages similar to the whites. So we can
In short, the people of B.C. pose mentally
to discover from the
as daring little Dutchmen, who until
instruction and
now have kept their assume that the low wages paid to the Orientals were chiefly
the measurements on the
thumb plugged in the hole and so stemmed
to blame for the Orientals lowering the standard
map, where
of living
a tide of unthe goat is.
for all. It is unlikely that the Orientals,
couth Japanese—for which gesture
who have families
the rest of Canada should
in Japan would improve their standards
be forever grateful.
BUT,
hat nobody knows except
of living even if
receiving higher wages.
the registrar of U.C.
This would also be true of singli
As it was correctly submitted by several
and a few initiprofessors in Japanese
intending to save and return to their own country ates, is that every
the campus survey The Varsity
year on Midsummer's
ran recently, the problem is
In other words, the white man himself has
eve, a volunteer from
deeply rooted in the pocket
contributed
the lit enters
book. According to back files
largely to the low Oriental living standards
of the newspapers I have
which was a the engineering buiding and changes
glanced through, .the business
the
menace to his own economic condition. He paid
measurements on the map.
element protested the Japanese
the
Oriental
inroads -into their trade as
This ac- |
low wages, then, by a curious double entendre, complains
ounts for the renewed
early as 1937.
that
Headines tell how the Vancouver
activity each
city the Oriental wages are
too low.
on *he
council, obviously prodded
Tt of
by the industrial element, tried
frosh schoolmen
It seems lo me that the white
population in B.C. would,
'ho point out to
to pass resolutions which
Uie surprised sophoId limit trade licenses to all
further, not accept an obvious fact upon
which any graduate mores that they interpreted
Orientals.
the map in
in U. of T. Psychology la could have
provided enlighten- Uie wrong way, and
A bit of crossfire dialogue from one
that a new start will
clipping illustrate; ment: namely, that they did not give the second
or third have to be made in
the rather incensed
fa starch for ft
scnsibilties of two city fathers:
generation Japanese residents a chance
to grow up and missing urn.
"I demand that
assimilate.
more licenses be handed out to
Given time, they would have passed over the
this
When the schoolmen finally
Oriental scum .
these immigrants, "said
discover
one Counsellor phase of conflict between .two cultures—their parents' and that
^iey are being
the
western one—and would soon have adjusted;
hoaxed they will
hat yOU '"
not neces- Probably
to indude Greeks and
take their revenge
Italic
Italians,
sarily by intermarriage, but through a
replied another.
by setting
gradual adoption of
the large bJack
iocial mores.
bull who lives
"Don't you dare include
in
"
those law-abiding citizens
the tower of the
Junior Common
went on the first Counsellor.
Meanwhile, there are 24,000 Japanese scattered
Room
through- and whose
job
it is once
>ut east Canada, all awaiting
a year to ring
shipment out of the Dominion,
PI
U e
oustin * «w Japanese from
' ,vhich
British
f
.11
pondering man's inhumanity to man.
""""" "»
CoJumbia-whether
they are foreign or domestically
of the Michaelmas
„
bornterm.
;

|

I

rj^'d

Dr

umbia.
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is a
to
that British tar and his captain's daughter
undertaken by
of Gilbert and Sullivan ushered seems never to
fade; no facet of its en- Letters Club
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STUDENTS!
When

the

was

Medical Arts and
reported.

Unfor-

to the insufficient time,
the

was incompleted and the

(3) those bora in

war Ring Covers are available
aitaoie,
will have them.
For the present we will do our best
to look after

work

post

DOMINION

Canada have a dual

as

nationality

(4) they

many

orders as possible.

Materials

^

for

the

Htog C ° Vers
stU1 V«T
Hmited
Ask your bookstore. He will keep
you posted.

for cheap wages

(5) they are monopolizing he
fishing
industry
(6) etc,ect

Dominion Blank Book Company

would be foolish for me in
the short
space of this letter to
attempt to ex.
plain the situation existing
It

on the B.C

re

left

favour of

^
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Ths
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liv-

with the impression that I »ast in relation to these
claims, ofr
deportation of the these claims are neither
entirely true
Japanese Canadians and he had
nor are they entirely false,
The lesser-known but equally enjoy
(except
for
quoted as saying that the
Point (5) which is
Japanese
able Trial By Jury was also done.
entirelyfalse). Time
This not be assimilated and
that they had a oeuig short, I „e„ t „„
further
an earlier effort of the effervescent
(()
low standard of living.
outline the above
olaims, making no atEnglishmen, in which dialogue is omitf have never been
and never shall be tempt to present my point
Tihe resulting brevity is much to
of view inin favor of the
deportation of Canadians tending to leave that for
the advantage of the whole work.
the discussion
The of Japanese origin neither
am I in favor period But unfortunately there
itrionics in
this and Pinafore are of
was
deporting any alien
i time left
friendly or
for a discussion
strictly in the D'Oyly Carte
period.
tradition, enemy unless
he be guilty of an act
eniring the extravagant flourish
The
question
of
what
and dangering the national safety
to do with the
of Canada.
tattered emotion,
Japanese in Canada is not
but beautifully Further the
a simple one
overall statement that
the to sote In
ded with a subtle finesse that made
an era when all the
Japanese in Canada cannot
races of
be assimi- mankind
the humor more artful.
are struggling
lated or that they have a low
open r sistandard of lent warfare,
Scenery appeared remarkably lavish
each trying to exert
living is erroneous.
their
and lighting effective,
superiority or demanding
although one
The misundcrsanding or
equality we
misquotation most attempt
could wish for a less
elusive spotlight.
a solution where races
rose from the fact that, being
of
the only People live
The orchestra sounded will
together peaceably. Such
-disciplined one
the discussion group familiar
a
and performed its supporting
with solution can only
be arrived at when we
role with the Japanese
question prior to their all
fine eclat: its director
realize that nothing
did a splendid evacuation
can
be
gained
from
the coastal areas, I en- and
job of accompaniment
all may be lost
by the perpetuation
deavoured to explain the pre-war
situ- of 'inter -racial
The Gilbert and Sullivan Opera
strife.
Comthe Pacific cost by
first outpany may be justifiably proud
of its lining the many
points which have freSincerely yours,
a ccompl i shmen t
quently been raised in
the agitation
M. WESLEV FUJIWARA,
DOUGLAS ROSS against
Meds VI
the Japanese in British
ColJapanese Canadian.
porter

tory; the Sir Joseph Porter of Ralph
Riggs was especially entertaining.

The lindererbd utile Nov.

Editorial

Black.

FAIRWEATHER Limited *

Such points included
the claims

(2) they have

Misquoted

night at the

is

chamois back
wear every-

to

collection.

(1) they canot he assimilated

of the remarkable aspects of the
promises to be a source of delight fo;
current musical stage is the vitality
re- Toronto audiences.
The incomparable
tained by the light operas of
Gilbert and HM.S. Pinafore lost none
of its ap- Editor, The Varsity;
Sullivan. Well presented, these
classics peal in a performance of
interpretative Dear Sir:
invariably arouse most pleasant
reexcellence and spontaneity of approach.
In yesterday's issue of this paper
actions an their audience.
The bloom on the sprightly story of the the discussion
on the Japanese question
Thus it
pleasure
report

week
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30,

Second Quarter Touch by Booth
Gives School 6-0 Win OverMeds
game on

In a closely fought

campus

the back

Jim Smith featured Meds

eked

School

Sr.

—4.00— Jr. SPS
Vic
Moffat, Robson, Warrick
—4.00—Wye
Med II
McDonald
Knox
Emman
Welch
LACROSSE
—5.00—PHE
Med I
Cross
VOLLEYBALL —1.00— U.C.III
SPS IV A
Burt-Gerrans
4.30 Pharm A
Emman A
Fine

SOCCER

attack.

The first quarter featured fumble;
both sides causing the play to see-saw
Tiic game was marred by numerous between the 30 yard lines.
Bill Cochfumbles by both teams.
The turning
of Meds intercepted a School fornight.

last

SPORTS CALENDAR
RUGBY

out a 6-0 victory over Sr. Meds.

—

By Mickey Michasiw

5.30—Jr. Med
6.30—St. M. A

:

game was when a

point in the

pass at-

tempt by Meds. went astray. Bus Booth

up

of School scooped

the loose ball and

t

it

to centre getting

The

of danger.

Meds

vert was good, giving school their lead

ball for

a

of

rest

the

At

around the camp of the Blues, similar feelings arc felt in these parts
To
go one further, however, this same body enforces a rule that limits the
number of players which any team can use in an Intercollegiate game to

line

broke up a Meds forward,
ball

. . . Twenty men are allowed to dress but rcgardles
of injuries, only
eighteen are allowed to enter the actual play
. Come now, this is a modern
age. Why allow a team to dress two men that it cannot use? An average
college football team can hardly be expected to attain perfect conditioning

eighteen

field to score standThe extra point was good.
run- ing up.
also starred After an exchange of kicks, a bad snap

and broken

Hamm, who

.

field

The all gave Meds the ball on School 30. Meds
Cochrane, plunging made nothing on 2 plays. A kick over

at quarter, stood out for school.

round play of
of

Bud

Bill

Finn, and the hard tackling of

the line

was brought out

Meds blocked

to

the

five.

a School kick and were

LEVINTER

on the 7 yard line,
and the half ended.
After the kick-off by School, Finn
plunged for a first down in 2 attempts.
Smith stopped a 25 yard School run
Meds intercepted a pass on their own
30.
After a long plunge by Finn and
run by Cochrane, Meds .had the ball or
the School 47 at the end of the quarter.
Meds started a desperate struggle to
gain at least a tie but pass after pasi
railed and again more fumbles nullified

YOUNG CANADIAN CONCEBT

their efforts.

w

MOLLY

PIANIST
at

Bath,
Crlci

If

("Comirte

TICKETS:

A Minor,"

In

90c;

Tax

Available

$1.20,
i

—

Kniminl)
$2.40

[.Hi!

NOW at

'Box Orrlce

lit

S1.S0,

I

Ft.

1141

in the face

.

roll at

.

\ltnn IT. WOT <* UKIVtWITT

KOI

Mats. Wed.

8c

men

are enough

.

.

With the

.

top track

men on

the senior squad, the inter-

.

.

.

secret

.

.

are afraid that the Tricolor will be unable to keep
completing arrangements to send a part of this year's team to
bolster your
pace with the other entrants in the Intercollegiate Big Four
and
officials

are, therefore,

failing Gaels! .
Tickets for Saturdays game at London went on
sale,
yesterday and with breathtaking results as some three hundred
tickets were
sold.
hurried call for more was sent to Western and hopes
.

.

A

camp

.

.

.

have arisen
Mustangs

accompany the team

Now, how's about

that

to see the

BEAT WESTERN

rally?

at 8:20
Sat

The Sportswoman

|

By

Polly Mulz

where the game of tennis turns into a game of chance. The
have been polished off, leaving the two crack tennis shots to

is

semi-finals

Khaki For Blue & White
TurnerTakes Managerial Reins
Warren Stevens

"Patience"; WED. MAT. & EVG., "Trial by Jury,"
"Pirates of Penzance"; THURS. EVG., "The Sorcerer";
FRI. EVG.
SAT. MAT. & EVG., "Trial by Jury"; "Pinafore."

&

(9-7).

—

took the

It

a

literally

for the competitors to get

first set

and miss

hit

proposition.

The second

set

warmed up.
was played

was

It

true

in

tournament style
Sally excelling in accurate serves, and Jan displaying
powerful shots and a tricky back Ivand drive. That leaves Natalie Faver
and Jan Rutherford to toss for the tennis champ title.
.

There
Prices (lax included) Evgs. 90c, $1.30, $1.60, S2.40, S3.00
Matinees: Wed. and Sal., 90c, $1.20, $1,80 (no phone orders)
Box Office Open 10 a.m. lo 10 p.m.
Buy in Advance

of

iron

.

.

Hope

the

is Still

That the Varsity

in

come

Peck,

The

.

.

now

that tennis

is

out of the question.

games begin Nov. 5, and will be played at O.CE. Sue Gray
teams that punctuality must be regarded seriously, for the penalty
of the game by default
ceiling has been placed on the
number of players a team is allowed to dress for a single game. A maximum
of ten players may appear at one game, but teams are not restricted in the
basketball
all

of lateness

A

is loss

number they

Rotating players between games

train.

The Mixed Variety

.

.

is

.

Mclsaac combination. Meanwhile, the leaves on the
and the birds have fled before the approach of frost In

again,

he

Js

while

The towering

away from Toronto come under

man ambled along

department
looking like some
Also comes the immagnificent gladiator entering the coli- portant job of supervising ticket sales
n for combat
Standing well over as well as finances. Then comes the
feet he seemed to dwarf even the
biggest player in the group.

training-table which also falls under
his
jurisdiction.

Troubles are a common every day oc"This," said Stevens, "is our manager
Peck Turner. You'll see a lot of him currence to Peck. It is hard enough to
find a place to cat, let alone see that
before the season is over."

Peck

is

the proper food

a big man with dark hair

is

served.

When

last

seen, Peck was scratching his head and
wondering where he could get enough
wreathed continually with an amiable
drawing gum to last the team for this
smile.
Hailing from Victoria, British
Saturday's game with Western.
Columbia, he managed the Varsity inter
As manager, Peck Turner is filling a
mediate team of 1939.
With this ex
difficult role.
It is a role that to most
pcrienec behind him, Peck is no stranger
fans is unseen, unrecognized and alto the football fields.
most unheard of. When the Blues travel
Recently, Peck was discharged from along the grid Peck has the
satisfaction
the Army Engineers with whom
he of knowing that he was partialy responserved on the West Coast for some sible for putting them there.
He helps

setting off a tanned, friendly face that

is

The only comment that could be the players get into shape, gets them to
drawn from Turner on his army life the game safely and then feeds them.
a word or two about his long ser- As for the fans,
he is responsible for getvice decoration— the Chili wack Smear,
a ting them safely packed into the stadium.
time.

Competent Cheerleaders Comply
This business of cheerleading

is either Bea Thorkleson III, U.C. from Regina
ry infuriating or very invigorating.
has been leading U.C's "gazillikas" for
So say the six cheer-men and cheer- two years.

ladies of the University of

really

ought

Home
Mon. Nov.

team
S

Wed. Nov.

U.C.2

Vic.

vs.

trees continue to

vs

Sr.

St

Sr.

the unification of a

Nov.

6

Vac B
Vic 2

istic

St Mikes

vs

U.CSr. 8:30

ripper ty-rapperty

years the head cheerleader at

P-H.EJr. vs U.C.

Mon. Nov. 12 Vic B vs P.H.EJr.
Vic 2 vs St 2
O.T. 2 vs Physio.
Nurse vs Vic Jr.

At Ryerson House or Phone KI. 8172

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MANAGERS

Tues. Nov. 13

St

Meds.

Fr. vs

B

Vic

7:30

8:30

Fr. 5;30

vs O.T. Fr. 6:30

Sr. vs U.C.

Sr.

2A

8:30

U.C

Game

vs

St Mikes 6:30
vs St 2 7:30

Sr. vs

B

vs

U.C.

Jr. vs

Vic

Jr.

1.

ily

6.

7.

Dent N. 7:30

8.

—

Present an itemized account of expenses to the treasurer
of your athletic association at the end of the season.
Keep a record of time and place of every practice and game.
If there are no score books left from last year, buy one,
in
which to keep a record of every game played.

See that you have a rimer and a scorer at every game.
Get the slop clock from the caretaker at O.CE. and return
to him at the end of the game.
See that your team leaves gym and locker-room lidy.

8:30

Teams must be on time or

they

10.

Be

Each team may dress 10 players
for each game but may rotate as

11.

By now

All games are at

many

5.

O.CE.

—

obtained in room 82 U.C. and returned there.
Provide ball, chocolate, gum, and if a home game oranges
for both teams. She must pay the referee §1.00 for every
game at the game.
reports

A

will lose
3.

4.

8:30

Jr. 5;30

O.T. Fr. vs Vic Fr. 8:30
Physio, vs Meds,

2.

1.

Fr. vs St. Fr. 5:30

5:30 Tues. Nov. 20 U.C. Fr. vs

U.CJr. vs P.H.E.2B 7:30

St

vs

—

Vic 2 6:30

Allendance reports obtained in room 82 U.C. and returned
there at the end of each week.

vs Vic 2 5:30

Meds. A vs O.T. 2 6:30
P.H.E.Fr. vs Meds-B 7:30

6:30

routine.

SEE AL KLASSEN OR CARL CLEMENCE

2.

Physio,

Jr. 8:30

St. Mike's.

Transportaion to Football Game
AT WESTERN, NOVEMBER 3rd

3.

Nov. 16 P.H.E.

Wed. Nov. Vic Jr. vs P.H.E. 2B 6:30
DentN. vs P.H.E.Fr. 7:30

IV S.P.S. Berm'e Warren, II
S.P.S., provoked the feminine audience's
response

sen,

Chosen among 21 candidates who reThought all admit some degree of
sponded to a Varsity plea were the four nervousness
before the grandstand, they
members of the team. Tallest of explain that it vanishes as they swing
the quartet is Bunny
Joyce, for three into their renowned

2 7:30

Vic
Fri.

A

Sr.

U.C

Vic

O.T.2 vs
5:30
St Fr. vs Meds. B 6:30
P.H.E. 2A vs St2 7:30

of Varsity

girl

U.CFr. vs P.H.E.Fr. 8:30

8;30 Thurs. Nov. 15

mass

by the simple process of enthusileading combined with cartwheds.

rooters

INTRAMURAL

14 Meds.

P.H.E.

6:30

Vic. Fr. vs U.C. Fr. 7:30

Nurses vs

Maralyn Duff, of Chatham, was a

fall,

short, times -a- was ting.

U.C.

Meds.A 5:30

Toronto who

know.
U.C. diet-Header last year.
Although
say they, when they are from Baltimore, Maryland, Mary
Rose
charged with "grands tanding" which Ritayik has the Varsity
spirit and peris really misinterpreted effervescence.
forms cartwheds with Bea Thorkleson.
But invigorating when they can assist
Head leader is vocal dynamo Al Klasto

Infuriating,

Basketball Schedule

PER COUPLE

on a khaki backonce

In response to the summons, a huge ments such as securing railway accomshape emerged from the modation, living quarters and meals

darkness of the stands.

to arrange laundry hours. Unfortunately,
the four students concerned must agree on time free lectures. When the
hour can be fixed, the team of Cunningham-Mclntyre will play the Morton-

$3.00

civvies

grand job as manager of the
Varsity Blues football team.
Arrange-

here."

to consult timetables of others

SEMI-FORMAL

in

not discouraged.

'More tennis finals arc in the offing, but this time they are doubles, and
what is more, mixed. This event was to be cleaned off yesterday along with
the Monday washing. But Toronto housekeepers do not find it necessary

-

of lipstick

formidable

i

.

basketball team will have the opportunity to carry off

the honors at the intercollegiate meet,

cautions

ROYAL YORK HOTEL

standing on the grid- smudge

Varsity

Stadium crooked a ground.
the direction of the covered
Now,
stands and called in a loud crisp voice,
finger

.

(7-S), (1-6), (6-4). Yesterday the other half of the final team was picked.
Jan Rutherford defeated Sally Fox in a two set game with a score of (6-3),

TONIGHT,

M. B

Doffs

match their skill. Last week Natalie Faver diminated Rosemary Cunningham
from the tennis tournament It was a close game, as the score testifies

WORLD FAMOUS COMIC OPERAS

Sugar

1

St.

Campus Commands Co-ed Cartwheels

Heads? ... or Tails?
Here

IN THESE

Fine

Thompson
Thompson

was

ai 2.20

The timelessness of these operas
makes them fresh and appealing
to both old and new generations.

U.C.

.

Varsity

taken into

Tonight

eighteen

Hec claims that Varsity's only chance to win
Wednesday's meet at Varsity Stadium is "if every man turns out and
does
as he is asked." Seems as if the intermediates arc slightly
falling down on
the job
More of Phillips' worries are founded in the fact that Western
sent but five men to the senior event and held the
others for Wednesday's
program
Sportscd Jack Lush of he Queen's Journal reveals that
in an
interview with Jack McReynokls and Colin Cranham
a week ago in Kingston,
they gushed in unison, "What a university! This is
where I will hang my
sliingle next year."
Please, Mr. Lush, you must know University of
Toronto officials better than that. If you don't, we'll let
you in on the

that at deast 800 supporters will

r$mm>\

If

mediate entry has suffered.

STAMPS

«

high time that the rules

is

why bother dressing the extra two men?
eighteen aren't enough, well, give others a chance to display
their wares
competition.

Mm

WAR SAVINGS

Eaton Auditorium

Phono

It

Hec Phillips' cxhubcrance on winning the Tail MacKenzie Trophy at
McGill on Friday has suddenly died down as the intermediate meet
strikes

BUY

Chopin,
Schnbttt,
Schimana.
Dohnanil,
Clinta.
Strain,
Otbwr,

...

apparent trance.

its

in this day
program as

intercollegiate

in actual

.

8:45 p.m.

PROGRAMME:

a slower game, and

U.C.

SPS IV
VicV

Jr.

B

SPS IV

certainly cannot expect exliausted players

it

I

SWIM LEAGUE—4.00—Vic

to play sixty minutes of football,

EATON AUDITORIUM
WED., OCT. 31,

.

games must be on the

commission snapped out of

the end of the quarter and after 3 first
downs the final whistle left them deep
inside the Meds. zone.

Will Appear In Public Next at

substitutes causes

Fewer

age, crowd-pleasing

well as that of commercial leagues

fizzled

School started to

and

to give their best.

and

given' the ball

end run

in the short space alloled

—SPS

7.30

.

.

of Keith Hendrick, and and outstripped the

George Evans,
ning of Bert

first

the start of the second quarter, the

School

.

.

MuttcrLngs emcnating from Montreal, Kingston and London concur upon
one point— that the C.I.A.U. ruling that enforces the player limit of senior
football squads at twenty is outmoded. Judging from the lineup juggling

quarter ended with

Cochrane plunging the

Bus Booth scooped up the loose

The plunging

Joltings on a Frayed Cuff

The con- down.

ran 50 yards for a major.

which they held for the

ward and took

it
9.

sure that your coach

and team know time and place of

game.

by default

all

managers should have made sure

are in Category A.

The medical

cards are in

team
room 82 U.C.

all their

players as they wish.

MEDS AT-HOME
NOVEMBER THE SECOND

-

ELLIS

McLINTOCK

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

FLOOR

SHOW

THE VARSITY, TUESDAY, OCTOBER

New
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ists to

C.OT.C

and Entrenous

qualc D'Angelo

training

"success"

Pas-

girls!

Tve Got

offering a course of

is

diction,

in

posture,

The

make-up, clothes sense, in relation to
and effect It is a generally

By Ross McLean

accepted fact that voices which are hesi-

stretching

Miss Smith entered and patted,

the
and ineffective can be improved larrassedly, the shoulder of
door and said:
by intelligent breath control, figures itting nearest to the
maroon
at
the
looked
She
Oh, my I"
which are sloppy can be streamlined by
correct posture and exercise, faces which easy chair in the centre of the room and
comfortable
much
more
feel
and uninteresting can be observed: "I
are dull
glamorized by means of expert make-up sitting on the floor."
and hair-dos. Pasquale D'Angelo, whose
Nervous hush ensued as the chair
reputation as a photographer of glamor was lifted across the room.
is Canada-wide, is interested in finding
As you see," the president of the
new photogenic faces, because he is conSociology Club began, "Miss Smith, the
stantly supplying models for commercial
author of Strange Fruit has
famous
photography and fashion work. Four
finally arrived. I'm afraid I'm responsiinstructors, five departments, twenty lesgirl

tating

St

119

color, line

out

this

more

any

— Miss

LUIian Smith."

POLICY OF TRAINING— 1CJ5-46.

2.

she supposed,

suppose,"

slowly rose

as

would really be e

"it

.

will

totich of the

Cream on elbows, you bad
them from

Use

under nails

and make

from

keep your manicure fresh

to

it

keep

on absorbent
for running

too

it

orange-stick

over

girl, to

callouses

developing

desk-leaning.

cotton

Cleansing

last longer.

BRUISES CAN BE painful and
troublesome although they do not break
the skin but start with a red spot under
the skin surface which turns black and
The

blue.

mark

by a congestion of blood

in

is

caused

the area.

immediately relieved by an appliof Sloan's Liniment, making
Sloan's the logical first-aid around the
locker room. There is more Sloan's
manufactured in Canada than any other

This

is

cation

a

liniment,

noted

to be

fact

search of a good

when

in

around liniment.

all

—o—

BROMLE1GH COATS

coats

whose

name has become a nome

of dis-

Northwoy

quisitely styled

trade

bright

are

the coat world, those ex-

news around

to

by a

reached

standard

them

bring

two year syllabus

is

basically

may

Army.

being pre-

The underlying

far as 'basic trg

principles so

concerned will

is

is

between Victoria and

of the University, for one hour janitor

"I

Wages, $25.00 month.

service daily.

*

•

Heaven

Heaven

—but

discussed

all

the time

because,

I

guess,

we

We

please return to S.A.C. office,

Hart

aware of

S.P.S. registration card and priority

prevails in the south

on inside front cover.

LOST
Man's

Rolcx

L.C.C. on

wrist-watch,

back,

in

Man's

"Weathorcoat,"

post-game celebrations. Please leave
at S.A.C. office or phone MI. 4918.

coat-rack,

in

meeting

interested

p.m.

5

turn out.

needed.

talent, helpers

they

if

wish bo take mil

trg

will

to

Cont.

HQ,

119

return

all

and trg pams

St George

St,

im-

The

for

syllabus

trg

offr

Com-

Arms

trg at

Coy Comd Course and
war

Militia Staff

This will
local

Hq

require

of 60 hrs

OTC,
the

the

pre-

Course

(msc).

annual

trg

.plus

The Students' Choice:

BLOOR TAXI
Sub-station at
and ST. GEORGE

HARBORD

at

RA. S151

14 days at

Camp. The trg will be divided
two parts, i.e instr. according
to the syllabus and instr by the

Switchboard connecting
all branches

into

candidates to those students taking

For Quick Service

—

For Efficiency

CALL US I

basic trg.

(v) It

Finder please

Hart House.

later

the

first

"the white

Still

still

not

feels.

tried to give yourself

University an offr with the rank

of

I

P/2/Lt would

It

a

little

mean

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

complete

CTO

choice, in accordance with the regs

then in force for the Res
(e.g.

qualify within

fied

time, his

Prescriptions for glasses

|1disp7«s™g1 filled

with quality spectade-

W ore

ot reasonable prices.

I

Army

opiieuKs

I

NiJ^'

two years on

Quick, occurale repair servieo

321 BtOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. Georgo Aportments)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

being posted to Res Unit). If he
does not qualify within the speci-

commission will be

Spteial DiKounf lo Slut/cnJi and
Ihc facuby

cancelled

AloroWi

ol

CHRISTIANITY
a religion or a

way

of life?

GRAHAM

Hear Rev. Russell

But, sister, I've

"When

then

the qualifications for the rank of
Lieutenant, in the Corps of his

From

have you

1.00 lo 2.00

Wednesday, October

p.m.

31. in Victoria College

Chapel

extra im-

was only when you

Thursday, November

felt

insecure about something and unimport-

"We

intended that on leaving

try to compensate in that way.

Smith

Miss

is

Friday,

November

1.

2, in

in R. Ill,

R. 111.

Anatomy Building

Anatomy Building

really.

should stop studying the Negro

symptoms of what
and start studying the white man, I
and what she called
mean really. There is no Negro prob-

V.C.F. Week-end Conference, Nov. 2-4
AT MANITOU HOTEL, CENTRE ISLAND

man's skin disease."

She learned the four-letter word on the lem, you know.
first day of public school.
"It's something for you social

scient-

Hart House
noon.

Please

phone LY. 8994.

CASH!

CASH!

LOST

Monday, Oct.

University College.

address

sand-colored,

from

Monday

LOST
last

office,

trenchooat,

Varsity Stadium during the game or

Lost Burberry

casting

All

F25.

TAKEN BY MISTAKE

initials

vicinity of

the

Name and

slip.

leave at S.A.C.

House.

and a sense of superiority.

Small black address book, containing

purchase

all

portance?

deserved to go there."

Miss Smith began public school

suit

be the pretty one.

our church we only

at

Hell,
all

—

not challenging her right to arrogance ant,

LOST

Royal York Hotel on Satur-

Nite

Skulc

Stage crew,

articles of clothing, eqpt

mon-to-all

got the brains."

noticed over at a colored church

they talked about

knew we

Apply 29 Grenville St

LOST
the

proceed with offr. trg

essential parts of the present

—

*

day evening, one exquisite pipe,
Cavendish "London -made." Finder

Skule Nite

Room

material.

trg will be a combination of the

—

WANTED

At

It

;

Strong male student, living in vicinity

Hart House.

P-/2/Lts.

are considered to be potential offr

the essential

a small town in Georgia. She had
"She taught western music to
lived on College Street where the big
students in Hu Chow . . ."
lawns were. And on the rim of her
Miss Smith went to China when she
"First became aware of social forces town lived the town's Negroes. Those
as 23 to lose her arrogance and find a
were the colored quarters. "And the mission in life. After a few weeks at
"Disclaims any title to the title shacks," said Miss Smith, "were always
the Methodist mission she became lonely
."
>cial scientist'
.
unpainted" And she drew a line in the
asked two young Chinese girls to
Eight latecomers were ushered in and air with her right hand to conjure up
play tennis.
when we returned to the chairman he unpainted shacks.
"When we walked on the court, there
ras describing the book Strange Fruit.
Her father had been a mill owner.
silence and, oh, I felt it; I had
We are," he said at length, "especially He had built in her home town "a white was asomething wrong. I didn't know
done
to
privileged to have Miss Smith come
church for white people to worship a
hat but I knew I'd find out, and don't
speak to a campus group. So— without white God,
and a colored church for you think I didn't One of the older
colored people to worship
women explained, 'My dear, these courts
tinclion. There's a coat for every occaMiss Smith paused three effective are for white people when we want to
sion in Fashionland at Northway's, cloth seconds and continued, quizzically:
relax.'
Well, my heavens, we had a
coats with swagger lines, fur-trimmed
"A colored God?" She didn't know, meeting, and there was such a rift in our
plain, campus casuals in offhand
she said. She had never decided. Neither small community that the doctors and
ttyles
to be worn thrown over the
had her father. At any rate, the Negro their wives built another tennis court
shoulders or tied warmly around the church
arranged to meet God early on and they played together in their white
waist, and if ifs a fashion-conscious
Sunday in order that her father who grandeur."
fur coat you're looking for, you'll aphad attended services at both churches
• • •
preciate the collection of moutons in soft
might not miss God at the white church.
When Miss Smith was a small child
i browns, Hudson and Electric Seal
Her fther, Miss Smith said, was a
she was a pest if ever there was one.
and American Broadtail, alt with that
devout man. He gave God a 10 per cent
We have that on good authority. It was
certain "whistle girl" look.
tithe of his earnings. Until the governMiss Smith herself who reported that
ment increased taxes.
"as a small child I was a pest if there
"My father prayed with great sin- ever
was one."
cerity," she continued.
"You see, I'm
"Nyaa, nyaal" she would address her
making a great point of that" Miss
young and more favored sister. "You
Smith adjusted her hat
in

LOST

office,

as

the third year of

Important for complete turnout

Army 3.RETURN OF CLOTHING, EQPT
who can meet the and TRG PAMS.
All members of the unit who do not

service

(iv)

be that proficiency

ChL

Single strand of pearls with jewelled

Please leave at S.A.C.

U.C. Follies casting meeting at 4:00
Common Room of U.C.

p.m. in Junior

mediately during the following hours :(iii) Students will be classified by
Mondays to Fridays ...0900 hrs to
a selection board set up by the Dist
1645 hrs.
concerned before being granted
Saturdays
0900 hrs to 1245 hrs.
commissions as P/2/Lts

LHQ

hrs) 14 days at Camp.

may

clasp, possibly

Stu-

are invited.

Students with Canadian

(AF)

pared covering annual trg. of 60
hours at
(80 periods of

(ii)

all faculties

required standard of basic training

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Trinity.

be perrnissable to qualify as

(ii)

the

to

trained soldier of the Active

A

Director of the L.P.P.

dents of

didates.

.

—o—

black and blue

Georgia, however.

commissions

will

trg in the case of outstanding can-

and second year students
do such basic training as is

necessary

the skin,

Use a

pliases

(i) First

may

.

fragrant.

two

(a) Basic trg.

if I
I

will be carried out in

will take

for

P/2/Lts during

Trg

2.

the

at

Follies

POM

are considered

offr trg to lead to their qualifying

gents.

tonight

cational

Third and fourth year students

who

magnetic,

of this week's Time.
"I

Offr Trg.
(i)

NDHQ

was

then,

meeting

open

two Women's Union, ground floor, at 8:00
more p.m. Address by Stanley Ryerson, Edu-

subject so warrcnts.
(b)

The following extracts from
pompa- correspondence are published for infm
doured Lillian (.Strange Fruit) Smith 1. The policy of trg as indicated below
about whom we had read on page 31 will be followed by all COTC ContinThis,

first

into

pliases if proficiency in basic

adv

on Wednesday, 31 Oct 45 at 1715 hours

would stand. If you you don't mind
just sit back a bit on the arm of
the chair from time to time,
hard-working woman these days. This
putting on a play! It involves physical
ble for the hold-up."
8961-2.
labor as well as emotional and intellecsons, at 51 Avenue Rd. RA.
Within the next several moments we tual"
six
Miss Smith stood for
had learned that Miss Smith .had been
inutcs and then sat back on the arm
GOOD STARTER for a clear comborn in a small town in Georgia. of the chair and didn't stand again until
Cream
Cleansing
Du Barry
plexion
'That's wrong," a young man, beside she had finished speaking.
drags out dust and grime
literally
b-hom we were sitting, assured us.
* * »
particles from the delicate texture of
It turned out to be
'It was Florida."
leaving it exquisitely soft and
When young, Miss Smith had lived
,

years

assemble in the Drill Hall at
George St for purpose of org

First

Trg during the
may be directed

(iii)

unit,

trg, will

What's on Today
U. of T. Labor-Progressive Club

cated lessons.

All personnel, whether members of the
or others who wish to take mil.

Brains*

I"

requirement, not that a given number of hrs must be spent on indi-

Wednesday, 31 Oct 45 1715 hours.

HAVE CHARM

LET'S

study in the next twenty years
important.

The room looked

22,

Finder please

Between
unopened
Powell,

St.

Hilda's

and Victoria,

Anne

addressed to

letter

St Hilda's

College.

Finder

please return to above address.

leave at S.A.C. office.

FOR USED TEXT ROOKS - EVERY COURSE
There

Is

a Drastic

Shortage— Bring

in

Your Used Books

NOW

for

Highest Cash Prices

LOST

FOR SALE

Pearl necklace with broken clasp, on

Dress

suit,

plete.

Apply Box M, The Varsity.

tails,

size 38,

tall,

com-

Bloor
Rd.,

St.,

between

Open Evenings

Bay and Avenue

Saturday night. Reward. Finder

LOST
Sen-ice Badge, woman's, No.
194658, room 113. Medical Bldg.,
Friday,

Oct

lens glasses,

26th.
in

Air-force

tinted

outside

leather case,

Friday.

Also pair

brown

raincoat

blue

Room

25,

from rack

S.P.S., 9-10 a-m.

Label reads "Barker's, Ken-

stamped "Mitchell-Copp, Winnipeg.

sington"

Anyone

Ansley, LL. 4471, or leave at S.A.C.

finding these articles, please

return to S.A.C. office.

AND BOOK EXCHANGE

TAKEN BY MISTAKE

Gcn'I

jfficc

726

Finder please phone H. E.

YONGE
(1

Reward.

56th

AT HART HOUSE

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK MARKET

please leave at S.A.C. office.

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

ANNUAL SCHOOL DINNER
November

FOURTH AND THIRD YEAR TICKETS ON SALE AT ENGINEERING SOCIETY. WED. OCT.

Friday,

31.

12-2

2nd, 6:45 p. m.
SECOND AND FIRST YEAR TICKETS ON SALE THURSDAY

OPEN SALE ON FRIDAY

J

Hockey
& Canada

Intercollegiate

To U.

Returns

CANADA—U. S.

S.

The Undergraduate Newsp&cper

COMPETITION

was announced yesterday that the Canadian Intercollegiate
Hockey League will renew operations this winter under the old four
It

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,

team set-up. Varsity, Queen's and McGill have already signified
their willingness to enter teams, while the University of Montreal
has not sent out any definite word on the subject as yet, but is

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

31,

1945

VARSITY SAID INTOLERANT

expected to communicate with the league soon. The schedule will
give each team six games, a home-and-home series with each of the
other three teams.
The rumored Senior
entry was considered yesterday by the
Athletic Directorate, but was not felt advisable because too many
games were necessary in addition to

OHA

requirements.

intercollegiate

play

will

several

States college teams as well but these
will be in the nature of exhibition only.

The pre-war

International

Intercol-

legiate Ice-Hockey League, or Three "i"
League as it was called, will not begin
functions again until 1946 or 47. This
league was formerly made up of the
Canadian Intercollegiate League plus
Dartmouth, Harvard, Yale and Princeton. Harvard and Yale are still operating under their accelerated wartime program, and will not ice a team again until
the fall of '46. Intermural hockey holds
the spotlight at both of these universities, with all games of the informal
variety seen at Toronto during the last

Princeton suffered the loss

five seasons.

ELAS

Varsity

games with United

Hebrew

History

'The whole

Rabbi William Drazen was the guest
first meeting of Avukah,
which was held in the theatre of the
Women's Union Monday night
Rabbi Drazen traced the history of
crises which the Jewish race had had
to face from 70 A.D. with the destruction
speaker at the

Temple of Jerusalem, until
expulsion from Spain in 1492.
of the

their

tensky

thing

fire,

OHA.

hibition within the ranks of the

On

January 12 the Blues are invited

elected president, A.

fessor of classical archaeology and as-

Ro-

30's

to play

Dartmouth College the only U.S,

member of the Three "i" League to have
a team this year, in Hanover, New
Hampshire,
Plans have also been arranged for a four game series with the
University of Michigan, with the two
teams playing Jan. 25 and 26 in Toronto at Varsity Arena and Feb. 8 in Ann
Arbor and at Detroit Olympia Feb. 9.

Another game

is

tentatively scheduled

with West Point Military
Feb, 16 at West Point
Playland,
signified

its

New

Rye,

in

Academy
York,

has

willingness to hold the old

holiday series again

year at this

this

modern arena, and McGill as
shown themselves
make the trip. Several other

beautiful

well as Toronto have

ready to
teams will also participate at the meet,
which is usually between Christmas and

New

Year's.

Smoker

This school

cal Studies.

is

Tops

Tip

one player who
Varsity after a stay in

several years back,

has returned to

for
is

(Continued on page 3)

V arsity

.

war broke

"Civil

At "Log

—

This conference will discuss the
lectual

and

cultural

relations

intel-

of

th<

Scotia,

is

the

only

college

in

America where students arc
clansmen. "Hi there" is "Cia mark kha
khu" and "ComuV thru the Rye" makes
"Two o'clock Jump" a wee bit slow.
"The Log Cabin University" was

North

Gaelic, the
trict attend classes to learn
Highancient language of Scotland, the
of
blowing
the
dances,
and
land songs

most of the

nations.

revealed in die Department of

is

University Extension.

This department,

for returned

men

only.

into several

The

classes.

five

W.

hundred

the top of the

list,

Life, at the last.

man,

to the

World

of

at

Plant

three groups.

into

Speaking

also, for there are four classes,

There

special course in Italian for

is

also a

musicians.

Seven separate English courses cover
almost every phase of the language and
literature,

and

production

of

civilian

include

instruction

in

Voice, Speech and Diction, and a course
of training for private secretaries.

'wretched racialism' exists, not only at

was

Stewart referred to an investigation into

Record Hour

In

at McGill."

In a speech, delivered before the
House of Commons last Sept 13, Mr.
charges of racial discrimination in the
Faculty of Medicine at the University of

No

Man's Land with an
Asked about the role of Greek univer
across

sent

sides,

Dr. Thompson said that even

:r

Professor Savan has announced that

Manitoba.

He went on

to say this:

this

Plastics,

a course which has been given

Courses

ML

S.

—

heritage.

Saxon, French and Icelandic; a CenMacKenzic, director,
Chest X-ray examinations for first tral European list; a list for Jewish
hopes for 150 students a year, but it is and final year students are being held people; and a separate list for women.
understood that courses must be stag- this week only, in the East
Block of the The C.C.F. member said there is as
gered since die fishing season and har- Parliament Buildings. Students
much discrimination against women in
are revest time have a necessary priority. minded that they must keep
Uiis country, in many ways, as there is
their ap-

Angus

Rev.

1.

Organisation

relics,

the museum containing Scotch
even to the wardrobe of a Cape

Health Service

These who describe Gaelic as a "gurand a spit" may hold fast to this esti-

they wish, but the "clansmen"
of St. Ann's are rather partial to it as
well as to their charming Alma Mater.

mation

24 hours

"The boys are vainer about
pearance
grapher

The Student

Christian

one photograduation

working on

pictures.

"Before they walk in you can usually
by the fumes of Brylcrcam or Wild-

if

S.C.M. Hears Koo

their ap-

tlian the girls," said

now

tell

history,

of

Plastics

would make

These

courses

are

attended

by

a

He

say mat the girls, on
the odier hand, express their vanity in

Movement Con- a

went on

difFerent

to

form

of conceit.

at 119 St.

Major
Commanding

for Officer

U. of T. Cont, C.O.T.C.

stack."

Another co-ed, sounded out on the
subject,

actly the desired state of curl on that

envy."

I

courses have been so good percentage of the returned men,
crowded that they necessitated division who number approximately a thousand.

"Our magnetic perand
natural
genius
shines
through such minor details as a head of
hair standing out like a miniature haysonalty

announced that she bad been
saving up bobby pins for two years to
Esquire turn green with ensure that her hair would be in ex-

root that precedes them, and they gener-

org.

to

vered group said,

ally give the impression that their out-

They

tear

George St., for purposes of ference, which is open to all students of in with curls flying after a rip-roaring
on Wednesday, 31-Oct-4S at 1715 the University, will be held on Nov. 3 game of basketball and are shocked
p.m. when the proofs, instead of showing
hours.
at Trinity College from 2.30 to 10
are discussed.
to be a fresh sophisticated type,
The two theme addresses will be given them
Return of Clothing, Eqpt. and
Courses in Advertising and Salesmanmake them look as though they've been
by Dr. T. Z. Koo, who served as advisor
Trg. Poms.
Ah
ship arc designed solely for returned
at the San through a bout with King Kong.
delegation
Chinese
the
to
All members of die unit who do not
youth
men. In the first, there are over two
Francisco conference.
take mil. trg. will return all
hundred pupils; in the second, over four wish to
the
sign
of
Photographers
find
that
a
sure
member
Koo was a
r.
of clothing, eqpt. and trg. pams
hundred. The newest courses arc in articles
China following his gradu- of a poor proof is the possibility of reH.Q., 119 St. George St, im- Y.M.C.A. in
Electronics, Soil Mechanism and Acci- to Cont.
University in cognizing the subject of the picture.
during the following hours: ation from St. Johns

The

(Continued on page 4)

notice.

Don't Let Proofs Scare You
But Be Prepared Beforehand

fits

luMtrs.

whether members of
or others who wish to take
will assemble in the Drill Hall

All. personnel,

at least

Breton "giant".

Parade—

Wednesday, cv-Oef.-DE. 1715

the unit,

looms,

gle

.

of the

I

E.A.M. messenger."

the last thing which the college wishes

Toronto, Ontario

—

Many

After three days

strafing them.

"

your university but also

Music's Power

are

planes

to do.

Also
Nutrition,
Natural mediately,
prominent is Vocational Guidance, under dent Prevention.
0900 hrs.
Mondays to Fridays
the care of Mr. M. Parmenter, of the History, and Theory of Music are also
1645 hrs.
in
the
Arts
is
given
Ontario College of Education.
course
Miss new A
1245 hrs.
to
0900
hrs.
Saturdays—
K. H. Cobourn of Victoria College has the Art Gallery, and Theory of Music
H. C. H. Miller
charge of English Prose and Creative is taught in the Conservatory.
Writing.

—

for self-aggrandizement of

26-Oct-4S

necessities,

Chinese, French, Ger- for the last three years.
among production, and materials

the languages taught

"The remarks which I made about the racial discrimination which
Toronto were incidental to my speech, but
tme," Mr. Stewart told The Varsity. "I made the charge that

exists at the University of

servation of radical characteristics solely
the Scot

I

by
S. Wilson, E.D.

Order No. 25

have been divided
These groups hav

mil. trg.,

Spanish and Russian are

British

speak Gaelic fluendy will also be able to
However the pre
read and write it

C.O.T.C

pupils in psychology

These courses are given without en- covering four evenings a week.
Of special interest now, with increased
trance requirements or examinations

and cover subjects from Accounting,

while

Mr. MacKenzie hopes that someday
Cape Breton who

Commanding

almost a little university in itself, gives their classes on different evenings. There
approximately fifty evening courses, of is evident a great interest in Public

which several are

—even

the 35.000 citizens of

C.QT.C.

University of Toronto Contingent,
life

vilege^

from

founded six years ago by 40 fisherman Financial support, except for the govern- pointments
for
these
examinations. against men because of edinic origin or
and farmers, steeped in the proud history ment's contribution to weaving, is Any first or final year student who has religious belief.
drawn
from
public
subscription.
Stunot yet made an appointment should con"I made no specific charges," Mr.
of bonnie Scoodand.
In keeping with their rugged trad- dents pay diree dollars to register, and tact the Health Services immediately. Stewart said when asked by The Varsity
col- 30 dollars a month thereafter for room
ition, the six buildings of the little
Students are also reminded that they to cite instances of racial discriminlege are nestled in 400 acres of roving and board.
must keep appointments for medical ex- ation at Toronto, "but I have sufficient
The main buildings, comprised of a aminations. Any student who is unable information at my disposal to justify my
wildwood.
the dis- museum, a classroom.and long rows of
time, I
Celtic sons and daughters of
to keep his appointment should give the remarks and in a few weeks

United Nations and will be attended by
representatives of

University

world.

Varsity learned late yesterday

Must Be Taken

Nova

Lt.-Col.

of

Commons, The

Annaul X-Rays

In Just Eighteen Easy Evenings
facet

of

in a friendly house.

the

I

DAILY ORDERS— PART

little-known

The Greeks
most hospitable people in the
A foreigner is a person of pri-

House

Ottawa. Mr. Stewart was queried by wire following publication of
Woodsworth Hall, Toronto,

their offer of a

Cabin University," N.

From Accounting To X-Ray
A

are

And Weaving Are

Gaelic

—

scorer

in

his address to a C.C.F. gathering at
last Saturday night.

A

Queen's Wallace
To London

leading

room

the

fully documented case supporting his charge that
"wretched racialism" exists at the University of Toronto is being
prepared by AHstair Stewart, C.C.F. member for Winnipeg North

in their final decision to let

supported "and decided to accept

more

Will Hear Innes

Sails

the

a good deal

A

year's record hour programs are
"Lest the members of this house think
scheduled to start on Thursday after- that this shame rests only upon Maniout and there was fighting everywhere time of peace it was frequently necessary
toba, I would say something to mem'have police and fire departments noon at 4 p.m.
to
in the city.
I was picked up by a band
called out to quell student political deThese programs, which are open to bers who come from Montreal and Torof ELASites, the armed forces of the
onto, because in these two institutions
Dr. H. A. Innes of the Department of E.A.M., as I made my way across the monstrations. The Germans closed and students in all faculties and colleges, are
of learning, McGill University and the
re-opened the University of Athens many presented five days each week from 4 to
Political Science and Economics will be city."
University of Toronto, they will find
times
but
it
held
together,
unlike
5.30
in
the
some
Women's
Common
Room
In
the guest speaker at the first smoker of
The archaeologist grinned reflectively.
that this discrimination exists against
European universities. Dr. Thompson University College; the programs are
University College Literary and Athpeople of race, which is a scandal in a
"I speak Greek easily enough, but I
believes
the
Greeks
insist
announced
will
daily
in
The
on
putVarsity.
letic Society to be held on Thursday
democratic country. . . .
didn't let on that I did.
All their ting die university back on its feet
evening in the Junior Comon Room at
The opening program is to include
"In McGill University, I am informed,
questions at H.Q. were framed in Grcck
"A
large
porportion
of
leading
7:45.
Beethoven's Academic Festival OverJewish students have to have an apand had to be translated, giving me figures in E.A.M. were university
pro- ture, Mozart's Symphony in E Minor,
Dr. Innes, who recendy returned from
preciably higher percentage of marks
time to choose my answer.
fessors,"
he
said,
"and
there
were
many
Russia, will give his impression of the
and the Beethoven Symphony Number 7
tiian other students before they can ex"They were fed up with their heavy students and some people of property in
Soviet system. He was invited by the
Major.
pect to pass.
Here is one of the exSoviet government to attend a scienti- losses, and one officer suggested they in die ranks."
Any students who would like to help amples of anti-scmitism in high places
fic Congress held recendy in Moscow.
with the presentation of these programs in this country."
At tin's meeting current "Lit" busiare asked to contact Professor Savan
Mr. Stewart outlined last year's Manness will be discussed and members will
in Room 46A University College or at
itoba investigation which followed the
have an opportunity of asking questions
2/00.
allegation that the Board of Governors
of the executive. The U.C. Alumni A:
of the University permitted "racial dissociation will join the meeting later in
crimination of the vilest type" in the
the evening to hear Dr. Innes speak.
Faculty of Medicine. He said evidence
The executive have planned a program
You can tak' the high the melodic bagpipes, the typically ScotHoot Mon
showed that applicants for admission to
of musical entertaintment The meeting
road to learning at St Ann's 1 I'll be in tish crafts, such as weaving and the apthe medical college were placed on one
is open free of charge to all men of the
of four lists a preferred list, the AngloScodand afore ye, too, for St. Ann's, preciation of their colorful Scottish

son told The

Clarkson College at Potsdam, New
at Colorada
Springs, Col. have both extended invicollege.
tations to entertain a varsity team there
this winter.
The University of Minnesota has thus far remained silent.
St.
Patrick's College at Ottawa have also
requested a home and home series with
the Toronto Blues.
No one seems to know just who is
Kingston, Oct. 30 (CUP)
Dr. R. C.
around the University this year with
outstanding hockey ability, but if the Wallace, Principal and Vice-Chan eel lor
rugby turnout can be taken as an ex- of Queen's University, was aboard the
ample, enthusiasm in this field should S.S. lie de France which sailed from
It has been definitely Halifax recently.
run high also.
He is attending the
settled that the popular Jackie Mac- United Nations Conference in London,
Lean will be ineligible, due to his so- England, at the request of the Canadian
journ in the NHL, but Wally Holder, government

York and Colorado College

WILL REVEAL PROOF LATER

director of die Royal Ontario him return to the government lines at
;eum of Archaeology, worked in the his own risk.
"I listened to the firing," he admitted,
with the American School of Clas-

vice-president,

Lit.

Only one other

backed up this idea, so they
Royal Naval Intelligence in the Adriatic dropped it."
when he was asked about his capture
When Dr. Thompson explained that
by ELAS forces in Athens last Decem- he was a Canadian rather than an Engber, at the outbreak of civil war in lish officer he was accorded better treatment.
Greece.
His captors seemed grateful for
r. H. A. Thompson, associate pro- Canadian aid to Greece, and it wheighed

secretary,

U. C.

immediately.

exaggerated," smiled the former head of officer

Molly Gurbitch by North American universities includand A. Rappaport treasurer. ing the University of Toronto.
The
expect to
It
was announced that the second group had almost completed excavation
Varsity has already lined up a tenta- meeting will be held on Thursday, Nov. of the civic centre in Athens when the
tive schedule with teams throughout the 15, at which Heinz Warsbaer will speak war broke out.
States, with approximately 12 games on "Experiences in Palestine."
"At the end of November last year, I
hoped for in all. The team will fill in
ran over to Athens for a week's leave
any gaps in their timetable with city exto visit some friends there," Dr. Thomp-

and do not
have a hockey team until 1947.

of their arena through

me

has been greatly shoot

sistant

Following Rabbi Drazen' s address,
were held for the coming year.

elections

Max Day was

Race Prejudice Revealed

But Mistake Soon Rectified

Monday

Traced

Stewart Accuses Toronto

Arrested Professor

momentous day.

"Yes" she said, "I'm
even going to shave off my moustache.
After all, a graduation picture, and especially

the rabbit's fur part of

it,

is

something to exhibit with pride to one's
grandchildren."

"I'm not proud," moaned a comely coproof that most

ed, "I just reach for the

—

Hedy Lamarr then ask the
photographer to black out everything
except the eyebrows."
Most classes have made all the necessary arrangements, but for those thai
resembles

iaven't, photographers are advising that
Shanghai and, later, secretary of the "I've made three enemies today," grin- classes arrange to have pictures done at
them diat the same studio
World's Student Christian Federation. ned one student, by telling
that did them last year
their proofs were good likenesses."
It seems that there is a shortaee of
The University service will be held on
But then the life of a senior is a busy ohotography materials bought on a quota
Sunday, Nov. 4, at Convocation Hall.
lone
Faculty members and the general public, 01)e so we arc told widi the draining ^asis. What's the difference? As
as you don't look like you, your graduas well as students, are invited to attend of the last dregs of University life, and
as one member of that much-to-be re- ation photograph is a success.

—

this

service.

—
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PRESENTS

About
"Acts"

All

The Witness Stand
Are On

Trial

on Monday that last week-ends exhibition of
the Univandalism and tomfoolery would awaken criticism beyond

We

predicted
It has.

versity.

letters
In our correspondence columns to-day there appear two
from citizens who deplore certain of the rugby -week-end's activities.
standing,
was
year's
many
One, which comes from a graduate of
addressed to us. The other was circulated yesterday to the province-

wide reading public of The Globe and Mail.
Of the two writers. Mr. Mills is a judge, and Mr. Smith a portent.
Mr. Mills has judged severely, and rightly so, a particular incident
which unfortunately is not an isolated example. Beret-stealing, like
pi liar- painting and nose-punching, is a criminal offence at which
police somewhat unaccountably wink because the perpetrators are
university students, probably also because the numbers involved are
somewhat large for easy handling.

A

Black Eye

does not lead to Varsity
receiving the unfortunate publicity recently accorded the High
School at Perth Ambol, N.J. There, according to a recent Daily
Star report, "A football game battle between students and police"
led to "a girl being arrested by a policeman for allegedly trying to hit
him with a bottle.
The game, marked by bitter feeling, led to
the arrest of three Perth Amboy students.
A boy allegedly was
slapped and handcuffed by a police officer."
Toronto police would be justified in treating Queen's and Varsity
hoodlums in this way, just as they would treat similar hoodlums
anywhere except on a university campus. We are glad, we repeat,
that they do not if only because of the black eye the University would
receive.
But there is a chance that London authorities" next weekend may be less lenient.
Meanwhile, we trust that the tam-snatcher alluded to Mr. Mills
will apologetically return his booty to the suggested destination.
As
long as he keeps it, he is a thief, and deserves to be treated as one.
that police action

It is just as well

.

.

.

VICTORIA DRAMATIC SOCIETY

Magazines

Editorial

We

Of

we

course,

THORNTON WILDER'S

"Skin of

George Freedley, Morning Telegraph

that detached boredom or the interested
horror that reviewers often reserve for
a college literary magazine. Here, in

Acta Victoriaiw, are new

season's

Public Disgust

The

from The Globe and Mail is, as we said, a
and more significant. It typiand even disgust which campus rabblerousing always awakens, and which is generally projected without
evidence beyond the immediate offence. When University students
misbehave, the public will always condemn the University.
It would be easy to point out inadequate and
irrelevancies in
the letter in question. Mr. Mills condemned thieving, and was
right
letter reprinted

portent.

Mr. Smith
etc.,

less searching,

condemning "college veils,
at football games" goes,
good deal too far-

in

for use

we

as

once

It is at

that public impatience

think, a

Mr. Smith further asks
that the university

.me alive and others quite stil-born.
Percy Jane's child, a threnody on
the former
is one of
He is a poet, writes with a
brontean melancholoy, and has sen-

ward

vanced

learning,

.

able

.

.

leadership to the people of Toronto by

means of public

debates,

In

And

de-

lectures,

Well,

there

no

is

every one
parent

of

who

students.

its

From

the

complains to his daughter

that he sends her to Varsity to get

an

education, and not to rush around

to

to the correspondent

fraternity parties,

who

cries that the University should of-

fer public leadership instead of organi-

zed football, the public, every one of the

The

Editor,

steal,

—

19th century parlor apWe
debauchee of dew.
regret to say that Alan Brown's satire
as exhibited in his poem "All Out" and

"The

short story entitled
either like

Circle"

then
d

we

that case,

surely

the short story

Aa

to the po em

-

made

The

maybe more.

off with

quently

does not

irrelevant

severity of the verdict

complain that

I

could

lad

of righteous

(Continued on page 4)

harrowing

this

produce

not

seems

draw

sophisticated to

forth a quivering

smile.

Despite

Mr. Knight knows the

the

alter

may

We

the

to

me

that this boy,

male undergraduates and

will

be

vandalism
L'hose

more

severely dealt

able

hat

As a

to

was

the

find

stolen.

to

moderately

a

fashionable

house.

development of post- Wagnerian Some of the inmates show most inconsiderable zeal in writing bad poems and

had been considered,

We

refuse to believe that Percival, the

Persecuted Private

underwritten and

is

escape

therefore

all

criticism.

If

had he

Music and

Jlri,

stories,

Louys

Pierre

who doubtless
bed, make Acta

but some,
in

toriana a house well

worth

read
Vic-

visiting.

if

I

of act on the part of a
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MILLS

•
teller

In

first

its

ing

concert last night the play-

But

it

(erroneously called a passacaglia in the
it is actually a chaconne).

was at any time program;
was a first concert,
In the

better than it

was

last year.

The

suite

Light Music by Arthur

still

outstanding

orchestra's

fault

is

tendency to drown out the solo-

its

4T6

Freedman,

4T6

Philip

Ralph

"When

shall

we

sec

some evidence that

Ji

lager

Night Editor: Blanche Stanley
Assistants Phoebe Taylor, Wally Belfry

So although

the orchestra

r.

Firkusny

may

BOOK DEPARTMENT

in order to inorm reders about
with insignificant material. the concerts.

hut

fills

it

But

in

spite

music,

of

the

limitations of

the

Firkusny's artistry was always

apparent

was vigorous and

Please
Patronize

be classed with the

The same objection which were leveled at the Dvorak concerto have also
strations, etc., in addition to (or instead been directed at many of Brahms' work,
of) the importance given to organized hut the magnificent Fourth Symphony
Surely the need for such is always quoted as an exception. The
football.
performance of this symphony last night
leadership is very evident,"
SMITH

The University of Toronto Press

shows signs

were noticeable in the Dvorak Piano if its improvement or deterioration
played
with during the course of the season.
which was
Concerto,
PHILIP FREEDMAN
Rudolph Firkusny as soloist

leadership to the people of Toronto by
means of public debates, lectures demon-

H.

Brown. Driver and Briggs: Hebrew Lexicon

Sir Ernest's control

and ating; he builds a large superstructure mance

the University of a centre of advanced

Wanted

NEW OR SECOND HAND

unmusical sounds.

instead of the silly spectacle

of college students in silly costumes
childish tricks.

Urgently

ist.

appeared to-day

learning (or should be), and able to give

...

.Dorothy Harley.

Drama

SiafI Photographer.-

:

The Toronto Symphony Orchestra conductor took unwarranted liber tii
a much improved group this year. with the time in the fourth movement

is

.

i

Women's

will

FORD AND RIVIERE:
BRIEF SPANISH REVIEW GRAMMAR
CARNAHAN:
NEW FRENCH REVIEW GRAMMAR
HILLS.

MECHANICS

Better

Organ Recitals
top flight pianists of our day. How he
the correspondence columns of the
produced such beautiful sounds with
The regular series of Tuesday afterGlobe and Mail
arm
positions
and
motions
such pecular
noon recitals was begun yesterday when
'I see by the papers that the students
The Dr. Healey William gave a varied and
...MI, 6611
is a source oi amazement to me.
..Ml (221 at the University of Toronto are being
does
concerto
not provide interesting program. The
Ml. *?4S trained in college yells, etc., for use at Dvorak
audience was
enough scope for a full assessment of the a very small one, possibly because the
the football games.
Sometimes I won,W. Hugh Kenner, .
Pegnr Bates, 4T6
artist's ability. It is an artificial and un
series has received practically no publiRobert R RoUowm. 4T6 der when the University of Toronto will
Dvorak goes through city, For this reason I shall forego dis.Barbara K. Hood, B A. make a Teal contribution to the culture interesting work.
PhU Muekleloo. H.A.
the motions of creation without
Wallace. B.P.H.E. of the city
cussing Dr. Willan's excellent perfor-

Editor in-Chief

Assistant
Snorts Editor

Arc Getting

The volume seem to get out of of being better than ever before, there
still room for
Improvement This
when he is working
The conseqeunce of this column will give you a running account
encourage from score.

man wearing

blue and white colors and I hope you

! !

BEST AND TAYLOR:
THE LIVING BODY

SEELEY:

there are several aspects of the Benjamin, as well as in the symphony,
young lady and
orchestra's playing which stand in need the trumpets proved to be the weak spot
of the orchestra. They made blaring and
of improvement

could not help but
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Things

he has

be thoroughly disgusted with this type

Make-up Editor

X-RAY
RESISTANCE OF MATERIALS
GREENFIELD AND BABSON:
READINGS IN INDUSTRIAL FRENCH

Drama

graduate of long standing of the

School of Science,

with than were last week's Qi

Women's Editor
Mai. airing Editor
A»s slant

YOUR APPOINTMENT FOR

the

latest

'olcano in Mexico, he seems to have forgotten the author of his review's subject,

the

usic

been bold enough to tackle one of

inexcusable, and hope that any per-

perpctrators will be

REMEMBER

should have at least

it

sufficiently

been

fact that

does

tale

hearty laughter

him.

We

is

if

and keep.

—

catch

judged as a the instincts of a gentlemen, which his
class by isolated acts; it may be wrong
t did not indicate, I suggest that he send
that they should be so judged; the point
the tarn back by post, addressed to the
is that they are so judged.
re of Mr. H. J. Hamilton, in the ofwish we could say we were confice of the Queen's General Alumni, in
fident that there will be no vandalism at
Kingston. I know that Mr. Hamilton
Western next week-end.
can only
reiterate the obvious fact that

to clip

.

I wonder if that cute little
would like to come up and see
tny X-rays?"

are

they

.

.

Skeleton

fre-

is

Students

Free from crime and sensational news . . Free from political
bias .
Free from "special interest" control . . . Free to tell you.
the truth about world events. Its own world-wide staff of correspondents bring you on-the-spot news and its meaning to you
and your family. Each issue filled with unique self-help features

trick

won't be

too difficult to search out

crowd

into the

it

Sample*

mused: "Of course, now and again I
them a little individual

obvious that

wc

the Follies

The

them."

With a withering look

it is

But

poet

jsical

2/ou

of this Clean, Family Newspaper
]n,The Christian Science Monitor

have to give
instruction

his Soldiers," are trained not natural

en

£T<W

hermaphrodites

have

even
over

drooling

poem "Sky-Lines"
"The Little German

authors of the

Why

"Are you kidding?
choruses

by the most ancient moods.

At one glance

Varsity.

zeros.

about the U.C. Follies?"

will surely agree that his

a sensitive re-reading.
Mr. Brown's symbolism is elusive and
only to a careful reader will his mention
of the circle in the sand, the foetus and
the equator on a school-globe throw
out any suggestive halo of meaning.
laughter is acid, and he has the
power to trace stains left on the mind

the

two

me, what do you want to publicize

tell

requires

story

The

conceded

"Certainly,"

"I understand they're the

ar in

from a young Queen's lady under-

disappeared before

MI. 4969

let

parents are in the 400."

my

is

Swiffs nor Anatole France's.

might very well leave the rean absolute impass. Even in

This

doubtedly cost her, or her parents, three

It

evidence

the

BLOOR W.

Rattling his femur in irritation, Badsby countered, "I'll have you know that

wanted a souvenir of that type, might
that

fact

54

Varsity,

or four dollars,

SWEATERS

SUITS

Varsity, "you're getting a dirty deal."

— the

trial.

The

COATS

TWEEDS

DRESSES

that

into

parition

grauate, her Balmoral cap, which un-

public, places the University perpetually

on

JOAN RIGBY

teeth

To

lack of evidence, or such leadership.

tabulate the university's public services

$1.00

t

g and the actual possesion of something to say are very necessary to any

Foolery

—Victoria College Union
—Hart House Box Office
RESERVED — 75c AND

Skeleton's

book called "Wings Over Europe",
[n Miss Rowland's essay, Dr. Pratt
We fniind no fresh glimpses of the
ms to have had a "Captains Courageomposcr in Jack McAllister's essay on
Vernon
time on the high seas.
s''
would require an issue of The Varsity L)ear Sir:
Wagner. The ideas recorded in his esDrama is
to itself.
an be found in any standard musi- Chapman's essay on Canadian
I saw something at the stadium on
exand
the
damp
practical
shingly
the
First
cal history written before
But the fact that the letter in question
Saturday which I think should be pubGreat War. These ideas have, by now, pose odor of the lines describing theatriadmits of so easy and adequate an anseized in your columns.
speculatively
leave
"charlatans"
us
to
cal
tainly been too well advertised
swer does not alter our main point. Our
At the half-time interval, I saw a warrant repetition. A new view of De- curious.
main point is that the University is alActa Victoriana might be compared
ways being judged by the behaviour of young man run out into the crowd and bussy's "old poisoner" would not have
monstrations, etc."

ALL SEATS

are you?"

Four

o romantic as to demand that the
author guard the poetic flame but he
ight at least realize that genuine fecl-

Thie very

give

to

10

Mornings

bravely

were ground out of The
jaws as he snarled, "I've been
Miss Bloom's poem. "The Eagle,"
worn to a mere shadow of my former
fly to the land where emotions are
self by the strain of producing the U.C.
cecdingly well handkerchief ed. She re- Follies. When I was a human being—
trains her romantic subject matter with there's a vicious rumor that I skipped
classical style and metatphor and atttains that stage
my name was Kilt Badiby."
effect both peculiar and admirable.
Kilt shook Jiis skull, sadly.
Her poem should be set to music and
"I'm not myself," said Badsby.
fortunately she shows no sign of turn"Whoever you arc," smirked The

Thomas Wolfe.

ty in the story of

8. 9.

NOW

Afternoons

to never having the pleasure again,

who

but

Promethean quali-

sitively discerned the

id

Correspondence

and

carpet

the

TICKETS ON SALE

napped: "I never had the pleasure of
nceting you before, and I'm looking for-

ariety.

ingers.

for 'evidence

Tbe

screamed

publicity I"

underneath

Thomas Wolfe,

nd

a centre of ad-

is

want

I

HART HOUSE THEATRE — NOV.

Skeleton. "I want a wave of suicides to
poems, short stories and other literary
sweep Skule when the Engineers dis
works. They arc the season's first-born
cover they can't see the U.C. Follies."
Iambs, and with straw and hurdles, the
Tlie Varsity stuck its head out from
reviewer rushes to their side, to find

fine

Our Teeth"

"MY IDEA OF A PERFECT PIECE OF THEATRE"

can't pretend to either

;

files

31, 1945

satisfactory.

But the

The programs are given fortnightly
on Tuesday afternoon at 5 p.m. in Convocation Hall. The performers are the
most accomplished in the city and
the past their interpretations

A

notice will appear in

Periodically
In

This Paper

Makes Publication
Possible

—

have made

the recitals rewarding.

before the

The People
Whose Appearance

The Varsity

next recital which

will

given by Dr. Willan on Nov. 13.

be

Our Advertisers
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Victorious College
Vs. Scoreless School

STADIUM

Last night on the back campus, the
powerful Victoria College Rugby

Junior School.
departments.

Vic oozed power

over

By Jerry Ewins
INTERCOLLEGIATE
T FGS CPts And Then There's Intramural Rugby

in all

Their heavy line crushed

everything thrown against

it

protection to the back-field.

ARGONAUTS

Losers' Lament

Team

scored a clean cut 16-0 victory

and gave Parry, Queen's
Henry, Varsity

2

10

2

Scott, Varsity

Freddy Burford, Walt London, and
Lawrence, Varsity
Ron Cook were outstanding for Vic. McFarlane,
Western
Burford scored one major and generally

Ballantyne, Western

sparked the whole team from quarter.

Curry, Western

10

2

4 10

2

10

7

141
1

2

I

6

London scored two majors and was a O'Neil, Western
consistant

through

ground-gainer

whole game.

Ron Cook, although he

Szumlinski, Western
Cole,

on

and McCann played well for School
Kniewasser, Queen's.
Jacobs in particular making several fine Millikcn, Queen's

M, Lawson, Varsity.

1

..

..

5

10
10
14
10
10
2
10

In the first quarter Vic threatened to Grass, Varsity.
break into the scoring column after a Walden, Western
forward caught beautifully by London Porter, McGill
who took play to the School 13-yard Heron, McGill
line, but two forward passes were missed
and an end run went for no gain, The
quarter ended with no score on either Average dislance of kicks
side.
(measured from line of
scrimmage)
In the second quarter, there were

Forward passes attempted.
Forward passes completed....
the School 2.
Vic started to march Forward passes intercepted
again on plunging by Burford and Cook, Yards lost through penalties
and London took the ball over for his Fumbles

A

second major.

pass over the

And

Own

The

quarter was played in semiAfter an exchange of kicks,
School fumbled behind their line and
Burford fell on the loose ball for the
last

their attempts.

Vic

in possesion

Hamm

36

34.'

40.

61

10
131

21

26

8

12

4

1

75
3

1

3

1

4

1

STAMPS

.

Kosick

Bark, Bob Henry, Dick Ball,

Aird,

Gord

Ball,

Hutzalak and
others

who

Bill

Hugh

Jim Bromley, Paul

Lawer are a few

will likely be

.

Students Entrance South Door of Arena Only
STUDENTS MUST BE SEATED BY 2.15 P.M.

FRESHMEN -Take

performing hi

the arena on Friday nights throughout
the winter.

a big

Moe Egan from

Comes

the Blues dwindling roster should give the Irish

the

Saturday, Nov. 3rd
The race is open lo
following exceptions:

Saturday, instead of another possible Kingston episode. A central spot has
been chosen, the Junior Common Room at U.C, and the time is 1.45 p-m.
Thursday afternoon. Each frat, faculty, or group of individuals who are
making the trek should make sure they have a representative at this meeting,
possible appearing in person in tolo (the
is

Roman garment

also cordially invited to attend.

pranks, rooting sections, dance dates and et
.treated at this organization rally to

2.

Students who have finished 1st to 10th in aid
Harrier race.

3.

Students

For a decription
The following
1.

2.

By

is toga, i.e.

will

get the ball rolling, and

be

NOT

Entry must be made on the

form in the Athletic Office.
Each etntry shall bear a number which will be the competitors
number for the race. This number will be issued at time of entry
and is to be worn on the front of the jersey during the race-

—

(Size of teams no limit 5 men to count)
suits must be worn.

Running or gym

Competitors must be in the main locker room not later
than 9.40 a.m.

Team managers

—4.00— St. M.

office

many

I

—4.0O— Voc

street cars converging

SWIM LEAGUE —1.00— Trin C
U.C.
St.

perhaps better playing.

When

war

Ring Covers are available,
have them.
For the present we will do our best to look after
post

as

many

will

orders as possible.

manufacture

of

Ring

Materials for the
are still very

Covers

to proceed

they

won

in
to achieve scores of astronomical

more evenly matched teams, and

Vic and U.C. met on Trinity field, and Vic were able
that inward glow common to victors. In short,

Our

reporter did not see

divulge any more
information such as which Vic or U.C. team competed. So we can only
advise those bent on ferreting out such items to consult the baseball schedule
printed in this column

some weeks

fit

to

ago.

IX
XI

Ask your

bookstore.

He

will keep

you posted.

Senior Soccer
Dominion Blank Book Company

Team

4 p.m.

EVENING GAME AT OAKWOOD CANCELLED

SPS

Welch
III

Sr.

U.C, Sr. Vic, Sr. Med., Sr. SPS
I, Dent A, Pre-Med A. SPS III

PHE

SPS, Jr. Med, Jr. U.C. Jr. Vic
Trin A, St. M. A. SPS IV. For. A
Wye A. Pharm. Emman A, Knox A
Jr.

MINOR DIVISION
VI
VII
VIII

X

limited.

A

MAJOR DIVISION
i

homeward with
the game.

Welch

SPS

For.

VOLLEYBALL GROUPS
ii

managed

Jr.

The following regulation has now been approved:
The number of men to be dressed for intramural rugby
games has been increased from 20 to 24.

version of the tennis teams.

heights. Yesterday the final tally testified to

Boyd
SPS
Price
III SPS A Hiracl
IV SPS B Stone
I SPS A
Swan
VVycB
Swan

ATTENTION, RUGBY MANAGERS AND COACHESI

after yesterday's issue

More Baseball

M.

Major, Kerrison, Cross

U.C.

Jr.

Wye

II

—5.00— Knox

causing bits of paper collected around

had gone to press ... so we now present a corrected
Cunningham and Mclsaacs are to play versus
Morton and Wlute. The date when they burn up the St. Hilda's courts is
still a matter of conjecture.

III

—6.30—Med Servicem
— 7.30— Emman B

on one

Thus it was that an important paper with- the names of the tennis mixed
doubles competitors was done away with. Our memory did not rise to the
occasion when all telephone wires signalled "busy," as we were informed

Trio

SOCCER
—4.00— Vic
LACROSSE
—5.00— Med II
VOLLEYBALL — 1.00— St M. B

place.

then proceed to yield brooms with vigor around the feet of mastheaders engrossed in an argument over the spelling of some word.

baseball teams so far 'have

shall act as marshals.

REMEMBER,

the tables to circle dizzily in their wake, then descend to the floor, to lose
themselves in crumpled mounds of copy paper. Conscientious cleaner-uppers

The

official

dress

Polly Mutz

'Linotype machines simulate the sound of

STUDENTS!

strictly followed.

thoroughly

There the traffic has a pulse
only equalled by a downtown intersection at noon hour. Typewriters are
propelled at a great rate along their carriage by swiftly moving fingers.

4136.

House Athletic

must be

SPORTS CALENDAR

a very busy

Reporters burst through the

instructions regarding entries

must be signed by each participant
Entries must be turned in to the Athletic Office not later than 5:00
p.m. Fri. Nov. 2nd.
POST ENTRIES WILL
BE AC-

Correction

spot.

the course see Hart
Notice Board

of

Eligibility Certificates

Such things as playful

ceteras

The Sportswoman
office is

Interfaculty

Wing

RUGBY

newspaper

SENIOR

who have

represented this or any other recognized University on a Harrier team.

BEAT WESTERN!

A

University undergraduates with the

all

Students other than freshmen who have finished 1st, 2nd or 3rd in
any University of Toronto race of 3 miles or over.

no small matter when you say

it's

m. Sharp

1.

3.

People and more people seem to be readying themselves for a week-end
London. It is the aim of several individuals to co-ordinate the thus-far
motley throng into the kind of thing that cheered the Blue and White on

Vic

10 a.

CEPTED.

Week-end

trip to

if

Junior Interfaculty Harrier Race

boost, especially in the pass-receiving department.

is optional.

DOMINION

Notice!

.

.

.

serivecs and there are sure to
Bill

rugby for Senior Meds.

terrific

Meds can get some polish to their plays when they reach pay-off territory
show something yet
. U.C. is still a team of individual stars.
What about .that Group III? Trinity took St Mike's; St Mike's

tion of

Don

WAR SAVINGS

If

Mulock Cup contender.

trounced Dents; Dents outfought Trinty (and those are the appropriate
terms). All of which shows St Mike's improving with age.
.
.
Frank
Rocchi has gone the way of all good ends with a knee injury. His pep will
remain behind him with the team (Clause 7 of the Rocchi Will). The acquisi-

Returns

be more around as well.

registration card must also be shown with the
on entering the stadium at the student entrancesouth door of the arena.

Keith Hendricks

Cochrane keeps right on playing

Bill

they might

(Continued from .page I)

armed

Tickets Not Available Saturday
The

ticket

this University, including

(like ourselves).

limb, here's the other

1

Hockey

Hamm,

a quarter by trade, can
the grandis a triple therat
man who can also do School a lot of good ii he can toss aside his bad fumbling
habit. Bus Booth at end is playing heads up ball this year,
as is the whole
line. Neither U.C. nor Meds could make a thing
through that fighting front
wall. School have only played two games, but, though they
haven't shown a
a good offensive, they have not been scored upon either. If they can
shift
that last quarter, last minute drive up a bit earlier in the game it
would help,
as would also some competent handling from the bench. To
go out on a

good a game as anyone around

stand quarterbacks

.

the

BUY

defence, with his hard, accurate tackling.
call as

S9

The game ended with
on the School

tions Q and R for university students.
A student may obtain a reserved seat for 25c by presenting in person his or her registration card with athletic
portion attached at the Athletic Office, Hart House, on
Thursday and Friday, November 1st and 2nd.

lower on those tackles—the

Hamm

teammates whenever he's on the field, winning or losing. He is a
smooth ball-handler and a good wide secondary man, especially on end
run

blocked kicks recovered

Vic score. School then tried passing but Vic intercepted or knocked down

to reserve sec-

to his

by

last

trifle

Senior Scliool got Bert
back from the Blues their play
visibly improved.
is the type of individual who radiates confidence

fumbles recovered.

Own

darkness.

^OC

The Athletic Association has arranged

(how can his sense of humor persist on a rugby field)
gose into the right man's hands too frequently for an accident.

^

Kicks blocked by

gave the extra point

ball

Johnny McNeil learns to hit a
Mulock Cup was mentioned before.
if

When

on

line

r>CT

TICKETS

the necessary spirits

and the

1

fumbles. Then a quarter sneak by Yards gained running back
kicks
Burford and a plunge by London took
the play to the School S-yard line. Lon- Yards gained rushing
158
don then plunged over for his first touch No. of first downs
14
Yards gained passing
down. The extra point was missed.
185
field

driving with or without a few men hanging on—a feature which
tacks on
the valuable "extra yards" on plunges in a loose -tackling Intramural
League.
Incidentally, he's another one of those Rivcrdale C.I. grads who
have already
proven so plentiful on the big Blue and White team this year. Maybe they

play some rugby at that little east-end collegiate. Another man, to
watch
is that card Black at snapback. His antics
seem to keep his teammates in

many

Vic marched right down the

^wt

knowhow

Western

not score, put the ball in position for Hayes, McGiU
the others by making many long plunges Summerskill, McGill.
and broken field jaunts. Jacobs, Nord, Woods, Queen's

in the .third quarter but lost the ball

Where did Walt London acquire that knack of snaffling passes
the dead run in outstretched fing or slips, or generally pick
up all that football
since the last game? Here is a boy who can keep those legs

Qoffee pot.

the

did

runs,

*>r_

Vic team is burning up their group with the torrid pace it's setting.
School were neither Sliarpe nor sharp on .the basis of that performance
yesterday, and the thumping of the hopeful Schoolmen left Vic in the clear,
still unscored upon by any rival—something few teams
have been able to
boast around the back campus in a goodly number of years. Morris, Whitten,
Burford and Cook had appeared to carry the mail exclusively in the first
couple of Vic games, but now the whole team begins to percolate
as one
Tihis

OTTAWA

vs.

STUDENT

XII
XIII

XIV

IV SPS A, Dent B, U.C. Ill
SPS A. Trin B, St. M. B
II SPS A, Pre-Med B. PHE II
I SPS A. Dent C. Med Servicemen
IV SPS B, III Med, Vic III
III SPS B, II Med, U.C. IV
II SPSB, 1 Med, Vic IV
I SPS B, Vic V, Dent D
For B, Trin C, U.C. VI
Wye B, Knox B, Emman B
Trin D, St. M. C. U.C V
III

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO RIFLE ASSOCIATION
ORGANIZATION MEETING
ELECTION OF OFFICERS

HART HOUSE RANGES

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

5th, 5

P.M.
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Racial Prejudice
(

Continued from page

hope to have 3 more

Post Frisco Talk

documented

fully

New and

1

Of Debate

Topic

Entrenous

Comes Of

Jazz

case:"

1945

31,

COMFORT with an

Age

accent on looks..

He said he asked the group to which
Hart House debates will return to the
he spoke last Sunday to investigate his campus to-night, after an absence of five
By Ross McLean
charges and to assist in correcting the years when the resolution "Resolved that
began. De Paris' inflamed trumpet again
Jazz had its coming-out party
situation which exists. Mr. Stewart re- in the opinion of this house the 'power
look the spotlight At Willie Smith'
last
night
commended that the student body for peace' of the United Nations Organ- Toronto
"undertake this housecleaning."
ization lias been fatally compromised by
On the reception line in Eaton Audi- loose-jointed improvisation his gentle
jazz
his cohorts chorused: "Oh,
Prof. Ray Birdwhistell.
"If we are to build a really united events subsequent to the San Fransisco torium was
Canada," he said, "it must be one in Conference,"
The anthropology lecturer had greeted Thass what I like Thass what I like
A
passage
of tasteful plucking by Al
Taking part in the debate are Pro- azz in a program note: "Out of
which there is no discrimination of any
E. W. Mclnnis, of the Depart- slavery never accepted, out of a freedom Hall.
kind against any person because of fessor
take
a little time out to make
"We'll
it of History, as speaker; S. Stykolt
never forgotten, has come a new music
creed, color, or sex. That applies most
and A. E. Safarian, both in Political Born in folk beat and matured by city's an arrangement," Wilbur explained as
of all to a university."
conferred briefly on the
jazz
greats
the
Science and Economics, defending the throb has come a new music ... a

—

—

1'

I

resolution

and

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

W.

;

and

C M. Awde of Medicine

Prescriptions for glasses
fl'mrc-anc] filled with
>

Before the war the Hart House Dewere regarded in Parliamentary
proving ground for potential
parliamentarians and every Prime Min-

quality spectacle-

bates

at reasonable- prices.

circles as a

ler made a point of attending at least
one of these debates during his term of

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Roor Si. George Aporlmenti]
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

office.

The

Sptial OiKoual to Slvdenli and Mvnbtri of
ih. Faculty

debate will take place in the De-

Room

bates

at 8:00.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED

LOST
Pearl necklace with broken clasp, on

Bloor St, between Bay and Avenue

Wages, $25.00 month.

service daily.

Rd.,

.

.

.

.

—

"Because," he continued, "what Paul
"If any here tonight are unhep," WilWihiteman did for jazz in Aeolian Hall bur clarified, "jazz is not rehearsed.
in New York, wc intend to do for jazz We do what we have to do right here.
in Toronto tonight"
There's nothing planned. If it seems a
"Jazz," he declared triumphantly, "is little rough, well, that's jazz in the
coming of age I"
rough I"
And like a proud parent Wilbur ap*
• *
peared. Wilbur de Paris, grinning, his
'Out of the sacred groves of Ibo-Land
trombone slung over his shoulder, to and Dahomey, where chanted priests,
say in the best Deems-Taylor fashion spelling dreams and cajoling gods, twist

—

Strong male student, living in vicinity
of the University, for one hour janitor

They called it black- postponed "Confessin'."
People's music . .
I hope nobody came here expecting
But music, like freetunes on the hit parade."
dom, knows no color ... It is a People's to hear
Sydney then came a breathless
From
music."
trumpet solo on Satehmo's own songapproved.
People
And last night the
"I'm Confessin'." The horn arrange'
We approve.
ment resembled not so much Louis Arm"Men," the dark M.C. announced to strong's trumpet (treatment of the standhis audience, "loosen your collars, take
ard as if did his vocal version. From
off your coats, undo your shoes. Ladies,
next came "Lady Be Good."
do your best"
She was.

D. Lyon of Law, opposing the man's music

resolution

Saturday night Reward. Finder

he and the boys hoped to

tliat

He

"notable evening."

.

make

it

introduced the

minds and bodies until they fit the de
manding beat of percussion pattern
.

Apply 29 Grenville St

Out of the holds

r Lists.

please leave at S.A.C. office

Danny Alvin

LOST

LOST

MUFFLERS

.

when

of black hulks,

and swung the chains that braced the
voices
took his place behind the drums. Danny,
f a people, enslaved hut defiant
. . . Out
sole white member of the sextet
of the cottonlield, the river's bank, and
Al Hall appeared, stepping gingerly,
erseer"s whip
.
.
Out of the
looking carefully ahead over the string bloodhound's
bay and the revival's
bass he clutched lovingly in his arms. ecstacy
."

Bright mufflers . . conservative mufflers
.
plain shades, Paisley patterns, stripes and
checks.
They're all here, in wool, real silk,
and rayon fabrics, specially selected for neck
warming comfort as well as their distinctive
stylings.
Neatly tailored and finished to
.

.

Between
unopened

Hilda's

St.

letter

and Victoria,

addressed

Anne

to

Powell, St. Hilda's College.

Lady's gold
"S.J.S.

Finder

wrist watch,

inscribed

from W.E.P." Reward. Phone

HO 5748

.

Al

please return to above address.

tied

id

La

On

LOST

FOR SALE

Blue Parker pen, name engraved
Desk,

Eva Maguirc. Lost between U.C. and
Whitney Hall. Call MI. 2175.

suitable

Box M, The

for

student

$20.00.

Varsity.

.

up with jazz

since been with

first in 1933, has
Out of that, traced Prof.
Goodman, Teddy Wilson- emerged jazz.

Birdwhistell,

Bailey.

strode Willie Smith.

"The

Lion,'

they call him. A star on the "88" at ]:
and more a star today at 48. Budd Johnson bowed on, tenor sax in hand.
Through Kirk, Basie, Armstrong, Hines
and New York's 52nd Street to his

Witness;
caress

on

wheeling "Caprice

Rag."

interpretation

of

captivatingly

melancholy

Blues."

"I

mean

the

I feel

His ad

I'd be

Theses typed neatly and

very glad

to

6235, after five.

year

.

Box

"Evelyn,"

A,

The

Main

began.

Toronto's

first

jazz ndc.

The hypnosis

Sydney chanting.

Air-force

blue

Room

Friday.

Label reads "Barker's, Ken-

25,

LOST

from rack

raincoat

outside

S.P.S.,

Man's

wrist-watch,

initials

9-10 a.m.

L.C.C. on back, in

the

vicinity of

Varsity Stadium during the

sington"

Finder please phone H. E,
Ansley, LL. 4471, or leave at S.A.C.
office

Rolcx

post-game celebrations,

Reward.

at S.A.C. office or

game or

Please leave

phone MI. 4918.

Vic, 16

It is all a People's

Coke

The

U.C. Ill, 1
Pharmacy, A,
Jr. Meds,
Mike's A, 2
S.P.S. IV,
S.P.S. I B and Vic

V—

SWIM LEAGUE

s

still

U.C.

warned

the

"Remember

the

sanctity of the press. Besides,

gooson

This change from monopolistic capi-

IV A, 2

Miss Far-

hasn't decided whether sex

I,

28

Mike's B, 18

eulogy.
ginning,

"Why," he said, by way of be"why not only are the girls,

but besides

—

"What," asked The Varsity,

U.C. Outswims Vic
School Defeated
In their first swim meet of the season
I overwhelmed Vic 28-5 and St.
Mikes B defeated S.P.S. IV yesterday

U.C.

"what afternoon.

Marshall

.

.

or

making

the party
at

U.C. whipped out SO
"You sound like an -Engineer," retaliyards breast stroke in 31.1 seconds, and
The Skeleton, and ignored the
Opie another U.C. man finished 50
interruption. "The music is all
original. yards back-stroke
in 32.1 seconds. Both
It may sound a little like God Save
the these timings are very close
to InterKing and Begin the Bcgttin, but it's
collegiate records. With men like these
original, and that's what counts.
U.C. bids fair to walk off with Inter"And the humor!" The Skeleton
faculty swim honors.
:Iankcd his knee-cap in high glee. "They
Though no outstanding performances
will rattle in the aisles. Do
you know were given in the St Mike-School
how they make ice water ? Hoo, Haw struggle the teams
were more evenly
They peel onions I"
matched and competition

success

home when you

bottles of Coca-Cola in the refrigerator.

the hostess, and the affair

a

have frosty

of

Have a Coke

says

I

is

off to a flying start.

To young

was keen

sity.

Everywhere, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes.
The Coca-Cola Company of Canada Limiled • Toronto

to ensure world security, both
through control of the working classes.

The

was

prediction

overnight,

curity, or

it

thus

voiced

that

giving social

a
se-

having

will arrive slowly,

passed through a fascist inferno, said
Mr. Ryerson.

What's on Today
Philosophical Society
>eting tonight at 8:00 pjn. in the
Croft Chapter House, University College.
Dr. G. Edison will lead the discussion

on "Freud and

Plato".

The ex-

ecutive for the year will be elected.

Hallowe'en Parly
Hallowe'n

Party

sponsored

by

the

International Student's Club tonight at
i.m. in

the

Women's Union.

Vic Music Club

A

full

rehearsal for the cast of the

opera will be held at 7:30, tonight.

LETTER- WRITERS

printer's ink.

"A few," tittered the remnants of
"One more thing," said The Skeleton.
If the writers of several recent anProducer Badsby, "but we don't want
"You might mention that Dick Tracy onymous letters
will send us their names,
to give them away, do we now?"
is taking up my option as soon
as he gets
shall be able to consider their letters
"Heaven forbid," gasped The Varsity, rid
of Itchy. He's going to use me and for publication.
Wc regret that we
bracing himself with a quick swig
of my ghoul-friend Fargooson."
cannot publish unsigned communications.

CHRISTIANITY: A
TODAY FROM

in all

'And I suppose there arc other gags events,
almost as good?" suggested The Var-

or old, this friendly invitation opens the way to better
acquaintance, adds zest and enjoyment to entertaining.

was announced that the party had
a long term program of improvement,
attempting to heal the rifts in Canada
caused by depression and war, and furIt

rive

ated

easy to plan a date

fined as the chief

state of unified socialism will either ar-

are the girls?"

It's

democracy was deaim of the party:

talism, to socialistic

ther
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here to stay."

Badsby scratched his cranium case
ivith a handful of bones and resumed
his
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RUGBY

pro-

picked up a program in the viding auxiliary
rhythm section as feet
wings to discover what was listed for on floor, fingers on
chair arms, hands on
the recital, brother Sydney had taken off
hands, seize the beat. "Jada," "Royal
growl trumpet passage of "Honey- Garden Blues"
and several other familiar
suckle Rose" by the only Fats Waller. echoes
from the teething days in the
Right here," read Wilbur from the cradle of
jazz in a thrilling Dixieland
program, "it says 'Confessin'. We're medley.
Smith original: "The Boy
gonna play 'Indiana'." The confessional and
(his
Boat" Halfway through he
was delayed.
attached an outboard motor. Budd JohnIntroduced by an impertinent honky
son's laugh-laced but moving tenor sax
tonk flourish from The Lion, "Indiana"
solo on the sax showpiece "Body and

Have

for a get-together.

SPORT

Eldridge

Soul."

Time

T. EATON

of the crew's blues.

The audience

As Wilbur

TAKEN BY MISTAKE

Roy

Store Afain Floor

Louis

"St.

that way, ladies

harnessed than the riotous

The music
concert

Varsity.

warm and

lib

Polonaise,
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do your typing

effectively.

this

KL

Phone

.

looking your best.

and gentlemen," he explained. Al Hall
Then Sydney de Paris, holding doghouse and Sydney's horn
on the
trumpet ahead of him, and the sextet classic "After You've
Gone." De Paris'
had formed.
treatment more subdued and better

TYPING DONE

.

drape easily, and help keep you

The Lion's deft keyboard
James P. Johnson's free

present fame.

TYPING DONE

variety

in

shuffled in, nodding,

I

to
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religion or a
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way of life?
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UNO Peace Policy Upheld
After Hart House Debate
MOTION DEFEATED

The Undergraduate Newspe*per

BY 38-37

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

An official decision of 38 to 37 opposing the motion "that in the
opinion of this House the "power for peace' of the United Nations
Organization has been fatally compromised by events subsequent to
the SanFransisco Conference" was recorded at the first Hart House
Debate since 1939 held in the Debates Room last night.
confusion in ballotting left some members in doubt as to the validity of
the decision.
Stephen Stykolt of Victoria College, in moving the resolution
sought to bring out how "the sinister significance of the events of
which followed the signing of the San Francisco Charter become
clear when the words of the charter are contrasted with the deeds
of its authors". He cited the retention of the atomic bomb secret
by the Anglo-American bloc as a tragic climax to a series of events
which contradict the terms of the charter,
"President Truman" he concluded, "puts his trust in God, the
atomic bomb, and a strong navy I"

DEMAND OTTAWA STOP DEPORTATIONS

A

In rebuttal, C. M.
said

secrecy

the

Awde

Teen -Age Hoodlum Gang S.A.C. Urges Democracy

the

Three Students

Three second year University College
Students were beaten up by 15 teen age
hoodlums about 10 o'clock last night
when they stopped the gang from light-

Hold

engineers

Up

Beats

of Medicine,

of

atomic
bomb was problematical and hence the
importance of the Anglo-American mo.

ing bonfires near Flavclle House, new
U.C. men's residence at 78 Queen's Park.

Annual Dinner

One

For Japanese-Canadians

rupted a gang of 15 boys, ranging in age

between 15 and 18 years, in the act of
lighting bonfires near the residence.

PROTEST NATIONALITY CLAUSE

They

put the fires out and had some
words with the boys, the police said,
and the gang left the premises. Shortly

At a stormy

minimized.

is

German Teachins

1923-24 will be the guest speaker.

He

said that at the

London Conference Osboume, who

the foreign ministers gave a good idea

how

of

dent of

is

at present vice-presi-

Babcock-Wilcox,

the

when they

they will co-operate

Debated

At

News

Inside

Mr.

Club

Goldie-

The

investigation.

council

Wired the Acting Prime Minister demanding deletion of
clause g, section, 3 of the National Emergencies Powers Act.
clause, empowering the government to revoke citizenship and

(1)

The

arrange deportation of citizens, was protested as "contrary to the
fundamental principles of democracy.
(2) Authorized a letter informing executives of other universities tliat it had taken this action.

Lannon Will Bark
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bers of the Security Council
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For scientific students, German

for the admision of 20 Indian graduate
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in *he discussion

Sundaram

from the

criticized those

Mr.

floor.

who took

Hodder

of Victoria cited the abrupt

termination of lend-lease as an example
of the breakdown of international co-

A. D. Knox of University College
admitted that the U.N.O. was meeting
with difficulties but claimed that it is
another phase in the evolution towards
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favour of making such

in

a protest, the debate
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carried by a
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for themselves alone, could not
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the entire student
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commit

a view on
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and contin-
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entertainment at
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student government organizations on the
campus support the protest
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show with a
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presentatives of engineering
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in the publication

Empowered to file a protest as soon
demand warrants it was an
SA.C. Committee consisting of the president, the two vice-presidents, the reas student
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of

University of Toronto yearbook, at yes

journalistic

for

advertise

will

was to await reports
the students committee on Japanese
Canadians showing that representative

Following
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and medisecretaries.

the text of the Council's

wire to the acting Prime Minister of

Canada
"We,

the Students' Administrative
he will have direct Council, representing the undergraduates
of the University of Toronto, at a meetting held on
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theories",
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then

said Professor G. Edison at
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year student

What, indeed, would
"One of Ward's phrases 'knowing s<
some young engineer with his much that ain't so' describes Freud';

about

Dominion Government as an ex-

to the
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21,

unanimously re-

commented Ross solved to request the government of
McLean editor of the book. Mr, Gentil- Canada to withdraw Clause g, section 3,
core's appointment came upon recom- bill 15, "Revocation of nationality", as
endation from the Publications Com- being contrary to the fundamental prinfine

choice,"

mittee 'of the Council.

democracy."

ciples of

Professor Edison

City

in the clouds tried to survey the

to think

quest that the Council "Formally protest

who has

final

contact

roof of University College?
all

out of seeing them walk around

upsde down."

mind

the Japanese -Canadian Committee's re-
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So we happen
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Hotel.
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States

this

War

Department
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anced courses under
ers'

asked one of the chaps

Deferred pending more explicit
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supervision over the biography depart-

Compares Thinkers
are they doing with the tele

York

was announced.

light, it

By Bob Cooke
"What

when The Medical
direction of Bob

dance-roller-skating routine as a high-

Home

On Heads

As Skulemen Seek

dent committee.

evidence of widespread student support

Yearbook Editor

will sponsor their an-

Dancing begins at 9

must keep their appointments for these examinations. Any
first

any

Final decision

semi-formal

intermission will be a floor

Night

mediately.

Girls Stand

the

VI Meds

of the Royal

reminded

Students are

Buildings.
that they

the

under

Society,

in the East Block of the Parliament

interpretations.

Mr. Graham, a graduate of Emmanuel
college,

fair of the season

McLintock

Ellis

2,

ues through to 2 a.m.

Chest X-ray examinations for the
first and final year students are being

to take

actions warranted by reports of the stu-

ceeding the School Dinner.

nual Medical -at- Home in the Ballroom

X-RAY EXAMINATIONS
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India since 1914, told the audience that

dogmas and

Friday Nov.

will play for the first

Slater

of life?"

Mr. Russel Graham, a missionary

has been trampled over by warriors for Thursday and Friday in
six years."

—

event, pre-

recognize the student

to

up an S.A.C committee

expresi opinion.

lated into English.

of special meetings on

opposing personal and practical way, not through

in
is

all

Victoria College Chapel yester
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an annual
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trans-

in the first of the Varsity Christian

men

government
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Students from
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The Auction

basic works, especially

have not yet been

in chemistry,

Fellowship's

operation.

Man y

necessity.

Addresses^ V.C.[F.

Eleven speakers participated in the
hour-long discussion from the floor. H.
J.

—

India Missionary

a

pessimistic view of world affairs.

Meds At- Home

Voted

(3)

committee on Japanese -Canadians, and
set

Should German be taught in the
will
Blue and White has done it again
Today's schools and universities? An informal athletes win with total of 69 points
discussion at the opening meeting of the
ics discussed they agreed on thre unim- Opportunities."
against O.A.C., Western (page 3, col.
The School Cannon, mute since its
University German Club Tuesday night
portant ones and deadlocked on 13.
I)capurte at the Mulock Cup game last
Dr. T. Kennard Thomson, now retired brought forth conflicting
views.
ExW. D. Lyon of St Michael's mainyear, will reappear this afternoon at
Japanese Question
consulting engineer of New York City amples
tained that .the desire for peace is the
The officials facts about the depor- the School Auction. Schoolmen said
Russian would be a more important
personal end of each individual, and so and founder of the Engineering Society
that a special machine had to be put to
language to teach, in view of the So- tation of Japanese- Canadians, as well as
will also address the members.
is the natural end of the state. Thus the
the protest action of several Campus work to bore out the paper which had
viet Union's cultural and political asreal "power for peace" in the United
The Engineering Society represents
been crammed into the muzzle of the
Organizations (page 2, col. 3),
cendance.
Nations Organization is the realization
cannon by unscientific artsmen in an atthe student body of the University in all
There would be danger in including
of the dignity of man,
Winged Words
tempt to fire it
extra curricular activity provides a
in a German course such names as
"The mechanical working of die
The Royal Canadian Institute wilt
The auction will be announced at apU.N.O. is in doubt," he concluded, 'but netting link between faculty and students Nietzsche, who laid the path to fascism open its series with a lecture on the tele- proximately 1 p.m. by the blare of a
as long as people have faith, the power and accepts responsibility for the discip- and might corrupt High School Students phone: "Building Wings for Words',"
sound truck, the cannon, and energetic
"who are not sufficiently mature to
for peace cannot fail."
line of the student body, and for repretoikc-oikcrs.
The Whitney Hall flag,
Mr. M. S. Sundaram of the Indian senting Toronto in the Engineering evaluate such influences."
the Medical Building, and other sundry
High Commissioner's Office, Washing- Institute of Canada.
If a language is to be shunned bearticles will be auctioned off by Tangent
ton D.C., who is in Toronto arranging
cause of its dangerous thinkers, we
McSlidrool, 3 year S.P.S.

meet

Admini-

bill 15,

;

lege, second speaker for the motion.

session yesterday afternoon, die Students'

strative Council voted support to four out of five resolutions submitted by the temporary student committee of Jananese-Canadians.
Action on the remaining resolutions was deferred pending further

of the students, Ed. Gruetzner, II

afterward the students were walking
Pol. Sc., was knocked unconscious and along Hoskin Avenue and were amMr. Awde termed the Potsdam Conspent the night in hospital suffering a bushed by the gang near the south-west
ference an outstanding success and said
On Friday, Nov. 2, the 56th Annual slight concussion. The other two, Ro- corner of Trinity College.
it showed that nations can work together
School Dinner will commemorate the bert Carley and Ed. Smith, were also
Police told The Varsity they were unin the United Nations Organization to
taken to hospital and were released after able to pick up the hoodlums in a search
establish and maintain a lasting world 60th anniversary of the University of
examination and treatment
of the Queen's Park area
but investipeace.
Toronto Engineering Society.
Police report that the students inter- gation will be continued.
"The world has again become a great
At this dinner, which is to be held in
big grab-bag and the Big Three are beHart House, Mr, W. A. Osboume,
having like spoiled brats at a party,"
president of the Engineering Society of
said A. E. Safarian of University Col-

nopoly
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1,

of ad-

Reserve Of5-

its

Training Corps, and plans for an

Interim" program of military training
mbracing 129 colleges and universities
as first steps towards developing

explanations

of

man's

be-

lyst Both of these men realized that
But that isn't all these scientific sighttheir
attack their
there are different parts to soul and both
seers do. In the basin of what was the
results and take them back to their
of them divided it into three parts, the
Taddle, just north of the Library,
base.
But sometimes they run into a
work being done will have far-reaching little difficulty, and in spite of all their rational, spiritual and impetuous, as
Plato called them.
Plato found that
effects. Surveys for the basement of the
precautions, as one bewildered young
there clashes between the different parts
new Embalming Building have been Engineer
put it, "Ye gods, they've shifted
made at least a thousand times during Hurt House!" However, it is not un- Plato called them. Plato found that there
arc clashes between the different parts
the past twenty years.
usual for inaccurate results to undergo
of the soul, but no conflicts within the
And that's not all. As a result of a certain medical process called "doctorindividual parts.
He found that there
much study it has been found that Knox ing."
were no conflicts between the desires,
College is at least two feet farther
But what in the name of Sacred Slide- for instance, but that desires have difaway from heaven than Whitney Hall.
rules are you to do when you find that ferent strengths. The reasoning or morObviously their work is not to be
there are not 180 degrees in a triangle al part of man's being, according to
taken lightly.
It is essential
that no or co-eds on the front campus I
Plato, integrates his lower desires into
mistakes be made in the readings, so,
'hole.
In this analysis he gives
year after year, every piece of work
And what is done with the results of
the ability for rational thought
is done by all the students.
In this way these surveys? Well, they are studied which distinguishes him from a mere

some day in the distant future, the En- by a group of men from the Department mechanical thing whose actions depend
gineers hope to find out where the Uni- of Surveying who still hope to find die only on his drives, as Freud would pat
versity of Toronto really is.
perfect measurements for height, waist,
The results of a wrong survey can hips, etc.
Freud however treats man as a mere

program

collegiate
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encourage continuance
ans of the Second

especially

of

training

World War who
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Officers'
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War De

pnrtment offers "liberal financial induce,
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training,

So reads Section 1, Rules of Proallowance cedure, Hart House Debates, first printin January 1924; and subsequently

and another

in
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the reasoning or conscious and the tiniscknis desires ends cither in a com-

promise or a neurosis.

Freud's theories

do not admit that man might have a
love of knnwledge for
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own

sake while

while Plato considers that loves above
mere physical love are the ultimate of

man's desire.

bate of six years in the history-making
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academic gown and expression
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into segments of
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The rules and all their subsections,
$70 to $75 will be granted for attendhowever, do not make clear these points,
ance at the six -week-long ROTC camp.
brought out in the first Hart House Demechanism

utter

The table of the Clerk of the
3
That the Press table is flanked by
House and the Press Table shall be in
rows of downtown daily reporters who
this gangway.
The seats shall be ar- yawn
and doodle and seem unaware of
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ment" to prospective applicants for the
two-year advanced course.
f
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In his paper Professor Edison com-:

pared the
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missioned officers for a post-war army.
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haviour put forth by Plato, the rational
philosopher, and Freud, the psychoana-
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debate themselves and follow the words
of other

members
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Clause

one of the Greek letter societies gives you the glad hand
during the rushing and probationary or pledge period, the members
of .the fraternity are looking you over. They want to get acquainted
with you, to learn if you will fit into their particular group. They
are trying to discover whether or not you have anything to contribute to their organization, to see if your ideas are harmonious with
Y u are placed on exhibition, and you will be judged, then
theirs.
accepted or rejected as a member.

national emergency

the

foregoing termsIt is hereby

university

on

life

There arc things

this

to the

gether even in a residence.

There

is

opportunity for discussion with members
from diverse faculties and colleges.

can be argued that fraternities fosdrawn along racial
monetary Jincs, that they are a

ter class distinctions,

breeding ground for snobbishness and an
outmoded pseudo-aristocracy. AlPthese
allegations.

the fraternity system

he accepts

is

it

But

when

accepted by the

in its entirety

and

should realize this before his initiation
can't leap

back I

one meal, has to rush to the
end of the line-up ana wait for the
next.
All day he stands in the long
queue, and all night he chews his weary
cud in the breakfast line-up, taking
drugs to keep awake, and praying for
finishing

sornrtia.

,
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Many would

publication

tour of the House, and ample time

are

still

In February, 1945,

merit

they carried the

if

signature, year,
the writer.
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Varsity again

persons of

all

who have

the few

ployment east of the Rockies may be big gym. But the University Philosoregarded at a later date as lack of phers consider "eating" a very unn-operation with the Government." worthy pleasure and have no sympathy
Faced with the alternative of settle- with the Hungry Gang. (The divine
nent in a strange and hostile neigh- oracle in the U.C. tower was consulted
borhood on pain of being judged last night by the department Head, and

reminds

its readers that no letters can be
considered for publication unless signed in full with the above

A

information.
letter may be
published anonymously if the
writer can furnish a good reason
for so doing; but in any case

10,300 Japanese agreed to go is reported to have proclaimed in the
to Japan. Shipping space causes the heroic tradition,
"The Great Hall Queue can not suronly delay.
lisloyal,

file

Campus Action
is

hear comments uttered by bewildered
pectators,

Their work

is

now on

display

Fine Art Gallery of Eaton's Col-

If for its life it

taste

Keep

supply
ears

by drinking forty beers."
Students of the Queue of T. who run
Emmanuel College Student Soiety: Letters of protest, including out of money, can pay for their meals by
me published yesterday in the To- engaging in intensive cultivation of the
Hart House Quadrangle, where rare old
onto Daily Star.
fat

seems to be for

;

Some of the public's reactions
show seems to be one, more of

ridiculous thought that continually

regard to similar work

is

hat the artist paints in this seemingly
handonrxl fashion because he cannot
Iraw. All these artists arc capable of
turning out conventional drawings. This
is not their purpose.
Their purpose is

indig-

being

It is distressing

Humanist Club Letters of protest Men from St. Michael's will have the
o the government and to all uni- option of raising Friday fish in the Hart
versity newspapers.
House pool.
Conditions are causing great concern
Trinity College Literary Institute:
Debated question, and contributed among House officials, and the Warden
$10 to fund. Another $5 from St. was recently heard to remark, "In spite
of all we can do, the situation remains
Hilda's. No public protest.
extremely adequate."
L.P.P. Club: Letter to Prime
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through
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approach
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and experience. Of those exhibit- Minister.
ig, Dorduas and Goodridge Roberts are
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combined with his rich brushwork
JeivisU Student Fellowship-. Passed
manages to produce a great deal of ou
literature at meetings; no action
atmosphere in his landscapes. His boy
yet.

and dog made up of

flat

areas of earthy

colors results in a perfectly

pattern

and

influence

is

I

think,

noticeable

cour's canvases that arc

de Tonnan.
however darker
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sonal contact.
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CHRISTIANITY
a religion or a

will be
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off the walls

way

Hear Rev. Russell
From

of life?

GRAHAM

1.00 to 2.00 p.m.

IN ROOM
ANATOMY BUILDING
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V.C.F. Week-end Conference, Nov. 2-4
AT MANITOU HOTEL. CENTRE ISLAND

ABERDEEN'S FLORAL STORES
Main

Store: 31 Bloor W., MI. 2495

Special Attention to University Students

15% Discount Upoo

by Saturday.
ROBERT HALL

in-

Presentation of This

—

Corsages are a Specialty
Have your Date Wear
to ihe Meds' At-Home
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ORCHIDS AND ROSES ALWAYS IN STOCK

ATTENTION
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We

regret that owing to the fact that Hart House is
unable to serve the usual evening meal and the Annual
Dinner of the Engineering Society, it wijl be necessary
to close the Great Hall to regular diners on the night of

Friday, 2nd November, 1945.

made many

of their creedal forms

Die truths of religion and therefore
no church can properly dictate what
you should believe in matters of

theology over which wise
ages have differed?

Because

a

into

new
or

its

men

of all

beliefs are not frozen

set creed

truths,

and it is open to all
from whatever religious

source they may arise,
Unitarianism is a modern, growing,
secular

strengthening faith

and promise for the future This show
is for you to experience.
These paintings

lost

and doctrines seem unsound?
Do you feel
tnat no cnurch has a]]

Hov. William

Thursday

Vibratingly outstanding in his use of
Nov. 1, at 4:15 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
pure color and contrasting darks
Topic : "Advisability of uniting arts colJasmin's compositions of dancing figures,
leges into an arts faculty." All welcome.
since the spirit of the dance extends far

beyond the limits of the frame.

sense have

JenldM

integrated

one of the mosi
pleasant works in the show. Robert":
is,

designed poster produces a similar per-

Night Editor: Ernst R. Deutsch
Assistant: Betty Mutz.

In

:

•cenrs with

ar

3414 Yonge at City Limits
• 444 Eglinton W. at CasHeknock
• 656 Danforth at Pape
•

must rely

On food that Hart House can
To my advice then, lend jour

third rate imitations of nature, bringing

to the

lege Street

nation than toleration.

whose

Yongc

• 1458 Yongc

Until the end of '45

a compilation of action

on the campus protestng the impending deportation of
10,300 Japanese-Canadians
ilrrady taken

One

in the

• 751

vive

been en-

years ago, banded together for the purpose of presenting modern art *o the
public.

$1.00 to $4.95

is

peas will be grown for the Great Hall
Victoria College Union Letters to
Soup. The Department of Physics is
government, to member of parliament,
recommending a recently-developed atomind the backwardness of art apd to Globe and Mail.
gulfed in this natural phenomenon, while preciation
fertilizer which will make the .peain Canada. What the indlStudent Christian Movement: Pro- plants grow to tree size
the rest of Canada developed, for the
in two days.
idual artist feels and desires to express
test to Ottawa: letters to all S.C.M.
most part, on the traditions of the Group can be of
Then Forestry students will be allowed
some interest.
groups on all campi across Canada.
of Seven. Some of these artists, six
to carry out eld work in the quadrangle.
In the field of Canadian

painting a group of artists in Montreal

among

.

.

.

afforded for meditation.

sooner where this can be arranged," been asked (in imitation of Aristotle)
or re-establishing themselves east of to give a series of Peripatetic lectures
the Rockies. "Failure to accept em- to the queue as it passes through the

and course of

BRUSHWORK AT EATON'S
are

tuck a vivid
So complement your costume
scarf jauntily into the neckline of your coat, You'll
love the gaiety o- cheery warmth that it imparts.
And as a Christmas gift, a scarf is ideal for that
hard-to-buy-fcr friend.

Japanese ancestry were offered the
Since attendance at lectures has bechoice of making "voluntary applica- come impossible in the Struggle for Extion to go to Japan after the war or
itence the department of Philosophy has

Varsity's

Music and Drama

universal.

To add a dash of unmistakable chic or cosy comfort to an outfit you'll find just what you want in
our interesting assortment of gay scarves in plain
and printed crepe and colourful wool

Deportation

Anonymous

we must have his name on
for our own protection.

In the twentieth century, culture be-

came

up

Simply stated, the clause gives the carilloneur has consented to entertain
government arbitrary control over the grdup with a perpetual performance
immigration, and permits it to revoke of "O Come All Ye Famished", and Dr.
the nationality of citizens and deport Potts, Lecturer on Chamber Music, can
them whenever it can justify such be heard in continuous recital in the
action by pleading the national inter- Music Room, playing a familiar "Tomaand Fudge in Asia Minor" The Chess
est. The S.A.C. has condemned this
i
fundamentally undemocratic.
Room has become very popular, since
one move in the game can be made per

Following

Jjri,

As every one feared, the line-up for
Hart House Cafeteria has caught
The poor undergrad,
with itself!

the

preamble is Clause g:
tirely agreed with Dr. Myth.
Entry into Canada, exclusion, and
At present the House Officials arc redeportation and revocation of na- routing the lines to make use of all the
tionality."
facilities of the building.
The tower

to be said

members living in the house inevitably form stronger ties of friendship than do undergraduates living to-

He

carves

happened I

it's

The line is growing so quickly that
that the
soon Great Hall patrons will get only
in Council
one meal a day. At a recent interview
coming
matters
shall extend to all
concerning the length of the line-up, Dr.
under the classes of subjects hereafter Kidney Mydi remarked, "Some sort of
umerated. That is to say:"
elimination will certainly be necessary."
Among the items that follow this Dr. Otto Psy, medical

LETTER-WRITERS

for

leap.

defence,

last

consultant, en-

for friendships fostered within die group,

defensible

Hungry
At

powers of the Governor

Remember that the fraternity's prime function is social. It is a
close-knit organization of individuals concerned largely with itself
and the welfare of its own members. As a group, the fraternity has
little to offer non-members,
takes no

arc

security,

the

for

peace, order, and welfare of Canada,
,nd for the greater certainty, but not
so as to restrict the generality of the

If you are forbidden access to the constitution on grounds of
secrecy be liberal in plying the fraternity executives with questions.
Ask them about restrictions.
Even those fraternities which have no racial barriers in the
official sense do tend to confine their membership to a narrow group,
glossing over the prejudice question by raising minor and flimsy reasons for their limitations,

initiate,

the

from

Germany

war against

present

visable

constitution.

It

resulting

and Japan, deem necessary or ad-

undergraduates in a certain racial group. If this is the case in the
organization which is wooing you, ask yourself how you feel about
such limitations. And remember always that your signature to the

and

existence of

by reason of the

too late that the fraternity does not measure up to his own
standards.
Ask to see the constitution of the fraternity. Read it. Read it
Find out, for one thing, what restrictions exist regarding
twice.
membership. Unfortunately, some fraternities admit only those

campus.

House

section

The Governor in Council may do
and authorize such acts and things,
and make from time to time such
orders and regulations, as he may

is

in

The

protested.

opens

pledge should realize at this time that he is also in a position
judgment on the principles of the fraternity in
question and on the individual members of the local chapter with
whom he will be closely associated. The pledge should be every bit
as circumspect about joining the fraternity as are the members
about permitting him to do so. If he is not, he may discover when

automatically gives your sanction

its

yesterday

The

application

Hart

is

second reading, which the
Council
Administrative
Students'
ing

to pass judgment,

part

yy- yy-yy-yy*

G

the clause in the National
Emergency Powers Act, now receiv-

This

When

official

yy ys

Tabulated below are essential facts
on the Japanese- Canadian problem as
affects this campus.
it

in ignorance.

membership

yy- yy^ys- y^

Facts

unofficial
Fraternities being what they are, an important though
controversial part,
part of campus life, and a sometimes highly
year
First
space.
they would seem to merit discussion in this
fraternity system
students particularly might do well to consider the
not
the
or
whether
in ail its aspects before making up their minds
system deserves their personal support. Let tbem not join in haste

it

yy yy

Japanese

You Leap

Before

and

y/~- ^s^yy

Report

Editorial

1

The First Unitarian Church Is at
216 Jarvls St., Just above Dundaa St.
We cordially Invite you to join us
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
Write lor (free) Unitarian literature.
This is our 100th year in Toronto.

Hart House Pullettn Poarb
Sunday Evening Conceri Tickefs
Fifty single tickets which will admit men only to the
concert to be held at 9 p,m. in the Great Hall of Hart
House on Sunday next, 4th November, will be issued from
the Hall Porter's desk after 12 noon today.

Friday Afternoon Recilal
Muriel Kilby, young marimba player, will give a recital
in the music room of Hart House at 5 p.m. on Friday.
Joyce Killmaster will be at the piano. This is the first
Friday Afternoon Recital of the season. Members of Hart

House are invited

to attend.
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Varsity Tracksters Win Meet
Whites
O.A.C., Western

Blue and
Slash

Jump—I

Yesterday afternoon, in typical foot- High

track and

showed

field athletes

win the Intermediate

to

and

Blue

the

weather,

ball

White

fine

Intercollegiate

Track Meet at Varsity Stadium.

men showed

Varsity

the benefit of con-

versity of Toronto

won

49,

followed by

in.

3

dash— I

210yd.

Camp-

1

;

Western;

in.

Toronto

Harris,

Yeates, Toronto; 3 Johnson

—24 sec

2

;

O.A.C;

Time

Jump— I
Toronto

kin.

tance—20

University of Western Ontario with 22

ft.

Bagg, Toronto ; 2 ParHarden, O.A.C. ;Dis-

3

;

4

in.

and McMaster with 19. The weather One Mite Run—I Smylie, O.A.C;
seemed to hamper the athletes and no
2 Roy, O.A.C.; 3 Dennis, Toronto;
new records were set The two mile run
Time 5 min. 1 and 3/10 sec.

was

introduced

the

in

Intermediate

intercollegiate for the first time

won by Hass

of O.A.C.

Varsity brings

home

the

—
Javelin —

McNamara,

1

and was

McMaster

2

;

Campbell, Toronto; 3 Sabiston, To-

By their win,
Hugh Guthrie

ronto.

—145
Low Hurdles—
Distance

ft.

2

in.

220 yd,
1 Scroggie, McMaster; 2 McKim, Western; 3 LawResults
Time 28.9scc
rence, Toronto.
Discus—1, Fletcher, Western; 2, Sabis440 yd. Run—\ Harden, O.A.C.; 2 Irton,
Toronto
Jackson, O.A.C.
3,
win, Toronto 3 Roblin, O.A.C. Time
Distance— 109 ft. 5% in.
—54.4 sec

—

;

;

Height— 10

ft.

Two

Mile /?i<h—1 Hass, O.A.C. ; 2 Roy,
O.A.C. 3 Dennis, Toronto. Time
;

M

11 in.

min. 06.

sec.

120 Yd. High Hurdles— \ Lawrence, To- Mile Relay—
1
ronto; 2, JfcKim, Western. Time
17.8 sec
880 yd. run— I Baker, McMaster; 2
Cross,

Toronto;

—2

Time

Roblin

3

O.A.C.;

2 Toronto.

;

SAINTS TRIM TRINITY

min. 9 sec.

Mike's

St.

evened

the

score

Trinity last night with a 7-1

game but
Huycke's

Two
as

j,-

was

forced

to

settle

for

single.

in the

second quarter

Braithwaite and then

first

late

in

—

the

Mackan

Niero converted

game added another

sngle.

i

Evenings:

way

S1.B0. 32.40. S3.00
60c. $1.20, SI. SO

51.20.

Students Entrance South Door of Arena Only
STUDENTS MUST BE SEATED BY 2.15 P.M.

CHEMICAL CLUB MEETING
5th, 8 P.

in

Toronlo

Closer to home, one finds that the main topic of conversation is the
coming Varsity- Western clash. The Mustangs went to the post as favorites
to retain the honors they have held since 1939 but after the display
put on

by the fast-improving Blues last Saturday, opinions are about equally divided.
Pool room addicts are backing the Blue with the green stuff and claim that
takers are hard to get
"At even money, too," they moan.
To back up these second gucssers is the practice of last night. Coach
Stevens had all and sundry removed from the Stadium ere his griddcrs took
over.
Could he that a secret weapon of some sort was revealed. If so,
watch out, Western If not, ours is not the only face that will be in hiding
come Monday.
Hec Phillips was not all in smiles as one would have expected after
I

winning- the Intermediate

men

Intercollegiate track championship.

Two

Members Free

of folly,
birthday can be just as jolly.

By

,

POLLY!

V

Brisbin
Brisbin

Burt-Gerr
Burt-Gerrans

TrinA

1

Emman

Trnity Field at 12.30 yesterday to decide

Mon. Nov.

Thurs

on
Arva Stewart

I are to be congratulated

rate batter,

first

Hail
new winners

this lack of

excellent team work,

and

close

.

.

.

to

set.

.

.

Sr.

Med

Med

Jr.

SPS

Marshall, Kerrison, Pills worth

8

I

Med

II

For.

Vic
Vic

K„o*

Dent

4.00

U.C.

SPS

4.00

Emma i

Trin

Moa. \r ov. 5

5.00

Sr.

Tues.

6

5.00

Vic

Wed.
Thur

7

5.00

St.

8

1.00

SPS

111

5.00

Med

II

Boyd
Thompsc

I

Kulha
Fyfe

1

Life

1

LACROSSE
PHE

SPS

.

SPS

Vctter

Trin

Firman
Dyer

Dent
U.C.

Sheppard

Jr.

M.

Cornish

Mon. Nov. 5

Trin

A

U.C.

SPS
Tues

6

4.00

U.C.

S

4.00

For.
St,

Beer

SPS
SPS IV
Trin. B
Sr.

I

Wye
Thur

II

Pre-Med

III

M. B

Sugar
Burt-Gerrans

Wye

.

are changes

VOLLEYBALL
Moa

Nov.

of heart, changes of

CLUB

There will be a meeting of the University Ski Club
on Friday, November 2nd, at 5 p.m. in Room 111,

1

lies

5

6

Wed.

7

students interested are asked to attend
with the Toronto Ski Club has been arranged
and regulations will be explained at this meeting.

Will Mr. Kingsmill please call at Athletic Office

1.00

1.00

4.00
0.30
7.30
S.30

Thurs

8

Men and women
Affiliation

1.00
4.00
0.30

4.30
5.30
0.30
7.30

Anatomy Building
Sat

10

November 2nd, 9
TICKETS AT THE DOOR

to 2

II

SPS B

III

Med

Pharm
Dent O
M. A

For.

St.
11

Sr.

Med
U.C.

Dent
Jr.

A

SPS

Dent B
Pre-Mcd B

Pre-Med B

I

SPSB
A

Macke
Macke

U.C. IV
Sr.

Med

Pre-Med

A

U.C.
U.C. Ill
Jr.

PHE

II

TrinA

SPS IV

Wye A

Emman A
Med Servicemen
Emman B

2.00

DentC
Knox B
St M.
TrinB
Pharm

WAR

C

U.C. IV

St

M

Eilbcck
Stone
Brisbin

Burt-Gerrans
Fine
Fine

Knox A

1.00

1.00

BUY

St M. A

SPS IV
II SPS A
Vic IV
IV SPS B

4.30
5.30
0.30
7.30

MEDS AT-HOME
Friday,

Tria

SPS

Jr.

FW

keep the four contestants working hard up to the bitter
The score
.
{2-6) (6-2) (6-3).

SKI

immediaiely

Dent
Sr.

FE

4.00
4.00

.

policy.
changes of the basketball schedule
at present. All teams practising basketball at O.C.E. Thursday and Friday
evenings must transfer their activities to the gym of U.T.S.

17, 8:3o p. m.

4.00
4.00
4.00

Lye, Clare, Robson
Majro, Kerrison, Moffat
Lye, Anderson, Gregoire
Lye, Major, Robson
Marshal], Cross, Kerrison

SWIM LEACUE
of the

enough

Men & Women

6

in possess-

mixed doubles tennis tournament
Bob White and
Blossoms and laurel wreathes are out of season just now,
so we are unable to place said ornaments on these worthy brows. It must
suffice to say to Bob and Harriet
good going. To Rosemary Cunningham
and Jim Mclsaac, the defeated, go praises for an excellent showing. The game

was

Med

Jr.
St. M.
Sr. SPS

4.00

Tues.

Wed.

same sheepskin, so

a cheering section did not perturb the players in the least
P.H.E. II soundly trounced the first team with a score of (23-5). The
manager of the victors, Ivy Baxter, placed most of the credit on the pitching
of Mary Hamilton. Judging from the numerous crests adorning the back
and front of her blazer, Mary must have been responsible for many other

men contend). Then there
But we are only concerned with

WYMILWOOD

14

of the friendly sort, as befits wearers of the

(or so the

IN

12

13

which could boast of the mightier bat-wielders. The only spectators gathered
around the baseball diamond were the subs. Rivalry between the teams was

of Victoria College

ARE INVITED TO A DANCE

Mon.
Wed.

5th

(Balance of Schedule)

5 4.00 Vic
6 4.00 Dcnl
8 4.00 U.C.

Tues.

November

SOCCER

Harriet Morton.

FREE

11.15

U.C.
Trin D
Trin A
Sr.

of

RUGBY
.-.

Though the more conservative of our readers are loathe to admit it,
changes arc of the stuff which makes life more interesting. There are
changes of mind, indulged in more frequently by the weaker of the species

FLOOR SHOW AT

I

11

Polly Mutz

P.H.E. versus P.HJE.
Two Physical Ed teams met on

end of the third

Semi-Formal

U.C.

Med
Med

Eilbcck
Fine
Fine

PHE
Wye A

Knox A
Sr. SPS

4.00

Sheppard

Med

Sr.

SI'S III

4.00

Hassanali

Vic

Week

For

Tues.
Thurs.

—

But having both together golly'
That happens just to poor, dear

P.H.E.

Others 25c

Royal York Hotel

Knox

I

Vic

SPORT SCHEDULES

of his

Though Hallowe'en was full

A

the

in V.C.U. Office

Sr.

Trin B

The Sportswoman

ing a

EVERYONE INTERESTED WELCOME

list

U.C.

1.00
4.30
5.30
0.30
7.30

failed to

.

Please sign

Trill

5.00

INTRAMURAL RUGBY PRACTICES
Mon. Nov 5— Dent. St. M„ U.C.
Tues.
6— Sr. SPS, U.C.
Wed.
7— Sr. Med, Jr. Med, Jr. SPS
Thurs.
8— Jr. Med. Jr. SPS, Dent

show up for the mectl "Baker and Jones were both on the
They kept two others off. How can you expect me to smile?" Right
you are, Hec. Like we always say, Dirty Medsl

We
Dancing

November

4.00

SWIM LEAGUE
SWIM LEAGUE

team.

M.

Refreshments

Saturday,

SOCCER
LACROSSE
VOLLEYBALL

anything.

baseball conquests.

ORGANIZATION OF THE FIELD TRIP

All Married

SPORTS CALENDAR

.

Perhaps he has stepped
into the paths of other officials a bit too much. However, if the organization
back of the Mustangs is his, Metras has caniod our respect, if that means

at reasonable prices,

S1.80, 52.40

TIME: Monday, November
PLACE: Women's Union
SUBJECT: A Science Film

registration card must also be shown with
the
ticket on entering the stadium
at the student entrancesouth door of the arena.

to serenade potential football material.

Quick, accurate repair lervico

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George AparrmenliJ
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

S1.20,

Tickets Not Available Saturday
The

Canadian centre. From there he moved to London as assistant football coach.
There, he introduced many Amercan features into Canadian football. He has
the forward pass an outstanding part of the Western attack and lias
always advocated wide-open, crowd pleasing football. It has often been said
that the Mustangs throw the ball around more than a basketball team.
Some of the methods employed by Johnny Metras are not looked upon
with pleasure by seasoned college football observers. Perhaps he has gone

filled with quolity spectacle-

Wed. Matinee;
Sat Matinee:

Q

attended the University of Detroit, where he excelled in football, basketball
and track and then moved to St. Mike's where, in 1933, he was chosen All-

out of his

«^t)C

A

mention that Metras has been at Western since 1939 and that he emphasizes
a razzle-dazzle backfield plus a blocking line, but that is all about Metras.
From other sources it has been learned that Metras is American born,

.

r>r

TICKETS

Athletic Association has arranged to reserve sections
and R for university students.
student may obtain a reserved seat for 25c by presenting in person his or her registration card with athletic
portion attached at the Athletic Office, Hart House
on
Thursday and Friday, November 1st and 2nd.

They really do things in a big way down there 1
Wallowing through the "folder," it seems that everyone is talked about
save Johnny Metras, so perhaps this operose bundle of energy had a hand
in its publicaion while taking the brief minute off from his duties as manager
of athletes and coach of the Mustangs. True, on the back page it does

.

OTTAWA

vs.

STUDENT

The

unknown-

ation about the Mustangs.

J

Prices (tax Included)

still

liver's worth of sleepless nights until he came up with
the brainwave that takes the form of an "Information Folder." This modest
"folder" is nothing less than a nine -by -twelve booklet chuck full of inform-

Prescriptions for glosses

^i^-'

This publicist—name

must have spent a

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

CK3

—

3rd

I

major

completed the plays.

and

football

passes by Niero brought about

the Irish

lEONIDE MASSINE'5

with

Trinity threatened early in the

victory-

OCT£<OC

The University of Western Ontario athletic publicist whose name seems
have escaped the torture of printer's ink is desperately afraid that his
Western! Mustangs will escape unnoticed among the huzza huzza of the
to

Back

O.A.C

ARGONAUTS

By Mickey Michasiw

made

Cup.

Pole Vault— \ Todd, Toronto; 2, Grierson, Toronto; 3, McConney, O.A.C.

SATURDAY, NOV.

Down Western Way

higher bracketed eastern football clubs.

Fletcher,

Distance—38 ft 4j£

with a total of Broad

O.A.C. second with

69,

McKim, Western;

Forsythe, O.A.C.

Toronto;

bell,

On. points, Uni-

placed in every event.

3

ft 10

Put— I

Shot

The

and good coaching and

sistent training

Height— 5

form

Doll, Toronto; 2 Grier-

Toronto;

son,

STADIUM

SPEAKING OF SPORT

B

Williams

Himel
Scunarine
Seunarine
Scunarine
Fine

Kalman
Kalman
Starkman
Starkman

Swan

Wye A

SAVINGS STAMPS
McLintock

Ellis

& His
$3.00

Orchestra

PER COUPLE

4

THE VARSITY, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
them to Joan Rigby's
West.

New and

—o—
IF

SMARTNESS

IT'S

LOOKING FOR, may
Lady
a

Lady

Ellis.

complete

we

service

an eye to campus

with

girls

OF COURSE YOU KNOW

NOW ON SALE

Entrenous

about

North way's Fashion! andEvery' thing
suggest
any college girl is looking for
providi
way of clothes, from dapper date dresses
for the
to little "beanie" hats, all in the same
clothes.
territory
(no tripping up and down
may
Stairs to match hats with coats, etc.)

Shops

Ellis

shopping

YOU'RE

1945

1,

Bloor

things, 54

So Soon?

Forgotten

Hydraulics

WHITMAN:
By

Ross

McLean

Modern Dramas

Smart jackets and skirts which
combined or worn separately, lingerie,

Listen Alexis, honey, you may have view him and he replied: "I dunno.
Northway's coats, just now, with that forgotten all about it and if you have
"Just a Joe," he added, after a
and of course blouses. Make a special Familiar and respected Bromleigh label well, shame, shame, shame; but here's
flcctivc pause.
point of seeing the Lady Ellis blouses,
a man who helped put you where you
ire in a wide variety, waiting for th>
"Somebody once mentioned a cont:
if you happen to have a last year's suit
are
today.
:hancc to make still more of the campii:
uous show for the Follies and foolishly,
in need
of revitalizing.
They'v<
Far be it from him to remind you
:roivd happy.
Incidentally, -have you
I
thought itwas a good idea. And
sophisticated a collection of long
You did forget so easily! But
looked at the colored Mouton coats? of it
mind you. This year the customers
short-sleeve blouses as we've seci
White, yellow, and a brilliant royal blue ihere you are today Miss Alexis Smith
are going to get twice as much for half
town, just the type of blouse to add
great fluffy buttons. Did you see of the cinema, being noble about George
the
pr, . . ."
that important qualify of fashion -wisdom
'cm being worn with singular eclat ai Gershwin in "Rhapsody In Blue" and
"You went to school in Hollywood,
to a weary ensemble.
Your nearest the game on Saturday? Dandy
with being somehow involved with Wilson in
for awhile?" we prodded.
Lady Ellis, just south of Bloor and plaid accessories.
"Wilson".
Fame, fortune and a few
Yonge, and in your neighborhood dis"That's right," he said.
other things Jike that arc all yours.
o

BASCAN:
Manuel Practique de Prononciation

MACKENZIE:

Urgently Wanted
NEW OH SECOND HAND

Brown, Driver and Briggs: Hebrew Lexicon

— —

YOUR PARTICULAR WARRI-

IF

SOPHISTICATION PLUS

.

art

.

.

you looking for that super dress for the
coming Fraternity parties? Sophisticaplus smooth lines designed to give
plenty of credit to your own good figure,
tion,

comes limping

citing numbers in all black to
give a girl
that easy-to-look-at silhouette
as well
as any number of other inspiring
would be still better looking if she had
outfits
of the distinctly good grooming category learned the elements of good grooming

away

by

FOSTER'S
to

be worn at any sporting occasion.
Want
to have a look at 'em?
Here's one.
It's

in

mood

the

traditional

"classic sporty"

avoiding those

unattractive,

sandy

black-heads which appear apparentfrom nowhere, following a Jong drive

little

ly

much walking

the face clean with

Cream

is

oines

simple

to

Keeping

in the open.

Du Barry

common

avoiding

Cleansing

sense

when

it

black-heads.

his time with the U.C. Follies
which he is the producer, tickets on
soon, meanwhile sign your name for

(of
sale

U.C. rotunda and hurryl).
embarrass you.
But you

tickets in the

This

may

brought

it

on

your

self

with

your

cruelly indifferent attitude to this boy's
plight.

You owe him

A NICKEL

"You went

to school in

BOOK DEPARTMENT

you owe him

yes,

—

Skirt in

Lady's gold

"Who's he?"

"He used

Pepper Young on

Pepper Young's Family'.
he even plays Pepper

NEWS

.

LOST

I don't think

MI

very, very pleasant present.
tives

thing

come

When

to town, looking for

special

to

take home,

rela-

some-

introduce

926', after

You meant
You were going to do
I

it;

perhaps

determined to forget

it

entirely.

You must remember those days back in
1939 at Hollywood High School. You
an upper grade and had reached

R. C.

mitten, angora mitteninon Bloor, between Stadium and
Yonge, Saturady. Please turn in to

Subject

I.

To Be Telephone
The

MO

Institute,

office.

Lady's

black wallet containing re-

card,

Mr. T.

card,

admit-to-lectures

Thursady

etc,

Oct

Please return to Eileen
5059, or S.A.C. office.

WANTED

series of

Hart House.

LOST

9851.

gistration

W. Eadie, will open the
Saturday Evening Lectures on
test. You had your dramatic monologue
Nov. 3 with an address on "Building
down pat. But you didn't have trai Wings
for Words.'
the eliminations in a declamation

S.A.C.

rugby game at Western.

3 tickets for

president of the Royal Canadian

BUY

hurry!

We
day

who

Mozart: Symphony No. 40 in
Minor.
asked Milton 'Cadesby yesterhe was that we should inter-

^irqiniaDare AayA

Economics,

Lindsay's

Republic

MI

of

Plato, Trevalayan's English History.

GR

Phone

WANTED
To

497S.

rent garage,

withn reasonably
University.

WANTED

Beethoven:

Symphony No. 7

in

preperably heated,
proximity of the

Apply

Box N, The

Varsity.

;

Phone

Re-

Plato's

KI

"Alan",

LOST

3936.

Brown key
Tuesday,

LOST
Brown mottled

case, near

Oct

Engineering

Sheaffer pen

Mining

30th.

office

with

Lost between
Economics Bldg. and Vic, or Botany
Bldg.

and

SA.C

office

Vic.

Please

leave

TYPING DONE
Typing

at

Call

done,

MI

4350.

French or

English.

(between 6 and 7.30

.hl).

SWITCHED
Two

sand

A

D. E.
phone

_

.

top-coats

Science

from outside

lecture,

Sanders,

HU 2939,

TYPING DONE

Physics

Tuesday Oct 30th.

Expert typing done at home.

Would

Newmarket

please

between 6 and 7 pjn.

IN

v!/

SCOTLAND

Yes

—wear

it

as a scarf, as a tie

or as a turban ... a crush-resist-

ant Lansea scarf imported from
Scotland

and

soft as Scotch

thistledown ... a plaid scarf in
misty

shades

— choose your

favorite at your Virginia

store for only

,

, .

.

Dare

9@c

These imported Lansea Scarves

make

wonderful

Christmas

gifts too!

FILLED

Send money order to Head Office, Kent

A STORE

IN

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

to

or S.A.C.

Xp^MMXL SCARF Q ftc

Building Toronto. Include 10c for postage.

Bldg.,

Return

R- Wilkinson on it

General

Major.

WEAR A

Economics—Benham
publc-Linday;

G

MADE

MAIL ORDERS

25th.

Slyne,

Russo's Elementary Italian, Benham's

;

.

STAMPS

LOST
Sheepskin

5 p.m.

to attend to

But it slipped your mind.
slipped your mind I Indeed! you were

WEEK

WAR SAVINGS

Economics' Bldg., Oct

Finder please phone B. Greene,

29th.

"No."

Record Hour

well as a

vicinity

pin,

bath today yet?"

;

.

inscribed

5748

Jewelled Phi Delta Theta fraternity

Young anymore.

"Have you taken your Camay Beauty

.

.

HO

wrist watch,

from W.E.P." Reward. Phone

''SJ.S.

be

to

ii

.

LOST

ADS

side,

tomorrow
It

CLASSIFIED

"Yes!"

pleats and a Barry efficiently "house-cleans" and
fare to where the contest was being
good hem which is original nowadays, freshes the skin surface, makes a quick
Mr. Eadie, an official of the Bell
itaged
The jacket is of pure red wool,
Telephone Company of Canada, will
bound and gentle refresher af ter gym or swimAnd have the years erased all your
with the same plaid as the
Du Barry Cleansing Cream
make use of his wide experience in the
skirt. Thi:
empty gratefulness to those fellow pupils
smartie number can be
field of communication in .tracing
worn with a exquisitely fragrant too.
the
of yours at Hollywood High who took
red sweater, green or any
development of the telephone from the
other land
up a collection to send you to the conthat matches the colors
in the plaid
early days of its history up to it:
WHAT'S
THIS
AT
test?
And
didn't
Milton,
our
-Milton
very similar to the creation
modern form and will explain presentin Vogtu the Evangeline Shops? Have you scei
(producer of the follies, tickets on sale
you admired not long ago.
day advances in the improvement of
ittractive housecoats in many
Many others
differ
soon, meanwhile sign your name for
to choose from.
Foster's is between
colors and materials and styles f
telephone
and by means of
tickets in the U.C. rotunda and hurry,
Bay and Yonge, at 45 Bloor Street
colored sound motion picture will cover
West. Those casy-to-wash seersuckers
hurryl), dig down deep and contribute
made up in varying designs from polka
the highlights of a modern construction
five-cent piece to the cause of your
JOAN PJGBY'S °CLOTHES always dots to a conservative one
project
color. Then
career and the declamation contest
seem so singularly good. Everything
is there are tJiose luxurious quilted satin
The lecture will be open to the public.
Of course you didn't win. But is
there, from skirts to wear
around, to the ones, designed for thai cosy feeling
that
any
reason
to be callous about the
tnost glamorous and
colorful dress for which is just as comfortable as
it looks.
decent and proper ritual of repayment
n formal party; clothes
with tliat pedi- Housecoats may be had from 5.95 to
of debt? Come now Alexis! 'Fess up,
greed look, clothes which can do
a little 13.95. And, by the way, here's a surprecious, don't you feel a wee bit low
belter than hold their
own in any prise
the Evangeline Shops now have
The record program, held daily in
about the whole shabby business ? How
sophisticated company the world
over. slippers to make your dainty feet still
the Women's Common Room
about it?
Lefs have that jitney!
There's positive economy in
in
choosing more dainty when you wear one of these
U.C.
from 4.00 to 5.30, is open to
Cadesby needs it today more than ever.
and purchasing clothes which grow
more alluring houscoats.
men and women of every college
the producer of the U.C. Folies,
friendly with the years, clothes
which do
and faculty. Today's program;
you know, tickets on sale soon, and
not look shabby and world-weary
after a
Brahms: Academic Festival Overmeanwhile sign your name for tickets in
few short montlts. Joan Rigby's clothes
ture.
the U.C.
rotunda and hurry, hurry,
are clothes with a future
as

of plaid.

The University of Toronto Press

Hollywood

I

Oh, I know

MANY A GOOD LOOKING GAL

SEEN

And

Hmmm?

—o—

newest college toggery? These tilings
are knock-outs, specifically
designed

your hour of need.

is

1

.

HAVE YOU

past

in

with Sloan's .A gentle pattingare at Julius Simon's, wliere clothes inSloan's Liniment would have trough
tended to brighten the eye of your mascunter irritation to the spot
line escort ore in full array .Important
eased the trouble.
Sloan's has ».
Hem .
Camel's hair coats, handfrom a simple inhalator for colds
slitched for very superior Campus
wear.
quick relief for muscular aches,
Team one of these with a smart checked
being tops in quality, it has earned
suit from among the many in varii
ploee on the medicine cabinet of more
smooth-fitting styles. Date dresses
Canadian homes than any other liniment.
tn unusually seductive
lines, many ex.

Long

is your gratitude to those who with important people, perhaps?"
with a sad face to
gave you a helping hand when you were
"Well, there was Lon McAUiser,
that Saturday evening date after
down and out and down?
was in my class. He was doing radi
out in rugby or basketball
And, now look at Milton Cadesbyl work then. And there was Bob Opper
soccer, it's dollars to doughnuts he
Look at him, frittering
'orgotfen to treat some slight injury Go ahead
"Ooooh, Bob Opper?"

OR

and Bond Values

Interest

—

tricts

! !

DOUGHERTY:

irqintajjare
>a£)t

HU

Control Japan's Imports
Dr. T. Z. Koo's

Is

Advice

The Undergraduate Newspaper

OCCUPATI ON UN IMPORTANT
LXV

VOL.
"Military occupation of Japan is not
important," said Dr T 7
in an interview with The Varsity.
Dr. Koo was advisor'
to'the
Chmese Delegation at the San Fransisco
Conference and has imt
come to Canada from a tour of various
international and studeM
student
organizations in the United States.
"The really important thing is keeping Japan
in orrW i« ,„ .
»
i
lier imports and productive
abilities" he continued
?
cannot live without imports from abroad.
2* t
It is our dutv ,n
they do live, but it is also our duty to
see that
°
start another war.
The only really eftSv
""' Ve

out this

is

Occupation

wa? *° dc. this
LtlT'tb

,vith-

In regard to the recent San Fransisco
Conference, Dr. Koo said that it
really too early to give amy opinion.
On paper there is "sufficient to do a
great deal but

it

IS

Cases, Cadavers, Forgotten

to

As
Queens Radio Club

virtually useless."

Broadcasts Again
30— (CUP)—With

last

few weeks, the medi-

the

tution,

created at the same time.
two dozen men and women
As the years rolled by, "Daffydil" and
it
was announced by .the Communist auditioned for "Pigs is Pigs" last Thurs"Epistaxis" grew up together,
party that they would put their army day at the CFRC studios. The lead role
being
under the control of the National was played by Dr. William Angus, who joined by the other campus productions,
"Dentantics" and the "U.C. Follies."
adapted
the
Government.
story
for radio production.
As for Russia, even
Announcing and performing are only However, in passing from an innocent
though it is a powerful; enigmatic
childhood, through adolescence, into macountry, Dr. Koo comments "Stalin is two of the activities offered by the Radio
turity, "Daffydil's"
character became
getting on in years. Soon there will be Workshop; producers, turn-table opertainted—
as characters will—until finally
ators,
the necessity for his secession.
script-writers, continuity-writers,
Then
censorship was necessary. In the year
the question of a successor will come up, and sound- effects men a ll participate.
1939 the censors refused to allow the
There can be no change of leadership in
show to be staged unless a certain scene
a totalitarian state without much interwas removed. Unfortunately, when the
nal unrest
Russia will he reluctant to
curtains rolled back that year, by
some
commit herself till she knows how she
The Varsity regrets a misunder-

About

going on and only the other day

still

I

CORRECTION

Rifle

Ottawa by

Association

To Hold

VARSITY DE FEATS ARGOS,

have ceaselessly sought "Daffy-

Watch out Western

""s" reinstatement

Their efforts were
arded when Doctor Cody, as one of

lowing

this,

Medicine,

Folthe heads of the Faculty of

early

this

gave

fall,

their

approval.

Since getting his go-ahead, the
medical
student body has been working
feverishly
to have the returning
"Daffydil" in

had been

to

on November
20.
Despite the drawback of heavy
censorship, the show is taking
shape.
Around and about the rehearsals everyone is confident that "Daffydil" will
be
an outstanding success. Bob
Andrew,
III Meds, in charge of
publicity, states,'

Mlaheux

•

T
I

high-riding University of Tor°»<° spirit haj spread to the members of

.

opic

the

the

any

signifi-

a decided improvement
"French
French in

Canadians

their

want

to

to

D.

W.

confuson

Barlett, II Vic.

may have

occasioned

its

it

readers

Last Saturday,

stay the roof

language and in their

As a means

of

facilitating

bi-

is

held Wednesday resulted in a 6-1
victory
for the double blue. Rumor has
it that

Stevens was more than satisfied
with
work of his team. Rumor had to

the

say

it as the scrimmage was
held behind locked and guarded doors.

thereby promoting Ca-

lineup.

social

This year's social activities at Victoria
College will get under way Saturday

civil

V.C.F. Lecturer

Is

services,

emphasis

In a V.C.F. lunch hour meeting yes-

press,

law,

Abbe Mayeux suggested a

bi-

terday Mr. Russell Graham continued lingual coast to coast digest of the
press,
the first Scarlet and Gold his dicussion
series
on the subject an idea which he recommended particdance of the year will be held at Wymil- 'Christianity,
a religion or a way of ularly to students.

wood.

life?"

Lome

Williamson and his orchestra
music for dancing which

will furnish the

commences

at 8:30.

Refreshments

will

be served during intermission.

Discussing the place of education

Illustrating

ibis

bal-

anti-British feeling and ad-

when

night

The

on

French ance of the club is raring to go. Mcl
Lawson's arm, Stu Scott's boot, Gord
rocacy of separatism are largely con's receiving hands, Bob
Henry's
fined to the small minority of organized fleet feet, Bill
Lawrence's plunges, and
lan'onaiists, he indicated. As a means of
(Continued on page 3)
;liminating extreme sectionalism in the

Graham

Russell

And Gold

Scarlet

House Range.

of the government: its proposal to refar this year the club's activities
serve the right of cancelling citizenship
have been confined to shooting to enable
and deporting anyone at will Action
the members to get acquainted prior to
on the narrower Japanese issue was
the election of the officers for the year.
deferred pending a more general
The Utton Cup, presented annually to pression of student
opinion.
the best marksman of the year, will be
The Varsity regrets any

point with stories of
the Bhils in India, he

X-Ray Appointments
Chest

in

and

the problem of Anglo-French relations,

this

final

X-ray examinations for

first

year students arc being held

and next week in the East Block
his work among
Abbe Mayeux stressed the importance of the
Parliament Buildings. Students
said that God is seeking the fellowship not only of uniformity in text
books, arc reminded that
they must keep
of men who are willing to worship but of the just interpretation of history
their appointments for .these
examinHim "in spirit and in reality," He ad- in the classroom. He advocated the ations.
Any first or final year sudent
ded, "I don't think God will ever be- study of Canadian history in the
light who has not yet
made an appointment
come real to us until we're prepared to of the trend of world events.
should contact the Health Services
imAbbe Mayeux declined to give a form mediately.
let Him deal with the sin in our lives."
Mr. Graham will conclude this special al speech, devoting most of his time
Students are also reminded that they
questions and discussion.
ries of meetings to-day in Room 111
In his must keep their appointments
for medipreliminary comments on mehod of eduof the Anatomy Building.
cal examinations.
la spite of continued
cation in Quebec, he spoke of the new
warnings many students are failing
to
importance which political science has
keep their appointmnts for both
medical
assumed in the last twenty years. Beand X-ray examinations. The
Health
fore that time it was considered
merely Serivce has announced that fines
will be
a sub-division of philosophy.
1

Dr.

Kennard Thompson, Guest

Of

S.P.S. Engineering Society

Don Meek,

Social Director of the
Victoria College Union, announced that
although the ticket sales is limited, a few
tickets are still available at the

V.C.U.

office.

Two more

By Fred Kahn
Perhaps the oldest living special corAfter graduation, he had ten years exrespondent of the Toronto Globe and perience on th
design and constructon
one of the oldest graduates from S.P.S of iron bridges.
He estimates that he
is back on the campus for a visit.
was probably responsible for the build-

With a

firm handshake and

in his eye, the 82 year old Dr.

Scarlet and Golds will be
held during the fall term.

Editorial

a twinkle ing of 200 such structures. And in the
Kennard following 10 years he put in the found-

Dr. Thomson founded the U. of T. En- for headaches that has never failed him
gineering Society out of a nucleus of
coffee ice cream soda.
five friends.
To-day he has advice for
After leaving foundations, he put out
students.

shingle

..is

as

a consulting

engineer.

"Don't get a permanent job the day Two millionaires gave him his first
you graduate," he told us.
"Move job to settle a bet on the height of a
around for 10 years and see what you're hill. Now a retired consulting engineer
fitted for."
And marry a fine Toronto with fifty years of varied experience begirl
marry young
Idid."
hind him, Dr. Thomson has settled no
more millionaire bets.
Deaf since the

—

—

—

Thomson

age of three, Dr.
graduated from S.P.S. in

Civil Engineering in 1886, after

of

He
and

a

total

Dr.

Thomson has

some
more than

only nine years formal schooling. 60 years of engineering practice. In the
headed his class for three years last 36 years he has not lost a day's
still
knows the names and dates work through sickness. Four or five

of the first ten years of graduates.
It

was as an undergraduate

which
as secretary and

lie

in

his

life

consecutive hours
that he

introduced the idea of an Engineering
Society, in

times

subsequently served

he has worked
without

sleep.

86

But

he recommends sleep and regulated livg as one of the requisities of success.

Speaking of his admiration and

to

Tomorrow over
Western Ontario

of

do more in the next 20 years than
done in the last 80."

From Shanghai To Hong Kong
Dr. Koo Evaded Jap Bombing

1.100 Toronto students will visit the
University
for the third game of the Intercollegiate

Rugby
team. They

schedule. They will go as guests, to
support a visiting
should not go determined to give Londoners,
ai all costs, a taste
ot the destruction which swept
this campus last week.
As readers of our correspondence columns will
know, last
week's orgy of thieving and wanton destruction
has
relations

By John McRae
The most vivid thing to me," said [a few
days when he learned that
his
Dr. T. Z. Koo, secretary of the World's
fnend was a Chinese traitor,
a Jap spy,
tending the Student Christian Movewho had skipped out of Shanghai
just
ment Conference here, "is the sudden
ahead of the Chinese police
in 1939.
change which has come into my life in
This gives a small idea of the
kind of
the past year. For 3 years I had been livman Dr. Koo is. Even a Japanese
ing in occupied China evading the Japs.
spy would risk his life to save
him.
In the space of a few weeks I found myDr. Koo was wearing a lightlyself out of China and acting as advisor
braided

strained the

between the Universities involved, and brought students

in general into serious disrepute with the
general public. Rampant
vandalism shows signs of going so far that only
a renewal of the
ban on intercollegiate sports will check it.

Students of the University of Toronto should
realize that
Last week's display

offences of this kind cannot go unpunished.
will cause its perpetrators a large sum
of

money, and an incalCaput will

m

culable loss
repute. It is unlikely thai the Toronto
tolerate a loss of either kind.

Our spirit will be on display in London tomorrow.
us to show that we understand what spirit
means; thai
mean a flamboyant sequence of criminal acts.

Record Hour

re-

finally president
spect for the late Dean Galbraith of
Dr. Thomson firmly declares himself,
S.P.S., Dr. Thomson said, "I sometimes
a student of 82," and dislikes the
hear the presidents of universities bragterm 'student' applied to undergrads
ging about new ideas.
Thre wasn't
only.
one thing Dean Galbraith didn't do in
During his summer, Dr. Thomson •77."
handled all branches of construcion for
As he stood at the door saying goodthe C.P.R. in the Canadian
Rockies night, his parting words were "I hope
"still

where he also served as special corresponds for the Toronto Globe.

I

established

enviable records during his

instituted if this practice is
continued.

VAN DAL SM

New York is a guest of the Engineer- ations for about fifty New York skying Society at this year's School Dinner. scrapers.
It was during this
latter
At a similar dinner, sixty years ago, period that Dr. Thomson found a cure
of

The record programme

mon Room of University College is
open to men and women students
from

all colleges

and

faculties.

Today's programme includes:
Brandenburg Concerto Number 5.

Back

Brahms—Piano
2 in

B

Minor.

Concerto

gray gown.

the Qu'nese

Number

A

quiet

man, a

Delegation at the San
thoughtful man, a man arousing
interest
Don't you see? even
before he begins to speak.
His
It was so sudden I still find it hard to
keen brown eys are full life,
missing

Francisco Conference.

It is
it

up

to

does not

believe."

nothing.
He has a way of speaking,
Certainly there have been a lot of sud- clearly, simply
and yet so effectively that
den changes in Dr. Koo's life in the past
erything he says is easily
understoodfew years. On Dec 7, 1941 he was
Dr. Koo has only one hobby.

OFF TO WESTERN

held daily

from 4-5:50 in the Women's Com-

on

With the exception of Joe Woodyatt,
nadian unity be advocated the frequent
5 serious injuries exist on the
club.
interchange of students between Quebec Bob Armstrong is
still courting flu, but
and Ontario.
Gus Campbell who missed .the first two
Opposition to
federal
control
of games will be in the

BEAT WESTERN
Vic To oponsor

Spirit

the club and the campus
was
lacking at the McMaster game. In
the
league opener at Kingston, both
showed

French Canadians

lish.

protest

So

Varsity football team.

both

lingualism and

was directed specifically
Election of officers and representation
against the impending deportation of
will feature Monday afternoon's meeting of the University of Japanese-Canadian s
Readers who read the story in its enToronto Civilian Rifle Association.
The meeting will be held at 5 p.m. at the tirely will realize that the protest was
directed against a much broader action
Hart

more

The

came off. If similar progress
made, the outcome of the Western encance,
•Daffydil' will soon regain
its way of looking at things," said CapL conuter
is hardly in doubt
pre-1939 status as the outstanding
pro- 1'Abbe Arthur Mayeux of Laval UniWarren Stevens, meanwhile, has been
duction on the University campus,"
versity, author of French Canada and putting
the team
through strenuous
Meanwhile, this year's issue of the Britain
at Wymilwood last night
training.
An Argo-Varsity scrimmage
"If early rehearsals are of

the Students' Administrative

While the Council's action was correctly reported in the text of the story
the headline gave the impression that

Election

procure

in vain.

tip-

top shape for presentation

6-1

1

That seems to be the password of the football-crazed
populace on
this campus as the Varsity Blues leave
for the Western Ontario
metropolis.
Football fever seems to have hit an all-time
high around these
parts as Warren Stevens' Blues improve
with time.
Tickets for
Saturdays game are at a premium and have
been that for the
past two days ever since the Athletic Office
announced that it had
disposed of 1100 tickets and that further
efforts

his last official acts before retiring,
gave
his consent to "Daffydil's" return.

Council.

of awards

awarded

1100 Tickets Sold Here

faculty's traditional publication
Epistaxis
Language ties, he believes, are even
is rapidly taking form. The
editor, Art stronger
than
religious
sentiments
queer quirk of fate, the scene in question
Cliisholm, I Meds, sums up "haemorstanding by which a misleading headHowever,
Abbe Mayeux denied the exappeared. The confounded censors shook
rhage from the nose," as "full of good, istence
line was put on the story in yesterday's
of any widespread reluctance
their heads approvingly, and
proceeded clean, subtle humor."
paper concerning the protest wired to
among French Canadians to learn Eng-

stands."

New High

to

dents

"Daffydil."

In Dr. Koo's opinion, "It will
take producton of "Pigs is Pigs" Wednesday
Away back in the dim dark past, .the
China at least ten years to get back
on night by the Queen's Drama Guild Radio year 1895
to be exact, medical students
her feet again. Not only do we have Workshop, Queen's own radio
station, at
the University of Toronto, tiring
of
to make improvements, but we have
CFRC, went on the air for the first
to
cadavers, microscopes, and heart
murrebuild those made before 1937 and
time in several winter sessions
submurs, put their heads together
to rig
sequently devastated by war." Dr.
During the summer session,
Koo
the up some form
of relaxation. "Daffydil,"
considers that there has been much
Queen's Radio Institute sponsored
exa probably
the first student production to
production from CFRC,
aggeration about the Communist
The Radio hit this
upcampus was the result "EpisWorkshop
rising in China.
last
year
For one thing the
produced a halftaxis," the program for the
show was
amicable talks beween the two leaders hour program over CKWS.

are

As

ban "Daffydil" and "Epistaxis" from
cal students of this University
liave been the campus.
busy reviving an old and legendary instiFor the past six years, medical stu-

depends on how the
Kingston, Oct

1945

Enthusiasm Hits

"Daffy-Dil Nite" Revived

During the

nations will operate it

2

BLUES TACKLE WESTERN TOMORROW

"Tw«
7
tW
T

control her imports.
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-THIS

Koo

He

waiting in Hong Kong for a clipper to plays the flute. One
of the first things we
completed take him to San Francisco; it was de- noticed when he entered
the room was a
to send the University of Toronto Band layed one day and that was enough. long round object, rolled up in
brown
On the next he was dodging Jap bombs paper under his arm.
"Yes" he said
to participate in the rugby week-end at
and trying to find a safe hiding place. "that's my flute
J never go wyviten
Western University tomorrow, it was He was forced to remain in Hong Kong w.thout it It was the
one thing that
for two months under an ssumed name. even the
Japs did not consider political
announced late yesterday by E. A. MacFortunately he soon met an old ac- and so they let
me keep it" Dr. Koo
donald,
Secretary-Treasurer
of
the quaintance
who was able to smuggle has promised to play some
traditional
Students' Administrative Council
him into China. He had only been there
(Continued on page 2)

Arrangements

have

been

I
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Correspondence

Editorial

We

May We

Protest

Zo

tention an

like to

received

to your athappened on

draw

that

incident

Saturday at Yonge

near Carlton at

St.

S :30 p.m.

cab south on \onge
I was driving my
Nabbed by J. Doberman Pincher,
when a crowd of Varsity students
made Campus Police Force, in the act of prenumbering two or three hundred
paring
a battery of spray-guns for a
celebration
the victim of their riotous
vicious smear campaign" on the offices
of their rugby victory.
Varsity, Hal Bray, editor of
The
of
business,
happen to be in the taxi
I
Journal, spent last night in
was forced The Queen's
and as I had a call to make
President's private padded cell.
the
time.
that
at
to go south on Yonge St.
summary conviction, Bray
Following
in chain
These students were stretched
was manacled and will be led off this
zig-zagging across the
fashion and
start a two-month sentence
morning
to
pass
Because I attempted to
street.
guinea-pig in the Hart House Tuck
crowding as
them they stopped my car by
Shop's research lab.
and not wanting to knock any
:.

—

ing of the nose.
commending the spirit
quite agree with the Journal
defeat. The fighting Tri-Colorsjjut
of Queen's, even in its" hour of
than the Blue Team s
show
bigger
Saturday-a
last
show
up a good
able to put on when they visited
less numerous supporters were
and the University of
Kingston. That is all to Queen's credit,
spirit, heartily acclaims it.
Toronto, for from decrying the Gaelic

We

Damning Evidence
What we do not commend, what we

letter

Unithe President of the

:

Dear Sir:
I would

The Queen's
Varsity, styled "usually staid and aloof" by
"thumbed its nose at
Journal in a recent editorial attack, lias not
Large, ot
at
"Hoodlums
the Kingston university. In the editorial,
About
was made:
which the Journal complains, this statement
Vars,ly
The
reached
report
Oct. 25) a
1 -30 this morning ( Thursday,
begun their rugby rowdyism
that a gang of unidentified Imodiums had
had painted a huge
daVs early. Some time after midnight they
—
.
,
annul ik. ycuun < ;uccu s uh
aloof, scarcely
and
staid
sufficiently
the editorial statement—

below a

publish

Wednesday by
versity

The

the street,

vehemently condemn,

them down I was forced to
They then proceded to behave

the

is

fashion that
Italy or

in

a

would not be tolerated

in

had intended to bury
office

gTatuity, which I
I invested all my
and six
ceived after serving five years
overall but two months being

Queen's Engineering Dept were confis-

re-

On

slightest.

quoting,

we have been

,t

'

:

the front page of

'OVERI.00D.TRICOLOR

months,

STUDENTS LEAVE THEIR MARK ON TORONTO...
game in six
over

cated and used as evidence. One, with a
diesel motor and a nozzle resembling a

Now I good-sized tuba, was identified by police
service with the army.
cm as the horn of the Jounutl is accustomed
have to spend thirty or forty dollars
think it to toot after rugby games.
I
afford.
repairs which I can iff
"It's our own horn, and we're proud
be at
a downright shame that I should
Bray aserted manfully.
If I could have got a of it,"
this expense.
have
Also in evidence was a bottle of liquid
police officer I definitely would
seas

of the first out-of-town Queen's rugby
city ot
000 Tricolor men and women swarmed to the
literally and figuraToronto last week-end and painted it red— both
" This story, and others in the issue, went on to report in some
tively
Queen s stuand with obvious delight, preparations made by

Taking advantage
years

under a three-foot coating of paint

of a special composition, designed to seal
every air-hole and suffocate the editorial

Germany

a
They stole my gasoline tank cap,
ff inside.
windshield
claimed at
wiper "blade; cracked the
'It'd >take a long time," he
broke
windows;
they'd
glass and one of the
trial. "Those people are so stuffy
doors
running board, and twisted the
probably have survived in that airless
and then
room for days."
by continually slamming them ;
dented the fenders by kicking them.
Monster sprayers produced by the

We

^^j55S3S not appalled in the
says:

far as can be ascertained. Bray
The Varsity's

As

stop.

of

undeniably criminal vandalmanifestation of college spirit in what is
to degrade the name ot
ism It can scarcely be considered smart
indiscriminately on such
about
Queen's University" by plastering it
Victoria Infirmary, Conbuildngs as The Royal Bank of Canada, the
the Stadium itself
mention
to
not
vocation Hall, and Hart House,
lamp-standards^ there was
and numerous street-corners, roads, and
Bay
and Bloor streets.
at
stand
man's
blind
a
even Queen's paint on
that such a puerile
should have expected the Journal to realize
mater of the
alma
the
for
respect
lack
of
gross
a
display marked

the issue

1945

2,

1

detail

dents for the paint assault.

composition, called by
a charge against some of the stu- of an unknown
Bray "Quen's Spirit." Slight confusion
court
when the bottle became
occurred
in
bring this
I am wondering if you can
momentarily confused with others left
if
matter before the students and see
behind in the Royal Stork Hotel last
laid

Journal Inaccuracies

dents.

blame on the
The Journal complains that The Varsity "put the
without first conducting
entire student body of Queen's University
assign blame
we
did
Nowhere
investigation."
even the most cursory
discussion. If the Journal
for the Thursday morning episode under
entire student
"the
with
hoodlums"
"unidentified
choses to identify
body of Queen's," that is its own
But we do know where the
affair.
blame

be needed in a rather obvious case.
inacEither the Journal's reporting is
or its editorial writing is deliberately dishonest
"One of the cardinal requirements of
journalism is accuracy. The Varsity

curate,

what

to right this in-

hard

of newswriting

technique

Room

for

All

afternoon.

4:30 this

'ct

own

College

at

members

of

is

At the request of University analysts,
Constable Pincher uncapped the bottle
and tried a swig. He immediately
about

grotesquely

danced

town.

room,

the

making a disgusting noise with his
truncheon which listeners said sounded
like "Cha Gael Cha Gael Cha Gael."
MUIR No translator was furnished.

Thanking you for your co-operation
in this matter,

W. A.

{Comment

is

quite mpcrftuotts

and any students not
registered with the Undergraduate

The Varsity

last five

scheduled

is

University

37,

week-end.

to think that

have done the

I

year I have come back to find that

on the

series of lectures

Third of a

Here

may

after

way

It is pretty

not safe to drive in your

and the Journal knows

the Journal throughout its columns
supplies whatever corroborative evidence

justice.

Varsity Staff Lecture

for the later, widespread outit too.

lies

rages,

they can see their

— ed)

woo

staff,

Newspaper, but intersted in journalism

Dr. Koo's

New

in

Advice

He

York.

has

other

three

His eldest son is with the
children.
(Continued from page I)
American Marines in North China.
th
conflute
during
his
airs
on
His wife and two younger children are
evidently docs not know
During the war he
And it is strange that we taff with a practical knowledge of the ference.
still
in Shanghai.
foe Journal
Koo's
of
Dr.
"the
least
one
at
upon
Evidently
seizing
have
a
direct
of
lecture
will
subject, the
had much difficulty in getting to see
should be accused
nose at bearing on the production of the Uni' children inherited his love of music. them, His house was watched night and
slightest pretext" to thumb our
being •ersity student daily.
His eldest daughter is studying music day and entered and searched at least
Queen's, "provoked by the pressure
fine

Quoth

this."

Simpson's Collegiate Club Alumnae,'44-'45
is

having a party for

its

members and

their friends at

Glen

Stables in York Mills on November 10th. It is the first
time the old club has been together since last Easter and it is
hoped that everyone will be able to come. If you can come,
please contact either Ted Sublett at HY. 7684 or Ruth Comfort
at RA. 5208 before November 3rd.

Mawr

invited to attend.

,re

Given by a member

The Varsity Chinese

of

I

exerted

on

emulate

before

sleepy campus
was too late

(our)
it

Queen's."

exhilarating spirit of

we

should

What

be provoked by this pressure?

It

was

all others,

above

force,

ing lo exert this pressure?

Keep

to

once a week.

the

Why

Dr.

Jjrt,

NEW YOUNG

Clean

gold
as the last vestiges of red, blue and
can be scrubbed and sand-blasted out of
evidence.

.

A

audience welcomed the concert of the

young Canadian
Although
and

the

Molly Levinter,
Eaton Auditorium

pianist,

Wednesday night

in

program was

varied

First

»i

Discussion

not hide

its

head— if

anything,

over the vandalism of

its

it

crows-

readers.

It

does not mind numbering criminals on
complains
its subscription list; it only

when they are denounced as

such.

however, are no
exception to the rule that vandalism is

f

^

evoke was lacking.

Molly Levinter possesses an air of
calmness and determination.
Some of her playing lacks clarity and
feeling, her pedal becomes blurred and
as arc not infrequent But the

aplomb,

Toronto students,

criminal.

the

peggios,

ihould

Doris Broad, Eng. Lang. & Lit IV
opened the proceedngs by sketching a
brief history of the various colleges

ihe campus.

She pointed out

on

that dupli-

cation of certain courses resulted

from

instructon being given not only at U.C.
most impressive factor of her playing but also at Trinity, Vic, and St Mikes'.
her enormous power which exceeds One of the reasons for the existence of
that of

many

adults pianists.

Monte

Council.

the present system, she said is the de-

Mi
The Toccata and Fugue in
nominational character of religious eduby Back-Tausig proved to be the first cation; and amalgamated system would
big thrill of the evening. Miss Levinter have to take this into consideration.
has evidently found her forte in Bach';
Ken Morrison, Pol. Sc. II, predicted
music just as he lavished all his im- that a union of the Arts Colleges would
mense genius on producing a perfect tend to dispel any existing emphasis
score, so she makes use of her great upon dcnominationalism.
However, he
technical accomplishments to interpret added that the large numbers
of

his

work

Manaffing Editor.
Assistant

Make-up Editor
Assistant
riewfl uiiiui

an admirable

stu-

Assistant

Assistant
Snorts Editor
"Women'. Assistant

of

piano virtuosos

MuU, 4T6
Emns, 41o

Editor

is

more experience,

following schedule

may

is

and Advertising Manager
E. A. MACDONALD

Night Editor: Barbara Hood

the

opinion that

Sunday

Evening

be informed of the

Concert

—Leslie

Holmes, baritone, Hart House.
Shakespeare Society The Merry
Wives of Windsor Sat., Nov. 3rd

—

less

643-V JarvlsSt., Toronto

—

ssohn Schubert and Mozart

Reduced Student
Rates of

$4.50

ROYAL YORK HOTEL

GOOD ONLY UNTIL NOV.

10

WED., NOV. 7th
Continuous Dancing 9-2
Three Orchestras
Playing

STRAUSS WALTZES

Take advantage

of this

Christmas

low rale for your

gift subscriptions

conducted by

The University of Toronto Press

ETTORE MAZZOLENI
FRANCO AUTORI
REX BATTLE

BOOK DEPARTMENT

Adrienne While,
Alexandra Belugin
Leopoldine Pichier
Assisting Artists

3|art

%0Mt

^Bulletin JBoarb

Three Dance Bands

ELLIS McLINTOCK
bis trumpet

and orchestra

with Yvonne Leo

FRANK BOGART
piano and orchestra
his

featuring Belly Dovia

HORACE LAPP
his orchestra to a hiring
Pal Berry and Rudy Hanson

Northern Vocational.
Ballet Highlights—All week at the
Royal Alex,
Albencri Trio 'Monday Nov. S at
Eaton Auditorium trios by Mendel-

Special

PROM BALL

SI. 50

at

MAGAZINE

tS

and

intimate.

printed so

city's cultural activities.

nesa

also expressed

would of necessity become much

Coming Events
The

that students
Stiff Photograph er_

rison

EILEEN SANDERS staff-student and inter-student
relations

.Volly

Jerry

Assistant...

CU.P- & Exchange

-

far

contains

Mor-

,

Blanche Stanley, 4T6
E. Ross McLean. 4T7
..R r H er man, 4T6
-Mickey Mi cha siw, 4T7

mat KfaaUSc enlnhw

THE

style.

playing

Levinter's

"

..........

Feature Editor.-

Men's

in

dents involved would complicate the
a matter of administration, and that social
combined
with
re- organization
certain
verve
such as the Dramatic
,-W. Hash Kenner, B.A.
strained strength that is unusual in one Society and French
Club would probably
6
-Robert R.
J^""™'
Hood. B.A. so young.
What she requires most to become so unwieldy as to neccssiatc diBarbara KPh.1 Shacklr—
enable her to take a place in the ranks visions into smaller
-Peg Wollarunits
Mr.

Miss

LIFE

Make It A Date

D

Established 1880
Canadian University Pres.
PuMished five tiroes a week br the Stodents' Administrative Council ct the University ot Toronto. Opinions expressed in
these columns ore not necesianljr the officii!
Admin IstratlTe
Students'

t,

alternating

noteworthy for
The question
year in Alumni Hall.
hades of tone, cxcellant runs and ar- under consideration was, 'Should the
and the nimbly-fingered trills, Arts College in the University of Torbut the expression which Chopin's music onto be united in one Faculty?"
vas

°Oci Uia

W. M. Dhnni

came away from
Yesterday afternoon at 4:15 p.t
There is, admittedly, room for inr
with mixed feelings. Miss Levinter's Debating Society of Victoria College
provement in the conduct of all uni- it
two
Chopin numbers held their first panel discussion of the
of
the
execution
versity students when college spirit takes
the artist's abilities, I

misdirected turns. The Journal apparently does not recognize this. It does

Tomor-

S.C.M. Con-

World Church and

TAMMERINC

allowing great scope for

brilliant,

will speak at the

World Charter"

Victoria Holds

Once

will be speaking to the U. of
on the subject "World Student

ference on the"The

Toronto

enthusiastic

typically

row he

PIANIST

Subscribe at

Koo

I.S.S.

Relief' this afternoon at 4:30.

striv-

The Varsity?

We agree with the Tricolor paper that
Varsity would do well to do a bit of
housecleaning on its own campus. This
should be set about forthwith—as soon

Music and Drama

PER PERSON — NO TAX
DRESS OPTIONAL

Tickets al

HEINTZMANS,
MOODEY'S,

DRUMMER'S PARADISE
ERNEST JOHNSON, Manager

Friday Afternoon Recital
Muriel Kilby, marimbist, will give a recital in the music
room of Hart House at 5 p.m. today. Joyce Kilmaster will
be at the piano. This is the first Friday Afternoon Recital
of the season. Members of Hart House are invited to
attend.

Glee Club
In view of its commitments the Glee Club has decided to
hold two rehearsals every week at 5.00 p.m. Mondays and
Tuesdays. The next rehearsal will be Monday 5th No-

vember.

Attendance

is

essential.
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Johnny Metras Quite Uneasy;
In Play Found At McGill
(Continued from page 1)
Wil Henry, Rod Smith, Johnny
Farmei
blocks are fit, willing Bill Daniel, Ted
Toogood, John Kiland able. So are fellows like AI Scott, patrick, Don
Louckcs, Don 'Bark,
Jack
McReynolds, Jimmy O'Brien and'
Rudy
Grass.

The

confidence that prevailed
prior
to the second Queen's
match is not as

Hombres que

loticeable

among

levertheless,

se Afeitan

their

minds as

fire

display of fight

with the Blues too easily.
Apparently the McGill games disclosed
faults in the play
of .the backfield and
Metras (has concentrated his efforts
on

loa hombres que necesariamente tienen que afeitarse todos

Crema Glider

resulta in-

estimable: es suave ... no irrita
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.

,

.

,

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
caliente y jabtm En seguida, esparzase
rapidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jam&s con Broclta.

Hace

that have prevailed

upon the
and which call
London home have among them Harry
Szumlinski, Joe Krol's nunning mate
on
he championship team of '39,
Herb
sport

pages

this

fall

Ballantyne, captain of this years
edition,
Don McFarlane, leading Mustang scorer
this

Doug

year,

Cook,

Runneymede
Curry,

starry

Jack Cole, Paul
Bob Rrol-Joe's

Fabi
VValden Joe

tersa la piel

Dick
and kicking half
George Curtis and Joe Koskie.
Add to these a half dozen others
who
have had enough experience
up front to
Plug most of the holes
and
cousin,

Farley, a fine running

Al instante, la Crema Glider suaviza
piel— da instantanea tersura a las
escamosidades superficiales de la piel.
la

Permite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ras de la piel, sin irritarla,
Ayuda a eliminar esa molest ia que
sienten los hombres de piel muy flna al

brunt of the worries of
Warren Stevens
Saturday evening will bring

afeitarse diariamente, les deja el cutis
mas suave y rn&n limpio.

sity?"

^

there

to

in

LT,
a

thev
they

SP

Tux and

tails,

size ZS, in excellent

Phone RA. 5740

after 5

Phone HU.

9500.

TRAVELLING SPACE
Driving to London

Room

LOST

S.A.C.

Please

leave

„

e

know

their

Lr

^>

foT^

... And what "appeneo
happened

McMasler, Western

me

to the

^

°

'i!

^^

Anyl,°°'

TO

Sat morning.

And

O.A.C.

Tomorrow morning
ite

Harrier

Team

the Intercollegi- the Varsity
entry and his team members
of the University of will
be Joe Taylor, U.C. Goering, Trinoff in quest of the
ity; Bill Adams, S.P.S.;

Toronto, will be
championship at Hamilton.
The
tance will be approximately five
and
half-miles and opposition will
be
vided by McMaster and Western

There comes a time when all good sportwomen
get tired. So Polly says
Woman." So we say, "Okay I" So she says,
"Write it on
S
P t

versities

;

and Matt Den-

dis-

onepor-

nis,

P.H.E.

Team members

are requested to meet

Uni- at the Bus Terminal Bay and Dundas
and the Ontario Agricutural Sts., at nine forty-five tomorrow
mora-

College.

Phil Shackleton will captain

<™

New Handy
miqmu.

more

Dictionary says, quote, Sport: pastime,
game,
Leave us, as the profs would say
delve
(?),

into

SKI

fully.

Pastime: Bridge is a pastime. When one
is looking for something
to
do, one can easily play
Bridge-providing one can readily find three other
mad characters. (Of course by the time those are
found, it's time to go to

ones next

- 4 x 860 yrds.

retirements at Varsity and allowed
student body"?.. .We repeat,
grape!
Mil« R
typewriter has won

Please write a
s'tab !t

x 440 yds.

4

440, 220, 220. 440

entrance

The Sportswoman
r

_ 4 x 220 yds. _
medley

Perhaps tempers were aroused
by The
'

'

X 110 yds.

CLUB

S

THE MEETING FOR THE UNIVERSITY SKI
CLUE HAS
BEEN CANCELLED FOR FRIDAY. NOVEMBER
2nd THERE
WILL BE A MEETING ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

lecture.)

is a game.
People play Bridge—or try to.
Bridge provides mirth, especially during
bidding. Invariably
out with a stink-bid, like we did the other
day. Natohurallv
our partner wiU reply with a raise-"just 'cause
it sounds good" she beami'
ripe! Just two low trump 1" Mirth? But
yes I
Derision: Bridge is best for derision.
Example: see

5 p.m.

will

IN

fi"

ROOM

and

37,

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

women

Affiliation

students interested are asked to
attend
with the Toronto Ski Club has been
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tl
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Obtenga un tubo do Crema Glider
y
pruebela hoy mismo. Escriba per
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Company (Canada) limited Dept.
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phase.
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The
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meeting

this

Ios dfas,

doubt in

little

made up by a

is

and team play.
News from London reveals that
Johnny Metras is not taking
the coming

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y
ECONOMIZA TIEMPO
J-

is

members but

to the final outcome.

lack of optimism

Diariamente

the team

there

1945

©IF

Mark Guppy's

Para los

2.

Please return to

office.

LOST
Shepskin mitten, angora mitten
inon Bloor St., between Stadi-

side, lost

um

LOST
MO.

Please phone
pair of orange
case.

9523

rimmed

and Yonge,

turn in to S.A.C.
if

Please

Here's one of those tricky novelty tunes you'll
keep on httmminft

you find

all the
Nancy Norman, Billy Williams and the Kaye Choir
interpret the
catchy lyrics. Don't miss hearing this top hit at your
Victor Record dealer's.

time!

glasses in red

Lost between U.C. and

LOST

WoBrown

men's Union Tuesday nigh.t

key-case, near

Tuesday,
10

Saturday.
office.

Oct

30th.

gineering Office or

SEATS

Mining

S.A.C

LOOK TO VICTOR RECORDS

Available on bus leaving for Western

Saturday
Tickets

morning.
for

game

$4.00" return.
also

MEETING
Ale and Quail Club,

11

Sat,

a.m.,

VICTOR RECORD

Essex Coach, excellent con-

Serial No. 583197.

Immediate cash
evenings

sale.

Tires

Phone MI.

fair.

1716,

Hall,

Room

19,

Wednesday.

Finder please leave at S.A.C

.
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AND

Hits

. . .

THERE

Here Are

Just a

Few

YOU ARE

LILY BELLE
Freddy Martin and his Orchestra
VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1712 . .

STARS and STRIPES

ON IWO

VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1724

.

JIMA
.

75 e

VYI CTOR i^i

ON

Records

office.

SORRY:
1

.

Newest

THE WORLD'S GREATEST ARTISTS ARE

LOST
Glass-case and glasses in

U.C, or Simcoe

20-1725

Sons of the Pioneers

FOR SALE
$100.00.

No.

COOL WATER

Nov. 3rd, Hotel London.

dition.

for the

JUSI A BLUE SERGE SUIT
TALKIN' TO MYSELF ABOUT YOU
Vaughn Monroe and bis Orchestra

available.

Phone RA. 684a

Also I LOST MY JOB AGAIN
Swing and Sway with Sammy Kaye
Soln on VICTOR RECORD No. 20-172*

BIdg.,

Return to En-

U.C.

DANCE TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE
SIGN LIST IN U. C. ROTUNDA, MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Follies

5th

Thrill to Spectacular

Swimming

Sold

Out

DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF LEN SALCI,
BOBBY GIMBY, THE RED JACKETS

Displays in the Pool

THE VARSITY, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
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BLOOR STREET ^
UNITED CHURCH

Paul's Anglican Church

St.

Bloor S(re«t Eart

Canadian Campus

Corner Bloor and Huron Streets

Rector:

8 a-m.

and

7

Preacher:

—

of London,

—

Preacher: The Hector
"Music and Immortality"

8.15

—

England

p.m.— Friendship Hour

Frederick

C

Silvester,

Organist end Choirmaster

:

Mm.

University Student)

bia, where the Japanese-Canadian problem is of immediate importance. Ed. Queen's University
Note.)
Kingston, Out., Nov. 1—The majority
The following reports reveal that a of the students on campus feel that they
great many Canadian students are ig- are insufficiently informed on the Japannorant of the present Japanese -Canadian ese-Canadian
problem to voice an

B.D..

London, England
Bible Clases
3 p.m.
7 pjn. Evening Prayer

Organist

p.m.

Rev. A. H. Wilkinson

A. H. Wilkinson, B.D.

Charlei Ptaker,

and that

question,

D., F.R.C.O.

Welcome

Deport The Japanese?

(This i
of Canadian Campus has live up to the standard of Canadian
been prepared at the request of The ideals, it would certainly be undemoUbysscy, University of British Colum- cratic to deport them."

D.D.

HOLY COMMUNION
Rev.

We

Shall

Rev. Geo. C. Pidgeon,

a,m.

11

mn.

11

F. H. Wilkinson,
M.A., D.D.

Rev. Canon

not apply

Students Specially

at

this

to

solely

ignorance does

on eastern

those

campi.

A

Welcome

All Services

of Bloor

—Junior Congregation
a.m. —Procession and Solemn

11 ajn.
11

SUNDAY SCHOOL

Eucharist

11 aun.

Introlt,

"O How Glorious."—Willan
C Major—Ireland

Festival Service In

Sunday, November 4th

"EVERLASTING
PUNISHMENT"

Preacher:
Rev. The

The Very

Dean

op

Toronto, D.D.
Motet, "Blessed art the Pure" Da vies

—

Wed. Evening Meeting
7 p.m.

at 8.00 o'clock

—Solemn Evensong and
Procession

Festival Service In B Flat—Stainer
Anthem, "What Are These?" SUlner

Including Testimonies of Healing

—

through Christian Science.

Free Public Reading

Room

Rev.

Science

may

Literature

be

Richmond

C. J. S. Stuart,

MA

read,

Cordial

Welcome To All Univer-

West

St.

sity

Students

HOLY BLOSSOM TEMPLE
Ava Road)

(Bathurst Street at

at 11 a.m.

ducted

will

speak on

HITLER DEAD?"

"THE FRIENDLY CHUHCH WITH THE CHIMES"

ARTHUR ORGAN. B.A.. B.D.
"TEMPLE MADE WITH HANDS"

REV.

—

In kodachrome loveliness the countryside, churches and
cathedrals of Southern England

TRAPP, Toronto Camera Club

JOHN LINN, A.T.C.M.
ARTHUR ORGAN
MORE OF ENGLAND
IN COLOUR

Incidental Music:
Script:

FIRESIDE

HOUR

VORKMINSIER BAPTIST CHURCH
Yonge and Heath

OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

Rev.

Streets

W.

A. Cameron

Will Conduct Public Worship

AT TBS
Meeting House, 109 Maitland St.

at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Yod abe Cordially Invited

d'alton Mclaughlin

to Worship with Us.

Director of Music

"I Lived in the Virtue of that Life
and Power that took away the
occasion of all wars." George Fox

A Cordial

Invitation to Students

WALMER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
block wett of Spadina

Rev. Adiel

Rd.—

block north of Bloor)

Moncrief, D.D.
MINISTER

SUNDAY
and

a.m.

p.m.— THE MINISTER
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PARKER

of

McMaster University

Subject: "Is the Bible Old-Fashioned Stuff?"

REFRESHMENTS
YOU WILL ENJOY THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS
Immediately following the Morning Service

RENAUD,

President
Friendly Church

Where

A

view

the

democracy

true

that

G* ck Smartness 1

and

-

But most Nova Scorians, sniffing brotherhood of men could only be
the salt Atlantic air, seemed to have no achieved by eliminating race prejudice
opinion whatever, said it didn't matter, and by permitting the Japanese- Canadiand wondered what all the fuss was ans to remain as useful citizens.

L

sible.

-ft,

University of Manitoba

Mount

Allison University

—

Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 1 Opinions are
Nov. 1—The Japan- divided on the Japanese deportation
e-Canadian problem has provoked ex- question. Third year students feel we
tensive comment on this campus. The
are too far removed from the actual
following are a sample of the opinions
situation to understand it Why should
which have been voiced.
they send the Japanese east of the
"Students should do as much as posRockies, merely shifting, not solving
sible to voice their disapproval to both
the problem? Others think Japanese deprovincial and federal governments in
portation would create a precedent for

who wish to return to Japan should be
repatriated and all non-Canadian-born
Japanese should be deported regardless
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of
°
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further expulsion.

University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Sas., Nov.
to last year's debate,

1

— The response

"Should

all

Japan-

war?" showed

ese be deported after the

of their wishes."

that Saskatchewan students seemed to
"It's more than just an issue between
favor a policy of toleration toward the
a group of Japanese -Canadians and the Japanese.
question
of
There
is
a
government
This year the Social Psychology class
racial discrimination, and if the Canadiis conducting a poll on "deportation of
an people let present government plans
Canadians of Japanese Descent." The
for settlement go through, it will be a

mark

black

in

the eyes of the rest of the

"We haven't

WAXIE SAYS
The

Columbia

latest

and Victor releases are
available now.

.

.

.

Make

results of this poll are not yet complete.

your week-end selections

COMING EVENTS

handled the question with

Christian

true

a

attitude

Canadians

;

Canadian-Japanese. They should be on a
par with average Canadian citizens."

at

.

.

.

should not have closed areas to

McGiU

University

Montreal, Que., Nov.

—The majority

of the students questioned at McGill are

not

in

favor

of

deportation

Japanese-Canadians.

Thomisfic Society
Sunday 2

:30,

St Michael's College

Tthomistic Society, will hold
1

Some

for

meeting
will

its

second

Brennan Hall. Father Bondi
speak on Jaques Maritain.

since

be

scattered

he did not live in British

Columbia he was
any judgment

in

no position

dents,

distributed

among

658

SPADINA AVE.
at

HA. 3636

Harbord

Union.

CHRISTIANITY

to pass

Ottawa, Ont, Nov. 1—The results of
a poll conducted last week by "La Rotonde" show that more than four-fifths
of Ottawa University undergraduates are
opposed to the deportation of JapaneseCanadians. One hundred and fifty stu-

Record Bar

International Affairs Club

Mr. Harold Nelson, information secrethroughout the Dominion. Others modi- tary of the Canadian Institute of Interfied their answer by saying that non- national Affairs will speak on the preCanadian-horn Japanese or those hostile sent French political situation.
4 :30
to Canada should be deported. One felt Monday
Nov. 5th in the Women's
should

Japanese

the

The Campus

in

the

believe that

a religion or a

11C&L llCCtl Matinees Wed,, Set.
LtUNlUt MASS1NE S

-

(2.20)

way

Hear Rev. Russell
From

-

1.00 to 2.00

of life?

GRAHAM
pjn.

the different

were asked for their opinions
on the problem, and of those interviewed
9.3 per cent were in favor of deportation,
82.6 per cent were opposed, and 8.1 per
cent were undecided.
Typical of the answers was that of
a student in the Faculty of Philosophy:
"The Japanese, who live in Canada, are
here by birth or by choice, and if they

Box

TODAY. IN ROOM

Seats

Now:

? °I

°

I

1

£ #10°£ n
)

Office

"Canada

in

111.

the

ANATOMY BUILDING

Modern World"

Prices (lax Included)

KNOX CHURCH

Evenings: SI. 20. S1.90. 31.40, $3X0
Wed. Matlnoo: 60c, S1.20, $1.80
Sot. Matinee; 11.20, $1,SD,' S2.40

(Sp.dlni ind Hirboid)

125th Anniversary
Anniversary Preacher:

REV. ROBT. BARR, M.A.

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

jC/O

Prescriptions for glasses
I

filled

with quality spectocle-

j

ware

at reasonable prices.

11 a.m.

HOW CHRIST BUILDS
HIS

CHURCH
7 p.m.

THE LAKE TEACHER
Students Specially Invited

IT'S

TICKETS
Mornings: Victoria College
Afternoons: Hart House

(12.10-1 pjn.)

PAED., Teacher
WM. BUCK, Pianist
Warm Welcome Awaits You

B.A.,

ERIC FEE,

A

as

nadian problem in British Columbia, 65
per cent of those questioned were in

J.

Communion following Morning Service
8.15 p.m.—The Young Peoples' Society

E. D.

—In a poll con-

faculties,

—

PROF. N. H.

1

Western students

University of Ottawa

Meeting fob Worship
on Sunday morning st 11 a.m.

11

the

to deal with the Japanese-Ca-

—

Japs as completely and quickly as pos-

that,

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

(1

among

world."

Bloor and Robert Sis.

Pictures: L. A.

how

of
Japanese already established
of deportation. An additional 20
British Columbia, on the grounds that favor
per cent did not know that any problem
such action would be undemocratic.
existed.
One person a former B.C. resident
The remaining 15 per cent expressed
felt that Canada should rid itself of the

"I think all Canadian-born Japanese

TRINITY UNITED
7 p.m.

London, Ont., Nov.
to

of Japanese-Canadians."

Public Cordially Invited.
Free Bus Service from Bathurst and St. Clair every 15 minutes commencing at 10:40 a.m. until 11 :20 a.m. and leaving the Temple at 12:30
p.m. and 12:50 p.m.

8.15

but felt nevertheless that tolerance
should be exercised. Many doubted the
advisability of deporting the thousands

respect to their action in the repatriation

OPENING SUNDAY SERVICE
RABBI ABRAHAM L. FEINBERG
"IS

return to present-day Japan.

University of Western Ontario

Sackvillc, N.B.,

borrowed or purchased.

80

Canon

know

"I don't

about.

Preacher:

where

the Bible and Authorized Christian

:

even seen a Jap."
large precentage of those quizzed
expressed keen distrust of the Japanese,

A

Eucharist

and 7:30 p.m.

on the deporta-

for a second vote

tion question.

I've never

Boston, Mass.

10.15—Matins

Suggestions have been

sympathetic.

made

—

N.S.,

ment was generally

7 a-m., 8 a-m. and 9.30 a.m. Holy

SUNDAY SERVICES
11 a.m,

THOMAS' CHURCH

ST.

Huron Street—Just South

Branch of The Mother Church
The First Church of Christ,

those vitally interested

the general attitude toward the Japanese

CU.P.'s
Nov. 1
Most students are unable to underquestionnaire drew an almost blank at
stand why any Japanese should wish to
Dalhousie. With but one exception, comHalifax,

Pint Church of Christ, Scientist
St Gtorge St at Lowther Ave.

Among

opinion.

is

Dalhousie University

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Scientist, in

1945

2,

Quiet, rjccurofo repair lorvico

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Apartment))
OPPOSJie MEDICAL ARTS BUIIOING
Special Diuoval to Stucfind aod
It,, Faculty

Mtmbtn

of

NOT TOO LATE

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.
Dept. of History, University of Toronto

CFRB

- Every Sunday— 2:15
Copies of Talks available on request

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

SKIN OF OUR TEETH
HART HOUSE THEATRE, NOVEMBER

8, 9,

10

p.m.

ALL
RESERVED
SEATS
75c

and

$1.00

Quest For Truth

Maritain's

Thomist Lecturer's Topic

The Undergraduate Newspaper

REFUTED FRANCO, COMMUNISTS

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, MONDAY, NOVEMBER

The spiritual and philosophic pilgrimage of Jacques Maritain,
"a man for whom the supernatural is ordinary," was described
by
Father L. J. Bondy at the second meeting of the Thomistic
Society
in Erennan Hall yesterday afternoon.

Both were

from

forestalled

reading Lean Bloys

unsatisfied.

Garnered By
Saturday

Must Share Blame,

men won

Warned

come to
Toronto in a space

championship

University of
eight days,

The

Shackieton.

to

the

In

Jack Smylie, O.A.C. speedthe one mile run in the

WARDLE

who won

ster,

Intermediate

This was the third Toronto
third.

Intercollegiate

earlier

The next

the

in

three

now

the.

places belonged

London, November 3. (Special) -There was a smirk on the face
and a leer on the lips of Lady Luck out in
J. W. Little
Memorial Stadium last Saturday, as the University of Western
Mustangs emerged with an 18-10 victory over the Varsity Blues.
.

of fate

Addressing the engineers at th
borne at Toronto.
man ran in ninth position.
School Dinner Friday evening, Wllifam
Under a cloudy sky and with none
Point totals for the meet with low
Returning from two years at Heidle- A. Osboumc stressed the importance of
too favourable ground conditions, Hec
burg University, Jacques Maritain was the historical background for the proper Phillips' men outran the field for vic- score as winner were University of
Toronto,
Ontario
functioning of modern engineering. Mr.
17,
Agricultural
introduced by Pere Clerissac to the
tory.
The light rain in the morning
College, 28, McMaster University 40,
Osbourne is vice-president and general
Summa of St. Thomas Aquinas; and manager of Babcock-Wilcox and Goldie- made the five-mile course a veritable and Western University 59.
couple were baptized.

A

converted backfielder, Bill Wardle, playing end was the hero
In the opening quarter, he blocked a Varsity kick and
dribbled and ran the ball for a 40 yard touchdown.
Early in the
second half, he intercepted a lateral and romped 35 yards for his
of the day.

:

dedicated

his

re-shaping

to

life

St.

McCulloch Ltd., leading manufacturers
Thomas' teaching for the 20th century. of boiler equipment
At this time he became interested in
The Dinner celebrated the sixtieth

mud

bath for

the competitors but

Johnny Crerar, ex U.C.C.

athlete,

now

answer to the theories of

this

movement

Five years later

icas.

the

to

Communists'

aims,

neither could he accept Franco as the

"Holy

Warrior,

Bondy

Father

After the outbreak of

Europe, the Maritains,
many's No.

home

1

when

In 1940,

said.

war

in

Ger-

as

public enemies, left their

Merdon

in

the

listed

for

the

for

North America.

responsibility to

consequences

of

his

Wardle

brance and

of

Tower on Satat 10:45 a.m.

Dean Young

most Engineering
him to lecture in English instead of in courses will be held at Ajax, and that
of the removal of these students from the
Publication
French.
his
native
campus will not affect their
articles written in English followed soon main

lOfft,

withdrawn from 10:00 a.m.
noon on that day.

will be

of

to 12

GENERAL CRERAR'S

Because of the withdrawal of
and laboratory classes on

Friday,

Trains, Planes, Jalopies

November

p.m. and Saturday,

lectures

By Ruthie Cohen

The road

—anything

that

cars

of

to Kingston

was

figurative'

Western's
six

ly paved with hitch hikers, cars speed-

lights

ing and breaking down, or travelling at
an even 50, and last but not least the

across the held.

surrected ghost-models

commonly

seen

in the late '20's.

Similarly,

Londoners

the

witnessed

entrance of blue-and- white vehicles,
cluding

a model

A

Ford and a

in'29

Through the open
campus ran

cars

:00

10th
it

By

and laboratory classes on
afternoon,

occasion

the

Thought

Specific

Urged By Dr.

Koo

liad

Neff.

been

down

Ross McLean

to a nine o'clock

and had spent the afternoon

at

Shaw's Business College where she
learning typing etc.
She began
September and is using five fingers

is
ir

al-

"W's" on the heads

of

V

as

After dinner she

shortly

left

Bud and went

Kappa

after

9.30

and

went down

to

onto the

X-Ray Appointments

ations.

Any

first

or final year sudent

Organization Reps

Kingdom

of

Heaven before

material

Meanwhile, co-eds were doing their who has not yet made an appointment
gain with the lesson taught by Japan,
They supplied hot coffee and dough- ihould contact the Health Services imwho took material gain and then lost
nuts for the men who took off-shift naps
nediately.
it before it could enjoy it Dr. Koo said
on mattresses conveniently placed in the
Students are also reminded that they that he would not have gotten out of
stadium dressing rooms.
must keep their appointments for medila if he had not had an all-encomDespite warnings of Western's awareIn spite of continued passing love in his heart By bearing no
cal examinations.
Varsity
ness,
individually organized
arnings many students arc failing to bate tfiimsclf, he so disarmed his enemies
One
"raiders" set out to the attack.
their appointmnts for both medical that they could hardly hold any hate
group, in particular, succeeded in pass- keep
X-ray examinations. The Health for him. Through this idea of friendbit.

enemy

lines to paint the wall of

the stadium with a blue "U. of T."
fortunately, the alarm

Un-

was given and the

Serivce has announced that fines will be ship
itituted

if

this

practice

is

continued.

practiced

world

is

by

possible,

all

he

various campus organizations

The chairman, Don Franco, would
from the
following organizations added to the
to

is

"Who

said:

dents Club, Pharmacy, Forestry, Occupational

centred

got

Therapy and Physiotherapy,
Board of Stewards, St

the

Michael's, St. Josephs, and the S.A.C.

line up,

game

Cranham in the startwas the plunging star of the

He

the Blues.

for

consistently

I"

Street

Gruetzner

where

hospital

unconscious.

lay

Bud

Mel Lawson and Bill Lawrence were
on the standout list with steady
Along the line, Al Scott came up

also

gains.

with another sterling performance while
Wil Henry kept a very close pace.

The Mustangs attack was

At

happened to have another set

around
of

15

their passers
tries.

Ballantyne,

who

also centred

completed six

Harry Szumlinski, Herb
Dan Huyck and Dick Farley

caried the burdenfor the winners while

Doug Cook, Allen and Wardle shone
along the

line.

Their pass defence was

Nancy and her father had trouble even more effective due to four
They wouldn't let people ceptions.
in.
But Nancy knew the interne or
Varsity—Flying Wing, Stu

inter-

seeing Bud.

rather

his

wife and he

Nancy shook Bud's

hand.

let

He

them

in.

Scott;

(Continued on page 3)

had just

recovered consciousness,

He
It

looked horrible, Nancy thought.
was something about the swaddling
wear in hospitals and the

clothes they

blood

all

over the pillow that frightened

her and she didn't sleep

all

that

from you," she asked. And he said
He might at least have let her
it belonged to somebody who had

:."

think

been in that bed before, she felt
•

•

•

Bud

Gnictzncr, Bob Carley and Ted

nith,

you may have read

perhaps even, in

in the papers

were set
upon Hallowe'en evening by a gang of
id

Admonition

VCF

Futile,

Speaker Says

that night

She thought he had something wrong
ith him that he wouldn't tell her.
She had asked about the blood. "Is

representatives

committee: Jewish Student Fellowship,
V.C.F., Law Club, International Stu-

man, a peaceful Trinity,

said.

see

was

the injured Colin

phone and Ted
ing
Ted. There's been an

hospital she got out of the car after her

committee will give a short report on
their activities to date in contacting the

like

attack

speak

better

to the

Kappa Gamma house
father and slammed the door. "Oh my
where she helped sew costumes for the
gosh," she thought "The keys are in
U.C. Follies. She left the KKG house
the car." They were; but her father
the

Varsity

broke away for valuable gains and was
a continual thorn in the sides of the
"Well, what's the matter with him?'
Mustangs throughout the game as his
"He's unconscious and he's in the
tackling was also above average.

College

celebrate.

Committee Pages

ing the

you'd

And Nancy

accident."

That evening she met Bud Gruetzner,
He was late

to

The

around the passing of Mel Lawson although but two of 14 pases were completed. Stu Scott's kicking was another

Jack McReynolds, taking the place of

"This

said:

her fiance, for dinner.
A friend helped her be

Although Toronto threw fusee tracks more clearly, to determine the attitude Union Station to see off a friend of a
field, it is questionable who was of each nation.
Economic equalization girl friend's
stinkShe had iust gotten into bed at 11.30
to hold the fort against Toronto in- responsible for the tear gas and
and racial equality must also be more
Varsity
the
permeated
vaders. Surrounding the grounds is a bombs which
specific The S.C.M., he said, is the
narrow body of water, crossed by two section dur ing half-time.
basis for the new type of thinking
bridges which were heavily barricaded
necessary to make the Charter a success.
by means of cables, barbed wire and
Speaking in Convocation Hall last
heavy logs. Communication alarms connight at the Evening Service of the
cerning any "raiders" discovered by
S.C.M., Dr. Koo cited lessons he had
spotters stationed at various points were
Chest X-ray examinations for first learned under total war.
The University of Toronto Committransmitted, via cruisers, to guards, pro- and final year students are being held
In prison, Dr Koo learned to think tee on the Japanese-Canadians has been
vided with portable radios at the this week only in the East Block
of God as a man-uniting Love, without formally recognized by the Students' Adstadium itself.
Approximately 300 of the Parliament Buildings. Students
•hich he would have felt completely ministrative Council and is holding a
students were on call throughout the city
reminded that they must keep isolated from humanity. He proved the
meeting in Cartwright Hall at 5.00 p.m.
to take their turn for a two-hour "de- their appointmests for these examinBible lesson that man must seek the Tues. Nov. 6 Each member of the
fense shift"

"Well,

:

Nancy went

hurt?" Ted said: "Bud

ready.

and

sustained downfield drive terminated

with Harry Szumhnski crossing the line
from the one yard line. The convert was
blocked but late in the game Stu Scott
was rouged by Curry for the final scoring point

Nancy."

Toronto's men.

Packard, custom-built for the Prince of
Wales. Four coeds, in extreme contrast
on the Victory Loan Toronto.
to their squashing trip to Kingston, the blue "U. of
took the 6.49 flight to London, and ar- convoy balloon.
In an address on Saturday in Trinity
At the starting point of the game, Chapel on the World Charter, Dr. Koo
rived, only to find that they had no
hotel reservatons. However, it was just Varsity supporters ran across the field, said that in order that it be more than
a matter of a good sob-story, and the armed with bags of lime and cans of ker- a '•noble piece of paper," such policies
osene to forming a blazing "T".
four were accommodated.
self-deternrination must be expressed

The eve of the game, Western students
arranged various precautionary methods

say

mad until he hospital."
• » *
Together they discussed the
Dr. T. Z. Koo, advisor to the Chines* arrived.
From there on Nancy's mind was
London's City Hall sported a big blue delegation at San Francisco, and secre- coming weekend at Western. Friday was
almost
a
blank.
She dressed, she recrowd
of friends
"T" for everyone to see and any low- tary of the World's Student Christian Bud's birthday and a
members, and her father drove her to
flying airplanes couldn't help but note Federation, has spent the week-end at were going to London to see the game
rather wobbly

Ballao-

was good.

an ordinary day when Ted Smith phoned. Her mother feature as he got away long spirals. His
punts averaged 44 yards while those of
answered and Nancy heard her mother
the opposing kicker were 40.

started out to be

Nancy

She

abreast

Some were caught and

for

lecture

the

duly "punished" by their "captors." As
Toronto dealt with invading Queen's
men last week, so the Westerners shaved

It

November
of -General

by the head-

travelling

Bootmark Still On Head
Hoodlum Victim Safe

Crear's visit to Toronto.

field

back

raiders, only to be spotted

of

on

7th

chase was on.

1

A

college try proved in vain as the Blues
18-10 before the mighty Mustangs.

has been decided not to withdratv

Wednesday

uses them I

after

November

from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon,

Converge On Western
planes,

9th

bowed

VISIT

lectures

Trains,

dribled the ball over.

converted.

Lawson' s

Kilpatrick.

education.

moves— Varsity

Mel Lawson took to the air Saturday in all ways possible. Besides his regular pass heaving, he took up hurdling. Lying prostate under his churning feet are linemen Gord Lawson and John

All lecture and laboratroy classes

the next three years, the

two years

15

quarter as

had subsided, the men of
Johnny Metras took over. Two Szumlinski passes placed the ball deep in Varsity territory but a fumble stopped
the threatend onslaught Then Wardle
intercepted the lateral and went over
for the touch which Ballantyne again

I

Consecreation will be

November

said that for

to the

The Mustang
first

After the impromptu battles during

Remem-

day,

first

were

halftime

The annual Service
held at the Soldiers'

Michael's College, the staff persuaded

was downed.

before he

REMEMBRANCE SERVICE

men must not disclaim the blame
something they have only developed.
evening

preds-

first half

counter came late in the
tyne's convert

develop-

like a well

and dashed

the centre area

will be with-

for

the

the

Lawson which Scott converted. Lawson
was set up on the play by Bob Henry
who intercepted a Western forward in

lecture

ture

in

in eastern football

The Blues played

the Installation of the President.

development, he urged that in the fu-

Later

saw

team

very impressive as they took a 10-6 lead
on a single and a placement from the
boot of Stu Scott and a major by Mel

mankind

ment. Referring to nuclear fission as an
example of the results of unbridled

Jacques came to St

after.

all

the record crowd of
Mustangs remain the only
that remained

8.000

undefeated in league play.

drawn after 1 :00 p.m. on Friday,
November 9th, on the occasion of

asized the importance of the scientist's

and engineer's

order of the Caput

and laboratory classes

Con- of the Society.
In Mr. Osbourne's speech he emphre-

While he could not be

troversery.

conciled

War

By

exhibition,

ioned team and, in the

left

for the first time to lecture in the

broiled in the Spanish Civil

stirring

LECTURES CANCELLED

Dr. Thompson's suggestion, Society
Europe Chairman Murray McCulIodh stated that
Amer- a movement wilt be begun to make
he became em- every student of S.P.S. a life member

In 1933 Jacques Maritain

Alon side Wardle' s

They Even Tried Hurdling

which anniversary

Francais,

Action

royalist

second major.

all

starters finished.

at McMaster ran the course in record
of the founding of the
time of 36 min. 352 sec to take first
ended when Rome placed its daily paper Engineering Society, oldest such college place. Ten yards behind him and runsociety on the continent. Dr. Kinnear
on the Index. Maritain's The Things
ning in fine style came Toronto's Phil
founder
of
the
Society,
was
Thompson,
That are Not Caesar's was written as an
the special guest of the executive. At

the

FO R VICTORS

By Mickey Michaslw

placed

of to Toronto as Jack Goering, Joe Tayl<
and and Matt Dennis crossed the finish line
their in order. Bill Adams, the fifth Toronto

all find

ST ARS

Meet

week,

Senior, Intermediate

Harrier Meet trophies

of this world; and one year later

McMaster

at

Blue and White track

the Intermediate Intercollegi-

ate Harrier Meet.

track

Engineers

afternoon

University, the

meaning

to the

Week Western Passing Decisive
Muddied Blues As Blues Drop Early Lead

Third Track Trophy

suicide by

La Femme Pauvre,

where they found a clue

No. 27

METRAS MUSTANGS VANQUISH BLUES

Universally recognized as the principal modern figure in
the
is a Professor of Philosophy in
the
Mediaeval Studies. He is currently on leave of absence serving as French Ambassador
to the
Vatican,
Maritain was raised in the naturalistic atmosphere of fin-dev
siecle Paris, when laboratory science was usurping the
place of religion and philosophy, and morality was taught according
to Kant,
Father Bondy said. He specialized in Biology at the Sorbonne, but
his metaphpsical mind grew impatient with materialism.
For a time eager disciples of Bergson, who stressed an intuitive
road leading beyond matter, Maritain
and his future wife, a Russian Jewess

Thomist movement, M. Maritain

St. Michael's Pontifical Institute of

were ultimately once more

1945

5,

this one,

Spiritual strength "
sell

last

was speaker RusGraham's subject Friday night in the
of the Varsity Christian Fellowweek of

ship's

Home on

special meetings.
furlough from his mission

field in India,

Mr. Graham spoke from

He

his experience in that theatre.
pointed out that the Bible frankly states
that the human mind cannot know the

things of God, saying
futile

than urging

Two

"Nothing

men

to

is

more

be good."

hundred students heard him advise "Get down on your knees in your
teenage hoodlums. It has all caused conroom, and ask Him to keep His promiseidcrable comment and some not too
and make you a new creature in Christ
(Continued on page 4)
your whole life will change."
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Books

Editorial

Thematic

Well Done-- Almost

Problems

Roaring into London nearly 1,400 strong Varsity students last
week-end gave a chequered account of themselves. Rowdyism was
not nearly as bad as it could have been Though guards were posted
with military regularity, the Western campus, its buildings scattered
about a hillside, is difficult to guard with anything smaller than a
battalion and organized action on the part of the Varsity throng
might have left a sorry shambles.
We are, needless to say, glad that there was no such organized
action; but what a handful of determined vandals succeeded in doing
was bad enough. A telegram received from Western speaks of sandblasting operations that will run into "several hundred dollars."

"The dilemma

this

is

American

the

:

novelist cannot write seriously without

;

from

alienating himself
his

and

society,

same time he

the

at

values of

the

nearly as we could tabulate from the conflicting evidence available, the vandals' box score runs as follows:
"U of T" painted on nose of Victory Loan blmp.
"T" Painted on London City Hall.
"T's" painted on several lamp-posts in front of the Hotel London.
"U of T" painted on the wall of the Little Memorial Stadium.
"T" painted on the Western Science Building. (These last two
blemishes were discoverer and removed while still wet).

—
—

passed

since

world

the

In

1914.

Perhaps the painters felt they were leaving their mark on London
-was scarcely a mark to be proud of. Perhaps they felt they were
re-dressing the balance after Western's hurried job of Stadium- painting here two weeks ago. An attack on the city Hall was a disproportionate form of revenge. Perhaps they were working off steam;

Attempts

which would seem

ended by becoming anti-scoial.

clearly

support the Telegram's recent editorial contenof good navvies" are probably being spoiled by
such white-collar occupations as going to University.
to

T

to

to

and

stay

eai

the

equipment

Bombs (donated by
tomatoes,

brushes,

rope,

tear gas,

pistols

were

science

hair

"Stink

students),

clippers,

fire-hose,

2-in. mortar,

is

more than taking

iously. It is

ing

soldier.

football ser

growing a little like playPropaganda in the London

.Free Press suggests the

Under

momentum

the

is

"A

title,

a

paper an editorial

local

generally acclaiming the installation of
a category of people to be known exclusively as

"Canadians citizen" and referred

"Canadians."

!o as

The
this

We

have said

in these

columns many times that we regard
such doings as criminal, and the perpctators

as

criminals.

creed,

now

situation

was done

it

ain headline

The

oung Canadian

I

seduction

scenes

and the
which,

achieving

in

that

in-

day's

with

a

really

WHO

BOB GIMBY
$5.00 PER COUPLE

One

of these, All This

Mon-

fficuit

Since a lengthy and
adjustment period seems in-

.-itablc,

these

Varsity.

few novels are

be followed by
iocial novelists

U.C. PLAYERS' GUILD

likely to

many more. Potential
might read Miss Brace'

TWO ONE-ACT PLATS

.

contemporaries

contemporary European
have denied the standards of a

greatest

Music

To

those

who

Dramatics Discussion
Refreshmenis

Wednesday, Nov. 7th, 8 p.m.

the young artist

feel

the English literary

WOMEN'S UNION

magazine Horizon.

Membership Cards Can Be Obtained At The Door

Connolly does not particularly
writers
turned
to
Anarchism, thus approve of the artist in politics, but
he
breaking with society as completely as
admits that "if human beings have any
possible.
With the exceeption of James ight, they have the right
to know what
Farrell, American writers have not
dishey are dying for." And to knowledge
played the same tendencies; and it is
what

we

Studs Lonigan trilogy that
Brace calls "perhaps the most

V arrcll's

Miss

Jiti,

Music and

we have

live for

also the

CHEMICAL CLUB MEETING
TIME: TONIGHT

ght.

ROBERT WEAVER

Drama

And

Ballads

PLACE

Women's Union
SUBJECT: A Science Film

The Butchered Bard

:

ORGANIZATION OF THE FIELD TRIP
Refreshmenis

The English

bartone Leslie
recital

last

Holmes

night in the

immediately pleasant intimacy of Hart House's Great

"Japanese -Cana-

is

any

1945

PRICE

ancient ones"

American

gave a notable

which

my mind

know

14,

authors about Canadian

Difference was reviewed in last

is that residents of

popularity.

example

prings to

Transportation Provided

consistent or our naturalist

country are no longer to be any

dian."

We

how

is

social problems.

com-

of existence.
During the
war a number of the younger British

a Canadian," there appeared

in

NOVEMBER

hould stay away from politics I recomsociety they consider bankrupt, and they mend Enemies
of Promise, a prewar
have then gone on to develop alterna- book by Cyril
Connolly, the editor of

was acquiring: "Toronto
students," we are told, "1,000 in number, une of "Canadian citizens," "Canadian
had a pep meeting to organize a raid nationals," or British subjects." Excelon Western." A three-column story in lent!
the same paper plays up the whole imThere is still a number of tags floatpending debacle as a glorious lark.
ing around, however, which certainly
We have not a word to say in exten- have no legal status and yet, heresies to
uation of those who defaced the build- anguage and to law, persist and mainentire episode

ings at London.

political

tive theories

profound

the

WHEN

HOW

to take.

the

Dear Sir:
Canadian

painters,

in a way that
nial on their part of many of the
have basic assumptions of our present life.
been unable to emulate. Among others, And this is a step
which particularly
she mentions D. H. Lawrence, Silone, on this continent
where literary comMann, Malraux and Koestler as ex- petition is keen, may be a very
difficult
amples. In one way or another most of one for the younger
writer

The Varsity

broken recently

bottles."

This

a

.

re-form

their

The Hyphen?

paint,

axe-handles,

the hopeful

During the past few yers there have
Ixm several important novels written by

of the others

passing of time and social novels,

novelists

Editor,

BRANT INN

WHERE

and wide;

Miss Brace contends that the major
for if it does not suggest any
European novelists, "confronting a social detailed plan of acton, it does emphasize
and mora! sterility.
urge new values, the probable necessity of an eventual

Knock Off

;

far

novels."

the individual

Too many

have succeeded

Corr espondence

up barricades at the bridge and at the
Western road entrance" And the second
"which will get cocoa and doughnuts in the cafeteria and take them to
the boiler room in the stadium." Listed

eggs,

insight

with other individuals

his relations

evitable

shift,

required

new

plete with typed characters

9 a.m. Saturday, a

Game

Football

tried."

*

*

came

i\Uien

Which

have been content with a thinly-veiled

supper in the cafeteria. They will set

as

old problems of

the

fictionizaton of

fully.
v.

willing

POST

N'ot a building they espied.

striking similarity.

Marling at 5 p.m. Friday and
lasting until
constant guard must be maintained
the campus." There follow delightful
de
tails about the first shift, which
"wil

men

Thus

have simply

a-social

been

it's

Fragments scattered

But Miss Brace has limited herself

within society.

*™

us,

their buildings they demolished.

a discussion of those novelists whose
work has generally heen labelled socially
conscious. The most talented of
honest and

and

"Varsity Invasion Coming,

75

novelist's

these writers have brought

The Preparations

aieed

be

to

Army

»

So

recognized

is

called 'Dispersal Tactics';

is

In the

as

trademark

lo

—

There

7

another

has

as

society

to

pressed political and economic theories.

number

-

attitude

his

That

an ivory tower ha

novelist's search for

reflected

ha:

our time the

"sailor"

as a guarantee of unfailing quality

Scatter pieces far and wide.

which

through

crises

it

;

The famous

Reuben, Reuben, I've been thinking,
well to Canadian literature.
Since they're coming up with paint,
The distinction between social and There's
a trick to circumvent them
non-social literature, always an arbitary
Let them raid us where we ain't
and debatable one, has been almost
Dis-assemble all our buildings.
completely destroyed by the series ol

—
—
—

is a fourth possibility; which alarms
us more than any of
Perhaps the Varsity men raided Western because
they felt
they were expected to. Perhaps after all
the publicity Western gave
j> its defense preparations, the Blues supporters
hated to let them
down felt that they would be showing deplorable spirit
if thev didn't
respond to an explicit and flaunted challenge.
In short, we are
wondering if the week-end happenings weren't
partly Western's fault.
We mean that pamt-throwmg seems to be growing
formalized
er
t hC S ° rt
° f game that il takes
to Play
t
JF™,'*
It ts, understandably
glonous tun for the painters; but the
London
sally seems to have been just
as much fun for the defenders

MILD OR MEDIUM

painted Varsitcc.

is

I

As

these.

We

have
from an essay by
If like us, they're vengeful students,
Marjorie Brace, Thematic Problems of
They will come and paint up we."
the
American Novelist, which wai
Rachel, Rachel, you're a genius
printed in the autumn issue of Accen,
We must organize a guard.
literary quarterly published in thi
So
that when they come to paint
United States. It is a challenging
They will find it rather hard."
iliiation; and can be applied equally
This quotation

The Damage

The Danger

"Iicuben, Reuben, I've been thinking,

cannot function apart from his audience."

;

tion that "a

1945

5,

Hall, the one-hundred

and eighty-sixth

justification for

The Merry Wives
great play.
love

is

fluffy

of

Windsor

is

The

story of Falstaff in

and

inconsequential.

Dancing

EVERYONE INTERESTED WELCOME

not

Members Free

lhers 25c

But

that does not excuse the ghastly
mess
the Shakesperian Society made of it last

believe that
of this remarkable series
Presented in
Friday night.
tich labels will cease when the Canadian
college spirit can be expressed in many
three sections, of approximately chronother ways; for examples whereof we Citizenship Bill becomes law
but I
James Annand as Falstaff looked as
ological
order, the complete group was
T>oint to Western students. Every act cannot see any reason for them even
wcene as the barrage balloon flying
iw, or why they ever appeared.
n to well-filled hall.
of rowdyism that came to our attention
over Queen's Park and bore just
as unWhen, for example, people are being
was started by Blues supporters.
Leslie Holmes has not a voice of changing
and vacuous an expression,
But the high spirits that surrounded urged to leave a country without much
: banty or ease, but his
baritone is while Slender played by Stanley O. Roe
the painting of buildings the high spirits opportunity of doing otherwise, it should featured
by power and agreeable tone. was in a prpetual flutter which for some
help immensely to know, in exact terms,
that marked the conduct of
reason caused him to gurgle
both sides,
so that no
just who they are. In this respect, it He was suffering from a slight cold,
leave us some anxious doubt
one understood a word he said Mistreswhether
;
been rather relieving not to hear which manifested itself in a certain stridFord and Page (Ruth Norris and
cuch painting is growing crystallized
of Indian -Canadians, German -Canadians, ency of his lower range.
Mr. Holmes, to Ellen E. Cubitt)
spent thcr time in
into a kind of game; a game
which all and others.
his credit did a grand job nevertheless. overprolonged
tissies, while mine Host
expect and in which all can
Why do these labels ever appear? An artist of. almost
share.
If
classical purity, his of the Garter Inn (Desmond
Fitzgerald)
Doesn't
"Japanese" by
itself,
take enunciation
so, if every rugby game
must be acis
neatly precise and his gave the most un -bartender-like
portrayenough space in a headline on news- command
companied by a colorman's orgy, we
of Inaguage impressive
al
possible. Mistress Quickly
(Jessie
hort days ? Does "Canadian without the
Arnc's aria from Alfred, which, as
Firth) was just plain silly.
tremble for the future of intercollegiate
the
The rest
rest of the tag leave no impression on
football.
w a ir th mind? They ought to. Even lawyers soloist pointed out, is specially topical of the cast veered between incoherence
in our time, was robustly
delivered. Of and absurdity, and to make things worse
use them separately without ever having
the Schubert, the beautiful Litanei
was this jolly band of Elizabethans did not
to combine them
noel chapman.
most affectingly sung. A Healcy Willan know their lines.
.

;
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;

KAMIN
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Included).
al

Srudonl tickets ovaiioblo
Toronto Consorvaiory ol Music.

Evenings: SI JO,

Wed. Matlnoot

31.40, S2A0, SSJJtt
60c. 11.20, Sl.ao

Sal. Matlnoei $1.20,

Sl.eo.

S2.i0

I
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Pea Wallace, B.P.H.E.
—..George Forster, 417
Blanche Stanley, 4T6
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The Varsity

Obviously,

when

Claire Fontaine,

Technically speaking the
familiar to students of Maria Chapdelequaly appalling. The sets

Kenner, B.A.

Pegrj Bates, 4T6

Women's Editor
Managing Editor

la

the

the question of a

time

has

come

World War

I

I

found ready
Holmes' approach.

aine,

sympathy in

Mr.

takingly unstable.

show was
were breathChimes were indicated

The encored and by what sounded like
Garden Where tlie Prat- frying-panThe man

thrice-familiar

may

In his capacity as accompanist, Wcldon
Kilburn displayed amazing faciltiy
and

house lights was a rank individualist, and
the fellow who operated the
records during intermissions apparently shared
our

suggested that the "Varsity" encourage unfailing muscianship; in fact, one could
an open editorial forum on the subject. have wished for a solo from this artist.

dismal view of the production because
at one point he turned the music on full

be guided in their course of action

by a concensus of student opinion,

The

publication

of

interviews

it

is

s

Crow were

very well received.

That the student body of

and

blast

when

in

charge of the

would be

ing and of general interest

stimulat-

ity is
is

in itself

%oMt

bulletin Poarti

GLEE CLUB
In view of its commitments the Glee Club
has decided to hold
rehearsals every week at 5:00 p.m. Mondays
and Tuesdays
rehearsal will be held to-night at 5 :00 in the
music room.

dance

two

A

Atten-

is

essential.

the actors

were on the stage.
this universpriveleged to hear such concerts
It is an outrage to put a play before
a minor mracle, but when the public in such
a condition. EspecialIn due course, the 'Varsity" could ad- congenial material
is presented by the ly Shakespeare
before a strongly highvise the President of the summary of its cream of local
talent, our advantages be- school audience
whose future ideas of
findings, and request appropriate action. come triply
enviable.
the bard wll be indelibly associated
with
JAMES P. LOVEKIN VIC 4t5
D. GORDON ROSS
unintelligibUity and chaos, jeff watte
letters to the editor

^art

the beating of a

nemorial should receive attention,
in order that the university
authorities

INFORMAL RECITAL
Robert Graham (Ii Medicine),
cital

in

the east

common room

Tuesday, 6th November.
sley

Graham.

Ho

violinist, will

of

give an informal re-

Hart House

will be

at 1 30 p
accompanied by Mrs.

m

on

KW-

_
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Vic Has Five Of First Six
In Jr. Interfaculty Harrier
Vic dominated the junior

Western Game

three-mile

Red and gold runners
3rd, 5th,

and

6th.

placed

2nd,

1st,

Henry;

B. Black of P.H.E.

J.

D. Flack,

I Arts,

came

quarter,

MelLawson; snap, Al
Wil Henry, Grass; mid-

Scott; insides,

was the only non-Vic man near the front

Guppy, R. Smith;

dles,

Gord Lawson

in after 16

By Mickey Michasiw
Bob

;

outsides,

Farmer,

subs, Jacobs, Daniel

minutes and three seconds, trailed by D. good, Kilpatrick,

TooCampbell, Bark Loucks

and O'Brien.

Sloan, II Arts, about SO yards behind.

Western—Flying

Wing, Cichocki
Huyck, Szumlinski;
Brenner, I Arts followed the P.H.E.
quarter Balantyne; snap, Cook; insides,
man, and another Vic runner, Don TayQuintyn, McLean middles, Wilson, Allor, II Arts was sixth.
len; outsides, Wardle, Curry, subs,
In cross country racing the first five Fairs, McFarlane,
Coles, Walden, Cunplacings for each team are totalled, those ningham, Hutchison,
Jarvis and Wallace.
with the fewest number of points winOfficials—Referee, W. Consiglio; UmR.

W.

Gordon, II Arts, took

third, P.

halves,

Farley,

;

ning. Victoria's was 17, Trinity scored
67 to place its team second, and SPS
took 81 points.

"Results

make

look as

it

if

Vic

Sox Kress; Head Linesman,

pire,

J.

Cass on.

for the senior race,"

ible.

John Raymond Hand, D.

Sc.,

will

address an All-Varsity meeting of the
Varsity Christian Fellowship at 1.10-

Tuesday, November 6th, in Room
Medical Building. Lunches avail-

buildings,

VOLLEYBALL

London armed

to

was agreed

at the

Thursday pep

rally that

A U.C

Trin.

Lye, Clare, Robson

I

Boyd

II

Beer

Vetter

SPS III Pre-Med.
SPS IV St M. A
II SPS A Prc-Meds
Vic IV II SPS B

1.00

Eilbeck
Stone

3

Brisbin

DONT FORGET YOOH INTERFACULTY RELAY
CHAMPIONSHIPS
6th AND THURSDAY. NOV.

TUESDAY, NOV.
from

4.00 p.m. io 6.00

8th

p.m.

DISTANCES

4

to

x

110 yds.

_ 4 x 220 yds. — 4 x 440 yds. — 4 x 880 yrds.
medley

no paint

to be used.

manifestation of school

Med.

PHE

TRACK MEN

damage.

it

SPS

Sr.

6.30

The fact remains that the feeling of friendly rivalry
became one of guarding and maurauding. The onus for these
deeds rests on Western as much as
it does on Varsity. The painting
of Varsity Stadium, the fiery pep talk
by
Johnny Metras prior to the guarding, and his
inside information on how
to stop Varsity attempts and 'give it to them"
helped no little.
On the other hand, however Varsity students went
the gills even though

Jr.

Med

Vic. I

4.00

a damaged

Varsity students were not wholly to blame
for the damage inflicted as
it >vas a Western crowd that
stretched a cable across the bridge just before
another Western bunch crossed signals and
ploughed through, leaving a

A

COMING EVENTS

113,

Western

ornate bridge and further vandalism.

was

will

stand a good chance of taking the senior
harrier event at High Park, Nov. 17,"
said Hec Pillips, University track coach.
"It is to be hoped that they and all
others who were out Saturday will train

In spite of the triple euard thrown around
J. W. Little Memorial Stadium
last Friday night, certain effervescent enthusiasts
eluded the elaborate plan to
retaliate for the painting of Varsity Stadium
two weeks ago. This act resuited in a blue "U. or T." on the walls of the

trail of

Vic

4.00

SOCCER
4.00
LACROSSE 5.00
SWIM LEAGUE 5.00

.

.

(Continued from .page 1)
halves,
McRcynolds, Lawrence,

course around the campus.

p.m.

SPORTS CALENDAR

RUGBY

interfaculty

run Saturday morning over a

harrier,

INTRAMURAL MEETING TODAY—5:00

440, 220, 220, 440

REPORT TO HEC. PHILLIPS AT TRACK AT ABOVE STATED

however, becomes vandalism when it
costs several hundreds of dollars to obliterate
the marks. Sand-blasting was
used on the pillars of Convocation Hall and
from Western comes word that
the same method must be empolyed there.
spirit,

TIMES

GET MORE POINTS FOR YOUR FACULTY

The

energies emerging from school spirit would be
better diverted and conwithm the bounds of snake dances, pep rallies, yelling
and shouting
like a disease within the past three
wcks and unless definite steps are taken soon, the conditions
may get out of hand.
fined

The epidemic has spread

Today's program includes
S travinsky Sere node

Weber

— Clarinet

Wcniaski

5 p.m.

Rhapsody

IN

ROOM

37,

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

Men and women

students interested are asked to attend.
Affiliation with the Toronto Sid Club has been arranged
and regulations will be explained at this meeting.

Concertina

Lcgende

RaclimaninotT

CLUB

SKI

THE MEETING FOR THE UNIVERSITY SKI CLUB HAS
BEEN CANCELLED FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd- THERE
WILL BE A MEETING ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6th, AT

Record Hour

fo>

and Orchestra.

VIC MUSIC CLUB

The Sportswoman
By
The Whistle Blows

A

basketball

game

is

There
Club

Polly Mutz

a very exciting

affair for all but the referee.

The

teams get their share of fame, the spectators' attention is for
the stars per
forming on the floor. This leaves a most essential character out in the
cold.
The losing team is sure to heap abuses on the innocent head of of referee,
and the winners are all too ready to accept her decisions as their
just deserts.

Thus only

the

will

be no rehearsal for the

cast of the opera tonight; but the Glee

most stout-hearted of individuals dare to volunteer for

will

meet

Chapel at 7.00-pjn.

in the

"^akeBettet

Varies

this

unenviable position.

Of late, many complaints have reached our ears of a referee lowering
two teams competing for the basketball title. This
opinion seems to be unfair. As the referee is composed of the
same frail
materials as the players themselves, they will be aware that

herself to favor one of

a referee is as
prone to make mistakes as they themselves. No human is infallible, and
in the fast-moving game of basketball, mistakes are
even more numerous.

But these mistakes are
the law of averages.

A

WILL YOU STILL BE

made

in favor of both teams, rather than one,

on

may have

referee

The members

a blind spot in her judgment, such as overguarding.
of both teams have an opportunity to voice their complaints

at quarter and at half time,

said observations..

were robbed

when the referee herself comes around to hear
So there is no excuse for loud and long screams of "We
more teams using this prerogative

WITH THESE
COLLEGE

[".Let's see

Last year basketball players were put off by the frequent
use of bad
language by some of their members. There is nothing more disconcerting
to
one trying to play a sportsman-like game than this abuse of
the English
language (so .they say). The energy wasted in this manner
of speech could
be put to use io a much more useful fashion if directed
to co-operating with

FAVORITES
YOU'U PASS ALl

YOUR

one's team mates. This year, the use of abusive language is
sufficient grounds
to disqualify a team.

Soon

— maybe next
— you

from now

year, perhaps three or four years

will step out into the

and determined

fresh, alert

make

to

world of

a

affairs

Shorthanded Soccermen Tied;
Clinching Counter Disputed

. .

worthwhile niche

for yourself in the business of living.

— academic or

Whatever your attainments

otherwise

they will bring you greater success and happiness

can add

money management

Money management

to

Don't wait

further ahead

professional

a

now

.

when you

.

.

will be

ing at short-strength, with Stan Spooner

to have a

bank account

will be just that

take your place in business or

most welcome

at

any of the

offices

of

&

Bay Streets

S.

George & Btoor Streets
Grosvenori& Yonge Streets

B»m

evened

J.

Afternoons; Hart House

Box

Office

For

Varsity,

on Guelph's

Roy

f

last goal.

Sliinobu,

Doug

PENCIL

COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

Ea-

Lord scored an a penal- universities, since the beginning
of the
an unintentional foul by
war. The band and several cheerleaders
Bell-Irving. Again Varsity took a
accompany the students.
goal lead, when Riguero, scrawling in a will
The buses will leave the McGill campgoal-mouth scramble, beat Guelph for
the 2-1 counter. With about ten minutes us on Friday 9 Nov. evenings and will
of play to go, Lord again saved Guelph reach Varsity Saturday morning.
On
with his second goal. This came from the return trip the buses will leave from
an offside kick, and was disputed, but Hart House on Sunday morning so as
x umpire's decision is always final.
to arrive in Montreal early Sunday
The decision of the game was in doubt evening.

life since 1817.

G. HAZELL, Manager

GRANT, Manager
BURDOCK, Manager

IT'S

Mornings: Victoria College

better decision

it

up.

ty kick, after

J. R. A.

St.

WRITING

\BWAU 3
FROM YOUR

Campus

Montreal

working with Canadians in every walk of

the end, and although Guelph
could very easily have won on the play,
Varsity should have won by virtue of a

200 McGill

much

MIRADO
I

until

and Erry Thompson on the injured list,
ton and Noor Hassanali played good
Toronto was up against a strong socball, while Lord and Case were the pick
cer squad, on their home grounds.
of the OA.C men.
Guelph took the offensive with the
opening kick-off, and although play was
quite even throughout, the Aggies held a
Rooters
slight edge.
Early in the first half,
Shinobu was in on goal for a clcarshot, Invade
Friday
but was out-run by Guelph fullback
Case. Midway through the half, Mayne
Montreal, Oct 31— (CUP—Approxitook advantage of an open net, making
score 1-0 for Varsity, which held mately 200 McGill students' will come
until half-time.
to Toronto by bus for the first football
Early in the second half, Guelph match, between Canada's two largest

the best

below.

Bank
Bioor

— and

sound banking connection.

you

on Saturday

afternoon, in battling with the O.A.C.
Aggies, in Guelph, to a 2-2- draw. Play-

life.

Your account
listed

is

you leave college

of your own. Start

The Varsity Soccer Blues continued
in their undefeated streak

develops with the handling of your

most people

till

—

you

them.

personal finances on a businesslike basis
self-starter for

if

TESTS

WITH HONOURS!

NOT TOO LATE

SKIN OF OUR TEETH
HART HOUSE THEATRE, NOVEMBER

8, 9,

10

SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

Wanted
Part-time leader, for

work and

Young

adult education.

ably with some

skills,

Peoples'

Prefer-

experience and

second to fourth year standing.
reer opportunity in this

Ca-

work with

full-time possibility after graduation.

Should be Christian.

Call

GL

or 275 Broadview Ave.

ALL
RESERVED
SEATS
75c

and

$1.00

2451
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Bud was knocked

Victims
newspaper

noring

hoodlums

the

that

university

students-

knocked
scious,"

he said.

Bud, who was 21 on Friday despite
all, had an appointment at 10 that

it

"What was

the

we

out?"

explained.

other

actuality

in

attack

as

variously

"How

sensation

asked.

on being Dean McAndrew

visited the

"I don't know,"

Housing

English

victim in

UNIVERSITY C.C.F. CLUB DINNER MEETING

Topic For Today

"None," he hospital.

long were you uncon-

we wondered.
He had never

1945

"cowardly'

one of them stepped on the back of his rible" and "dreadful." He said it was too
bad it happened. Principal Taylor and
head. The imprint is still there.

.

pleasant implications from one fact-ig-

were

when

unconscious

Bailey Snow, a friend of Bud's thought

we might mention that he was
who made sure the fire was

M.

Dr. H.

the

been unconscious person

Cassidy, Director of the

the next day. "I've been awarded the that Miss Helen Alford will speak on
His mother became very excited and Victorian Order of Nurses for it," he Administration of Public Housing in

As

the three students left Hoi-

gang and thought the in- university boys," the lady inquired.
Women's Union, 4-p.m.
Miss Alford is Housing Manager of
Upstairs,
cident closed.
Walking on, they had Bud's sister said yes. "Isn't that too Douglas Candy will lead a Forum Dis- the Metropolitan Borough of Fulham,
reached Philosopher's Path on Hostdn bad?" sympathized the lady. "I'll watch cussion, "What do you Believe?"
England. As chief Billeting Officer for
when the gang re-appeared and sur- the death columns."
that area during the war, she was
Downsairs, Women's Union, 4-p.m.
spersed

the

rounded them.

President Smith wrote Bud, Bob and Freshman Group led by Marjorie Peck
letter. He described the "The New Testament Speaks."

Ted each a

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
i

;|

Prescriptions for glosses
filled

"Sincerity or

And On The Same Evening

U.ofT.

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Merrbtn of

Special Oucouaf to Siudmu and
Iht fatally

ADS

CLASSIFIED

Ai The Women's Union,

Phone KI 6235

ABOUT OIL

now a;
Oil If

efficiently.

after five.

This is a picture of a- typical Canadian oil
It might be in Alberta's famous
Turner Valley, where the average well is

well.

LOST
Turquoise ring, in U.C.

Thursday.

Reward.

MIX-UP

Two ways of drilling
There are two methods of drilling in use

In ladies black Chesterfield coats at

Women's

change can be made at S.A.C.

One of. them, the cable-tool
is a modification of the system
used by the Chinese in drilling for salt
2,000 years ago. The drill "bit" is like a
cold chisel and -pounds its -way through

Ex-

Thursday.

Union,

today.

method,

office.

LOST
Blue Varsity blazer, about 2 weeks
ago, in vicinity of

any one picked

Whitney Hall
it

WANTED

The first steps

transitman-bush

surveys-

Before the drill can go into operation, a
"cellar" about 20 feet deep and 10 feet
square is dug. Then a derrick of wood or

Apply Box P, The

Varsity.

steel is

derrick would
with a 30-foot

are inserted in a "string"

about 50 feet long. As the drill goes
down, the "string" is lengthened by addition of extra drill pipe. Periodically, the
"string" is removed and the sides of the
well lined with a steel casing for support.

LOST

The hazards of drilling

Pair of grey leather unlined gloves,

Whitney Hall, probably Cody

Sometimes the driH tools break,- far below
the surface, and several days, even weeks,
may be wasted in "fishing" for the lost
tools.
But the greatest hazard of all in
drilling for oil is the risk of a "dry hoIe'\
All the science of the geologist has not
yet perfected a way of making certain,
before drilling starts, that oil will be found.

Return to S.A.C. office Hart
House, or phone
8326.
House.

HU

FOR SALE
Hood,

"A; large
feet high,

The drilling tools

4102.

BA.

erected.

be about 140
base. It may carry as much as 1,000,000
pounds' of drilling equipment, as shown
in the little sketch alongside.

WANTED
wanted by the University
Skating Club to give elementary instructions in figures, 4 hrs. weekly.
Apply to Mrs. McCormick, HY
Skater

vicinity

under a producing

rotary drill, illustrated at the left, was
perfected in' fairly recent times and acts
much like a mechanic's drill. Because it
gives high speed -cutting through the rock
formations, it has largely replaced the
cable tool drill in most Canadian oil fields.

5 Willcocks.

summer months.

real silk, like

new,

Cross-section of earth structures

the rock.

HY

Many and many

9591.

a well proves a complete

iMPERiiii on

Green Parker pen, probably between

call

GL

Please

0214.

Geologist's core

LOST
Glass case and glasses between

U.C

and Simcoe Hall, Wednesday, Oct
31st

Finder Plase leave at S.A.C.

office.

LOST
Please phone
pair of orange

MO

9523

rimmed

if

you End

glascs in red

Lost between U.C. and
men's Union, Tuesday night
case.

Wo-

well

failure— dealing a discouraging blow, not
only to the drillers, but to the company

and the investors who have invested many
thousands of dollars in the work.

Why the work must go on
Yet

producing oil companies must face
and go on undiscouraged. For
sooner or later are exhausted and
the oil industry must find new sources
continuously. Unless it did, shortages of
gasoline, lubricants and other petroleum
products would eventually stop our cars,
trucks, airplanes— even our factories.
In many parts of Canada, and in South
America, Imperial Oil Limited, and its producing organizations have drilled more than
8,000,000 feet in search of oil ... holes
totalling more than 1,515 miles of drilling!
Many ofthe wells were failures, many miles
all

this risk
oil wells

.

were

drilled in vain. Yet, thanks to "keeping everlastingly at it," we are able to supply
a large part of Canada's needs for oil products . . and through the continuous exploration of Canada's oil lands our
.

scientists

drill

brings

up

samples of rock strata from
under the earth's surface

and

developing a

engineers are
valuable natural

resource that adds to the
wealth of the nation, and the
well-being of every Canadian.

This message is the fourth ofa series; the next advertisement will

LOST
U.C. and Museum, Friday.

oil

The

If

up by mistake,
please return to Mary Rose Ritayik,

Capable

.

about 8,000 feet deep. In other fields, wells
today are drilled down more than two
miles! When the drill strikes into an oilbearing formation, the underground pressure of millions of cubic feet of gas drives
the oil up the drilled hole to the surface.

MO

Please phone Helen Garkson,
3863, or leave at S.A.C..

tell

"Tie

ii

Story of a Failure".

:>

MEETING

8:30 p.m.

EVERYONE INVITED TO BOTH EVENTS

mm ^jf
Theses typed neatly and

C.C.F.BUSINESS

out of their homes.

IMTBRK§VIMCr ffACWS

Wed. Nov. 7, 6 p.m.

Admission Including Dinner 65 cents

housing those bombed

for

responsible

Diet Kitchen,

niable prices.

Quick, accural* repair ten/he

ihe International Front"

at the

with quality specto de-

321 B100R ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Apartment*)

Humbug on

k.c.

On

reported.

England this afternoon at 4.30-pjn. in
Not the event but the circumstances
The lecBut he found nothing wrong. His sister surrounding are the most amusing thing Room 11, Economics Building.
boys
ture
is designed for those in the School
wood Hall they noticed a group of
chatted with a fellow T.T.C. passenger that has ever happened to Bud, he says.
lighting fires at the fence around the while riding down to the hospital Thurs.
of Social Work, the social sciences and
residence. They put the fires out di- morning. "Did you read about these S.C.M.
allied courses.
papers.

Speaking

before.

Carman Guild, at the corner got Dr. Kenneth B. McKenzie, the brain
Harbord and St George to get some specialist, to examine her son's head.

night with

of

LEWIS DUNCAN,

School of Social Work, has announced

out

Student Opinions Diverge

Campus Memorial

In

Poll

The Undergraduate Newspaper

CENOTAPHS, LIBRAR IES SUGGESTED
VOL. LXV

The erection of a war memorial is, at this
men and deeds it would commemorate.

Public opinion, while

unanimous on this subject, is divided as to the most fitting
and relevant memorial to our dead.
A poll has been conducted to sound campus opinion on the type
of war memorial which would best serve to
honor the graduates
and undergraduates on the University of Toronto
honor roll. Students views varied widely.

Some advocated

man when

i:

in the last war,

fell

emphasis

ation

but for

should

tliis

gener-

Emblem

Of Atom

on more

be

Was

Turtle

a satisfactory memorial for those whe

Splitters

or

laboratory.

Howard

service student,

saw an

addition to

buildings

a

"Behold the lowly

library or other
benefit

to those
as

centre

for

children,

to cite

lecture,

Washington as a war memorial.

built in

ic

of the contradictory suggestions

came from Bob Martyn,

of

race

was

called.

experiment made the

to

bomb

the

possible,

ex-

plained Professor A. D. Misener in his

be

to

bomb

atomic

the

This willingness

'The Manufacture of the Atom-

Bomb" Friday

night.

Profesor Misener said that in 1940,

who

will

speak

"Humbug

or Sincerity on
International Front," at the next

To Address

vincial

On

High Park

in

Drew

riding,

in the last

pro-

election.

the club

will

Try Paint-Slinging Students

Dr. H. A. Innis, delegate during the
to the Russian Academy of

Science, will discuss the Soviet at the

club

acquaint the girls in C. &F.

to

is

with students

die

other years similarly

in

They

role of

will hear speakers

women

on
Economics and

in

adjourn to the Women's Union at 8.30 Finance.
to hold its business meeting.
Jean Maim, president of he club anSome of
the highlights of the business agenda: nounced the other officers Norma
Cor-
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discussion
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secretary,
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Dorothy
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sentative,

SPIRIT

Ont.—Those Queen's

Kingston,

students who were responsible
for the painting of Convovation
Hall and Hart House of the University of Toronto will be brought before
the supreme authority oi
the Alma Mater Society court, it was decided at
the regular meeting
of the AM.S executive early last week.
The executive took a serious view of a letter written by Dr.
„.
•Mdney Smith, President of the University of Toronto,
to Dr. W. E.
McNeill, vice-president of Queen's. This letter contained
a list of
damages allegedly inflicted by Queen's students on Toronto
University buildings. It was decide d to place this important matter in
the hands of the student government
of

Chinese Students

Previous to the rugby games at TorStadium
was anticipated, however, the executive
was appalled by the extent of the dam-

onto, the painting of Varsity

:

A

Gov't.

summer

interested.

same evening,

the

1945

6,

Queers Student

P.M. Wednesday Nov, 7.
During the war, girls in Commerce
Mr. Duncan a U. of T. graduate, is and Finance were members of the Comregarded as one of the most dynamic merce Club, but with this year's influx
features to enter the local political of male C. & F. students, meetings arc
scene.
He served for several years as being held in Hart House. Therefore
Controller on th City Council, and was die club divided. The purpose of the

stuck out,"

is

was the motto of the Manhattan Project,

"Time" concerning a great production

article in

he makes no

turtle,

progress unless his neck

our servicemen foug>ht than

recreation

One

ex-

Miller, II Pass,

monument He went on

-stone

an

a

more

as of

whom

for

Another

the topic

C.C.F. candidate
opposing Premier

practical things, such as a reading room,
library,

Commerce Club

meeting of the University C.C.F. Club. first meeting
of the newly organized
This dinner meeting will be held at the Women's
Commerce Club tomorrow
Diet Kitchen, 72 Bloor St W. at 6.00- night
at Wymilwood at 8.

he

remarked, "The Hart House tower

Dinner Speaker

the

and PhilL, gave the

outlook of an ex-service

Innis

Mr. Lewis Duncan, K.C.

the memorial arch and tower erected after the last
war; many others
believed some addition of pracitcal benefit to
the University more
Brett, I Soc.

Duncan C.C.F. Club

a cenotaph similar to on

fitting.

Jim
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time, a fitting tribute

to the

Lauded By

Jean Morrison, treasur-

Dr.

Koo

makes

relief of

Fetterly, third year repre-

age allegedly done

Jean Lang, second year repand Joan Hamilton and

The

arrival of peace

The

buildings.

the University

to

decision

final

of the
and election
executive was that the painters would
of delegate and alternate ; an outline of Jean Fraser, first year representatives. Chinese students more important than
be searched out and dealt with accordthe entire proposed program, and the
Refreshments will be served and ever, according to Dr. T. Z. Koo, Adingly by the AilS court
establishment of a weekly newspaper.
students in all courses arc welcome.
viser to the Chinese delegate at San

the provincial convention;

resentative,

The executive also made plans for the
"The idea behind holding a dinner
Francisco; Dr. Koo addressed the Interthought "it might be possible to
improving the spirit of intercollegiate
meeting," said Sylvia Easton, Social
Record. Hour
national Students Service last Friday at sports.
smash the uranium atom and obtain huge Director,"
A committee was appointed
is to combine business with
easily forgotthe Women's Union. He described the which will see that Western Univeramounts of energy in the process." In pleasure, by getting the groundings of a
The record program, held daily from
ten in the case of a library, and would
sity receives a fitting welcome when it
need
for,
and
the
use
of
monies
sent
by
less than five years all the work that practical .political education in a congen- 4 :00 to S :30 in the Women's Common
submit
something
like
Cleopatra's
student groups throughout the world for visits Queen's. Signs of welcome will
led up to the explosion of the bomb had ial atmosphere, without talcing up too Room at U.C., is open to the men and
Needle, as more suitable
be posted, a letter sent to the Western
much of the valuable time of the women of every college and faculty. this relief.
been
done.
"It would be a similar
Eleanor Catto, 1 1 English, proposed
students.
It is an experiment which we Today's program:
The speaker emphasized that the war's Gazette and an invitation to the footthe founding of a department of art and achievement," he said, "if during the five
hope the club will support."
dance will be extended to the entire stuChabrier Espam
end has introduced
believed

the

that

Pass,

I

scientists

purpose

original

remembrance would be too

sculpture in connection with the univers-

many

years following

the discovery of electroAll members and interested students Ravel Mother Goose Suite
be composed of a modern build- magnetism the
Queenston power plant are cordially invited to attend.
Beethoven Violin Concerto.
ing with galleries for exhibition. Murals
had been built" It was only by the cofor the walls of the library were sugoperation of scientists on hitherto ungested by Marg. Dale, II Latin and
English, as a beautiful and fitting mon- known scale that this was achieved.
ity,

Major on

to

The next

Whatever form

lecture of -the series

on

memorial to the development of the Electron Microscope
Second World War
will be given by Professor E. F. Burton
assumes, the survey indicates that it will
at 8 o'clock next Friday evening in
prove worthy of the high purpose and
Room
43 of the Physics Building. Progallant performance of duty of these alfallen

this

the

of

are soon

they

to

Honorary Degrees

ron microscope in North America.

Koo

be

to

Books

miles.
left

overcome

Professor

J.

D. Cockcroft, Cambridge University.

President

J.

B. Conant, Harvard University.

buildings

refugee colleges,

in

universities

to return east,

during

destroyed

many

the

to

nine

M. MacKenzie, University of British Columbia
Thomson, University of Saskatchewan.
Tickets of admission may be obtained at the Student's Administrative Council Office, Hart House, and by members of the staff at

By Michael Hornyansky

the Registrar's Office, Simcoe Hall. Early application should be
made as the accommodation at the Hall is limited,

Will it be of litde consequence to
man." John Coulter, broad- most Canadians that the premiere of the
shouldered librettist of Canada's first first full-length Canadian opera will
full-length opera, also proved to be a soon be at hand? Mr. Coulter thought
John Hall, emminent Canadian artist,
modest man as he lounged before a fire the choice of its subject, which elsegive drawing classes to women
ill
at the Arts and Letters Club on EIn where would be the torch for a bonfire
undergraduates
this yaer. The classes
Street, and chatted about Dcirdrc of tin of controversy, here is either reproached
being arranged by Evylyn Swartz
Sorrows, the story, and the composer. without even superficial investigation
opera-writing team:

part in the

book

is

the

"The questioned

most important part of th

opera."

Said author Coulter:

of the reasons for

is

not

all.

Preidcnt o the Fine Art Club, and will
be held in the big lecture

Very

be the melodic counterpart of the spoken greatest impressario of

The

the British

story of Deirdre, a Celtic myth

has been told by Synge, Yeats, and Lady

Gregory.
given

its

In

new form

its

it

will

be

radio premiere early next year,

Consulate.

modern
Here is

;

wishing to

all

those

establish

first find

friendly

will be held this afternoon at

in

Women's Union.

the

times,"

ample of a new type of diplomacy but
what is more natural than that nations
should

in

successful in Brtain, this

have weight, the composer gets from opera lias been recorded and brought to interested
them light and heat. The music should Canada by what Mr. Coulter calls "the 4-30 p.m.,
word."

room

Tracing the modern revival of opera,
C.O.T.C. Drill Hall, i
Mr. Coulter spoke of Britten's Peter
An organization meeting of

words Grimes.

"If hte

at

choice, or

its

Concert

in the

For Welfare Centre

Mr. Coulter told The Varsity.
The arts.
words have been published separately
In this diplomatic field, Canada is
The proceeds of last night's concert
"because of their great power and lagging behind. Mr. Coulter diagnosed
given by Mrs. Evalcen Kilby Dunlop
beauty, and because those who hear the the illness as a "persisting pioneer exand Mrs. Mary Mackinnon Shore in
opera will have their pleasure enhanced trovert complex." This was commendHart House Theatre will be used to pay
if they first read the book."
able and highly necessary in Canada's
of the University
for

In

choosing

Coulter

made
be

it

Deirdre's

story,

two ends.

accomplished

Mr. physical

He

possible for Dr. Willan not to

hemmed

ual

forests

As

by tradition and con-

in

vention, but to use "pure music."

birth,

but

is

now

out of date.

Canadians do not realize that

now await

things are,

their

abstract

with a gleam in his blue eyes, any-

And

he himself could achieve his goal of ex- one who maintains an intellectual appressing forcefully the strong, primal proach after leaving college is regarded
with suspicion and is accused of "not
emotions.

Can Canadians regard
cal heritage as their

shrugged

his

this

:

ing a

mythologi-

own? Mr.

shoulders

strictly

The

Coulter

speak-

ing, the only truly

Canadian myths arc
those of the Indians; and these can be
told and understood by Indians alone.

good businessman."

sensible partnership of

Composer

The

Canadians of Celtic descent
exploits

heroes, leaving
tales

of their

of

thrill

obscure

to the
Italian

unsung the rich cycle of

own race?

new

on

few precedents

if

in the operatic past.
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Mr. Coulter recalled examples

t
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show

off

die

talents

soloist In Dcirdrc the song

is

now

used as a

en-age activities and
for

the

Settlement's

in the

wth the whole.

wartime

on Nov. 26

Universities

of

will debate the re-

"Resolved that

this

house

The

years."

Canada for the next ten
resolution will be debated

in

both

Toronto

in

and

Montreal by four different teams.

This afternoon the University College

Of

Convocation Hall

and broadcast over

Society in con- Station CJ.B.C.
The Varsity team,
Women's Undergrad- consisting of Alan Brown of Victoria
Association are sponsoring a tea and Flora
Moffatt of St Hilda's will up-

uate

Common Room,

dance in the Junior

the war

work by

its

English government can

the

now

large-scale Public

ceed with

its

projects,

Miss

pro-

is

College,

all

the

is

process of "filtering up" from

th<

to the

newer

One

of the objectives of the housing

This was the opinion of Harold

tinued

the creation of a neighborly

among
in

the

reply

groups of 90-120

new
to

flats

Hence,

or 200 cottages

are considered the ideal size.

hall,

left

Commun-

of a canteen, dance

room and public-houses
speaker explained, are an es-

reading

HART HOUSE NOTICE

France

are holding a tourn-

Nursery ament Thursday Nov. 8

in

Chess Room.

BEAT McGILL

to

fill

son,

when he addressed

at the first

Affairs

Union

Nel-

a student-group

last

held

night

in

the

Institute

Secretary
of

such

also have

Women's struggle

Mr. Nelson

Information

Public

and the increase

culties,

meeting of the International -costs

Society,

Canadian

the gap. Unless she
can get 3
workers soon, she can do but
Black market transportation diffi-

million
I

little.

of production

hampered her

is

the

to set an economic balance, and
to thwart off the threat
of currency in-

of

the

flation.

International

Since France's colonies are stricken
with internal discord, she must fall
back
Speaking on the French political sitar upon her status in Europe. She feels that
ation, Mr. Nelson said that France has she and Britain should guide
western
two basic desires, namely, to seek a voice Europe. She still maintains that
Affairs.

the

peace settlements and to acquire

in the

Rhineland and the Ruhr areas should be

a security far greater than her pre-war

inter-nationalized.

days. France wshes to

The results of the elections held
Oct. 21 are as follows:

which
efit

The

become "a power

will not seek to crush, but to ben-

.ill

mankind."

Out

future of France lies mainly with

her economic and social

The Chess Club

in

inmates, she conquestions.

will travel to

Montreal to oppose the resolution in the
McGill version of the debate.

A nationalization of key-sectors of shortage of man-power, and France deFrench economy" will probably result mandsl^milion German war^prisoners
from the swing to the

spirit

Telford Georges and Shiela McQueen,

both of University College

Given Club Members

being followed, Miss Alford said.

is

its

of

Inside View Of France

is

projects

of

first

The members

the visiting McGill team are as yet un-

announced.

of

worst slum areas to existing older public

one

ComThe

students of

kind to be held on the campus.

afternoon.

it

been re-decorated.

open to

University

British Ministry of Information stated
at an informal talk to the School of

Work, Monday

mon Room has
dance, which

Housing

Alford

Helen

hold the resolution.

Phil Foster and his orchestra will play
for the dancing from 4 to 6 p.m. This

War-

ily for the Settle-

Foster

will be the first function since the

Interrupted in

of a

a focus

audience attention, crystallizing the
action and integrated

is

Nun

splendid music cursed with amateur-

abeyance

In Toronto, the debate will be held in

need for immediate evacuation schemes,

which, the

this deficit.

the

Toronto and McGill

simultaneously

Road, was formerly the property of the
sential fcaure of English life would be
Boulton family and was given to the
included. All income-groups will be
Settlement to be used for the welfare
comprised in the present scheme, she
of neighbourhood children, Considerable
concluded contrary to the pre-war public
repairs were required before the house
housing policy which affected die slumbe
used,
result,
the
Setcould
and as a
dwellers omy
tlement is $2,000 in debt. The concert

Willan and Librettist Coulter has too proceeds will be applied on
happily,

Grange

15

To

Frolic

At U.C. Dance

Housing

ity centres consisting

welfare centre.
located

building,

But modern Canada's myths arc those ish words. Further, the lyric song has summer
of its component peoples. Why should been too often a mechanical interjection School.
operatic

renovation

the

Settlement's

intellect-

said tins Ulster-

British

Tells

housing areas and from

relations

common ground

Speaker

A

Of

conditions, will be revived

to

junction with the

Social

Profits

in

due

Literary and Athletic

WOMEN'S ART CLASSES

Dr. Healcy Willan had said of his

debating,

when teaim from

immigration

To

J. S.

"Dr. Willan," said Mr. Coulter,

a modest

Intercollegiate

for the last six years

favors a policy of unrestricted European

Principal F. Cyril James, McGill University.

President N. A.
President

Debates Broadcast

solutions:

years of war.

of Ontario.

Montreal, Toronto

elaborated on the tremendous dif-

would now have

Canucks To Thrill
To New Opera -Predicted
Celtic

dent body of Western University.

behind. Dr.

himself walked for 44 days to reach

He

and explained that these

The Hon. George A. Drew, Prime Minister

to

unoccupied Chin?,

ficulties

will

be conferred upon the following:

in

products of our craftsmen.

installation,

two thousand

and equipment had

countries.

Following the ceremony of

our minds, as fessor Burton's name is associated with
be immortal in the the building of the first successful elect-

ready made immortal

many

institutions in

problems.

was the evacuation

This involved a trek on foot

as far as

Dr. Sidney Smith will be installed as President of the University on Friday, November 9th, at 3 p.m. in Convocation Hall in the
presence of a distinguished gathering of representatives from sister

the

list

the west of 80 of the 120 Chinese universities.

INSTALLATION OF THE PRESIDENT

ument

the

problems.

on

of 522 seats:

Centre

152—Communists under Mauxce Thorez.

A

or
—151 Socalists under Leon
economic paralysis has resulted
the Hart from her part in the war. There are
Blum.
Left —138— Popular Republicans
20.000 fewer trucks today than in 1939.
unSeventy percent of her war tonnage has der George Bidault.
irtual

been

lost.

Two

million French

omen laboured

men and

in the great industries

of the Reich. Thus, there

is

a critical

Rt.

—23— Radcal Socialists.
—63— Moderates, Right Wing,
and Independents.
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Music

Editorial

U.C. PLAYERS' GUILD

Terrific

Darkened Theatre

Trio

dispiriting object in all the arts is a darkened theatre.
Theatres, like people, rest, but one which remains dark for more
than a few weeks at a time is in poor health and in danger of going
to its eternal dusty rest among the ghosts of its own dramatic past.

The most

Hart House Theatre, dark from January 1943 to October 1944,
is stirring to life now for the second time under an arrangement
similar to that under which last year's student shows were presented.
But life of one or two months out of the year can be no more satisfactory in a theatre than the life of a person who is awake for four
hours a day.

Resurrection Impending

use of the theatre for its production for two or three years, although they are frankly interested in building their own theatre
eventually.

Another project, probably not immediately practicable, but certainly called for,would be the production of plays on the University
curricula, free to students in the specified course and with ticket sales
open to the public. Studied carefully, sometimes too carefully, these
plays are seldom seen. Surely the study of the drama is not without
staging.

no reason why the staging of plays included in the Arts
curricula should become the exclusive activity of an aesthetic few.
principal
advantage of a campus theatre is that it is, or
Indeed, the
should be, available to anyone who wants to try his hand at stageThere arises the intriguing vista of drama courses emancicraft.
pated from the lecture-room, students and staff exploring the play
from the theatrical standpoint intended by the author, placing the
There

We

latter.

The Financial Hurdle
Although some of the interested people seem to be thinking
terms of exclusive use, there is no apparent reason why these projects could not all be accommodated in Hart House Theatre. The
in

(which

always

inquirer

the

to think is final) arises eventually

seems

— "Who

going to pay the deficit?"

is

The Hon Vincent Massey, who
the

theatre,

Is there

this practice?

any

Booked
meet

last

fall

to

Following

an excerpt from an ediwritten by Captain Harold B.

torial

is

USAAC, who

Prince,

has recently re-

The program

Captain Prince
was editor of The University of South

Gamecock, from which

this

Such

performances

great

So

bates.

featured three classical

Schubter

majof

Eflat

Op.

trio,

work along with

This

C

the

100.

vwjoi

Quintet shows that not only did Schu
bert initiate the

Romantic Movement

cliamber muic, but he culminated

The performance

well.

left

it

it

as

absolutely

nothing to be desired.

E

Trio would

{lot

to neglect the
most exquisitely
and most intelligently played
Mozart piano music that has been heard
here as far back as I can remember.
This was the first concert this year
of a series sponsored by the Friends of
Great Music, an organisation which depends for its existence on the support
of the public. It is a reflection on the
taste of Toronto audiences that the attendance was so poor as to make it unlikely that expenses were covered.
If
the group becomes discouraged, the city
will lose the services of a worthwhile

excerpt has been taken.

"The war machines

a conference of the Syndics,
the University, and the backers of the
Theatricallyhere
mentioned
project

of

Japan have ground to a

Germany and

"Alied soldiers, inspired with love of

.the theatre or to offer the
Syndics an alternative to the old plan

closing of

deliberation

achievement on the field of batour boys arc coming home.

their
tle,

How-

requiring a full-time manager.

"Some

of the

"Is

it

of us are saying,

'It is all

over".

over?

75c and $1.00

cf.

(q.v.,

the complete,

carries

instance, take the intellectually gigantic

"Does your Lifebuoy taste
as reported verbatim
always completely accurate, pre-

different lately?"
the

in

and

The

columns of

scintillating

Varsity

"Yeah."

"YeaaaaaAH?" (You cannot hope

to

get the full significance of this masterpiece of logic, but try hard,

anyway).

be

And

"Yeah.

more,"

what's

The Prime Minister

refuted

conclusively,

big,

blue veins throbbing on his livid forehead, "indubitably yeah."

Crushed,
with

—hopelessly, morally crushed,

glassy-eyed stare

and trembling

chin, the victim cut off his legs

and was

forever afterward called "Shorty." Per-

haps you find the connection a bit vague,
but

solemnly assure you that deep,

I

deefi

down

that

is

there

a significance that

is

truly staggering.

Recently,

crack-pot

several

radicals

And

the blame will lie on have been suggesting that a few more
group of "music lovers" words might make for a more interest-

the .programs of the

Prom

ing debate.

Investigators sat in on an
Parliament on the subject
Should eight-year-olds be allowed to
PHILIP FREEDMAN marry ?" which went something like
S. P. S.

this:

JOINT RECITAL
evening

Hart

"Daa."

House

Theatre

"DaaaaaaaAA

provided the background for a joint reitaJ
given by Evaleen Kilby Dunlop,

planW

(Now

?"

"Daa, daa. And what
more," shouted The Prime Minister,
and Mary MacKinnon Shore,
drunk with the exuberance of his own
get

this.)

erbacity, "you're darn right daa I"
Despite an overly-long program, Mrs.
Just imagine
Well, I mean to say!
Dunlop sang to a consistently enthusiStunned by such vulgar garrulity, the
astic audience. She
essayed
several

spectators sat like stones

of

In

I

fact,

Meds'

they

songs and lieder,
looked like stones. And, it being a typiBach through Handel,
cal Skule debate, the only spectators
Gluck, Beethoven, Franz and Schubert,
re stones. Shows you what happens
to contemporary English and Celtic naiwhen an atom sits in on an S.P.S.
running

their free lands, have smashed the gooseminded people were criticized in these stepping supermen, aflame with lust for
columns two years ago for failing either world conquest
to solve the problems which forced the
"To a nation touchingly grateful for

-

debate on

phrased

groups

halt.

-

far above the average plane

"SooooooooO?"),

icians

sages in the Mozart

All Seats Reserved

Office

conclusive statement of the subject For

mus-

stands out. But not to mention
Mr. Kahn's handling of the piano pas-

Box

Tickets: a.m. U.C. Rotunda, p.m. H.H.

argument that a single word, with

of

cise

In a perfectly integrated group such
as the Albeneri Trio, no one of the

Nov. 26th, 27th, 28th

the calibre of University de-

is

Outstanding among them was the of course various intonations

trios.

contralto,

turned from overseas.

to this question could be

the succesful

The

replied

I

GET TOGETHER

in

ever,

which distinguish
from good ones.

Last

Carolina's

found

what's more

Erick Itor Kahn, piano. All three are
With ghastly, hideous screams of
musicians.
Their interpretations
were extremely sensitive, their phrasing tli war ted rage and beating himself about
faultless. Yet over and above these ob- the face, chest and back, His Majesty's
their playing con- Loyal Opposition fled the chamber of
i character is tics,
tained those more intangible elements the University of Toronto Parliament,

Won

To Be

self-sustaining the year 'round?

The answer

And

"So.

Prime Minister quietly, his eyeballs
to describe its excellence.
popping four feet out of his head from
The trio consists of Alxeandr Schnethe strain of subtle argument, "emphatider, violin; Benar Heifetz, cello; and

who deplore

make both ends

by the Students' Administrative Council.
Could it not if booked efficiently, be-

LET'S

"Sooooooooo?"

words

finds that the

concert and who do nothing to encourage good music when they can.

New War

real reason

Board of Syndics

the

and he

he has used before are not strong enough

A

under die arrangement

worked out with

come

beneri Trio

that apathetic

closely (but not too solidly),

managed

Hart House Theatre

"So."

night at Eaton Auditorium by the Al-

organization.

he should be asked to?

the theatre

comes

lie

Pulilzer Prize Play

TOWN"

"OUR

regrets ever having used

superlatives; sooner or later

Editorial Encores

built

has heretofore obligingly
Will he resume

paid tbe annual deficit

why

every

across a concert like the one given last

is

actors and adjusting the climaxes for nobody's gratification but
their own.
can se no such emancipation from texts and footnotes for
many, many years; and if it comes, the question whether a University should stress traditional scholarship or what some educators
call "the learning experience" will have been decided in favor of the

question

when he

critic

—Thornion Wilder's

Presenls

in the life of

ically so."

The conditions which made it necessary to close Hart House
Theatre during the war should nearly all soon pass away, and there
is a spirit abroad among a number of individuals and groups who
would like to see it the scene of a summer theatre, a student experimental theatre and drama school, the home of drama festivals, or a
showplace for non-commercial films.
Besides these, there are the usual student productions and the
newly-formed Civic Theatre Association which would be glad of the

its

There comes a time

In

ads.

laimcd

difficult

DAFFYDIL NITE'

from

addition

the

to

she

de-

taxing

My

these,

'tremendously

Parliament.

November 20-21

baco

Heart At Thy Sweet Voice from SaintSaens Samson, with more than adequate
breadth and power. Her songs were devered

with

distinction,

warmth

and

Tickets go on Sale Thursday within
:omer

attracted

is

ensational

immediately to the

glittering

But in
comes only

Faculty of Medicine

display.

Toronto, where the ballet
once a year it is unfortunate that these
new audiences should be introduced to

good understanding.
Civic Theatre Association have shown
"Have we paid our debt to those honrs. Shore proved to be not only a
that the theatrical are not necessarily ored dead who gave their lives for the
unconnected passages rather than given
sympathetic accompanist in two groups
a n on -coop era ting breed, and the con- cause of freedom forhumanity?
of solos, the latter Chopin, she sum- the knowledge of the beautiful whole;
ference of the S.A.C. Theatre Commit"There is yet a war to be won.
tee with the Syndics and Hart House
moned delicacy and heroic power respect- for what can he learn about the ballet
"It is not a war of guns.
in vewing only one or two of its outadministrators revealed that the latter
ly

OUTSIDE FACULTIES NEXT WEEK

;

"It

were reasonable people and easy to deal
with.

The

theatre, a valuable

university

A

is

member

of the

and of the community,

consultation

is

H.

called for.

ThoUndoraredu&Ie

is

ill.

B.

W.

a war of ideas.

in fine style.

of

"Greater

Room, Rm.

42-a

..MI. 6611
.

MI

...MI.

Night Office -

874S

out the transitions.

Ballet

W. Hurt Bwoer, B.A.

PegSTT Bates. 4T6
* Editor.—...^..
Kohcrt R. Bob.nwm. 4T6
Mai.aginB Editor
Barbara K. Hood, B.A.
Assistant
SnicVlelon. B.A,
... Phil
Make -jo F-rtilor
Peg Watlace. B.P.HJEA.V«a"":.._
Geoise Forstet. 4T7
—
News Editor
Blanche StarJey. 4T6
Assistant
E. Boss McLean. *T7
Feature Editor

Women

is

world
"In peace we must continue

& Exchange

.._.Rrg

Herman,

...Polly

"We must do more.
"We must keep the

Mutt. 4T6

Jerry Ewinl, 4T6
Editor
„....Barbar« Jooea, B.A
-....Dorothy Harley, 4T6

burning brightly
people.

in

is unexecuted piece

composed
names in

Leonide Massene often has been accused of creating revolutonary ballets.

detrimental effects

of

of

some

ballet,

of

the

greatest

gave memorable per-

Idi

'Massine found the answer to the seekdoes not actually depart from the ing by Fokine and Nijinska
for a baltradition or old technique, but let outside of romanticism
in the demerely creates a new point of view and velopment of choreographies containing
adds to it some of himself. That is what much frantic movement:

,

slier

l:.-:ilh

Prices (lax Included)

Evenings; Sl.20. $1.80, S2.40, S3.00
Wed. Matinee: &0c. Sl.20, S1.S0
Sat. Matinee: 51.20, $1.60, $2.40

the hearts of our

ballet

much

suited

$art 2|ou*e

^Bulletin

poarb

"Wc

—

IT'S

Mornings: Victoria College

Box

pm.

He

torch of freedom

—

Afternoons: Hart House

Wed., Nov.7th at 8:45

Reserved seals S1.20, S1.B0, SZ.4D (lax
Included).
Student tickets available
al Toronto Conservator; of Music.

formance.

must help countries darkened be has done in his formation of "Ballet to his temperament and dramatic ability.
Assistant-.
by early subjugation, turn on the glad Russe Highlights". But his contention Tortuous writhing, in eery light to
Art. Music end Drama
that "exorpts from the classical and Bach's Air
Pb.lip Freedman. 4T6 light of freedom.
Editor
for the G String or seducRalph Jonea. 41 7
Staff Photographer
"We must see that it does not die for modern ballet, in place of the perform- tive squirming of Canto Scena GUan
ance of long complete works,
want of fuel.
would from
Rimsky-Korsakoff's
Cappriccio
"There are some of the things we appeal to the novitiate" is entirely too Espagnot were presented with all the
must do.
true. The innovation couldn't fail to en- Massine movement .possible. This
Night Editor—Peggy Bales
was
"This is the war yet to be won."
tice large and new audiences. The new art for art's sake.
Assistan J. S. Granovsky
daphne dyers.
C.U.P.

KAMIN

overwhelmingly upon another.

this method are entirely upon the audience; for the company, being small, and

the co-

whom we

share the military victory.

4Tfi

M.cket MichssiW, 4T?
-

operation with our Allies with

piled

The whole

brilliantly

However any

Innovation

opportunity to

nations of the

-

Assistant.
£l».rti Editor
Women's Assistant
Men's Assistant

ensuring peace and

One

related.

Mitassive

are all in this war.
"In our war-torn world we must contruct a world security edifice capable
of

Edttor-in-Chief

LEONIDE MASSIIIE'S

:

"We

Editotial

EATON AUDITORIUM

when

started

"It started when Tanaka gave Shinto
Japanese their blue print for enslaving
the world to a greater Japan.

Nflw.apfc.-por

Especially pleasing in

standing dances? He who knows and
Hilter
planted performance was the ethereal E Minor
loves the ballets from which the highGermany* in the waits. In the G Minor Ballade Mrs.
ids of German men and youth.
Shore lacked only the fire and drive that lights are chosen is left unsatisfied. The
started when Mussolini trained for a make a male performer a requisite for effect is the same as that created by the
playing,
in
succession, of the main
Fascist brown shirts to fight for a this work.
themes and variations of a sonata withgreater Italy.
"It

dreams

Office

NOT TOO LATE

GLEE CLUB
In view of

its

commitments the Glee Cluh has decided to hold two

rehearsals every

week

at 5 :00 pjn.

dance

is

8, 9, 10

ALL
RESERVED
SEATS
75c

and

A

Atten-

essential.

SKIN OF OUR TEETH
HART HOUSE THEATRE, NOVEMBER

Mondays and Tuesdays.

rehearsal will be held to-night at 5 :00 in the music room.

$1.00
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Trounce Jr. Meds, 21-0
In Fast-Moving Football Play
Vic.

Last night the Vic steamroller

Meds 21-0

tened Jr.

all

its

T FG

usual

Stu Scott, Varsity
Parry, Queen's
ened. Jr. Meds though at the wrong end WardJe, Western
of .the score showed a very marked im- Lawrence, Varsity
Henry, Varsity
provement over their previous outings.

S C

3

power, Vic was never seriously threat-

as

Ron Cook's

be in the right places for

Walt Loudon turned

passes.

in his us-

1

Canadian universities are now on the football path marked
"progress."
The University of Manitoba is in the throes of negotiations
for the inclusion of a team in the United States North Central Football
Conference next season. The University of Western Ontario is making preparations to toss a hat into Ihe ring from which the eastern representatives
in the Grey Cup finals will be chosen.

...2

10
10
10
10

12

4

9

3

5

8

Queen's ....
McFarlane, Western
Grass, Varsity

1

1

5

Fardel!, Quen's

1

5

Woods, Queen's

1

2

Johnny Gora and

Bill

Varga did more Hayes, McGill

5

1

5

Western
to stem the Vic tide than any other inO'Neil Western
dividuals with Meds. Gora in particular
Curry, Western
pulled Meds out of trouble several times Bartlett, McGill
Waldenn, Western
in intercepting Vic (passes.
Porter, McGill
In the first quarter Vic kicked off to
Heron, McGill
the Med 22. A short kick by Meds went
Cole,

London went for

for 10 only.

went for

Vic

3.

lost 3

10.

Cook

on the next down-

Vic then kicked for a single point Meds
gained nothing in 2 downs from their 25
but on the third Vic roughed the kicker

1

S

1

5

4

1

The convert

was good. The kick-off by Vc went over
the goal line and was just run out. On
the next play a bad snap went over Varga's Jiead. He recovered but had to concede a safety touch.

What

with intercollegiate competition
occupying the main spotlight, the intra-

of the

scarce this year due to the fact that the

So far, however, Vic I andTrinity
and there were many intercepted stack up as the teams to watch. The

Vic started

former
off the third quarter with

leading

is

its

group with a record
tie,

while the

a bang. Cook threw several passes for Trinity team has yet to be beaten ii
the only unlong gains and plunged over himself to three starts. These are not
score the second Vic Major, which was

beaten clubs in the intramural circuit,

however, as the third section Wycliffe
eleven is credited with two victories and
Burford then
a tie.
carried over the Ine but fumbled
Further down in the groupings arc
Meds recovered but were rouged,
attempted forward by Meds went astray found teams like Forestry and Vic II
single
on their own 25 Jones picked up thi which are each credited with a
the hapless Trinity II
loosebal! and carried to the Meds 2 to victory over
club.
end the quarter.
converted.
ball

A

short kick gave Vic the

about 20 yards out.

The

first

play of the fourth quarter

saw Jones carry the

over

ball

1ihe

to end the scoring

The game was

shortly

kick-off

the

after

'

line

called

because

of

darkness.

The
all

it

BLOOR TAXI
Sub-station at
and ST. GEORGE

out for the

Arts Faculty Cup, emblematic of intra'
mural soccer supremacy. Playoffs are
slated to commence late this month.

By
Shortages are

still

hampering the smooth- running wheels of

Varsity

.

.

.

This was a

less spectacular exhibition

than the last game, accroding
to the gradual

department Mostly shortages are a nuisance, but we have been notified
of one that may prove a boon to ambitious students. Miss Baxter,
U. of T.

swimming

swimming judges are

instructor, tells us that

This led the

Swimming Club

open

to

diving and style and ornamental

difficult to obtain.

this field to students

swimming

wishing to judge

this year.

be expected that these would-be adjudicators must first undergo
a period of training.
So Miss Baxter has alloted some of her few spare
moments to hold classes, one lecture and two or three practices in each event,
is

to

for all those interested enough to postpone their lunch hour.
The lecture
will be held at 1 :10 on the following dates
Ornamental Swimming—Thursday Nov. 8 (NOT Friday as previously announced), Diving—Tuesday,
Nov. 13, Style Swimming— Friday, Nov. 16. These lectures will be held in
the office in the gallery of the gym at the Household Science Building.
:

The silent man behind the scenec of
His seniority with Varsity teams dates
many of Toronto football picture is a back to 1932 when Warren Stevens, on
who answers to joining the local athletic staff, imthe name of Don Graham.
mediately sent for Don and signed him
Few football broadcasts have eman- as coach for the freshman team.

likeable school teacher

ated from Toronto in the past four years
that haven't

had Graham's hand

in

them

Not wholly content with
mer

Roy Dihvorth's program

States.

for just that

long.

Graham

perience,

as he has called all the line plays for

the local ex-

spent the next sum-

at a coaching school in the United

So successful was

ven-

this

ture that he has returned there every

When

comes

it

to

actual

football,

Don's work goes much deeper. His first
experience as a coach came at Runny-

mede

Collegiate where, as

says,

"Boby Coulter

brighter stars

I

two

When

years.

asked

how

he chose

a college at which to study football,
replied, "I just pick a

Don fondly and go."
was among the is rather

turned out"

good

line

Tliat he has picked

obvious as his

list

of teachers

(Continued on page 4)

Qualifications for this position are a fairly wide knowledge of swimming,
and two years attendance at University. It is essential that students attend

JAZZ CONCERT

both the lecture and the practice before they wil be allowed to evaluate any

swimmer's technique.

Softball

Goes

On

FEATURING

Although the lack of a regular ball field encourages many of the players
to lose some of their original enthusiasm for the sport
It seems that the
lack of a backstop necessitated

much running around

equipment would help

to

after the ball.
conserve much-needed energy.

Slam Stewart, Trnmmy Young,

Surely

"A

real thriller!"

.

.

.

Charlie Parker,

Tiny Climes

AND OTHERS

Wed., Nov. 14 -Massey Hall

game labeled by one
and she was on the losing side.

Mail orders now,

31.20, $1.80, S2.40 Inc.

Send self-addressed stamped envelope
103 Sing W., EL.

to

Christian

Fellowship

Centre

Hotel,

Guest

Island,

speaker

was

Prescriptions for glasses

Tax

Mllford Ticket Agency

E413

wilh quality spectacleprices.

Quick, accurate repair lorv/co

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. George Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

Friday evening

Rev.

not" and the following
on the -right motives in

this

Rev,

stressed

Flint

God

night,

USED COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS

sinneth

At Best Current Prices

he spoke

living for God.

Saturday afternoon, a treasure hunt

was scheduled. Following the Sunday
morning worship service in the Anglican
Church,

St.

Christ

Andrews -by-the- Lake,

shared

students

Sptdel Dfwounl to Student! ond Mimbari of

Vic.carried on in a similar manner in
the last innings, but P.H.E. as a team didn't run fast enough, so their frequent

Maurice Flint, formery a missionary to

that "whosoever is born of

in

their

experiences

the

Open Evenings

the

BOOK MARKET

HEAR—

JOHN RAYMOND HAND,
Physicist, Engineer

AND BOOK EXCHANGE

D.Sc.
WE

and Bible Teacher

TODAY

726

BUY
Medical BIdg.,

Under the Auspices

1-2

Until 10 p.m.

of

lives.

p.m.

BOOKS

YONGE
(1

of the V.C.F.

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

POST FOOTBALL CELEBRATION
-

-

_,

„.

-

Wednesday, Nov. 14th, 1945

AT THE BEAUTIFUL LIDO DECK OF THE BRANT INN

TICKETS GO ON SALE WED. NOV. 7 AT

Only

300

Tickets for Sale

ST.

transportation Provided

GEORGE GRILLIOPSONIA RESTAURANT)

NO RESERVATIONS MADE AFTER SATURDAY

Price:

Don

coach

them well

annual Fall conference at the

its

R.A.F.

113,

the Sports

Conference Locale

Manitou

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Room

I.

to our informant.
The score ended as 7-3 ... a testimony
improvement in the Softball exhibition.

Vic. I defeated P.H.E. II Friday afternoon, in a

the Eskimos and later chaplain in the

In

Mutz

Polly

On The Bench

It

U.C.

Strong Silent School Teacher
Football Coach By Night

took the two teams two iniungs to get truly warmed up to the game, but
during the third and fourth, events moved at a very past pace. Vic scored
three points in the beginning of the third inning.
P.H.E. rose to the oc-

week-end.
For Efficiency

ware at reasonable

tally.
Mary Hamilton, pitcher for P.H.E.. rate much praise
work
she made eight strike-outs during the game
Monday afternoon. P.H.E. II balanced their losses in the game with

for her

casion with six hits and three runs.

CALL USt

filled

IN

students interested axe asked to attend.
with the Toronto Ski Club has been arranged
and regulations will be explained at this meeting.

It

held

[Switchboard connecting
all branches

§

5 p.m.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

i

of the players as

The

R A. S151
—

37.

runs did not

Centre Island

HARBORD

For Quick Service

Mackc
Macke

A

p.m

Affiliation

regular schedule will eliminate

but six teams to battle

A

p.r .-0.00

:

this bit of

The Students' Choice:

rules.

The Sportswoman

intra-

mural soccer schedule has ben reached
and the teams are still in as much of a
mix-up as ever. Outstanding teams are

of three victories and one

I

For.

Em man

Men and women

Winnipeg sportsmen

that Johnny Metras still harbors the
Mustangs into the eastern playoff picture.
The brainwave has been there for a long time now but the turning point
must have been reached a month ago as the Mustangs batded the star-studded
Toronto Indians to a standstill. Perhaps Metras has forgotten that
Joe
Krol * with the Argos now and not with his Purples.

better players arc plying their wares for

.

ROOM

to believe that this has

From around London come rumors

The half-way marker

Burt-Gcrrans
Fine

CLUB

SKI

completed, sport fans will need no reassurance
benefit

Sugar

Med
SPS
SPS B

THERE WILL BE A MEETING TODAY AT

idea of getting his razzle-dazle

In the second quarter there was no the Blues.

passes.

will

for their shrewdness

knowledge of American

Lead In Soccer

scoring although 'both teams took to the
air

known

Firman

The athletic body of that organization has already set the wheels into
motion by sending feelers out for a Winnipeg coach who has a thorough

Trinity

and were duly penalized. Vic then intercepted a forward on the Meds 30. mural soccerites have been shoved into
After an extension went for 8, a Cook the background with little or no notice
London given to their doings or undoings.
to London pass went for 15.
then plunged the distance.

is

from this deal.
and there is no reason
not caught on at the University of Manitoba.

arc

1

And

Vic. I

that Canadian football

2

10

proposed venture

If this

4
2

SPS

report

will

A

can college stars by handfuls.
The Blue Bombers went on to win the
Grey Cup and to become the top western team in the past ten
years. Their
player material now comes from the minor leagues which
were developed by
their officials and supervised by their players.

5

Sr. Vic

RELAY TRACK—Stadium —4.00

out
little over a decade ago a group of men
decided to see the stranglehold on the Grey Cup released by the East and proceeded
to import Ameri-

there.

5

1

Thompson

III
Sr.

—6.30— St. M. A
—7.30—Wye A
Teams

Kulha

Dent

Sr. SPS
SPS IV

I

— —
—5.30— Dent D
1.30

Major, Kerrison, Moffat

For.

Jr.

— 1.00— IV SPS B

VOLLEYBALL

The Winnipeg University has inherited the ideas of the fair metropolis
that sports the finest high school football organization in
Canada as well
as one of the top junior hockey circuits. They do things in
a big way

7

II

—5.00— Vic

—1.00—
U.C.
—Wye

Certain

Sl M.
-Vic

-

SWIM LEAGUE

Further Fields Look Greener

10

2
Szumlinski, Western 2

Kniewasscr, Queen's

4.00

LACROSSE

15

S

10

Miiliken,

— — Dent
—1.00— FW— —FE

RUGBY

By Mickey Michasiw

Pts.

1

ual all-round performance.

SPORTS CALENDAR
4.00

.

well as calling .plays always seemed to

K ©IF

SOCCER

2
2

Cook, Burford, and London were tops
Mel Lawson, Varsity 2
for Vic. Cook's plunging and passing Ballantyne, Western

were outstanding. Freddy Burford

1945

SCORING PARADE

flat-

in its last scheduled

Showing

game.

football

6,

$5.00 Per Couple
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4
office

is

UC.

steps above

55

6,
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Graham

Finally

Ten Tenor Trouble

successful, McRac's pencil quivered as
(Continued from page 3)
Club
down the Dean's laconic com- includes such football greats as Gus
Hits H.
ment: "I can't remember the name of Dorais, the football
playing Fritz
There is room for 10 more tenors in
one comic strip."
Chrysler and the immortal
Knute
McRae took to the telephone.
He Rockne.
the Hart House Glee Club according to
called five dignitaries. None were where
By day, Don is a history teacher at Peter Bryce, secretary of the group.
by a!! the laws of the University they Forest Hill Village High School.
By
offered to secure the desired information
The tenor section is being held open
By Ross McLean
ought to have been. He gave that up.
evening and by night, he is a football
when the president returnd.
John McRae sat and ordered one
He visited Hart House to probe re- coach. Somehow he has found time to one more week; and the first 10 promTh president, she revealed later, liked
chocolate milk shake after another! He
garding the comic favorites of the mould the Varsity line into a hardened ising voices to apply at the five o'clock
Little Orphan Annie.
had readied his third and requested a
Warden. Kindly and firmly, he was unit and has set up a fast moving style rehearsal this afternoon will be taken
"Why," McRae reflected, "the thing
hamburg (to be reminded that it was
told that the Warden did not give in- of line play with the insides pulling out on strength.

New

and Entrcnous

Who

Meatless Tuesday,

Reads The Tunnies

O

Pshaw

when he

I)

"It really must have been a

decided:

f

The next people (and McRae wonders terviews of

however, that

the
you ought to call dignitaries people)
the president a fondness
his list were the registrars. Mr. FenOrphan Annie.
was out. Mr. McAndrew was sometimes amused and sometimes not; he

the comic strip tastes of was, however, partial to
no particular
university dignitaries. But what a hope- strip. Mr. Hicks
was out Mr. Woodless task!
side was out

Hoping

combine

to

lectures

and

The

assignment, he had first approached one times

who,

for

BUY

WAR SAVINGS

will

be I.S.S. meeting tonight

Board Room

at 8 :00

S.P.S. group of the Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet in Room E34 of the
Engineering Building at 1:10 p.m. today.

speak

Mr. H. C. Powell, B.Sc, will
on "Business and Vocational

trends"

Bring your lunch.

perspiring cub next tried fifteen
to contact

Dean

Beattie

Study groups

:

New

ledge that he

Women's Union,

Warren

Rev. Ed. Lute.

Testament Speaks

5 :00

o'clock

leader

The Hart House Camera Club is
having a private exhibit for members
only.

All

members are required

to sub-

mit at least one picture and to attend
Canadian football gets little with his modest personality enjoys this some of the informal discussions on the
enough credit. A line coach gets still thankless job more than any other picture. An outside critic will give his
less.
Perhaps it was Graham's fate to person possible could.
opinion of some of the pictures.

STAMPS

whose

U.C.—S.C.M.

I

not read the comics. Ever I
"Queer," thought McRae. "I might as
well

do things up brown," he mused.

"I'll

start at

He

the top."

turned his

steps toward the office of the president.

Smith was

Dr.

obliging

His

out.

and, perhaps,

secretary,

herself curious,

wriqlifll
Boom io a Quaker family in a

WANTED
Reliable

mind young

to

girl

cottage in

child

MI

Phone

England

in 1766,

little

thatched

John Dalton

ac-

quired enough education at twelve years of
age to start a school of his own. He began to

one or two evenings week, near University,

6416.

and was noted
to predict the weather.
He
and insects, optics and color-

take regular weather readings

jor

LOST
Black

Saturday

U.C.,

SA.C.

Please leave at

his ability

studied flowers

between Women's Un-

wallet,

and

ion

Stem;

ADS

CLASSIFIED

blindness,

morning.

and finally decided io make chemis-

try bis life work.

office.

He

noted the constant pro-

portions in which different elements combine

with one another,

and finally

established the

atomic theory in chemistry.

JUST

as Dalton's research paved the

way

search that has helped to bring this about

development of many new and
improved materials and products, so research carried out by the Canadian Nickel
industry has played its part in developing
better materials and products.
for

will be continued in the years to

the

quality

The

by

research

International

of
Nickel

field

Canadian engineers,

designers and metallurgists seeking better

new uses for Nickel. Increased use of Nickel from Canadian mines
Research reveals

and
plants
means
employment for
Canadians and brings many benefits to

products or for

keeping production costs down.

metal

come.

from the

materials for any product or process.

ago there were practically no
uses for Nickel except for Nickel plating,
for coinage and for Nickel silver. Today
Nickel is required in nearly every industry

making top

collected

scientists is available to

Sixty years

for

The information

Canada.

re-

FOR SALE
Log Log Duplex
No.

Decitrig Slide Rule,

and Essor Co.

Keuffcl

4081,

$16.00, apply S.A.C. office.

WANTED
Man

room with another

to share

Chatham Ave.,

dent

stu-

GL 4822.

WANTED
University of Toronto ring.
write

Box Q, The

Last

week,

Please

Varsity.

PEARLS LOST
between

Medical Bldg.

Victoria

Please return to S.A.C

sake.

and

Keep-

Single strand.

office.

WANTED
Beginner's

New

Grammar

Testament, by

Please

call

4806 or

KI

of the

Greek

W. H.

Davis.

Elvin Harbottlc, at

EL

1582,

TAKEN BY MISTAKE
Will

person

up

picking

Stewart

Physics in Physics Bldg. last week,
please return to

John Mclntyre.

ME

8353.

TYPING DONE
Notes, essays, theses promptly and
35 cents per thou-

expertly typed.

sand words.

Home

for

Miss Joy Peters, c/o
Incurable Children, 278

Bloor East

LOST
Pair of Indian-made beaded, doe-skin
moccasins, between Chemistry Bldg.,

and

Nov.

Thurs.

Trinity,

MI

Please phone

1st

4569, or leave at

S.A.C.

office.

Brown

leather zippered bag contain-

URGENT
ing

lipstick,

1

!

LOST

rouge, etc.

In Ladies'

Check

Room

at

Dance.

Libera!

reward, as greatly

valued by owner.

All -University

Call

leave at S.A.C. office

LO

p jn.

faculty are expected.

Tihe line in

turned out, did

it

Dr. Charles Peaker, choir director, is
enthusiastic over prospects for the an-

So widespread is his football knowis commonly referred to as nual
coast-to-coast
Christmas carol
Stevens' right hand man rather broadcasts from the Great
Hall.
He
than a member of his coaching staff. said the club shows a distinct
improveHis quiet and efficient manner has won ment in tone this year.
him the respect of all who come into
contact with him.
silent role.
fill this
Perhaps Graham

Little

nell

vestigate

of his professors

of the line to block for the line carrier.

Rumor has it,
Warden shares with

that type.

on

The Feature Editor had arisen from
his downy couch and asked him to in-

There

in the Trinity

Representatives from each college and

has possibilities after all."

if

1"

mistake

What's on Today

KGIee

he jotted

NICKEL
ALLOYS

1871, or

THE

INTERNATIONAL

NICKEL

COMPANY

OF

CANADA,

LIMITED,

25

KING

STREET

WEST,

TORONTO

President's Installation

Will Be Held

Fri day

The Undergraduate Newspaper

COME FROM AFAR

DELEGATES

VOL.

All the world is coming to Toronto this week-end for the installation of President Sidney Smith. Invitations airmailed over a
month
ago to Universities of Canada, the United States, Latin America,

Two

Down With Drew
Votes Victoria

Short Plays

OfferedJ3y U.C.

is
customarily appointed
during any prolonged absence of the
Governor-General from Canada.
November 7 is the day, 7.30 the time,
Representing Ontario will be the and the Women's Union
Theatre the
Lieutenant Governor, the Hon. Albert Player's
Guild. At the beginning of the
Matthews, and Mrs. Matthews ; Pre- meeting
will be a discussion, and then
meir George A. Drew and Mrs. Drew; the
presentation of two-act plays
and certain Cabinet Ministers.
The first play, "The Stepmother," by
Civic Officials, representatives of the
Arnold Bennett, is a humorous one in
Bench, the Roman Catholic and Anglian English setting directed by Noel
can Archbishops, and dignitaries of the
Chapman, and is in distinct contrast to

ministrator

and

United
Churches, the Salvation Army, and Hie
Baptist,

Pressbyterian,

Hebrew

be present.

faith, will also

Since accommodation in Convocation

The leader
Dave Bartlet

of the

Church
Is

State

vs.

forces,

will of the people,

ively re-elected the

in

the

the will that decis-

Drew government

in

their

comment

four

This

5 o'clock.

The
this

of these lectures to be given

first

afternoon

Horan

by

Professor

B.

will be permitted.

one of

is

many

projects that

.planning,

is

Mod.
To

"The church," he said," stands for the
and the freedom of the individual."
Although planned primarily for Theo-

logical students, these lectures are
to the

public.

to

Letters Club

Discuss Poets

political

radicalism

icism," said

Lit.

to

of

religious

.the

Jap Canadian
An

Issue

open meeting and panel discus-

sion on the current Japanese-Canadian
question will be held

Wednesdey

after-

noon at 4 p.m. in the Junior Common
Room by the University College Literary and Athletic Society.

Gordon McCaffery President of the
announced that the meeting has

been

called

in

order

-to

inform

the

Weaver commented.

must alter
ment from

why an essay is late, he may
you some very interesting things.
plain

their

prevent

Debate

The

first

interfaculty debate of this

season

will
be held on Wednesday
evening Nov. 7th in St Joseph's College

Common Room
The motion

at 8.30 p.m.

before the house will be

resolved "That every Canadian youth
should have one year compulsory military service."

Speaking for the affirmative will be
June Furlong of St. Joseph's College
and Monty Simmonds of U.C, and for
the negative John Gwynne Timothy of
Trinity and Josephine Armstrong of
Victoria.

tell

in"

tered.

We

Students

Drawn up by

office,

young naval

entire

student body,

unable to offer

is

a greater

representation until

this

stu-

it

BEAT McGILL
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
Wednesday

be lectures on

a selected group of stulists five

major grieve-

38 to 31 "That

this

Ford

in

strtckers

House support the
demands for

their

union security and urges that the Canadian government pass the necessary

therefore the students

demanded an en- ceeding

the orders

of the day.

With

largement of their canteen.

All members of the Blue and
White Band are asked to be present
in

the

CO.T.C,

Drill

There

Hall for the Service of Consecration

be no medical examinations on

and Remembrance at the Soldier's
Tower this Saturday at 10.45-a.m.

place as usual all afternoon.
will

5-P.M.

at

either Friday afternoon,

day morning

or

Satur-

The Band will be guests at the
Dance following the Mc-

since Friday afternoon

Football

a holiday.

mere

technical

He

then

The Pres- of the University of Toronto urges the
when government to withdraw immediately

To Mr. Mitchell "The University of
mcnt to take over Ford and grant the
ment to takes over Ford and grant the
just demands of Local 200"
The campus L.P.P. and the C.CF.
clubs are to-day soliciting an expression
of sympathy for the Ford strickers from
the student body.
They have jointly
published a petition, which appears elsewhere in this issue, inviting students to

can get

else

in."

the

:

situation has never been good,"
President said "but this year and

few years matters

for the next

will be

worse. I don't want to stand
around much longer waiting for action,"
infinitely

CAMSI Conference
Held

In

The West

adian Association of Medical Students

school

lies

in

the fact

makes contributions

to

interesting

Dalhousie, McGill, Montreal, Toronto,

how

the engines. Parts for the
at

the

showed us a

piece of his

demands

popular demonstration

and Internes was held at Winnipeg last
the action of the
Friday and Saturday. Delegates from

Western

Queens and

Colleges were present at this

made

of the unions'

for security

and

from Windsor. Both executives of the
Winnipeg, Nov. 6- (CUP.)— The
campus political clubs have assured
Ninth Annual Conference of the Canunion leaders of active support in any

Laval,

were

subscribe to an expression of approval

a request that the R.C.M.P. be removed

Gill-Varsity game.

was rather

the strike"

tle

nobody

"The

at an important practice this Thurs.

the medical examinations will take

1-10."

voiced his grievances

people," he said "and until they get out,

BANDSMEN

afternoon,

seemed, have gained their reputations through
the research done at them.

[

further

speaking of the limited space of the un- police force from Windsor and also
"The room holds 20 urges immediately steps be taken to set-

they

made

mine engines

foundry,

but

ical

A

Conference

to

be held

in

Medical

first

approval of

Both groups

arises.

Med-

the west.

of

strickers.

arc prepared to turn out in force complete with placards if
the occasion

Further expression of campus opinion
on curent industrial questions

is

antici-

was an pated when the University College Parthe address given on Saturday afternoon by
liament meets on Tuesday to debate
highlight of the convention

engines were built at the mine, just like President Trueman of the University of
'That this House approves a general
the building trade." Another thing that Manitoba to these students and interne
strike of labor to maintain war-time
was rather interesting that he told us representatives.
take -ho me pay."
was that the engines were paid for out

We

it

The telegrams urged

versily book-store.

Mm

who,

W.

A.

President,

reading space for only

that a university

into engineering. After

ployees.

be against deportation.

to see the knowledge of science while a techA muffled roar nical school is bounded by the know- of their savings in coal, the payments
our knock on the ledge that has been gained in other were spread out instead of being made
places.
encourage research here be- when the engine arrived. Although the
and, politely,
foundry no longer belongs to the Bouloccupied with a cause we know that all great universities

officer

come

from the refusal of the strickers to admit
the ful complement of maintenance em-

the faculties

and Dentistry

ton and

some

Watt company

there are

still

from their day. There
in use that is over a
saying goodbye to the young officer, he
lighter writing explaining, "I'm so sick hundred and fifty years old and a model
asked us what we wanted.
of what is being said in the paper about of the first gas lamp holder, a product
Well, we were rather curious about
atomic power that I had to write
of Murdoch's ingenuity.
something we had heard him say to his
thing satirical about it." One verse of
Professor Alcutt is the Technical
former visitor and obligingly he ex- his poem goes as follows:
Editor of Manufacturing and Industrial
They had been talking about
plained.
"And, in the air, atomic planes
Engineering and while we were in his
education and Professor Alcutt had been
Are plentiful as railroad trains,
office he showed us a copy of an article
explaining how things were done in the
While eyes protrude beyond their he had done for the magazine with only
"We had small
English Universities.
sockets
a few days notice. It was an article on
classes," he said, and our professors
In following atomic rockets.
jet-propulsion turbines which gives the
used to get men who had made some
We had heard that he spent a good magazine a scoop over its competitors.
prominent contribution to science to many years at the Solio Foundary where
It's in doing things such as this that a
come in and take the lecture when his Bolton and Watt did most of their work
professor spends the spare time he never
subject was being discussed. I have on the early steam engines and so
forgotten hearing Sir William asked him about it. "Yes," he =aid, "It gels.
planned to

of Labour,
f protecting Ford property and lives which are
allegedly endangered by fire arising

by the committee. This ances which the entire University stu- orders-in-council to make this effective."
The motion was introduced as a priAd- dents and professors want rectified imministrative Council the only campus mediately. On this campus the problem vate bill by Ken Morrison, II Political
organization entitled to represent the of feeding the students is the greatest, and Economics during the period pro-

greeted

found

"

by the Ministers

support of the move-

The other afternoon We went

door of his

ToCentre About Service

Of

By Bob Cooke

Professor E. A. Alcutt.

Objects Growing

by the Universty
True man.

Alcutt Kept Busy By Students
Finds Time For Relief In Verse

"Come

Student Petition

ident also

is

subject.

'

situation exists since the Students'

In view of the fact that there will

fiction, and suggest the relative success
or failure certain of our novelists," Mr.

Student's Administrative Council of the
opinion of U.C. undergraduates on the

First Interfaculty

second

"We protest the federal
conditioning in the library.
"This is a place which is expected to government's failure to conciliate in the
Yesterday's meeting arranged the dis- serve 1,600 students,"
emergency at Ford,"
pointed out PresThe text of the L.P.P. telegrams read
their present promise of co- tribution of individual and group peti- ident Trueman speaking of the inadoperation to organized positions of pro- tions, posters, and
equacy of the library "and yet it has
To Mr. Blackwell: "The L.P.P. Club
literature.
To

a recent poll.

of Engineering, Medicine,

Representatives of the newly formed
"Professors are funny old men.
Ramsay, who discovered -the five inert
committee on Japanese -Canadians will
say the words of a rather famous camp- gases describing them to us."
be on hand -to answer all pertinent quesus song, but if you are in a professor's
"To my mind," he continued, "the
tions.
difference between a university and a
office for a pleasant visit and not to ex
Lit.,

reflects

the

test as suggested

myst-

evening will

open be Robert Weaver, II U.C, who will
give a paper on trends in recent Can-

Discusses

Armstrong,

Other sug- the permission of the Speaker of the
dent is shown. Presiden of the commit- gestions for improvement include a issue was debated for almost an hour.
Hilda's College.
The text of the telegram sent by the
tee Don Franco said he expected S.A.C larger janitorial staff, an increased supThis deportation is disapproved by support
of
lockers,
additional
drinking campus CC.F. Club are as follows:
will be granted when a future ply
To Minister of Labour, Humphrey
64% of the student body, according to
fountains and the installation of airpoll shows 70fo of the studen body to
Mitchell:

Mr. Robertson.

The second speaker

adian fiction. "I shall attempt to formulate a standard for a genuine Canadian

U.C.

Eileen

dents the petition,

W.

rights

stated

that
the government intervene immajority in-council to make
The University of Manitoba is crowded mediately to bring about a peaceful setthis effective." This
tlement
of the strike.
in fact the Drew governmotion was carried by a vote of 38-31. to such a degree that a petition demandAt a meeting of the Victoria College
ing improvement has been sent to the
Debating
Parliament on the same evePremier of Manitoba. This petition was
signed by the student body and backed ning a motion was passed by a vote of

in a box.

"Church and State in the
New Testament," Other lectures will be
"Church
and
State" in the Medieval
on
The University College Modern LetPeriod, and the Sixteenth and Seventers Club will hold its second meeting
tenth Centuries and in the Contemporon Thursday night at 8 o'clock in the
ary World.
Elaborating on the subject Professor Women's Union.
Duncan Robertson, III U.C. wll disHoran explains that, in view of the increasing claims of the State to direct cuss the work of the young English poet,
Mr. Auden, perhaps the
the life of the individual, these lectures W. H. Auden.
are aimed at tracing the struggle of the most brilliant of the young Oxford poets,
Church and State through the past ages. underwent a striking conversion from
will be

socialistic experi-

Disapproved By Mass

"The may be chosen

on

lectures

no time for

June

fch<
Thirteen hundred Japanese-Canadians
one of these plays stand
to be deported, many from their
compete in the Dec. native land,
unless three major faculties
Doctorine of Church and State" has been Drama Festival with other dramatic
can devote time to supporting the moarranged by the Graduate School of organizations on campus.
tion against
their deportation." This
Theological Studies. These lectures
The evening will end with music and
was the agreement reached yesterday by
to be given every Wednesday afternoon refreshments.
the Japanese-Canadian Committee at St.
in Sheraton Hall of Wycliffe College at

of

series

is

The Ontario government

Japanese-Canadian's Deportation

door

Disapproval of the attitude of the provincial and federal governments to the strike of the Ford workers at Windsor was expressed
on Monday night by three campus organizations. The University of
Toronto C.CF. Club and the University of Toronto Labour Progressive Club met separetely and passed motions authorizing the
despatch of telegrams to Leslie Blackwell, Acting Minister of Labour
for the Ontario government, and to Humphrey Mitchell, federal
Minister of Labour.
The telegrams urged the withdrawal of the provincial police and
the R.C.M.P. who were sent to Windsor for the purpose, expressed

the attitude of the people of Ontario,"

cards or those wishing to purchase them

Guild

A

"This
ments.

DEMANDS

By Bob Marjoribanks

cluded.

This is an opportunity for those who
are interested in the Player's Guild to
join for only those with membership
at the

Lecture Topic

Government

Ford Plant

SUPPORT WORKERS'

of this year. The Liberals, he added government speaker."
Reed Scott, last opposition speaker dewere in a slump leaving the C.CF. as
he only threatened opposition. Joliffe fined the Drew government as a disaster
provided his own undoing by his 'Ges- looking for a plac to happen.
There was also a discussion on the
tapo' charges against the Drew governthe
second play. "Still Stands
motion "Resolved that this House supment.
House," directed by Cecily Blockly,
port
the Ford strikers in their just deMae Harmon, speaking for the oppostense psychological drama. Gwen Pharis
mands for union security and urges the
Ring-wood, a Canadian authoress, has ition argued that the Conservatives did
Canadian government to pass an order
given this a Canadian Prairies backnot have the confidence of the

and place

Simcoe Hall.

Of Guard From

Parliament

stated that his strongest

argument was that he believed

obtain theirs from

Office,

1945

7,

Stud ents Urge Withdrawl

motion under discussion at the Victoria world-wide trend to the left and everyCollege Debating Pariament last night. where throwing the Conservatives out
After the debate the government was of office. Ontario is indeed one of the
defeated on the division of the House,
last citadels of Tory reaction, she con-

Hall is limited, students should obtain
admission tickets from the S.A.C. Office,
ground. After the plays the audience
Hart House, as soon as possible. Staff
of the people,
will be asked to comment on these plays
the Registrar's

may

Cabinet

"Resolved that this house rejoices in ment obtained less than half the popular
the triumph of the Drew government in votes in the election. She then pointed
the recent Ontario elections" was the out that Ontario was going against the

An Ad-

Empire's largest University.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

RESENT GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION

and Europe have brought acceptances, Miss A. E. M. Parkes, Secretary of the Installation Committee, told The Varsity last night.
Delegates f rom almost every Canadian university will be present
Friday she said, as well as a large number from America, British,
foreign seats of learning.
Besides the 135 universities, 12 learned societies and foundations
including the Rockefeller and the Guggenheim Foundations, will be
represented.
Heading a distinguished list of individuals guests will be the Administrator of the Government of Canada, His Excellency the Honorable Thibaudeau Rinfret and Madame Rinfret.
Elevated to the office of Administrator during the temporary
vacancy of the Governor-Generalship,
His Excellency, normally Chief Justice
of Canada, will represent the King
the installation of the President of the

LXV

is

tilings left

a planer

still

Cody

X-Ray Appointments

Scholarship

Oiven K.D.McR ae

Chest X-ray examinations for first
and final year students are being held
tills
week only in the East Block
The Maurice Cody Research Fellow- of the Parliament Buildings. Students
ships, and Scholarships Committee makes
reminded that they must keep
the following announcement:
their appointmests for these examin-

There will be no award of the First ations. Any first or final year sudent
Maurice Cody Scholarship of the value who has not yet made an appointment
should contact the Health Service imThe Second Maurice Cody Scholar- mediately.

of $300.

hip

of

the

value

of

$200

has

been

awarded to Mr. K. D. McRae.
These scholarships were established
through the generosity of friends of the

Students are also reminded that they
ust
cal

keep their appointments for medi-

examinations.

In spite of continued

many students are failing to
are keep their appointmnts for both medical
warded on the results of a competitive and X-ray examinations. The Health

late

Henry

Maurice

.rnings

Cody and

examination held at the opening of the Serivce has announced that fines will
be
session.

instituted

if

this

practice

is

continued.
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Music

Editorial

Pass

rather intelligent-looking lad, but seemed sheepish at the
"Oh," he said in a deprecatory manner, "I'm only in Pass

Arts."
in the group, obviously trying to

attitude of both the Pass Arts student and his friends from
is found, unfortunately, not only in most corners of
the University, but in not a few off-the-campus circles. Because of
its name and lighter timetable, the entire course has been labelled as
the easy course of the University. It has been unanimously designated as the course through which any student may slide with the

The

honor courses

least effort.

Professors are Guilty
Students and outsiders are not the only offenders here.

Many

professors, reputed for their interesting manner of presenting a subject to students in honor courses, can be accused of deliberately dulling their lectures for the Pass Arts students in an obvious attempt to
dictate notes so that the listeners will be certain to get the most imPossibly this does
portant points with the minimum of difficulty.
make tilings momentarily easy, but it leads to memorization rather
than thought on the part of the student, and as a method is hardly
fair to either of

All Married

Lapse

He was a

"Never mind," consoled others
cheer him up.

FREE

Momentary

Of

Defence
time.

1945

them.

The Secondary School concert
Massey Hall last night featured Mary
Syme as piano soloist by choosing the
Saint B-Sacns Piano Concerto NoA as
Citizen Kidney Myth, well-known
the work through which we were to
campus figure who was originally
judge her capabilities Miss Syme perported from the University of Manitoba
disadvantage.
formed under a distinct
to take part in the U.C. Follies, 1944
Inferior French music has a sort of
edition, will become president of this
vague precision which can awaken but University in the formal insulation cer
cona casual response in any except
emony to take place place in Controversy
firmed Francophiles. Miss Syme seemed Hall Friday afternoon.
the orchto get something out of it, but
chairman of the board of direcThe
stiff.
estra was obviously bored
tors of the Gyproc Wool Corporation
moments when her phrasing was good
officiate in the insulation program
and her rhythm forceful suggest that un- and will personally stuff his company's
der more favourable circumstances Miss product into Mr. Myth's union suit
Syme might be able to impress an aud- I've been looking forward to this event
ience. But as yet all is conjecture.
since the first frost last month," said
Apart from Sibelius and a few modern Kidney when interviewed by The Vo\
Sir

composers,

English

Ernest

Mac-

Millan seems most at home
Nineteenth Century. His performance of
Brahms' Fourth Symphony a week ago

in the late

Uy last night.
Mrs. Myth told The Varsity that she
very happy that her husband is final-

being insulated. "I just can't get
was one of his best efforts. Whether the Kidney any durable underwear nowaorchestra was unable to follow 'him or days," she revealed. "And I have been

thing unless it is spoon-fed. Except for the atmosphere lent by University surroundings there is little difference between this kind of
university pedagogy and the memory-work-homework routine revaLecture-rooms have a delightful
lent in public and high schools.
chit-chatty aura when invaded by the Pass Course en masse.

ever the cause, last night's performance

So are Students

You know how
whether Sir Ernest himself must take worrying about him.
blame I cannot he sure, but, what- easily he catches cold."
There was keen compctiton between

the

Fourth Symphony was the insulation concerns bidding for the
Since space Myth contract and for some time it apinaccurate and confused.
permits I will give a few of the sorry peared that the Ten Test firm, which
facts.
A proper balance was rarely offered a form fit asbestos union suit,

being in

theme of the slow movement carefully

Can be Good

Actually, the Pass Course can have just as much meat to it as any
other course offered in the University. Both timetable and curriculum, criticized as being skimpy and superfical are not so in most cases
because the individual makes them so.

No

student

forced to adhere strictly

is

and

to his lecture schedule,

interested in any subject,

if

is

sufficiently

Editorial Encores

Student

ing other lectures,
It is

In the absence

Intelligence

General Course in the

first

two

the Pass Course will have to

vacancy.

It

years,

fill

possible to choose

is

good

of a

that

"average line of intelligence" is
the

title

integrated course of studies comparable

the Professors concerning his belief that

The same books are

the average intelligence of a University

honor course.

available all students.

Pass or Honor, man

street,

and

his

will never discourage genuine inter-

on the part of any student

est

It

is

up

the

to

make

individual

man on
man who works

and also

that the

way up and

into University

has

who

if

you don't get

—but perhaps

all

you could out

of

of yourself.

it

"

*

*

M.G.B.

man

correspondent invites us to
of ourself

men

are above the average everyday

man

where he

he

is

situated in a

can, by application to

make

a

and retract a recent edi-

"It

is

little

tihis

higher plane.

regard for

the

character of

the

manner

own

thei

eolum
of

epigrams,

for

College

dif-

produce

to

is

a

world,

top-

heavy with books, teachers, lectures and

However absorbing
you'll

have

the
to

McLean, 4T7
Reg Herman,
- 4T6

E. Boss

ities

which

carries

,

Micier^ Micbnai

.

*

"A

GI.MBV*

Tickets at St. George Grill (Opsonia
Restaurant) Limited Accommodation.

NOTICE TO ALL

CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS

reduced to a series of high points
with

On
Paramount and the

payday

at

parade

leads

to

suclded

"Duffy's Tavern."

It's

star-studded,

In order to facilitate the production and
make-up of the

VARSITY"
requests for advertising space in the next
day's issue cannot be accepted at ihe Students'
Administrative Council Office after 2:30 p.m.

er

who

wood

reports
is

Ed Gardner

that

as

host to the toast of Holly-

at that fabulous beerery operated

Every

*

from tavern taps to revelry

in

was down for an interview,
went off to a place I knew,
Had some whisky and then some beer
And then some brandy to drown my

open house at Duffy's.
"Four here?"

Then

to the

*

*

•

Stark and sordid, "The

Souhtcrner"

are after college days.

graduate, they discovered, former-

I

man

my

whiff at

OUT 1",
And

I'll

AH students and staff interested
the
funchons of science are invited to attend. The status
of the
Students' Section will be discussed.
4.45, elections to start at 5.

m

social

was due

to sea,

me

breath and

"GET

says he,

never go there any more.
* * *

went down

I

I

didn't take at all well to

One

to

a place called the

Press,

had nothing but

I

First they told

I

steps

Hold

fear,

Then they

this film.

CA.ScW.To

The Students' Section of the Toronto Branch, Canadian Association of Scientific Workers, will meet this Thursday in the
Applied
Maths. Bldg. to elect officers for the coming year. The time
will be

Varsitee,

*

•

I

He

one,

Lamour and Moore, Lake and Ladd
travel

The

the Varsitee,

I

drunk same," comes
communique from our review-

"Sighted pub:
the terse

Students' Section of

ELECTIONS THIS THURSDAY

never go there any more.

I'll

star-

ly active In

:

1945

$5.00 PER COUPLE

PRICE

things

Visit Sinatra and Kelly at Lowe's or
Gershwin at Shea's but by-pass "The
campus dramatics, was work- Southerner" at the Uptown.
ing in some kind of production, occasIt is an adequate treatment of a sub—Dorothy Harley, 4T6 sionally in the theatre, more often in a ject that regularly tantalizes Filmtown's
Art, Music, and Drama
scenarists. Consider yourself warned
Philip Freed man, 4T6 school or social agency such as a settleRalph Jones, 4T7 ment; ex-college publication reporters
Staff Photographer...
* * •
were in journalistic, publishing or publiYou may see "The True Glory" at
city work; graduates active in campus either the Tivoli or the Eglinton.
We
political organizations were working in trust you will. We know
Bob Cooke
Night Editor
you ought to.
government agencies,"
Assistant: Martha Schober
EBJI
Assistant

Sports Editor

BOB

WHO

and sentences from accum-

The Varsitee, The Varsitee,
They say such things and they do such

The Screen

work

balance

14,

Outburst

Around

from the pages of some text on
American economics to provide a new
credit or compulsion, which will give
locale for a familiar problem: the same
you out-lets for your emotions and your
one that harassed Teeter Lester and Co.
varied interests.
in "Tobacco Road" Man vs. Land.
W. Hush Kenccr, B.A.
"Recently, a national magazine made
Peggy Bates, 4T6
Zachary Scott and Betty Field are the
.Robert R. jtobinstra, AT6 an interesting survey
of the subject
competent principals in this grim tale.
Phil ShacklctOQ, B.A. They interviewed employers to find what
If you seek escape entertainment avoid
Pep Wallace, B.P.B.E.
George Foratcr, 4T7 the results oE such extracurricular activ- "The
Southerner," suhl
Blanche Stanley, 4T6

„,

Assistant—
Feature Editor

Transportation Provided

Irresponsible

all

lopsided

those books with fun,

Editor-in-Chief
Women's Editor
Managing Editor
Asa!
Make-up Editor
AssistantNev/s Editor.-

HOW

results

It's

exams.

NOVEMBER

Movie.

Reveille, Louisiana State University

you are doing,

the

his phrases

individ-

performance which

necessary that everyone should by one Duffy.

campus newspaper.

Established 1680
University Preu
Published five times a week bj ihe StuCouncil of the 'Unidents' Administrative
versity of Toronto. Opinions expressed in

Member Canadian

BRANT INN

WHEN

vague connecting links. Mozart
fered noticeably from the flute's.
was Tchaikovsky's favorite composer
And now a suggestion or two, more
we do the Russian an injustice by
constructive perhaps, on the appropriate forcing his fully crystallized and mature
manner of performing Tchaikovsky. emotions out of the adequate and well
of

from the Croon Prince of
torial statement
We admonish him in but not, however, to that degree where the Land (character named Crosby) to
the volatile Cass Daley and Betty Hutturn to stand up like a man and sign his everything else is sacrificed."
ton, romp through Duffy' shonored estabname to his letters.
w.h.k.
the same vein as the above
lishment as the Imperial doors swing in
excerpt, comes a further elaboration from and out to lend atmosphere.
The UndorarfuJ u&Ie Newspe*p»r

Dance

Football

WHERE

theme B. The bassoon slurred over the ulating into large paragraphs. He manwithout proper articulation. ages to flow on without breaking his
Even the cellos made an excessive cres- couplets. By concentrating on the large

ssiduously devote himself to his studies

The

POST

phrases

Archie
duty, raise himself to

MI. 4969

The violins fol- which are far from epigramatic. The
and unmistakably.
lowed his instructions, but the oboe sol- balanced thrust and counter' thrust of
oist clipped notes here and there with Tchaikovsky, however, does not prevent

But the college man possess

in ability.

position

BLOOR W.

—

stop short of University require-

the advantage in that

FOOTNOTE
A

In fact texture of the whole orchestra able to attend the contract conference.

his course

need to be ashamed of the course you are
in

even after they had all en- down with changes in the weather.
Johns-Manvillc muffed the deal comsome instrument would stick out
thumb and spoil the balance. pletely since their representative was un-

tered,

at-

what he wants ments, the Daily goes on to say.
it to be, and to the professor to help by
It would indeed be an error on our
taking him more seriously. There is no paTt, were we to assume that all college
then, to

54

ttogetlicr but,

like a sore

tained a mental stage higher than those
student,

SWEATERS

SUITS

recently by one of heroic couplet, a Style particularly use-

higher than that of the

is

and the same professors lecture to both,

made

TWEEDS

DRESSES

from The
Tovey has .pointed out how Tchaikov- integrated" moulds which he found for
Commenting sky uses the antithetical style of the them.
MILTON WILSON

on a statement

17, 8:3 o p. m.

JOAN RIGBY
COATS

of a recent editorial

from McGilt Dailly, Montreal.

the various subjects offered, a closely-

to an

maintained between the woodwind and would get the job. As
with
brass seotions. Not only did the instrum- the Ten Test suit was equipped
ents enter in succession instead o: legs and sleeves designed to roll up or

ual

one gets out of a thing as much as he
puts into it

an added feature

scherzo the oboist had Jus

an old and very true adage that

November

Please sign list in V.C.U. Office immediately
in order that invitations may be sent.

cendo on the second phrase of the mel- climaxes or by overintensifying the comody, perhaps because they had original- poser's
emotional concentration most
ly entered too softly. In the trio of the modern performances of his symphonies

not barred

from supplementing his course by attend-

WYMILWOOD
Saturday,

Tchaikovjifey'j

was coarse and muddy. Uniformity of "I had to show up at my wedding that
lacking. day," explained Tommy when asked to
phrasing was conspicuously
pbhipino
Tchaikovsky has phrased the main explain* his absence.

It

ARE INVITED TO A DANCE IN

ly

This is the logical moment to say dogmatically that there is no
reason for all this, unfortunately, there is. One reason is the attitude
taken by some professors, as outlined briefly above. Another major
reason can be found in the students themselves. Some students enter
the course because of its reputation of being an easy one. so that they
can devote more of their time to other campus activities, or because
they are too lazy to think of working very hard. Others come into it
with an embittered attitude of being forced to lower themselves to il,
and some because they are not sufficiently interested in any specific
subject to specialize. Regardless of their reasons for entering the
course, the majority of its students are, or pretend to be, ashamed of
it.

& Women

i

to give the whole course an inferiority comIn trying to make things easier for their pupils they^ are inplex.
directly implying that, passmen are not capable of assimilating any-

These professors help

Men

of Victoria College

me

vile distress.

to read

some

proof,

started to raise the roof.

struggled along

till

I

said he,
I'll

went

I

sat

by

Signed
Mail to box "R" The Varsity, or hand to a
canvasser.

never go there any more.

• •
I

strike

order-in-council.

scarce could

Next morning the Editor came to me
"One hundred and twenty misprints,"

And

Because I believe in union security, Ihe right of all
workers, I the undersigned student of the University
of
Toronto petition the Dominion Government to remove
the
R.C.M.P. from Windsor and settle the Ford

off to

down

Sponsored by the

•

review a show,

in the very front

row;

Back

to the Office and wrote all night
Pages and pages of quips so bright.

JLoflCCF.

and L.P.P. CLUBS

They didn't like what I wrote at all
The story next day was extremely
small
It

needed good eyesight to find

it

at

all.

And

I'll

never go there any more,
•
* •

The Varsitee, The Varsitee,'
They say such things and-they do such
things

On The
And I'll

Varsitee,

The

Varsitee,

never go there any more.

—woo.

—Instruction for Beginners

Squash Racquets
Instruction for

those wishing to lean, to play
squash racquets
provided by the kmdness of several senior
members on Monday
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday at the noon hour.
Will those
members who have signed for instruction please notify
is

the

office if

Warden's

they are unable to be present at the hour
designated
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Saints Plaster Dents
In Group III Rugby
Two

fumbles paved the

way

SPORT

Mike's 13-0 victory over Dents, giving
the Gaeis top spot in Group Three.
Dents threatened in the first quarter

when

Petruilo and

up the

Young worked

Sparked

by

St.

Odette's

Soccer
O.

Lacrosse
17—Jr. S.P.S.

Vic

Here
I.

30— Sr.

U. C.l

IV
close

ball

the start of the third quarter with

B 2— III Meds O.
Vic 2— Sr. S.P.S.
by default over I S.P.S, B.

S.P.S.

in

few

passes and plenty of plunging. Later in
the quarter, Gallagher for the Irish

picked up another Dent fumble at the
S yard line and raced across for a major

Sr.

Dents

D

Relay Track
Meds

10,

ills

S.P.S.

8,

Trinity

5,

PorestryS.

incomplete— remainder of meet

(Continued on page 4)

reminisce, fall asleep
call

left

oiled,

in lobby,

not arranged, realize

by daylight, preferable;

lOih

U

SECTIONS Q, R, S, T, and are reserved for University
students for this game. Seats are NOT reserved, but
each
student may obtain a special student ticket by
presenting
person, registration card with athletic portion
attached
at the Athletic Office, Hart
House, on Thursday and Friday, November 8th and 9th.

m

buggy

a probably problem, people on the
watered and aired, Lazy Lena leaves local
tire

it

in

Saturday

Not Available Saturday

Tickets
The

SZ

registration card

must

^

fT

shown with the
student entrance-

also be

™

stadi
g
south door of the Arena.

at the

STUDENTS MUST BE IN THEIR SEATS BEFORE
2.15

P.M.

Students' Entrance, South Door
of Arena,

Only

at seven sharp although

reconnoitre stadium and university
dither at one-thirty p.m. someone has snatched

is

a

bellboy awakens

McGILL

vs.

(SENIOH INTERCOLLEGIATE)

aboard; five-five— rad boils over at Oakville, people envision
allnight escapade with distince possibility of sleeping
in car, dark, faithful
four go to eat, tireless two install new hose connection,
scalding inner surface of hands; seven-fifteen— prapers are offered
as Hamilton bypassed;
lights of London at nine p.m., ignition locked,
engine flatly refuses to quit,
battery cable removed, selves and Lena register at hotel
; midnight—characters
suggest raid on stadium; five a.m.— sundry persons
still
together after
wandering about town and university in much bewilderment, meet
Varsity's
fearless three In hotel lobby with characteristic
'W* amid tonsorial topping,

II.

Volleyball

The two teams played

frustratingly turns out iFriday, one o'clock— blitz

VARSITY

limits, six

3.

but the half ended and

the Gaels led 6-0.

it

funny, front

phone; four-thirty—gas ed,

S.P.S.

IV 24— Wycliffe

S.P.S.

how

is

acting mightly

Swim League

Dents came back with accurate passing
by McManus and Young rolling up to
20,

O—Dents

.recovery of

NOVEMBER

Rugby Week-end

rough schedule is drawn up before departure, which goes something
like this: Leave Friday one o'clock, arrive London four,
register, at hotel,
take in a show and to bed ; up at nine Saturday and some shopping,
out to
game at one, back to hotel at five, to football dance at eight-thirty, in bed
iby two or three; sleep till ten, pack and
away by eleven, arrive Toronto
two-thirty, a quiet afternoon at home, possibly the Hart
House Sunday
Evening Concert and abed by midnight; up to hit a nine o'clock
Monday
morning. All very lovely.

II O-^Forestry O.

Knox

of a

STADIUM

Jerry Ewins

A

Mikes 13— Dents 0.

Vic

Dent's fumble, the Saints plunged up the
allowing Bauer to take it across
the line. Niero's convert was good.

Mike's

SHORT

IN

field

field

St.

By
The Glamour

Rugby

the

up to St Mike's 30.
MoManus kicked to Niero who brought
the ball a yard out for the Irish.
ball

SPEAKING OF SPORT

St

for

1945

;

Annie Oakleys from ticket office, nice, friendly usher shuts
eyes, ducats
turn up inside; good view of brawl from Press Box,
game lost; supper in
restaurant with Toronto's ringing in our ears throughout,
nostalgia, indigestion; discover no admittance to dance at hotel,
get in anyway, friends
help; midnight— in room, assorted characters wandering
in and out exchanging
anecodotes and, follow same and assist; six a.m.—pair
of unknowns suggest
bridge, noises, now wide awake; more sleep, brunch at
noon, everybody ready
to pull out immediately; one p.m.— inflate front left
tire; leave

sports^alendaT
SOCCER
LACROSSE
VOLLEYBALL

00

U.C.

St

00
00

00

Life

Vetter

Med

Sr.

Williams

A

Prc-Med

SPS

Jr.

Himcl

U.C

Seunarine

U.C. Ill

Seunarine

Jr.

Dents B

30

I

Trin.

A

Dent

30

London

SPS

If.

Sr. U.C.

two-thirty;

arrive Toronto without incident four-thirty, unbelievable
but
rename Lazy Lena Lightning Liz; people disturbed and
home at six,
hunger and sleep loom large on mind; stagged into nine o'clock
Monday
morning, haggard.
true,

Speaking on Sport

The Sportswoman
By

—Yes.

The Mulock Picture
Only four games remain on

this

Interfaculty timetable, of which
two, at the most, could affect the playoffs setup but probably
won't Sr.

It

fall's

S.P.S. and U.C. could still tie for Group I leadership, but to do
flu's the
engineers would have to throw their two remaining games which they
won't
In other words, St Mikes' victory last night made it final.
Sr. School (Group I winner) will play St Mikes next Tuesday,
and their
superior weight will probably give them the necessary to win. On the
Monday, U.C. and Vic will hook up in the other semi-final, and it remains
to

be seen whether an improving U.C, outfit can best this red and gold bunch
of speed boys
Personally, Vic look like the stronger team. All tin's adds
up to Vic and Sr. School in the colorful Mulock final next Friday. The
games are all in Varsity stadium at 2,15 p.m., so regulation quarters will again
be employed by the timekeepers. Bob Lye, the good ref around the U. of
T.,
will officiate at each game.

two

was

a beautiful day to play tennis
f,nahs U to d.scard sweaters,
and

™i
pools

little

y

party's

on

.

.

.

Have

Ski Club Plans

a Coca-Cola

" ta5

"f water,
of

" S°rt

.

.

a

.

warm

gentle

»

game, with Jan Rutherford emerging
w.th a score of (6-3) (7-5), The large
tennis cup now
changes hands
Marg Alexander, St. Hilda's, will bequeath the
cup
o Jan at the end of the year. Jan already has
in her possession a goodly colthe voter

lection of tennis troph.es, the latest
being the
tlistnct Champion.

Laurentians

arose

from

ity of

Toronto Ski Club.

M

'

who

attended the meeting in University
College, included the hiring of instructors for novices at the

snow

sport, lec-

tures in the art, and introduction of a
first aid patrol.

ation round.

SYLVIA

and

Two

who made

the first elimin-

points went to those in the second
round ... and so on
which was the winner. P.H.E. are in the
same position
year as St Hilda's were the last year.

up

to the sixth

A

Triple Header
basketball season

was officially opened Monday night, when three
gym of U.T.S. The first game featured
a fast game, but die wild shooting on
both
sides signifies a crying need for more
practice ... on the whole it showed
promise oi a good season.
U.C. II defeated Meds.-S.P.S. with a score
of 16-14. Next on the floor were the freshies
of U.C. and Vic. This was
the most outstanding game of the evening,
considering that they had never
played together before
.they played a fast game, clean, and
spirited
Lillian Laakso, of U.C, was a remarkably
good player. Vic secured the
game by the narrow margin of 23-21.
games were played off
If and Meds.-S.P.S.

UC

in the

.

.

.

.

The last game was a tilt between the Nurses and Vic
the Nurses
coming out the winners lS^t, showing considerably
improvement since last
year.
All of which sounds very encouraging, when
one thinks of future
Intercollegiate games as well as Intramural.
It is still within our powers
to hope that the meet at McGill will
come off sometime after Christmas,
.

EATON AUDITORIUM

city

"

'

V

The

season, outlined to the 200 Varsity skiers

Ottawa

' k<! S
'" third
next comes Vic
•
cT*' „ c ° mbinatiOT ot ,vith a score °'
Meds-S.P.S. have 6 points to their credit
'
""'J '
with
U.C. w.nding up the score with 5. The points
were alloted in the following manner: one point was given to all

yesterday's

Ambitious program for the coming

of the

title

P.H.E. as a team arc winners by an
overwhelming majority
They
can boast of a total of 58 points, and the
rurmers-up, St Hilda's managed

this

organizational meeting of the Univers-

J

™

I'f"

players

Possibility of intercollegiate ski tourn-

aments and car-pool excursions to the

sunlight encouraged the
cooled
their

breeze

The C0U " S W"e
d «""•= with
which any amount of sweeping could not
disperse
r
fS
dU
.'°
e "* e °""< ° ! "* S*™- The two
"

. tenms
contestants for the
tide were fairly evenly matched.
Jan Rutherford,
r.H.h_, excelled ,n power and
speed.
Natalies Fayer, also P.H.E
had a
deadly accurate a.m. It was
a good

St

The

PoUy Mutz

The Winner

.

.

at least nothing concrete has

or
J

way

make

ro

make

certain that events live

guests feel at

home

up

appeared to blast the hopes of Toronto to put
up a good showing in the basketball "do". Though a few coaches
of basketball teams have been known to shake their
heads sadly in reply to a query

KAMIN

"Happy Birthday" to you

on

PIANIST

to expectations is to

with delicious ice-cold Coca-Cola right

TONIGHT at

out of the refrigerator. There's no better way to say So glad you

cameth&n to welcome them with that bid to hospitality, HaveaCoke.
The Coca-Cola Company of Canada Linailed - Toronto

i

spirits

... or maybe they were indulging

Anyhow ... we

at Montreal.

What do you

.

8:45 pm.

Hoiorvod loats S1.20. SI. go, 52.40 (lax
lncludod).
Studoni tic tots available
at Toronto Comorvalory oi Motttr.

Coa-CoLi and n abbreviation "Coke"
ate registered tfidc-ni ark s which
identify the pioJuci ol The Coo-Cola

conditions of their charges,

we have seen nothing so far to merit
in a little pardonable
expect that the activities of the teams themselves will speak more forcefully than any words .
and it looks as if Toronto will have a top-of-the-bottle representation in the forthcoming
tile

snch low

self-modesty.

BUY

WAR

show

say,

team!

SAVINGS STAMPS

o o

VARSITY FOOTBALL DANCE
QUEENSWAY BALLROOM, LAKESHORE

Saturday, Nov. 10th, 8:30 to 12
T.ckets Will

Go

on Sale

in

P.

ANY

TICKETS

NOT PURCHASED BY

^™

NOON

HUMBER BAY

M.

Room 82,

Quotas Have Been Allotted

RD. and

to

Tickets $1.00 Per Person

University College, Today, 12-2

Each College and Faculty

(Take a King Car)

and 5-6

for Ticket,

,2
FRIDAY WILL BE SOLD TO ANYONE
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL OFFICE,
HART HOUSE

ON

THE **™ITU*
CAMPUS
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New

and Enlrenous

*

Love, Parties
By

& Friendship

Trinity building, shaving.

have

They then wave

Warm

*

and Colourful

. .

hair brush

and razor

at

one another and be-

good neighbours.
*

*

*

A note addresed to us and quasi-anonymously signed "Fleur"
asks whether we had heard about the freshie who met a fella at
a dance and thought he must be graduating in dentistry when he
told her he was in "sock and fill."

"No," she answered.

"I think it's love."
friend assures us that in his case it was sloppy dialing.
*
*
* *

*

*

*

*

Wally Belfry enjoys appearing in public with his air-famed
mother and his step-father. Eyebrows skyrocket when a host introduces the threesome to a stranger as "Miss Claire Wallace and her
son, Wally Belfry, and her husband, Mr. Stutt."

A

VaxsLty-ii* prowling through the lobby in Hotel London over
met a stranger who exclaimed enthusiastical"Hey, come on up to room 847. There's a wonderful party going
on there. " Thank you, said the prowling Vsrsiry-iie who, it seemed,

the Western week-end

ly;

647.

of frattists returned

the other evening from initiation
treasure hunt cherishing a red and white striped barber's pole. They
felt,

like

*

"No," a tired voice replied. "You want MI 3482. This is KI
3482. This is just a nightly occurrence, you know,"
"How do you suppose it happens so often," our friend wondered.
"Sloppy dialing?"

A

*

one of the third floor residents of the Trinity apartments.
Each morning as Miss Taylor steps to her window in Whitney
Hall to comb her hair, her acquaintance appears in his window-in the

Ross McLean

"Hello," the party at KI 3482 began.
"Hello," he said. "Is that Hutton House?"

was himself registered in

*

The girls from Smith College continue to make friends at Varsity.
Phoebe Taylor, one of the exchangees, reports that she has for the
past several weeks been entering gradually into an acquaintance with

A friend of ours happened to call KI 3482 the other evening.

Our

1945

lo a girl friend as together they walked down the "Blares" and out
of the restaurant. "Because," she continued, "it 'boys' my spirits."

trio

BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

they said, like Dr. George Gallup after taking a poll.
*
* * *
"I like to come to Mae's in the evening," whispered the freshie

Col e'si
Reefer Style Mufflers

BOOKS

TEXT

They're essentially English; with tapered ends, and narrower
than usual to tie into a neat, Ascot style knot, or to drape

more evenly
woo!

in the conventional

matched
and browns in the

in bracing, well

greens, blues

.

. .

wrap around manner.

stripes, also checks.

Each

lot.

AH

Wines,

4*50

Other imported and domestic wools from each. 1.95 to 7.00.

AND

EATON'S -COLLEGE STREET

SUPPLIES

Rugby

What' s on Today

(Continued from page 1)

Women's Commerce Club

FOR ALL COURSES

Tonight at 8.00 at Wymihvood Dr.
H. A. Innis will address the Women's
Commerce Club on Russia.

—o—

A

CANADA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF
NEW AND USED COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS

rehearsal for the cast of the

full

opera will be held both tonight and tomorrow night at 7.30 p.m.

McManus and Niero
for

Club

C. C. F.

Complete Line of School Supplies

K. C. speaking on
ity

all

BUY BOOKS—

NEW

Bring in your used text books.

and

at

"Humbug

did the kicking

Mikes

respectively.

OD

Prescriptions for glasses

jnsp;,.^7j filled with quality

of Sincer-

Je-niciAHsJ

ware

spectade-

at reasonab e prIces>
|

The Diet

Kitchen,

Oo/ct, oceurofe repair service

6.00-p.m.

and the

321 BLOOR ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground floor St. George Apartments)

at

at

Women's

the

price of the evening will be

cents dinner included.

Open

to ail

Iho Faculty

—o—

We pay you

whether used in your school or

W.

8.30-p.m.

The

Union.

—

Foreslers' Club
The Foresters' Olub meets
night

not.

Debates

the

in

House. Mr.

schools.

St.

students.

spot cash for books you no longer need

courses in all

St.

meeting
65

complete stock of

Books for

72 Bloor

For Cash

TEXT BOOKS

Dents and

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

on the International Front." the din-

ner will be held in

We carry a
USED Text

another

—o—

Dinner and business meeting of the
Duncan,

ON YOUR

for

Darkness stopped the passing of both
ending up the game with a point for the

of T. C.C.F. Club, with Lewis

—WE

converted

point.

Saints.

Vic Music Club

Save Money

Niero

score.

"

I.

C. Merritt,

at 7.30 to-

Room

ester, Gait, Ontario, is to be the

and

Hart

Regional For-

his topic is "Forestry in

'HQ

M.VWST

speaker
1

Southern

Mats: Wed., Sat. 2:20

Ontario."

Refreshments will be served in Great
Hall after the meeting.

LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
may bring in your old iexf books, and we will give you a generous Irade-in allowance on them io be credited against any purchase you make.
If

Record Hour

you prefer, you

The record program,
from

held daily

4.00 to 5.30 in the

Women's

Common Room at U.C., is open to
the men and woman of every college

3

Ring Notebooks with metal

rings

1.50 to 2.50

and

FREE

ZIPPER NOTEBOOKS

WITH EVERY PURCHASE

Limited Supply

SPECIAL

Classifier for

your ring notebook.

Open Evenings

3.75

up

WE
BUY
BOOKSri

726

YONGE
(1

Schubert

C

RA. 1148

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

To-day's program

Symphony,

in

Pricei (lax Included)
Evenings; suo. 31.00, $2.40, fiJlO
Wod. Mallnoo: 60c, SI. 20, SI. GO
Sal. Mallnoe: 31.20. 11.80, 13.40

Quintet for strings, in

Major,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Until 10 p.m.

BOOK MARKET
AND BOOK EXCHANGE

faculty.

Hayn—"Military"
G Major.

PEARLS LOST
Last

week,

Medical Bldg.
sake.

between

WANTED
and

Victoria

Single strand.

Please return to S.A.C

Keepoffice.

Man
dent

to share

room with another

Chatham Ave.,

stu-

GL 4822.

LOST

ATTENTION FRESHIES

Pair of dark lens glasses, with pink
shell rim, not to be confused with
If

In leather case, bearing,
"Mitchell-Cropp, Winnipeg." Please
call MI 2974 after five, or leave at
sunglasses.

S.A.C.

you are interested

lenic registration
office.

in

rushing, be sure to return

fraternity

Pan-Hel-

form by Nov. 24

Formally Takes Office

The Undergraduate Newsp&per
LXV
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SMITH WILL BE INSTALLED TOMORROW
U. C Joins Other Faculties
World's Academic 'Greats'
To Help

Japanese-Canadians

W.

U. A., the following resolution
"Resolved that the students of Univers-

ity 'College

condemn

the action

Dominion government
deportation of

the

in

the

citizens

and believe

that

To Watch Smith
CEREMONY

The students of University College
followed the lead of other campus organan

when

open meeting

and

Lit

A

the

government should be responsible
action on

this

problem belonged rightly

initiative.

the

In

discussion which

speakers voiced

be

will

wood
•HOTO BY KAilSH

will

take place at

at 4:15 this afternoon.

interested in social study

the opinion

national importance.

the

An "Old Country" tradition will be enacted when the Beadle
agent of conferring degress, walks onto the platform
ahead of the

such

that

toward Japanese Canadians who
have proved disloyal.

dis-

cussed at the meeting of the Humanist

Club which

to

several

gold-gowned Chancellor, and bearing the
mace as a symbol of authority

ency

Earle Fisher,

problems

led

motion

action might mistakenly advocate leni-

Humanist Topic
Sociological

above

the

of

Wymil-

All those

who

in

the

Army,

felt

By

Coutts Conducts

that these people

Varsity

Symphony

Auditions for student musicians wish-

upon their release from camps.

ing to play wiht

the

Heads

A former school principal from British
phony Orchestra this year will be held
Columbia, Robert Sheward, stated that
Short talks will be given on ComMonday Nov. 12 at 7.30-pjn. in the
the Japanese in that province have been
munity Councils and Centres religious
Women's Union, 79 St George St,
"hopelessly
robbed and disgustingly
education in the schools, the religious
was announced yesterday. Players are
treated."
attitudes survey conducted by the clubs,
needed for all sections of string, brass
In conclusion it was decided to post a
and Humanism as a philosophy.
and wood-winds.
These problems will be discussed by copy of the resolution in the U.C roOrchestra conductor tliis year will be
sub -committee, so that those interested tunda, along with a petition to be signed
George Coutts, Aberdeen-born member
in specific aspects may join in the argu- by students of the college who agree to
of the Toronto Conservatory of Music
pain.
I am terribly sorry that a small
its content
ment
Organist and Choirmaster of the Wairresponsibile group should have brought

Queen's
Deplore Student Vandalism
of Varsity,

In an interview with The Varsity yesterday, President Sidney Smith released

for publication the text of his letter to

W.

Dr.

I

Neill's reply

done

print, herewith, excerpts

to find out at this

from both

letters.

My

lism.

Toronto property two

to University of

prior to the last Varsity- Queen's game.

We

wished

Mc- many were engaged

with regard to the damage

end

in the act of

present information

different

how
that

Symphony and now each year some of
the members of the Junior Orchestra
move into the larger unit.

a long standing tradition ; but had bound
each other not to put paint on University

able to put an end to these unpardonable
if

unchecked,

may

lead

I am en>
to something more serious.
closing a copy of to-day's 'Varsity' in
which I have endeavoured to head off
the possibility of retaliation on the part
of the students of this institution. I have
not lost my recollection of the buoyancy
of my students days. I would encourage

opportunity

the

expressing

for

letter telling

me

of the

done to University of Toronto property

Show

Gallery

In

The Canadian Government has placed
an exhibit of war paintings by contemp-

Ex-Service Students
that

orary

.

.

Canadian

House Art
done

.

in oils

and water

able to Veterans a full-time advisory service. They would be glad to

cord

of

land,

on sea and

the

in

artists

Gallery.

These

service

the

Hart

paintings,

form a reCanadians on

colors,

.

The University Advisory Bureau
was set up on the authority of the
Board of Governors to make avail-

of

in the air during the

present war.

Many

of the artists have been closely

sociated with the development of the
fine art collection in

Hart House and

you on any matters upon nearly all have at least one painting
which you wish to consult them.
hanging in the House. The artists re-

help

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY

BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS
G7

St.

George

Si.

Midway

3791

Carl
ented in the collection are:
Charles Comfort, Will Og-

Schaefer,

;

l

You

are invited to

make use

this service.

of

who

cty in

who
all

are Ex-Service

members

of the

served in an active capa-

any branch of the Service are

requested by the Alumni Federation
to be in uniform on Nov. 10, the
day of the Service of Remembrance
and Consecration which is being
held at 'the Sodiers' Tower. Permission for the wearing of uniforms on
this

occasion has

been granted by

the three Services.

faculty

new garments from
Smith

Dr.

the Beadle and aid
donning them. This will

in

be done by University College Principal
Taylor,

Dean

Gallic of the Faculty of

Medicine, and

Dean Young

of Applied

When Dr.
adorned in the silver-taselled

Science and Engineering.

Smith

is

T.B. X-ray Service
Friday

is

the last day tor x-ray ex-

amination of chests.

Any

Mr. Coutts has payed over the C.B.C.
of in
a series in which prominent organists

student

who has missed his from all over Canada partcipated,
presappointment or who has failed to make enting the complete works
of Bach.
first

half of

all

university

members

first

will pre-

address as Pres-

ident

Six honorary degrees

then

will

conferred as previously announced.
six

candidates,

be

The

wearing scarlet LL.D.

robes, will be presented to the presiding

Chancellor,

or final years

Smith.

Dr.

Hoods

Cody,

by

signifying

President

their

newly-

awarded honor roll will be placed over
an appointment must attend at the East
Hanus Gruber, second-year music their heads and withdrawn by the Beadle
Block, Parliament Bldgs. South Enstudent has been appointed Associate and tile candidates will sign the Golden

trance Basement, to complete this

students

9.00-10.30

ex-

Women

amination on Friday morning.

am., men students

10J0-ll.45a.rn. Ex-service personnel
these years

who have had a

chest x-ray

within the last year are excluded from
the above ruling.

of the orchestra. Associate Book reserved for such occasions.
conductor to John Reymes-King in 1943
Next Premier of Ontario George
Gruber ahs just been discharged from Drew and President of Harvard
Un-

conductor

the Army after a year with the Intell- iversity
J. B. Conant will speak on beigence Corps. Born in Czechoslovakia, half of those who were
awarded dehe studied music in Europe and is con- grees.
tinuing his studies here.

He

plays the

To the organ melody 'The Blue and
string bass, though he has
White" the processions will leave the
never been in a professional orchestra.
platform.
piano and

Clock-Stocks Depleted
Students Remain in Bed

An announcement
al

of the first rehears
of th University orchestra will b
in The Varsity

made

Miss A.E.M. Parkes, Secretary of the
Installation

the

Rezetnik
porter, himself

a victim of

meagre-

the

clock-stock epidemic, gave the

subject

Guest Professor
Lectures on Gray

Committee,

representatives

have a

any act of vandalism.

damage

by Queen's students caused me great

effected

is

full

of

reports

the

that

universities

weekend arranged for them.

The evening of the installation a dinner at Hart House will the 400 representatives opportunity to offer

congratmessages to President Smith.
These will be accceptcd for Dr. Smith
by Irwin and Ruth Margeson and placed
on trays borne by George Doner and
received blunt welcome. "Get out," the
Prof. Louis I. Bredvold, Head of the
John Stephenson.
dealer barked.
English Department at the University of
Saturday morning the representatives
In one of the frats, however, the proyou can get one)
Michigan, will deliver two lectures here
will attend the Remembrance Day proinitiative he could over- blem of getting up without an alarm to-day as guest of
the University of Torceedings, many to place wreaths
on the
two problems. But the clock was easily solved. They just stay onto English Department.

Servicemen's Art

Dr. McNeill replied as follows:

Staff

to the expense of repairing the
By Julian
damages. I should be very grateful to
When the Philosophy professor asked
you if you would let me know the cost.
pupils what were the three
his
one
of
President Smith pointed out that in hi
most essentiail things in a Varsity stuletter to Vice Principal McNeill he had
dent's life, Campus Joe wasn't far from
also stated that it has been found in the
wrong when he answered, "A room
University of Toronto that ex-service
(even if
if in an attic), a meal
personnel have not been the leaders in (even
only one a day), and a alarm clock

that

property."

Do you know

All students
personnel and

be put

buoyancy short of damaging irreparably

"Your

REMEMBRANCE SERVICE

at the outset of this

manners and good taste.
have, that the AMS Courts will deal
"The despoiling of stone fabric by vigorously with the offenders.
"Your letter was very wise and depaint that cannot be entirely removed
is inexcusable.
In sending you the list tached and no one could find any fault
of damage done to our buildings we have with any word of it. The Varsity edino thought of presenting a bill to torial was also sound.
"Queen's University is not willing
Queen's University. I am hopeful, however, that by common action we will be that the University of Toronto should

installation

As he is disrobed by one
member two more will take the

President

young musicians who held hopes of
cede Dr. Smith's
into the larger Vancouver

graduating

But independently something
much worse happened. A small
group of not more than six, committed
letter that I am not writing in any re- acts of vandalism for which we blush in
criminatory spirit.
All the univer- shame,
"I called a meeting of the Senate yessities are faced with a common problem
terday and reported the matter. I told
in respect of the conduct of their student
them what I had done and suggested
bodies in the post-war period. On
that no action be taken pending reports
casion, one may discern a tendency to from the AMS court and my suggestion
The Senate was very
translate the joys of peace by ways of was accepted.
indignant but it had confidence, as I
an abandonment of standards of g

activities which,

for

raid on the Stadium in accordance with

very

"I assure you

intention of providing a training -ground

were concerned.

groups

First a group of students had planned a

buildings.

"Dear Dr. McNeill,

BEAT McGILL

vandais

actual

picturesquely in the act of disrobing the

black velvet motorboard and blue and
Road Baptist Church since 19-10,
silver gown he turns to shake hands
Mr. Coutts was instrumental in the
offcially President of the University of
forming of the Vancouver Junior SymToronto.
phony Orchestra. He formed it with the
Dean of Arts Beatty's greeting on be-

"I did not reply immediately because

Queen's University, as well as Dr.

The

rner

whole student body into disgrace.

the

E. McNeiil, vice-president of

[he declaration of office.

University Sym-

invited to attend.

installed by
the
Board of Governors,
Eric Phillips. Dr. Smith

be

the

respond as Col. Phillips administers

be faced with tremendous problems

and action are

must
of

currently Col.

would

Act of 1906 the

University

Chairman
will

still

the

President

has been associated

with Japanese -Canadians while serving

'

ANCIENT RITUAL

emonies installing Dr. Sidney Smith as President of the University
of Toronto Friday afternoon at Convocation Hall.
Academic greats of all North American universities and all major
universities throughout the world will fill the platform
and banks of
the hall, wearing many colors of robes representing their respective
universities. Seats on the ground level will be filled with
guests of

to the S. A. C. He went on to say that
Canadians to civilian life and provide
since that body would not do so other
for ample repayment of losses sustained."
organizations would have to take the
Gordon McCaffrey, president of Hie

passing

IS

By Wally Belfry
pattern clinging to tradition has been set for the formal cer-

they passed, in

the

of

stated that the responsibility for taking

for the rehabilitation of these Japanese

Social Problems

Installed

and himself a member of the S.A.C.,

the proposed
izations yesterday

Canadian

loyal

of Japanese ancestry,

of

Lit

Michael Forestcy, George Pepper,
Nicholls, Pegi Nicol MacLeod,
Murphy, Lawren Harris Jr., and

Eric Holgate. The exhibit
for nlwut two weeks.

will continue

thorough study. The reporter, in
an interview with a downtown dealer
(who arrived at his office an hour late),
a very

ulatory

(when and if
With a little
come the first
Alarm Clock? My, my, now he

Soldier's Tower. That afternoon
tr a awake all night. Of course college-peopli
the
At an open lecture in West Hall, Uni- dignitaries
will take their place amongst
eed some rest, so rather than catch a
dreamer!
versity College, at 10 a.m., Prof. Bredthe tissue-throwing throngs in Varsity
(literally)
each
night,
they
wink
situSo grave has become the clock
vold will discuss "Thomas Gray as a
(Continued on page 4)
completely for rest" In
ation that it has issued into a campus aside one day
Pre-Romantic Poet" Tonight at 8 p.m.
clas
problem. The social and physical scien- this way they don't miss all of the
In the U.C. Senior Common Room he
all of the time, just some of th
ts have pooled their wagons of wiswill address the graduate English Club
dom. But in vain! There Just aren't any classes some of the time.
on "Nature a Normative and Descripfew long-haired intelligentsia of tive Term."
alarm clocks I
The consequences of the clock short- S.P.S. have finally found an opportunProf. Bredvold is in Toronto on an
they ity to use their creative abilities to ca- annual exchange lecture system embracre are more far-reaching than
might seem to the casual observer. When pacity. One particular 'Einstein' in- ing the University of Toronto, Cornell,
campus Joe finally rockets out of bed vented his own alarm clock. It is too Western Reserve, and University of Advance on S.P.S. Soph Frosh Dance
here,
Year cards will be tickets at the annthe morning, he's already missed two complicated to explain in detail
Later this year a Toronto
Michigan.
rings, arid at
lectures, and so redoubles his efforts to but the principle is that it
professor will reciprocate with an ex- ual S.P.S. Soph Frosh Fri. Nov. 9 at
what change lecture
amazing
It's
time,
too.
proper
the Royal York Banquet Hall
The
at Michigan.
be on time for his third. He dons his the
swing and sway will be led by Boh
trousers over his pyjamas, puts his shirt one can team in college.
Gimby and his lovely vocalist Veronica
The problem has been solved in anbackwards, and docs a fair imitation
Foster.
ther way by a young lady who works
of "Dagwood flying through the front
She just Medical Examinafion
cards will be tickets at the door
on the telephone exchange.
door.
and admission is restricted to first and
He forgot to wash and shave; he rings the phone at 8.30 each morning
There will be no medical examinations
second
lias
lost
she
years. The School Sophs and
By
now
her
friends.
all
>r
In't eat; he brought the wrong books,
cither Friday afternoon or Saturday
Frosh arc advised to get their year
II
her friends.
no ink in his pen. Does the
and

—

Gambol To Gimby

At

S.P.S. Dance

i

there's

picture look familiar?

Odd

as

it

may

seem, a Varsity re-

There

group
(Continued on page 4)
is

also

an

elite

,

at

the

orning

holiday.

since

Friday afternoon

is

a cards
the

now from their representative and
Engineering Society respectively.
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Editorial

We

Circumstance

HOWARD LINDSAY

Are

The

Editor,

the headlines.

resentment concerning the governments'

note with disgust the most recent

effusion of your

make-up editor on be-

of two left-wing political groups

half

Co-incident with this brazen piece of
deception is an item with similar intent

which advises us

"Down

ent votes

the 'headline

in

the Victoria College

that

Debating Parlianv

with

Drew

In both cases, the material

Cabinet'
the col-

in

Toronto.

The artist who did the poster, one
"Hymie the Limey," declared the conbomb was "an absurdly

struction of the

THE HILARIOUS NEW YORK
LONDON COMEDY HIT

*H £ J['.—

a

the triumph of the

resoluton rejoicing in

Drew Government

the recent Ontario election

an opinion against the

Drama

ment, nor does

it

failure of

the

in

no sense

Drew Govern-

carry the implication

of an adverse opinion,

Exception to the Rule

is

in

any more than the

thousands of people to rejoice

Prices (tax included)Evgs. 90c S1.20 $1.80 $2.40 $3.00
Sat. Mat. 60c $1.20 $1.80 $2.40

intelligent

university student could

evening

last

the young pianist Sylvia Kamin presented a program of Rosenthal dim-

which was a most profitable

ensions,

The subamong others,

evening for students of music
ject of tone production,

has been the banc of countless pupils,

and

it

was

how

instructive to see

this

Victoria Urttoertfttp

A

MEMORIAL

zine

and that a free bomb

way

with each issue.

will be given

REMEMBRANCE OF OUR GALLANT DEAD

IN

METROPOLITAN UNITED CHURCH

"We want to put our magazine over
nth a bang," he declared.

Sunday, November

Comments on
"It

the poster were varied.
shows considerable nerve and a

end of the war implies a regret lice sense of the disgusting," said
bad ended.
Thete, Art Critic of The Varsity.

AT

S.

Guild

approached the problem, especially
The
of the faculties on the campus.
well-known a Major Sonata by
meeting was opened by a short address
Schubert,
where expressive melodic
by Professor Knox, Head of the Eng.
l>hrases and strict classical timing were
Dept. U.C. in which he accepted the
remarkably combined.
position of honorary President and out-

sterling

been

lias

by some that
works had best be left
players. Sylvia Kamin's
asserted

women

performance of Beethoven's

would give the
at

lie lo

piece represents

sonata

last

such statements, or

This
some of the composer's

provide

least

exception.

the

profoundest thought, and

rarely

is

at-

tempted in public, save by such veterans
of the

game

as Arthur Schnabel,

climaxed his program with

An

May.

acceptable

who

here

it

last

interpretation

of

any of Beethoven's later work requires
the most intense emotional concentration,
something which younger soloists are
to control than produce

Whether
is

gone or

pianists to

the age of virtuoso worship

assume the affirmative, not

at

Wednesday's,

A.M.

its

are

nothing

but

All graduates, undergraduates and friends are cordially invited

Varsity.

example of yellow journalism
worst.

If

the

editors

of

"The

small pencil drawings of George Harlow
others are pretty poor stuff.

editor

part of Ruth, played by Eleanoui

(who had no

re-

sponsibility for the wording of the
heads) has no affiliation that we know
the bulk of the
of with any left-wing political groups;
collection is not on exhibition, being
stored away on racks behind, but if asked ior are "the editors of The Varsity deermined to make of its pages a jaunthe ibarian in charge will Jet you browse

For lack of

The

Our make-up

it was conceded
White;
performance of the even-

and vividness,

the outstanding
ing.

not, it is stil! necess;

1945

Varsity" are determined to make of il
pages a jaundiced rag, we respectfully swindle, but will repudiate the slavish
suggest that they openly embrace the partisan attitude of editors.
lined the plan whereby an annual prize
nolitical
ARNOLD P WE- SLEEM A N, TRINITY III
groups with whose ill-conis to be awarded in the future for the
IAN T. KACDONALD.TRINITYHI
best one-act play written by a U.C sidered and irresponsible resolutions they
are in apparent accord.
undergraduate.
We heartily concur with these corOne can only express the conviction
The first play, "Still Stands
respondents, and with others who have
House" directed by Cecillie Blockley, that the students of Toronto University
written in a similar vein, that the headwas a serious drama whose theme was are endowed with sufficient commonlines in question, while in a narrow
Die dogged and abnormal attachment of sense and sound judgement that they
sense literally accurate, are taken as a
will not be taken in by this attempted
a rustic family for the soil to home. The
whole grossly misleading. For this we
role of the unbalanced sister, Hesl
offer no excuse. The night editors were
idly home by the contemporary graphic
portrayed by Lynn Van der Voort was
not sufficiently careful to say what they
records in a way history books cannot
mccessfully played with subtle varimeant, and for this they have been redo. Some works, of course, have definite
tions of tense inner emotions and clever
buked.
economy of movement. By virtue of its artistic merit, such as the numerous
restraint

less apt

10.50

11th,

The

editor of

this

It

SERVICE

rudents before publication of the rnag-

has often been suggested that "The
"Oh, is that how we did it?" said
Varsity" can be an important training
Louis Pasteur, co-inventor of the bomb.
PI ayers
ground for aspiring journalists in the
"Looks like a dead fish to me," said
The two plays, produced last night by student body. If tiiat suggestion has J. Stalin, Generalissimo of the Armies
any merit, then it would seem imperative of the U.S.S.R.
the Player's Guild, are two of a s<
that will subsequently be performed, in that the official newspaper of Toronto
"That's long enough, thafs all the
University be immediately abolished, space
com pet iti on for presentation in
we have for tonight," said RobinDrama Festival which will include most since front-page exhibitons like that of son R. Crusoe, managing

in the

certain musical

p.m.— No Phone Orders

It

artist

alone by

to 10

re-

that hostilities

Auditorium

Eafon's

I

JOHN DA ILL

simple matter" and that any reasonably

spokesman for The Undergraduate
intervention in the Windsor strike, as announced a short course in the use of
suggested in your headline. Nor have atomic bomb would be given in a subthey urged the withdrawal of police terranean cellar referred to as "Room
from the Ford plant In the second case, 10" for secrecy to University College
the failure of

-s

Wed. Mat. 60c $1.20 $1.80
Box Office Open 10 a.m.

umns gives the he to the implication in produce a working model in five minutes.
In the first case, it be"Any fool can do it," he declared.
comes apparent that 'the students of "The editor of The Undergraduate can
Toronto University have not expressed do it"

;

religious

An

(CUP)-Wash-

Washington, Nov. 6-

ington rocked today with the news that

the jealously -guarded secret of the atomon this campus.
This latest outburst takes the form of ic bomb has become public property. An
a banner headline proclaiming the un- obscure student publication has revealed
qualified statement that the students of
plans of the bomb in an advertising
tin's university are urging the withdrawposter placed in full view of the public
al of guards from the Ford plant
in the University College rotunda in

;

Music and

CROUSB
FATHERS)

Varsity.

heads and common citizens, who collectively
symbolize the public to which the University owes its principal duty.
Within the limits of accommodation available, students should

We

;

The
seize the opportunity to play their part in this corporate act.
representative of the Crown, the representatives of church and state
and the academic world, are not more important. Fully as much as
any other body, the student body is the University. Every student
seat in Convocation Hall should be filled tomorow afternoon.

and RUSSEL

Dear Sir:

;

At

BEGINNING

I

the University and to embody it. The installation of a president is
as far-reaching as that.
Centra] to it all is the declaration of office, which President Smith
will pronounce at the climax of the afternoon's ceremonies:
'% Sidney Earle Smith, pledge myself to perform the duties of
the President of the University of Toronto as prescribed by law and
by the statutes of the University; and I promise to defend the rights
and to promote the welfare of the University and members thereof."
This declaration lie will make in the presence of the Administrator of the Government of Canada, symbolizing the Crown from
which the University holds its charter and to which it owes undivided
allegiance in the presence of the Board of Governors of the University, charged with administering its affairs in the presence of the
faculty heads, charged with the work of teaching and discovery which
in the presence of the student
is the University's central function
body, who receiving this teaching and sharing in this discovery are
essential members of the college community
in the presence of the
alumni, who are continuing members thereof; and in the presence

Jjrl,

-
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Rebuked

Tomorrow, with ritual reminiscent of a coronation, there will be
brought together visibly everything that the University stands for,
concentrated in one man whose double business it is to administrate

and

NEXT WEEK ONLY

Evgs. Al 8:20 Mais. Wed.-Snl. 2:20

Pomp and

of civic,

OV

EXA

Correspondence

space,

Dickson, was a direct opposite in iu
only to ensure a successful debut, but
candour and youthful vitality, while that
to allow complete attention to musical
liced rag." The Varsity's political posof the husband, Bruce, played by Alec around amongst these as much as you
rendition.
tion is one of absolute neutrality; and
Sylvia
Kamin's technique,
want. For persons of an antiquarian
McClarcn, was brisk and natural, as w
or
aside from occasional over -pedalling and
ive deplore as much as any reader
what
romantic
turn
of mind as disinguished
the part of Mr. Manning, taken by Rod
a few indistinct runs, took her scintillhappened
in yesterday's issue.
While. The stage props and the sound from those who look only for aesthetic
ating gayly through half a dozen Debussy
Indeed, we deplore it more than any

—

added a great deal to the realism qualities in art—I think the John Ross
it also made possible a clear
reader; not only is our sense of justice
of the portrayal. The howling wind and Robertson collection will provide much
voicing of the individual parts
outraged, but our pride in producing an
dismally furnished room were a percfect interesting and enjoyable recreation.
Bach Chramatc Fugue, and the subtle
accurate paper.
.setting for the po wer ful conflict of de....ALAN COWANS.
tonal distinction in Schumann's PapHeadline-writing is not as simple as
effects

creations;

illons.

t
looks; type is not rubber and the
Thc second play, "The Stepmother,"
University Orchestra
The reception given by her audience
necessity of heading a story in a given
directed by Noel Chapman, was a direct
would indicate that our city is aware of
Notices have begun to appear in the number of letters often tempts a nighttrast to the previous play.
In this
its fine talent and the need for
more
Varsity encouraging students to turn out editor to imperfectly summarize the
light comedy, the Stepmother, played by
such

recitals.

DAVID FOX

Virginia Tory, was a vivid portrayal of

ucceeded

in

for rehearsals of

Th o UndareroJuatB

Nswaptv-por

Established 1B80
Member Canadian University Press
Published five times n week by the Stndents' Administrative CounriJ of the University of Toronto, Opinions expressed In
these columns are not necessarily the official
Students'
opinions of
the
A."
Council.

and wit

Her romance with

— LOCC1E

KLAUS

K. Hood, B.A.
Shacklcton. BJV.

.1

-.Blanche Stanley.

<T6

Feature Editor™
-Mickey Michasiw, 4T7
Polly

~._

— Jerry

Muti, 4T6
Evrtnj,

4T6

Barbara Jones, B.A

-Dorothy Harley, 4T6
Staff Photographer-.

—

—

will agree that a university

;

All Married

ARE INVITED TO A DANCE

university students, the rest of the II, at 9 p.m. Students from all colleges
recruited from the con- and faculties are welcome. Program is

In

effect,

I

ne Rival has Stolen my True Love
Away (traditional Surrey song) arc
erence Library, wth half an hour to with the ideas
of the founders of the Lucy Broad wood.
spare, might be interested in taking a orchestra
and lias occasioned us little Plaisir d'Amour (18th cent.) Martini.
look over the John Ross Robertson
on for pride. School spirit should
Sailor Loved a Lass (18th. cent.)
collection of early Canadians on the help make
this year's ensemble a Un- Stephen Storace.
third floor, open every day from 9 to 5versity orchestra indeed.
My Lovely Celia (18th. cent) Munro.
30, and Tuesday, Friday and Saturday
Those who have had experience in
II
nights from 7 to 9. This exhibition com- ensemble work
will probably turn out Eght Gypsy Songs. Johannes Brahms.
prises some 5,000 prints, drawings and again
because they are familiar with the
Ill
paintings, illuminating various phases in benefits and pleasures to be derived from
O eoitld in Song Tell my Sorrow. Malthe early life of Canada. Few, if any,
Those w ho have not tried orchestral askin.
lulated to send shivers down an work now have an excellent opportunity The Song
of the Flea. Moussorgsky
aesthete's back, but using a little im- to acquire some useful training.
In Praise of Islay (Scottish Folk Song),
gination, you can spend a very pleasant They will also learn that there is
at arr. Fritz Kreisler.

Saturday,

November

recreating the past

among

them. least as

Epochs and episodes in Canadian hisWolfe's storming and capture of

—

Quebec, for instance

—are

brought viv-

>ic
i

much

pleasure

in

producing The Pest Fire Flame (In songs of the
Hebrides) M. Kennedy Fraser.

in concert with others as there

solo expression.

Soldier, Soldier,

PHILIP FREEDMAN

Won't You Marry

(American Folksong) Cecil Sharp.

Met

17, 8:3o p.

m

.

Please sign list in V.C.U. Office immediately
in order that invitations may be sent.

Jpart Ifyouflt Pullettn

r

tory

IN

WYMILWOOD

follows

foreign group has been staging an
nnual concert sponsored by the Unione in the vicinity of the Ref- versity. This procedure is out
of keeping

Men & Women

of Victoria College

players being

Amblelin the Archives

ime

Night Editor Bob Marjoribanks
Assistant
Wally Belfry

FREE

;

should do so.

Everyone

ervatory and other sources.

Any

Phi!

sense.

as large as ours should be able to pro\drian. Art Hillcr, complicates the plot,
duce an orchestra of its own. For the Wyrnilwood Concert
ilready complicated by Dr. Gardiner,
Leslie Holmes, baritone, accompanied
Myur Brody, whose expressive eyebrows past few years it has been a University
and gestures stole much of the laughter. Orchestra only in name. Last year, for by Weldon Kilburne, will give a recital
ince,
less than
half the members of songs at Wymilwood, Sunday, Nov.A discussion followed the performances.

"

Pe B Wallace, D.P-H.E.
George For»tcr, 4T7

Sym-

a

"

^Office

University

Jean McTavish

secretary full of the required efficiency,

;arcasm

the

That, while an explanation, is no exphony Orchestra. I'd like to point out
few reasons why those of us who play cuse and we shall take care that it does
making the part of the
not
happen again.
musical instruments
w. H, K.

the eccentric authoress.

Poarb

—Instruction for Beginners

Squash Racquets

those wishing to learn to play squash
racquets
provided by the kindness of several senior members
on Monday
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday at the noon hour.
Instruction for

is

members who have signed
office if

Will those
for instruction please notify
the Warden's

they are unable to be present at the hour
designated.
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Lacrosse Scores SPORT

Led by Puttock

IN

SHORT

RUGBY
No game

scheduled

now

in full

SPS

is

swing and a few ex-Ontario

Lacrosse Association players are listed

on the team rosters. Jimmy McKay,
Meds, with Jack Foote and Charlie Edmunds, P.H.E. all have worn the sweaters of the Mimico Mountaineers. Doug
Price another P.H.E. man, played formerly with the Brampton Excelsiors.
In group one, Meds and P.H.E. are
tied for first place with one win and one
loss to each. Group two finds Meds II
holding first position with two wins and
no setbacks, followed by Vic who have
won one. Forestry leads group three
with two wins and no defeats, winning
their games from S.P.S. Ill and Dents.
G. Puttock, Forestry, leads the scoring parade by a wide margin, having

scored sixteen goals. His nearest competitors are J. Foote, J. Dzupina, D,
Price P.H.E. and J. Robson, U.C. with
five goals each.

St

I

In our midst

4

A

SPS

Jr.

defeated Dents.

is

VARSITY

back
seat.
The team is undefeated in league play and the only blemish upon
its
otherwise spotless record is a 2-2 draw suffered last Saturday.
That is the
record sported by the Varsity soccer team.

SECTIONS

Mike's Lead
In Volleyball

the

no

Blackwood Cup on the Hart House shelves for another
year.
With
play-offs allowed this season, the championship
is almost a certainty (if
not jinx the team)

this statement does

The Blues

a grad student in the School of
and is made up of thirteen men. Elliott is a third year Vic
from Timmins and gained his soccer experience there. Last
year's championship Med team is represented
by four men, Toronto's Stan
.Spooner, Vancouver's Robbin Bell-Irving, Roy
Shinobu who spent his summer starring for King Eddies in the City League and
Joe Fyfe. The two
O&rkson brothers—Willie and Max hail from the Old Country
where

The

lack of lights for

two nights

plus

the uncertainty of team members has
not jarred the volleyball schedule to
great extent. The games in the upper

gym

or Hart House have gone on with

The

participants

themselves.

The fun and

frolic derived from these games has been
confined to the players and not to the

spectators.

Altogether there are fifteen groups,
ten in the minor league and five in the
major. Three or four teams are found

banded .together

registration card must also be shown
with the
on entering the Stadium at the student
entrancesouth door of the Arena.
ticket

hails

STUDENTS MUST BE IN THEIR SEATS BEFORE

From

major soccer league in the
West Indies come Dave Boyd, Noor Hassanali and Erry Thompson.
Ridley's
contribution comes in Art Rigucre who is found around
School as is Jack
Mayne. The other intemationalite on -the squad is Doug Eaton
who comes
from dear old Newfie.
the

SPORTS CALENDAR
—3 :00— Dent

Thus, thirteen fellows from all parts of the hemisphere, are
banded together with a common purpose— to win the intercollegiate
soccer champion-

in each of these.

name

teams

The

heads.

St.

A

have

reared

Cup, emblematic of volleyball supremecy of the campus, Senior U.C. an
hopelessly out of the running as they
seem to have encountered more trouble
than they can cope with.

Other teams in the same class as the
defending champions are Pre-Med A
Jr. Vic. Trin A SPS IV and Emmanuel.
Other teams are still in the fray.
Such others include Sr. Meds, PHE I,
SPS III, Jr. U.C, and Pharmacy who
are

still

The Sportswoman

their

have creditably

counted for themselves with four
tories out of a possible four. No other
team can boast of such a fine record
The defenders of the Victoria Staff

in the undefeated stage,

have two wins

to their credit save the
University College group which won its
third start last night by squelching Jr.

SPS.
Sr. Vic is another team which still
has hopes of taking a strangle hold on
the trophy although it has suffered a

—1:00— SPS
—5:00— Med

By

Freshies Threaten To Ousi Seniors
The basketball schedule has been working
clock for the last three nights
night four more games were played

game between Vic
co-ordination

in

II

and O.T.II

passing the ball

VOLLEYBALL

off.

....

.

.

.

was their first game, and some tension is thus excusable... but we are
dubious whether or not the frequent fouls can be tliusly pardoned. Vic
won
but the score was not reported. The game of the evening was between
St
Hilda's Freshies and Meds B . their good spirit, neat passing and the
.

.

on the part of

the

Fine

A

Kalman
Kalman

Servicemen

EmmanB

.

.

.

who won

the

Week

Sports Schedules

game by a

Starkman
Starkman

Swan

November 12th

of

(Balance of Schedu e)

Mon. Nov. 12

4.00

Tues.

4.00

FW

Dent

4.00

FE

Trin

13

score of 19-16.

St.

Med

.

clever

.

Hida's freshies

St.

SPS IV
Knox

first

it

feint

Wye

A

—6:3$— Knox B

hitches,

The

M. B

.00—Trin

Btirt-Gerrans

—7:3$—St. M. C U.C. V
SATURDAY
—12:00— Trin B St M. B
RELAY TRACK STADIUM—1:00—6:00 p.m

like the insides of the proverb-

no defaults. On Tuesday
hour was given over to the
which teams displayed riot too great
which was explained by the fact that
no

Cornish
Sheppard

U.C.

Trin B

—St

—1

Dent

II

— 4:30— Pliarm
—5 :3G— Dent

Polly Mutz

ial

III

—4:00—For

SWIM LEAGUE

fellows playing under the

Mike's

Trin
Marshal, Cross, Kerison
(Pease note change in time)
Trin I
Fyfe

—4:00—Emman

SOCCER
LACROSSE

ship.

Up to this point no team has played
more than four games but already the
threatening

P.M.

2.1S

Students' Entrance. South Door
of Arena, Only

they

picked up their innumhc-rable tricks.

or no notice by anyone save

little

who

Not Available Saturday

Tickets

are coached by Jim Paton,

Social Studies,

student

U

are reserved for University
Q, R, S, T, and
students for this game. Seats are NOT reserved,
but each
student may obtain a special student ticket
by presenting
in person, registration card with
athletic portion attached
at the Athletic Office, Hart
House, on Thursday and Friday. November 8th and 9th,

A

St.

Mc GILL

vs.

(SENIOR INTERCOLLEGIATE)

To date, in four games, this group of soccerites has booted home a total
18 goals while Goalie Claudie Elliott has turned crimson
with shame on
but three occasions.
win in one of the two remaining games will place

B

IOih

j

a championship team in the making which, during
the
razzle-dazzle football days, has been squelched into an
uncomfortable

A

U.C, defeated

NOVEMBER

Anolher Championship

LACROSSE
Mike's 4—Trintiy
VOLLEYBALL

UC.

STADIUM

By Mickey Michasiw

—U.C.

2

Sr. Meds. defeated Sr. U.C.
Dent.
deafulted to Pre-Meds.
Jr.

1945

SPEAKING OF SPORT

SOCCER
The In terfacuity Lacrosse Leagme

8,

Laudable taem work was the earmark of the next teams, P.H.E.IIA and
Hilda's Juniors. Bobbie Beaton helped her team to victory with an
en-

viable ability to make plays
carried off at a high rate of speed. The last
game featured St Mike's and the U.C. Seniors. The coach of the former
avowed that all his .players were stars, but the U.C. captain put up but one

Wed.

14

4.00

Thur.

15

4.00

Fri.

16

4.00

Sat

17

12.00

June Ward, who executed set shots from the centre of
which were masterpieces. It took the first half to get the teams
unscrambled, and going on the fastest game of the evening, ending with
St

19

4.00

the floor

Tues.

20

4.00

Mikes's in the lead-14-13.

Wed.

21

4.00

player for praise

lone defeat.

Med

Vic

SPS

I

Eaton

I

Emman

Life

II

Roberts

SPS

I

Fyfe

I

FW

SPS

FE

Dent

Trin

I

Vic

Trin

II

Wye

II

II

Med
Med

II

SPS

I

U.C.
Vic II

FW

For

FE

Emman

FW

Trin

FE

SPS

Scunarine
Roberts

Eaton
Roberts

II

Hassanali

Welch

McDonald
Dent

I
I

Life

Med

I

Med

I

Boyd

LACROSSE

VARSITY BASKETBALL

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

OX")

Prescriptions for glosses

Junior Hockey practices start Wednesday, 14th Nov. at 5 p.m.
at Varsity Arena.
Senior Basketball practices start Wednesday, 14th Nov. at 5 pm.

(pscE-aKol filledwithquolityspectacle-

|opncuNs|

ware a( reQSOna b| e

'•^^S

Picobac
THE PICK OF TOBACCO

& HOCKEY

price5-

Quiet, acevrafa repair icrvita

in

Senior Hockey practices

321 8L00R ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor SI. George Apartments)
OPPOSnE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Special Ducounl la Student' and Member j of

main Gym.
start Monday, 19th Nov, at

Mon. Nov. 12

5.00

Tues.

4.00

13

5.00

Wed.

14

Thur.

15

pm.

Price

SPS IV
SPS III
SPS

1.00

Jr.

4.00

Med

Duncan
Rae

U.C.
For
U.C.
Vic

II

Cross
Foote

Robson

1.00
St M.
SPS IV
Cornish
Varsity Basketball practices start on Wednesday, Nov. 14, all
games must commence at 4 p.m. sharp so that the Varsity
get on floor at 5.00.

16

Fri.

5

4.00

SPS

Sr.

Vic

—As

N.B.

at Varsity Arena.

lacrosse 4.00 o'clock

APPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE
HOCKEY & BASKETBALL WANTED AT ATHLETIC OFFICE

team

may

SWIM LEAGUE
.

12

5.00

13

4.00

Dent

SPS

Trin

4.00

B
M,
Knox

For

14

St.

Trin

IS

4,00

Med

U.C.

I

SPS

III

U.C.

CASH!

CASH!

lied

II

A

M.

St.

Marshall

II

Pre-Med

I

Pre-Med

III

Moffat

C
Emman

Burt-Gerrans
Moffat

VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Nov. 12

FOR USED TEXT BOOKS - EVERY COURSE
There

Is

a Drastic

Shortage— Bring

in

Your Used Books

Open Evenings

NOW

for

13

Until 10 p.m.

14

Vic

Sr.

Med

Jr.

6.30

Dent

A

1.00

PHE

II

4.30

Sl m.

Wye A

Emm A
Sr.

6.30

VIcV
SPS
SPS III

7.30

Jr.

111

Dent

Sr.

Swan
Swan
Swan

D

Med

Pre-Med

Fine

A

U.C.
Trin D

Vic

Jr.

1.00

M. C
Knox B

4.30

For

S.30

Knox

6.30

Dent B

IV SPS A

7.30

B
DentC
Sr. Med

Vic VI
Sr. Vic

1.00

17

12.00

Ma lagers
made

Med
Med

8.30

1.00

be

Cooke
Starkman
Starkman

Vic III
Vic IV
Trin C

4.00

t

Trin

I

16

BLOCK SOUTH OF BLOOR)

Macke

A

VicV

A

For B

1,00

Brisbin

Burt-Gerrans

I

6.30

8.30

IS

U.C.

SPS

PHE

7.30

4.00

YONGE
(1

Sr.
Jr.

6.30

Highest Cash Prices

BOOK MARKET
AND BOOK EXCHANGE
726

1.00

4.00

St.

Wye B

A

SPS IV

Emm A

A

Trin

Pre-Med
Jr.

U.C.

plea e note:

III

A

SPS A

Dent
-

.

Jr.

A

Med

Brisbin
Brisbin
Brisbin

Kalman
Himel
Hime!

Lyon
Lyon
Eilbeck

Fine

McDonald
McDonald

Applications for changes or postponements

before Saturday Noon.

POST FOOTBALL CELEBRATION
Wednesday, Nov. 14th, 1945

AT THE BEAUTIFUL LIDO DECK OF THE BRANT INN

TICKETS ON SALE

Only

300

Tickets for Sale

NOW AT ST. GEORGE

Transportation Provided

GRILL (OPSONIA RESTAURANT)

NO RESERVATIONS MADE AFTER SATURDAY

Price:

$5.00 Per Couple

a

:
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neighborhood, on Yongs, fust south

this

of Bloor,

and

your neighborJwod,

in

CO-EDS

.

from

iety

.

gorgeous

tailored flanel to the

feminine ones in padded satin at the

With

Evangeline Shops.

we

uncertain,

futures

coal

not

advise

warm

one

housecoat this winter but two, because

you

not want to be without one

will

while t'other
is

There

at the cleaners.

is

such a wide variety

housecoats in

in

the Evangeline Shops everywhere that to

attempt to describe one or two seems

when

futile

so

there are

many

nearest Evangeline

when your

Shop

so close you only have to slip

over to Yonge and Bloor.

It's

going

to be a "housecoat" winter, gals, so put

your

bid in early.

TIESl

TIES!

new

thousands of

the

all

tics,

colours, styles, patients.

Literally

If

you

U.C. Glee Club
The U.C. Glee Club

The

any

I

will

from impressive

gal,

who knows

tended for the shining light

speaks for

Ukranian Club

itself."

The next

the importance of smartness through the

Then come

day's lectures.

those

This

skirt to match.

is

really

formal occasion as well as on the campJust East of Yonge, at 40 Bloor

us.

—o—

HmP around

to

(Continued from page 1)

the

of

BROWN,

who have

university

who

student

employing

by

difficulty

their

SIMS, Robert

VANDECAN,

appearance

personal

lacks

you notice

certain something,

that

make the
The man is on
one cent a nudge. With

about

fifty

employers he expects to earn

Commanding

Welcome

.

to

which you are accustomed

(whisper)

.

.

FRANK

self to

why not take yourSTOLLERY'S. Have
.

:nough to put him
with a wrenched or die rest of his life.

The

Christian

hold

will

ilwood,

A

p.m.

its

Organization

Science

monthly meeting at
Thursday at

Wym-

a private session with one

of the experts

on tie-choosing and come away with

and new hopes,

tics

we

but

(that

think

do

the

we encourage

possibilities

ly strong in its action, does not require
rubbing on but merely a gentle patting
on with absorbent or fingers, and the

effect is

almost immediate.

Good

to re-

brighting up men's apparel arc limited).

leive simple head colds as an inhalent
when a tea sponful is added to a glass of

STOLLERY'S

of water.

.

for

in

which

clothes

take

fashion trends to the

the

accepted

moment and adds

that spedal touch of individual design-

dren, as

OF

Well my chilyou know Northway's has a
.

.

noted

.

of

reputation

.

originality

Their

made; wools, crepes

in

mentsdon't
tives

come

easily.

Take

rela-

OAKWOOD OLD
FRIDAY,

NOV.

9

BOYS'

—

GAME

7.30 P.M.

OAKWOOD STADIUM—35 CENTS

Manfred.

to

A

Major

for

Dance

STUDENTS

at the

School afterwards

TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT
LITTLE VIC GYM, THURSDAY, 4:p.m.

Cards of admission to the installceremonies on Friday after-

lectures.

ation

noon,
office,

may

OR FROM ANY

be obtained at the S.A.C.

O.C.I.

GRAD

Hart House.

Last week, between Victoria and
Medical BIdg. Single strand Keepsake.

Please return to S.A.C

office.

ATTENTION FRESHIES

pecially for the afler-lecture-and-before-

when

ith

you are interested

both hands, then

Housecoats

fraternity

in

rushing, be sure to return Pan-Hellenic registration

form by Nov. 24
It could be that the thought of Christmas
has crept into your mind.
If so, a housecoat might be the answer, at least to one
of your problems
But whether for gifts
or your own personal adornment, our assort-

TYPING
Typing done,

—o—

MI

Call

DU BARRY DERM AC-SEC

— —

If

French or

English-

and

4350, between 6

7.30-

ment

p.m.

LOST
of

double

pearls,

Knot between

it is

at its very

There are wrap-around and zippered styles,
with or without collars and in all the materials
imaginable pretty cotton, lovely

catch,

valued

pearl,

—

keep-

Lost
Tuesday
morning.
Finder please leave at S.A.C. of-

sake.

printed

luxurious padded
and warm-as-toast flannel. Come in
and see them, will vou? Sizes 12 to 20
few styles in sizes 40 to 44.

rayon

crepe,

satin

Reward.

fice.

with feet

lie

means a about a foot higher than your head in
lot, or after a hot bath you can step inthe way prescribed by famous beautitto a warm cosy wol housecoat in luxians, getting tine supplies of blood flowurious colours and feel dcliciously tvartn ing up to nourish the skin of your throat
as you took. Lady Ellis has a shop in and neck.

offers a solution for

best

String

—

relaxation

JAZZ CONCERT

Dahl,

new,

KI

EBROL GARNER
— HAL WEST

TRUMMY YOUNG
Wednesday, Nov. 14, Massey Hall
SI.20. S1.80. $2.40, Inc.

TICKETS ON SALE
At MIHorcl Ticket Agency.

103

King

St. W.,

6

3463,

tubes.
after

Call

SORRY

six.

Gold fraternity pin, name on back,
"W. D. McMurtry, Toronto 48."
Reward. Finder -please call HU. 5895.

FEATURING

SLAM STEWART —
CHARLIE PARKER

$5.95
Radio,

•
•

In

NOW
G413,

this

and Massey Hall

to

$13.95

NO MAIL ORDERS

3414 Yonge at City Limits
444 Eglinton W. at Castlcknock

• 656 Daniorlh

Tax

EL.

—

• 113 Yonge at Adelaide
• 751 Yonge at Bloor
• 1458 Yonge at St. Clair

TYPING WANTED
I'd

Hamilton

at

— King

Pape

and John

Sti.

be very glad to do your typing
year

I

"Evelyn,"

Box A, The

Buy Victory Bonds

Varsity.

VARSITY FOOTBALL DANCE
QUEENSWAY BALLROOM, LAKESHORE

Saturday, Nov. 10th, 8:30 to 12
Tickets

Will

Go

on Sale

in

P.

TICKETS

NOT PURCHASED BY

12

NOON

RD. and

HUMBER BAY

M.

Room 82,

Quotas Have Been Allotted

ANY

P.

tarian
year in Toronto!

Piano and Strings.

Well, it had better be soon
'Tcmpus Fugit" and many have already missed a little short of one month's
for

every descriable

the tailor-made suits.

gar-

Joan Rigby's.
o

diner period

James

to

University College,

(Take

a

King Car)

Tickets $1.00 Per Person
Today, 12-2 and 5-6

Each College and Faculty

FRIDAY WILL BE SOLD

for Tickets.

TO ANYONE ON THE CAMPUS

AT THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL OFFICE, HART HOUSE

Den-

in lho Unitarian
First
Unitarian
216 Jarvis St., just above
Write for (free) Uniliterature.
This is our 100th

Problems"

The

all

a-shopping for their better
at

"Women

date

Formula
rich, super-emolient which supLET'S BE GLAMOROUS by the fire- plies extra softness to neck and throat,
side!
On cold wet snowy evenings overcomes the dryness which produces
when the Varsity gal comes in from a
\kles and activates the functions of
hard, long day what a joy it it is to slip the pores to produce a clear-toned skin.
into a beautifully fashioned Lady Ellis This cream for dry skin is a protechousecoat. There arc many housecoats tive for the young, a corrective for the
to captivate the campus co-eds, in soft
Idcr skin.
Use it in the "Beautycolours and materials.
How about a Angle" way to bring up circulation,
enrdrd bentjaHnc? Padded satinf Es- working upwards along the throat eol-

ments

conscience.

Join us on Sunday morning at 11
o'clock and hear Mrs.

ton discuss

Movement."
Church is at
Dundas St.

of clocks.

dresses are the sort of thing you had in
mind but couldn't quite visualize ready-

Joan Rigby clothes fashion and colour, waiting for you to
an extra quality of fashion achievement look 'em over. A Bromleigh Coat of
Anything you buy there will give you the same colour would twin up nicely,
satisfaction.
It is a "wardrobe stab- not forgetting that hat and bag which
lizer",and
Jong-lasting.
Jonn Ri.crby can be selected in compatiablc colours at
clothes will withstand the knocks of the same time. Why not have another
ever)' day living, and as every g^rl
itfit and look at the finely woven suits?
knows, a really good costume these days There are masses of crisp, femine
is worth holding fast to because replaceblouses to sot off the good clean lines of
ing which gives to

program
Schumann: Overture
Dvorak: Quintet in

a

while there will be a great surplus

little

own mind and

CRISIS"

Liberal solution

extended to

is

day's

understand, however, that in

PEARLS LOST

REVIEW

THIS WEEK'S
SMART- NORTHWAY'S.

exclusive designs, the sort of smartness

We

—o—

so.

—o—

SKA SON'S NEWS IN
NESS
Joan Rigby is
.

of

are proud of their ties

and justly

this season

— "A

to our

RECORD HOUR

pulses.

which results from a Part of
body having been injured by a sudden fall or strain. Shan's is exceeding-

exacting, enriching creed
according to the dictates of his

all.

pat-

the

own

11th

8.00-

today,

cordial invitation

Discussion

ting

off feeling

sole criterion by which articles
of faith are judged. Each individual is expected to develop his

at 7:30 p.m.

your

to

In the Unitarian church all
doctrine and belief must stand
the test of enlightened reason.
Truth, not blind authority, is the

Students

SUNDAY EVG„ NOV.

uneasy because

Jenkins
y u cannot believe
of its teachings and so you
said:
"If religion stands
for these things it has nothing
for me."

some
have

RCNVR
Officer UNTD

(SB)

UNITARIAN
YOUTH CLUB
To Join Them

felt

on easy street for

spot,

manner

the
.

able or spiritually
lacking? Have you
Rev. Wiiuani

C.

(D. A. F. Robinson)

when a
Then again, a particular, socialistThe record program, held daily from
on of Sloan's Liniment will co- minded group has been trying to revol4:00 to 5:30 in the Women's 'Common
if
operate with nature to relieve it. Sloan's utionize the school into buying a 'Big
Room at U.C, is open to men and wodisgust that the eyes of campus co-eds
Ben'
to
serve
the
entire
campus.
It
will
works by bringing circulation to the
every college and faculty. Towork on the principle of electrical im- men of
do not gleam at your approach, in quite
driving out the uncomfortable cutyour

R.

C.

Lieut Cmdr.

dissatis-

an orthodox
church because the
religion seems immature, unreasonfied in

L.

DAVIDSON, Maurice
McINTYRE, Lome B.

FILM— "YOUTH IN

Christian Science

Pass Arts

a

has a clock to

piece-work, at

sprained ankle or instep

Norman

Are you

Street,

attend.

overcome

rounds each morning.

ITS SIMPLY NOT INTELLIGENT

meeting

Toronto will be held at 2.30 p.m.
Sunday, November II at Newman Club.
AH Ukranian students are asked to

a super

and can be worn on many a semi

St George
Thursday 8th Nov. before 1630.
BELL, Frank W.

of

Clock Shortage

shorty coat trimmed with soft fur, the

outfit

rgcular

Ukranian Students Club of University

per

for winter wear, Ui<

suits

.

Traditional
Religion Wanting?

following ratings are to report

to Ship's Office, 119

from

practises

4 :00 to 6 :00 in the Union. This will be
the second meeting, and more male

.

latest

feel that

Stadium's Section "C" for the football

game.

installation weekend proceedings
The practises are
songsters are needed
end Saturday night with a reception
worthwhile and interesting, so please
in honor of Dr. and Mrs. Smith to which
.
„ome on time.
date dresses for every type of figure to visiting representatives, alumnae, and
Humanist Club
big heavy cozy coats to put you on an senior staff arc invited.
There will be a meeting of the HuWhen asked if he had any remark on
even keel for the blustery winter to
manits Club at 4:15 p.m. today in
come. Working and afternoon dresses the installation ceremonies for the un- Wymihvood.
All those interested are
dergraduate body through The Varsity
are also in abundance, especially inwelcome.
Smith said pensively "I think it

calculating campus

East

—o—
TIES!

dif-

ferent types of day and evening clothes

fectly ideal

tice, and

Shopping

saw many

I

of the kind to captivate the heart of

other

attractive ones begging to be given no-

is

around Simon Ramm's

wonderful var

there's a

.

Do You Find

U.N.T.D.
The

(Continued from page 1)

FASHIONS FOR YUO!

COSY COMFORTS FOR CAMPUS

What's on Today

Installation

too.

—o—

1945

S,

Aeternam Requiem Dona

Domine

Eis
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SMITH DONS PRESIDENT'S GOWN TO-DAY
INSTALLATION CEREMONY Long Absent from Campus
REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE
The program

for the installation of Dr. Sidney

is

as

LAST INSTALLATION FALCONER

follows

Friday, Not 9,
3:00 p.m. Installation Convocation Hall. The President will
be installed in a formal ceremony. The conferring degrees will follow, and Dr. Smith will deliver his instal-

—

At

—Formal banquet

in

honor

of Dr. Smith, in the

10.

—Remembrance Day Service, take place the
Soldier's Tower, Hart House.
p.m. — McGilf- Varsity rugby game
Varsity Stadium.
p.m. —Reception for Dr. and Mrs. Smith
the Royal Ontario

10:30 a.m.
2 :30

8 :30

to

when Dr. Sidney Smith

at

in

took office officially in September, 1907, the day before
the present
Physics Building was opened.

Most

McGill and Varsity Tangle
Winds up Rugby Schedule
Tomorrow morning,
dead of World War

names the names

in front of the Soldiers'

Tower

dedicated

the University will join to their brave

I,

World War

of its heroes fallen in

II.

remembrance and consecration

It is fitting that the service of

its traditional site. During the war years,
saw an expanded ceremony symbolizing a show of
power as much as a commemoration. The campus was covered with
close ranks of troops, navy army, and airforce, members of the student

should this year return to

the front campus

reserve and of active units stationed at the University; and the read-

ing of the names of the dead was followed by an imperturbable march

was

those years,

fitting in

when we had again drawn

appearance in uniform

taken into

its

brood of shades the dead of a second, greater, and far

terrible holocaust.

We are a little

awed these first months of peace a little awed by
the hush which follows the sudden cessation of sound, and is filled
with the confused memories of sound more than a little awed by the
recollection that what was final has happened again, and may happen
once more with indisputable finality.
We may be right in so thinlcing; but if we are right, if our
pessimism is justified, it will be precisely because we are pessimistic.
Paradoxically, the men who died were not pessimistic as they went
to death.
In keeping their memory alive, we shall nourish our own
Whether or not they have need of us to mourn them,
essential hope.
we need, each one of us, to be inspired by them.
;

;

"Each one, man by man, has won imperishable praise each has
gained a glorious grave not that sepulchre of earth wherein their
glory is enshrined, but remembrance that will live on the lips, that
will blossom in the deeds of their countrymen the world over.
"For the whole earth is the sepulchre of heroes monuments
may rise and tablets be set up to them in their own land, but on faroff shores there is an abiding memorial that no pen or chisel has
traced it is graven, not on stone or brass, but on the living heart of
humanity.
"Take these men for your ensamples. Like them, remember that
prosperity can only be for the free that freedom is the sure possession
of those who alone have courage to defend it."

on

1945

the

edition

;

;

:

Government on

Only Method
government

International Level

on

of Securing Peace

an

inter-

evening at the Diet Kitchen.

Mr. Duncan gave
from which

the world

two

ide-

governed,

Meanwhile, Warren Stevens has been concentrated on setting up a pass de
and the perfection of offensive

all is

not well in

He

two of the three
the camp of the Blues. defeats suffered by the Mustangs to bad

through the paces and reports state that plays.

install-

Prime Min-

and two

provincial

premiers as well as representatives of
in

Canada and the United

the suggestion of several ex- ser-

to choose,

the

He

nation's prerogative to

change

an "unworkable system."
people say that

we

its

mind that

pointed out that

are over- with

it is

a

to

Candy,

C.

official

The Var-

member

Captain Candy, a former

At
A

Compulsory Military Training
Upheld in Interfaculty Debates
The motion "Resolved that every
Canadian youth should have one year of
compulsory military training" was upof
held by a vote of 60-21 at a meeting
Debating
the University of Toronto

budget.

who

is

It

was Bishop Strachan

credited with suggesting the

founding of McGill
of

From

University.

1880 to

History Club

er's

Ancient

University
this

Carthage

Libarian's

hangs

in

the

room today

former president's

to

skill in the

panel discussion on the subject of art

History

The Role

Social

the

in

of
James Louden, president from 1892
first meet.
to 190", was the first native-born Canof the University of Toronto History adian and graduate
of the University
Club, it was announced yesterday by of Toronto to become
a member of the
school only as long as he was compelled
Prof. D. J. staff
Jack Gillett, president.
here,
to do so was partialy trained for a job.
McDougall of the History DepartHence he would hate to leave his job
SociHart
of
Prof.
ment, and
for a time. She also added that this
ology will be the speakers, and Prof.
training would lead to a decline in morV. W. Bladen of the Economics Dept.,

Sciences" will be held at the

CW.M.

Margaret

Wrong

als, and would be an unnecessary finUnion. This first of four inter-faculty
will hold the chair six feet above his
ancial expense.
debates was held at St. Joseph' College
head. The meeting will take ph
Speaking for the affirmative, June
on Wednesday evening.
the Women's Union at 8.00-p.m. Tues.
Margaret Wrong secretary of the
held that th:
The first speaker for the affirmative, Furlong of St. Joseph's
Jack said that everyone is welcome, International
Committee on Literacy
be part of die
Monty Simons of U.C. stated that you plan of training would
and that members of the First year are and Christian
Literature for Africa will
a
fitness
national
could never <rely again upon a volunteer programme for
reminded that they do not have to be speak
to a student meeting tonight at
a
democracy
toleranc,
teaoh
would
army for defense, and that 145,000 men
enrolled in the History Course to be ab!<
8 o'clock at the School of Missions under
Id be partially trained each year un- nationalism.
to come. The History Club holds fou
the auspices of the Student Christian
The final speaker for the negath
der this plan. With preparation the ulmeetings a year, to which well-known
Movement
of Trinity said
timate end of this programme, some Jack Gwynne-Timothy
speakers are invited. An annual feature
Miss Wrong was the founder and first
make
would
training would give more strength than that such military training
s the monster Christmas party, and th'
head of the University College
Women's
training.
for disunity, and would not prove effect- year s activities are climaxed by the Union and
founder of the Women's resJosephine Armstrong of Victoria, the
banquet.
a professional international

S.C.M. Speaker

i

since

was needed

to

idences,
Hutton House and Argyle
House. After taking her Master's degree from Toronto she spent some time

preserve

Organ
The second

Recital

in series of

Tuesday

organ recitals will be
given on Nov. 3, from 5 ot 6, in
Convocation Hall. Dr. Healey Wilafternoon

BEAT McGILL

The San Fran-

laii,

University Organist,

is

Studens from

All students
all

who

are Ex-Service pers-

members

of the Staff

who

field at

half-time of the McGUI-Varsity

in any
McGill
football game. The Varsity and
branch of the Service are requested by
bands have worked out an interesting
the Alumni Federation to be in uniform

an active capacity

granted by the three Services.

on the

all

college

M. Wrong,

for

years head of the

this universIn addition to her Master's degree
Miss Wrong holds a degree from Som-

and

erville College,

fac-

many

Department of History of
ity.

The

Oxford.
Miss Wrong has had extensive
ex-

program will consist of outstanding
works for the organ including some

perience in the field of Christian
educa-

ulties

the
Students arc requested to stay off

here as member of the staff of the
History Department. In this respect
she
emulated her father, Professor George

the solo-

ist for the scries.

RUGBY GAME

REMEMBRANCE SERVICE

Nov. 10, the day of the Service of Remembrance and Consecration to be held
impossible for an international at the Soldiers' Tower. Permission to
compete in a national asiembly wear uniform on this occasion has been

national

president.

its

also

prove

Conference

budget

Douglas

Panel Discussions

asserted Mr. Duncan.

old cisco

attributes

Captain

chaplain of Hart House, told
sity.

1889, following Rev.
the First Canadian Parachute Battalion,
Speedy backfielder Bob Henry will breaks rather than bad playing and
said that the subsequent services will John McCaul, Sir Daniel Wilson headed
not dress for the game due to an injury claims that he is proud of their show
probably be held in the various chapels the University. A sidelight on
Sir
London encounter. ing despite the final score.
sustained in the
the campus. Each will commemorate Daniel Wilson
headed the University.
With good football weather a crowi
Johnny Farmer may be missing from
specific feat of one of the three
A
sidelight on Sir Daniel's carreer is
of 14,000 is expected to view the first
his end position due to a leg injury.
crossing
Canadian services such as the
On the brighter side of the picture is game between these teams since 1939 of the Rhine in March 1945.
given by the record of his interest in
Colin Cranham's return to the lineup when the Redmen bowed twice to the
the art of engraving. He is said to have
Rumors
after an absence of one week.
taken up this work himself to cut down
The Blues
otherwise winless Blues.
tliat Bobby Coulter would dress for the
on the cost of publishing several selfstart off where they left when
game have been denied by Stevens and promise to
illustrated
books. An engraving of TurnCoulter.
These rumors started with tercollegiate proceedings were halted.

ive

deral at the ceremonies—but still—"a United States Congress has been "chisscrap of paper." Since ths system was elling along on its share of the cost of
built on "the shifting sands of inter- U.N.R.R.A., and paying with strings
national approval" and subject to any attached." This showed, he pointed out

"Some

Canada

the

Christian Movement.
of three straight set-backs, two at the Town send.
The service men and women of the assumed the title, University of Toronto.
The McGill attack is centered around
hands of Western while the other defeat
Earlier, Hon. and Rt
was hung on by the Queen's Tricolor. the all-round play of Murray Hayes, tht University are especially urged to attend
Rev. John
On the other hand, however, the Blues booting of Bob Bartlett and the plung- and to bring along any of their friends. Straohan, in 1827 founded the King's
'Our intention is to hold similar seare determined to finish the season with ing of Johnny Hall, Bill Stronach and
College, the first institution of
higher
ices periodically on the anniversary of
two victories to balance the two losses John Porter.
learning in Upper Canada, and became
pre- Varsity game workouts famous military operations
Kerr'

gether with promises on paper, complete prospect of twelve million people dying onnel and
with signatures on parchment, much fol- this winter of hunger and disease, the served in

is

At

I

had no legislative
"tried and found wanting" type of the power over nations, and was directed
against
aggressors
based
on
outside the United
League of Nations, or a type
Nations, but not those within. Mr.
law and a new organ of government.
Duncan
then
showed
"was
that despite the
"The former system," he stated
merely a group of nations brought to- miseries of Europe with the horrible

it

of

Falconer

First president of the University
Redmen tangle with the plays.
30 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 11, in Trinity
of
Coach Doug Kerr has also been both- Chapel. The service will be held under
Varsity Blues at Varsity Stadium.
Toronto, as such, was Rev. John
The Doug Kerr-coached twelve will ered by the injury plague. His star the guidance of Group Captain G. O. McCauJ, an Irishman, who
entered office
be pointing for their initial victory of linesman Brian Little will be missing as Lightbourn, Chief chaplain of the RCin
1850,
the year in which King's
the season after having bom the brunt will backfielders Doug Heron and Dave AF, and is sponsored by the Student
College became a secular institution and

say that we are undergov- first speaker for the negative held that
force
national basis or World War III within erned, as we have no government on the this year of training would come at a police
twenty-five years was the alternative international level. To form a new gov- time when the student who went to peace.
at
a
ernment
international
level
is
the
dinner
on an
seen by Mr. Duncan ICC.
held by the university C. C. F. Club only method of keeping world peace,"

ologies

ister

the

of

;

—

on Wed.

in

putting his "fine mannered young boys" fense

Now that we have re-entered the years of peace, we return again
as a family to a shrine, to the former site of mourning. The
Soldier's Tower, which twenty-five years ago the Alumni of the
University erected to be a permament memorial to the dead of what
Ihey could only conceive as the last and greatest of possible wars, has

Organic

Feats

was attended by

as the McGill

the

sword,

more

afternoon the curtain will Coulter's

prior to to-

ceremony,

ation

already in the records.

ing past.
It

Remember

colorful

day's

States. Sir William Meredith as
Chancthe practice but, according to the coaches, vice personnel at the University,
a Stuellar of the University officiated.
curtailed intercollegiate football schedule he was only dressed to test several dent Memorial Service will be held at

descend

to the

Student Services

universities

Tomorrow

robed

The last installation ceremony took place in 1907, when Sir
Robert Falconer succeeded James Louden as president. Dr.
Falconer,
who was in Pompeii when notified of his succession to the presidency'

in

Museum.

Et Lux Perpetua Luceat Eis

is

vocation Hall will witness its first presidential installation in 38
years.
Dr. H. J. Cody, Chancellor of the University and Dr. Smith's predecessor, due to a family bereavement at the time of his taking
office,
was never formally installed.

Great

Hall of Hart House.

Saturday, Nov.

.three o'clock this afternoon,

and silver presidential gown before an awesome array of
dignitaries representing the world's principal seats
of learning, Conin the blue

lation address.

6:45 p.m.

Ceremony Returns

Colorful

Smith

arc invited to

attend.

of Bach's greatest compositions.

Remembrance

Service

tion having served with
the World's
Student Christian Federation
in Geneva
and the Student Christian
Movement in

Britain.

at

Group Capt. G. O. Lightbourn, Chief
At present she is working
with Dr.
Chaplain, R.GA.F. will be the special Frank Laubach, exponent
of a new and
half-time. In order to assure its successpreacher at a Student Memorial Service simpified method of mass
adult educakept.clear
ful execution the field must be
in Trinity College Chapel at 7.30-p.m., tion and author of "The Silent
Billions
program

at

to

that time.

be staged

field

Sunday, Nov.

11.

Speak."

—
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Music

Editorial

A
We

have said our say about rugby rowdyism.

By Ruthie Cohen and Blanche

half-time free-for-all.
of the

Wc

THE BAND WILL PERFORM
Furthermore, the Bands of Varsity and McGill have arranged a

For that matter, though the admonition comes late in the season,
there is no need for the rooters to brawl. A spirited intermingling is
healthy and desirable; but like other football features the half-time
crowd has this season gotten out of hand. Last week at Western
there was tear-gas, stealing of bandsmen's hats, and fistcuffs in which
at least one student suffered smashed glasses and a badly-cut cheek.

met him

Oh

The thought

appreciation of the

work

We

to on their behalf.

We

think

it

more

that others

think not.

is

such a thing as

stop.

Our
With

There
rowdy-

were rowdy.

fathers before them

even in

taste,

knew when to
we may acquire a

predecessors
practice,

similar sense of the boundary between

exuberance and bad

Some

we
re-

cently had to be withheld

flat

writers

who

the start of the rugby season

remarked that the generation of
would have
capture a lost frame of mind:

collegiate spectators

collegiate-mindedness.

cess of oxygen,

make them

we

my

to

He

and

we

if

tour, I shall lecture in

to

still

model of Mulberry, and "our

• This exhibition

•

No charge

•

On

on the

is

;

a 'A Harbor

.

this

future engineers"
exhibition.
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to
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Canada by
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THE ENGINEERING INSTITUTE OF

we can
we have

rugby game on Saturday
because preparation for his concert that
to attend the

singing

was

finish

my

tour.

platforms so

I

to

recently in

of

sian

know

not even
I can get the

opportunity to lecture.

Even

if

I finish

FOLLIES

WARM

WILL DO'

THRILL TO THE TALL CHORUS
Directed by Jack Lemon
MARVEL TO THE MERMAID DISPLAY
in the Pool

warning on American Rus-

treatment delivered at the Kansas
University convocation.

may

think I should take the

I

Rus-

to fend for herself Sir Bernard Pares
English authority on the Soviet stated

relatively un-

"As a matter

he went on, " I

in

work.

when he had a message

give to the people.
fact,"

'ANYTHING

Lawrence, Kansas, Nov., 8-(CUP)
he United States "which has no foreign policy whatever" should leave

his

Hart House
Presents

U.S. Essential

syndicates,

Europe were openly reported

Nov. 16
U.C.

Foreign Policy

deplores the Russophobe opinions

felt that

visits.

DANCE TO THE BEST BANDS
in the land

Atomic power should not be shared
ith

I

Russia or

(world

is

anyone,

not up to

it"

"because

the

For those who signed the

he continued.

List:

Follies Tickets

Drama

Jr.

Common Room,

U.C,

12-2, 4-5

SOME DANCE TICKETS LEFT— ON SALE TODAY

inter-

"Skin of our Teeth"

ex-

would

New

The Biggest Show

Dramatic Departure

of the

Future historians and theorists of the
through history with the aid of his easy pitfall
of *he part, which is the
breathe it. They have done well. The drama will, I believe find "Skin
of Our materialistic
wife,
his
clever brat- "Ain't we the modern
ones" touch.
vandalism and horseplay of the past Teeth significant in two interconnected
daughter Gladys, and his machiaevel- Henry (Don
Harron) displayed the verthree weeks have in a sense done a ser- ways: (1) As the first successful
play lian son Cain, rechristened Henry; his
satility of acting that Mr. Antrobus
vice: the publicity they have attracted to employ the revolutionary device
of other son Abel is dead before the play
lacked, therby cashing in on the Joyce
has reminded student at all Universities building up a realistic dramatic illusion
begins. This household is attended by a Wilder
conception. In the last Act, he
of the duty they owe to one another, of and then shattering it by allowing
the seductive domestic Sabina, who becomes
slipped a bit, and rather aided on the
the unied front of respectability which actors to confess the fact that they
are a beauty queen in Act H. My opinion of
melodramatic note that the play acuniversities must present to the public if playing a part; (2) As the
first S uc- the significance of the dramatic action
quires there.
Gladys, portrayed by
they arc to be permitted to survive.
ccsful drama taken directly from a novel,
will be made clear in discussion of the Ruth
Newey, got the broader changes
have come a long way from the our characteristically 20th
Century source of the play and of the Vic prodemanded by the character in the difdelirium which a few of us brought back medium.
I refer here, of course to
due (ton.
ferent acts; she has a very charming
from the first game at Kingston. To- Joyce's Finticgans Wake.
I
mentioned self -consciousness and stage presence.
morrow we have a chance to show that
The first aspect is basic as far as hesitancy earlier, and that should have
The minor roles were generally
four games have made us letter-perfect. dramatic art is concerned.
Is it fair led me into the play's second major
assmooth. Royce Firth as Announcer was
shatter the convention of realistic re- pect
the
Joyceian
psycho -ana lytic
a natural.
I had imagined the Stage
sentation this way?
It is not by any source.
This is too complex a matter
Manager as a fluffy, effeminate creature,
means the same as having a narrator to more than touch on here:
the odd
but Alan MacNeil gave a thoroughly
telling what is going on. Wilder breaks
speech that sounds out of character or
The Undo rar&dufclo Nnwapocpor
the dialogue
Sim of Our Teeth more a trifle unrelated to the situation stems convincing portrayal of the opposite
interpretation.
The Telegraph Boy.
than once, a d the actors turn
thorough
delirious

.

for admission

display from

on sale in

Music and

.

should most certainly try to see

between con-

we
Jlri,

film

As we left the room, he told us how
sorry he was that he would not be able

be done,

American newspapers

had met on previous

he

can't

University.

important

sham-

faccdly omit their signatures are
debarring themselves from the fun
at the outset

inter-

War

be fascinated with

France." You'll

certs."

to re-

The sudden

said in effect,

still,

shouldn't try to stop them.

Toronto newspapers.
Mr. Robeson talked about

GROWING UP
At

a job

is

sides of

fair sel-

or

photographs and a special

Goes

the British

planning the invasion, with maps, charts,

the joint

grimlv.

saying that he was glad to see that both

disagreement, and

coyly

There

of the

from our

endeavour to print a

will

we

He

ection of letters in all three classes;

but

catch up,

nell

The Varsity welcomes comment,
and

type, while

picketed

'.

student of electrical engineering at Car-

readers because they were unsigned.
criticism,

Shrdlu

ex- student audience.
always receive a warm welcome in
Canada," said Mr. Robeson with a smile.

is

lose some of the victories
Mr. Robeson added.
For a few years Mr. Robeson lived m
Russia, giving concerts and lecturing.
His son went to school in Moscow when
he was eight years old, and is now a

of the

many months have

-have seen in

likely that students

to-day are under the illusion that their

ness.

letters for publication.

of

country they

won."

anonymous

choicest specimens of invective

my

still

Readers of The Varsity are reminded once again that we cannot
consider

In

going to stand

isn't

CORRESPONDENTS
to

in

in

This welcome could be nothing, howties in this world.
It's going to be their
ever, compared to that which he gave bis
red-wagan always." he stated.
audience
shaking hands with every
;
People in looking at Europe don't
understand what is happening; Europe autograph -seeker, remembering people

better-organized features,

undertake

at

of the students

tremely important

to recall the tradition of leaving the field clear for the

rugby game in the pre-war era
would have been thought strangely incomplete without the marching and
counter -marching of the brightly-uniformed band. Spectators whose memory
goes back that far are apt to wonder
whether the post-war generation has. lost

Office

the large scale

is

model of Mulberry, used

are not quite aware of the responsibili-

band at half-time.

A

minions

Singing at universities is a pleasure
House."
He told us how he had enjoyed for Mr. Robeson. Many of his concerts
are
given on university campi where he
watching a football game here, and that
greatly enjoys the informality of the
his son now plays football for Cornell.

In this as in other matters, students are demonstrating an imperfect sense of tradition. Everyone recalls that before the war intercollegiate rugby was marked by spectators' horseplay. Nobody seems
other,

original

ntestinal

;

LAPSED TRADITION

was marked by

Here

the shores of France.

Toronto several

in

some important
luncheon at Hart House on a previous
visit in fast, I have even stayed at Hart

Of the 42 bandsmen, about 95%> are students who have served
with the armed services. Meeting regularly in the C.O.T.C. drill hall
for rehearsal, they have gladly and even gallantly blasted out one
another's eardrums in the interest of University spirit. With considerable trouble they have arranged ornamental marches which have
been generally disrupted by callous crowds. This week-end, they
have organized by correspondence a joint display with the band from
McGill. It will be worth watching.

it

have been
have spoken

yes, I

times, I

;

go

asked him if he had ever visited
University of Toronto
campus.

he

are worth watching. Everybody sees the cheerleaders,
and yells at them ,and (human nature being intrinsically ungrateful)
complains about them the band is too easily treated as a superfluous
extra. The University of Toronto Band deserves a better hand than
it has been accorded so far, the better attention for its performances.

that

unparTelleled

was wrestling with cases of

before.

We

and watching

The band

recall

"Wth

porters.

that

the liberating armies took across fhe channel to

;

UNSUNG TOILERS

all

;

man-made harbor

here! Mulberry, the

It's

typesetter,

'Oh, you wanted to talk to me, didn't fortitude I have endured to the saturyou ?" queried Mr. Robeson so we did. ation point."
He sat down on the arm of the chesterAsked for comment, Skinner snapped,
field and looked informally, as if we had "He makes me sick." When last seen he

the band.

Nobody seems

his

seemed to parallel the friendly attitude
Mr. Robeson his "colleagues" kept
up the conversation while we waited.
of

night

last

announced that the big words employed
by Editor Skinner "made him tired."
Waving a large banner demanding
"Shorter Words at Equal Pay," Shrdlu
kicked over several cases of type and
slated that if Skinner insisted on using
words like "intransigent" and "Russopliorbe" he could set them himself.
"His pernicious insinuations are obviously vituperative," Shrdlu told re-

room

of the

late

when Etaoin Shrdlu, Varsity

about the

chat

The whole atmosphere

brawling rooters.

sitting tight

Mr. Robeson on

informal

an

for

of strikes spread to

Press

University

the

was

tin's

University. He shook our hands, signed
our programs, and then asked us to wait
until he could get a free moment

Their precision marching
special display for the half-time interval.
will be disrupted beyond repair if the field is filled with a surge of

any the worse tomorrow for

but

stood in the long back-stage line-

up, waiting to get

own

fly.

will be

The current wave

with cele-

interviews

difficult to get,

different

Government of Canada will head the
list of distinguished guests occupying box seats at Saturday's game;
and these are not men to be sent away from the University with the
impression that is it a place where at the slightest provocation fists

The Administrator

are

brities

the

in

Allied Liberation of Europe

Paul Robeson the man is as great as
Paul Robeson the artist
It is often

understood that

Simpson

ai

The Prefabricated Port used

Stanley

subject.

No one

<

Relaxes

Despite protests,
have hitherto said

This week-end there seems to be no reason to expect paint-slinging; that particular form of over-exuberance has, it would seem,
worn out its appeal. But this week-end, for special reasons, a much
more healthy custom will also have to be cancelled: we mean the

to

"MBLHIM"

Robeson

Last Reminder

commonly anonymous, we stand by everything we
on the

1945

9,

Year

for the Smallest Price

they must learn to
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WITH FATHER"!

We

—

j

to the from a too
fidelity to the
audience as actors in a role, so that they
source; the rehearsal scene in the last
may comment on the play they them- act is an attempt to compress Book HI
selves are engaged in.
of Fthnegans Wake into a
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an attempt to trick the audience

nto liking the play,
:annot

when

the dramatist

sufficient

prestige

within the realistic mould?
a legitimate effect by which the

it

gains

intimacy with

the

play-

again

lantern

the

comes from

lecture

slide

the television

effect

sequences in

All the characters are found in
different permutations and combinations
Joyce.

in

Joyce's

novelist's

novel,
total

and

certainly

philosophy

of

the

cyclical

and gains significance for his history overlaps the Wilder drama.
making them participants in the
I felt of the production
(excellent
dramatic situation? Does Wilder shatter though
it was as a whole) that this inhis medium here, or give it a new lease
debtedness, which is basic in interpreon life?
tation of the drama, was overlooked.
Personally I incline to the opinion that
If, for example, Tom Beckett, who
goers,

story by

(Burk Ritchie) would do well

tect his
is

to pro-

priceless.

I

disagree

with

Pegi

Brown's interpretation of the Fortune
Teller. There is more to the character;

more hag. less arrogance, less
But despite that, she
commanded the stage excellently in the
possibly

monologistry.

second

—

I

-JOHN DALL
Prices (lax includedlEvgs. 90c $1.20 $1.80
S2.40 S3 00
Sat. Mat. 60c $1.20 $1.80
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Box Office Open 10 a.m.
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Act

Laurels for this show really go to the

To get such a play
functioning well technically, in the short
back-stage crew.

space of five weeks, with

its

mammoths,

dinosaurs, flying flats, and the like,

is

a

momentous achievement The integration of the whole show rested with obplayed Mr. Antrobus, had had a synopvious success on Dora Moore's capable

Women's
Polly Moti. 4T6 Wilder pulled it off by the skin of his
- .a, 4T6
Men's Assistant
teeth, and it may easily prove that he
tic view of the play and its intention, as
CU.P. A Eiehanie litoi
Unqualified congratulations
shoulders.
—Barbara Tone*, B.A has started a new dramatic convention.
based on the novel, he would, I am sure,
DotoUst Ilirley, 4T6
Assi»Unt
How else can the self-consciousness and have differentiated more sharply be- to stage manager Bob Simkins, decor,
Art, Music, and Drama
.— Philip Freed man, 4T6
Editor
Murie Kelly, and electrician Charles
hesitancy
of
the
modern
age
be
captured
Ralph Jones, 4T7
tween the Antrobus of Acts I and II.
Staff Photographer
Brown. And in case I have forgotten
drama?
Mrs, Antrobus, (Molly Brown), was
The story concerns everymans' mor- adequate if a trifle timid in character- anyone in this all-important line, I
inventions, and seduction.
s
Every ization.
Beth Cady, as Sabina, was hereby place a wreath at the tomb of the
Night Editor Mary Murdison
man is epitomized in George Antrobus, superb; technically flawless, and im- Unknown Technician.
Assistant— Mary Rap""
who struggles backwards and forwards mensely sincere, she thus avoided the
JEFF WATTE
*

en<C

voice more, but otherwise he
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Skule Group

I Prove Victors
Trounce U.C. in 10-1 Defeat
Alert School took advantage of every
break yesterday to defeat U.C. 10-1 ii

game

the final

of the group I schedule.

snap on School's

On

IS.

the first play,

With

brilliantly,

nabbed a U.C. fumble and

with the

Only twice did S.P.S. have the ball
ran the length of the field to the 10.
Red and White 35 yard line, Sharpe then carried the ball
around left
but on both occasions major scores
end for a score. The kick was blocked
by a charging U.C.

The

touchdown was sudden and

first

unexpected. U.C. 'had recovered a

Staley

Univer-

College gridders threatened again.
pass to Clayton brought the ball to

sity

the Engineers 25.
Stale/s single was
called back on an offside, but a few minutes later, School fumbled, and Staley

Hombres que

hoofed a mightly punt from centre field
for U.C.'s only score.
U.C. fumble was gathered up by

se Afeitan

A

Evans who was

finally brought down on
his opponent's 20. On the next play he
plunged for the touch. The convert was

blocked.

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y
ECONOMIZA TIEMPO

Evans was School's most

while Keith Hendrick's
long
punts set U.C. back on numerous oc-

Roberts at end and McKnight

at snap also played well

PARA

que-

mente tienen que afeitarse todos
Crema Glider resulta inestimable: es suave ... no irrita . . .
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.
los dfas, la

Upton,

Ed

Staley and MacKenzie were

the sparkplugs.

tersa la piel

Crema Glider suaviza
instantanea tersura a las
escamosidades superficiales de la piel.
AI instante, la

la piel

optimists had expected, there

Stevens will lose but four of

team—Gus

this year's

Campbell, Stu Scott,
Jim Carson and Mel Lawson. While replacements for Scott and
Lawson
may not be found too easily, there arc capable fellows like
McReytiolds
Cranham and Lawrence to take over. To these add any additions
from the
first year enrolment and there is
a championship team in the making.

But back

The Optomist went on to say that the Redmen could
defeat Western
they played the type of football exhibited in
the Queen's game. Ouch

Among

I

On A Frayed

Cuff

Coulter

. .

Colin

.

And he

he

spent his

SjindUin nnd

MUESTRA GRATIS

Opcnll

p.ro

FROM THE FILES OF THE
SOVIET SECRET SERVICE

tubo de Crema Glider j
pruebela hoy rnismo. Escriba por
generosa muestra gratis a J, B. Williama
Company (Canada) Limited Dept. "
TV 10
LaSalle, Montreal.
i

to the Intercollegiate

The next

year, Varsity, with Coulter
Sinclair playing Senior, won the

and

Intercollegiate title.
1934 was a big
year for the ha If- now -turned quarter-

back Coulter, as he was adjudged the

After packing

too!

worthiest

member

blue

R.C.A.F.

Champ- remustcr and
wth

training period appeared

wings. Football could not be
however, and we find him
quarterbacking the R.C.A.F. entry from
Uplands in the Ottawa City League.
pilot's

forgotten

Lou

Hayman's

Dominion

Champion

R.C.A.F. Hurricanes eliminated Uplands in a liard fought tussle by four

of the Senior Football

points, if memory holds correct.
Last
the Copp Memorial year
Bob did double duty as coach and
year the trophy was player
with the Hagersville football
up for competition. The following year
squad in the Armed Services League.
saw a vast array of excellent football
This spring with his air force duties
talent at the University and we quote
finished, he returned to civilian life.
Torontonensis,

Team and awarded
Trophy

in the first

the

"One

of

the

finest

teams the gridiron has ever produced

The Sportswoman
|

by Polly Mutz

Dun dag

rJ

Team

1942,

officers'

On

leave of absence from North Tor-

onto Collegiate, Bob is working hard
Bobby captained
on post graduate studies and with Don
this team and his teammates will alGraham and Jim Folwell, is assatways be remembered whenever Varing Warren Stevens in the moulding of
sity football is mentioned.
Remember,
the Blues.
Hughie Marks, Joe Gray, Gus Greco,
Al Williams and Bob Isbister?
This was Bob's last fling at college
football as he graduated from Arts and
the following year was under Lou Haymen with Toronto Argonauts. Next
Owing to the installation ceremonies
a formidable outfit"

VICTORY THEATRE
STARTS MHN.-I

Collegiate as a dashing
in the Toronto High School

ionship and for the first time since 1908,
the Dominion crown.

STAMPS
1

In

he left school and donned
as P.O. Coulter in the
Commissioned as a Physical
League. In the fail of 1932, they found
Training and Drill Instructor, Bob behim sparking the Varsity Junior Footcame rather restless and after a short

.

be almost as busy.

football

Runnymcde

halfback

be out to retain his spot on the basket-

will

"a pupil' teacher, a real fellow."

Fans remember Bob playing

at

ball

summer plaiyng mushball

J. R. Coulter.
Yes, Bobby won the City High School Football
back again at college where crown in the fall
of '41. As popular at
accomplishments made him the North Toronto school

white.
if

And

. .

Cranham may

his football experience,

ball squad.

is

of learning

m

greet the coach

many new faces seen on coached the Varsity Intermediate
FootToronto campus this ball Team. With Coulter as their
foota familiar one in the per- ball professor, North
Toronto Seniors

one of the most well known football
as a teacher, as he was as a student at
men in the history .of the Blue and Varsity,
he earned himself the title of

Queen's, by upsetting Western at Kingston tomorrow
could end up in a
place tie with Mustangs. After seeing the hvo
teams play it does seem
rather far-fetched but stranger things have
happened.
If they run true to
form and minus the batteries and dope, the Galloping
Gaels should end up
a second place tie with the Blues... The Mustangs
face an undefeated
season. The Redmen a winless season... Stevens'
worries are but starting
Comes Wednesday and the first basketball practice. Holdovers
from last
season's starting five include Murray Thompson,
.

is

his athletic

I

Jottings

the

son of Mr.

Mr. Parks of the London Free Press insisted that
the Mustangs had but
played around with the Redmen after the first
touchdown in the game
Perhaps Mr. Kerr is in for a bit of a shock come the
end of the game.

away

WAR SAVINGS

12 noon Saturd ay

the University of
year, there

tomorrow's game. The McGill Daily reports that in
an interview with Coach Doug Kerr, the Eedmen's
mentor expressed keen hopes
as to the result of tomorrow's game.
Kerris quoted as saying that on the basis
of Varsity's performance at
Western, he expects to win.
to

Harry Mayzel, Doug Spry
and Don Gibson who has graduated but is attending
classes at O.CE.
Gross,
man and Ryan have departed but a host of eager basketeers will
be there to

BUY

McMaster

vs.

Grid Star Assists Coach Stevens
Coulter Famous With Blues

always that next season for which Warren

is

Stevens has been aiming.

.

Permite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ras de la piel, sin irritarla.
Ayuda a eliminar esa molestia que
sienten los hombres de piel muy fina al

^ GENEROSA

Quarter Volpe and Art

Staley provided the backfield punch.

— da

afeitarse diariamente, lea deja el cutis
mas suave y mas limpio,

corots the final football game of the year
and
games comes a well deserved rest for the players
who have
Even though the season was not quite what the

final

first

whole, the U.C. line stood out
stopping the School offensive cold.

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
caliente y jabdn En seguida, espdrzase
rapidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de loa dedos—jam&s con Brocha.

Hace

.

As a

hombres

los

effective

back

casions.

Varsity

Redmen

the McGill

trained so well for so long.

line.

In the second quarter, with
kicking and Volpe running, the

A

Para los

GAME

The Final Aci

ball

side the

suited.

SENIOR INTERCOLLEGIATE SOCCER

By Mickey Michasiw
S.P.S.

the

1945

SPEAKING OF SPORT

Butko of

outwitting

9,

Stop—Thief!
As- unpleasant as

it

sounds, there has been

basketball courts of late. This
in

is

a group undertaking studies

some dishonesty around the
one thing that one does not expect to find

the higher schools... For the
second
St Hilda's have had a basketball stolen. Perhaps the pertrator has
no conception of the gravity of the situation ... it puts S. Hilda's $15 in the
'hole . .new basketballs are impossible to purchase.
Which places the Saints
in

time

year, he started his teaching career at

for President

North

be no record hour today.

Toronto

and

Collegiate

also

Sidney Smith there will

.

in

a very unenviable

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

It

position.

seems of a serious nature since

Prescriptions for glosses

St Hilda's

fllledwilhquolityspectocle-

if

ball 'has been pilfered,

not checked immediately. There

this

is

the second year in succession a

showing that

much

is

this .practice

may

continue,

to be said for the virtue of honesty

|)

_
't^^S

and

e at reasonable prices.

much

just as

for the dignity of the college student,

t

grown out

Quick, occur of o repair re/vice

scription of

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

Mtmbwt

some

else's

should have
expense.

In case the basketball has just been mislaid (we hope), here is a deit . . fairly old, with
printed on it in ink.
If anyone
chances to locate said ball, the team of St. Hilda's will be more than grate-

321 8LC: i ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. ? sorgo Apartments)
Sptdal Ditcount to Stadcnlt aod

of her habit of collecting souvenirs at

who

for

full

ot

Iho Fatally

MEDS

.

return.

its

English Titles

Another

Heirogliphics

Wc

Listen io

were given our first opportunity to .peruse a baseball score-sheet the
other day, and found it covered with all sorts- of weird signs and numbers
it suggested a new type of secret code to our mystified mind. There were
squares, triangle numbers and initials all jumbled together (or so it seemed
at first). Anyhow, after we had discovered a footnote at the bottom of the
page, we found that P.H.E.II had defeated their sister team P.H.E.I last
Wednesday afternoon by a score of 11-6. The game was won in the first inning when the second team managed to tally eight points out of 11 tries. One
good reason why the first team didn't get very far was that their top player
Joe Caron didn't get properly organized. Another reason was the first base.

"Canada

in

the

Modern World"

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.
Dept. of History, University of Toronto

CFRB

--

Every Sunday-2:15 p.m.

man

of P.H.E.II

who

.

Policy-

holder
Reports...
policies in

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY

Record Entries Rooter's Tour
In Relay Meet Has Quiet Plans

Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers
With a record

number

of

entries,

Montreal, Nov.

7-(CUP) -Vandalism

Interfaculty Relay Championships may be vanquished in week-end football
were held Tuesday, Wednesday and rivalry, according to plans published
Thursday afternoons at Varsity Stadi- recently in the McGill Daily.
um. Due to lateness of entries, Hec
Five Red -and -White beribboned bus-

Symphony Orchestra

Phillips advised that the

twenty-four teams have entered
with a total of m'uety-siv men, and in
S.P.S.

twenty-three

Auditions for anyone wishing to join the orchestra will be held
this coming Monday. Nov. 12th, 1945, at the Women's Union
Theatre, 79 St. George Street, at 7.30.

position

is

in

points,

with

first

Meds

sixteen,

Vic

place with
in

second

holds

the

third spot with nine, followed by Trinity

with four and Forestry with three.

Hec

all sections

of strings, brass, and woodPrevious experience not necessary.

winds.

To

es will leave Friday night overflowing
ih

fans for Saturday's McGill- Varsity

date,

scoring,

There are openings in

meet would not

be completed before Fri. afternoon.

was very pleased with
enthusiasm and keeness shown by all
Phillips

competitors and looks ahead to a very
successful winter track season.

tball

game. Sociability will be the

keynote as McGill supporters breakfast

Saturday at

also

life,

have a policy on

because

I

and our

tion

my

Life of

representative pointed out that

Canadian government

prove that in one case out o£

Two

every three the wife dies before

are Ordinary Life and one

up

I

am

left

the children,

is

the husband.

"We
to

him

alone to bring
I

have an

shall

income from the insurance, and

some cash to pay the

bills

he

lives to retirement

in

chose

which

The Mutual

to insure

for

Life

because of the

good reputation of the

Company

dealing and low cost

fair

insurance."

and

And

Leta MutualLife Representative

age the

arrange your family insurance.

a reserve for emergencies.
if

figures

protec-

retirement.

"if anything happens

anything

happens to me. Our Mutual Life

Family Income.

and

want him

Whitney Hall and Hart

House alongside

THE

Varsity-itcs. Following

breakfast, the visitors will be taken

on

conducted tour of the Toronto campus.

McGill

The Mutual

Canada, which he has taken out
at various times for

the

GEORGE COUTTS, Conductor
HANS GRUBER, Associate Conductor

I

be able to provide proper care

for the children if

"MY HUSBAND owns three

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

"But

my own
to

truly outdid herself.

Copies of Talks available on request

University

cash values will give us an income.

will rally

on the campus early

Saturday afternoon, snake dance to the

[IK
MUTUAL
If fa«OI< CANADA
lllllB

Low Cost
Life Insurance
.

Since 1869

HEAD OFFICE • WATERLOO, ONTARIO

stadium, and dance in the evening.

POST FOOTBALL CELEBRATION
Wednesday, Nov. 14th, J 945

AT THE beautiful lido deck of the bhant inn

TICKETS ON SALE

Only

300

Tickets for Sale

NOW AT ST. GEORGE

Bob Gimby and His Orchestra

GRILL (OPSONIA RESTAURANT)

NO RESERVATIONS MADE AFTER SATURDAY
BUSES PROVIDED

Price:

$5.00 Per Couple

—

;

THE VARSITY, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
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Ex-Service Students

FOR PIPE SMOKERS OF DISCRIMINATING TASTE

GOLDSTEIN'S

Do you know

PERIQUE MIXTURE
The Same Old Formula

Since 1883

A high-grade blend of Turkish, Perique, Virginia and Latalda Tobacco,
approximating those excellent imported brandi made in Scotland and

Its popularity is growing fast You cannot pay lew and get as good;
you cannot buy better if you pay more.

For the present

it

Downs Vandalism

the charge that School Spirit has for-

It is put up in half pounds and
pocket package containing 1/10

STUDENTS

dalism.

Two

Campus

reported Intercollegiate Sport
all the trimmings,

lb.

at 30 cents,

plus

WM. GOLDSTEIN & CO.
SPARKS STREET

52

Ottawa

THOMAS' CHURCH
Street—Just South of Bloor

KNOX CHURCH
Spadina and Harbord

Holy

7 a-m-, 8 ajm. and 9.30 a-m.

REMEMBRANCE DAY

Eucharist

"THE BASIS OP
CONFIDENCE"

10.15—Matins

11 a.m.

—Junior Congregation
— SOLEMN REQUIEM

11 a-m.

"A RICH BEQUEST"

7 p.m.

FOR THE FALLEN
Requiem

bT

REV. PROF. ROBT. LENNOX.

A minor—Wood

In

M.A.. Th.B.

Preacher:

Rev.

Canon

7 p.m.— CHORAL

Presbyterian College, Montreal

M.A.

C. J. S. Stuart,

Motet, "Rcquiescant In Pace"

—Noble

EVENSONG

Rev.

Motet
Cordial

M. N. Jackson, M.A.

"I

Heard a Voice"—Wesley

glee club has

When this
this group has been in ex- the destruction of property.
happens, all reports agree that school
spirit
schools
has only recently been brought spirit is no longer
Everyone
vandalism.
to the attention of the campus because but has become
spirit
"Dentantics" is just around the corner, has a good word to say for school
part of
and the glee club will play their part in as such: it is an indispensible
college life. The University of Montreal
the show.
student
which
on
the
base
"it
is
says,
The Faculty of Dentistry completed
activities are built"
its fourth year final exams only last
University of
the
spirit,"
says
School
week, but Guest says that be hopes to
"should go just so far and no
have the songsters and songstresses in Manitoba,
When demonstrations cause
shape for the coming show, on Nov. 23. farther.
it

damage

COMING EVENTS
Science- Household Economics Frolic at

Students Specially Invited

Women's Union. House Ec., Household Science girls and men of all fac>

are

ments and

King and Slmcoe

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY
OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

Minister

on Sunday morning at

11

DX>.

a.m.
11 a.m.

AT THE
Meeting House, 109 Maltland

St.

and 7 p.m.

PARKER

DR.

—

student and,

HOLT BLOSSOM TEMPLE
Bulhursl Street

William Penn

Ava Road

oi

AT 11 AM.
SPECIAL SERVICE FOR

ABRAHAM

RABBI

YORKMINSTER BAPTIST CHURCH

L.

Bloor Street Eart

SERVICES

FE 1KB ERG

ATOMIC BOMB, CANADA
THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER

"RUSSIA.

—?

SPEAKS"

W. A. Cameron

Public Cordially Invited
Free Bus Service from Bathurst and
St. Clair every 15 minutes commenc-

Will Conduct Public Worship

ing at 10.40 ojtj. until 11.20 ajn. and
leaving the Temple at 1230 pjn. and

at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

12.50

Corporate
11

Church of Christ, Scientist
St George St at Lowther Ave.

Fiirst

Cordial Invitation to Students

^

and

11 a.m.

many

Government excise tax

sleep,

Brunswick

MAIN FLOOR

re-

MAIN STORE

universities,

someone

the case of

"in

<H\ EATON C%*.

Radio Innovation
Fuel Fire In Lab
Damages Western Heard At Queens

going a

;

but to
too

little

mes from Mount Allison UniThey add: "College spirit abversity.
solutely should not run to vandalism,
when it does it becomes dangerous and
destructive rather than something of

which a college should be proud."

Remembrance

Preacher:

CANON WILKINSON
p.m.—Bible

Class

few

school spirit

As McGill
is

Aim. D„ F.R.C.O.

University Students Welcome at
All Services

of

University ob-

it

there

Science

Literature

may

be

80

Richmond

St.

Harold area

C.

off the

explosion by

serious

room and smothering

closing

the

show

An

night.

last

to listeners in this

innovation on the

45 -minute

Wednesday
music and drama over

of

CFRC,

the university newscast

fire.

night
station
is

pre-

pared by Alan D. Gray, editor-in-chief
of The Queen's Journal. The Journal
lines were ignited when a student set believes the newscast
to be setting a
a white hot crucible in some of the oil. precent in handling reports of Canadian

Fuel

oil

drippings from overhanging

is

demon- university

a

activities.

URGENT—LOST

spirit,

Black

leather
zippered notebook,
containing notes, registration card,

ADS

probably outside Library, Tuesday evening. Liberal reward. Etta
Menkes, 248 Forest Hill Rd., HU.
etc.,

4233.

read,

Beginner's

Grammar

of

LOST

the Greek

Testament, by W. H. Davis.
call Elvin Harbottle, at EL.
4806 or KI. 1582.
Please

11 a.r

7

p.m.—HEV.

-CAPT.

R. B.

CRAIG

ARTHUR ORGAN,
of

Man's wrist watch, gold, Wednesday noon, either in Engineering
Bldg., or on the Campus.
Please
leave at S.A.C. office.

B.A.. B.D.

Canada attending

"THE GOSPEL THROUGH THE BOOK OF THE MONTH.
No. 2

borrowed or purchased.

a

Prof.

Reavely, head of the department, pre- regular

New

War Amputations

Free Public Reading Room where
the Bible and Authorized Christian

Students Specially

Ontario, Wednesday.

news was introduced

he hugged the female quest-

ioner, and said, "That is school
any more would be vandalism."

ARMISTICE SERVICE

through Christian Science-

C

dealing with Queen's Unand Canadian University Press

newscasts
iversity

Flames flared endangering
no thought of school, spirit of school,
A McGill freshman gave the final strator and four students.
word on the subject. When asked his
opinion,

—'(CUP) —First

Kingston, Ont, No.fi

of a weekly series of five-minute radio

WANTED

including Testimonies of Healing

Frederick
Silvester,
Organist and Choirmaster

the geology lab-

fire in

oratory at the University of Western

Bloor and Robert Streets

at 8.00 o'clock

—

break of a fuel

7.30 p.m.

Wed. Evening Meeting

At Evening Service
Mozart's-— "REQUIEM"

from the out-

CLASSIFIED

"ADAM AND FALLEN
MAN"

M.A.

8— (CUP) Ex-

TRINITY UNITED

11 a.m.

fC MacLeod,

an

real

Nov.
resulted

Ont.,

damage

vented a

a love of destruct-

ion for destruction's sake, in

Preacher:

Charles Peeker,

work
who have no

that vandalism is usually the

irresponsible

serves, "vandalism

7 p.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

D.D.

London,
tensive

Student opinion agrees with the view

Service of

3

is

it

Sunday, November 11th

Rev. Geo. C. Pidgeon,

Welcome

Communion

SUNDAY SERVICES

Remembrance Day Services

v

like

destroy property

a.m.—

Branch of The Mother Church
The First Church of Christ,
Scientist, in Boston, Mass.

Corner Bloor and Huron Streets

the Choir

People's

Organftt :

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Director of Music

By

—Young

CANON WILKINSON

pjn.

d'alton Mclaughlin

Rev. G.

Church

REMEMBRANCE DAY
8 a.m.

speak on

will

Streets

BLOOR STREET
UNITED CHURCH

kept from

New

be prepared to fight to defend

REMEMBRANCE DA7

r

1.00

25%

Subject to

down and

Newman Club Sat 5 :30 p.m., tea cient demonstration of our defiance.
dance after the game. Sun. 8:30 p.m. There is no genuine hard feeling or
O.C.E. students to meet Dr. Diltz. thought of vandalism or violence. As
9:00 p.m. dramatic evening and special a matter of fact we like our enemy."
general meeting.
College loyalty has a claim on the

Students specially invited.

"Force may subdue, but love gains:
oi\d he that forgives first wins the

A

3.50

son, snake dances, torch parades suffi-

St.Paul's Anglican

Rev.

Simulated Pearls. Strand....:

has a particular arch-rival, and we consider burning the effigy of Mount Alli-

—Discussion

8

to Worship with Us.

Yonge and Heath

"UNB,

costume.

any

for

slandering his college a student should

You arb Cordially Invited

laurel."

University of

ports,

.

.

its

Simulated Pearl Earrings, pair

institution

in the

public

defenceless

The

prizes.

Nov.,

complements

there school spirit should stop."

refresh-

Club.

Very Hev. Siuari C. Parker,

for Worship

invited for dancing,

Newman Club
Sis.

ery right to pride

they attend, but fences pulled

the

and

"one strand

classic

should cease, because

they

while still school spirit it becomes a reThere is a time
flection on the school.
and place for everything. Students have

Honour

13th,

Refreshments will be served

Students

M beting

Nov

8.00-p.m.

The

and annoyance to

to property,

bystanders

R.C.N.V.R.
will speak

Welcome To All University

does it
answer.

Although

Tues.,

J.

far

were asked, " and when
become vandalism?" Here is the

Universities

istence since the beginning of the school

FELLOWSHIP HOUR
Lieut DICK RITCHIE,

Preacher:

"How

taste,

should school spirit go," the Canadian

Songsters

8.15 p.m.

Anthem, "Comfort O Lord"— Crotch

spirit

From east to west university students
been formed agree that limits must be set to maniby the faculty of Dentistry, composed of festations of school spirit Student deboth male and female voices, and is di- monstrations of college loyalty, no matter how enthusiastic, must not extend to
rected by Jif Guest.
new

year,

a.m.

songs,

From Dentantics
A

Huron

and school spirit, but
which in some cases for-

yells, parries

got the limits of good

Mixed

tax.

six-years

its

ago Canadian

columns

back; back with

is

Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

tax; and also in a

sells at $1.50, plus

Toronto

11

ML 3791

67 St. George St.

manners during

its

retirement and tlireatens to become van-

a school

YONGE STREET

ST.

gotten

It keeps in excellent condition.

container.

132

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE

packed in a heavy waxed bag, in a cardboard

is

Campus Chorus

.

provides a liaison service with the
Department of Veterans' Affairs regarding any question which may
Canadian Campus comes back with an
arise in connection with your Reemphatic, "NO" this week in answer to
habilitation grant cheque?

of it» merits.

an ardent advocate

is

it

.

The University Advisory Bureau

England,

Every user of

that

1945

9,

Canadian Campus

POST-MORTEM"

Capable transitman

(Noel Coward)

—Fireside Hour

TAKEN BY MISTAKE

bush surveys
P,

The

Varsity.

8.15

Mamie McKinnon,

;

summer months. Apply Box

From Mulock House,

Refreshments

Soloist

or Mulock

office

West

blue Varsity

Return at once to S.A.C.

blazer.

Common Room.

LOST
pin, name on back
McMurtry, Toronto, 48."

Gold fraternity

Victoria UntberSttp

WALMER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
(1

block west of Spadina

Rev. Adiel

Rd.—

MEMORIAL

J. Moncrief, D.D.
MINISTER

IN

kT^^Bl

—

8.15 p.m.

YOU WILL ENJOY THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS
Immediately following the Morning Service
E. D.

RENAUD,

B.A.,

Finder

A

WM. BUCK,

President

Friendly Church Where

A Warm

METROPOLITAN UNITED CHURCH
Sunday, November

10.50

Fremes waterproof watch,
Lost in Hart

15 jewel

black illuminated dial.

Please leave at S.A.C.

office.

TAKEN BY MISTAKE
Naval
Ale and Quail Club, Saturday,
a.m.,

Reed,
11

Hotel Babloor.

11th,

Burberry,

marke'd

Garbircord",

Tuesday

Union,

"Austin

from Women's

evening.

Finder

please contact J. G. Walker, S.P.S.
I,

AT

Dept.

6,

at

Engineering Society.

1945

All graduates, undergraduates and friends are cordially invited

REWARD

FOR SALE

A.M.

Pianist

Welcome Awaits You

HU.

REMEMBRANCE OF OUR GALLANT DEAD

Mathematics,

ERIC FEE,

call

House.

(12.10-1 pjn.)

PAED., Teacher

please

SERVICE

SUNDAY
p.m.— THE MINISTER
The Young Peoples' Society

Reward.
6895.

block north of Bloor)

11 a.m. and 7

"W.

D.

sale,

Beatty

etc

Good

Physics

for

and Jenkins, Courant,
Phone MI.

condition.

6916 at 6 p.m.

books

—

Lost mother of pearl cigarette case,
in U.C. Women's Cloakroom, Tuesday.

Please leave at S-A.C. office

or phone

HY.

4466.

AG
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PRESIDENT SIDNEY SMITH INSTALLED
Blues Falter

Second Halt- Atomic Control Is Theme
Vanquished By Redmen 13-6 Of Installation
Speakers
The

hitherto winless McGill

stunned

the

Varsity

Blues

In

Redmen down plunging by Scott and Lawson, a
Lawson-Cranham pass placed the ball on

EIGHTH PR ESIDEN T SINCE 1827

and some

10,000 football fans at Varsity Stadium

the 21. After two fruitless attempts came
Saturday afternoon by coming from be- Scotfs onside kick which Lawson rehind with a spirited second half drive ceived on the two. He
plunged over for
to cop a 13-6 victory in the final game the major which
Scott converted.
of ^he intercollegiate schedule.
Halftime score was Varsity 6,McGilI
The loss left the Blues in a third place 1.
tie with the Redmen while Queen's endVarsity opened the second half with a
ed up in the second slot by dropping brilliant running and passing display

The Blue and Silver presidential gown settles about the shoulders of Dr. Sidney E. Smith, eighth president of the University
•"'"gg the granting
of the King's College Charter in 1837.

Met

To

August

drove downfield from their

—

had not been preparing
as the commithad— since August for "Installation

tee

week-end."

quarter,

final

make

to

the

Greenberg

ceived the ball at midfield and returned
it.

summer

the Univer-

thereof."

Welcoming

Work was

delegated convention-style

Dr. E. Burwash represented the
erican Association for the

to various committees.

Dr. Smith himheaded -the invitations committee and
the committee in charge of the program
for Friday's installation and dinner. Dr.
W. J. Dunlop arranged Saturday night's
reception. Dr. B. Neilly was in charge of

"There are

Am-

presentatves and J R. Gilley headed the
dinner committee.

What

"May

the

*

work

so interesting,"

"was the

by Sir Fredlead to Dr. M.

Pictured above

of

*

the

fret,

chatting with

before
monies.

Friday's

*

Chancellor

President then delivered his insix

recipients of the

Degree of

installation

Originally

invited

cerein

his

Drew, Prime Minister of Ontario; F.
James, Principal of McGill UniverN. A. M. MacKenzie, Presi-

sity;

dent of the University of British Colum-

and the Reverend

hia;

President

of

the

S.

J.

Thomson,

University

of

dent

Smith's

Rinfjc^ was
the

*

In the capacity of Minister of EducaPrime Minister Drew expressed

Bench

in

legal

honor of Presi-

attainments,

meanwhile elevated

Administratorship

from Canada

with

M.
to

the

icty for the control of

ng

"I

atomic power,

do not believe the answer can

found in statuary measures of milicontrol."

answer lay

He

believed rather that

in the field

of education,

pointing out that they had in their midst
of the

Governor-

two men who had much

to

do with

General.

(Continued on page 3)

should not concede without extreme caution the pressing
claims of
place at the undergraduate level new professional or quasiprofessional courses. If such offerings merit recognition
by universities, they

who would

should be placed in the post-baccalaureate

field."

Every Footstep

In

Sol emn Remembrance

Plotted
Excellency's Aides

By His

with regard to his Excellency the Administrator. You," he said, turning to

In

Quiet Saturday Morning Service

in

names

World

Cloister, inscribed

with

Five buglers sounded the Last Post,

of the University's 670 fallen and the crowd observed the traditional
War I and dominated by the two minutes' silence.

Soldier's Tower reaching into a chilly
grey sky, formed a background for the

well acquainted with the situation."

The

Navy man

in

the

gold

braid

The

party of aides dc

camp and

aides.

The Administrator was

to see Satur-

day's rugby game. T.

acknowledged the assignment.
the

Registrar proceeded to the Chancellor's

Wreaths were then laid by His Excel- door for superficial examination there.
lency the Hon. Thibaudeau Rinfret, Entering, they discussed coat hanger reUniversity's annual Remembrance Day
representing the Dominion of Canada; quirements and a mirror for the ladies.
Service, conducted Saturday morning
by a representative of the Province of "Better safe than sorry," someone offerby Chancellor H. J. Cody.
by President Sidney Smith for ed, and the need for a mirror was noted.
A light crowd attended, along with Ontario;
Next was mapped out the route from
representatives of the University College
the McGill and Varsity bands. A small
Convocation
University of Toronto
the
and by the" Chancellor's room to
guard of honor, arms reversed and heads
Hall.
Detective Sergeant Mumberson of
Alumni, the Victoria College Alumni,
bowed, mourned on behalf of Navy and
the city police came forward to request
the Faculty of Dentistry, the underArmy their fallen comrades in arms.
an inconspicuous point of vantage in the
graduates of the University, and the
After an opening hymn and prayer,
Hall. He and an aide, Mr. Mackcy, were
Women's Auxiliary of the RCAMC.
Dr. Cody read the names of 127 students
in charge of the safety party. But their
Finally the benediction and the Caril- problems, they said, were mostly traffic
and graduates killed in the last year of
the war, while a cold breeze sent the lon booming "The Blue and White" re- ones.
The party moved towards Hart House
last remaining leaves scurrying across called the mourners to the problems of
to rehearse the Saturday morning plans.
present.
the campus.
;

He

lead the group to the south west door
Kenneth Campbell, secretary to Chief of Hart House and paused before enter
Justice Rinfret, "will be looking after ing.
"The President and the Warden will
Madame Rinfret. And you, Captain
Sherwood, will see that His Excellency meet you here," he told his Excellency's
is

The Memorial
the

Is

that's settled," said the Registrar.

if

A. Reed joined
Hart House to chart that
the party moved on to the

the party at

course as
stadium.

Distance from Administrator's car to

box was paced carefully and a path
Where his car was to be parked
provoked a few minutes heated debate.
*We must anticipate every contingency,"
murmured Mr. Campbell as lie ashed
that some scats be saved under the roof.
It might rain, lie thought This mention
of seats focus sod attention upon the Adthe

chosen.

ministrator's box.

marked
put

that

new

J

Mr. Reed hastily rewere going to be

seats

in.

Postponing inspection of the
drove off

until later, the party

George Doner,

Museum
in

search
'

of lunch.

Sas-

katchewan and the National Conference
of Canadian Universities.

been held at the University of Toronto. ful salvation.
The program committee had no set preA member of the department of pathcedent to follow on method of install- ology, he had flown from Cairo to
ation and procedure."
Washington, D.C., and from there to
Sir Robert Falconer was officially in- Toronto to attend the installation.
stalled as president of the University of
Cairo students publish a six-page
A time buffer of three hours remained Positions were worked out Mr. CampToronto. But Dr. Cody never was form- weekly paper in Arabic, he said. Inally installed. Because of Mrs. Cody's struction in scientific subjects is all car- between .the feverish group in the Reg- bell was shown where Madame Rinfrei
istrar's office and the beginning of the would stand,
Captain Sherwood saw
death the official installation ceremony
d on in English.
installation of Dr. Sidney Smith.
the wreath and where he would go
was cancelled.
'A few subjects," he gestured expres"And," Mr. Fennel] suggested, "we from there.
Details of Dr. Smith's installation, the sively with his hands, "are taught in
will run over this afternoon's program
"Now let's go back to Friday evening
conferring of the honorary degrees, and Arabic."

Students Remember Fallen Heroes

of

but

tion,

"We

those

Cody

capacity as Chief Justice of Canada to

*

-parture

*

the Administrator

is

Government of Guiada, His

Excellency the Hon. Thibaudeau Rin-

«

values ?"

University of Cairo, had been riddled by
cure had been for them especially merci-

*

represent the

he termed "our debt to this Un-

diabetes. Sir Frederick's discovery of a

fact that

president,"

bridge; J. B. Conant, President of Harvard University; The Honorable G. A.

"I would inquire further:
Are not the Arts faculties in some instances
concerned with professional or quasi-professional objectives to the detriment of their major mission of developing students who will be defenders
of human freedom, examples of Iwman dignity, and apostles of
human

iversity for the discovery

an

said,

Dean

President,

perfect

J.

humanities and discounted the social aspects of the social sciences?"

Miss Parkes was given an "install- erick Banting of insulin,
Hart House and, on a A. Omar's presence at the installation
scheme of University lend lease, was of Dr. Sidney Smith on Friday.
assigned two full-time clerks from the
His country, explained the be-fezzed
extension department.
and colorfully-garbed delegate from the

"What made

the

the

Doctor of Laws (honoris causa) were:
D. Cock-croft, University of Cam-

Not if
men and women for

it

ation office" in

Miss Parkes

The

be suggested that an adoption by some Arts departments of the
so-called scientific method of the physicist, who works with pointer readings on a mathematieally-graduatcd scale, has obscured the humanity of the

Debt

installation of this type has never before

The

ideals

*

Egyptian Delegate
Insulin

be

stallation address.

attitude of relativity."

Advancement

(Continued on page 3)

Pays

to

rather that his mistakes would serve fo

installa-

which are not relative to time or place. The physical
scientist puts forward hypotheses whose validity depends on the constant
presence of certain factors. In a naturalistic mood, we have carried over
into our study of man's relations with his fellow men and with his God this

self

the finance committee. J. B. Bickersteth
arranged accommodaton for visiting re-

out

Professionalism

they are to be mainly concerned with the training of
vocations and professions."

There were, of course, additions.
major foundations and universities

send representatives."

after

Governors,

the rights and to promote the welfare
the
University and the members

"Wall universities train a corps-tfeltte for the Battle of Ideas?

Miss Parkes, "was the list
used for the University Centenary in

meeting under the
chairmanship of Dean of Arts Beatty.
organizational

of

declaration of

guide his path.

basis of the world list for invita-

with which the University of Toronto
has had any connection were invited to

repeated

the

;

Following are excerpted highlights from Dr. Sidney E. Smith's
tion address of Friday afternoon.
*
*
*

tions," said

AM

then

Board

onto as prescribed by the statutes of
the University and I promise to defend

Before the surprised Varsity backs

(Continued on page 3)

Of

St ress Dangers

1927.

the end of the

the

Phillips,

Arts Beatty hoped he "would not set

and the reception.

"The

of

installation:
"I, Sidney Earle Smith,
pledge myself to perform the duties of
the President of the University of Tor-

re-

From Dr. Smith's Address

Highlights

of Toronto Committee for the histaltotion of President Smith held Us
ity

first

A Law-

the

left to the

E. Smith, told the Varsity yesterday.
However, she admitted that the team

At

converted

score 7-6 for McGill.

In

President

Eric

Col.

of

Fox

Virginia

Bartlett

line.

son-Lawson pass placed the ball on the
centre stripe and after another first

rugby team to cause tickets of admission to Convocation Hall
the only disappointment of the week- were arranged by A. B. Fennell, registend," Miss A. E. Parkes, co-ordinating rar of the University.
secretary of the committees which arMiss Parkes' office handled the
ranged the installation of President S. vitations for the installation, the dinner
"It

30.

The

Chairman

while Smythe completed his across the

early in the second quarter, the Blues

Plan Installation Doings
By

was

In

Hall.

—

fending goal line and a touchdown on a
kick recovered by the kicker.

Belfry

The actual installation was effected by the disrobing of Dr.
Smith
by University College Principal Taylor, Dean
Gallie of the Faculty
of Medicine, and Dean Young of Applied
Science and Engineering.
1 he academic gown was removed from Dr.
Smith's shoulders by
one faculty member and the other members
aided him in donning
the official blue and silver presidential
gown.

a 17-2 decision to the undefeated league which twice placed them inside the Mcleaders, Western.
Gill 15 yard line.
On both occasions,
While the game was a drab affair however, Murray Hayes intercepted forwith numerous fumbles and incompleted wards to pull his team out of danger.
passes, it was a brilliant display of the
Two passes by Earl Smith clicked for
finer points of the game an onside the first McGill touchdown. The
Sumkick, an intercepted pass behind the de- merskill pass left the bail on the 15

After McGill had opened the scoring

Committees

By Wally

Education's control of atomic power dominated the
three major
addresses at the installation of Dr. Sidney
Eartc Smith as President of the University of Toronto Friday
afternoon at Convocation

Vic.,

and Phyllis Jones, Nursing,

vice-presi-

dents of the S.A.C., bring forward to the Memorial Tablet the
wreath from the undergraduates of the University.

the

—

:

—
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Savage
Enjoyment

The Closed Mind
Among the gleanings of an afternoon filled with good things well
we extract for special consideration a few sentences from Dr.
Smith's installation address which effectively answer a good deal of
ambient nonsense.
It is nonsense to say that the human intellectual ideal must be an
open mind, and that the job of the university is to open students'
minds wider and wider: a conception which Chesterton rendered
especially ludicrous by the comparison with an eternally-expanding
mouth. "The object of opening the mind, as of opening the mouth,"
G. K. concluded, "is to shut it again on something solid."
To this principle Dr. Smith added qualification and context, so
expertly that we quote the relevant passages at length.

John Iifacdonald graduated from Uni1935.
He wrote a
revised it, then revised it some
more. Early in the war Macdonald
At 7:30 last night the editor of thi:
joined the Navy, later rising to the
column went on a 24-hour strike in symrank of Lieutenant-Commander. The
pathy with a group who are striking in
novel Darkly the River Flows (Longprotest against sympathy strikes recentwas revised once
mans, Green. $3.00)
ly called by union officials to express
more. It won a $1,000 Canadian novel
sympathy with those striking in protest
contest
against sympathy strikes on behalf of
Darkly the River Flows is about the the Ford strikers.
depression years, but the author is not
The undersigned was hired as a black
a member of the socially conscious leg to carry on the column.
school. The story is about two brothers:
At 7:32 the undersigned went oi
Steele Brand inherits 'his father's drive,
strike.
rutlilessness and singleness of purpose;
No
sympathy was exhibited.
and Hector, the younger brother, mir—Woo
rors the mother's uncertainty and re-

said,

versity College in
novel,

—

IDEALS ARE OUR BUSINESS
education, I do not mean merely increased expertness. The
word has to do with man's moral, as well as his intellectual, develop"ment. The end of learning is not knowledge, but virtue .
"There are those who say that the universities should develop
the intellects of their students. Of course, that statement is true, but
it is not the whole truth.
Intellectual ism may become so ste.
.
rile that it no longer produces builders, but rather destructive critics.
Ideals, ideas, and facts are equally the business of universities.
"In the cauldron of war, all of us
and perhaps to the greatest
extent the men and women of the Armed Services
have appre-

"By

.

.

sentment which,

.

—

Brands and

—

.

them only

of the book
resolution
:llj',

if

PLAYER'S

work with

to

I

:

doubt

ever be entirely created,
very real sense, be lived.

CUT

to

difficult

it

I

if it

can

must, in a

generally

is

adequate, although

it

fairly

occasionally found

part

The

NAVY

CIGARETTES

Macdonald has read
that
But this Wolfian suband violent passion is a "tricky

jective

accept

the

unremitting

feud of the -brothers at the high level

incident-

vhich
is

quality.

Thomas Wolfe.

Characterization

(and,

and dependable

suggests

will 'look

Toronto!

in

feud

excellence

was obviously

also violent,

impossible

ilmost

to

intended.

It is

approach

Mac-

donald's people with any real feeling of
is

extremely un- warmth; most of them simply do not

In descriptions of physical action seem to

-be

worth the

trouble.

But

I

joyment.
Some oT these scenes, and pator. The right Wending of action and
particularly Macdonald's apparent atti- detachment is perceived and created
tude toward the physical nature of man, Alan Brand almost never becomes one

remind many readers of Ernest of those omnipotent observers so beloved
His most striking nature of many novelists.
those of Ontario during
Writers who restrict themselves to
the late autumn, winter, and early spring
study of individual characters and

Hemingway.
descriptions

Editorial Encores

filled

ness

—

with the lonely 'bleak harsh- action have one great advantage: they
that this time have a world of characters to dissect;

and death-feeling

Unfortunately he also has to and they have one disadvantage to face:
write about emotion, particularly that it is too easy to drag out the same
roused by sex, and this excerpt "they old people and do a little more probing.
brings.

Yet especially with youth, which
ardent and enthusiastic, open-minded-

—

lief.

were

apt to lead to the

is

laid

major plot)

Macdonald's writing

President Smith backed up his analysis with a paragraph from
a
recent Harvard Presidential Committee Report, General Education
in a Free Society. The paragraph follows
"How far should we go in the direction of the open mind? Especially after

ness without belief

you

scarcely surprising.

en.

ideals and beliefs, principles and duties— should in deep
conviction close their minds with respect to those imperatives?"

sometimes too distrustful of enthusiasm
and were inclined to abstain from committing themselves as though there were
something foolish, even shamful, in be-

is

of the

of the

tion for

he skillfully creates a feeling of excite- did like the handling of Alan Brand,
ment, drive, fragile balance and a some- the brothers' cousin who acts as a spechat un -intellectual, nearly savage en- tator and interpreter as well as a partici-

ler'y,

liberal;

makes no

then discover that a good

twice,

—

War,

it

Their quarrels are so violent and their
loves so passionate that

prided ourselves for the attitude
of the open mind, although on occasion we may have wondered if
we had not helped to develop minds so open that ideas could bloio
through, into, and out of them with astonishing celerity.
"Is it academic heresy to advocate that students
when they
have discovered for themselves, and not accepted from some chanccU

World

are wealthy,

their friends

ing a feeling of uncertainty and tension.

CONVICTION IS OUR GOAL
"We in universities have rightly

first

The

and the depression touches
thing
indirectly, chiefly by creat-

difference,

.

The famous "sailor" trademark is a symbol of all that is best
in tobacco manufacture and guarantees that the contents
of the package will maintain Player's world-wide reputa-

directed against

or so nearly wealthy that

clearly ideals which cannot be demonstrated in the
laboratory of the physical scientist or verified by rational process
"Can we not, in our study of man's intellectual achievements, of
his moral yearnings, and of his religious convictions, settle upon and
hold fast to certain abiding principles?
.

now

Steele, develops into bitter hatred.

hended more

the

1945

12,

Books

Editorial

is

;

lost in a

hile

it is

void of white flame"

It

useless to try to prophecy a future

is

perhaps rather unusually bad

novel as uneven as Darkly the
r Flows. It is not a likeable novel,
much of the writing is poor. But
"We can all perhaps recall young their minds" says The Sheaf, University are "lost"; they are oppressed with a it would be foolish to say that Macpeople of our acquaintance who from a of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, in an ediof "aloneness"; and an effort is donald has no talent He needs to think
made to invest this uncertainty with a about his abilities and then to control
position of extreme scepticism, and in- torial entitled "Fence Sitters".

opposing extreme of fanaticism.

"On every campus

are

(here

those

is

SCEPTICISM

deed because

of

that

position,

easy prey to fanatical gospels.

an
seems

lack

ability

to

make up

The

"These people are the dependent in- feeling

fell

It

who

persons

NIHILISM

IS

still

dividuals

who

i

fairly typical.

people in Darkly the River Flozus and

of

something

tremendous.

It

Robert Weaver.

them.

are perfectly satisfied to

that nature abhors intellectual vacuum.

A measure of belief is necessary
to

order

conviction

tism,

is

criticism

if

dogmabecome cynic-

not to become

the majority do,

not to

is

must have something of

ism, each

the

other."

if

Jlrt,

Music and Drama

GREAT DEMAND FOR SEATS FOR
"DAFFYDIL NITE" REQUIRES THAT
AN EXTRA SHOW BE PRESENTED.

majority arc in support of an enterprise,

then that

thy one.

enterprise

But

until

must be a

Salon Songs

such time as they

have seen which way the majority

At Wymilwood

will

Wymil- gram for the performance of strings
Holmes pre- and the music written for, and played by

In the pleasant informality of

Little
fact, the

ficant

calculating that

comment should be needed;

ing,

in

appropriate epilogue

is a signiThere has been over-

silence.

fence'.

of

they perch

swaying! y

on

'the

Indeed, in an amazing number

instances

wood

Mr. Leslie
program of light

last night,

a

they are even hesitant in songs before an

enthusiastic

classical

babbling about the need for pry-

leaving their comfortable roost lest they

ing open people's minds. There has been

be criticized

—

by

friends

who

hold oppo-

The evening produced

Monday, November 9th
1

Only a Few "Singles" Remain

them.

audience.

Their song was one of pathos in
Tschaikovsky's Andante Cantabile
whose theme was well received by
much horrified repudiation of the idea
singer swung from the delicate 17th
Pops" audiences. They danced in the
te views to themselves. Therefore, in
of dogma.
century Plaisir d'Amotir to the whim- Boccherini
Minuet; and were truly vaDogma and here we return to Gil- order to avoid censure, they arc willing sical "A Sailor Loved a Lass". The
cationing in the David Rose Holiday
bert Chesterton
has been called a to sacrifice their Jrecdom of expression latter type of song, with its lilting air,
for Strings.
fatal obstacle to thought.
But in a sub- rather than lose the friendship of those Lppeared to be more suitable to his lusty
Guest soloist, Albert Steinberg,
tler sense than critics have discerned,
'oice.
Whatever Mr. Holmes lacked
with whom they disagree.
Give me a
linist and member of the T.S.O. gave a
dogma is really the end of thought: in
n tonal purity, he made up for in flawworthy account of his abilities in the
the sense of the goal of thought
The friend, a man who is willing to express less diction. French, English and GerTschaikovsky Melody and in the difficult
purpose of intellectual activity is to and uphold his opinion, regardless of man, especially the latter, were sung
Weiniakwski Scliertzo Tarantelle. Hi
reach some conclusion: and it does not what that opinion may be, and I shall with marvellous case and clearness.
tones were warm and clear; his high
consider
him
a
friend
worth
having.
add to the stature of the thinker to reIn the second section of the program,
notes resonant; his technique well premark, -with magnificent humility that Without such a characteristic, he is a the singer breezed his way through a
pared.
purpose
serving
no
other
e pawn,
the conclusion of all his thinking is
group of Eight Gypsy Songs by Brahms,
He
In general, it was a gratifyng per"probably right." For what is probably than to clutter up civilization.
demonstrating an excellent change of
duty
taking
formance to all concerned and in partiignoring his
to society by
right is also probably wrong,
tempo and great power. The strange
cular, to those who 'have for some time
a interest in that society.
He
is a man
w.
sounding translation of this group reithout a spine, afraid and ignorant."
n the past bewailed the obvious ineffiminded one of a mixture of the Border
• * *
;iencies of the string section of the
Ballads and Omar Khayyam. The high"One of the first things anyone should lights of the evening, both for the audi- T.S.O. For it showed that this deficit
can, and to a certain extent has been,
a when he comes to University is to ence and the artist, were
two nursery
put forth a conscious effort to get rhymes by Stravinsky. Galloping along remedied to the pleasure of both perEstablished 18S0
formers and audience.
with
as
many
people
as
acquainted
posCanadian
with
intentional
Member
University Preat
disregard for the pianist

much

mte"

"Battpbtl

follow the crowd; to be content to do

not to become nihilism,

If toleration is
if

in

preserve the quality of the open mind.

variety both in

selection and voice presentation as the

—

for

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings
Tickets will be sold in Hart House Theatre

Box

Office

as follows;

MONDAY,

Nov. 12th, 4 to 6 p.m.

Members

TUESDAY.

of Cast

Only

Nov. 13th, 4 to 6 p.mStudenls of Medicine

WEDNESDAY,

Nov. 14th, 4 to 6 p.m.

Outside Faculties

Tickets $1.25 per Person

—

Published five times n week bj the Students' Administrative Conncil of the Unlversity of Toronto. Opinions expressed In
Ihcsc columns are not necessara!' the official
Students'
opinions
of
the
Administrative

W. Hnrh

Editor-in-Chief

Women's Editor
Managing Editor

Kenner, B.A.

Pegfry Bates,

4T6

Robert R. Robinson, 4T6
K. Hood, B.A.
Phil Shacidcton, B.A.
Assistant.
Peg Wallace, B.P.H.E.
George Fonter, 4T7
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Assistant
Blanche Stanley, 4T6
Assistant
Wally Belfry, 4TB
Feature Editor.—™.
E. Roes McLean. 4T7
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Reg Herman, 4T6

Mickey Michaaiw, 417
Polly Mutz. 4T6
Jerry Ewiol, 4T6
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Barbara Jonea,
Dorothy Barley,
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Drama

..—

—

in as short at time as possible,"

the advice given in a recent editorial

and abruptly stopping

in

the middle of

—

on d

RUSSBL CROUSS
FATHER)

^tAsrr

—

friendly or not, whether

Hart House Concert

a square

people

who

sit

—

HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS

—

HOWARD LINDSAY

Despite the orchestra's fine showing,

the chase,

next to you in lectures,
Eleanor Dickson
_ Philip Freed man, 4T6
Ralph Jones, 4T7 ask them about themselves and tell
Staff Photographer
them
Bui in ess and Advertising Manager
about yourself.
You'll
know when
A. .MAC DONALD
you're in, because then you'll be greetThe orchestra voted and the strings
ing everybody you meet between liad it by a fair majority so that FriNight Editor Hugh Kenner
classes."
Assistant Henry Westoott
day night's "Pops" Concert was a pro-

K

Week Only

BUY SEATS IN ADVANCE

Mr. Holmes showed a sense the orchids of the evening went to the
from The Daily Konsan, student news- cf fun and enjoyment of the whole pro- percussion section for their excellent
paper of the University of Kansas.
ceedings. Throughout this exhibition in interpretation of Ravel's Bolero.
Not
"You will find this a friendly place; vocal gymnastics, Weldon Kilburn, com- only was this the final number of the
the snobs are few and far between. But pletely unruffled, displayed a perfection evening but indeed a triumphant note
to
which the entire program ha
you can't expect everybody to say 'hello' of technique.
to you first
The whole performance was pervaded crcscendoed.
Nobody can tell just by
Mary- Fra nces Bowman
looking at you whether you want to be with Mr. Holmes' ingratiating personis

you know the ality, one of his greatest assets. Alsame people or not, or whether you're though not presenting selections in the
who wants to hide in his own highest vein, Mr. Holmes is what a
shell.
writer of two hundred years ago would
B.A
"The thing to do is to say tello' to have termed an excellent salon vocalist.
4T6

Assistant-...

Sports Editor

Women's

sible^

This

Evga. Ai 8:20 Mats. Wod.-Sal. 2:20

—

—

Reginald

Godden,

give the Hart

pianist,

ning Concert at 9 p.m. on Sunday
next,

Nov.

18.

College and faculty

representatives arc requested to call
at the

THE HILARIOUS NEW YORK
*ut LONDON COMEDY HIT

will

House Sunday Eve-

Warden's Office to-day for

their ticket allotment.

By

in*

JOHN DALL

Prices (lax included) Evgs. 90c $1.20 $1.80 $2.40 $3.00
$1.20 $1.80 Sat. Mat. 60c $1.20 $1.80 $2.40
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.— No Phone Orders

Wed. Mai. GOc

I
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Blues Falter In Second Half;

Vanquished By Redmen 13-6
could

fall

on the

berg fell on the
major. Bartlett missed the convert but
added a single later in the game as Scott
conceded a rouge.

The man

Senior Interfaculty Harrier

game as far as
1)
the Blues were concerned. Al Jacobs
ball, this same Greencame
in for some
Scott
also
and
Stu
loose object for the
the few highlights of the

(Continued from page

of the hour for the Blues

was Mel Lawson who arose from a

sick

brilliant

but spotty play.

Al Scott, Wil Henry and Gord Lawson carried the load for the line.

Lawrence was carried off the field
in the early moments of the game and
was rushed to a hospital.

We

13
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/fma^ln^r...wha\

Yds. gained run. back kickc 108
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4
2
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Passes intercepted by
Yards gained passing

can do for you!

.

.

Number
rate

VERITHIN

holds a fine point for over
4,000 check marks before
It needs resharpeniiig.

Installation

points for

the split atom.

no detail.

my

to

perma-

solution

the

succeed,

Organization

are

The

"We must make

for

it

both sides of the

VERITHIN.

join

Won't smear
or run under

at war."

of

Nations
presents,

10c

there

and White".

the "Blue

By

PLAQUEST DRAMA GUILD
(Affiliated

with Toronto Civic
Theatre)

The Broadway stage riot by
Laura and S. J. Perelman
Harbord Collegiate Auditorium
November 14, 16 and 21 at 8:30
p.m. Tickets: 50c and 75c

-BTKINO

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

CTQ

Prescriptions for glosses

foiid-isiNG] filled

llonicwNsl

>i^>^

last

The

St,

know

respective

week

play-off of

with quality spectacle-

ware ot reasonable

prices.

Quick, accurate repair torvieo

321 BIC: 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. "^orgo Apartments)

Group

I

title,

after

should be the most interesting

but two games each

game

.

.

.

ilost

fully developed.
The last game was played on Wednesday, as the Thursday and Friday games were postponed. It has been found impossible to
give readers an account of the games played the previous night, as the last
game ends too late to flash the news onto the press
thus we are forced
to print the data a day late.
Vic. seniors won the game from St. Hilda's seniors with a score of 26-8,
the notable action .being Vic's guard line and their passing, along with remarkably few fouls. P.H.E. IIB defeated Vc. Jr. in a game hampered by
inexperience The third game, between the Dental Nurses and the P.H.E.
freshes, was an alWound good game, with the latter team in the lead due
chiefly to a good forward line.
The last combination to use the floor were
P.H.E. juniors and U.C. juniors. Reports have it that the players in this
game operated at a high rate of speed, ending with the first team the win.

ners

—

.

.

22-9.

CONCERT
FEATURING

ERROL GARNER

—

HAL WEST

TRUMMY YOUNG
Wednesday, Nov. 14, Massey Hall
$1.20, $1.80. $2.40. Inc.

TICKETS ON SALE
At Mltlord Ticket Agency.

103

King

St.

Tax

NOW

w., EL. 6413, and Massey Hall

Symphony Orchestra

GEORGE COUTTS, Conductor
HANS GRUBER, Associale Conductor

As Dignitaries Watch Game

Auditions for anyone wishing to join the orchestra will be held
tonight at the Women's Union Theatre, 79 St. George Street,
at 7.30.

winds.

all sections

Entries must be made on the official form in the Athletic Office.
Each entry shall bear a number which shall be the competitor's
number for the race. This number will be issued at time of entry
and is to be worn on the front of the jersey during the race.

4.

Size of teams no limit

5.

The course

6.

Team managers

will be

of strings, brass,

Previous experience not necessary.

and wood-

participant.

— 5 men to count.

marked by

flags.

shall act as marshals.

Transportation Particulars Will Be Announced Later.

MULOGK CUP PLAYOFFS
VARSITY STADIUM
Thur., Nov. 15

Mon., Nov. 19
Wed., Nov. 21

— U.C.
— SPS
— FINAL.

vs.

Sr.

— 2:15

Lye, Moffat, Kerrison.

Vic,

vs.

St.

M.

Lye, Marshall, Kerrison.

SPORTS CALENDAR
—3.45—Dent
RUGBY
—4.00—Med I
SOCCER
LACROSSE
—5.00— Sr. SPS
SWIM LEAGUE—5.00—U.C. II

-^t.OOJr.

SPS I Eaton
Med I Price
Med II Marshall
Pre-Med

Vic

Sr. U.C. Brisbin

Med

—6.30—Dent

Marshall Major, Robson

Trin

Jr.

SPS

PHE

A

I

Purt-Gerrans

Macke

Swamp

McMaster;
Champs Third Straight Year
Soccerites

The Varsity Soccer team continued on

credited with a goal

on a deflection

off

unbeaten streak, romping to a 6-0 one of the Mac backs. Mayne made it
victory in a return match with McMas- 4-0 when he netted the ball from the
its

front campus on Saturday centre position directly in front of the
Led by Shinobu, with three McMaster goal. Late in the half,
goals, the Varsity squad took the game Riguero countered, Shinobu setting up
with no trouble to clinch the possession the play, and Shinobu came in unassisted
ter

at the

afternoon.

of the

Blackwood Trophy for the

third for the final goal.

MoMastcr's fullbacks, Stasiuk and
year running of Intercollegiate Soccer.
Varsity won the cup back in 1938 and Checkland, bore the brunt of their
attack, but once they got the play
team's
1939, the last two years of intercolout of their end into the Varsity zone,

legiate sport prior to the war.

evidence of organized attack was

all

The Blues opened up
early in the
several

first half,

the

offensive

and were

in for

lost.

the other hand, Varsity showed the
advantages of thorough coaching as to

On

good scoring chances in the first
team >play, seldom miscueing on their
but were shooting either
forward attacks, Shinobu, Riguero and
Max Clarkson was sent to Eaton sparked the Varsity attack, while

fifteen minutes,

off

or over.

the hospital with a broken nose, suffered

with a team-mate.

After

first,

Shinobu got his
on a play neatly set up by Spooner

and Willie Clarkson.

With about

Elliott turned in his usual stellar shut-

out performance in goal.

In five starts, the Blues have

and

tied

one.

won

four

Next week's game

in

five

London will not change the team's
minutes to go, Shinobu again scored on standing, as they have. already gained
a pass from Riguero, to make the half- more points than any other team can. In
time score 2-0 for Varsity.
the five games, Varsity has been scored

Early in the second half, Eaton took on in only two of them, with a total of
Protocol and diplomatic courtesies the stands, pipes skirling and drums rolla shot from the far right, and was three goals against
were involved in the closing of the Inter- ing.
collegiate football season here on SaturThe visitors showed keen enjoyment
day as McGill met Varsity under the of the game despite increasing coldness
eyes of His Excellency the Hon. Thibau- of the wind. President Cyril James of
dau Rinfret, Administrator of the Gov- McGill looked pleased with the outcome.
(Continued from page 1)
ernment of Canada Presidents James
Four minutes before the end of the
and Smith; and other dignitaries. M. match, the State party went to their cars
The visiting representatives were enScience; the National Research
Rinfret represented the King in the ab- and left the field, before swarms of spec- of
Hart House's
Council was represented by Pres. C. J. tertained at dinner in
sence of the Governor-General.
tators could impede their exit
the Guggenheim and Great Hall on Friday night Each table
and
Mackenzie,
At 2 :2S the cars of the Administrator
and college
the
faculty
seated
and
24,
Rockefeller Foundations by Prof. D. G.
and his aides entered the stadium. His
wives acted as hosts and
Creighton and Dr. W. A. Mcintosh re- deans with their
Excellency, escorted by police and aides,
s
hostesses for the guests.
spectively
was welcomed by President T. R. Loud"Comments on the excellence of the
The National University of Mexico
en of the Men's Athletic Association,
CLUB
VIC
MUSIC
appointments and the dinner were made
of
its graduates,
one
by
represented
was
who accompanied him to his seat in Box
everyone," said Miss Parkes. "SpotFull rehearsal tonight at 7:30 p.m.
His excellency, Dr. Francisco del Rio y by
I, Section C.
played on candlelit tables and the
As soon as the Adminstrator reached for the Glee Club and the cast of Canado, Mexican ambassador to Canada, lights
chrysanthemums. Especi"Patience".
who came from Ottawa for Dr. Smith's blue and white
his box, the Union Jack was run up on
ally effective were the royal blue doilies
installation.
the stadium staff, the Varsity band
which were embossed gold University
played "God Save the King," and McGill
Among the ISO guests were Dr. M. A. on
of Toronto crests. The girls on the dikicked the ball to Toronto.
Omar of the University of Cairo, Lieutetitian's staff made these by hand."
Universthe
from
Souef
of
held
daily
Le
The record program,
Col. Leslie W.
At half-time the dignitaries were
"Uncertainty with regard to the num4:00 to 5.30 in the Women's Common ity of Western Australia, Dr. Alberto
treated to a demonstration of marching
on
men and de Morais Cerveira and Dr. Antonio de ber of delegates imposed limitations
by the McGill and Toronto bands. As Room at U.C, is open to the
Saturday night's
and faculty. Sousa Prdra of Portugal's University the invitation list for
a climax the red and blue bands drew up women of every college
this
"For
Parkes.
Miss
reception,"
said
Unthe
of
program
of Oporto; Dr. P. R. Viljoen
together before the official box and each Today's
K. reason we could only ask staff members
iversity of Cape Town; and Prof.
Tchaikovsky— 1812 Overture.
one played its University song. Finally
of professorial rank to be present"
Digby of the University of Hong Kong.
Rimski-Korsakov Scheherezzade.
the U. of T. Pipe Band marched past

August Meeting Planned Doings

;

on Today

RECORD HOUR

There are openings in

3.

about thirty minutes,

What'

University

Entries must be turned in to the Athletic Office not later than
5 p.m., Friday, Nov. 16th.

in a collision

Football, Protocol Mingled

SLAM STEWART —
CHARLIE PARKER

Eligibility Certificates

of the season,

Vic. lost to the two P.H.E.
one game to Vic, and the other by default With
such evenly matched experts on the field, the Tuesday game should be well
worth the attention of all students free at 12:30, and close to Trinity Field.
Glancing over last week's sports, the basketball picture has not yet been
lost

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

JAZZ

must be signed by each

1.

Polly Mutz

of baseball has rolled around, just in time to miss the

teams have

fol-

coaches.

is .that

Hilda's captured the Group II

teams, while P.H.E.

LARCENY INC

FROM THE FILES OF THE
SOVIET SECRET SERVICE

"Wore the

winning two out of
three games with the Meds team. They will play the winner of Group I
alfter Vic. and P.H.E. II decide on Tuesday which is the better of the two.
as both

presents

6 p.m.

:

Ending Another Season
The

Spndinn and Dundas

I

strictly

2.

The Sportswoman
snow.

VICTORY THEATRE

general thought was

was the outlook of the two

procession filed out to the strains of

STARTS TODAY — Doom Open

The

must be

instructions regarding entries

lowed.

StM. A.

Presiding Chancellor Dr. Cody having

Qi/anttf*!

Office.

The following

VOLLEYBALL —1.00— Sr.

dismissed the convocation, the colorful I
In

next year's Intercollegiate races.

general feeling of the student body was of keen disappoint-

Then

:

a race open to every male student at the University.

For a description of the Course see Notice Board outside Athletic

good or were we that bad?"

uncouth, inebriated citizen as "They stink."

moist hands,

— ton

doing well here will be given consideration and attention for

should.

—

that end the academic

rain or water.

EACH

mortem

McGill and Christmas are
both coming." We tackled Doug Kerr after the game and amidst the noise
of jubilation, he informed us that be had drilled bis team in pass defense
for the entire week. He claimed that Gord Lawson was a marked man from
the time he first stepped onto the gridiron.
If this were so, it partially
accounts for the fact that the Blues completed but four passes of 27 attempts.
The point suggests that Kerr knew who was on the Varsity team and
went out to stop what he considered the main threats. Perhaps Stevens did
the same but that conclusion cannot be drawn from his press statements.
From reliable sources we also learned that Kerr had more at stake than
a mere game. For Kerr it was not just another game in which he could
experiment with plays and players for "next season when the chips will really
be down. These sources claim that the wolves at McGill had been howling
for Kerr's scalp and that he was forced to win Saturday's game or face the
consequences. Perhaps that was where that extra McGill fight came from.
But let sleeping dogs lie! The season is over. The Blues won one game
and lost three. McGill won the game going away and no excuses. It wasn't
the "breaks" as one of the players so aptly put it Breaks are made by a
team and don't just come about as so many would have one believe.
One consolation, though. Two decisions over McGill; the cheerleaders
and the band in spite of the trombones which were referred to by some

members on
Unarmed Border must
hands and work together as if still

To

written with

is

Men

.

completion of the game.

that

Third

mind, the only workable solution.

nent when

.

.

.

Here

.

Stevens was quoted as saying, "All

he offered

United

see

to give its best.

was

equally impressed with the horrors

.

:

Second speaker on behalf of those who_
received degrees, President Conant

.

Second
The Blues played under extreme difficulty. Woodyatt, Farmer
and Henry were out because of injuries. Several others were playing under
greatest of physical strain. A team not at full strength cannot be expected

.

en to needle

The

at the

Redmen

development of the atomic bonib, Presi
dent Conant and Professor Cockroft

is a revelation. All 28
colors sharp-

.

us as completely cold as a post

left

First;

ment

(Continued from page 1)

VERITHIN

It left

.

Posthumous comments are better left alone as only feelings are hurt and
good is ever accomplished. We have but three things to say regarding
Saturday's game.

1

.

women

little

5
45

of penalties

Yds. lost through penalties
Kicks blocked by

accubecause

U more

observers

.

.

.

6
64
20

Av. distance of passes (yds.) 12
6
Fumbles
3
Own fumbles recovered

and evening among the most voci-

.

.

— 10 a.m. Sharp

.

.

.

9

59

.

what happened
Couldn't hold a pass if it were handed to 'em
that ?
Stevens had better put on a
to the Seeing Eye Dogs these guys use?
who left the door of the Old Men's
uniform himself ... aw nuts
."
Home open? ... aw nuts
On and on they rambled, 'through the second half, through the immediate
post-game era and through the entire evening. These elevating barnyard

M

148

.

of Saturday afternoon

.

Along the McGUl line, Pennyfather,
Gus Summerskill, Tom Bride! and Bill
Colin Cranham heralded his return to Smythe stood out
o
uniform with a bang-up performance.
V
His plunging and running were among
36.4 36.3
Average distance of kicks
220

all

us wondering whether beef was off the rationed list.
"Watta .bunch of sbinkers . tackle like a bunch of old

fer.

Yards gained rushing

spent

ferous aggregation of moaners and groaners ever gathered together.

For the Redmen, Murray Hayes and
Dave Greenberg were the power boys.
Time and again they came through with

— —

High Park

at

The Moaners and Groaners

He then
bed to dress for the game.
proceeded to play a magnificent game at sensational plays that brought the crowd
quarter with lengthy plunges. To top it to its feet Johnny Hall and Earl Smith
also proved to be more than capable of
off, he tossed the major part of 27 pasmatching anything the Blues had to ofses.
Bill

Saturday, Nov. 17th, 1945

By Mickey Michasiw

—

.
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Ex-Service Students
Do you know that .

New and

Entrenous

—

.

The University Advisory Bureau
provides a liaison service with the
Department of Veterans' Affairs regarding any question which may
arise in connection with your Rehabilitation grant cheque?

The Weekend
The

member marvelled

Council

at

12,

1945

observed a music folio which, when opened, re- out onto the ozone Saturday evening as
Dr. J. S. Thomson, himself one (Alber- vealed that "The Blue and White" had enthusiastic Varsity supporters repeatta), during the installation dinner Fri- been torn out. Miss Parkes herself set edly chorussed Toronto's yell during a
day evening, are like barbers. They out then to
search for yet CBC remote dance pick-up at the
Presidents

of

Universities,

the office to

must feign omniscience on so many
ferent

one of their listeners will

Miss A. E. M. Parke's uncanny memory
for names as she blithely introduced him

another copy of the song while the long- Queensway Ballroom, scene of Saturday
no planned installation began. Dr. Willan evening's monster rugby celebration.
discern their had his music
+ * *
when the time came.
* * *
Chancellor Cody told the banquet

while praying

subjects

actual ignorance.

*

•

dif-

that

*

"This hat," explained Dr. Leach of
President Smith isn't the man to let
"A major disaster has occurred," Birmingham University, referring to a
McGill colors be flaunted in his face at to a pair of installation delegates in
Miss Parkes announced with great triangular, velvet beret he wore, "has
UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
a football game, even when a member Examination Hall immediately before
anxiety a few moments before the in- the distinction of having been worn by
FOR EX-SERVICE
of his own Board of Governors is doing the ceremony.
stallation procession was to enter Con- Henry VIII.
You've seen him wearing
STUDENTS
(he flaunting.
"I'd like you to meet," she told the vocation Hall.
"Dr. Willan has no it in pictures perhaps?"
3791
67 St. George St.
At half-time Saturday, cries of "Pull awe-hushed student, "Dr. William Leach music for 'The Blue and White'.
"The same hat?" wondered Mr. SkugHours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
them off I" heralded a gleeful tussle in of the University of Birmingham and
"Would you," she asked of S.A.C. gebik of Norwegian High
School, eyeOne of the Gov- Mr. Anders Bronn Skuggebik of the
the presidential box.
member Gord McCaffrey, "mind terribly ing the chapeau with reverence
and cuernors, a McGill alumnus, wore red and Norwegian Technical High School at
running back to the SA.C. office and riosity.
white ribbons streaming from his lapel. Trondheim.
looking for another copy?"
"No," chuckled Dr. Leach. "One like
Egged on by exuberant dignitaries,

BUREAU

ML

Formal Banquet

Caps

before the eyes of delighted spectators,

Installation

Prsident Smith pulled them

*

"This," she explained to the visitors,
"Is

off.

* *

—

—

is

oh,

good heavens,

I've for-

gotten your name."

"Not

at all,"

McCaffrey agreed.

it"

Five minutes later he had returned
and had thrust into Miss Parkes' hands

*

•

Deafening ripperty

•
-

rapper ty's oozed

guests about a student sweepstake con-

ducted

an

before

address

utes.

universities

from

over

all

would

Whichever side came nearest
But I fooled them. I
Both lost"

BUY

WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS

the

world, on Friday evening in the Great

The speakers who addressed

the as-

the proceedings. Chief Justice Rinret,
Administrator of the Dominion in the
of

absence

Governor

the

-

BVMAKS

mOM AM OIL DREULHIl'S

'ftOfi"

TEU

General,

brought greetings from the legal pro-

Supreme Court, and

from the
from Ottawa. "I have always looked
upon law as the great medium of unity
fession,

Law

in this country.

does

best to be

its

based on truth and truth of necessity

is

S. Kirkland, President of the

Mr. E.
S tud en

Council,

Administrative

s'

t

stressed the difficulty under which

the

President will have to work.

The alumni were
E.

J. Clifford

represented by Dr.

who welcomed

Dr. Smith

as president of the university and prom-

Alumni Federa-

ised the support of the
tion,

As a

graduate of the University of

f

Toronto, and as the representative of

Dr. F. Cyril James said that

McGill,

the job of President

tKs

-

to smooth out

is

the road of the affairs of the university.

"Universities must do

do

outside

to

more than others

shape the future of the

country."

March

'J 8th. M0'i39 "'spudding in", . . a big day for the drilling
crew.
136-foot derrick completed, we started drilling Imperial Oil's
"Royalite Wildcat Hills Well No. 1" -due north of Calgary-Banff highway,
35 miles from Calgary. Hoping for a real "strike" . . geologists' survey
indicates favorable oil structure at about 7,000 to 9,000 feet.

The

delegate from the University of
Dr. Leon Lor tie, welcomed
Smith on behalf of the FrenchCanadian students.

Montreal,

Dr.

Dr.

D.

J.

,

Cambridge

Cockcroft of

University said that he believed more of
his colleagues should cross to see Canada and its universities.
"We should
try to resume the cast-west exchange
of research students as

Speaking

in behalf of all the universi-

Canada,

in

ties

Trouble 7M9 feet doicn! Lost drill collar 1 in the hole. Might have
been bad— but recovered collar and repaired break in drill shaft in 3
hours. Everybody breathed a big sigh of relief— sometimes this kind of
accident sets us back days.

soon as possible."

Dr.

Thomson,

S.

J.

president of the National Conference of

Canadian Universities, said, "The University of Toronto has the greatest
school of graduate
minion.

studies

in

the

Another lucky break! Drill pipe "washed out" and twisted off at 775
feet.
Luckily we got going once more in two hours. Using up plenty of
drills on this hard rock. It's no easy job — pulling up hundreds of feet of

Do-

hope that in these great
ahead the universities

I

pipe

formative years

just to

change

a dull "bit" 2 then

lowering the whole "string" again.

recognize their responsibiltics and

will

expand

their graduate facilities."

geologists were wrong. Now drilling 2 miles underground,
and these have been trying, disappointing months. Nature can fool the

The

On

we expected to hit the formacontain oil before this. Instead, one bad "fault" 3
after another— quite unexpected. On top of all that — got stuck in hole at
10,676 feet, taking eleven days to fish up drill pipes and repair.

geologists.

ADS

CLASSIFIED

tion

this well, for instance,

we hoped would

LOST

A

''M-'ishing''

black zipper note-book, containing

4th

year

Art

Fine

notes.

again for M2 days.

days drilling out stuck tubing. But
will pay back all the months of hard

Please

leave at Jhe S.A.C. office.

ft'

kit

black

Please leave at the S.A.C. office

MO.

or phone

invested.

A

tcell ab€indoned— f 'Dry Hole".
black day for
After 13 months' hard drilling, we struck salt water. Wet as
salt water is, it's still the oil man's Nemesis— a "dry hole" that produces no

College
and
Parker pen,
Also blue cosmetic

Bldg.,

name engraved

still

of us.

all

University

Medical

we

April 2Mst,

LOST
Between

— lost 12
have hopes ... a "strike"

Stalled again at 10,688 feet

work and money

oil.

So we plugged the well 4

—a

grave two miles deep for

at 11,15 5 feet
all

down and abandoned

it

our hopes of "Wildcat Hills No. 1."

7257.

LOST
Thursday

brown

afternoon,

leather

pair

lady's

handstitched

gloves.

LY. 2515.

TAKEN BY MISTAKE
From Mulock House,
blazer.
office

blue Varsity

Return at once

or Mulock

to

S.A.C.

No.

-1081,

Decitrig Slide Rule.

Kcuffcl

Apply S.A.C.

facts in this record are taken from the drilling log of Imperial's "Wildcat Hills Well
1", which was begun on the favorable recommendation of Canada's leading oil

geologists,

who had

drilling,

actually cost approximately

explored the ground thoroughly. Estimated to cost $225,000. for
S340,000. from start to "dry hole" finish. But
the drillers and geologists of Imperial Oil go on undiscouraged — because they know
that in opening up Canada's promising oil fields they add much to the nation's wealth . . .
and help to make Canada ever more independent of foreign sources of the petroleum so
indispensable to the life of our country and every one of its individual citizens.
it

Common Room.

FOR SALE
Log Log Duplex

The
No.

office.

and

Esser

$15.00.

Co.

IllPIRIill
This message

is

the fifth

of a

series; the

OU

next advertisement will

tell

[IMPERIAL]

about the

UMIIID

~amaring substance

called

Crude

Oil,

at

collect.

Hall of Hart House.

sembly after the dinner were introduced
by Chancellor H, J. Cody, chairman of

his

spoke lor 32J^ minutes.

President Sidney Smith was honored
with a banquet attended by representatives

of

U.B.C. "One side said I would speak
the other said 35 min-

for 30 minutes,

—

;

"

Look To Next Year
Stevens Sees Snappy Set-up

Blues

The Undergraduate Newspaper

RUGBY REMINISCENCES
By

VOL. LXV

Jerry Ewins

Saturday's game meant the end of Intercollegiate rugby for this
year as far as actual combat was concerned, but plans are already
underway for next season's team in the minds of players and
coaches alike.
The past few games were experiments in experience, giving Varsity's Mr. Stevens definite ideas of what his men
can and will do for him in games to come.
The psychological end of the season came in London, and as a
result the boys of the Blues took McGill too lightly and were largely beaten by their own mental attitude.
The answer may He in the
over-estimation of the ability of the team as a whole,
but the thing
that stood out on Saturday was the lack of experience in
stiff com-
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WILL PROBE INDUSTRIAL STRIKES
Meet

Electrical Engineers

Microscobe Workers Wires Sent Participants

Praise

petition.

A

coach bases his selections for spots on his team
on what he
a man do in actual competition. Next fall the team will
get to
work early— likely around September 9—and when McGill

Five Organizations Join

sees

City Series

"The

troops

into loronto on the fifth of October a
wide-awake and capable squad will give
them a hot reception.
Next year's Blues will definitely challenge the other Toronto teams in the

will

in the field," said Professor E. F.

Burton

electron

was given in conjuncwith the Toronto Branch of the

tion

American

Institute of Electrical

eers.

vetoed

plained that

in

the

Toronto

Intercollegiate

on the development
miscroscope Friday

night. This lecture

not continue into the Grey Cup C.R.U.
playdowns, as this process is clearly
tion.

Engin-

In his lecture Professor Burton ex-

constitu-

when

it

was discovered that
it became known

light acted like

talked

confusion in the image resulting from in-

of

City

functions next

League

Junior

The

fall.

that

motion

was impossible

it

to enlarge any-

thing beyond a certain size with a light
microscope, This was because there was

finally

terference of the light waves.

other teams in

magnifi-

were
wave length

is

As a

greatly

wave length

result confusion does

with the light microscope

Demonstrating

The

the

microscope.

ing.

It

was a

made.
of

abilities

die

Professor Burton

the first picture

with the machine

is

which was taken

in the

Physics Build-

picture of the edge of a

made

razor blade which

it look like a
mountain range. Other slides which he
showed were pictures of germs which
had never been seen before the develop-

ment

limit

of the electron microscope.

The next

to which an image could be enlarged depended upon the wave length of the light

given by Mr. S.G. Ellis at 8-p.m., in

room 43

of the Physics building next

wanis entry.

used.

Friday.

Mr

*

*

With

its

footsteps at every turn.

Pictured above
the

is

Al

Scott, one of

main spark plugs of

Ellis

who

will

speak on

"The Electron Microscope: Recent Adelectrons behave like light, they have a vances" has worked on the machine in
wave motion and the electron beams can the Physics building during the past year
be focussed with magnetic and electro
and a half

This year's team had the old injury
jinx dogging

Five campus organizations were represented last night at the
first meeting of a committee established to discover and present
facts in connection with current industrial strikes.
The committee
was composed of delegates from the University C.C.F. Club, the
University Labor Progressive Club, the Student Christian Movement, the newly-formed Humanist Club and the International Students Club. The delegates were empowered by their respective
executives to participate in an impartial investigation into the history of the Ford strike at Windsor and strikes in other parts of
Canada and to submit the results of the committee's investigation.
Ethel Klas!

the discovery in this century that

this year's

By Humanist Club
At
last

Humanist Club
week, a challenge was presented to
the meeting of the

the student

ity in

on

strategy

quarter

first

Saturday,

last

Saturday;

in the Stevens'

retired

with torn

side

the

in

muscles

Lawrence was rushed to the hospital
with a concussion Farmer and Henry
were casualties in the Western game
;

McMaster

burdens during

House would

ap-

debate to take place in the Junior Com-

shaped build-

Fingal

erection of

cafeteria

the

porary

Of

one.

Armstrong were

virtually Levine, II

;

bed to play against McGill, and ran a
A resolution will also be introduced
temperature
throughout
the
game supporting the stand of the Ford
Smith pulled a tendon and was forced Strikers in Windsor.

"How

can I live on $60. a month?"

my

cheque anyway?"

"Where's a good place

to get

a dress

suit?"

Attentively and sympathetically, Mrs.

Margery King
ilar

and simquestions daily between 10 and 4 as

troubled

listens to these

veterans visit the

University

Advisory Bureau at 67 St. George St.
She then refers the ex-service student to
an appropriate counsellor one of a pan-

—

el

members of
qualified and able

of about 20

ity staff

the Universto advise.

The Bureau opened on October
has

in

the

month

IS and

since interviewed al-

teria building,
until

An-

which

Produce The race

The

to present the proposal

student

body and obtain

thi

Among

true,

made

make

news.

public,

story-behind-the-story

of

and

the

the assorted problems to reach

largest

D.V.A. reported that the student had
money be sent to his

wife. "But," he cried in alarm, "I

D.V.A.

had

am

provided

not

him

with a wife and children, Records have
since been adjusted and the bachelor is

happy

in the possession of

satisfy

Dune

nesday afternoon.

a single man's

Toronto college to a Montreal adverg agency, must needs be cut; but the
poster's

presence in the

U.C

rs that scries of incidents.
of co-ed advisers

was formed

rotunda

A

board

to super-

vise the assemblage of die poster's
pieces, jig-saw fashion.

The

13

nose, eyes,

and mouth, it may be said, all wound
Another patron of the Bureau service up where nose, eyes and mouth should
wanted to know where to get a dress wind up.
This professional note does not sound
suit. The Bureau provided the information.

cerned with non-receipt of maintenance
grant cheques which were due last week.

raise

alone. Professional talent rages through

instructions

writing

and

in

the

proof-reading,

solving

of

head-

tele-

Hum-

Minister

of

Labor, with a request for information in
regard to the position of the government. Similar messages were sent to

U.E.W.,

ization,

Will Swap Views

issued

the

GI.O,

following

last

reply

night

which we

quote in part:

"Mr

Sidney Hermant in his capacity

Donald Robertson a former Canadian
as an employer of labor, has refused to
obey the laws of this country effecting
on the japanesc- Canadian situation tothe democratic rights of his workers to
radio announcer will lead a discussion

morrow afternoon when The
tional

wood

Interna-

liave a trade-union.

Student Club meets at Wymil-

In addition to de-

at 4-p.m. Students

Offers Free Publicity
Boot Cobbler Refuses

make-up

Someone had suggested
would make a story.

that the cob-

The
The

and the feature editor thought,

well, that

you.

we could write a story about
You know, your business and you

How

you've been here for thirty years

perhaps

bler

reporter agreed.

I

reporter, shy, and in search of
and what you've been seeing. He
an "open sesame" at die shoemaker's
thought, that perhaps you wou
It is very important that all those in- shop, examined his own footwear, sel"How much will it cost me?"
terested in the night-editing phase of the ected two pair of shoes and one slipper
"Oh,, nothing. Not a cent. We just
publication of The Varsity attend this in need of repair, and set out.
He entered the Harbord Street estab- want some of your experiences, yes, exlecture.
lishment known as "Shoe Repairs", de- periences, with students and their shoes."
"Ah yes," he said, reaching for a long
posited his footwear on the counter and

—

problems will be dealt with.

Scientific

Workers

Elect Executive

fields of entertainment from Jack
Lemon, former dancing instructor with
The Army Show, to Ken Peacock,
Bill Fairley, IV General, was elected
whose orchestra has been scheduled for
chairman of the newly- formed Canadian
the King Edward Hotel. Follies adof Scientific workers exof
Association
scripts
with
visers have experience
The Army Show, the Alan Young show, ecutive on this campus, at an organieccentric
Notable
Gang.
the
Happy
Bill
zation meeting last Wed. night.
ucation benefits even after the veteran's us to keep an itemized account of ex- and
of the show, Paul Serson, causes awe
application lias been approved and a penses, Mrs. King agreed, it might illOlinyck, MP&C, is secretary of the
present when he composes music in a cloud of
letter sent advising him of the fact, there ustrate the inadequacy of the
Kathleen
Young,
IV
Psyand
group
dispersuade the government smoke and with the radio blaring
is a two-week lapse before a cheque is allowance and
chology, treasurer.
tracting melodies.
sent out by the Treasury; D.V.A. re- to make certain adjustments.

Yet another requested the Bureau to
his $60 maintenance allowance.
Regarding that delay, Mrs. King has Although flattered by his opinion of
one well- rehearsed explanation; The their influence, the Bureau could give
Department of Veterans' Affairs has him no assurance that such an increase
been overwhelmed by the sudden rush wns likely.
Were the ex-servicemen on the campof dischargees anxious to use their ed;

A

dispute.

federal

but that this nicotine -nurt-

allowance.

most a thousand ex-service men and
women. Of this figure, 375 were inquiries regarding entrance to the University. Three hundred others were con-

Windsor

Mitchell,

VARSITY LECTURE

of

requested that the

married I"

the

has also been sent to Hon.

a

This lecture is deemed necessary in the
Bureau receptionist, Mrs. ured Amazon should stop advertising
light of recent technical difficulties in
King, was one recendy to come from a cigarettes and serve the Follies.
the production of The Varsity. Further
stretched
from
a
which
Red
tape,
cheque.
inquiring
about
his
student
ears

in

phrey

man-

the

claring this strike we have been forced
from the forto open prosecution proceedings.
When the student decision, on the eign countries represented on the campus
"By a unanimous recommendation of
memorial has been made, planning, will then take up the discussion, adding
a federal government conciliation board
finance, advertising and canvassing com- their various views on the problem.
die union agreement was to have been
Thelma
president
of
the
club,
Kerr,
mittees will be formed.
signed not later than August 1, 1945.
pointed out that many foreign representAlthough both parties accepted the
atives have already attended meetings,
board's decision Mr. Hcrmant later reRECITAL
"Yet" she said, "diere are still many
who have lived in otiier countries who fused to comply.
"A board of conciliation set up by
Dr. Healey Willan will give the
have not as yet been introduced to the
group; to these, the I.S.C. extends a the federal Minister of Labor comsecond in a series of organ recitals
menced
its hearings into
the dispute
special welcome, and it also reminds
at five o'clock tlu's afternoon in Conothers that the club is not closed to Can- early in the spring and by July S, 1945,
vocadon Hall.
made
a
unanimous
report
containing
a
adians but rather it is for all students
interested in becoming acquainted with full union agreement which was to be
signed
not
later
than
August
1.
reand
world
cultures
the various races
(Continued on page 4)
presented on the campus."

woman's face ever to appear on
campus poster traces back to the
The third in the current series of
dreams of Dune Smith, III Law. Weary
journalism lectures dealing with night
ceives daily from the Bureau a list of from working on die U.C. Follies, Dune
editing, will be given by a member of
nocturnal
cinveterans in urgent need of their cheques found imprinted on his
the staff of The Varsity in Room 37 of
and returns a report explaining the de- emas the huge letters "UC" and a face
University College at five o'clock Wedenormous but exquisite. No end would
lay.
the

to

tion

gram

that

to the commitcompany's posi-

ORGAN

Nightly visions

setting records

Woes

will not be ready

after Christmas.

Dreams come

Advisory Office Settles
"Where's

rcsponsibilty

tern

committee has been appointed

the council
the

A

action.

whereas the fourth will be a swimming pool or stadium, and en
dismantled, and from it, courage further ideas.

extra furnishings will be obtained.

Kil-

Veteran's Worries,

their

Windsor requesting
gement wire 200 words
t

te briefly outlining the

better define the function

The

proposal

this

the four units obtained, three opinion of the tentative suggestions of

will be used,

other kitchen wil! be added to the cafe-

Woodyatt,

To

two Great Wars.

in the

fell

and encourages further

50 percent more diners than the present to

at

Alan Porter, IV Poli. Sc., and Anne
Law, will form the Governa total loss due to recurring ailments; ment. Harry Eastman, HI Poli. Sc.,
and
Marguerite
Delaney, II Eng. Lang,
Cranham missed the Western game
with the 'flu Lawson rose from a sick and Lit., will speak for the Opposition.
Campbell,

like

assume

ecn sent to the Ford Motor Company

Memorial

Build

who

accommodate by

will

four-o'clock.

Men

patrick and

To Western

Bombing Chancellor has approved

buildings have been accelerated.

The new

completely
afternoon,

"H"

plans for the

School,

be the subject of the U.C. Parliament

mon Room on Tuesday

the past season.

To

Plans

from

acquired

ings,

maintain war-time take-home pay" will
part of the team's

to

last

had already
telegram has

Murray Cottcrill, chairman of the Toronto Ford Strike Committee, and the
and inUnited Electrical Workers Union which
terests of the club short talks were given
is picketing the Imperial Optical Comon the philosophy of humanism, "die bepany.
lief in mankind;" the organization and
Late last night the committee on
purpose of Community Councils and
LONDON, Ont., Nov. 12. (CUP)- HAMILTON, Ont, Nov. 12 (CUP) Centers; the problem of religious ed- strikes had receved replies from Mr.
ucation in schools; and the results of a Cotterill and the U.E.W. and expected
Construction of Western's new cafeteria,
A proposal has been placed before
religious attitude survey on the campus. to recivc to-day a communication from
additional classrooms and
offices
is
the McMaster Student Council that, by
Labor Mini'str Mitchell and die Ford
scheduled to start immediately.
With means of student endeavour, a memorial
Company.
the allocation by the War Assets Cor be built to honor the men of McMaster
Mr. Ross Russel, Director of Organ-

Sold

Fingal Buildings

poration of the two

Strike

prove a country-wide strike of labor to

Wil Henry, zvho shouldered a big

valu-

Varsity

A

society."

new
this

make

The

to

investigation.

I.S.C. Gathering

U.C. Parliament

"Resolved that

very community can

its

the committee

—

(Continued on page 4)

To Debate

that,

contributions
towards
solving
everyday problems, and should not hesitate

slow down to a walk
McRcynolds, a key man

to

body by the statement

"students, as the better educated minor-

able

P. Flashes

C. U.

Blues.

night that

egun

chairman of the cora-

disclosed

littee,

Challenge Offered

lecture of the series will be

this group will probably be Argonauts,
and Balmy Beach Juniors, plus a Ki-

*

By Bob Marjoribanks

of light.

not occur

times the size of the best possible results

electron

ANSWER OF UNIONS GIVEN

The
much

increased.

of the electrons

an enlargement about a hundred

until

showed

an Intermediate
entry in the league with O.A.C., Western, and McMaster, and a freshman
team is also in the wind, if the much
will field

static lenses, the possibilities of

cation

in his lecture

the

of

the various schedules per-

if

in the

all

shorter than the

men

even

but,

worked on

first

United States now and they are the top

though the Yates Cup
be at stake, the winning team will

mit,

men who

five

our electron microscope are

waited while the old cobbler scrutinized

sabre and, to the reporter's

relief, slicing

up some leather. "Ah yes. But I will pay
"For three heels, one slipper repair no money."
"Oh no! We don't want you to adand three half soles," he decided at
length, "four dollars and twenty-five vertise. Just to talk about your life here
cents." Quickly he grabbed the shoes in the cobbler's shop. That's all."
"But I have no time to read."
and placed them on a shelf behind him,
"What," the reporter queried desparthen turned and gazed with finality at
ately, "has that got to do with it"
die reporter.
The
cobbler gave a glance of underreporter.
mused
the
Never or now,
"I'm from The Varsity," he explained. standing pity and repeated, "I do not
the collection.

The shoemaker looked
dissatisfied at this

lished

and

read."

He

ritual.

trated

on a

quizzical

break from the

"That's the campus newspaper.

It's

pub-

turned his back and concensole.

As someone

liad suggested,

on the campus for the students bler might have made a

story.

the cob-

—

:
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Movies

Editorial

DISHING

"There's

Letting Things Slip

.

Thcjtell"

"Don't," said the third-year man puffiing his way around Hart
track, "let things slip in your first couple of years of
Don't, whatever else you do, let your Physical Training
The
lag."
student in question went on to confide how he had
credits
deemed other things than P.T. of toprank priority, how he had failed

Anticipating that someone

be fooled by the fact that Bing Crosby

produced

to get the required

number

He

of credits.

regretted his lack of fore-

sight.

That

but one rather pathetic example of what can happen to

is

who

students

than P.T.

activities

perspective early in their college careers.
other
the athletic directors would admit this
University of Toronto. There are more
But there are also such activities as P.T., which

lose their

There are— and even

—

in the

important activities.
have their place, and are put in that place for a definite purpose.
Likewise there are lectures, essay assignments, course bibliographies,
and many extracurricular cultural pursuits. Lectures, essays, and
background reading are almost as easily let slip as is P.T. Neither
they nor P.T. should be neglected.

Incubator of Laziness
To proceed from the particular to the general along this line of
thought, the point can be made that it is bad business to develop the
Life on the campus
easily acquired habit of letting things slide.
seems specially conducive to the development of such habits. The
University, carrying on its daily routine in evident obliviousness
to the presence or absence of any one or any half dozen students, is
much too efficient an incubator of laziness and indifference to obligation.
Such laziness, unfortunately, seems to require little enough
encouragement to emerge from its nascent state. The student who
submits to the late-rising, midmorning breakfasting, afternoon coffeedrinking routine is in grave danger of doing himself a lasting dis-

Having

all

It would be deferring the day when young men and
could no longer put on other shoulders the weight of making
There is seldom anything akin to compulsory attendance

courses.

women

any position of responsibility likely to be met upon graduation
from the university. So the university helps to prepare the student
by saying simply to him or to her 'It's up to you."
in

remains,

question

however,

They should be ready

least

bility for their

volved
without

own

welfare that

getting up

in

mother,

to assume at
measure of responsi-

small

that

assistance

the

an

affectionate

is

of

a

They

—

—

Hey Nonny Mouse and

Champus

feels

I

For purposes of alleged

palatability,

and concentrates on

to

semi -fictional

his

loves.

(Memo

to Research Ed: Find out
wore boxing gloves;)

L.'s

if

Signed

Why
surly?

was, pulls himself together in time for
ladies

who

lias

S.A.C.

ivan's newly-polished halo.

Greg McLure, we see by R.L.G.'s
"extremely convincing

is

in

does your room mate get up

Why

does your

room mate get

up so early? That, my friend, is your
problem I And it's all yours. About a
new room, see Miss Bell in the

seemingly

been dazzled by the brilliance of Sull-

port,

Unsigned.

:

Dear Unsigned

a last -reel temperance lecture, recovers
his

the lec-

and bath without bedlam?

But Sullivan, stalwart lad that he

one of

morning long about

mercurial love affairs are

ominous. Destiny directs the boxer to
drink.

all

am missing. Can you explain
me why my room male gets up so
surly?
Know where I can get parlor
tures J

toils.

re-

office.
For homes Miss Bell
Nice hearing from you.
Eros.

—

the

The West" Consult your movie

to be desired."

table,

"Senorita

is

From chance

suggests

R.L.G.,

guarantee

covering a course between Septembei
and April. That's surely not asking too
much, although it is a beginning.

time-

erm.

In commissioning a
ent

Canadian

number

artists

to

go

of

promin-

with

the

and make a record of Canada's

forces

unfortunate impression has been

to the associated as well as to the purely
aesthetic emotions, as all true works of

art should do.

Only a few works

—

campus, partly because

To Hold Dance

shorts,

is

one that might well be

who may

of

clear demonstration

contributions

the

n on -objectivism

is

provided here

abstractions

haveto make

and

Girls of the above courses
all faculties

and men

Edilor-in-Chief

Women's Editor
Managing Editor
Assistants
Makt-np Editor

•a

r>rtunate for the pair
ion

—

3.95

or
-

headlines, it would seem to my impartial precision the weather for the past week
stock market reports
Blanche Stanley, 4T8 eye (I) that the article on the strike on page one and
Wally Belfry, 4T8 issue cleared a up on any doubt, which for the past month on page four: with
Feature Editor
E. Boas McLean, ATI the headline introduced,
advertisements
Company
Motor
Ford
(2) that the
Assistant....™. ™»™
Reg Herman, 4T6
material in the other article fully cop on pages two and three
Sports Editor
Mickey Michaaiir, 4T7
roborated
the
headline
perfectMull,
4T6
that
by
no
means
_.Polly
the Victoria
Women's Assistant.
The Varsity is
Men's Assistant
Jerry Ewins, 4T6 Parliament voted "Down with the Drew far from it. But in my opinon the supCU.P, & Exchange Editor
cabinet,"
because
this
is
exactly
editorial
staff
last
what posed attack on its
.................... — Barbara Jones, B.A
Dorothy Harley, 4T6 the Parliament did.
Assistant
week was a clear case of deceitfully
Art, Mnsic, mid Drama
When the official newspaper of Toi "Putting the accent on the wrong syllPhilip Freedcnao, 4T6
Editor
Ralph Jones, 4T7 onto University is mentioned, it is quite able." And I can hardly find solace,
Staff Photographer
obvious that our newest students of the finally, in the meek apology given by
Business and Advertising Manager
principles of hot air are the sort who the editor-in-chief who on even less deE. A. MAC DON ALP
delight in donning the perfectly lifeless serving occasions has certainly been able
Night Editor—Don Scott
cloak of officialdom over a body that is to take good care of The Varsity and of
-Peg Wallace. B.P.HJL
George Fonter, 4T7

Assistant
Assistant

wine,

brown.
8.95

-

MAIN FLOOR

U. C.

Limited

*

8890 Yonge

St.

FOLLIES
PRESENTS

"ANYTHING WARM
WILL DO"

WATERCADE

DANCING

Hart House, Friday, Nov. 16th

•

Scholarships)

may

•

•

U. C. LISTS STILL

•

PREFERENTIAL

Those on waiting list may pick up remaining
tickets. Dance tickets, which include Watercado
show, also on sale for those unfortunates who

SCHOLARSHIPS

—

—

Assistant
Editor

-

—

It is even more un- bulk of production—and herein lies the ments
as usual ; entertainment planned
who took objec- permanent worth of the war artists' re- includes novelty dances and skits.
openly that there was hardly any cord, as distinct from the photographic
rror at all. So their outpouring of in- record used abstract values of line and
active against editorial inefficency al- color to enhance representation, and
most entirely loses its effect and brands created chronicles with pure aeshetic as
Certificates of attendance in conW. Hu(h Keener, HA them as correspondents with an axe of well as historical value i. .c, appealing
nection with the payment of the first
PesBT Bates, 4T6 conservative bias to grind.
Robert R. Robinson, 4T6
of University of Toronto
instilment
In direct contrast to their statement editors the student newspaper would
„ Barbara K. Hood, B.A.
Scholarships (not including College
with monotonous
Phil Shaekleton, BA. that the material gives the lie to the doubledly catalogue

News

green

FAIR WEATHER

of

"left-wing" groups.

Established 1S80

Member Canadian University Prem
Published five limes a week bi the Students* Administrative Council of the University of Toronto. Opinion* expressed la
th«e columns are not necessarily tbe official
the
Students'
opinions:
of
Administrative
Council.

-

-

are invited.

to reprcs-

Lome Cameron, president, said that
art These painters were all
the purpose of the club is "to provide a
a specific task namely, to communicate to the home population and setting less formal than the lecturecircumstance posterity knowledge about combat con- room, where classes may become better
for reactionary minds on this campus ditions, for which purpose they were acquainted.
For this reason, all the
hat the two major editorial errors in sent right to the scenes for action.
A club's activities are "Come single, go
last Wednesday's issue of The Varsity
few produced almost photographic home double" affairs.
should lave been in favor of so-called transcriptions of what they saw. The
There will be dancing and refreshcntatonal

graduate obligation, whether they think Editor, The Varsity.
it smart or wise so to do.
"Don't," he Dear Sir:
was an unfortunate
puffed, "let things slip I"

The Undo rar*du&(e Howap&jwr

A

BOY CLARK,

be President, U. of T. C.C.F.

tempted to dodge this or that under-

beige

Sportswear—

—

;

:

taken to heart by others

-

fell

into the error of abstraction to the point

ar effort the government of Canada
of blurring or distortion of facts legitgave these men an women a glorious
a misleading head in The Varsity,
imate in certain phases of art, but not
Further Danger
chance to demonstrate whether or not
partly because oE an ill-considered use
for war chronicling.
rt really is a vital part of contemporary
But the danger in the university sys- of
the name C.C.F. in a petition which
The water colors, and especially the
life. The majority answered in a brilltem seems not to He only in its demand
appeared in last Wednesday's issue.
three striking portraits by comfort to
t affirmative; a few in rather dismal
for a measure of self-discipline in the
The point at stake in the present negatives. Examples of both results arc my mind dominated the show. With exstudent.
It is to be found also in the
ceptons in this department, the work in
labour disorders is union security. The
at present to be seen in the Hart House
element of discrimination and judgment
general seemed to me to bea little inferworkers' right to organize is being chal- Exhibition of War Artists.
required of the student in picking and
lenged. Despite the involvement of potA most noteworthy feature of the ex- ior to other examples of war art that
choosing among the manifold activities
ians, this is not a political ssue. All hibition seems to me to be its demonstra- I have seen. Tliat is a personal opinion
offered and in allocating to those chosen
Canadian parties have indicated that they tion of the marked superiority of water- of what is on the whole a very interesta
time-priority
commensurate with
approve for the right of the workers to colors to oils in recording the vivid ing and instructive exhibition.
their respective importance to the inorganize in unions, this right has been action and kaleidoscopic drama of war.
Alan Gowans.
dividual concerned.
That takes a good
approved morally by many ecclesiastical Almost without exception, the oils on the
deal of perspective, and is difficult in
officials, and legislation has been passed south wall appeared dull and lifeless, by
proportion.
Again, however, it is a
:o reflect this attitude.
contrast with the sparkling spontaneity
miniature of the problem to be met upon
Union recognition is a moral and soc- of the watercolors on exhibition opposite
graduation; and, again, in its peril lies
ial issue, and interest in it is not the them. The oils were posed and stiff creits value to the student
On Tuesday Nov. 13, at 8'oclock, The
mopoly of any group nor is respons- ations the watercolors had that verve
The admonition of that third-year
on-the- Honor Science Household Economics
ility for the social consequences of the and freshness as coming from
student, weary and contrite in his blue
Club will hold its annual Fall Party.
spot creation.
present strikes.

gym

red,

Sizes 12 to 18

The Varsity

the

with

Chronicled Combat

Dear Sir:

on

-

-

in gold, forest green,

blue,

Clarified

jated

red

SLACKS:
roy

Drama

Situations

An

Cheerful

Sizes 12 to 20

Fashionably-sturdy cordu-

Music and

young family

to

SHIRT:

and you may

to avoid same.

sfiouW, likewise,

self-discipline

Double
Promotion

plaid in stunning wool-rayon.

Misses Barbara Britton and
Linda Darnell, he says, "leave nothing
title role."

Jirt,

doting

OUR TOWN

that,

Cat, is his meatl)

can't get to sleep again and, instead,

worry

the plot disregards his so-factual gloves,

in-

be capable of developing and enforcing
sufficient

initials

Correspondence

pup, or a sergeant-major, neither doting

not affectionate.

no

ters are

as

ring true.

Companion feature

the morning,

in

personalities

assorted

iiiff

the

of

Dear Editor:
My room mate and I are not so comHe gets up
patible as we could be,
had not he been so busy fighting.
"The Great John L." we gather from every morning at 8.30 and stomps
R.L.G.,
wanders rather deliberately around our room with a terrible venfrom fact
The story of the Boston geance. He seems to me to crunch his
Strong Boy, if you'll pardon us and, corn flakes with a deliberate extra
please, let us exonerate R.L.G., does not crunch.
It all awakens me and then

whether the students at large are up to
it

"==£L_

bit of

this

Texas Guinan, George Gershwin, Frederick Chopin et al, ot joe, ct sam. And
now Mr. Sullivan, a man who might
lived as Hollywood fancies he did,

decisions.

The

such

season

.V

O-

...

(Champus Cat has no qualms about

Holly- publishing unsigned letters. Champus
pompous attitude of a
a fury of exposed Cat deplores the
as "just certain page-tivo neighbour viention-

called to

regarding such missives.
Champus Cat will publish any letters
Hollywood biography mills."
From said mills have emerged this that anyone cares to uusign. These let-

No Compulsion

sity would, indeed, be failing in its function of preparing students
for useful citizenship if it should resort to enforced attendance in

Correspodence

fool you."

it

.

from

Uptown

the

let the fact that

wood deceit, R.L.G. in
defames "The Great John L."
another product churned out

John

—

at

.

this depart-

returned

"The Great John L."
wth the advice: "Don't
Bing Crosby produced

illivan

scarcely be blamed for failing to operate on
a compulsory attendance basis
some departments do within limits,
and these are generally resented by the student body. The Univer-

has

reviewers,

ment's

service.

The University can

R. L. G., one of

DIRT

going to

is

House running

college.

it,

the

about the folks you ihoughi
you knew pretly well

haven't signed the

TICKETS ON SALE IN JUNIOR
12-2 p.m.

lists.

COMMON ROOM
4-5 p.m.

be obtained at

the Registrar's Office,

Simcoe Hall.

RECORD HOUR

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS

I

.

™

Assistant—Matt Dennis.

eager with a zest for

Jife.

With such

himself.

noel chapman

The

record

from 4 :00

program, held daily

to 5 :30 in the

Women's

Common Room at U.C., is open to
the men and women of every college
and

faculty.

Hart

%o uge

The regular

Today's program:

—Overture to the Wasps
Prokofieff— Classical Symphony
Hindemith — Kleine Kammermusik
Shostakovioth— Symphony No.

is

rehearsal of the Glee Club will be held in

Room to-day at 5:00 p.m. Complete attendance
urged in preparation for the C.B.C. audition on 20th

the Music

Williams

S.

bulle tin Poarb

GLEE CLUB

November.

I

:
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Dents Nose Out Trinity
SPEAKING
Rugby Schedule Over
By

Jerry Ewins

Them Days

a 1-0 victory over Dents in possession on the
midfield
Trinity last night to wind up their regu- stripe, due largely
to a 15-yard Trinity
lar Interf acuity rugby schedule.
It was loss on an end run attempt
a hotly contested struggle all the way,
Two long passes took them to the
as both teams -were in scoring position Trinity
with Moore tossing, and
12,
many times but blew their ohances.
Lyons receiving. A field goal effort was
A long Trinity pass took play to the blocked and Trinity recovered. A no
Dents* 40, but they failed in two plays yards penalty gave Dents another break,
and their kick was brought out to the but Trinity intercepted a pass attempt
Dents' three-yard line.
Several plays on their own 10, and the half ended
extracted

And

Gone

Is

there

was

Phil in coveralls, with a bushel basket full of
tools

SPORTS CALENDAR
RUGBY

-^.4$-Sr.

SOCCER

—4.00—FW—Dent

LACROSSE

—*.0O— SPS

outside world.

and Junior

is

Phil's paper will ttek

homewards with him in the evenings,
resume his daily perusal of the adventures of Secret Agent

will

U.C.

Rae
Moffat

III

For
Vic
Vic

II

—4.30— StM. C
—5.30— III Med
—6.30—1 Med
—7.30—For B
—8.30—Wye A

to keep pace with the early events of
the

Roberts
Price

SPS

VOLLEYBALL —1.00— PHE

this

he

if

Marshall, Cross, Kerrison
Life

For

Trin B

Pail will undoubtedly notice a tremendous
increase in its
circulation as a direct result of this ghastly
business.
The male undergraduate at the University of Toronto will now be forced
to purchase

Med

For

II

SWIM LEAGUE—4.00—Dent

The Mop and

other morning newspaper

Sr.

Emman

—5.00—Vic

chalk.

intercepted a Trinity pass

SPS

FiE^-Trin II

and

a fiendish grin on his determined face, dismantling
table by table, table by
table.
They might at least put blinds on the doors. To be forced
to view
such willful desecration— to be forced to just stand there and
realize that
there's nothing you cart do about it— it's too much
to ask of a human whose
first written word was scratched on his slate
with a dilatory piece of pool

with the score 0-0.
After the kick-off, play ranged
27, but the Dents' attack
back
bogged down. The quarter ended with and forth with a series of aorial plays,

Moore
on his own
later,

1945

OF SPORT

I

Dents

13,

V

Cooke

III

SUrkman

D

Starkman

Trin

Vic IV
Trin C

Emm A

Swan
Swan
Swan

finally

THEY'RE THE

TOPS
IN

JAZ Z
and

will appear in

giving the ball to the Toothon their five-yard tape.
The
Bhieman, failing to move the ball in
two tries, kicked to their own 42 to end
pullers

If only there was some great moral
purpose behind it all— the "be-all
or the end-all here"—but to corrupt the sweet, innocent
minds of those gentlemanly engineers at such an early age . .

the quarter.

Dispatch that bottle of Sloan's posthaste, mother, they're
treating sprained
thumbs out at Ajax now.

Midway through
the

the final stanza

game-winning upset

Moore,

came
inter-

cepting a Trinity forward, ran the ball
65 yards down field; then Lcuty kicked
the deciding point.

but

the

There are always plenty of rumors floating around
in sporting circle,,
but the latest have Stu Scott going back with
Beaches for their Grey

foiled

Moore

of Dents stood out at quarter,

ably

HALL

Tomorrow

assisted by Lyons and Leuty.
Farqtiharson and Huicke starred for the

O.H.A.

&

Slam who

America's outstanding Jazz
solo Saxophonist.
Trombonist, Composer and
"triple-threat" musician.

ERROL GARNER
"Most original piano style
since Art Tatum."

HAL WEST
"52nd Street's must underrated jazz drummer."

The

final score

in

game

$1.20; $1.80; $2.40, inc.

the sticks of

EL. 6413

it

first

seemed as

if

provide the
;

and

it

is

winter.
its

APPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE
HOCKEY & BASKETBALL WANTED AT ATHLETIC OFFICE

few weeks

The number

of

said that Forestry

U.C.

and Vic arc anxious

The Sportswoman

|

By
In Brief
Due to an

to

throw

in

two teams

mum

.

.

Polly Muiz
we

acute shortage of space,

of facts

Therapy

...

but one player was worthy of

Which seems

Physio team.

Cup

arc bound to record a bare mini-

Physio basketball team trounced the Occupational

the

girls with a score of 21-8;

game was

the

this

reportedly dickering for a three-team entry from
amongst
ranks of male enrollment
. The
Mulock

is

constantly swelling

comment

to be the

.

.

.

sum

not too well organized,

Armstrong, a forward on the

total

of space allotted.

semifinals have been changed to this

Thursday and Friday, with the final
scheduled for next Wednesday. Vic still looks
good from here . . .
Jr. U.C. are apparently trouncing all comers in
the volleyball setup this
fall, Mayzell and Himmcl. two of last
winter's basketball Bines, handling
most of the spiking duties between them P.H.E. are
the only other team
to show any promise ... The Senior Harrier
will be run off rain or shine
at High Park this Saturday morning.
The old "Cross Country" moniker
seems to have fallen by the wayside now that the Indians

now

the boys

it

first

The Standing Hockey Committee has come out with the fact that
Pharmacy will ice a team for the first time in years in the Jennings
Cup loop,

Med team
but

Senior Hockey practices start Monday, 19th Nov.,
at 5 p.m.
at Varsity Arena.

enter a Junior B team in the local
practice takes place at the arena tomorrow
at
to

Tuesday's Tidbils

Moorehead paced the slide-rule-nieu
by three tunes beating Wilson in the
Med nets. McDonough, who was always
in there trying, came up with two, while
Tredgett garnered one for himself.

with patients to practise on

MITFORD TICKET AGENCY

The

came from
Spooner, Toogood, Rogers

to

and the

c.rcuit,

decided

training periods.

and Rae.

were trying

Tax

the

yester-

was 12-6 for the

rest of the retlmen's counters

Occasionally

Seats Available

West

netminder,

I-Sr. S.P.S. lacrosse

day.

Hen-

as yet undefeated embryonic ty.D.'s

TRUMMY YOUNG

103 King

School

the

Meds

Judy Howe.

main Gym.

in

definitely

team entries; thus
nothing definite will be known till around the
first of December, although
at least a dozen contests are assured. The team
will not go on into any
league .playoffs if it happens to finish the season
on top of the heap. The
Senior team will be something else entirely,
but there should be a good
deal of friendly rivalry between the two throughout
the

own Jimmy McKay threw

exactly half his team's goals past
nsesy,

CHARLIE PARKER

Good

Med's

been

five o'clock.
Ace Bailey will look after the team for the
but a separate coach will be appointed as soon
as possible.
games played will depend on how the league draws

LACROSSE

wrote "Flat Foot Floogie."

has

It

SLAM STEWART
... of Slim

for

p.m.

The Hockey Blues

red and black.

8.30 p.m.

Common Room. Ask

Junior Hockey practices start Wednesday, 14th Nov.,
at 5 p.m.
at Varsity ArenaSenior Basketball practices start Wednesday, 14th Nov.,
at 5

retically

their

attempts.

CONCERT
MASSEY

Hilda's

Varsity Basketball and Hockey

Cup

Locker-room gossip says Bobs Henry and Armstrong,
still theounder Indian contracts, are considering similar moves.
The Directorate meets tonight fellows, you're on your
own from there.
playoffs.

single point lead,

whistle

final

St.

Current Rumors

Desperately, Trinity

overcome the

tried to

SkiClubCommitteeMeetingJues .5p.m.

.

w;

a gentlemanly game, with
only two displays of fisticuffs, and three
penalties given for cross-checking, and
sundry other misdemeanours.
really quite

are confined to

reservations and any stadium they can

find.

Scoring

—Continued

Bartlett,

McGill

Smythc, McGill

I

Cole,

1

Curtis,

1

.,

1

Fardcll, Queen's

1

Woods, Queen's

1

Western
Western
Curry, Western
Walden, Western

I

Crothers, Queen's

Grass, Varsity

Kniewasjer, Queen's

..

Greenberg, McGill

I

Heron, McGill

Hayes, McGill

1

Porter, McGill

I

Scoring Statistics

DAVID LEWIS
Author

"Make This Your Canada",

of

National Secretary of the C.C.F.

Two

team captains, Herb Ballantyne

Western and Stu Scott of Varsity,
worked themselves into a first pi;
fo

by virtue

the Intercollegiate scoring:

in

of

their

week-end

Ballantyne

efforts.

picked up a touch and two converts to

WILL SPEAK ON

"The

garner seven points in

British Labor Party"

while Scott

all,

added only a single point to his 15 total
amassed throughout the last month,
giving each

man

16 for this year's

brevlated schedule.

Thur., Nov. 15,
IN

ROOM

8.

4

p.m.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

STUDENTS OF ALL FACULTIES ARE CORDIALLY
INVITED TO ATTEND.

Varsity's
the line -for

Mel Lawson plunged across
his third touchdown on Sat'

urday to secure the runner-up Spot with
Parry of Queen's, O'Nei'l, Wardle
and Srumlinski of Western, and Law
rence and Henry of Varsity tied for
four tli with two touches apiece.

The following

arc the complete scor

ing statistics for the past season

T FGS
S, Scott,

CPts

2

1

M. Lawson, Varsity

3

IS

Parry, Queen's

2

10

Wardle, Western

2

10

Western
O'Neil, Western

2

10
10

...

2
2

...

2

Lawrence, Varsity
R. Henry, Varsity

1

Milliken, Queen's

6

e

quality spectacle-

at reasonable prices.

.it,

1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
Floor Si. "iorgo Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Jo Studenlt and Merrbtn of

Spmdal Oiitoun/

Family

The Students' Choice:

BLOOR TAXI

Tuesday

and

Wednesday Evening

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD IN HART HOUSE THEATRE BOX OFFICE
AS FOLLOWS:

Today from 4

to

Wednesday

Buna

Switchboard connecting
all branches
For Quick S«rv/ee

—

For Efficiency

CALL US I

p. m.

from

4

to

6

p.

OUTSIDE FACULTIES

HARBORD

R A. 5151

6

STUDENTS OF MEDICINE

Sub-station at
and ST. GEORGE

i

for

acciTofo repair strvico

321 BL0
(Ground

Ihe

Only a Few "Singles" Remain

5

Prescriptions for glosses
1 filled with

MONDAY, NOV. 19th

2

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
fXD

16

10
3

10

McFarlane, Western

in >

GREAT DEMAND FOR SEATS FOR "DAFFYDIL NITE" REQUIRES
THAT AN EXTRA SHOW BE PRESENTED ON

Varsity

Ballantyne, Western

Szunilinski,

x

"DAFFYDIL NITE"

TICKETS $1.50 PER

PERSON

m.

-

.
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Ex-Service Students
Do you know

thai

Student Relief

Aided

A

counsellor who has himself
seen active service is available during our office hours to consult with
you on any question which you

may

New and

.

Prisoners

De

Andre

Blonay

will

students today at 4.00-p.m. in

wish to discuss.

World

U.C. on behalf of the

is

MI. 3791

over the

for rehabilitation of students all

world.

"Prisoners

from

iety

a wonderful varflannel to the gorgeous

there's

.

.

tailored

Niagara - on - the
Lake, thought they might make
a column sometime when there
was nothing else to talk about.
And, lo, they liav^.
"I suggested to Ernie that we
take a trip into Rochester," said
Al.
"No," contradicted Ernie,
"I suggested it to you".

which, handled by the W.S.R. provided
feminine ones in padded satin at the
the books and materials enabling student
With coal futures
Evangeline Shops.
P.O.W.'s to study in prison camps. The
uncertain, we advise not one
need is now greater than ever, however,"
housecoat this winter but two, because
continued M. De Blonay, "there are stuyou will not want to be without one
dents at Caen University, who undaunted
while t'other is at the cleaners. There
by the anihilation of the University
is such a wide variety in housecoats in
Buildings, are continuing their studies
the Evangeline Shops everywhere that
one of these few houses still standing in
to attempt to describe one or two seems
are other students study-

when there are so many other

futile

that city.

There

ing from

communal books,

"Anyway," Al continued, "we
wanted
cause

At the last minute, it seemed
thai Al would not be able io
Ernie set out
alone. He left at noon, he told
us in a tone that suggested the
miraculous, and arrived (in
Rochester, that was) at three.
At a U.S.O. canteen he sat
down to write a postcard to
Appelbaum who surprised him.
after he had mailed the card,
by appearing.
leave

living in gar-

wrecked buildings, working in
and when your nearest Evangeline the daytime and studying at night, deis so close you only have to slip termined to keep up their studies at all
over to Yonge and Bloor.
Ifs going costs. These are the same students who
tice,

Shop

TIES!

TIESI
oj new

thousands

TIESl

Literally

all

ties,

appearance

you

certain something, if

disgust that the eyes of

the

you

colours, styles, patterns. If

your personal

gals, so put

provided a nucleus for the French Un-

derground,

who

made

invasion

at the risk of their lives

Beaches possible,"
onay,

latest

the

"Many

Normandy
continued M. DeBlthe

of

notice to

Rochester,

States on a lecture tour.

.

{whisper)

.

self to

.

why

.

not taki

FRANK STOLLERY'S.

and serenaded them with Cana-

U.N.T.D.

Have

possibilities

proud

brighting

of

their

of

justly so.

building, 119

St George Street Ratings

arc to use entrance to drill hall at rear
C

NEWS

SEASON'S
.

.

IN

Rigby

Joan

.

.

SMARTnoted

is

fashion trends of the

Rig of the day. No.

(3)

3's

with lan-

for yards.

exclusive designs, the sort of smartness
in
clothes which takes the accepted

moment and adds

that special touch of individual design-

ing which gives to

day,

November:

Bell,

got under

A

den

fall

or strain. Sloan's

strong in

by the

fire-

its

when

for

a pat-

is

exceedingly

does not require

action,

rubbing on but merely a gentle patting

cold wet snou<y evenings
on with absorbent or fingers, and the
the Varsity gal comes in from a
effect is almost immediate. Good to
hard, long day, what a joy ii is to slip
Have simple head colds as an inhalcnt
into a beautifully fashioned Lady Ellis
when a teaspoonful is added to a glass
housecoat. There are many housecoats
of water.
to captivate the campus co-eds, in
soft
o
colours and materials.
about c

when

How

corded bcngalincf

Padded

THIS

satin t

Es-

pecially for the after-lecture-and-before-

dinner period
lot.

or after a

to

a

warm

when
Itot

relaxation

means a

bath you can step

cosy

— —
WEEK'S REVIEW

NORTH WAY'S
dren, as

reputation

.

.

.

my

Well

OF

chil-

you know Northway's has
of

Their

originality.

1944 about ninety percent

dresses are the sort of thing

in

Rochester has no street cars,
only busses, wide streets, good
lighting and is very clean. Cpl.

Appelbaum marched duty drill
as penalty and Appelbaum almost lost his "hooks" as well
as a parcel of food his molher
had sent him.
*

.

in

We

went to a press preview
Mulberry at Simpson's the
other afternoon with Miss Peggy
Bates of this paper. Mulberry,
if you've been following Simpson's advts. at

all diligently,

you

know already, is a massive port
constructed between the first
Quebec conference and D-Day
to make D-Day possible.
"Just as many ingredients go

the making of a Christmas
cake so is a port built up of many
items
or 'ingredients',"
proclaimed a determined, metaphormaking sign above the first exhibit. A colonel, or cook if we may
pursue the culinary figure of
speech, was explaining the model
to

(which showed Mulberry

FASHIONS FOR YOU1

Henry and Al

line

Scott.

8

Prof. Hart,

;

p.m.

Women's Union with

tonight

plays inside, a position repeated-

good year through his rugged
dis- had a
but Wil's aggressive style and work at middle wing.
Rumors are circulating these days of
sound defensive work at center secondSteve
Karrys,
ary was outstanding throughout all the Copeland,
Walden,
Varsity games. Scott went into the Myers, Doty, Bulger turning up on the
game as a substitute for the injured Gus Varsity halfline next fall. If they do,
ly

bypassed

when the glory

is

tributed,

Campbell, but what a first class replacement he turned out to be. With the
exception of a few minutes in the initial

Queen's game, he played every min-

Tomorrow Night

ute of the entire season, and his steady

drive kept

The

the

Varsity

line

Theatre)

LARCENY INC

on nearly every line
through the season without committing
a single bad snap.

and Bill Daniel turned out to
be one of the most valuable men on the
fielders,

team with his general utility role of
halfback and outside. Rudy Grass also

8:30 p.m.

with Toronto Civic

(Affiliated

charging.

was pin-blocked
play, and Al went

centre secondary

Jack McReynolds and Colin Cranham
showed great potential promise as back-

—

PLAQUEST DRAMA GUILD

Directed by Joseph A. Jolley

The Broadway stage riot by
Laura and S. J. Perelman
Harbord Collegiate Auditorium
TICKETS: 50c and 75c
Extra performances
November 16 and 17

Week Only

This

Evgs. Al 8:20 Mats. Wed.-Sal. 2:20

BUY SEATS
HOWARD LINDSAY

IN

ADVANCE

RUSSEL CROUSB

o

WITH FATHER?)

IFB

if we remember corto a dozen or so representatives of the city's press.

rectly)

We

searched desperately for
in order to
in the august
gathering. (A Simpson's lady
had asked us if we were from
High News, so you can see )

High News people

feel

ready

good

that

superior

THE HIUBIOUS NEW YORK
^ut LONDON COMEDY HIT

his dwindled gathering, "we
intercepted a message: TVe
think the British axe building
a harbor'. On D plus 11: They
are'. So thai was the first indication the Germans had of our
.

THE

By

YEAR'

I

JOHN PATRICK

JOHN DALL

Prices (tax included) Evgs. 90c $1.20 $1.80 $2.40 $3.00

Wed. Mat. 60c $1.20 $1.80 Sat Mai. 60c $1.20 $1.80 $2.40
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.—No Phone Orders

port."

faith'

attempts

"After observing all legal processes in
order to induce Mr. Hermant to accept
the
to

agreement the union finally resorted
with full approval of
Department of Labor."

strike action

the

The statement from

the Toronto

Com-

mittee on the Ford strike reads in
part;
"Ten thousand Windsor Ford employees

are on strike because after a year
and
a half of fruitless negotiations and in-

government 'conciliation', the
still refuses to grant the
type
of collective bargaining agreement
which
effective

company
has

already

granted

All the Ford

in
American
Motor Company

Conclneting the
nation through the BoUka-Wolika, Rollicking, Tongue
Twisting Victor Smash Hit "CHICKERY CHICK" at

need do to end the strike is grant
the
same union security clauses which it

Shopping

THE CAMPUS RECORD BAR 658

tended for the shining light who knows
the importance of smartness through

Then come

day's lectures.

those

Why

'comes the dryness which Produces
"2. Will
tkles and activates the functions of
negotiator?
Pores to produce a clear-toned skin,
s

cream for dry skin

is

circulation,

as

well

as

on

If

a protective

perfectly ideal suits for winter wear, the
for the young, a corrective for the older
shorty coat trimmed with soft fur, the
Use it in the "Beauty-Angle" way
skirt to match. This is really a super
to bring up

and can be worn on many a semi-

working up-

government

continue

Blue

MA.

6090.

fail

can govern-

ment take over plant?
"4.

Will

Why

do so?
were packing plants taken

What

is

NOT

cloakroom, U.

C, on

women's

Friday. Please

Medical

TYPING

kit.

"Evelyn",

Box A, The

Urgently,

Schools"

Phone

by

Miller

also

College

and

Parker

pen,

blue

cosmetic

MO.

7257.

z

LOST

"A New Algebra

MO.

black

Please leave at S.A.C. office or

WANTED

very glad to do your typing

this yearl

University
Bldg.,

name engraved,
phone

Varsity.

"5.

wards along the throat column with both over?
the hands, then lie with feet
"6.
about a foot

Between

silk umbrella, left in

leave at S.A.C. office.

I'd be

negotiations

LOST

LOST

FOR SALE

as

High
Roukc

for

and

Thursday

brown

afternoon,

leather

pair

lady's

hands t itched

gloves.

LY. 2515.

5460, Dr. Seaton.

it

the legal status of

WANTED

Henry

Yonge, at 40 Bloor
higher than your head in the way pre- Ford II in strike?
"Earliest possible reply important"
scribed by famous beantitions, getting
The strike committee has called a
new supplies of blood vowing up to
ITS SIMPLY
INTELLIGENT nourish the' skin of your throat and meeting to be held on Wednesday at
to lim/> around with a wrenched or neck.
5.00 o'clock at 48 Admiral Rd.
of

East

Spadina Avenue

:an be selected in compatible colours at and the same company involved in botl:
he same time.
not have another plants would indicate that the employeef

Evening wrap and gown.

FOR SALE

Girl to assist with light house duties,

exchange for room and board.
comfortable

mosphere.

home,
Ph.

ME.

Warm

congenial

Beautiful

LOST
Admit

evening gown,

pure

silk

atsatin, size 18-20, private.

6693.

in

History

the

Everybody welcome.

club.

in ear-

DU BARRY DERMA-SEC

occasion

Wil

McDougall.

Prof.
the

a Victory Loan

— —

formal

the Blues this year, but none

ly stages,

A

campus. Just east

work on

Rally in the plant for the purpose of
organizing a company union in opposition to the recognized bargaining
agency.

it

ii

charges
utilize

around Simon Ramm's I saw many dif>utfit and look at the finely woven suits? have the right idea."
ferent types of day and evening clothes
There are masses of crisp, feminine
The telegram to Humphrey Mitchell
of the kind to captivate the heart of any
blouses to set off the good clean lines posed six questions:
calculating campus gal, from impressive
of the tailor-made suits.
"Fact-finding committee formed
at
date dresses for every type of figure to
o
the University of Toronto representing
big heavy cozy coats to put you on an
Formula several student organizations. Request
even keel for the blustery winter to
h, super-emollient which sup- following information
on Ford strike:
come.
Working and afternoon dresses
plies extra softness to neck and throat,
"1. Is Ford strike legal?
are also in abundance, especially in-

outfit

HISTORY CLUB

deserve credit for their tory in the social sciences"

.

this

—o—

the

men

are more deserving than the two

Henry

14.

Pane! discussion on "The role of His-

Several

of

has had for years in the Detroit plant.
ide; wools, crepes in every describable
.
"The record of walkouts, flareups
fashion and colour, waiting for you to
neighborhood, on Yonge,
look 'cm over.
Bromleigh Coat of and constant dissatisfaction in Windsor
jus south of Bloor, and in your
neghas compared with the comparative
Ihc
same
colour
would
twin
up
nicely,
harborhood, too.
not forgetting that hat and bag which mony in Detroit, with the same unior

shop

*

Nov.

accordance with the

failure 'to bargain in

;

i

ind but couldn't quile visualize

its

plants.

you had

way

and the union
were made to

dal"

it

wool housecoat
luxurious colours and feel as dcliciously
warm as you look
Lady Ellis has a

thing to think about after that kind of
a season.

Labor Code, only after the company was
threatened by the union with prosecution

D.
F. Robinson,
Lieut-Cmdr. (SB) R.C.N.V.R.,
Commanding Officer, U.N.T.D.

clothes will withstand the knocks of
everyday living, and as every girl knows, ting on of Sloan's Liniment will coa really good costume these days is operate with nature to relieve it. Sloan's
worth holding fast to because replace- works by bringing circulation to the
ments don't come easily. Take rela- spot, driving out the uncomfortable cutfeeling which results from a part of
tives a-shopping for their better
gar- off
the body having been injured by a sudments at Joan Rigby's.

—o—

you

Women

the

Frank W.; Labor Relations Board, but negotiations

Davidson, Maurice R.

ankle or instep

is,

finished

stalwarts,

.

following ratings are to report E.U. On October 25., last year they
on or before Wednes- received certification by the Ontario

14th

sprained

GLAMOROUS

Continued from page 1)

In July

(which

traffic

be surprised to hear, twice
as heavy as Toronto's on Saturday) and left them with the impression that it was the loveliest city they had ever seen.

U. C. Ex-Service

All Ex-Service women of U. C. inseason in the stands. terested in the formation of a social club
Alibis are a poor substitute for a team's are invited to attend a meeting in the
Women's Union at five o'clock, Wed,
losses, but it certainly gives one some-

and

"On D plus 10, I think ii
was," the colonel was saying to

Ship's Office

to

all Joan Rigby clothes
an extra qualty of fashion achievement.
Anything you buy there will give you
satisfaction.
It is a "wardrobe stabilizer",
and long-lasting. Joan Rigby

LET'S BE
side!
On

for

of the 175 employees organized into the

The

(4)

rides

DISPUTES

of building.

NESS

bus

COTC

(2) Parade will be held at the

and

season

this

on

which neighbourly conductors
would take no tickets. Rochester
offered them two Waves at a
canteen dance, showed them its
university, impressed them with

1900.

up men's ap

STOLLERY'S an

ties

songs

dian

a private session with one of the experts
All ratings except those who have
on tie-choosing and come away with nca
applied for discharge are to paradf
ties and new hopes, {not that we ena
courage wolfing but we do think tin Thursday, 15th November, 1945,
pare! are limited).

they reported,

glances ("One girl thought we
were paratroopers," said Ernie)

do not gleam at your approach, in quite
the manner to which you are accustomed
.

that

"welcomed us very well," allowed them to spend only $1.50.,
provided them with admiring

M. DeBlonay is currently travelling
your\ throughout Canada and the United
that

campus eo-cds

so

of these students gave their

he concluded.

feel that

lacks

something special bethe rest went to Buf-

falo."

attractive ones begging to be given no-

to be a "housecoat" winter,
your bid in early.

all

Sunday

may

from

miles

aid

received

throughout the War," said M. De Blonay in an interview- "Perhaps these
prisoners remember the World Student
Relief which provided the direct aid, but
your dollars, those raised by Canadian
students in the past years were those

COSY COMFORTS FOR CAMPUS
CO-EDS

War

of

(Continued from page 1)

its

Al Appelbaum and Ernie
Deutsch who went to early CO.
T.C. camp last summer with McMaster University and who went
A.W.O.L. to hitch-hike tc
Rochester, N.Y., which is 80

What's on Today

BLUES

Entrenous

By Ross McLean

Student's

affiliated.

ued aid to Student Relief organizations

Hours: 10 a-m. to 4 p.m.

1945

"Absent Without Leave'

Mr. de Blonay who is secretary of the
W.S.R., will stress the need for contin-

STUDENTS
G7 St. George St,

Service

Student

national

to
37,

which the Inter-

Relief organizaMon to

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE

speak

Room

13,

LA.

1858.

-

to - lectures

afternoon,

vicinity

card,

Saturday

of the Stadium.
Finder please phone Frances Connelly,

ML

5657.

Hermant Replies To Union
Alleges "Irresponsibility"
CAMPUS

C OMMIT TEE

The Undergraduate Newspaper

EXPANDS

VOL. LXV

"Irresponsible action" on the part of Local 514, United Electrical
Workers of America (CIO), "has made it impossible for the Imperial Optical Company to enter into a contractual relationship
with
the union," Sydney Hermant, assistant to the president of
the company, told The Varsity yesterday. Mr. Hermant was
approached for
a statement
reply to charges made by Ross Russel, U.E.W
Director of Organization, in submitting the case for the union
to a student
committee recently formed to investigate current industrial
strikes
The student committee includes representatives of eight campus
organizations- C.C.F. Club, Labor Progressive Club,
Student Christian Movement, Humanist Club, Law
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PARLIAMENT SUPPORTS STRIKE

U.C.

m

Club, Sociology Club, Political

Ford

the history of the

Wind-

strike at

pendent parent livts out of town and
you are living in Toronto while at
University) you may apply for an

A

meeting of the committee has been
called by Chairman Ethel Klassen for
5 p.m. today at 43 Admiral Road.

"We

hope

extra allowance of five dollars per
week.
If you have any questions

today's meeting to ac

at

new

quaint any

"You

you art maintaining two establishments (e.g.— if your wife or deIf

sor and strikes in other parts of Canada.

about this, see the University Advisory Bureau, 67 St. George St.,
brtween 10 a.m. and 4

representatives with the

committee's aims, and to plan a more
far-reaching and more effective invest!,
cation," Miss Klassen told

"There

The Varsity.
new campus or-

be three

will

ganizations represented at today's meet-

ing; and

be added to the committee."

In

organizer's

"Mr. Sidney Hermant,

that

obey the laws

to

have a trade union,"

Company

the Imperial Optical

executive

said this:
"If

were not obeying the law,

I

would not have

who do

tends

Mr. Hermant
quite

514 toward the company,

tory

Toronto, voted

on

and

Ontario

at

This Your Canada," who will be
speaking on "The British Labor
Party" at an open meeting of the
C.C.F. Club in Room 8, U.C. Thurs.
Nov. 15, at 4.00 p.m. Mr. Lewis is a

employees,

strike

in

five to

a

free,

Dundas

streets,

ballot,

union

pressure,"

fewer

never

than SO per cent of the employees have

work

annual
be

But

Hon.

and second year students
those desiring to participate in

who have not had their mediexaminations should report to the

cause collapse of the

Name New Coach

stronger politically, militarily, and econ-

In connection with the existing Ford
strike in Windsor, Mr. Davies said that

omically, than she entered it

The

abled

gen-

functions

men

and also to help

in Christie St. Hospital

eral estimate of the time required to re-

replying

to

the

economy—at

potential

the

strikers did

"We

are here to pass Judgment upon
illegal, unethical and unwise,
would be a reflection indeed upon
the acumen of the honorable members

an

act,

and

it

they neglect to perceive the disastrous
;onsequencc of a country-wide strike."

if

Supporting the desirability of maintaining wartime "take-home" pay,
Hon.

Anne Levine
in

Women's Union Monday

stated

wages could,

to

that "an increase
a large extent, mainincome and there-

tain a high national

dis-

were

discusSed*at an open meeting held n die

the Canadian people do not seem to rc<
alize that only unity within the nation

have

in the past."

not elect socialists to parliament"

Ex-Servicewomen

social

the international fields.

election

last

To Have Club

McGill Pucksters

Eastman,

said that "although the
general strike would force state ownership upon the country—either this
or

unquestionable, the only human<

is

Harry

Allan Porter,

if,

years

These

that the industrialists

always had the last resort

All

athletics

on the other hand, any of these
people were intimidated into signing declarations of their desire to go to Japan,
and their behaviour during the past sb

ground

the

medical

made with

Service.

first

all

freedom.

mination of working conditions. If it
were necessary for a general strike as
a last resort, it could be justified on

and Russia in war and peace on Wed- thing to do is to deal with each case
nesday evening in Eaton Auditorium, individually, and decide each according
and on Thursday night in O.C.E. will to its merits."
Plans for the formation in the Arts
discuss the essential problems facing the
Speaking of Russia Mr. Davies stated
Colleges of ex-servicewomcn's clubs for
Soviet Union in both the domestic and that she has come out of this war

ing Union.

he

Since the strike was called, "and

said.

despite

Mr. Davies who has just
returned from an eight month trip
throughout Central and Eastern Europe,
Toronto
Saturday
for
the
writing
Night will spaek on Eastern Europe
ity yesterday.

Rhodes Scholar. He was President
of the Oxford University Debat-

fac-

one against going
secret

"Make

of the C.C.F., co-author of

this "impos-

Employees of the branch

sible".

male
and

for

may now

and

nomic democracy, meaning the right cf
workers to have a voice in the deter-

Varsity.

University Health

the

Crisis

security

things can be possible only with a high
of income as well as with eco-

HEALTH EXAMINATIONS

cal

onion

perity,

level

yesterday's

in

"To a Canadian coming from abroad, If these people have voluntarliy signified Health Service immediately for appresent conditions in Canada are very that they want to leave, or have been pointments.
disturbing," stated Raymond Arthur found guilty of working against Canada,
On Friday, third year students may
well and good, they should be deported. report to make their appointments.
Davies, in an interview with The Vai

David Lewis, National Secretary

its

management made

its

The

issue of

Says Canadian Back From Russia

company had

said his

prepared to sign a

HEARD

MI NISTER

SI. SO as stated

an advertisement

in

to

agreement, until the conduct of Local

and

$125 per person, not

Appointments

know

not

ME

Nite" are

in

he was

examinations

the true facts of the case."

been

When

Only Unity Here Can Avert

to publish

way which

information in a

grossly mislead those

PRI

^

law enforcement au

the

He

thorities.

FORMER

Approval of "a country-wide strike of labor to maintain
wartime
take-home' pay, was voiced by the second session of
University
College Debating Parliament last night. By a majority
of five votes
the government, supported by Hon. Allan Porter
and Hon. Anne
Levine, succeeded in passing the resolution which
was opposed by
Hon. Harry Eastman and Hon. Marguerite Delaney.
"That this house supports the strike of the Canadian Ford
workers and upholds the justice of their demands,"
was the text of a
Students are stunned and confused upon from the camps and arranged that they
motion introduced before the orders of the day
by Hon. Phillip
returning because they are no longer go to a special university started for
^Cooper. Mr. Cooper's motion was supported by a vote of
knit by the same ideals and hopes those them. They arc the only Poles who were
51 to 13.
Speaking
of escape and liberty. They face ruined able to continue their studies and now
support of a country-wide
strike,
homes, disrupted studies, physical, priv- they have degrees in many fields and
Hon. Allan Porter declared,
CORRECTION
"This war will have been fought in vain
ations and desolation," M. deBIonay form a nucleus of culture among Polish
if it does not bring a peace
said.
youth." M. deBIonay said.
with prosTickets for "Daffydil

all

would be to bring the matter to the
of

manual labor in the
German view. These were only a remnant of the students of Poland, however
as the Germans had killed most university students immediately upon entering
the country, on Nov. 17, 1939.
A few were saved. These were the 800
members of a French- Polish battalion in
th French Army who were interned in

would have to do

the union organizer

attention

Risks

only capable of

Andre deBIonay General Secretary of the World Student Relief in a
campus address yesterday.
"We must remember that to students
returning to university life in Europe
from prison camps, labor gangs and underground movements there is no 'G.I. Switzerland after the fall of France.
Bill of Rights' or comparable measure.
"We managed to have them released
asserted

most.

this

country effecting the democratic rights
of his workers to

democracy and culture

Poland have suffered
"In France, students became leaders in
in Germany, observ- resistance movements and the Maquis.
ing the operation of prison camps during They printed papers, organized sabotage,
the war, M. deBIonay saw work gangs and helped escaped allied prisoners.
of Polish girls and boys from the un- Very few survived to reutrn to normal
iversities marching along under guard, life after the liberation."
wearing arm-bands with a large yellow
In Norway, M. deBIonay said, the
"P" upon them. They were inferiors and
(Continued on page 4)

labor,

of

Of

Bill

to European students without creating
democratic and cultural conditions first,"

Students

an employer of

in his capacity as

has refused

union

the

to

.reply

allegation

can't talk

G.I.

—

may

other student groups

still

No

Get

EXTRA ALLOWANCE

Purpose of the committee is to participate in an impartial investigation into

37-32 Vote Backs Strikers
On "Take-Home" Pay issue

Returning European Students

Science

Club, and International Students' Club.

1945

14,

fore a high standard of living."

"A federal strike," she contended,
can only be supported as a final weapon
procedures have failed.
One need only look at the strike at
iter grievance

pair the ravages of the war, according
Meetings arc scheduled for every secto Russian experts, will be three years.
ond Thursday, but the group will meet Windsor today to see the notoriety that
can save Canada from serious crisis. There is a tremendous desire for a better
Monday
Nov. 19, when all women vet- can arise in the dispute between manDave
Campbell,
veteran
Montreal "The country can't afford to have a bat- life among the Russian people. More ederans can meet their newly-appointed agement and labor."
In his statement, published in part in
hockey coach, will coach McGill Uni- tle between government and labor." ucation and an extension of consumptive S.A.C
Hon.
representative, Claire Rutherford,
Marguerite
Delaney,
final
yesterday's Varsity, Union Organizer versity's hockey teams this winter, it added Mr. Davies, "I don't know who industries, particularly clothing is their
a former sergeant in the RCAF (WD).
(Continued on page A)
responsible, but Canada will suffer if aim. We should make a definite effort,
Russel said that "after observing all was learned today. The popular hockey
has recently returned from fair-minded citizens don't exert all pos- to encourage trade between Russia and
legal processes in order to induce Mr. mentor
sible influence to settle this strike as Canada.
Hermant to accept the agreement the overseas with the rank of major in the
possible.
'Conditions in Russia are much better
Canadian Army. He will succeed Dr. quickly and as painlessly as
union finally resorted to strike action
When queried about the question of than they were on my last trip," added
i.
B. (Bobby) Bell, who is retiring
with full approval of the Department fter many years as coach of the McGill Japanse-Canadian deportation Mr. Dav- Mr. Davies. "The general impression I
ies
replied that "the Canadian gov- received from the Russian people was
of Labor."
Rcdmen.
ernment should, in my opinion extend a that of optimism in the maintainance of

continued

to

report

for

daily.

Mr. Hermant reports that greater numbers are returning to

work each

MONTREAL,

day.

Nov.

12.

(CUP) —

Can't Practice In Private

Laments The Carilloneur

Ballet

To J he Big Apple

All Taken In His Stride
By Wally

—

made and

him four
Follies,

times director of the U.C.
got his start years ago as
renowned Volkoff

ballet soloist for the

troupe.
Performing at a high-school,
he took his intermission by teaching a
few students the current dansation, The
Big Apple. The Big Apple was bigger
the student's eyes than the ballet so

in

Jack read the sign of the times and
came a dancing instructor.

be^

of humanitarian consideration

people in Canada, regardless of

they are proven guilty of
some definite act against their country.
until

She

arrived

speechless.

there

Social Sciences

the 1936 ballet team,

RECORD HOUR

Lemcn and

.

,

i

—

—

—

—

:

selection

and training was dancing hasn't

a ticket to the Follies

I

ly linked in the

study of humanities.

North America begin riigngn

illon in

among

matter

.

his

have always fascinated me,'
Leland Richardson, carilloneur

illon in North America begin
ringing
United Nations in some matters. For of the University. "Why when the news from die Metropolitan Church. That deexample, they do not feel that any person of the Armistice in 1918 came through cided me. Five years later I was study(pre
up
a
back
street,
straight
I
to
an
ing in the National Carillon School
group who has co-operated with the
of
Germans, or lived with them for his old blacksmith's shop where a cracked Belgium. In 1930 I was appointed the
profit, should be trusted or sup- fire-bell was hanging, and banged away official Carilloneur of the University."
ported by the democratic countries. We for all I was worth,"
Mr. Richardson has a unique position
It was Saturday morning, Nov. 10
have been supporting elements in Greece

Jack's Follies cohorts describe
Professor V. W. Bladen, chairman for
patience as that "of Job"; say he tlic evening, asked Professor D.
J. Me
amazes
all by listening to the music first
Company danced before Hitler and other
Dougall to continue the discussion
The record program, held daily from
high-ranking Nazis. They still insist and then "dreaming up" a motion foi
Quoting from Bury, Professor Mc4:00 to 5:30 in die Women's Common
their performance gave Der Furor his every line of the music. As dance direc- Dougall said history is a science
tor of the Army Show, Jack is credited nothing less and nothing more.
He Room at U.C, is open to men and
much-publicized love of La Danse
women of every college and faculty. Towith a large part in its success.
Jack hasn't danced his way into
claimed that rather than merely collectmony in cutting the choruses from 100
When directing, Jack assumes a look ing facts, an historian selects facts and days program:
Ravel Introduction and Allegro
to 25. "No," he explained, "The Army of intense concentration under furled judges the conduct of man in society,
Clcmcnti Two sonatas for two pianos
slowed me down."
eye-brows. His typical words, "Straight- but not with finality or subjec liven ess
Beethoven
Quartet in G. Minor (opHoney,"
B.
Wilkinarc smoothly
That he can "really pick 'em" is illus- en your knees,
In conclusion, Professor
us 18, no. 2)
trated by an incident that occurred in poken and hit home to a visible extent.
n expressed the belief that both hisHaydn
Concerto
for Trumpet
intimateone of Jack's army shows A chorine of
regret
is
that
Jack
Lemcn
and
Hie
social
sciences
are
tory
The only

On

'Bells

said J.

are bewildered by the policy of the other

breathless

It really didn't

By John Mcflae

world peace. They are greatly in favor
of the United Nations Organization, but

whose behaviour during the war
"There is no antagonism between his- strongly favored nazism. This the Russince a big, tough soldier shouted from tory and the social sciences," declared sians cannot understand, and I feel that
the back row "Don't say a word, Honey. Professor C. W. M. Hart, as he opened the Russian position in this and many,
Just stand there and let me look at you." the round table discussion on history's other matters, is calculated to win far
One of Jack's can-can routines was role in the social sciences last night at more support than our own in Central
drawing too many laughs and the cast the Women's Union. According to the Europe. Russia will never retreat from
was bewildered. That is, until they dis- speaker the distinction between history what she considers the essential position
of her nation, and we must make an
covered the little girl on the end was
id the social sciences is that the former
effort to try and understand what that
wearing, instead of the orthodox black
a body of arranged facts and the latter
position is."
can-can panties, a pair of lace step-ins.
method which is applied to facts.
words.

life.

Jack, whose dancing has since

to all

race,

History Linked To

Belfry

Raised in the ballet but praised for her heart out to a point where she was
The Big Apple Jack Lemen was at a to advance up-stage, stop and say a few
cross-roads in

minimum

Bach— Concerto

for

two

violins.

musicians.

impossible for

It

is

it

He

Mem him to practice in private
as every other
and the big bell was toll- musician can.
A carillon is a very pubing in the Hart House Tower. The in- lic
instrument It is also rather fatiguing
side of die Tower resembles both a
to play. The heaviest bell weighs four
modern factory and a mediaeval casde. and a
half tons and requires 25 pounds
just before

the beginnig of the

orial Service,

A

long spiral stair case leads up to the

room where

the carilloneur plays.

A

great pendulum swings to and fro in a

wire cage on one side of the room,
Perched on a little platform above it, a
complicated mass of wheels and levers
ticks quietly to itself.

through the narrow

A

little

slits

pressure

to

play

very rarely

comes out of a recital without at least
two blistered fingers and a pair of sore
feet.

But

this

is

the least that

light filters

Since the 23

in the thick

bells in

the

Tower have

under two octaves his

walls and a couple of bare bulbs supply

a range of a

little

the rest

repertoire

definitely limited.

Suddenly the carilloneur, sitting be
fore a wire affair resembling

ated

loom brouht

his foot

guess

with a

is

lads, simple

some of

Only bal-

hymns, patriotic songs and

the lighter classics can be trans-

posed with pleasing effect

Mr. Richardson gave 25 concerts over
CBC during die summer and has
gular program every Sunday evennow." "Yes," ing from 830 to 9.30. The Carilloneur
bell tolled

die

"That's
I

an elong-

down

resounding crash and the big
again.

might

happen^ considering die energy and violence he puts into his playing.

it,"

they'll

he said swinging around,
be starting

he continued, going on with his story, calls this the "Twilight Hour" even
In 1922 I though, as he says, it is as black as the
I have always liked bells.
ins standing on the corner of Queen acc of spades during most of the year
and Church when I heard the first ear- at tliat time.

—
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Editorial

A

1945
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Maginot Line

Of

Matter

Policy

PEOPLE TALK

Mentality

Varsity offers no apology for the recent outcropping of controversial political matter in its news columns. Unfortunately, experience has shown that we can barely print the word "strike" without touching off a barrage of denunciatory letters. People have writOne correspondent,
ten to accuse us of being red, pink, and black.
more in sorrow than in anger, calls us yellow. No one has yet
troubled to point a shaking finger and shriek that we are true blue,
but we expect the spectrum to be explored in that direction any day

"In the creation of the world's dead-

weapon, the atom bomb, there

iest

been a tendency to develop a "Maginot
Line mentality," says an editorial

West Virginia
So

Our

Policy

The

is

whatever news

to print

will interest or

readers.

its

new

unfortunately

are

virtually everything

on the globe

is

both interesting

ness of the downtown papers.
But if a campus organization such as the Hoopla Club votes a
condemnation of Henry Ford, that is grist for The Varsity.
In printing the news of the Hoopla Club's action, we do not in

any way commit ourselves, or our publishers, to the views of the
Hoopla Club.
The Hoopla club's business is to have views. Our business is
our readers about those views.
If the Tip-Tap Club, on the contrary, passes a resolution
praising Henry Ford to the skies, we will tell our readers about that,
too.
But we are in no way committed to the views of the Tip-Tap Club.
Surely that should be obvious.
tell

Now recently, a good many campus organzations have been concerned about labor-management relations. We cannot imagine
any
more pressing subject for them to concern themselves about. Students have passed resolutions condemning management,
or written
letters praising

management, and

all

this,

because

it

is

have conscientiously printed.

we

our job,

Not To Make News
is

rather

hard,

though,

to

be

Correspondence

blamed for presenting only one side,
merely because the other side has not

made itself heard. It is not our job
make news, or to mould opinion. It

Readers

if

such a weapon will not

ivar

ask

will

at

persons

these

Last

one could

policy

con-

forever.

"On
been

forced

the other hand, there has never

in

the history of warfare an ex-

ed man's desire for conquest and power.

no proof whatsoever

atom bomb
and kail

to kill

if

it

American

Physical

atom research worker,
ity of

Society

for

and

We

this

thought the

symphony

rollentandoes in the French

were far too

year

No

freely handled.

(Affiliated

space to the discussion of

some

some

fitting

tical

at

matter?

On

all.

'LARCENY INC

we

let the
come some small group of scientists,
working in some remote haven, may orchestra run away with its emotions so
easily.
The violins came in a trifle too
find a way to do the tiling with only
late in bar 30 of the Adagio. The ballet
small, inexpensive and inconspicuous

ly neutral, simply because the facts are
in

doubt and the principles are in doubt

tion. It is

is

equipment" Generals Marshall and Pat- group, the chief feature of the evening,
jumped far too high in the scene from
La Sonombule. According to the best
"Developing a 'Maginot mentality' of
Taglioni tradition, die somnambulist (feother
end
of
false security or, at the
male) at bar 60 should make a slight
the line, an aggressive, militaristic atpretence,

The

about

as

were,

it

When

In such a case, our job is to present
whatever facts we can secure. If students
will debate such issues (and why should
they not?), they had better have the
facts available.
But since it is impos-

:

fellowships

of

practicable,"

is

are doing everything
not enough.
are con-

We

vinced that
sible to

an

all

it would be physically posprevent starvation in Europe if
out effort were made by the

And

and
forms may be obtained

from F.

Board,

We

—w,

h.

it is

wrong

for people to paint

:

"Queen's"

around Toronto.
It

Jjrt,

The UV.dorsr&du&to NBW3pe^«r
Establithed 1880
Editorial

Room,

Em

Univetrity College
Business Office
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Strikers." Stealing cars, mutilating public property, and tying up a whole city

hardly in the class of parlor games.
If

you back the Ford

strike,

fore support vandalism, let

and thereus go im-

mediately to Kingston and tear Queen's
Editcr-in -Chief—

in his

in final

ideas of his

we might

funeral

A

Slant

On

chestra

played too loudly,

rest of the

but

-

Publljlilng Society

GtTCCt..

lend a one-monib

column

this

it is

note that there has been

some attempt

to correct .both the faults that

cized last time.

— Philip
*

were

criti-

NOTICE TO ALL
Freedman.

CAMPUS

*

ORGANIZATIONS

Unfortunately, so great and so rapid
has been the progress in composition
that

In order to facilitate the production and
make-up of the

few organists have been able

We

keep up to it

are fortunate in having as University organist a man who
can play even the masterworks of Josef

Rheinberger, and keep
ing his program

it

musical.

'VARSITY"

Dur-

Convocation Hall
200 lucky people
heard Dr. Healey Willan play Rhein
in

requests for advertising space in the
next
day's issue cannot be accepted at the
Students*
Administrative Council Office after 2:30
p.m.

yesterday afternoon,
bcrger's Sonata

I en-

interesting to

No. 9

in

B

as it has been played but
before in Toronto.

flat

minor,

few times

The sonata opens with an impressive
Grave, merging into an Allegro. The
Grave theme
the

is

reiterated at the end of

movement The second movement

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

is

the a Fantasie and Fugue.

The Fantasie

is

work they allowed the violin a series
it should.
The perform- pensive

of rapid recitatives, coupled by
episodes or asides. The Fugue
ance may be noted as an improvement really earns for Rheinberger
the nickthe orchestra's manner of accomplish- name of "the Beethoven of the
organ."
ment If this is a trend, we are happy The theme is built on itself and on
to dominate as

LOST
Admit -to

-lectures

afternoon,

vicinity

card,

of

the

nelly,

MI.

FOR SALE

Saturday
Stadium.

Finder please phone Frances

Dress

suit

(tails),

38-40.

Practi-

Concally new, complete.

5657.

Ph.

HA.

5270.

counter-themes, culminating in a massive

Sir Ernest

is

well

Elgar's masterpiece.

with coda, in which the composer skillfully
Varia- incorporates the Grave theme.

acquainted

The Enigma

tions, and there was very little wrong
Worthy of mention also is the Fanwith his performance of it The oboe tasia and Fugue in E minor by the
was too loud for the viola solo in the Dutch composer Edward Silas, whose

LOST
Blue

silk umbrella, left

cloakroom,

U.C.,

TAKEN BY MISTAKE
in

women's

Friday.

Please

tenth variation.

chestra has a

subicripiioa.

that Sir Ernest takes

seriously,

co-

it

Newspaper

.

.

a beautiful lyric termed Romanse, which
the or- contrasts well with the last movement—
in

you posted.

Christian Science Monitor

•tat

we do not pretend

*

In this movement

will keep

Free from crime and sensational news . . Free from political
bills
Free from "special interest" control . . . Free to tell you
the truth about world events. Its own world-wide staff
of correspondents bring you on-the-spot news and its meaning to you
and your family. Each issue filled with unique self-help features
r o clip and
keep.

It was a pleaseure to hear a ]
Among the great wealth written for
formance of the Brahms that was not the organ during the last century there
has been very much progressive music.

ordination.

He

£enc( 1feu Sample*

j^The

Brahms

own.

were struggling over a problem of

to look after
Materials for the
are still very

Covers

of this Clean, Family

what Beethoven wrote the Fifth for?

Drama

points, the interpretation differed

Ring

bookstore.

tet

note

modelled on the Heifetz recording,

many

available,

Dominion Blank Book Company

the lieutenant-governor entered. Is this

Music and

New

are

have them.
will do our best

limited.

Ask your

was boxed over
(by royal command) with a
viol because he refused to stand when

The last variation was works are all too seldom played.
mess because the music itself is poor.
On November 27, Dr. Willan will
Otherwise,
if
such practices arc It is a pity that this hunk of banality give another recital which
he will dewrong, you certainly cannot "Back the was appended to so fine a work.
vote to the works of Johann Sebastian
Ford Strikers."
We note with pleasure that the
Bach.
N. GILLESPIE, S.P.S.

St.)

MI. 5975

mag-

down.

C.

of

s

was with much surprise, therefore,
Nov. 7 I saw "Back the Ford about

that on

Yonge

(at

orders as possible.

manufacture

—Jamie

who

such icles have appeared in the Varsity on the
matter, to withhold the facts on .both theme of "Vandals Strike Again "Hoodsides, is asking The Varsity, whose job lums Hamper Rugby." The paper has
is
furnishing light, to let its readers tried to make us Vandal Conscious.
have soaked up this knowledge and now
stumble on in the dark.

and

kettle-drummer.

the

ding, Ottawa.

m

all

also

29 Bloor St. East

we

that one poor wretch

Royal Society
Researoh Buil-

Allied Governments; an effort unhamp- widely from what has become the standered by a preoccupation with some dom- ard. Not al! of Kander's ideas could be
us to arrive objectively at the
estic problems, a solution of which, in considered improvements. For instance,
facts, we can only publish the statements
any case, would not be facilitated by a his exaggeration of certain notes in the
of the opposing sides, and let interested
Europe rampant with despair and hate. second theme of the last movement
students judge for themselves.
Admittedly the voice of the Varsity seemed to me a departure from the good
Yesterday a campus fact-finding com.
might be as "one crying in the wilder- taste of the rest of the performance.
mittee supplied us with the Union's case
ness," but considering what is at stake, There were other differences in phrasin the Imperial Optical Co. strike, and
any attempt to bring about more action ing, notably in the first movement, where
we published it To-day, having secured
again Kander laid emphasis on notes
might be worth while.
the company's statement, we publish that
Heifetz
practically
neglects.
CORDON NOAKS, IV SPS which
too.
Many of these appealed to me as being
• » •
Students are going to debate these
more in the spirit of Brahms than the
Editor, The Varsity
questions, because they are students.
Heifetz veneer.
Anyone who asks us to withhold the Dear Sir:
The soloist was hindered
the second
For the past several weeks, many art- movement by the winds and brass
facts on one side is asking for injustice.

us to omit

in

the ear

Alcock, secretary of the

J.

Fellowships

of Canada, National

sible for

Anyone who asks

.

nificent crescendoes.

literature. Copies of regulations

application

perhaps

many

as

of the musicians seemed ever to
have "sauntered down the woodsy lanes"

$1,500

will

For the present

come down

to

There were bluejay tones

worthy of your atten-

"We

.

Come

see for yourself.

war Ring Covers

post

DOMINION

and 70 really crash. Mile Eifto do this. Mile Escargon's
entrechats were exquises. In the symphony's concluding number we detected
an entire absence of feeling for autumn.

except

one which has been discussed

answer

.

bangles and

brooches.

STUDENTS!

68,

Royal Society of Canada to
Canadians who have done advanced
work in any branch of science or

We

the

now,

bracelets,

Harbord Collegiate Auditorium
TICKETS: 50c and 75c

failed

fel

each are to be awarded in 1946 by

Each side is accusing the other of trea- widely elsewhere, hut seems to have
Gerhard Kander, soloist last night
son and robbery. Each side draws up a failed lo stir up action proportional
to
with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra
list of charges which the other denies.
the gravity of the situation. The topic
in a performance of the Brahms Violin
have no doubt that there is fault on
is the expected starvation of millions
in Concerto, is a coming violinist
His
at least one side, if not on both.
But
Europe this winter.
technique is excellent, his tone superb,
we are unable to say whioh.
apparently
has
some
musical
and
he
Surely there is a problem for which

To Present Facts

just

ton hold similar views.

are strict-

other topic that

stock of earrings

con-

Why

such questions

SHOP
Our

is especially interesting

DIRECTED BY JOSEPH A. JOLLEY
The Broadway stage riot by
Laura and S. J. Perelman

for that matter,

existence of a

JEWELLERY

with Toronto Civic
Theatre)

ductor in his right senses would

Research

that the Varsity intends to devote

INTERESTING

Presents

Massey Hall

at

PJ4.

PLAQUEST DRAMA GUILD

daughters'

their

SO degrees Fahrenheit.

sees the possibil-

TONIGHT — S.30

first

in their

the deceased Infanta.

The temperature

such things happening when he

states. "It is conceivable that in

The

season lias so far been far too low. No
oboe-player can be expected to play anything by Tcherepnine in a concert hall
whose temperature is consistently over

quickly.

"Dr. E. U. Condon, vice president
the

enough

dry

moans over

purpose

suits their

?

weep

the old ladies to

all

that other

nations in the future will not resort to
the

Goose Suite

Pavane jor a

mufflers of the affections were not nearly

is

Mother

the

handkerchiefs, and by consequence these

implc where a military weapon has end-

There

was rather poorly planned.

outlaw Dead Infanta
(also by Ravel)

terrible as to

might

right after the

play

(Ravel)

the

have we, memorial to our dead of this war. We
no ipolicy on any poli- think that the columns used for these
Not because we deny the purposes have been used well. But
it has
right and a wrong. Not
rred to us that perhaps there is an-

strikers?

war

Why

we

None

for breaking a

Then why have we no

weapon may be so

symphony,

night's

complain,

warfare.

future

so far as to maintain that this

Fed!

we camEditor, The Varsity
Again the
in-the-case Dear Sir:

law whose existence no one could doubt
the

conflict,

he banned from

will

point why,

this

OUR TOWN

be

Just as poison gas was not em-

used.

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS

answer is simple. The facts
were stark and undisputed. The law of
We have watched with sympathy the
the land and the regulations of the Uni
Varsity's efforts to publicize the "antiversiry Caput arc also stark and undisrepatriation" campaign concerning the
puted. We blamed a group whose activiJapanese Canadians. We have also noted
no
deny

cerning

lulled

answer lies somewhere between these
two views."

policy so innocuous,

paigned against vandalism.

ties

being

titude will not solve the problem.

They Can Be

to

our job to express for our public whatever has been moulded.

with a

in
invention that

into complacency, believing that in the

Some go

and enlightening, while we have only four pages at our disposal, we
must select.
Our principle of selection is to insist on a campus tie-in.
If Henry Ford proposes renewal of arbitration, that is the busi-

It

The

argue that the devasting atom bomb also

Varsity's policy

But because

lo

in

University.

terrible is this

many

ployed in this

enlighten

causes trouble

lias

Athenaeum, student newspaper of the

now.
It is rather fun to receive such polychromatic gems in every
morning's mail. We would not willingly put a damper on such enthusiasts.
But recently some of our more balanced friends have
displayed alarm at our policy: principally because they are not sure
what it is. What follows is intended to enlighten them.

what

that's

The

new

first

ortrumpeter. While

—John

Gabtshore.

leave at

BUY

S.AC,

office.

WAR

From Mulock House,

blue Varsity

blazer.

Return at once to S.A.C

office

Mulock Common Room.

or
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Ajax Athletes Won't Be Neslected

A
The

who have

1700 males

ated to
a

Of

Blueprint

much

Ajax

been

Tuesday and Thursday

isol-

nights, with Fri.
night set aside for exhibition games with
teams from Varsity. The league is

this winter will be in for

time than most of them

livelier

SPORTS CALENDAR

Program Reveals

scheduled to start around Feb. I.
There will be three full size outdoor
from the Athletic Wing last night rinks, two of them equipped with lights,
There will be a supervisor placed in plus a general skating area for those
charge of the entire athletic program, who want to skate or play hockey. One
whose duties will keep him and his of the buildings has been taken over

By

expect, according to reports emanating

assistants quite busy, at least until the

extensive

that

setup

completely for boxing, wrestling, fencing
has and gymnastics, and two rugby fields

planned

is

passed the organization stages.

are being readied for spring use. These
fields will also be utilized for soccer and

Intramural basketball will be the major sport, with approximately 40 teams

and softball diamonds are
be set up in the corners.

field lacrosse,

likely to enter the league if the Intra-

likely to

mural setup at Toronto itself is taken as
There is one surfaced baseball diaan indication, but this number could mond which is ready for use immediateballoon to as higih as 100

if

accommoda-

at the recreational centre permit.

tions

Games

be

will

played

on

although

ly,

is

it

rather small.

Four

good shape for

tennis courts are also in

Monday, play as soon as they are needed.

A Good

Bet For Your

RUGBY

-3.4S-Jr.Mtd.

SOCCER
LACROSSE

—1.00—Vic

SW IM LEAGUE—1.00— StM.

Jerry Ewins

Knox

The high

school rugby that will be staged at our own Varsity Stadium
afternoon should certainly bear watching. Those fortunate enough to
be blessed with a few free hours mid crowded timetables will probably flock

Bowl

who

attend these features, and the whole colorful spectacle

is

The Sportswoman
By

Baseball Semi-Finals
At the appointed time and

Polly Mutz
we

watch the progress of the baseball semi-finals. All Ave could find was a
But
lacrosse team getting wound up for a practice ... no girls in sight.
and it was a game worth watching.
game did go off, (it says here)
P.H.E. II trimmed the Vic. team in a decided way ... the former players
had the edge over Vic. all the way through mainly due to a tighter infield.
the

.

.

.

Mary
pitcher-catcher combination was another guarantee of success
Hamilton and Olive Harvey (you've heard those names before) formed the
centre for the best team work seen in the league so far. A third trick up
the sleeves of P.H.E. was the second baseman Ruth Hill, who discouraged
many Vic. runners by scooping up grounders and pegging them to first, just
The

in

.

.

.

time to tag the Vic. runner out.
Vic's infield didn't quite reach the heights of the P.H.E. team, but the

some long flies.
The baseball finals will be played on Wednesday at 12:30, and the winners of the two groups will vie for the title of "Champ". That means that
it's a shame
and our only comment is
P.H.E. will play St. Hilda's
there is no concrete symbol of victory to award the top team Anyone willright fielders can be 'lauded for gathering in

.

.

.

.

.

Track!
The

(Hoskin Ave. entrance)

at 8:45 ajn.

SHARP

-

-

I

Varsity Basketball and Hockey
Junior Hockey practices start Wednesday, 14th Nov., at 5 p.m.
at Varsity Arena.
Senior Basketball practices start Wednesday, 14th Nov., at 5 p.m.

Things would seem to be pretty even, and a wide-open contest
The Senior affair brings together Riverdale and Malvern,
both teams emanating from the sacred regions east of the Don, with Riverdale holding the advantage of a 23-0 decision over their long-standing rivals

Senior Hockey practices start Monday, 19th Nov., at 5 pjn.
at Varsity Arena.

first

game

starts today at

in

main Gym.

APPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE
HOCKEY & BASKETBALL WANTED AT ATHLETIC OFFICE

already this year.

We'll climb out on that overhanging limb and predict Riverdale to take
a doublcheader
well so what if we did go to Riverdale, they can have

—

W.

good rugby teams just as easily as anybody else can't they? We'd predict
Army to beat Notre Dame this year and we've never even seen the place.
Well you've got to admit that it's just possible that we are completely unbiased.

It is possible

of the past season.

C.I.A.U. Meeting

— and well they should on their powerful performances

Go

see the proceedings

As we

anyhow.

said before,

At

Is

it's

A. Stevens, Director of Athletics,

T. R. Louden, President of the Athletic
Association, and Bob Marshall, student

from

representative

Ki ngston

the

Athletic

To

Whom

It

The semi-annual meeting of

May Concern

The Toronto Minor

the Can-

adian Intercollegiate Athletic Union will

Basketball Association

is

throwing a gala basketball

Thursday

take place this

night at Parkdale Collegiate on Friday, Nov. 23, at eight o'clock, the cost
of which to the spectator will be one sawbuck. The subject of the big evening is "The Techniques of Basketball Play" with instruction in the latest

in

SPORT

in

team

"offense, defence,

drills,

etc."

Schedule arrangements will be completed
for the

A

Powell of Canisius College, N.Y.

Long

Island-Canisius overtime

coming year, and a number of
points which have arisen

important

movie

—
—Trinity

Forestry

4

0.

II 0.

cussed and clarified.

shown of that spectacuMadison Square Gardens last

will be

at

SHORT

Soccer
Emmanuel 3 Dents

throughout the past year will be dis-

provided by Dr. Crowdle and Art

game

IN

Kingston.

The

shapes up as a real dose of entertainment
If the
stock market remains steady there will undoubtedly be a good turnout.

delegation from Toronto

Lacrosse

com-

T.A. Reed, Secretary of the University of Toronto Athletic Association,

it

prises

Forestry

Vic

10—S.P.S.
13

— U.C.

Ill

3.

10.

committee heads, and get the business into reasonable shape.
whipped right

policy, appoint

They decided

that procrastination robbed the clock, so they

into action

.

The

starting this Sunday.

ski trail

has produced a

new and

crop of weeds and brush which will have to be eliminated. All those
who hope to use said trail, and are the lucky possessors of
cars, would be doing a patriotic duty in volunteering to convey other eager
busTi-destroyers to the grounds of the ski club. To give John McCamus a
virile

ski enthusiasts

rough idea

of.

how many

phone him

So brighten next Sunday with a

—

(HY.

1760) on or before Friday.

club

trip to the

.

.

.

one and a

will

meet there next Sunday at 1 :00 sharp.
Judy Rowc, head of the women's ski club,

percentage of girls that turned up for the
and has high hopes for the women's team.

is

very happy about the large

first ski

meeting last Tuesday,

She has several star skiers in
The club plans to
line for the intercollegiate meets, including Peg Mann.
hold weekly meets to get the members in shape so as to give McGill a run
for their laurels. Judy has great faith that Varsitywomen will carry the blue
and white to victory even if McGill students do use their spare moments
skiing

down

their

own

PRESENTS

half miles

above Aurora, where a large sign will 'be erected to direct traffic to the right
road ... a Shell station is on the right of it. As a starting point, the committee selected the city limits at the end of the street car line ... all cars

backyards.

FOLLIES

U. C.

people and cars to expect, he would like those in-

terested in the ski trail to

ANYTHING WARM
WILL DO"
FEATURING

GIRLS'

SHORT

TALL CHORUSES

and

JACK LEMEN, Former

Directed by Mr.

Dancing Instructor

wUh

the

ARMY SHOW

BOYS' CHORUS
CONTINUATION SKITS

GAGS
ORIGINAL EAR-CATCHING TUNES
CAST OF 65

8

Best Musical=Comedy
3

LEN SALCI

8:30

8

O'clock

p.

P.M.

—

I

2

His Orchestra

COMBOS

AM.

—Bewildered

TICKETS
GEORGE

GIMBY and

-

TICKETS:

m.
79 ST.

Campus

we feel justi"Since some of those who have signed the lists have not picked up their tickets,
have tried so hard to get
fied now in opening our ticket sale to all U.C. Undergrads or Grads who
Dance tickets, which exclude Follies Show, also go on sale for outside Faculties."
tickets.

Thursday, November 15th

PLACE: WOMEN'S UNION.

the

7:30. 8:45, 10:00

TORONTO MERMAIDS CLUB
PERFORMANCES — 8:45. 9:30. 10:15

THE RED JACKETS

Student Zionist Organization

TIME:

—

and His Orchestra

AVUKAH
DATE:

Show on

PERFORMANCES

WATER CADE
DANCING
- BOB
3

Mr. Heinz Warshaver will speak on the state of the
Yishuv in Palestine, illustrated by a recent movie.

ST.

Dir-

ectorate.

always a good show.

lar

University Ski committee met yesterday to confer on the club's

.

Brisbin

one p.m., with Riverdale Juniors taking
on Humberside. Each is reputed to have strong front walls, deceptive passing attacks, and good end nuns, and neither one goes beyond these limits of

The

winter, so all in all

.

Brisbin

U.C.

Jr.

.

ing to donate a cup or shield?

HimeJ

Med
Prc-MedA
Sr.

— Bus will leave Hart House

Transportation

description.

sauntered over to Trinity Field to

Moffat

D

Saturday, Nov. 17th. 10:00 a.m.. High Park
Entries now being taken in Athletic Office

worth the nominal admission fee.
Admit- to-lectures cards are not honored by the stadium ushers, but if
you happen to know Rummy Smithcrs on the east north east gate, he'll close
his eyes while you clamber over the 23-foot cement fortifications, or did you
leave your pole-vault technique back in high school? 'Twas the easiest of
easiest to surmount the meagre obstacle provided for exclusion purposes at
our old high school stamping grounds, in fact only the weaker sex deigned
to buy tickets
the girls went in over the fence.

should result
place,

Fyfe

Senior Interfaculty Harrier

always well

—

I

Lye, Kcrrison, Pillsworth

Cross

in

extremely contagious among the so-called adults and grown-ups

is

SPS
SPS I
SPS IV
Trill C
Emman

Jr.

Dent

—4.00— Sr. SPS
—6.30—SPS HI
—7.30—Jr. Vic.

droves to cheer for the old alma mater, or, if the old
alma mater lacked the push to get a team into this year's finals, to just go
and cheer anyway on genera! principles. The effervescence of a high school

crowd

B.

VOLLEYBALL —1.00—Vic V

Money

this

to the Bloor

I

—(.00—Trin

ON

SALE

FOLLIES
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Tickets

JUNIOR

— SI. 50

COMMON ROOM,

per Couple.

DANCE

Ticket-Seller,

12 to 2 p.m. and

Tickets

—

S1.00 per

Including "Watercade"

Couple

4

to 5 p.m.
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Ex-Service Students
Do you know

Khaki University

thai . •

A

may wish

New and

Entrenous

^X^Ool lined

Looks To Future

counsellor who has himself
seen active service is available during our office hours to consult with
you on any question which you

And

Trombones

LEAVESDEN, Herts (Exchange)—
The Student's Standard, organ oj the
of Khaki University of CanBy Ross McLean
ada in the United Kingdom, liave conHe lost his shirt at the Varsity
ducted a survey among its members to McGill game and he was happy.

to discuss.

with

fur

its

time pseudo-inebriate

explains

have embarked on

"I

very smart,

trimmed hood,

attending

of

university

on

•

an ^ mighty comfortable,

purpose parka,

himself.

gabardine

pockets

large, catch-all

Fine cotton

fit.

sand shade only.

in

crusade,"

this

Sizes

36

Each

to 44.

14.95

their beat

—

;

—

interests,

Parliament

•

all

and generous, action styled

He hissed and aaahhhhed and he writes mightily, "to out-yell you
screamed with fervor: "You stink!'
all,
to insult you as best I cai
the band but he didn't beat the hound you to death, and to make you
return to Canada.
Engineering, Arts, band rather, vice versa.
angry by waving bottles full, hoorah,
Commerce, and Medicine are the main
He provided spectators in the R, S, hoorah. in front of cold, thirsty stands.

Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

•

475 students stated their inten-

plans.
tion

U. C.

this

is

seek information as regards their future

ML 3791

67 SI. George St.

Toronto

Toronto's charming heckler and some-

students

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS

1945

14,

although some expressed a de-

T

and

sections

at

Saturday's football

he threatens
Law, Forestry, Journalism, and finale with a sideshow occasionally
dauntlessly, "until you learn the one
Pharmacy.
more appealing than the main perform- thing spectators must learn, if they are
Khaki
University
is
situated
a ance on the field.
to watch even a rugby game intellispeaker for the Opposition, declared
sits now before his typewriter, gently
to be tolerant of the other man,
war-time, Leavesden, Herts, and present enrollthat "the maintenance of
"I

continue,"

shall

sire for

(Continued from page 1)

—

'talte-home'

working

pay

is

detrimental

iken in body, torn in shirt, but with,

ment is officially stated as being 596,
of which 494 are N.C.O.'s and O.R-*s.

the

to

It threatens

class as a whole.

to forget your native pride, to give
reports happily, his spirts unbowed. credit where credit is due
(and where
have been deep in thought," he the Prices Board allows it), just to be
'I

Canadians most ominously widi the red Fourteen subjects are being taught, the
most popular being Mathematics, Eng- boasts,
of inflation."

ice the

Chemistry, Physics, and History,
Shepherd, former
with a small percentage of the students
Prime Minister of the Parliament, was

Rt Hon. Ralph

engaged

present in the house and spoke against

e,

it all.

—

me

'So help

he

",

flusters.

dare one, write to an editor?"

"So help me,

While he ponders, he strokes lovingiy the sxcvbnm r H row on his Rem-

in refresher courses.

The academic standing upon admiswas split almost evenly amongst

motion contending that a general
would merely alienate publi
sympathy with the cause of the strikers
and ultimately lead to its defeat. As
examples he cited the general strike in
Britain in 1926 and the Canadian general strike at Winnipeg.
the

oh, so many hours ever a good
Joe about
Saturday rugby game. Should

"for,

flag:

keep on yelling and

I'll

Even

insulting as long as necessary.

if

have to end up borrowing somebody
permit"
His second je ne sais quoi, hurt?,
person who does not like Toronto teams.
First Year University, with 53 with
concerns Toronto's band with whom he
I had no opinion about
them when I
second year or better.
Students' ages
bandied about, you may recall, during
vary from 19 to 42, 24 being the mean. got to darkest Ontario. I picked it all
the last dismal quarter.
Every province of the Dominion of up, after an intensive three-minute look."
"Maybe not the whole band," he re
He
hates, he claims, Toronto crowd:
The motion was carried by a vote of Canada is represented as we!! as British
fleets.
"Maybe just the trombones."
West Indies, the United States and for their smug conviction that the uni37 to 32.
Our friend, it seems, has a trombone
Newfoundland. Ontario is first in the versal jig is up should their team
to split with this section.
happen
to lose.
actual number of students but British
"In fact," he declares with soma
"Thai," he explains, "iHwhal makes
Columbia is the highest per capita.
lefl-over fevor, "lhey sllnkl" "May I
The faculty consists of 64 members, me very, very angry. I am by naiurea
repeal with all the force that my weak
a meek pi- son. Bui to see thousands of
13 with their Ph. D., 12 with M.A.'s,
Utile bondy can musler, Ibal lhey
and 19 with B.A.'s. Their degrees people week afler week, refuse to constink? I've said 11 before, and IH say
have been obtained from 21 different cede thai the other learn possibly may
II again. They Blink."
be boiler, when lhey are actulayy bol:s and colleges.
The Bell Aircraft Corporation of Nils loo much for even the weakest of
(The controversial views expressed
agara Falls, N.Y., played host last Frispirit*.
by our correspondent do not necessarily
day to some 80 members of the Universreflect the views of this department),
'And,"
he
observes
pointedly,
"we
ity of Toronto Aeronautical Club, ArStudents
'It's
not," he qualifies, "that they
all know how weak spirits are getting
(Continued from page 1)
ranged by Professor T. R. Loudon and
can't play.
They can't
Amos Pudsey, chairman of the club,
"It's not that they don't sound good.
the tour of the plant included demonstra- University of Oslo had been ruined yet
They don't.
tions by the company's test pilots of the the University had had 6,000 students being met, as well as some physical aid
"It's not that they aren't nice guys.
Airacomet, Bell's jet-propelled fighter apply for admission this year. Norwegi- not supplied by general relief organizThey aren't
and a Helicopter, as well as a preview of
i students had been deported to
ations.
Gen
'Ifs just that they stink. And if any
some of their latest models.
iy in large numbers during the war.
"In Krakow over 35 percent of the
one of them .feels they are being unTelling of .the work of the World students have tuberculosis. We are carAn interesting and informative address
justly discriminated against, then goodby the chief test pilot and a program Student Relief, M. deBIonay said that
deBIon-

Aero Club

ngton keyboard.

sion

strike

Junior

"Must

and Senior Matriculation, and

I

He

I

continues:

introduce myself?

I

am

else's

the

Visits

Aircraft Plant

European

M.

ing for these students," said

completed the day.

laterial

needs peculiar to students were

have had great responsibilities
during the war but now we have greater
ones.

JOAN RIGBY

this

"We

TWEEDS

must
to

raise

two million

help even a

little"

The

writer

dollars

he

SWEATERS
MI. 4969

closes

am

I

not

sorry"
with

can give morally and socially

and spare them much

common

to

can be the opening

of the

ntcmationril idea." he concluded.

is-

am

prepared to debate the two
with whomever you want

subjects

new

Labatts to

"Yours," he leaves us, "in the land
of larger lagers and less foam. Lord

Trombonists

great to be here

.

.

.

Have

a

Coca-Cola

all,

loyal brethren of the

Society,

il

the gauntlet

thrown.

Meds
1

:10

p.m.— First

,0

studies

by Rev.

of

^Si^/

:00 p.m.

of

— Business
policy,

meeting on agenda

provincial

convention

and constitutional amendment, Women's Union

THEY'RE THE

TOPS
JAZZ

Clarence

Keen,

MASSEY HALL

Room

4 :00

p.m.— "Mathematical

Tricks

Recreations", a talk by

Room

sher,

in

ing.

Refreshments.

and

Leo Mo-

Physics Build-

18,

... of Slim & Slam who
wrote "Flat Foot Floogie."

CHARLIE PARKER

Trombonist, Composer and
"triple-threat" musician.

:

back to mind
arid

with his

friendly place in Canadian

life. It

— his days
girl.

"Most original piano style
since Art Tatum."

home

—Discussion

4:00 p.m.

Canadian question

—o—

should have a place in your family

become

a

The Coca-Cola Company

symbol of our friendly way of
of

Canada Limited

-

5 ;00 p.m.

life.

Toronto

in

Wymilwood.

'Coke. Both mean the quality
product of The Coca -Col*

Company of Canada,

Limited,

16th and

17tli

Sheraton Hall,

"52nd Street's must under-

$1.20; $1.80; $2.40, inc.

State

l.h-:

Centuries",
in

Tax

MITFORD TICKET AGENCY
103

H. Cousland,

Wycliffe

"Graduation comes

in

June;

come soon)

Return same with plenty .pep
To your iavorite yearbook rep
*

Thus spake R. L. Gentilcore
(MI. 2700), assistant editor of
Torontonensis, as he eyed the
calendar to realize with a start that
tomorrow is official and rigid deadmembers of the graduating
years at U. of T. to return their
biography cards

to

their

college

representatives.

What

is

thy

mood?

Vacant?

King West . EL. 6413
and Mastey Hall

Or, perchance, TorontonensiW?
* * *

MUST

Representatives
receive
11
outstanding biography cards
or
Leave your cards at the depot
designated by your rep.

TODAY

TOMORROW.

College.

SATURDAY
NIGHT
DANCE
EATON AUDITORIUM
DANCING FROM

8:30 P.M.

Orchestra Under the Direction of ELLIS

See Thursday's Varsity

I"

*

Pensive?

rated jazz drummer."

and

ture by Prof. K.

HAL WEST
Good Seats Available

Theology Lecture

—"Church

Icebox. Wherever Canadians go, Coca-Cola stands for the pause
that refreshes— has

of the Japanese-

school or after

Ice-cold Coca-Cola holds a

after

I

ERROL GARNER

International Students' Club

work, with the gaag

of

line for

TRUMMY YOUNG

4:00 p.m.— Casting for one-act plays
the Women's Union.

soldier's earlier life

Memhtn

Caution: Adv. Ahead

*

America's outstanding Jazz

U.C. Players' Guild

soldier feel at

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Spta'a] DiKouct to Studtatt aod
lh» Faculty

p.m.

SLAM STEWART

solo Saxophonist.

a

321 BLOC 3 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. ?sorge Apartments)

Biog. cards must

TONIGHT
8.30

back on furlough, three words, Have a Coke, bring a

prices.

Quiet, accurate repair service

University C.CJ". Club

CONCERT

Maths & Physics Society

or helping

quality spectacle-

J°"

Bible

Banting Institute

410,

he's

Prescriptions for glasses

*"j ware at reasonable

and will appear in

V.C.F.

of a series

Bible student and lecturer, in

. . .

C7Q

|mspiK3i«ol filled with
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When
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judge."

'be

& Qu

Re-
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chal-

Calvert"

It's

Wycliffe College.

bitter-

most students. This

wedge

Bagnani will speak oi
Egypt" in the Dean':

residence,

freshments.

the

whenever you want. Each man to
armed with an eligible permit and three
ness," continued M. deBIonay. 'We must
hags of peanuts.
The president
have faith in a unity of beliefs and aspirations

BLOOR W.

them

tell

lenge :
said,

"I

the future

SUITS
54

We
year

Betsey,

to

sorry, not one little bit

olated students the key to their life for

COATS
DRESSES

ness

"We

ay.

Oriental Society

—Dr.

"Modem

:00 p.m.

for Particulars of Ticket Sale

McLINTOCK

Dr. B. Bagnani Flays Arabs

Shows Problems

Egypt

In

TheUndengi^duerte Newspaper
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™^ ?w nism

a
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r

in

Egypt

is

-
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.

the dp

•

,hf

nd

this

^
MT™ f Lay Off
*°

vTthf

hat

*

the war
Th a °' remams .
?the British
Ut ° t£
the Suez Canal area and
and als °
°
the Soudan "
'Some interesting facts about these
twn ,»„;
i
,
ake
the s!taa
t.on very difficult", he
continued
:
C° nqUeSt of
the Soudan by the British
was paid for bv he fI ?
Egyphan government
and the Suez Canal will revert
to the PV?
if the terms of the
government
in
1968,
contract
—
are
QIC

™*

t0

|j

e

The obvious thing to do would
to give Egypt the
Soudan

followed.

in

return

for

the

Suez,

By

iggg°

Don't touch that lollypopl!
It
bring you one lick closer
to losing

Science Workers
To Hear Boutry

but knowing

Egypt

is

"The most important thing to
remember about Egypt is that what
you expect

Reply To

In

Disastrous

?

be for Britain

as I do I am sure that
this
Just the thing that won't -happen.

Implies Ford Strike Legal

Licking Lollipops-

Decay

Dental

"F.rtS ™

L"

Jo© Rife

may

fluid part

The Varsity,"

is

"Patients find

such

Mi ss Berry

rigorous

that carbohydrates

shown

that

the enamel.

if

the

number

It

it

to

is

has been

satisfactory.

D "* a
sector
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Ford
t ul
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e

'
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i "a
t
A Stn

L

fatiSf
if

" u"
"Is the

•

u

t^oard

rj

pgeotttork.
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'

The

present stnke or Ford
employees was preceded
by an attempt to effect an
agreement
by a Board of Conciliation."
Questioned by telegram, "If
negotiations fail can the

Art x Labor,

government take over
and "Will it do so?" the
Department of Labor replied;
"Whether
or not the Government has
the .power to
take over the Ford plant
is a matter
that would have to
be determined
the plant?"

Flags

Varsity Scene

by

the Governor-General in
Council in the
light of the applicability
of the War
Measures Act." The
Governor-General

I

are

or worker,

However

-has all that

cause in that climate
cotton shirt or two,

hut

Food

is

climate which

the fellah

Boutry's address," he added.

he requires be-

-he

trousers, and a mud
cheap, and, due to
the
makes three crops a year

Dean Thompson

any say

grave on Thursday, Nov.
of this war,

Welcomes

"The main thing

_

Society will hold a meeting under the leadership of E. K.
Mus-

that the people lack
government. Because
language is classical Arabian

Frosh

IS.

Mr. Musgrave

A

starting a

men near

Dean

to

•

is

in effect,

Prime Minister

•

situation

in the packing industry
was
considered "a national emergency
. .. not
anles of the problem of
only in connection with
rethe threat to the
conversion will be revealed
supplies
of meat for the civilian
by E. Gualpopuey of McLean-Hunter
»ui aiso
Publications
also oecause
ncaaons at a lation, but
because of the need of
meeting of the Engineering
Society to- su PPlying meat products to the armed
day. All Schoolmen are invitted
forc s of Canada at
fitted' to hear
home and abroad.
f
him in Room 22 of the Mining
Building National commitments have been made
at 4.00-p.m.
for the supply of meat
to Great Britain
and also the distressed peoples
of

Some new

the residences, but

combined labor

down on

pro-

•

is,

Engineers Bend Eats

out Canada and the United
States.
The only evidence of the Co-op
Union
at this University
the principle of

Co-ops have been established

in the

New Home

knit an organization as
a fraternity, although it has similar branches
through-

veteran

is

'Co-op' house for ex-service
the campus.

Council

kings cabinet
The Committee asked why
packing
Plants were taken over
in this manner
by .the government The
reply states the

Worries

Co-op Gives Vets

The Co-op

needs only a

possible, plentiful.

is

When

welcomed to attend Prof.

No Money

'

—

'

Campus News

7Z

Expense,

Mr Mac-

S

bars, etc." The
From the hold of the launch there
the tongue-twisting name of Laciobaec"Though the meeting will be
apquestion is would you rather submit In
held by
peared a very grubby Egyptian
iUus ActopHUus are as yet
mechanic the city -branch of the
.United tolyou^ to
Canadian Associwho loudly asked, 'Has anyone
dietary measures If the patient
got a ation of Scientific
will ad- dentist's drill or remain
Lasses' Classes for Masses
on a rigorou
Workers, a students' here to a diet
can of petrol?'
in which there are no diet?
branch has recently been
The first in a series of 14
"The internal problems of
formed, which tarches or sugars then the bacteria
drawing
Egypt are
Most people would rather eat
classes, open to all
is open to students
complex also," he conUnued.
University women,
of social as well as
"There is
will be given by John
a population of about
Hall in the lecture
sciences." Bill Fairley,
fifteen million natural
new
hall at 119 St George
St on Tuesday,
people living on the
twelve thousand president of the university Association,
Nov. 20. at 7.30 pjn. This
first meeting
square miles that are
cultivated. Labour commented.
will take the form
"All students of the uniof a discussion.
is cheap and the
standard of living of
versity

No

Relations.

strike legal*'

under [he WartiE Lata
^ m question has
been investigated bv a ]2m
n H daj
,aVe
da
'
P Sed bet
Site «

teeth

cavities will form.

W
S

?< oi Industria

5 n0t i,Iega!

V
the d.spute

a

to

of these bac-

can be reduced to zero then
no

™r

lat.ons

re-

"Everyone can help conserve their
by not eating foods of the sticky
carbohydrate type," expounded Miss
Unfortunately the methods of controlBerry, "and by those I mean sundaes,
ling this insidious micro-organism
with cookies, cake, chocolaje
teria

lean,

Miss Berry re-

aim of our present
find an easier way

^
t

Tn r^nhIn
r „iv

very hard to keep to

diets,

accomplish the desired result."
Most of
the newer drugs, including
the sulphas
and penicillin, have been experimented
with but the results have not yet
proved

around the teeth are acted
upon by bacteria to form an acid
which

down

solid

vealed," so the

collecting

breaks

and moose-meat for the

part."

"The most popular theory concerning
search
told

TODAY

By Bob Marjoribanka

is

the

decay'

has discovered that the
amount of refined sugars and starches
in the diet
bears a definite relationship
to the occurrence of dental decay.
the cause of tooth decay,"

QUIZ BL ACKWE LL

nil and the susceptibility
lowered. All of which brings
us back to the old Yukon
Sourdough
concept of diet... "whiskey
for

to decay

Miss D. F. Berry, associate In
the
Department oi Preventive
Dentistry
whose favorite subject is tooth

'University and Research
happen will never take
Life in
place; you
might say that the explanation
France under the Occupation"
of Egypt
will be
lies in the hundredth
discussed
by Prof. G. A. Boutry,
name of Allah
at a
the Joker.
The Joker is always turn- meeting of the
Canadian Association of
ing up and a good example
is the visit Scientific Workers
at the Women's
of the King of Italy to
UnAlexandria some ion this
Friday evening at 8:30.
years ago. The royal yacht
had proudly
Prof. Boutry, French
steamed into the harbor,
authority on
a twenty-one
weights and mesures is
eun salute had been fired from
currently tourthe fort
and the king was descending
ing eastern Canada
telling audiences
the gangway into a launoh, which had
been sent about the part played by scientists in the
out to receive -him, when
French underground movement
it happened.

Gro up's Wire

count becomes

your

teeth.

to

the fellah is low.
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MIICHEI1ANSWERS STUDENT QUERY

least of all
alI f„
fora Sn countries
.

h

Nq

,

.

p^-.S^^^iSt^e^e^thSi^'
"The Egyptians dislike the English
because they feel that the English
will
out of thei/eountry," he ex^fa
n d
hey have actually helped the
British in
however, that they want to get
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rea "y Nationalism

to cut

costs can be extended to
other
spheres. Book shops, like the
one which

inexpensive quarters and to relieve
students of financial
a very difficult language,
Year Book Expands
Europe through the United Nations
worries while has been operating at
only those who' College of Optometry welcomed the
Rethe Ontario Agristudying. There are five co-op residences
lief and Rehabilitation
can afford to recive a
cultural College since 1918,
To celebrate the 60th anniversary
Administration.
higher education freshman class at the college's
or the cafeof
Initiation on the campus,
are able to take part
three for men and two terias which sell
"Mr. Henry Ford II," said the Dirat cost to the student the publication of Transactions and Year
in the government. Banquet
held in the Boulevard Club
on for women.
UnM the common people can
ector, "was approached in
are proof of this.
Book the Engineering Society has
the hope that
receive a Monday night
anCo-op member Roy Clark said the
sufficient education,
he might bring some pressure
nounced a Diamond Jubilee
Plans are being laid for a co-op
Egypt will remain
to bear
tuck
Edition
"Most of the men of this class have Co-op Union of Canada is not as closely shop at the University of
the hands of the
which
will
be
the largest ever produced. upon the officers of the Canadian compToronto.
rich, who find it
convement to keep the
learned co-operation and teamwork
Duncan White has been appointed editor. any. But as Mr. Mitchell pointed out in
in
poor
the official

J. C.

Thompson

'ide

of the Ontario

n

uneducated
Chemists' Field Trip
it
has always been to the armed services. It is their duty to
University Symphony
advantage to have a strong
cen- put their knowledge to work in the fit
The
Chemical
Club will gather for a
University Symphony Orchestra
government which has
recomplete ture and help the profession of optom- field
trip to the British-American Oil
control of a,.
hearsal for new members of the
irrisali<m systm
Universetry to keep on expanding as it
has done refinery at Clarkson next Thursday,
'S the life

However

Egypt

^

blood of the country.
Egypt in the last twenty-five
The group will leave the
has always prospered
years," Dean Nov. 22.
when under the
Chemistry Building at 1:15 pjn. All
lc
» f a despot," he said in conclusion Thompson said to the assembled stuchemistry labs, and lectures are
dents.
can'Iled that afternoon for II,
IH, and IV
The banquet was climaxed by a suryears. Tickets may be obtained
in Room
prise show put on by first year
students 7 in the basement of the
Chemistry
under the direction of Arthur Jones,
Building. For full particulars, see
the
second year president

™

Dead Organisms
Revived
The Revival

In

af

A"ml G"™"'

Movies

Dead Organisms and

scholarship given annually by the
tometrical

Women's Auxiliary was

the

at

Toronto Biology Club,

by Mrs. F. L. Searancke, president of

Wymilwood

shown

the association.

Dr. K. C. Fisher, professor
of Animal
Physiology, will introduce the

Church History

and answer any questions
that arc asked
at their conclusion.

Lecture Topic

Members
club

may

I was in public school I
an assembly," recalls this

my

of the club will be admitted

And memberships

In outlining a 10-century friction be-

in the

tween church and state Prof. K. H.
Cousland said he thought the basis of

be obtained tonight.

U.N.T.D.

to

draw a

line

each

between their respective

shares and functions."

November, 1945

at

1900.

(2) Parade will be held at the
Building 119 St. George St. Ratings
are
to use entrance to
drill hall at rear of

COTC

building.

(3)

Rig of

day,

No.

3's

UNTD

yesterday's

speech

at

Sheraton

Wydiffe College Prof. Cousland
discussed the transition from ancient to
times and weaved through
Hall,

medieval

the development of theories on the
position of

He
the

church and

state.

traced the struggle between sec-

ular and religious factions which culm-

with

lanyards.
(4)

In
|

inated in the collapse of the

Holy Roman

Empire.

applicants are to attend

parade and are also to report to Ship's
office as soon as possible for
atttesta-

Prof. Cousland pointed out that friction which has existed between the two

tion.

obscures the fact that they have co-operto acheive their reseptcive aims,

—D. A.

Robinson ated

Commander (SB) RCNVR Christianity on one
Commanding Officer. UNTD.
power on the other.

Lieutenant

I

hand,

union

will

Parliament, meeting
the questions of

discuss

adopting a national flag and anthem
for
Canada. All undergraduates are invited

in

teacher thought
elocution.

She wanted
practiced

I

"and

should take lessons

Mom
me

wouldn't hear of it.
to play the piano. So I

an hour a day instead."
However, Pegi's mother presently relented and arranged for her daughter
to

in elocution

and dram-

and

yesterday, neith-

the Canadian company." This was
to the committee's question,

reply

tained the
ity

L.T.CL. Degree

of the Trin-

Health Welfare
Is

Cassidy

small part in

into radio

came

with- a

"The People" which

later

lead to an appearance as Henrietta

Harassed Housewife

Men

Only."

in

"The private

tion of the University as

tin

a serial "For

more

he can.

meeting. Nin
S ^ ° yesterday's mectin
Nine
K delegate
no * are
« corn^ Th ^ '^"fe the University
of
Toronto C.C.F. Club, the
a

to
J

'

8-

S

the

.

Club,

the

Student

Christian

Movement, Humanist Sociology, Law,
Political Science and International Students Clubs and the Association of
Scientific Workers.

Theme

agency can make
definite contribution in the development
of

agreed to answer as
the three-man delega-

The Student's Section of the Canadian
Association of Scientific Workers sent

L.P.P.

College of London, England.

Her break

The Minister has
many questions of

University

feel otherwise.

it

begin study

:r

in

to hear John Mills and Art Jackes
who
new flag for the country, and d
Bob Meeken and Larry Maugha
Maughan. who

favour a

program in Convocation Hall.
At Lawrence Park Collegiate she took
parts in high school plays and
won three
recited times the first
award in the Ontario Anyoung nual Verse Speaking
Contest She ob-

social

efficient facilities for the care

of public health," declared Dr. H. M.
Cassidy at yesterdays meeting of the
Samaritan Club.

Sunday Evening Concert
Reginald

Golden,

pianist,

will

give

the Sunday Evening Concert En the
Great Hall of Hart House on Sunday
next, 18th November. His program will

Equipped with a throaty, rich voice,
be as follows:
In his lecture "Prevention and the
she became quickly typed as a designing
I
Social Agencies" Dr. Cassidy, Director
female or the other woman. She has
Chorus from Cantata No. 30 (tranof the school of Social Studies, pointed
since,
however, played the gamut from
young actresses and has been recently
ibed by Saint-Saens
Bach
out that there is ample scope for private
awarded the thespic plum of feminine a crying baby to old women. Radio Fole Inventions in Three Parts
Bach
itions in exploring fields of pubio, Stage 45, Home Town,
lead in the Civic Theatre Production
Hidden Enof
Sonatine
Ravel
lic health welfare untouched
by governemy and Magic Carpet arc among the
'Renunion in Vienna."
reludes (E flat and C sharp
ment agencies. The speaker emphasized
CBC programs she has appeared on.
"I was the most surprised and extliat the training of volunteers,
)
Shostakovich
and the
cited girl in Toronto," she confesses,
Dancing, fried oysters, cokes and the
Rondeau
rehabilitation of disabled patients,
Kabalevsky
are
"when Sterndale Bennett called me for Bing Crosby recording of "Til Be Seeprojects
which private organizations March (from "The Love of the
that part"
ing You," all appeal to Pegi.
Three Oranges)
must continue to carry out.
Prokofieff
Vice-president of the Victoria DramThe theatre is in her blood now. she
In conclusion. Dr. Cassidy stited that
II
atic League, Pegi's dramatic talents find admits. After each
show she makes up since government health
organizations Feuilles Mortes
Debussy
college productions, in radio her mind that it will be the last.
But
hampered by manly rigidities, the Etude pour les Degres Chromatiques
le Civic Theatre. She was Mrs.
she can't give it up. She is tremendously wider
field of the private agency enables La Soiree dans Grenade
Hardcastle in last year's Vic production enthusistic about both
the stage and it to make important advances
toward Etude pour les Octaves
_
Stoops To Conquier," and radio and is aiming at the
top in "both the desired goal of sickness prevention Prelude,
Chorale and
scored a hit as monologuist at an I.S.Si fields.
and a higher standard of public health.
F "S«e
Cesar Franck
atic art.

f

All ratings, except those who have applied for discharge are to parade
Thurs.,

Debaters Flag Conscious

The Engineering

Vic Actress

College,

Commons

tion

of

"When

this friction "lay in the inability of

15th

Women's Un-

Maternal demands almost detoured
Pegi Brown's career in die direction

arts student at Victoria

of

2.30-p.m. today.

19th, at 7:15 sharp, at the

'Designing Female 'Roles

too films

House

er Mr. Ford nor the parent company
in
the United States exercises any control

on the British Labor Party to hear "What is the legal status
of Henry
Nov. 17th, at 2-p.m. sharp, at the Con- David Lewis who will discuss the
new Ford II in the strike?"
British government in Room
servatory Recital Hall, College
At a meeting of the committee held
8 of UnSt, and
iversity College at four this
afternoon. yesterday afternoon it was announced
University Ave.
Mr. Leu-is is national secretary of the that an appointment had been
secured
First rehearsal for full orchestra
( (all
C.C.F.
with Hon. Leslie Blackwell, Provincial
old and new members), on Mon.
* • •
Nov
Minister of Labor, at

Chemistry Building. ion Theatre,
79 George St

Meat For

•

Sid Jourard of the campus
C.C.F.
Club invites all those seeking informa-

Orchestra, this Saturday,

tonight at 8:15-

p.m.

free of charge.

Symphony

*

Lewis Labor Lecture

Friday,

Oppres-

ented to Donald A. Cleat, for proficiency
in the second year. The award
was made

at Plants arc the titles

of two movies
which will be
the University of

meeting i„

bulletin .board in the

During the course of the evening,

ity

the

•

s

tralized

Fortunate, too, for today Miss Brown
ranks among Toronto's most talented

..

i

:

;
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1945

15,

there bear-baiting in the pits but

Lady

CAT: Was
Harking back to the jumbled days of registration, an echo still
us— "Oh. and I'm taking Political Science," gurgled the
"Dunno what it is, but it's only three hours a week— and
fteshie.
doesn't it sound intellectual 1" The young lady in question obviously
had neither any idea of what subject she would be learning, of the
value it might hold for her in the future.nor any idea of the univer-

E.N.

haunts

Workmen

rotunda yesterday to provide a space for

bastics.

tributed

Too Many

and

The

Misfits

E.N.

E.N.

CAT:

CAT:

was immured here by the King
of the Lower Lake Region and
Georgian Bay.

:

why?

I

:

(Noises

Plato.

of

Hautboys and flourishes.)
you a member of Hart
House?

The Calendar

E.N.

Yes,

:

spent

I

me back

on

many happy hours

that I

it

there

am

(Exeunt

pay.

the

a

is

fine

not prepared to

every college and

of

We do not blame the framers of the Calendar for this discrepancy,
though the 35-odd pages in the back which are devoted to a sterile
enumeration of prizes and awards for deserving students might better contain some helpful guide concerning the various courses.
The

Weber

—Jake.

2

—

in

E

WEEKS S.November 19
The Messrs. S HUBERT Present

ft.

Reperioire of FAMOUS OPERETa superb cast of Singer*.

TAS with

4.

Comedians and Singing Chorus of

could be included in another,

40.

BOB HOPE

separate pamphlet

A

Bureau

Needed

Is

Some

measure.

ROSE MARIE

be

University

Advisory Bureau which was recently
established on the campus for the benefit
of students returned from active service,

Seldom does New York send us a play
"The Hasty Heart" for skill
could be of inestimable value to students in production, acting and writing. We
were refreshed to witness a play conentering university for the first time.
This seems to be the only solution to cerning soldiers that concentrated on
a problem which affects every member character study and not on patriotism
It would not be and giory. John Patrick has succeeded
of the student body.
practicable to attempt to set up such in mingling a potentially tragic theme
bodies in every high-school, because of with hilarious comedy at the same time
to equal

the comparatively small numbers of stu
dents who go on to university. Also,

maintaining a naturalness that

each university has problems peculiar to

rises.

audience

the

moment
many plays

the

Unlike so

the

While

of

the

to

help

befuddled

It is impossible to

souls

lost

clamoring

in

front of

rendered

of

the lives of war-torn

whom

she has convalescing at

her

home near Toronto. The

minutes

is

taken with the relating of the

who are in it and the function
which they are to serve, which they proceed to do from there on in their own
stereotyped way.
The dramatic
possibilities,

curtain

extremely

that tend to

situation

is

He

part to be just too funny.
points

midst of reconversion problems.

from a domestic household

The pace

of the production

but the first-year student,

ing to help,

entering

university

largest

the

British Empire, has a hard
to get his

own

weeks,

alone

let

summer

will-

in

competent direction. Needless to say, we
are impressed with John Dall's ability

mands

for dialects.

Stella role

enough time
first few

Set

in a

bearings in the

know where

kindly pro-

seems that a competent, well-

it

duller.

the

fessors can be found.

No,

Obviously, he reacts to

stock.

trained advisory board, primarily con-

hospital,

convalescent ward of a
it

is

difficult to

The

was adequate

acting

of the play.

Anna

play having a comedy ending, but such
it has, and it is handled so subtley, that

one hardly perceives the author's technique. There is no dull moment in the

all

Box

in the

to the de-

Russell in the

Roly Young's dictum that the Civic
Theatre must avoid being "arty" would
organization has backed a

now

that the

wooden

horse.

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

(TO

Prescriptions for glosses
|

filled

ictt,

abilities

and

aspirations,

A

only and best solution.

might

freshie

wasn't the

convince

Political

is

talk with

her

our

that

she

Science type,

but

for presenting this play to Toronto.

We

to

hear

quartet attempting to

play

were extremely pleased

string

the

—

at all, than these inane attempts to enEstablished 1880
Universitr Proa
e
time. •
Sft
Connal of the Uni-

Member Canadian
Pobli
bliihed

V

five

verity "of" Toron I o* _0pinions^
these co lumps

*

two

the

small-time

farcial

crooks

who

story of

buy

a

leather-goods store with the intention of

digging from

basement to the vault

its

of a neighbouring bank.

Their plans

misfire.

Max Hammer's

acting as the 'brains'

of the intended robbery held the Plaqucst production together, but the cast un-

which completely cloud the atmosphere established when the curtain der the directing of Joseph E. lollcy,
first rises.
displayed uniform good sense in handltertain

—Vernon Chapman

^"^J.

ing the parts with just enough of the

burlesque quality that makes farce enEditor-in-Chief
Editorial Rood,

TsiW
.

•

W. Hugh Kramer.
to. 43-

College

irr.ee

Night Office

A"i£

66

That Aint

„

-

Blanche Stanley, 4T6
--Wall, Belfry, 4T8

E. Row McLean,
Ref Herman,
Mickey Michyiw,
PoUy Mutt,
*Wcrm«'t Awirtant
f
Ewina,
......Jerry
Men's Assistant™C.U.P. & Exchange Editor

4T7
4T6
4T7
4T6
4T6

Arthur Stringer once wrote a short
story in which a character by the name
Benjamin Spindel constructed one

recipe, because

frigid

and

his
is

own new
as

stiff,

play

as the girl

and Shirley Rosenberg

who

deal, then turns

The They know

barren, ster-

brittle a piece of writing

one could reasonably expect to hear
narrated from a stage.

as

The
Night Editor: Phil Shackletor
AasUtant: Watly Belfry

William Shilman as the strong-

assistant,

tries

to cut in

on the

romantic and moral over

clerk, deserve mention.
good play by collocating the best parts a drug-store
The thorough intelligence of this
from all his previous dramatic efforts.
well
to adopt the group is in every way commendable.
Mr. Stringer might do

ile,

Photographer—

joyable.

of

Lady Intervenes
Staff

No Lady

arm

...ML 8745

-

Assistant
n t~
Feature Editor
Ani-rtant
Sj£r£ Editor

„L

B.A.

play concerns the clumsy, but not
one Lady Blythc-

ineffective, efforts of

the kind of play they can

handle and they do a snappy, coherent
job.

Two more
given, the 16th

performances

are

being

and 21st

—Jeff Waite.

prices.

Glee Club of 25 Voices
Skils and Enireacis

• THE MERMAIDS IN TWO AQUASHOWS
» SYD LORRAINE AND HIS FEATS OF MAGIC

• DANCING —

9:30-1:00

TO ELLIS McLINTOCK

THEATRE
HART HOUSE
—
Couple

$2.00 per

Tickets

Box

Office Sale, Friday,

Nov.

it

—

12:30 - 2:00

The Campus Co-operative Residence

Sptdal DHccvnl lo Students and Alemtxtfi al
Iht Facuby

Inc.

presents

A NEW OUTLOOK IN
RELIGION
Civilization

largely

over-

come dogmatism

With Larceny
is

—

oceurofB repair lOrvf'co

Our

Larceny Inc

might do better and be happier in Home
suitable incidental music between the
Economics. That one probably would
two scenes of the last act, but why on
have.
m. g. b.
earth must they shatter the mood of the
production between the acts by rendering "Ole Man River" and snatches
from Strauss waltzes? Better no music

reasonable

has

Farce-ny

—

321 BIG"! ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. ^aorge Aportmenti)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ABIS BUILDING

the educational channels best suited to
their

with quality spectacle3t

cerned with the guidance of students into

whole comedy chiefly because the dii
ector and actors have concentrated on
the
pace. Plaudits arc due the Royal Alex,

Shows: 8 and 9:30

was slow

as 'Lady B' gave a very slick,

bear further interpretation

90c, S1.20, S1.B0, S2.40 and
Wed. and Sat.: 90c, SI. 20,
SI.S0. and S2.40.
Office Open 10 a.m. to 10 p.l

EVGS.:
MATS.,

Burma competent performance.

conceive this

Programme Lined Up Anywny

Nurses' Chorus Line

PRICES (Tax Included)

mention should be made of Jos- consistently slow so that it indicated that
the long desk to be handled adequately
eph Foulk (Blossom) for his remark- Sterndale Bennett, the producer, intendThe overworked
at registration time.
able yet unobtrusive pantomime. More- ed it to be that way.
It was probably
Office has other matters to attend to,
over, we observed a vast improvement in an attempt to improve the show by use
well, and cannot be expected to devote
Victor Chapin since his adventures in of much pantomime, but it only made it
time to guiding students.
Professors are always ready and

a Swell

15-piece Orcheslra

"ROSE MARIE"

manner

betrays

present laurels to

We Have

Two

"COUNTESS MARITZA"

appearance

the cast, since

but

and Wed. Mot.

and a desire on the author's

of writing

Bui

not without

undernourished

NTANTICS

E

Mod.. Tucs., Wed. Evgi.,

but the play presents an

chiefly because of a very jerky

all

-2ND WEEK BEG. NOV. 26"

special

precious

D

first ten

characters

warms

performances,

polished

to adjust

veterans,

has created a story about human-beings.

any one member
students, there are far too

first-year

many

Registrar's

staff

willing

the

arc

AT

Saturday Matinee and Night
wood

treat the characters as puppets, Patrick

itself.

Office

WILL NOT BE

Hasty Heart Heartens

vocational

sucli as the

guidance centre,

Music and Drama

Jjrt,

however, would merely

TJiis,

half-way

OUR TOWN

faculty.

Overture to Oberon
Mendelssohn Violin Concerto

—
Minor
Tchaikovski — Symphony No.

in

and

flourishes

all,

RECORD HOUR

women

JEALOUSY

J here's

you

in

The record program, held daily from
4:00 to 5:30 in die Women's Common
Room at U.C, is open to the men and
Today's program

list

fact I think

noises off colour.)

student.

awards

?

this

AD., and

1023

The

—

THE PICK OF TOBACCO

copy of the
Doomsday Book out from the
main library since three o'clock
Thursday the 17th of August,

CAT; Were

space in the Calendar is very limited, and only a bald outline
of the courses is permissible. Entrance requirements, fees, campus
organizations and facilities, educational standards expected of the
student, a map of the University grounds, awards offered, and a
summary of registration
all are included in the 250 pages of the
Arts Calendar. All this, but no indication is given of the value of
any of the courses offered, nor to what end they are to assist the

E^Picob&c

for

last.

a matter of
had better put
wall. I've had

stage.

off

col-

expelled

about female students

be set free at

works

his personal opinion of the

dis-

There were three wenches here
at the school of yarn spinning.
Uh-liurj, they call it a different
name now.
I
suppose you will be glad to

As

incurred the E.N.

I

1

]

wrath of the head of the Philosophy department by asking him

confused than aided.

In

CAT: What

took

has been

did this to you and

so

tions.

translated into basic pass English.)

CAT: Who

- - its

and mild

cool

predicting the examination ques-

benefit of pass students,

Norman

tobacco

and were generally occupied with the mutation of lead
shot into pearls. One male student was in the faculty of Astro-

sent for,

play

one-act

following

(For the

the speech of the early

Professors soon lose interest in a
ss being miserable themselves.
student who lags behind the others, and drops in on lectures merely
10 observe the formalities.
An intelligent study of the Calendar might help these students
somewhat, but a freshman confronted with the fact-filled Calendar
with its cryptic cross-references and divisions, is more likely to be

No Help

was

cat

the

place.

the case too often, not only regarding subjects, but whole
Often students arrive at university, and select a course
courses.
which is a complete misfit for them. Some students will enter Honor
Science because they were "good in science" in high school, or take
English because they want to become writers. Misfit students become a hindrance to the classes in which they are enrolled as well
is

was

man's

every

leges

logy and he was

they

Picobac

said

very high

The remainder were
among the various

right they

were when

when you were a student?
There were about fifty students
here. Ten of them were at the
Spartan Institute (now known as
S.P.S.) studying applied bom-

:

cutting a niche in the U.C.

immediately

registration

the

a new phone booth were somewhat astonished to come upon an early Norman
who had been bricked up in the wall. He
had been there apparently for about five
centuries, and apart from feeling a little
tired from all the standing, he was in
(Enter a fair shape.)
fair shape.

—

—

of

system as a whole.
Plunged into the subject, she might easily take a violent dislike
to it, see no worth in it, and finally fail at the end of the year as a
consequence of lack of interest. Alternatively, she might battle along
in the wrong course for several months, then drop it and substitute
another, in which case she would have to race against tune to catch
up on back lectures and reading. There is the slim chance that she
but that should not be left to chance.
would like the course
sity

This

How

—

my mother the
Simcoe Lake got worried about the number of drownings in the Hart House pool
which were caused by the weeds.
when

bership

Concerning Misfits
"

my mem-

to resign

was forced

Editorial

A.

K.

MUSGRAVE

Director of Studies of the Co-op School

in

Speaking on

science and art and

has in consequence

advanced a pace.
But religious dogmatism still handiHov. William caps our moral and
Jenkins

and on the same program a

film,

"Men

of

Rochdale"

spiritual progress.

Unitarians have

overcome

in religion and thus
are able to lead civilization in
its spiritual quest. We are a fellowship of seekers. We seek
answers to the age old questions
-the origins of life and the
world, the nature of the universe, the pattern of destiny, the
purpose and meaning of life and
death. But we seek primarily a
better way of life for our generation and for those who will fol

dogmatism

low

"Co-operation and The Student"

after us.

We recognize that none of
these questions has been finally
and conclusively answered am"
we believe that a free exchange
of ideas and a wide divergence
of opinion is not a handicap as

TONIGHT

at

8 p.m.
ALL WELCOME

CARTWRIGHT HALL

The Canadian Association

of Scientific

Workers

Presents

Prof. G. A.

BOUTRY

In o Public Lecture on

"Science

in

France During the Occupation"
16. 8:30 p.m.. Women's Union

FRIDAY, NOV.

some would

hold, but an asset
that leads to greater understanding and the discovery of new
truth.
Join us on Sunday morning at 11 _._
The Rev. A. Powell Davica of Washington, D.C., will conduct o special 100/A
Anniversary Service. An evening service
by the
at 7 :10 p.m. will be conducted
„„r,i

i,r,

Rev.

Willnm V

L.-nkins

First Unitarian Church, 216 Jarvis
just above Dundas.
Write tor free Unitarian liieratun

$art House Pulletin Poarti
Friday Sing Song
There will be a sing-song in the east common room of
Hart House at 1:30 p.m. on Friday.
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Our Man

Bailey

Hopeful

Is

As Juniors Crowd Puck Session
The

woman who

old

SPORT IN_SHORT

hockey coach, at the Arena yesterday
afternoon. It was the occasion of the
first hockey workout for the members
of the Blue and White Junior B. team.

No

By
Jr.

Rugby
6—Jr. S.P.S.

Mcds

Th two

It
S.

1—Vic.

S.P.S, I

S.P.S.

I 0.

Lacrosse
IV 4-Trinity

C 20— St. Mikes B 13.
Knox 19—Emmanuel 14.
Volleyball

goalkeepers, Paul Hutzulak,

V 2—Dents D

Vic

Sr. S.P.S.

2—Sr.

0.

Meds

1.

League, withstood the rubber barrage
two hours period in fine style.

of the

Up
ive.

front, several players

Hugh Smythe

Bailey was pleased with the fine turnout,
were impress- and foresees a strong team
to carry
Varsity colours into the coming hockey

of last year's Blues

looked good, as did Paul Kane, former
Marlboro Junior A forward and Ed

from last year's Navy
Dearlove and Bob Cooper
of Tip Top Tailors and Marlboros, reStaley,

team.

recruit

Norm

spectively,

showed well on

defence.

was one

It

is

carded for this

afternoon at five and another at seven
on Friday evening. Any players, unable
to attend yesterday's session, should be

Ace on hand

to watch, with
football

—

passes

Hughie Bolton

He

ability.

Toronto

in short he's a coach's ideal.
Johnny Maynard got the payoff
touch on a beautiful fifty-yard gallop, but diminutive Jim Miladinov turned
when he intercepted a pass on his own five
and ran the ball out of the danger zone in the dying moments of the game.

<

The Senior game

of Good."
By HERBERT W. BECK, C.B.S.,

oi San Francisco
of the Board of Lectureship of the Mother Church
First Church of Christ Scientist In Boston, Mass.

Monday, November

19th at 8 p.m.

Ontario College of Education

game

Sports Schedules
Week of November 19th

came up with really smellcd
(Cries of "Shades of the Varsity-McMaster game" from two grandstand
quarterbacks in the rear). Maybe Harry's out of his element
he should
stick to basketball (Encores of "He went to Rivcrdale; sour
grapes, sour
supervision he

—

LACROSSE

grapes!! 1").

Tues.,

Nov. !9
Nov. 20

1 nn
4:00

VI Co.,

iNOY.

a

4:00

-Mon.

—

and was spilled behind his own line
a clear-cut
went for a single point early in the second half when a
Malvern backfield fumble on the Riverdale five was recovered by a Malvern
man on the one for an offside pass
it gave Malvern yards, and after the
ninth buck at that determined Riverdale bulwark they went over
for a touch;
the other Malvern touch
two players on the offensive side touched the
ball on a third down pass play, not to mention the fact
tliat the man who
was credited with the score came out of the crowd on the sidelines.
safety touch that

;

If ever a coach had just cause to protest a game that's
it.
Coulter said "There's no doubt about it ; the better team lost".

p

i nurSi,

Fri.,

Ao v.

.

\m

Nov. 23

1

:00

anybody will do anything about

Take

a

Members of the University and Friends
are cordially Invited.

Mon., Nov. 19

Polly

5:00

Nov. 20

4:00

Wed., Nov. 21

4:00

Tues.,

it

By

5:00

Mutz

Look Around
Thurs., Nov. 22

And view

the scintillating literature which occupies the rest of the page,
and sympathize with the trials of a sports writer struggling for air.
The

news, condensed to microscopic size

washed the Saints
knows how to play

is:

Jr.

Med

Vetter

PHE

Cornish
Foote

II

For

Vic
Dent

Rae

SPS IV

Trin

Robson

Robson

4:00

Pre-Med

Dent
Trin

C

Trin

A

Marshal!

SPS IV
U.C II
SPS III
Med I

Vic

Wye

StM.

SPS
Emman
Med II

U.C

StM. A.

Dent

Moffat

StM. A.

Sr.

Moffat
B.
I

Morrow

A

Burt-Gerrans

For
Trin

VOLLEYBALL

the P.H.E. Softball team white-

game of the finals yesterday . . P.H.E.
but with their pitcher they don't have to
.
she allowed only one Saint girl to reach first base. The Saints, when
last
heard from, were heading for the practice field where they will remain
the

in

SPS

U.C.

Med I
Jr. SPS
Med II

SWIM LEAGUE

As Bobby
Wonder if

first

.

Mon., Nov. 19

Softball,

.

Students, Graduates,

2:15

presented, without a doubt, the worst exhibition that

rugby ofncialdumb has given the Toronto public in many a day. The referee
Harry McBrien, never did get his scattered wits collected, and as a result

—

Christian Science: "The Revelation of the Omnipotence

The

STUDENTS MUST BE IN BEFORE

—

Cfjrtettau Science
Member

kicks,

the tide in Riverdale's favor

to outrun several tacklers

Announces a Free Lecture

The registration card must also be shown with the
ticket on entering the stadium at the student entrancesouth door of the arena.

stealing the

runs, tackles,

:

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
in the University oi

obtain a reserved seat for 25c ®n presentation in person of his or her registration card,
with athletic portion attached, at the athletic office,
Hart House,
up to 6 p.m. on Friday.

And we saw some for instances' too in the second quarter when that
Malvern back recovered the Malvern fumble on his own five-yard line, tried

at those times.

1945

A student may

in

of those afternoons that goes into everyone's mental

the disorganized display of

season.

Another practice

were a movie man's technicolor dream

The Junior game was a treat
show in a marvellous display of

11th,

versity students.

Those oi you who did get up to the stadium yesterday afternoon were
we think, with a couple of games that were tops, strictly tops.
The teams were separated in each game by but a single point, and the thrills

scrap book.

Trinity

Marlboro Juniors, and John McGuire, a graduate of the Cornwall City

Can Happen Here

reality.
3.

Swim League

late of

November

The Athletic Association has arranged with the management of the O.R.F.U. to reserve sections Q and R for uni-

Jerry Ewins

of the spectacular intermissions

INDIANS

vs.

STADIUM

.presented,

Soccer

than 72 players turned up in
hockey dress of every color and size to
fight for a spot on the O.H.A. entry.
Ace, assisted by Staff Smythe and Matt
Dennis on the sideboards, presided over
the practice with a weather eye open
for hockey talent.
less

BALMY BEACH

mm

lived in the shoe

had nothing on Ace Bailey, Varsity

1945

15,

1:00

SPS IV

4:00

Emman A

6:30

III

1:00

II

4:30

Sr.

5:30

7:30

PHE I
For A
Wye A

.

A

Trin

Eilbeek

A

Pharm

Med

IV SPS B

Med

SPS B
Sr. SPS
SPS III

Thompson
Macke

till

the next

game on Monday.

Tues.,

Nov. 20

Standing Committee Meetings
HOCKEY TODAY

proclamation
Y

U.C.F. Strike
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE FOLLIES

In sympathy

you

wUh

the

AFord

strike

4.00

LACROSSE

Jr.

Dent
I

Thurs., Nov. 22

—1.00—Jr. SPS
—4.00—Med II

U.C.

I

—

» 30—For. A
—5.30—Knox A
—6.30—Dent B
—7.30—Trin B
—8.30— Knox B

U.C
SPS

I

For

A

Kalman

SPS IV
Emman
IV SPS A
III SPS A
Wye B

Himel
Kalman
Lyon
Lyon
Lyon

Sat, Nov. 24

N.B.:

Trin

1:00

4:00

Vic V
Trin C

12:00

II

1:00

Sr.

AUo

Go Back

Students Arisell

LOOK TO VICTOR RECORDS

DANCE TICKETS

I

HAD A DOZEN HEARTS

Newest Hits— Here Are Just a few
BE WALKIN' WITH MY HONEY
PROMISES

for the

AUTUMN SERENADE
SOME SUNDAY MORNING

U.C. FOLLIES

ir

Charlie Spfaak and His Orchestra
Bod on VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1721 .75c

to Bedll

Hal Mclntyre arid His Orchestra
VICTOR RECORD No. 20-171!

I'LL

String and Sway with
.

75c

THAT'S FOR

Mfi

.

Sammy Kaye

VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1713

.

,

75c

— YOLANDA

Shaw and His Orchestra
VICTOR RECORD No. 20-1716
Artie

Dancing To Five Orchestras
8:30 p.m.

—

1:00 a.m.

WATER CADE
TICKETS ON SALE

Junior

Common Room

12-2 p.m., H-5 p.m.

SI. 00

Per

COUPLE

T

.

•

.

.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST ARTISTS ARE

VICTOR

Med
Med

Williams

A.

Himel

I

Fine
Fine

VI

U.C.

StM.

B.

Starkman

U.C V

Starkroan

PHE II

McDonald

Med

Sen-icemen

Eilbeek

u.c.

rv

Burt-Gerrans

Sr. U.C.

Burt-Gerrans

—

Written by the well-known Sammy Cahn—Jule Styne team,
this popular ballad is transformed into a gleaming tone picture by Charlie Spivak's superb arrangement. Be sure to hear
this new Victor Record hit today!

ONE DOUBLE FOLLIES TICKET

D

Fine

All managers please note
applications for changes or
postponements must be made before Saturday noon.

o'clock Today

Added Feature Free

A PHE

7:30

Brisbin

Swan
Swan

Stone

StM.

6:30

Brisbin

Stone
Stone

Emman B

ForB
III SPS A

Cooke

U.C. Ill

Wye B

Join the Picket for
the Ticket
MONSTER STREET DANCE
1

A

II

SPS B

For A
Pre-Med

THE FOLLIES ARE TOO GOOD

in front of U.C. at

Vic

PHE
II

1:00

5:30

Fri, Nov. 23

III

Jr.

8:30

4:30

Foote
Robson (Postponed
till next week)
Burt-Gerrans

Vic

A

Knox

D

Med
IV SPS

A

Trin

SPS

1:00

6:30

II

Triii II

U.C.

4:00
7:30

vs.

SOCCER

Pre-Med

organizations

Wed., Nov. 21

— STADIUM, MULOCK CUP PLAYOFFS
UC.
Vic
Lyle, Moffat, Kerrison
— —FW—SPS
Wye
Seunarine
FE—Vic II
Roberts

VOLLEYBALL —1.00— Trin A

Campus

P.M.

2.15

can't afford to miss the Follies!

unfair to other

1

SPORTS CALEN D AR
—

SWIM LEAGUE—4.00—Med

Local 1800 of the U.C.F. protests that U.C. Follies are

—

6:30

III

ON

Records

—

.

.

.

:
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COMINGJVENTS

Ex-Service Students
Do you know

Foreslry

GOOD IDEA

At-Home

You

Mrs. Joscelyn Evans

thai

15,

1945

What's on Today

. .

are represented on the Univer-

Avukah

.
The annua! Forestry At-Home is sity Advisory Committee and on the
has started a new service in this town,
working Committee of the University Thursday, Nov. 15, 8:00 p.ra—Heinz
one which we consider to be of trem- slated for the Savarin tonight, a Savarin
Warschauer, principal of Holy
Advisory Bureau by four Ex -Service
endous importance in the economic pic- resplendent in the faculty's blue and
Students. They arc
Blossom Sunday School and assoture just NOW... it's an "EMgreen trappings. According to Business
University College. Mr. F. Huntley
ciate editor of Magazine Digest,
PLOYEE RELATIONS" service, pro
Manager Vincent Van Vlymen, novelty Engineering.
Mr, A. H. Stevens
vides advice and practical experience in
will speak on the present situation
will be a feature of the
Medicine.
Mr. H. Lacey
adding noon-day rest and recreation dance prizes
of the Yishuy in Palestine. At the
Victoria College.
Mr. J. Duggan
rooms for workers, suggests ways and
Women's Union. Refreslunents.

means

.

.

They

management-em-

bettering

of

ployee understanding. Formerly women's
personnel manager of Researh Enter-

and Fair weathers, Mrs. Evans

prises

new

brings to this

experience

able

problems.

undertaking consider-

labor-management

in

—o—
back ago,

Harry had

noiu the time of tide has changed

And

that

So

listen

And now

dailies hearts

is also

men and

lend your ears

find out

what Harry

females

important

Horry

16,

Evening

Saturday

the

82,

may

will be

on

the Co-op School, will speak and
movies will be shown dealing with

from 12-2 p.m. and at

MI. 3791

St.

New and
All those

fears.

who used to give
now have left

who

Entrcnous

A

please contact

John

Mc Camus

with

distinctive

a short or three-quarter length sleeve
and they do something for a well-turned
wrist under one of the new wide coat
cuffs. The shades, white, beige, brown,
navy, black, chamois, and the price a
moderate $1.98, which ought, between

you and me,

to be 'nuff said. If

imported capeskin glove
looking for, Creeds can sell 'em
fine

for $5.95,

England

stages.

in

the

expensive

suave

to

of

chamois, copper. In a less

glove

they

can

LADY YOU BETTER BE GOOD...
lush

these

from

lovelies

spaces or wherever they

the

prairie

grow who have

invaded our peaceful campus with a look
eye that means business and we
don't mean trig, get a girl to thinking
in their

nights about her complexion.

One

of the

"For the
states, "I

my upper

first

made a

show

a glass of water nearby."

When

the hairs got thirsty, he reas-

oned, they

would

would reach out

parched hairs,

you

round-scam chamoisette Piquet in white,
navy, brown, black, chamois, beige.

lip valiantly

when among

The

correct or modify any facial color ail-

ments, F'instance for the florid or everty

complexions , there's a special
powder, and so on. Ask your Du Barry
pink

Beauty Consultant.

—o—

BE THE PERFECT LADY OR
that you are ...

if

someone's heel

SMARTNESS WITH AN OXFORD
ACCENT ... well-limed fashions of

rascals

"At

night,"

revived

my

his

ground. If you Iiave out-of-town relations
searching for clothes with a substantial
future, Joan Rigby's clothes are the type

brings up circulation to drive off dam-

of theing they should see.

SUCH SOFTIES...

HOW NEVER TO

BE BORED

Here we are again back
North ways.
don't

to tell

.

.

you of

FASHIONLAND at
We know that you know

in

this land of fair clothes,

know about

1

continues,

letter

"So," he concludes cheerily,

but you

the "newie sensationals"

•
•

Yonge
Yonge

in

'oh gee, ain't I

The

No,

Hamilton

—

Do Your Christmas Shopping Early

was

"it

at the

many gay

choice

among

A

- Tonight

MEETING

8:15 at

—

success," he pro-

BUY

Dr. K. C. Fisher Will Speak Briefly

WAR SAVINGS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

special pre-opening sale of tickets for the

"PATIENCE"
to

your

warm

Would

December

and

5, 6, 7

at the V.C.U.

OFFICE NOV.

WANTED

sale to all Faculties, Nov. 26.
8),

Girl to assist light house duties, stay
left

board.

LY.

10 minutes from

room and
University,

8720.

Comfortable home.

Ph.

ME.

LOST
and

white

'kerchief

WANTED
between

"The Study

of

Zoologh and Physics Bldgs, Monday.

Phone Catherine Wallace, MI.

Evenings, $1.00

0154.

ton.

Man", by Ralph Lin-

Phone Eunice, ME.

5416.

as toast.

\rqitliajjare

"PUT
And

YOUR MONEY

a fine

handbag

for your

money

what

is

you get when you choose any ot

handsome purses from

.

Bag

in

LIZARD

— PATENT

bination, dressy
well too

F

— 10 00—
ed

grain-

C—4 75— Cenuine
practical

and mirror

D

and LEATHER Comand dainty design that

Smadly

Black.

roomy and
Fitted with change purse

All leather

ALLIGATOR

in a classic design,

—

change purse,

compartment,

mirror.

Brown. Black, Tan.

are

bags -for
giving

—

all

in

fine leathers

extra

grain-

for ages.

change purse,

many other lovely
your own use and

Virginia
for

—

Dare

Christmas

priced

from

5.95 to 1750.
,"<•

prefer a

— there

Corde Bag

dozens of beautiful designs
"

t

good

Zipper

Thoi

>•

durability in

grained Leather

compartments,

grain,

with change

Fitted

line.

Black. Brown,

—8 95— Smooth design and
MOROCCO

fitted

PICTEX.

A HANDBAG

MOROCCO

purse and mirror. Black, brown.

ed fitted with Extra Compartments,
change purse, mirror, comb Black.

1000

IN

Versatile

simple of

.

to carry proudly all season
to tag with
very special names at Christmas.

A— 10 00— Elegant

— 5.95—

E

these

Virginia Dare

6693.

8
19, 20, 21

All seats reserved.

75c

whom we

Western game,

the grey rug at the

please call

Blue

Matinee (Dec.

the girl with

with 'baby few nights, for

be presented in Hari House Thealre

WILL BE HELD
Open

Wymilwood

TWO

FILMS:
RUSSIAN "The Revival of Dead Organisms."
ENGLISH— "Actual Growth of Plants."

ent could deliver such epistles as the

WANTED

hand woven pale pas-

tering too, but best of alt they're

*

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO BIOLOGY CLUB

Vic Students

colourful scarves at the

the

1

hideaway where no meddling postal ag-

hairy?"

was stimulated by

not look

EVANGELINE SHOPS and pick

—King and John

hairy one, having impressed

my

I

clover at the

why

at City Limits

"I

third day witnessed the abandon-

EVANGELINE SHOPS. If your smart
dark outfit needs brigting,

at St. Clair

»

If you're scarf-

days, you'll find yourself

Adelaide

at

at Bloor

444 Eglinton W. at Castlekno.
656 Danforth ot Pape
In

new hair in the boudoir mirror." your heroine,
The spirits, presumably, would lay alll
Say, does anyone need a slightly-used
down their flags.
clean-living,
"One, two, three o'lairy," we can hear feature editor, clean-shaven,
him humming happily as he tabulated, and anxious to retreat to a hallowed

girls arc not these

pathetically alergic to hats? But tels or spun rayon, or perhaps those
not this one, its a wonderful for long glamorous ice Glow thai are of a Shetbobs easily disturbed by the prevailing land product. These are really "it" for
wind, a snood affair with the catchiest a date on a blustery night. They're flat-

crown, trimmed with gold beads,
easily put on and as cute, my girls, as

3

• 1458 Yongc
• 341 4 Yongc

all 1"

* *

each

I

1

• 751

Music Club's production of Gilbert and Sullivan's
few

Arc you

little

re-

it-was-not-in-vain-after-

age.

inded and very

about

he

$1.15 to $1.99

delineation.

manship available. Clothes as well os and the T.T.C. a bit het up over the
humans have a personality which reacts holiday rush. A quick application of
pleasantly or unpleasantly on other Sloan's Liniment when you get home
people. Joan Rigby's clothes have been
ill
fix up the wound. Sloan's works
made with that extra care and quality fast, gives an injured surface a nice imwhich tells a story of a social back- portant comfortable feeling because it

FADS

he

I

not in vain after

flagging spirits by counting

:

the

little

then

peered neath the writer's nose and observed: "You're growing a moustache!"

comes down on your instep in a street- ment of this lip- tli rusting. To janitorial above.
car like a pile-driven tent-peg, just grin disgust, he took to dropping clues.
Hmmmmm?
Joan happily and mutter a few smooth words.
In final dismay, he decided to do the
Rigby's clothes are designed to give you It could be you'll be atom-smashing unsubtle He pointed
the Poise begotten of the knowledge that
eone else next time, what with these
Squinting curiously, a friend noticed
there are now belter designs or work- lovely ladies making like motor-men, the development.
character

them, and

close

parations

GENT
exquisite

tie

He

to drink.

unsuspecting,

the

seize

Fourth day brought triumphant climfriends." Whether myopic or indifferent,
ax.
he does not explain, but his close friends
A friend to whom the writer refers
muffed their moustache -admiring cue,
suggestively in upper case as SHE,
dismissed the gesture as an upper plate
exercise.

to

Machine-stitched or handsewn gloves in Eng'ish
Morley and other famous makes. Black, brown,
navy, white and natural in sizes 6 to 7Vz.

rubbed salt on

the newly-recognized growth and placed

habit of thrusting out

most important Du Barry Beauty Pre'He's just exercising his upper plate,"
is face powder. Du Barry Face
they would whisper in his absence. "Let's
Poivdcr shades have been purposely and
dismiss it."
you're artfully created in warm and cool shades,

new shades

I

.

marks discouragedly. By some pilial
grapevine, the hairs had gotten wind of
two days," the writer
his scheme. They didn't budge.

a

it's

you
and they come straight from

rust, eggshell,

"That night

glove can do so much to make or mar a costume
but a piain, classic pull-on in lovely suede-like

is a favourite of the fastidious woman today
because it ensures that "just right" touch to any
outfit, be it tailored or dressy.

McLean
claims.

.

fabric

as soon

.

chamoisettc gloves with 6clf-or contrasting stitching are available now at Creeds
definetly

.

I'm staggering under the weight of eight would have them, hah 1
a button. Out-hat the campus wenches days growth of down," attention failed to
"This experiment flopped,"
with this comfy cachie.
focus on the lip-wear during its early

any day now.

—o—

they're

co-operative

Man Or Mustache?

are interested in going

up to Newmarket on Sunday afternoon

those long-awaited almost elbow-length

.

the

movement

Varsity Ski Clubbers

GLOVES FOR MADEMOI5ELLE.

.

of

history

the

Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

as possible at Hyland 1760.
By Ross
him cold. Harry has not been checking
Moustache-cultivation is a painful proup on the latest road to success as it is
Rev. E. A. Brownlcc of China Inland ess according to a soulful letter received
mopped out for him at STOLLERYS
by this department.
tie counter.
Tics with vim, vigor, and Mission will speak on "Faith Missions
"Take a tip from one who knows," its
vitality are daily brighting prospects for Their Origin and Function," at today's
author
suggests. "Never joke about
the better dates with his more intelligent
Mission Group Meeting, Room 211, Meother people's moustaches."
friends. But Harry is not dumb. We exdical Building. Lunches will be served.
T did," he reports ruefully, "and now
pect to meet him shopping at FRANK

.

Thursday, Nov. 15, 8:00 p.m—E. 1C.
Musgrave, director of studies at

STUDENTS
George

University College, 67 St.

the big rush but

STOLLERYS

Co-operatives

wish to make.

Eaton Auditorium on the night of the

changed.

fears are all centred around those

His

for

Eaton Auditorium

Room

glad to pass on any

be

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE

dance.

aglow,

that

Bui

poor guy

at

in

Friday, Nov.

WAS REMEMBERED

IT

Tickets

Dance
sale

will

suggestions that you

DANCE TICKETS

"I

are

for your selec-

Yongc Street Store— 10.00

VirginiaJ)are *v

Weary

European Students

Appeal To

Aid

I.S.S. For

LETTERS

POUR

The Undergraduate Newspaper

IN

"I am so mentally weary that I have no kick left in me", writes
a Greek student who is appealing to the European Relief Fund.
The E.S.R.F., the European branch of the I.S.S., has received
hundreds of such letters from students whose studies have been interrupted by the war.
This student, Michel P., continues, "I have really no other resources at all apart from your sixty francs a month. I have been
living from hand to mouth.
I had told the old lady from whom I
have rented my room that I should have to leave her and go to a
work camp when the news of your monthly grant came. She insisted
that I remain with her and try to live
on that sum. She is the widow of a
French artist, and her only means of
livelihood

is

excuse "I don't feel hungry".
I really do not know how much

But

bili.

would so much

I

I

me

her and she refuses to make

The

owe

but

resolution

needs

own

find

to

as

have

I

an excuse

to

in

his

M.

If however you consider
that I do not deserve your further help
I shall not trouble you further. Yours,

Andre" dc Blonay, general secre-

bearably hard.

tary of International Students' Ser-

to the students of the

commemorate

to

who have

meet

is

Czechoslovakian

national

students

International Stu-

"On
and

the anniversary

Of

this day, in

universities,

declare
cruelty

Soviet

our hatred

shown

for

the

U.A.W., C.I.O. to limit the numher of maintenance
it admitted to the Ford plant at Windsor was "a declaration of
prevention of legal right".
Mr. Blackwell revealed this fact to a delegation of the UniverFact-Finding Committee which interviewed him for an hour
half in his Queen's Park office yesterday afternoon.
Mr.
Blackwell quoted Section 105 of the Criminal Code which permits

sity

and a

sta-

we

peaceful picketing for purposes of persuasion but does not permit
denial ot entrance to premises to persons legally entitled to do so.

barbarous

the children

to

Day

Students'

ers in

commemorate

in

The

the

Union and France, students

martyrs,
has

— to

and Poland

Inter-

bcome

for

Ex-Service Students

ir

We

—

date

martyrdom

will

of those

Belgium

repudiate

educationalists in every

Nazi perversion

the

of

education and science, and pledge our-

termination of a people's culture, perver-

The

in

land where Nazi invaders have trampled.

world over a symbol of
what fascism means to education exthe

sion of science,

Norway, professors

who

selves

and

be marked simultan- fend

in

and

schools

the

universities

way

that

we

true learning

and

free research.

in

every

CRIMINAL CODE

Leslie Blackwell declared yesterday that the determination

men

our schools, colleges,

wherever we are

quest

can to de-

Due

to

an error

The Varsity

in

yesterday an incorrect

list

their living

of

the

grateful

and

encouragement
it

impossible

is

to

render material support.

of

published.

plied that the force

F.

correct

Huntley,

should

list

read:

Engineering; A. H.
H. Lacey, VicDuggan, U.C,

Stevens, Medicine;
toria,

and

J.

provincial police

"THE LAMPS OF LEARNING"
Take a look at the picture at the left. Take a long look. Did
you ever think the campus could change like that? It has, though.
It will never be the same again.
There should
It changed that way overnight, back in 1940.
have been five graduating classes since then. There hasn't been
one. The University is dead: a field of stone and rubble, and the
ghosts of buildings, the skeletons of what were once mansions of

-

Open

member.

to

of

remove

Asked why

were not used

entrance of the maintenance

to effect

men

he re-

was inadequate to
car blockade. Only a mili-

the

tary force could have done so, he declared,
this

and he was reluctant

measure before

to resort to

peaceful

alterna-

been exhausted.

tives liad

Closed Indefinitely

sent

Commission

Windsor of which Mayor Reaumc was
the only dissenting

The

were

police

Police

the

names of ex-service students who
represent the student body on the
University Advisory committee, was

and studying ex-

They would be most

even advice,
moral support if
for

provincial

Windsor, Mr. Blackwell declared, at re-

such that they are unable

is

Legal Right

fol-

tioned in the struggle for freedom,

upheld freedom of thought.

recently been interned and their financial

penses.

Youth Conference

will be able to attend. Inter-

Originally set aside to

message

dents day.

1945

of Local 200,

Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, teach'

Dominion over

a Trans-Canada network tomorrow,

;

to

is

sacred.

these
vice, -who will broadcast a

P.

Other students have written in similar
vein, when ill health due to the war has
forced them to cease their studies some

condition

It

a typical act of Nazi savagery. Six
years ago tomorrow all Czechoslovakian
universities were ordered closed, and
over 1,000 demonstrating students of
Charles University, Prague, were mas-

conscience, I comfort myself with

of these arc civilian refugees

CITES
Hon.

the ternational Council of Students for en-

of

of

the reflection that life has been too un-

Michel

London

national students day

being

offer

republic.

recently left for the

lacked

every human

president

hoped dorsement in all countries was the
that some of the young Canadians who lowing pledge:

far this year has been

Perhaps

Benes,

Czechoslovakian

do not wish to mislead you gentlemen, and I freely admit that my Uni-

work so

Eduard

Dr.

I

lamentable.

eously in ail universities throughout the

the war will be inaug- world. Canadian universities from DalPrague tomorrow, Nov. 17, housie to British Columbia are plan-

by a large International Students' Day ning special observances.
manifestation under the patronage of
Adopted in this connection by the In-

out a

16,

Charged Against Picketers

Services

since

urated in

her get rid of an old debt of 300 francs
which has become a nightmare to her,

versity

international students' con-

first

ference

like to help

NOVEMBER

Anniversary of Nazi Butchery Prevention

difficulties are

such that we are both reduced to re
peating to each other the same eternal

FRIDAY,

UNION HEADS BROKE LAW - BLACKWELL
Marked by Many

You
me when

rooms.

letting

you that her own

tell

I

from

her generosity to

will realize

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,

"To refuse to enforce the law on the
it might be inflammatory,™
Mr. Blackwell declared, "is to set the
law in abeyance. I was faced with the

grounds that

(Continued on page 4)

For Bu si ness

the liberal arts.

The tower is down. The tower that remembered the dead of
a former war is reduced to rubble and the truncated fragment of
The great curtain walls
an archway. Hart House is gone, too.
crumpled like cardboard beneath the rain of bombs, and no one
will ever worship in the chapel, or eat in the Great Hall, or read
magazines in the common room again. Not that there are any
magazines to read: there haven't been for five years.
That gaunt pile on the right of the picture was once the main
library.
There aren't any books there now, nor any shelves nor
study rooms nor steps inviting a quiet smoke in the sun. The
books went roaring up into yellow flames that night, and their
ashes settled quietly across the campus; ashes that were once the
wisdom of the ages and the treasure of thousands of students:

now
One forelom lamp

standing, gaunt, amidst the nibble

visible sign of the once

is the

quite gone.

Nothing

only remaining

shattered,

proud University of The Hague, Holland.

if

you

its

like.

at all. Nothing but one iron lamp-post, its glass
socket lightless. You can call it the lamp of learning,
hasn't shone over this university for five full years.

is left

*

Erroneous Commonwealth
Result

Of

Superficial

Raymond Arthur

Canadian

Davies,

foreign correspondent

who

has just re-

turned from Russia told a public audience at the Ontario College of Educa-

Picture

Observation

servation," he declared

and pointed out
was contradic-

that the Russian system

tory superficially, but logical

when one

looked into it "Superficial interpretation

was democracy misleads foreign opinion," he continued,
in Russia but not our kind, and that and cited the observations of William L.
their own in- White as a case in point.
of
within the framework
tion last night that there

terpretation of the
liad

a good

Russians

state the

deal of freedom.

Mr. Davies

must attempt to understand the for them to rebuild their country after
Russians not by judgement but by ob- a war that had cost them an estimated
729 billion of dollars and the lives of

*

RECORD HOUR

Medical Arts

And

Letters

from 4 :00

to 5 :30 in the

Common Room at U.C.,
the men and women of
lege

and

faculty.

Women's
open to

is

every col-

Today's program:

Debussy— La Cathedrale

Engloutie.

Reflets dans 1'eau.

L'aprcs-midi
Strauss -—Death

and

d'un

of

their

people.

Club

Hears Talk

On

Lawrence

faune.

Transfigura-

Of

Arabia

They

planned to complete the rebuilding with-

held daily

The record program,

millions

"Lawrence of Arabia left an example against the Turks in World War I. "He
to the youth of Great Britain, Canada, was" Dr. Boyd stated, "an example of
and the world in unselfishness, freedom Napoleon's great aphorism: 'in war it
ence, Mr. Davies said that the ordinary
from possessiveness, and lust for power," is not men, but the man that counts'."
Russian citizen thought that it was terproclaimed Dr. William Boyd, professor
Noting the wide acclaim awarded
rible that we had not learned to act toof Pathology and Bacteriology, in an Lawrence's book "Seven Pillars of Wisfunctioning
gether. They wish for the
address before the Medical Arts and dom", Dr. Boyd described his supreme
of the united Nations Organization esLetters Club last night
work as "a mirror of his own strange
dominated by
in

three years.

With regard

sentially

to the

London

Peaceful student

life.

Former Canadian Rhodes Scholar
Discusses English Labor Victory
'The Labour

Party

won

its

huge of her foreign assets and a host of

victory in the English elections because others. The election of a Democratic
the people felt that the Tories had be- Social government in England will prove

trayed them," said David Lewis, secretary of the C.C.F. Party of Canada at
the meeting of the

C.CF. Club

yester-

an impetus

world improvement and
improvements in the social

to

will result in

and economic structure of England.

day. Mr. Lewis based his statement on
observations of England while he

his

"We

12-15

ces of

University lamp, surrounded

*

No, it didn't happen here, though it very well might have. It
happened at The Hague University, Holland, when the German
bombers came droning over like a flight of murderous birds.
The staff and students, driven into hiding in a night, are
creeping back now to what was once their campus, and blinking
Tomorrow, on International Stuin the sunlight amid its ruins.
dent Day, we remember them, as we remember the martyred students of Prague and all the scattered, harried, hunger-driven
students of Europe and of China.
Through the International Student Service, we shall soon be
able to do what we can for those who survive.
But let us first
bow our heads.

said that the chief desire

of the Russians was peaceful conditions

Our

It

confer-

the three great

was a Rhodes scholar, and member
the Labour Party, at Oxford.

of

Kerr Inaugurated

At

"For twenty years the Conservative
Party has fooled the people with propHALIFAX, N.S., Nov. 14 (CUP)—
aganda warning them that private
was inproperty would be confiscated and pers- Rev. A. E. Kerr, M.A., D.D.,
onal liberty restricted

if

the

Socialists

Dalhousie U.

augurated

as

president

won. But now," he continued, "the people
have seen through this ruse and arc sick

University on Tuesday,

of the Government whose policy made
growth of Nazism and the resulting war

who

possible.

When

things are going along well

the people arc satisfied

with the gov-

of

Nov.

Dalhousie
13.

He

took die place of Dr. Carleton Stanley,
resigned last summer.
Dr. Kerr was formerly the president

of Pine Hill Divinity College.
Representatives of a number of collegiate

and

educational

organizations

A complex personality with ernment, it is only in times of trouble spoke at the convocation, among them,
Dr. Boyd discussed Lawrence's career nature."
powers of Great Britain, the United
He de- rare combination of talents, Lawrence that they want a change. England is in Dr. G. J. Trueman, of the Central Adsoldier and as a writer.
States and Russia, and say that if the as a
stamp of grcat- great difficulty being faced with prob- visory Committee on Education for the
unmistakable
had
the
which
praise
extravagant
the
three can work together there wilt be scribed
lems of reconversion, housing, the loss Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland.
Lawrence won for his guerilla tactics iess and goodness upon him."
i

tion.

Sibelius

— Symphony
Major.

No.

7,

in

C
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Books

Editorial

Army

A Problem of Geography

1l's

Odyssey

the risk of laboring a point we would like to draw your attention just once more to those ruined buildings on Page One of this
that a
issue. It is comforting to reflect that they are not ours

a putt

ol

At

The Dieppe

—

take place six weeks before

of students still crowd our lecture rooms and laboraand football fields.
They could have been ours but we were spared. No planes, no
storm troopers, no bombs. Just a sprinkling of uniforms in the
corridors of Hart House and a sign advertising for blood donors in
the U.C. rotunda.

bumper crop

tories

We

was scheduled

raid

when bad weather forced
ment,

—

troops

down and

Athletic Notice

for

In view of the tense political situation

Ross

cried,

on and

Munro

Did Pretty Well

teller

did and

postpone-

its

embarked

already

France broke

it

to

"Gaundet

discloses in

to

Over-

Army

softball

Writing with authority gained from
five years association with Canadian

1.

of

servicemen overseas as chief war correS'

2.

perhaps because

pondent for The Canadian Press, Munro
in his college days a member of The
Varsity staff has set down the story of
the Canadians in 130,000-word book just

Yes, it was a pretty good job that we were able to avoid the fate
The Hague and Lou vain and Prague. It must have taken a lot
of planning to keep us clear of destruction. It must have been because we were so fond of our freedom, because we all made a conscious effort to keep our democracy alive in its darkest hours.
Or

power

so industrious, doing everything in our
the most of the educational facilities at our disposal.

make

to

we were

No, We Were Lucky
No, this isn't getting us anywhere. Our secret weapon of defence
was one they told us about in third grade geography. We had the
foresight to plant ourselves in the middle of a continent that was
destined to remain a comfortable distance from the nearest unfriendly
aircraft. It was too bad about those unfortunate Europeans and Asiatics who didn't know enough to locate themselves in a safer hidingplace. Of course they should have known better, but you can't help
feeling just a little sorry for them just the same.

—

Mind

you, they did a pretty fair job of carrying on under the difficult conditions they brought on themselves by not
studying up on

They

their geography.

rooms

set up some more or less satisfactory lecture
European cities and in caves in the hills of
Of course quite a few of the students got them-

in the cellars of

the Asiatic interior.
selves killed and many of the professors took leave
of absence to
spend a few years in concentration camps, but they really
did the
best they could under the circumstances.

Munro

geography in the future.
maybe, as we watch those build-

we might ask

we would

have

ourselves

Music

hadn't been such superior geographers.

was busy dropping high

The following rule-changes have been
approved by the Athletic Directorate:
The "Strike"

1.

2.

by

placed

the

counting even

Six weeks
tated

the necessities

b>'

the

of

North

the need
weather conditions.

The
of the

CP

for

perfect

I

war correspondent

men and

!

saw

GO

line.

COMES

AQUA,

BLUE,

IN

ROSE AND CHARTREUSE.

16.95

SIMPSON'S

France, Belgium, Holland and

Germany

who was

with the

names given

operation

1941

in

to

trombonist

WE CAN

HELP

Tmmmy

Charlie

The

Parker.

alto

obvious

trumpeter for the affair was Parker's
Overwork and poor food has caused counterpart in brass, Dizzy
Gillespie.

200% increase
The remnants

a

Not only was

of T.B. in France.

U.C. FOLLIES

and the west front

"Anything

Discs

for Gen. A.
McNaughton's retirement from

L.

7:30

trumpet man of any description.
of books and scientific
equipment in the late Caen University Slam's Trio, with Erroll Garner on
piano, and Hal West on drums,
barely fills one room.
provided

Housing shortage
students

without

winter seta

finds

Paris

3,000

accommodation

in.

Serious inflation has brought economic
misery and lower moral and intellectual

standards

to

students

and

professors

who could no longer live
resources were forced to the
black market. Young boys were taught
to steal, lie, and cheat the Germans.
alike.

on

Students

their

World Student Relief, with headquarters at Geneva, supplied books, penand paper

cils
it

is

moments. A series
of improvisations on Three Blind Mice,
Pitttr Patter Panther, My Blue Heaven,
Three O'clock in the Morning, Play
Fiddle Play, Slamboree, and a medley
of If You Cared a Little Bit
More,
Mood For Love, Lover Man and Embraceable You, made up their part
of
the program.

On

thrilling

all of thes

nothing short of sensational displaying
the richness of his musical imagination

long solos on Laura, Body and Soul,

in

to prisoners

of

;

universities.

this cause,

a writer for orchestra will be enthralled

campaign and

with Beechman's lucid interpretation. I

his opposition to the dis-

patch to the Mediterranean of the 1st

Canadian Corps.
It

was intended

People holding First

by

woodwinds

was increased to corps strength.
"The Army commander was at variance

there

with

this plan,"

self,

Munro

relates.

He

Commit-

to his quote-filled

solos.

As

far as

Published
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Make-up Editor

interesting lyrics to Salt Peanuts
and played a very involued alto solo that
miraculously retained a complete unity
and also managed to develop a large
beat. By the way does anyone
know who

cause of

Munro
L.

T rummy

ings of a picture of the

McNaughton companies have

Ralston,

"clashed

practically

J.

was decided

fessin'. His erratic tendencies
were least
idence on Confessih', which he sang
and played with great feeling.

The

Night Editor
Joe

Assistant

—

Peg Wallace.
Rife.

great difference between the nondescript "Jam session" blues

which

ended the concert and the

earlier, pre-

arranged Congo Blues with the unusual

10:15

-

1:00 a.m.

tickets, including

Watercade Show,

COMMON ROOM
$1.00

every

recordings

The climax came when formance on Columbia

records

The

left.

PER COUPLE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

of

per-

by Oscar

BEFORE

IT

SNOWS

TAKEN BY MISTAKE

to send the 1st

ibuted to various

headquarters.

"General McNaughton's prestige was
damaged and his standing in the War
Office and in Whitehall
suffered,"
ites Munro. "This probably was a
contributing factor to his retirement"

BUY

records. Levant, in his attempts at
phasis, distorts the

rythms

that

Of

STAMPS

is

unbearable,

possible for

him

em-

falsifications.

it

is

by a competent ex-serviceman. Dave,

raincoat

Tues
HiU. 0357, between 6 and 7 p.m.

the proceedings any by indulging in his

person who took brown
from Women's Union on
exchange it for his own

at S.A.C. office.

REWARD

down

before

For return

of blue zircon ring, left
of Women's Union,
Toronto, morning of McGill-Varsity
game. Valued gift Miss June McCaig, lR.V.C.
in

washroom

every change of tempo.
Since Victor's old recording of the
Gershwin masterpiece was withdrawn,

no acceptable substitute has been provided. The best performance now available is the one that Victor has re-issued,
in one of its worthless paper albums,
with Sanroma and the Boston Pops.
This, despite the fact that

the

night,

im-

does not help

usual practice of slowing

Will

any sort of

to arrive at

Ormandy

Have your car properly simonized

an extent

to

course,

decent phrasing because of the serythmic

WAR SAVINGS

all

Can Depend on Me Margie and Con-

9:30

12-2 p.m., 4-5 p.m.

same name, both

issued

Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue.

Corps to Levant and the Philadelphia Orchestra
Italy. Then the differences between the under Ormandy is by far the worst verstwo burst wide open."
ion of this, the most abused music on

it

managed

to carve himself a
the aforementioned tunes
'as turned loose on his own
in You

JUNIOR

performance

op-

health.

ill

says that Gen.

time they met.

respects to those weird,
wonderful ideas.

big place In

remaining Dance

by no means

is

artist's

starts.

it

tee of International Student
Service will arc concerned those quoted passages
conduct of the 2nd Canadian Corps on
are
attempt to raise $50,000 this year
exercise eight months before the refor the only blemish in his otherwise imrelief of Chinese and European
students. peccable performance. They were absent tirement. Although the Corps was comPlans for a Toronto campaign will
Mood for Love and Embraceable You paratively new and did not have all its
be
announced soon.
and hence our enjoyment of those two equipment, harsh comments on the general's tactics appeared in the official renditions was increased.
port of the manoeuvre and were disWith assisting artists Parker

dents'

same

-

8:30 p.m.

Few

of Schubert's Fifth Symphony. But it
and was overruled. In the fall
a good performance of symphony that
the Army commander, whose
should
be better known and is worth
health was never very robust, took ill
and and at Christmas it was announced acquiring if you are interested.
that he was leaving his army command
Timed to tie in with Canadian show-

posed

Munro tells of "subtle criticism" of
we McNaughton which developed out of the

and
Young the boys ambled through Just
You, You Can Depend on Me, Groovin'
High, Congo Blues, Buy Us a Drink
and Salted Peanuts. Parker both sang

like the

in their seats

DANCING
—

London Philharmonic.

muddy. The album

gem

Dn"

Will

10:00

Show tickets axe urged to be
No admittance after show

8:45

cording, although the sound in the bass

a

-

WATERCADE

Victor has done a fair job with the re-

is

8:45

of 1943,

singing octave or unison accompaniment

the Canadian

of the

Warm
-

7:30 sharp.

can only marvel at the clarity of the

originally to bring the

back from Italy in the fall
of 1943, but instead the Canadian force
1st Division

piano-man Garner was and the then defence minister, Col.

war now Yesterdays, and Summertime.
carrying on reconstruction among
Slam was his usual inimitable

European
In

most of the

gether as an entity for the west front

no Dizzy, there was

there

no

OOR - THE THIRD

Novemb er's

to the Spitsbergen

The "fundamental reason

Young, and

F L

Records

"Overlord"

-

saxist

*S„,0 N

Spitsbergen, North Africa, Sicily, Italy,

G.

s.

F

at

By far the most interesting oi the
Toronto's second Jazz Concert, (this the Army command at the end of 1943
down our necks?
was conflict between the general and November's releases
is a new recording
Perhaps we, too, would have made reviewer's first), was a complete muskale success. The performers could be members of the cabinet over the question
the grade.
of the little-known Sixth Symphony in
But just the same it might
divided into two groups, Slam Stewart's of splitting the Army," Munro says. Gen.
be just as well to give those people
C
by
Schubert.
Those
interested in
Trio—currently at the Three Deuces in McNaughton's retirement was concerned
a hand with their job. They could
New York, and two assisting artists, with his desire to keep the Army to- Schuberfs phenomenal development as
e.

IT'S

OF CASHMERE, AND

plosives

use it

ANY-

WHERE AT ANYTIME!

—Egbert

also writes

the operations he

READY TO

To all campus newspapers, magazines
and political organizations;
1. See no evil.
2. Hear no evil,
3. Ah shadaaaaappppp

in July, el-

such

.

Important Notice

November." In the August raid Commando troops were assigned the tasks
were given

.

"Unpleasantness,"

Matilda Kegler,
Chairman.

African landing which was being planned at the time and scheduled for early

.

less.

Please do not cross the picket

3.

same troops were

later the

abolished, effective

"Harmony Heave," scoring double.
The "Split" is abolished, to be re-

sent on the raid, "a sudden decision dic-

Impress

ex-

is

immediately, to be replaced by the

campaign.

Would we have stuck as persistently to
our books and our slide-rules if a Nazi
tail-gunner

University Bowlers

mid-morning and Munro wrote
had never been more

the code

Jazzmen

YOUR BELOVED CLASSIC

the 2nd Can-

his diary that he

army from "Gauntlet"

well—if we

fared as

man.

depressed.

as the only reporter

if

Wellington Biceps, Chairman,
T. Musclebound, Vice-Chair-

Attlee

heartbreaking news of the cancellation

iminating

their

preme Court justice and not more
than three members of the S.A.C.
J.

had to be right. There were postponements and July 7 was the last day on
which the raid could take place. The

Well, sooner or later they'll probably rebuild those
shattered
buildings on Page One. They'll clean away the
rubble and build a
crop of nice new modern buildings and that picture
will be hune
somewhere in their main building to
fL.
remind them to be a little more careful

And

mittee including at least one Su-

July 4 but tide and weather conditions

that paratroops

ings grow,

to be used,

disputed decision is to be dealt
with within five days by a com-

Division were ready for the raid

in

of

a pitch

possible, call

Any

of

on or close to the erupting beaches

came

the

prove impossible, the
"labor dispute" rather than "strike"

3.

on the Aug.
Dieppe attack during which he

Men from

umpires

If this should

is

reveals the postponement for

for eight hours.

issued

to

games.

"ball."

the first time in his chapter
19, 1942,

has

instructions

Whenever

Canada, Ltd.)

Luck Was Against Them

about

The McMillan Co.

(by

published

No? Then perhaps it was because of our unceasing vigilance to
keep the elements of dictatorship from gaining a foothold in our
n.idst that our university was spared.
Or because we put our material wealth unsparingly into our educational institutions.

Directorate

following

given to the public.

campus the Hart House

off the

Athletic

lord," the first full account of Canada's

it

is

LOST
Plastic-rimmed glasses, Thurs. noon,
vicinity Queen's Park and Hoskin.
Please leave at S.A.C. office, or
V.C.U. office.

LOST
Fur

coat,

missing from

Bldg., Thurs. afternoon.

Lustig,

Ml.

Economics

Phone Gwen

4733.

TAKEN BY MISTAKE
Re Naval Burberry taken from Women's Union. Tues. Nov. 6th. Would
appreciate
return of contents of
pocket (keepsake) to J. G. Walker,
I.S.P.S.
c/o Eng. Society.
(No
questions.)

rather

and high-brow.
These were the only new records that
was able to hear this month.Victor has

tilted

I

also

released recordings of Frank's
Chorale Prelude and Fnque with Rub-

$att House PuUettn Poaro

enstein and Schumann's Piano Concerto

harmonic twist behind the ad-lib caden- with Arrau and the Detroit Symphony.
zas which precede each solo, fairly Columbia offers Stravinsky's Scene de
screamed at any Olde Tyme Jazze lover Ballet and an old recording of Tschaikthe audience that jazz can still be
iky's Swan Lake Ballet with a new
great without the element of rough spon- picture on the cover. I imagine that the
taneity. In fact good jazz is smooth picture makes little difference and that
not as smooth perhaps as the playing Dorati's performance of this pleasant
a top string trio but smooth neveric is as vital and dynamic as ever.

—

theless.

Stuart Barton

— Philip

Freedman

Sing Song
The

noon hour sing-song of the season win be held
common room under the direction of Mr. Ross Workman. Members of Hart House
are
invited to come and join in this informal singing.
first

at 1:30 today in the east

:
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Men To

Play School;
Whipped Vic In Last Half
An

underrated

University

College

rugby team overcame a six-point
in the last 'half of the semi-final

deficit

game one-yard

A

for a touch, and followed it up with a at all during the whole quarter.
neat placement kick for the extra point
Vic, in meeting defeat for the first
Within five minutes of the Vic.
time this season, put up a hard fight and
the U.C machine began to roll down

and scored on Volpe's plunge
from the seven-yard line, which was
followed tip by Edmond's convert The
tie score lasted until midway through
the
final

field

quarter

when Staley kicked

to the

were much the better team for the first
half of the game and the early minutes
of the

third quarter.
The U.C. -line
was unable to hold the charging Vic
team until late in the game, when they

came

to

life.

Kuhn and Rosen

particu-

deadline, and he followed up with anlarly shone for U.C. while Heinbuch
other single just 'before the end of the
and Morris turned in a similar job for

game.

The second

Vic Nick Volpe was the individual star
game as he turned in a flawless

stanza started with U.C.
of the

holding the ball on their

own

40.

The

job at quarterback for the winners, and
Red and White attempted a kick on scored their only touchdown
to put his
their third down, but Rosen's snap was
team back into the running. Until he
bad and Staley was stopped before he was hurt in the
final quarter, Burford
could boot. Vic. took possession of the quarterbacked
a good game for Vic Vic.
ball and plunged for yards, and on their
offensive power was concentrated in
next third down they kicked to the U.C. Cooke,
London and Wheeler. Staley
two-yard marker. U.C. managed to push turned in a bclow-par
game but forthe ball back to their own SO but Cooke, tunately Cooper
came to his rescue with

Burford and Wheeler combined for two some timely

Trawporlaiion
Bus will Leave Heart House
(Hoskin Ave. entrance) al 8:45
a.m. SHARPI

By Jenry E wins
Our Minds Have Tender Hopes
The show
likely

day

starts at five o'clock

have a run of at

least fifteen

The

best part of last year's Blues

going to be a

SOCCER

tougher

00— Dent

—12.00—Med

-

about something.
When last year's All-Star
selections were anxiously scanned
by a bewildcrd sports writer, whose job it
was to coordinate the various team managers'
nominees, he found that Nick
Volpes name appeared on but one man's
first team-his own.
Well yesterday Nick confounded even his severest
critics by calling one of
the best
games seen
Intramural circles in years, not to
mention the fact that he
" aSS
,a *°> <* "» S-™ >°
?=
Iv turn
ly
„
'h
the tide in UjC.s favor.
His third down-o.uar.er sneaks
were tops
too, hut he reeved some swell
support from Bruce Tetmar
and Nels Kuto
both on offense and defence. We
were genuinely sorry ,„ see Freddy
BuT
ford tap from the game in the last
quarter-a good sport and a great
guy.

Thurs., Nov. 22

»

Campus

Chatierings
McCamus is tearing

Jtfhn

P

Nov. 23

Fri.,

1^-

No

dressing

SPS

Eilheck
Fine

McDonald
McDonald

Med

Hockey Practices
U.C
S.P.S.

Dent

8.30- 9.00
9-00- 9_30

Emm an

9.30-10.00
4.00- 4.30
4.30- 5.00
4.00- 5.00
6.00- 7,00
9.00- 9.30

Knox
Pharm

9.30-10.00

St M.

room space

A

Dent
Jr.

4.00- 5.00
7.00- 8.00
3.00- 8.30

Wed., Nov. 21

Servicemen

'Sr.

U.C.

Interfaculty
Mon., Nov. 19

Two Games To Go
We finally were right

**

Med

4.00—Sr. Vic

LOO—Jr.

(Postponed to
Rubertj
Mon.)
Cornish

!r
II

SPS IV

— I2.0O^Pre-Med A

Saturday

this time,

If^'ur.

Ip'S
SPS

II

1.00-St.M.

VOLLEYBALL- 1.00-UC VI

floating around, but things are

still

is

4

Saturday

LACROSSE

and some of them had better pull up
their socks if they expect to snare
a spot on the team. Fellows like Roy
Trcdgett, Joe Meschino, Gord Wallace, Louis
Glair, Van Vandernjark,
Whitey Clayton, Barry Lowes, Stu Scott, and
a couple of outsiders, Jones
and Zeaton will be tough to beat, mighty tough.
Doesn't seem as if the
Blues can help but come up with a
good outfit-whaf U they look like about
the middle of December?
little

SPORTS CALENDAR
_

every night in the big gym, and will
The premiere was on Wednes-

weeks.

night, but once the cast are in their proper roles

and the multitude of
understudies have acquired parts in some of the lesser plays
produced around
Hart House, the feature performers will really begin to give the
customers
their money's worth.

hoists.

j HUM CMAMTO CALCUTTA

tun.

-

U.C. worked the ball
40 but Vic made a 10-

line.

yesterday afternoon at the Stadium to
it to their own
beat Victoria College 8-6.
The Arts- yard runback.
pass from Cooke to
men will now play on Wednesday the Thompson netted
Vic IS yards and
winner of Monday's Sr. S.P.S.-St. Thompson ran
the ball to the U.C. eightMike's match to determine the holder yard post
Burford plunged for six
of the Mulock Cup for 1945.
yards to leave them two
short of a
After a scoreless first half, Vic, recov. touch. The eventual winners didn't have
ered a U.C. fumble behind the goal line possession of the ball in the Vic
end

the

Sr. Interfaculiy Harrier
SATURDAY, Nov. 17ft _ 10:00
^J^r,
Entrres Close Today at
Athletic Office -5pm.

HIG

downs before the Vie men were
held by a revitalized U.C. line
on the
first

Wye
For
Vic

Med
Trin

will be a Uorted-p layers
in the stands.

change skaies

while the awful procession lumbered

and

past,

his

hair these days because
he says that nobody is volunteering to
go up to
Newmarkct oa Sunday to brush out

Leland

J.

Para ios

Richardson

boomed out the Dead March in
Saul from the realms of the Hart
House Tower. Bring on the revolv-

the ski trails. If
you're the outdoor

Hombres que

ing bar and the cellophane-clothed

type, give

him a call at Hy. 1760 and
car-pool arrangements ...
Stu
Scott dressed for the
Beaches Wed.
night but didn't get into
the

se Afeitan

—and build the place on a

waitresses

make

slope, Jack, bifocals aren't accurate
in vaudeville

Diariamente

beyond thirty paces.

game

He'll

probably

play

Saturday...

They carted them away

Varsity Hockey
The

moans

that rent the

men and

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y
ECONOMIZA TIEMPO

yesterday,

very broad daylight,
and loud
and long were the wails and
in

hold

autumn air. All good
bowed their heads

Hockey team

Senior

an

organization

Varsity Arena on

true

p.m.

will

practice

Monday

at

at five

All are requested to turn out

TDARA

hombres que necesariatienen quo afeitarse todoa

Ios

* mente

The Sportswoman
By
Your bank

is

a link between the

m

Canada who has goods and

to

buy or

sell,

and

his

Crema Glider results inestimable: es suave ... no irrita , .
.
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.
los dlas, la

Belly Mulz

When the customary Sportswoman must needs
be absent, some one else
must labor over it, composition. Thus
.tvere we seen off with the
job, on the
theory that d Poily can do it.
surely her sister can, too. Therefore,

man

services

her

sister will,

here

customers abroad.

is

willineiy

.

.

what happened
e

RI E

(chained and manacled to the machine).

.

Then

Hace

in basketball

m*d

tam

"

Tm

Vic B 2
3'
» » hst «am«.
„
the v-'
Vic suards 'Jr
did well to hold down the (lowerfu!
P.H.E. six as they did.
Nurses defeated Vic. Jr., in a closely fought
game, by 10-S. The
Sr
team white-washed St. Hilda's Sr. to
the tune of 20-0.
In a fast close
fight, St. Hilda's Ft. beat
Vic II, IMS. Then, P.H E Sr left
U
C
Sr
well behind, 24-14 in a game that
was, at first, rather sloppy, but
whipped
into shape in the last three
quarters, with very few fouls,
as it should be
Physio won over St. Hilda's 10-4. The
low score was the result of fine
guarding on each side and not, indeed,
of a slow game.
Finally Meds A
beat Vic. II by one point, while
Meds B tied O.T. Fr. 22-all
These were the only games, out of
sixteen that were scheduled, to
be
reported^ Father the others weren't
played at all, through lack ol ambition,

h

"'"

'

'

UC

The business of your bank is aoc all done in dollars and cents.
It renders valuable service to Canadian business in the far-off
market places of the world, overcoming the obstacles of strange
currencies, be they pesos or piasters, escudos or rupees.
Through

its commercial correspondents aod business connections
over the globe, your bank often has the specialized information necessary to bring buyer and seller together, no matter

all

how

o

far apart they live.

Your bank

is able to gather information on the reliability of
foreign firms, to handle letters of credit, to arrange the complicated exchange of funds, performing an individual, intricate and

the basketball club.

When no game

report

sent in,

is

a large aero

placed in the space beside the
game's scheduled time, and so
misspent.
Therefore, managers, remember your

m o™

HU.

is

responsibility:

T

a "d

9a00, or bring

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara coo agua
y jabon En seguida, espdrzase
rapidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jam&s can Brocha.
caliente

them

rCp0 "

Room

to

82,

' hc

r,sul,s

same

°f

to

all

is

tersa la piel

Al ins tan te, la

Crema

Glider suaviza

piel— da ins tan tinea tersura a las
cscamosidades supcrticiales de la pie!.
Permits que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a raa do la piel, jib irriiarla.
Ayuda a diminar esa molestia que
sienten los hombres de piel muy 6na al
la

afeitarso diariamente, les deja el cutis
mas suave y mas limpio.

^GENEROSA MUESTRA GRATIS
Obtenga un tubo de Crema Glider r
prucbela hoy mismo. Escriba par
Eenerosa muestra gratia a J. B. William*
Company (Canada) Limited Dept-T-,7
LaSalle, Montreal.

effort

keep your

Sue Gray,

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

U.C.

OT~)

inexpensive service to importers and exporters alike.

|:.

..j

Prescriptions for glosses
filled wilh quality

spectacle-

at reasonable prices.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Canadian banking has a direct bearing on your
welfare. It has, through many years, developed the sale of Canadian goods abroad, resulting
more jobs for Canadian men
and women.
This feature of

Quick, accurate repair icrvi'co

in the University of Toronto

321 BIG 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Si. 7 sorgo Aportmenli)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

i

Aonounccs

a Free Lociuro

on

Sp*dal Danxjsl

Cfjrfettan Science

la

StudnnH and Mambert of

TONIGHT—8.30

antUlad

Christian Science:

"The Revelation

of the

(AJfilialod

of Good,"

By HERBERT W. BECK,

^^^h^

C.B.S.. of

Fl^t^Ch^rd^o^'crTris^S^len'tist' ln' Bo^tonl

,;

wilh Toronto Civic
Theatre)

Presents

San Francisco
1

PJ4.

PLAQUEST DRAMA GUILD

Omnipotence

'LARCENY INC

UrC '*

Ma^.

BY JOSEni B. JOLLEV
The Broadway stage riot by

l>lltFCTEl>

Monday, November

19th at 8 p.m.

Laura and

Ontario College of Education

This

Advertisement

Students, Gradualos.

is

Sponsored

by

your

Bank

Mombors

ot tho Unlvorslly
aro cordially lnvltod.

S. J.

Perelman

Harbord Collegiate Anditorrom

and Friends

Extra PorformEtnco November

SATURDAY NIGHT
DANCE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

EATON AUDITORIUM
Dancing From 8:30

P. M.,

Under Direction of

TICKETS AVAILABLE TODAY IN

ALSO ON SALE AT THE DOOB

BOOM

82,

Ellis

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, FROM

12

17th

McLintock and His Orchestra
TO

2;

AND AT EATON AUDITOBIUM
PBICE:

$1.00

PER PERSON

21

.
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16,

CITY CHURCHES

Comer

Huron Street—Just South
Holy Eucharists

Bloor and Huron StreetB

:

7,

of Bloor

Preacher:
The Rev. CANON

Stuart, M.A., M.C.

C. J. S.

Rev. Geo. C. Pidgeon,

>

— CHORAL EVENSONG.

7 p.m.

D.D.

Preacher:

Rev.

ETcnin* Sermon,

"The Great Adventure"

M. N. Jackson, M.A.

J.

Daily Services: 7 a.m. (Wed. 9:30),
10:00 a.m., 5:30 p.m.

Welcome To All Univeb-

Cordial

Friendship Hour

Students

srrv

C

Frederick
Silvester,
Organist and Choirmaster

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Students Specially

Church of Christ, Scientist
St. at Lowther Ave.

First

Welcome

St George

Branch of The Mother Church
The First Church of Christ,
Scientist, in Boston,

Mass.

CHURCH

SUNDAY SERVICES

OF THE

SUNDAY SCHOOL
11 am

REDEEMER

Sunda y, November 18th

11

a.m. and 7.30 p.m.

1 1

"MORTALS AND
IMMORTALS"

Avenue Road)

Wed. Evening Meeting

a.m.— HOLY COMMUNION

8

at 8.00 o'clock

a.m.— MORNING PRAYER

including Testimonies of Healing

Sermon:
R, A,

Free Public Reading

ARMSTRONG

Science
7

p.m.— EVENING PRAYER

Literature

may

be

read,

St.

West

KNOX CHURCH

p.m.— FIRESIDE HOUR

Spadina and Harbord
a.m.

11

"AVTRYST WITH GOD"

by

chief feature of all the reports

campus productions

on

a general spirit

is

of student co-operation

ii

school.

for instance this

:

learning ballet

.

.

.

settings are designed

and put up by the boys

in

Architecture."

Under the stage is a pit containing the
The University of Ottawa says, "It is
batteries and lights and above the stage a firmly established tradition to stage
is a prop room and loft for storing costwo plays yearly, one in French and one
tumes and sets.
in English."
Plays are produced in Moyse Hall at
"All plays are cast and produced by
McGiil University, in Convocation Hall students," comes from Queen's Universat Queen's and in Hart House Theatre,
ity,
"and insofar as possible students
which for the past two years has been make their own costumes."
opened only for a six week season, at
At the University of Manitoba the
the University of Toronto. A sad story Dramatic Society presents one major
of a dramatic housing shortage comes production during the first term, a
from the University of Manitoba whose drama festival during the second term,
theatre was occupied by the army for and a radio play some rime during the
five years and requires stage renovation year.

Campus Dramatic
are

generally

life.

some cases such as

The

Societies or Guilds

extra-curricular

but

in

at McGiil University,

Universities of Montreal, Ottawa,

Sis.

M.A., Th.B.
Montreal

C. Parker,

ing

public

interest

in

dramatic

their

DX).

productions which, as in the case of al-

and extra-curricular drammost all the colleges, are modern plays
by side. The McGiil The list
of Canadian Campus producsupported by the Stutions for this season include, The Male
dents' Council produces two plays a
Animal at University of Manitoba. Our
year, while the English Department also
Town at McGiil University and Uniproduces two plays, staged completely
versity of Toronto, and Arsenic and Old
by the students in the two drama courses Lace
at University of New Brunswick.

Dramatic distinction

is

cient staging as well

-REV. R.

given for

J.

Students specially invited.

(Continued from page 1)

B.A.,

alternative of restoring order or calling

Students Specially Invited

out the military."
If I

had been anti-union," the

attor-

could

have

ney-general

"Tho Friendly Church Wllh Ihm Chimes"
Bloor and Robert, just west o( Spadina

Rev.

A. Organ, M.A., B.D.

—"What are we doing in Education?"

11:00 ajn.

JOHN STIRLING

7 p.m.
A SOUND MOVIE

IN TECHNICOLOR

declared,

"I

ested in journalism, but are not

on

the staff, also invited to attend.

them a body-blow by reading the
You can judge by my
if I was eager to set off the
Examinations
spark."
His mission to Windsor, he
itated, was principally concerned with
Appointments for annual medical exlaw and order. The removal of the car- aminations may now be made with the
blockade was preceded by an explana- University Health Service. All male
tion to the union of the minister's posi- first and second year students and all
tion as attorney-general and the neces- those desiring to participate in athletics
sity of maintaining law and order.
who have not yet had their medical ex-

your

Let Us Be Your Friends.

wife

is

by your wife
your D.V.A. benefit If
self-supporting,

man

Meeting fob Worship
on Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

you are

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS

Invites students to join with us
in services that combine beauty

Yod akb Cordially Invited

of worship with
Christian action

to Worship with Us.

progressive

ML 3791

George SL

COMING EVENTS

11 a.m.,

AT

11

International Affairs Club on

November
en's

Rd.~

and

at 7

at

p.m

L,

FEIN BERG

speak on

Free Bus Service from Bathurst and
St. Clair every 15 minutes commencing at 10.40 a.m. until 11.20 a.m. and
leaving the Temple at 12.30 P-m. and
12.50 pjn.

PROFESSOR

block north of Bloor)

R.

J.

McCRACKEN

2

WEEKS

££ November 19

E. D.

RENAUD,

ERIC FEE,

A

President
Friendly Church

Where

B.A.,

PAED.. Teacher
BUCK,

A Warm

Floor

EATON

C°»,

— McLiniock and band
Nurses — so sweet and so
T—is for
Time — eight and nine-thirty
A— isAdmission
for
— two bucks please remember
N—is for
Night — twenty-third of November
T-is for
Tank — see the Mermaids in action
J—is for
Intermission — and Lorraine's attraction
C—is for
Cute —
co-eds galore
S~ts for
Skits — need we say anymore
BOX OFFICE SALE TODAY —
to 2:00 p.m.
Ellis

flirty

little

CHEMICAL CLUB FIELD TRIP

CANON

REFINERY, CLARKSON

Bus Leaves 1:15, Thursday, November 22
TICKETS MUST BE OBTAINED BY MONDAY
Room

7,

Basement, Chemical Building.

ALL THOSE INTERESTED ARE WELCOME

"Canada

in

the

Modern World"

Dept. of History, University of Toronto

3 pjn.

CFRB

Preacher:
R. A. HTLTZ. M.A.. D.D.,

—BIBLE

CLASSES.

p.m.— EVENING

Mon., Tuns.. Wod. Evga..
and Wod. Mat.

PRAYER.

Organ/it

p.m.

Copies of Talks available on request

"COUNTESS MARITZA"
Thum., Fri., Sol. Evgs.,
and Sal. Mat.

"ROSE MARIE"

NING PRAYER

PRICES [Tax

.*

University Students Welcome at
All Services

- Every Sunday— 2:15

-2ND WEEK BEG. NOV. 26"

REV. ROLAND HILL, B.A., L.Th.
FIRESIDE HOUR AFTER EVE-

Cnaric* Peafccr, Muj. D., F.R.C.O.

Welcome Awaits You

B.-A.

Fri.

ROSE MARIE

Preacher:

Pianist

— just see what they've planned

A Repertoire ol FAMOUS OPERETTAS with a superb cast ol Singers,
Comedians and Singing Chorus ol 40.

Saturday Matinee and Night

7

(12.10-1 p.nx)

WE

—Second

N—is for

in

The Messrs. S HUBERT Present

PRAYER
COMMUNION.
D.CJL..

MEN'S BIBLE CLASS

Immediately following the Morning Service

Store

a.m.— MORNING
and

be «hown by Rev. Lelund Grefiory

YOU WILL ENJOY THE YOUNG

7.95

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.

a.m. and 7 p.m.

p.m.— CRUSADE RALLY
will

Church

31oor Street East

11

II

OF McMASTElt UNIVERSITY

8.15

St.Paul's Anglican

Moncrief, D.D.
MINISTER

President of DapCHl Convention ol Ontario and
Quobi-c, Guest Speaker

Bombed Churches

Wom-

J.

SUNDAY,

Pah

E—is for

TO

hi WEEK, Mon. thru

Rev. Adiel

Radiant

turquoise, red,

Monday,

19 at 4.30-p.m., at the

Union. Everybody welcome.

AJ4.

RABBI ABRAHAM
will

WALMER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
block west of Spadina

to 8.

a

12:30

International Affairs
Dr. Malcolm Wallace will speak on
the Conditions of World Peace to the

Public Cordially Invited

and

cushiony wool shearling.
blue, aqua marine,

«

Bathurit Street at Ava Road

"THE PALESTINE CRISIS"

Regular Sunday services
8, 9.30,

so „

DENTANTICS

HOLY BLOSSOM TEMPLE

me

hear the still small voice which
reached the prophet's ear."
John Green leaf Whittier

Pictures of

Main

Yongo. 2 below Dundaa)

(Off

.

Hours: 10 a-m. lo 4 pjn.

Trinity Square

St.

their appointments,

.with respect to

your rehabilitation grant

67 St.

make

earned

treated as a single

CHURCH OF THE
HOLY TRINITY

aminations should report to the Health
Service immediately for appointments.
On Friday, third year students may
report to

thai . .

amount

le

docs not affect

All Varsity students cordially invited.

OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

4

.

win your heart

Eaton's College Street— Second Floor

Dentists

Varsity Staff Meeting
There will be a news meeting today from 4 :30 to 5 o'clock in room
37 at U.C. All Varsity News reporters, and those who are inter-

action

Do you know

(1

Sizes

D—is for

proclamation.

Ex-Service Students

8:15 Fireside -Quiz Night -Refreshments

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

in

white and roie.

T.

dealt

CHURCH

TRINITY UNITED

.

What's on Today

All students are welcome.

Blackwell Interview

MACLEAN,

will speak

let

mule

.' royal

effi-

as for proficient

R.C.A.F. Chaplain

PARKER

silence,

Cross-strap

paint-box shades

The Canadian Association of ScienMount Allison Univers- tific workers will hold a meeting at
awards dramatic A's at the end of 8:30 tonight in Wymilwood. G. A.
the year for credits received for partici- Boutry will speak on the role played by
pation in any and all phases of stage scientists in the French underground.

Fit. Lieut.

and 7 p.m.

"Thcrc, syllabled by

away!

Club,

Players'

FELLOWSHIP HOUR

8.15 p.m.

SLIPPERS

Queen's and Manitoba speak of increas-

ity

rrofcHNor, I'rcHbvtrrioo College,

AT THE
Meeting House, 109 Maltl&nd

"BARANEE"

kitten's ear.'and so fancifully feminine
they'll

English courses.

HEV. ROBT. LENNOX,

Minister

DR.

The

summer

its

from the home campus. Acadia Univers- songs, written by the school wit, dances
ity reports, an auditorium seating ap- performed by the girl-friend who is
proximately 2,000, with a spacious stage,
pipe organ and two grand pianos.

where three
one-act plays are produced and directed
annually by members of one of the

"BUT GOD

At. gnureto's

11 a.m.

popularity.

Festival.

Queen's University provides a course
dramatics at

Drama, it seems is here to stay.
report from the University of Montreal
Most campi have their own theatre on their annual Revue Bleu et Or. It
or auditorium available, though some is a kind of Music-Hall Review made up
have to stage their productions away of sketches about student life, humorous

acting at Acadia University

p.m.

7

Very Rev. Siuari

but

Drama

the

at

given at the university.

YOUNG PEOPLE ESPECIALLY
WELCOME

King and Simcoe

everything

and an individual award
is presented by the

for the best actor

atics function side

Richmond

CANON W. PRIOR
8.15

on

college

productions,

adjudicator

:urricular

borrowed or purchased.

80

Sermon;

recognized academically? Are they popular? Answers varied from college to

Room where

Bible and Authorized Christian

the

Wliat are the chances for a Canadian
drama developing in the colleges and
.and universities from coast to coast,
pondered Canadian Campus? Are production facilities good? Are dramatics

before returning to civilian

through Christian Science.

CANON

Drama Across Canada

8 and 9.30 a.m.

—CHORAL EUCHARIST.

11 a.m.

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES

(Bloor and

Canadian Campus

THOMAS' CHURCH

ST.

BLOOH STREET ^
UNITED CHUHCH

r

Box

included)

SOc, SI .20, S1.80, S2.4Q and S3.
Wed. and Sal.: SOc, SI .20,
$1.80. and 52.40.
Ofilco Open 10 a-m. lo 10 p.m.

EVGS.:
MATS.,

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

—

SPS Favored To Meet UC
In Cup F inal
ednesday

W

U.C.'S

FOU RTH YE AR

IN

The Undergraduate Newspaper

ROW

VOL.

The Mulock Cup is on the Mock again. Come
Wednesday
noon the mterfacnlty rugby finalists take to the

Stadium field for
the annual trophy class.c. U.C. won their
ticket to the game
!a°t
Thursday with their win over Vic. Sr. School
and St. Tie's vie
fcr the other slot this afternoon. Current

"

Dark Shades Cause

stands with cheer

•hike to

the

game

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. MONDAY,
NOVEMBER

Strain

to ruin their larynges
with

leges will turn out in large

numbers

"The reason why the illumination in ble light
that surrounds them. The (
houses and buildings is bad is that edges of the human
eye are similar

With their surprise win over Vi<: last
week U.C, the current cup holders

don't

Service Essential

E

show

PREPARE F ORD

to

but the inner or centre part of the
which
eye is made up of cones each of which
Mr. H. R. Logan
is directly connected to the brain.
It is
members of the Royal
this part of our eyes which allow
us to
this

people like to use dark shades

to

witness the final struggle of the season.)

the dirt,"

told the

the finals for the fourth consecu.
Last year they nosed out the

Musgrave

The

causes definite discomfort."
in the economic life
Staley, who has sparked the Red and
of the
Mr. Logan traced the development of
White team all season, is expected to world," said Mr. A. K. Musgrave in
eyes in animals from the lowest forms
an
address
make the going plenty tough for the
to the Campus Co-op in
which arc only able to distinguish beopposition.
Milne, Hamm, and Mc- Cartwright Hall last Thursday.
Mr. tween dark and light to those of
the
Knight are Schoolmen most likely to Miusgravc, a veteran of this war, is human which
can distinguish or resolve
succeed.
For St. Mike's ex-navy man forming a Co-op on this campus for ex- different objects
and see color. In fish
servicemen.
Niero and Buaer will likely star.
and nocturnal animals the sensitive layer
Co-operation is a way of life
in which is made up of rods which are connected

each

McGill Students

At Queens

Parade

individual,

in

his

own

the heads of others", stated
Mr.

High Incomes and

—

Kingston, Ont., Nov. 13
(CUP)
Flushed with their first victory of the
recently-ended intercollegiate rugby sea-

Post-

In the services we learned
to subordinate our individual desires
to the
benefit of the group, and
while we don't

son an estimated 200 band-led McGill want a regimented
civil
students staged a friendly march on the good idea to carry our

life,

it

is

that fluorescent lights

suspended the company from
membership in August, alter they
had refused

The Red and White

students started
their parade on Princess Street where

work has shown

lowship and team-work back
with

strain.

in this field,

known

as Illumination

Engineers, have been called on to plan
the lighting system of factories, stores

O

Avukah

Regions Insttee

Discusses

to accept the Institute's
advice

the agreement which

was held up for several minutes.
there they proceeded to the camp-

Employment

Palestine Crisis

keg; she will

Industry

Says

Dr.

H.

Cassidy,

director

of

the

rsity

us,'

Women's Club Saturday

higher national income and

ment would

strengthen

full

the

that a

employ-

The committee's brief presents an
account of the conciliation proceeding*

less

she

is

let

nected.

Dominion

to

Among

the activities of the club are

monthly open meetings, and a series of
esses at the rate of 2000 a month. The bi-weekly study groups on M;
trade journals keep them in touch with theory and practice, held at 274 College
What is going on in their new fields
St.

was" signed for the company
by E.
M. Dillon and for the umon by I. Himcl
by A. Brady, chairman of the
board. The committee points
out in its

(Continued on page 4)

TORONTO SWAMPS WESTERN 4

I

Use Converted Dwelling

Out"

As

Probe

Police

in

INFORMAL RECITAL

Three Etudes
C minor
E major
A minor

1939.

He and his family had left their native Warsaw for Bucharest at war's outbreak just fourteen hours ahead of the

Distinctive Flag

Clair dc

Nazis and had made their way to France

Chopin

If the decision was to be left to our
campus Engineers, Canada would soon
have a distinctive national flag and anthem.
The Engineering Parliament on
Friday voted by a small margin in favor

of

its

government's resolution to adopt

France's

surrender was

P

1

* dint of S°od fortune and paternal

^

and that allowed

and the fledgling optometrist chalks up another practice pre-

University Extension, the College has

The

course to a three-year one.
It is

hoped by Dean

J. E.

Thompson

that in the next five years the College
also contains a

friendship for us, re- weary Kleenex and inquired about his
closer ties with the United famous repertoire of enchanting French
This was construed to mean dirties. He laughed and asked: "Do you
cntual economic and political domina- take French?"
by that country.
In resting their
The reporter nodded.

sulting

Britain's
in

Mech- may become

part of the University.

m

case, the opposition stated

ry is essentia! to

that

world unity.

Empire

"Then," he apologized "I can't sing

them

to you."

into

field

a quagmire, and

was most difficult
Although the contest promised to be a

more

record program, held daily from

4 :00 to 5 :30 in the

Women's Common

this

dents of the college.

Dt.n

Union

Meek, Social Director of the
told

The Varsity

was designed
feel

to

that the dance

make married

students

both welcome and essential in their

participation in college activities.

offensive

play was
than defensive in

restricted

type of setting.

Room at U-C. is open ot the men and
women of every college and faculty.

States.

in his right eye,

scription

crease

turned the

goal keeping especially

Dance At_"Vic"

been recently developed from a one-year

the worst

of soccer conditions, as a steady rain

Falla

Married Couples

iversity students is rendered here. Joe
College, by making an appointment, can
determine whether he is 30/20 or 45/60

coming in "Toronto three
6-1 count

The game was played under

De

Today's program:
Laboratory where, at a dozen
t0 reacfl
Portuguese border.
The government, represented by Art
Wagner— Prelude to Act I of LohenIn military jargon that is the creed benches, students work with special Jackes and John Mills, contended that
The hour devoted to sweating out the
grin
of the 150 students who daily take clas- grinding machines over the delicate leathe flying of the Union Jack abroad as extension outside the offices of the SpanBrahms— Quintet in B Minor (Clarises in the converted house on the comer sts of today's scientifically -cons true ted
the Canadian flag has led to confusion, ish secret police was, according to Stynet and Strings)
of St. George and Sussex. Proudly dis- eye glasses. Clinic and Lab work comnderstanduig, and ridicule. They kolt, the most hauntingly uncomfortable
playing building and occupation permits, prise the most important courses in the
De Falla— Nights in the Gardens of
argued that patriotism does not com- of his life.
final year of optometry.
it is the home of the Ontario College of
Spain.
Without the extension, the family
prise only loyalty to Britain and the
Optometry.
Student oculists also study Visual Empire, but is a more personal feeling would probably not have
reached the
In its lecture rooms and laboratories Training whose purpose is to keep both
family,
pride
in
community, and safety of this continent From Europe
that number of young men (many of eyes working efficiently and equally,
The government deemed a they travelled to Rio de Janiero and
homeland.
whom have recently left the service) are prevent one eye from "loafing" and to
Canadian flag and anthem essential to from there to New York and Toronto.
qualifying for the right to attend Ontar- train the eyes to interpret what they see.
"The future," queried the man known
our national unity, and a necessity in
io's eyes.
Visual Training, if applied early, in
iew of Canada's increased prominence as "Styk" as he lighted his third cigarThere, in the new wing, third year some cases enable the young man or
ette. "It's hard to tell. Maybe an M.A.
i world affairs.
students work in an eight-cubicled clinic, woman to escape the fate of spectacles.
and then a career evolving around EconThe Victoria College Union played
Larry Maughan and Bob Meeken, omics. Teaching or politics,
receiving practice in the description of
Not yet a part of the University, alperhaps, I host to thirty-five married
couples at
glasses. Equipment used is identical to though first year students attend certain opposition speakers, declared that while haven't really decided yet."
Wymilwood Saturday when the V.C.U.
that which they will employ after grad- lectures in biology, psychology, anatomy
lationalism here would not affect nur
The young woman interviewer buffed
sponsored a dance for the married stuttitude toward Britain, it would deuation. Free eye-testing service for Un- and physics through the Department of
her own scarlet and gold pin with a
anical

1

This was the second vic-

undefeated.

free-scoring affair,

they headed toward Spain, travelling on
a 24-hour pass that had been extended

The University of Toronto Soccer
Blues drubbed Western 4-0 at London
Saturday afternoon to finish the season
tory registered over the Mustangs this

Debussy

Dance

RECORD HOUR

of

another moving day for the Stykolts and

influence to 96 hours

both.

the signal

End With Shutout

weeks ago by a

Lune

Ritual Fire

Undefeated Blues

year, the first

where they remained for ten months.

|

Potential Optometrists

"Sweats

Europe

School Approves

further

and

To Grow

able aid to the thousands of returning
veterans who are opening up new busin-

The board

recommended that an agreement
be
igned by the parties concerned
not later
than August I, 1945. This
recommenda-

Subject

with which he is closely con- received for officers of the permanent
"They are rendering an invalu- executive.

The new wing

union recognition.

Civic Elections

M. J.Gualey

Eyes right

applied on July 27, 1944, to the
Ontario

the problem slide un-

strongly persuaded

Government's policy for better relation

i

azines

and sign
had

Institute

Labor Relations Board for certification
do as bargaining
agent. This was granted
on October 25, 1944. Negotiations
"The British government," continued
broke
age for pension; extension of present
March, 1945. A conciliation
Mr. Warschauer, who was Palestine
unmploymcnt compensation offers
board was set up on May 14,
correspondent t'or a Berlin Jewish news1945, and
low a grant to be effective and the proJuly 5 brought in a unanimous
paper in 1937, "sees in the Palestine sitvisions for sharing the cost of hospital
uation a source of further friction in recommendation for voluntary check-off
and dental care, omit sickness and dis- India
which, according to the brief,
because the Arabs in the Holy
implied

Says Dr. Cassidy

School of Social Work, told the Uni

£

he explained.

LP. P.

the

negotiated for the Company."

ability benefits.
In reviewing prospects Land have 19,000,000
co-rcligionists in
for the future. Dr. Cassidy thought that
India who are exceedingly interested in
between the federal and provincial gov- the federal and provincial governments how she will handle
the problem of
us where they exchanged songs and
definitely
would reach an agreement, Jewish Immigration."
nments.
cheers with the Queen's force gathered
Max Day, president of Avukah told
"The Dominion Government", he said, but that the danger lay in the possibility
to protect the campus in case the need
the meeting that the society will concenthat die real issue would be
missed and
"realizes that for efficient post-war rearose.
trate this year on a study of the history
the social security part of the
scheme of
Participation in the coming Toronto construction there must be congenial
Zionist culture and the productions
would
be disregarded.
civic elections is among the
of Zionism.
subjects Dominion-Provincial relations, with fedwhich will be discussed at the business eral leadership in all fields."
meeting of the University Labour ProQuoting a report issued by the govgressive Club, to be held at eight
o'ernment in August, Dr. Cassidy outclolock this evening in Wymilwood.
lined a government plan for grants to
"The meeting is an open one, and all
"Numerous large European concerns those of progressive outlook and sympa- the provinces for highways, forest conintend to invest hundreds of millions thies are urged to ttend."
So stated servation, and other (public works proIt
of dollars in the Canadian industrial Margaret Jersak, secretary
of the dub's jects plus assumption of 20 percent of
field within the next few years," M.
Mr. Lome Watson (I Victoria),
J. interim committee. Other members inhe cost of needed projects of private
Gualey, chief of Research Merchandis- clude Ken Morrison, Chairman;
pianist, will give an informal midPhylmterprise should fail.
ing in the McLean-Hunter Publications, lis Cohen, Vice-Chairman
day
recital in the east common room
;
Steve Enditold the Engineering Society last Thurs. cot, Treasurer; and Henry
of Hart House at 1.30-pjn. on Tucs.
Turning to the social security scheme,
Rosenthal,
Just sixty minutes but the most unHe
will play the following proafternoon, during his talk on industrial Educational Director. An informal
dis- Dr. Cassidy thought it to be inadequate.
comfortable hour of his life, says Steph- gramme:
expansion during the post-war period.
cussion of vertran's problems will be
He pointed out that people should be
Stykolt,
IV
led
Poli
Sheep
by
Gordon
Sci.,
May Safely Graze
Mr. Gualey also outlined the function
McLean, himself a rtabout one unBachable to retire before seventy, the present
of the business papers and trade mag- eturned man, and nominations will be
forgettable episode in his escape from
Howe

traffic

From

°"p4

"Britain is standing beside a
powder as presented in "Reports
of Conciliation
keg in Palestine with lighted match,"
Board re Imperial Optical Company
vs
Heinz Warscliauer, associate editor
of Local 154, UE-CIO."
Magazine Digest, told Avukah ThursAccording to the brief, Local
154
day night, "She will not approach the

and the post-war luxury railroad coach.

Full

fT^*

,T

I

This

together with light reflecting walls and
furnishings the most satisfactory results.

Men

to enter i„ta
nto

sometliing at once"

traditions of fel

Queen's campus early Sunday evening.

War Hope

M

running the whole length of the room
and lying flush with the ceiling used

Mus-

grave.

on

has "treated
action on The part of
it

S
d
" ,£ Im " eriaI °P
"
C
?
a contractual
relationship with the union "
he Union advances as evidence
of the company's "bad faith"
the report that "the Central
ntario Industrial

trast so as to relieve eye

together for more sensitivity in the fee-

interest,

automatically aids the rest of the
group;
whereas, in ordinary business
advance^
lent was often achieved
by "walking

brief quotes a statement of
the company that
in good faith. Irresponsible

umon orgam M rs

UC

this contrast

«-«»E ComnX

*

Strikt.

States

tive year.

disasters

REPORT

S TRIKE

Allegations of "bad faith" on the
part of both the Imperial Optical Company and Local
514 UE-CIO are reported in a brief preP
'" g
ty
e UniVerSi '
y F

Canadian Institute
Friday
evening. read printing and do
any of the other
These dark shades will not reflect things
which require our eyes and give
light and as a result there is
too much us enjoyment through them.
contrast
between
the lights and the rest
School squad by a 3-1 score. The year
We must substitute service for profit
Recently studies have been made to
of the room and the room is unevenly
before the Engineers decisioned
find an illuminating system that
seeking as the motive for our economic
dislighted. The eye strain resulting
8-2.
from tributes the light well and reduces
activities if we wish to avoid
confurther

make

Local 154

Both Allege^Bad Faith"

Toike Oike's

will not be outdone by the
School efforts however
CT but
bUt are
planmng the.r own methods of rousing
b their fans t, is anticipated
that football lovers from the other col-|

M. Hermant &

S.

Says Illumination Expert

U.C.

1945

19,

COMMITTEE REPORTS STRIKE FACTS

wagering finds tl *SchZ
squad heavy favorites over the Saints.
iV
betW n the res P ecti >": contenders
will „ ot be confined
.
,?
<f ,'J t
o the field by any means. It will overflow
into the
1

LXV

after-

had the advantage of the
the first half, and as a result,

;rn
;

play was fairly even.

Neither team had

many

direct shots on goal, and good
soaring chances ended up with the ball
hitting the goalposts

lowing in the

mud

or the goalie wal-

with the ball safely

The only score of the
half came early, when Willie Clarkson
netted a free kick, alter a foul on Toronhis

hands.

in the

Western defensive

All through the second

zone.

half,

Toronto

ubjected Western's goalkeeper Zarzon
to

a steady barrage of leather, and only

due to

his

good netminding was

held at

three

more

goals.

the

The

dominated the play,
while the backs gave out with sound defensive work behind the Toronto firingSpooner, on a pass from Shinobu,
scored first, on a weak goal that merely
slid by Zarzon.
A few minutes later
Varsity forwards

Spooner again counted, on a ball crossed
him from the left-hand corner. Given

to

a free kick late in the half,

scored

the

last

goal

of

Zarzon was helpless on the
( Continued

Thompson
the

game.

shot, stand-

on page 3)
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Till;

2
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Books

Editorial

Corwin

Seminar-Smarties
Are you a seminar-smartie?

Do you jump

And

Norman Corwin's On a Note of Triumph (Musson Book Co. $2.00) is an
ambitious attempt to summa

the professor's argument before he has had time to come to the
conclusion? Do you assume a knowing air as soon as you hear a
discussion, and at once turn it into an argument?
If you are this obnoxious type of student, we heartily dislike you
as a person, and deplore you as a thorn in the side of any discussion group. When you spread your activities as far as the lecture-

we

room,

Europe.

The very backbone

how much

What might have
professional

being

selfish.

The

of

And

awaken

members

all

interest

participating, to

the

in

The

student

would

Student
like

'lecturer

I

cannot imagine

poem

typical of

is

of

the

nineteenth

century

why

sentially, matter and temper, thoroughly
modern, and his individuality consists in
something more than the mere austere
Besides denial of deep philosophic or dark psy-

the auth-

so strongly on the

insists

rhythms and measured phrasing,
image and
association

of

choneurotic elements;
xtistic

incongruities

and

it

consists in his

intellectual grip

ersity of the

on the div-

modern world and

its

an-

tecedents.

He

in the original radio script and,

disciplines

turbulent

the

vocab-

ulary of war and industry in a balanced

on the
whole, superior to the rest of the pro-

structure of phrase. He builds Homeric
Corwin possesses catalogues from the place-names of the
a talent which he can exploit as far as communique. He roots the present to a
the C.B.S. sees fit. At any rate it should geological
or
anthropological
past
be interesting to see what Corwin might "Cunning of Science, terror of the brute,
produce if he were once free of the sev- /And running back along the human
duction, suggest that

limitations

present)

(at

rity, is

Movement

opportunity to

clarify its relation to the Strike

the

tree,

/Could come stemming from a sim-

ian root

.

.

He

."

deepens historical pers-

Covering roughly the same ground, pective through the subtle medium of
but with less theatrics and more integ- the school boy: "One who had
followed
E.

J. Pratt's

new

ten-page

They Are Returning (McMillan

Christian

of

oadcasting medium.

Strikes

to take this

iscences

ermore, the bracketed additions, missing

Dear Sir:

The

for one.

the rest, the

—not

hich characterize the "poetic". Furth-

on between two people, and
thus the whole purpose of the group is Editor, The Varsity.
lost. Seminars exist with the design of

creating healthy discussion of the sub-

tone

find the occasional vivid

Christianity

generally

is

of

but

figurative

ere
called,

been colloquial vig-

non-poetic nature of the work.

carried

with

For

Pratfs peculiar aloofness from the main
stream of contemporary poetry. To some
extent he stands apart in time-remin-

enervated by a too

is

slickness

life.

Sitll,

Correspondence

dis-

if

Trid, a\"ashoo, Pij.

Come Away Death,

especially to

intensification,

or's preface

forceful

and waste the time of both proand students.

Moreover, such a discussion,

ject,

Pu

the

an 'Svorld" is rhymed with "furled," the
a mere dead are "unscung" (but note "amorph"slick" conventionalizing, mutual dilu- ous" too), and with the coming
of war
tion from attempting to alloy art and "The game was on another field."
These
life instead of plating art upon a core
of course are mere echoes. Pratt is esaesthetic

doesn't realize that he is being
He is too interested in the
superiority to be aware of others
except

An undue amount oFcausand questions leading into

be

effective,

less

our of diction

long harangues will hold up the whole

may

Guts, Oepidus, Fun Penn,
Mcswill, Meow, Smitten Kitten,

with their direct functional

utterances

to his classmates.

is

CAT,

and

bearing on actual events.

manifestation of his own
in the role of audience. And he really
has only a certain time in which
to give the main points of the subject

it

statement for

ALLEY

Da-DA-DIT,

Shrdlu, Kitty Foyle, Jaydee, Old
Mylo, L'il Oike, Bubbles, Blood

is

the present generation, than the orignal

Fundamentally Selfish
It may be that the seminar-party

cussion

piece

and at best the verbatim excerpt
from reports of the foreign correspond- also to admit as structure and not mere
ent More effective are the transcripts ornament the vigorous intellectual qualfrom speeches of political figures, but 'ty of some of Pratt's briefer lyrics,

professor minds having questions thrown at him in the midif they are pertinent to the subject and show that
amplification, Such queries are helpful to the class
os a whole, for the same question may be lurking in the minds of
other students. But the place for an intellectual duel on a side-issue
is hardly in the centre of a crowded classroom,
where people are
trying to take down notes coherently. It is over cups of coffee,
on
the debating floor, or even in the professor's private office
that such
broadsides should be delivered. Since this particular type
needs an
audience, we pray that they form a debating society.

fessor

of

press,

No

class,

the senatorial

talk,

some point needs

tic criticism

the

of

:

dle of a lecture,

for the day.

KLEFRITZ,

fied to the lines of the enlistment poster.

thin.

and a hindrance

Rudy Mental, compositor emeritus

wrought largely through the various
media of hack expression
the warbond drive slogan, the rotary club pep-

Professors Like Questions

selfish

victory

big subject difficult to oo-

—

In Every Class

—

wears

A

The Varsity, while digging into page
and Corwin has unfortunately
four last evening, struck oil.
chosen a stock of expression so well
The Cat just struck.
worn as to be no more forceful than the
'Woo, Eros, Raco, Jake, Philifundamental bare abstractions. The humriN'o,
Hormone, Razbry, Tiddywee,
ble democratic "little guy" the paranoic
Egbert,
T i d d y w o o, Ethelbert,
Nazi giant, and the bereaved mother
Queen's Own, Mehitabel, Frdl,
with her "tall, straight thought" are
Omar,
Minos,
Grrr, Hyphen, Snicthoroughly genuine concepts, but simpli-

In almost every classroom there exists an erudite chatterbox
who is over-willing to seize upon any chance that will enable him
He will
to air 'his wisdom, or rather, knowledge of long words.
forsake the basic beauty of simple English, and roam far afield into
rhetoric, with much waving of the hands, in an attempt to have a
learned discussion with the professor on some minor detail of the
lecture.
He will finish by confusing the rest of the students, and
side-tracking the whole group away from the subject.
These pests can often be marked by their opening sentence, interposed at the moment the professor pauses for breath: "Mmmmm,
well don't you think this is the correct manner of approach?
Then follows a lengthy, disconnected diatribe on some detail of the
subject.
Unfortunately, most professors are too well-mannered to
bring to class suitable instruments for dealing with these people,
and, hoping to evoke a true discussion, bear them out until patience

war and

events and problems of

jectify.

really hate you.

One

There's

Pratt

middle of

in at the

Com-

ada, 50 cents).

Too

The

length

is

of

poem

Latin book/ the story of the Second

Can-

Punic

War

."
.

Pratt has always been and

significant.

still is a
you like, a "minor" poet.
Such designations are purely historical.

serious in theme to be carried any

limited poet

great length by the verbal gusto of a
Chincholol, it is still long enough to

if

The student may make a few reservaon the campus. Whereas we are accommodate the author's usual epic am- tions, but the ordinary
intelligent reader
plitude, and short enough to avoid the will find They Are Returning
a satismaterial, and to explain any difficulties
need for the rather flat type which char- fying and quietly-felt piece of craftsmittee who are devoted to a fair and
which may have arisen during the course
acterizes parts of Bribeuf— short enough ship.
—Duncan
Robertson
impartial
professor

the

there to lead the talk into

is

proper

channels,

suggest

reading

ittce

in full

sympathy with those on the Com-

search for the facts involved

of study.

lost

how

easy to see

It is

all

in the strike we are unable because of
can be our very
character as a movement to

this

through the determined efforts of

a scminar-smarty. One
group; two

What

will disrupt the

can be done about these pests?

Practically

anything short of physical

Perhaps a few

violence.

hints

from

out-

spoken classmates will have some effect

Maybe

make an

then they will

they are displaying

come to
not

all-out

commitment on behalf

intelli-

The whole

Drama

The Unorthodox

question of the S.CM.'s'

was carefully considered

at

our National

Is

Reginald Godden has established his

to

I would like Toronto reputation
by playing contemquote briefly from die conclusions of
porary music and works not generally

Versatility

day

night's

was

Pops

keynote of Fri-

the

Pops

performance.

Both

known. Continuing

in this theme, his
soloist and conducter alternated between
Sunday evening concert piano and podium with facility and obthe affirmation that religion and
last night was studded with contempo- vious enjoyment
While pianist-comlife must not be separated. We believe
rary works. Judging from the remarks poser Percy Grainger conducted two of
that the Christ Ian community must make
his new compositions. Sir Ernest fulits influence felt in the secular order, of the young lady who sat in front of

"The commission accepted as axiom- program

for the

filled

and that Christians must be concerned me, this practice gives rise to a certain
about every phase of life and must seek amount of confusion on the part of the
to promote a world community which
listener.
The question she asked was
would permit the fullest possible deEaUbllibcd 1880
why does he do it The answer is twovelopment of individual personality.
Member Cinadian UnirersltT Prtw
'"ted fi»e ti ma , week far the Stnfold both
because he plays modern
"In relation to political questions,
Adminiitr»ti»e Council of the UnlToronlo. Opinions expressed In
music well, and because he is convinced
columns are inot necessarily the officUJ S.C.M. members must be able and ready
that
much
good
music is being produced
Students'
Administratire to lend their support to those parties
.

—

Valuable

Versatility at

Counoil in September, and

gence, but their unintelligent attitude in
atic

being deliberately uncooperative.

Music and

obligations in the field of social action

see that
the commission:

their

Jlrt,

of cither strikers or compaincs.

will finish it off completely.

.

—

.

and

the piano

ebullience.

obbligatos

Then

with relish

the roles

ilumbersitbe

were re-

versed; Sir Ernest led, and Mr. Grainger cavorted at the piano through his

Handel in the Strand. Shepherd's Hey
was encored by Sir Ernest after the
coy Percy declined to conduct

To my taste the musical climax of the
and
which commend themselves to today. He is performing a valuable ser^ evening came with Charles Wakefield
Cadman's
American Suite, which is by
by
putting
unfamiliar
works
before
member's own Christian moral
turns haunting, reflective and jocose.
the public.
judgment
Another thing that perplexed the Perhaps we shall hear this composer's
'The relationship of the S.C.M. coryoung lady was Mr. Godden's "peculiar masterful Dark Dancers of the Mardi
porately to quesUons of a political chartechnique". For her information and for Gras here someday.
The variations
actor is a more difficult question.
On others who may
be baffled, there are from Tchaikovsky's third orchestral
matters on an honest divergence of
actually good reasons for all his "un- suite were surprisingly effective—little
opinion
on Christian grounds, the
thodox" motions. The best reason is known but meritorious, given a fine, inS.C.M. as such ought not to take a partireading
at his playing has improved immeasur- telligent
(literally)
by Sir
an position. On issues, however, which
Mr. Grainger was also heard
ably since he adopted this new method. Ernest.
hallenge basic Christian moral prinDeveloped originally by E. Robert as soloist in Faure's lovely, introspective
:iples, basic to the existence of
ChrisHis approach was musicianly
Schmitz, the method was designed to Ballade.
tian community and personality,
the
always and somewhat freer of that
Movement must take a stand as a Move- produce a technique that would both
conserve the energy of the performer and sloppiness which has characterized his

ALUMNI DANCE
Argonaut Club,Thur. Nov.22, 8:30p.m.
Slan Palton and His Orcheslra

policies

Boom, Rm. A2-»
University College—

Editorial

Business Office
Night Office

„

-MI. 8?4S

.

-W. Hugh

Editor-in-Chief

)

,

B.A.

Women's EditorPeggy Bates, 4T6
Managing Editor —Robert R. Robinson, AT€

——

Assistant

Barbara K. Hood,

.

Make-up Editor

Phil Shacklcton,

Assistant.

Editor
Assistant

Wallace, B.P.H.E.
George Fonter, 4T7
Blanche Stanley, 4T6
.Wally Belfry, 4T8

,Pi-g

.

News

B.A
BA.

,

Assistant

Feature Editor

Women's

Assistant-.

Men's AssistantJerry Ewins,
C.U.P. & Exchange Editor
Barbara Jones,
Assistant—...
—.
Dorothy Harley.
Art, Music, and Drama
Editor
Philip Freedman,
Staff Photographer
Ralph Jones,

—

,

4T6 ment"

We

—

—

urge

all

intimately with musical interpreta-

S.CM.'rs to

B.A
tions. However, I would not vouch for
4T6 become fully acquainted with the facts
the fact that all of Mr. Godden's motions
4T6
4T7

*

*

— Morlev

Do

President of the Student Christian

Movement, U. of T.

works

ed.

that

S.P.S.

June Lawford, U.C.

3445

LL. 2769

©art ©ottse

ffiulle

tm

3@oaro

Glee Club
There will be a rehearsal of the Glee Club at
5 p.m.
today in the music room. A full attendance
is
requested.

»

Godden chose. successive Follies audiences rolled in the
However that may be, it was a program aisles to his gags Friday night as U.C.'s
well performed and enthusiastically re- 1945 Revue hit the Hart House boards,
ian

Clarke.

LY

— Douc Ross.

recent performances.

volved in the current strikes, to take
Anything Old Will
would be approved of by Mr. Schmitz.
a stand consistent with their Christian
Grandfather's sense of humor wasn't
Nor do I believe that the teacher would
convictions, and to take action accordas
faded
as you might think.
be enthusiastic for the particular RusThree
ingly.

Night Editor Bob Marjoribanks.
Assistant Jack Tinker.

tie in

therefore

Tickets $2.00 per Couple.

Gordon Spergel,

Inormal Recital
Lome Watson

(I Victoria), pianist, will
give an informal recital in the music room at 1:30
on
Tuesday.

pm

Mr.

— Philip

Freedman.

(Continued on page 3)
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Victoria College Harriers
Garner Interfaculty Title

SPORTS CALENDAR

ISgf

The Victoria College team ran
with

the

Meet

at

Senior

off Trinity, a member of the
Intercollegiate
Harrier Championship Harrier team,
ran

Interfaculty

High Park Saturday morning

in

third place, followed by
the Junior Interfaculty

Don

Flack, Vic
winner of two
40 points, St weeks ago. The
winning team from Vic
Mike's third with 91 and Wycliffe
fourth had Preston first, Flack
fourth, Sloan
with 106,
sixth,

with a low
finished

total of

second

33 points.

Tri

McNicl

ninth,

teenth to capture

15

the

and Speers thirkey positions in

meet
Due to

the

Joe

Taylor,
U.C.,
Senior
the keen interest
shown by all
Mile- and Thrce-Jrfile part.cipants,
the meet .was a complete
Champion, grabbed second position
50 success.
It was held under a
cloudy
yards behind the winner. Jack Goering,
sky, with a typical
autumn breeze providing the proper
atmosphere. As. Dr.
Taylor fired the starting gun, 32
runners
sped off on the five-mile
jaunt
Wycliffe lived up to their
repuation

0>

as

"the harrier college" by having
record entry of 12 contestants.

ieason's

outdoor track

IT

WORKS
.

.

.

LIKE

4-0

Over Mustangs

SEE?
(Continued from Page

YOU BUY A DOZEN
and sharpen
two or three.
Test them for
smoothness,

ing in the centre fo the net,
with the
ball headed for the left hand
corner.

try

well, especially in his

how

kicks at right fullback, and
Bousfeld at
centre half deserves mention,
as does

On

to __
the points, see

long

takes to

it

handling of goal-

ing threat, and Shinobu
at left inside
Played a steadying game. In the
back-

YOU DONT AGREE
THEY'RE THE FINEST
IF

team captain Joe Fyfe played
with
L"
always dependable accuracy.
field,

writing pencils you've
ever used, just return the
Certificate

the Western lineup, Hall played

Goalkeeper Zarzon. For Varsity,
Riguero at center half was a constant
scor-

wear

them out

The

1)

i

n

every do2eu

guarantees
you'll get all

your money
back with-

"™

teTJw

"

game

.

.

.

better not!"

out question.

ART, MUSIC &

last

.

up beyond recognition from

last

For
is

this

we said eyebrows.
The famous Four

the choruses, tall

and

years,

V'
Ma

Popular

The music was catchy and substantial,
when the orchestra could agree about it;

A

Repertoire

TAS with a superb casl of Singers,
Comedians and Singing Chorus of 40.

hi WEEK, Mod.

thru Fri.',

short, there

we had

We

'd

seen this before.

IN

Cor. Charles

PLAQUEST DRAMA GUILD
Presents

'LARCENY INC
"ROSE MARIE"
PRICES (Tax
eves.:

Included)

$1.80. S2.40 and S3.
MATS., Wod. and Sat.: 90c, S1.20,
SI.B0, and Si AO.
Box Oil [co Open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
90c.

JOLLEY

The

Men

'

Hilda s
spent sleeples nights
champion Softball teams for the past three
">» ld
her appearance would

strike

"0™

»M«

However,

-

WEDNESDAY

3rd Year

M >** M"? Mlton

P

"tf
42

don Var

cheque, have added concrete lo
dreams (belter late than never)
and
Mary ,, eiuolled
firs, year P.H.E., and
has time to dabble in hypo
and
fixer, otherwise known
as developing
pictures.

Hugby AU-Siars
All team managers in the Interfaculty
to

Rugby League

submit

first

«A,

are requested

teams as soon as possible

to

University

College.

Choices

are not restricted to the
group in
which the team played this year but
are based on the league as
a whole.

and second All-Star

Room

"blackout"

$95

$95

Attention

BARGAIN

All Ex- Service women of all
Faculties and Colleges

ESSEX COACH

A

Good Jalopy

Come to an organization meeting for an Ex-Servicewomen"s
Club, tonight at 5 o'clock, in the
Women's Union.

For Someone.

PHONE

MI. 1716

^

-

4th Year

THURSDAY

-

FRIDAY

1st

-

-

2nd Year

-

Year

DANCE (ONLY) TICKETS ON SALE TO ALL YEARS EVERYDAY

The Varsity

TICKET SALES:

$1.20,

Harbord Collegiate Auditorium
Tickeis: 50c and 75c

12 A.M.-2

P.M.

— ENGINEERING

SOCIETY OFFICE

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION IN THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Announces A Free Lecture Entitled

"Christian Science:

The Revelation of The Omnipotence of Good"

By Herbert W.

TONIGHT

at 8 p.m.

smile

facts are

Only:

TOMORROW

"A snappy coherent production."

—Jeff Waite,

'

I*

«™

All Other Faculties:
COMMENCING MON., NOV. 26TH — ANY TICKETS — ALL YEARS — ALL FACULTIES

Directed by
E.

"* St

p,tch "« '<"

'""';"» '" r

ORDER THAT A FAIR DISTRIBUTION OF TICKETS WILL BE EFFECTED, THE FOLLOWING SALE SCHEDULE WILL BE ADHERED TO:

School

WED., NOV. 21—8:30 P.M.

JOSEPH

W0 " d"

™

"l"",?"
h
", b

Hart House — Friday, November 30th

Costa

MI. 5624

Saturday Mafinee and Night

bat most formidable

ARE HERE AGAIN

STUDIOS OF DANCING
St.,

II,

""SCHOOL NITE REVIEW""

time.

Bay

be P.H.E.

complain

too often the feeling that

"SCHOOL NITE"

DANCE CLASSES

Ba

to

is

to

and has

chorus, the Four Professors, the producer's speech interrupted by an impawith appropriate tient player, the C.O.T.C. take-off, and

and enrol for this course.
Arrangements made for exam,

1139

for their opponent

joined the AirTrained as a Meteorological Observer,
she would have given
her Corporal stnpc, to be a Physical
Trainer ... bat no, the authorities
decided tha, Mary must bide her time.
Come peace she decided

way through

Call

SHUBERT Present
of FAMOUS OPERET-

.

only one word:

that

You'll learn all these dances in
their smartest forms at our

The Messrs.

.

victories.

A

I

M*" WALTZ

Profile

the thought of standing up to bat
under the withering fire of the

?

fell

FOXTROT

— Please turn in PT. credits

routines

years.

thinly scripted than

emphasis

Thompson
Macke

IV SPS B

her years in the Airiorce.
Mary was the pilcher for the Aylmcr
Softball .earn which copped the
No 1
Comrnand championship title in '43;
two years later it was the Niagara
District League champ.onship
,hat Mary helped carry away.
The crests re
ceived on said exploit, are now
attached firmly to a colorful blaacr
along
with numerous mementos of basketball

Melancholy Midnight
on cos- huskincss; dictator El Chesti stopped the cabaret finale with a blues song, a
tumes, scenery, music, and
dance rou- the show with his every gesture: which trio, and unfunny interjections: it's all
s: which were excellent.
Standout surprised no one, because AJ Siegel al- been done.
was the title song. Anything Warm
ways stops the show, whether be has
But, Jove, it was done well
Will
Do, put across Cass Daley
any lines or not
style by Joy
—Hugh Kenneh.

more

skits

Eilbeclc

II

'

.

season,

Vetter

A

m ° St '™ id ,rCihn,m
'
a d candid
d-? blue
K,
and
eves ,„v„e the outpouring of
woes.
facts, and most convmcmg
are those concerning

Moment

Shirley Schippcr blued her

many

'

fo,ce in
force
i„

Why didn't Bob Cunningham lock for Varsity
Johnny Metras been talking to him yet?

PHE

Mary Hamilton.

feTrtofr

the fact remains that Bernie
exhibited one of the best-coached
teams in the
circuit. He was coaxed away from
Ids O.C.E. duties this fall to
take over a
team with little experience, and the success
of the .earn is a direct tribute
to his personal perseverance.

Mitchell Keskanek.

year.

With

•

.

was

pitcher

the Argo affair this week ...
It is rumored that the Basketball
Blues will
no be coached by Warren Stevens this
year, and that a couple of names
mil be considered by the Athletic Direclorate
Tuesday night
Bernie
Taylo, and his V,c boys have been eliminated
from Interfaculty play but

DRAMA

(Continued from page 2)

mad

of all

douse the Windsor Rockets
m a Kiwanis benefit game in that
tor city Saturday afternoon. The margin
of victory was supplied by the
Wenled toe of Captain Herb Ballantyne in
a last quarter' placement
Coach Reeve decided not to use Stu Scott
dn Saturday's Beach-Indian game

.

Trin.

The Saint's Softball team have not
spent a very restful week-end, wfiatw.th the prospect of a second game
ol the final, ,„ be played
this afternoon
oommg large on the horizon. When last heard
from they were practicing

of a couple of fum-

M

bles to

SPS

by Polly Mutz

week-end

to the

SPS

Jr.

your teams this week.

Mary Hamlllon ... A

Idee

The Western Mustangs are still on the prowl
according
from down Chatham way. They took
advantage

Jr.

The Sportswoman

does not be-

?£
-Z

reports

C.

tor

superlative.
Thenwere smooth, their grooming
Professors, most impeccable, and they
danced as if they
.
cherished memory of the 1943 show,
enjoyed it.
they'd
did a post-war encore that missed their
On the debit side, we point to thinold finesse but panicked newcomers. This ness
of script, too brief a finale, and
year we liked better a brief but joyous relatively
uninspired songs by the stantap dance routine by Clara Smith and dards
of former

Coach Jim Paton's statement of
October— "A good team this year

to

cleaned

m <* rf,cil! ™»ation

Marshall

C

Vic.

Rugby and Soccer Managers

N.B.:

rTl!)

n the season's schedule, the
Blues
Alexander, a vivacious comedienne with
have won five, tied one, and have
regisincredibly expressive eyebrows.
tered four shutouts. This
Yes,
takes us back

they shouldn't lose a

*

-4.0O-U.

Hassanali

Dent
Trin.

6.30—III Med.

All that remains now is for us
to pick a Mulock Cup winner
and the
other finalist's a cinch. Well,
we'll put it this way
II
j
las. time out and should cop
the cup. "if Senior Ltol triple
of*.
Irish today they cant miss the
mug. That levels things off bu,
goS
hut.ng below the belt boys; go to your
neutral corners and come out
fighting?

Question of The

U.C.

VOLLEYBALL -1.00-SPS IV
4.00—Dent. D

Monday's Meanderings

mem mmm Blues Win
THIS

LACROSSE

The obvious moral to it all is to eliminate the
prognosticating keys from
sports writers, thus keening the literary
mouth shut on such subjectsbut upon pondering the problem further
the logical answer dawns like morning in the Peer Gynt Suite. The
somebodies you intimate will lose
take it
upon themselves to personally prove that
you are a bum, your progenitor
was a bum, and you descended from a
long line of bums-and the funny part
of it that they usually make
their point.
Many's the top-flight team that
has gone down to defeat before
a bunch of nobodies who come
out fighting
mad from a session with a newspaper column
onto the playing field. There-

activities.

SMOOTHER,*--

I

SPS IV
—6.00— Sr. SPS
Med II

Seems as though every time we predict somebody
to win something thev
forthw.th go out and lose it Vic came
through nicely last Thursday, to
bring current events up to date.

toy
;

With Mr. G. Parke-Taylor of Wy
cliffe and
Dr. Kirkwood of Trinity
issisting, everything was run
off in fine
.tyle, and was a fitting
climax to the

rest.

-o.45-Merl

SWIM LEAGUE—5.00— Pre-Med

Justice

all

Intercollegiate

'

No

-2.1S-STADiyM; MULOCK CUP PLAYOFFS
or. MPs vs. St IS.
Lye, Marshall, Kcrrison.

SOCCER

with

D. R. Preston, Vic, took first
place,
running the distance in 29 minutes,
seconds.

There Ain't

RUGBY

Beck, C.S.B., San Francisco

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
371 Bloor Street

West

.

.
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U. N. T. D.

Ex-Service Students
Do you know

The following U.N.T.D.

Strike

thai .

.

.

.

The amount earned by your wife
does not affect your D.V.A. benefit.

your

wife

you are

self-supporting,

is

man

treated as a single

If brief
that to date no

with respect to

your rehabilitation grant

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS
67 Si. George

St

Hours: 10

MI. 3791
4 p.m.

euro, lo

agreement has been

signed.

A

strike vote

was taken on October

30 and strike action was taken on November 16 "with full approval of the
Ontario Department of Labor."

The committee's
pany's

statement

brief gives the

that

made

OO

Prescriptions for glasses
quality spectacle-

Itt5Bi*5»G| filled wiih
loFTiCiiKsl

WQre q) reasonable prices.

izer,

200

Quiet.,

vote

and Member] of

in

A

Women's Union,

There's

be-

up-

IMPATIENCE

downstairs.

W-

////'

i

y ~ti~^^Z^ ^-r^y,
:

Attention Girls!
PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
AT CONVENIENT HOURS
Plan, prepare and cook dinner
for family of six (5/6 ths male),
six days a week. Duty to terminate at 6:30 p.m. Hours of duty
entirely at your own discretion,
subject only to dinner being
ready at 6:30. Private Rosedale
home. Convenient, modern kitchen. Wages $9.00 weekly or
$7.50 with evening meals.

Officer

UNTD.
Ford

similar report on the

strike

The Union

taken

"What do you
Women's Union,

Marjorie Peck will lead a
group on "Old Testament Speaks,"
stairs.

(-D. A.F.Robinson)
Commander (SB) RCN-

Commanding

Cassidy will lead the

Series in

lieve?" in the

a strike.

r

— Rev.

Forum

rtin

Lieutenant

VR

vote

this

which was taken under company supervision.
The Union did not take part in

accurate repair frvico

Spteiol Diicwsl to Stvdtrtt

participated

1945

U.C. S.C.M.

4 :00 p.m.

1200

1945.

—
—
—
—
—
—
Scott—Warren A
Sccord—Robert
Schub — Ma
Sinclair— D uncan

Organ-

"only 80 workers out of approxi-

mately

this vote."

Xi^/^

321 BIG 1 ST. W. Plione Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. ~sorge Apartments)
OPPOSUE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

UE

Tuesday 20th November
Beach, George R.
Dlx Annis
Findlay Bruce
Hopley Frederick
Johns I o >s Will iam
McLcod Alan B
Nelson—Roland E.

ik

to the Fact-Finding

committee by Ross Russcl,

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

com-

employees
According

its

voted 5-1 against a strike.

statement

ratings are

to report to Ship's Office prior to

(Continued from page 1)

19,

reports that at at Windsor is being prepared by the
on October 30 by the committee. Both reports are to be sub-

IN

OUR TORONTONENSIS

OFFICE

Work on the Yearbook you retard
By delaying return of THAT Biog. card.

KIngsdale 1433

Union, the majority of employees voted mitted to the clubs represented.

IMTIRESTIIV6 VACTS

JLBOW OIL

ADS

CLASSIFIED
LOST

Plastic-rimmed glasses, Thurs, noon,

S.A.C.

at

Please

leave

V.C.U.

office.

The very light hydrocarbons in crude
oil help provide synthetic rubber ...
,
domestic and industrial fuel gases .
blending agents for aviation gaso-

Park and Hoskin.

Queen's

vicinity

or

office

.

lines.

ROOM AND BOARD
Room

men

four

for

(one room),

Co-op School, 192 Bloor St, board

Campus Co-op.

at

Call

RA.

2520,

These peppy "naphtha" hydrocarbons
give us the gasoline that drives our
cars, trucks, tractors and airplanes

LOST
containing

notebook

Black

history

and solvents used

and French notes, about 10 days ago.
Please return to S.A.C.

office,

in

paint and polish

manufacturing.

Hart

House.

LOST
In room

U.C., bright blue knit-

48,

These hydrocarbons of the kerosene

Please return to

ting bag, Tuesday.

S.A.C.

family aren't as active as their lighter
brothers, but give very steady light

office

THAT DWEUS IX CRUDE OIL

ATTENTION

and heat.

Business people and students interested in sharing spacious

residence,

unfurnished rooms, with or without

For appointment for inspec-

baths.

Through hundreds of miles of underground pipe

ring KI. 5848.

tion,

The
lines

FOR SALE
Encyclopaedia
printing,

late

Britannica,

perfect

condition.

Williams, 556 Sherbournc

and by tanker and tank

oil in a test

^

tube

LOST
Room

cel

containing clothing. Finder please

Thtirs. last, par-

Gordon McLean, KI.

contact

8683.

dark colored

But

fluid.

chemist's eye,

some of

at

it

afternoon

Hart

cracked

crystal.

Athletic

in

House,

wrist

Please

.

.

industry

.

.

ments in crude

oil

watch,

return

to

^

different ways, giving

fires

.

hydrocarbons

fuel oils for ships

.

and

fuel to

and
keep the

burning.

this

with a
The "lube

see that crude oil

mixture of carbon and hydrogen. These two

Wing,

fuel oils

you would see only a

you looked

if

you would

LOST
Thursday

fuel oil family of

are sturdy fellows that provide Diesel

home

Imperial Oil Limited. If you looked at

In

U,C,

flows

oil

for processing to the seven Canadian refineries
of

crude
11,

crude

car,

G.

St

combine

is

a

ele-

oil"

hydrocarbons

have

just

the

right

our

car

and airplane engines and

"body"

to

lubricate

industrial machines.

hundreds of

in

hundreds of different "hydro-

S.A.C. office

carbons".

LOST
Brown
needed.

zippered case, notes urgendy

Lost in

U.C.,

Thursday.

S.A.C

office.

Common Room,

Jr.

Please

leave

Have your
a

IT

va^considerably

0357,

.

.

.

some

at

many

SNOWS

between

5

family
Dave,

and 6 p.m.

others are

letter for

may

closely related, the

The wax family

of hydrocarbons are
heavy and slow-moving but bring
us
floor wax, candles, paraffine
wax,
petroleum jelly for medicinal

"in-between's".

uses

are very light and volatile

heavy and

By

into

its

various

sluggish

|^

and cosmetics.

with

separating the crude oil

James Jlann,

first year,

groups of hydrocarbons,
differ-

The asphalts let people walk all over
them in the form of asphalt roads.
You find them in airport landing

ent petroleum products— all of them very
useful

and over your head in asphalt
shingles and roofing materials.

Imperial Oil Limited

Jj^
NOTICE

A

all

car properly simonized by

competent ex-serviceman.

HU.

are

members of the petroleum hydrocarbon "family"

7^7
BEFORE

While they

produces over 500

strips

servants of Canadians today.

In the old days, »«r.ncr s

be picked up at the
University

College Registrar's

BUY

STAMPS

mad* only

a

few prod-

Today, thanks to modern progress
ALL
THE CRUDE OIL WE GET OUT OF THE
GROUND IS MADE INTO USEFUL PRODUCTS
ucts.

office.

WAR SAVINGS

inpiRiiii on
Thh

message

is

V

the sixth of a

es; the

next advertisement will

tell

UMITID
what goes on in

"Oil's

House of Magic,"

——

'

Senior S.P.S. Gains Finals

By

S t. Mike's

Elimin ating

The Undergraduate Newspaper
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

S e" ior S ch °°

l
the finaI bra<*« »f the intramural
foot,
league for
the third consecutive year yesterday
afternoon as t
squeezed out a 5-0 decision over St. Mike's!
The club
S
into the final game which will be
played Wednes.lav
Wednesday afternoon
a ft
against University College.

ha „
ball

Z

,

DEANSDENYR^AL

T,

Mike's were slow in starting but nicked
im
,
the minutes wore on.
However, not evJthe baTd nor
h ThrS
charming cheer leaders could overcome
the edge on the football
field
fierce second-half passing attack
almost paid off for the
but
they bogged down, short of the
mark each time
St.

Labor- Progressive Club Plans
Prejudice
To Picket Optical Company Charge

Ss

Keith Hendnck, Bert Hamm, Norm
Millen anH rt,, r
piayed heads-up ball for Skule.
Hendrkk's
S
1
by Millen and Evans, and the razzl"
Tzle
handling of£
were potent factors in the victory

Ev

nS

Stan ^* Hamm
H

rt

m-w
Mikes.

2

BaU6r and
5*?
kicking- and passing,

ier
?'

—

'

Niero's

Bauer's plunging,

the

trick

Skule kicked off to start the game
and took the play to St. Mike's 30. The

on

own

his

Hamm

Award

Bursaries

Mikes

The

plunges were

J.

participate

actively

club has issued a call to

interested

who was dropped

Two

13.

to

>
I

Lf

'\<°

in

in

'"^
ft
w°rkers of

which

Thursday, Nov.

22,

that

this

just another uniondispute," he said;
"but
is

studying the history of the Ford comstudents pany, we find that
it has consistently
rights of acted as spearhead of reaction,
having

™™

terroristic
etc. When

introduced

methods, the

speed-up system,

was
will give stu-

dents enough time to return to their 9
o'clock lectures. Many clubs and organ-

Year in that faculty:
B. Farreld of Bloor Collegiate
Insti- izations in the city

the

company

suddenly organized by the CIO,
as a great defeat for the manage-

7:30

and

strike

management

all

America (CfO)

organize at

will

ment, which
other

is

defeat,

now

kicked a

field-

tute;

N. Hayman

of

granting

union

security for the workers."

their
Comof the Uni- mittee to ask its members for action
versity of Toronto in
January next, tak- on behalf of the workers.
ing advantage of the Special
'The fact-finding committee has found
Session to
be operated there by the
University. enough facts; it is time now to underOf the total amount of $1,000 available take concrete measures based
upon
'or Bursaries, all but
them," Rosenthal said, and he
$100 has
studies at the

St. Mikes started off at their 25. An
exchange of kicks and several passes
gave St. Mikes the ball on their own 52.

Two

passes were knocked

down and

the

kick made it Steele's ball on their
35.
After an exchange of kicks St. Mike's
bad the ball on their 27. A pass attempt

Ajax Division

At

Be Indicted

Sunday

May

Purdue

(Exchange)— Under

Ind.,

audience that

all

—

Reports on the
Social Work.
its help to the flicted by Queen's students to the build'There is sufficient evidence from the
campaigns at which L.P.P. ings of the University of Toronto durfaculties of dentistry, pharmacy,
candidates are running, and money was ing the rugby week-end of Oct. 27
and
and
the club should extend

collected for the strikers in

Toronto and

28, will

ledicine to justify a public

be discussed at a closed session

Alma Mater

of Queen's

Wednesday

ito

Society to be

Formal

night.

University of Toronto has
die claim for compensation

examination

these departments which are subby the taxpayers' money," he

sidized

indictsaid.

may be brought against those
responsible for the damage, although
the

Lead To Tuberculosis Cure

Lennan Lab. audience Friday

Nov.

At

Technical

its

also

is

Mr. Stewart told his
faculties do not "share

Ont.,

In

Mr. Stewart

19-12,

said,

80 students

ere admitted to the dental faculty

withdrawn

cause.

WEST LAFAYETTE,

night,

the odium."
He specifically exonerated
Nov. 19. (CUP)
the Faculty of Arts and the School of
damages allegedly in-

KINGSTON,

>

his accusa-

said McGil! University

and

ully a group of 54 was accepted. Of
payment
At the same meeting an inquiry will the 26 students eliminated, 24 were Jewish, and of the remaining
54 non-Jews,
be opened into the reported attack
by 52 were
accepted.
Hopes of finally determining whether microscope offers the hope
Queen's students on McGill University.
that now,
Said Dr. A. D. A. Mason, dean of the
cancer is caused by a virus were raised being able to study
them, doctors will be McGHI has submitted an itemized bill
Faculty of Dentistry, when interviewed
the development of the electron able to develop
for $483 to cover the damage
better cures for the
sustained.
by The Varsity; "The charges are unmicroscope, Mr. S. G. Ellis told a Mc diseases they

to

drive and took play to the Skule
20 before being stopped.
Two plunges went 19.
for three yards ending the
quarter.

He

tion.

guilty of such discrimination.

May

held

Insurance Course

Offered

documented case supporting

Of Q's

ments

receiver fumbled.

Plunges

and pharmacy was voiced yesterday by the deans of the faculties
accused by Alistair
UU*. member of parliament for Winnipeg North. Dr. Stewart,
Sidney
Smith, president of the University, had
no comment to make
Mr. Stewart's specific charges were made
Sunday night at a
meeting
Toronto sponsored by the Canadian Association
for
Labor Palestine.
They followed general charges of "wretched
racialist!,
made by the C.C.F. member at a meeting in
Woodsworth
_House, Toronto, last Oct. 27. At that rime Mr.
Stewart told The
Vorsiiy he was preparing a more fully

civic election

Electron Microscope Research

down

by Hendrick and Hamm, and a
forward, Hamm-to-Hendrick, took
play
to the Saints' 38 from where Hendrick
kicked a single.
St. Mikes started

security of students as well as workers.
At the meeting it was decided that

went on Windsor.

been

warded to these five which makes
posible an award of the
remainder to D.
was knocked down as the half ended.
C. Hubble who held an
Applied
Science
St Mike's kicked ofT and were awardtursary in his first year.
ed the bail on the School 40 when the

One pass was knocked
but the second was intercepted,
giving- Skule the ball on their
own 30.

Denial of charges of discrimination
against Jews in the Univer-

-

sity s faculties of dentistry,
medicine,

Painters

UEW

single to end the quarter.

PHARM ACY NAMED

By Bob Robinson

of

;

a

Three Faculties

m

fighting to avoid an-

that

wexe said to have
He went on to say that students had
Northern Voca- prepared to join in the action.
goal on the third down. St. Mikes tried tional
really a much greater interest in
fair
School R. Hyer of Scarborough
A resolution was then passed, sup- labor rights,
a pass on the first down at their 25 but
than their "generally unCollegiate Institute; D.
Peregrine of porting the UAYV and
strikers in concerned
Farquhar intercepted at St. Mike
attitude" implied, because, he
Parkdale Collegiate Institute;
and H. Windsor and Toronto, and empowering
Evans plunged for a first down. Two R. Warren
said, union security is closely tied to
of Port Credit High School.
y Rosenthal, the L.P.P, representa- full employment and therefore
passes were missed and Hendrick kicked
to the
These students will commence
it the Students' Fact-Finding

Hamm

stopped cold and

38

Alist air Stewart

f

MEDS, DENTS,

"There are many people who think

a mass

Company,

the democratic

t,ccincal

No

-

corner Dundas and Sherbourne streets.

For Ajax Published

plunges by Charlie
President Sidney Smith
bounce,
Evans went for a first down but Skule
that five bursaries of the value
of $180
gained nothing on the next two plays.
each have been awarded in the
faculty
Skule then started to roll.
>f Applied Science and
Engineering to
Two plunges by Evans, a pass, Hamm the following
five applicants for admisto Hendrick, and an end run took play
sion to the First
to the St.

Labor

picket of the Imperial Optical

Two

SO.

University

Progressive to outline the club's
views on the basic
Club last night decided by a unanimous issues involved in the
Ford strike
rote

for

the Saints several times.

to

The

showed up well
wen for
ior at.
St

and Mackan's pass-

gathering almost turned

Gaels kicked

-

,

In

O

^

tt

20,

DISCRIMINATION

m™.

A

Knv^-^T^T
aunMum
1945

TUE.Sr.AV
1ur.3u.t1,

Physics

the

building

Delay

electron microscope and a light microbeing used on scope, Mr. Ellis stated that electrons are
focussed by electric and magnetic lenses

is

There

true.

Explaining the difference between an

night.

present, the electron microscope

ii.

In

Cheques

is

no discrimination

faculty on religious, racial, or

The

grounds.

in this

any other
by Mr.

figures quoted

Stewart arc incorrect"
Extension Divison, Purdue University
cancer research.
The fourth and final quarter brought
It
Dr. E. S. Ryerson, dean of the Faculopen a new series of courses in Life
'Through the electron microscope, we just as light rays are focussed
no further scoring but the
by glass
desperate Insurance Marketing for
ty of Medicine, said tliat in recent
agents already have at last been able to see the
years
Gaels opened up with a withering
viruses lenses.
Mr. Charles Higginbottom, bursar of the faculty "has
aerial working in this field.
been taking in from 15
Fifty students are responsible for influenza
and tubercu"In microscope work," he said, "the the University, explained
offensive which fell short on two
that delay in to 20 percent of that particular
occairoUe<i in 'be first class for
persuathe
train- losis," Mr. Ellis said. Viruses, responsiive length of light is the -limiting the distribution
sions. The game ended with
of D. V.A. cheques is not sion."
Niero firing ing, which will include
He said this is a much higher
18 weeks of
for many diseases, are micro-organ- factor. Beyond a certain point,
long passes in hopes of catching
we can the fault of his office: cheques arc not percentage than was admitted
up with campus training, and 34
20 years
weeks of work
s too small to be seen with the
the law of averages.
best magnify no further, because the detail sent out until D.v\A*. has each personal
ago.
inder university supervision.
ordinary microscopes.
The electron we are looking for is finer than the file complete, he said.

Not

Bursar's Fau

.

Wild And Woolly West Holds Few Fears
For Co-Eds Spending Summ er On Bikes
It

took

Dormer

seven

rehearsals

and

Ellis

Beverly

to

make

Meredith

sound unrehearsed.
"It

was supposed

As Dormer and
their

first

lines.

Beverly waited for

"And each summer," Miss
"we

Green's "threat" had

double significance.

"At every sound,"

sound completely

to

spontaneous," confessed

Dormer

referr-

the narrator con-

"At every sound

tinued,

like to

that breaks

from

Ellis reads,

go exploring,"

Announcer Mack

in his next speech

'I fail- to see how this can be
construed
Two errors are common. Firstly, the
we are using to
discrimination," Dr. Ryerson added.
using an electron beam student perhaps did not return to the
"We would be very glad to open our
instead of a light beam, we can see far D.V.A. after entering the University
to records to anyone who
makes such a
finer detail than ever before."
complete the necessary forms. Secondly,
charge," Dean R. O. Hurst of the
ColElectrons
travelling
at
different the D.V.A. does not have all service lege of Pharmacy
told The Varsity.
speeds,
he explained, determine the numbers.
"Our percentage of failures and of
point of focus, the detail obtained, and
Any ex-service personnel who have medal
winners is quite in accord with'
whether the electron will be deflected by yet to receive cheques, are well advised the
percentage of enrolment. Jews certhe object under observation or will pass to contact the D.V.A., 55 York Street,
tainly have not been kept
out."
person immediately and clear their
through and affect the photographic

structure of

the light

By

observe it

Dean

A

high-speed electron' status.

deftly directs the girls back to the shiny

plate underneath.

green eyes, discovers for the eighth time
that they belonged to a bear, asks for an
eighth time what did they do, learns for

by the magnetic lense
than a low-speed on. and as a result

been invited by the milk company to
describe

their

odysscy last

The

(see

and

retire

fiction-

by combined dramatization and

to

make you

shadow

that

start

flickers

to

relax.

But

lddcnly there's a

mood music and

their

to

accomodate

story provided

with a wholly-false punch

line,

Dormer

and Beverly were portrayed as an ad-

listened to

in

at

every

you

new

have to be an awful

This banter continued until page four
of

the

when

script

Mack

I

Then

sound. You

sit bolt

can't

"Well, Mr. Mack," replied Dormer.
"We'll tell you There was one night

Tt was the night I crawled into the
sleeping bag and found it was already

light.

—

greenish eyes

that ever

did,"

on our

the vast air

to

you?"

exclaim

Dormer and

a

Bev

the

ago

UNDER GR AD TEA

organizational meeting of all inworking for the University
College magazine, The Undergraduate,
will be held this afternoon
at

4:00

in the

Women's

Union. Year representatives
are also expected to attend.

Varsity:

Dentistry
La 90's Tried
To Hot Dentantics Music

Alliances

Dr. Wallace* Topic

By Joe
"Dental didoes

the United Nations

Organ-

antics arc

in

this

year's

Rife

Dent- his band.

At

the intermission

Syd Lor-

combined with plenty of music raine will mystify one and

I

knew

ization

"not

said.

tinuation

—

I wasn't alone in tliat bag."

'You weren't alone?"
"No," declared Bev. "And

music had

I

shake

of

a

the establishment of

power

he

blocs.

quartet, a 25-voice glee club,

and a

15

is

sorry but

Wal-

BROWN

vocalists.

—

I

There

will

be

dentistry a la 1990

two skits depicting
and the gruesome de-

it is

absolutely necessary

that the cast of the water

Addressing the International Affairs piece orchestra with male and
female shrouded

all

—

back-

of

years

A

" "

Terming

An

speak about "The

Society yesterday afternoon. Dr.

mood- establishing

The

that

three

terested in

sj

Beverly together. "That happened to us, over everytime I think of it. Crawling
last Summer I" Narrator Greene retires around in the bag was
A TINY lace spoke of the U.N.O. as "determined
to have power to cope with the aggresand syrup-voiced Cy Mack takes over:
MOUSE."
ground for Lome Greene's "sombre, out"And plenty more happened, as well,
"MUSIC— UP AND OUT" the sor." He said the Security Council has
built on the absolute sovereignty
been
of-the-night" scene -set ting.
to these two very surprising Canadian
script demands.
of each of the nations of the former
"Ifs dusk in the wild and rugged girls. They introduce themseb
"APPLAUSE."
wartime
alliance.
Beverly Meredith," speaks up
"They gave us each a swell compact
Alberta foothills," Greene read dramDr.
Wallace is now engaged in
Beverly Meredith in rehearsed, unre- and all the kids at the show wanted our
atically. "As you pitch camp for the
"And
I'm
Dormer
special
research
hearsed fashion.
on peace problems for
autographs," said uuuiict.
..t mKgv
Dormer. "We
night you sense a threat of approaching
Ellis," declares Dormer Ellis with pol- heroes. Too bad
didn't honestly meet 'he Canadian Institute of International
danger."
ished conviction.
that mouse!"
Affairs.

We ird -fearsome -my sterioso

provided

not con-

a

Pre-Cambrian Shield."

World

is

of

all with his
a federation, but a conthe torrid mood," stated Wes Dunn feats of magic.
wartime alliance". Dr.
'Already
occupied what
The Mermaids will present their
do you Malcolm Wallace, former principal of director of the show, in a recent intermean," asked Mack.
University College, said the only alterThe music is to be supplied by artistic aquatic show in two stanzas
'As soon as I got comfortably settled
during the evening. Wes Dunn says that
native to such a world organization is Allen and Glen, two-piano team, a male

occupied,"

I"

happen

will

I

thing seems to freeze inside as you see
there in the underbrush two evil, shiny,

a

|

array,

casually

pines—at wondered "what was the biggest scare
howls down you ever had?"

trip when Beverly was so scared
she couldn't even scream. Tell him Bev."

flash

cently director of Operational Research

for tne
ror
the

Then some-

—and

upright

"It sure

Good heavens!"

he'll

fast runner."

establishing

Co-op
residence for ex-servicemen on this
campus as was erroneously announced in the Nov. 19 issue of

the

audience sits spellbound by the vision of
wondered Beverly as she two evil, shiny,
greenish eyes. "Did
a playback of a recording of that," Greene asks provocatively, "did

the program, "did I sound like a ten-

year-old?

afresh

Music comes up quickly as

venturous, adolescent twosome.
"Really,"

that

every gust of wind that
from the crags above. For hours you
try

interview.

Their comments cued

But

try to sleep.

fear remains, to clutch at your throat
Varsity,

flavored, their story reached Cavalcade
listeners

"You

Western bike-and-train

summer

October 10). Humor-garnished,

noise I make,

breath.

Mr. A. K. Musgravc, Principal of
the Co-operative School,

templating

asserted

class

approxim ately 45 per cent were Jewish.

CORRECTION

ing to the pair's appearance last
week the dark and shadowed forest, you
the focal point will be much farther
on Borden's Canadian Cavalcade. "But tremble in a nameless unexplainahle
the eighth time tliat they banged a fry- from the lens system.
really we had to duck in and
out of the fear I"
ing pan to chase it away, and quips for
The next lecture in the series will be
studio for a week before the program."
Here the script orders "Music: A the eighth time that "if any bear ever given next Friday at 8 p.m. by Prof.
The girls students at the U. of T. had Punctuation" and Greene catches his gets close enough to hear any kind of J*. T. Wilson. Prof. Wilson, until re-

Hurst

graduating

:ted less

in towels

show remain
and bathrobes while

out of the pool but suggests that opera
may be of some use to the spec-

glasses
tators.

tails of a date with a dentist
The
have had some difficulty in getmolar men expect to raise the tempera- ting the
show whipped into shape," said
tures of the male customers with their
Wes taking another aspirin, "because it
horus of dancing dental cuties but are seems that
everybody is

either

writing

efusing

to include phone numbers in exams or taking
labs, at night but
program because of lack of space. everything is running
smoothly now and
Music far dancing in the main gym is the musicians' union

the

has decided not to

to

be provided by Ellis McLintock and

—

:
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20, 1945

minority of 24,000 Japanese-Canadians is shameful and utterly undemothis

Correspondence

Editorial

cratic

What

Deportation

The Big Debate
First guest editorial for the current year

Commissioner Graham Cotter.

and

his topic, his treatment,

you

We commend

his conclusions.

at the

pom

is this

And

Debates

to

your attention

And

we'll be seeing

Big Debate.

Toronto debaters

that McGill and

meet

will

We

Frankly,

In

minds

of

cult

members

new

a

of

struggle

to

order

fundamental

requirement

And when

opinion.

lic

and
and

conflict
tested,

taught

to

out

of

of

r

new

leadership

and

lead,

is

created and

new

citizenship

Winning
Note,

Is

then,

Test

the

significance

first intercollegiate

ing

the

it,

Killed

No

debate.

executive

U.T.D.U.

stressed that the emphasis was to be not
on the outcome in terms of which university won, but on the outcome in terms

the

of

success of

debaters,

Intercollegiate

but

of

can

debates

debaters.

all

become

a

strong binding factor in the nation, by

showing
across

the

common
action

the

that

country

common

met by a

can be

leadership of ideas
this especially

;

problems

—and

when,

of

so,

de-

later,

bates with Laval and other universities
are arranged.

Let there be no doubt about the
purpose of debating.
Every

vital

executive on the campus is responsible
for the encouragement of
democratic

methods and democratic
student must know that
to

rich

of public discussion.

is

Every
his duty

There

is

a

reward for him; and for the nation

and the world.

c

EntablUhed 1BF0
Member Canadian University Prrai
PuMittinj five times
yrttk br the Students
AdminiatmliTe Council of the Universify of Toronto. Opinions uprctacd In
these columns nre not necessarily the officU]
opinions of
the
Students'
Administratis

The Guy

The

in

The

Varsity.

seen

begun but incomplete,
Stopped -when his heart had ceased to
beat
The campus cop, Pincher by name,
slug,

"Has poisoned Etaoin Shrdlu

Editor-in-Cliief

Until

Women's Editor.Managing Editor-

A

they hit on

ESCV-X

1

frail

much-used person was he
looked as though he ought
to be
Along with Shrdlu in a grave.

who
-

Editor-.,

Assistant

™

—

Phil Shackleton, B.A.

Peg Wallace, B.P.H.E.
George Fonter, 4T7
Blanche Stanley, 4T6

„ — Watly

Belfry,

This was the spectacle he gave.
With trembling hand he clutched

As Shrdlu
vowed

He

—

Night Editor Barbara Jones
George Legris

—

Assistant

his

4T8
i

is

those

effect

its

music

is

on

star singers.

shallow.

What

for

Most of the
keeps

it

etta.

Jim

Kenyon,

portrayed

alive

1

Continuous Movie
TICKET SALES:

12

noon

commencing

Show

— 2 p.m.

every day

today.

Sales to Students Outside S.P.S.

Next Week.

of the

Town!

Drama

—

The Students' Choice:

BLOOR TAXI

Guild's

LIMITED

Sub-station at
and ST. GEORGE

'LARCENY INC

HARBORD

R A. S151

DIRECTED BY JOSEPH E. JOLLEY
"A snappy coherent production."
—Jeff Waite, The Varsity

by

Arthur

Harbord Collegiate Auditorium
Tickets: 50c and 75c

Switchboard connecting
all branches
For

Qiilclt

SerWte

...

For ffWclency

CALL USI

A Word to the

Very Lax

Regarding Space Contracts:

SIGN

Before

November

30th
Torontonensis Ed.

The

This column has pointed out before
The general effect of the popular
Toronto is ready for civic opera. songs, and the
beautiful ballet-dancing
But if and when it comes it will have
in Act II, scene 3, were what saved
to include

i>art

bo ugie

Hulle ttit Poarb

that

the city's best voices or be

doomed to arouse only moderate enthu- Rose Marie from being just another
dull succession of music and dancing,
asm from a limited audience,
"

— Philip

•

•

Freedman,

•

An

operetta,

with

its

Don't be discouraged, however, Rudolpl:
Frimi's music

Friml Fumble
(Continued on page 4)

Versatile Sketch Artist

production of

made up of members of the Jane, the comedienne of the piece. The
Canadian Maslcrsingers, was fine and Totem scene was amateurish, but may
inch more impressive than the leads. improve after the first
performance.

gathered

pied lines will I e'er insert,

1

chorus,

'round

"No

Water Show

Brand

Plaquest

Worthwhih

fairly well, but by facing the
house she
Canadians are beginning to
spoilt most of the effect of the
Indian
Love Call, which should have been one
lan- of the most important
parts of the oper-

put in the ground

before

New

1

The Talk

Canada and in Toronto in particular.
Alexandra last night. As is often the
But even its well-wishers would not
way with musicals, and other plays, the
claim that either of its two
productions secondary parts were more interesting

that

Evans

Jack.

in

here.

to the fore,

McLintock

The Alberta Ranch Boys
The Ail-Night Record Men

TOMORROW NIGHT ONLY

Maxwell, showed the same faults as
arc the "famous arias" which are
scatMiss Neri. His voice is suited to light
tered throughout its four acts;
and •omic
opera, rather than to sincere love
'irtuoso personalities
are needed to
To give the name)— 'twas just a clue eally put the arias across. More than iongs, and his acting revealed a lack
Of he who killed Etaoin Shrdlu.
anything else, the production last
of identification with his role.
night
His will was read: "I leave," said hi
lacked virtuoso personalities. The
Relief from the tedium of the Totem
poor
"two thousand slugs to The Varsity, results were inevitable. However, it
was pole dance at the end of the first act
Each on the masthead to receive
better than some of the profession-prowas supplied by Nina Olivette as Lady
A share of all the lead I leave."
ductions that have been seen

now brought

Ellis

EVER

DANCE BANDS INCLUDING:

4

Continued on page 4)

people will deny that the Civic
edy, fails to impress us. Perhaps it was
Theatre Association is a worthwhile
the singing, .perhaps it was the staging,
organization. It has the blessings of all
but something about Rose Marie just
who are interested in seeing drama grow
didn't excite the audience of the Royal

fact

That Etaoin Shrdlu printed lies—
A sixth-column machine was he
To sabotage The Varsity \\]
The Murderer's name began with "R'
(The letters didn't go so far

question

School Nite Revue

por-

(

Imperfect But

dead.'

FEATURING

signifi.

Musk and Drama

produce operas for themselves.
Twas true! Etaoin loved earing pi
Faust, in English as in any other
And from his greed did Shrdlu diel
The slug, when printed, told the guys guage, is an opera which depends

would be Shrdhfs successor!
The problem did the counsel vex

Assistant—..

inequalities

implication of the existence of an unjust
past few weeks, I have principle.
The question is that of the
weighed the pros and cons of
the popu- attitude of Toronto University
to
lar topic of discussion
of serious -minded turned Merchant Navy
men. Although
students on the campus. I have
come to these men comprise only a minute

Jlri,

IS

THE BIGGEST

magnitude, but in their

Upon his wee tricycle came
has been entirely successful. Its
second than the lead roles; better artists,
To see if inquest should be held.
more
venture, presented last night
at Eaton appropriate casting, more
And in his eye a tear had welled
enthusiasm.
Auditorium, was in the realm of opera.
"Some fiendish rogue," the coroner
Josephine Neri, as Rose Marie, sang
Encouragement can be drawn from the
said,

Who

News

nevertheless,

cant, not in their

Few

hand was

his

are,

within the University which are
Editor,

I

Across the linotype machine

And

School Nite

fact, specially

Dear Sir:

the conclusion that the
treatment given

tliroggle-pin hung at half mast;
Etaoin Shrdlu had breathed his
last

sprawled.

should realize the

*

Dear Sir:
For the

twelve was struck by tolling bell
sounded out a lone death knell

The

Make-up Editor--

We

all.

1

spirit.
it

drink deeply of the experience
and

power

amongst the other people of the world,
constitute the problems and troubles of

its

I Trinity. there

The

A

this,

MP';

Lately?

He

of

—

Torontonensis Deadlines

It

the eco-

The current charges against the UniMerritt, V.C., or one
ersity made by the C.C.F. member
of
other
British
Columbia
for North Winnipeg, having served their
would doubtless be glad to
enlighten m. sensationalist purposes, are perhaps not
G. E. Bettson
tended to bring serious denial, but

Have You Met Any Good

As

decades

I wish to say in conclusion, that the
problems and troubles of groups and
individuals amongst them, as well as

has

definitely slanted.
This
realize is justifiable
journalistic prac-

C C

(Note: any similarity to Longfellow,
opinion.
The Debating Union, assemTennyson, Keats or Byron is something
bling in Convocation Hall, is not meeting to test the leadership of just the you won't find in the following).
visiting

side

interchange of

the

in thi

potential

accommodation and jobs, our country. Why not then, give these
deny that their problems people an equal
opportunity to develop

to present
the reasons for
the government's actions.

OR

th:

In arrang-

the

of

of

of the fullest enjoyment of the rights a.id

is hardly calculated
to result in we the youth, that it is high time to
an unbrased considered
student opinion' develop in us a sincere desire to pracMoreover, I and many others
would
the principle of mutual aid and immost strenuously object
to the S.A C partial friendship. Canada will only be
taking any official
action without some for us in years to come, what
we make
adequate poll being
taken to ascertain it now.
—Gaston Habel
the views of the
student body.
II U.C.
May I suggest that a competent
* * *
exponent of British
Columbia's views be The Editor, The Varsity.
fPven space in The Varsity

OF

not blindly, but on principle.

is related intimately to the welfare of
every other part, and that furthermore,

so

people

uce but

Etaoin Shrdlu
OR
Too Much Pi

learns to act and to follow leadership,

Japanese

students
the

news has been

debate

comes conviction, expressed

fare of every part of this great country

and

The

The Murder

de-

or

in

only of this problem
been presented by The Varsity

The Champus Cat

mocracy—thoughtful and informed pub-

find

will

One

needs

youths

minds and to
working towards

thousand

How many
denouncing

settle

.

their

see the truth, they are

the

when

;

ill,

that the unit)

ask: Is Tor- the recognition of the fact that the wel-

accept and

be deported, but practically,
realistically,
one can see no other
solution.

_

are the maturing citiiens

generation

but above

-be aggravated if
10,300 Japanese their personality, and make a full conCanadians had to be absorbed.
tribution towards the betterment of the
Ideologically, perhaps,
one may
social welfare of local community, provaxie tlic Japanese- Canadians
should
ince and country?

ability of the individual to see clearly
our debat-

When

to act decisively.

to

several
f

would

ing societies discuss the public interest,
their

to

Who

and democratic leadermarked, politically or otherwise, by

comes the

in debate

I am French -Canadian,
am Canadian. I believe

These Japanese-Canadians were

achievement of such a maturity is the duty of all who by coming
to
University have undertaken to give good citizenship
to the nation
This maturity is fostered 'by debating, when out of the
conflict
and

the tory?

The housing shortage is acute in Tor- pre-war
period accepted as
onto and equally so in
Vancouver. There citizens, and in the last few
arc many thousands of
ex-servicemen have shown great interest in
returning home who are finding
it diffinomic and general expansion

for active citizenship
is

by

B.C. and the Government are
prepared benefits of citizenship depends upon the
to give up their places
at the U. of T., corresponding acceptance of its obligatheir lodgings, to a Japanese
stu- tions and responsibilities.
dent?

springs from the democratic procedure of parliaAJ1 debating societies have as their highest ami the preparacitizen

trying to create an-

and

The Mind

ability to stand firm for democratic principles, to perceive
the
of his society, and to act on his principles and his
knowledge.

it

other "Expulsion of the Acadians", one

nauseated

may one

all fairness,

righteously

—

The mature

ship.

century or so

of the darkest pages of Canadian his-

am

I

onto prepared

midst
Canadians

members

last

and strength of our country depend

or faculty societies, is vitally important, in that it gives the greatest
opportunity for that conflict of minds and ideas that is essential to
original thinking and principled leadership.

tion of their

Varsity.

Pharisaical attitude displayed by the
students of this University towards the
I
people of British Columbia.

must be remembered that such a spectacular event as this,
with a return debate taking place at McGill the same night on the
same subject is only representative of the program of intramural
debating in which a larger number of the students participate. The
University of Toronto Debating Union, which is sponsored by the
S.A.C. and campus debating societies, has a function wider than
even the promotion of intercollegiate debating: the greater part of
its activity is the promotion of intramural debates.
Home debating, sponsored by both the U.T.D.U. and the college

ments.

During the

and Orientals have shouldered our hardships
a concentrated just as submissively as any other people
Ed.
of European descent.
What is Canada

swh

trying to do? Is

The Editor, The
Dear Sir:

it

of

apologize to our correspond- ours.

dose.

At Home, Too

The Leadership
Our debating

Democracy

our readers for

to

—

—

on which

tion of the unity of

ents for the lateness of publication,

in Convocation Hall next Monday evening should attract Varsity
Such debates
students keen on renewing intercollegiate debating.
as this have been suspended during the war, and are now beginning
again as one of the most important features of university life.
It was hoped that this debate could be broadcast; but that could
not be arranged this fall. That such debates will be broadcast
carrying on the tradition of broadcast debates of the pre-war years
seems sure, and it will indeed be consonant with the function of
the university that it will be furnishing leadership in intelligent discussion not only to undergraduates, but to the larger body of the
public who sometimes seem remote from college life.

But

being done with the respect

Canada as a nation
is based? What is being done with our
belief that unity and strength of Canada
Today s breathing - space between depend on the "acceptance" by all our
s/ttrls of advertising enables us to pubpeople, of our status as free and equal
lish
letters,
some of than lengthy, partners in a great nation?
selected from an accumulation of several
No nation is so unhomogeneous as
weeks.

The announcement

is

of historic rights of minorities,

every Canadian affirms that the founda-

serious

is

still

Rose Marie a musical
side

interspersed with rather slapstick com-|

enough

to

make

success,

if

not a

theatrical success.

—Blanche

Glee Club
There will be a rehearsal of the Glee Club at 5
p.m.
today in the music room. A full attendance
is
requested.

.[normal Recital

Lome Watson

Stanley.

(I

Victoria), pianist, will give

formal recital in the East
p.m. today

Common Room

an
at

in-

1:30

t
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Seventy Sons Swamp Bailey
At Initial Senior Practice
Ace Bailey was literally and figuratively swamped with hockey
players

SPORT INJHORT

yesterday as some seventy
potential stars
turned out for the first practice.

Rugby

He

gave them

he managed to cut the

mob down

Soccer
l_Dent

to the

workable size of forty.

Trin. I

Med

After the practice, Bailey felt more
than optimistic about the season's
future.

With such former commercial
Bill Kosick,

Haider, Ball and

pointed

bright
out.

as

the

popular

Two ex-Navy

stalwarts,

were noticeable with
and added zest.

Three

of

last

Harvey Bain,
were out
itions.

are

to

Up

also

seaons'

Bill

Wade

retain

The

Swamp SPS

ity College

Boxla Stars

regular

swamped Junior School by

the score of 14-4,

goalie,

Scoring honors for the winners
were
well distributed as Robson,
Toogood and
Scott each accounted for four
counters.
Smith was die only offensive threat
for
the losers as he netted three
markers.

Davidson, turned up again like a bad
penny and promised to make things
tough for others who aspired to dethrone him.
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Committee Meeting-Wed.. Nov.
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(To arrange playoffs,
appoint referees, etc)
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Common Room in
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There
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looks hke School to take
the rubber
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field clan?
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vs. Vic.

Sr. vs. ST. Sr.
U.C. Jr. vs. Nurses

Thurs. Nov. 22

down bad y

will not be presented
to

»

different hue

coach

Women's Basketball Schedule
Tues. Nov. 20
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heads of James

year,
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the past season,

through the InterventL
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officials

pos-
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PW
FF.

Med.

piease
p
h
nave

In the only scheduled
lacrosse game
and Ian Hart
yesterday, a team representing
Univers-

their defense

ng

,

team,

Lawlor and Andison

front,

back.

.

Robson, Toogood, Scott

their color

Blue
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inactive stage, the local
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Jonstone formerly of
wallis

Splatierings Off That Frayed CuS
With intercollegiate competition at the

Volleyball
Trin.

coach

Young Ranger graduate and
H.M.CS. Corn-

Rutlcdge, a

0.

Lacrosse

to

carry Varsity colors, the future was definitely

8— u,c,

UjC. 14-Jr. S.P.S.

stars as

Henry
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LACROSSE
SWIM LEAGUE

By Mickey Michasiw

Senior S.P.S. S_St.
Mike's

a whirl on the ice before

all

SPORTS CALENDAR

Mulock Cup

A

rally

and

finals

come Wednes-

dance will be held
afternoon from 4 to
6 in the Junior

For

tea

an

fifteen minutes

effort to

drum up

between dancing,

Tuesday, November 27ih

LECTURE AND DEMONSTRATION

three cheer leaders
bedecked in snappy

red and white
outfit, Vill" give
with yells, old and

of the

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
RESUSCITATION

new.

Classes in University
College will be
cancelled Wednesday
afternoon in order
•hat as many students
as possible may
«e offered the
opportunity to view the
clash at Varsity
Stadium.

Lecturer— Dr. R. W. t Urcnihari
Place—Debates Room-Hart
House

Time—5:00

p.m.

Thursday, November 29th

PRACTICAL EXAMINATION
and

TRUE-FALSE TEST ON THEORY
Place—Debates

Room—Hart

House

Time*— 5:00 p.m.

N ° TE:

w «*

e

SjlSf M,
nasium
classes

foKLg

3

x

x

slartinB November loth, all
gymwill receive basic instruction
in RSus
PreBminaiy '°

ae "^fferecfSe

week'

The Sportswoman
by PoUy Mutz

Tide-Time
The swimming meet,
campus ...

the

this

are on the verge of breaking
on the shore, of

the lull before the storm ...
the ebony hour bemermaids of Varsity plunge into the
work ot shaping up an aquanc
display which can be guaranteed
to encourage
i,

fore

Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer Prize Play

visiting

pracbsmg

pace.

That

is

...

individual colleges in rounding

if

teams

to

double their

on. can judge by the enthusUsm of the

up

potential swimming champs. The
report,
are to the effect that they are
digging out of moth-balls great numbers
of
swun-suit, (and some are those
two-piece jobs). One of the U.C volunteers is Ruthie Cohen,
water-sld champ and member of the ill-fated '40

Olympic team.

OUR TOWN
Its a real
it.

human

To
issued

iown— its

life, ils

from 7:30

9:45-12:30

just

the goats are separated

from the sheep-to speak meta-

These elimination contest,
to

will take place at the
U.T.S
9:00 on the following date,: Monday,
Nov. 26-Meds-

pool

own

bulletin

boards.

After these aforementioned meets
go off without a hitch (we hope),
and
the swimmers that June
jewels are raised above the
heads

„

oftne
of
the

Rotunda

swimming dub has

consult their

—

£a

U. C.

the

;

experiences inside a Ihealre.

Res erved 75c and
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

figures

Tues
Nov. 27-Trinity; Wednesday-Vic:
Thursday-P.H.E. Monda'y Dec
3-Physiorherapy; Tuesday, Dec 4-U.C;
Wednesday-Occupational Therapy: Thursday-Dental Nurses and St Mikes: Friday-O.C.E.
Those concerned can garner more information
if they will

Thornton Wilder's great story that won the Pulitzer Prize as a play
but it's your story loo
everybody's story- a story lhat will livel YouH remember "Our Town"
as one of your greatest

All Seats

and

day,

down inside you— the story of a love affair— and. along Willi
tragedies, its happiness, ils funnybone-tickling humor.
It's

—

to explicit facts

moment when

great

phorically.

story that gets right

the story of your

down

get

a schedule

by which all colleges and faculties are asked to
abide Each
college will polish up their sivimmers in
five practice session, before
the

"Tff

k°

=

°unT

Tmm!Athletic

fi
first

^m ™

PhCe °"

tf H °

0!<!

in,

of

r«1

itS

tho* who

"tier
'» r

*x>
«ake

Nighters, the pool consecrated
to purely marline endeavor, will be trraccd by the
be,. Varsity swimmer, taking
par. in
Intramural meet. Nor i, that the
las, time the femuune form is
to

Z

glSe

$1
force,

Sluda,ts wi " "° d° obt
*"? "
and only complain that there
are but five

k

"Wired

to go out in full

practices instefd of

,»

Hart House Rox Office 2-5
I

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS
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——

:
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New and

turned after twenty-one months' sea service in the North Atlantic and the Paci-

Entrenous

20,
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What's on Today Construction Of Canadian Cyclotron
Announced By Principal OF McGill
—

from Newfoundland to Australia,
made the very reasonable request
Art Class
that he be allowed to enter Second Year
7:30 p.m. First meeting of the woHonour Arts, although he had only
men's art classes at 119 St George
MONTREAL. Que., Nov. 18 (CUP)
qualified for Second Year Pass, when
Street.
John Hall will discuss
McGill University is undertaking the
he left the University for the Merchant
plans for the course.
By Ross McLean
construction of a 25,000,000 electronNavy; at the age of eighteen. This revolt cyclotron and a two-storey laboraSomeone, we suspect, has made a quest would have been granted with
The Warden became perturbed and
Discussion Club
tory in which to house the atomtold our man that there were certainly sucker of the Feature Department.
alacrity to an ex-serviceman, were he a
lias made a
Department
things
The
feature
important
that
he
could
do,
7:30
will
more
p.m. Discussion Club
meet smasher, Principal F, Cyril James anveteran of Europe or Camp Borden,
nounced last week. The Montreal cyclothan to corroborate a rumour regarding sucker of itself. The item referred to is H.M.C.S. York or combat sea-duty.
tron will be the first in Canada and one
a subsection (subsection 4, we believe) But to the University, such a request
lollypops in Hart House
College
of the largest in use.
Our man had already visited die Tuck of a set of regulations governing
from a merchant seaman demands imV.C.F. Bulletin Board
Stunt Nights. It « in a
Faculty
and
Direction of the cyclotron project
it
whether
's
possible concessions, and the answer
Shop and had inquired there
I :I0 p.m.
S.P.S. Group meets in E9A
book in the right
will be undertaken by Prof. J. S. Foswas true that lollypops were prohibited black leather-bound
"No".
until
1:50 p.m.
Weekly Bible ter of McGill University,
the Hart House Secredrawer
hand
of
minten
taken
who developed
had
Thjrd
in Hart House. He
Intending to qualify for the
Study will be continued. Lunches
where we spotted it while
the plans after many years' work. Prof.
utes
explain to the Tuck Shop tary's desk,
to
Year Honours Course by additional
available.
through the book, by permission,
Foster
returned
for
the
purpose last
proprietor that a lollypop is a piece of leafing
to
be
exstudent
hoped
study, this same
o
quest of something else. Try again,
year from his war research post at the
candy on the end of a slick and (ailed
cused from the extra burden of compulVictoria S.C.M.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
to get any satisfaciion. They didn't know Features}
sory Physical Training, on the grounds
—Ed).
1 :30 p.m.
Rev. J. D. Parks continues
Earlier plans for the undertaking were
anything about lollypops in Hart House,
that these dosses are optional for tin
the noon hour series on "Problems halted by the outbreak of
they grunted. Well, thank you anyway,
war in 1939,
veteran of the uniformed services. The
'fic,

lias

Lolly pops

{Continued)

but construction

—

in

He

another

tried

official.

This

Correspondence

official

patiently, "that,

by order of the Board

of Stewards, lollypops are forbidden in

Hart House,

Not
cial.

like sweaters I"

that he

But,

knew

of,

reporter cared to return later.
secretary then searched the

A

edicts.

their

returned servicemne,

of the

is
neglect is not at all negligible, but
more easily corrected because

a mistake

grinned the

he would investigate

Board Stewards'

lion

offi-

if

the

of

files

Under "L" how-

ever she did not find anything remotely

involving "Lollypops."

numbers involved.

of the small

happy

consideration

sailor.

He

"01 course," suggested the official to
no uniform, received a higher scale of
man when he had come back. "Lollypay, and to his country and the Univerin Hart House in
sity, he is no veteran. He wears no disthe daytime, but you can bring yours to
charge pin, receives no gratuities, does
any dance here." And he winked slyly.
not benefit from any Veteran's Land
"Well," welled our man, "thanks very
Act, receives no assistance for Univermuch for your assistance." And he
It is a fact that he has
sity training.
wandered away.
performed
a prodigious service in the
How it began anyway? Our editor-inin a branch that suffered casualties
Hart
curious
collector
of
chief, a zealous
three
happened to mumble at at a greater rate than any of the
but

refusal

The serviceman

stance
volts,

fact

this

Christmas

so that

it

could be in a position to offer

disregards

that

tradition

merchant

sults.

him when he returns.
One ex-merchant-seaman student,

for

how

long,

ment.

Graduate students who have specialized in nuclear physics will be allowed
to assist in the

who
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No streamer heads will I invert,
No errors on the linotype.
No cause for anyone to gripe."
The

installation plans

were made

And then did Etaoin Shrdlu
To nothingness materially;
But on

fade

memory.
there came the time

will live his

ESCV-X

And ended too the reign of terror
Made by linotypical error.
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FOXTROT
You'll learn all these dances in

forms

smartest
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OUR FRIENDSHIP"
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Call and enrol for this course.
Arrangements made for exam,
time.
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Office

That ended linotyping crime
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as our naval
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women of every college and faculty.

aboard
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some post-war
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opticians!

tion of the

cyclotron.

re-
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CPD

million

energy enlarges the
and develop-
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a Today's program
Verdi—Preludes

heaping

while

sailor,

is

lored by the people
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excess

"PATIENCE"

Audition by the C.B.C. foi
broadcast is expected.

tice.

4:00 to 5:30 in the

these rewards in the first place.

The mean

only seven or eight

Gilbert and Sullivan's

his return ,he

who watched him sometimes indiscriminate favour on the
perform his moral obligations to his man who had merely worn a uniform,
Stewards, were vcrbotcn in Hart House.
country,
and
now
ignore their obliga- regardless of where he has worn it or
We had assigned a man to track down
the order with the already-reported re-

Vic.

—o—

if

would be the first
to insist they should be based on
honest recognition of all who have sa
ficed with him to preserve this country

the

the

Glee Club
p.m.— Hart House Glee Club prac-

on

is

the

field for greater perfection

Faculties

Mail orders are

bating Society.

did

country are offered him, as indeed they

after the war, but

To All

Ontario'

settle in
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Michael's
Senate Club and the Loretto Di
College,
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,
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FOR SALE

Wren's naval Burberry,
pure

gown,

evening

Beautiful

silk

LA.

Private.

size 3, taken

on week-end from women's locker
room, U.C.

satin, size 18-20.
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LOST

Just
1

Returned From a Conference

With Generalissimo

Blip

Please leave at S.A.C.

Stalin in

Moscow

1858.
Office,
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ARCHBISHOP ALEXII
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LOST

|

Pair plastic -rimmed glasses, between

Black notebook, containing History

and

French;

about

10
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|

SPECIAL MUSICAL PROGRAM

Convocation Hall and Wyrnilwood,

ago.

Mon. noon. Please return

Please return to S.A.C.

to S.A.C.

office.
jffice.

BOARD AND ROOM
Room and

board

for student, in
children.

MO.

in

Wednesday, Nov. 21 $t, 8:30

LOST

graduates' home,

exchange for help with

Tweed overcoat with

Friday, in Economics Bldg.
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8961.

plaid

phone

HU.

4051.

lining,

LOST

TYPING

Trench-coat, in Hart House, Friday,
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16th.

pocket

Locker card No. 1249

Sentimental

reasons.

in

I'd

HU.
"Evelyn",

6775.

TICKETS:

be very glad to do your typing!

Box A, The

Varsity,

p. m.
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NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR CANADIAN

-

used

average

the subject of a debate at Loretto

these 5:00
his way
l>cnefits, as well as the good-will of his

are,

facts,

services,

veteran

to

lazy

dismal,
truth.

wore come

pops are not allowed

iformed

apathy

not, of course, enlist with his eye to
been offered wards any material benefits which miglv

has

the

since

— —

Canadians to

incredible

a

and

All welcome.

College.

Zealand.

as

capacity,

volt

o
Loreito-St. Michael's Debate

Merchant Navy men cannot be excused
amine the

the

the returning merchant

dinner one day that he understood that
lollypops, by order of the Board of

cw

is

physics.

Victoria

29,

7:45 p.m.— "Resolved that Premici
Drew should invite the Japanese
having spent this time coming up from

cept

from both

Room

in nuclear

in entering University,

late

government and
the University, are huge, but no such

enjoys,

was

he

because

slumped

cessions that the returning serviceman

our

House

which had
four weeks

This

considerations and con-

The concrete

reminded him to attend
make up his quot;

but

extra P.T. classes to

man

our

repeated

understand,"

"I

absurd,

(Continued from page 2)

was similarly bewildered.

of our Faith",

experiments

all

energy required to segregate a minute
particle from a complex nuclear sub-

—

University not only considered this hope

investigation

McGill's cyclotron will have a 25,000,000

— —

as he exittcd.

begin im-

to

in

of atomic energy, the cyclotron

—

man

now

Indispensable

—

muttered our

is

mediately.

SOVIET FRIENDSHIP

7:30

P.M.

;

Varsity Battles McGill
Post -War Debates

In

WILL

The Undergraduate Newsp&per

DIS CUSS IM MIGRATION

"Resolved that the House approves unrestricted European
immigration to Canada for the next ten years/' will be the
debate to be

held since before the war.

Flora Moffat, IV Sociology of Trinity, and
Allan Brown II
English Language and Literature of Trinity, representing
Toronto
w.ll uphold the motion.
Opposing it will be Winston

Say

At the same time Sheila McQueen, IV U.C.,
and Telford
Georges, III law U.C., will take the negative
side of the resolution
against McGill at Montreal.

A

parliamentary procedure

the

Pep

while

As

Mike's Debaters

St.

vote of 38 to 36 upheld the resold

He

policy.

declared that

setdc

if

the Japanese-

Debating Club and the

the

Loretto

West

comment

when asked

replied that

was

it

for

j

certainly

gave all his money drew attention
to the restrictive immi- among the
white people of British Cocompany and asked that gration
laws now prevalent in the United lumbia while
the Japanese-Canadian:
they discard him when the fare equalled
States and to the "White Australia" had jobs.
to the railway

the funds.

not a one-sided problem.

Victoria College will hear Mr. Staley
speak at 1 :20 today in Alumni Hall of

how

the trip ended in Alberta where he
worked his way through the University
of Edmonton, spending his summers in
the North-West Territories. This sum-

Rhumba En Masse

At

Spanish Club

mer experience
Indian

him

led

Residential

School

join

to

the

Morley,

at

School

are

Mulock Cup

Appoint

To Head

favored

to

capture

in today's affair,

may provide another

Lons

Dr.

setting Vic. last

but

the

U.C

surprise after up-

Thursday.

Both teams

play the same type of game, relying on
ground gains and good kicking rather

Relief

than a powerful passing attack School

Of Teams

Pen Sketches

DE CIDE WINNER

sponsored by the Engineering Society and the U.C.
Literary and
Athletic Society, will provide adequate entertainment.
U.C. has been finalist for the last four years, with Vic. the
competition and victor in the game three years
ago today. Two years
ago, Senior School won 8-2, while last year the
Royal Colleee men
eked out a 3-1 victory.

;

Telford Georges

Plan

traditional rivals, Senior School and University College, battle it out at the stadium at 2:15 this
afternoon for the third
time in as many years. The game climaxes the
fall rugby season
for both fans and players alike, and the
colorful events of the day,

Michael's

St.

Of

Those two

restrictions.

Speaker Staley

M AY

PASSING

which would necessitate similar

results

when

Ontario",

in

McGill judges have been appointed

Lived

No, 39

And S .P.S. Meet

U.C.

"resolved that
Premier Drew Canadians were allowed to remain, the
should invite the Japanese-Canadians to inevitable result would be unfavourabli

It is the fault of other Canadians that
Senate Club clashed last evening.
the Japanese-Canadians have not alSpeaking for the affirmative, Jacqui ready been
When questioned concerning the deassimilated, said Mary FarIn
Samson pointed out that the Japanese- rel. She pointed
bate Flora Moffat said, "I am !ookin
out that in 1931 only
Canadians are now virtually homeless one was
in jail and none have been
forward to a good fight We 'have the
It was a lucky thing for the Indians
and that it is our duty to prove our be- charged with
sabotage during the war.
when his funds ran out in Alberta.
facts on our side although I am
lief in the
fundamentals of Christian
Dick Donnelly viewed such an invitoTwenty-five years on Indian Reserva- charity.
disadvantage being the only girl in the
She argued that the war had tion as economic
suicide, bound to result
tions started for The Reverend
E.
been
J.
fought
to
debate."
destroy racial prejudice. in a lowering of living
She concluded trumphantly,
standards. He
J. Staley when, on his arrival in Canada
Earl Mahoney, for the opposition, stated
"I'll do my best to uphold my sex."
that
unemployment
was prevalent
at the age of IS, he

at

21,

Rallies Part

tion

the decision will be deter-

mined by a vote of the House according
to

To Ontario

Japs

Invite

Mahavir and

Jack Macdonald of McGill.

At Toronto

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

MULOCK CUP FINALS THIS AFTERNOON

resolution
of the McGill- Varsity debate to he held at Convocation
HaJI Nov.
7 .30 p.m. This will be the first inter-collegiate

26, at

LXV

VOL.

The sum

has walked off the field with two conCanada for student vincing triumphs in the pair of meetrelief in China and
Europe by the ings between them in their regular group
Canadian Committee of the Inter' schedule, 4-0 and 10-1. Passing may
SENIOR S.P.S.
UNIVERSITY
national Student Service, which is head- prove the deciding factor in today's
GIL BOA middle; played four years NELS
middle; learned foot
ed by Dr. Marcus Long, newly appoint- game, however, as U.C. has promised
for school
his second year in the
ball with Indians
Ail-Star for tw
ed chairman. The students in these to throw it wide open in an effort to
Mulock finals.
years and team captain.
stricken countries lack not only books, outwit an S.P.S. pass defence that
KEN SHARPE— inside; sixty-minute ART STALEY— half kicker de luxe libraries, and meeting places, but the showed gaping holes in Monday's semicentre secondary from the Navy.
on All-Star team for two years necessities of life such as food, clothing, final with St Mikes.
of $50,000 is to be raised in

universities across

COLLEGE

—

KUHN—

;

;

The

rafters will rock with the

Wednesday

To

Hall.

at

St.

rhumba

professional dance instructor Sefior

Costa will give a mass-rhumba demon'

Senor

da

Rhumba
it

previous

Costa

to the club,

and others

president,

went
with

on,

told

occasions

demonstrated

The

when

John Harbron,

of

the

MacDougal

in

that part of

;

speak of the problems
of racial prejudice and minority groups
he has encountered in working with the
Canadian Indians and building a reswill

GEORGE SHAW—half

kicked U.C. to championship last year. and medical supplies, declared Dr, Long.
School's hopes will rest on the capable
in finals; held back by injuries but NICK
"We can not only perform a humani- shoulders of Hamm, Hendrick, Millcn,
quarter ; moved

a good time

VOLPE—

for die

chasing the cup

is

Member

DUKE GLENN—inside;
lineman;

WARREN CLAYSON — half
man;

safety

;

runs ends and does some plung-

Junioi

for

school

a

step for-

"The

Withdraw Charges

cabinet

He

partment of Political Economy.

are the
extending a helping hand will likely be centered around these

By

Dr. E. Muiuer, Minister of Economics

Dr.

Munzer

of

Crown Prosecutor Gordon
Vancouver

S.

Scott in

He
Club

police court yesterday.

Rasky, along with three other youths,

left

Germany

after

Che

Nazi success and joined the staff of St
Francis Xavier University.
He was

year assistant news editor
The Varsity and currendy reporting appointed
for the Vancouver Sun, were urged by 1943.
last

to

the

at

staff

Toronto

in

will speak to the Political Science
this

evening

at

Wymilwood on

The prosecutor

said that

Rasky was

getting material for a story during
events which led. to his being charged
with conspiracy.
He said that at the
time of the alleged offence, the reporter

had gone out to co-operate with police
to
get information on juvenile delinquency.

A

A

who

at 5-pm. on Wed.,

—

WALLY

pounds of Sfeule dynamite ; third year
interfaculty football; a hard man fo
another 200-Ib.

middle; not a like-

KEITH H END RICK— haft
punter

the league;

in

meeting of the Camera

Hart House
Warden's office
Monday, Nov. 26.

Com-

mittee of

will be held

in the

at 5-pm. on

and

—

—

mimeographed

cordiality

by

in

Olwen

Chappcll chairman of the Miss Consumer Committee, affords a peck at the
programme.
"A peek at the programme," it
Time: 8 o'clock
whispers, "shows
-

:

I

now on

philosophy at

the

rally

will

take place

1

He A

may

foot

all

keep

from junior school;

season; in-

Bob

tackling

game

;

from

moved

played

a

the line; his

tip

good

season.

all

Gus"; a

real

broth,

can opener on

Mulock

try for the

first

placement kicker

— inside

who

Brandon College.

in

200-pound
school

rehearsed

direction

team

;

form of a Tea Dance.

the

were

all

Women

under

the

Cheers
Gazillika

Bea Thorkelson, Varsity

of

cheer leaderette.

Aspirants

plays along the

sity

All classes in Univerhave also been cancelled

College

for the afternoon.

The rival rugby teams will meet on
more friendly terms tonight at the first
Red and White night of the year, to be
Like a boxing referee in a ring, John
held in the Women's Union at 8:00
JACK BOYD
half;
former high
HaJI introduced his season of women's
Regardless of the outcome of 'the
hool all -star.
art classes at Hart House last night
Mulock Cup game, both football squads
DOUG
speedy back who
"In this comer," he said, "you have
will attend this "come single, go home
ist recovered from knee injury.
all the materials required to draw or

Attend Art

PHIL ROSEN— map; member

Class

of de

fending championship squad.

—

MAXWELL—

MATHEWS—half;

ED

member

SID

fastest

BOSSIN—end;

JOHN DOLL —end

all-star.

capable pass receiver.

PAT GOUGH—end

paints,

charcoal, etc

rner you have

hard tackier and

;

double"

—pastels,

paint

another holdover necessary

former high school

id

ma

of last year's team.

—

nuts,

all

bolts,

In

objects

the

bottles,

sea-

affair.

U.C.

All

undergraduates

hells, tin cans, etc.
Now go to it"
and dancing to
Omitting "May the best man win," Graham Topping
Mr. Hall suggested that the students
to 12. Several

10

makes

may

gain

entrance by Admit-to-lectures cards at
the door. There will be four year slats,

Hugh Graham and
will

hold forth from

of the Follies' routines

arrange the objects so that they "create
will be repeated by the choruses. The
a design or pattern", that they use any
MIKE FYFE— middle; holdover from :olor they wished rather than the actual evening is sponsored by the University
College Literary and Athletic Society
ast
season's
team; always full of color of the object.
and the Women's Undergraduate Assoight.
if you diink a pear should be purple
ciati oilJACK
middle; injured make it purple," he said, adding that his
Today's game will be refcreed by Bob
ankle against Vic. and is a doubtful aim was to
develop creative pictorial
Lye, with Clayton and Ferguson assiststarter.
expression amongst his students.
ing as umpire and linesman respectively.
CLAUDE
inside
Attended by approximately JO girls,
other holdover
aggressive lineman the class was the first of 14 Tuesdaywidi plenty of fight
Ex-Service Students
ight sessions to be sponsored by the
;

of speedy ends.

McKENZIE—

—

SPIKE HEN NESSY

half

moved up from Junior School;
a heads-up game on secondary.
BERT
quarter back; a

HAMM—

back;
play:

BRUNDAGE—

light

but speedy mail carrier; played quar
ter for

Balmy Beach

year;

last

the

for a short time

spark plug of Senior

School.

NORM MfLLEN— half
more

the
field

at

a

two years.

ALEX EDMONDS

itet

JOHN CAMPBELL— middle;
of "big

star for

low and hard.

High

paratrooper; former

running;

shifty

fast

played reliable game
fected

steady

back;

Cup.

extended

year after

first

starting.

For no apparent reason the Feature sharp. Place: 1174 Bay Street. (Bay
Department has received a friendly at Bloor). Date: Thursday Nov. 22nd.'
communication from the Wartime Prices
"This invitation is extended to all
and Trade Board.
liaison officers and to the executives of
"Thursday, November 22nd, "it an- your organization. As tlus will be the
nounces," is a_ special occasion for Miss only general meeting this fall, we would
Consumer Committee."
like to welcome not only the representThursday, November 22nd is, it seems, atives appointed by the various organitions but also other members.
Old Home Night
"So," it concludes cndiusiastically,
"Why Old Home Night?" the letter
"round up the gang be it five or six
asks.
"Because die programme will feature or seven and meet the 'family" on the
both a play and a remake revue in which 22nd."
We'll see you there. Consumers
our own committee members are taking
Erm.
part."
Stop Press Add: Telegram just re"We want you on hand," it adds
appealingly. "to cheer the home team." ceived from O. Chappell, states: "RE:

—

back; best

Mulock Cup.
kicking

hits

JOE UPTON— middle;

line.

MAJOR— inside;

BOB SEYMOR— half

Round Up All The Gang
For The Remake Review

kindly

a

;

rugged fast runner and a good tackier.
KYRO snap; about 220

PETE ROBERTS —outside

invitation,

back

quarter

at

ly starter.

meeting of the House Committee
will be held in the

Hart House
Warden's office
Nov. 21.
of

alternates

;

ART KXARM AN—

B.C

is

ALLAN

threat; a solid defensive player.

COMMITTEES

Long

Dr.

taff

BENNETT—

ERIC
H. H.

Art's brother; one

of the hardest tackling ends at Var-

EVANS

back

'The Future of Germany".

was charged with conspiring to steal a
safe containing $2,000 from Chilliwack,

team cap
Maritimes

DON McMIGHAEL—

Brunning administration, the last
government preceding the

advent of Hitler.

and a pep

team,

ED STALEY —end;

five

AS p-m. outside the School building.
snake dance, in keeping with true
at the University of Toronto.
tain; a tough lad from the
sity and a good pass receiver.
lias an
international background and School tradition, will be organized besecond year in finals.
SIVELL—end; the down of diverse experience of university life at hind a band and a sound truck, and the
flying wing; ;
the University of Toronto and North- procession will wend its way to the
the team who promises to settle dow
reliable tackier and a steady secondwestern University in Chicago where he stadium.
for the game.
ary; another fourth year interfaculty
University College held their rally
a student; as a substitute professoi
PETE
veteran.
middle; ex-Balmy
at the University of Manitoba, and latei last night in the Junior Common Room
(Stumpy)— half
CHARLIE
Beach lineman

BROMLEY—outside;

JIM

is

democratic

Withdrawal of charges against Frank

School.

minister

holds a staff position in the De-

in the

Against Rasky

German

former

Kuhn, Bennet,

now to these young men and women, men.
Afternoon labs and lectures have been
many of whom were aedve in the resistance movement, we will establish a bond cancelled at S.P.S. in order that Schoolif friendship that will last through
the men may turn out to cheer for their

ing.

A

Sharpe and MeKnight

of the Tettmar, Volpc and Ed Staley have
university consistendy turned in fine performances
loaders of for U.C. this season, and U.C's attack

peace

the

today

of

tomorrow.

High

;

from Lawrence Park.

star

ISO pounds of

played

real

achieving

in

world," he continued.
tudents

DON PLAXTON— half

all

rd

most
ground gainer on team ; a

threat

triple

played

will start despite injury.

hard

now

The

sistent

second straight year.
;

tarian service but also take

BRUCE TETTMAR—half;

another six-

;

season but recendy got sore kidney

it."

Rasky, 22

man who

BUZ BOOTH—outside

German Economist
Staff

from Junior School.

will start.

ty-minute

Is

second year

;

HAL McKNIGHT— snap

idential school for 100 children.

Varsity, "but," he

"we always had

site

the

some people learned

didn't,"

the

Mr. Staley

Da

stration in a Spanish setting.

"During

on

Alta.,

Cartwright Mission, oldest mission
Canada.

Hilda's

records imported from Cuba,

;

seasoned

turned

out

back; one of
players on the

for

Beaches and

Blues.

GEORGE EVANS—half
tricky ball handler

Cup two

;

back; a

played for

li(

Mulock

;

RYE HOLMAN-inside;
uate

who

gives

all

he

and

plunger

;

U.T.S, grad-

lias.

BOB COOPER— half;
another

passer

former

are
in

as

scattered

fields

ranging

far as

from

New

interior

BORIS

'91.

LAZBREOW—snap;

the

All

UNTD

ratings, with exception of

wing; an those who have applied for discharge,
ex-Jarvis star; has a nice eye for will parade Thursday 22nd November.
passes in the tertiary area; a fast re- 1945, at 1900, COTC building. Ratings
are to use rear entrance to

a sure

Junior

St.

University Advisory

George

St.,

2.

Rig of the day:

lanyards.

drill hall.

No Ts

with

A. F. Robinson)

Commander (SB) RCNCommanding Officer UNTD.

Lieutenant

VR

— (D.

M.,

J.

Midway^

URGENT.

is

/

O-57540.

McNie, J. D., R-285592.
McKenzie, G. T., R-80794.

line.

one of

at 67

Parker,

U.N.T.D.

LORNE FA RQUAR— flying

;

contact the

This

Proudfoot H. M., W-6349.

fel

low who makes those long snaps to
Staley.
Holds up the centre of the
U.C.

Will the following Ex-Service Students

Bureau

school all-star.

OUR RECENT LETTER THIS BUTKO—middle; ran a U.C. fumble
THURSDAY AT 8 O'CLOCK IS 60 yards School's "pull-out-thcliable blocker.
YOUR DATE WITH MISS CON- middle" plunge man.
SUMER COMMITTE STOP WE RED WEIR—half back; first time in KEN McCLYMONT—outside
the best tacklers with School;
Mulock Cup Series; hard hitting
LOOK FORWARD TO HAVING
YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS WITH plunger from last year's Junior School starter; another graduate of
School.
squad.
US THEN STOP REGARDS.").
;

York

high decorating to designing.

years ago; just returned to

School from Navy,

Fine Arts Club. Graduates of Mr. Hall's
lasses

kicker,

Crain,

D-16500.

J.,

Harcraft, G., U-199031.

Cox, D. M., R-104339.

Swann, E. L., R-30&J1J.
MacDonald, C. E., Lieut
Fitzgerald,

K.,

Hipwell,

R,

Gall,

W.

James,

J.

J.

J. B.,

B-147336.
R-28722I,

C, B-432913.
V-570I3.

'
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1945

21,

Daffydil

Editorial

Jo All

Explosive,

Hart House Blues

Ecstatic
Founded 1895; Impounded 1939; Re-

Hart House is a fraud.
counter and gymWell not quite shall we say it is a lunch
prospectus.
nasium? At any rate it fails to live up to its
and not a hive
That it is fighting a losing battle to be a House

bounded 1945.

;

A

of

Hart House

.

;

And

make

hobbies

arc

borrowed for the occasion from
Gertrude Niesen

who

also uses

sit

audience outrages clicked

in

is

space

is

otherwise, you

man Room
depriving

the chiropracty profession.

Wherein

II:

cover Who's She
"I'm Hedy Lamarr,"

script apparently failed

to

meet

sanita-

"State Medicine" was

on standards.

Chapter

Box

Office

her

in

We

"From camp To Campus"
version",

Daffydil

Hart House

depicting
is

left

ear

— she

aspects.

—

you.

ails

e. is.

e.

Accepted

Is

"I

of Emily

ture

I

i

he

lady,"

saw

61-00?

ST

said,

the pic-

Post tattooed on your

'You're wonderful," she sighed.

"You have a right to know," he
"I'm a midget"

"But you look so tall I'
"I'm standing on top of
groaned Dick.

racial extraction,

and willingly

her

fingertips,

down

my

she

which hung

like

commanded,

of the year.

up

their places in the

to "Japanese"

the question of

students.

Uni-

Nor

also to

a housing shortage or

airt

IV:

Where In

the

Varsity
fell

DRESSES

TWEEDS

MI. 4969

make use

of the

"Sure," she murmured.

tooob

— Raco.

book shelves, walls, furniture indoors and outdoors

for

RECORD HOUR

-

The

.

The Plywood Shop

record program, held daily from

4:00 to 5:30 in the Women's Common
and we would like Room at U.C., is open to the
men and
know whether they are able to women of every college
and faculty.
their case

on

140 Pears Ave.
minutes from University)

(8

—
—

in

so on.

dispute

are

not

a

new immigrant

Have some

On

fun and brush up your foreign languages while shopping.

Moe govoreem po-msskee (ncmnogo).
Hablamos espanol (un poco).

parle francais.

deutsch.

Edwabd

T. Lute.

• * •
group come into the country at the presFor every extraneous
ent time to displace Canadians.
They The Editor, The Varsity.
what have
class,
themselves arc Canadians and many of Dear Sir:
the House

or
—dance, art
you — the normal routine of

them have their roots in this country
I am nauseated The housing shortage
must be upset To permit feeding of
as deeply if not more deeply than
is acute in Vancouver, and equally so in
extra thousands, the billiard room has
some who lay a much easier claim to Toronto.
had to go. To absorb would-be medithe title because their racial stock or
tators whom sing-songs, meetings, and
There are many thousands of returnnational origin is not so distinctive.
the playing of the Grand Piano have
ing ex-servicemen who are finding it
driven out of other rooms, the new tem-

It needs to be said also, in fairness to

difficult to find

accomodations.

porary tuck-shop with its bare benches Mr. Bettson's first query, that the quesYet at this very moment there are
will become a part-time Quiet Room. tion of the resettlement and reestablish- people with blonde hair and blue eyes
And 1,000 faculty members have a ment of the whole group of loyal Cana- occupying the very premises that arc
dining-room seating 90; 1,000 graduate dians of Japanese ancestry who spent needed to relieve this housing shortage.
the war years in relocation centres is
members have a tinier one still.
Who will deny that the housing
We repeat, it is no one's fault The a question not for B.C, alone but foi shortage would be immeasurably rebuilding is simply grossly overcrowded. every other province in Canada. By all lieved if these people were deported
I

decent and democratic, formei
extra-curricular center attempting that
Ideologically, perhaps, one may concrowd a myriad activities under its residents of B.C. (against no one of cede that blue-eyed blondes should not
roof needs room to breathe. But nothing whom has any charge of disloyalty ever be deported, but practically, realistically,
been made) should have the right Jo one
will be done without agitation, loud,
can see no other solution.
The Hart return to their homes if they wish.
vehement, and continued.
A British

An

:

to

Columbia M. P. has
House administrators are fully aware Many of them realize, however, that lightened us on a similar problem
their problem as a minority group will
by themselves they can
"... these Japanese, the same people
be minimized if they are not conccndo nothing. It is up to students, whom
who kicked the teeth out of half of
iratcd in one area.
congestion prevents and for some years
our boys over there,
people want to
Provincial authorities can do a great welcome them into our midst"
has increasingly prevented from having
the cultural center they deserve, to deal to solve the "Japanese-Canadian
The whole world knows what horrors
problem" by facilitating the resettlement have been perpetrated by blue-eyed
make themselves heard.
w.
of the need; but

. .

—

.

:

own borders of a portion blondes in the guise of Nazi Supermen.
Canadians of Japanese descent Are we to allow these same people to
to establish homes outside of deprive our fighting men of the very
B.C. Ontario will not be expected "to homes they have fought to protect?
accept and settle in its midst several
No
within their

of those

who wish
Night Editor—Bob Cooke.
Assistants—Joyce McKennett
Shirley Code.

I

thousand."
to stand

But we should be prepared

by our fellow

citizens, regard-

RAndolph 6348

legal

tion.

And

SWEATERS

SUITS
BLOOR W.

54

out of place.

—

event

1

reasons for the govern-

(not to say Today's program:
The casual book? Fine, if you can unemployment among ex-servicemen in moral) grounds, without recourse to the
Weber Conzertstuck in F Minor.
British Columbia or any other part of kind of racial fanaticism and blind prejget a place to sit in the Library.
Saint-Saens Carnival of the Animals.
Only the Camera Room is available the country relevant to the argument udice characteristic of the system supMoussorgsky Pictures at an Exhibiround the clock for Its designated The ten thousand people whose fate is posedly destroyed in the last war.
activity.

SW"'Ji

RIGBY
JOANCOATS

aside her moustaches.

citizenship,

ic

is

p»J "»\*

an

lifting

must agree with Mr. Bettson, I
Truth Outs
think, -that "one side only of the problem
"Enough of this lovemaking and all
has been presented by The Varsity''
that sort of rot," cried Dick (THE
Some of us would be glad of the oppor- Dick). "Hoo-Haw,
I feel like a cold
tunity to hear a coherent argument from
drink."
the other side. We would like to see "a
'You look like a cold drink," she
competent exponent of British Colsmiled broadly, and four of her teeth
in the

i

brother,"

to her ankles.

me,"

Chapter

We

MOT?

"But you're so handsome 1"
"My brother's on top this week. But
love you," stated D.D.D.
The passion of his avowal thrilled her

to

welcome a few hundred.

»<'

re-

plied.

ape's,

less of

Varsity.

Dear Sir:

versity

26

had donated her

knew you were a
knew it the moment

"Kiss

,iskcd to give

November

AND DATE

Wherein He Dis-

III:

"I

tackled that

dizzier

its

bed-panacea for what

a

to present the

weeks

PRICE

Dis-

right ear to a Medical Society investi-

seemingly irresistible theme of "recon-

.hare his feelings will

for all but six

NOTE CORRECTED

she whispered,

gating the sex-impulses of ears.

If

Theatre? Closed

in Victoria College

omitted from last night's performance.

into the East

dances.

Opens

PLEASE

for a Friday
fifty

Matinee Dec. 8th, 75c

Evenings $1.00.

covers She, She Discovers He,
and We Discover Lots
"Hoo-Haw," he murmured lovingly

Ian Alger's

It needs to be said that, whether or
text Hart House debate to state the
you want a quiet swim, you not Toronto is "prepared to accept and :ase for the government's position. We
must steer around the water-polo sche- ;cttlc in its midst several thousand Japa- would like to see who the people are
dules. For a workout in the gym, you nese Canadians", Toronto has not been
are prepared to support an oniked to do so. Nor are students being slaught on the basic principles of demomust avoid the nights of all the big

Sport?

Chapter

Com- entirely in expediency and shows no
The End
ment's action's." We hope that Mr. Bettnoon singsong, concern about the meaning of citizenEpilogue:
son and some of the "many others" who
"Well?" he whispered.
other men of the use ship in a democracy.

jam

D.

shaken.

consistently.

the room.

of

Chapter I: Wherein Dick
Dick Discovers Love

mid-

Life" took a friendly dig in the ribs of

and paint or draw.

There

"

opener "Variety Is The Spice Of

Hart House
The questions raised by Mr. G. E.
no place. On designated nights, Bcttson in yesterday's Varsity concernmade for an Art Class, men ing the problem of Canadians of Japawho are willing to lake organized in- nese descent are questions which may
struction and can find regular time- properly be asked and which deserve to
One regrets however
answered.
table space. But no room for doodlcrs. be
Singing? If you have a voice that that his argument in support of the deumbia's views given space
satisfies the Glee Club director, good; portation of loyal Canadians is based

down

Orphan Annie and Mickey Mouse.

I

The

Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed, envelope
All Seats Reserved

with a longer reading time than Little

Correspondence

Editor,

Hart House Theatre -Dec. 5,6,7,8

- growing
number of low - grade
morons who refuse to read anything

effec-

it

"Hellzapoppin'

tively. Bill Paul's

The Gauntlet

whimsical)

that

for

Glee Club for customer approval.
and fell forward into his arms in a dead
Show-stoppingly successful was the faint (Ed's Note: Needless to say she
"I Wanta Get Marwas not REALLY Hedy Lamarr.)

You

all

TO BE PRESENTED IN

are super-con-

classic

ever

be-

Can't Relax
One cannot on a whim The
Painting?

famous

lay's

for prohibitions

What

We

Bald".

this

chorus' pre-finale

would-be relaxer

and restrictive regulations.
comes of the prospectus?

(and

contribu-

with two Cole Porter

Aided by an cctoplasmic George, the

a circumstance fatal
desperate adminis-

Grow

Don't

Women

"Why

Steimpeck,

by

tragedy

great social

that

densing

pleasantly handled by Jack Fin-

tions

skit

of a recreational centre should be ease. In
seldom easy; because the exigen-

a condensation of a condensa-

is

In the gloomy shadows of his unlit
room, Dick D. suddenly perceived in

com-

fashion by a sultry Isobel Benn)

if

trative problems

to

throaty

(chanted in authentic,

Blues"
peted

.

The mark

This

Fred Evis' toe-teasing original "A one of the dank corners, the vague, unDancing Step" (given adequate terpsi- certain and somewhat indefinite form
chore treatment by the Kaplan-trained
of a girl.
chorus) and his soulful "Jarvis Street
"Who are you?" he gasped, morally

it

around continually

of

offered a two-hour
whose contents seem too humorous

Achieves

to relaxation.

censors

Commitperformance

tee

there are many students to whom Hart House means
could only be called "a centre of life, and itself alive"
all that
for
by a most powerful effort of the imagination. What does it mean?
Jt means, roughly, a place to eat; a place to play games; and a place
to hold dances. It is also a place where, by virtue of a framed and
choicely-lighted edict, one must wear one's coat. This is largely the
fault of t'he students; but not altogether. It is also, and even more,
the fault of a woefully inadequate building.

is

and

mention.

in the truest sense, itself alive."

one

Dance.

the show's sex humor, the 1945

.

cies of space shove the

interpreta-

violin

Falla's Fire

Daffydil-exhumers

humming committee-rooms of the headquarters of the University s
for
extra-curricular life. Day after day they come by thousands,
worconcerts, singing, painting, the casual book, the theatre, crafts,
them,
too
Fellowship draws
ship, and every variety of sport
and earnest
'friendly disputation and debate, the conversation of wise
at
men.' Thronging the common-rooms and corridors, in groups
evening around the Warden's fire, they debate the thousand issues
magnificent showof the campus and of the world. For Hart House,
place though it is, is more than a building; it is a centre of life, and

;

De

tion of

"For 26 years Varsity men by thousands have passed through
beamed oaken doors of Hart House into the cool corridors and

doubt

- rustling

joke

-.hustling,

masterful

Graham's

the present term

We

in an nowform whose

£^wf<7xw-distributing, ushers to Robert

Hart House

It

coke

garbed,

We

What

evening

- ecstatic

tion of
varied program ranged from the slap'
Saryon
stick "Fircl Fire routine of the clown-

House as it stands
cannot emphasize too strongly that the
those who have struggled for 26
to-day satisfies no one; least of all
The ideal toprayer.
Founders
years to make it accord with its
passage which apward which the House strives is contained in a
in the
quoted
which
was
and
peared in the 1945 Torontonensis,
announcement in the opening issue of The Varsity for

the

last

now

explosive,

public in general to realize what
It is time for students and the
House have long realized, that
those intimately connected with the
it is altogether too small.

"PATIENCE"

many-rriooded Daffydil Night was

reincarnated

Warden's. What blood the Warden
is nobody's fauk;
sweated to keep their pride and
the Committees, and the staff have
only they can know; but cirutilitarian,
merely
becoming
joy from
cumstances are against them.
Icaft of all the

The Aims

Faculties

Mail orders are now being accepted for
the Vic. Music Club's production of
Gilbert and Sullivan's

R. A. Stall
(Graduate Studies)

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.
Toronto, Canada

Man

spricht

.
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The time-honored emblem of intramural football supremacy, the Mulock
Cup, goes on the block this afternoon for the fifty-second year. It is Just

many

that

years ago since a young undergraduate named Bruce Macdonald
Mulock and came up with a two-and-a-half

tackled the late Sir William

foot trophy decorated with lions' heads.

Through

SPORTS CALENDAR
STADIUM MULOCK

The Sportswoman

2.15

by Polly Mulz
The freshman

league hai been reported as exhibiting the
best basketball tcchniduc seen this year.
And tops among these freshies is the

team.

They hive won both

In the

first,

who were whitewashed.

the

young 'uns

ward

The

line they

Dr. Bruce Maodonald
is now the chairman of the Board of Governors while the
aging mug has no
fewer than fifty-one gilt shields emblazoned on its polished

.

.

.

the latest

P.H.E, and

ies

with the

games in which they have
in the second

managed a score

good kids

I)

it

of 19-15,

Vic
it

fresh-

Juniors being the last half.

youth, the cup

was contested for on a greensward
of Varsity Stadium and students were expected

its

LACROSSE

1.00

on the present site
through with a dollar admission feel

come

WAR

BUY

Time has changed certain factors but
Mulock Cup and the accompanying

vs.

Trin

FE SPS
SPS IV

U.C.
Dent.

I

Med.

Jr.

Med.

Life
I

Roberts

Trin.

SPS

4.00

-4.00

Lye, Clayton, Ferguson

I

Med.

Cross
Foote (postponed to

II

next week.)
I

Vic.

Wye.
5.00

Sr.

SPS

attained the

4.00

SPS
Emman A

6.30

I

7-30

III

8.30

1.00

U.C

(Practices)

4.30

Forestry

Vic

Fine
Williams

Pharm.

SPS B
St M. B
Emman B
II

SPS A

4.00

SAVINGS STAMPS

Jr.

Med.

HOCKEY

Morrow

I

For

Jr.

Wye. B
Pharm

Moffat

St M. B

Emm an
VOLLEYBALL

decision with a score of 10-2.

situated

to

SWIM LEAGUE

expedient to report results

surface.

During

4.00

participated.

was St Hilda's

was PhysiVSaints ... The former team

FW

4.00

The U.C. Juniors don't seem too far behind
good work of Mary Louise Kent on the for-

fourth and last combination that thought

(they're

the years both have gained prominence.

they defeated

CUP FINAL:

SPS

Sr.

SOCCER

01 Baskets

U.C.

By Mickey Michasiw
The Mulock Cup

21. 1945

'

Stone
Stone

—Today—

Soccer Standing Committee Meeting

(To arrange playoffs, appoint referees,

1:00

p .n>

etc.)

the

hand in hand.
a blazing intercollegiate

traditions roll along,

And

so, after

two teams have emerged

pep-up,

may

be close and

to bat

The game

out for the honors.

tie it

The

masterminds
serve

to

•

"•••'<•-<„..

will

the best team win.

from Here and There

Bils
teams

.

behind

.

.

.

two

the

prove that intramural

has its better points
UniCollege's Ross Sturgess is a
P.H.E. grad attending classes at O.C.E.
He last performed for U.C. two years
football

.

.

.

versity

ago when

was defeated by

it

School aggregation ...

On

same

this

the oppos-

ing side then, as well as this afternoon

one finds Chunky Moore and Dan ColMoore's record reads: four years

lins.

as end for School teams including one

championship squad, a degree in mining
and a year as president of the Engineering Society

.

.

.

Collins served as snap

same team while picking up a
engineering degree . . . Three intramural grads striving for those covetfor the

civil

laurels
The School team has
had but a single point scored against it
this yearl
In league play a year ago,

ed

it
.

.

.

.

.

was unscored on. A bit of a record
Another prognostication was dis.

proved yesterday by the Athletic Directorate

when

it

appointed

Roy Dilworth

as coach of the senior Blue basketball

Ozark Ike was unavailable for

team.

comment.

What's on Today
Red and White
8:00 p.m.—U.C. Red and White Night
at the Women's Union, admission

by

registration card.

U.C

and Sr.

Teams from

S.P.S.

meet,

will

with the UC. team acting as hosts
to their rivals

St. Vitus's Dance
8:00 ,p.m.— Newman Hall, St.
Dance.

Ex-Service Students
Do you know

that . .

The Department

of Veterans'
Affairs provides Dental and Medi-

Treatment

cal

during

the

that you are in receipt of your
cational Benefit.

time

Edu-

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS
67 St. George

Jo u ltd

ML 3791

St.

Hours: 10 a.m. lo 4 p.m.

As

a boy Isaac Newton (1642-1727) built a
a mechanical carriage, and dreamed of

clock,

One of the most
sailing through the air.
brilliant mathematicians oj all time, be
discovered the binomial theorem and the
elements oj the differential and integral
calculus. He studied the heavens, carried on
experiments in optics and color, and built a
Observing an apple jail
reflector telescope.
from a tree in his mother's garden, he began

NOW PLAYING
MoBsrs. SHUBERT Present
Repertoire of FAMOUS OPERETa superb cast of S Logon.

Tho

A

TAS with

Comedians and Singing Chorus of
1st

"

to ponder on the attraction of

WEEK, MoD.lhrnFri.^:

mass to mass, and

so evolved the theory that the

law

of gravity

wit a!

m&ke* tlie

Planet*

move

Now, as after the first World War, International Nickel is continuing to co-operate in
research in order to find new uses and
markets for Canadian Nickel.

Just as a falling apple suggested to Newton
a line of research which had far-reaching
results, so such things as a broken gear, a
worn-out grinding plate or a burnt-out
heating element have started industrial
scieotists on researches which have saved
thousands of dollars to users of a great
variety of products.

The information

collected by International
field of metal research is available at all times to Canadiaa
engineers, designers and metallurgists.

Nickel from the whole

will science and industry, working
together, build a wider use of Canadian
Nickel so that still more benefits will come

Thus

Research on Nickel has helped industry in
scores of ways to save money by using
Nickel and its alloys. That meant more
Nickel could be produced and sold from
Canadian min*"

fo Canada.

governs the whole universe.

ROSE MARIE

Q UCH

Saturday Matinee and Night

HHMi
and Wed. Hal.

RESEARCH

Canadian Nickel

"COUNTESS MARTTZA"
Frl.. Sal. Evgs.
and SaL Mm.

Thurs.,

NICKEL
ALLOYS

"ROSE MARIE"
PRICES (Tax

Included)

90c, S1.20, SI. 00. S2.40 and S3.
Wed. and Sol.: 80c, SIJ0,
Si. GO, end S3.40.
Olflco Open 10 a.m. to 10 pjo.

EVCS.;
MATS..

Box

THE

iNTFRHimnMM

«imKFl

COMPANY

OF

CANADA, LIMITED.

25

KING

STREFT

WEST,

Stone

TORONTO

,

THE VARSITY, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

4

blue beret with a white tassel; a blu<

21,

1945

and white gob hat; a blue dcroy with

New and

Miss Ruth Caryl to the
Meteorological Service of Canada the
and white pork-pie."
"Of course," they admit "there are other day. She chatted pleasantly with
other ideas and perhaps some of the Andrew Thomson, the assistant
other Varsity readers will send in their troller, about the Service and its wartime role.
That role was, our Miss
suggestions.

Entrenous

A

be suitable

We

a white 'T'; and a shallow-brimmed blue

Hat Movement

"Whatever

By Ross McLean

—

decided, let's

is

make

it

—

A

JEWISH FOLK MUSIC
—M.

Narrator

^

WALTZ

from 150

leapt

You'll learn all these dances in
their smartest forms at our

Guild's

to 900.

DANCE CLASSES

Popular

Call and enrol for this course.
Arrangements made for exam,
time.

The Varsity

Ba

P.M.

at

Costa

STUDIOS OF DANCING

Harbord Collegiate Auditorium
Tickets: 50c and 75c

1139

Bay

St.,

Cor. Charles

MI. 5624

Bartholomew's Christmas Fair
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, NOV.

Thursday, Nov.

22

AND

23

The gift certificate way
complete with miniature hat and hat box. The man who receives your gift
certificate will be doubly grateful for he can choose for
himself and pick his correct size, style and colour . . .
and also, shop at his leisure, after the Christmas rush
.

—

10 p.m.
pm.
509 Dundas Street East
3:30

22.

TIME

:

(Harbord Car

8:00 p.m.

— First Slop East of Parliament)

.

.

over.

is

We
tic

have a splendid selection of English and domesfrom 5.00 to 10.00.

fur felts ranging

The Men's Shop, College

"RUSSIA WANTS
OUR FRIENDSHIP"

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR SALE

DEAN OF

Encyclopaedia
printing,

LOST

Britannica,

latest

perfect condition.

Williams, 556

G.

L.

Sherbourne Street

Green Parker pen,
vicinity

Medical

please leave at

CANTERBURY
BOARD AND ROOM
Just

Returned From a Conference

With Generalissimo Stalin

in

Room

Moscow

exchange for help with

MO.

8961.

Microscope,

SPECIAL MUSICAL PROGRAM

$50.00.

at 8:30 P.M.

Please

441

50c,

75c, $1.00.

$2.00

TORONTO CONSERVATORY;
QUEEN WEST; 7 BRUNSWICK; 300 BATHURST;
365 YONGE STREET.

MAPLE LEAF
GARDENS
DOORS OPEN

7:30

24-hour service.

STUDENTS!

- -

And

Manager:

12.

Duncan A. White. IVth Yr.
,

to

Phone any

Friday,

Scar-

7989,

Navy

blue raincoat, taken

BIdg., or call
J. F.

PJcase

McRac,

ML 2700.

LOST

size 3, taken

College.

from Big

Hall, Economics BIdg.,
4 p.m., Tues.
Please leave at office
at Economics

Gabardine

No. 107

trench

from hook

coat,

room

in locker

BIdg., Tues.,

Nov.

20,

in

Chemistry

Ph. LY. 0416.

DANCE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

24th

His Orchestra

TICKETS AVAILABLE THURSDAY AND FRIDAY IN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ROTUNDA (EAST DOOR

Dancing From 9 to

University

return to S.A.C.

ROYAL YORK HOTEL BANQUET HALL
His Trumpet

Phone KI.

Wren's naval Burberry,

Saturday Night
- -

Christensen.

Monday

LOST
re-

guaranteed.

on week-end from women's locker

SOVIET FRIENDSHIP

ELLIS McLINTOCK

Arne

evening,

LOST
I

P.M.
|

-

Work

(Jack) between 5-8.

room,

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR CANADIAN

restrung.

6609.

Olsen and Massa Applied
Acoustics.
Price of new book if in
good

RACQUETS REPAIRED
paired,

Phone MO.

borough 371.

Office,

Badminton and Squash Racquets

TICKETS:

in

tion.

leave at S.A.C.

Bausch and

WANTED

Locker card No. 1249

I6th.

pocket Sentimental reasons.

SALE: GARDENS;

Standard

instrument in excellent condi-

tion.

LOST
Trench-coat, in Hart House, Friday,

Nov.

"L.P.S."

Mon. Finder
Office.

Lomb

Also

ARCHBISHOP ALEXII

initialled

fiidg.,

S.A.C

FOR SALE

and board in graduates' home,

for student, in
children.

TONIGHT

Street.

EATON DE-

**T.

THE VERY REV. HEWLETT JOHNSON

ON

Mr.

full-time

»4

Drama

LARCENY INC

St.

:

had

staff

the

that

Sachs

PLACE: Wymilwood.

DATE

have

meteorologists

these

of

"unpre-

of the Service."

"It was,

FOXTROT

TONIGHT ONLY—8:30

MUSICAL CONSISTING OF

schools.

Grand Cenirall"

—Jew Waite,

machines."

the

indicate

much
up tht cedented expansion
Thomson revealed

Miss Caryl reports, "of immense value
the officers to know in advance

DIRECTED BY JOSEPH E. JOLLEY
"A snappy coherent production."

Evenings

lost

to

production of

Presents

To

incidentally.

have

time in getting ready and tuning

make meteor-

will

work. More are needed,

Moreover there was the customary
This was supplied to

—

First in a Series of Cultural

life

prob" service.

C.O.'s of training

I

Jewish Student Fellowship

ology their

she adds

this information,"

"student pilots would

Many

their former occupaHowever, Mr. Thomson feels, a

number of them

son said.

1

Plaquest

tions.

large

conditions would be favourable.

"Without

returned to

planes could

the assurance thai

flying so

for

made ready with

with icing fog and storms. "With such
knowledge they would know instinctively
what to do to reduce the hazards of
those dangerous conditions," Mr. Thom-

Ex-Servicemen

"It's like

be

pilots to prepare Canada's fliers to cope

I

House Party

sent

an Caryl learned, double-edged. Four hundred university graduates from all ovei
Canada were trained in the science,
you see, and later lectured fledgling

Margaret Chisholra, Eleanor
"We want a Hat," they exclaim. "A original
"Distinctive
and Dorothy Oliver, three Varsity Hat."
"And outstanding Varsity Hatl"
young sophomores of Hutton House,
Varsity, they feel, needs a Hat.
Hats off, ladies
write excitedly to suggest: "Lefs get
Varsity has a song.
* • •
under a Hat Movement M"
Varsity has a yell.
Yale had a student graduate at 14
Varsity has spirit.
and the University of Manitoba was not
But Varsity has no hat
long in announcing that they had had
"There is the Queen's red, blue and
a student graduate at 17 but Miss Bev
gold tam, Western's purple and white
erly Echlin has returned from the offit
McGill's red and white
The Wrens of Westphal House
of this university's registrar with th
beanie," they list
take great pleasure in inviting
disheartening information that no one
you to an informal
'And Varsity's blue and white 7?' seems to know just who was Toronto's
But there they have you
youngest graduate.
"I couldn't get any dope at the regis"How about," the trio proposes,
at their new residence,
"The Varsity getting behind a campaign trar's," Miss Echlin reported to this
142 Crescent Road, on
department
"There axe," she added
for a Toronto Hat?
Thursday, 22nd Nov., at 8:30
"Here are a few ideas: a royal blue hopelessly and in brackets, "40,000
cards
to
go
thru'."
Tickets may be obtained from
and white tuque; a blue stocking cap
UNTD office, 119 St. George St with a white tassel and white 'T'; a
Misses

Dymond

now

whether future weather conditions would

Sorry.

—

OPPOSITE HART HOUSE)

Civil Engineering

Tickets $1.00 Per Couple

:

:

:

International Education

Lauded By Campus Heads
AGENCY ESSENTIAL — SMITH
Without exception the heads

The Undergraduate Newspaper
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

the various departments and
faculties are in favor of international education, as
embodied in
the United Nations Charter.
This agency is to be known as the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Forty-four nations have accepted, with the exception of the
Soviet
Union, who, in turning down two invitations to join, provided
the

The

only discordant note.

22, 1945

of

ENGINEERS RECAPTURE MULOCK CUP

constitution

allows for an exchange of scholars and
teachers and the choice of delegates

made by

to be

is

Fumbling

the various governments

in consultation with the countries' edu-

cational bodies.

When

interviewed,

"This new organ is as essential
a prop to world security as any other
said,

agency put

in

be economic,

ipolitical

U.N.O. whether

the

Specialty

Is

As Rugby

Smith

President

Rivals Clash

NO RAZ ZLE-DA ZZLE

it

or military. There

not a comparable organization within
the League of Nations."
Dr. S. Beatty, Dean of Arts, similarly

HERE

is

Senior School, about whose talents their friends have been
curious, yesterday passed the final examination to prove worthy of
the intramural championship as they plastered the defending University College team, 13-6.
Thus, after a year's absence, the Mulock Cup returns to the School of Practical Science.
Keith Hendrick was the big gun for the winners as he kicked,
plunged and ran his way through the Royal College squad. He accounted for four singles and scored his team's only touchdown.
Bert Hamm, Georgie Evans and Norm Millen
came through
with sparkling performances.
amm, a former Balmy Beach quarter, came through with all the remain-

expressed
"I

his gratification by saying,
glad that those responsible have

am

come

to realize the

importance of educa-

a means of keeping peace." He
went on to say that education must
tion as

primarily stress independence of thought

and

action,

as well

as respect for the

H

ideas of other countries.

Dean

R. Young, of Engineering,
expressed his approval in the following
words, "International order and underC.

(

ing points for his

Some

pit

tliat

i

but the pigskin

line

maybe

then again,

Axe

Debaters Take

To Ottawa
Racial

labour

inequalities

RECORD HOUR
The

government's re -establishment program
meat for next Wednesday's

"We

made

as elastic as possible."

The motion before the House will be:
"That this House resolutely condemns
the

post-war domestic

policy

of

His

kicked

a recent meeting of the Senate of
the University of Toronto, the following

U. P. Flashes

de Falla— La Vida Breve

Med ieval

dents'

as a

Society in a letter to the McGill Daily.

Saskatchewan.

Students

cuss

the question

paid

to

The Second Garnet W. McKee-Lach-

'Modern students

are intellectually
The debate will take place in the Hart
confused and immature in comparison to
House Debates Room next Wednesday
students of the middle ages who listened
at 8-p.m.
to lectures given by Thomas Aquin

A

stu-

being planned

is

drive

to begin soon

is

The

Prize,

to

Faculty of Dentistry

the University of

inadequate grants both students and graduates
by the government, pected to contribute.

Starkey, President of the

The Pakenham Memorial
Miss M. E. Williams.
The Pro

Liberis

Prize,

W.

R.

to

Lampus loday

are ex-

School of Social
arship, to

president of the Students' Rep-

Ancient and Medieval Philosophy at the
several days and the middle of the and an increased enrolment, it is a real
Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies
Christmas vacation would be satisfactory chance to carry out the Union project.
St Michael's College. Dr. Pegis con- to all," Starkey said in his letter,
jecL"
tinued to say that the blame for the
The matter has been brought up bepresent day slump in thinking lay on
fore the Board of Governors and has

The

and books.
Politically minded students who at
Books are badly written and poorly
present have no outlet for their opinions
read, mainly because modern authors and
will soon have an opportunity to discuss
readers have no faith in their ability
current problems according to George
to

know

III

Needles Scrounged

Schol-

John McKnight

M. M.

then transferred his

students' time.

In response to the moving demand,

made out

the S.A.C.

Who

needs

thought

he

did,

but

thought

he
-

it

not had medi-

must make

examinations

rangements

medical

for

ments immediately.

Savan

Professor

Record Hour probably needed

He

cal

the cheque for $30.

$30?

Miss

to

The Rabbi Brickner Scholarship,
Miss F. Glassman.

ti

the

J.

to D. A. Smith.

"Our Town" as

ing in

the advertise-

ments have been boasting for the past
week.
There's also two-months of effort, two
Varsity cheer leaders, Noel Chapman
and a choir of 12, and considerable
skilled direction in the Thornton Wilder
play to be presented next week by the

has been heard in

the popular "L for Lanky," "Stage 45,
"John and Judy," "Fighting Navy" and

"Penny's Diary." Radio, with

its

unique

lack of type casting, has thrust a multitude

Tovell

voice

of

who

is

characterizations

1

:10 p.m.

has

been

with

Village

the

hand
a few cents to the Faculty Committee
which will choose the new records to
in the

department.

Costume making has been There he

organized by Marian Jones.

But

in

"Our Town"

there

is

also

much

announced and did act-

acted,

he explained,
"are those things that originate outdoors
ualities

("Actualities,"

Vincent Tovell, now tak- and that claim to give the spontaneous,
unrehearsed opinion of the man on the
ing post-graduate work in English.
A graduate of Upper Canada College street").
About "Our Town," Tovell comand U.T.S., he spent from 1935 to 1938
and
in Europe, studying painting, attending mented: "The show is a large one
Brussels
and
will depend for its success on everyone
an international school in
of

its director,

spending his summers

During
appeared

in

Paris.

the past four years Tovell has
in

numerous top C.B.C. dram-

pulling together.

on a few

The emphasis

is

not

stars but on a generally high

level of ability

and production.

forced

the uprights

fourteen.

On

the last play of the half Volpe

came through with

his spectacular run.

Petitions

A

to give

University

fantasy of fumbles foozled the fans

(CUP) —

Executive

Council

and a signed

The

Great

Stu-

with resold

petition

concerning

and

armament

and

race,

system

that a

of

turns

Bromley

on the Red and White 45.

in

being

blocked

A

went

wide and Shool recovered on the 20.
A Millen- to-Hendrick forward scored

major on

the second play.

Hamm

converted.

Hendrick added two more singles in
the final period in the form of a rouge

211,
Medical
Speaker: Rev. Z. P. Carles,

of

in

BA,

University of

enterprise'

fumbles

blocked their path

to

further

These resolutions will be forwarded to
scoring honors.
Prime Minister of Canada and to all

e

Madrid.

U.C.
1

:30 p.m.

— Picture

uniform

asking support.

Rugby Team
be

will

in front of

Gazillika

taken

U.C.

Scheming Scholars

U.C. Glee Club

Professor Savan went on to explain 4:00 p.m.— Practice of U.C. Glee Club
in Women's Union
He thought that
the

some people still
just for U.C. women.

notices,

suppose the hour

is

merely an Arts affair.
Others arc vaguer still. "What" they
ask, "is the record hour anyway?'
it is

iversity College's second floor,

daily
those

between 4:00 and 5:30

who

like to hear classical

is

Skip

With

Scooter

Forgetfulness has de-mechanized a

Scientific
;00 i>.m.

Why

they even knit

I"

youngster who

Women's Union.

Borrowed

—

Medical Arts and
Meeting at Wymilwood.

6:45 p.m.

Letters

I.S.S.

ing will

I.S.S.

Room.

and
Mr. Savan

Well, Mr. Savan, we'll be around to
help you use that $30 cheque.

to

its

that

Committee meetbe held in Trinity 3oard

p.m.— The

dull

concluded.

last

Friday for use as

:00 p.m.

— Free

Dance
ments.

at

the

admission to the O.T.
Club.

of

scooter loan were

the

borrower

following morning.
boy's

mother
to

is

have

return

the

it

Meanwhile
reportedly

the

"em-

unsuspectingly

assisted in robbing her son of his

Dance

Aura Lee

a boy's

young owner who has become

barassed

O.T.

skit,

a reluctant pedestrian.

Terms
:00

pro-

East-

61

scooter has not yet been returned

all

stu-

at

lives

bourne Avenue.

a prop in a university

Arts and Letters

or semi-

'The audience varies from 29 on
days to 50 or 60 on days when the
dent in charge has chosen a popular
gram. They come and go, read

Workers
in

ern Life.

classical selections.

write.

— Meeting

Talk on Anthropology and Mod-

open

for

a

fumble lost

the ball but a high snap to Cooper

the

U.S.

the

prevent a competitive

Then

U.C. kick which a teammate recovered

students urge that

Britain,

Russia meet to

few moments of the second

half as the teams took

generous.

the small attendance.
despite

to

from the

and a kick to the deadline.
The defending champions opened up
United Nations. Canada must reserve
with an aerial attack in the dying moexploitation of atomic energy as a state
Building.
ments of the game but interceptions and

Group meeting

Room

gaps in the collection.

U.C. Players' Guild.
Sixty Guild members have spent the Players for the past six years in turn
Mr. Savan volunteered the informapast seven weeks preparing the unortho- acting, directing, building scenery. This
tion tliat the Women's Common Room,
dox Wilder production. Realism is past summer he spent with the Internasituated in the south-cast corner of Unpromised by an efficient sound effects tional Service of the C.B.C. in Montreal.

—

split

university students' councils in Canada,

an air of 'relaxation that disguises a
Others think
dynamic personality.
Tovell

—Missions

L.Th., formerly

After Mr. Savan has bought needles,
replaced broken and warped
lias

on

naturally soft-spoken with

McGill

tions

out.

fill

were

th placement kicking of Bert

,who

international control of atomic weapons

and

records, he hopes he will be able to

He

downficld

roll

be established in the framework of the

V.C.F.

To veil

atic productions.

second stanza,

College a 6-5 lead at the half.

dents'

What's on Today

winners

the

upon

Hamm

Edmonds converted

Canada,

open meeting will be held at eight York.
Savan thought he might allot six whole
this evening in the Women's Fordham, he teaches history
at the Indollars to the needles.
Union to draw up plans for the re- stitute to a class of 24, and conducts
When the Carnegie Fund donated the
organization of the club.
seminar of 10 students.
records and record player to the Uniersity in 1941, it forgot to promise to
send a needle every two days. Apparently they did not know that needles wear

in the

team began to

the three and even with the help of a

rely

The Ontario Hockey Association War
Memorial Scholarship,

atomic energy.

o'clock

There's scandal, jealousy, and a wedd-

ar-

appoint-

This applies to

Early

singles.

as

penalty,

Scholarship,

Nov. 16.
McGill students have presented the

more.

has liad to scrounge needles for the

Fordham University in New
past few weeks, and now Professor
Though still connected with

Directs 'Our Town'
For U.C. Players' Guild

two

Bromley picked up a Red and White
R. Potasky.
fumble on the midfield line and ran it
The Bernard Vise Memorial Scholar- to the 30. A Seym or- Bromley pass left
ship, to Miss F. Glassman.
the ball on the 10.
Millen plunged to

MONTREAL,

all years.

activities to

An

men who have

All

Law.

—

held the U.C. line together.

for the first

Hour

For Recor d

season.

Plaxton, Warren Clayson and
Tcttmar fought hard for the
losers
and gained valuable yardage
plunging.
Ncls Kuhn and Joe Upton

Bruce

the School

Scholarship,

Atomic Arms R ace

HEALTH SERVICE

the truth.

Ness is chairman of
Dr. Pegis will address the Thomistic
the organization committee of the LibSociety at Brennan Hall this Sunday on
eral Association, a pre-war feature of
the subject of "Philosophy a Mystery."
campus life, which will return to the
Graduating in "31 from the Institute,
university this week after an absence
Dr. Pegis taught at Marquette Universnecessitated by war-time demands on
ity for five years,
Ness,

received their complete approval.

the losers as he called the signals

a capable manner and took time out
complete a Tcttmar pass and romped

tail

Work Alumni

1

die shoulders of the teachers

School

Hendrick took advantage of a strong
wind in the opening quarter to boot

and School of Social Work

at

On

on-again

the star of the day

65 yards for the only touchdown to be
scored on the new Mulock Cup champ-

Marshall.

"The Christmas season would be the depression years, we managed to scratch Admission Scholarshipss
best time for the conference, since num- up enough money to build the UniversThe Forestry Memorial
erous delegates would have to travel for ity stadium. Today, with more money to D.
Veanc.

Pegis, Professor of

C.

above

off-again,

c

McKnight and
average games

Don

Ontario College of Education:

for the collection of funds necessary,

dis-

to

ions all

S. F. Love.

Society in his letter. The housing short- resentative Council, Ed Wahn, has been
age for veteran students would also be appointed chairman of the funds combrought up for discussion at the confer- mittee.
"We expect that our drive should go
ence.
Representation has been asked
over the top," said Wahn. "During the
from 21 Canadian Colleges.

Claimed Superior

Anton

Union building
war memorial at

of

students

Lon

for
in

eering.

Memorial;

tional conference of student veterans has

suggests

said Dr.

War

been called for by the McGill Veterans'

This conference should be held to

the

Nick Volpc was

awards were nude

McGill Veterans Discuss Grants
Montreal, Nov. 20 (CUP) —A naSaskatoon Nov. 21 (CUP)—A

—Fantasy on Greenslceves

played

along

lan Gilchrist Geophysics Scholarship, to

Boris Goudonov

Majesty's Government at Ottawa."

Liberal Club Back

Wi nners

Award

—or

being

Hal

Bromley,

line-

Saskatchewan Plans

"To

that end, the motion for debate has been

ifs

Faculty of Applied Science and Engin-

MacDo well— Piano Concerto
Moussorgsky— S elections from

are going to touch on whatever
said.

sight
it.

daily

Today's program

last night.

burning topics come up," Lyon

—maybe

uoivht

Women's

faculty.

Williams

Hart House debaters, Bill Lyon, III
Law, Secretary of the Debates Com-

The Varsity

C

held

in the

Common Room at U.C., is open to
the men and women of every college
and

the

will all fee

mittee, told

record program,

from 4:00 to 5:30

probin

is

the duck has

Jim
Butko

At

Policy

discrimination,

and alleged

lems,

team as he scored
placement and convert attempts.

Senate Announces

Continued on page 4)

Refresh-

treasured scooter."

The

case of the missing scooter

awaits solution.

"Where's that aerial attack?" shouts
U.C.'s most loyal fan as the Arts-

men fight to even the score. "I
should lay eggs when you do it so
welir

—

_

?

;
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Tome Again

he cute?

Isn't

'Our

about the

Some

ment

Monster

little

A

A

tremendous amount of work

falls

—work which continues throughout the

Your Hand," etc

short time ago and in this

For

my

faculties

for

re-establish

contact

He

m advance and have heard all about biography cards by now
attempt at legible handwriting on the cards would save
later
spelling mistakes, and prompt surrender of
properly-filled cards
-would help space the work of the staff through the
year, instead of
creating a frantic rush at about exam-time.

|

I

ball

arc

members

teams, dramatic clubs,

.

.

At

the faintest traces of reality in their en-

In the meantime

I

I

show by

am amazed

at

target, the vest of

the

flicked

all

how

kids such as Butch Jenkins and Margaret O'Brien can be such crack actors.

flies in

tower pinnacle.

But scarcely had the drone of wings
air, scarcely had
rumble of tumbling corpses ceased,

Jlrl,

Music and

Drama

when McGeech sensed a new peril,
With a crash the trap-door slammed;

The Merit

maga-

the trap-door by which he had gained
access to the top of the tower for his
midnight rendezvous with Steinmug.
He was trapped Far down inside the

Mixed

Is

1

tower, a evil chuckle lilted and died
away.
Often before, McGeech had escaped
from precisely similar predicaments. Ii
'23,

he had been locked in the washroon

of the

plummeting

vegetables, triangles and color planes
so
who object violently and

understanding about the rent
The escape act was old

McGeech.
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style,

confidently offered for sale in the
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work.

a

purchaser's

That

is

eye,

marks

not to say the pictures

re without skill,

id

n™.
they j.
do have
«.

VIC 4T8
M..
23, 8 P.M.,

BURWAKH HALL
Bil l
BUHWASH

their

for

Allowing the stare a few moments to
flung his arms around it,
and slid as
though down a brass pole.

He

was

safe.

And

inside the

tower

—

(Continued on page 3)

What Do
Unitarians Bel/eve?

Issue

To

those who

think of religion as
a fixed doctrine or

dogma based on an
accepted creed, the
idea of a spiritual
fellowship without
these is almost as

hard for them to
Rev. Willi am understand
as
was for the 18th
century monarchists to see any
hope of political unity in a democracy.
True religion to a Unitarian L
above all else, the continuing
quest for the more abundant life

of the annual Christmas Literary Issue,
scheduled for publication Wednesday!

Dec.
last

12, editor

Hugh Kenner announced

night

of

'Entrants in this special contest should
argue their cases in not more than 400

Closing date for

Green Issue
Irx__

Dec.

-

all

entries

will be 5-p.m.,

mankind.

He

is

open

to re-

guidance and enlightenment from every source of truth.
ceive

knowledge that no matter how poor the words," Kenner
stated.
"In a recent
4T8 effort, Emily Carr's name will sell it.
student poll, a Memorial Library, an
Art
4T7
Winchell Price, York Wilson, and Gallery, a Cenotaph,
4T6
were all suggested
4T7 Louis Muhlstock arc featured
on this and there are probably many more ideas.
4T6
floor
4T6
by interesting and representative Every student with a
suggestion is urged
A number of works by Tom to contribute,"
B.A pieces.
4T6 Stone and Juanita
Symington are also
Prizes will also be awarded, as in
4T6 shown. They should do a roaring bus- former
years, for fiction, essays, poetry,
4T7 iness with the calendar trade. Realism light verse, and art.
Judges in the varheightened by gaudy color designed to
ious categories will be announced
later.
catch

NOV.

man-

fine paint-

Others appear to be the
dregs of her production, reminding one
almost of imitations of the master's

stuff

Leaning over the edge of the
him

harden, he

He

cannot have a fixed creed or
catechism and remain truly liberal. He recognizes no final reve-

-Blanche Stanley, 4T6

A Exchange

Art, Music,

in the best

we mean

ing indeed.

a

vaulted over the parapet,

years?

ner—and when we say

Kenner, B.A.

a

with an icy stare.

Paintings by Emily Carr, which occuThe Varsity is offering a prize for
py two adjacent galleries, are of mixed suggestions backed up by
reasons. The
excellence.
Some are in her best man- War Memorial contest will
be a feature

ner of Emily Carr,

~W. Hart

in

down

tower, he fixed the ground beneath

to painting with any
meaning other than visual pleasure. In
Eitsbliibed I860
short, Peggy Brisb/s work is in the
What kind of War Memorial should
Member raw»dl«n Unircrsltr Prat
Published five times • week bj the Stu- 19th century academic tradition, and has the University
of Toronto erect in the
dents' AdroinistrntWe Council of the Uni- both the good
and bad inherent therein. next few
versity

fo'fEct

he had been

crashing

two
months ago his Port Credit landlady had
turned the key upon him after a mis-

Contest

indiscriminately

of Toronto. Opinion! expressed Id
Ibese columns ore not necessarily the officii]
opinion* of
the
Student*'
AdminlirtrmtiTB
Council.

in '31

elevator,

shaft of the Chrysler Building; only

—

Green

Taj Mahal;

imprisoned by a vengeful criminal

dear to those

-..E_

40

rapid succession crashed

Silence-

of basket-

The Undo rer&du&iB Nov^sp&jwr

.

after the other,

a chain of box-cars,

the

of fruit and

—

One

into .the

like

McGeech

moment,

critical

away.

it

banging
Tch-tch

—

Assistant....™-

McGeech, and

flashed towards the fluttering handkerchief.

are simply "nawe-zee-ated" by
the

a carefully-selected

in

between himself and the northCrazed with
hunger for cloth of any description, the
40 murder-birds veered from their primeast pinnacle of the tower.

living are not in the

tertainment to avoid

it

spot:

," is fur-

Perc Westmore, Schiand Helena Rubinstein. This ary

who

out of the darkness, he

aloft

it

He waved

"Our Vines

We

Assistant..

from be-

waved

usually a trade

—

Sports Editor....
Women's Assistant
Men's Assistant

His pants

flicked

down upon him

is

teams and of all those groups which
Eaton's College Street Art Galleries
certain attraction for those who like the
go to make up a full year's activities on arc
featuring this week a sort of Cannot-too-raw wilds—charm of subject
the campus, which must be represented adian
hodge-podge, of the most widely
matter, again.
to give a complete picture of that year
varying worth. The central gallery is
On the fourth floor is an "Exhibition
of university life: they are all respons- devoted
to Ontario landscapes in color
of Contemporary Canadian Artists,"
ible (for doing their share.
by Peggy Brisby.
These represent chief merit of
which seemed to me to
Being on time to have a picture taken, scenes with considerable attraction for
reside in the way it is put up the
;
works
completing and filling out a biography residents of this city, since they concern
are exhibited cleverly as if hung in an
card, typing out a report of your club's the Island— known to all Torontonians
oversized living room, with white walls
activities, may seem petty and inconse- the
beautiful
rolling
farm country and facsimile
furniture.
Each painting
quential, perhaps a bit of a bother, to around the city, which
refreshes so is assigned
a little alcove-panel by itself,
the individual student at the time, but many city-stifled souls; and the roads
in which its qualities can be appreciated
when we add up the total score, it and bush of Haliburton where so many to the
full, without background
distraccomes to a pretty large figure. To argue Toronto people spend their summer hol- tions.
Unfortunately, in this case, none
the point, if your part seems to be so idays. The depictions are pleasing, but
of the paintings shown begin to do their
small, it shouldn't take much time to unfortunately of no particular inspiramakers justice, thus providing rather
tion, so that the paintings' charm lies
carry it out.
derogatory auspices for the demonstralostly in their subject matter.
Color is tion of new
Torontonensis is the biggest co-operaexhibition techniques.
determined in the interests of realism
tive effort on the campus. There is no
In the sum of my opinion, the show is
by the limits of the artist's competentlyreason why it should be the editorial
not worth making a special trip to
see,
handled medium, and is in general hard;
bother it is, in a society which prides
but you could certainly do worse than
harsh green is especially ubiquitous and
visit it if you are around the store.
itself on being democratic and therefore
jarring. Compositions are conventional,
co- operative.
Alan Gowans.
inclined to be photographic.
have
In its tiny way, co-operation in the the
usual sheep on hillsides, rail fences,
production of Torontonensis is a test of
autumn woods, and so forth unexciting,
citizenship.
Let us all meet the test: certainly, but no
duller than the endless
and get that material in now I m. c. b. women on chairs,
still-lifes

Feature Editor—

McGeech

glamourized pulp and purified rubbish

engineering

societies, debating leagues, college

....Peg

had no pocket.

for which Hollywood
mark.

zines, literary or language clubs, sports

News Editor™

on

faded from the night

Torontoneitsis responsibility.

who

He

I

Undeterred,

Hopeful graduates arc not Uic only
All those

circled

were gone.

and shoddy
urban society and
with the warmth,

Takes All Of Us

ones with

demons

reached for his pocket handker-

Curses

tribute notwithstanding, I counsel those

well

As

did not hesitate long.

hind his car the substitute handkerchief
he kept for just such emergencies. As
the drove of Tch-tch flies bore roaring

of

Tickets on sale at the Porter's Lodge, Trinity College

Two

color and pulse of real value, the picture
offers a wholesome departure from the

souls

An

a

lightning.

Amer-

desire to step out of

modem

aparelli

of the graduating years are told of photo-appointments

lost

whirring wings for yet another charge,
the Terror of the Underworld acted like

elusive custody of

selves.

It

McGeech

the clothes-devouring

to Victor

imitation of

The content

9-2

Couple

chief.

who

those

has

NOW

ther testimony to the fact that the beau-

arrangements about photographs, biographies, and space in
the
book. However, the basic responsibility rests on the students
them-

mummy,

Chapter

stark and

.

opinion top notch

tiful ideals of

their

.

DANCING
$2.50 a

Rachel, the mus-

flies.

Atomic Hamburger has vanished, and with it its creator, Steinmug.
column "Q" is on the hose!
READ ON

the clutter of sham, pretense

lectures.

to

picture with "

STRACHAN HALL
NOVEMBER 23

FRIDAY,

toe; the

charge could of course be

similar

is in

on the shoulders of the staff
entire scholastic year. Writ-

responsible

"Hold

ican literature.

—

are

Steinbeck's

Sessions'

Hugo, Dostoievsky and G. B. Shaw. "Our Vines

rush about visiting printers and engravers all of them have their
cut out for them. It would be a full-time job, even without
representatives

Dr. McGeech pantless oto{>
lite onslaughts of

left

the tower, fending off

ferocious Tclt-ich

eum's most popular

Wrath,"

made with regard

work

College

Geese,"

We

in-

Road,"

sordid., text on American Economics"

make-up experts, photographers, artists, typists, people to telephone recalcitrant students and tardy representatives, more people

Those

Wild
of

in

of writing and

A

ers,

to

"Tobacco

another reviewer disposed of this class

Are Harried

Staff

American Literature which
Anderson's

"Grapes

—

Th©

shelf of

Autumn

Every year there are several Joes and Josephines who keep forgetting until it is too late, and then are bitterly disappointed when
they are not represented in Toronlonctts'ts. Maybe Joe doesn't realize it at the time, but later in life, when he may have moved to Timbuctu, and old Varsities and college magazines have mouldered away
to dust, that yearbook will be the only reminder of his college career.
To cover a campus of this size, housing thousands of potential
graduates, a yearbook larger in size than that of any other Canadian
university is needed
and produced. Every year, at graduation-time
in June, every graduate receives a Torontoneitsis along with his
degree.
Rightly enough, it is a purely student publication—from its
student-editor to those represented on its pages.

new and growing

cludes

Osteno's"

"The Modernaires"

Grapes,'

another install-

is

in the relatively

for another week.

Up

Slip

Have Tender

Vines

currently at Loew's,

—

text of those ads is a dead giveaway
some irate person is
pleading for biography cards to be brought in on time.
"Oh yes, I must remember," Joe College says, as he turns to the
Champus Cat column, then goes to a lecture and promptly forgets
all

ATHLETIC DANCE

F.O.B. Loew's

the advertisements in this newspaper
the little green-eyed dragon with the
Is that the point? No, of course it isn't.

The

TRINITY COLLECE

More Grapes

Has anyone been reading
recently? Have you noticed
curly rail?

1945

Movies

Editorial

That

22,

:

lation, no received body of doctrine, but acknowledges a wide

difference of opinion so long as
it

is

based on sound fact and

serious thought. Unitarians are
not a fellowship of believers but
a fellowship of seekers.

We

a hear the Rev.
P.
Jenkins discu:. The Religion of Rui
Sunday, Novcmbi _
First Unitarian Cburcb is at 216
J,
St., just ahove
Diintias St.
Write
free Unitarian liierature.
This is
tOOth year in Toronto.

for the

Wednesday,

5.

CLASS
PARTY
FREE

(Second Year)
__

-

*
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The Sportswoman
By
Wanied: Snov/Uakes

.

.

SPORTS CALENDAR

Ed. Ayer

LACROSSE

Snow's about

the only thing the U. of T. Ski Club
hasn't provided for
in its plans for the current year.
All else-basic and advanced
instruction
transportation, excursions, ski movies,
weekly competitive racing and inter'
campus meets-was put on paper at Tuesday
night's organization
meeting
meeting.
Even social skiing is on the agenda.

The

sport has

.

.

;

year

this

conti« ™«

since Canadians quipped
about
..
sncing,.

its

be

Sam

re

aspirants

Sam

also reports the trails and cabim,
on the Club's property
at Aurora
shape after las. Sunday's expedition
of 15 ardent club workers
The
chalet roof has been repaired, the broken
_

wood, new signs posted on the
any snow with thein."
.

skis cleared

away staged

"But" adds iam
Sam

trails.

'

Z

absence of a single year.

for fire
'? u

5

1

.

.

.

You have

Come

b ""W

south end for another twelve months
hut more important than that
you
gained a host oi friends yesterday
afternoon ... The term "Dirty
Schoolhas been white-washed and crossed from
the list of adjectives that can
be
applied to your teams ... The
sportsmanship and good feeling exhibited
yesterday in the face of mounting
odds stood out like a dime's worth
of
liver on a silver platter
... Even after
that questionable

.

.

affiliation a,

2

"L

red red

n

f

t ""'""^
*» *"
ta

Trinity Eleven

Takes Dents 2-0
Trinity College firsts
wound up an
soccer schedule Wednesday

unbeaten

afternoon

when they defeated Dents 2-0
game in Group 11. The Red

in the final

and Black has been victorious
in
starts and has yet to
be scored on

in the

&

I

swing

.

.

.

.

.

Roy

mgs

just after

lined

up for

when MacDonald

all

wrestlers and potential wrestlers.

1 »»

.

Dilworth's basketball session
muttering
under his breath Back to the
McBatt's, we hopel

half time

en to pipe

Mathews

AllT'dT

There will be

Vic.

111.

Week

For

Fri.,

door opened.

base.

5.00

Tues., Nov. 27

4.00

filled with quality

—Woo,

The University Health

^ r
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prices.

day,

1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
Floor St. ?sorge Aportments)

stock of earrings

is especially

:

interesting

just nozv,

.

.

.

bangles and

the Faculty

brooches.

Come
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for changes
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WRESTLING
Individual Sport at Its Best

weights, and

an

is

is

all

around athletic outlet for

men

of all

considered one of the best activities for
general

of proficiency, regardless of the build
of the indivfi
addltj0 n '.' ass ' s
"• developing self-confidence, men,
tal i'wS.
alertness, initiative
and general physical fitness
Beginners classes, and advanced classes, are

M

LECTURE AND DEMONSTRATION
of the

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF RESUSCITATION

Thursday. November 29th

"

'

held every
to Friday, from 5.00 to 6.00
House, under the supervision of the Varsity coach, pm. Hart
Mr. George
s
Daly, and his assistant, Mr. Arthur Chetwynd.
All men are extended an invitation to join one or
more of
these
afternoon,

Monday

classes.

Swimm ing Team

Intercollegi ate
On

Friday November

23, at 5 o'clock

there will be an organizan
et.™ g
f
°' Toronto SwimmSg
Club >ri
in
h Athletic
r?.
"""""a *-"">
the
Directorate
Room, Hart House.
AU swimmers participating in Interfaculty Swimmine
Meets
who would be interested in competing on a
VaoSlrFteam
ceam are
requested to be present.

»«™="Y

^,

Place—Debates Room—Hart House
Time— 5:00 p.m.
the week starting November 19th, all
gymclasses will receive basic instruction
in Resuscitation Practice, preliminary to the
course offered

NEWMAN CLUB

J3

invite all interested to their

ANNUAL SPIRITUAL RETREAT
conducted by Rev. Elmer G. Kieffer. CM.. D.C.L.,
Niagara University, N.Y.
in

Newman Chapel (St. George &
THURSDAY, NOV. 22.

m eSl

the

following week.

Hoskln) commencing
7:45

P.M.

^

^

^^^^t&s^Si
*
^ ™«»
Vatsa7

NOTE: During

nasium

H

A

B

Trin.

Jr. S.P.S.

4.00
6.30
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Wrestling

Tuesday, November 27th

1148

s
o

Med.

Moffat

IV

S.P.S.

St M.

VOLLEYBALL

,

TRUE-FALSE TEST ON THEORY

•oi

Vic

C

M. B

St.

4.00

„

and

10 P.M.

Exercises

Cooke

Wye

N.B.: All

and

RA

St M.

development

NOW IN STOCK
COME EARLY — SUPPLY LIMITED

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL

Trin.

IIr.1

StlM. ScCuS,^ **bV33& S

PRACTICAL EXAMINATION

Exchange

Rae

m

rSn Yt£

**•

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Z7'C BOOK MARKET
Cf\T
O & Book
^ ^LjL^

Med. II

Pre-Med.

5.00

Sat, Dec.

Hou^?5:00

BOULDING'S

(Block Soulh of Bloor)

,

— m

Lecturer— Dr. R. W. L Urcruhari
Place—Debates Room—Hart House
Time—5:00 p.m.

YONGE

t

All male students and staff
in the University are elimhlo

32 Bloor Si. Easi
(Near Red Cross
Headquariers)
ML 5975

WAR SAVINGS

offermg

November 29th-Debates Room-Hart

see for yourself.

BUY

Vetter
Cornish

U.C.

U.C. I

4.00

also

bracelets,

Price

Dent

Knox

Fri.,

and exanimate) on
November 27th aSo Th„S"

C ° UISes

SHOP
Our

OPPOSITE MEOICAL ARTS BUILDING
Spedat DiicavM to Student: and Mvnbon of

726

^

JEWELLERY

Quiet, accurate- repair service

321 BLC
(Ground

Service, with the co-operation of the

T,° r t0 AthIetiC Association, is
5
denf,'
d tafI a ourse teta
practice,
.Ar??!^ Respiration,
B
Artificial
on Tuesday,

INTERESTING

spectacle-

Duncan

be made before Saturday noon.

-

Pres criptions for glasses

<222-

Cross

St M.
II
s.p.s.

Trin.

General Meeiing of ihe Ski Club
in Room
Building, on Friday, Nov.
23rd. al 5

RESPIRATION COURSE

(To be Continued)

|<OTicu«j

4.00

Mon., Nov. 26

At

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
IjcisetNii.c]

Med,

Sr. S.P.S.

IV

SWIM LEAGUE

Wed., Nov. 28

ARTIFICIAL

1

that instant the

Jr. S.P.S.

8.30

^

The man who had sought to
McGeech by closing the trap-door was
inside the tower; a creature of "Q
perhaps— McGeech's heart bounded
perhaps "Q" himself!
With a firm hand he reached for the
knob of the door at the tower's

Vic-

P.H.E.

1.00

(Continued from page 2)

THE PICK OF TOBACCO

Jr. S.P.S.

1.00
4.0O

Nov. 30

The Champus Cat

Picobac

S.P.S.

4.00

Nov. 27
Wed., Nov. 28
Thurs., Nov. 29

(balance of schedule)

1.00
4.00

Tucs.,

Thurs., Nov. 29

"

Fine

Starkman
Starkman

.

November 26th

of

LACROSSE
Mon., Nov. 26

pan.

outstanding performances.

since I've 'discover

Fine

U.C. Ill
U.C.

SPORT SCHEDULES

a

Anatomy

Himel

1

VI

V

Med.

ill

SKI CLUB-

Dobell and Glen on

A

D

4.00-5.00

Tues.,

defensive play, and Adamson and
Eliot
on the forward line, have turned in

smoking like a
prof to knowledge'
ed sweet, cool,
mild Picobac.

in goal,

PHE.
U.C.

6.00-7.00

Mon., Nov. 26

the record of eight straight
wins with no goals scored against her.

IV SPS.

Embryo grunt and Joan

weight ... If you are interested,
show up and then-let George
do

'holds

6.30

A

B

(Practices)

games

and

For.
Trin.

A

St.M.

Pre-Med.

5.30

Burt-Gerrans

.

Throughout the game the play
centred
in the Dents area.
The first tally came
booted a ground shot into the
Dents net
Wallace of Trinity followed with
another score shortly afterwards.
Trinity now advances into the
semifinals which will be played
next week.
Outside regular league play, Trinity
has
been victorious in two exhibition

/

full

.

current season.

A

For.

4.30

.

.

Rae
SPS.
Dent
Jr.

.

position.
Wonder if Frank McCool
trough Hum from Calgary? ... Don
Bark showed class around the
centre
spot while Harvey Bain issued
notice that he is headed for
a banner season
Although Bailey is giving all
comers an even break, he is weeding
the
«„ esirab.e material out but fast Two more
sessions and the opening line-up
w,ll be within guessing
distance
By fc way, has anyone seen Dave
Bauer or was the football season
too much for him?
Ozark Ike was
last seen leaving
.

Robson

HOCKEY

like

Former Blue
cage stars Eke Whitey Clayton, Stu
Scott, Harry Mayzell and
Murray
Thomson have shown up well Of the
newcomers, Barry Lowes and a former airman answering to the lumie oi
Jones have been most noticeable
Ace Badey paced his seniors through
their second session yesterday
minus'
commercial stars like Kossick, Haler,
Henry and Ball. These players
were
given the day off so that
performances last night for their
respective teams
would not suffer ... A comparative
unknown named Morris sprang up
,„
give Davidson a battle for
the goal

.

II

A
StM. A

7.30

major you came

hick and played your hearts out
for that victory ... Yes; you
played
champions, lute true champions, so Iefs
keep that reputation up there 1

.

along and join

an

championships out of three years is a
good
... You packed the Mulock Cup tack
to

Basketball and hockey practices
are in

Toronto Ski Club

hit the top again after

Two

From Around and About

cession.

For.

1.00

.

the

tWU

m good

.

.

batting average in any league

Though in wartime the he's hadn't quite
surrendered th, field,
tack with a vengeance this year, making
up for lost time. Schuss
ports a promising ski team for inter-varsity

Meeting Tomorrow

.

Coiurratulations and all that

b„,

VOLLEYBALL

By Mickey Michasiw
For Skulemen Only

.

come a long way

nental pronunciation

Med.
For

l.OO

SWIM LEAGUE

_

Skiing 'n Sheing

4.00
1.00

.

a
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H
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23.

AT

5:00

Question

3
FHI.

AND SAT

Wa,M

4:30

Poi °

°S

P.M.

Box

PM.

10.
All

sr

practical

enjestions

submitted will bo
answered.

.

;
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Hart House Shelves Education

Ex-Service Students
Do you know

HAIRSTYLING FOR YOU
make

your own

a study of

thai

New Books

standing

The Hospitality Bureau, 65 Ade-

and

if

blow

can't help but

it

ing distinctive flattery because

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS

in

meannot

it's

type of hair-do

Salon

at

is

is

TIME PROGRESSES
change

noticeable

clothing oj to-day.

with

.

.

top

rank designers of Canada

the

well

women

groomed

smarter and better turned
looking for

to

help

look

still

She has

bet.

TIES. The Evangeline Shops really
have some dandies Many gaily coloured

Sky.

sixty

teeii to

.

.

.

to

effort to achieve national

integration

"right

here

Bluebird.

James Thrall Soby: Paintings
Prints by Georges Rouault.

and

CLASSIFIED

ADS

McGill Professor

LOST
Trench-coat, in Hart House, Friday,

in

gingham, bright peasant

These are particularly

ours.

which

To Examine Hess

col-

Nov.

pocket

suitable

—

Locker card No. 1249

16th.

'leave

Sentimental reasons.

in

Please

at S.A.C. Office.

styles vary

coming Soph-Frosh. loan Rigby's

gifts,

labels

and we advise looking

too,

If

and relations come to town
troduce them to Joan Rigby's.

in-

THE DRUM BAG

Germany,

berg,

over before the holiday rush begins.

speak of durability and long wear.
friends

the

sanity

of

RACQUETS REPAIRED
Badminton and Squash Racquets

to assist in determining

Rudolf

Hess,

paired,

onetime

.

.

The

ifs a plastic

doctors

will

collaborate

.

.

Work

restrung.

re-

7989,

(Jack) between 5-8.

with

The more the merrier ... so wear 'em by the
dozen with casual togs or your best bib 'n' tucker,
.

.

CLOTHES ANNOY

^angles

guaranteed.

Phone KI.

24-hour service.

deputy Fuehrer of the Hitler regime,
.

<port in torloiseshell and black
French, British, and Russian experts in
and only three ninety-five at Creed's. probing the No. 3 Nazi's mental obliThen there's an underarm "Pouch" in
and will discuss the findings of
YOU? Well, if so, you may be sure Goatskin, in brown and black, from five Major Douglas Kelley, who has already
they annoy other people no less,
ninety-five to eleven seventy-five, dan- examined Hess.
you have the right kind of tie for that dy for day-in and day-out wear. There's
new sports jacket? Are your accessories a lizard underarm shoulder bag at 975
idea, a warm Bannel which is easily
such as suspenders, belts, handkerchiefs,
black and brown. In compacts there's
slipped on after a bath.
socks, so old that they give your whole i "bell" compact, metal trimmed
in var* * *

DO YOUR

FOR SALE

i,

Microscope.

j

Standard

.

They'll

Bausch

and

Lomb

instrument in excellent condi-

tion.

$50.00.

MO.

Phone

.

thai

lent?

LERY'S

look?

can show

STOL-

If so,

you the

answers.

ious

colours

for

torloiseshell

only

cigarette

3.95,

attractive

FOR A PERFUME

they

will

eyes

tluit

bespeaks

.

don't be afraid to

make your own

un-

WE

contains

**

DIDN'T WRITE THIS STORY

last week
because frankly we
awaiting results. It was a dinner
date
and the guy who was paying the check
turned his ankle on the curb just
as he
was about to get into his car. Well
.

for well- logne, Perfume and
Talcum, nestling
find it at in a satin-lined
box. Another gift packabout a classic age conta'ms Toilet
Water and Dusting
wool in your favorite pastel, the/
Powder. Fragrance Gemey is a creasoft and warm for
an informal night tion of Richard
Hudnut.
'do".
Perhaps a peplum suit in grey.

where

if

you

like a

suit

which

ther too formal nor too
feminine.
leisure is in

and Coxweli.

comfortable

in

GE.

gift,

3 Yonge at Adelaide
Yonge at Bloor
• 1458 Yonge at St. Cfair

2581.

• 3414 Yonge
•
•

Two
bag.

cashmere

444

sweaters

in

at City Limits

Eg lint on

656 Danforth
In

LOST

is

Hamilton

W.
at

—

at Castleknoct

Papo

King and John

brown

Economics Bldg, or Hart House.

Phone

MA.

2179.

nei-

When

order you can snuggle into

oi,
F*"'

;

with a sorry-jor-himsclf look.

Christmas

can be worn practically any-

we helped him back to the house and a housecoat of
{.added satin in lush
he took off his shoe and sock
and got colours, trimmed with lace to give
it a
working on his ankle with some Sloan's. dainty
air if you prefer a more
tailored
We went on to dinner, and he limped a
bit,

student,

home, vicinity of Danforth

privafe

women ... you can

Tiiis suit

male

Eau de Co-

NORTH WAY'S. How

too.

For

.

holiday package

THAT "MUST" LOOK

aided decisions; the gals will Jike'ern- dressed

•

.

a

BOARD AND ROOM

cose

the

of

As

be more than appreciated.

6609.

$1.00 to $5.95

at
3.95, youthful charm wear Fragrance
Gemey
campus co-eds will my of which mil slip into your
new
a sparkling fragrance tltat matches
when they see handbag of imported patent leather in
gay moments and happy hours. Gemey
you approach. But I'm giving you fair "collar-box*' style at 9.00
or pouchy Dusting Powder,
Talcum, Toilet Water
warning, buy for yourself, as you know style at 1-1.50. Corde
cocktail bag, zipand Eau de Cologne all are distinguished
what you want The fairer sex may per top, 6.75, or "flat-top"
with dome, by this
delightful fragrance.
Choose
know an awful lot about some things black, brown, navy, same
price,
Gemey for your personal friends. A
but when it comes to men's accessories
* * *

The

doubtless begin to sparkle

indefinable air so necessary to

today's uncluttered clothes.

'ji

outfit that "tired"

Whitney Hall Formal

ORCHIDS AND ROSES ALWAYS IN STOCK

fostered."

Canadian People.
Joseph Wechsberg: Looking for a

women from

Her

Ad

Wear One

:

for the college girl we think, the gal
Montreal, Que, 19 (CUP) Dr. D.
sixwho knows it gives her a subconscious Ewen Cameron of McGill University
from feeling of being on good terms with the and
Dr. Nolan C. Lewis of Columbia
conservative sports wear for lectures world to look smart even when not University, both professors of psychisible.
These pyjamas make excellent atry, have been summoned to Nuremto individual glamour dresses for that

are appealing to any

must be

Canada would be wiser

that

make a greater

I

prints in spun rayons, daintily patterned.

If you''

clothes

lo ihe

achievements

scientific

Presentation of This

— Have your Dale

PYJAMAS FOR SLEEPING BEAU-

very thing Joan Rigby Others

tltat

your best

is

out.

Corsages are a Specialty

A

such a wise gal with the Sloan's.

the

15% Discount Upon

Man's morals",

Dr. C. Martin, Head of the History
Department, approved of the plan but
said

Dampier: Shorter History

C

he admired us no end for being

tell

women's

fashion, fad or style is created by

-

what

Every year some new

his

Store: 31 Bloor W., MI. 2495

Special Attention to University Students

on
of Science.
her doorstep. Why not try the U.N.O.
Will Durant: The Mansions of Philoplan on a smaller plan here in Canada
sophy.
by a greater exchange of students,
R.
K. Ensor A Miniature History
teachers, and ideas with the U.S. and
of the War.
South America?"
Lome Pierce:

same guy asked us to dinner again last
night,
ankle O.K., and
all
serene.
"Must have been that liniment," lie said.
"Usually when I turn that ankle I'm a
ipple for a month I" And we could
and one

the

in

is

.

Wm.

Main

can only be achieved on a sound

university

Hours: 10 a.m. Jo 4 pan.

The Antoine

lace.

Holt Renfrew's.

Hi

R. McAJister:
Sir

1)

the basic desire of the ipeace

is

international morality

Commodore Horn-

Forester:

S.

this

ABERDEEN'S FLORAL STORES

.

he added gravely, "have not kept pace

blower.

best suited for each

type of

particular

of

by a careful study

styling, but

C.

ML 3791

George St

67 St.

by chance that they pattern their hair-

.

educational foundation.

A

th right direction, that direction

.

1945

(Continued from Page

Receive

. .

Antoinc men
laide St. W., has been quite successThe Library Committee announces
very distinctive profile and "do right ful in finding living accommodathat the following books have recently
by that head" because it irks them to tion for ex-service men and women.
between
are
open
8
and
10
They
been added to Hart House Library:
see a gal with a frowsy silhouette.
in the evening and their telephone
D. D. Calvin:
Saga of the St.
Comb it, shape it suavely and let it blow
number is WA. 8493.
Lawrence.
magic
knowing
that
with
the
like,
you

Antoine touch

22,

",rs'tHt

The

Ex-Servicemen

mm

The Wrens
you

NOW PLAYING
EVGS.

?' Ab
B o°£S^
" ,Lh

ComedJmu

Westphal House

new residence,
142 Crescent Road, on

° ""Perb cast of Sinqora.
and Singing Chorus oi 40.

WEEK, Mod. thru Fri%%[

Saturday Mallnee and Night

Toronto Conservatory of Music

WEDNESDAY

FIVE O'CLOCK
String

2ND WEEK BEG. NOV. 26~

Wood - Wind

Bert Pearl

CLAIR DE LUNE
Blain Matbe and His Violin
with Kathleen Stokes at the Organ

and the Gang

TUMBLING TUMBLE WEEDS
Eddte Allen,

Clijf

TOO-RA-LOO-RA-LOO-RAL

McKay and Bert Pearl

Eddie Allen

THE LORD'S PRAYER

DARK EYES

Eddie Allen with Kathleen Stokes at the Organ

ClijJ

VICTOR ALBUM No. CP-2

McKay
$3.50

November

28, December 12
January 16 and 3D
February 13 and 27
March 13 and 27
Conservatory Concert Hall

Frf., Snt. Evg«.,

r

THE WORLD'S GREATEST A>TISTS ARE

ON

VICTORigi^Records
VARSITY Saturday Ni
HO«T^._ ^ DANCE M

and Sat Mai.

"ROSE MARIE"
PRICES (Tax

Included)

SOc, S1.20, 51.80. 52.40 and S3
Wod. and Sot.: 90c, SIJO
S1.80, and 32.40.
Open 10 a.m. lo 10 p.m.

Office

Quartets,

THE VICTOR "&Oftif CpZKf" MAUtfi
SHUT THE DOOR,
DON'T PLAY BINGO TONIGHT MOTHER

Ensemble, Chamber Orchestra,
and Soloists.

Mon.. Tuo»., Wnd. Even.,
and Wod. Mat,

"COUNTESS MAHITZA"

EVGS.:
MATS.,

Here's grand news for radio and record fans! A smart
colorful
Victor album of recordings by the Happy Gang. . a choice
i
collection of the Gang's many-sided repertoire. Your
Victor Record
dealer will gladly play these for you. See him
today.

TONIGHT
T* c *Lets may be obtained from
UNTD office, 119 St. George St

ONE HOUR CONCERTS
OF CHAMBER MUSIC

Thurs.,

FAVOURITES ON THE AIR -NOW ON VICTOR RECORDS

an informal

at their

FAMOUS OPEHET-

ami
Is!

to

House Party

8:20;

The Messrs. S HUBERT Present
olre ol

of

take great pleasure in
inviting

Series Tickets $5.00: Single $1.00
University Student Series Ticket
"".50
Single 50c

—

^

s ht

ROYAL VORK

.

_

TICKETS AVAILABLE TODAY AND FRIDAY IN UNIVEHSITY
COLLEGE ROTUNDA (EAST DOOR
Manager:

Dancing From 9 to 12.

Duncan A. While. IVlh Yr.

Ay NOVEMBER
,

OPPOSITE HART HOUSE)

Civil Engineering

Tickets $1.00 Per Person

:

Aims

Liberal Association

Embodied

In

Constitution

The Undergraduate Newspaper

TO SPREAD DE MOCRA CY KNOWLEDGE

LXV

VOL.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

23, 1945

"To

aid in securing and promoting the good government
of Can
ada by spreading the knowledge of liberal democracy"
is one of the
aims of the University of Toronto Liberal Association
as included
in the constitution adopted at the organization
meeting in the
men s Union last night.
Nearly 30 students attended the meeting, which
was held under
the chairmanship of George Ness, III Vic.

Grad Denies

Fact-Finding Committee

Intolerance

Reports

Wo

TH me iri g decide d t° affiliate the Club with the
Ontario Young
t -i
f Federation,
<f
Liberal
with the qualification that membership
in the
cmb would not necessarily entail membership in the
Liberal Party
The Liberal Party will assist the Club by
providing
Jroviain S literature
y
*
and suggestions, the chairman said, but
the direction of the

send

delegates

Federation

Toronto

the political
strive

Young

the

to

convention,

be

to

Poli Sci

Liberal

held

to

be

field.

The Association

will

liberalistic."

Appointed to the executive were
George Ness, President,

John A. Teeter, Treasurer.

Perham

The
a

Supports

position of Vice-president, to be

later date.

Klassen, Chairman.

Dean R. O. Hurst of Pharmacy
revealed that in the past four years,
of
272 graduates 85 were Jews ; of 27 failures eight were Jews, and of 24 prizeuates

A

in Political Economy stated that the
un- winners 10 were Jews,
were appointed to re"These figures," the Dean said, "don't
port to the Association on the Ford derlying trend in German foreign policy
was to enlarge Germany in an eastern indicate discrimination" after admission
Strike Committee.
to college and there is no possible room
Date of the next meeting will be an- direction. One of the greatest achievfor discrimination on admittance
"benounced within the next week.
ments of the Russian Revolution was to

Don

Zacarias
ing

cause

stop the penetration of Prussian spirit
into the country,

Germany was
the western

Installation of traffic lights or traffic
police at the Hoskin-St George inter-

likely to

become

either

outpost of Russia or the

ship in

As

day.

Varsity.

harmful qualities which had produced
the Prussian state.

geois age, Russia

Deploring the treacherous

traffic con-

her

ump'h over the demonaiz forces, and that
in

light

signal

or
policeman on duty as necessary solution
to "wild and reckless" automobile traff-

religious forces in

a

source of great danger,"

apparently

is

due "to the failure of the student body
to lodge

a complaint or

to

demand

traff-

policemen during the rush hours."

ic

It

is

imperative, urges the writer, that

the installation of either traffic lights or
traffic

police

take

place

immediately

"before a fatality occurs."

New and

"Representations

have

been

and against the charges

Germany would

The record program,
to

5:30

in

held

pickets at

the door, the sidewalk in
front
the building was kept clear
by 22
policemen, four of whom were
mounted.
of

The

at

strikers

augmented by the students tried to break through
the police
lines but were repelled by
the

period become union members.
Present
-iployecs may be exempted.

police.

Ken Morrison, president of the University L.P.P. Club, which
was respons-

"Negotiations," according to the
re"were at a standstill until the undecided to restrict the number
of
plant protection men.
The despatch of
police at the request of
the Windsor
port,

ible for

"Proposals

some
been

or forced to flee.
Don
Carles escaped to England and became

made, the

killed

He

a British citizen

congress in the United States; and

on

his

way back

of arbitration on all or
of the points of contention
have

made by

the company.

The union

will not submit the question

Modern

of union

security to arbitration because

attended a Bap-

tist

this

Mr.

Newmanites

Meet

it does
not regard justices competent in
labor
matters in which the law is not clearlv

to

country.

Carles

Monday

The

at

is

present

Committee Representing the
Teaching Staff of The University of
Toronto is sponsoring a series of lectures

teaching

Spanish at McMaster University, and
at
universities
throughout
Canada. He hopes to return to Spain
to preach the gospel some day.

Western

Education

Lectureon

Let There Be Light
Engineers

B ring

beginning on Nov. 26th on "Education
For Tomorrow." This group, whose

it

members are elected every three years,
Before the Civil War, Mr. Carles
undertakes to arrange at least one serwas Spanish Secretary of the British
Fredericton N. B., Nov 21— (CUP)
ies
of lectures a year. "Education" has
egates to the Newman conference at and Foreign Bible Society in Madrid, The University
of New Brunswick owes
The University of Western, Ontario during which time he translated the a debt to the ingenuity
been chosen as the timely subject of this
of a campus refrom November 16th to 18th travelled New Testament into Catalan, a Span- former, Al Cameron
IV Electrical En- series because of the rapid changes takfrom as far west as the University of ish dialect He is now president of gineering.
ing place in education at this time.
British Columbia and east to Dalhousie the Spanish Christian Mission.
For years the mainstudent's thoroughProfessor Wasteneys, President of the
University and from Wayne University,
fare up the hill from the town of

daily

(CUP)—Del-

—

Fred-

Newman's

Principles

to

Present

Day

Lieut.

Committee

ericton to the University has been
withit is -steep and treacherous
;

Christian Problems."

I.

Edward Klrchner, international
Pax Romana and of

will begin the series

day with a

out lights

lecture

on Mon-

on "Professional

Education." Head of the Bio-Chemistry
especially in winter, at night The
prolonged agitation for lighting was led by Department and one of the chief organAl Cameron.
izers of the Committee, Dr. Wasteneyb
Washington, discussed the aims and actLights were finally granted but due to
has long been interested in any new
ivities of Pax Romana, an international
the current man-power shortage no labor
organization formed in Washington to
More than 25 University students was available, Cameron conscripted trends in educational development
co-ordinate the activities of all Catholic picketed a North Toronto skating rink friends and cheered
President Hutchins of the University
on and advised by
clubs established on University camp; last night, protesting the management's
/hole campus, personally installed of Chicago will also speak in this series
Mr. Kirchner proposes the affiliation alleged refusal of admittance to a IS the lighting system.
later.
j at a date to be announced
A Canadian Federation of Newman year old Negro lad Tuesday night
The boy, according to press reports,
Clubs with Pax Romana.
At the banquet on Sunday Mr, P.M. was turned away after paying the adDewan discussed the "Application of mission fee. His companion, a white
man's Prnciples to Present Day Christ- boy, then protested the insult by refusing

("New

No. 5

loyalist

lecturing

Common Room at U.C., is open to
the men and women of every college
and faculty.
Today's program
Enesco Roumanian Rhapsody No.

—
Dvorak— Symphony
World")
Liszt —Les Preludes

the

This is described in the
report as "the
second most secure form of
union security." The union shop
system requires that
all new employees
must within a stated

ion

:

I become that there
should be an inquiry into the records of
certain departments of the University."

Many

tri-

Women's

the

in

Franco's victory ended religious libchurches were closed, leaders

more convinced

London, Ont, Nov. 16

from 4:00

I

officer

erty,

in

RECORD HOUR

which makes it "absolutely unsafe for
a pedestrian to cross St. George Street
during these hours."
which he describes as "a

i

England by way
of Canada he was persuaded to remain defined."

some common task she might become
member of the community of nations.

ic"

Situation,

that

hoped that the

tometry,

a

are admitted, regardless of race."
In a return statement Mr. Stewart
said

an

ability in the

likely to return to

is

to be

It is

shell.

ditions at this crossing between 9 a.m.
and 6 p.m., Irvin Rechtshaffen, II Op-

suggests

t

"However," the report continues,
Some 20 students from the University
is to be remembered
that negotiations of Toronto joined strikers in picket
had been carried on for
two years and lines at the Imperial Optical Company
the public must decide
whether this fact plant on Dundas Street near Sherbourne,
weighs more than a possible
minor in- at 7.30 yesterday morning.

serving on many fronts, he
student participation in the
deearned the title of Don for his military
monstration, addressed the workers
over
the loud speaker system.
Spanish Civil War
police commission induced
After receiving degrees from
After circling in front of the
the union to
the
plant
Universities of Madrid and Barcelona, form a car blockade.
Hon. Leslie for an hour in their attempt to break the
a Spanish Government scholar- Blackwell, confronted with the option of police lines, the students marched west
calling out militia, withheld
ship, Mr. Carles' work was halted
them at the along Dundas Street, to the Hermant
by
office building and dispersed
the outbreak of the Spanish Civil
there.
War. request of the Windsor City Council.

possess apprent-

and matriculation requirements

Since

two perilous weekday
Germany might be absorbed by Russia
periods is recommended by a student of as historical revenge, but since revolthe University of Toronto in a letter to utionary socialism has entered the bour-

The

who

the Spanish Army, Rev.
Carles spoke at a meetVarsity Christian Fellowthe Anatomy Building yester-

army,

made by students in the faculty that my
Germany charge
with referance to their faculty
is unable to stand on her feet she
would was unfounded."
have to look to the west to forestall the
'However, the more I hear arguments
vanguard of the west

during

section

applicants

all

iceship

in

P.

the

of

;

Roadsters

Students Join
Picket Lines

From Spain,

Don Speaks Here

Two members

Reckless

and 14 days luve elapsed
between
date on which the
Board makes its
port and the stoppage of
work."

1

discrimination against Jews in the
College of Pharmacy," in reference
to
the charges levelled against the faculty

In discussing "The Future of Germany," Professor E. Munzer of the staff

until

Student Deplores

in a report

est

majority.

by a woman, was held over

was revealed

it

of the University Fact Finding
Strike
Committee released last night by Ethel

Flees

Stanley, Secretary.

Joe Clark, Counsellor.
filled

of Jewish graduates of the

Ontario College of Pharmacy,
declared
yesterday, "There hasn't been the slight-

ord Strikers

Ness said,
become leaders in

students,"
to

days elapsed between the
report
of the conciliation board to the
Minister
of Labor and stoppage of work
at the

The report quotes a letter received
by the committee from the
Department fraction of the law."
The picketing students carrying placof Labor which states, "a strike
is not
According to the Labor Gazette,
by Allistair Stewart C.C.F., M.P. for
OcL, ards reading "U of T Students support
illegal under Wartime Labor
Regula- I94S from which the
Winnipeg North.
committee drew its strike," "Hermant evading the Law,"
tions if the dispute question
has been tacts the Conciliation
Mr. Haberman went on to say that
Board reported to "Union security is our security," and
At their meeting Wednesday night,
investigated by a Board of Conciliation
die Minister on September
in his twenty years of association
10, 1945 and "We are students; is this our business?
with
the Political Science Club passed
a mo- the faculty
the strike began on
You're darned right it U;
he had never heard a comSeptember 12.
we don't want
tion to support the Ford and
"The issue in the Ford Strike,"
Imperial plaint of that sort.
Fascism here," marched in a
the
body on
Optical strikes. The motion to support
report states, "is one of union
the picket lines, amid the
In a statement of figures of admisssecurity."
applause of the
The
union
workers.
the workers was passed by
is
asking for a union shop.
With the exception of six
a small ions, failures, prize-winners and grad-

in

in February.

"As University
"we should seek

Rokeah club

Club

Two

Haberman, a membeer of the Ford Plant,

.orris

will rest with
Association hones to

The

members.

its

Pharmacy

In

.

Placard-Hung

Two-Day Loophol

vice-president of
the

Entrtnous

"Auction Footnotes"

Catholic

University

of

America,

Pickets Protest

Skating Scandal

|

yearly sale of unclaimed parcels.
The Postal Auction, annual delight of
"Kage" Wood, III Biology, is now over

and

Wood

his

collection

has added a pair of boots to
of

articles

that

have

hats, unfinished, extra fine quality, suit-

able

for

blocks,

1

1

box

2-oz. bottle Chanel
1

jackknife,

I

No.

5,

to enter

Problems."

building

Bearing such placarded slogans as
Racial Predjudice Will Not
Tol-

1

Me

pkt Varga

telephone

rattle,

1

pr.

brass

candle-

light weight, 9" height, slightly

sticks,

used,

1

The boots, his purchase at the 1945
are considerably more practical
than the electric hair dryer, the dozen

open

end

beaded holder for whisk, 1 bo:
assorted used spectacles, 3 forged steel
wrenches,

1

bottle

Freslimen were a tough breed, once.

The Negro mus have ComFreedom and Equality, the student

erated and

playing cards, baby's pink plastic

strayed in the mails.
sale,

reblocking,

"Bingo" game,
girl

Of 1914 Tough
Eggs And Presidents Fly
Initiations

By Ross McLean
Trivia and treasures together go
the auction block at the Post Office's

science of

Man

plete

pickets patrolled the

pavement for more

than half an hour in biting cold, shouting sloggans and identifying themselves

Lecture Topic

to

capper,

passers-by with University yells.

Two

plai'nclothesmen stood quietly by.

50 prs leather soles for men's shoes and

"New forms

frosh hadn't a hope

Belsen and Buchenwald; and survived

ished:

We know
we have been

"The flanking movement which followed gave the sophs a decided advantage. Rip went collars, coats, shirts,

they survived

it,

because

talking to one of the sur-

of energy in the hands of

Snce the skating arena was not open vivors. He is Mr. F. D. Ellis, a member
night, the pickets were unable to of the 1914 freshman year.
In a way,
it was a historic year.
The class of
this
afternoon before
Nevertheless, they vented their fcelingss '18 were the last to go through what
ibly his army term has sobered him.
Each article suggests an enchanting
Association of Scientific Workers en- by carrying on the march
Mr. EJlis gently calls "the initiation."
At any rate, he chose to ignore such domestic drama.
Local
titled "Anthropology and Modern Life."
"After we got ours," he said, "the
idents and neighbouring shopkeepers
exciting parcels as No. 70 which conPicture Baby experiencing the frustra"Anthropology"
he
said,
"is
the
sciUniversity
put a stop to it. And a good
watched
the
demonstration and offered
tained 1 wet mop, 1 dust mop, 15 mop tion of no
pink plastic telephone rattle
ence of man1 as a physical and a cultural encouragement
thing, too.
It just couldn't have gone
handles and I green blind, 48" width, and becoming,
consequently, hopelessly
being. It studies man in non-political and
After
the
organized
line had left,
Or No. 19: Quantity of hair nets, dark retarded in the modern art of telephone
political society.
The findings of an- several teen-age boys carrying hockeyHis powers of description failing, Mr.
brown, cap shape, also slumber nets conversation.
thropology show more and more that sticks and skates continues marching be- Ellis dug out a yellowed clipping from
with elastic, about 12 dozen in all,
Envision
Dad loitering listlessly
The Varsity, where the ceremony was
But boots lie bought and boots he must around the barn, postponing work day human cultures vary, that people live in fore the rink for more than an hour.
different ways because they have faced
unblinkingly reported:
have wanted.
after day, waiting, waiting, waiting for
different problems.
History is the pro'Under cover of a hail of rotten eggs
Irresistable items such as "1 lady's the 21" horse collar destined
never to
and supported by buckets of axle
cess in which man and man's environcorselette, heavy weight
lacings,
vollcyballs and the pedometer that he 20 prs rubber heels and \Vz lb. aluminhad bought in previous years. Wood um studs for shirts, were sold.
has no explanation for the boots. Poss-

men

create

Bill

Fairley

new

IV

kinds of society," stated

General

an address
the
Canadian
in

last

get a statement from the management.

—

front

\9W

arrive.

about size 34, slightly
Visualize Mother trying to work up ment interact and change each other.
soiled by water" and, in the same parcel, an interest in "True Confessions'
Man can only solve social crises through
1 pr. black shoulder pads and 3 small patiently awaiting the arrival of
"Men organization. With knowledge of the
bottles perfume. These held no appeal. Are Such Fools", Brother losing interlength,

$1,500
for

SCM

World

Goal

Literacy

past and present, primitive and civilized,

Works

of

literature

were

Women," "Men
Amber"
Glad You Are Neurotic."
trinkets: 1 Dr. West Tooth
"Forbidden

Fools,"

to

"Forever

colored hip flask with
locking top, capacity 12 oz.,
silver

offered

est in bridge

and

rummy

without

his

Arc Such Varga girl cards, Sister losing popu"Be larity without her Chanel No. 5 and

and

Assorted her bottle capper and her pocket
* * *
Brush, 1
bayonet

Panama

km'fe.

Yet footwear What prosaic purchase
Pick up thy boots, Wood and walk
I

we

are equipped to cope with our dem-

It is interesting to note that sociol-

ogy biology and psychoanalysis are
I

I

A

campaign launched Tuesday has an

objective of $1,500. Portions of this will

ocratic system

closely allied

to

they compose

man

all

anthropology because
as he Is."

be distributed not only to

the

World

Deprived of their base of supplies, the

Before the last war they went through
an inferno of atrocities unmatched until

scribed

tersely

trousers

ties,

The

report de-

the fate of

the vanqu-

—everything."

Mr. Ellis was even more graphic:
ended up with not enough clothes
on the bunch of us to clothe one man,"
he said. "One chap took the street-car
home wearing nothing but a borrowed

"We

raincoat

and a

pair of shoes."

President Falconer had a tiny finger
in

the pie,

the

battle

were out

too

"Serenely unaware of
advance notices

—although
in

.profusion,"

Sir

Robert

arrived at his office on schedule. Attract-

ed an hour later "by the

terrific yell-

g," he entered the field of battle.

Here

the reporter achieved

grease," the clipping began, "the Science

ally enigmatic

sophs this morning outmanoeuvred and
finally routed the freshmen in their

the sights, he repaired to the
of the

an

especi-

touch: "Disgusted with

basement
School of Science:" presumably

annual fight to the finish."
the presidential bomb-shelter.
"The freshmen," continues the clipp"Here, after the fight was over, heing matter-of-factly, "were the first to asked the names of about a dozen freshcharge, but their morale was broken by men who were trying to clean up."
the

incessant fire of the oval

bullets.

Mr.

Ellis supplied the sequel.

"Several

At the critical moment the sophs drove days later" he said, "One of the freshwedge into the center of the opposing men died of a ruptured appendix. That
dent Christian groups, and provide Tor- army effectively cutting off the fresh- was the last year the initiation was held
onto's share in the national S.C.M.
men from their base of supplies."
like this."
Literacy

Campaign,

establish

war -shattered European

but

also

to

re-

stu-

a
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He

Pharmacy Exonerated

Drama

Music and

Jlri,

Editorial

last night at

light

tism in that faculty. The spokesman, who prefers to remain anonymous, said, "I see no outward signs of discrimination in
Pharmacy."
Absolutely Fair
Speaking for 'himself, he revealed that, had it not been for the
aid of R. O. Hurst, Dean of Pharmacy, he would not have been
released from the Service to continue his studies. "A number of my
friends, also Jewish, are similarly indebted to Dean Hurst," he
continued.
Yesterday, as reported in this morning's news columns, a Pharof 20 years' standing stated that "there hasn't been
the slightest discrimination against Jews in the faculty of Pharmacy.
"I have been connected with the Jewish Graduates' Club for 20
years, and I haven't heard a single complaint of that sort," 'he said.

macy graduate

"The entire Pharmacy
we got every possible

backwards

faculty has bent over

to see that

limited.

In the light of student reaction in that faculty we
concluding that Mr. Stewart's charge, insofar as
concerned, is without foundation.

Medicine,

however,
the

of

have

yet to

program

was

that

consistent in

To my
89,

The

that

is

plays

often

Jie

think Westerns stink,

now

wc

on

a

purportedly

democratic

to look to the

Etude, played as
at

numbers

Perhaps

there

Sex

no discrimination

is

an encore,

unusual

this

in

Dry Gulch

who

are printing

C

IS,

an

is

melody.

policy would seem to indicate that all

The Keep Your Nose Klean Saloon

is

not as

Lack

About

be.

The

Evidence
the

was

Faculty of Medicine

we

and therefore must re-

serve a statement of our opinion. Per-

haps

Mr.

We

must

Stewart will

remain

supply proof.

neutral

weight of evidence

lists

one

until

way

the

On

—Philip

a

is

that

Freedman.

may

students

be

city's cultural

the campus, next week, there

Stewart's

concerning

reports

the

Mr.

a

St.

Michael's
dance

at St. Michael's College in

Bren-

—o—
Ukrainian Students' Club
p.m. Sunday — Meeting
of
St

stranger drawled,

:45

Michael's

Drama

Music
and
Brcnnan Hall.

College
Society,

fleche,

s.

rumbling

all

Frem

42-«

Earl

violinist,

take

on with mah

yo'

away

9:00 p.m.
bar

Editor
nt
i

Wallace, B.P.H.E.
.^George Forater, *T7

Blanche Stanley,

j,t

4T6

Willy Belfry, 4T8

,nt
it

Or-, McLean, 4T7
I

Sports Editor

Women's

Assistant
Assistant

Herman, 4T6

Mickey Michaaiw, 4T7
Polly Muta, 4T6
Jerry Ewfna, 4T6

^Dorothy Harley, 4T6

The

through a window.

hips,

Moss,

Back he came,

MACDONALD

so on. You'll find
ot the

IMPSOf'S
,

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
caliente y jabdn En seguida, esparzast
rapidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jamas con Broclia.

Hace

tersa ia pie/

Al instante, la Crema Glider suaviza
la piel— da instantanea tersura
a las
escamosidades superficiales de la piel.
Permite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ras de la piel, sin irrilarla.

Ayuda a

eliminar esa molestia que

hombres de piel muy fina al
afeitarse diariamente, lea deja el cutis
mas suave y mas limpio.

GENEROSA MUESTRA GRATIS
Obtenga un tubo de Crema Glider
j
pruebela hoy rrusmo. Escriba por
generosa muestra gratis a
J. B. William*
Company (Canada) Limited Dept T vLaSalle, Montreal.

ac-

Organization Meeting of
the

Alumni Association
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8:00 P.M.

Saturday Night Dance

at

Lawrence Park Collegiate

spittoon,

The
ively

on Pretzel. Pretzel jumped

head first

girl

was

HOYAL YORK HOTEL BANQUET HALL

Six-gun

Saturday November 24.

artists.

Gwen

,

in-

ELLIS McLINTOCK

fell

of a

mighty range

quickly in love.

"Well?" he whispered,

(at

Tho Messrs. S HUBERT Present

A Hcporlolro ol FAMOUS OPERETTAS wilh a superb cast of. Singers,
ComedlanB and Singing Chorus

so they went steady.

'cello,

will

be Cornelius Ysselslyn,

1st

WEEK, Mon. thru

Grete Kraus harpsichord, and

Eli Spivakr, violin.

All House
bers are invited to attend.

$art

Ajax Students' Handbook
The Students Administrative Counpublishin a students' Handbook
for students who will be registering
in Ajax Division.

Any University organization or
club whose activities would be of
the

Students'

may

account of their

Influence on

e

Saturday Matinee and Night

leave

COUNTESS MARITZA
-2ND WEEK BEG. NOV.

Raco

by December 1st

-

"COUNTESS MARITZA"

Administrative

names and addresses of their
executive officers for inclusion in
the book. All material must be in
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Mon,, Tuos., Wed. Evn.,
and Wed. Mat.
Thurs., Fri.

and

Hart House, an
clubs' activities and

Modem

American Literature.

%omt

Friday Afternoon Recital

Sat. Evgs,,
Sat. Mat.

"ROSE MARIE"

the

The Russian

ol 40.

Fri.S?i.

T

mem-

Council office in

The End

East Door, opposite Hart House)

Also on sale at the door Saturday night
$1.00 per Person

Hart House Music Room. The

the

in

*

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ROTUNDA

Hart House Concert

interest to these students

"Sure," she murmured.

—HIS TRUMPET and ORCHESTRA

Tickets on Sale Today 12-2 p.m.

NOW PLAYING

'cellist

cil is

the disgusting, repuls-

homely owner

empire.

-

Faculties

There will be a concert of chamber
music this afternoon at five pm. in
artists

were

Ralph
Lalph Jo
Jones, 4T7
Staff Photograph er_
Business and AdvCTiisios alanai
E. A.

head

the thing for

los dfas, la Crema Glider resulta inestimable: es suave ... no irrita , .
es grasienta ni aceitosa.

program featuring
Lome Watson,
Mihalko, mezzo-

soprano; and Bill Hussek,

he

bully knocked

only slightly winded.

And

Night Editor—Peggy Bates
Assistant—Joe Taylor

'n

will

heavy sweater.

just

sweater, and many more oltractive Snow Togs
Snow Shop on Fashion Floor, the Third.

His broad shoulders

six of them.

4T6
*T6

Pes;

(OT

student
pianist;

feeling a
bit
jumpy). Finally
Paunchy cleverly landed a smashing
Barbara K. Hood, B.A.
Phi' Sbackletoo. BA. blow with his chin and slid into a
Keener, B.A.

Sunday—All

vited to attend a

his guns,

swinging dangerously from lean
glided into battle.

He jumped

I'egry Bates,
Robert R. Robinson,

jit

is

LP.C.I. Grads!

1

on him. (Under the circumstances both

W. Hods

as skating, snow-shoeing,

nice

no

Wymilwood Concert

Stinkhole's stomach.

in

-gun promptly thew

week In the StuPublished five times
dents' AdrainiBtrmtiTe Council of the University of Toronto. Opinions expressed in
these columns are not necessarily the official
Students'
Administrative
of
the
opinions
Council.

Chief
Editor
? Editor

and

los hombres que necesariamente tienen que afeitarse todos

*-

Thomisiic Society

under a chair (a love-seat).

girl

Established 1880

Rm.

ctowd

Ihe ski

need a

knilted

— —

p.

The Undo ramd utJo Nuwapapor

Rooro,

you'll

hand

is

T)ARA

Paunchy Pretzel, the town desper- 2:30 p.m. Sunday— Next regular meeting in Newman Hall. AH members
two ado, was dragging a girl under his table.

"Ah'll

Editorial

when

this

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y
ECONOMIZA TIEMPO

oon.

hands," blustered Paunchy, shoving the

University

skiing, as well

be here and

will

companist.

cowboy.

Stinkhole served the routine order,
piercing scream rang through the sal-

—

Member Canadian

that's

Guests of the evening to be Jacqueline Doiron, soprano; Gisele La-

are requested to attend.
His evidence concerning Den- Six-gun's streaking hands flashed to his
gunbutts. Like lightning magic the guns 2:30-p.m, Sunday— Second meeting in
tistry should be "interesting" in the light
trcamed in to the air, yawning death
Brennan Hall. Dr. S. A. Pegis
of the general student attitude, and that
sweeping the saloon.
will speak on "Philosophy
a
concerning Pharmacy will bear some
Mystery."
There was a long moment's chilling
attention after the favorable comment
o
silence,
broken only by the distant

—

.

nan Hall.

faculties.

of Jewish students.

.

sienten los

Saturday—Freshman

S :30 p.m.

As

i

to see

Sunday and
program at 9 p.m.
o

— —

"Wal, I'd kinda hanker for a keg of
orange juice mixed with buttermilk,"
tated the clean-cut

with a

off

.

\

Sun-

a.m.,

Communion Breakfast
talent

hills

in-

activi-

coming

Newman Club Retreat

"Howdy," answered the barkeep, un"Ah'm Stinkhole to mah
friends.
What'll yuh have?"

or the

Soon the winler snow
for the

The one you see heie

This fact just added

printed.

is

to the

Pelipastromovitchsky."*

se Afeitan

Conferences today and Saturday 7.45

impressed.

other,

But we are very anxious

Six- -gun

"is

the

que

held the interest of the audi-

it

lifeless

much

fakes

major, Op.

the following schedule of

events

short stranger (he barely reached

"Mah name,"

o'clock.

Para Eos

ex-

of unheavenly length and

is

order

night.

nobody paid

but

five

unbearable except in the hands of an
Last night it was not only bear-

is

six foot seven) strode to the bar.

have as yet no conclusive evidence of
discrimination

below,

at

This year they are to be resumed, and

artist.

attention to these cranks.

should

it

of

street

Wednesday afternoons

incoherent mass of beautiful

It

p.m.

was enjoying a dull Saturday
is.
But the mere fact that students in Every
now and then a twisted,
that faculty arc adopting a closed-mouth body crashed through a window

is

but other

rate,

Masses: Saturday 7:45
(copyrighted by
day 10 a.m. To 'be rounded

Raco, 1923,4,5, etc)

Perhaps there

will

Then, Fri"Pops" night in Massey Hall.
Last year, a very successful series of
amber music concerts was given on

day

suffe red-

Schubert's Phantasie in

ties,

West than Dufferin Street, so
he finds writing Westerns comes quite

welfare of free expression.

practiced in Dentistry.

The program

night at Eaton Auditorium.

break-neck speed. The Butterfly

pin, at

quisite

to

naturally, naturally.

spon-

young organist.
be given Wednesday

in all other respects should have assisted by Cornelius Ysselstyn, 'cellist.
been spoiled by an incongruous tempo. The major work is to be Schubert's
Serkin has a general tendency toward great C major Quintet.

farther

speak

campus we must begin

year's series

i

formed about the

a typical

—just

this

I

will
Modern American Westbe three programs worthy of note. On
show how right they are.
by faculty members" should they exThe author of this fast-moving, rip- Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, the
roaring Western Romance, Mr. Sure- U.C. Players Guild presents Thornton
press honest opinion.
Shot Wyck (originator of the express- Wilder's play, Our Tovrn, in Hart
This is decidedly far from a wholeHouse Theatre. On Sunday evening, a
ion, Oh, my shattered, has
never been
some situation. When students~"fear to

ern

in

sored by the Casavant Society will fea-

too

further reason for reaching- the inevit-

Champus Cat

cuss the topic, and some have admitted
frankly that they fear "special attention

The program,

secret.

more ambitious schedule has been
hanced by the speed at which it was prepared. The first
;rt is to take
taken.
It is a pity that a performance place this coming Wednesday, and it
that captured the mood of the piece so will feature the Parlow String Quartet

In

the benefit of our readers

first

a

with

Orchestra,

soloist.

stilJ

Barcarolle was marred rather than en- a

Next Week's Concerts

For

The

is

ture Claire Coci, gifted

quickly. Certainly the beauty of Chopin's

great pianist.

Dental students, both Jewish and nonwhen approached by The Varsity, have generally proved loath to dis-

seems,

it

chief criticism that can be levelled

Serkin

Symphony

Claudio Arrau as

obtrusive.

at

Tuesday night: the
subscription program of the

Toronto

Beethoven's Polonaise

mind,

and three Caprices by Mendelssohn were the best played pieces on the
program.
The Beethoven was a fine
example of Serkin's sound musicianship
Differences in' tone and volume were
brought about with artistic finesse, and
the rhythms were well marked but unOp.

be

Jewish,

Off the campus there will be many
regular

ex-

its

Ircmely musical performances.

able conclusion that Rudolf Serkin

discrimination charges.

n

"Vv

rJ

one of an all—Bach program.

is

Other signs of

signs of an artist.

ence throughout.

is

Dentists Are Cautious
The remaining faculties, Dentistry and
cleared

*

in

Serkin's artistry were not lacking in a concerts of interest

able but
feel justified

Pharmacy

Wymil-

clas-

which are seldom

of

This, I've Jjeen told,

familiar.

There

to be given at

is

playing everything, but especially Cho-

break."

This would seem to indicate that Dean Hurst and his staff take
an absolutely fair and unprejudiced attitude toward all their students.
Racial and religious differences appear to affect academic
treatment little or not at all.
Furthermore, the first year in Pharmacy contains over 20 Jewish students in a total enrolment of some 150.
This is certainly a
fair ratio for one racial group and no evidence has been
revealed to
show that the percentage of Jewish students admitted has been

in

works most
heard.
Yet most
sical

the

students' recital

wood. And Tuesday afternoon at five
Convocation Hall, Dr. Willan will
of the pieces sounded continue his series of organ recitals with

Eaton Auditorium was made up of

has been thrown on the campus racial discrimination issue raised some short while ago by Alistair Stewart, C.C.F.
parliament
member of
for Winnipeg North. Stewart, who charged
that anti-Semitism was being practiced by the faculties of dentistry,
medicine and pharmacy, has not yet published full reports to substantiate his statements, but his initial barrage was sufficient to draw
denials from the deans of the faculties mentioned.
Whether guilty or not, such retorts were naturally expected from
these sources and their views cannot be accepted as final and definite proof of innocence. Yesterday, however, an unofficial spokesman for the Jewish students in the first year at Pharmacy informed
The Varsity that they have encountered no examples of anti-Semi-
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Next Sunday, 25th November, will be
Day at Hart House, and members may a Visitorsintroduce
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House that da,-between 2 and 4 in the afternoon. The
whole building
will be

open for inspection.
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Friday,

SPORTS CALENDAR

Swimming Team

Intercollegiate
On

23, at 5 o'clock

LACROSSE
VOLLEYBALL

there will be an organiza-

tion meeting of the University of Toronto

Swimminq Club

in

the Athletic Directorate Room, Hart House.
All swimmers participating in Interfaculty Swimming
Meets
who would be interested in competing on a Varsity team
are
e
requested to be present.
All men interested in the organization of a Varsity
Water p«l n
Team are also urged to attend the meeting.
good attendance is necessary to ensure the
success of
the
01 tne
meeting. Be there on time!
23,
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Once again

From now on

Women's Basketball Schedule
A

vs. Meds.
St. II vs. U.C. II
St. Mikes vs. P.H.E. Sr.

Wed., Nov. 28

D

N

Thurs., Nov. 29

is

Med.

II,

Sr.

picture cleared

Nov. 24
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away, the soccerites

12:15

3:15

spotlight as the playoff stage

scheduled for a week today
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.
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let
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.
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.

.

.

.

on a

Wed., Nov. 28

Med.

Playoffs (I)
(2)

Forestry

SPS.
SPS.
SPS.

Vic. i
Trin. I

Med. I
Winner (1)
Winner (2)

The game?

Oh

won

yes. Forestry

Ski-ers

basketball practice, bubbling

"Roy Dilworth let me quote him," he blurped, "he
marks around it." ... The irony of it all. When
open his mouth so much as to sneeze. When
anything, some kind-hearted fellow says
a lot that is

You

are all

Non-Skiers

members
y ° U '°

for
.

.

Renewal™'

$2.00

II

member

a

before joining the Forces

Come and
Room 111

hear about

it
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4.15- 4.4S

28
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4J0-

U.C
Med

4.IS- 4.45

S.P.S.

7.00- 7.30

Dent

9.00- 9.30
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Life Insurance

Since 1869
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change skates

those fresh-

.

but

was a
it

trifle

rates atten-

receive just to say

Aileen Scott of the U.C. senior team
was outstanding but her team lost to
the Nurses,

X7A.

And then there is the story that must
be scrapped about the P.H.E.II softball
team winning the championship of

when

they defeated St Hilda's.

It

'45

would

have made good copy if only for the
fact that the regular umpire didn't turn
up, due to extenuating circumstances,

small business

crowd was shanghaied
do the job. The captain of the Saints,
Jean Topping, had injected much life
to

team over the past week, and

into her
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by obtaining
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a good foundation for your financial future

Knox
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Helen Shepherd, who out-shot the Saints to the tune of 32-6
despite the 'hard work of Mary HcPherson, but
we won't mention that, nor
the next game that the Physio team deserved
to
but didn't, Le<_ause
P.H.E. II A achieved a score of 20 to Physio's 8.
It would have made a good story how

work of

wise for you

S.P.S.

9.30-10.00

the

helped to put up quite a fight ... but
the score ended 13-3 for the P.H.E.'rs
.
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SERVICE
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Typing and Duplicating

Call

after the
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Notes, Music, Charts, etc.
Will those desiring to speak from the Floor leave a note in the
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Resolved: That this house approve unrestricted European immigration to Canada for the next ten years.
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Ski Club at r «iuced rates.
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your career
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Fyfe
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Would-Be -Skiers
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There should be room to mention the latest basketball games,
in which
P.H.E. II B walked all over Vic. B with the admirable
help of their stirs,
Betty Jackes and Jesse Nicols, by a score of
34-3, but there isn't

life

Eaton

.
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sure early in

Life
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of the University Ski Club.
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future,.. A
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final
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obtaining a good education.
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Knox

3:15
3:15
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Fri.,

a show

bit of

apart only too easily."
How true, true, true . . The squad has been
.
reduced to 2S and no further cutting
will be done until after two exhibition
games next week against unnamed opponents.
The club will be picked on
merit of exhibition play ... The first scheduled
game comes off on the
evening- of December 8 when the Blues
tangle with a Buffalo quintet
After watching- a number of practices, all
we can say is: Our hues have
tender hopes.

Planning
your

for

Burt-Gerrans

After Vic. boxla stars had defeated

worth printing
Anyhooo, Dilworth said: "It's a dream team
and ifs
up to me to develop it With so many stars
on the roster, it could fail
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the business or professional world
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FOR PIPE SMOKERS OF DISCRIMINATING TASTE

PERIQUE MIXTURE
The Same Old Formula
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For the present
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it

packed

is

in

u

and get

less

heavy waxed bag,

a

Every college has one
What? Asians hamburgers, hot dogs, toast and
campus eatery
The place where the coffee,
gang gathers at the slightest provocaFavourite orders include milk shakes
tion, or no provocation at all.
The at Boomers, University of Western
.

Campus

It keeps in excellent condition.

put up in half pounds and

plus tax;

sells at $1.50,

pocket package containing 1/10
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lb.

also in a

The

30 cents, plus tax.
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hungry.

Santa Claus.
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.

round-the-clock social centre for Senior Ontario, chocolate cake a la mode at
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good;

a cardboard

in

.

I

merits.

its

Its popularity is growing fast You cannot pay
you cannot buy better if you pay more.

container.

To Hungry Students

Cater

Since 1883

A high-grade blend of Turkish, Perique, Virginia and Latakia Tobacco,
approximating those excellent imported brands made in Scotland and
England.
Every user of

Feeding the students

round
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YONGE STREET
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for Mac's
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SERMONS:
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of the Gospel"
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7
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a score of

Cornelius

'cellist, will play the following program at the Friday Re-
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in

Each

EATON'S Main
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the Campus Coffee Shop intended to seat four-
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Spivak,

remember."
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wool
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and more students
for
two support
six-man tables man-

meant

to crowd in twelve students. It has
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can

A
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tic
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sub-zero weather.

in
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and

of Colour
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is

age
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up three deep with drooling
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to

or

juke box there.
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and many are
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preach at both Services
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the meeting
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of

rants in the city,

M.A., B.D.
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listen to the

is

case in point.

Rev. Preston MacLeod

Paul's Anglican Church

their studies to talk to their friends

more people than any

University

Streets

West

St.

small but Leo's in late

its functions, from promoting romance, as in the case of La
shakes tempted many a would-be scien- Petite Ohaumiere, which the students
tist to cut a lab short"
of the University of Montreal olaim
The campus rendezvous is uniformly the very place to hold the hand of your
small and overcrowded, but the eds and girl-friend (that will certainly cost you
co-eds seem to like it that way and a chocolate sundae, but she is so sweet)
"
college spirit flourishes despite the fact to acting as an emergency shelter in
that six crowd into booths meant for the case of Bell's, at the University of
four. "Boomers", favourite restaurant
"Everyone patronizes
of Saskatchewan.

sity Students
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town. Leo's

campus and has by

through Christian Science,

read,
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in
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block north ol Bloor)

J. Moncrief, D.D.
MINISTER

6.15

p.m.— FELLOWSHIP

HOUR

thai

.

"Canada

,

The Hospitality Bureau, 65 Adelaide St. W., has been quite successful

in

finding living

tion for ex-service

They are open between 8 and 10
in the evening and their telephone
number is WA. 8493.

CFRB

ML 3791

p.m.

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY

Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Students Specially Invited

- Every Sunday— 2:15

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession
by

STUDENTS
George SL

Modern World"

Copies of Talks available o n request

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
67 St.

the

Dept. of History, University of Toronto

accommoda-

men and women.

in

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.

Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacture™

SUNDAY
II

7

a.m.-DR. ELBERT PAUL

p.m.-MR.

E. D.

of

RENAUD,

8.15

p.m.— The Young

Vancouver

B.A.,

Masonic Service

PAED

Peoples' Society

YOU WILL ENJOY THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS
Immediately following the Morning Service

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

LOST

OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)
Meeting for Worship
od Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

Trench-coat, in Hart House, Friday,

(12.10-1 pjn.)

MR. CHARLES RICKETTS, Guest Teacher
ERIC FEE, President
WM. BUCK, Pianist
A Friendly Church Where A Warm Welcome Awaits You

WAR

Meeting House, 109 Maltland

wills,

formed in us, the
purified and prepared to unis

heart is
derstand clearly."

—John

LOST

in

Sterling silver
pen.

Office

Waterman's fountain

A. Taylor, JU. 8755.

Single

strand of

Trinity

field of

Leave at S.A.C

pearls, either on
back campus, Thurs.
Office.
Reward.

St.

FOR SALE

to Worship with Ua.

life

Locker card No. 1249

pocket Sentimental reasons. Please

Yod arb Cordially Invited

and a new

SAVINGS STAMPS

16th.

leave at S.A.C.

AT THE

"As death comes on our own

BUY

Nov.

Woolman

Encyclopaedia
printing,

Britannica,

perfect

FOR SALE
latest

condition.

WilHams, 556 Sherbourne St

G.

L.

White bunny evening

Modern

Worn

style,

coat,

LOST
size

16.

three-quarter length.

3 times. $40.00. JTJ. 1273.

Vicinity Applied Physics

lab., Wed.,
Parker pen and pencil in brown case.
Leave at Engineering Society Office.

:

Dean

"

:

Men's Residence

of

Professor Cochrane Dies

The Undengre.duaJre Newspaper
VOL. LXV

FUNERAL SERVI CES TODAY
For more than 25 years Dean of the University College
Men's
Residence and one of the world's leading classical
scholars

All Students

'

which

brought him world-wide
His "Christianity and Clas-

Culture"

sical

work in its field, and was
welcomed by both Roman Catholic
and Protestant theologians. His
"Thucydides and the Science of
History", published in 1929, was
also widely known.
definitive

Dean Cochrane's

—

Kingston, Ont., Nov. 24
(CUP)
Queen's University which has been faced
with charges of vandalism following
re-

special inter-

At a meeting of the Alma Mater
Society held last week at Queen's the
claims were laid before the court.
McGill presented a bill amounting
to almost

age at the twilight of the Roman
Empire. He had in preparation a
work on St. Augustine as an Historian, based on a course of lectures delivered last spring at Yale

The University of Toronto did
not submit any bill. It ws decided
by

$500.

the

University shortly before the on-

bchool

to

and graduated from University College

T V^£

^1' R

U.C.

To

U

-

C.

N. Cochrane, all U.C. lectures
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

following

appointments

positions in the University

George

Crun—

Staff

to

Symph-

many would
The court then

thus

escape
decided that

biliry to

taking training

COTC

Organist

now

who

according to a news despatch
published in The Globe and Mail. The

after.
No charges have been reported
"Canadian people arc not conscious
laid against any of the pickets.
"People say to mi
Picketing
was continued, without in'You are a Hindu?' but they just hap
cident, Saturday afternoon and evening.
pen to be right. Hindu is actually
my

are required to

entire question of veterans attending university is scheduled to come before the

Veterans

Committe of the House of

Commons

this

week.

ment
St.,

Coch
ochrane

life in

residence that none of

more personal

loss.

They have

opinions

bigger

of

the presidents

Universities,

as

of

George

The

To Delay Action

Q. M. Store hours
Saturdays.
0900 hrs to 1245 hrs.
to Fri.

0900 hrs to 1645 hrs.

H.C.H.

the

Miller.

Major
Commanding

handed down

for Officer

during a recent meeting of the depart-

Ask Uovernment

U. of T. Cont. C.O.T.C.

Saskatoon, Sask., Nov.22

a mass meeting Friday the student body

and the Students' Representative Council of

the University of

Of Wonder To Wisdom

adians.

St.

Mike's Philosopher

Japanese-Can-

red to the Prime Minister, the Minister of

Described By

of

Copies of the resolution were

Labor, the Leader of the Oppos-

and the National Leader

ition,

of

tinued Dr. Pegis, author of

of mystery, and ends with the mystery
of wonders," said Dr.

Anton C.

After their arrival in Toronto
Sunday

The Basic

The philosopher

Professor of the History of Philosophy

in

at die Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval

changing

the

intends to

world there
objects

is

show

that

a multitude of

which,

though

the text of the resolu-

Schiller

Going

con-

fully

to

program,
5:30

— Sonata

A modern,
on the life
Germany's
shown. A
"We

daily

open to

C Minor.
G Major (vi-

and piano).
in

F Major

in

F

of

The program

will

be announced later in the week.

Med ical

movies—German style-

main attraction at the second
meeting of the U. of T. German
Club.

of every college

Service

Threatens Action

full-length sound-film, based
of Friedrich Schiller, one of

'Some form of compulsion

have

will

'

promise an entertaining and ineven for those who

Dr. C. G. Gossage, director of the

According

to executive

German Gub

this

is

to

(oboe

He

Un-

explained

failed to

make

appointments for their annual examin-

members, the ation

year planning

Health Service.
students have

many

thus

caused by

increasing

this year's

the

problems

large enrolment.

on a campus-wide basis.
Students of all years who have not
The meeting, next Tuesday night at S yet had their examinations should
report
p.m. in the Women's Union, is open to
o the Health Service offices mmediestablish itself

all

faculties.

tely.

Pumping System

On

Constant Guard

strings).

Haydn— Quartet

(op.

3,

Against Hart House Flood Menace

No.

5).

Hart House
to the effect that

no further

action be taken on Bill 15, Clause (9)
(3

)

respecting

plete review of the case,

whereas present

for this concert.

Star

2, in

in

Representatives

2.

will be the

Women's
is

Dec

and faculties are
asked to call at the Warden's office
today for their allotments of tickets

the various colleges

greatest dramatists, is to be to be used if students don't take the rediscussion about this film, in sponsibility of reporting for appointEnglish, will follow the showing.
ments for medical examinations," said

held

in the

at U.C,

music

St Mary Mag-

day Evening Concert in the Great
Hall of Hart House on Sunday

record

expulsion

ample time has been allowed

completed her part in a world war

against Fascism, and

to the

Christmas

of

be given by the

next,

German Cinema

In

of

Japanese- Canadians from Canada, until

just success-

To

program

will

dalene Singers, under the direction
of Dr. Healey Wlllan, at the Sun-

and attend a.few classes. After
luncheon
ven by the executives of the
U.T.D.U.
they intend to spend the
afternoon in
preparatio n of their d ebate topics.

faculty.

Section

"Whereas Canada has

A

Director of the University of
Toronto
Union. Tomorrow morning
they plan to take a bus-man's
holiday

iversity

government
is

tion:

Writings of St. Thomas Aquinas.

Pegis,

Following

HART HOUSE CONCERT

Debating

the

C.CF.
"Philosophy begins with the

Hyacintht,

that

Mozart— Quartet
and

Ste.

cannot follow the dialogue," said Otto
Butz, president of the club.

Bach—Partita No.
olin

Canda?", "Is This Canada or the

in
in

is

He

their week-end started immediately with a parry in their
honor at
the home of Gyneth Stencel,
Publicity

Today's program:

Brahms
pending deportation

Cha nging

Saskachewan ap-

proved a resolution protesting die im-

students carried placards bearing
such slogans as: "Is Hider Hiding Here

teresting evening,

men and women

and

The

m

evening,

second father.

Common Room
the

is

RECORD HOUR
from 4:00

(CUP) —At

Indian

Southern States?", "Racial Discriminregrets that he joined the
ation Must Go." Other signs declared
force as a radar expert while
the that they were a non-political,
humanilargest naval radar base was
in his home tarian group.
The pickets were reported
town. His debating style is said
to be not to have obstructed
entrance to the
direct, aimed at the man- in
-the- street
skating rink.

them thought of him

lost a

whereas

home

Jack's

re-

immediately.

Anticipated now is a statement by Mon.
Deputy Minister Walter S. Woods on
the

issued to them, to 119 St.

only

race."

are no

turn all articles of clothing and equip-

an

frowns Jack.

unique on the campus.
Nothing but illness induced him to miss a house meeting during all those years; and none of his shrewd,
characteristically infrequent counsellings went
unheeded. He
never coped aggressively with crises; he never laid
down
the law. He preferred to let the boys run their
own show.
And over and over he would express his pride in the dignity and despatch with which they did it.
The world is the poorer now for the loss of an incisive,
disciplined mind, a contributing scholar who
gave copiously
of his studies. But the men of "73" have
suffered a sharper.
far

members of

and

for

in

constant menace of

In

in

a concrete-lined reservoir and pumps

until

subterranean

tranquil

depths

Hart House

of

stately,

waits, ever alert,

an elaborate pumping system on guard

com- against

fuller ex-

is

flood.

this

danger.

Hart House, when

erected,

was

lo-

the reservoir has been emptied.

Day

in,

day

out,

the

functions, pouring the water

machinery
from Hart

House's ghost pond into the city sewage

system
Endangered by this water are the
Squash Court and Rifle Ranges in the
sub-basement below the level of the
Tuck Shop and the Barber Shop. Also

policy of the Canadian government as pression of Canadian public opinion."
tinually changing, are related.
cated on the site of a pond.
Similar action was considered it a
The changes which we see pose the regards Japanese-Canadian citizens tends
Although the pond had been drained,
here are kept several refrigeration plants
problem of coming into existence. Then strongly towards racial prejudice and special meeting of the Varsity Students' the earth
'neath the House foundations
mon experience that it occurs to no one there is the problem of plurality, and the suppression of minorities, which are Administrative Council early this month. is a sponge which, if permitted, could for the storage of food used in the Great
Hall two floors above, equipment for
The S.A.C decided to defer action until
one seeing multitude sees unity also, Dr.
that philosophy begins so obviously.
two basic tenets of the philosophy of
they recived reports from the Students' drain into the lower floors.
chlorinating the water in the pool, and
Pegis continued. The experience of mulHuman experience can be compared to tiplicity does not convince humans of Fascism, therefore the Students' Repre- Committee on Japanese-Canadians showHence the pumping system, on vigil an air-conditioning system fo rthe Thea reader who begins to read in the chaos as the order, but is the proof of scntative Council of the University of i ng that representative student govern- against the theart of the earth sponge, atre.
Should the pumping system fail, these
middle of the book. He is given enough an orderly process which makes unity Saskatchewan resolves that urgent re- mcnt organizations jn the campus sup- which throbs automatically into action
when water lias seeped to a certain level rooms would suffer cosdy inundation.
understanding to make him wonder, con- as real as the things.
presentation be made to the Canadian port the protest.

Studies in his address to the Thomistic

Society yesterday.

Philosophic wonder

is

ice

said the

draw the

and under him for 25 years successive bodies of students moulded "73" into a home with ideals and traditions

CQJ.C.
All

night

Toronto

Mayor Saunders

rink.

win, lose, or draw."

cities

ion,

fulfill,"

trying to

to live;

Jean McMillan and Elaine Fricker

inadequate

who Friday
north

today's

In charge of the U.C. Men's Residence almost since
its
inception. Dean Cochrane brought lo it something
of the
meaning of the residential life which he loved at Oxford.
He conceived the House not as a place lo sleep but as a place

—Librarians.
Ottawa: Student veterans' allowances
of $60 for single men and $80 for married men without children were termed
"abundantly sufficient" by Veterans Minister Ian Mackenzie last week.
Mr. Mackenzie's flat denial ot com-

men going to university in the bigger
may or may not be cabinet opin-

for

through

and Head Librarian

Said Sufficient

group of approximately

of a

allegation that
when mention is made of
"Ater to-morrow's debate the house
undue force was used in breaking
Toronto-Montreal debate a should
up the
be able to see the conclusion just
demonstration— will be investigated.
Convocation Hall.
like that," said Jack with
a slap on the
"We have a definite social responsi table.
Friday was the second student picket

ously serious

The untimely death of Prof. Charles N. Cochrane has deprived the learned world of a great scholar and the students
of U.C. of one of their staunchest friends.
His writings,
fruits of his kinship with the great minds of the
past, were
known the world over: buf it was the test of his influence
among the men whom year after year he shepherded

Staff Pianist.

George Armbrust

to Mayor Robert
Saturday morning following

charges-including

Quebec.

Kate Rumley, Honour Music,— Con-

Vets' Allowances

for

their

Department

Saunders
dispersal

Jack McDonald of McGill drop ers convinced me
my arguments were skating
normal geniality and turn pondei
wrong so I voted against myself."

Charles Norris

certmaster.

are

force

Three university students submitted
a
written complaint against the
Toronto
Police

views.
"Just recently," he added, "I
undergraduates
ex-air spoke from the audience but the speak- picketed Icelandia,

religion

ony orchestra have been announced

and Bellevue.

that allowances

Hindu Winston Mahabir and

primarily as a scholar.

funeral will be at 11.00 a.m.
at St. Stephens' Church, corner College

plaints

rahs.

Editorial

-

The

services for the late

The

to
their
original
feelings
rather than reasons the debate
has sug-

of race," he said.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

will be cancelled

By Students

according

his

Lindsay High

enable University College students

today."

to

in

-

STUDENTS

to attend funeral

Dean

'

n

,

university

apprehend only known guilty individ-

uals,

1911 with the
classics.
Awarded a scholarship, he spent two
years at Corpus Christi College, Oxford, and
on his return to Canada joined the staff of University College as a
lecturer in classics
n
St
° rId War Prof C ° ch rane served as an officer
v the C.O.T.C., and in
with
1918 went overseas with the 1st Tank
Ha tahon. He was associated with St. Stephens
Anglican Church
and was a member of the Royal Society of Canada
and the Historical
Association.
Surviving are his widow, Gladys Cochrane;
a daughter, Mary
0W a aCl
fe l0W m the
C En S lish Department; and
n
a son, Hugh David,
final year student in Mathematics
and Physics

m

W

executive

"We'r<
The subject "Resolved that the House episode at Icelandia In protest against an
alleged instance of racial discrimination
right conclusion- approves
unrestricted European immigrainvolving the management's refusal
of
tion to Canada for the next
ten years
admission to a 15-year-old Negro youth.
On their own home grounds they'
charges.
fortunately restricts itself to Europe,
each faculty at the university would
accustomed to speaking before a small otherwise
Police reserves under Inspector WillconWinston would find himself
tribute, on proportional basis,
iam Nursey of No. 12 Station were
toward the 'body of appointed judges; here they an immigrant arguing against
immigratotal costs.
summoned when a crowd estimated at
The manner in which the will be judged by the entire house
tion.
faculties will raise the money is
more than 100 gathered to watch the
true
parliamentary
manner. Thus they
left to
Speaking in Sabu tones and mannertheir own discretion.
demonstration. The students, who claim
are officially "debating under protest"
isms, Winston said that he
was a resi- that the
In the Queens Journal editorial,
picketing was carried out "in
but
actually
they state a vague, indefi- dent of
the
Trinidad but actually a Hindu.
an orderly and quiet manner," said any
action of the court was "courageous and nite preference for the Toronto
system. He attends McGill on Trinidad
govern- congestion in traffic
firm." The decision of an over-all
was caused by the
'The
question
is whether or not the ment
levy
scholarship which has taken him
crowd and not by the students.
for the entire university was
considered house can give an unbiased decision," through four
years of Honor Sociology
most democratic method of collect- said Winston, causing
Several
students
were
taken into cusJack to add and now into his second year
of Medi
ing the funds.
tody by the police and released shortly
We're afraid some will still decide

schol-

ar and a very loyal colleague of the
college", Principal W. R. Taylor
said yesterday. "He had an international reputation, and the loss at
his passing is severe, not only to scholarship but to the staff of
U.C."
Registrar W. J. McAndrew said that "all the educational institutions on the continent" would be the poorer for Dean
Cochrane's
death.
"A very, very serious loss to University College," said former
Principal Malcolm W. Wallace.
"He was one of the outstanding
scholars of the University, and had gained world-wide
fame for his
books."
Prof. Cochrane was born in Omemee, Ont.
the
son
of the late
f
Dr Charles E. Cochrane, a physician. He attended

McCaul medal

AMS court that the entire

was morally responsible for the recent
damages and that it would be impossible

set of his illness.

was a distinguished

Called Illegal

team as they gested to them."
departed for Toronto.
But they just
S.A.C. Debates Commissioner
Graham
don't feel like a football team piling out
Cotter said he felt they had uncovered
cent rugby week-ends at both McGill
of a beribboned bus to "do or die for "a
more mature way of dealing with
and the Unversity of Toronto, has arDear Old Donut, glory, and not much this problem,"
in allowing house memranged for payment of compensation
else."
McGill sent thinkers, not rah- bers to rise and express
amounting to ?500.
their individual

est was the philosophy of History,
his chosen field was the Augustan

"He

"See that you bring home the bacon,
were the farewall words of a McGill de-

bating

Action

Police

Belfry

recognized as the

is

Thinkers,

To Pay

A

fame.

26,

Not Rah Rahs
Costs Sent Here By McGill
By Wally
OfVandalism

Prof
Charles N. Cochrane, 55, died Friday afternoon at the
Dean's'house'
College.
He had been critically ill since last spring
member of the staff of University College for two
years, Prof
Cochrane was professor of Ancient History and
author of two books

Umyemty
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Correspondence

Editorial

The famous "sailor" trademark
recognized as a guarantee
is

Plea For

And

Santa

Satan

Dear Sir:

terton long ago pointed out,

artistic
is not a weapon. It is merely an
depending on belief, and it will only fade with belief. As long
and
Santa
world,
this
of
as people are shocked by the Chisholms

in the face of the terrible food shortage

effect,

in

he stands for

The

that

would

I

Why

the U, of

can't

tion of

them

students a

its

food-parcels

(much

ity

izations get together

among

the disgusting,
heat-dragged Spaniards and Italians.
later generation were flattered to be told that they had been born with hair of a pale color,
and noses of appropriate straightness, and hence were numbered
among the Anglo-Saxon Empire-builders. Still later, worried young

ly die.

Heretic Kills A Heresy
It has taken a heretic to remind us that our future depends not
on how we were born, but on how we believe: as the mediaeval theo-

I)

this

to

Varsity

students

being born

idea

feet

Jlrt,

He

"Nay,"

much

glasses can save too

seeing from

crippling the eye.

or

"Tis

small

quote

I

this

in

letter

to the editor,

more

aston-

the idea that children

still:

who

behinde

the

THERE ARE STILL A FEW
RUSH SEATS

the Fuller brushe marine,"

I,

rations for the sake of

Europe brought

out 30.000 volunteers

a month."
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Left for each performance of

"Our Town
On

MORNING—U.C. Rotunda.
AFTERNOON—Hart House Box

big meal of Mexican jumping beans.
"Saludos Amigos, "7 he said.
"Hi" said Peter Wabbit Reddy Fox

W.KOHN.
Graduate Studies.

Reserved

he had at the Stork Club with a stork.

"Who

At

an active and worthwhile
last

and satisfying interpretations to bear on
each of her numbers.
Master of her

asked you to butt

in

"[

sold today.

SUPPLY

do nothin" he wimpoled- 13
were making nasty remarks,

cellist,

the true artist in

his

Bring

interpretation of

tively friendly with ghosts.

It

is

gro-

tesque to meditale on a man who can
really believe in Jimmy, age
6, putting
out a cookie and a cup of water to
placate

down

a
the

malcficient

leaving toys.

If

demon

and

chimney,

the

trick

coming
it

into

it.

It

Chisholm were

not as though Gen.
scandalized to find a

of this master's

E

unsuitcd to the idyllic nature of the
Minor Elude. However, the Chopin

who feared Santa. He accepts it Scherzo benifitted from this style of
as normal that children fear Santa; and playing; its forcefulness was emphasthere is something cold and even terrible ized.
The general effect of the recital was
in such acceptance. It is diabolical,
child

schmaltzy,

nett's

ment

overloaded

'Oklahoma' tunes. Mr. Mazzoleni supervised with unholy relish, but
he should go to the real experts, such
of

as Kootslanetz.

Moloch: Moloch of Carthage,
up the babies of

red fires lapped
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O & Book Exchange
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—Doug

begot

young

fearful

—Daphne
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show
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It is diabolical. .
.
Children must
not believe, lest they believe in the Un
.
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Disney,
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their fine orchestra is subjected
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Lawrence Park Collegiate

seems to be the end doesn't
Ljbid,

of smoothing out
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getting
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The good Wif
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which
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awkward pauses but
by some

There are

still

considerably

Anyone

was carried on simultan-

a

few openings in the String, Bassoon, Oboe, and
French Horn sections.

interested please call

MA.

eously.

The
setting,

last act, in

®rcrjegtra

WATCH TUESDAY'S Varsity FOR ANNOUNCEMENT OF TIME AND PLACE OF
NEXT REHEARSAL.

rather bewhiskered Hellzapoppin gagg-

4977 or JU.

'

a broadcasting studio

was crammed with

the

entire

skit,

for the occasion

©art ©ouse
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German

Poarb

There will be a rehearsal of the Glee Club
at 5 p.m.
today in the music room. A full
attendance is
requested.

. s

Cltrb ^

^Bulletin

Glee Club

I

.

WL. of dC.
.a

ware

8:00 P.M.

got one. 13

and Don Herron, imported musical output of the show, with the
from Vic, made campus exception of the opening song by a whiteto a string of guest conductors each history with his
The Undo rartwJ unto Nowap&cpor
Danny Kaye impression clad quartet A mixed chorus formed
season.
of a man and his appendix. Sid McComb the background
for two girl soloists
I shouldn't like to be stranded on a
a theatrical version of a popular faculty from
Vic Lois Bouck and Ruthie Sawraity of Toronto. Opinions expressed la
desert isle with a marimba; its musical member, engaged in some highly
rbese columns are not necessarily the officii]
amus- yer, last year's inimitable "Chick from
the
Student*'
Adminiitntiie resources are too limited. But these re- ing verbal fisticuffs
with his real-life Vic," and a barber-shop quartet which
sources were so thoroughly exploited counterpart seated in the
audience.
sang a couple of sentimental Gay NineCo-editors: Fran Webster
by young Muriel Kilby that a capacity
The orchestra, with its usual spattei
"with moustached gusto.
George Legris
crowd hung spellbound on each note, ing of Schoolmen, did a marvelous
job

where

WEDNESDAY, NOV.

Prescriptions for glasses
filledvfith quality spectacle-

Alumni Association

good as ours.

He

CTO

Organization Meeting of
the

story.

one of the Barrett Bunnies.

is

out of hand. 16
17

is

Frutti

Tutti

of

way

Aesop

6cf.

Your guess

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Grads!

was always our unlucky number),

(13
the

seems that Mr. Mazzolcni just can't across Hart House
known God who destroys : whose name
stage last Friday in
keep Tchaikovsky off his programs, the true Dentistry tradition.
was once Satan.
Well-written
Everything hinj
Like
so many ohter English conductors skits, beautiful chorus
on our belief; but we must only belli
girls and happy
what no one doubts. We must not be- (Bcecham, Dorati, Cotes) the TSO's drunks chased through the audience by
associate lias a remarkable penchant for Irish cops were
features of the hourlieve in anything beautiful or
comfort the
works of the melancholy Slav; and long show. In spite of technical
ing, lest we fear it, and
diffigo mad from at Friday's
popular concert he infused culties such as poor lighting,
fear.
amateurish
We must not know good from
the banal Slavic March with a plethora
itaging and in places unbelievably liamevil, for that very knowledge
is evil
of sincere emotion and vigour which was my delivery of lines,
the show managed
rt-hich amounts to saying
that everything
magically reflected in the orchestra and to delight two capacity
audiences with
is evil—except ignorance.
audience.
Surely it is high time that its occasional bright
spots. Chuck KenIt is diabolical. The antidote
is laughEttore Mazzoleni had an orchestra of nedy, Dentsman,
started as the ultrater ; it is also silly.
__w< H K
his own; this reviewer would like to effeminate

him

9

8cf. us.

you a bed-time

tell

You're asking

It

see

now

will

Rabbit?

6

Ross.

or

L.P.C.I.

it

damsclle" 5 This has gone far enough,

we

Toothache
Byers.

C. B. DeMille, 3 hopefully,

2f.

He was

artists.

believers.

—o—
Apologies to the dean of the same

1

says 4 14th century slang for "hail, fair

Morton

entertainment for students but also because they provide experience for the
whose

It is the mentality that

pay

told." 19.

is

name

arrange-

Gould was worse, however
pleasing. Such concerts are to be com- here is music
assumption that what men cannot
for a dance band rather
they must fear.
It is the Manichaean mended not only because they provide than a symphonic ensemble.
this

darkness.

will

close

demon were as whole group

is

We

HIGHEST CASH PRICES

the familiar

works with to his heart For the woodwind it was
extraordinary as all that, Jimmy would perhaps too much gusto. His technique, a persona] triumph.
The sole blight on
much more likely want to get up and one of uncontrolled weight release, was the proceedings was Robert
Russell Bentalk to

—

your used Text Books today

in

Bach Air for
some- Gwun Mihalko charmed

are afraid of him, because he is
thing like a ghost Children are posi-

DEMAND

and

There is still a shortage of
Books for all College Courses.

"snarled the Fox. 14

showed himself bizarre instrument, her sheer virtuosity "Well then, who is,
Come out and be identified." 15
is so assured that she can devote herself
the G String. to achieving the utmost subtleties of ex- Peter Wabbit became disgusted with the
whole situation, and went home. And
the audience pression. Most amazing was her
perwhat do you think we found there? 16
with the German song group whose formance in the initial allegro
of the
Goldilocks and the three bares.
Nawww!
short phrases were more suited to her Mendelssohn Violin
Concerto, which,
Baby bear was just saying. "Somebody's
voice than those of Ah Man Fits by difficult enough to fiddle,
she did to perbeen sleeping in my bed. "17
Meyerbeer, which required greater con- fection, cadenza and all.
trol and pathos.
The conductor distinguished himself Baby bear ignored this completely. 18
We have been cloyed with Chopin. again in three English Folk Songs by Baby Bear, sat down on a block of ice
Last night, Lome Watson presented a Vaughn Williams, music
and said, as he always does, "My tale
evidently
Hossack coming

have not been picked up will be

"queried the

didn't

"You

tickets that

9

Fox? 10 Have you any reference? 11
The fox becam very angry at this, and
slapped little Peter Wabbit right
across the mouth with a grape skin. 12
Peter Wabbit was rather angry at this.

Victoria

Office.

Peter about a very poor meal

told

"And do you know what happened"?

This youthful artist is already musically
mature, and she brought the most poetic

sale today:

day.

He met Reddy Fox who was jumping
for sour grapes. 6 He had just had a

suggesting that

Britons give up some of their skimpy

night revealed clandestine talents. Bill

believe in the existence of Santa Claus

hopefully. 3

voice

Peter Wabbit 6 was hippityhoppetying along one glorious June

Time: "In London

the latest issue of

obvious that the Victoria College
is

the

up to her chin. 5

connection from

He

'The Wymilwood Concert

John "?

quoth

Little

May

Music and Drama

Music Club
group.

The Fear of Santa
He propounds something
ishing

It is

prolon

"Egad" she gurgled, pulling the water

Virtuosity Revealed

:
as though a man should
say that only a perpetual use of dark

a

door,

propounds the truly astonishing

idea that belief in Santa Claus cripples

didde employ

she

ask

further

first.

the imagination

this

Trouble involved: negligible
(made-up parcels can be sent through

a converted materialist who now insists that everything depends
upon the mind; so long as the mind
an

cleaning betweene her toes.

For

the stores).

is

of

And

matter and

direct

believes in nothing but matter: a quaint

example

beside

of

tooth bra she.

$5.85.

logians used to say, on how we die.
For after all these years the Mind has returned to its own. Men
are again believing, as a minority whom they scorned as fanatics
urged them for decades to believe, that the history of a civilization
and even its survival depends upon the mind: upon what is believed:
as men used to say, upon its religion. They are right.
things.

was

ther

2
the sliallo end theroff,

in

groups of two or three to the students He didde open the door, poking his
of the "adopted" university.
head
I have contacted the Netherlands leg- Around the doore saying "Hi toots" 4
ation, and find that names of Dutch stuShe threw aside her toothbrush and
dents could be obtained without much
turned to the door, there perceiving
difficulty.
Price of parcels: $3.23 to Someone who was not her John.

A

wrong

She was

Parcels could be sent by in-

dividual

men asked biologists if they had been horn with the right kind of
glands; for otherwise the race would wax senile and would sure-

to believe the

on

up a committee

action.

A

But General Chisholm wants us

BATHE,

gifts

"Is thatte you
set

1

Amsterdam might be a good Came there a gentle tapping at the door.
The good Wif, being a good Wif, did
I suggest that campus organ-

of

choice.

;

Wif

good

by sending

Christmas

better late than never

a Jfflule?

situa-

ators in Holland, perhaps the Univers-

our future depended on our hav-

ing been born in the right kind of climate; not

$e

T. "adopt" a

little

as

gou Bather

ataioulu

Since Canadians have been the liber-

drown.
told that

some pos-

European university and ease the

disbelieve.

were

or

feel-

itive outlet

says would be merely amusing were he not
so dangerously almost on the right track. The peculiar danger of the
recent progressive thinking is that it is so nearly right. After
300 years in the wilderness, thinkers are returning to the essential
river; but they are approaching on the side where the whirlpool lies.
Thirst was unpleasant, but it did not kill us the stream has power
forefathers

Canterbur? ^ales

like to'suggest

ing in this matter might find

most

Our

campus

a concrete plan through which our

The Truth Can Kill
What the general

to

Europe has been so widespread on

the

is safe.

we must

Varsity.

Criticism of the general complacency

What is really alarming about Gen. Chisholm is that he has gotten
as
to the root of the matter; only he is waving the roots around
though they were the branches. Gen. Chisholm is perfectly right in
assuming that on belief in Santa Claus our civilization hinges; only
he makes it hinge the wrong way. Gen. Chisholm says in effect that
to survive

The

Editor,

quality.

unfailing

of

Adoption

The alarming thing about Gen. Chisholm's recent attack on
out.
Santa Clans is not the suggestion that Santa may be on the way
It takes conSanta, like the Christian Church, thrives on attack.
Chestinuous pummelling to keep him alive. Blasphemy, as G. K.

all

26, 1945
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Wrestlers

Work Out

26,

1945

Daily

Under Guidance Of Daley
A

dictionary

defines

wrestling

as

"Grappling and trying to throw an ad-

versary especially in a sporting contest
under a code of rules." While this definition

simple enough, a frequenter

is

books have been written on

and that there

because

illusion

common among

pessimists

Too

is rough and very painoften also, certain men, par-

who

that they are

feel

much

as an ex-

to reassure these

be taken part in quite safely

training methods used in

activity

its

can

and enjoy-

ably by most individuals.

A

further note

on

The Department

this sport

of

goes on:

Athletics

offers

classes in wrestling, for beginners

and
advanced men, five evenings each week,
Monday through Friday between five
d six o'clock in the wrestling

written with

the Athletic

in

'Further

director
1

EACH

may

be obtained by

applying at the office of the assistant

rain or water.
IOC

room

Wing, Hart House.

.details

—

toss in

of

Athletics,

Mr.

Griffiths,

north-east comer, ground floor of the

QuanlHUi

Athletic Wing, or from the staff
for wrestling,

I

am

my

member

Mr. Chetwynd."

which says that

life

SWIM LEAGUE
VOLLEYBALL

must be

I

seems that

it

am

I

team.

But here

am and no

I

sooner do

PAR LOW

BBS

Mon. Tues. Wed. Evgs.;

String Quartet
Cornelius Ysselsiyn,
Assisting Ariist
Tenia con varizioni
GU&re
Quintet in C major.
Op. 163
Schubert

NOVEMBER

Sal.

Thurs., Fri„ Sat. Evgs.; Sat.

Mat

Mat

28th

through the gayly
dressed dolls and the guys that are sporting them,
than I find myself facing
with citizens from the Land of Runyon. I am
most amazed

Toronto Conservatory
Music Concert Hall

PRICES (Tax

of

EVGS.:
MATS.,

SOc.

S1.Z0,

am swept by the crowd
"SORRY, SOLD OUT" sign strikes me

where a huge

at the

guys attempting

U.C.

VI

promote these duckets

to

at a

few bob more

On observing more closely, I find that all of the Gonoph's lower
East
Side crew are on hand to assist in the hustling
of the duckets and that they
have all the entrances covered better than the way a Hart
House wheatcake
covers a butter dish.
,
Well, by this time the crowd is mostly all in the
Stadium and only a
few characters who cannot purchase duckets are left standing
outside and
since by pure coincidence I have a couple dozen tickets
in my inside pocket,

^o

Room-S

November 29th_Debates
U n
,
S i,,5
q^ a I^Tofthti^ 'av;Sds ."

U
e„

I

•

Fine

Macke

A

few hours

am

later I

now have

I

forget to take into consideration, however, and

staff ta the

my

hands,

I

University are eligible to

of the

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF RESUSCITATION
Lecturer—Dr. R. W. I. Urquhari
Place—Debates Room—Hart House

Time— 5:00

PRACTICAL EXAMINATION

and dearest friend, namely you, Dog-Face. I do not figure that
-a good thing for me to join up with the Gonoph when
once again

and

TRUE-FALSE TEST ON THEORY

my

decide to write to

best

it

I

Place—Debates Room—Hart House
Time— 5:00 pjn.

is

am

breathing the ozone-free and so would you, as a personal
favor to your best
how he has transferred his surroundings from the
scenes of the Harvards and the Yales to cooler locales around
the Torontos.
Therefore since the Winnipegs are coming and I am too, I

p.m.

Thursday, November 29lh

surroundings only too familiar with

sitting in

0^"

«*

Tuesday, November 27th

not frowned upon in this lily-white metropolis.

a lot of time on

teke

R«

is

us and since

HoSe^af 5

n
a is,a ° tori y complete
"» c °urse will qualify for the
n iS?n S Service
=
= J
Respiration
Badge
of the Royal Life Saving
Society

am at the door on Devonshire Place and am thinking
one sweet racket as the potatoes roll in fast and I am getting
to think of Florida and the ponies in the deep south when
I receive a rude
awakening in the form of two of those men in the blue suits
accompanied
by that Black Maria.

friend, please find out

very

much

would

as I

if

would appreciate
you could get me a couple dozen

Anticipatorily yours,

— Dog-Face

p.m.

NOTE: During

the week starting November 19th, all
gymclasses will receive basic instruction
in Resuscitation Practice, preliminary to the course
offered the

nasium

following week.

Hasenpfeffes.

The Sportswoman

Women's

St. II vs.

most games

essential item in

.

.

.

including bridge, basket-

and softball, as we learned this week-end. When playing a tough and
touchy bridge game, a gasp inhaled by the onlooker placed at your elbow
can prevent many a catastrophic lead ... so we learned. Then there are

Tues., Dec. 4

eyebrows which shoot heavenwards in alarm when you attempt to massacre
one of Culbertson's laws on drawing out your trump
and you are
dragged back from the brink of another precipice. One crime was perpetrated in last Friday's column due to our vulnerability and apparent shortsightedness
there were no kibitzers to point out the dangerous wording
of an apparently innocuous paragraph ... too late came the warning. To
which we reply
no sarcasm was intended, and we welcome any construc.

.

.

.

.

A

B vs. U.C. Fr.
A vs, P.H.E. II
P.H.E. Sr. vs. Vic. Sr.
U.C. II vs. O.T. II
U.C. Jr. vs. Vic. Jr.
Meds.
Meds.

A

Vie. Fr. vs. P.H.E. Fr
O.T. Fr. vs. Dent.
P-H.E, Jr. vs. Nurses

N

.

5:30-6:30
6:30-7:30
7:30-8:30
8:30-9:30

5:30-6:30
6:30-7:30
7:30-8:30
8:30-9:30
5:30-6:30
6:30-7:30
7:30-8:30

.

tive criticism, especially

.

.

Meds.

.

and "do" a column some

Avast

Basketball Schedule
O.T. Ft. vs. P.H.E. Fr.
Physio, vs. Vic. EE

ball,

CALLED TO

A

C

LECTURE AND DEMONSTRATION

arm of the pugs commonly referred to as coppers and as
do not bother the Gonoph and his crew I decide that the
is

and

m l"^

By Polly Muiz

IS

Himel

Prc-McA
Trin.

day,

crack at this rough-and-tumble dodge.

one thing that

is

the lengthy

is

notice that they

Kibitzers
Are a most

YOUTH

Sr.'yic.

to the ticket wickets

than the duckets are worth.

duckets for Saturday's game,

10

A

Med.

right where I should

Well, what amazes me all the more is when
I spot the Gonoph under
the sign with a fistful of duckets in his huge clammy
fist and he is looking

around

Included)

to

Sr.

Dent

never be struck.

S1.S0, S2.40 and S3.
90c, 51.20,

Wed. and Sal,!
S1.80, and S2.40.
Box Office Open 10 a.m.

l.OO

Beet

IV

S.P.S.

and stand there

for such a space of time that I

this assistance

University Student Series Ticket
$2.50; Single Ticket 50c.

C

«-30

Duncan

Vic

I

4 00

Cross

,St M.

RESPIRATION COURSE

my way

push

I

Pretty soon I

2:20

Eaton

ARTIFICIAL

it seems that these places are also being
frequented by friends who make
books and I find, through experience, that I am always
capable of picking
a few potatoes by risking a bit of scratch on the winning

that this

MATS. Wed-Sat.

S.P.S. I

always going down to the

but

practice of ducket-hustling

Evgs. 8:20:

vs.

Sr. S.P.S.

IV

all times.

Saturday afternoons,

There

Chamber Music

U.C.
Trin.

more commonly known as the Bloor Street Bowl and this is
some explanation as I am not the type that usually inhabits
places
of sporting events that do not offer a change of
odds every three minutes

I

of

5.00

S.P.S. II

vs.

Forestry

calling for

I decide to take a

Wednesday Five o'clock

Knox

establishment

that

One hour

P.H.E.
S.P.S.

thinking that

I am developing a severe case of claustrophobia
in the past
that as soon as the doors of that certain institution
are clos-

back, I decide to retire to a

courteous to coppers at

On

1.00

4.00

longer.

flip

doubters that wrestling and the various

moist hands,

amidst luxurious surroundings,

seems that

It

that this sport

All 28
tion.
colors sharp-

VERITHIN.

much

ing behind

Chetwynd hastened

Won't smear
or run under

sitting here

two months and

VERITHIN
U n revela-

nent when

am

ing activity.

their list without so
perimental try.

are perma-

I

sports-minded and the body-building
enthusiasts to take part in a
health-produc-

not husky or strong enough to participate, are inclined to eliminate this sport

detail.

As

story

ticularly those

en to needle
points for

Dear One-Tooth:

of an

activIt gives opportunity to both
the

from

s
'

LACROSSE

ity.

ful.

holds a fine point for over
marks before
It needs reshurpening.
4,000 check

this subject

more

for

Back Easl Playoff:

3.15

Front West Playoff:

you are not hearing from me in a long time and that the
reason why you
are not hearing from me in such a long time is something
that makes the

is

VERITHI

r

SOCCER

By Mickey Michasiw

explanation that the above
definition.
Wrestling is, according to our informant, a healthful and an interesting

An
rate

room

is

P.M.

5

SPORTS CALENDAR

of the Hart House wrestling room,
Mr,
Art Chetwynd, hastens to point out that

/jmafln^...vi\\a\

_

Intramural Sports Committee Meeting Today

if

the critic

time.

is

Is there

willing to put her grief in writing

a bidder in the house?

Beginners

.

The University Ski Club held their second meeting last Friday, and
they decided to devote special attention to the instruction of beginners
.
all you co-eds who have skis salted away in the closet can
start waxing
.

.

so

them

up,

try

again ... the right way.

and dream of gracefully swooshing down snow-covered hills without falling
.
someday.
Paid student experts will be on hand Sunday
afternoons to boost you out of the Newmarket banks and
persuade you to
.

For a Challenge io Meef the Times

—

COME

—

TONIGHT. MONDAY. NOVEMBER

26,

AT

7:45

P.M.

AN INTERDENOMINATIONAL RALLY
in

THE

Walmer Road

SALVATION ARMY

BAND will play and lead in
bright Singing.

Baptist Church
A. H. LIMOUZE, D.D.,
of the Presbyterian Church,
US. A., will deliver a challenging address.

REV.

This special meeting for youth is held in conjunction with the
Annuel Meeting of the United Stewardship Council of North
America convening in Toronto at this time.

it

.

The well-known twosome, Doug and Peg (PugsJey) Mann, are among
They are to assume the heavy onus of pick-

the guiding lights of the club.

ing racing teams destined for intercollegiate competition.

The
descend

executive

is

busy persuading the

in great quantities

soon

.

.

.

Won't

light

to ski

week-end plans.

Mighty Male, we throw
to take place in

uary

In the hopes

I

and hoping

that our

in the item that the next

two weeks ... and the deadline

that

snow

that the

will

bogey

"Well? "

readers include the

meeting of the club
for

membership

is

Torontonensis Editorial Board

is

Jan-

6.

VAR S ITY-Mc G

TONIGHT at 7:30 P.M

man

weather
it

of transportation restrictions will vanish at the same time to give the
green

I

LL

DEBATE
CONVOCATION

HALL

RESOLVED: THAT THIS HOUSE APPROVE UNRESTRICTED EUROPEAN IMMIGRATION TO CANADA FOR THE NE>
NEXT TEN YEARS.
VARSITY—FLORA MOFFAT
McGILL— WINSTON MAHABIR
ALLAN BROWN
JACK MacDONALD
1

Affirmative:

Negative:

.
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New and

was the first real Santa she had ever
seen and wanted to have her piclure
taken on my knee. Oh, I've bad some
funny ones over the years." But Claus'

Entrenous

And

Budgies

memory was

Claus

What

not,

it

appeared, too long.

By Ross McLean

some

would

it

be

if

I

brought him

nice long cigars?"

changed his gloves every day
Santa's occult powers were failing
beard every time he
He ate, he said, alot of hun,
drink.
The observation came from S. Claus, took a
maybe he would like to have
"Or
complexmarshmallows to get his ruddy
a child welfare worker of 25 years exsome of my special wine? I know what
ion.
perience.
an extra holiday." Claus
needs—
he
he
AH
He never scolded children.
"Children will be children now and
he smiled so coyly.
used was strategy and it worked,
tomorrow too," he told Martlia Schober
some
would he enter the girls'
had
how
had
And
miracle.
He
claimed, like a
who visited him at Eaton's. "Bui today
residences ?
requests.
are curious
they ask you so many questions and
was his Santaapologized,
he
the
That,
some
of
you
"Now let me tell
not satisfied with the usual answers."
be- secret.
funniest requests I have had since I
"How much do my reindeer weigh?
Why
years
ago.
twenty-five
came Santa
And how far do I have to travel?"
asked
only the other day a little feller
"Sometimes, I worry that I'm losing
And
for a live skunk to play with.
giving me the mc
are
they
that
and
grip
my
there was the 78-year-old
"Children are getting a lot smarter

years.

and

these days, Ihave to admit."

He

sterilized his

BUY

last

proverbial bird.

me
"But those that aren't giving il to
is
want me to give ft to them. What

of

child
budgie bird that every second
asking for now?I've never even heard
They all want it because
it before.

it

can be trained to

this
is

He
slacks,

week

lady from the States

who

said

that

I

For Comin Review
4:00

WAR SAVINGS

much midnight

oil

is

being burned

as a hustling band of Schoolmen pick
up hammers in place of slide rules to

give their all for School Nite.

Yes,

'tlia?

completion
novel,

more

School Nite set is nearing
with an idea even more

U.C. S.C.M.
p.m.—Forum series,
Believe?" Leader:
Candy. Upstairs in

In the basement of the School Build-

ing

4 :00

p.m.— "Old

"

Do You

Rev.

D.

Peck.

thai

..

of Veterans' Aff-

The Department

provides Dental and Medical
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you were to visit one of Imperial Oil's
sevgQ Canadian refineries, it would be like
stepping into a veritable "bouse of magic".
Natural crude oil is piped in at one end
and after many complex processes comes out in the form of more than 500
different products, ranging from chemicals for synthetic rubber and gasoline
and oil for cars, to wax for candles and asphalt for roads
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is what oil men call a "pipe still".
of feet of steel pipe heated by burners
inserted through one wall. The crude oil is pumped
through the pipe and raised to a temperature of
about 725° F. It then enters the "bubble tower"

This

many hundreds

It is a tall,
is a simple diagram of a bubble tower.
drum in which the heated crude oil is separated into its
various "fractions", which are drawn off through openings
in the side. The bubble tower is very hot at the bottom and
comparatively cool at the top.
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This shows how the trays work,
and what happens inside a
bubble tower. The hot oil vapors
rise from the tray below and
bubble through the liquid in the
tray above (hence the name, "bubbl tower"). The light vapors, escaping
from the liquid, rush upward to higher trays. The heavy vapors, however,
are condensed and carried off in liquid form through pipes. More and
more vapors are condensed as they pass through the trays higher up, and
are drawn out through the sides of the tower at various levels.
typical Imperial refinery, with its bubble towers and other fascinating
power our
is truly "a house of magic". Out of it comes gasoline to
cars . . fuel oil to heat our homes . . . kerosene for the farmers" lamps and
stove . . lubricating oils to keep the wheels of industry and transportation
rolling . . . waxes for floors . . asphalt for roads and airport runways . . even
basic ingredients for Miss Canada's cosmetics. All the crude oil is utilized
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Editorial

Drama

Music and

Jlrl,

Wilder: Philosopher

Unfair To Varsity
Let it be very clear what we are going to discuss. We are not
going to discuss whether Varsity students have the legal right to

both plays

berserk in the last act;

that cause

short, both degenerate into religious ex-

We
is

just.

Our question is a moral question whether it
student pickets to take part in these demonstrations.
:

advisable for

is

We

We

We

Not Apathy But Wisdom
are not recommending apathy towards questions of the day.
be understood that The Varsity strongly urges the University
to take up an unequivocal position on the moral issue of racial discrimination, whether on its own campus or elsewhere in Toronto or
in Canada. Racial discrimination is not to be tolerated in an enlightened society; it involves a direct and clear-cut question to which an
equally direct and clear-cut answer can be given.
Unfortunately, as we have pointed out many times before, no
similar clarity is discernible in certain industrial disputes currently
occupying newspage space. There are two sides to such issues,
colored, according to the observer's own predilections, black and
white or white and black respectively. To the rigidly impartial observer, the picture might be more accurately described in varying
shades of dirty gray.
It

it

So the question at hand is neither the validity of the cases now
being energetically supported by small groups of undergraduates with
sympathies which manifest themselves in picket lines, nor the legality
of such student interference in other people's business.
The question is whether, from the point of view of the University at large,
such interference is wise.
say again, it is not wise. Universities have become identified
certain quarters with radical ideas, with crackpot political and
economic theories, with all that is tentative, unsound, and downright
dangerous. And the student pickets lend weight to such carping.

We

unjust. Universities are

identification

rational
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that have

what
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is fundamentally sound in

human thought
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This philosophy results
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part
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lines representing

any
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in

1

admitted "that

ideologically perhaps
the

may

concede

Japanese-Canadians should not be

the

Wilder gives

it

Dr. Gibbs and Editor Webb.

Webb

has a daughter Emily,

Mr

who mar-

George,

only son of Dr. Gibbs.
dies giving birth to her second

And

about

that's

all

that happci

Where

are they to be
alone jobs found for them?

let

one has answered that question

high.

is

too offhand in Emily's

little

"return to

life"

yet.

gible ;

Editor Webb's

scene.

of

evidence

side of a question,
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NO BRANCH

valuable lines by 'failing to allow for the
laughter of the audience.

Mrs. Webb (Marj Blackall) and
Mrs. Gibbs (Charmion King) are not-

and convincing
George

able for their energetic

pantomime.
Gibbs

is

Hal

Walkley's

adequate,

Gordon

Newsome,

but rather dull

Bea

with

spirited

Atlin's

in

Thorkleson's

interpretaton
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pantomime as Howie

the milkman, deserves praise

the

— the
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choir.

lighting

sole realistic

technical effect of importance

—

is

note-

this

show

worthy.
Credit for the success of
really

goes

the

to

director,

Tovell, for achieving so

Vincent

much with a

covernment has the power to deport the hard-working, but not
supremely gifted,
Japanese under its special powers during group of
actors.
—Jeff Waite.
"a State of Emergency" which is still
leemed to exist. Peacetime legislation

To Give

St., in

Your Beaux

jority of the people as expressed by the
university students gen- Citizenship is generally an accident of
ileoted representatives of the people in
meddlesome lot of trouble- birth. Democracy is a system of govthe Dominion Parliament that such legband of immature crusaders. ernment where the great majority of

that

A MERRY WHIRL!

erally are a

makers, a

publicity only serves to of the people are in control. They may
increase the public misunderstanding of be idealized by demagogues and philosophers, but their real worth is in their
an already sadly misunderstood

Sudi adverse

institu-

practical value as

tion.

The
sity

Unfortunately,

action of a couple of dozen Var-

moved by

students,

their

personal

world.
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workmanlike concepts.
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live in

an imperfect

would be wonderful

if

war,

Sl,eet

STORES

as does the singing of the Presbyterian

strongly that the returning s<
his bride should have priority

it,

end

the

deported" and "show no concern about
in
this connection is now before the
Dundas Square, the meaning of citizenship in a demoHouse if it has not already been passed.
or in the middle of Toronto Harbor, cracy."
The proposed deportation is therefore
cannot but be regarded by the news"Citizenship" and "democracy" are
democratic as it is the will of the mapaper-reading, radio-listening public a; words much bandied about nowadays.

on North Yonge

I

ent than in the general tendency to lose
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Emily Webb.

understand
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John Walker in trying to
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assume the gruff tones of middle-aged
the name of Grover':
Dr. Gibbs became somewhat unintelli-
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potent, but the level of technical
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fact remains,
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author superimposes his religious con-
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tions did so.

therefore no

play. Unmade by doing

dramatic medium;
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which makes the point of the
fortunately the point is

demand

upon the imagination of the
large and the required illusion is utterly dependent on the skill of
in pantomime,
especially
the actors,
lakes
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ness and aesthetic impregnability, until

world's affairs.

of the stage unques-

The barrenness

versality of the setting, but the

(Wilder

Dear Sir:
d
Japanese even if by accident of birth or
If anything were needed to clinch
the
sturallzation they are legally Canarguments
a part of the public, must be always on
expounded in my letter re the
Hans.
guard against lending substance to that proposed deportation of Japanese-CanMr Lute questioned the legal grounds
adians, Mr. Lute's answers to the quessuspicion.

The

versities,

off

tionably conveys the notion of the uni-

does not realize the sad defi-

There are 25.000 British War Brides
come 'to Canada to start up
their Canadian veteran husbands. Many have children. The boys
in Holland arc getting engaged
married to Dutch girls at a rapid rate. I

be guided by the light of history than

play,

faucet,

Chinese theatre.

the

ciency of his responsive nature, his dull-

death

a

like

successfully strangles the

to his experience.

claims)
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Attack

more
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Town, which

modated.
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practices

of
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turning the dramatic action on and

us these ten years.

wide.

more reasonably

modification

and integrity of

audience through

ducts the

form Neverthele;

is

to be identified with ideas at large, with

the

A

two.

and at times participating
acts,
and the unconventional stage in the dramatic action himself. These
strategy of each of the plays, sustain unconventional stage practices, as most
them and make them as important as reviewers will probably explain to you
anything the American theatre has given in detail, reflect the influence of the

m

true that such

few absolutely essential properties
are used and most of these are symbolicstage manager conally conceived.
a

philosophi

former

the

position in dialogue

A

Does Us No Good

It is

on

third act of that play, is the inadequacy

We

Let

in

act becomes a

third

the

commentary

the vigour

think that all students owe
think that it is not advisable.
a primary duty to the good name of the University and to their
think
fellow students, a duty which the picketers are neglecting.
that they are bringing public censure upon the undergraduate body
and the University, and that it is more important to avoid doing this
than to sympathize publicly with an extremely debatable cause.

Dramatist

vs.

Both the Wilder plays that have been in a small town, so thafs about all the
presented on the campus this year
story that there is.
Skin o] Our Teeth and Our Town—go
There is no set for this play. Only

participate in picketing, either at Iceiandia or at the Imperial Optiare not going to discuss whether their presence in the
cal Co.
whether
is doing the cause of the strikers any good, nor

picket lines

27, 1945

islation be passed.

maintain that it is merely highminded hypocrisy for U. of T. students
to atack the people of B.C. unless they
have a practical solution to the problem
I still

which involves some concrete action nd

hate, selfishness, greed, and
racial prea particular cause, is amplified
"By
and exaggerated in the public mind judice could be banished from the earth.
Many things are morally and idealistall
9,537
Toronto
underistically wrong which we arc forced
by
graduates, and against all university
expediency to support such as the takstudents everywhere within earshot of

their

—George

against

E. Bettson.
Trinity

I

Arts.
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you ...

a flirtatious little

"chou"-

rimmed with pink rosebuds and with a demure mist of
veiling ... to

Say, the food we've been getting in
lately is nothing to write

by the people of Ontario. the restaurants
home about
fruits shall ye know them."
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zeal for

For the coquette

Therefore we haven't written home
about it.

We ordered

wear on formal dates

10.00

Millinery
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Dear Sir:
In reply to Mr. Kohn's letter of
day's Varsity,
that

there

branch

of

is

Mon-

would like to point out
on the campus a local

the

year on an appeal for financial aid

from students of this campus to go towards re-establishment of European

reasons

universities.

best interests of B. C. that the Japanese
return to B. C.
They have expressed

It therefore lias taken no
measure
towards collecting money for overseas
food parcels.
An effort has been made

view through their elected repre- to obtain a list of names
of students in
Parliament of Canada. Holland and France, in order to comSta- The
Government has decided after due municate with them, but no reply
Unlhas yet
this

sentatives in the

fite timo
Admin istratire

Published

week br the
CtmneU of the
Opinions exprcnol

steak?

mistake

I

It certainly

I

International Student
Service, a committee organized for the
purpose of dealing with student relief
needs.
This committe is concentraing
this

other evening.

came from a poorly-put-

together cow.
»
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The

waitress shuffled up to rearrange
on the counter.
She wondered about our dessert.
We thought we would have a piece

the dirt

*

They

didn't

•

Night Editor

—George

— Ed

Assistant

Forster

P.M

pic either,

it

726

turned out.

Unwarily, we substituted gooseberry
It tasted like absent-minded rhubarb.

YONGE
(I

Block south of Bloor)

pie.

consideration that their attitude
ifiable

by

the

Crown and

individuals.

Lindgren
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*

have apple
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OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL

But they were out of a la mode.
So we had ice cream instead.

—
—

A.

Save Money on Your Text Books

of apple pie a la mode...

-
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and SUPPLIES

FOR ALL COURSES

While I was waiting for it I swept
is justbeen received.
the room with a glance.
and that B. C. shall not be reI therefore suggest that any student
That was all it had been swept with
quired to absorb this foreign element
wisliing to send Christmas gifts of food
lately.
again.
to others overseas, send them in care of
™ty CcJleae.
The problem then facing the Governi ritHf*
iversity where they can be distribWhy doesn't some alert restaurateur
ment and the people of Canada is, what uted by
official sources.
itroduce chinawarc of red hue so that
Editor-in-Chief _.
W. Hurt Kenner, B.A. to do with the Japanese? Mr. Lute
says
The
I.S.S. on this campus is not un- the
Editor..
Women's
Pegrr Bates, 4T6
left-over Tangee and Fatal Apple
Manafring Editor,
Robert R. Robiason, 4T6 that they should be permitted to return aware
of the crisis in Europe as Mr. smears around the
Assistant
.—..Barbara K. Hood, B.A.
rim of a coffee cup
to their homes. That is begging the
Phil Sbsckleton.
Make-up Editor™
Kohn would seem to indicate; it is re- would no longer be
noticeable to irrPeg Wallace, B.P.H.E. question. I understand that
the homes serving its appeal until after
Christmas itate?
and businesses of many were taken over when an
Staff Photographer
extensive campaign for funds
It threatens
Business and
ll

TEXT BOOKS

•

So

legally sold to other
their status is now

new immigrants.
The housing shortage is Dominlon-

similar to that of

to be the biggest thing

will be launched.

These funds will go
committee of The World
Student Relief Federation in Geneva,
(Continued on page 3)

to the central

full,

fresh fruit flavor with an

amber

bottle.

Who

do you see about a patent?
Eros.
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Hari House Debale
The regular rehearsal

of the Glee Club will be held in the
Music Room at 5:00 p.m. to-day. Complete attendance is
requested since an audition is being held at this rehearsal
by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.

Glee Club
The second Hart House Debate
tomorrow in the Debates Room.

pm

will be held at 8-00
The resolution will deal

With the post-war domestic policy of the Federal Government. It is expected that the discussion will be concerned
with matters of current interest such as the racial
question, housing, rehabilitation

and the

flag.
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Blue Cage Squad Opens Season
With Exhibition Tilt Tonight
That

Ahead

Roy

is

Jam and Journalism

I

Dihvorth's

slogan

foi

SPORT INJHORT

the forthcoming basketball season as he
rounds the team into shape for its

game of the year and for his initial
game as mentor of the Varsity Blues.
tial

The
,

^

opener

takes

o'clock this evening

House

exhibition

game

Dihvorth
to give all

is

Y.M.H.A.

U.C. 2S_Vic.

hopes

6.

games

Dents.

as

Simpson Grads are scheduled for
an apperaance on Thursday while Tip
Tops and another team are to play here

5.

II.

Volleyball
0.

well.

next Tuesday and Thursday.

The team

Boxla Teams Sprint

We
laurels

The thirteen teams have now rounded
Wallace, Thomson, Gibson, Cranham, Spry, Fountain, Mayzell, Clayton, the turn and entered the home stretch
Himell, McRcynolds, Meschino, An- of the Intramural Lacrosse League, with
this week bringing the final few games
drews,
Hennessy, Varga,
McAdam,
Fitch, Glait, Tetmarr, Scott, Choate, of the regular fall schedule.
The playoffs
will begin early next week.
Swan, Potruff, Starr, Tredgett, SturGroup 1 will probably send two teams
gess, Lowes and Jones.
into the play-offs,

After Soccer

goal off the boot of Boris Stoicheff
gave School 1 the right to advance into
the soccer semi-final against Trintity

I

U.C

and Meds II are

stil

U.C. win they

will
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Jacki
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FUTURE PRACTICES WILL BE
MADE AT THIS TIME

Life
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TODAY
LECTURE AND DEMONSTRATION
of the

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF RESUSCITATION

markable

TRUE-FALSE TEST ON THEORY

more than

re-

ability.

From an

aggregation

of

National

Hockey League

Upon the shoulders of this "great"
the responsibilities of weeding, sel-

To

keep

more

out of

easily said

hockey

and

Place—Debates Room—Hart House
Time— 5:00 p.m.

introinjur-

During the week starting November 19th,
nasium classes will receive basic instruction

was more

St.

purchased the franchise and pur-

ates

chased the franchise and changed the

me

to
this

Maple

Leafs.

Bailey

stuck

organization for eight years,

VARSITY SOCCER TEAM
PICTURE

VARSITY

of the

Wednesday,

This

is

PM.

SKI CLUB EXECUTIVE

5

p.m„

St. Hilda's

games room.

another season, however and

By Mickey Michasiw

sees a reutrn to intercollegiate competi-

Thrice weekly the seniors go
through the paces at the Arena under
tion.

Sport Splashes

the quiet Bailey's guidance.

During practice sessions, Bailey often
was brought to a sudden
skates around disregarding orders to
Boston on December 12, 1933.
keep
out of hockey or at least on the
Eddie Shore, rough and ready Bruin
Last winter he was spotted
defenseman, checked from behind and sidelines.
with
a
hockey stick in hand showing a
Bailey went down.
The sound of his
head striking the ice surface was heard wing the principles of dodging a bruising rearguard.
throughout the Boston Rink.
From the start of the present season,
With the same courage and determination that he displayed on the athletic the Blues began to attract the attention
field, Bailey fought for his life.
This of the railbirds. A lot of them think
tihs

is

the Blues' year.

It will be, too,
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.

mittee.

His Trumpet

tickets on sale Thursday and friday,

i2

- -

-

2.

And

in u.c.

.

have been splashing through the Hart House .pool with a better-than-average
record for consistency
. , AI
Marshall, holder of the Canadian senior
breast stroke record, led his University College team to a convincing 28-5
victory over Vic yesterday. The big news is not in the victory but, rather,
is in the manner through which it was attained ... All five events
were
taken by the winners. In the 50 yard back event, Sawyer was clocked at
.

... the interfaculty record stands at 33.6 ... the intercollegiate laurel
and was set 'way back there in '25 ... In the SO yard free-style
came through with another smashing performance with his time
recorded at 24.3 ... the interfaculty time is 25.2 and he was
but a tenth
32.0

is

32.4

event, Opie

Central

... The Junior "B" hockey squad is
but yesterday, was pared to eighteen.
catching the eyes of the rink rats.

|BUy

WAR

Y.M.CA.

under the tutelage of Ace Bailey
Brankston, Pearson and Smythe are
Their first game is carded for next Monstill

day with St Mike's Junior Bees as opponents.

Game

time

is

8:30.

SAVINGS STAMPS

DANCE

Saturday Night

ROYAL YORK HOTEL BANQUET HALL

.

mark. With swimmers of this calibre around, the
Varsity swim team is in for a very rosy future ... The Varsity
water polo
team meets stiff competition in its opener tomorrow evening
as it tackles
the team that is rerputcd to be the best club in Canada,

.

While Shore was the culprit, the Act(Continued from page 2)
ire him no grudge.
He mentioned no and will be distributed according to
names, blamed no one.
need, from there.
'It happened in the heat of battle."
June Wrong.
he maintained. "Those things will happChairman of the U. of T. I.S.S- Com-

.

Coinciding with the announcement that this season's intercollegiate swim
meet will be held at Queen's on March 2, came the news that local swimmers

off the intercollegiate

him through the terr- if the material shows half the stamina
which kept him in the hospital and determination that Irvin (Ace)
ley has shown through his lifetime.
for thirty-six days while friends and
fans rallied around anxiously awaiting
*
ible crises

- -

I

After another breather, the Blues were
reorganized last year.

Iialt in

ELLIS McLINTOCK

— WEDNESDAY.

MEE TING

until his career

med-

gym-

following week.

and molding, not only the senior Bailey was concerned and so in 1935
he
team but also the Junior "B" edition appeared as coach of the West
Toronto
1 a coach is appointed,
Juniors and was also at the helm
vin (Ace) Bailey needs no intro- commercial team. The following year he
duction to hockey fans. In his playing accepted the opportunity to mastermind
days, he was a two-way star. He the Blues.
played a mean right wing. On the laA rebuilding program was inaugurcrosse field he had equal aptitude. Off ated under his watchful eye hut it was
the playing surfaces he was, and still is, not until the spring of 1940 that McGill's
admired, respected and worshipped.
dominance was finally broken. Cessation
Bailey's hockey career began in goal of hockey caused by the intervening war
rather than on the wing position which years found the Thompson Trophy restbrought him fame and, perhaps, fortune. ing in Hart House. A team made up of
From Bracebridge High he moved to players like Bob Copp, Jack Quigley,
the big city to play lacrosse for the Don Dunbar, Jock Mainard and Cam
Mimico Mounties and hockey for St. MacLachlan had finally brought home
St Mary's C.L.M.AA. The latter team the long-awaited and sough-after laurels.
is now konwn as the Marborough JunDuring the war years, Bailey's coachiors and it was with this team that ing chores were limited. The Research
Colonels of the Toronto Senior Series
Bailey was converted into a forward.
Early in November, '26, Bailey signed came under his guidance for a season.
pro contract with the Toronto

all

in Resuscitation Practice, preliminary to the course
offered the

than done as far as

ecting

Patrick's. In February of the following
year Major Connie Smythe and associ-

p.m.

PRACTICAL EXAMINATION

result of the accident, he was
barred from hockey as a player and referee because of the danger of bodily

"greats" comes Irvin
it seems, holds the key to
contact. The special helmet was
whether the 1945 Varsity Blues are to duced shortly after to
avoid head
have a winning or a losing hockey sea- ies in heavy checking games.
son.

—5:00

shake.

Bailey, who,

fall

Time

Thursday, November 29th

As a

People are apt to lose their head:

12.

Brisbin

the score a wit

^ *~

^ibinon by frchie

hospital bulletins.

Dancing From 9 to

Brisbin

Knox

B

ical science pulled

Wednesday; November 28th, 7:30 P.M.
AT CONVOCATION HALL
Prompt and Full Attendance

vs.

Brisbin

Lecturer— Dr. R. W. I. Urquhait
Place—Debates Room—Hart House

fortitude coupled with the best in

for Full Orchestra

McDonald

Mel
Dent D
Knox B
I

There aren t too many sporting
On his discharge from hospital, a sell
nouns in the vocabulary of the average
out benefit exhibition game was
staged
hockey fan—or the average hockey
at Maple Leaf Gardens. Much
controvwriter, either, if facts must
be faced. ersy took place before
Eddie Shore was
One of those most frequently employed
granted a place on the All-Star team
from Noah Webster's pride and joy is
and the pre-game ceremonies were
"greats" and it usually is used in a
highlighted by the Bailey-Shore handsense which

ith

^tj^^/ Quiet accurate
321 BLG
(Ground

Cooke

Vic. Ill

.

.

tied

indicates

a

OCUtlST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Ex-Service Students

Moffat

RESPIRATION COURSE

By Mickey Michasiw

automat-

with four wins
had taken a pass from
Johnny Robinson, gave the SPS eleven and two losses
Forestry has run up a string of four
a 1-0 win over Forestry
The game was rough and tough straight wins in Group III and will
throughout with an abundance of body- prove tough opposition in the Dafoe Cup
Only one team enters the finals
checking and indiscreet elbowing on the drive
from tliis group.
part of both teams.
Group IV finds S.P.S. IV and St.
Stoicheff, Robinson and Ajuha were
Mikes in a verbal battle for top honors
the outstanding performers for School
nd .the lone playoff position.
They
while Cambell, Mennill and Beckwith
played to a 6-6 draw yesterday, but S.
showed up well for Forestry.
S. IV have protested the last St.
Mikes goal. The group title hinges on
the decision of the Committee at tomorrow's meeting.
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St.M.

and P.
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ically enter the playoffs

after Stoicheff
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Vic, with four wins, are certain of
nothing less than a first place tie. If
Meds II can beat U.C. on Thursday

Wed. afternoon, The goal, which
half way through the opening half morrow.
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laurels should be placed

htaed prowess

H. E. assured of finishing in that order.
Group II will also qualify two teams,
but Vic,

Win

more

Jr.

4.00

.

top after a tough tussle with
P.H.E. juniors
ness to the even struggle
. .
, 8 . 13
Betty

ton,

Semi-Finals

offer

where

came out on

roster, to date reads: Zea-

SPS In

juniors, stating that the

With Fear and Trepidation

Next Week

Playoffs
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A 2— Pre-Med. A

4.00
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team had won the game bv
a score of 19-15. Well, it seems that
the Vic. girl, should have been
congratulated rather than their opponents ...
so to Barb Seibert (the best
guard of the lot), Peg Scott, Isobel Birkenshaw
(the gal with four points
to her credit ,» said game). Jean Birkenshaw,
Ruth Irwin, Ida Mae Nicholson Val Wilmot (also having shot four
balls into the net), Jane Shoemaker (marking up her team's score by nine
point,), Dori, Inch, and to
a player minus a surname in the
report
Cynthia, who is reputed to be
very good
,vc say
it was a mistake, and
to you all goes the credit
of winning the basketball game.

7.
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S and
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game and

the following three exhibition
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this

an equal chance to display
This will be his .policy for

their wares.

O-Knox

P.H.E. II_Sr. S.P.S.

on the polished Hart

into the

— Forestry

Lacrosse

carry a squad of twen-

will

men

S.P.S. II

seven

at

and the opposition for

floor

ty-eight
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Polly Muiz

Misfortunes and mistakes hobble
alone behind „s in groups these day.
making this old gray head even grayer,
and shadow our dreams a deeoer
color of black. Which all goes to
show the vulnerability of human nature
... but on the sunnier side of the street proves that
someone does cast an
eye over this sheet ever so often if only to
say .
Anal another error 1"
21 tWS C °'°
° rep0rtal a baskctb »"
between
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Speaking of Swing

New and

ing brass section.

We

were denied this
we know, is

pleasure as Al, as far as

Entrcnous

patterns around the chords of Confessin,

Body and Soul, and Jumpin at the
Woodsidc. Other members of the band
moments who drew attention, were trumpter
Harry Edison and clarinetist Ruddy

with the Lunceford aggregation.

Down

Out!

Lights

For The Count

Some

of

the

outstanding

were provided by Buddy Tait who disRutherford.
tinguished himself by his moaning tenor
The Count's piano, although pretty, is
was a powerhouse, driving the brass to solo behind the blues vocals of James
outdated and does not compare to the
terrific
heights
from
the
opening
bars
Rushing.
that
Queensway
It
has
been
said
no
one
return at the
Ballroom of
playing of the New Jazz artists on 52nd
of / Got Rhythm to the close of the can sing the Blues like Jimmy and with
the "Jump ICing of Swing" Count Basie.
One O'Clock Jump.
this we heartily agree.
The voice of Street. Those who saw the last jazz
Although his old standbys Buck Clayton,
concert will agree that Errol Garner
"Snooky" Young former Lunceford James R. Can hardly be compared to
Young,
and
Earl
WarrLester
Jo Jones,
that
of
Frankie,
but
it
that quality surpassed him by far, not only in his
has
who formed the nucleus of the orig- and Hampton lead man, headed the brass
His and rhythm that leaves the field of na- versatility, and imagination, but in his
inal band were not with him, the per- section with his thrilling top G's.
tive,
sorrowful blues exclusively to
flawless ambidexterous technique. Nevformance of the new one proved that it blowing was high and exciting never
him.
descending to the level of tasteless and
still played some of the finest jazz. In
ertheless the Count remains one of the
sceeching
which
is
charindiscriminate
Illinois Jacquotte, a comparative newthe main every arrangement was typical
foremost of jazz composers with such
acteristic of altogether too many supp- comer to the field of jazz, although not
riff-Basic, consisting of simple repitinumbers as the "One 0' Clock" Jump,
quite filling the shoes of his
by power- osedly great trumpeters today.
Friday and Saturday nights saw the

St George Street, it seems, is not re- whole city every year, our reporter
Hydro Electric Power circ- wondered next, desperate to come away

ferred to in
les as "the

boulevard of broken beams."
be almost weekly ex-

wtli

On what must

cursions the green H.E.P.C. truck cruis-

St George on a

es up

bulb-replacing

some information.

She would have
to

the

to refer that question

Superintendent

of

Lighting Department,

the

mission.

the

lifespan than bulbs on, say Clifton Ave.

Due, doubtless,

to

who

students

ity

prankish Universdensely populate

so

St George.
Not so.
So far as

man

The

re-

Obliged to launch personal research
into the matter, the reporter strolled

the distance

on St George between Hos-

kin and Bloor and reports that there are
five

he knew, the man at the
H.E.P.C. office said, St. George Street
was no worse than any other street

Street-

hydro

But the Sup't was out
Bulbs in street lamps along St George
porter hung up.
must, we suspected, have a much shorter

id

broken lamps, three on the east
two on the west side.

side,

tious section passages backed
ful take-offs.

included

Fred

predecess-

which
and

The rythm

section

Greene,

guitarist,

Fred Richardson, a

five-string bassist,

pleased

add

his

"Baste Boogie", and other hits to his

would have been ors Don Eyas and Lester Young,
AI Kilian had been there to showed himsel to be a master of the
trumpet to the already outstand- jazz medium by his weaving of intricate
reviewers

These
I

credit.

if

Shaul, Starkman.

(Advertisement)

Toronto.

How many

lamps are broken

in

the
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The Department

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
LENS PLANT STRIKE

of Veterans' Aff-

provides Dental and Medical
Treatment during the time you are
in receipt of your Educatonal Benairs

efit

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY

BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS
ML 3791
B7 St. George St.

(Located al 365 Dundas

DEMOCRACY

Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

East of Sherbourne

St.,

vs.

St.)

DICTATORSHIP

in this Branch Factory of Imperial Optical Company, located at Ontario and Dundas Streets, in a free
democratic secret vote, voted 5 to 1 against going on strike. Despite this, Local 514 of the U.E.-C.I.O., dictatorially called
this strike with the aid of outside Union Organizers and against the wishes of the majority of the employees in this Plant.
Since the strike began, and despite the pressure of the Union, approximately 50% of the employees have shown their loyalty
and reported for work each day.

The employees

ADS

CLASSIFIED

NEGOTIATIONS WITH LOCAL

FOR SALE

RA.

2277.

Tan

leather pen-case, with

LOST
graved,

Medical

vicinity

name

en-

Building,

Thurs. Finder please leave at S.A.C.

I

This Company Respects the
Rights and Dignity of
Organized Labour

Office.

FOR SALE
Full dress

waist 32.

man, 6

for

suit,

Oil HU.

feet

tall,

!

2052, after 7 p.m.

FOR SALE
Brown

Britton and

second edition. Call

illustrated Flora,

HU.

2052, after

|

This Company recognizes the right of its employees to join
any lawful organization or Union of their own choice and has
not discriminated against them for this. The Company feels that
the irresponsible actions of this Local has prejudiced the cause
of organized labour which has done so much for the working
man and for the Industrial development of this Country.
This Company has never refused to meet at any time with
its employees with a view to resolving differences and assuring
co-operation and mutually satisfactory working conditions.

7 p.m.

Working Conditions in
LOST
Signet ring, engraved "T.G.H.", lost

I

1

S.AC,

office.

LOST
Black zipper notebook,

Sta-

lost at

dium, Sat afternoon. Contains Medical

Please leave at

notes.

S.A.C,

office.

J

A

full

FOR SALE

worn, size

The usual vacations with pay are granted

fitted coat,

16, tall. $10.00.

slightly

LA.

7426.

cx-servicemen,

desire

tutor

in

Year end bonus

1st yr, C.

Actuarial

&

F.,

Liberal

rcstrung.

Work

re-

guaranteed.

Phone KI.

(Jack) between 5-8.

is

supplied to

Cafeteria.

There is a Registered Nurse available in a specially equipped MediDispensary where drugs and compounds, etc., are supplied with-

out charge.

RACQUETS REPAIRED
paired,

available with

Harmonious Relations
1.

3.

.

There

is a Labour Management Committee elected by the
ployees functioning in this Plant

This Modern Air-conditioned Lens Plant
the American Continent.

is

one of the

Working conditions are

Em-

finest

a prime concern of management
safety record of the Company is an excellent one.

on

and the

4.

Established in 1900, this Company has always enjoyed an enviable reputation for harmony and mutual confidence between

5.

In normal times, the Labour turnover of this
less than 2%.

employees and management.

6.

More than
with

8.

it

Company has been

100 employees in the Company generally have served
15 to 25 years or more.

from

This Company has always been resourceful enough to provide
regular employment throughout the entire year with no seasonal
lay-off.
Never in its 45 year History has it been necessary to
have a general lay-off; even in times of depression and severe
difficulty this Company has always been resourceful enough
to
provide regular employment for its workers throughout the year.
An expanding Export Business has made this possible, even at
times when competition from other countries was most
severe.

Working conditions outlined above have been

in effect for

many

Acts of Violence and Intimidation Cannot Be Tolerated
The majority of the employees in this plant have expressed
their wish to continue working, and for their benefit, despite
threats and intimidation, the Imperial Optical Company
Lens
Plant will remain open.

re-

cal

24-hour service.

Each morning and afternoon, Tea, Coffee or Milk
employees without charge.

There is a Cafeteria in the Plant for the use of the employees.
Both hot and cold meals are served at Cost Price.

5129.

Badminton and Squash Racquets

is

Organized teams for both men and women to take part in Baseball Leagues, Bowling Leagues, etc., with the major portion of the
expense paid by the Company.

years in this Plant.

valuable lecture

urgently needed.

HY.

than a year at that

Y.M.C.A and the Y.W.C.A
of the Membership Fees.

in the

Company paying 50%

Morning and Afternoon Refreshments.

Company

LOST
Small black suitcase, containing Uni-

ward.

Membership

7.

Science.

all

versity text books,

Sports Activities.
the

For the past several years, this Company has been able to pay
those who have been with it for a year an extra week's pay as a special bonus. This has been made possible by the loyalty and co-operation of the employees and the excellent results that they have achieved.

Apply Box T, The Varsity.

notes,

A

special Group Insurance plan is available to all employees at
very low rates with the Company underwriting part of the cost

to all employees.

less

may

Group Insurance.

.

Those who have been with the Company for
time have received a smaller cash payment

WANTED
Two

A

Physician is available whom employees and their families
consult in confidence and at no charge.

2.

week's pay, 52 weeks a year.

Local 514 U.E.-C.I.O. has publicly acknowledged that wages are
not the issue in this strike. Wages in this plant are as high or higher
than those paid in competitive Plants in this industry. In early October, all employees were guaranteed that the basic rate now paid or
higher would be maintained for at least the next two years.
It is the policy of this Company to assure workers a full week's
pay throughout the year and therefore they receive a full week's pay
even for weeks lhat contain a public holiday. Workers are paid for
public holidays at their regular basic rate of pay.
If there should be a breakdown on machines, or if something
interferes with production, or if sufficient work is not available, workers nevertheless receive their regular basic rate of pay.

Lady's dark blue

Plant Doctor.

This Plant

Sat night on or near campus. Please
leave at

514 U.E., C.I.O.

For more than a year this Company has bargained in good faith with Local 514, treating the Union Organizers and their
representatives with courtesy and consideration. The Government Board of Conciliation, which met in July, 1945, reported
"The Board was impressed by the fact that both Parties made conscientious effort to resolve their differences."
This Company had every good intention of concluding an agreement with this Local; however, the subsequent conduct
of this Local towards the Company, its employees, and its management, has made it impossible for the Company to enter
into a contractual relationship with it and still uphold the principles of Canadian Democracy.
Information has been spread by Local 514 U.E.-C.I.O. in a way which tends to grossly mislead those who do not know
the true facts, and it is to clarify the real points at issue that this statement is made.

Maths, Physics and Chemistry texts.

7989,

IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST DECENCY

Citizens everywhere appreciate the efforts of the
Toronto
City Police in maintaining law and order, which they
have done
with the greatest restraint and courtesy, insuring legal
picketing and protecting the legal democratic right of citizens
to work

AND DEMOCRACY MUST

PREVAIL.

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY, TORONTO

———

;

Varsity Blues Triumph
In First

Game

Practice

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER CHARTS
University of Toronto basketball Blues
last evening in the midst of mild chaos.

won

their

The Undergraduate Newspaper
VOL.

»

was 'pkyTin

eight-minute "quarters" and after the end of
the eame
B
board read, Varsity 58, Y.M.H.A. 24.

the score "
'

Unprecedented

J

curred that the bulk of Dilworth's woil<
would fall when the double bakers^
dozen would be pared to the ten men

game

the

and the

to

last

sport

caught

the fancy of the small but enthusiastic

Both quintets were loaded with

crowd.
former

Blues

.

.

Don

.

Gord

Gibson,

Wallace, Bill Fountain, Murray Thomson, Stu Scott, Harry Mayzell, Colin

Cranham, Doug Spry, Zeke Zeaton and
Joe Meschino.

Don Gibson

number

Of

—

Que., Nov. 26

Mayzell

I

The

president

ruff

(2),

(5) , Glait
(4),

(2),

Sturgess
Starr,

Cranham

(5),

Swan

Himell

(5),

(1),

Seniors:

Rogin

(2),
(I).

at U.

C,

(D. A. F. Robinson)

time.

Lieut Commander RCNVR
Commanding Officer UNTD.

No

could be seen for

relief

several

and

on any- speaking from the floor are expected to
provide the meat of the evening's
probasis.
ceedings; and our guests are
associated
Meanwhile almost on all Canadian
with the most controversial
topics of
campi the organization of student-servnetwork

to operate

more than a temporary

ing student-training broadcasting activities

Three men outstanding
have agreed

preparation of

The

Ghristmas

in their respec-

and

tributions

Supplement,

number

select a

The

Harris Symphony No. 3
Beethoven Symphony No. 6

House Debaters
They Would Govern

of speaking

from the

direct radio link in the United

addressed to the Speaker
at the WardStates will transmit a continuous exoffice before 5 p.m today;
change of important lectures, debates,
they
music and sports between Swarthmore, may also in the course of the debate
pass a note to the Speaker
Haverford, Bryn Mawr and the Unirequesting
permission
to speak
versity of Pennsylvania, all members of
While such requests do not confer the right
the Intercollegiate Broadcasting Systi
to speak,

to-day.

light

privilege

is open to every
member of the
House, according to the published
Rules
of
Procedure.
Members wishing to
peak may leave a note to that
effect

immediate

future.

for re-

production.

Poetry will be judged by Prof. E. J.
Mr. John A. Hall, member of the Pratt, head of the English Department
at Victoria College. Dr. Pratt, author of
staff of the Fine Art Dept. and instrucBrebeuf, Dunkirk, and other lauded
tor of the Hart House Art Classes and
poems, will select prizewinners in the

Hugh Kenner announced

editor

possibility for the

floor

of

to assist in the

Varsity's forthcom-

Literary

the newly-formed Women's Art
Group, has agreed to judge the art con-

The

remains a nebulous suggestion and

an unlikely

The IBS

and serious verse departments.

also includes

campus

frey

facil itate

stations

Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia
Brown. Williams, Union, Cornell, Buck-

work

the

of the Speaker.

at

Judge
will

of the essays

and short

be Prof. F. E. L. Priestley,

stories

member

nell.

of the department of English at Univers-

University of Virginia,

New

Alabama

Ross McLean

was on January 31 in 1924 that
explained by Warden J. B. Bickersteth, as a result university sympathies were
group of Hart House debaters filed a
these rules were to allow members to again sorrowfully misrepresented.
of the Debates Room.
After a heated come in and out of the Debates Room
The actual incident is related thus
inaugural session, the House had viewed continually during
a meeting. "We are

Regulations

and Stephens.

Dr. Priestly is the author
forthcoming book on the 18th

For Veterans Pay

ity College.

It

Establishment of the hookup was pre-

months ago by the

dicted six

Century radical thinker Godwin, and inone of the U. C. writing

Immediate admim'strative regulations

first coll-

ege broadcast linking twelve IBS member stations for an hour-long program

structor in

to permit veterans attending
university

earn as high as $75 a month
without
San Francisco United any deduction being made
from their
D.V.A. allowances were announced after
stories, essays, light verse, and poetry'."
Before the war college stations were yesterday's meeting of the
Veteran's
carried the editor stated "and the cream of the
going on the air from Maine to Cali- Committee of the House of Commons.

the Stars and Stripes were
confidence the formation
anxious to get away from the idea of
solemnly into the room.
A negative
Labor Government in England and said an audience sitting stiffly
in their places
speaker in dramatic flourish, seized the
that it would welcome the development throughout the evening,"
he said.
The
flag and tossed it out the window.
of a similar party in Canada.
Women were admitted to a Hart flag was speedily retrieved from
With an important destiny in Canada, House Debate only once. Forty co-eds
ground below and the House Speaker
Hart House debates had begun.
took advantage of the opportunity and was rebuked for letting it enter in the
Debating topics in the subsequent heard Hart House discuss the desir- first place.

with

twenty-one years were to range from ability of living in

or Berlin.

the

ladies

North America Act to de

British

Valera, speakers were to include

M. King and Viscount
interesting

sidelights

W.

Bennett,

were

to be

and
nu-

Moscow
Moscow won and the

wt

classes.

contributions

in

each

art, short

section

will

be

published in the special 8-page supple-

ment

that the

At the conclusion of the debate
member rose and declared that he

instructed to affix the cravat

Speaker don a green

ting clothing accessory.

At

U.S^Colleges

tie as

and

"In addition,

to

the

will

soon answer

Sagebntsh,

campus

newspaper. Conferences on the subject
have taken place between Senator E. T.
Carvillc of the State of Nevada and
officials of the

Norwegian Embassy

vinegar and soda.
in the

in

Washington.

Within the past few months, between
200 and 300 Norwegian youths have
been sent to the United States by their
government to obtain college educations
in American universities.

ion

Special wircd-radio transmisssystems confined their broadcasts
campus. In these stations,

fit-

able

which

also

will

be

published

Was it the member
Omen of a Happy Event?
laid.

The
the

possibility

that

it

New

Co-operation

Seen

In

Fireworks and Jamaica rum combined awe the mighty, ten-mile-Jong Kaiser
Liberty shipyards.
group of U. N. T. D.

Future

to provide a

unteers with an explosively memorable

prodded,

"This

was gripped growing

House, and they swiftly voted conto the Warden. The mo-

Varsity Sailors' V-J Day
Spent In Jamaican Port

is

further indication of the

co-operation

between

V-J Day

Upon

many

campus organizations which we hope

past gratulations

will continue in the future," said pres-

Kingston, Jamaica.

completion of their fortnight's

training

Nova

in

last

summer

Scotia,

the

at

Cornwallis,

wanderlust-bitten

irresistible targets for impromp- tion was reluctantly declared out of
volunteered to serve in Canada's
ident Roy Clark in speaking of the group
stunts 'by undergraduate members.
order.
navy during the summer.
During the Munich season ChamberThe carpet was no omen, said the forthcoming panel discussion to be held
Came several weeks of unexciting,
lain was to the fore as the House Warden. It had been decided to lay a at the C.CF. Club's open meeting this
token minesweeping in Halifax harbor,
sighed his policy against Eden'
carpet during each debate. The carpet

A pair of U.C. men entered the house remains today. It is now red.
the unmistakable guise of Hitler and
Most publicized session was the one
Chamberlain and performed a panto- at which Viscount Bennett, as Speaker,
Bergen - McCarthy stunt with addressed the House for an hour
Hitler improperly in the dummy's role the wisdom of Canada retaining a j
Chamberlain's lap. "If peopli
fcrred position in Empire markets. The
agree

with

my

policy," reasoned the account of this speech was carried in
the laughter all Canadian papers and also in the
them consider my gout." London Times. He carried the vote,
The L^nited States flag went flying 311 to 190, but a year later the House
it the Debates Room window during a
oted want of confidence in the Bennett
hate on Canada's share of Empire government
efense. The press took proper note and
Tonight will be Number 70.

tudent- Chamberlain after

had faded,

"let

Hitherto earnings of only $40 or less

have been permitted without deductionThere was no indication tliat the allow-

The Varsity

"after

proven

the roll call at the University of Nevada,

according

:

Hart House debates have

(Exchange) University of NevadaThere is a possibility that the number

Norwegian students

the later dailies that the "Heidelberg

Beer" was ersatz

fornia.

to the college

The Clerk was supplement"

wished to toast the female guests. He some difficulty succeeded in so doing.'
Hart House Debates were equipped apologized for having no vodka, but
Appearance of a green carpet in the
with a lucid set of rules of procedure. substituted what he alleged was Heidel- corridor outside the Debates Room
Their deliberate design was to permit berg beer.
provoked a member to rise on a point
Excitably, The Mail and Empire de- of order and inquire why it had been
a general "free and easy" behavior. As

Norwegian Youths

Nations Conference,

is sponsorstudent actors, engineers, writers, ann- ances themselves would be raised
from
ing a contest for suggestions for a suit- ouncers, musicians and sound effects men
their present level of $60 a month for
University War Memorial, the are now receiving invaluable radio ex- single students
and $60 for married stujudges for which will be announced perience.
I dents with no children.
"Delendus est DeValcra" was a 1934 later. Each suggestion should be backed
resolution that witnessed the suggestion up by a 400-word essay, the best of

toasted with unexpected eclat

scribed the goings-on .to its readers the
next morning, then blushed to discover

to

celebrating the

"Prizes will be awarded for

merous.

of

racial

"Members

years, the President concluded.

For Christmas Literary Issue

Botscliaft

By

ernment at Ottawa."
Labor disputes, charges of

with the establishment of a permanent religious discrimination in
the Univerwire hookup announced today by the sity and elsewhere, re-establishment of
student veterans, and the
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System of
deportation
of Japanese-Canadians are expected
to
U. S. universities.
come in for vigorous comment
Four Eastern Pennsylvania colleges
"The motion was purposely left elashave this month joined their student-run tic to let
speakers introduce what matcampus to provide the first intercoll- ter they please," Lyon said.

;

(3) Rig of the day, No. 3's with
lanyards.

the race prejudice issue.

post-war policy of His Majesty's Gov-

radio stations in the United

States have taken another step forward

freshman population tnters second
by the first year students
now on the Queen's Park campus simultaneously a new crop of Ajax freshwill enter.
Total registration at
Ajax is expected to reach 4,000 by that

(2) Ratings are to use rear entrance to drill hall.

tive fields

(2),

How

Campus

as

its

Pre- War Hart

Decided

mushroom

is

Treue Lithe
Wiegenlied

Shetman,

will

on

The resolution to be debated is: "That
House resolutely condemns the

the day."

Women's

Today's program:

(2),

Wiseman

Takefman

and Shapiro

(3),
(8),

Simon

Ajax

Varsity Calls Creative Writers

held daily

4.00 to 5 :30 in the

Brahms

Flicht (2), Litvack (4),

Shoom

In September,

egiate radio

faculty.

Mayzell
(4),
Zeaton and

this

Hook-up

of

year, swollen

open to
men and women of every college and

(2),

Join Wire

thing

Common Room

Hennessy

Andrews

(4),
Fitch,

Spry

from

Clayton

(2),

year

focus of Toronto's thorniest labor dispute. The other guests are expected
to

take sides

students are

first

U.S. Campi Radio

applied science and engineering there.

TC

stated

RECORD HOUR

Meschino (4).

Y.M.H.A.

society

The record program,

McReynolds, Pot-

(2),

Choate,

the

the

enter

to

accepted the invitation.
expected that the rest will attend
and speak from the floor oi
Mr. Hermant is assistant to the President
of the Imperial Optical Company, currently
the

is

.

Jhejtouse.

rehabilitation legislation.

Gibson (6), Fountain (2)
Wallace (4), Thomson, Lowes

McAdam

of

Ajax

1,700 to 2,000

expected

will
parade Thursday,
29th November, at 1900, at the CObuilding, 119 St. George Street.

Bill Rogin that these figures should be of asssitance
do and do as I to those on the Veterans' Committee
scorers with his who are interested in amending the

Varsity:

(4) ,

and 30,000 by September,

.

From

with excepof those who have applied for
ratings,

discharge

married.

if

by leading all
eight points. Shoom, Simon and Litvack present
also showed up well.

Varga,

tion

UNTD

Manager

visitors,

with "do as

say"

Scott,

All

inadequate.
They
claim that the expenses of a student,

remaining three "quarters".

For the

1946,

Since the University of Toronto, is
expected to absorb some 30% of the

U.N.T.D.

combine whether married or single, are $100 a
month. His grant is $60 a month, in the
Clayton and case of a single man, and $80 a month

Barry Lowes, Whitey
Ross Sturgess paced others during the

led off

The January,
term 1946.

Cranham - Meschino

-

accounted for 13 points.

DISCRIMIN ATIONS STRESSED
Mr. Sydney Hermant, Rabbi Abraham
L. Feinberg, the Rev.
V\
Lyndon Smith, and writers of several recent
controversial letters to I he Varsity have all been
invited to attend tonight's Hart
Mouse debate on the government's post-war
policy, W. D Lyon
Secretary of the Debates Committee, stated
yesterday. The debate
open to all members of Hart House, will
be held in the second-floor
Debates Room at 8 p.m.
While only Mr. Hermant has definitely

(CUP) mushroom

maintenance grants

the last five to take the floor, the

of full-time students this

Dr. Smith said.
Dominion-wide veterans' enrolment, exAmplifying his prediction of further service
students here should number
growth, the President stated 5,000 by next
January and between 7,000
Presentation of a brief containing the that 14,500 ex-service students were
now and 9,000 by next September. These
facts on maintenance grants and
housing attending colleges and universities across plus an estimated
6,000 civilian underof ex-service students at McGill Univer- Canada, of whom 3,500 are at the U.
graduates will make up the total enrol
sty to the Parliamentary Committee
on
ment
Veterans' Affairs was decided last
week
The increase in registration next
at a general membership meeting of the
spring will be taken care of by the openMcGill Students Veterans' Society.
ing of the Ajax division, Dr. Smith said.

MONTREAL,

Varsity scorers

two baskets.

of T. D.V.A. experts told a recent con-

the

at

Toronto

exceeds 9,500, with occasional students
bringing the overall total to some 10,300

Results of a questionnaire, on which
with three baskets and was impressive the brief will be based, show that Mcthroughout his tenure. Wallace netted GiU's 350 veterans find the present
led all

of

by President Sidney E. Smith.

Claim McGil! Vets

combinations

five

registration

may reach ference of university heads in Ottawa
was suggested that the total number of ex-service stuby figures recently given The Varsity dents in Canada should reach 17,000 by

plus the

substitutes he will carry.

Of

1946 Presented For Comment

In

15,000 by next September

Too Low

Grants

that

Possibility

University

—

;

their wares, the first

Government Proposals

•

'

able to dress for a

Recjistration

Will Flood Campus

without substitution during that partiXr
*
session
Dilworth had set up a private "Gestapo
squad'which sat along the
Hart House sidelines preparing
"' an individual
•
!
player chart'
chart. With
this data and that to be gathered
at the next three practice
prartke games,
Dilworth will narrow the team down
to a moldable size
Sideline comments at the game con-

is

No. 44

HERMANT TO ATTEND DEBATE TONIGHT

five

Coach Roy Dilworth sent a bevy of twenty-five
players into the
game in hopes of narrowing his roster down
through th s means
Five players took the floor for each
"quarter"
2,!l
*r f.t
?
8

he
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opening
g g

The game, originally billed as a practice encounter,
proved to be
just that as both teams took ample opportunity
to experiment with
P ays and players. By mutual consent the game

'

LXV

evening.

and then the entire nautical company
Heading the discussion, "Imperialism,
was drafted onto a destroyer to be deSpark of the Next War," will be
livered to a Pacific coast shipyard.
the
Prof. George Grube, President of
"The first day out we were all out
C.CF. Ontario Provincial Executive.
John Habron, president of the Spanish flat," one of the group recalled.
They put into the Jamaican port on
Club, Morley Clarke, president of the
Student's Christian Movement, Max that August Monday on which the war
the

Day

President of the

Avukah

Society,

and Telford Georges, of the U. of T.
Debating Team are to participate in
the panel.

Locale of the discussion

is

to be

Wym-

ilwood, the time set for 8 :00 p.m.

ceased.
II

Native celebrants refused to reThe crew debarked to aid

the ship.

It was during their stop over here
that one of the group remembered a
magazine account of the hospitality to

servicemen of Hollywood's comedy star,
The group decided to
test the story's validity and spent the
few hours intermission, before continuing their trip, in the luxury of Gleason's

James Gleason.

palatial

them

home

to

as his guests.

take a dip

in

his

He

invited

swimming

pool.

From Los Angeles
the coast to

they travelled

up

Vancouver and by train to

Ontario.

The men received the same treatment
on board as the other ordinary seamen.
"There was nothing lower than us," one
of

them commented, "than the

keel."

"It was hard work," he admitted, "the
heat was awful, and we had to take a

the Jamaicans in their celebrations.

lot of dirt

The voyage continued, taking them
through the Panama Canal and on to
Los Angeles where they examined in

how
it's

it

from the
seems worth

just because

good things."

officers, but

some-

it all now. Maybe
we only remember the
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Books

Editorial

Profane

Method

Scientific

Virtues

The mailbag has been bulging lately and only pressure of space
has saved our readers from feeling its weight more than they do.
In particular, they have been spared the hypnosis of the subtlest
of modern witch-words: "scientific method."
Without having made a statistically accurate analysis, we would
guess that about one correspondent in three crams the sword of
One writer deplores current
"scientific method" down our throat.
"attempts to decry the value of scientific method in the field of
human problems" as being "really an attempt by those most skilled
in the manipulation of abstract symbols to escape the necessity of
bowing to fact" in short, the old charge of priestcraft. Several
others whoop with delight at the ignorance of "scientific method"
displayed in our recent defence of Santa Claus.
;

a man living

It is relatively easy for

century to recapture the

In tlie twentieth

age of St Joan or the time of Oliver
Cromwell. He can understand violent

"FATE"

social upheavals persecution, revolution

and war.
He cannot easily comprehend an age in which people lived a relatively snug and secure life, an age in
which wars did not affect more than a
small

:

ANNOUNCER

on could travel from Switzerland to
England via France and spend a few
days with friends in Paris, even though
How
the two countries were at war.
indeed, living in an age of confusion
and utter restlessness, should the twenti-

We are unabashed. "Scientific method" is what we have called
a witch-word: a tool to terrify: a fraud.
The very phrase is meaningless. Science is defined in the Concise Oxford Dictionary as "systematic and formulated knowledge";
scientific is defined as "according to the rules laid down in science
for testing soundness of conclusions; systematic; accurate."
"Scientific method", therefore, means "methodical method."
We should like to be shown any other kind.
We are tempted to offer a handier definition " 'Scientific method'
is an implement of priestcraft: commonly used in attempts to terrify
it:

man

eth century

codger

The Profane Virtues

:

MOWKS

men

ative

We

its

most

—

WINCH

save their immense resources of vital-

would be truer to say that inaccurate observation has been
replaced by accurate observation; principally because
the past century
has presented scientists with a multitude of devices
wherewith to
observe more accurately. If Aristotle or some other
muddle-headed
ancient had possessed a 200-inch telescope, he
would have used it.
It

The Root
Now the

of the Evil
basis of the

method"

"scientific

All conclu-

posed of whirling electrons.

Joe Smith

is

part of

Tom

the

observation,

dark

accurate

Mr. Ian Mackenzie has evidently disis to be encouraged as a
provider of true premises. But the only- posed of the whole matter of Veterans'
provider of true conclusions is a system allowances with those
two unfortunate
of thought at least as old as Aristotle. words
"abundantly sufficient"

error

abroad,

however, that quite clear he considers
a great number of true premises permit
closed.
Abundantly

any

is

of

on any

conclusions

credibly ludicrous those

the

variety of subjects that strike the ex
perimenter's fancy. There are a great he really believe this?
short time ago it
many numerical facts on the

words

seems

It

matter

How

sufficient

number

which the author

are.

shop

;

.

.

.

Now

rolled

the

A

structure of the physical universe.

is

That was

is

off the

vels,

17 sonnets,

work.

stories,

—we will pay
HIGHEST CASH PRICES

in 1885.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL

Since

1

blank verse

EXCHANGE

(re-

Yorker), four short
match-box advertisements

9

YONGE

726

(I

Lodging

of the land called "probable".

able"
of

facts,

well

some
But it

and good.

generally indicates nothing of the sort.
It generally indicates that
there is no

is

to

the

experimenter's

that the statistical

common

He was

idly

watching a garbage scow nuzzle up
to an anchored ore boat when genius

though
supplies

struck.

The

U. of T.

result will soon be be-

The accounts

C.C.F

(Retires into the wring as the curiam
rises

charming and most engaging.

on an Edinburgh

street

scene,

complete with ash cans and alley

cats.

MOWKS

and JULKS, in street attire, enter from RIGHT and LEFT
respectively.
They pass at centre
stage and stop a few steps apart,
(Continued on page 4)

"IMPERIALISM"-- The Spark of The Next War
Forum: Chairman, Prof. George Grube.
Morley Clarke, Pres. S.C.M
Max Day, Pres. Avukah.
John Harbron, Pres. Spanish Club.
Telford Georges, U. of T. Debating Team.

WYMILWOOD

fallacy.

"scientific
it is

let

us hear

It

is

university

very

the usual

method". It

is

not new, except

false.

not

.....

Two

dollars

I

am

..$0.33

..$0.10

Free*

Editor-,
Assistant
Assistant

social re-

do go out on occasions

...Georfc Forster,

It is believed that Johann Sebastian
Bach began to learn the organ at the have the makings of a great orchestra
age of fifteen. Between then and his when it is handled properly, and for the

death fifty years

later,

he composed what

in the

Dr.

Healey Willan,

in

the

third of his series of recitals in Convocation Hall yesterday.
Dr, Willan did

not

fall

cision

below his usual standard of pre-

and musicality

in the recital, de-

time

first

this

year,

properly last night.
is

a

fine conductor.

me

over

fifty

dollars

and

it
was handled
Ettore Mazzoleni

His beat

..E
Ross McLean. 4T7
Ref Herman, 4T6
-Mickey Michasi*, 417

-Jerry Ewins, 4T6

OUoh^

Jones,

precise,

incompetent brass section which must
be improved or replaced before the orchestra can be considered first-rate.

He

stand the strain for a period as
sense of grandeur, although the dynlong as
four years under these conditions.
amic force used was actually very small.
And so, I can only conclude that if The impressive Fugue opened with an

for a

veterans are not really pathological cases
as the popular magazines seem to

Martha Schober

assume,

we very soon

shall be.

PRESENTED BY

THE

VIC.

December

MUSIC CLUB

5, 6,

7 and 8

Dr. Willan will give the next organ
recital in this series Dec. 11.

—John

Gartshore.

HART HOUSE BOX OFFICE OPENS
THURSDAY, NOV. 29 (10 A.M.-2 P.M. DAILY)
EVENINGS,

sane compromise which I con-

$1.00

MATINEE

(Dec.

8),

75c

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

idered better than either.

G major Piano Concerto, conMr. Mackenzie intends to continue to ample forte which swelled both in vol- sidered by many as Beethoven's
greatest
submit us to a regimen of sixty a week, ume and richness of tone to a magnif- work in this form, is essentially
a virile
termed abundantly suffcient, then if we icent close.
composition. Claudio Arrau's

Blanche Stanley

"PATIENCE"

settled

The

interpre-

Co-editors:

GOOD SEATS STILL AVAILABLE FOR ALL OTHER
PERFORMANCES OF
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN'S

the

gives

Staff Photographer....

is

he has a good sense of volume, and his
interpretations are musical.
The tone
of the orchestra is marred by an utterly

spite the handicap of an organ that
out of tune.

On

clothes are

and Sat. Evenings
Sold Out

Fri.

was
The program last night was devoted
works by Beethoven, After an
j
program were the Prelude apathetic start, the Seventh Symphony
a bit of a problem. Most
of us have saved money from the army and Fugue in E Minor, Choral and received a vigorous and eminently satisFugue in D minor and several chorale- factory performance. I was interested
or some other lucrative source and are
preludes.
The Prelude and Fugue in in seeing whether Mazzoleni would take
living on these savings.
I do not com- B minor with
which an effective climax the trio of the third movement at the
plain of ex-servicemen's benefits,
they was made lo the recital is tinged with common slow pace or a the Toscanim's
seem extraordinarily generous, but the
melancholy extraordinary to Bach's ridiculously fast rate which is becoming
4T7 point is no cx-servicman
will be able to larger organ works. The Prelude
the vogue among conductors.
have cost

Published five timta a week by the Students' Administrative Ccancfi of the University of Toronto. Opinions expressed In
these columns are not neceasarUs* the officii!
opinion)
of
the
Students'
Administratim
Council.
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Because

Th ere

we have underestimated die
Toronto Symphony Orchestra. It does

Organist,

the drain.

Is

Frankly,

down

evenings and I do buy the odd milk
shake with ill advised abandon. Books

EttablUhcd 1880

ORGAN RECITAL

and twenty-five cents have

use going any further.

not, strictly speaking,

cluse, I

Drama

is now almost universally acclaimed as
the world's greatest organ music, some
of which was played by the University

much

already slid

Member Caiudiu Uniienltj

more
run of

Transportatioi
It is

Music and

The Material

residence

considerably

is

than

Jlrt,

fort-

..$0.16
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no more about
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have found

Laundry
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TONIGHT: PANEL DISCUSSION

fore you.

of the lives of Boswell and Gibbon are

lodgings)

dear

the facts

We have

a

in

whose cost

I

in the social sciences.

Meanwhile,

when

heart,

it.

bed

reasonable

possible deductive basis for the
conclusion j but because the conclusion

are said to "suggest"

am more

unate than most in that

a

1148

play you will see tonight was
conceived while Dodds was visiting a

$0.46

(In this respect, I

If "prob-

indicates uncertainty about

the

HA.

Block south of Bloor)

The

'Food

Similarly, 'there are being loudly an-

10 PJU.

BOOK MARKET
AND BOOK

and several blank checks.

is

nounced to-day a great many conclusions

!

Bring Ihem in today

New

jected by

outer

not as suc-

it

CASH

!

FOR USED TEXT BOOKS FOR EVERY COURSE

his prolific pen, as well as three no-

a great deal of necessary background

and rounds

CASH

have streamed from

friend at Centre Island.
portrait of Wilkes

highly important because

"Book-

this

63 plays

then,

The short biography of Sterne, howwell, I am receiving sixty dollars
a
a very large place inmonth which amounts to two dollars a ever, is the best thing in the book, a
deed, therefore man must be very indramatic portrait done with singular
significant indeed.
Yet there is not a day. Here is what I spend on an aver- creative power: which was to be exparticle of evidence to deny that
age day:
the
( Continued on page 3)
whole has 'been created for his delight
the universe

to

of beer.

in

perils of a first encounter."

The

and

shoes.
His first play, "Rain
Rain Barrell," was written at the
age of seven in payment for a glass

breathlessly

it

interested in labour-problems
defects in the rehabilitation programme, racial discrimination, will be welcomed at the Hart House Debate at
8 p.m. tonight in the Debates Room

My

and, as Davies announced his arr-

cessful as are the other portraits,

%att %ou$t Pullettn J?oarb
Hart House Debale
Members of Hart House

wore

with mock-heroic emphasis, Boswell
prepared himself for the

ival

1878,

in

h, one which
very day.
He was
always a country man, and was evidenced by .the fact that he never i
low-topped shoes. In fact he never

Johnson's vast

into

ANN-

as he terms

larnin' "

black worsted stockings and a scrubby

unpowdered wig

the

intense distrust of all forms of

with wrinkled

clothes,

awkward body

Does

was suggested in
and
There your paper that an itemized account be
are no facts of that sort whatever on made of the expenses
of the returned
the place of man in that universe.
Yet service-man attending university.
Very
the "deduction" is drawn that because
size

ill-fitting

man

MI. 4969

lesser

shoulders)

Dodds was born

lingers

through the

his wife,

ungainly figure, a huge elderly

observation,

The

in

BLOOH W.

flunked six times out of third grade.
This developed in him later life an

saw advance a majestic

is

So

better.

Davis and

glass door he

going to make deduc- The Editor, The Varsity:
the more true premises he has
Dear Sir:

tions,

novels

have settled about

ANN:

no
most

is

of

few of his

trapping by hand the flies and moths

does not

There

SWEATERS

SUITS
54

might be

it

person later identified

this fioint a

that

TWEEDS

DRESSES

ideosyncrasies as appear in his

OUNCER'S

shop drinking tea with the proprietor,

trons.

When a man

He
evil

indicate a

(At

speaks for the ability and the grasp
Mr. Quennell that he has been able to

fictionalize his material.

well

Dodds, but

as Jidks enters back left and begins

It

achieve this in 220 pages.

to

to

JOANGOATS
RIGBY

Comes

treatment of the plot

dialogue. "As he (Boswell) sat in the
back parlour of a London bookselli

Account

elec-

tobacc

suit.

Evinrude T. Dodds.

duction

know

Mr. Quennell shows
one can be dramatic without inventing

Veteran's

Deduction

the material

composed of whirling

differ-

dealing with.

by deduction. Deducshows that all matter is com-

then shows that

They embody

ent aspects of eighteenth century culture

his people talk in laguage not
even remotely like that of the age he is

sions are reached
tion then

and

makes

Correspondence

dress

corner of stage.)

left

ius playwrights,

lived with gusto; they

died regretfully."

of

die-hard

full

The fame and popularity of the author make unnecessary here an intro-

and achievement, and when one has finished with the book one is left with a
harp and distinct, if of necessity not
quite complete, picture of an age.

historical

muddle about

that observation

is

"They

life.

imaginary dialogue, that

confused with deduction.

is

common

little in

their passionate desire to live

enjoy

bar-

present tonight an opus of that gen-

These four men had
ity,

equally

Ladies and Gentlemen of the theatre
audience: I have the great honour to

;

"It is manifest", they declaim, "that scientists are daily Upsetting Old Concepts and Expanding the Boundaries of Knowledge.
The ancients thought they lived in the centre of the universe, with
a blue vault half a mile above their heads. Science has shown that
we are specks in an infinite cosmos. Guesswork has been replaced
by Indisputable Fact."

lower

to

and representBoswell, Gibbon, Sterne, and

Wilkes.

(A

ANN -.{Wearing

brilliant

method" they generally mean "modern method" with
the vague idea that no one has ever been methodical until now.
;

butler of the lovable

(A coachman,

farmer)

in ilium

do not accuse our correspondents, and other wielders of this
term, of bad faith we accuse them of short-circuited thinking. By
"scientific

lovable old

was one)

and a character)

tender,

and interpreting the age through

four of

e

typical unforgett-

O'REILLY (An American

short and lively biographical studies of

Up-to-dale?

W 3tw»J>V&

lovable and unforgettable)

(Macmillans in

Canada, $4.00) has succeeded
inating

priests."

BoBt»J m?i.

reserved variety)

masterly book

his

in

RATIOS

American grandmother)

able

be able to understand

Peter Quennell

(A

JULKS (A

own enlightenment?"

its

(A

there ever

if

GRANDMA

the cighthteenth century, "an age conscious of

Play

One Act

In

Edward Gibb-

country, an age in which

Hot Air

One-Act

population of a

of the

fraction

A

tation, especially in the third

was marked with feminine

movement,
affectations

(Continued on page 4)
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haps the most beautiful single sentence
in

(Continued from page 2)

the book

is

the description of Gibbon's
one of those broad im-

SPORTS CALENDAR

style: "It recalls
pected, because Sterne is

strange

any

a much more

and complex personality than
He was a sentiment-

of the others.

.

.

.

With outdoor fall sports drawing to a close, and the
indoor team s ™>rt<
playoff stages, interest has been revived
in the innocent
pastimes of boxing, wrestling, fencing and
swimming.
anproachmg the

Throughout the week of December 10, the
Junior Boxir*, Wrestling
and Swimming Tournament will be
staged and possible
are
already rounding into shape with
daily workout, in ,hc
Atretic wTnJ.
These Interfaculty Tournaments are
always wide-ooen „ff,s
y from the undergraduate body, due chieC:
tions placed upon contestants.
The only men exclude f
!ag
**Tta
in the meets are those who
have placed on
,
° T have
previously won an

wrfd^u

™oth^tr

W ^
„

Interfaculty event.

ZtZ
*?

Both boxing and wrestling fell down
badly during the war years, but the
r
turning servicemen have touched
off a
new spark of interest with their return

continually

erupting

into

BE

small

whirlpools, breaking into angry crosscurrents that foam and vanish again."

words and impressions, "rather because

though they could hardly know it, the
harmonious civilization in which they
had blossomed was slowly breaking up.
The rule of "the profane virtues of
sincerity and moderation" was
almost
over. A new age was dawning, an
age

beautiful

Slugging and Splashing

are

rivers,

and yet a cynic, a lover of things
who could at times be almost
incredibly inhuman, a clergyman who
pursued women as he pursued beautiful
alist

By Jerry Ewina

Rhine or Rhone or
Garrone, whose massive glassy swells
petuous

of their appeal to the imagination than

on the intellect."
Mr. Quennell is a consummate stylist
His writing is graceful, at times powerful, and always lucid.
He demonstrates
clearly how learning and scholarship can
be presented with wit and charm. Perfor their claims

The

four

more

ambitious, but also far

Henry

destructive.

VOLLEYBALL

Jr.

Trin
v;„
V lc.

sps. r
SPS. II
Med. II
SPS. Ill
SPS. IV

I
i
1

SPS

Dent
StM. B

5.00

Wye.
Med. I
Jr. SPS.

1.00

Med Servicem

4.00
6.30
7.30
8.30

Jr.

U.C.

Ill

SPS. B

Trin.
Sr.

C

SPS.

U.C. II

For
Jr.

StM. A
StM. B

SPS.

U.C.

IV

Trin.
Trin.

B

A

TODAY

Applications are

in Alhletic Office for Hockey.
Basketball and Water Polo referees.

PJH.

of fisticuff hopefuls every

night from
four to six, and George Daley's
wrestl-

room

overflowing with
during the same

filled to

is

hours.

To

ensure

among

the

all athletes

proper

who

conditioning

plan to take part

in the forthcoming tournaments, the
Interfaculty Sports Committee, with the
approval of the Athletic Directorate, has

passed a ruling which stipulates that
contestants

must

bear

all

stamp

the

of

approval of the various coaches before
qualifying for the events.

This means

that participants are required to

out regularly to

.the

turn

daily classes,

satisfy the coaches that they are in

or

good

sliape as a result of other sports and
have a sound knowledge of boxing or

wrestling.

Some

of the

times achieved in the

current interfaculty

Swim Meets have

been really superb. If
tion of things to

any indica-

this is

come both

Interfaculty

and Intercollegiate competition should
reach

a

high

level

this

year.

Bill

men have broken several Interfaculty records in the Swim League
Moffat's

this fall,

and two or three Intercollegiate

records have been touched.

AH

four

college

tournaments

its

provide

each

and faculty with the opportunity

to gain important points

and

to

enhance

chances of winning the T. A. Reed

Trophy,
athletic

emblematic

Intramural

of

supremecy.

lS e cause of his outstanding scientific work,
Lavoisier was elected to the French Academy
hi 1768 at the age of 25.
He spent most of his
fortune fitting out a research laboratory, and
hired as his assistants several brilliant young
scientists.
He disproved the faulty theories
of the chemists of his day and laid the founda-

Don Gibson
Five years

tion

modern

may

modem

chemistry.
We owe
concept of the element largely to

the

him

as well as many chemical terms used internationally today. He served the government in
matters relating to agriculture, hygiene, coinage and the casting of cannon. He was falsely
accused by Marat in the years following the
Revolution and wen/ to the guillotine in 179^-

a long time and that is
Gibbie is aiming at.
For the past four years he held
down a berth on the University of Toronto basketball Blues and judging from
his performance of last night, a fifth
is

precisely what

season

of

JUST

as Lavoisier fitted out a research
laboratory to find out about chemistry, so
International Nickel operates research
laboratories in Canada, England and the

United States to seek out

is

for

intercollegiate

competition.

tallest man on Roy Dilworth's
stands 6'4" and plays centre.

new

uses

and technical data gathered by InternaNickel from the whole field of metal

this research, sales

of

research.

Canadian Nickel doubled and trebled

in

As industry gets to know still more about
Nickel and its uses, the demand for Canadian Nickel will increase. Canada and

the years

following the

first great war.
laboratories together with
other scientists are anain devoting their

Now, Nickel

Canadians will benefit accordingly.

y$H RESEARCH

at present attendis

research to the problem of finding
Canadian Nickel.

for

Canadian engineers, designers and metallurgists have free access to the scientific
tional

With the help of

be in the offing.

ing O. C. E. and, therefore,

uses for

Nickel.

Gibson, a graduate of the School of
Practical Science,

new

eligible

The
list,

he

Canadian Nickel

BUY

WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS

THE

INTERNATIONAL

NICKEL

COMPANY

OF

CANADA,

Swan
Swan
Swan

— 1:00 P.M.

now being taken

to .the

grunt and groaners

Lyon
Eilbeck

LACROSSE STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING

campus and these two sports are
looking forward to bumper crops
this
winter. Mel Glionna handles a
ringfull

ing

Vctter
Cornish

Morrow

more

Kreisel.

VARSITY SOCCER TEAM
PICTURE — WEDNESDAY,
I

r

1.00

4.00

their lifetime,

RW
w

3.15
4.00

at the end of a

Even during

great era.

far

men come

LAGROSSE

LIMITED, 25

KING

STREET

WEST.

TORONTO

THE VARSITY, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
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Of

Life
Ex-Service Students
Do you know

thai ...

Shown

The University Advisory Bureau was set up on the authority of the

make

to

Board of Governors

available to Veterans

advisory service.
They would be glad to help
you on any matters upon which
you wish to consult them.
a

full-time

A

German

Schiller,

was

poet and dramatist,

German Club held

iversity
in the

last

story traced Schiller's

Academy

Military

from

Wurtemburg

escape

The Robbers, and

to

neighboring

a

words were somewhat

the

difficult to follow

due to the worn-out

condition of the sound track, the authen-

Champus Cat
in their

Haven't I seen you before

the

of

sets

German

exclusively

terminated in a

Chicago maybe?

MOWKSil've

JULKS;

never been

Neither have I;

from

their sleeves

and belabour each other about the
head and ears with them. The AN-

NOUNCER
amid outraged

cries of

uncommon

not

their education together.

both of them.

either.

Meg is an idle bride.
Hank and Meg were without enterShe and Hank have a one-room apart- (ainment while she was sick. Now that
ment in the home of some of Hank's she is well again he tries to do better
by

him

off,

(CURTAIN

Hank

rises early.

ical necessity if the

the general discussion to be in English.

him

T.T.C.

to his first lecture

on

is

And

He

time.

Ex-Service

Women

There

is

women

of the University at

to be an informal
gathering of all ex-service-

NEWMAN HALL
Monday, Dec. 3, 8 o'clock
Come and bring your knitting,
and your sugar

"Author" from

tool

Meg

read a

has

ders,

political

theories,

As

journalistic

anything

can

she

At 5.30 again the new bride is
given the pass to the kitchen to cook
their dinner which they carry to their

spend a quiet

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

is

not easy.

enbalm it
Meg's home

Meg

[Wtwrnc]

NOW PLAYING

512

MATS. Wed-Sal.

Mon. Tues. Wed. Evgs.:

2:20

Mai

Sal,

filled with quality

spectacle-

H'"H ware at reasonable prices,
^i^/

Quick, accurate repair nrvico

321 BIO 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. "* sorgo Aportmenti)

all day and seen no one.
After dinner he gets out his books to
study.
Meg takes up her knitting and

when

obliges,

consoling

Sat Evgs.; Sal Mai

necesary,

"Yes,

dear.

And

yet

Meg

Mmbtn

their

husbands

There

course.

a

is

PRICES (Tax
EVGS.!
S„

Included)

SOc, SI JO, $1.80,

e.g.,

*Z.« and

Wed. and Bat!
Sl.BO. and £2.40.
Box Office Open 10 tun.

90c,

S3.

SI JO,

to 10 pjn.

S5.00O.OO

Call

—

$4.00 a

Month

NORM RICHARDSON

Day-WA.

1844, Evening-HTJ. 3929

UNIVERSITY

with a

nique

Saturday Afternoon, Dec.

ist

79 St George Street,
to five-thirty o'clock.

tired for

which appealed to

.

Psychology

he immediately

.

take

. there were some basketball games played,
and some two
Without more ado, here is what the gel sez ... P. &
H. E.
were a difficult team to beat, according to one of the St
Mike's team
who fell before the Phys. Eds. onslaught They were fast,
co-operative
and Kay MacMillan (P. & H. E, not to be confused
with Psychology and
Honor Engineering) proved to be a jewel of a forward.
The St Mike's
coach still refuses to single out any specially
good players, sez he
they
are all worthy of mention
(for lack of space we'll defer
.

reported.

movement However,

first

that situation

AND

was soon remedied and a performance

many

Get Your Copy

second movement was very well done.

Of

all

Mazzoleni's

Life

The

followed.

achievements

Now

last

seniors

R

.

.

n° Trl^""'.
The Occupational
,

II.

that

E

&

11

'

Therapy

B

3*

girls could not

e

i8

T

Wi

ad

night his greatest came in the concerto

"

ate (her brow

SUPPLY LIMITED

where the accompaniment was perfect
and the piano audible even when playing
softly.

THE UNIVERSITY OF
TORONTO PRESS
BOOK DEPT.

later)

till

I"*", to win over

muster enough drive

.

but both exhibited

.

ADS

CLASSIFIED

r

SheetS after a P° sts "iP' torn
"
Sue Gray,
h,
n president, has u°
basketball
been added
.
to the effect that all games sche
doled for Friday are to be played
0™
at 415

J£

Women's Union,
from three

more than adequate; but he

a bar behind the orchestra in the

refuge within the shelter of the Features Department (thanks,
chum).

& H. E. team
champions are made.

Staff of University College invite
all
ex-service men and women, registered
in University
College, to a reception to be held
in their honour on

is

must have been

to breach the strong guard line of the
P.
the grade of spirit from which

MEN AND WOMEN

RUCH

Arrau's tech

distasteful.

For the nonce, we feel free as a bird put in a larger cage
with
more (relatively speaking) air to breathe. An orphan cheeild (time out
to wipe away salty tears) cast out from the "sports" page must
needs

O t!"
O.T.s

The Principal and

in the

which I found

fell

.

C««

Musk, Drama

Art,

Transplanted

Anyhooo

Main Store Main Floor

a

college

The Sportswoman

.

COLLEGE
EX-SERVICE

lonely.

situation.

.

Life Insurance

Small,

skiers.

not alone.

is

By Polly Mutz

AT PREFERRED LOW RATES

in
oil

that's

TR. 5111

EATON

^T.

(Continued from page 2)

of

Ex-Service Students

you keen, cold weather

Sporting Goods Depart

OPPOSTTE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Spatial Daeovti lo Slvdmni, and

wool, and natural

Here's a sweater

large sizes in an attractive.Ski^Moose design.

PHONE

But

you.

virgin

Each 19.95

They

United States.
Toronto does

in the

is

.

There are a hundred other Megs who

seem share

does

to order lor

medium and

.

.

[They're hand-made

in.

help lo shed water.

rabbits.

day, a

100%

Columbia, from

mjhe wool
made

body warmth

this Saturday.

Not unhappy, mind

with a quiet
It

natural

no one.

awfully complicated."

'"'"""Wi'iWi
Thurs., Fri.,

British

knows nothing about medicine and his Is she lonely? A little.
friends are not hers. She has done noth- seem a little unfriendly when you know
ing

Pres cnptions for glosses

Evgs. 8:20;

day dissecting

They got a new one the other
white one named Thumper.
will

Dinner conversation

and your

get

soup.

keeps the weather out

that

her mit such luxuries.
hands on.
Saturday's are the nicest days. They
At noon she is allowed into the kit- go to Hank's mother's basement where
chen to warm herself a lonely bowl of he has set up a laboratory and they
accounts,

the audience.)

Zet.

Ski bweater

room

for a piano in the

She doesn't read any of the American
magazines either. D.V.A. does not per-

mur-

:

forbids her to study or
bad weather or, even, to
on Sociological Tenden-

in

.treatise

(It did appeal to her.)

cies.

—and then commutes.

darns socks, reads books

go out

to

to deliver

—without the tradition-

newspaper

she reads.

The doctor

a hasty breakfast
al

Meds-at-Home,

the

to

two months. He
took her to a Physics lecture.
They
haven't missed one since.

a geograph-

It is

her.

They went

their first time out in

even for two.™

the

greater part of the meeting in German,

re-enters to investigate

the trouble but they chose

clubbing him in glee.)

meetings

to hold

must have

been two other guys I
(Chortling gaily, they draw rolled-up
copies of Esquire

during

decision

Chicago.

in

it

versity too.

combined with the mother's friends in north Toronto.
Their
flat contains two beds, two armchairs,
two chests - of - drawers and a table.
ealed to the audience, and held their inHank's books cover otherwise-barren
terest throughout
surfaces and skeletons cover the walls.
A discussion on the merits of speaking "Yes," Meg agrees, "It is crowdedticity

somewhere?

JULKS:

recent so that perhaps their

create a general atmosphere of the period which largely app-

eyes.)

MOWKS:

is all

German dialogue

(Continued from page 2)

dooming recognition a-borning

There would have been less solitude
had Meg become a student at the Uni-

She enrolled for two days.
She and Hank had made such plans for
But she took
sick and there were two trying months
a little longer.
during which her husband tried to nurse
Hank's problem is not unique. He her and carry on his so-demanding stuhas been in the service for five years dies. It was a case of the young fledgand five years form quite an academic ling doctor and husband studying and
chasm to leap across. Meg's problem practising medicine and it exhausted
is

Though

Meg

a medical student and

is

his wife.

story will not be known to you. Hank
has just been a medical student for a
few months. Meg has just been a wife

night

duchy.

Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 pjn.

Hank
is

This

to the production of

his revolutionary play.

subsequent

life

EATON'S

The Husband-Student

fea-

Un-

Women's Union.

his enforced training at the

Entrenous

the

great

the

tured at the second meeting of the

The

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY

BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS
67 St. George St.
ML 3791

centered about

film

Friedrich

New and

German

in

German
of

life

Schiller

28, 1945

,"

.

^

.

Yonge Street no,

perceptibly darkening),

„y

^^

a,

LOST-REWARD

E.

leams
„
hour deadline must reconcile
themselves
that they lose the game
by default

after the twenty-four

Red wallet, containing large sum of
money between Mac's Drug Store,
Huron and S Willcocks, Friday,

the fact

to

PATRONIZE

OUR

about

1 :30.

Would

turn to S.A.C.

ADVERTISERS

L.P.P. Club
8:00 pjn.— Open

tonight

ris,

provincial leader of the L.P.P.,

Mor-

Leslie

speak on "Student Interest

waist 32. Call

HU.

C.C.F.

at

open

Club.

are

Please

For

girl

in Leaside

HU

call

home, in ex-

tall,

change for very simple

Apply

duties.

2052, after 7 p.m.
to the S.A.C. office.

in*

dis-

meeting of

All

Keepsake.

lost

Friday morn-

LOST

C.C.F, Club
pjn.—In Wymilwood, panel
cussion

Rex compact,

ROOM AND BOARD

Full dress suit, for man, 6 feet

Labor Conditions."

:00

ing.

1407, or leave at S.A.C. office.

in

Women's Union.

tortoiseshell

in University College,

FOR SALE

meeting

the

will

finder please re-

office.

What's on Today

LOST
Gold

the

cordially

welcome.

Black zipper notebook,

ical

Please leave at

notes.

or phone

office

LY

LOST

lost at Sta-

dium Sat afternoon; contains Med-

Schaeffer pen and pencil, green
strip-

SA.C.
ed in brown leather Parker
case.

7187.

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
Women

students wishing to prac^"

tice hockey or swimming who
have
not already had their medical exam-

ination should

make

WANTED
Two

ments immediately at the Women's
Health Service, 44 Hoskin Ave.

desire

tutor

JEWELLERY

SHOP

Toronto, Canada

C&

F.,

is especially

interesting

just now,

.

.

boo

skis, Chalet,

poles,

notes,

ward.

HY.

ft,

with bam-

HY

8157,

after 6.30 p.m.

LOST

suitcase, containing

Uni-

valuable lecture

urgently needed.

6

and harness.

Liberal

re-

Double strand of pearls

lost

Wednes-

day, between O.C.E. and Annesley.

Please return to S.A.C. office
Re-

ward

5129.

also

bracelets,

bangles and

brooches.

Come

in

Science.

Pair of

LOST
Small black

and

PERSONAL

see for yourself.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.

Actuarial

versity text books,

stock of earrings

.

in

Apply Box T, The Varsity.

INTERESTING

Our

FOR SALE

ex-servicemen, 1st yr.

their appoint-

32 Bloor Si. East
(Near Red Cross
Headquarters)
ML 5975

There

will

ing of the Ale and Quail

Dec

27th.

LOST

be a big Christmas meet-

on Thurs.

Signet ring, engraved "T.G.H.,"
night on

or near campus.

leave at S.A.C. office.

Sat

Please

:

Adopt

Blitzed University

S.

Is

;

A. C.

Proposal

The Undergraduate NevJspasper

LETTERICONTAINS SUGGESTION

VOL. LXV
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29, 1945

Plans for a mammoth pre-Christmas drive during
which stu
dents at the University of Toronto would "adopt"
a

European Uni

yersity and send parcels of food and other Christmas
packaees to
its students were mooted at yesterday's
meeting of the Students' Arl
mimstrat.ve Council.
committee of three Council members
was
appointed to set up organization for the drive
First suggested by W. Kohn, student in
the School of Graduate
°'
Studies
a letter published in The Varsity ast
Mond
was enthusiastically supported by Council
members
sunrJe
mentary letter from Kohn urging Council
action

DEBATE CONDEMNS GOVERNMENT 64-52

A

^™

m

]

"Are
Auld

A

was taUedTthe

Except for the broad principle of sending
Christmas

^^fi^^ST*
bC

1'
ad °£ tetl "', accordin
g to
J".
Tu
S.A.C
the Council committee has
authority to decide on a plan and set
up

aid

commit

to

Ed. kirkliand,

Cites

no

specific University

Within Law?" Consider Main Features
Criminal Code
Score "Smugness" of Policy

Pickets

F. C. Auld, K. C, professor of
J
isprudence at the University of Toronto

President of the

School of Law, was consulted by The
supplement their efforts by proa campus-wide organization to carry it
V arsity on the question of the legal status
viding specific relief for a specific
body
out
of undergraduates currently particiat the season of the year when
hungei
Kohn's proposal, as outlined in his
pating in picketing at the Imperial Opis at its peak."
letter, was for the U. of T. to "
'adopt
tical Company and at Icelandia.
Students
a European University and ease the
demonstrating their sympathy with the
situation of its students a bit by sending
Imperial Optical Company strikers
are
them food parcels as Christmas gifts
reported to be members of the Univer(better late than neverl).
sity Labor-Progressive Club.
Those en"Parcels could be sent by individual
rsity (jjo gaging in picketing the North Toronto
Varsity students or by small groups of
skating rink style themselves a non
poltwo or three to the students of the
"Even if Convocation Hall were to itical, humanitarian group, protesting an
'adopted' university," Kohn continued.
bum down The Varsity Literary Sup- alleged case of racial discrimination.
"I 'have contacted the Netherlands plement
Professor Auld referred The Varsity
would ignore the news," Editor
legation, and find that the names
to the following section of the
of Hugh Kenner declared
Criminal
when he talked
Dutch students coudl be obtained withCode of Canada, which he termed "per^er plans for the special
eight-page
out much difficulty. Price of parcels:
tinent."
tabloid. "It's to be turned
over exclu$3.23 to $5.85.
Difficulty
involved
sively to undergraduate creative
work in
Unlawful Assembly
negligible (made-up parcels can be sent
literature and art"
Section 87—An unlawful assembly
through the stores)."
is
The ad-less, news-less issue of Friday,
an
assembly
of three or more persons
The Council executive emphasized December
14, is being prepared to make
who, with intent to carry out any
that the drive was wholly distinct from
comlasting record of the best in
serious mon purpose, assemble in
such a manner
that being held by the International
poetry, light verse, essays, short
stories or so conduct themselves
when assemStudents' Service in January.
"The and drawing on the 1945-46 campus. It bled
as to cause persons in the neighborI.S.S. are committed to a definite
pro- will be the only aJl-Unive rsity
periodi- hood of such assembly to fear,
or reasgram laid down by the World Student cal of its kind.
onable grounds, that the persons
assemRelief
organization,"
Kirkiand said.
The board of adjudicators has re. bled will disturb
the peace tumultously,
"I.S.S. will contribute to a general quested
that all material to be
consid- or will by such assembly needlessly and
fund to aid students everywhere.
ered for publication be submitted
before
hope to make a concerted effort in aid
5 p.m., next Wednesday, December
5.
do

1

NoneWould Know
Should Va

,

We

a

of

specified

University.

Also,

Clearly marked with the author's
name,
will arrive in time to he of year, faculty,
and address, manuscripts'
some value during the winter months. and sketches
should be addressed to the
It was emphasized that there would
be editor.
no overlapping, nor were I.S.S., in the
Cash prizes are being offered for
parcels

Four Geophysicists

As

member

one

said.

RECORD HOUR

"I.S.S. are doing their best to alleviate

continuin g hardships.

What we

should

The record hour welcomes
in addition
the

"Be

International"

to

members

its

usual

of the

today,

listeners,

International

A

novel record program has been
planned to feature the meeting of the

Common Room
The

at

four

Women's

of University College,

club's purpose, it

in

the

Sub-Depart-

ment of Physics. Col. J. T. Wilson and
Dr. A. A. Brant have been promoted to
Associate professors.
J. H. Hodgson
has been appointed Assistant Professor
of Geophysics while Dr. N. B. Keevil

consist

will continue in

of

The program will
folk music of many

a similar position.
Wilson graduated from Trinity
1930 and did post-graduate
work at Cambridge and Princeton. In
1939 he joined the Royal Canadian Engineers,
becoming Technical Liaison
Col.

College in

Invitation

International Students' Club
o'clock this afternoon in the

President Sidney Smith has announced
four appointments

Students Club.
peoples.

Club

Is

was emphasized

by the executive, is to assist students of
all origins in becoming acquainted
with

SYMPATHIZ E WITH UNION MEN

ultuously.

Prop Man
Has Trouble
With Wilder
Thorton Wilder has spoken twice
from the Hart House stage this seas-

Officer at Military Headquarters, and
later Director of Operational Research.

He was
member

one of the founders of the ArcNorth America and is a
of the Engineering Institute of

Canada

as well as several other scien-

tic

(2)— Persons

lawfully assembled

may

Institute of

„

become an unlawful assembly

if they
conduct themselves with a common purpose in such a manner as would have
made their assembling unlawful if they
had assembled in that manner for that

^

Dominion Government's post-war domestic policies were
condemned" by a vote of 64-52 at last evening's Hart

resolutely

House
.

debate.

Charges and counter-charges focussed on Ottawa's
"sorry lack
policy"— in labor relations, in handling of minorities,

of integrated

and

purpose.

tire

reforms—as the House witnessed a hot hour

in social

from the

w ^Trr^

—

Section 238 Every one is a loose, idle
or disorderly person or vagrant
who
(e)
Loiters on any street, road, high-

.

(f)

any

—Causes a disturbance

street,

road,

Ford Settlement

in

in or near

highway or

engers.

Section

summary

239—Every

loose, idle or dis
is

on

liable,

conviction, to a fine not ex-

Deploring Ottawa's desire for "sweepD. H. Hay, of Victoria

ing powers",

public

by screaming, shouting, swearing
singing, or by being drunk, 'or impeding or incommoding peaceable pass-

plant

Seen By Morris
'The Ford Strike will be settled to
r," prophesied Leslie Morris, provin

place,

orderly person or vagrant

Mr. Hermant, currently appearing bethe Ontario Labor Court, was
under oath to refrain from public comment upon the strike at his downtown
fore

or public place, and obstructs passengers by standing across the foot-path,

by using insulting language, or
any other way

discussion.

y,

—

way

of cross-

floor.

j0h
Wid S° r ° f
514, United Electrical
VVorkers (CIO) andP e
Sydney Herman!, assistant to the president
of the Imperial Optical Compan
sparked the

Vagrancy

College, second speaker for the opposi-

tion, envisaged Canadian citizens
today
leader of the Labor Progressivt as
"little children following an
omniParty, at a meeting of the L.P.P. Club
potent master's faltering and uncertain
in the Women's Union last night
"The footsteps".

cial

He

mass meeting of the U.A.W. today,
he said, "will most probably result i

extension of the

cited Bill

War

15,

seeking

Measures Act, as

evidence.

the acceptance of proposals which will
He complained of "smugness" on the
put Labor in a position to get what it part
of the government, criticized its
term not exceeding six months or to wants. Because of government inter- habit of "putting important
policy last
vention since Blackwell's anti - labor and minor
both.
matters first", accused Ottaspeech last Friday, compromise pro- wa of
a lack of foresight in the "shameposals have beeen announced which seen ful delay"
at Sunnybrook Hospital and

ceeding fifty dollars or to imprisonment,
with or without liard labor, for any

Have

favorable to the

Their D,ay

Mr. Morris

U.A.W."

felt

in

the

peacetime reconversion of

Re-

that the results of search Enterprises Limited.

R-E-L, he
a world leader in indusperial Optical Company and Brown'; try, has been broken up and
sold to
Bread and many like them, will have American companies coming to Canada
He has carried out geophysical work wide implications in the future of North to take advantage of cheap labor.
W. H. F. Kennedy, U.C, mover of
at Steep Rock Mines in Northern Ont., America. Depending on decisions favoring monopoly or labor, Canada and the the resolution, in a review of the govand was consultant for the Hudson Bay
U.S. will face Fascism or Socialism, ernment's attitude toward JapaneseMining and Smelting Co, in 1942. In
he concluded.
Canadians, declared that "the problem
1943 he was consultant in the Ontario
had at its roots the very things for
Department of Mines and the next year
which we fought" He recommended
directed work at Great Bear Lake for
tliat a definite attempt be made "to inthe Department of Munitions and Supply.
form the public of the worth of these
Professor Hodgson graduated in Apfellow citizens."
plied Mathematics in 1940. As an underStrikes at the Ford Motor Company
graduate he worked with seismograph
in Windsor, Brown's Bread Limited, and
parties in the American south-west
the Imperial Optical Company in ToronUpon graduation he became a field
to, have demonstrated the need for "an
gineer in Texas and has recently been
impartial third party" in labor-manMurder will out This crushing fact
the staff of the Ontario Department
agement disputes. This party should be
of Mines. He is a member of the Seis- is brought home by the Records Departhe Dominion government which has
mological Society of America and the ment, the Rogue's Gallery of University
the power to effect a final settlement,
graduates.
American
this strike, as well as

President Promotes Proh
roressors

con-

Council's opinion, failing of their duty. tributions
adjudged best in each class
Severity of want in Europe cannot be of writing
and in art work.

overemphasized,"

without any reasonable occasion provoke
other persons to disturb the peace tum-

is

those at the Im-

said, potentially

.

They Know
All The Info
At The Hall
I

Geophysical Union.

stated.

A fellow of the Royal Society of That projected post-graduate work
"Labor relations must be based essenCanada Dr. Keevil graduated from the the Paris Latin Quarter, that business
Once with, once without atmostially on mutual confidence and on the
presented on the campus. Students from
University of Saskatchewan in 1930 and with the slightly shady angle you've
phere.
Bob
Simpkins
will
to co-operate," maintained A. D.
and
Carmen Guild graduated from Victoria College in
abroad are enabled to meet Canadian
went to Harvard as a Research Assoc- worked out after four years in C. and
Knox, U.C, defending the government
students in a personal and cordial at- have been respectively the men to pro- 1932. After working on atomic disinall will be discovered and recorded.
iate.
For the past four years he has
vide it or not provide it.
"This
has been notably lacking on both
mosphere and to discuss with them the
tegration at Princeton he went to Berlin been
investigating
radio-activity
of
The scene of this inexorable research
Simpkins, stage manager for the Vic
problems peculiar to both,
for his Ph.D.
He joined the staff at North American rocks for the Geolog- is the Records Department in Simcoe sides." Reference -to Hansard would
production of "Skin of Our Teeth" was
prove
the Government's "distinct supToronto in 1936.
Frances Zwick, secretary of the orical Society of America.
Hall where an inquisitive staff of six
faced with the task of providing the
port of the cause of labor."
ganization, pointed out that the club has
headed by calm.
Competent-looking
following required props one dinosaur,
He
lauded
the government's wetldone much to lessen provincialism on
Miss M. Thompson, are the Sherlock
one baby mammoth, one roller chair,
dt-iined program for the gradual release
the campus and that it has helped to
Holmes'es who feed the files with inone Atlantic City boardwalk flat comof
wartime
controls.
Its criterion was
build international consciousness among
formation on every undergraduate and
plete with side shows and Turkish bath.
the avoidance of any economic dislocathe students.
graduate of U. of T. since 1844. The
Contrast the simple inventory of stage
tion such as inflation.
He suggested
All students, and particularly the
original purpose of the Pepartment had
props needed by Guild for the U.C. protliat the government was being made a
freshmen who arc apt to be slow in duction
been to keep the addresses of all gradof "Our Town" Two step laddscapegoat in the Jap-Canadian issue,
Yesterday morning some 30 under- line. If we 30 people here do not
uates in order that they might vote in
taking advantage of campus organiza- ers,
eight kitchen chairs, two kitchen
and listed incidents of intolerance in
elections to the Senate, but right from
tions, are offered a special welcome to
tables, two garden trellisses
a com- graduates joined striking members of present the whole university I suggest
Alberta, and in Ontario at Ingersol and
its inception in 1919 the nosy ones tried
the meeting.
promise by the author.
Local 514 U.EW. (CI.O.) on the picket that the others find a similar method
Forest Hill Village. "Place the blame
keep
to
as
complete
rceords
as
possible.
of
expressing
their
views.
For Simpkins the duties involved real- lines in front of the Dundas St. plant
where the blame is due", he demanded.
Campus activities, scholarships, marrEdith Spiegel, III Sociology: "I betic sound and light effect to herald
Praise of the government's veterans'
of the Imperial Optical Co. Several of
lieve in the right of labor to organize iages, business appointments, general
the end of the world. For Guild it enre-establishment and agricultural prothem were asked by The Varsity and
tailed mere off-stage clanking of milk
I believe in doing something about claims to fame are uncovered through
gram came from the final speaker J.
phone
calls,
printed
forms
sent
"Why,
as
a
university
tracers,
student
are
you
my convictions."
bottles, clucking of chickens and whinnStanborough of the Faculty of Applied
ying of horses.
Bess Podoliak, III Sociology: "I have to the last known address of the elusive
here this morning?"
Science. Gratuities are paid to the redefinite sympathies with the workers I graduate, and a microscopic perusal of
Wilder, the theatre's most consistent
Replies were as follows:
turning
Canadian veteran on a ratio of
Tomorrow, the University Fine Art shatterer of conventions, demanded the
believe we arc citizens as well as mem- The Varsity, daily newspapers and other
Kurt Dahl, II Moderns: "I am here
Furthermore, wherever the 6:5:3 in comparison with those of New
Gab will trek en masse to the studio most elaborate settings and scenery for
bers of the university. I want to count- journals.
Zealand
because
and United States respectively.
I
have
been
egaged
in
the
same
wanders
a
special
set of geoof Dr. A. Y. Jackson, Canadian painter his "Skin of Our Teeth" and refused
eract the idea of a university as an ivory graduate
Tlie government has also moved to pregraphical files follow him.
who is reputed to be more familiar with them for "Our Town" in order to sugg- stntggle for IS years in Germany, France, tower."
Belgium,
and
vent
fluctuation'
of prices in major farm
Holland.
For
these
things
Canadian topography than any other est the ubiquity of his play's commun
The Records Department also acts as
Bob Hurst, Occasional student "It is
I went to fight in Spain.
o in modi tics and so to remove the
Organization
Canadian artist
Dr. Jackson toured ity.
mportant that students should interest a deluxe information bureau. Everyone
id solidarity of intellectuals as well as
farmer
from
his
financial see-saw,
through the Canadian West last sumi
result Simpkins was forced to
themselves in the welfare of the country. from banquet chairmen seeking backMr. Wigdor,
official, spoke in
mer, returning with several canvases on devise intricate curved "flats" and back- working people can ensure the equitable And when we hear of such things going ground material for an introduction, to
support
of
the resolution although emwhich were recaptured the secenry he drops that would vanish in an instant solution of labor problems."
credit
bureaus
enquiring
on we should come down and see them
about enlistBill Fairley, IV General: "The stu- for ourselves."
had seen. These will be on exhibition as the script insisted. It was on
ments, have found their answers in the phasizing that this carried no implied
support of the "Tory government of
tomorrow at 8:15 to help illustrate the other hand necessary only for Guild to dents must identify themselves with
Bob Endleman, IV Sociology: "In- files.
lecture on his work, which will be given supervise the lighting of a bare wall movements outside the university which tellectuals who have worked out the
"Do University graduates ever climb Duplessis or Drew."
Speaking generally on the Dominion
by the artist himself. Dr. Jackson is in order to suggest the time of day or arc ultimately in their own interests.
problems of labor in their own minds, flag-poles, go on hunger strikes or lead
Government labor policy Mr. Hermant
known as one of the well-known Group night.
Lou Bachner, I Soc. and Phil: "I am apart from emotional bias of personal South American Revolutions?"
of Seven.
But Miss Thompson shook her head endorsed the restraint evident in Labor
Someday, Simpkins and Guild feel, completely in sympathy with the workers opinion, shouldn't remain in cloistered
The studio is situated at 25 Severn Thornton Wilder may write a play that at Ford and Imperial Optical. The most
latton from social realities, but should gently,
regretfully),
(perhaps
"No, Minister Humphrey Mitchell's conciliSt., one block north of Davenport,
trate this is give concrete
:pression to their intell- theyre pretty orthodox in their activ- ation methods. "You cannot force good
ffective way I can demo
will hit a happy medium in the scenery
Yonge.
the picket ectual views."
will, cooperation is a two-way street"
to identify myself here
department
the

many

distinct national cultures re-

tific

societies.

After a distinguished athletic career
as a hockey player, Professor Brant

F—

:

Sympathizers Give Their Reasons
For Joining Optical Picket Line

—

Students

To Art

On

Trek

Sanctuary

;

:
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Correspondence

We

The

With

—

soned with signs stating to

up

;

— w>

H

port

Varsity.

an ugly duckling

in

Dear Sir:
Once

The

again, or shall wc say, a:
The Varsity has dearly illus-

trated

its

darned right

dents

advisable tor stu-

isn't

it

it

is;

wc

don't

Lose News

are

You'ri

?

Keep Record Hour

ask you? Is there anything more

I

than

Fascist

minute minority, with

a

extremely vocal

any

without

jority

It seems

lever?

taking

ideas,

it

upon

"Gad !" Genius Exclaims

to represent the great ma-

.themselves

authority

to

me

what-

Gad

Hitler

that

same methods most

his struggle for "Justice".

wonder how many of these

and

impulsive

their

I

strikers

supporters in

—W. A. E.

a small part of the
do away with

Indeed!

successfully,

n

d

eedy

tl

Sheppard,
II Pass.

"Gad," muttered the advertising genius, Phil More-Space, to the editor of

The

This was a noisy outlet

Varsity.

racial

and

social injustice should indeed

for

make

the

faces

when he replaced another feature
The Varsity with advertisements.

of the others

here at

school turn purple with shame. Those

take part in demonstrations few are
concerning racial and social equality. students.
to

the

true

spirited

so long

. .

Ads Multiply

cism here."

this

.

lasting.

want Fas'

University saw action overseas?
fact that only

so cool

our security"

our business

.this

students were picketing to

reactionary policies, this time

in suggesting

is

;

is

D.V.A), and "We

999,

students

family.

usual,

strike,"

(Local

k.

.

"U. of T. students sup"Hermant evading the

Law", "Union security

I

stick out like

The

who were

all

House!

tobacco

to read them,

;ed the
.

Frat

so mild so fragrant

Picket

Join

picketing strikers, at 7:30 a.m., capari-

;

conflict."

Students

Do you not think that it is carrying
our prided University Democracy too
far, when twenty vociferous, radical students have the bumptiousness to join

readers disagree.
Naturally, we should like them to agree though there is little
hope for some of them. But if we cannot make them agree, we can
at least make them think; and if their contrary convictions survive
that ordeal, we shall have done our small part in forging campus
thought.
On this page we present a trickle from the flood of letters that
have descended upon this office in the past few days. They are all
worth reading; because they illustrate aptly current thought.
At the moment, we offer no replies, because we want to leave
as much space as possible for the objectors. Perhaps other readers
will share with us some of the labor of replying.
But in the next
few days we hope to deal with most of the points covered in these

Editor,

reference to an article entitled

Lines" in your Friday, Nov. 23, edition

of our reading public

letters.

of the

Varsity,

What a

"Placard-Hung

—

—

The

Editor,

Dear Sir:

have succeeded in one thing at least we are being read.
have succeeded in something else in making a substantial part
hopping madIt is not as perverse as it sounds, to say that we write largely
to annoy people.
There is no point in preaching to be converted.
Like at least one other writer, we "have no opinions only convictions" and they happen to be convictions with which many of our

We

The

Picobac's the pick

I U.C.

We Hear From The Critics

"Truth comes by

29, 194S

champions of Justice and true democracy.
J. J. Rezetnik.

The

The

Editor,

the

ecstatic

joy

Phil

always

felt

in

Varsity.

University

"The Greenland Society For Inebriated Cops guarantees us two-column

Dear Sir;

I have read with interest your wellads every day for the next five years,"
The Varsity and the others who rewritten
editorial
of Tuesday's
date shouted Phil gaily.
actions could be clarified by first letting ceived a big laugh from it are
"Of course we'll
only a
headed Unfair to Varsity. I infer that have to throw out the Editorials."
The Varsity's editorial staff have access discredit to the institution.
your objection to University students
to one fact, namely that these demonstraThe Editor, Porky Shorty Tenner,
The common man who has no college
taking part in a strike by picketing is
tions arc held to wake the .people up.
looked confused. "But with ads by Ineducation needs our help. He has been
on
grounds

Perhaps the reason for the

Winning the

pickcters'

based

strike or having the pro-

by big business men much

used as a toy

the

that, the issue

ternational

Pickle,

Imperial

Coal-Oil

and that the University and Metropolitan Door-Knobs all we
to some of the have left is the Record Hourl"
were the two things furthest from their help with
but a few good leaders ? Thus
partisans in an unfavorable light
minds.
"Where's your gratitiude to our adis up to the university to come to
should be pointed out of course, that
People 'have up till now usually just their aid.
vertisers?" snapped the advertising gento those people, in this case labor and
talked about these things, and The
genius. "Where would The Varsity be
It is up to us to show not only in
labor sympathizers, who are on
Varsity is still just talking. Talk Talk
to-day if it weren't for magnanimous
words but in actions,
prietor of the Icelandia rink apologize

!

too long

now.

Where can

they turn for

|

controversial,
will

therefore appear

I

demonstrations, other side of the fence,
the students
False painted orations stressing racial and
strikes that there is injustice
ferred
to will appear as champions
and social equality but do we' ever have that that
injustice has to be done away
rather than troublemakers.
The Varsity say, "Let's do something ith if we
are to carry on as civilized,
You assert at the same time that the
to further the cause of the people"?
intelligent, free peoples.
University has a moral responsibility to
When we hear of University students
I might ask The Varsity,
"Don't you society, and should take up an "unequiin Argentina fighting desperately against
think It's time you ceased pretending
you vocal position" on such clearcut issues
reaction and fascism, or of how students want
justice?
How about setting ; as, for example, racial discrimination.
in Poland, Austria, not to mention many
park once in a while? How about lead'
I doubt very much, Mr. Editor, whein Germany before and during the in- ing
the students?" Let's quit making
ther any issues can be found in which
stallation of Nazism, fought and demonaccuses for reaction and conservatism
the distinction between right and wrong
I
strated to make this a decent world to They
have" enough ^ooks bac'kW^h'ernl is
so sharp as you imply. On the examlive in-we, the University of Toronto, Let's
become, as university students, ple
you have chosen, a great many
;

I

people,
letter

Mask and Drama

JjrU

There
year's

O'Clocks

is

of

list

last

year,

works to be

promising, including as

many modern chamber works
The

the standard classics.

this

Five

high standard

established

Furthermore, the
played

that

Wednesday

will maintain the

performance

of

indication

of

it

does

as well as

series, then,

should arouse enthusiasm amongst those

who
And

take their chamber music seriously.
yet

programs are such that

the

who

those

take

casually,

it

The

concert in the

first

by the Parlow

given

yesterday afternoon.

about the same as

it

that

if

is

them of interest

possible, will also find

was

series

Quartet

String

Their playing

was

last year,

rough

occasionally but generally very fine.

The Schubert C major
yesterday with

second

'cellist,

Quintet, played

Cornelius
is

Ysselstin

as

a monumental work.

almost frightening to think
Schubert might have produced had he
It

is

lived

past

his

thirty-second year,

year in which he penned
ism, the
sity

master-

this

Athough it is replete with
work achieves a dramatic

piece.

seldom

if

the

lyric-

inten-

with

your
room for argument.

the University

O'clock"

which
this

I

am

little

accustomed, but

of

its

it

tremendous

The

lost

"Don't kid yourself, continued the gen"nobody patronizes our advertisers.
Nobody's cigarette tastes different lately
and nobody reads past Race's Cats any-

way.

"Why,

take the paper yesterday.

The

front page carried that sensational story

about

the

smoking
ad for:

in

two

naked co-eds caught
the U.C. Rotunda, and the

Tailored Treasure

"FAMOUS BIG-PORE BEAUTY

CREAM— Guaranteed to remove wrink-

Trim and

slim, with a tuck-it-in or leave-it-out
shirt, these two-piece pyjamas in colourful prints
of spun rayon or cotton are strong on looks and
long on wear. A large and interesting assortment
to make Christmas shopping a delight or personal
selection a pleasure.

from prunes! Don't try it on your
face it only seems to work on primes."
les

—

—

$2.98 to $5.95

—

—

—

both

modem

pieces,

gave immense scope for displaying mar- Dear Sir:
velous manual and pedal technique, and
The writer

editorial

only

Miss Coci, gave a pleasing performance. judged as a band
of Immature troubleon The only number which was sung
un- makers gone berserk. As the editorialist
accompanied was the old English hunt- sees it a very
disheartening situation
program, ing-song, John Peel, in a pleasant indeed.

effect

other work on the
con voriazioni from Quartet in A, novel arrangement. The' Choir
To correct it, students should enlarge
opened
Op. a by GHere, I found uninteresting. its section of the program with duck's their ivory
tower to include one conferThe theme is trivial and can't with- Evening Song and Thanks be to Thee ence-room
specifically designed to acstand the work to which the composer by Handel, well rendered,
but with commodate a permanent sub-commi'rtee
of the U. of T. fact-finders association.
The next recital in the Casavant So- Preferably it is
to be a room in the
ciety Series on December 12, will feabasement hidden from the gaze of the
ture the three Toronto organists. Hazel occasional
visitor from the outside world
Brillinger Olsen, John Hodgcns, and who could
not but mistake it for a seethRoma Page, assisted by the Malvern ing hotbed of subversive
underground
Co-editors: Henry Westcott
Collegiate Choir, directed by Roy W. activity.

Tema

Phoebe Taylor

pimple-

ius,

—

of Tuesday's
ever equalled in music. dexterity in quick
but smooth registra- seems to be in the

account

Treacleson's

party to a controversy, then

throes of a struggle
The performance was intelligent and tion.
with a powerful -persecution
complex.
musical.
The second movement was
The Toronto Men Teachers' Choir, Universities are sorely
discriminated
played more quickly than the pace to under Eldon
Brethour, who assisted against their students
are sadly mis-

very

like

bar and Fargooson's
Cure for Bearded Co-Eds?

chocolate

Electrolysis

whose

must refrom arousing the censure of any
if

proof

"And the second Page," raged Porky
it wil have Shorty, "all
it carried was a review
no recourse but to withdraw into an panning Beethoven's 5th and an ad for:
ivory tower and view the world as a
"WATER-PROOF STERILE SOAP
puts it. However, the
the only soap in the world guaranteed
man who wrote disinterested spectator. This is certainly
the program notes likes it
not your wish, and I feel that you must not to float, not to latlter and not to
therefore reconsider your position on stop B. 0.
fust sits and keeps you comPhilip Fbeedman,
* * *
this question.
pany in the bath-tub."
"A very soaperior advertisement"
It might be argued in this particular
Casavant Series
Someone has said that the pipe organ case that those who are antagonized grinned the advertising genius, "and
number among them many who are in- almost as good as the third page with
is too heavy an instrument for a woman.
"That's all, brother," gritted Porky
itial and powerful, and
This was definitely disproved last night
that their
by -the celebrated New York organist, displeasure should not be incurred. Such Shorty, who sadly riddled the genius in
belly with a tommygun, wrapped
the
fear would amount virtually to a supClaire Coci, in the first of this season's
classified ads and
Casavant Society concerts. Miss Coci pression of freedom of expression, some- him in a long list of
him into a seething vat of boildropped
showed perfect control over the large thing which the University must not
Raco
oil and molten nickle.
Eaton Auditorium instrument through- countenance. It could lead only to an
out her recital. Her adroit manipula- institution meek and subdued in spirit
misconceptions about an
tion of stops, pistons, and pedals alike, incapable of exercising that moral lead- forestall such
which is really meant to
coupled with her more than pleasing ership which you affirm is one of its institution
view race and labor problems with an
manner, delighted last night's audience. responsibilities.
calm
and to remain aloof from
Olympic
Take sides, if you like, on the issue
On Miss Coci's program were the
incomprehensible "squabbles" of that
Bach Prelude and Fugue in A minor, in question, but do not take to task
kind.
Liszt's Prelude and Fugue on B.A.CJi., those students who were justifiably, and
I
trust I am not misconstruing the
and two movements from the Modale I might add courageously, expressing
editorial when I understand it to say
Suite by the Dutch contemporary com- their sympahies.
that the only hope to escape criticism is
poser, Flor Peelers.
Bernard
Etkin,
The Bach was
Lecturer, Faculty of Applied Science. to keep your mouth shut and to remain
played in good classical style, brilliantly
inactive: a rather sorry existence for
registered and well phrased. The Liszt
anybody to lead, especially students.
The Editor, The Varsity.
and Flor Peeters,

Start For "Fiv e

every

is

series

sideJby-side

can find

fear tliat

frain

Good

appears

editorial,
I

Mr. Bettson,

including

contributors

Wood.

—John

Gartshoee.

Students,

according-

to

•

113 Yongo
751 Yonge

at

Adelaide

at Bloor

o 1458 Yonge at St. Clair
• 3414 Yonge at City Limits
• 444 Eglinton W. at CasHeknock
• 656 Danfcrth at Pape
In Hamilton

— King and John

Sts.

Do Your Christmas Shopping Early

Provided it is kept within Constituan enlightened public will,
beyond doubt, prefer active student opinof .the most varying shades to aloof-

tional bounds,

ness

and

silence.

The

public,

we are

non-conformist? Anyway, no one takes
college

students

seriously,

than one takes teachers
seriously.

The

higher education

any

somehow

more

or professors

idea seems to be

that

unqualifies a

on the campus, expects future person to express an opinion on anything
leadership from students.
Employing that really matters.
Evidently, the news of what happened metaphors not entirely fitting the occaFortunately, however, this view is by
to umbrella -wavers has not yet peneon, the editorialist says the Univer- no means universal. Whereas
some peotrated the walls of the editor's office.
ty's "warrior body must be in trim to ple are upset whenever students climb
The editorial strongly urges an un- maintain its perpetual fight for life." down from their ivory towers, there
are
uivocal
stand by students against May I ask him what meaning he others who criticize
them precisely becial discrimination, whether on this attaches to a living body's existence, be cause
they are either too bookish or too
campus or elsewhere, but hastens to con- it ever so material, if its purpose is to frivolous to undertake
serious action.
tradict itself by deploring student action avoid participation in life?
These critics regard them as all too
on North Yonge Street Undoubtedly,
Eric Kruh,
fond of useless talk, as too high-brow
labor problems admit of the most diverse
U.C. IV Moderns. to concern themselves with the plight of
* * *
terpretations, but so do race problems,
their fellow men.
the basis of your own argument
The Editor, The Varsity.
In the final analysis
told daily

—

i

When,

the

student's

therefore, as the writer correct-

Dear Sir:
responsibility is not to his university
mere handful of students"
It is not so long ago that the Varsity but to tlie whole community in which
took action on both issues, they were raised its voice
he
lives. What indeed, is the function
in support of the Argenmerely supporting a cause which they tinian students'
stand against fascism. of the university if not to promote
believed to be right
An intelligent That however, was far from home. active and effective participation in compublic would just as little regard them We now
are counselled that within our munity affairs? Clearly, the Varsity
representative of student opinion as own community
the students of this uni- should not discourage activity of this
ly observes, "a

football enthusiasts who recently
ersity should not take active stands sort, but should do all in its power
to
.domed Convocation Hall.
The Uni- on any major issue.
foster it In the vast majority of
cases,
good name as a whole is not
After all, some people might disagree it is not necessary to preach passivity;
him, should involved at all.
with us, and who dare show himself a
(Continued on page

the

versity's

4)

:
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S.P.S. Loses

Twice In Soccer

Downed By

Vic

S.P.S. succumbed to a double trouncing in yesterday's semi-final soccer tilts

Vic and Trinity to battle it out
on Friday for the Arts Faculty Cup.
The firsts bowed out 2-1 to Trinity on
the back campus, while their confreres
were downed and drowned 7-0, by Vic
on front.
to leave

Both games were played despite the
worst field conditions thrown at them
by the weatherman in years. Players

were

virtually

head to

made

covered

in

And

LACROSSE

first man to beat Mathews,
the Trinity goalie, this season. Adamson broke the halftime deadlock with
a
shoulder high shot into the S.P.E. net,

Jung was the

half.

SPORT

SHORT

IN

mud from

the going rather slow.

Trinity
Vic.

Meds.

three goals for the red and gold,
and Hikichi scored another pair, providing the main punch of the Vic attack
between them. Vic never looked back
after the initial goal, and led 4-0 at the
half.
Reed and Plewman accounted for
the other two scores.

feated S.P.S. I. MacDonald broke the
with a ground shot to the off corner,
but Jung got this one back for School
from a scramble in front of the goal.

II,

Dents.,

home

ice

7— S.P.S.

I,

1.

.

— Forestry,

—

St.

Mikes A,

The

Next

lacrosse

1.

Week

playoff

schedule

is

was

the Standing Committee
Lacrosse at yesterday's meeting
the Athletic Directorate room.
It was
also decided that two referees should

Downed
Water Polo

In

Despite the
intercollegiate

officiate

at each playoff game.

St Mikes and S.P.S. IV will replay
game which ended in a 6-6
fact that there will be no
water polo this year, the draw on Monday night, due to an S.P.S.
their league

chances of outside competition for a un- protest which was ruled valid by the
The game takes place toiversity team, judged on last night's per- committee.
formance, look promising. In reply to day at five o'clock.

a challenge from Central YMCA, Bill
Moffat invaded their premises last night
with a hastily-put-together team made
up of some of last year's stars from sev-

The winner of this game will play
P.H.E. next Monday at one. The winner of today's Meds, U.C. game will

eral faculties, only to-be repulsed to the

day at four.

Group III champs, Mon-

McNally, Dean and Brown stood out
for the Central team, with Bryars and
for

the

two

goals.

of these sudden-death

affairs

will then go on to the semimeeting Vic Tuesday at 5:30
p.m. and Meds. I at four, respectively.
finals,

The finals will be the best two out
Rosen, Moffat and Bell-Irving in goal
gave them a good battle however, and of three games, with the teams playing
the representative University of Toright-minute quarters instead of the
onto team will play hosts to the "Y" usual six.
They are slated for next
in

Hart

week.

House

pool

sometime

next

Eilbcck
Burt-Gerrans

Pi
W A

B

Emman A

SWIM LEAGUE
Dec 3

Mon.,

5.00

Wed.,

Dec

?c

a:
Fine

-

Wander over

to the

Hockey

Thur.,

Dec 6

gym some

of these days and see what goes on for

Dec

Mon.,

3

thrill,

team

a

is

The

To him

a while

Tues., Dee. 4

from

of playing with the
getting his name in the
the idea of being chosen on an
AU-Star

Thursday at five, Saturday at 12:30,
and Tuesday at five (if necessary).

Wed.,

Dec

S

1.00

Fri.,

Dec

7

6.30
1.00

made

are

B

U.C

I

Dent. I

Trin.

£

Knox

Moffat

(Balan

Trin.

iDcnt.
Jr.

C

Eilbcck

Fine

VT

Starkman

Pharm.

SPS. B

Vic IV
Dent.

A

SPS.

U.C.

Knox
U.C III
III

Moffat

A

Dent.

B

U.C.

IV

I

D

Med.

Vic.

For. B
Med. Servicemen
-

Cooke
Brisbin
Brisbin

Burt-Gerrans
stone

V

Med. Servicemen
U.C. VI

Swan
Cooke

HOCKEY PRACTICES
Dec 3

Mon.,

4.15

4.45

St Mikes

6.1S
7.00

7.00
7.30

S.P.S.
Forestry

who

Wed,

Dec. 5

4.00
4.30

4.30
5.00

Trin.

Thur.

Dec 6

4.15
4.45
6.30

4.45
S.15
7.00

Wye.
Dent

On Today

There's a Meds-U.C. lacrosse game at
four, a group playoff, and it
should be good
. There's
a basketball game at seven, our -three-teamcontbmed Blues guesting to Simpson Grads
There's a St Mikes Football Dance at 8:30 at the Newman
Club
Advertise our patronizers
.

By
Swimming Nofes
The

Pharm.

Emman

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Sportswoman
Polly Muiz

swimming meets are in full swing this week,
goes to prove that a mental attitude can overcome such
paltry incilow temperatures and Toronto winter weather.
St Hilda's
picked two promising champs
.
Joyce Cobban who excelled in
individual college

all

as

.

.

the

all

races and was placed second in the style swimming,
and Pat
achieving first place in diving, ornamental, and style swimming.

Patterson

Ski Notes

George Is In There Pitching
As Grapplers Prep For Tourney
With the Junior Intramural Wrestling potential wrestlers was also
cut down,
Tournament coming on in only two top-rate men like Sklar,
Schaeffer and
weeks, two of the busiest men in the McDonnough
were developed via his
Athletic Wing at Hart House are wrest- Intramural
competitions.
ling Instructor George Daly and his
This fall has seen many changes in
assistant Art Chetwynd.
the Varsity wrestling set-up from that
George came to the University of of the last five years. There are more
Toronto in 1937 as an assistant coach men out for instruction, and more exunder the famed Cliff Worthy, and since perienced wrestlers out The prospects
then has assumed top position on the are very best for another intercollegiate
staff of grappling instructors.
In his championship wrestling team this year,
first three years here, the last three of and both George and Art are decidedly

The Ski Club has drawn up a proposed program for the current year,
which^ should prove of interest to a goodly number of Varsity
students
intending to participate actively or otherwise in the
coming ski week-ends.
Operating on the principle that the best way to learn how

helped bring the wrestling

racing, .the Ski Club proposes to

ity.

^

to ski

week-end for the novices

.

.

.

have a slalom race on the club
thus building up future University

is

hills

by

every

ski teams.

Transportation to the grounds of the club will be arranged
by bus at slightly
reduced rates every Sunday (so the program goes).
Jnterfaculty meets are planned to take place in February,
the points
for this event counting for the Reid Trophy.
As for the
intercollegiate

angle, the club plans to place a men's
in

Wye
Dent

responsibility of choosing

Well, .thafs all there is to it The two
teams will be published on this
page tomorrow, and there are eight more
team managers still to report
WJiat are you going to do about it?

which

SPS.

Trin.
Trin.

SPS. Ill
Jr. Vic

1.00

Burt-Gerrans

Referees please stand by for possible playoff
dates from Tues. on.

his teams are closely scrutinized to
see
Dents deserves a place on the first or second
team. An ominous

dentals

5.00

4.00

distinct honor.

final selections

What's

Sr.

SPS.
SPS. IV
SPS. Ill

4.30
5.30

these teams rests with the team managers
and so far one team has appeared-just one.
The Dents' manager for
instance, knows a heck of a lot more
about his team than anybody else,' and

when

StM. B

Emman

4.00
6.30

especially to the novice, of possibly

m

C

4.00

1.00

Beer

I

Emman

VOLLEYBALL

The rugby All-Stars seem to have been forgotten.
isn't good.
A lot of fellows go out and give a lot of time to rugby onThis
those pleasant
afternoons when they could be elsewhere, studying
or otherwise killing time
The only return the player gets out of it is the fun
added

Med.

Trin.
Vic.

4.00

of Dec. 3rd

(Balance of schedule)

Jr.

Inlerest

papers once

-Week

Vic.

4.00

5

round of the playoffs

yourself— it's time well spent

Wilh

Dec 4

silence.

The survivors

tune of 2-0.

Dean accounting

play Forestry,

S.P.S.

For.

over.

drawn up by

for

Varsity

Med.

II

Sports Schedules

Several teams have risen above the rabble
in the play thus far this year
and proven themselves in no uncertain terms
to be hot after the Dafoe Cup'
bemor Meds have been positively brilliant at times,
and PjH.E., though rather
short on reserves, can possibly floor
the most capable squad of all
Their
quality more than makes up for any deficiency
in quantity.
Vic. have looked
good, but not really impressive, perhaps
due to the stiff competition they
have received from Jr. Meds and U.C The
boys from Forestry are .the biggest success on the scoresheets, but then they
might burst at the seams and
do a repeat of last fall's performance when
the first

Lacrosse Playoffs
Start

Jr.

take effect in the proper circles.

1.

2—Jr. S.P.S., 0.
B, 2—U.C. IV, 1.

Trinity A, 2

powers
games

whrch includes the playoffs and all subsequent
contests in years to come'
This should eliminate all opportunity for team
managers to replace absent
referees and officiate at their own games.
The compliment will doubtless

Volleyball

Ill S.P.S.

significant feature of this fall's lacrosse
season is that the
that .be have finally decided to provide a second
official for all future

S.P.S. Ill
III Med.

Vic. Ill

of the

14—Jr. S.P.S., 7.
10— S.P.S. Ill, 6.

U,C,

movie.

The

Med. Servicemen, 2
Jr.

B

pJS'Mcd.

A

Dent

1.00
4.00
6.30
7.30
8.30

wallbars.

II, 0.

Lacrosse

Roberts booted

Trinity I ran their string of consecutive victories to nine when they de-

2-S.P.S.

I,

I,

Rae
Rae
Marshall

Applications are now being taken in
Athletic Office for
Basketball and Water Polo Referees.

And all this trouble descends on the overburdened shoulders of
but a single
arbiter—with a good deal of the macabre intentions directed
at him personally.
Any scalp is fair game, but the referee is the real unsung hero

Soccer

II

IV-St. M.

S.P.S.

Dent.

VOLLEYBALL

some doing

to surpass the brand of Intramural
lacrosse
which is unfolded before the bloodthirsty eyes of a few
scattered spectators
in the big gym these days. Some of those games pack
just as many thrills
as that homey May evening when father dropped
his cigar into little Willie's
hoard of fireworks. The Donny»ook Fairs that highlight
most of them
would do credit to any hotel room free-for-all scene
in a grade

the play throughout the whole
second

Med.

Re-play

Jerry Ewias

From Wall To WalLbars
It will take

U.C

4.00
5.00

SWIM LEAGUE

By

and although School fought back grimly
the Trinity team held a slight edge
in

Vic showed a lot of power, especially
on such treacherous footing, and their
onesided win rates them as slim favorites
for the championship,

SPORTS CALENDAR

Trinity

and the wet, heavy

toe,

29, 1945

and women's team to represent Varsity

the

competition with other Universities
Mayhap this new "Big
Blue" team will repeat the achievements of former years, what
with Marc
Guppy and the Maims upholding the prestige of the club.
.

.

intercollegiate

championships

assault sports, the

titles to

"The boys show a real willingness to
down to hard work this year," said
if that is any indication of

get

Prior to his coaching, George's last
competitive wrestling was in 1936, the
fornia.

Thomas

He
as

was runner-up

to

in

their ability we'll bring another title to

Varsity this winter."

Cali-

TEAM PICTURES

Howie

Canada's representative in

the light-weight class.

Through
an

the

war

The

was almost enAlthough the supply of

tirely curtailed.

intercollegiate

harrier teams

years, wrestling as

intercollegiate sport

The club made a good start last Sunday on their trip to Aurora
to work
on the grounds. Reports have it that the club house now boasts
a new coat
of paint, the jump has been repaired, and the trails
have been denuded of
their yearly crop of brush.
A group of sixteen wrought all this, setting
out at 10:00 with lunches and liquid refreshments
they had themselves
a "whee" of a time besides making themselves useful.
.

optimistic about their chances.

the

Vars-

George, "and

year the Olympics were held

.

.

in

Daly coached crew

tures
I

taken at

will
I

soccer

pjn.,

Friday,

weather permitting.

h

.

Finally
There comes
volving U.C. II.
of 8-14,

no

less.

to

our attention two more basketball games

In the
It

first

game

this

was a wide open

.

.

.

both in-

team defeated St Hilda's by a score

exhibition, stars of the evening being

Jean Kausman (U.C.) and Joan Hume (U.C). The next game found
U.C. II losers to Vic. II by one game . score 7-6 for Vic. It was
remarkable for the amount of close checking on both sides, and two players
making all the poinst between them . . . Mary Hicks for U.C, and Kay
Fowler for Vic
.

VARSITY

ELLIS McLINTOCK
12.

DANCE

Saturday Night

ROYAL YORK HOTEL BANQUET HALL
Dancing From 9 to

d ^^^^^^^^^

.

- -

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

His Trumpet

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY AND FRIDAY.

12-2,

- -

And

IN U.C.

1st

His Orchestra

ROTUNDA

Tickets

and

have their pic-

:00

$1.00 Per rerson

.
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Rigby's

clothes,

because

they

are

quality chosen

by experts in fabric and
design to preserve their good lines year
after year.

A GIFT OF CHARM

.

It isn't just

by chance

New and

Lecturer Decries

Enlrenous

Ex-Service Students

that

a Joan Rigby suit or ensemble outwears

,

29, 1945

of

Do you know

Nationalist Trend

Thursdays Off

Fragrance by Richard Hudnut can be ordinary clothing. It is created to wear
had in Ousting Powder, Talcum, Toilet like an old friend, designed in lines that
"The history of the Church is the hisWater and Eau de Cologne. A holiday are not likely to become outdated by
tory of a revolution," said Dr. Lyndon
By Ross McLean
the turn of the season. Take your holiSmith of Trinity College in his lecture
package of Fragrances Gemey
Sarah Lawrence has a president only friends was a rare privilege"
last night in Wycliffe's Sheraton Hall.
with Eau de Cologne, Perfume and daying relatives and call on Joan Rigby
six days a week.
CoIIar-adv-handsome, President Tay- Dr. Smith's was the last in a series of
Talcum for a delicious sequence
f it is something in very good day-time
On
Thursday Harold Taylor, the lor is 31.
talks on religion given by campus heads.
daintiness.
Fragrance Gemey lias been >r evening wear they are looking for.
newly-appointed president of this proAbout his students at Sarah Lawrcreated for beautiful women who know
oan Rigby's, 54 Bloor Street
"The attitude of the state toward the
the subtle art of self -flattery, who understand the importance of a fragrance
which is neither too aggressive nor Northways,

gressive

OH WHAT A DRESS

self-proclaiming,

wearer

but which wraps

an aura of

in

the

pagne,

a

formal in

.

Ifs at

.

cham-

pink

and ifs been given

full

score

our way of thinking. This
plain dusty pink concoction is to wear
formal occasions, frat parlies, etc.

totally pleasurable according to

femininity.

ence he reports

college

"They are

.

to

a

make available to Veterans
full-time advisory service.

They would be glad to help
you on any matters upon which
you wish to consult them.

just friends

in Bronxville,
Church," he continued, "has varied from
UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
N. Y., vanishes. "I simply disappear of mine
We talk to each other and one of fear to one of indifference. In
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
and write," he explains.
ar^ quite unaware that one is a boy and its early attempts to gain recognition
STUDENTS
Those were his terms when Sociol- one a girl."
religion was forcibly discouraged. Once
67 St. George St.
3791
Varsity's "best all-round man" of given toleration, however,
ogist Helen Merrell approached him
it was disHours: 10 e-m. to 4 p.m.
with the offer to assume the presidency. 1935 seems to have been a good choice. covered by such men as Napoleon and
And to them he intends to stick.
Frederick the Great."
girls'

.

.

thai .

The University Advisory Bureau was set up on the authority of the Board of Governors

.

:

.

ML

A SPRAINED BACK

*

He stated that nowadays, "To achieve
countries a nationalist spirit has grown,
our ends power must rise above moral
putting power in the limelight, leaving
This is the result of the
religion to sink lower in the background.
new nationalist trend which is well ilthe skirt is gathered at the
it apparently takes guts to take a stand.
We have, "he concluded, "coarsened the
1935.
The Muse flirted but her adYou'll probably make up feeling a hun- hips (not many gathers, just
lustrated by the policy of the late great
a few
If those now taking stands represent
beauty of our freedom by exultation in
vances were spurned by the started
dred percent. Sloan's works quietly and
Fascist powers."
ones). The rest of the dress
only a minority of student opinion, the
power."
Taylor when he received a scholarship
effectively while you sleep, brings up is plain and good style with
"Mussolini
proudly
stated
that
'Fasca belt of
blame rests with those who disagree but
as "the best all-round man" in his
circulation rc-mforeemcnts to drive
ism has an ethic but no theology." It
out the same dusty pink material studded
silent
class.
He remained for a now-possible
the soreness and stiffness. Makes
with gold knobs. Norlhway's have other
was the habit of the Fascists to systemremarked that the university
M.A„
took
his
Ph.
D.
at
London
Ungood inhalent to control one of those delightful formats in fashionland.
atically wipe out religious influences to
AS
fighting
must
be
always
for
its
life.
But
iversity, got a teaching job at the Unnasty winter head colds, too.
the point where their presence had no
on an
Put
iversity of Wisconsin, married, moved if the university fosters only apathy—
teaspoonful of Sloan's in a glass
effect on popular belief.
of hot
ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTION
IN
and
we
mean
just
that
then the uni
OF
DYING into a remodelled barn with his English
water and breathe in the steam. Sloan's
Ideal check for Teachers, Students,
"Even
in our own supposedly civilized
ersity is not fighting for its life, it i:
.
It's wonderful to completely bride and thought he could then see the
Sin .ikti-3, Singers. Actors, etc., or for
has a hundred uses which is why it
Greetings. Congratulations, etc.
relax before your conscience begins to direction of his destiny.
Iready dead.
has earned thai world-wide reputation.
Only professional equipment usod.
who have been exposed to the liberal
urge you to study, so in those few
Philip L. Cooper
He had been there for five and a half
* * »
allegedly
reached
stage
ants,
have
a
sacred minutes why not relax effective- years when Sarah Lawrence went shop'
Jack Granofsky
LUXURIATE IN LOVELIES
where they can think for themselves.
SERVICE
ly in one of those well known Evange- ping and discovered him.
Marguerite Jersak
.
Howard 0731
Creed's have glamour bedroom
Their ideas may or may not differ
Martin Shubik
attire line housecoats. There are ever so many
It was a big year for Sarah Lawin everything you want,
from the "ethical" ideas of the time.
nighties, panties lo choose from in gay quilted bengalinc, rence. The once-scorned "country club"
Ken Morrison
and slips with or without lace trimming. matins, crepes,
Regardless, I believe it is their moral
chintz, piques, and that for fashionable young ladies in search
Bob Brooks
These range from 4.95 to 10.95.
OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
and legal right to take direct action
Then "top it all" flannel for warmth and of knowledge had come of age.
Lawrence Caplan
for something a little more
if
they think their cause is right
tailored comfort These are going fast For that 18.
Barry Allen n
Prescriptions for glasses
they have some very smart
To its 295 bobby-soxed undergraduslips at present of all presents have a look at
Consequently, I do not think you
foisP^N^Tl filled with quality spectacle3.95. Bed-jackets are really
scrumptious,
Evangeline Shops are conveniently ates it provided a relaxed type of per- The Editor, The Varsity.
opticians
are justified in taking exception to the
W
ore at reasonable prices.
j
a darling one in French blue or Tea situated anywhere in
town, your near- sonalized education, emphasizing the Dear Sir:
actions
of those
"contrary political
Quick, accural* repair service
rose made in sheer chiffon
with, 'round est is 751 Yonge Street, just north of small seminars and the faculty evenelements" on the campus who believe
Regarding
the
editorial,
Unfair
to
the neck and sleeves, the
ings.
321 BLO 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
same soft blue Bloor.
Varsity, which appeared on November they should take more than the aloof
marabou. This is 9.50. And a special
(Ground Floor St. "sorgo Apartments)
But Sarah Lawrence, on the fringe
academic stand in current issues.
27, may I say that I cannot agree with
OPPOSITE MEDICAL AfitS 8UILDJNG
note to the Varsity newlyweds,
of Manhattan, needed a new administraa bouSTOLLERY'S corner,
R. Thomas,
Spatial D/icouM lo SlutW, and Mcmban ol
the reprimand .given to the University
doir set for all those shower
tor.
Bloor
and Bay, lurs magnetism these
presents
Iho Faculty
TV
S.P.S.
"picketeers."
floating 'round.
Toronto-trained Taylor accepted.
Consists of a nighty days for the bound-to-get-aliead young
According to you, "Universities are
case - 3.60, hosiery case
President Taylor, impatient of colleges
L69, glove
ho knows his appearance may
more
reasonably
to
be
identified
with
case 1.35, and three little sachets
that "rely more upon acquiring respectat 90c, not help chalk up a "Pass", academic
ideas at large" ; which, it would seem,
in dainty pink satin with
handnpainted ally speaking, but it docs very definitely able opinions . . than upon creating an
degenerates into a ooncunrence with
designs on the front
help him to make friends and influence attitude of mind which insists on exampeople.
A good scarf and glove set ining opinion critically" is happy in his populaT opinion. I do not think this
should be so. Students, especially those
new role
FASHIONS
in wool, at a very considerate
THE SHOULHe has, he confesses in a letter to this
RACQUETS REPAIRED
DERS UP
price, and one of those Gtcntwill
. Luxurious head
ties
squares
DON'T FORGET EL. 6649
department, a "very warm feeling"
in
lush
colours learned with your at 1.50 will be enough lo add vitamins
Badminton and Squash Racquets reabout his alma mater.
tailor-mades to lake top honours
For all your typing and mimeographaround to an average suit. They've some dandy
paired,
restnung.
Work
guaranteed
"The philosophy I studied there with
the campus. What about
a pastel for casual coats in corduroy, and dressinging requirements. Low rates. Harry
Dean Brett, Fulton Anderson, and Her24-hour service.
Phone KI. 7939,
Sociology Club
that black coat and a pair
Better do
of those gowns of superior quality.
bert Davis gave me a depth of interest
(Jack) between 5-8.
Shiff, after 5:30 pjn.
Precious angora gloves of the
your
Stollery
8:15 p.m. This evening In Wymilshopping
in person in philosophical
same
subjects and in litercolourT These head squares
Those Stollery salesman like
wood. Panel discussion on "The
are really though.
ature which has been responsible for
dapper for skiing, warm and cosy,
being
helpful.
Practical
application
of
Sociology."
and
the attempts I have made to learn more
LOST
even have embroidered wool skiers
•
• *
Students will discuss the applicaand
iout philosophy and literature.
SALE
other designs at the corner. The
Small black suitcase, containing Unition of sociology in camps, welfare
gloves BE AS LOVELY AS
. . .
"At one time," he recalls, "I enjoyed
and squares together ore an ideal
Pair of skis, Chalet, 6 ft, with bamversity text books, valuable lecture
agencies, and Government work.
pres- and a little lovelier still because Antoine an association with The Varsity and
ent for Christmas; something
special invitation is extended to
that will has developed a theory by which the wrote a few editorials for Mickey
boo poles, and harness.
notes, urgently needed.
Liberal reMc8157,
go over in a big way. There are other natural and graceful lines
first-year Soc and Phil, students,
of your head Guire when he was Editor.
ward. HY. 5129.
after 6.30 p.m.
gift ideas at the Lady Ellis Shops,
arc
accentuated
in a sculptured hair-cut
ex-service students, and all interyour
"We had a good life there," he asserts.
nearest, 723 Yonge St., just
south of Even if you wear a long bob the An- 'And the chance to play football, study
ested. Refreshments will be served.
Bloor, and in various neighbouring dis- toine men are trained
to shape it to philosophy, and live with such good
Philosophy and writing were to have
need not be and more and more city parties arc
eon be very unpleas- going formal, incidentally. ..The neck is been Taylor's life.
Certainly that was his intention when
ant.
Try patting on oh application of high and round with a saucy Utile slit
he graduated from this University ir
Sloan's Liniment before going to sleep. opening and

dangerous but

Correspondence

it

.

.

(Continued from page 2)

convictions.
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hug the head with
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if

GROW OLD ALONG WITH ME
...

the best

slogan

which

is

yet to

very

come ...

aptly

suits

the disarming- lines

a child's silhouette.

Not only

ting but in fingerwaving

in cut-

and hair

styl-

to

word

to the wise

make
in

your

—Meeting

... we advise you 8:15 p.m.

Antoine

appointment

Wo-

men's Union. Student Papers on
Numismatics and Mystery Religions. Refreshments. All welcome.

the month, Holt Renfrew, 3rd
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tonight in the

... and

.

.
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long, fluffy,

Ale and
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they Ve
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A

group of 24 gladiators from three Varsity basketball teams last
evening went on a boy's errand and the result was a basketball
freak
a tie 49-49 game.
The Blues backed the Simpson Grads into their own

Room

Pool

Sums

Emergency Loan Fund
Hart House Helps Late Cheque Problem

Phil

zone

throughout the

four "quarters" but the ten-point lead
built up
by the visitors in the opening period enabled them to
coast to the
final

Career

In

final whistle.

Roy Dilworth

carried through with his program of
giving all men
an opportunity to prove their value to the team.
Five men performed in each of the five periods with the only
exception coming
in final bracket as Dilworth s list ran out and
he was forced to send

Since 1925 Phil has been a name that
countless thousands of University of

you know, in billiards and snooker,"
Phil refused to go into details.
Toronto student have associated with
Who have been the best players to go
the Hart House poolroom.
Even the through Hart House since 1925? Phil
conversion of the poolroom hasn't shaken immediately named Dr.
Harold Dawson

in substitutes.

Players of sufficient calibre will be graded into
three teams to carry
Varsity colors into the intercollegiate fray

»
He

Y0

M

the Grads Ied

^\

y^'l" f
first

netted five baskets in the

and Dr. Benny Hoffman in English,
with the former at the very top, and
Bill Burns of S. P. S. as topman in
snooker. Other greats of the green tops
"This is exactly my 20th year
charge of the poolroom," Phi! replied named by Phil were Frank McGee of
when trapped in the new tuck shop add- U. C, Darcy Hilliard of Dents, George
ng up the day's accounts. "Around here McFedren and George Carrey of U.C.

its

sc ° rer s "ith 14 points.

tlle

Brown

Dr. R. F.

standing for the visitors.

Experience began

among

Varsity

the

rear

head

its

A

performances.

Aspirants

for

man

with a firsthand knowledge

of the intricate political situation in

the

China, Dr. R. F. Brown, graduate
Medicine from the University of
Simpson's came through time and again Toronto, is to address the Internato shower the basket with shots. It was tional Affairs Society next Monday
He is expected to deal
onJy poor marksmanship that held the afternoon.
specifically with the work of
score down.
the
senior squad turned in good
efforts

but

From

down

fell

offensive

defensively

in

as

Chinese Communist party.
Graduating from Varsity
1928,
Dr. Brown practised for some time
Cranham as a mission
doctor in the Chinese in-

the horde of Blues, stars were

numerous

.

.

.

m

Zeaton, Thomson, Scott,

Hennessy, Himell, Mayzell,
and Spry all caught the eye of the speo
tators.

He was

terior.

asked by political

leaders to organize medical units on
the northwest front where there had

Scoring honors among the Blues
were divided among seven players. been an almost complete lack of
medVarga, Zeaton, Glait, Hennessy, Himell, ical facilities; and it was in
the
Spry and Mayzell each came up with course of these duties that he gained
four baskets.

Varsity

knowledge of the "8th. Route"

his

McAdam,

:

Swan, Starr, Stewart
Zeaton (4), Thomson
Choate (3), Clayton,
Hennessy (4)
(3)
Himell (4), Spry (4),

Varga
(2),

Army

(4)

Scott

(2),

(2), Glait (4),
Sturgcss, Gibson

Andrews ( 2 )
Lowes (2), Potruff (1), Fountain, Fitch, Mayzel (4),
Cranham (2), and Wallace (2).

which opposes the Chinese
Central Government.
All students are invited to attend

the meeting in the
at

Women's Union

4:30 p.m., Dec.3.

,

,

Simpson Grads:
ton

(9),

Poulton

Abram

Park

(3),

(14),

McDowell

Breadin
(2),

(1),

Mil-

Moores

(6),

(4), Easto,

(3),

Our
"High

engineers
priority"

Hong Kong, according to a cable
received from Sir Ralph Furse, director
of recruitment

Nov. 28 (CUP)—MeYounger Poets, an anthology of

Montreal,

verse representing the work of undergraduate writer on the McGill campus

during the war years,

is

being prepared

for publication.

Edited by Dr. Files of the English
department, the manuscript is reported
in final form.
Its publication awaits
only the raising of sufficient funds

Bri-

and

Greatest need

Gill's

asked by the

is

Service for applications
mechanical and electrical engineers seeking appointments to Malays
civil,

for civil and

Losses due to the Japanese occupation

and the cessation of normal recruitment
during the war years have left the civil
governments in these places desperate.
Applications for the Colonial Service
are asked to

Mr. Evans

make

further enquiries of

in the registrar's office.

RECORD HOUR
The record program,
from 4 :00

to 5 :30 in the

effort to raise the remainder.

and faculty.
Today's program:

Bach

by a standing committee.

—Mass

in

"Maybe

the fanciful

names lured have sprung from

Professor Fritz is an authority on
Bryozoic fossils, and claims that
worms have their fascinations too.
"In fact, I even had two little ones
named after me," she added, and
smiled somewhat embarrassedly, as
she showed Ildraites Fritzae and Serpulites Fritzi, explaining that the
interesed her especially, since

many higher forms had developed
it.

"Why,

in the

The

cludes

the

sci-

grim facts in truly scientific
and is already convinced that

human

Work

all

The Day

species will soon (one to

students

of

They are

who may be

monthly

allowances.

an individual loan

business soon,

when about 50 new

stu-

Group To

several

members

many

group

of

in-

e almost 20 percent of

the

the

Mr.

course,

teachers'

W.

B.

of last year's

Sharp, Associate Director of the De-

of these have been

partment of University Extension, an-

non-commissioned

to

commembers

usiness people seeking degrees

ness will have to be accommodated.

Discuss

rank,

Jap-Can. Question Columbo Burns
The campus committee on

the Japan-

Too Soon Alas

ese Canadian question will hold

ing on

Monday at
St Hilda's

S

P.M.

in

a meetCartwright

nounced yesterday.
Hall,
College, Don Franco
These evening students have enrolled
IV History announced yesterday.
Object of the peacetime continuance to such an extent that the present enrollThe committee invites representatives
of the C.O.T.C. is the training of officer ment of 4,000 allows no more admittees.
from every campus organization to
material for the Canadian Army ReThe introduction of two new courses
attend if possible. Mr. Franco said that
serve.
Schedule for the contingent in- in this month accounts for the upsurge
the committee has already
received
cludes three hours per week, a total of in enrollment. These new courses are
contributions from various University
60 by the end of the session.
Soil Mechanics, a course in reclaiming
organizations and individuals to proceed
Plans are reported going forward for unproductive land, and Internal Auditwith their work, but in view of the
the annual summer camp; but no defin- ing. Both courses are of less than three
urgency of the situation would apprecite location has been established yet
weeks' age.

Major Miller

told

The

Varsity.

The

The Varsity Review

Review

Trinity's

Is

debate which took place last

Acta

Regret

-

— these

regret

reviews seem to be

—that

review of the

Victortana

first

The Varsinumber of Acta

insufficient

paid

tribute

We

Apologize

however

at the meeting.

tion almost completely.

erroneously

lias

never been such a resur-

rection as Acta has displayed this year.
The editor is working hard to make his

held

regrets

any

may have caused

club members.

The Trinity Review so long

unreviewed; a contributing reason was
laziness,

The

tonight

was

Street,

did notice

The youngster

the

28

first

smoking ribs with snowballs, darted in and
out of the frame in traditional smokeplied the

eater's manner, reported gaily when
asked whether he intended to attend
School Nite that he "was going to
the Icecapades tomorrow."

apologize for leaving the autumn

issue of

another

which,
preiment in college magazine production besides
heavy reading.
in all our experience.

There

it

a minute. The conto escape atten-

managed

Six-year-old Larry Cohen, of
Russell

Art Club,

for

Varsity,

The Varsity

inconvenience

- -

of the Fine

reported

yesterday's

in half

flagration

fire.

to

the most sweeping and significant ex-

campus crowds to the burning of
Columbo on which last year's script
had focussed.
The flames had devoured Columbo
week

CORRECTION

Analyzed

We

- -

School Nile publicity stunt mison the centre campus yesterday
when the interplanetary space
;hip 'Columbo' relic prop of last
'ear's production, burned to a chared skeleton in 30 seconds.
Stunt devised by pyromaniac pubicists had been intended to attract

in the House of Commons on the Japanese-Canadian situation will be discussed

Reviewed
Is

A

fired

at 1.45

editor

was lack of space;

the

was

Review

caught

is

pretty

between

Husband-Student Case
Solved By Sympathizer
By

a

Ross

McLean

you was a medical day. So I extend an invitation to
Hank's wife and any other young
cause of over-specialization. There
contributors
he redeemed the latter student. And Meg, was his wife.
magazine a unity and not an assemblage
wife, to come here and use this home.
seems to be no way of combatting
Meg, we also mentioned, was loneland—praise be does difficulty brilliantly by a long essay of

two million years)

be extinct

be-

Provost's Installation and a shortage of

Hank, we

told

;

this sure

of contributions

!

;

—

evolutionary suicide except
his own; but the end result is not too
not take himself or his work too seriousby reverting to the earthworm.
happy, because there is too much of a
Well, we have received a letter
ly. The result is a delightful production,
"People usually think of fossil:
The editor's seven pages addressed to us but speaking to Meg
tiling.
good
whose overall charm somehow bridges
dead things, something vaguely like
Creative Thinking and Arts Inslruesome rather pedantic prose-pieces.
"I was interested in 'The Husbandmummies," Professor Fritz explained.
i
and Provost 56616/5 seven-page
There is not a great deal of creative
Sudent' in yesterday's Varsity. Many
But in truth they are living witnesses,
make between
Address
Installation
writing; whether from policy or from
of us older women struggled triumph
for they unlock the secrets of the
14 pages of solid prose, demanding
them
there
accident we cannot tell. Of what
antly through similar stiuations after
past."
inauspicious
an
best Marion Brown's When concentrated reading;
World War I, and the story brought
She stopped before a frightful mon- is, we liked
omen. The reviewer is apt to rise peri- poignant
I No Longer Live (really free free
memories.
Now, there is
ster. "Tyrannosaurus Rex" the terror
from the
sardonic little odically for air, as though
VaUean's
Douglas
•rse)
no
need for young wives to be lonely.
;
of the museum. "He's a bit small,"
three-volume novel.
em, Reflection in the Rain. Jan Wei- swamps of a
People are jus people and wherever
said Miss Fritz, affectionately patting
We emphasize all this because we you go there are counterparts or proValse Triste, misses its
l's
story,
Tyrry's super-jaw. "But we have a
flashback tcch- think it may have influenced some Re- totypes of the folks back home.
huge pile of bones in the cellar. You L-fiect chiefly because the
with insufficient con- view- readers to call the autumn number
is handled
assembling
just
a
BronWhen our three students leave
are
they
see,
trast between the present and the mem- flat and heavy. Actually, the contxibu
ry morning a quiet descends upon
tosaunis I"
The other story, Alan Brown's tions sparkle with life and fairly ooze this h(Juse that ; t ; s not accustomed
little
fossil
some
be
a
Bronto will
(Continued on page 4)
J to,
(Continued on page 4)
and it remains from 9 to 4 each
long.

long run we probably 60 feet

is

dents in the Certificate Course in Busi-

Study The Night

basic training

contingent and

ty's

these

latter

squad.

We

enece class, which has been taking

ancarioxylon Tschichatscheffianum,
but I think it was rather in spite of
these names that I chose my field."
Professor Fritz strolled past the
countless fossil trays forming weird
and bizarre shapes and added laughingly, "And now I am a victim of
the names myself," referring to Trachytoechus Moniloformus Frits,
which was her discovery.

Simmonds, speaking for
government in the University The amount

Major H.

the 40 men, 15 have been formed
an advanced ex-servicemen's group,
and the remainder form a basic training

We

"names such as Apocynophyllum Willhughbycoides, Geyleror Ar-

spirit

Monty

last night.

worm

to
their

Of

starting with regrets

lowly

made

exceeding

The meeting

the

of coping with late cheques.

not

College

in

ourselves," she suggested to her

tology,

40 men,

into

Victoriana's

me," explained Professor Madeleine

from

is

ections).

Fritz, Associae Professor of Palaeon-

that these loans to

or the sole purpose

Here

C. Miller, adjutant

(sel-

Decided Her Career

made

Forty Willing

to

A Tschichatscheffianum

ser-

— —

college

B Minor

students axe

Palestine Issue
the

was emphasized

It

Debate

iate further donations.

open

armed

of the

Parliament this afternoon, based on th eparticular need. Loans are
hopes to show that the Jews have repayable on receipt of
allowance
"more then a legal basis for a nation- arrears.
al homeland," he told The Varsity
last night
The S.AC, has also found shelter for
We hope to prove, too, that the about 1,700 students, Mr. Macdonald
meekly suggested.
formation of such a homeland would estimated, in
Phil doesn't intend taking up playing for
surveying how the hardextract from the world the virus of
The reply was an emphatic negative money to keep in practice.
working Hart House office has met the
anti-Semitism which is so serious a
The Hart House poolroom was the
Taking us by surprise, he remarked
unprecedented
campus problems of
threat to democracy," Mr. Simmonds
first
and only place Phil has ever "My only other love besides billiards is
1945-46. An emergency Room
said.
Service,
worked in Canada.
Although he ad- soccer, you know, it's an old English
Opposition Leader Mary Richard- set up in the West Common Room
.bemitted winnng amateur tournaments in game. My brother played on the Oxson presaged that her side of the fore
the term opened, carried the big
the Old Country, "just club turnaments, ford Varsity team."
Phil, who never
house will take "a realisic approach,
went to Universiy, was kept off the
influx.
When the flurry abated, the
in contrast to the emotional and sentArmy team by a bum knee.
special staff dropped to one and
the
He doesn't know when the tables will imental attitude of the government.'
She termed the solution offered by Room Service moved from its own office
be coming back, but the saving grace
the government expedient neither
to
a
desk
in
the
SAX.
of the sacrilege of the poolroom's conoffice proper,
economic nor political grounds."
version is that the name in charge is
but went right on functioning.
The question of the adoption of
still the fabulous Phil.
The
Palestine as a national homeland for
Room Service is still doing busiTotal peacetime strength of the Unithe Jews comes before the house in ness.
In act it expects a pick-up in
versity of Toronto contingent, Canadian
the Juni or Common Room at 4 p.m.

Women's

Common Room at U.C., is
men and women of every

Compilation of the manuscript has
been carried on over the 1939-45 period

veteran of the last war, slim, black- past
On the whole, Phil thinks University
haired Phi! announced that he is apstudents are very good, indeed.
"No
proaching his 46th birthday.
"Keep
young by keeping in touch with young man has ever deliberately left the room
without paying— although some have
people all
the time," grinned
Phil.
Maybe I've got something there, eh?' left in a hurry for lectures, they always
At any rate, it is hard to imagine Phil returned to pay."
Where does he play now? "I don't
with two grown daughters, one of whom
think I've played six times outside the
is coming out of the air-force after
two poolroom
in all the years I've been here.
and a half years, he announed proudly
I played for love of the, game; ifs the
I guess they don't play
uh " wt only way to play English billiards,"

held daily

and subscription blanks are being handed
around among the student body in an

U.C Will

A

mechan- promoted

engineers capable of qualifying as
railway engineers in the Far East.
ical

to

finance the project.
Half the amount
necessary has been collected privately,

is

members

months."

me Lefeebre, but my Stuart MacDonald of Meds, Jack Greei
Le Feubre, and I was of S.P.S. and about here Phil's memory
n the Channel Islands." began to fail him for the far-distant

French,

Officers' Training Corps,

Colonial

from,

Many

in Jersy

ranks, at present according to

tish

Inspire

Needs

Far East

(7).

McGill Muses

is

born

Soldiers

WhaUen

and Warren

name

1700 STUDENTS

'Clerical bottlenecks in the offices of
the Department of Veterans Affairs have, in many cases, held up
allowance cheques," Mr.
Macdonald said.
"Sometimes the hold-up
hold-im has lasted several

they usually call

Discusses China

players as former

came through with spark-

Varsity-ites
ling

,to

FOR

students, formerly

vices, have been saved from "extreme
hardship and possible discontinuance of their studies" by an emergency loan fund
set up by
the Students' Administrative Council, E. A.
Macdonald, general
secretary-treasurer of the S.A.C., toid The Varsity
yesterday.

Hart House, although
a sad step from pool cues to cheese
sandwiches and brown milk.
Phil's position in

eight

minutes as his check was unable to cope
with his play. Ed Milton with nine
and Curly Warren with seven were out-

FIND SHELTER
More than 450

_

i

Ther's a piano waiting to be played
and lots of music; a sewing machine
for clever hands to work, books,
maps and magazines galore, and a
gas stove wheron they may try out
their bridal blunders as so

us did years ago.
"There's space enough for

keep

want

many

of

them to

them busy at anything they
do so my advice to them is
and get busy

to

—

'get together

"Of course,
ect

if it is a matter of 'selneighborhood' or 'right people'
house is not interested."

this little old

letter, Meg, is signed: Maud
Mrs. Watherston lives
212 Rosemount Aveune. Her teleis KE 5559.
number
phone

The

Watherston.
at

—

:

:
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J. M, and D.

Editorial

We

May

Painting

Repeat?

Painting

with some dozen
Yesterday's barrage of correspondence, along
home prominently a
other letters for which we had no space, bring
student participaon
policy
our
regarding
misconceptions
number of
the University.
in picket-lines and their primary loyalty to
tion

Tuesday;
That policy was outlined in our editorial columns last
exposition of
and the following notes are intended as supplementary
in that editorial,
unclear
were
shown
has
experience
which
points
misconceptions may be
or which were not treated in it at all. The

On

It

The

It

is
_

of keeping the family in groceries.
the sort of art being exhibited

is

the
dic-

and

now

is

view

make

they

have done

Gardiner

and an impressive show

Of

course,

an amateur only in the

under J. W. Beatty, and
some of bis efforts are to mind certainly worthy of a professional.
iversity,

Over

the sixty-year period he has

developed out of a naturalism learnt
from Beatty into a decorative abstract
handling of landscape; one of his
latest works is a sally into the cur-

of

our readers.

rently popular field of non-objectivism.

The

(1)

editorial

petent

"Two and

entitled

shameme weavsome 25 works on ing to the window.
That such an editorial should be
over a period

for an amateur.
is

Varsity.

read with mounting loathing your
until shortly before its

nauses sent

ful conclusion

sense that he doesn't paint for a living; be studied painting at the un-

Thai We Are Inconsistent, Having Been Decisive on
Other Matters
We were decisive on vandalism and race prejudice, where (a)
facts were indisa clear moral principle is involved, and (b) the
difference. A
putable. That others argued these points makes no
argued in favor
principles
and
moral
of
our
man who denied certain
think, from
theft would receive a decisive rebuff from us, as, we

The

Editor,

Dear Sir;

Avenue. recent

teaching at Malv

spare time

in his

of six years

his business.

That We Are Inconsistent, Having Upheld the
Argentine Students
The revolt in Argentine was a very different matter.

The

Perce M. Gardiner, who graduated in Two,"
Collegiate, did the

We

this

is

you paint entirely for your

at the Arts Club, Asquith

to furnish facts as a basis for decision.

what we could

Fun

Is

Especially

I

is,

Each of our readers has his opinion, which
tation
question for anyone.
is not for us to decide that

fun.

next Saturday afernoon and evening

Strikers

we have never committed ourselves one way or
editorial
as we said, too complicated a matter for

this

other

of

if

is

own enjoyment, as a personal means
of self-expression, with no thought

'43

Are Arguing Against The Cause

We

the case

That

tabulated as follows

That

30, 1945

Gardiner's work displays comcraftsmanship, with evident

—

published at all nay, especially that
it should be published in a University
newspaper, is subversive and

dangerous and Fascist and Communist an irreparable blow to the cause
of the oopen mind; which have set
back by (at a Conservative estimate)
700 years.
How anyone in this enlightened
age could make two and two equal
four is beyond me. These Superstitions of the Dark Ages, Sir, have no
place in our time of ree thought, untrammelled broadening, and the Great

Rosy Dawn.
you are

It is plain that

in

the pay

—nay, assassains of thought,

monks

of

sound stippling tech- eager to guard their influence with
nique taught by Peter Haworh to the people. They shall not, must not
Fine Art students. His glowing color succeed.
True, our greatest sciencontrasts and harmonies are especial- tiss exercise their hard-won liberty

Plata students, like those of France and Poland, were fighting
a government which denied the right of the University to teach as
it saw fit
a thing the Imperial Optical Co. has not done. (2) There
was, again, a clear moral principle and no dispute on the facts; not

traces of the

a mere cloud of obfuscation on both sides.

ly effective.

La

;

of free thought in disagreeing somepeople think that oil painting what on the sum of two and two but
a very highbrow technique to be all are agreed that it is anything but
used only by professionals. This idea four.
no doubt. Stems from the little tin
I hope you are man enough to pubwatercolor boxes through which pub- lish this letter.
You are a reptile.
lic and high-school kids receive their I don't like you.
entire introduction to the alleged deD. V. Fretsome.

Some

That Our Policy

"Anything To Escape Criticism

Is

of

The University"
It is not.
If students were to incur severe criticism for debating
we would urge them to carry on. If the University were
be criticized for any corporate action, such as conferring a degree
on a Communist, we would applaud its action. But when the Uni-

the strike,
to

versity

lights of Art. Actually, in

unjustly criticized for the actions of individual students,
those students to reconsider.

is

we urge

Apart from

of

Students To Display

That

We

An

An

—

For those lucky people

any, these days

if

—who are looking for

something to do in idle hours or feel
need of expressing themselves,

the

why

Ivory Tower"

not take a shot at oil painting?
Churchill
does
it
and

—

Winston

is

closer to

And

home, Perce Gardiner does
if you want to get a little
what an amateur

spiration, to see

can do, visit Gardiner's exhibition at
be Arts Club. A good show

Alan Gowans.

The Picketers
>

Dickler

&

published letters indicating that the work of the vandals was reflecting on all of us. So is the notoriety of the pickets.

We Are Being Subjected To Pressure
"Vested Interests"
This

utterly false.

is

When we
we do not mean

confusion.
sity,
its

We

We

do object

do not mind

name of the governors,
mean 'the good name of

or
o£ us as

its staff,
all

the public disagrees with the picketers.
for opinions we do not all
important, for condoning an immaturity of action
the public

if

more

share; or

We
if

condemns us

which we have never condoned.

So What Is Our Policy?
Our policy, which we commend

to all sympathizers with the
form firm convictions, and defend them as convictions.
the need to advertise their sympathies should do so
not as students but as private individuals; and
should investigate the
legality of whatever means they choose.
All of us should remember, further, that when the
University
accepted us as undergraduate members, it exacted from
us a promise
of corporate loyalty. If we are not willing to maintain
that loyalty
strikers,

to

is

Those who

feel

we should leave.
And we should remember
wise; which
<*" leach
is

is

that not everything that is permissible
perhaps the greatest moral lesson the University

—W.

-

H.K.

dissonant; opposed to
pressive.

all

Member

Eatibllihcd 1880
Canadian University Freaa

Editor,

The

Varsity.

Dear Sir
Published five times a wt*k br tnc Students' Administrative Council of the University of Toronto. Opinions expressed in
these columns are not necessarily the official
of
the

Opinions
Council.

Editorial

Room, Km.

University
Business

Students'

Administrative

42 -a

College

Office—

Nig-ht Editor:

Assistant:

Wally Belfry

Frances Fulton

in

6611
6221

is

exof

Charles Jones Toronto-born contemporary composer and exponent of this
form, were presented last night at
Eaton Auditorium by Sylvia Dickler.
The work was faultlessly performed
with the required enthousiastic exploitation and avoidance of all mcehanical regularity.
It was grouped
with the esthetic Chopin Nocturne in
E flat major whose lyric poetry contrasted shockingly with its fiery companion piece.
This was incomprehensible.

The

sonata of Beethoven represents
form applied to expression

classical

of dramatic feeling. In

Miss Dickler's

performance of Sonata, Op.109, the
iolent contrasts allowed by the form,
and the dignity and scope were present, but I do not think that the master
would have played it thus. The bu-

was taken

too seriously; played too romantically-

floods of vivid self-expression

Everyone has a right to
his opinions on controversial issues

usually unappreciative of true art.

when members

of an
organization, which closely follows
the line of a foreign and totalitarian
state,

civilization

if

— the

the

Modern World"

same world,

together in the

Dept. of History, University of Toronto

CFRB

Every Sunday— 2:15 p.m.

human

ability of all peoples,

of all kinds, to live together

A

survive,

to

is

cultivate the science of

relationships

Copies of Talks available on request

and work
at peace."

world at peace means, of course, no
riots, no race prejudice, no discrim-

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

i

How

ination.

of a world?

we to get this kind
Some clues are given in
are

three

Public

lished

by Progress

Affairs

Pamphlets pubBooks (15 cents

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

pretend to speak for the body
(Continued on page 3)

Race Riotsf by Earl Brown,

is

a detailed study of the Detroit riot in
June, 1943. The author pays particular

Race Riots Aren't Necessary by Alfred McCIung Lee (Professor of Soc-

Wayne

ilogy at

University)

is

current

activities."

somewhat
t

The

pamphlet

risis

the importance

of

the

in-

most

in-

visible part of the iceberg.

The Races

of

Mankind

is

the

interesting of the three pamphlets.
is

It

written by two anthropologists. Ruth
and Gene Weltfish, both of

Benedict

it

Organization Meeting
Women's Union

8 p.m.,

-

Tuesday, Dec. 4

Saturday Night Dance
BANQUET HALL—ROYAL YORK HOTEL

Saturday, December 1st
ELLIS. McLINTOCK

AND

HIS ORCHESTRA

was prepared

reasons:

it
includes more anthropology for 15 cents than you'll find
else; cartoons by Reinhardt
of
nre worth looking at apart from

DANCING:

9-12.

TICKETS:

$1.00

PER PE RSON.

Tickets on sale To-day, 12-2, in U.C. Rotunda.

drew anywhere

two encores from a Toronto audience
Sylvia Dickler is young. She is an
artist possessing astounding facility
in technique.
When she realizes her
limitation in the future she will be
great.

several

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
CLUB

is

in scope however
emergency measures "if a
threatens" and does not emphasize

limited

stresses

iumciently

University of Toronto

a better

pamphlet than the first mentioned. The
race riot is compared to the visible part
of an iceberg: the unseen parts is made
up of inequities, discriminations and
segregations. "In the long-term program, housing and employment are the
key issues. They do the most to create
friction.
Solution of these problems can
do the most to promote racial undertaking. Both must be faced frankly
and attacked concretely. The educational
work must be practical and tied in with

Columbia University:

condemning the practice of picketing
certain establishments by University

of the day, but

that,

we must

The savage prestissimo was given under the supervision of a committee
of
too much delicacy.
the American Association of Scientific
The unconfined ebullition of Liszt's Workers. It is a good pamphlet for

wish to commend your editorial
emotionally
irregular
Hungarian
Tuesday's issue of The Varsity
Rhapsody, No. vd, and the bursting

students.

ML
MX

111. 8745

Night Office

I

that

The Eight Dedications

colic nature of the vivace

Correspondence

ThoUr*der*r&flueJ« Newspo.-por

fact

There have been recent indications attention to the liistory of Detroit, its
of a revulsion from the view that the
ndustrialization,
unionization,
overpiano is a singing instrument; that crowding, and the importance of religcompositions must be free from
sects catering to the numerous comsentimentalism; that they must be peting groups in the city.

reflects,

the good

institution generally.

students.

By

however, a slightly different
urge defense of the good name of the UniverIt

Roosevelt wrote these inspiring
words: "To-day we are faced with the

Why
Future: Great

;

That

in

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.

each).

assuredly will; and

it is being criticized now.
One correspondent drew an unhappy parallel with the recent outbreak of vandalism the public, he said, will no more attribute dangerous ideas
to all students than it attributed vandalism to all students. But we

"Canada

"The science of human relationships.
Tbc day before he died Franklin Del-

comes down to it oils are not very
much more expensive than water- ano

That The University Will Not Be Criticized For The Action
It

And when

it

colors.

not a bad place to acquire wisdom, winch is
not found in the streets. But it would be fairer to say that we encourage students to take advantage of the only uncluttered four
years they will ever have in which to clear up their minds.

of

Special

Sciences

a painful business requiring ex-

is

Advocate "Sitting In

ivory tower

Boofys

in watrcolor, alteration

pert treatment for success.

pickets are treading, we object not to their display of their opinions,
but to their advertising their status as University students, and attempting to give the impression that the University, or its student
body, shares those opinions. What they do as private citizens is no
concern of ours. What they do as University students is the concern of everyone of us.

h>M**S>£*—:

—

good as new;

ground on which the amateur

the very dubious legal

oU*.

(j

IV Dishwashing.

easier for beginners to paint in
than in water color although the
former medium is infinitely messier,
accounting for its taboo.
For instance, alterations or erasures can be
made quickly and completely in wet
oil simply by rubbing the paint off
with a rag which leaves the surface

in picket lines.

That We Deny The Right
Their Convictions

many ways

twit <•&.(<"

is

it

oils

Thai We Are Encouraging Apathy Towards Public Affairs
Not at ail. We have done everything in our power to encourage
students to make up their minds about the strikes, as about many
other things. What we have not done is to encourage in any way
walking

;

is

—Daphne Byers.

PM

and it emphasizes the need for
and wider democracy in which
freedom from fear is the most important
the lext;
better

freedom."

—every

labor

decision

lessens the terror of being 'laid off
s a

man
(

self-respect in his

Continued on page 3)

that

and
employ-

$art

ilousie Pulletta

Poarb

Sing Song
There will be a sing song in the east common room at
1:30 p.m. today.

1
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Most Intramural Grid Squad
Represented On All-Star Team
Well, here they are

Rugby

ural

All-Stars.

—

SOCCEH FINAL
the Intram-

It took frantic

last-minute 'phone calls and midnight
conferences with tardy team managers, but this year's edition finally

the best

men

11

in Interfaculty

went up

titions

to the Blues this

Campbell

Rod Smith and Gus
made the big jump, after

all

notoriety

on

last

year's

All-Stars.

one

—the

fairest

made

in several

seasons.

Nearly every team is represented, and the Mulock Cup champs
Senior S.P.S., place nine men on the
combined teams. Vic and U.C. each

honor

roll,

and Meds and Trinity one

Only two men did a repeat performance, possibly due to the fact that

Sharpe was also well up

Para los

que

Wing

Halves

Snap
Insides

.

Sr. S.P.S.

ios dfas,

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
caliente y jabdn En seguida, esparzase
rapidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jam&s con Broclia.

Hoce

Snap

Outsides

Bromley, Sr.

Ayuda a eliminar esa molestia que
sienlen los hombres de piel muy fina al
afeitarsp diariamente, lea deja el cutis
mas snare y mas Itmpio.

LaSaile,

23, in Niagara Falls,
... Ian Morrison, Grad

New York
Studies,

is

Vic

Winner

Sheppard, Cross
Rae, Vetter

PHHE

Vetter,

II

(1)

A

meeting

to

-

S wimming and

which

W ater

Polo Players

competitive swimmers and water polo
players arc uivited will be held in
the Athletic Directorate
Room, Hart House, TODAY (Friday) at 5:00
p.m.
all

The purpose

of the meeting is to form a Swimming
and Water
Polo Club and to discuss plans
for the season.

SKI INSTRUCTORS
Skiers are needed by University Ski
Club to provide instruction for beginners this winter.
Please make application in
writing, to the Director of Athletics,
Hart House

The Sportswoman
Snowed Under

disaster

to enter'

.

.

Manitoba's

.

To top it off, a committee has been appointed to investigate
the possibdity of erecting a university staduml
.
Could be that the U. of
will
soon be challenging the Blue Bombers for the
right to represent the west
in the Canadian finals ... Tip
Tops of the Varsity Wednesday-Saturday
.

League have added Jack Maynard

to their faltering line-up.

me

Legris

Late yesterday afternoon, Polly smiled
a particularly dazzling smile at
so I am now substituting for her out of
brotherly affection. Here's to

lots of skiing soon.

Hockey is appearing in the near distance with die
odd
co-ed trudging through the slush with a stick
and a pair of skates
Saturday's rugby game promses to be chilly,
and blankets are recommended to
thwart the sniffles and sneezes next week.

Swimming

M

.

reports say, was formerly a Varsity front-line

There is a great deal of talk flying around concerning
the women's intramural swim meets which have taken place or are
about to occur. The winners of die individual dashes will be chosen
to compete in the intercollegiate
squad later on in the year. Consequently, all are
doing their best and just
about drowning themselves in the U.T.S. pool
on Bloor

Jack, press

star.

Street.
Since males
are not allowed to see these happenings
(probably because the women go
around in costumes similar to those used in Hart
House pool) all news of
recent events is to he phoned in.
Well anyway, one can always go to the
Queen Street hang-out with one's friends in
Engineering.

The current issue of Saturday Night carries a story
by Duncan Rees
which elucidates upon the fact that during the reign
of Edward II, soccer
was banned, "as there is a great noise in the city
caused by hustling over
large balls from which many evils might arise
which God forbid"

We

hardly know whether this thirteenth century -law or
the weather has caused
the Blackwood Cup final to be postponed from
today until some day next

Score Sheet and Such
Yesterday's column has been brought to task by
an old friend who
game between St. Hilda's and
II was re
ported incorrectly '.again" (says she). The
score should be something like
28-10 for the Royal squad . . . Team managers
should always make it a
point of double-checking on scores after phoning
them
points out that the recent

Even Professional Names
Illuminate Blues Hockey

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

OO

Prescriptions for glosses
filled

for the

with quality spectade-

I

ware at reasonable

I

UNIVERSITY FRENCH CLUB

prices.

Quick, accurate repair service

321 BIO
(Ground

"You pays your money and you

Floor St.

seniors have the real trips to proyour choice. You takes one of the Blue vide the incentive to go out and get to
hockey teams. The Junior Bee from die work. They go to Colorado Springs

LES FEMMES SAVANTES

^orge Aporlmenh)

OPPOSITE MEDICAl ARTS BUILDING
Special Dixaual lo Stvdenli and Mtrnban

"The

to

Toronto and District branch of the play Colorado College on December 28
O.H.A. or the senior team from the Inid 29. On February 16 they travel to
tercom egi ate Hockey League," stormed West Point to beat the Army Cadets.

of

All-Nigbt Record

he staunch supporter of Varsity hockey.
"Why?" someone innocently inquired.
"Well, if you takes 'the seniors you
iave Ace Bailey and if you takes the

Men"

AT "SCHOOL NITE"—TO-NIGHT
MUSIC ROOM. HART HOUSE

unions

you have

5

committee—and working with a limited
—rememberathat
the quality of the music determines the
success of your affair—don't take a chance on unknown
"canned" music
— Call —

.

Bailey last year.

"And not only

I

and USED
|

|

10

P.M.
|

|

BOOKS ;Ug?SSrft;

726

YONGE

1

148
I

(1

Block south of Bloor)

.

lege

and a couple others. And the

A gain

inter-

games with McGill, Queen's
and the University of Montreal, too.
collegiate

Thrill to th© Satisfaction of

complete
"up - to - the - minute" Formal Attire.

fords.

On

FREEMAN'S FORMAL
COLLEGE STREET

the tenth the Bees play U.T.S.

Near WeUesley KI 3270

230

At Spadina
KI.
Open Evening.

0991

571

YONGE

STREET

Special Student Raloa

need a portion of the University regis
that but the material

on the terrific side. Look at
those guys out there now. And Bailey
has out quite a number of fellows off the
Good guys too
too bad but
they can't all play. Always another year
ike I always say.
"The managers? Sure, I know. Har'ey Spence of Skule is the senior manits

.

.

... the

tration card

What

part

What

What a

team.

athletic

a useful piece of paper.
a team

Yes, what a

%3mberfi.ttp e%pmpt)cmp

man!

©vtbtma

.

THERE WILL BE A REHEAHSAL FOR FULL ORCHESTRA

CORRESPONDENCE
(Continued from page 2)
of the University of Toronto,

on
it

is

time that i is made clear to the outager. Swell kid too, just out of the side population that they
speak only
army, was wounded twice over there for themselves and their adherents.
picked a nicer guy.
. coulddn'it have
Lee W. Larkin,
To top it all, he played goal for Junior
Art s I.
School back in '42 when they won the
Jennings Mug. Yep, swell guy all right.
(Continued from page 2)
"The others? Well, there's Bill MacDonald to handle Staff's boys. He was in ment, every arrangement that secures
the Army Course here and just got back the little farmer against losing his acres

Saturday, Dec. ist, 2p.m. sharp
IN

WEST HALL. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Prompt and Full Attendance Essential

BOOKS

i

RA.

.

free too, just

.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL

.

games with Omaha,

University of Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Dartmouth, Clarkson Col-

Maple Leafs. and on the fourteenth Ace's boys meet
His kid brother Hugh is on the Mc Master,
unior team now and was under Ace
"What a card. All for

.

Try Cole's for that hard-to-get
Text book you need

for

Nebraska,

ind silent adviser on the

"THE ALL-NIGHT RECORD MEN"

COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS

there's other

behind at the end of the

fought a good fight against St
The Trinity girls led till the third
game. Rosemary Cunningham and
the Irish team
The P & H E

style. Fran Lee: ornamental
swimming!
Helen Dejardine; style swimming, Helen
Deiardine and Sue Gray long
plunge. Sue Gray ... The Vic reports
are: Free style, Claire Hatton:
backstroke, Jackie Manser; brcaslstroke, Claire
Hatton; ornamental swimmmg, Dot Jackes; Hatton again for style, and finally
the long plunge was
earned off by Eleanor Coutts.

.

and even before that as a player

tar,

you're on

budget

NEW

Smythe,'

Then

fell

Horence McDonald did valiant work
results for the swim meet are: Free

"Staff Smythe
you know Connie
"And the games coming up now . . .
Smythe's eldest son. He's just out of the just look at this listl On Monday die
Navy and is ararin' to go. He picked Bees play St. Mike's Buzzers at 8:30.
up a good deal of hockey moxy as a On the seventh the seniors take on Staf-

years providing the various organizations on the
campus with "the Best in Recorded Dance Music"

When

Staff

offered.
.

For the past

in.

Latest sports news ... St. Hilda's
last night and wait down 15-11.

The

takes

UC

Mikes

quarter but

PRODUCTION

1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762

Rae

Dee. 6th, Saturday, Dee. 8th, and
(if necessary).

By George
Winnipeg Blue Bombers in town for the Grey
Cop
drawn to the University of Manitoba's application

the

University

Montreal

Cross. Shepherd

Med

they

must be met with the unanimous approval of the
members ... For a smaller university, this program is
indeed an ambitious

STAMPS

Forestry

Winner (2)

in for

application for admission

WAR SAVINGS

Obtenga un tubo de Crema Glider 7
pruebela hoy mismo. Escriba por
generosa muestra gratis a J. B. WUliami
Company (Canada) Limited Dept n-19

The
... On February

one.

BUY

GENEROSA MUESTRA GRATIS

in

North-Centre Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
... The conference
includes Iowa State Teachers College,
Morningside College, Municipal University of Omaha, North Dakota State
College, North Dakota University,
South Dakota State College and South Dakota

S. P. S.

SPS IV or StM.
Med II or U.C.

Wayne

the

Glenn, Sr. S. P. S.
Whitton, Vic.
Wiliams, Dents.
Butko, Sr. S. P. S.
Rocchi, St. Mikes.

Middles

ATTENTION!

.

attention has been

Black, Vic.

Insides

tersa la pie/

With

Young, Dents.
Burford, Vic.
Cochrane, Sr. Meds.
Bauer, St. Mikes.

Quarter

Al instante, la Crema Glider suaviza
la piel— da instantanea tersura a las
escamosidades superficiale3 de la piel.
Permite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ras de la piel, sin irritarla.

^

Wing

.

a busy year as team manager what with the increased
number of games and
travelling.
His understudies, Art Jackes and Avie Bennett,
are due to move
to the other teams on their formation.

E. Staley, U.C.
Booth, Sr. S. P. S.

Lyon
Lyon

C

.

game

tangle with Niagara University

Second Team
Flying

.

Buffalo against Baldwin-Wallace a
second part of that doubleheader oils
Canis'ius

Cleveland college.
against Scranton

Kuhn, U.C.
Outsides

The two

Detroit against

the basketball picture with a

(1)
(2)

4:00
5 ;30

.

.

Sharpe, Sr. S. P. S.
Morris, Vic

los

.

1:00

3:4S

.

.

Trin.

Tuesday, Dec. 11th

on the Friday and another with Assumption
in Windsor on the following
evening. After a breathing spell during
the holidays, they swing back into

Upton, U.C.

Middles

keep on tolling along.

.

Huycke, Trinity.
Volpe, U. C.
McKnight, Sr. S. P. S.

Quarter

la Crema Glider resulta inestimable: es suave ... no irrita . .
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.

river,

.

Millen, Sr. S.P.S.

hombrea que necesariamente tienen que afeitarse todos

man

Dec 4

FINALS: Thursday,

everyone an equal chance. A player, out for
the first time, could
not keep up with his check and this resulted
in five quick baskets
Leftists on the campus please note that
there is a form of democracy on this
campus although you claim different
.
Dilworth is in for a bit of a busy
tune betwixt now and Xmas what
with eliminating and formulating and
practice games and exhibition encounters.
The Blues as of last night will
be pared down but the remainder will not
be divided into the three teams
until after the festive season
Next Tuesday is still an open date but
lip Tops play here Thursday evening.
On December 8 University of Buffalo
tangle with the dub in the second part
of the double header which also pits
the Senior A's against West End »Y"
.
The following week finds the club
on the road with an encounter at Naval
Armoury in

Hendrick, S. P. S.

Diariamente

"DARA

'ol

.

Flying

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAVIZA LA PIEL Y
ECONOMIZA TIEMPO

basketball Blues, like

To.es.,

to give

sults:

se Afeitan

;

games to date have displayed an abundance of agonistic
material and have
laid ample ground for expectation
of future achievements
Last evening's t.e could easily have been chalked
up as a victory had Dilworth refused

wing.

3

if

The

Med. Servicemen

LACROSSE PLAYOFFS
Mon„ D«.

yon know where to find them we didn't ... If any men
on either
Med team feel slighted, their complaints should go to their
managers if
there were managers connected with their teams.
We wouldn't know.
*
*
*

agers

in the line

Team
Hamm,

1:00

Macke
Starkman

Monday

the

By all odds, footthe most controversial sport in die universe of campus sporting
activiadd fuel to the dwindling fire comes another log in the form
of the
annual and, slightly belated intramural All-Stars ... If any
differences of
opinion occur, the complaints may be addressed to the
two missing team man-

following are the balloting reFirst

from

vVyc A
F „. B
StM. C

VI

U C. V

Saturday 12:00

To

ties.

voting.

The

Pharm.
U.C.

.

'ball is

spots.
Kuhn was the most popular
choice for the line, although he was
situated all the way from inside to
outside by the bewildered balloters.

middle

.

petition supplies the shell but the intricate details come
morning, the grandstand and the fraternity quarterbacks.

mentioned on every team submitted,
although a few votes were for the

at

.

In football, as in any other sport, debate spurs the blood and furnishes
a gargantuan proportion of the game's sensual organisms. The actual
com-

Hendrick topped the backfield selections by a wide margin.
He was

He compromised

Fs

VOLLEYBALL

By Mickey Michasiw
Rumblings From Around and About

second team. Millen and Volpe were
hold down four positions, while St. hot on his heels, but each received
Mikes, the other semifinalist, snare a fair battle from the abundant opthree.
Dents put two names on the position available for the halfline
each.

I

teams please check
with Athletic Office.

fall.

Colin Cranham,

achieving

Trim

1

Xi
fostponed;

compe-

Jim Bromley made the
began to take shape early this morngrade as end on the second
team for
ing.
By one the ballots were all the third straight time,
and Nels
counted. By two the teams were Kuhn repeated at first team
middle.
As.de from these two, this
chosen and verified.
year's
The choice is, on the whole, a very team boasts all newcomers.
fair

SPOR TS CALE NDAR

dear old blimey.

The

Directorate

to

die

—

bank

all

these and

got generous and appointed two assist- can free people from fear."

Jack Fine and Bob Armstrong.
'Yep, we're in for a swell

ants,

have such freedom there
for scapegoats.

many more
When we

will

be no need

-William Fairly.

BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

:

.
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Citp

Cfjttrcfjeg

Canadian Campus

BLOOR STREET

Westminster Centra United

UNITED Church

SUNDAY SERVICES
11 a.m.

and

PIDGEON,

C.

By Barbara Jones

p.m:

7

Bruce Hunter
DD„ LL.D.

Rev.

D.D.

7 p.m.

J.

Fireside hour at close of
Evening Service.

M.A., BJ>.

Students Cordially Invited

Sermon:

Communion

ST.

THOMAS' CHURCH
Street—Just South of Bloor

Huron

at both Services

and

7 a.m., 8 a.m.

Frederick C. Silvester,
Organist and Choirmaster

Holy

9:30 a m.

Eucharist

10.15—Matins.
11 a.m.
Junior Congregation.

—

Students Specially Welcome

a.m.—CHORAL

11

EUCHARIST

Preacher:

7

Paul's Anglican Church

a.m and

11

MA

JACKSON,

M. N.

J.

Annual Recital of Christmas
Music, Monday, December 17th,
8:15 p.m.

Rector:
F. H. WILKINSON,
M-A-, DJO.

CANON

REV.
8

Rev.

a.m.—HOLY

Cordial Welcome

COMMUNION.

To All Univh-

sity Students

Preacher:

— BIBLE

PRAYER.

ROLAND

HILL,

B.A., L.Th.

Fireside Hour after Evening
Service in the Parish Hall.

Peafce/,

Mat.

offi-

11

that

feel

families

books,

books,

of

servicemen could

A

student architect

add.

to

Organist:

R. A.

— "HOW

ARMSTRONG

Otto James, A.R.C.O.

£>t. &rtbreto'0

TO BE FREE"
By REV. ROBT. LENNOX,

King and Simcoe

M-A-, Th.B.
Professor, Presbyterian College

Very Rev. Stuart

p.m.—FELLOWSHIP

HOUR

used for

at Acadia

almost completed now.

Uni-

Sis.

11 a.m.

MAURICE FLINT

!

Rockhoitse,

is

a triumph

exact vo- good thinking:

of

feature

special

is

that

with two excellent Emily Carr

reproductions and an equally excellent

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

appreciation by Richard Stingle: factual,

First

Mass.

AT TUB

SUNDAY SERVICES
11 a.m.

deporting

Meeting House, 109 Maltland

St.

and 7.30 p.m.

You arb Cordially Invited

SUNDAY SCHOOL

to Worship with Us.

"As

justice is a preserver, so
belter procurer of peace

a

by

the repor of a student
in

The

would

Varsity,

reprint

is

Loon's Tolerance, by David Knight; a

these

space -short

HOLY BLOSSOM TEMPLE

at 6.00 o'clock

Bathurst Street at Ava Road
al n ajn.
L.

F EDI BERG

wIH speak on

"WORLD WAR FOR ISRAEL'S LIFE
ARE JEWS TOO MILITANT?"

Free Public Reading Room where
the Bible and Authorized Christian
Science Literature may be read,
borrowed or purchased.

San Francisco

in

with
;

The

First Church of
Mass.,
College of Edmore space, ucation before the U. of T. Christl Science organization.
than which,

days,

of

in Boston,

Scientist,

The Ontario

we have no

the

a. pity

documentary

film

by peren-

goes a

style

The

major prose

other

it

;

is

Ex-Service Students
Do you know

called "Science Edi-

is

tor's Page."

Public Cordlnlly Invilod

and 1250 pjn.

Forestry, and Agriculture: which

appears on what

Special
e

make

available to Veterans
full-time advisory service.

to

a

They would be glad to help
you on any matters upon which
you wish to consult them.

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY

BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS
67 Sr. George

mention should

be

made

of

record of a bingo game, is
rare among undergraduate

short, stories;

better one.

Orne Crossing and
A.

M.

S.

Justice,

Have You

Lost

Anything?

D.V.A. Notice
There are between 80 and 100
D.V.A. cheques still unclaimed at
the Bursar's Office in Simcoe Hall.
Students who have not as yet received their

Have You Anything
For Sale?

cheques are asked to

pick them up at the Bursar's Office
as soon as possible.

both by

For quick results

Wallace, arc both remarkable:
its

uncanny overtone

of bagpipes, (the seconr because it is a
perfect, polished

epigram: something to

prize.

by Don Harron which
Peace, by Catherine Bliss, as a morto combine
Price and The
ceau that would be haunting if the situaSkin of our Teeth.
tion did not require much decoding
We wish we could mention everything.
G.
Acta can keep up the standard of T. Jeffrey's Burned Bulb seems uncertain whether it is light verse
or not.
this year's first two issues, it will be
Dorothy Harley is much more sure of
imething to look forward to. And
lightful pastiche

MX 3791

St

Hours: 10 ajn. to 4 pjn.

E. Alger's A7-44, the stream-of-con-

I.

sciousness

the first because of

"George Priceless" cartoon, a de-

thai ...

The University Advisory Bureau was set up on the authority of the Board of Governors

sciousness."

effort,

search as a booster for Canada's Fish- have had no luck trying to think of a
eries,

C<L™

heavy in

bit

I

Free bus service from Bathurst and
St.
Clair every
15 minutes,
commencing at 10.40 ajn. until 11.20 ajn.
and leaving the Temple at 12.30 pjn.

West

W. Beck

Mr. Beck

ing picturesqueness of observation

something
pica for the

Wed. Evening Meeting

RABBI ABRAHAM

bert

say spoke in

only

a new subject wellex-Vicnian Neil MacDonald; and a handled.
The ending is unnecessarily
highly statistical .piece on Biological Re- melodramatic for our taste; though we

including Testimonies of Healing
through Christian Science.

failure of material
"to solve the problems of huexisence was the theme of Her-

massive critique Christ,

we can

intact

it

man

of

Fourlh Floor

-

Alain Store.

EATON

^T.

only the mass effect an address here recntly.

it is

Cotter's

Arts instruction,

of

occupied spots.

I lion

Necromancy, alias Mesmerism
and Hypnotism, Denounced"

St.

Japanese-Canadians,

on adult re-education

Europe; an unorthodox review of Van
it

"Ancient and Modern

Richmond

the

Howard Lacey;
poll

11 a-m.

Sunday, December 2nd

80

BATON'S

thoughtful, unrhetorical, and convincing. higher tribute.

Meeting for Worship
on Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

Church of Christ,

1)

1.98

Pair

.

EATON'SlV'intor Shop

Philosophizing on his religion, Mr.
Beck said "In healing sickness it is
W. M. Kilbourn's Retrospect 1944 is the false belief that man is imperfect
More routine non-fiction includes an
a set of freshman reminiscences done and subject to the conditions of. that
able setting-forth of the cas ageainst
with uncommon sensitivity and refresh- belief which is cast out of the con-

OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

The Mother Church

First

,

means

.

.

discouraging.

is

Of Editor

a slick—paper

tliat

Church of Christ, Scientist
George St. at Lowther Ave.

.

(Continued from Page

1)

and 7 p.m,

insert

Scientist, in Boston,

—

The dismal

Review
1

cabulary and a failure in integration.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

The

In green, navy, brown.

lining.

Mind Over Matter

Students specially invited.

of

—"pigtex" grained sheepskin, with warm fleeced cotton

Mitts

Beck Recommends

Acta...

.

Kerchief spun rayon square
, gaily decorated with skiing
scenes.
In white, yellow, red, or navy.
Each , . . 1.50

New

city as well

.

—

lec-

which

rink,

skimming your way over the

Ski Suit cotton and wool gabardine, in navy, brown, green,
red and navy, or gold and brown.
Sizes 14 to 20 included
$29.95

One hundred and sixteen ment to erect a memorial
now housed in the resi- would be available to the
dence and by next fall, when the build- as the university.

C. Parker,

PARKER

,

men's residence was built and in the skating rink is needed on the campus,
spring of '45 construction was again and most of the students support a move-

(Continued from

DR.

Branch

and public

large classes

Similarly at the University of

.

slopes! Warm, comfortable, and so smartly garbed
clotnes from EATON'S Winter Shop.

tures.

It .be-

under way.
eterans are

Students Specially Invited

St,

in ski

gan to take shape in 1943 when a bar- Brunswick, although no official action
racks was required for 'the No. 2 Cana- has been taken, opinion follows the
dian Army University Course. During popular trend with a desire for a functhat year the ground floor of a new tional,
living memorial.
An indoor

DJ3.

Squadron Leader

REV.

is

.

snowy

Minister

Montreal.
8.15

Whish! and you're gone

be

will

field

men's residence.

The War Memorial

PRAYER

'TheThreefold Vision"
7 p.m.

that the

Alumni Association has recently
approved University College's plan to
Less than one transform their West Hall into a Mepercent of those questioned approved the
morial Hall.
The hall would then be
v

Preacher

CANON

next spring so

housie University indicates that the stuthe
are in favor of an auditorium or

versity

Spadina and Harbord

War, and the students are now striving
a Memorial
Stadium.
The project was
begun last summer and will be continued
to raise sufficient funds for

Football

memorial stadium, but all
ready for football next fall.
that
whatever the
No official plans for an All-Univermemorial it should be something useful.
sity War Memorial have yet been adA survey of student opinion at Dal- vanced at the University of Toronto but

W. PRIOR

p.m.—EVENING

7

to the university

to

agree

construction of a cenotaph.

KNOX CHURCH

alumni,

a

opinions

Preacher

CANON

Appeals for

fall.

made

funds are being

commercial organizations
opinion favors the erection of a univerand to the whole student body.
sity building such as a new students'
A Memorial Rink was erected at St.
union.
Opinions are similar at the
Francis Xavier University to comUniversity of Manitoba. Manitoba arts
memorate the dead of the First Great

suggests

a.m.— HOLY COMMUNION
a.m.—MORNING PRAYER

8
D., F.R.C.O.

University Students Welcome si
All Services

begin next

tion will

where no

University,

plans have been formulated, student

continue

Avenue Road)

(Bloor and

Organltt

CfW/e»

their

cial

bereaved

Church of the
Eebeemer

Preacher:

The Rev.

for their War
some sort of. memorial should be a student union building
commemorate the sacrifice of Memorial. A Student Memorial Committee is already at work and construcown students and graduates.

nore books, added to the new library
would be a lasting memorial to which

CLASSES.

p.m.— EVENING

7

not yet progressed

erected to

iteidents

THE RECTOR
3 pjn.

carried on among the students by
Memorial plans vary all the way been
the Graduates' Society, asking each one
from the blueprint and fund-raising
to sign a pledge to pay $10.00 with
construcunder
stage to those already
of their fees.
tion.
Some Canadian universities have the payment
The University of Saskatchewan plans
beyond the thought

At Queen's

Preacher:

Bloor Street East

accom-

will

it

paign to raise the necessary funds has

cenotaph of the First Great War.

that

CANON C. J. S. STUART,
M.A.
p.m.— CHORAL EVENSONG.

Rev.
Si.

completed,

finally

is

modate 140 men.
A War Memorial Wing is to be added
That's one of the questions current
to the Sir Arthur Curric Memorial
on Canadian Campus. The answers vary
Gymnasium at McGill University. Half
in detail, but show an unmistakable of the wing will be occupied by a swimtrend toward the functional type of ming pool and a memorial hall, the
memorial rather than the traditional other half by a basketball floor. A cammemorial take?"

REV. PRESTON MACLEOD,

"Seeing God in 1945"

should a university war ing

"What form

Minister:

11 a.m.

REV. GEO.

Memorials For Living

I

117 Bloor Street East

Corner Bloor and Huron Streets

30, 1945

manages

;

Women

Ex-Service
There

an

be

to

is

put a Classified

informal

gathering of all ex-servicewomen of the University at

Ad.

The Varsity"

in

NEWMAN HALL
Monday, Dec. 3, 8 o'clock
Come and bring your knitting,
and your sugar

Phone Ml. 6221

tool

other

editors might well take a leaf

from Mr.

herself:

Going

Stay

to

With the vjc Store
Hoeniger's book. Acta has come a long
way from its old Slough of Despond, sufficiently subtle.
gloomy verse issued from
headed poetesses, each hand with a
at name; and a tniy, cohesive
rhich

Which

sixdif-

edi-

board allegedly frightend off all
but th elect with the cock of a critical
yebrow.

is

all

WALMER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
block west

ol

Spadina

Rev. Adiel

Rd.—

block north of Bloor)

SUNDAY
7

YOU

CHURCH OR CHURCHES"

(12.10-1 pan.)

ERIC FEE, President

WM. BUCK,
Where

A Warm

HOLY TRINITY
Trinity Squnro

(OS Vongo,

2 be-low

was worth

we wish the editor better
luck next time with his balance.

—Hugh

worship

ROOM AND BOARD

Kenner.
For

What's on Today

girl

is

welcome.

change for very simple

Pianist

Regular Sunday services at
and 11 a.m., and al 7 p.m

8, 9.30,

FOR SALE

in

duties.

ex-

Apply

:

5 :30 to 8 :30, last tea

Xavier.

Ph.

6.

House

and

Red

Wed. night

Library,

.pair

brown

LOST
One

maroon

Reward.

scarf.

gloves.

HU.

7600.

office.

dance

Thomas Aquina's Chapel
a.m.,

Excellent condition.

LOST

Sunday: 9:00, Debate,

Monday, Dec. 3: 8:15
High Mass in honor of

size 16-18.

Mary, GE. 2377, after

Please leave at S.A.C.

Newman Club
Saturday

Lady's cloth coat, beige, fur-trimmed,

Grey Oxford overcoat, outside Hart

plaid scarf

of the term.

Si.

Welcome Awaits You

Leas id e home,

in

to the S.A.C. office.

Vic. S.C.M.
Open House will be held to-night at
8 o'clock in Alumni Hall. Rev. A. E.
Armstrong will speak. There will be
refreshments and recreation. Everybody

Dtmdu)

Invites students to join with us
in services that combine beauty
of
with progressive

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

LOST

Christian action

MR. CHARLES RICKETTS, Guest Teacher
Friendly Church

while.

It

is.

Kenner.

THE CHURCH OF THE
HAND"

Communion Service
8.15 p.m. —The Young Peoples' Debale
WILL ENJOY THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS

Immediately following the Morning Service

A

—Hugh

J. Moncrief, D.D.
MINISTER

11a.m.— "BLESSED HELPING
(Broadcast CBL)

—
p.m. "THE

The housed caning was worth

Ho

funny, and

reading; and

torial

(1

there

Right

is neat,

Solemn

Grey Waterman's fountain
scribed

"Marion

leave at

S.AC,

Awde."

FOR SALE
pen,

in-

Please

One brown tweed
inner

log;

St Francis

Rev. G. B. Phelan, celebrant

office.

olothes,

same

suit,

36 chest, 33

and

formal

size.

HU.

evening

7600.

;

;

;

:

"Undemocratic Practices"

Condemned By UC.

The Undergraduate Newspaper

Parlt.
VOL. LXV

SWEEPING MAJORITY BACKS GOVT.
A

motion "that

this

looks with disfavor upon
what it
considers the undemocratic practices of Mr.
Hermant in his cana
city as ass.stant to the president of
the Imperial Optical
Comranv
and hopes that he will do everything in his
powe^o
strike to a satisfactory conclusion" was
passed on Friday aft" moon
by the Umversity College Parliament.
The motion
be
fore the orders of the day, was carried
by a vote of
Mr

The Varsity Goes To

brm?^

As

mtradS

?M7^XZ7
A

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, MONDAY,
DECEMBER

House

^ ULerSi,y C°'^

f

°

Out 66 On Jap-Canadian Stand

Dr. Satterly Blows

Literary

private motion, introduced by
Allen Porter, "that this

IMMEDIATE ACTION CALLED FOR

House
1

perial

££? C^ZTJS,

S

^—

>

that

Mr. Hermant

own

"only to bis

is

responsible

StndentJ A

SAC

Clarke.

The birthday bounce was

he showed

X-ray

We

_

where

in

in

was taken by photographing

The record program, held daily
to 5:30 In the Women's

Common Room
men and

college

and

at U.C.,

the

Is

women

series,

faculty.

Today's program

Bach— Mass

in

:

B Minor

"The Story of

(concluded).

be

Studies

Groups

store

I

ada.

—

talk to myself in Danish I left"
Surrounded by test-tubes, bottled
Hi's beard, he admitted, was product
Surrounded by test-tubes, bottled gases of Greenland.
Raised partially in selfand assorted chemicals this slight
soft- defense against the inclemencies of Arcspoken, bearded scientist works
these tic weather and partially because soap,
days in the subterranean depths of
the warm water and razors were scarce, the
Pharmacology Building. His National beard was
regarded by the natives as an
Research Scholarship assignment: inidication of strength and virility.
tensive work upon gas analysis.
Dr. Tickle made no comment about
Sydney-born Dr. Tickle left Univers- the beard's continued existence. Perhaps
'

His keen interest in people and customs prompted him to desert the highfor the by-ways where, according
to the Doctor, he met the inhabitants of
the land, face to face, and saw them as
they really were not as they pretended

—

be.

Speaking with the suspicion of an
English accent, Dr. Tickle described his
three-year stay in Greenland.
In

1941

the island

was

virtually is-

made

to

cil

was

the

petition,

feeling

that

the other

would not adhere to this proMcCullough. The executive
agreed with the philosophy
which
prompted the petition, but was not

faculties

vision, said

will-

ing to

commit

itself

to censoring

govMc- ernment action
on any specific minority.
elect
Doug Langmaid, president
of the

to deal with all the current pol-

Dentistry
Student's
Parliament, explained the Jack of action in
his faculty.

The

was

petition

fourth

year

circulated

examinations

during

when many

students were absent from the
college.
vote has been taken among

A

problems of Canada, University
first and
woud be neglected." In the second years, but its indecisiveness preopinion of the majority of the students vented the executive from
committing
the Japanese-Canadian problem is a the faculty as a whole.
itical

business

Many

topic of general concern to all students
regardles s of its political significance.

said Langmaid, are
not yet fully aware of the
facts.
Little information has
been presented

Campus Book Shop

to

to

Run By Students

the

students,

Faculty of Medicine according

Bob

Slater,

vice -president

of

who believes this to
be the reason for the inactivity
of medical students.
According to

LAWRENCE,
—For

Kansas.

(Exchange)

35 years the University of

Kan-

sas has

Don Franco, chairman
Committee on Japanese-Cana-

the

>[

dians the University must
protest the
government's action immediately
in

wanted a book store and this
an
February the plans will finally be crys- attempt to prevent the deportation. The
committee will meet this afternoon
at
Several students started to raise
it 30 years ago by selling stock

ey for

due

Debate

post-office.

Special emphasis

placed on the relation of the camp to
the community, culminating in an annual folk festival.

Centers for service in the front lines was
outlined by Saul Littman, IV Sociology

who

indicated that a similar means of
treating minor neuroses on a group scalt

could be adopted with considerable
sults in civilian social work.

In

Romoes, disappointed

rationalize their disappointment

all

or

Monday

when the Victoria College Debating Parliament will debate the age-old
: "resolved that it is better to have
night

loved and lost than never to have loved
at all."
Elizabeth Latimer and John
will

endeavor to show that Cupid's ar-

and Vernon Chapman will maintain that
disappointment inevitably brings despondency.
Stefan

Stykolt

Nursery, on New York's Lower
East Side, as an institution and in relation to the community, Judy Henderson and Barbara Brooks IV Sociology
emphasized the success of this pioneer
Settlement House in raising the general
standard of living among families in its
district

campus book

all

faculties

Repreare

Brant Lectures

Noisy Rocks

Those attending the "Physics of the
Future" lecture Fri night were startled to
find that rocks can be noisy of their own
volition.
Dr. A. A. Brant, Associate
Professor of Geophysics, with the aid
of a special sound-detector enabled the
audience to hear the sounds emanating

Zionism Topic

from

OF

D.

a

piece

of

Charles

Dobias, violinist, of 3rd
year St. Michael's College,
will play
the following

mal

recital

program at an
in

the

at

infor-

common

east

room of Hart House

1

:3Q p.m.

on Tuesday:
Tschaikovsky

Definite plans for the book store will

be drawn up as soon as a location and
a manager can be found.

First

Movement
Minor

of the Concerto

E

in

Mendelssohn
Zigeunerweisen, Optis 20
Sarasate
...

The

following students are requested Haslam, R., V-S6673;
Heaton
,

get in itouch with the Umversity
)ry

Bureau at 67 St George

The

lediately.

Ad

W-3I3109;

Street,

telephone number

Hewson

Herridgei

Doreen,

A.

Lieut

Geale, J-21I51.

Huggett,

Wm.,

B-164229;

Inglis,

MI. 3791.

Robt, Lieut; Johnston, E,,
J-52835;
Anderson, John, G-1729; Armstrong, Kaiman,
Sol.,
B-625894 ;
Kennedy,
Geo.
A, Lieut | Beharriel!, Fred, Robt, A-5I775; King, John
S.,

C-39702 ;
Bockner,

Doug.

Belyea
Lewis,

Richard,

R-200539;

O-5850

Kohn W., B-164793; Langmuir,

Bourdon, Lieut;

Leach,

C,

R-78275;

Capt:
G. T.,

Levine,

R-129340; Campeau, M. D- Gilbert B-140353.
616234; Card. Dr. L., Major; Oarkson,
Love,
C, O-42840; Lowry, Gord,
Max, O-14280; Colgan, H. H., J-928%; B-2S945
Maclntyre, Don, V-50290
Collins, Robt, R-237668.
MacKinnon M., C-11728; McLalland,
T.,

C

;

James, J-96I67; Corbett, C. John,
O-47990;
MacQueen,
David,
J-20141; Crichton Doug, B-l 15353; Capt; Martin, Geo., R-217460; Martin,

Colvin,
.,

Cryderman,

ningham, John,

bert,

pitchblende-bearing

Newman

;

—

Russia, South America and the Scandin-

A

discussion

address.

period will

follow the
I

of the midnight sun taken between 12

Hamra

and

John M., Major

I

o'clock.

re-

INFORMAL RECITAL,

store.

to

[

On

students began meeting at a de<

to
exchange used
This custom tookhold and the
exchange mechanism improved with the
passage of time but it never assumed

re-

fused to comment whether the arguments of the principal speakers would
be based on experience or speculation.
I

side

be present

Varsity Advisory Bureau
Seeks These Students

is always
welcome regardless of
the outcome, while Claire Sloane-Seale

Minister

from

quested to

merchants.

rendezvous

the proportions of a real

5:00 p.m. in Cartwright Hall.
sentatives

Trueman

row

.'rime

through

books.

topic

re-

illustrating the role of the Bright-

to the opposition of local

Then

Don

fell

!

avians,

the

Medical Society,

Chester,
H-4582S; Cun- N. V., B-4S7; Morrie, Wm., J-*29446;
R-257365; Davies, Al- Niero, A. G., 0-554S1.
B-17008; Davies, R. A., Capt;
Noaks, E. H., Lieut; O'Brian, James,
Dedrick Malcolm, B-89999; Desroches, J-10999; Owen T. W„ J-42226; Pearrock.
R-170571 ; Di Bello, Vict, sonj.
Lieut ;
G.,
Phillips,
Wm.,
Dr. Brant, former consultant in the
B-635481.
B-1629I4;
Puddy,
Robt, R-257425;
Dr. Tickle's impression in the course of
Ontario Department of Mines, gave a
Donovan,
G.,
O-20257 ;
his travels is that the language barrier
Dunlop, Sainsbury Geo., 0-41720; Schell, John,
Many Zionists who are unfamiliar brief account of his work on a geophysThomas, Capt.; Dzupina, M-, B-122427; B-15338; Schwerdtner, R_, R-289381;
is the greatest stumbling block to interwith the early history of the movement ical survey in the area of the Eldorado
Evans E. M-, Capt; Fine, Samuel, Scott, F., C-19373.
national understanding.
Idealistically, will shortly be enlightened according to mine at Port Radium on Great Bear
Scott, Robt, J-26470; Scott, Sherman,
he looks to the day when men will speak Nellie Gurvitch, one of the executives of Lake, when supervising work there for B-434957; French Robt, V-84227; FraJas.,
R-95864; Fraser, D. A. C-52795 ; Shepherd, I. W., Capt ; Simpidentical terms of identical things.
Avttkak, student Zionist movement
the department of Munitions and Sup"Then," he observes, "we will indeed
J-15615; Fraser, James, J-4082I ; Gal- son, A. J., 0-67143; Tanner, Wm.,
Mr. David Newman, a leader of the ply.
be on the way to permanent peace."
Toronto Jewish community will speak
He pointed out that the position of braith Robt, Lieut Giffen, P. J., R-291323; Thomson, G. J., Lieut;
Where next on his globe-spanning it- on the history of Zionism and the role Port Radium was 1000 miles north of R-251661.
TurnbuJl Niel, R-102734; Veracr, Robt,
Tickle
inerary?
Dr.
isn./t sure.
But of the movement's early leaders to- Edmonton almost within the Arctic
Gordon, Robt, 0-27932 ; Gray, James, Capt; Warnick, A. G., J-86H6; Weinhe speaks wth enthusiasm of visiting
night at Cartwrgiht Hall.
Circle.
To prove this he showed slides B-164514; Greenberg, Wm., R-I00747; stein, Wm., J-39967; Williams, Owen

ity in 1934, practiced for three years, he has just
become attached to it. Or
then yielded to a long-postponed desire vice versa.
to travel. After two months in Hawaii,
An expert En his own field of work,
he arrived on this continent to begin a thoughtful student of human
nature,

ways

and

The Army program of rehabilitating
men at its Psychological Retraining

self-styled

in

of the students at the meeting
expressed the opinion that, "If the Coun-

Lovers

Juans and lovelorn Lotharios hove
been invited either to bewail their lot

is

'rolling
stone" has olated from the
rest of the world The
[
paused to gather l. years
„ _
worth of moss Danes, desperate for
a man of his exon the U. of T. campus,
nniis.
:
....
perience, persuaded him to remain.
He is Dr. R. J. Tickle, whose travels Language was an
obstacle at first Once
since 1934 have taken him from
his na- mastered however, Dr. Tickle found
the
tive Australia to Hawaii,
the United Islanders a warm, friendly people.
States, to Greenland and now
to Can"But," he grinned, "when I began
to

Japanese-

Some

finite

Rejected

plication of Sociology" before
the Soc-

together in undertaking useful projects and administering a cooperative

By Margaret Bowes

what he terms a six-month "vagabond
tour" of the United States.

Of

Topic

I

Globe-Trotting Scientist
Studies People And Gases

University plans were

at $10 a share but the plan

given

work

A

And

Love

The contributions of a progressive
By camp organized to provide "democratic

Plastic Surgery"'

conditions

tallized.

by Dr. Stuart Gordon,' iology Club last week.
Chief Surgeon of the
On the principle that "each person is
Department of
Veterans' Affairs next
Saturday in a member of society and has a contribConvocation Hall.
ution to make that society" the campers
will

the

— Since

a special committee of two to further in-

the reflec-

R.C

open to

30— ( CUP )

regarding

vestigate the situtation.

his surface tension research.

_

of every

Nov.

of

(Continued on page 4)

m

from 4:00

the

The Engineering Society was annoyed
by the emphasis on immediacy
evident

Gill

Prof.

tion of the sky in a
spherical mirror.
taking a frame every
six seconds, the experience in group living" in the Cathole day was reduced to four
skill region of New York were
minutes
discussed
the movie.
by Jackie Singer IV Sociology at
a
The next lecture of the current
panel discussion of "The Practical Ap-

Record Hour

realize

At McGill

Canadian problem has proved slow

Room

this

Dr. Clarke also showed a time-lapse
Palestine movie of the
whole sky from dawn to
one of the most unsuitable
locations dusk taken in
full color.
The picture

the

he entered

Sociology Club

may be achieved."
Howard Mann stated that

is

stride as

do not

that exist in B.C.

arriving from Ottawa, at a meeting
of
the Students' Executive Council

—

and

^rtZZ

^'V

society,

in

A

rights to the human
eye, the authorities were
privileges as other citizens.
"Pales- able to discover
what part of the movies
tine," he maintained,
"is the only place
"lused the inattenion.

re

At a meeting of the
with a bare quorum present, no
vote could be taken.

Montreal,

A tin helmet was produced. Protec43 tion,
the class giggled, in further atomic
in the Physics Building
a few seconds
investigations.
past noon on Friday.
Beningly he
box of chalk was the next gift from
beamed upon several score
surpressed the
class. An inveterate chalk-destroyer,
"sunprisers" who had plotted to
turn this the
professor was grateful.
He turned
routine lecture into a gala
celebration.
and scrawled sincerely with his
new
In gay and yellow and orange
chalk, chalk
"Thank you. John Satterly."
:
the width of the backboard
proclaimed
The over-worked "small boy" of
'Happy Birthday".
countless Satterly demonstrations
was
This was to be his last year
at the wheeled
in
appropriately placarded.
University of Toronto, the
Professoi Most
diminutive student of the class,
the
birthday-present "small boy" was
grinning importantly.

were Satterl/s

pictures which 'had been taken
speaking for
the opposition.
"The to discover flaws in
metal castings.
'rights' are all on the Arabs'
side.
Other slides portrayed the screen
of a
could point out that of the few
hundred radar set, while
others showed night
thousand Jews left in distressed circumreconnaissance taken with flash bombs.
stances, many can be taken
into Britain,
0ne slide showed a group of men, who
tine
Commonwealth, the U.S.A. and
did not know they were
being photoWestern Europe. The government
pro- graphed, watching
a movie. The army
posal puts forth a dangerous
precedent." knew that men
were
falling asleep durMonty Simmonds pointed out that the
training films. By means of
photoJewish culture thrives only when
the graphs taken by
infrared light, invisible
people of that faith have the
same

organizations by the
November, when the

Jap. Deportation

information

_

slides

in

Mem! "Tp ^ ^ ™

Issue

to

the

C

students

Diplayed To R.C.I

Among

eferre<1 t0 facult >'

A
C ° UndI

Murrav McCullough, President
Murray
of the Engineering Societv an
nounced that the engineers have
taken a negate v e,v of the
cues
fton. Many of them are
from Brit ish Columbia and feel
mat Varsnfy

TJX. "Lit", spoke against the motion
and urged students not to picket the
company's premises but to demand an
Clouds floating across the sky, vivid
adequate labor code from the federal
color patterns caused by blowing air
at
government
a soap film, and the action of a machine
The main motion of the day "that
gun photographed by a high speed camthis House recommends the adoption of
era were all flashed on the screen at
The University of Toronto's most
Palestine as a national Jewish homeConvocation Hall Saturday night as Dr.
renowned bubble-blower got a new
land" was passed 134-30.
confessed as he struggled to express
Walter Clarke of the Eastman Kodak
bubble set for his birthday last
Phyllis Cohen, opening the debate for
Friday. his gratitude
Company illustrated his lecture to the
to the congregation of
For John Satterly was 66 and his
the government, argued that "the capacipunch-proud fledgling physicists.
Royal Canadian Institute with slides
first year physics students
ties of Palestine are such as could
had decided
abHe was retiring, he said. He wanted
id movies.
to fete him fittingly.
sorb agriculturally and industrially
to go to England.
"There has been very little actual deProf. Satterly, famed for his
much larger population. The suggestion
annual
velopment in photography during the
The bubble set was ceremoniously
liquid
air
is one of a federation of Arabs
demonstrations,
was the
and war, but known
presented to the flustered professor. It
techniques have been startled recipient
of an enthusiastic surJews in Palestine without domination
put to a good many new uses," said
would
his students suggested, aid him
Dr. prise birthday party.
by any outside power."

"These are no times to foster nationalcontended
Mary Richard:

.

S.A.C. deferred action
f
on a resolution condemning the
government's

P

of the

ism,"

*

WaS

*e Im

High Speed Movie

conscience'

Gordon McCaffrey, president

^?

the
ent governments o{ Ae Faculties of Engineer?rf
17
Me ci " e today re P° rted on e action th have
'y
iaker fwith
1 if regard
a
1l
taken
to the impending deportation
of Japanese-Cana-

i™

bargain in good faith with the "recog- for the existence of a
Jewish home. "The
nized bargaining agent".
In reply to appeal should be for a cultural,
rather
Mr. Hermant's charges that the union than an actual, home in
Palestine," he
is irresponsible, Safarian declared
that said.
the union is responsible to its members
but

No. 47

A Party Faculties Report Delays

1^0

PreSMent

1~

3.

Geo.

J.,
;

R-115185;

Harding,

Harrison, Art., Lieut.

S., 0-78410; Wright, T. A„ V-74757;
Young, G. W., Lieut

.

:

.

.
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Correspondence

Editorial
East

A

Literary Entree

East

Is

School's
Do you remember last year's literary issue of
The Undergraduate,
Oikel Was there anything memorable in

Toike
Editor,

Uni-

The

East

Is

Varsity,

about the Acta Vuversity College's annual literary event? What
Review? Commendable
toriami of years gone by, or The Trinity
lesser degree, was their
periodicals in themselves, to a greater or
particular time and place
reader interest not largely limited to their

Dear Sir
With the approach of the Christmas
and its customary association
To the Editor of the Literary Issue,—
with warmth and conviviality this seems
I'm enclosing herein some of my
a fitting time to apply a mental hot-foot
humble efforts. They're really pretty
to the Torontonian ice-bound personterriffic, eh, eh, but I should let them

of issue?

ality.

No

season

The

point

make

are endeavoring to

we

simply this: the Uni-

is

parkas,

in

Weakly,

To

vegetate in a mental backwater

in "itself,

as witness. But why
incidentally?
with the University be so lately forthcoming, and so
no blue and white parallel to McGUl's Younger Poets, for
example? Why no all-university publication representing the total

someone

undergraduate literary

different

apply

to

it

it

A

time for

is

anti -freeze

the gutter and one on the sidewalk.

the

to

thought

from us who come from that

was

I

some measure help

production.

make up

to

;

and

a group, ihat we have

as

recommend a city-wide

air

condi-

tioning system to prevent contagion

An Example

"Reserve"

by The Var-

fulfilled

of

The

fact that

— perhaps

terly

— would doubtless

wc

Musicomed}}

In

Woo

The

It is

this nature.

remarkable, indeed, that University

publications

managed

today, an over-

energy -abounding campus vir-

flowing,

new

tually hungers for

menus

of interests.

for a

literary

helping of vers

We

carry on in the

ito

But

face of difficulty.

new

taste thrills,

Perhaps

entr6c.
tibre, well

it

in

Man

School

undergraduate

Jones

is

Night

Supp: Iggnutz

Litt.

Raco.

As one

definitions for reserve the diction-

it

One would

its

g>tubent JfeUotogfttp
ANNOUNCE

The ANNUAL CHANUKA Party

H. D. Boyle,

think that the citi-

9

Victoria.

•

*

•

when,

with

no blush of

Chanuka Operetta

in

a

Art, Music and

* Chanuka Gifts
• Chanuka Games
THE ORIGINAL CHANUKA CEREMONY
REFRESHMENTS
DANCING
PLACE

(Continued on page 4)

Drama

The

Belvin,

245 College

St.

DATE —

Madrigals and Motets

peppery second

acts

McBride reigns in Oriental splendor over a womanless empire
alleged to resemble a Queen's Park
In this state,

contri- campus.

Despite the fact that in Elizabethan period, not the tempered scale used
times English music and musicians led versally since Bach. This makes some
the world in achievement it is only rare- of the notes sound slightly out of tune
that the modern concert-goer has to
ears
desensitized
by a modern
the opportunity of hearing the composi- piano.
Each singer's tone is pure
tions of this period. Few artists or en- quality, and rthe style of singing is neat

Saturday, Dec. 8th, 8:30

and their alma mater

p.

m.

—

PRICE

$1.50 Per Couple

ly

would
To ease The Woo Dearth, a quartet sembles ever attempt anything written and tidy in the best English tradition.
repay the ener- oE enterprising scientists turn "woman- before the 18th Century, and
when they
In short last night's concert was a
gies demanded in its production.
Pre- ufacturcrs" and perfect a machine (prop do the performance is generally secondremarkable throw-back to the greatest
requisite to its greatest success, again, by Burt Avery) to produce women.
rate, due to the artist's
unfamiliar ; ty days of English music
would be the non-parochial nature of
the
Revue's
tale.
Thereon hangcth
with the requirements of the style.
Brock McElheran.
its sources and its influences.
It should,
Scripters Jim Templeton, Bill Neale
Last night in Hart House members of
in effect, skim off the cream from the & Co. lassooed many vaudeville -frayed
this university were privileged to hear
Pops' Concert
University's literary chum
routines in their laugh lariat but the ena concert consisting mainly of 16th
Misapprehen- century
tire show seemed fresh.
English vocal music, magnifiA demonstration of good roohestral
sions regarding the purpose of the macently performed by the St. Mary Magplaying was effected by the Toronto
chine were many. Plumbing effects were dalene
Singers, under the direction of Symphony
orchestra under the excepsurprising. An extraneous dueling act,
Dr. Healey Willan. Motets and madriTheUna*r«rQjiut>Jo Hawaptujwr
tional direction of Ettore Mazzolini at
interrupted for the observation : "Why
gals by Tallis, Gibbons, di Lasso, Byrd,
the Pops Concert at Massey Hall last
be irritated? Light an Old Gold I" added
and others occupied most of the pro- Friday
Member Quudlu UoWenltj
evening.
a sparkle.
gram, along with two works written
Published fife timet * ivk br the StuThe entire orchestra responded amazThe show was good.
dents' Admin IstntiTs Council of the Ualin the same style by Dr. Willan himself.
rersitj of Toronto. Opinions expreuod In
ingly
to
Mr. Mazzolini's forceful musiThe best on the campus.
These pieces proved decisively that it is
these columns are not ceetsssrOj the omcUJ
Adminirrtmtiro
Students'
cal personality. His expressive conductthe
opinions <rf
particular triumph was in the
Its
quite possible to write music in conCouncil.
ing led the players to the attainment of
scenery department Earned tribute to formity with
strict
rules
of
counterpoint
42-a
K
'Editorial Room, Rm.
new musical heights.
Gord Alison and Lawrie Mcintosh who and form, and still
University Coll
make it delightful
designed the flawless, sleek settings.
Maria Kurenko, Russian soprano, sang
to listen to.
Although these composiNight Office
.-George Forster. 4T7
Its music
under the deft and deafen- tions consisted of
with clarity despite the fact that the
News Editor.
intricate patterns of
Blanche Stanley, 4T6
Assistant.
volume of the orchestra was too great at
.Willj Belfry, 4T8 ing direction of Whitey Belshaw set interweaving
melodies, the motets had
the winged pace. The Belshaw Quintet
an almost angelic character, while the times for her to compete with. The two
did one on-stage specialty "Five Guys
Russian folk songs by Gretohaninoff
contagious rhythm
butors

3 etoigft

your sophisticated aloofness Editor, The Varsity,

itself

revue unsociability

x dimension world of slumber.
The show (which might be aptly
ck-named "Morpheus and The Wonhinges

Tuesday, Dec. 4

the personality behind.

word commonly used

Hart House witnessed
McBride undergoing

an eerie series of miss-adventures

der world")

8 p.m.,

-

admit

Bill

end of act one.

done?

submit that the twofold benefit of

—tooth

Friday

last

upon a state of un conis a time
sciousness which McBride enters at the
about a

a serious University of Toronto literary
periodica!

School

dream-lined

and third

How

Women's Union
"I'll

'I'm a bit short of wit,
"But look at the girls in Pass Arts."

unpardonable, but when coupled with Dear Sir:
a definite pride in this complacent exI have read your editorial of Thursclusiveness it is not only unpardonable
day, Nov. 29, with interest and agreebut also incomprehensible and exceedment. You are quite right when you say
ingly irritating to the outsider. Surely
that youT recent editorials and replies
you cannot deny this pride in your own
by the student body are causing muoh

Certainly the student-ipoor, time-filled

A

Organization Meeting

night but play

all

is

Dearth

Menu Item
years of war were no time for embarka-

upon new ventures of

did nothing

lockers.

tabloid.

tion

the

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
CLUB

Tarts,

Who

zen's emotions are kept in quick-freeze

Jiope not prematurely delivered

classes

.

Wc

a quar-

support than does this hastily conceived,
but

its

show

An

find even greater

upper

the

borders that of suspended animation. If
would notice it particularly."
one could be happy in Toronto he would
notice and protest
never dare to let his facial expression
S. B. Boyle,

ors and the adjudicators of contests in various creative departments

established periodica!

elsewhere

:

of contributions are daily reaching the edit-

augurs well for such a venture

still

shame rising to your frost-rimed cheeks,
ry gives "the preservation of a certain
you blithely admit "Yes, people ar ereti
state".
In Toronto this state closely
cent in Toronto, you, a Westerner,

Supplement will be in its example. It may be able to
demonstrate in a restricted way, but tangibly, a direction that could
be followed with profit to the University's reputation.

is

to describe these icy intellects.

sity Literary

an encouraging number

And

from Note to Ed. of

iur stuffy personalities.

Perhaps the most important function to be

pool halls,

others slouched into each other.

Hall are the squirrels and the pigeons.
darts;
There is something decidedly repugHe said,
nant about the atmosphere in this area.

We

CU«

University of Toronto

way and

this

into

others slouched into dark doorways,

seen within a len-mile radius of Simcoc

does not go the whole way.

it

the case of exservicemcn

liest things,

the defiiency of student literary

but

period of preheating, particu-

larly

in

quality.

NAVY
PLAYER'S
CIGARETTES

.

slouched

.

cannot, however, pretend to answer the full need.

It

a step in the right direction

It is

sufficient

Some

that.

women. However, in just as many cases,
danced and laughed
your sub-zero humours defy us defrostPOETRY An Ode For Sex Education
ers and dismiss us with a chill-blained
(Copyrighted by Iggnutz Jones)
look of indignant outrage. The friendThere was a young student named

It is not strictly accurate to lament the total absence of a university-wide product less than two weeks before the appearance of The
Varsity Literary Supplement. An ambitious innovation, this may
in

of Winnipeg.

we must admit, contact of
some sort can be established after a
Individually,

there is another, perhaps a higher, most certainly a broader place
There is a definite place
that has been left too long unoccupied.
for this currently non-existent University literary product.

ond dependable

"My, I
and sadly he

lame,"

wondered off
Slum people slouched
.

West

limbo of lost souls

do occupy an incontestable place
among campus publications. And we would be the first to protest
that
the discontinuance of any one of them. We do feel, however,
College or faculty periodicals

tion for excellence

Relief flooded Willy's face.

Considered as a whole, you are very

These Are Important

Yer

The famous "sailor" trademark is a symbol of all that is best
in tobacco manufacture and guarantees that the contents
of the package will maintain Player's world-wide reputa-

drunk."

igloo mind.

local

life?

.

along the gutter . .
massive shape loomed and a viceThe cop
like grip enclosed his neck.
snarled, "Yer walkin' with one foot in

is,

bad enough but when this stagis frozen by cold indifference

everyone outside of

to

Ripper

dismal

Beads of sweat dribbled down his
sunken nose, he lurched and swayed

nant pool

Why

coming

Wit staggered along

dark,

of

gutter

Square.

own dim

his

warmth.

gflow for social

should the identification of authorship

on

painfully, his breath

in gasps, Willie the

lined

antipathctically

their

reyling each

the

(Copyrighted by Iggnutz Jones)

hind which the Torontians huddle, eski- the
molike,

The Nude Dude and

Seedless Figs.

against the strange wall of frigidity be-

does abide here.
The absence of the record, of course, does not deny the presence
Varsity students. An imof literary talent of high quality among
sumposing list of the creative work of Toronto graduates could be

moned

TRAGEDY:

Good", so we
found in Toronto
candor
shall
hurl
our clods with

no lasting record of the fact that literary talent

is

and Woolly West

"tlie

publication devoted to the
versity of Toronto does not produce any
Uniwork of its undergraduates as representatives of the

There

Warm

from the

are not used to the clam temperaments

creative
versity.

speak for themselves.

We

Lasting Becord

MAY BE PURCHASED FROM J.S.F. EXECUTIVE,
AND FRATERNITY AND SORORITY REPRESENTATIVES.

TICKETS

—would more than

profit

let Hi

—

'

v

^vi\

°* t ^ s Clean, Farnily

A|^The

£atnple&

Ifcu

1 '

Newspaper

Christian Science Monitor

Free from crime and sensational news . . Free from political
Free from "special interest" control . . . Free to tell you,
,
the truth about world events. Its own world-wide staff of correspondents bring, you on-the-spot news and its meaning to you
.

bias

.

and your family. Each
to clip and keep.

issue filled

with unique self-help features
1

I

Pleat tend sample copies
of

The

Chriitian Science

Monitor.

—

,

—

Assistant
Art, Music, and

Barbara Jones, B.A
Dorothy Harler. 4T6

—

,

—

_

Assistant.

Bol

__Peip

its
,

Assistant.
Staff Photographer

l

Business and Adrertliina
E. A.

Mai

MACDONALD

Reg Herman

Assistant: Eileen Sanders

them

to

be excellent dance

rendered.

In

all

numbers,

lisping prototype of all Artsmen, as

through Skule eyes, portrayed by

technique

only fault

programmes.

:

The

very advanced; the most

were

con-

sung with the greatest of ease.
Despite the difficulties of performing
such works without accompaniment the
intonation was practically perfect. The
sistently

,

Bill

gold ink came off

—Ross

is

rapid and involved passages

Neale.
Its

^Bulletin

Poarb

The regular rehearsal
at 5:00 p.m. in

McLean.

choir

sings

in

the

true

scale

of

the

It is

the
into

Informal Recital

another notable achievement to add

to his already long list

He

Charles Dobias (III St. Michael's), violinist, will give an
informal recital in the east common room at 1:30 p.m.
on Tuesday. Miss Gabrielle Dobias will be at the piano.

possesses

power of producing music to reach
the hearts of

people.

With the

acclaim of true music-lovers ringing
his cars,

he

faces a brilliant future.

—Eileen

of the Glee Club will be held today
the Music Room. All members are re-

quested to attend in preparation for Christmas engagements.

along on

Its

its

gals proved

effectively

Miss Kurenko's enunciation was excelThe choir is composed of 17 men and lent
thin ice of double entendre which
Ettore Mazzolini has made the Torwomen, most of whom have been singoccasional tropica! line threatened
ing together for several years.
Theii onto Symphony orchestra come to life.
expertly

melt
most entertaining character

to

BA

Make-up Editor

:

1

Robert R. Robinson, 4T6
Barbara K. Hood, B.A.
.Phil Shackleton
-Pea; Wallace, B.P.H.E.
R i pb Jonea, 4T7

was

himself

pieces.

humor skated

Its

the

—Philip

Managing Editor

Belshaw

dyna-moe.

Drama

lart louse

of some of the madri-

Named Moe".

Night Editor

Send

Sanders.

in

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS

—

?
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Junior B's Meet St. Mikes
In Opener Of Hockey Season
The first peacetime Varsity hockey
game will be faced-off this evening at
830 when the Varsity Junior "B" O H

A

entry

entertain

the

Michael's

St.

SPORTS CALENDAR

to-Iectures card with the athletic
portion

By Mickey Michasiw

College Buzzers.

All-Stars Again

The Junior Bees have been hard at
work for the past three weeks but team

Plus Not-Quites

Ace

appointed.

The way
Friday

the

issue—with

Second

three

Team Flying Wings it was confusing to
was not started until the new coach. say the least—makes a rehash
of the
Staff Smythe officially took over.
subject rather
necessary.

The

roster has been

to eighteen

slit

most of which

players,

will be in action

in

game.
Name
players on the squad are few and far
between although Paul Hutzulak former things
in

this

exhibition

first

Marlborough goalie

The

fault lay

a linotype machine breakdown. The

harried night editor scurried around in
the background, trying to straighten

but this was just one of the
he neglected to correct. It was
one of
regretable, and we apologize. The complete two teams are therefore reprinted
Hugh, is
below, and this time they are right.

the goalies.

Staffs

out,

younger brother
slated for one of the frontline berths.
In this connection, there are several
Last year, Hugh was one of the smoothest wingers on Ace Bailey's senior bits that might justifiably be added
team but this year decided to revert to about some of the guys who played well
all season yet failed to clamber past the
the younger squad.
Griff Pearson also of last year's senior
is

expected

forward

to

show form along the

line;

MM

brink of All-Star

hill.

For Dents there were Petrullo and
Wooledge: for St Mikes Mackan,

Maclntyre and Higgins: for Trinity
Hendra; for Vic Drew and Cooke: for
on the presentation of an admitJunior School Nord: for Senior School
Farquar and Roberts for Junior Meds
Gora; for Senior Meds Qemes; for
U.C. Bennet, Tettmar, Staley and Bossin.
There are others, no doubt, but

Students are reminded that admission

is

free

NOW

Playing
THOMSON

BIEVINS DAVIS and ARCHIE

GUT
KIBBEE

:

these

men came

Don't be surprised if a couple of the
names appearing in this article pop up
on next year's Blues.

Halves

|

Millen, Sr. S. P. S.

Huycke, Trinity.
Quarter
Volpe, U. C.

McKnight,

DOROTHY SANDS

Middles

DENHAM

-Morris,Vic

Kuhn, U. C.

STEWART CHAN Elf

PRICES (TAX INCLUDED)
.31,20.

Wod. Matinee:

E. Staley, U. C.

Booth, Sr. S. P. S.

S1.60, $2.40, 33.

Second

60c, SI. 20, S1.S0.

Sal. Matinee; EOc,

si. 20,

U.C

Sharpe, Sr. S. P. S.

LORING SMITH

Outsides
Evgs.; 60c,

Sr. S. P. S.

Upton,

Insides

$1.00, S2.40.

Flying Wing.
Halves

Team
Young, Dents.

Niero,

St Mikes.

^_ ~

Richmond

VZictoria&
Xg§

r

T
»!i -

Return

•

Victoria

NEXT WEEK

Snap

On the second play of the game, Doug Smylie was on his
way to a
touchdown but ice on the field caused him to lose
his footing with no one
between h,m and the goal line. On the ninth
play, the Argos had their
The
thing

that any-

Middles
Williams, Dents.
Butko, Sr. S. P. S.
Rocchi.

St Mikes

Today, Argos are Canadian champions. Names
such as Copeland, Myers
Krol, Doty, Smylie and Kanys will
live-not because they wear a football
crown-but because they were fighters, all for on and
one for all. Triumph
alone does not test the heritage of a
thoroughbred; it is the fight and determination that tries his true mettle.
It

is this spirit

It is the spirit

in the Argonauts that carried

them through to

victory.

of a champion.

Creed or Conscience
C.I.A.U.

officials

.

.

—CHRISTMAS MUSIC—

indicated that their eyes are not nearly
as closed as one would have been
The rap on the knuckles was worded thusly, "that

such un-

sound and unethical procedures will be discouraged
by any
such practices are now tolerated."

Any dreams for a sport fortress that
college must have received a sudden jolt

may have

institutions

where

been harbored by any

Through

intention or oversight, however, one loophole
was provided
Nothing was said regarding the violation of
the ruling and therefore no
penalty was provided. Could be that C.I.A.U.
moguls turned out that transcription merely as a museum piece?
If a law were suddenly passed prohibiting
.the use of automobiles, would
people heed the ruling if no penalty were provided
for its

infraction?

True

that a number of citizens would give up their
pleasures as it would be the
honorable thing to do. But how many?
Thus, since these methods have been prevalent
during the past, there
is little assurance that a simple
agreement will remedy
_

the situation.

The Sportswoman
The

basketball schedule

"A Concert

SEATS

NOW SELLING!

open Daily from

Office

10 n.m.

lo 10 pjn.

Evenings at

8:30: S3.. $2.40, S1-G0. 90c

Wed. Mallnee al 2:30: $1.80, S1.20,
SaX Matinco at 2:30: S2.40, 51.00, &
(Tax Included)

beautiful beyond praise

—should

JOHN PATRICK

60c
EOc

rtm a whole week."

EATON Auditorium, Mon. Dec. 1
8:15 p.m.
TICKETS: S2.00, $1.50, S1.00
Box Office TR. 1144
Dorothy Parnum, RA. 8191

tunity

knocks for the

THE FAMOUS
ADAM
-

QUARTET

FIRST
PIANO

-

GARNER
VLADIMIR

NEXT MONDAY NIGHT

-

PADWA

•

EDWARD

NBC MUSICAL SENSATION
$1.20. $1.80. $2.40, S3.00, Inc. Tax.

FRANK
MITTLER

EDSON
1

1

I

SEATS

NOW

week of

its

schedule.

This guaran-

The U.C.

freshies defeated the O.T. freshies in

The teams were

season.

one of the best all-around

fairly evenly matched,

winch is always
more, 'both sides of the question
were aware of the meaning of good sportsmanship . . . were
good winners

and good

The

losers.

referee

What

was

is

overcome by the amount of cooperation and dean play exhibited. Our only regret ...
the score is missing
from the report
quite

A

Another Grade

game was that between P. & H.E. II B and the Nurses.
also smiled equally brightly at defeat and victory, played for
the sake
of the game rather than for a win
.
though no doubt neither began the
game with the sole intent of losing. The Phys. Eds. scored a count of 19

They

.

.

over the Nurses 8.
Outstanding players were Betty Upper, guard for
Nurses, and Betty Jackes, forward for P. & H.E.
polished playing

.

.

.

and Physio, was noteworthy for more than
reports have it that Marg Oiisholm, U.C. forward,
II

When

post

war Ring Covers

are

available,

will

to look after
orders as possible. Materials for the
manufacture of Ring Covers are still very

many

limited.

Ask your

bookstore.

He

U.C. VI

A

will keep

you posted.

game remarkable

for

tin -sensationalism,

Eilbeck

Fine

Promising For Season Of '47
By Wally
* or more

a.

them

call

legal reasons, this gang's
as

known

well

The

as

the Polka

It ™,,ij„.,

crystall-ball's

^^'f

nt

Ho

reason.

,

. ,

..

all university students.

football plans re-

T

Varsity's '46-

d your hats and helmets,
fellows-revival of the old freshman
rule
may make them meligible for anything
but your own college squad!
Toronto's west end, like all other ends
all other cities, has sand
lots where
almost every year one of its prodigies

of

T"~"~

et in the

inisl^he

dTn

L

——

™

Here is a gang who, from the day
Finally the war came
to an end (you
first understood the difference be- must remember the
celebration) and the
tween a football and a light bulb, used boys hurried happily
home.
They
to skip Sunday School every week and weren t children now,
and they had some
hold a little competition to advance the serious ideas about
making up tor the
ball nearest the

education

other team's goal-line.

There was the blond kid, big for his
and the tiny one who made up for
his size with his speed. There were the
doctor's two sons; the doc treated
them
age

;

they had lost
Still
they
couldn't let the old
pigskin alone, and
besides, a

guy nedes some sort of
recrea-

tlOIL

The

sandlot was "kid stuff"
now os
they spent the autumn
with senior teams.
So listen to the results

like professional atheletes from the
day
they were born. There was the foreman's son, and his pal, the scrappy kid
When Toronto Argonauts won
tile
who seemed to like to fight almost better Canadian
Championship Saturday one of
than he Ifked to play football. Then their
touchdowns was scored by
a big
there were the pair who admitted it,— blond man
named Royal Copeland!
one was hockey-crazy and the other whose machine-gunning

passing

lived for the baseball season.

There were win him a place on all
All-Star teams
more than this, of course, but we can't Tiniest of them
all, 138-pound
Freddy
all make the grade.
Doty is doing a man-sized
job as Argo's
They weren't all in the same class, in ace quarter-hack
Both the doc's boys
the same public school even. They were were out there—
Rod and Doug. Smylie
split worse than ever in high school.
Doug came throug with two
touchBut somehow they were always together downs for this
championship team. SHU
m the same football field when Sunday on opposite ends of that
forward
wall
foreman's son Jack Courts
likes to play

was always the same gang that with
wi,
Bruce Richardson, whose fisticuff
snowed up, Sunday after Sunday. Yet activities have
made him a famous name
rou couldn't call them exclusive because in Maple Leaf
Gardens tircics.
v^uutii.
circles
Benny
tjenny
they
.........
They took u„
on a,,
all
Enwright followed his heart down
j just weren't
to the
comers. Very few came. It was just States to play
semi-pro baseball

—

„™

and

touch-rugby so size didn't matter in the
backfield, still a guy tired of being outrun, outsmarted, and generally out-

you've

played,

You're holding your breath
and going
back to where it said something
about

play after play,

Sunday

after

Sunday.

By now
the

run

plane;
all,

the big blond could pass

like

a machine gun on a fighter

the tiny one,

smallest of them

could run fastest of them

the doc's sons

thing

The

it

on

had a

takes to

line-play

all

;

and

Richardson, and Courts have learnings
this way after Rehab School is
through

a ball-player.

was not

this array of ability coming
to U. of T?
Well lef s not lean too close to that crysbut Freddy is going into Ajax
in January;
Copeland, Hod Smylie,
tal-ball,

fair share of every-

make

been reading about big Ross
Johnstone, one of Toronto Maple
Leafs
more rugged defensemen.

for weaklings

Doug Smylie expects to go
outside wings were to Cornell University on a
football
and the foreman's son. scholarship.
working together like oxen in a yoke
Now the question is: Will that freshThe baseball
uo " and
hockey
«»u ibajwj' iiiti.
men were
iimu rule
man
it ci c in
uic Keep
keep inese
these boys
ooys in the interthere in the thick of the line-play and faculty Iegaue, or are we
perhaps
they used to click nicely on a high-low assured of a championship Blues
-tther.

with them.

The rugged

the scrappy kid

i

i

I

Please
Patronize

team . The freshies are to give the red-breast ball a push next Friday when
U.C. face either P. & H.E. or Vic, who are tied for a place in the semifinals
The same evening, the cream of the senior league challenges P. &
H.E. II B. The remainder of the finals will take place on Dec 11 and
18.
The team possessing the highest number of points
points awarded

The People
Whose Appearance

to

Joan Davis, now attending O.C.E, will referee, along with Louis Dowson,
last year's president of the basketball club, also a student at
the College of
Education. The scene of the great finals is to be the inner sanctum
of Hart
the time: 7:30 for the first

may

Periodically

game, 8:30 for the second.

Women

Joan Davis graduates from the position of referee

fuls say.

In This

Makes

Paper
Publication

attend.
to

coach of the Inter-

collegiate .team once the interfaculty set-up is settled.
The coaches of the
Jeague teams are to send in the names of their players they think competent
intercollegiate material
. . Joan
will choose her team from this number.
The practices begin after Christmas, on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
at 5 :30,

O.C.E. ...

in

J
Z

go home every Sunday
afternoon so for
bridges the gap into the big league. That a few years the sand
lot was pretty lonepark much west of the Exhibition ly. The few who did
remain had nothGrounds, the one that slopes down to ing to do but go
to Sunday School
on
the lakeshore, is an exception.
Sunday.

The finals are scheduled to start Friday, Dec 7. It's to be a round
robin affair in whioh the winner of one league will play every
other top

House ...

™icT

Some liked the idea of gobg
t
the sea in ships; some
liked
idea of
floating through the
clouds and
others liked the idea of
keeping old
«
J
*
firma
under
them at all times
In
any case the armed forces
had some
pretty nasty ideas about
not letting them

DeHniiely The Last Lap

spectators

™5

""""

££t * Th^ we, Za^ ^
8
W^o"
outhreak „f

veal the possibility of an influx
of big
4

Belfry

block,

Dot Gang

sloppy plays, cut-

.

Dominion Blank Book Company

Rae

Starkman

.

have them.
For the present we will do our best
as

Pharm.

.

over O.T. II, in a
throat competition.

(3

DOMINION

Dent.

A
C

was sensational ... this star player shone brightly in her
passing and forwarding ... it was a sheer delight to watch. The Saints
registered a win

winners, 2 to teams tied, 1 to losers,) will claim the title.
In case of two
teams having equal totals conjecture has it that the total number
of baskets
will be brought into evidence
.
. though
a meeting of the club has yet
to take place and verify this.

STUDENTS!

Ill

Trin.

—

in the last

is

last time.

The game between U.C.

MASSEY HALL

SPS.

Knox

6:30

It

tees a better brand of basketball as the teams are well
versed in the law of
survival of the fittest, and are intent in proving how fit they are

games of the

{Nlnlh Season)

1:00

4:00

ifternoon rolled around.

Near The Last Lap

the cue for an interesting game.

ST.SIMON'S Choir

Med. r
Eniman

they

.

Kingston recently indicated their disapproval of
athletic scholarships, scouting, etc., and
while they indicted no college they
at

while oppor-

HASTY

Vic

Fyfe

University Football Talent

Still, its

Time and current events proved the Argonauts a
great team, a throwback to the 1937 and '38 clubs of Lou
Hayman-the brawniest and the
brainiest ever to ramble over foreign
fields wearing the Double Blue
Experts
tabbed them a great team early in the
season.
More so when Krol was
added to the fold. Fair weather friends
fooked ujkmi Tedder Morris as a
mere replacement until Roughriders and Balmy
Beach tasted defeat Then,
and only then, did the Argo stock take a
sudden rise. Fans were quick to
hop on the bandwagon.

by Polly Muiz

Bromley, Sr. S. P. S.

Box

VOLLEYBALL

3S-0 score sent fans scurrying through record
books for a score to

it and it was only when they
reached the middle twenties
was found to compare with it

surpass

Black, Vic.
Glenn, Sr. S. P. S.

Outsides

5:00

Life,

Vetter,

Cross, Sheppaid

touch.

first

Whiton, Vic

By Popular Demandl

Forestry

determined Argonaut twelve answered

the opening whistle for the
peacetime battle in seven years. Clear in the
memory of football fans
the last encounter between the two teams
and the Argo supporters felt
confident that their players would repeat their
1938 victory over the Bombers
for the Grey Cup.

Cochrane, Sr. Meds.
Quarter
Bauer, St. Mikes.
Insides

PHE.

U.C.

was

Burford, Vic

*

Vic. I

SPS. IV

first

led to believe.
Sr. S. P.S.

Hendrick, Sr. S. P. S.

Snap

•

Team
Hamm,

First

Slogcd br REGINAID

A

Trin. I

1:00

3:45

land stood face

to face.

the closest in the re-

Flying Wing..."

*-v..

Selling <md Cojfumei by

.

.

presentative voting.

A New Comedy by VINCENT MiCONNOR

NICHOLAS JOY

.

For no apparent reason, it was christened the
"game oi the year"
Throushout Canada, anxious and straining ears were
glued to radios while
on the field the two supposedly top ranking teams
in the

errors

listed as

is

SWIM LEAGUE

2:30

For.

Champions All

the All-Stars appeared in

Bailey, senior mentor,

gave the team as much of his spare time
as he possibly could but proper training

SOCCER FINAL, Stadium
LACROSSE PLAYOFFS

attached.

conditioning and molding was delayed
for two weeks while a junior coach was

:

preparation for the meet in Montreal, so the hope-

Possible

Our Advertisers!

squad

?
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U. N.T. D. Begins Routine Procedure
For Commissions
The
and

UNTD

following

are

applicants

to

St George St

119

Ship's

Office

before

1200 Tuesday 4 December,

HUTCHISON, D. A.
NAYLOR, Herbert K.
GRUETZNER, Edward M.

UNTD

ratings

for discharge are

to report to Ship's office as soon

.BARKER, P. F,
BROOK, A. G.

BURLAND, C. D. D.
CLEMENCE, S. C
DUDGEON, E. H.
DURAND, E. J.
EAYRS,

G.

J.

FINBOW,

Latin,

and

S.A.C-supervised

Commander (SB) RCN-

Lieutenant

VR Commanding

Officer

(Continued from page 2)

among

thought

and

interest

under

graduates of this University.

he

would publish tobacco.

said,

However, I believe that through m
your own nor that of the ediof The Varsity, a vociferous
on the campus

valiant

colloquial

"They do not run

who

to

this opinion

prove

results

to Varsity",

UNTD

to

be true. Letters to the editor, support-

viewpoint are practically non-

ing his

existent, while there is

a flood of dis-

to

Have You Anything
For Sale?

interest

Did we

Bissonnette

Toronto."
continued

throughout

his

with one squat white
centre.

my

ing

For appearance,

Andre

candle
for

in

the

Organ Recital Postponed

economy and

The next organ recital will be
December II, in-

held on Tuesday,
stead of

the proper 66.

December 4 as announced.
will he published next

The program

Singing of a revised version of the

week.

AV U K A H
STUDENT ZIONIST ORGANIZATION

NEXT METTING
NEWMAN

MR. DAVID

Will give an outline of the History of Zionism, followed
discussion.

Refreshments.

DATE: Tuesday. December 4.
PLACE: Cartwright Hall, Si. Hilda's
TIME:

felt.

College.

8:00 p.m.

duty

member

a

as

Cartwright

-

at

5:00

Hall,

St.

Representatives from

all

p.m.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOR EVERY COLLEGE COURSE

in

Hilda's.
faculties

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL

and colleges are asked to attend.

10

P.M.

he wondered, have
Education Lecture
artistic movements?
But no?
5:00 p.m.— Dr. J. McCulley, headmaster
Montreal the Moderns and the

that

think

to

question

Complete Line of

of

this

recent

Dominion and

Provincial

of^

Pickering College, Newmarket,

will talk on "Primary and
Secondary Education", at 5:00 pjn., in

Room

8,

726

YONGE

RA.

Block south of Bloor)

(1

U.C

elec-

tions,
but after the results were anand news of our friends in nounced the members of this group said
the C.C.F. and L.P.P. clubs for I do "I told you so
it can't happen here.'
not hold their views nor do many other They then returned to their political!)

;tatements

—

students in the University.

Ad.

put a Classified

dormant state. The fact is that it car
The time 'has arrived, Mr. Editor, happen here, yes, right here in good old
for the large masses of the people conservative Toronto.
There is a certain

who

"The Varsity"

in

are not of socialistic persuasion to

.pathy in

They must prevent a

get into action.

these

"solid

citizens"

(just

vhat the socialists hope for) and

We

of

True,

has happened to it? the question?
must be in possession
must have been active at the of all points of view in
a controversial
ssue, for without the whole picture any

it

We

decision

LOST

Please

campus.

Thurs-

ring,

end of front

north,

return

S.A.C.

to

at

In Economics

Monday, Nov.

Bldg.,

S.AC.

26. Please leave

Office.

leather case

plastic

Leave at S.A.C.

my

Please

engraved "M. O. Tremayne".

Wed.

U.C

noon,

vicinity

Hall.

Please Phone

Man's tuxedo with
38.

Also

and

MI.

shirts, like

ME.

back

of

own

House Library,

Wed. night

FOR SALE

took the green
outside
call

MI.

Hart
0773,

in exchange.

Lady's
fitted,

man

preferred.

Varsity.

and

P.

pause in whatever each group

is

now

&

H.E. people

doing;

Prescriptions for glasses

['omnsinG 1 filled with quality spc-c lacle
!omia*-s| woro

a , reasonab e
j

Quick,

c

-

prices.

curote repair lerv/'ea

321 BIG 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. "sorgo Aportmentt)

THAT BIOGRAPHY CARD
to

your

TORONTONENSIS

rep immediately

— or sooner

1

evening

fur trim

new.

wrap,

Ex-service-

Apply Box U, The

FINAL
won't be starling for a while, but copy for

full

EXAMS
THE VARSITY LITTERARY SUPPLEMENT

is

due

length,

black uncrushable velvet, white

white satin

LA.

lining.

Like

9752.

ROOM AND BOARD
Rushton Road.

Red

and pair brown gloves.

scarf

FOUND

Accommodation with breakfast and
dinner.

Physio's, Nurses

to pick

new;

Grey Oxford overcoat, outside Hart

TAKEN BY MISTAKE

House Library please

and U.C.

1307.

Please leave at S.A.C. Office

and get his

Whitney

9543.

plaid

who

AND SCATTERED SCHOOLMEN,

LOST
in

admit-to-lectures card

rack

Vic.

lady's evening dresses; 18.

Reasonable.

5072.

from

from
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be asking?

Wt}t ®orontonen£te
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minority group from insidiously trying dangerous.
to force their way of thinking upon
have heard enough and will
everyone.
doubtediy hear more from these leftist
Where is this large group, you must groups; but where is the other side
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society in not attempting to refute the

For quick results

by

at Toronto,

what I strong
14 is
consider to be a majority group on the But at
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views
on Traditionalists are at each other'
campus has not
the controversial subjects which, have throats.
have been rocking the campus this auIn Montreal, it seemed, University
tumn. I feel that I have been neglectpathetic

Anything?

know the artistic trends of
The artistic point of view

All over

Toronto
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the best radio

entertainment 24 hours daily.
at Dial

580.

Apply

66,

gathered up his treasures, smiled at the

pre-

English,

stay here.

agreement

Have You Lost

was next

for convenience the integer 65 had been
declared an arbitrary zero and the single
candle inserted and lighted instead of

dart across streets," Charles commented.
and ideals "two points could be stressed upon.
We have nothing like them
news and correspondence First, the national point of view. Tliat Montreal !"
columns of your paper. To my mind, means the occasion for us to know you
this minority uses every means at its and
vice-versa.
Second, the artistic
Jap-Canadian Commitiee Meet
disposal to force its ideas on the Uni- point of view.
Toronto and Montreal
5 :00 p.m.— There will be a meeting of
versity as a whole.
are now in Canada two ortisties centhe Committee on Japanese-Canaeditorial
"Unfair
ters.
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it
could
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interesting
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for
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Satterly,

Finally there appeared a birthday cake
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tainly
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delegates' impressions of sented.
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STEWART, W. E.

visit

Mrs. Satterly had Professor

class,

Michael's and a climactic evening

at the School Night

1)

told the plotters the professor's favorite dismissed the students 15 minutes early,

They arrived Thursday evening, borrowed an automboile to survey this city,
had a flat tire on downtown Yonge
the duo's day.
Street and spent almost two hours
Lussier and Bissonnette had responded
searching for an open garage to make
to an invitation from Warden Bickerrepairs. Here and again the next day
steth to introduce a student exchange
they had an oprwrtunity to make one
between Toronto and Montreal for the
apparently inescapable observation. To-

St

UNTD.

Correspondence

MORRIS, G. A.
NIBLETT, E. R.

of the

is a
of the physics
paper than

sity of

—

A.

McEWEN, J. E.
McMURTRY, D. W.

Former members

he explained,

artistic

Boy"

"Small

Blue and White" and showing of special
lantern slides brought the lecture period
Admitted to the hush-hush hatchments to the half-hour mark.
An overcome

members of the UNTD who have com
The pair Charles Lussier, president Toronto. Don't be offended, they topleted two full academic years of UNTD of the U. of M's student government, gether cautioned, if it has some jokes.
training as potential officer material, a and Andre Bissonnette, C.U.P. editor of Articles have to have jokes, they pointed
Prelimenary Selection Board will
If an article hasn't jokes, it's just
the campus newspaper telescoped three out
vene in the near future.
days of campus-touring into 15 hours no good. Not jokes against Toronto,
Your attention is drawn to a more
sight-seeing in order to return to mind you. Just jokes.
complete notice on the bulletin boards
They were assured that Toronto
their home university in time to celeHart House.
would not be offended anyway. That
brate its 25th anniversary.
Those interested are to report to the
Toronto
is used to it
Warden-conducted tour of Hart
Ship's Office, 119 St George Street beMessieurs Lussier and Bissonnette
House, a Registrar-guided trip through
fore 1200 Thursday, 6th December, 1945.
are liable to make a strange report Cer
Simcoe and Convocation Halls,
(D. A. F. Robinson)

S. T.

Officer,
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delegates from the University of students took art seriously.

Montreal

accumulating impressions of the Univer-
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appear before a Selection Board, even
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JapaneseCanadian Petition

Awaits Complete Returns

The Undergraduate Newspaper

SCHOOL, MEDS, DE NTS DELAY
At yesterday's meeting of the Committee on Japanese-Canadians
the heads of the student governments of the Faculties
of Medicine
Dentistry and Engineering announced that they
would call meetines
to discuss what action their faculties will take
regarding
impend
mg deportation of 10,300 west coast Japanese-Canadians theThe
oues
tion was referred to faculty organizations early
last month
Doug Langmaid, president of the Dentistry Students'
Parliament,
said that he would make a special attempt to
discover opinion among
senior students, but that it would be almost
impossible to get a vote
dC ",' S beCa" Se
' heir lar e numb
the fact
S
«*
that they don t take classes together.
Sociel,y'%Vi «-P''esident, Bob
Slater, reported that
little had been done in his faculty
In one class, the vote was almost
makes tl;': 7° Percent affirmative vote re1' V

ZT»
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Vern Chapman and

Victoria College Debating Parliament

in the topic
The Vic and Trinity soccer teams
are.
He promised that the continue their soccer battle
this afterexecutive will discuss the problem and
noon at Varsity Stadium at 2.30.
will arrange for class representatives
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ized group of young Christian intellectthe
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ing a possible cure for tumors and viruses at Thursday's Biology Club meet-
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ation of animal tissue outside the body,
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U.C. Common Room Next

UP.
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combine with scale with the required furniture sketthe

common rooms of University College'
sophomore residences.
Clue

to their attractiveness lies in

the

ched in color.

With
overall

Adelaide Marriott.

"The keynote

and

Having re-designed

suitability."

the

Room.
The redecoration

which

process had reached

the blue-print stage early in the term.
Next step was a white print drawn to

Marriott

the

will

tones

of

the

problems and

the

affairs

harmonize a celedon green

Individual pieces of furniture will consist of

durable leather-covered lounges

and easy
be

chairs.
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— flexible

introuced

table units

for

will

re-arrange-

ment where necessary. The chairs will
have spring scats covered in leather
and backs curved.

"To plan
serves

same

Mrs.

a piece of furniture," obMarriott, "requires the

skill as to

formulate

ment

The S.A.C. has emphasized that the
Mrs. Wingate has stated several times
current drive should not be confused
it is in the interest both of Great
with the campaign conducted
by the
Britain and the peoples of the Middle
International Student Service
in JanEast to establish a Jewish national home
that

uary.

development of

"The I.S.S. is committed to a definite
program laid down by the World
Student

speak on the Palestine question at a meeting sponsored by the Polwill

Relief Organization," said

President

Ed

contribute

to

Of

We

hope

will

to
to

m

nations," he said, "they despise us for
the indifference we have shown them,

be

during the early struggle
against Japan.
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Entries for The Varsity's
Christmas
Literary Supplement must be
in the
hands of the editor by 5 p.m. Wednesday
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China now than to antagonher and have her later as an enemy."

friends with

any
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reproduction; ink,
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size,
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and as there
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Plans Memorial

Suggestions for

World War II Memorial for
campus: cenotaph, memorial library,
what have you. Must be
substantiated by a 400-word argument
a

suitable

the

art gallery, or

— Dr.

(CUP)

Hamilton,

Dick Tracy, Flying Jenny
Not Good For Children?

Gym

Ont, Dec.

3.

R. C. Wallace, principal and vice-chan-

— (CUP)

Will

the

man-eating

plant

devoi

The McMaster Memorial Committee has
Flying Jenny? Will Dick Tracy escape
decided upon a gymnasium and swim- Itchy's evil trap? Is King of the Royal
London after leading the Canadian Delming pool as the proposed war mem- Mounted going to catch the murderer?
(the
egation of the UNESCO
United
orial. The gymnasium, felt to be the These are the vital questions that make
of

has

Queens,

returned

Scientific,

tural Organization),

a constitution for the

to draft

The new

escape the clutches of Daisy Mae.

Some

from

and Culmost pressing need of the University,
which is affiliated
will be called Memorial Gymnasium.
with the United Nations Organization.
Plans for a stadium or arena were disThe purpose of the first conference was

Nations Educational,

UNESCO.

carded as impractical.

The gymnasium

organization will meet per-

will include

a floor for

— the

adolescent hair stand on end
ers can't

After

have

all

much deep

faculty Debating

barb-

the credit

Remember the
emotional conflict aroused when Boots
and Rod just couldn't get together? For

to

consider the comic strip in public debate

basketball, badminton and volleyball with with the resolution that "Comic strips
have a disastrous effect on the developand cultural matters in the aff- a gallery for spectators and a stage that
can be used for dramatics. A swim- ment of the adolescent mind."
countries. "The main function of
ming pool will be built at the other end
To say that the adolcscant's special
will be to broad-

ful hints to

Bainard,
P.

Room

in

ing.

the

UNESCO
knowledge of

ment of
to

the cultural develop-

the nations concerned in order

breed understanding," said Dr. Wall"It is felt that, in the long run,

ace.

this is

the vital basis for peace but

will take a generation to
tive.

become

it

effec-

Until then peace must be main-

tained by power."

of

the

building

with dressing

accessible to the stage,

rooms,

spine-tingling stimulus has a distastrous

between the pool

awkward

adolescents,

Joyce

IV

tj. C, and John Mills, S.
hold forth today at 5.00 p.m.,
S 25, in he Engineering Build-

S., will

iodically in Paris to discuss educational,

cast

Psychologists claim, however,
comics are decidely injurious to

the adolescent's emotions.

further illustrations of the comics' help-

thought, the Inter-

Union has decided

that

scientific
iliated

The government upholding
ution will be represented

bush,

St

the resol-

by Bob Ram-

Michael's and Margaret Moss,

effect on the development of the mind is
St Hilda's. How the government will
an indoor a bold and debatable statement. To take
ittack the comics, and how they will be
the defensive side, the debaters might
upheld, is a matter of strict secrecy, but
George Mowray, treasurer of the com- refer to grateful mothers who swear by
students from every faculty and college
number
one.
spinach-seller
mittee, hopes to present a complete plan Popcye as

and the gym.

If possible

track will cirumvent the whole building.

to

aid

make
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Motto

Study

fund

fied university."
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S.AC
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general

a concentrated effort in aid
of a speci-

Science Club at 4 p.m. this afternoon at Wymilwood. The meeting is

Silence

Kirkland.

a

students everywhere.

itical

f| threc
closes

particularly

ise

McMaster

furniture

with terra cotta.

common rooms

at 5 Willcocks and 146 St. George St
and the reception room at Hutton House,
Mrs. Marriott, Don at 146, is now working on the completed plans for interior
decoration of the U. C. Junior Common

Mrs.

mind,

Walls of the Junior Common Room,
was decided, would be a subtle yellow,

it

vibrating

to decorating," she re-

veals, "is simplicity

in

chose her color scheme.

successful formula for interior decora-

employed by their designer: Mrs.

the outline completed and the

plan

to

and school has

years before his death.
Both he to an organization
meeting tomorrow
and his widow, Mrs. Lorna Win gate,
at 5:00 pm. in Room
82, University
have been active supporters of the moveCollege.

in

mother

their

Wallace Back
tack From Conference

cellor

tion

one room;

and

a kitchen.

three
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floor,

in

other, S children

of

faculty, college,

been requested to send a representative

eral

held on Tuesday,

All students interested in this aspect
at

mordern, harmonizing furniture

one, 14 children

"The Chinese do not

ence to Chinese law."

—A Latin American Symphon- of experimental biology are invited to
the meeting
ette
8:15
large lecture
'room main
Milhaud —La Creation du Monde
Connaiight Laboratory.

colors

—

China.

asserted.

Gould

pastel

the Medical Off-

committee

Each

interested in the cause of Zionism sev-

and the use of developing chick embyros
in the study of tumors and viruses.'

— Daphnis

Villa-Lobos

Subtle,

an Anglican med-

their parents live in

ccrning

them.

"China does not own one useful coal
mine in her own coutry." Dr. Brown

ing.

record program, held daily

to

Graduate Studies, in

of

tentative plans for the drive.

of living of other peoples in this part of
the world.

now

is

W.

suggested by

Dec. 5. They may be left in the
News
Office, Room 42-a. University
The Hart House Committee has
College;
nounced that the new lunch room, which or in die S.A.C Office, Hart House.
Specifications for the material for
Canadian university students, in the was formerly the Billiard Room, will he
leaker's opinion, are among the worst available as quiet study room for stu- which prizes will be awarded are given
formed and the most indifferent con- dents. The room will be open from about below :

and errors of the Westis the accumulawealth and they con-

Common Room at U.C., is open to
the men and women of every coll-

The

Chungking

a

who led the Chindits on their raids
behind Japanese lines in Burma, became

progressive Jewish community in Pa
estine would help to raise the standard

"This," said Dr. Brown, "is a tangible
example of the hypocrisy of the Western
Christian democracies which these organizations of hungry Chinese students
despise and distrust"

re-

ern powers whose creed

cmbyros

in

missionary,

live in

formers arc determined to resist interference by Britain, America and Russia.
They have watched what they consider

to tissue culture in study-

Major-General Orde Win-

late

first

a letter published in The Varsity. The
Students' Administrative Council took
up the plan last Thursday and lppointed

open to any interested students whether
members of the club or not Mrs. Winicer for Toronto's slum areas.
Before
coming to speak at the meeting he had gate has consented to answer any questions after her address.
visited two homes
in
ical

afternoon.

"The British, Belgians and
Americans control every one. This is
the
kind
of
interference which will not
r. Raymond C. Parker of the School
of Hygiene will illustrate his talk with be tolerated by these 'communists' any
more
than
the policy which exempts
motion and microscope demonstrations.
His subject will be worded "The cultiv- foreigners living in China from obedi-

RECORD HOUR

The

was

idea

Kahn, School

gate,

extremely shocked to see so

Dr. Brown, after a career in China
ranging from advisor to the British Em-

years a resident of China, cautioned the
International Affairs Society yesterday

to be the follies

of

before applying

The

Talk Zionism

in Palestine, since the

North-West
Chinese," Dr. R. F. Brown, for many
bassy

tion of national

be related

am

"I

the term 'communist' to the

By Using Chicks
The development

To

their

contributions.

Widow

Wingate's

She

aca-

will

campus

who

of love.

Are Students
The West-Dr. Brown

Distrust

Explore Tumors

chewan.

game

Chinese Communists

in their respective

fields will discuss their subjects for the

College, died early Sunday morning benefit of the members of the Women's
from a heart attack at the age of 44. Commerce Club," said Jean Mann, presHe was faculty advisor to St. Michael's ident of the club.
Student Council and during the fall
Each of the speakers has had practical
term had directed most student activities experience in her
specific department,
including the football team, dramatics and will
be able to give a picture of the
and the glee club.
opportunities for women in work in
He graduated from St. Mike's in 1924. economics, Miss Mann said.
As an undergraduate he was quarterMiss Helen Burpee will speak on
back of the intercollegiate rugby team,
chartered accountancy, Miss Muriel
a debating contemporary of the Hon.
Mudie on actuarial work, and Miss Betty
Paul Martin, Secretary of State, and
Rosengren on the general topic of
president of the Students' Council.
women's prospects in economics. The
He entered the army as a chaplain in meeting will take
place at 8.00 p.m.
after
lecturing
1940
in English at St.
Wednesday, Dec. 5, in Wymilwood.
Michael's. Until returning to Toronto
this summer he was rector of the Newman Club at the University of Saskat-

demic excellence as a professor, an orator
and a preacher," said Father T. P. McLaughlin, Superior of St. Michael's
College, "His sudden death leaves the
whole college with a feeling of loss of
a good athlete, teacher and friend."

the

10th

"^ich each faculty will bring

many in favor of a degeneration of
Trueman declared that "Proctor and
morals in the community." commented
Gamble would have very little to say on Chapman.

Business Talk

Professor Joseph E, McGahey, M. A..
Professor of English in St. Michaels

lost in

DEC.

A

when it
word "sex" must

the

OP ENS

Students of the University of Amsterdam in Holland
will be
u
adopted by students of the University of Toronto
this Christmas.
committee, headed by
J. W. Giles, II Forestry, is being organized
t>y the Students Administrative
Council to send parcels of food to
the needy Dutch students as a gesture
of Christmas goodwill
lo date plans call for a two day drive commencing
Monday,
Dec. 10, when each faculty will be
responsible for collecting the
necessary funds. In the meantime,
the Central Committee will
arrange for the purchase of suitable articles
of food.
On Wednesday, Dec. U. a C hristm as tree ce remony
will be held on the

sides for a while

that

Don Dewar, acting chairman of the
at the than never to 'have loved at all," despite theologian and
sought advice.
Quoth
Committee on Japanese-Canadians, an- Stadium as neither team could take
the gruesome evidence of suicides,
dis- Miss Dix,
nounced that other faculties and col- vantage of the breaks to break
onto the rupted homes, and mental homes filled
"For your complaint there is no cure,
leges have voted for the petition and scoresheet
with frustrated Romeos and Juliets
So drink a vial of arsenic pure."
that the S.A.C. is waiting for the
reThe battle for the Arts Faculty Cup which were drawn by the Opposition.
To cement his argument; he also cited
sults of the polls in these three faculties.
proved to be a close affair, as play
Polonius
in a speech from Hamlet, Act
The Government supported by Elspeth
The committee stressed that no action centred
midfield with neither team gainLL, Sc. II, line 146.
is demanded with regard
Latimer and John Trueman based its
to Japanese
ig much ground.
In the late stages
At
the end of the 2-hour debate, only
nationals who wish to return to Japan, of
the game, Viv applied the pressure arguments on the theory that the exa few staunch misogynists were left to
but only with those who wish to revoke but to
no avail as the heavy-checking perience is good for the individual, and
back up the defeated Opposition. Rumor
their
acceptance of the repatriation Trinity booters
came through in the pointed out the many great works of had it that the Government
had, with
offer.
clinches.
art that would not have been produced malice aforethought, packed the benches
with girls from one of the residence
save through the suffering of
less
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is lost

Vern Chapman quoted a

seems are in favor of the resolu-

draw chalked up yesterday

He

never be used in these debates. References to "glands," and other phrases
got

with a predominately feminine audience,

who,

they didn't have

if

mercial value on the radio.

was found

than they

to pass around the petition.

worth

Victoria

Claire Sloan-Seale went down under an
stymied both
overwhelming majority last night in the
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averring that "The emotional and mental
torment of unrequited love was not
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vote

information

about the topic," reported Murray McCulloch, President of the Engineering
Society. There has been little distribution fo
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alumni and students to
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their

support as ratification of the proposal.
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there are all the grateful guys
follow Li'l Abner's technique and

arc invited to attend this second Tnterfaculty Debate.
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Books

Editorial

Asleep

Tambour

At The

Switch

And

having been
have not done any deprecating for a long time,
But we hereby deprecate, deplore, and
too busy being deprecated.
proorganized
an
of
decry the indecisive way in which the question
Japanese-Canadians has
test to the impending deportation of 10,300
stuunnumbered
been bandied about on the campus. We accuse
we accuse a number
dents of dormant citizenship; in particular do
switch
asleep at the
of faculty Representatives of falling
deportaof the urgency of the problem: the

We

There is no question
as soon
tion of these citizens is impending

as

space

transport

and

& Stewart

Regional literature has frequently added a good deal to broader literary
tendencies a new slant on old problems,
stories.

—

is

intentionally limited, naturalism, strik-

—and

therefore a certain potential importance.
For this reason it is particularly fortun-

in our mind that the deportation is unjustihardly worth discussing; except that a numthe idea that a principle should bow to
have
to
ber of students seem
connected with
expediency; that because there is a certain problem
they should be deported as the
therefore
people,
these

no question

is

point

dian east coast are neither as interesting

nor as important as they should have
been.

retaining

easiest solution.

.

admit that deportation of the
contrary to every one of our professed ideals;

These objectors are the
Japanese-Canadians

is

first

to

;

We

cause a number
with it.
There has been on this campus for some weeks a Committee on
Japanese-Canadians. This committee has busied itself with obtaining a mandate from the student body to protest to Ottawa the impending deportations.
On Wednesday, October 31, the Students' Administrative Council considered the request of this committee for official support for
The Council here muffed
five resolutions bearing on the question.
its chance for providing leadership: it adopted four of the resolu"g" of the National
Clause
Ottawa
tions, in particular protesting to

Emergency Powers Act which empowered

the

government

to re-

.

.

.

Council should have supported that resolution, immediately and
especially since it did support the Clause "g"
without question
It is illogical and
resolution which covered a much wider ground.
unjustified to uphold the principle but reserve judgment on a clearcut application.
However, the Council was swayed by a number of cautious members and the Japanese-Canadian question was "deferred pending
more explicit evidence of widespread student approval."
Council
Committee was appointed, empowered to take action as soon as this
evidence could be furnished. The furnishing of the evidence was
the job of the Committee on Japanese-Canadians.
That was a month ago. Nothing has happened since. The S.A.C.
Committee waits ready to throw the switch the Japanese-Canadian
Committee has not furnished the required evidence because from
three of the largest faculties on the campus it can obtain no expression of opinion one way or the other.
;

;

A

;

;

as an example. This

the story of a lighthouse off the east

War

During the First World

coast.

the people on the island were

isolated

and lifeless,
Geech 's feet

He

The
and

story has magnificant possibilites,
almost develops itself. But there

it

"surprise ending" to spoil the whole
effect.

In

Mr. Raddall employs

all his stories

fundamentally un-literary

Hamburger, was dead.

The

story in today's issue, are experiencing difficulties in getting a
vote on student opinion.

but they should not have
delayed some sort of definite report for a month. Either a large
proportion of the student body is apathetic, or certain key individuals
are neglecting their duty, or something is basically wrong with the
machinery of student government: in at least three faculties.
difficulties;

Mr. Raddall would try to write for
some better magazines. Perhaps then
he could do what the essential fineness

W. Hugh tenner, B.A.
Peip Bale., 4T6
Robert R. Robin»oo,

Make-

Ediloi

Stummick's Disease.
Stummick's Disease!
McGeech had run across it before.
Once in Afghanistan he had seen a na-

was

It

ease.

DELICIOUS DARK CHOCOLATE

On

the first

(McClelland
ors,

bova,

page of The Road Back
Stewart $1.00) the auth-

that

state

among

rehabilitation

readers

I

do not

think that

would dispute

also think that

I

means,

other things, "reinstating a lost

purpose,"

id

&

James H. Smith and Natacha Ram-

books of

this sort,

uable they

may be

this

many

iped out the population of the globe:

Stummick's Disease was contagious, but
nly by way of the right foot.
Let the right foot but touch an in( Continued on page 4)

no matter how

in certain

val-

ways, fund-

amentally purposeless.

made more

be

and successful.
the section on
which
which authority

efficient

Particularly interesting

community
iggests

is

rehabilitation centers

one way in

and responsibility may be decentralized
and individual effort made to mean
something.

(Continued on page 4)
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In the appraisal of a visiting orchestra, onto, where the reverse

by

opportunities.

Drama
Philip

Boa in eat and Ad
E. A.

Freed man,

1

MAC DON,ALD

Night Editor: Bob Cooke
Assistant: Cec Blockley

is

4T6

to

about

Toronto.

The

ninety,

personnel amounts

slightly

The woodwind
superlative;

the

larger
section

than

The

The

Editor,

(IN PERSON

Wed-

last

nesday

about the U.N.T.D. Ratings'
through Panama is worthy of com-

trip

my

pose,

was very generous indeed of

it

To

opinion.

some,

I

sup-

those fellows to volunteer their expert
services

is

strings

ab-

his

war

the fighting of the

in

during

summer.

last

this

attitude towards

among

initially delivered

a very romantic reat

Brahm's monumental Firstsilky and sumptuous, but lose some more like a Bruno Waiter reading
than
vitality thereby.
But the brasses are a Toscanini, stressing the melodic line
not quite prominent enough, unlike Tor(Continued on page 4)
solutely

are

ing

of

ALL-VARSITY

HEART

Panama

their

at
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SEATS
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Silling

PRICES (TAX INCLUDED)
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Wed. Matinee:
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cruise,

however,

is not particularly worthy.
The statement by one that "It was
hard work, the heat was awful, and we
had to take a lot of dirt from the offis what get me.
Before completing my four years in
the navy and returning to Varsity I was

icers"

did

that

before

same

cruise,

those fellows.

about ten days
I'd

like to point

THE FAMOUS
ADAM

-

-

-

-

VLADIMIR

SI. 20, SI 80, $2.40. $3.00, Inc.

of every night in their

hammocks,

CORRECTION
A

a mistake

in tiff-

programme

of the

School Night Revue as Arts

and praised for
Bill

his

The

NOW

i@oart>

of the Glee Club will be held today
at 5:00 p.m. in the Music Room.
All members are requested to attend in preparation for Christmas engagements.

Charles Dobias (III St. Michael's), violinist, will give an
informal recital in the east common room at 1:30 pm
Today. Miss Gabrielle Dobias will be at the piano.

Room Tuck Shop

Billiard Room Tuck Shop will be open for lunch
from 11:45 a m to 2:00 p.m. From 3:00 p.m. Monday to
triday and all day Saturday, this room will be available

The

Man

performance was

to

Actually the actor in
Bill Flanagan.
Varsity intends to send the

Neale.

the role

I

SEATS

The regular rehearsal

ij

Billiard
the

1

Informal Recital

ing.
in

Tax.

$art louse Pullettn

Varsity reviewer in yesterday's

Listed

EDSON
I

it.

those U. N. T. D. seamen think-

issue fell prey to

EDWARD

NBC MUSICAL SENSATION

and believe me there are lots of fellows who have done four or five solid
years on the North Atlantic who would
take

FRANK
MITTLER

mm

-

PADWA

is about the best fortnight's
any fellow could ever be offered

lot to

QUARTET

FBI if

-

GARNER

out that that
uise

NEXT MONDAY NIGHT

MASSEY HALL

fortunate enough to join a ship which

too often true.

audience,

I"

i

Varsity.

your paper of

(Continued on page 4)

there were no doubt fond rem
brances of early Proms. The conductor

Return By Popular Demandl

THOMSON

A Now Comedy by VINCENT McCONNOR

article in

ment, in

all

whom

Playing

KIBBEE

Sea

that "tropical routine" with a party at
each port of call, all the sunbathing and

inevitable contrasts will be drawn and Consequently the potential
volume of
4TB comparisons made with the home-town the band is restricted,
although its tone
4T7
Last night's appearance is exceeding mellow.
4T6 organization.
4T7
Reginald Stewart was greeted with
4T6 of Reginald Stewart's Baltimore Sym4T6 phony in Mssey Hall afforded ample appreciation

Dorothy Barley, 4T6

1

Art, Music, and
Editor

BA

Richmond

V»ictoria& Victoria
t
SSd aI"- next week

Rigours

At

have given a

Friend Returns

•

-

BIEVINS DAVIS and ARCHIE

Correspondence

definition,

simply renders

it

ALMONDS

ioOA ROASTED

sure,

swift,

showering they want, fresh fruit and
three square meals a day, and nearly

An Old

Pei Wallace, B^P.H.E.
—George Forster, 4T7
Blanche Stanley, 4T6

News

I

Buddha for failing to
from Stummick's Dis-

shield his servant

Barbara K- Hood, B.A.

Editor——- Phil

1

in horrible agonies,

porter expire

tive

blaspheming

The

Music and Drama

4T6

masThe symptoms were
Steinmug had died of

column.

unmistakeable.

If

Managing

detected

synopsis of

Dear Sir:

demands,

of his material

—W. H. K.

Editor-io-Chief-

McGeech

the ganglions, the perfunctory epistaxis,

that

forward and reasonably short summary
of the ways in which rehabilitation may

Women's Editor

trained eye of

easily in the starlight the

technique.

Meds, Dents, and School, The Varsity is informed, are holding
up everything. Meds, Dents, and School, according to a front-page

Jlrt,

turned the form over with his

It was Steinmug.
Steinmug, the creator of the Atomic

foot

and deadly.
tion and terrible boredom; no longer Once contracted, there was no hope
strangling
gasping
and
sudden
obtain
some
slight
only
a
able
to
were they
companionship by tapping out wireless after 24 hours. One thing alone foremessages to other isolated operators. stalled an epidemic that might have
and almost forgotten; they faced starva-

Sand In The Wheels

news

knob, and the door
: opened beneath
a form that fell, lumpy
to the pavement at Mc-

the livid rotten-potato color of the

is

I

the

ochistic

This does not mean that The Road
Back has no value. It is a straight-

can understand the

turned

cover.

The

We

He

His is the writing of a
good reporter with an unusual area to
Among other things, I wish

:

inside,

Read On

the weight of

effectiveness.

error the fifth resolution was a request that
the Council "formally protest to the Dominion Government
their present deportation scheme for 10,300 Japanese- Canadians.
first

Now

.

CHAPTER THREE

does not appear to be consciously attempting to achieve a new style and

Too Much Caution

.

published

But unlike certain other regional writers
(Sherwood Anderson, for example), he

voke citizenship and arrange deportation of any citizens whatever;
but the fifth resolution it held over.

.

murders.

Take Tambour

that the organized protest that war
has failed to materialize; apparently be-

of key individuals have preferred not to be bothered

That was the

are about the sea,

vital regional feeling.

But Leaders Are Dormant
What concerns us now is
campus

stories in the pres-

They

Most of the stories were first
in Macleans, the Saturday
Evening Post and Blackwood's Magazine, and I think this provides a clue to
the author's failure to create a really

these
But, the detractors say, there is a slight difficulty in applying
democratic ideals to the case of the Japanese-Canadians hence, they
should be deported.
shall
That fallacy it is not our present task to demolish.
take it up later, if there is still demand for us to take it up.

this

There are nineteen
ent collection,

about Indians, trappers and bridge builders, about witchcraft and back-country

before the
the ideals of racial equality, of the equality of all men
war.
law and before God, for which we allegedly fought the late

promised from

Cana-

ate that these stories about the

is

the joot of the Carillon

at

has opened briskly outwards

Raddall

Mr.

imagery

ing

The

McGeech

Tower, his arch-enemy trapped
reached for the door

a certain depth of understanding that
is sometimes achieved when the scope
is

There

$3.00) has recently begun
himself as a writer of regional

to establish

Issue Is Clear

fied

Others

Thomas H. Raddall, the author of
Tambour and Other Stories (McGe!!

available.

The

1945

4,

members

as a quiet

room

for study.

was

School Night Committee a

bill

this correction.

for
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VARSITY_JRS. TIE SAINTS
Juniors Lack

Co-Ordinated Play

While Sa ints Have Smooth

SPOR TS CALE NDAR
LACROSSE

Semi-finals

U.C. or

Passes

VOLLEYBALL
Varsity

battled to

a

O.H.A.

Ji

10-10

entry the puck in enemy

ice until finally

Bar-

deadlock with St. ber scored on a pass from
Petrocco.
first
With Hutzalak net-minding for Var-

By

Mike's Buzzers last night in their

^

exhibition

tilt

of the year. Staff Smythe,

sity the play

roughened up considerably
Varsity coach, had 17 hopefuls in his as both teams
burnt up the ice in a
line-up and used them in three shifts series of aimless
rushes.
Branksten
with two goalies playing half a game drew out the
Buzzer goalie on a pass
each.
from Davison to tie the score 5-5. The
In the first period Varsity showed Saints still had
a man in the penalty box
plenty of spirit and came out playing and failed to keep
out a Varsity rush
heads-up hockey.
Barber opened the and Hurley scored on an assist
from
scoring for Varsity at 6 minutes of the Foran. The team gained
confidence and
period only to have the Saints retaliate settled down to some serious hockey.
two-fold with goals by Larlee and Pri- Their rushes, up to now
definitely inmeau. Lack of organization, wild passes, ferior to Father Flanagan's boys', began

and other such first-of- the -season bogies, to show more organization and style.
dogged the Blues' footsteps through the Hurley made the most spectacular
whole game, but the boys used their score of the game at 15 minutes and 6
time

to

Mike's

good advantage when St. seconds of the second period when he
McParland got a two-minute dodged a Saint body-check, shot from

airing for deliberately holding Pelau's
stick.

With

short

Varsitymen

the blue line,

and notched the lower

left-

hand corner to make the ante 7-5 for
and Foran Varsity. The Double-blues turned
the pressure in an effort to equalize the
sion before the play degenerated into
score and the period ended with the
flurry of small rushes garnished wi
play all around the Varsity net. Hutplenty of fast skating and high-stickin
zalak had a hot few minutes in goal

The

Campus Cagers

score at

'the

Barron

goals in quick succe

end of the

first

of the second period

goal on a play with Brankston and Hurbarrage of shots and kept the puck in ley. From then on Hannigan from St
Varsity .territory consistently.
Maca^ Mike's took over in a one-man whirlwind
retta scored a fluke goal

from a scram-

ble at the University net, boosting the

to

Thompson,

3-3.

first

string

On his first rush he came in on
Blue defense, had Hutzalak beaten

attack.

the

cold—and

Back

hit the goal-post!

Jr.

2:30

Stadim

chatting basketball

mvited him

team

The Students' Choice:

BLOOR TAXI
LIMITED

effective

checking,

Hannigan golfed in another sizzler to
ike the bad news 10-8 for the Buzzers.
The Varsitymen went all out to even

rushes,

enemy

RA. 51S1

managed to keep the rubber on
most of the time. Only min-

ice

utes were left

when Davison

scored or

a long pass from Brankston and Barron

Switchboard connecting
all branches
...

and

s and, although they were handicapped by poor checking and one-man

Sub-station at
HARBORD and ST. GEORGE

For Quick Service

plays

For Efficiency

CALL US I

whacked one in from the depths of a
ramble in front of the Buzzer net.

air above the athletic

15 r

;

Discount Upon Presentation
OF ADMIT-TO-LECTURES CARD

Corsages are a Specialty

— Have

io the St. Hilda's

Your Dale Wear One
Dance

OHCHIDS AND ROSES ALWAYS IN STOCK

.

.

7

"

""l""

w T £*
Stu c""'

<HH Himel
Sid

You

.look

Ut:

D

tell

us which ten you'd pick.

°° GibS0 "' Vm>
Ch y'»». D »»« Spry,
Harry Mayzel, Colin Cranham, Murray
Thorns™

5

£°

Scott,

them over.

«

'

Then

"

HEMMERICK

1

now

being accepted in Athletic

-

b-ng

accepted

P.H.E. Forestry Enter Semi-Finals
After Overwhelming Lacrosse Wins
Yesterday's games pushed the Intramural lacrosse playoffs ahead a notch

teams

the end of the regular schedule.

Forestry's

Mel Lawson was the

in-

two power- dividual

literally

The

The swimming dub has come through

for

feasible,

a solo attraction

constant, the

some evening
Hart House Pool.

late in January, with

the

Initial

of the

first

so the girls will

one factor remaining
."uuis

r

.

.

The reason

for this overlapping

an extremely full timetable . . another
earmark of this postwar era of
doub e bunks and crammed restaurants.
Winifred Baxter, swimming instructor, hopes to have more time
after Christmas ... if Santa is
a good kid.
is

.

Off Night
Last night seemed a slack batketball

The exception was

out of four.

fresh.es, 26 for P.

the

&

Ume
with one exceptional
game between P. & H E and O T
.

.

.

H.E. and 20 for O.T. P. & HJE. boasted
a fast shoota |,
good hard-checking guards
which makes
practical y the entire lean, in
creditable shape.
Joan CrackncII of O T
was sing ed out as a "crack" centre forward
... the opponents' comment on
her oneJianded shots, "She is one
player who uses her head!"
Physio attained the lead over Vic. II
by a score of 9-4 in a not-toospectacular game
there were no stars ... the Physio
captain substituting a guard in the place of a missing forward
seemed a psychic move as the
gal in question (name unknown) played as
if she were an old hand
ing

forward

line

.

.

.

.

.

Sue Gray has a few changes
.

announce

to

£
On w"f

Wednesday Meds

A

in the

The following Senior

A

the Seniors:

their

Puttock rapped home three for the

rather than executing the plays himself,

tightened up and shut

and Robson scored the other one for

pletely for the second half.

first of the year.
Howard, McCombe and Denham shared the three

his

School counters betwen them, but S. P.
S. was so thoroughly outplayed that
these goals

PHE

had mere nuisance value.
meet Vic today at 5J0 p.m.,

will

them out com-

Play was decidely rugged throughout,
but as the final outcome was never in
doubt tempers were generally held in
check.

Holman

of

U.

C. acquired a

major penalty in the first period when
he massaged Kallio across the back of

and they are regared as odds-on favor- the neck with his stick.
tes to take the red and gold squad. Vic
Yesterday's win earned Forestry the
got a bye into the semi-final round by right to meet Meds I in the order semivirtue of their Group II leadership at final today at four.

U.C.

FRENCH CLUB
PRESENTS

'Les

Femmes Savantes'
By

Afolilrt

HART HOUSE THEATRE
WEDNESDAY. DEC.

12

Tickets on sale in U.C. Hofunda 10-12; Hart House

Box

Office 2-4

game, were

A

at 5:50,

The Varsity

and

track team picture will

be taken at 1.00 pan. Wednesday.

Mc-

members of

the

Starr, Potroff, Choate,

Swan,
Sturgess, Andrews, Tettmar, Lowes,
McReynoIds and Varga.
,

cooled out somewhat for the second and
third, but came back with a pair in the
final chapter.

TRACK TEAMS

players

are requested to be present tonight
in the big gym at 7 p.m. for a prac-

Adam

accom-

schedule ... on Tuesversus Nurses

take on P.H.E. fl

VARSITY BASKETBALL

game with

more im-

« '*» "US. Juniors

U.C. juniors the Vic juniors at 7:50.

tice

the

lumbermen, while Bastedo and CarmThree men whipped in 19 goals be- ichael got two and
Cox Johnston one
tween them, Foote notching seven and each. Robson and
Oakleaf scored U.
Dzupina and Ferguson six apiece. Too- C's goals early in the
game, as Vetter,
good got three, setting up his mates one of the best goalies in

at the

pronounced in thunderous tones that they
were off
Meds, on the other hand, played well.

.

all

.

Meds A garnered one more basket than St. Hilda's
II (score 18-16)
game cluttered up with too many penalties. The
last game on the list
frshies over Meds B. Though
U.C. won, 20-12, their

.

is

the fact that they

.

business of shooting baskets.

a

win

the circuit,

Every week day Tuesday to Friday from S
:1S to 6:00 for the next two
weeks will find the babes in briefs practicing
for this event in the Household Economies pool
which coincides with the recreational
swimming
perod with the exception of fifteen minutes.
.

when

plished this feat in only three periods
is revealed.

with a change of plans.

had scheduled the intramural swim
meet
Athletic Night series.
Now this does not seem
be

PHE

pressive

Philips

in

the

All

team report to Hec

athletic

wing of Hart

House.

present:

3Tf)e

LIMITED TICKETS AVAILABLE

$o£t CJm*tma£ Carousel
=

with

AtCASA LOMA

SE™ "

'

6—5:00 pm —to make

star of their clash with U. C.
smothered their op- in yesterday's four o'clock affair.
He
PHE piled up the biggest scored eight of his team's seventeen
score of the year when they walloped goals, yet it
is rumored that this was
School IV's 23-3, and Forestry success- his second
game of lacrosse. He ran
fully squelched a bewildered U. C. squad
up five quick ones in the first period,

Polly Muiz

blueprints

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
CLUB

and BILL

—

MEET -Entri «

^

ful

Changes In The Pailern

afs8.50
a
30

JOHN COWAN

JH

17-2.

By

University of Toronto

TONIGHT

Wednesday

WATER POLO

and WRESTLING Thursday, Dec.
arrangements for Junior Meet.

into the semi-final stage, as

The Sportswoman

coacli

8 p.m.,

Fyfe

position.

sloppy.

-

Life,

.

Ca pus minds - T1
«'
original squad,
,„t to 25
cut
ofr last week , exhibition games,
has been pruned further this
week
as Dilworth posted 13 names.
10 of which will appear on the
line-up of the
first team.
Any one who thinks Dilworth has had an
easy job in playerplucking might suggest how he can
cut his firsts to 10.

m

Women's Union

—

I-Trin. I

will be a practice

BOXING

McGiU, Queen's and Western. The second
go „,„ action against Western seconds
and McMaster and O.A C
,birds
d
™>
'
fc'eeotds

was a victory of U.C.

Organization Meeting

Picture

Fine
Fine

A

Trin.

Standing Committee Meetings

mostly, until we pinned down
Warren Stevens and
us on the contemporary setup.
The said Mr. Stevens

.

Main Store! 31 Eloor West, MI. 2495
Special Attention to University Students

Emman B

SWII^INC^Thursday, Dec. 6-1:00 p.m.-to make
arrangements
ra
for Junior Swim Meet and for
Swim league playoffs.

"

game

Stores

.lore

to up-clear

Behind The Scene

(Continued on page 4)

ABERDEEN'S Moral

Cooke
Brisbin
Brsibin

Tuesday, Dec. 4th (TODAY), at 5:00
P.m. All players wishing to play
on the Senior and Intermediate
present. The practice last Saturday
was poorly
attended, and if Water Polo
is to continue, a better attendance

will

and, despite effective back- for mastery.
The Saints scored three
checking by the forwards and attempts goals in a row in less than three minto clear the puck down the ice, Hanni- utes to boost the score to 9-8 in their

passing

Med.

Dent B
U.C. IV

Jr.

SPS. B

Knox B
StM. A

Team

Burt-Gerrans

Teams must be

nttreoll giate league, along
with

was weak

gan and iMcLellan blasted the Blues' favor. A double penalty for high sticknet for two quick goals. The Smythe- ing cleared the ice somewhat and the
men staged a rally and managed to keep play opened up considerably.
Benefitting from the Saints' smooth

Vic

U.C. Ill
III

Rae, Vetter

B

Wye

enthusiastic reply that

to

defenceman for Varsity, garnered him- the fray with the very next rush, he
self a penalty for tripping and left the succeeded in blasting one home to stay.
team a man short as St. Mike's pressed During the remainder of the period tenhome a heavy attack. Varsity defense sion mounted as both teams struggled

St.M.

VARSITY
There

Coach Roy Dilworth tound himself confronted
by a young army of sLient
fauna, numbering some /0-odd
individuals.
And such fine mannered young
gentlemen the, were that Dilworth and
Company judged it wouid be a sorry
™suse of talent „ but one quintet was to
be culled from this wholesale
offenng. Thus ,t was that our
athletic moxies decided it
would be a very
fine thing if they set tip
an extra team or so.

A

The third period showed definite improvement over the previous two with
both teams playing a wide-open dean
game. Davison scored Varsity's eighth

PHE.

Trim C
SPS. IV

Senior Intercollegiate Track

Now when the call for caging talent first rent the
wmg oi our campus sports palace, it drew such an

of play stood at 3-2 for the Smythemen. coolness.

Only 48 seconds

Group Playoff
Re-Play
Final-Replay

SOCCER

Phil Shackleion

.

Last week the Varsity basketball picture
was somewhat clouded Campus readers asked "Who's going to make the
team?" As ii the sports department could answer such a question. This
week, however, the picture
is still rather puzzling to the
impartial observer. Meaning us. It seems
that
there is not one basketeering squad lining
up for winter play. Not one not
even two, but rather there are three sizzling
teams champing at their respective bits and muttering dark and
collective threats regarding that
which they
intend to commit upon the persons
of the teams from such distant
parts as
Mcijill and Western.

period but handled the chore with professional

had elapsed when Hannigan broke away
for St. Mike's and beat McGuire cleai
ly on a fast pass from Primeau.
From
then on the Saints opened up with a

tally

.

.

the Saints playing

home two

slapped

Sheppard, Cross

I

Vic

4:00
1:00
4:30
5:30
7:30
8:30

By Peg Wallace
The

Med.

Forestry

SWIM LEAGUE

5:50

ELLIS McLINTOCK

$100.00

in

AND ORCHESTRA

Prizes

Thursday, December 27th

—

!
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Entrcnous

Ah

Ex-Service Students

(Continued from page 2)

in preference to

Wilderness!

Do you know

from some retarded tempi when apcrescendi, the performance

was

excellent

within

a

conventional

But the area was more barren and framework.
John Chrysdale stood in Stanley Park
lonely than Chysdale can describe. There
in Vancouver and admired the trees.
Two highly divegent Richard Strauss
was
little trouble with wild animals, he
It was mid-September and it had been
works completed the program.
The
months since the young P. & C. student reports, Oh there was that bear
superb Tod und Verklartmg was given
id seen such trees.
The bear, he recounts, wandered into the best performance I have ever heard,
John likes trees.
his tent one morning by mistake. "The
bar none. It was as if the conductor
He had missed them throughout the bear looked at me," Chrysdale explains, realized to the full the
dramatic implilong summer months spent in the des- "and I looked at him and he turned and
cations of this grandiose, dramatic tone
olation of the District of MacKenzie.
left.
just
a
small
one.
Probably
He was
poem, and let them speak for themselves.
He was glad to see them again.
didn't realize where he was."
The work, which the critics have labelTwo minutes after the opening for a
Mosquitoes were the real problem. led "tarnished," takes on renewed life
"geologer's companion on northern" had The two-man geology party wore mosand meaning in such a magnificent conbeen posted outside the SA.C. office quito head nets ail through July and
ception. Antal Dorati's arrangement of
last April, Chrysdale had been inside slept under mosquito bars.
a suite from Strauss's Rosenkavalier
the office applying for the job. He was
Geologers, Chrysdale is inclined to be- takes some of the opera's best pages
7 accepted and accompanied B. W. Lee,
lieve, are not a sociable species.
Lee and not a few of the worst ones. The
graduate in geology of this University
and Chysdae's daily conversation could consequence is annoying a snatch of
now taking his Ph. D. at McGill, first
be given a word count on ten fingers. one of the lilting waltzes cut short by
to Val d'Or and then to Yellowknife in
"I'd call him for breakfast and at wearisome, bombastic episodes. Ormandy
quest of a pair of rare elements tantalnight I'd ask him if he had found any- inflicted it on us last May; was it necum and columbium.
essary to have a duplication so soon?
By C.N.R. Lee and Chrysdale crossed thing and he'd say no and that was
about it I spent most of my time study—Doug Ross.
Canada in late June and by CPA. plane
ing calculus.
He liked to read and
to Yellowknife they flew, arriving on

be accepted after Friday, December

Hours: 10 a.m, lo 4 pan.

The Champus Cat
(Continued from page 2)

PRESENT

safer to touch a high-tension wire.

McGeech gave thanks

July

7.

For the
on

Two

Act Plays

1

'We

rest of the

summer

Just the two

didn't see anyone.

AND

See"
8 p.m.

5th,

all

our

About garbage-littered Yellowknife
Chrysdale has few kind words. "It's
strictly a boom town," he describes. "1

Correspondence

*
.

recommend

I

to

them

last two minutes of play seemed all a
consideration of the conditions at sea
too short as each -team fought to score during the Battle of the
Atlantic in
decisive tie -breaker but the bell winter, or the Battle for the
English
rang to end the game with the score Channel, or the Russian convoy routes

deadlocked 10-10.

still

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Lost

grey with stripes; gold trim.

around Oct. 24th.

Please leave at

All over

fast-skating forward with one goal and

Reward.

the best radio

entertainment 24 hours daily.
at

S.A.C. Office.

Outstanding among the Varsity hope-

were B ranks ton, Varsity playmaker with one goal and three assists,
Barron with two goals, and Foran, a
two

—

Toronto

Apply

Dial 580.

assists.

sparked

end of front

north

return

Larlee, their

highest

played

scorer,

size

LA.

1858,

in

blue

LOST
Lost

English notes.

Tues.

Pair glasses, plastic rims,
leather case

Thursday night between

afternoon. Please call Arthur Currie,

Mac's and 99 St

HU.

leave at S.A.C. Office.

8420.

Morrison,

George.

a

fast,

Hurley,

Petrocco,

Macaretta, Kelley, Ryan, Williams and

Monday, Nov.

Economics

26. Please leave

RA.

LOST
Black

Nov.

Waterman's
26.

pen,

Please phone

Monday,

MO.

1

in

front

van".

:10 p.m.

I

am

—Meets

at

1

:10

today in

Electrical Building.

Room

it.

Handbook,

my

back

of

University

student

(teacher),

Baptist

Church.

Lunches

avail-

Finder please phone Austin Cooper,

small

furnished

RA.

possible.

5072.

flat,

north

The Varsity, Box

and

require

end

if

W.

"Q" or a

creature of

That was

that tower.

Dor-

othy Sands, as his housekeeper Tina,

"Q" lurked

The

who

World

Crisis,

with quality spectacle-

's

at reasonable prices.

Quick, cccurato repair service

attacks

8 :00 p.m.

— Annual

party will

1 ST. V/. Phone MI. 6762
Floor St.

^sorg© Apartments)

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Spadai Dimual le Sludenli and Alembnn of

be held

Thursday, in the Women's Union.

Complete Line of

it

method,

"The

321 BIG
(Ground

Maths and Physics Society

'scientific

scientific

filled

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOR EVERY COLLEGE COURSE
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL

10

P.M

in-

own

no matter what aid

(1

HA.

1148

Block south of Bloor)

lives.

Ladies'

suggest that any general solution of our
major problems is near. And this means
that,

YONGE

method gives us knowpower over our environment

Workers.

The simple fact remains however, that
present social and political trends do not

is

still

lacking

any

adequate

purpose. Rehabilitation plans should be
continued and improved. But the larger
problems are still fundamental; and
these are the business of all of us.

given ex-

and Men's Complete Outfits
and Accessories for Rent

FREEMAN'S FORMAL
COLLEGE STREET
2GG

At Spadlna

Near Weltesley. KI.

KI. 0991

Opon Evenings

571

YONGE

3270

STREET

Special Student Relet

Robert Weaver.

TRINITY DRAMATIC SOCIETY WILL PRESENT

CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY
By

DECEMBER

J.

and P.

EPSTEIN

14th and 15th
Tickets on sale:

December

TICKETS: 75cfand
3-8.

in

his first objective.

is

COMING WEEK

servicemen, they, together with the vast
majority of all people, will continue an

(Continued from page 2)

(veteran)

urgently

Not a second more would he
waste of the 86,400 that were left.
Geech.

(and whose art

that could be expected

726

existence
in

admit-to-lectures card.

all

—William Fairley,
Chairman, University Section,
Canadian Association of Scientific

crest.

REWARD

wife

is

—

scientific

and over our

Speaker:

Books...
which

in hiding

toe.

Seconds were ticking away seconds
of the 24 hours that was all that remained to Dr. Aloysius P.Q.R. Mc-

\

quoting from the edi

able.

$25

is

mummy's

the

Varsity,

in the

ledge and

Rev. Clarence Keen of High Park

1073.

LOST

"To

:

of one so steeped in stage-craft.

is

Man

of

— "New

E34

of

Sulli

McMaster University

inscription

blond with the cute

thereupon receives the stamp of popular
approval)

THE

Please leave at Hall Porter's desk.

Student's

thirty years

one of the great developments
of mankind.
Ralph Linton, Professor
of Anthropology at Columbia University, writes, in his new book The Science

The

bracelet,

little

Guy Kibbee's portrayal of the artistic
Rip Van Winkle who is unearthed after

fuel."

Hart House, engraved "Earl

following

the

Testament Speaks." vention of the scientific method may
Study Group Leader: Rev. E. T. prove even more revolutionary in the
long run than that of getting power from
Lute.
Women's Union.

5:00 p.m.

4574 after 8 p.m.

ntification

—

F.

*

*

fended against everyone

Bacon,

S.P.S. V.C.F.

LOST

the corpse

I

—

originating with Galileo, Descartes and

Ross McMillan.

S.P.S.

The

method'."

Don levy.

U.C. S.C.M.

2nd year

A

CyQ

&

Ill C.
»

misuses

Please

Lost, Black leather zipper notebook,

S.A.C. Office.

HORRORS!

,

;

McGuire, Hutzalak, Irwin, Dear Sir:
"Let us hear no more about
Davison, Boyd,

NOTE BOOK
In

Science notes.

Bldg.,

new comedy,

In his

Thompson, Brankston, Barber, Barron, toria! of November 28 on the Scientific
Method. On the contrary, I do not think
Foran and Hartrey.
St Mike's: Hannigan Scholes, Dunn, we can hear enough about scientific
method. The scientific method in both
Primeau, McParland,
MoLellan,
J.,
physical and social sciences must be deMcLellan,
C,
McNamara,
Larlee,

Black zippered notebook, with Poli-

it

.

Squaring his shoulders, McGeech, the
conditions, I trust, their story would be
equally competent and around these two dying detective, stepped into the tower,
different.
He had vowed
the completely conventional story of the hot on his last case.
I should like to point out also that
eccentric genius is woven. The remain- within 24 hours, to crack the case. He
under normal conditions, where possible,
der of the cast is adequate and so is the slammed the door behind him.
the U. N. T. D. Seamen at sea were
Woo.
set
given jobs worthy of their expected
The title of the play is taken from the
higher standard of education. Whether
opening lines of Keat's Endymion
a
they were able to keep them or not must
OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
rather prententious caption for a medihave been greatly in their own hands.
Prescriptions for glosses
ocre comedy.
Jeff Waite.
P. G. Frewer.

Editor,

What's on Today
LOST

Under those

Qarkson,

Smyth,

Pelau,

LOST
looseleaf notebook, 3-ring, con-

tical

of the year.

game, and

Varsity:

new evening gowns,

Attractive

S.AC.

to

.

disease- stricken

:

accounted for

very effective in the pinches.

Office.

taining

by Hannigan, top

who

FOR SALE

Thurs-

18-20. Reasonable. Private.

Red

way

any time

McParland, although
an unnecessarily rough player, proved

College gold ring,

Please

campus.

the

four tallies singlehanded.

second

LOST
day afternoon,

Father Flanagan's boys were

all

scorer of the game,

tight

Havergal

at

fuls

FOUND
pen;

fountain

cure

McGeech had turned over
of the

than he does about the art of the drama.

dear Violet the

the

LOST

No

the history of painting

buttocks."

The

REFRESHMENTS

Waterman's

more about

gests

.

(Continued from page 2)

(Continued from page 3)

at the door,

—then

Lady's

obviously knows

than he does about the art of the drama,

hard work

MUSIC

McConnor

Vincent
far

Varsity Juniors
Membership Cards may be obtained

didn't find a

to researches into

life

—

WOMEN'S UNION

Wednesday, Dec.

know we

far as I

darn thing although we staked three
claims."

—

"Hands Across the Sea"

And

devoted his

cure. His research had been negative.
There was no cure.
*
*
its

Steinmug with
Joy Forever, his foot with his right foot
now playing at the Royal Alex, he
He McGeech—The Terror of the UnHe had done all the cook- saw so many character? there that they mixes romantic platitudes on the artist's derworld was doomendl
confessed.
akes and ginger bread. They ate don't seem to be characters any more." sophisticated comedy in a spirited but
He had, at most, 24 hours of life redehydrated vegetables daily but they
suo!
a dull subject at any time
with maining.
Ice in Great Slave Lake in July startrather unsuccessful manner.
'ere without firearms else they might
Stummick's Disease had surely entered
led Chrysdale. Swimming was possible
The play is well constructed so that his system.
have killed wild game to vary the menu.
And there was no cure.
only in that month.
Temperatures
Three thousand miles from his home
* * *
didn't climb above 60,
And the Dis- the sentimental inanities do not bog
in (Aurora, Ontario), Chrysdale was
down any one portion of the inaction,
Well, he could do one thing. He could
trict of McKenzies' undernourished vegon the top of the world. There was
and the few truly brilliant wisecracks finish his mission. Before he died,
etation depressed him.
bedaylight 24 hours a day an uncanny
are planted at well-regulated intervals. fore he too lay stretched
cold, a victim
"But Vancouver—" he recalls. "That"
situation to which he only gradually beTypical of the McConnor brand of to the most insidious malady known
to
the
number one place I'd like to settle humour is the following: The artist in
came accustomed. It was not until Augmedicine, he could once and for all
ust that he saw stars in the sky at down."
question, Benjamin Vinnicum (played round up the gang of "Q".
He could
Those trees
night.
by Guy Kimbee), when asked by a solve the mystery of the missing Atomic
former model for his photograph, sug- Hamburger, and the disappearance of

Of course we took along

of us.

food and the fishing was good."
And he had baked bread, Chrysdale

"Wait

"As

they were

own.

their

for that pro-

restriction on the spread of
Stummick's Disease. Stummick himself,
its discoverer, had immunized himself
by having his right foot amputated;
therchad been no possibility then of his
contracting the dsease. Thus secure, he

vidential

A JOY FOREVER

think.

and there was no hope:

fected person,

—

PLAYERS' GUILD

ML 3791

67 Si. George St.

—

U.C.

, .

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS

—

NOT

thai

D.V.A. should be informed of
your present Toronto address.
Change of address forms are
available at our office.
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More

am

hree
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VOL.

Easily Said

to effect a more
a,r opportunity for all students to
support their y"""cai
poKtica tonvic
convi
tions," said spokesman Jack Chipman.

Than Done Morals, Digestion, Sanity

Show The

Writers

"In the formation of the
Universfty of

Toronto Progressive Conservative Club we
hope

Artists

DEBATERS FEAR FOR ADOLESCENTS
It isn't the

atomic bomb, it isn't the jet-propelled plane that
will
decide the future of our civilization, it is the
comics
The resolution that "Comics have a disastrous
effect on the development of
the adolescent mind" was upheld
by a 27-20 vote yesterday at the
second interfaculty debate of the
year in the Engineering Building.
Linking the topic with this university,
Bob Ramush, St.
Michael s, for the government, said, "Not
even

|

holiday season. Pro-

It

planned

is

present

to

a

He

guest

pointed to the total

absence, to
were
Ralph speaker at
each of the future meetings date, of entries in the art contest planned
Graham, Jack Chipman, Dick Walkei of
the University of Toronto Prog
in conjunction with the tabloid record
Bill Lawson, Bill McNee, and Phyllis
sive
Conservative
Club.
The first of undergraduate creative work, to be
Smith.
speaker will be announced later.
published Friday, December 14. There
In a special session, to be held early
has been a last-minute flurry of manuin January, permanent officers will be
scripts
arriving at the S.A.C. and
elected to the positions of President, C.C.L. Research Director Varsity news offices as
today's 5 :00 pjn.

two

chosen

officers

Vice-Presidents,

Secretary,

Officially sanctioned

and

by the Progres-

was presented
49 as a framework

tentative constitution

to

the audience of

to

provoke discussion.

This

No Arab

constitution

was based on one which had been prefound effective in other Con-

was

"In

time

the

much

Not a
the

discussion.

said

available,"

Surfers

hoped that the
some evihe said.
Drawings of any subject and of any
size
suitable for publication can
be used-

Arab has

single

Zionist

colonization

of

A

An

develop meticulous wording."
ated third of the

Avukah meeting

in

national

number present found

home

in

Palestine,

half-hour spot on the

which was House, the Glee Club

Name
magazine.

"Undergrad"
the

of

University

The Undergraduate, was

author

and eco-

nomist and research director for the

to

the years, this has become the popular

nick-name given

it

John

Hall, Canadian artist in charge

Hart House

sented

to

act

as

He

that the

said

of their

fate as

are

a of the songs

to present

being

invited

Great

Britain

by

Arab

is
pursuing a policy
economic motives in

claims, the speaker con-

tended. Earlier she

had found

it

art classes, has

to help

House

to

attend

to be

done

in unison.

Despite

various

contradictory

announcements. Dr. Healey Willan's
next Organ Recital will be given in
Convocation Hall on Tuesday, De-

yesterday.

1

submitted

be

The

engage

in

modern gangsterism under

an-

V our University

The opposition took a more serious
First interested in tin's problem when
she went to Palestine with her husband, view of the question. John Mills, S.P.S.,
attacked
the government, "If not
the late Maj.-Gen. Orde Wingate,
all
in
1936, she travelled with him for three comic strips are detrimental, we can't
condemn
them all; the government is
years through Egypt, Syria and Lebalocking the subject."
non. Troubled
with qualms about meet-

Jews she found

showed the greatest

These

morning.
All

conventional

The University has

— above

indi-

year.

but are also prophets of the future, she

also

strated that those people

A Musical-Medical Life

comic technique

By Bev

With
nills

Echlin
to teach piano

and

this

he

medicine."

for a career it is too insecure. Concert
19 and artists are a dime a dozen. You must

For Ross Johnson today

is

explanation

of

his

to choice. "I can always appreciate

He

regular lessons from his mother and at
16 he graduated from the Toronto Con-

Music
He has since won two

servatory of

tuition

A

beautiful

June.

Paper deliveries during school paid
for his music lessons. By his fifth form

pleasant

chords

or

to

the

ear.

catching

Though not con-

down."
Ross will hang out his shingle and
up a practice after graduation.
Music will be his recreation.
structve, I've written these

start

In

their

lectures,

laboratories

and

age-old cry another tree field

work they receive instruction in
journey through the lumber many subjects related
to the establishserve man in a multitude of ment, care and protection
of forests.

that

a

lecture

field

work,

Silviculture,

supply
dollar

huge demand a

1.5

mented by

lumbering and pulp

in-

factors

the

affecting

year

the possible supply.

With

the

course,
is

supple-

the study of

die growth

of trees.

this

Longitude 90 degrees, 23' 41."7
Proudly the plaque proclaims that piece of information and boasts that
is the only (point in the neighborhood of Toronto whose longitude has

been telegraphically determined.

The stone is a transit pillar which was contained in one of the buildings of the magnetic observatory which once stood on this spot now the

—

site of the
It

has kept

Chemistry Building.
its age well.

The

pillar

was placed

in position in 1854.

It served as a support for transit instruments used in the time service

of the observatory.

Its

3ongitude was determined in 1883.

Monument-appearing, the
falsely accepted salutes

pillar

throughout two wars has solemnly and

from raw C.O.T.C.

recruits.

the

registration

in

the

Faculty of Forestry has tripled. Instead
of the normal 60 students there ar 180,
training
than 100 of whom are ex- service-

aim of training men

best use of the lumber crop,

Latitude 43 degrees, 39' 3S",9

prelude which he played

t Daffydil Night was his own,
"I've
Iways diddled at the -piano and often

ome

say that

to

realize that our

has recently experimented with

melody has stuck in my mind, just as
scholar- you might find some phrase or words

ships at the Conservatory; the last he
won while in Meds. He stood eleventh
in his class last

He

composition.

is

it Another subject,
Forest Entomology, is
was only recently that men came to concerned with forest insects,
particuhuge reserve of forests larly those which attack trees. Other
is
limited.
It was only recently that studies
include
Forest Mensuration,
men came to realize that the policy of estimating the lumber yield of a wood
ruthlessly cutting all the trees in a lum- lot, and Forest Utilization.
bering concession was swiftly eating into
This

But

be outstanding to receive any acclaim
siderable musical talent, demonstrated and even then it takes years of study
most recently at Daffydil Night.
and practice without any income.
Born into a musical family, his mother
"I never wanted to teach music On
a voice and piano teacher wiio was the other hand my grandfather was a
giving singing lessons ten days after his doctor and I had always been greatly
birth, Ross' baby carriage had a perma- interested in medicine."

nent position close to the piano.

bad,

bad," Miss "Bainard concluded.

dustry has grown up in Canada, but

career
it.

year medicine despite his con-

knew the notes on the keyboard before
he knew his ABC's. Ait five he began

to

To

asset,

all

in second

its

billion

marked, "then I could devote
self to music and the other

in

is

because Rosenberg was bad, philosophy

Variations

ways.

he he was able

one he says

E Flat Major

By Bob Cooke

would have been spared a dilemma.
continued for two years.
"I often wish I were twins," he re"I feel music is a wonderful
self

in

Enigma

"Timber! I"
tarts

twins

"To say that because a few
comics have a bad influence the

censorship.

Indiscriminate Lumbering
Depleting Canada's Supply

For This Singular Twin
been

injurious to morals— 90 .percent of
them
are syndicated and have to pass
rigid

Schumann
Piano Quintet

demon-

read the

Joyce Bainard, U.C, countered
the
accusation that the comics are
ruinous
to appreciation of good
English and

specific

Elgar

who

comics read 40 percent more
outside
matter than .those who do not
read them.

and faculty. Today's program:
Beethoven
Egmont Overture

invited fraternity

the deadline

Had Ross Johnson

.ire

that comics are only

to
poll taken in the United
States
not only recently, revealed that the most
popucomics
are those in which the hero
past
goes around being good. It

people are

said.

are

reminded that representatives to discuss the possibiliis December 7, and material
ties of reorganization at this graduate
may be given to the editors and to Lit- division level. The seven-member faculerary Editor Henry Kreisel, or dropped ty committee which recommended aboliin the slot in the door of Room 10, tion of the social groups included
six
University College.
former fraternity men.
contributors

know

and so reading Superman would
not give them upset stomachs.
fiction,

their service

RECORD HOUR

the end

sophomore

Adolescents

old enough to
that of all the

The record program, held daily
from 4:00 to 5:30 in the Women's
Common Room at U.C, Is open to
the men and women of every college

ruling does not affect fraternities

the

to be

Superman.

like

"If the comic strips go
on, there wilt
"Jewish Palestine today is a working
be only Superman and Gravel
model of what the 21st century may
Genie
to propagate the race.
Teen-agers may
bring to mankind," continued Mrs. Wineven grow up to look like
gate.
Orphan
"Here is a great experiment in
Annie," she added.

outlawing pledging after

the graduate divisions

Hilda's, reported

is

politicians,

humanity.

which was announced last week. March, 1947.
Peggy Bates and Bob WeavThis Board of Trustees' decision foler urged that those taking part in the lowed a two-year investigation of fracontest should take note of the change ternities by a faculty committee and a
of name, and design their covers accord- University administrative ruling board.
should

whole North
would be doomed

Margaret Moss, St
in Palestine

Co-editors

All covers

the

the

contest,

ingly.

Bob

to think so.

that

civilization

sane.
She warned adolescents not to
who, by agitating follow
the example of the comics
citing
Jews, hope to gain more
the boy who jumped out
of a secondpower for themselves. These politicians
storey window because he wanted

Arab

against

ing the

18.

Sic Transit Observatoria

social fraternities operating at ,the under-

by the beginning of next week, as the in
final decison will be made next Tuesday of

feared

carrying on the traditions of the

CHICAGO, III., Dec. 4. (Exchange)
—The University of Chicago has banned
level,

government seem

Ramush

that, according to records, 28
percent of
world-wide problem.
I believe the
college graduates read the
funnies, and
whole trouble between the Jews and the
27 percent of college graduates
go inArabs lies with a few selfish, conserva-

vidual achievement in

Know

the

For Future

"The Jewish problem

nations, they

For Chicagoans

sters from taking baths? Will
the children of North America grow up
to look
like Orphan Annie? The
speakers for

cient rules."
18.

ORGAN RECITAL

cember

Fraternities

judge of the cover graduate

a

to 7:30

next?

co-operative living."

martyrdom for their sins has been
by nationalist "auto-emancipa-

Jewish settlement

No

is

the broadcast and to participate in three

replaced

determined

wood

tive,

by University College

students," he said.

of the

a

yielding to

Women's Undergraduate
Mc-

was decided to abbreviate the
The Undergrad because over

"It

name

passive acceptance

University C.C.F. Club

at the Women's Union, Thursday,
December 6.

Association, Lit president Gordon

Caffery announced today.

culture in Palestine.

CBC.

December

will strike

can only stand before the if adolescents
worried about such matorld if she stands for freedom," assert- ters.
He quoted Dr. von Dietrich's
ed Mrs. Lorna Wingate, in an address statement
that comics give children
to the Political Science Club in Wymilindigestion.

coast-

tion".

ing of the

offi-

the

Society and the

Forsey,

Canadian Congress of Labor, who is
scheduled- to address ait open meet-

College

changed at the last joint meeting
Men's Literary and Athletic

cially

of

CBC's

program from 7:00

Tuesday,

Mr. Newman stressed that the aim
members
of Zionism is not charity, but a national

Eugene

*

Green Hornet

the

"Britain

director of institutional and reli-

thriving before *he Jewish dispersal," he Christmas

Undergraduate

our own University
°' NeU haS invaded
the Ha

Does Bathless Groggins deter young-

Model

Singing from the Great Hall of Hart

to a

asserted.

Now

Are yon worried about when

Broad cast

gious broadcasts for the

"The Jews have a moral claim

estim-

field,

Cartwright

Hall.

to

^

S,We

SoSe showed™

Today's Palestine

David Newman, educatonal director of Glee Club,
according to Charles Dela-

acting-

attendance

is

interest,

by to-coast Trans-Canada network has
Palestine, been given over to the Hart House

night's

the

It

student

suffered

the Zionist Council of Toronto, told last

of

of

Glee Club Carols

chairman Ralph Graham, "no tangible
anxiety

at 5:00 p.m.

10,

American

constitution could be planned due to the
sincere

1

Kenner an-

additional week-end will bring

dence

Through Zionist

articles, the consti-

the basis for

Editor

nounced an extension of the deadline
on art work to next Monday,
December

servative clubs.

tution

night

CBC To

viously

Divided into seven

last

deadline approached; but there has been
ink, pencil, linoleum cuts, etc
little evidence of activity on
the part
of campus artists.

Conservative Party of Ontario,

sive

Late

:

Treasurer.

By The Comics

Imperilled

must be easier to write a line than
John A. Hall, instructor of Hart
to draw one," mused Varsity Editor-inHouse art classes and a member of the
Chief Hugh Kenner as he sorted Fine
Art Department staff, expressed
It

The inability of a group meeting for the
first time to elect offithrough manuscripts submitted for The his
cers fairly and according to ability was
disappointment at lack of response
believed to have been muuicu
Varsity Literary Supplement.
fduced
"And to this student endeavor. Mr. Hall
by the election of a temporary executive
was
verse seems easier to write than prose,
appointed judge of the art submitted
committee until a permanent group can
occasion to rise and offer suggestions. to judge from
the volume of entries." for publication.
be chosen after the
visional

1945

5,

in the

them to treat trees as a crop which
must be harvested so that natural
growth of reforestation replaces
trees cut, the Faculty of Forestry

To
tories

was ing on

established as a part of the University
of Toronto in 1907.
Since then three

handle them many new laboraand other changes have had to

made

be

at the

St.

modern Forestry Build-

George Street

And what about

their future?

"Can-

ada's lumber will have to be
expanded
other Canadian universities have opened
as a part of the expansion of
Canadian
urses in Forestry.
trade," says Dean G. G. Cosens.
"As
Since 1907 more than 300 men have
a result of this, Forestry offers rebeen graduated from the Toronto Faculmarkable opportunities for young men
ty of Forestry. Most of these men are
now employed in either Dominion and from the services and secondary

Provincial Forest Services or in
lumber and pulp paper industries.

the schools."

The ex-servicemen seem

to agree.

!
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Correspondence

Editorial
The Views of

What? Where? When?
A

familiar sight in this neighborhood
dividual who goes wandering about the

The

the haggard-eyed incampus in a perpetual

is

The

Editor,

Dear Sir:
Mr. Bettson

and ready to weep
frenzy strewing bits of notepaper in his wake,
comes tearing up, flops
on anyone's shoulder. He is the one who
will make
domi in a chair and sobs out the sad story that no one
.
,
up his mind for him.
and everybody
sniffs
"I have an essay due in two days," he
went to Professor Whosits
says I should do it a different way. I
the question should
and he said that he thought the economic side of
Whatsits, and he said
be stressed. Then I bump into Professor
important, there is
that while the economic aspect is undoubtedly
ihe
viewpoint, which is even more important,

He

alone.

:

cludes that

Certainly not what he is doing at the
essay,
the professor gave him an outline for his
in several days or weeks late accompanied
it would still be handed
intricacies of the
hidden
on
the
laments
tearful
string
of
by a long
over the
problem and a recital of the many hours spent stewing
send this type of student off into raving heebie-

in

!

to

make room

not labor

shall

I

excellent

preme

Finally, after

a near-nervous breakdown,

the essay

produced, and our friend

is

due

least

belief

in

human

to

the

of principles

validity

PPALZNER

IV M. &
*

The

P.

*

*

DRESSES

my

54

A

your columns of late, we
it opportune to commend heartily
general tone and substance of your

feel
tlie

filled

ices for

More

Musicologists

Sidney

dent

installation,

Satan"

Mozart

we agree

particularly

and

in

I

and,

address

Scientific

my

of

at

the

He

ever be the sphinx in

will

Incredibly handsome,

party

Method".

at

by a dome-

manufacturer's

daughter.

I

and deduction in the social remember I had been handing the lieuDr. Alfred Einstein's book Mozart: sciences. If science is certain knowledge tenant-governor
coffee
when
Mrs.
Going, Going . . . Nowhere
His Character, His Work, has been one of something in its causes, both have Eglantine (that unfortunate woman who
Tihis student must realize that he is
of the most widely read books on music their place and each has its limitations.
fterwards fell out of a window at
rapidly getting nowhere and wasting
published in the last few years. Inevi- This you have presented— keep up the Nice) came up to me and said:
If he sits tably, intelligent critics have condemned
valuable time on the way.
fou will have to meet Percival
good work.
he

will see that
self

make up

can do

and thinks

own

his

to

mind.

make him-

No

one

else

it

as the sheer nonsense that

ever,

it

—Des Fitzgerald, IV Philosophy.
— Ezio Cappadocia, IV History.

How-

is.

have heard some students talking
in reverent tones and it
that prompts me to write about

1

Darcy."

At once I knew it
moment in my life.
(To be eontintted)

great

about the book
is

He

for him.

it

have

will

over, he

it

this

Editor,

can make himself

The

to be a

Dear Sir:
Your recent editorial on Scientific
have only glanced through the book. Method shows the wisdom of the foundBut what I saw was sufficient to deter ers of the University in locating the
me from reading further. Dr. Einstein natural science and social science diviworks from the premise that his know- sions as far removed as possible from
dge of the facts of Mozarfs life gives the humanities. If such absurd ideas
irh an insight into his music. In fact,
s those contained in this editorial were
there is no such insight For instance,
llowed to contaminate the sciences,
I
was interested in seeing what the he latter would suffer a setback for
author had to say about the great centuries.
G-Minor String Quintet, and in partiIf you had made the slightest attempt
cular, what his obvious learnedncss had
to
learn the
elements of scientific
shown him about the strange, violently method, available in numerous books of
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decided,
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same essay. This
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Once
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are doing the
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may
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What
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should state that
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minuet to, with a trio
nant."

Nothing

else

most
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there arc

Einstein says
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the
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about
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extensive knowledge than to reveal
the the absurd idea that useful
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popular oval neckline featured tiny
Virgil Thomson terms "a pontifical stake, when they
used instruments pertucks ... a full skirt tied at the waist
distorts Mozart's ideas in haps inferior
to those used by the Arabs
with a belt of same material
.
. Helen
order to place him on what he considers 800 years before.
The importance of
Richenback in a snappy brown and
to be the right side of eighteenth cen- science
lies in the fact that it observes,
white houndstooth check suit with glatury thought Thus, Mozart was actual- draws an inductive
generalization, draws
mor pin
Barbara
Boehm with
ly an admirer of Voltaire, even though deductions
from this generalization, and
page-from- Vogue smartness in
he wrote deprecating letters about him. (most important) tests
these deductions
sleeved
jersey
blouse
worn under a neat
And Roussau could not have meant any- empirically.
jumper of navy and white check with
Robert R.
thing to him, even if he did write music
Your statement that "observation,
-Barbara
Hood, B.A.
initials B.B. woven into it ... v
to his words.
Poll Shacklcton.
accurate observation, is to be encouraged
Pcf Wallace bIf.H.E.
Society welcoming back the "dres
Perhaps
the
best
assessment
of
the as the provider of true premises;
George Foratox, 4T7
but affair .
Blanche Stanley, 4T6 book comes from B.
random glimpses at ti
H. Haggin, shrewd the only provider of true conclusions
Meds' At-Home
and revered music critic of The Nation.
Lois Manby
a system of thought at least as old as
white
velvet
and net, sparkling with
Haggin finds the descriptive analyses
Aristotle" shows th enecessity of a thorsilver sequins
»
vague and thinks that
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Jayne Morrist
"true premises", as you imply, then it
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flowered
however,
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where Einstein, writing with
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recently,
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one night

until

detected

I

with you dearest friends, Percival,
I

Smith's

some time;

concert,

SWEATERS

SUITS
BLOOR W.

love affair.

first

At once I dropped her.
Even before this I met one

"The

dealing

my

had
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t.

connection with Presi-

those editorials

Open Mind"

a

softly

editorials.

in

I

certain Laetitia Pinkerton.

at

At

embroidery scissors.

mother's

In the midst of such adverse criticism
has

COATS

some lozenges for my cough
alas, I soon grew up and at the
early age of 16 was caught shaving with
But

that age adso

Varsity,

Dear Sir:

:

p.m.

JOAN RIGBY

of blueing

can of Bon Ami
a muffler for your father
1

of

conduct.

Editor,

-3

a.m.
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keep as a book mark.

lists I still

os.

1

induction

bit

--15.

;

whose

the abandonment of a

to

PAUL M

tered nerves.

back for a

10.

who always advised porridge
any occasion whether a marriage or a
funeral my dear mother herself one of

which Nazism descended were in part

Music

And

Dec.

su- aunt

statements

The depths

the cerebral regions.

in

battling.

goes off to a movie to calm his shat-

reigns

"profound"

reveal nothing but a shocking emptiness

at

the

its

white kitten

little

Stall

"Realism"

Such

1

3rd to 8th

exposing

replies

expedient"!

is

books and references. He sees so many sides to the question that
he can no longer make decisions, with a clear conscience or mind.
If he makes up his mind one way, he is neglecting the other.
More consultations ensue, with students, professors, and anyone
who looks sympathetic. If they ar e in another course, it is even
of

December

TRINITY COLLEGE PORTER'S LODGE

bankruptcy evdent in such abysmal

Now

is

Tickets 75c,$1

Delphlne editions

Hie

classics;

tine

room with

school

and tattered

globes

Both of

point

the

have written whose head I rocked off by accident
the moral while rocking in my rocking-chair,
fail- lecherous old unole who lent me Les
ure to understand the difference between Fleurs dn Mai and was by consequence
"Democracy the almost ruin of my life; my great
principle and expediency.

Mr. Lute and Mr,

his back against the wall, he decides on a topic, without much
thought, aside from the fact that he has to write on something, and
he proceeds to get confused by millions and millions of
fast.

enormity

My

we must remove remember:

for them

bunch of "foreigners"

a

ly,

the

Dec.14.and 15.

an affair with a wealthy brewer living

_

them

EPSTEIN

my

might also add that

—

,

Lather of Lamentation
The approaching essay-deadline, and die scab-like efforts of
classmates serve to work him up into a lather of lamentation. Final-

telling

I

—

ting their preliminary reading done.

struggle through which he

mid E.

J.

expel them forth- poor mother was so deluded as to have

1— to

There are thousands of girls waiting on what is now Bioor Street but that
Europe to join Canadian husbands my father and I always agreed that
who, let me observe, are Canadians probably they never got any farther
only "by accident," just as Mr. B's ap- than preserving each other's coffeepearance in this imperfect world was grounds.
undoubtedly a deplorable accident and
Those were the dear days I will ever

What exactly is he doing, aside from making himself a general
other students and
nuisance and wasting the time of professors,
standpoint
himself? The general procedure, from the essay-wnting
The essay topics are posted, say, three weeks in advance,
is thus.
due,
nearly
are
they
until
finding
them
to
around
(if he doesn't get
presents itself to his
he has another grievance). The first problem
severtakes
decision
This
upon?
write
What
to
unorganized mind.
the other students
al days, during which time, he goes about asking
on
what they are writing, on, what they think he should do, and so
will
ad infinitum, according to the extent of his inventiveness. He
are
what
they
see
subjects,
to
the
all
books
on
then look up several
he finds
really about, and begins to get a frustration complex when
getthat the books are taken out by other students who are rapidly

so

By

in

essay. Examinations

hour or

and proper—no, George IV.

right

is

it

expedient

is

with.

if

better chance to waste a whole

on

fed

I

The property of the Jap- was slightly more active in her religious
anese-Canadian has already been sold, pursuits, published a pamphlet definitely
therefore, Mr. B's mind brilliantly con- proving that God had not saved King
it

,.

say that as a child

I

the bluntest

live

\

.

When

injustice.

Raving Heebie -Jeebies
Yes what should he do?

,

hi;

Aristotle and was practically nourished
manner.
at the breast of Goethe, you of course
an imperfect wor!d,' see that our was an enlightened and
decides
cultured family of the early 1850's. My
moans Mr. B.. and on reflection
make it father, .the typical Victorian, read Spurit would be iar less trouble to
crime
on
more imperfect still by heaping
gean and Moody and my mother,

"We

also the sociological

jeebies.

presenting

in

"Cljtcfeen Ctoerp

enough

will not leave well

persists

in

tradicted

of both as I can. That would
kids in my class say to include as much
What shall I do?"
take pages and pages

Even

Will Present

Varsity,

views with a diligence worthy of a better cause, and he deserves to be con-

,

present'

Trinity Dramatic Society

Mr^B

all

musicologists,"

Haggin

"knows everything about a work of
Mozart except what it says and means.'

— Philip

Schiaparelli influence?
cap sleeves,
premises, refusing to test empirically
the
low neckline, side drapes, trimmed with
deductions from such premises,
.

says,

Freedman.

.

.

we are

the Middle Ages.
would seem that the most
( Continued on page
4)

tiny white beads.

still in

It

vocifer-

Off to observe December date-dress
data

.

.

.

Mildred Spicee.

FREEMAN'S FORMAL
COLLEGE STREET
25S

571

KX

At Spadlna

Open Evening*

0DB1

YONGE

STREET

Near Wcllesley. Kl.

3270

Special Student Rsloi
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FORESTRY, VIC OUSTED
FROM LACROSSE CONTEST
Meds.

and P.H.E. successfully pass-

I

ed the semifinal milepost yesterday by
eliminating
tive! y.

stiffer

The

Forestry and
doctors

opposition,

Vic. respec-

encountered

but

their

17-10

final

chapter,

down

12-7.

Meds

and emerged on

the

McKay

with

top,

The

one each. The usually

and gold.

reliable

Nikaido

crowd of the was kept off the scoresheet completely.
year turned up to witness the Forestry Lawson, Puttock, Hambly
and Carand Meds clash, and they were treated michael got a pair apiece for Forestry,
to one of the best games of the year and Bastedo and Johnston
counted once.
from the spectator angle. The ForestryP.H.E., playing a seven-man
team,
Dents league brawl of a couple of weeks out-classed Vic. by a wide margin. Vic.
biggest

lacrosse

back has a slight edge perhaps, but yes- did not threaten at any time, as tiiey had
game ran it a close second. no defence aganst the P.H.E. passing
Mac McCutchcon and Jimmy Folwell attack. Dzupina got eight, Foote five,
raced in with reinforcements to cope Toogood four, Edmond and Robson two,
with a last period tfreenfor-all, and and Ferguson one, for the physical
terday's

a center floor conference with edders. Hart scored a pair for Vic,
these two arbiters, the two teams played while Armstrong, Beggs and Patrck
lacrosse for the rest of the game, much counted one each.
after

to the disappointment of the gallery.

Forestry jumped into an early lead
when Lawson and Carmichael found the
range,

Carmichael's goal coming while
Nikaido was serving a penalty for

oreaming
minder.

Vctter,

the

They kept up

Forestry

net-

Soccer Finals
Taken By Vic

fore the end of the period, to leave
Forestry out in front 2-1. Halibuxton
tied the score shortly afterward,

and then
hit the post on the very next play, and
Meds never looked back from here on

the

as

Victoria

fought their

way

College

Footballers

to final possession of

In the second
game of the series, necessitated by Monday's 0-0 draw, Vic. gained a hardearned 2-0 decision in a thrilling display
before a good-sized crowd on the back
campus.

An early Vic. lead on a first half goal
got two and Rogers one, goal by Hikichi was never
overcome by
Carmchael getting one back for Forest- Trinity, although
the Red and
ry,

Gold

and the half ended with Meds ahead rooters weren't
able

to breathe easily
well on in die second chukker,
Haliburton and McKay each netted Colvin scored the
clincher on a beautithree goals before Forestry could get ful shot from
20 yards out Matthews in
organized, but the woodsmen replied Trinity goal
had little chance, as the
with four assorted markers to Jeave ball bounded from
the crossbar on the
them five in arrears as they entered the way through.

5-3.

until

Vic.

For.

I

GROUP PLAYOFFS
Wed..

Dec

S

7:30

Thur.,

Dec

6

4:30
8:30
1:00

Trin.

1:00
S:30

Sr.

Vic

Sr.

Med.

7:30

Knox B

4:00

Emman B
Jr. U.C

Meds always

Which they did Statistically speaking
team sports practically always find themselves
in

the weighted entries in the

the finals

come

the playoffs' playoff.

We'll bet once more on the sure thing
I
Meds. came through, and P.H.E. came through,
and now these
two w,U battle to the death in a best two
of three final series next Thursday, Saturday and Tuesday. The boys
guesstimated very accurately
Yesterday's Meds.-Forcstry game
saw the woodsmen beat themselves
a good tnck ,f you can master it. Forestry
figured Meds. were too

We

S

*°,

e "" d

"

iur ",0r

o-'y

*•»

good
was to

U*m

'° >*'>

Thurs., Dcc.6

the feat

the referee,' respective back,
,vere turned. But when Nikaido brought t„s .my weapon down
aero,, the back of goalkeeper
V.tter's
neck he got caught, and was duly
penalized
i.e.,

I

m

F„^^

„T,h

t

"i
V

,

C<1,

T

,

This year's

°

.

!

final

m"K"
""

«
series will

classiest seen

-

1M0

3

Fr ° m

up

°°

»

<>''<="

Dec

Fri,

|

The

.

hardly need referees.

"

7

Dec 6

Dec

Fri.,

"Concerning competence", time

"
shine.

th^

and

7

6:30

Med.

Jr.

A

St.M.

B

Brisbin

A

Himel

I Med.
Med. Servicemen

PHE.

I

Cooke

Knox

A

Brisbin

Himel

U.C V

or

A

Trin.

Swan
or

Brisbin

StM. A
Vic III

SPS. B or
Med.
SPS. B
Jr. SPS. or
Jr. Med.
II

Lyon

I

Mon.,

Dec

10

PHE.

Ill

B

1:00

For.

4:00

Knox B, Emm
B or U.C. V

Med

SPS.

or

II
Ill

Fine
Fine

A

Burt-Gerrans

IV SPS. A

Eilbeck

III

SPS.

Ser.

The Sportswoman
|

By
The Cheerleaders

terrifically,

while Clayton'sTe"

r S'targ^z,- r ror r2 i ?

Polly

Mutz

. Profile
No. 2
There are four of them
perhaps we should use the past tense as
is over, and the group has been disbanded
for the first postwar intercollegiate games. At any rate, these four lasses were
much the
.

.

.

basketball Blues skirmished
last night in the
•<> «« in shape the ftar,
begin

Mayzel and Scott showed up

-

SPS.

SPS.
For. B

II

«ecu*

* "*Wf «
!

-

-

Jr.

<k«y

will tell

Skimming The Surface
to

necessary):

(if

12:00
1:00

undoubtedly be one of the cleanest
and

resulting lacrosse should
be beautilnl,

A

gwa

them

to

The Senior and Senior

U.C Vl

originally scheduled for Friday.

PLAYOFFS:
Thur.,

round these parts in years. Med,,
and P.H.E. both possess
potent passing attack, and the
capable individuals with which

them success™ y

game was

VOLLEYBALL PLAYOFFS

i

coa.xl^

Med-Service men

6:30

Please note change,

They were ahead 2-0 and than 2-1 as the
stanaa ended. Medsrnan
Nikaido was playing rtght into their
hand, with his temper flareup in
resome decidedly roughhouse tactics.
When a few foresters beat
him unmercifully about the head and
shoulder,, they accomplished
with finesse,

Eilbeck
Stone

V

Playoff)

come up with good

lacrosse teams.

Med.

,Vic.

„
Mcd-Servicemen
Swan
Jr. Med.
Brisbin (Group

B

SPS.

Jr.

Take yesterday for a f'rinstancc, and let the sport be lacrosse.
These 24carat characters snooped around at the beginning
o! the season and reported
to themselves thusly: P.H.E. are going to have
a strong lacrosse team this
year, therefore we should put them up in Group
I where they'll get some
competition during the regular schedule. Which
they did. Also said they
we should put Meds. 1 in Group I again this year, as most of
last year's
Dafoc finalists arc back on the team this year,
and besides

i

the Arts Faculty Cup.

Dent

VOLLEYBALL-Regular Schedule

prisal for

Glassy forwards and heavy-checking
backs today proved too much for Trinity

Ill

IV
Dent D

:00

1

4:00
6:30
7:30

those Intramural schedules and arrange
the
groupings in the various team sports must know what
they're doing. That's
our considered opinion alter dose observation oi the
happenings around here
these past few years.

worked.

McKay

in.

VOLLEYBALL
Jerry Ewins

Concerning Competence
The boys mho draw up

I

a steady pressure

on the Meds* goal, as the doctors appeared disorganized, and only some fine
work by the Meds' goalie held the score
at two. Rogers snapped Meds back to
life with several good rushes, one of
which McKay capitalized on just be-

By

and Haliburton

Moffat

Tnn. A
Sr. SPS.

Vic.

SPS.

B

Jrin.

SPS.

Jr.

5:00

17-10.

eight

win

Emman

4;00

out-

scored them 5-3 in the remaining time

with five were Meds' big guns, while
was just as impressive in the long run
Rogers got two and Spooner and Rae
as P.H.E.'s 22-5 slaughtering of the
scarlet

SPOR TS CAL ENDAR
SWIM LEAGUE

.

.

the rugby season

same

size . . . diminutive of stature, but the amount
of energy per square
inch was terrific.
Bca Thorkelson, Bunny Joyce and Mary Rose Ritiyak
are blondes. Marilyn Duff though, broke the pattern—
she's dark .

"It was pretty rough starting out this year as
the initial group," said
Bea, "as there were no old-timers around to show us the
ins and outs of
leading a howling mass of students through cheers."
New routines had
to be worked out
they all collaborated on the new dicers and routines.
.
.

I
Sfl|

|E

W
3p

H

Loaf Sugar

.

I
m Wide Experience in Coaching
Save Your Coupons 8 Brought by Basketball Mentor
will

be needed for Boxes for Holland

And Don't

Forget

.

Then there was the problem of costumes
due to the dearth of dressmakers, "the four" worked on their brief, but effective, white
skirts till
three the morning they left Toronto for the Queen's game.
The practices
took from one to four hours in the dark, deserted and cold stadium
it was very u tig! amorous behind the scenes.

By Joe Taylor

The

All-Varsity Christmas
Tree, Wednesday, Dec. 12.

2s

My
piano,"
genial,

||

ambition

he

is

stated.

energetic

learn to play the spirits
The speaker was great

to

Roy Dihvorth, coach

of the Varsity Senior Basketball team,

and an amazing fellow

to boot.

He

ambition

subject of this year's
of the moment is to

the

Blues to an
Championship.

fairly

Another moment not so happy was

the ill-timed cheer at the

moment

and Toronto converged on the spot below the cheering

section,

nearly massacring 'Bunny Joyce in their scramble for the

energies to dramatics

born and educated, Roy
overflows with enthusiasm and good
attended Delta Collegiate, and from
sprits when the subject of htis year's
thence went to McMaster, graduating
in 1934. In sports and studies alike
he
stood out, winning the Lampadion Gold
Medal while in High School as the

second best all-round student, and becoming a member of the Honor Sodety

ball.

Bea Thorkelson, III General U.C, has transferred her effervescent

Intercollegiate

Hamilton

at

of

to

the McGill
the

.

their most encouraging moments was that afternoon
Queen's
Toronto and the student body collected in section "Q" began a
spontaneous and inspired spelling of T-o-r-o-n-t-o in alternate
bobbing

came

rows.

when

guide

One

.

of "Our Town".
for the
is

.

.

Bunny

St Mike's

.

portrayed Emilie

intcrfaculty rugby games.

an ardent baseball and basketball player.

U.C,

is

Webb

in the

U.C. production

Joyce, III Arts, doubles as one of the cheerleaders

from Baltimore, and

Marilyn Duff, II Arts U.C,

Mary Rose

also has dramatic leanings

Ritiyak,
.

.

.

was

II Arts

cast as

Rebecca Gibbs in "Our Town".
Pictures of this pulchritudinous foursome can be dipped

uary issue of

New World

.

.

.

from

the Jan-

which comes on the newsstands December

IS.

McMaster.

He won
less

his

letter

McMaster

at

than seven .times for basketball and

track,

and

in the latter

tea-mediate

he was the

in succession.

favorite sport, however,

baseball,

is

he has received two offers

in'

jump

high

intercollegiate

champion four times

His
and

play pro

to

ball.

Academically,

I

he was also above
average, competing while at McMaster
for a Rhodes Scholarship.
His coaching career began after his
graduation from O.C.E. in 1935, when
he went to the High School of Commerce in Hamilton. Two years of instruction

Two

brought

many

forth

fruits.

R
loob

1LJS^^^

basketball championships, a track

relay championship and a football

pionship were

among

cham-

his achievements.

our

}£^%sr&:?^

From Hamilton he came to North
Toronto Col legate, and for seven years
strove mightily to produce winning
teams.

How

well he succeeded

is

shown

by the results. His basketball teams an*
nexed five city championships.
His
track team 'was

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF CANADA,
Toronto,

Canada

to defeat

the

first

in

*»

°,

Sow

B**f "

at <"»•

Central Tech., and in 1944 his

hockey team

won

the

TSSAA

°'

title.

6KW

l

\n

(Continued on page 4)

Will be held in the

"VARSITY

Saturday Night

DANCE

.tad

,

IS years

form

of a

CHRISTMAS DANCE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER
HORACE LAPP and

'

» »«6

His Orchestra.

Watch

22.

for Details

'
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Correspondence

Basketball

YOU MIGHT AS WELL BE RIGHT

Wind sor

(Continued from page 3)
(Continued from page 2)
have been ous exponents of such logic are afraid
one
time,
At
here at Varstiy too.
today that empiricism will destroy the

The
felt

A

results of his coaching

5,

1945

Pianist

Accenting Smartness

Coming Artist

psychology which takes six out of 10 men on the basketball team, well-buttressed position of the IogicoA rising young Canadian pianist,
Warren Stevens, w
deductive method and, worst of all,
a girl with a future in mind Joan-Rigby- under Coach
worth products. Jimmy O'Brien of the lead to conclusions which may actually George Hadded of Windsor, will give
wisc in shopping these hectic days.
a
piano
recital next Friday at 5 :00 pm.
track
team,
Davidchampionship
action
instead
stay,
deguides
to
there to
current
serve as
,

.

.

Warmth

and Snug

that's the

A

Joan Rigby number is
signed to take a prominent place

in

well-ordered wardrobe and hold

own

team,

well-tailored,

Bees,

of the senior hockey mere academic pap. The recent attacks in the Music Room of Hart House.
and Don Barron of die Ji
on progressive education, which you Mr. Hadded has given numerous conhave also received the Dihvorth seem to have swallowed hook, line, and certs in the United States and Windsor.
delitouch.
sinker, are nothing less than a plea to He was featured on a Canadian Cavalwell-designed lines are certain in
At present he is teaching at UTS, return to the Middle Ages and once cade of the Air broadcast this year,
neation, the colours are suavely muted,
in
French,
basketball
and
specializing
be.
again base all thought on intuitive com- when a short history of his life was
fitting as important as it should

Those

against all comers.

its

a

goaltender

son,

the

Joan Rigby is as clever with evening football.
As a further outlet for his seemingly
glamour as with a trim, trig, daylight
ensemble, and can give you precisely the boundless energy, Roy has broadcast
choosing
football,
gol£, basketball, hockey, laright advice when it comes to
the dress you are likely to return to for crosse, horse-racing, track and field,
wrestling.
And he likes
veiled
baseball
and
of
several seasons with a look
triumph

your

in

54 Bloor Street them

eyes.

se

that

;

failing to recognize not only

common-sense

from age to age.

Ij you Jiave a suit which seems to

Show

be lacking

something. Creeds'

in

tume jewellery

cos-

the finest we've seen

is

Their glamour pins and acces-

in town.

sories

are

lence"

to

"par

sophistication

excel-

extent of the

Bach
D. Goodman,
IV U.C.

Editor,

The

Etude

Of

all

for

.

approximately a

to

third

submitted

the

to

one-half

judges

of

— are

Porter's Desk in Hart House and all
add vitamins to your old suit They've
prints must be handed in not later than
some dandy casual coats in corduroy and
Wednesday, January 9.
Each person
dressing gowns of superior quality.
submit 12 prints and 12 KodaBetter do your STOLLERY shopping
chrome transparencies or slides. The
in

STOLLERY

Those

person.

sales-

being helpful.

like

Opus

Flat,

C

42.

Sharp Minor.

(Revolutionary),

No.

10,

Opus

A

Polonaise,

10,

12.

No.

Flat,

3.

Opus

53.

HART HOUSE CHAPEL
Holy Communion
Thursday morning
chapel.

Tomorrow

is

celebrated every

at

7:50

the

in

the celebrant will be

Rev. D. C. Candy (Church of England).

The
a.m.,

daily

4 :45

services

p.m.,

continue

at

9:40

a

and 5 :20 p.m.

I'm sure that Sheppard has seen
tion overseas, otherwise I

ac-

doubt that he

Ex-Service Students
Do you know

DON'T LISTEN

—Lew

that ...

Unlined, long sleeved, zipper front style. Each

D.V.A. should be informed of
your present Toronto address.
Change of address forms are
available at our office.

&

Phono
Baton's

ST.

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
St

exhibit will be essentially pictorial, but
there will also be a scientific section.

MUST

HOUSECOATS BEAUTIFUL AND

tent

.

unquestionable

when

it

nasal congestion;

just

*

...

season ahead

formal,

and

it

comes

'

first

Northway's

an under-eightcen to admit
formal"

this

a

it's

season because

many

Fashionland
service

provides

you want

in

the

little

rush

these

glamor date or evening

leigh to a
suits,

blouses,

Q"Q

10

|o»pusotcj filled wiih quality
Upiionirsj

ware

spectade-

at reasonable prices.

Quiet, accurate repair lorvic*

321

BIG

NOTICE
Anyone

1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
St.

OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Spec/at Dncoun/ to

StwWi

and

Membtn

of

in

U.C,

MO.

INTERESTING
•

GIVE A GIRL A GOOD
his choice

NAME

.

by Richard Hudnut

is

SHOP

.

Our

a

young man's prestige-security in giftgiving, and one which for a young man

stock of earrings

is especially interesting

just now,

.

.

.

also

romantic intentions can be called an
unquestionably
advantageous gesture.

bracelets,

bangles and

brooches.

Come

There's not a girl whose eyes will fail
to sparkle when she opens the delectably

see for yourself.

of

box

expensive

.

.

.

The

whether

it's

an

in-

three-piece set of Three

Flowers Powder,

please phone N.

M.

All over

Toronto

—

the best radio

entertainment 24 hours daily.

Bristol,

Apply

at Dial 580.

6551.

lipstick

U. C.

RACQUETS REPAIRED

JEWELLERY
.

THREE FLOWERS

of a

GIFT BOX

FOUND

finding blue air force wallet,

containing registration card, license,
discharge slip, etc., Tues. morning

"oorge Apartments)

jumpers, fur coats
•

*

MI. 6361

WE DELIVER

Avenue Road

Prescription! for glosses

dress,

as well.

fragrant

PARK PLAZA HOTEL

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

(Ground Floor

shopping days, an entire floor to make
up your ensemble, from a dashing- Brom-

and

COOPER FLORIST

when

to

war-crop debutantes have never
worn a dress longer than knee-high
since pram (not prom) days.
Northway's

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Shop in your district Nearest one is
going Yonge Street, just north of Bloor on
Fashionland the east side.

of the

extra

same femi-

member of the family. Evangeline
Shops, as of course you know, have
a

parties

.

to be

padded
and so on. Thes ehousecoats are

looks like a fes-

with

choosing that all important
formal" . .
And you don't have

"first

satins,

nine
in devas-

right in there with plenty of say-so
it

be signed by December 7

chintz, in gaily flowered designs,

the perfect present to give to

*

LONG SLIMMING LINES
tating colours

.

Travel robes for that long-awaited vacathought tion or a pretty crepe
in various shades,

have been jettisoned.

tive

.

to easing

we

we'd remind you in time to save
many
a good evetiing that might
otherwise
*

Floor

C?,m,™

ML 3731

a
ove.
RIGHT
Have you seen them at
your head with a towel, and breathe w,
the Evangeline Shops. They are smart,
deeply. Although Sloan's is primarily
aren't they? Evangeline has a superb
a liniment for the relief
of muscular collection, different styles,
colours and
sfirains, people have found its
value is materials that vary in
every way.
comes
t'P

EATON

Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 pan.

A HEAD COLD

make

Main SloroTSccond

Phil.

TO
any one of the more elaborate on
if it tells you not to keep that date on
ranging in sice all the way up to
account of yon can't say a single sencomplete ten -piece set of cosmetic
tence without meeting. Try the goSd
smoothies.
old Sloans technique, pour a
glassful
• * •
of very hot water from the tap, add a
teaspoon of Sloan's,

16.95

Tr. Sill

STUDENTS
67 St. George

Bockneh,

I Soc

mo is Vests

Here's a back warming suggestion for chilly
Winter weather . . . wear a chamois vest under your jacket
or windbreaker.
Lined or unlined, button or zipper
front, in soft, natural coloured English chamois.
Small,
medium and large sizes. Each 7.50 to 12.50

the

to

men

Etude,

corner of shown.

The A. F. Coventry Award is would write such cheap-jack trash; but
has magnetism
i the senior
class, which is open I would like to ask
him just what the
bound- to-get-ahead to entrants
who have won at least one one thing has
to do with the other.
young man who knows his appearance first or two seconds
in previous Hart
If it will put his mind at ease, let me
may not help him to chalk up a "pass", House exhibits, In the junior class, made
academically speaking, but it does defiup of all other entries, the K. B. Jack- assure him that as one of the "impulsnitely help him make friends and influCup is awarded- Four honorable ive" student supporters of the strikers,
ence people. A good scarf and glove set
mentions for other outstanding pictures I served overseas,
where among other
comes in various shades of wool, at a
e made.
things I learned history a little more
very considerate price, and one of those
Entry forms are available at the Hall
thoroughly than he sems to have.
GlenTwilJ ties at a 1.S0 will be enough
.

soon,

the Toronto

Usually about 70 photograph;

hung.

YONGE,

and

these days

.

A

Opus

the letters printed in your issue

Reputedly one of the best displays of of Nov. 29 with reference to the picketphotographic art in Canada, the annual ing of the Imperial Optical Company

those

STOLLEJIY'S

False,

....

Dear Sir:

;

FRANK
BLOOR

Concert

Siciliano.

Nocturne,

well-lailored

inlaid with sterling silver designs.

scheduled to appear in

Fantasy in C Minor.
Beethoven Sonata, Opus 53 (Woldstein)

Varsity,

Hart House Camera Club exhibit will by U. of T. students, I found W. A. E.
be shown in Hart House Art Gallery, Sheppard's
the most interesting
not
plain basic suit. For evening sequined
January 15 to January 30. It is not
combs in your high piled hair have been
because he has anything to say that is
confined to the work of Camera Club
designed with a purpose to give yoi
worth
discussing
but
because
of
his
last
members, but is open to any under'
glamorous dignity. If you are pussled
graduate, graduate, or faculty member paragraph which says, "I wonder how
about Christmas presents, what about
of Hart House.
many of these stackers and their impulone of Creeds' compacts, they lutve one
Six awards are made to pictures sive supporters
in the University saw
in particular which is definitely "smartjudged most outstanding among those
action overseas?"
ness personified", made in heavy glas.
that

revitalise

is

Auditorium

Symphony Orchestra after Christmas.
Mr. Hadded will play the following

Chopin

The

Camera Art

of

Eaton

involved in such thought
"bounded above and below by the two pieces at his recital:

—W.

DESIGNED TO Distinctive
LEND LUXURY TO YOUR SUIT
.

The

He

given.

in-

content varies and will be playing with

covers of a dictionary."

all.

EXQUISITELY
.

its

reality

West

.

notoriously

is

accurate, but also that

and rouge, or

in

and

32 Bloor St. East
(Near Red Cross
Headquarters)
MI. 5975

FRENCH CLUB

TYPING

Badminton and Squash Racquets re-

University of Toronto Liberal Association
Meeting

at

Wymilwood on
at 4 O'clock P.M.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7th

paired,

restatng.

24-hour service.

Work

guaranteed.

Phone KI.

I'd be

very glad to do your typing!

7989,

"Evelyn",

(Jack) between 5-8.

Box A, The

Varsity.

SUBJECTS UNDER DISCUSSION:

The Japanese-Canadian Question.
The Report of the Fact-Finding Committee on
the Ford Strike.

The Program

for the Year.
Organization of Discussion Groups on National
Problems.
This organization welcomes Students interested in Canadian
Government and Liberal Policy.

LOST

LOST

Large buff envelope containing as-

Identification

sortment of Hart House Glee

Hart House, engraved "Earl

Sulli-

McMaster University

crest.

music, in Convocation Hall on
3rd.

Qub
Dec

Please leave at S.A.C. Office.

van".

bracelet,

in

front

Please leave at Hall Porter's desk.

Presents

"LES
FEMMES SAVANTES"
HART HOUSE THEATRE
WEDNESDAY, DECEMRER

By Moltire

TICKET SALE BEGINS TODAY IN U.C. ROTUNDA -

11 to 1.

AND HART HOUSE BOX OFFICE -

2 to 4

of

TWELFTH

—

I

Amsterdam Drive Success
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Amsterdam

success of

University's Christmas will depend
colleges, Central Committee
for the "adoption" decided in last night's organization
meeting at
University College.
College representatives heard Chairman Walter
Giles II Forest
ry, brief the committee's plans stressing that
the committee will be
y
7 ° f "* drive
responsible

on response of Toronto's individual

^°»^s

SlTat

Optical Strike

3

Apologize

time."
An "all-out drive" will end next Wednesday on the
front campus
with an elaborate ceremony at which the
college reps wffl
their donations
Chosen chairman of the committee^for
his cere
mony, Lloyd Ackert, Victoria, has planned a
band, Christmas carols
and a sound-truck. Mr. Ackert hinted
that "Santa Claus" would be
that Dutch native costumes

may

culate throughout the crowd.

The

on hand,
cir-

larg-

Christmas tree on the campus

est

will

add further color to the scene. "We'll
have the largest tree we can get," said
Miss Parkes of the S.A.C

As soon

as possible the

rotunda of

The strike at the
Company lens plant,

two of which

for postage and ship-

is

The

strangest of shipments to a uni-

versity,

192 boxes of

way

Toronto to be included

to

Christmas boxes.

are on their

salt,

in the

The Netherlands

i:

Music Conservatory Board
Charges Appoints Johnson Chairman

for False

Imperial
at

Optical done to the Imperial Optical
Company
Ontario and and its personnel and is certain that
in

Dundas Street has been terminated, and
all company employees at the plant
will

at once return to work,
J. E. Casson
of the Imperial Optical Company an-

MANAGER OF METROPOLITAN OPERA

the future

harmonious relations will exbetween the company and the union.
Both parties have come to an agreement whereby all future undertakings
and commitments shall be carried
ist

Edward Johnson, general manager of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, has accepted the post of chairman of the newly
established Board of Directors of the
Toronto Conservatory of Music
Dr. bidney E. Smith announced early this
week

nounced late yesterday afternoon.
Mr. C. S. Jackson, President of the between the
International Union of the
United Electrical Radio and Machine United Electrical
Radio and Machine
workers of America, and International Workers and
the company with no conin
officer of the union issued statement*
tractual relations with Local 514.
yesterday on behalf of the union thanking
The union and management issued a
both Mr. Percy Herman! and Mr. Sid- joint
statement to the effect that the reColorado, Dec. 5— (Exchange)—
In a ney Hermant for
their goodwill in ar- port of the Conciliation
letter to the University of
Board only reColorado, enriving at an operative agreement mu- commended
that certain suggestions
couraging the

Sharing of

Urged

Atom

In describing the function of this body
Dr.' Smith stated that
the formation of the board marks the first
major step in a program
designed to bring about closer integration
of the Conservatory and
he University.
Since 1919, authority over the Conservatory
has
been vested in the University. In recent
years, however, the two
educational institutions have been working
together so closely in

Letter

participation of all

be

Amer-

the field of musical education
that

tually satisfactory to both parties, and
apologizing for the allegations many of

each college will display a typical giftican students in the Atom Bomb
issue,
box and a booth to receive donations. students of Sarah Lawrence
College in
The boxes cost an estimated five dollars, conjunction with the faculty and ad-

ping.

ermmates;

I

adopted; but that there was no directive that they must be accented either
which he termed "unfounded and highly by the Union
or by the company, and
irresponsible" made by the union sup- that
failure to accept these recommendministration, resolved that "the
develop- porters
during negotiations and the ations by either party
ment and control of atomic energy
is not contrary to
must course of the strike
against the Imperial the law.
be shared with the United
Nations," Optical
Company and its management
Ken Morrison II Political Sciinc; and
and registered their opposition
to the
In addition the union stated that it
Economics, President of the Campus
May-Johnson Bill.
will do everything in its power to reL. P. P. Club which participated in
The reasons for taking this stand were
medy any injustice that may have been picketing the Imperial Optical
set forth in the letter, and are
Company,
as follwhen asked for an opinion on the close
ows
of
the
strike
said
"I
am
very
happy
that
That
it is not in the interest
(1)
of
the strike is over and that we as stuthis nation and world peace
to seek
dents had some small share in bringing
security in the enforced secrecy of
a
it to an end."
scientific principle.
All

ages of

The

sugar,

salt,

inclusion of

and needles.

pins,

pocket-books by the

best English-speaking authors

will

not

coming U. C. Musicale.

share the fundamental knowledge of
is said to be
atomic energy, and foremost scientists
Holland high schools say that our advance in
technical ap-

and

the

in all

majority

of

university

arts

It

is

plications will be duplicated

of the world within a

courses.

hoped

of three and a

this

effort

will

in part

(2) If the

repay the hospitality of the Dutch peofree
ple

to 'Canadians

fighting

As Miss Parkes
cannot begin a

a job!"

great

Giles said,

project—if s too

In confirmation

"We

make

shall not

effort to solicit for

Mr.

a great

money, but

.rather

count on subscriptions to come in."
He added, "We would rather this
were a more personal matter between

Amsterdam and

in

ourselves."

is

being built

in

the

by the Music and Drama Soc

of plays
Bill is
this

passed

The

iety.

country

construction

crew,

say that
it

this

possible to

which have

made

been

in

recent years both within the University
in the field of music and within the

and Mildred MacTavish, soprano, both
Connew to the Musical hours; A trio
servatory itself. In the University
he
Kurt Levy, cellist Paul Serson, violin, cited the instances of provision of
and Ken Peacock, pianist himself a courses leading to the degree of Bachecomposer and director of a jazz band; lor of Music and to the degree of DocRuth Roher, studying under Mona Bates tor of Music in the School of Graduate
for her B.M.; and Elaine Fricker and Studies.
This year the Conservatory
Joline Brownley, who will complete the instituted a senior or graduate

Philosophy Club

Hears J.C. Taylor

school of

program with piano

under

"It

Last night at a meeting of the U. of

music offering advanced courses which

selections.

we would

important that

definitely

is

Canada talented young
Donnelly, has
T. Philosophical Society, Mr. J. C. Tav- build up the musical side of U. C," musicians who would otherwise
will be encouraged to develop their promised that
leave
the collapsible stage, now
Miss Mary McKellar, Music the country for their
lor read a paper on Objective Psychol- states
advanced training.
scientific research to the utmost degree.
being erected in eleven sections, will be ogy and Ihc philosophical
theory of per- Directress for the W.U.A. It is hoped
Mr. Johnson has recently been ap(3) That we do not think this bill ready
for Sunday night's presentation.
that the Musicale may eventually become pointed to
ception.
the Board of Governors of
is consistent wth our traditional dem"We feel that this feat of engineering
His interpretation of the relevance of a monthly affair, serving a definite need the Universty and it is in this capacity
ocratic principles of f ree thought and
shows that the dramatic spirit is not
the college.
The first is scheduled that he becomes
psychology for epistemology was based of
chairman of the Confree exchange of ideas.
dead among us," Donnelly told The
on the work of the Wittcngstein School for Sunday, Dec 9, at 8:30 in the servatory's Board of Directors.
Mr.
(4) That if this opportunity to unite Varsity. "This portable
stage is to be
Women's Union.
Johnson, a former concert singer, is
of logical analysis; more particularly
nations is used to divide them, we will
used by a rolling stock company which
also the first North American
on that of Egon Brunswick of the Uncontinue in a policy of mutual suspicion
to have
will present a one-act comedy murder
iversity of California.
held the post of General Manager
and fear.
of
entitled Murder by Request"
the Metropolitan for any length of
The core of the paper was in the comtime.
parison of the two major ways of de-

Drama

Holland. will be prohibited, while other nations

in

"Of course we

said,

relief

inquiry

portable stage

rest common room of Brennan Hall in
St
period Michael's
College to facilitate productior

half years.

May-Johnson

scientific

A

by the

maximum

to

make

Dr. Smith then outiined some of
the

advances

:

be in vain since English

compulsory

Smith went on

reorganization will

Members of the group include Leonore Koppel, violinist an ex-airwoman,

Aids Production

now

Dr.

U.C.Musicale

accomplish the twin objectives of enA recent member of the R.C.A.F., a hancing the importance of music in the
former jazz band director, and other University system of education and of
U.C music enthusiasts have been organ- widening the cultural horizons of Canaized to represent college talent in the dian musicians and music teachers.

Collapsible Stage

nations

is

desirable to recognize the Conservatory as an integral part of the
University.

At

:

reported to suffer especially from short-

it

now

Talent Plentiful

Director

Dick

retain in

Greenland Consul

Live Patients Give Dents Experience
By Bob Cooke
Dental chairs
room.

One

is

90 of them-

;

one

in

-all

know who was more

"I don't

the subjective,

(1)

which

scared

my first appointment," said dental
student Al Younger, "the patient or myat

its

cussion in

The

90 terror-striking chairs are part
of the equipment of the Dentistry Clinic
on an upper floor of the College St.

exercise

might appear

itself

in

impiicatons

the

Fifth year students
spend most of their time there, acquiring

all

if

Mr.

legi-

Copenhagen, and was

in

by

employed

who under- government

the

But a

live

"We

undergraduates

the exploration

in

of

the

Debussy—La

Arctic with a view to establishing rein-

he stopped more than

because of difficulties

patient—

inherent

in

the

In the near future he

and Cambridge.

expects to visit the University of Me!

A

now.

more con-

is

technician

bourne. Australia.

There

interrupted

mas Concerto").
Mozart Symphony

the teeth of a

Write

nvite to

girl.

small

inated

;

the students

Extended to U.C.

The

seriously

con-

prying into the drawers

Dec

6, at

Thursday,

eight o'clock at the

Women's

Union.

work they

can't

Any

handle up here," he went on, to
special attention

we
our

arc scared

a pen

from the professors.

we

first extraction.

tell

the patient

It's

"If

we have

tell

U. C. student who has ever

welcome

to paper, is

pi

to read hi

There

now

in

in their third

1948, instead of

Dean Arnold Mason
Nothing

said that this

can be known

meets on Monday. "It

very doubtful that

Mason said.
The present

is

completely unoffic-

is

definite

until the faculty
is

this

it

will

be deceler-

year

:

many

students have

made up

minds that they would graduate
four years, instead of five; they may

their
in

have made financial arrangements

that

could not be stretched to five years; if
they do not begin their fifth year until

September 1947 they

will be deprived of

the experience of working on the floor

Dean with senior

students, because those stu-

dents will have graduated before then.
third year will end in the

no previous

sumes

refreshments will be served afterwards.

to find

is

CHRISTMAS EMPLOYMENT

it

middle of February.

selection.

Weaver.

it's

work,

the patient he wants to get

Boyd

said,

however, that the faculty

—

Some

being fussed over."

— Staff

Usually the patients are people who
can't afford regular dentist's fees; but

The work

the war-time shortage of dentists has

Don Copcland and Dental Nurses

of the

Surgery

at the

Dental Clinic
Phyllis

is

Photo by Ralph Jones.

demonstrated by Dentsman

McArthur and Ruth

Miller,

administer gas to volunteer "patient" Allen Younger.

who

openings arc

still

available for

employment with the Post
tudents

December

who
17.

can

Office,

commence

for

its

the

employment

in

March

to continue

With the lay-offs and
return of servicemen, this will be
difficult,"

said

Dave Boyd,

III

Dents.

Last

spring

work presented a

For further information, gestion

apply Students' Administrative Council
office.

If the course re-

September.

to

very

exactly right; and they seem to enjoy

(Continued on page 4)

are

has some good points on its side they
pre-war program, they will want to use the vacation period for a
This is the second Creative Writing not start fourth year until September. refreshing course for ex-service students.
night which the club has held. As usual, "This would mean that we would have The government at Ottawa decided that

If

probably his

to repeat a piece of

who

ated for the present third year,"

creative efforts," said President Robert

too.

wc

("Christ-

G Minor No.

40.

1947.

Letters Club will hold a

Creative Writing night on

where

his instruments.

"Dentists send any

in

a rumor going around the situation would not be charged.
There are many reasons why Dents
this year.
If this is done, want the wartime system maintained for

only a rumor and

The Modern

her small friend kept up a fasc-

Younger kept

is

year will graduate

to his drilling.

seemed

patient

cerned

homeland.

Grosso

be decelerated

"Okay," said the technician

Younger returned

Canadian con-

Faculty of Dentistry that the course will

the interview at this pont to check the

work he was doing on

first

Rumored Deceleration Plan
Discussed by Dejected Dents

Durant, would attempt to minimize.
Mr. Taylor is a graduate of Toronto

ginners."

small

sul to his

subject-matter that no man, even Will

Student dentist Younger

he was named

,

once to elucidate his material when he

weren't sending the hardest ones to be-

fident

;

Cathedrale Engloutie

—Concerto
—

Corcelli

deer herds in that area. During the war

realized they were lost; if they failed to
comprehend him at all points that was

were supposed to start on easy
but I used to wonder if they

cases,

the

Today's program:
Brahm-Acadcmtc Festival Overture
Bach-Concerto in D Minor (2 violins)

Dominion

.

wasn't as experimental as it
sounds," Younger resumed the account
of his first appointment. "I had had two
years of drilling and filling on models.

at

RECORD HOUR

a native of Greenland,

Porsild,

formerly

The erudite Mr. Taylor was at pains
to make his meaning clear even to the

"It

sang

Building.

an

stood the paper, to be of great import.

enough experience to set up a practice
immediately upon graduation.

first

of

dis-

to be

distinction

timate) were granted, by

Dentistry Building.

Johnson

Metropolitan

name

but the further was educated

tautology,

of

employs
primary

This

facilitating syntactical usage.

self."

When

Expert on Reindeer

it
was under the stage
Eduardo di Giovanni as at
point of integration, (2) the objective
First Canadian consul to Greenland, that time there was a public prejudice
definition which shifts the emphasis to A. E. Porsild, now curator of Herbar- against singers of
North American
a consideration of the object immediately ium of the National Museum, Ottawa, origin, and to Mr. Johnson goes the
perceived by the organism in experience. is to give an illustrated lecture on Rus- credit for destroying this prejudice and
Mr. Taylor defended the latter position. sia next Friday, December 7, at 5 :00 of providing opportunity for Canadian
Such a shift in emphasis regarding p.m., in the Great Hall of the Economics and American talent to appear in Grand
definition was justified pragmatically as
Opera.

introspective definition

the notion of sense-data as

90—

bad enough ; but

fining 'perception':

id

it

the

second

year

class

petition deploring die sug-

that the course be decelerated

was accepted by

animously.

the faculty un-

They guaranteed

that the

all

accelerated courses should be deceler-

now

that the emergency is over;
rumor has spread.
spokesman is to be Doug
Langmaid, V Dents, President of the
ated

thus the

The

students'

Students' Parliament,

who

will discuss

Dean Mason to-morow.
be no
present third year," Dean

the petition with

"I

am

fairly sure that there will

change for the

Mason

said last night.

—

—

.
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Editorial
University-

She Stoops to Conquer
The modern

woman

career

is

Conscious

foreshadowing

called a

commonly

even women, are equal.
In no Utopia could men and

of the coming Utopian world where

Personally, we're from Missouri.

all,

The

The

Edtor,

Varsity.

Dear Sir:

Most

of the students at the University

Toronto are well aware, I am sure,
is the largest and best-known
in
Canada. After several
years of absence from college life I chose
of

women

be classed as equal.

woman, the woman's
Since the first man wedded the first
When men went off to fight their wars,
has been in the home.
and the children. When
cattle
the
women stayed at home to tend
their
men were dictating their empires and moulding policies of
When men
diapers
washed
and
silverware
polished
place

women

states,

were

scrubbed floors and knitted

women

off golfing,

Now They Want
win wars

Now women

want
They want

equality with men.
want to govern countries too.

They

too.

to play golf too.

The women of today want to be the leaders of tomorrow.
The women of today want to be the thinkers of tomorrow.
The women of today want to be the golfers of tomorrow.
What the women of today seem to forget is that they are the
tomorrow of the human race. They forget that the job of washing
and cleaning feeding

diapers, adjusting bibs,

more

bottles is really

important than dropping bombs, punishing crimes, and golfing.
These ambitious women fail to realize that their appointed job is
supremely greater than any of the paltry tasks of the male.

The Minor Male
The male only fends off the danger
woman gestates. The male, according

Women?

Educate

ing the first step

up

woman?

a

tion for

then,

liberal education to

a

more important

is

A

than in a career.

A

A

liberal

marriage

in

The

wll

form

help

A

children.

characters

the

of

her

her a more tolerant companion in

mar

riage, helping this legal u'e for protec-

tion

of

spiritual

ton will

A

as well.

tie

make her a

A

community.

liberal

she

is

Artists

washing

are

reminded

accepted at the S.A.C. Office,

be

Entries

in

Monday

until

other

all

my

at

remember

I

how

well

night.

departments

closed yesterday.

undergraduate university came to
it through the

themselves a part of

feel

of

own govern-

share they took in their

If

we here

college,

and

if

College

Gilbert

that

all

it

was

decidedly

successful
is

Tho UndorerridutJo Nowspupor

among

the best of the G.

we had

if

Member

r.*,.A\.T. TJoIrenlty

motion.

Another respect in which the producmight be improved would be to de-

Pre*

tion
Publiihcd (We time* * week bj
dents'

Conned

AdmiDlatraUre

of

tbr
tfce

Stu-

crease the volume of the orchestra dur-

tJal-

verBitj of Toronto. Opinions expreMed In
tbese column* ore not neceuarilj' the oficU
AdmlnUtntln
opinions of
the
Student*"
l

Council.

Room, En. 42-m
UniTerdty College

Editorial

our wishes, then,

of

students

would

am

I

sure,

realize

more

the

oE

import-

ance of the University in their lives
Also I think that the candidate for

be required to make them-

office should

selves and their policy known to the
tident body before balloting.
Finally, I would like to point out how
it is now a commonplace that education
should have as one of its aims the pre-

of

the

student for

in a

life

submit these suggestions
contribution towards helping to
I

campus a sense of citizenand country.
Vic Hopwood.
* *

Editor,

The

Varsity.

—What

we

them.
2

—We are

justified in deporting them,

the

Managing Editor
Assistant

PM

Make-up Editor

v1

"Atiintnnt

Shack! Hon, BA.
Wallace, B.F.H.E.

really believe that

than

expedient

and

killed

stolen

the

.

sermon on the Mount, he would find
that only a few lines from his quotation
there was another which has been often
called the very essence not only of
Christianity, but of human ethics no

II

M. &

P.

would be a decided encouragement years ago she gained the spotlight by
music students if Canadian concert- winning a Scholarship Award offered
goers began to appreciate Canadian tal- by the Singing Stars of Tomorrow radio
In pre-war years a musician's program. Since that time Miss Gagnier
chances of success depended upon his has added concert to her many and var-

to

acquiring a European training. Fortun.—Qeorje Forrter, 4T7
.—Blanche Stanley, 4T6 ately, circumstances of the war necessiWaBy Belfry. 4TS tated a shift of musical culture from
„E- Rosa McLemo. «T7 Europe to America, with New York as
Feature Editor—
__Reg Herman, 4T6
Assistant-.
the natural centre.
Toronto, lying in
_Mickey MJchaalw, 417
Sports Editor—
Polly Mats. 4T6 the shadow of New York, is bound to
Women's Assistant.
Jerry EwinJ, 4T« be directly stimulated. It is to be hoped
C.U.P- A Exchange Editor
that an awakened pride

—

Barbara Jones,

Art. Music, and

Editor_

Philip

,

Stan* Photographer.

Freedman, 4T6
Ralph Jones, 4T7

Business and AdTertlaing Manager
E.

A_

MACDONALD

and

B.A

Drama

musical

national

Assistant: Irene Steincr

interest in

possibilties

a general

reaction in

smallness

of

the

will

Canada.

audience

Clair Gagnler's recital

is

be

If the

attending

an Indication

of Canadian apathy, then prospects for
a musical future

Night Editor: Fran Webster

perfectly simple basic

The

cat has

prepared

story which

appear also in the last pages of
next month's Readers' Digest
will

:

RIDERS OF THE WESTERN

WORLD
OR
THE ABSENTEE LANDLORD
COMES HOME
glorious

In

(

nocracy)

two-dimensional

tech-

.

Cast: Various Irish types, a Kerry
blue terreir, a broth of a boy and

spalpeems (loaned by

(The scene
parlour.
The

is laid

two

MGM).
in

lights are

the Mulligans'

low and

there

a general air of grief and desolation
Outside the banshee can be heard sound-

is

ing the last post, the Irish national anthem, and the all clear. Various bods
are sitting around sipping poteen and

mending fishing
on a pail.)

nets.

Finnegan

is

bomc

in

Murphy 'Tis a wicked night, neither
fit for man nor beast {The door blows
:

open, and two beasts
of torn

come

in in a stvirl

paper fragments. They

sit

down

by the fire and blow their hooves').

Mrs. Mulligan (Spitting into the fire)
God bless viz ye poor dumb baists
(She passes them
have a martini.
drinks. They take them without saying
(Continued on page 4)

Now On

Sale!

Study of

Man

more

this is

returning

•

•

Editor
Assistant

^Dorothy Harley, 4T6

in

Pass English.

majority.

Does Mr. Bettson

a thief's victim should be
thrown into the sea, because

GAGNIER RECITAL
Petty Bstes, 4T6
Robert R_ Rob inson. 4T6
Barbara X- Hood, B.A.

is

initial

because parliament has voted to do so;
and this is a democracy, hence rule of

It

Kenner, B.A_

be-

did to the Canadians of

However, in spite of these matter what religion:
and other minor defects, the production
"Therefore all things whatsover ye
is well paced and above a1 !, funny.
It would that men would do to you, do ye
is worth seeing.
even so to them."
Pnn.rp Freedman.
Joe Katz.
*

Hajn

.

Actu-

wrong

Bcnham:

Economics

Warm
UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
PRESS

IT*

•

.

warmth
in

in winter, tie a brightly coloured
jaunty fashion around your head
.

.

.

snuggle youi hands into a pair of vivid, angora
gloves and you'll weather the wintry winds with
cheery confidence and cosy comfort. A grand idea
for Christmas gifts, too.

Richmond

Victoria &

For gay

wool scarf

BOOK DEPT.

Gaiety

Victoria

Scarves and Squares, $1.39 to $2.50

Wool Gloves

-

-

NEXT WEEK

-

$1.00 to $2.98

Return By Popular Demand!

LONDON and NEW YORK
COMEDY SUCCESS

ing solos.

Business Office
Night Office
Editor-in-ChJef
Women's Editor.

or that.

every

play written

general meetings of th-

body several times a year to
discuss policy and instruct our council

I

little

this

this concise version of the

followed the proceedings

S. operettas.
It provides a reasonable goods? Besides, the thief might protest
amount for good voices as well as an
The characteristics of a democracy
abundance of slapstick. It was in the are rule by the majority and tolerance
latter department that the production of the minority. Without minority there
excelled, due mainly to the antics of Jack
If majority is a good
is no democracy.
McAllister as Grosvenor and Don Davis excuse for deporting a part of the minas Major Murgatroyd.
ority, let parliament go the whole hog
Tom Peart as Bunthorne was out- and deport the entire opposition. Then
standing; his diction was plain, his act- we will have lots of room.
ing good. The best singing was done by
Many a Japanese-Canadian might have
Mary Leuty as Jane and Marg Kerfoot done good service to Canada if he had
as Angela.
been permitted to do so, as many AmLois Bouck in the title role has a voice erican Japanese were. The valor of the
that is more than adequate for the part.
American Japanese in democracy's cause
But her stage business, the mainstay of has been widely applauded
G. & S., is weak, and needs to be more
Finally, Mr. Bettson gave his letter
varied. Generally, the cast would be
If Mr.
the stamp of a liberal citation.
well advised to devise more business for Bettson would read a little more of the

the encores instead of repeating every

ISM

means

written in a code which

is

of

letter

elected part of our students'

we

student

1

used the audience throughout, and since
that is the obvious goal of most Gilbert

Patience

book

the

council as representatives of the whole

Japanese ancestry is wrong, but it is still
expedient and democratic to deport

nearly

is

it

cause they have failed to realize that

ment

.

EatibUrittd

students

woman &
diapers.

theat Art Entries for The Varsity
Christmas Literary Supplement will

Hart House,

Virtue

and Sullivan operettas,

LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
Campus

ernment.

Last week, Mr. Bettson stated the
following views in a letter to The Vars-

;

educa

student gov-

izing and expanding our

The

Music Club's
and Sullivan's
can be expected from an amateur group It am-

better citizen of the

liberally-educated

know why

will

become for her

the family

strate that

ally all their speculations are

ity:

Victoria

production

make Patience

liberal educator will

forth

demon-

other universities

t

education

liberal

well

ship in our University

'Patience"

keep house, to push

brought
tried to

word, and when you
Consequently
join them all together you will find that
to take a lesson from the majority of
Finnegans Wake is a simple five-act
in Canada by liberal-

we could do

Dear Sir:

Does she need a

have

people

Woke, and have

deciphered as follows: take the
think

I

build on this

a liberal educa-

pram, to wash diapers?

education

rather than several col-

ledges.

democracy.

J. M, and D.
end,

the students of the University's

the ladder of real

achievement

To what

among

have missed so far a sense

I

tak-

really

is

to study because of this

University's well-known high standards.

paration

Let there be no envy squandered upon these women with the
misguided ambitions.
Let no woman contemplating marriage let
the Joss of a potential career deter her. While seeming to comply
with social tradition she

Many

theories about the interpretation of Fin-

turgans

of regular council meetings in this paper,

that threatens the life that
to many philosophers and
dispensed
with. Why then
completely
scientists, could be almost
does the woman of today seek equality with men, to whom she
a "career" she
in
life?
By
seeking
already holds a superior position
By seeking a career, she stoops to conquer.
really lowers herself.
and
piercing
shrieks
of denial on
Right now we can hear violent
the part of many would-be female doctors, professors, politicians,
These
sweet
protagonists
of suffrage
actresses, and even theologians.
are entitled to follow whatever career their perverted inclination may
they
are
making
the
supreme
use
of
their
lives.
choose.
But
not
They are not taking advantage of the gifts with which God endowed
them for the specific purpose of continuing life on this planet.

Why

come here

to

However,

being a whole

Equality

And now women want
to

things.

little

that theirs

University

look dim.

Claire Gagnier

soprano

who

is

a

deserves a

young Canadian
full

house.

Two

ied radio broadcasts.

Claire Gagnier has been blessed with
a sweet, flexible, coloratura voice and a
charming stage presence. Her voice is

extremely

light,

Italian

florid,

most effective
and better

in

to radio than concert

work.

The

out-

standing selection of her program was

Prock*s

Theme and

Variations, a

com-

position requiring fine control and purity

The
English group was

of production.

of the

often the

words were

general effect
good, although

obliterated

JOHN PATRICK
SEATS NOW SELLING!
Evenings ai 8:30: 53., J2.40, 51.60, 90c
Wad. Matinee ai 2:30; SI.80, 31.10, 60c
Sol. Mallnee at 2:30: S2.40, S1.80, Be 60c
(Tax Included)

•
•
•
In

3414 Yonge at City Limits
444 Eglinton W. at Castleltnock
656 Danforth at Pape
Hamilton

—

King and John

Sts.

Do Your Christmas Shopping Early

Hart House bulletin poaro

the

suited

arias,

HASTY
HEART

-113 Yonge at Adelaide
• 751 Yonge at Bloor
• 1458 Yonge at St. Clair

by too-

prominent consonants. Cccile Prefontaine played competent accompaniments.
Court Stone.

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

QO
|ihsp[h;i~i;|

Prescriptions for glasses
filled

with quality spectode'

reasonable prices.

Quick, occurtrfo repair lorwco

321 BLC 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Sf. ~"iorgo Apartment!)
OPPOSE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Spucfol Discount to Studorli and Af.mi»r> ol
lio Fatuity

Friday Afternoon Recital
George Haddad, young Canadian concert pianist, will give
a recital in the music room of Hart House at 5 p.m. on
Friday.
Members of Hart House are invited to attend.

Glee Club
Arrangements have been made

for the

members

of the

Glee Club to sing carols this Sunday evening, 9th December, at St. Paul's Anglican Church, Bloor Street East
at Jarvis
Members will meet inside the main door of
the church at 6:35 p.m.

:
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Blues Face

Tough Schedule
With Two Games & Wedding
Seven o'clock

two important

this

evening will mark

of Buffalo

At Hart House

events.

the Varsity Blues

"No

the floor for their encounter with
Tip
Tops of the City League. In another
part of the city, a team

member

tap for

line-up, ten players are

Fountain,

Gibson,

Spry who

team carries

finds

Colonel

Calverley of

suffer-

perfect

wedding present

ng from

for Clay-

ton would be two Blue victories in three
nights as they tangle with University

a minor injury and

being

is

saved for the Buffalo game.
Little

known hereabout regard-

is

.

VOLLEYBALL

.

.

ing the Tip Toppers.

Max Grossman
Max
Ttitanic and Max

on the team.

Pete Titanic and

on the team.

Pete

has

Mo

should have been chosen

Wed.,

signed.

isures his

Krol's

who knew

nothing about the game except what
he
before.
The referee, being in P
E
may need experience in refereeing every type
of sport, but I hardly ' think
that a final game is the time
for him to make this experiment
Yours, although disgusted,

book the night

,n a rule

fanfare.

I

paign, it has arranged twelve games.
Five of these games are with Canadian
teams and further games with McMaster

and Western are scheduled.

Praetor

.

.

take the

.

son

is

Series Topic
the aerodynamics sec-

opening a series of six technical

'IModem

on

High

Speed

Flight" in the Physics Building, Thurs-

mild Picobac.

day,

.

.

.

.

.

.

at 4:30 p.m.

6,

Dr. Patterson

a B.Sc. graduate of

is

the University of Alberta, and holds a

Ph.D. from the University of Toronto.

Picobac
THE PICK OF TOBACCO

4:00 - 4:30
4:30 - S:00

Knox

S.P.S.

U.C.

4:15 - 4:45
4:45 - 5:15

St.

6:30

Med.

-

M.

S.P.S.

7:00

omcer-in-charge of die aerodynamics
section, he was attached to the Research
Council at Farnborough, England, during the war.

-e»t

*

8*

commence

at 12:15

.

.

to

etSJ

Ifpresen, tl'

10th, 7:00 p.m. at

_ December

Hart

10 at 7 p.m.

...

basketball

Floral StorTs

Main

15% Discount Upon Presentation
OF ADMIT -TO-LECTURES CARD
Corsages are a Specialty — Have Your
Date Wear One

To You

The

Junior Meet.

Store: 31 Bloor West, MI. 2495
Special Attention to University Students

the gathering of the
also at the Stadium.

season

is
going out in a pyrotechnica! display
some might call it fireworks. One of the games yon write
home about
'between the Vic. and P.H.E. seniors. At the end of
tile first quarter the
score board registered 9-4 for Vic. For the remainder
of the game the Phys.

to the St. Hilda's

Dance

ORCHIDS AND ROSES ALWAYS IN STOCK

Ed. guard line formed a solid phalanx, only allowing Vic
forwards through
and two free shots in the last three quarters, so that the
final

for two baskts

for

.

.

FRENCH CLUB

U.C.

was 19-15 for P.H.E. The P.H.E. captain had nothing but praises
the opposing team
their six-line defense was powerful
Joan
Calk and Rowena Smith were potent Vic guards ... Ann
Smith was the
high-scorer for Vic. The P.H.E. captain refused
to single out any individual stars, protesting that the team in its entirety should
rise and take a bow.
U.C. II defeated O.T. II by the mammoth score of 33-3.
The O.T.
guard line did nobly, but the forward line left much to
score

.

.

December

Dent.

^ABERDEEN'S

slep
this hockey team will hold their first
practice at Varsity
Stadium this Thursday
that's today
between the hours of 11:30
and 12:30. The Saints follow suit on Friday, when

Division of Aeronautics, Research

lectures

7:30

SWIMMING-Today_l:00 p.m. re Junior Meet
BOXING and WRE STLING-Today-5:00
p.m. re

December seems to be the month for preparations
for
great things. First of all comes Christmas,
and the preparations take the
form of mad forays in downtown emporiums. Next
on the list are exams
... we all come under ths edict more or less. Then the hockey
teams are
buffing up new recruits
starting this Thursday.
U.C. is to
initial

Council of Australia, Gordon N. Patter-

since I've 'discover-

-

Polly Muiz

.

ed sweet, cooj/

4:4$
7:00

Vic.

-

7:00

There will be a game Monday, Dec.

of

the hockey clan will

Former head of

-

6:15

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS

The month

'Nets"

tion,

12

Advent

Aerodynamics
smoking like a
prof to knowledge

Dec

4:15

Varsity vs. Broadview

.

Is

Swm

U.C.

has been

It

out of the basketball picture for the past
few years and in its comeback cam-

to pipe

Dec. 10

Thurs., Dec. 13

The Sportswoma
By

of Buffalo team conies

little

Himel

U -C V

VARSITY WATER POLO

is

The Unversity

Hhnel
Brisbin

appearance

vaders.

en

EmmanB

H

M. M. FlTZPATRICK,

no admisson charge
for tonght's game, a charge of fifty
cents per head is being levied for the
opportunity to view the American n-

with

7:30

Med.

Swan

A

PHE. I
Knox A

St.M.

Sr.

soccer season a referee

chalk up points in double figures.

here

A

Trin.

Moffat
(double pt meet)

U.C VI

Sr. Vic.

5:30

team of one man who can

While there

Med, Servicemen

:00

Duncan, Cross

Knox

INTERFACULTY HOCKEY PRACTICES

Argonaut Joe Krai

that

it

been

in

PHE.
Med. I

B

,t

Samuelly are back for another whirl.

Rumor
has

I

1

seemed to be under

was rugby and not soecer that was being
played
Eyen
,f he knew
,t was doubtful whether
it would hay. made much
difference
since it looked as (hough he had
never seen any more soccer than the
casual
glimpse of one of the games played
on the front campus this fall
It amazed me that for the final
game of the
had read

I

U.C.

4:30

Playoffs

would lite to comment on the remarkable job
of refereeing done
Tuesday's Art Faculty game. Unfortunately,
the referee
I

delusion that

Men.

6:30

Group Playoff:

Dear Sir:

ttie

5:00

4:00

Trin.

Scott,

Himell,

"Patience" too intriguing to leave
behind and Doug Wallace who is

onl

Correspondence

on

Hennessy, Cranham, Thomson, Zeaton
nd Glait. Also missing will be Doug

going through the most important step
life. Whitey Clayton is
to be mar-

A

will be miss'

the opening whistle...

Mayzell,

will be

in his

ried while the rest of the

from the

ing

LACROSSE Finals
SWIM LEAGUE

on Saturday evening.

While the happy groom

1" will be taking

SPORTS CALENDAR

.

be desired.

PRESENTS

.

Femmes Savantes'

'Les

By

The

players insist that the coaches, Pat Austin for
U.C and Joan Christie for
O.T. deserve honorable mention for their hard work this season
... it was
due to the coaches' never-failing optimism and hard work
that the teams

Mollkre

HART HOUSE THEATRE

Wednesday, December 12
Tickets 75c

— in U.C.

Rotunda

Hart House Box Office 2-4

11-1;

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

The Gift that

Keeps on Giving

LOST

tion HaJi, Wed.,

VICTOR

$25

Blue Lady's Parker pen,

Call

Convoca-

in

Nov. 28th. Reward.

Choose from popular "Smart Set*
Albums
thrilling instrumental far-

Waterman

furnished

The

.

Tuesday

Physics

BIdgs.,

Please

phone

nrorning.

and

(veteran)

urgently

require

north

flat,

Varsity,

end

if

Box W.

NOTICE

between House-

pen,

and

Science

!

great orchestral masterpieces . . exquisite chamber music . s
beloved songs and operatic arias
by the world's
Iand
greatest artists! Here are a few suggestions ; ; s for many
others see your Victor Record dealer.
.

(teacher),

JU. 4027.

. . .

.

wife

LOST
Blue
hold

REWARD

student

small

possible.

RECORDS
orites

University

Anyone

finding blue air force wallet,
containing registration card, license,

discharge
in

KI. 5617.

slip,

Tues.

etc.,

morning

U.C, please phone N. M.

MO.

Bristol,

6551.

.

—

for

and

Siaten. etttd 'Stotfot

RACQUETS REPAIRED

LOST
Brown Parker
Economics

between

pen,

Bldg.,

U.C.

Tuesday.

PORGY AND

FOR

BESS (Gershwin)

SHOWPIECE SP-o

TRIO No.

IN B FLAT

MAJOR

(Schubert)
Rubinstein— Hei/etz—Feuertriann—AL&UI* DM-923
Pries
SYMPHONY No. 5 IN C MINOR (Beethoven)
1

.

.

.

.

Price

.

Charlie Spivah
.

.

A DUKE ELLINGTON PANORAMA —
$6.15

Famous Orchestra

—

AlBU M P-138

Prico

.

.

.

....

New

York Symphony Orchestra

Price

(Bizet)

— ALBUM

DM-T002

.

.

.Price $6.15

THREE BILLY GOATS GRUFF
ANSWER THREE QUESTIONS,

IF

.

"The Lady Next Door" — CONTAINER BC~i
IN F (Gershwin) Piano—Jesfis Maria Sanroma with
Arthur Fiedler-Boston" Pops" OrcA.— ALBUM DM-690
Price $5.60
.

—

LES SYLPHIDES BALLET (Chopin)
London Philharmonic OrcA,— ALBUM DM-306

MUSICAL

SHOW HUS Gladys Suarthou/-Al

THE WORLD'S GREATEST.
ARTISTS ARE

ON

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

Price

Price

$4.80

$4.75

on campus

Would

finder

Identification bracelet, with
insignia,

Prie*

$1 JO

Leopold StokowsiJ--

Philadelphia Orchestra

.

ALBUM DM-265

.

.

Pric*$4.80

RECORD DBAICq
rouR VICTOR

VICTOR®©^

on back.

All over Toronto

—

entertainment 24 hours daily.

Today/

RECORDS

at Dial

Dunn,

7989,

Apply

The answer is
Varsity.
Ask

580.

House.

American
I6I77852",

Please phone LA.

LOST?

the best radio

ministrative

NUTCRACKER SUITE (Tschafkowsky)

—

-"Harry

FOUND

Prleo

Malcolm Sargent UhUA-935.

notes,

within the last week.

YOU CAN

— CONTAINER Y-8
50c
— Milton Cross with the Cast from

Told by Gudrun Tbome-Tbomsert

DRAMATIZED FAIRY TALES

CONCERTO

Science

S.A.C. Office.

FOR THE

$6.15

_ Leopold Stokowski-

guaranteed.

Phone KI.

LOST

brown notebook, containing

Political

please phone LL. 7388 or return to

Arturo Toscariini— NBC Symphony Orchestra

ALBUM DM-640

MUSIC FROM "CARMEN"

Work

LOST
Small

Ellington and* bh
Prlco S3.50

restnung.

(Jack) between 5-8.

and bis Orcht

JUS

Duke

paired,

24-hour service.

Please leave at S.A.C. Office.

and bis Rhythm
S 3J0

"Fats" Waller
.

Badminton and Squash Racquets re-

?

?

a Classified
at

Ad

Office,

The
AdHart

in

the Students'

Council

5851.

.
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the Evanand whether ifs a large

you've shopped for 'em at
geline Shops,

or small,

gift

hall-marked "correct."

it's

Champus Cat
(Continued from page 2)
a word being as they are poor dumb
beasts).

WRITERS' CRAMP?
vicious with a raft of

when the muscles
gang up and refuse

can be pretty

It

ADVICE TO A YOUNG MAN

exams to write
your right hand

get along

to

.

with

.

.

lady

a

trying

MEMO

I.Q.

when holidaying relatives
spend a few days in town for a mid.

.

seasonal shopping spree,

you

them

direct

we

if

which are intended

many

for

Rigby

a

stay with

to

comfortable

day.

them

has

headaches,

its

the latter being

the diff-

and

finding interesting

ctilty in

they are looking for the sort of cloth

also

it

among

chief

Joan Rigby's

to

advantages,

suggest thai

ortgituil

items before they get snapped up before

your

Joan

Faster

increases

biases up in the grate.

I

and the

Mary

fire

Cassidy

puts her spinning wheel into high and
begins to keen at the top of her voice.

definite-

Each article,
a compact or a handbag or

U.N.T.D.

any great city the world over,
them within the reach of

taut in

BLACK

*

•

ud putting

.

.

.

swirling

at the forma! holiday parly.
This very simple finery in black crepe

is just ideal for "that evening dress
you
have been looking for" with cape sleeves,
sweetheart neckline trimmed with spark-

ling

sequins,

the skirt plain with long

and that nice swing for dancing.

There are others just as

attractive in

STOLLERVS

ON

TIPS

... The

majority of the people reading this will

sldm over

or take

in

very

casually. Notwithstanding the iact

that

cither

the

men buy

usually
answers,)

it

own

their

think

clothes

know

they

(and

men

at

STOL-

blues, tea rose, pink, soft greens. So it
LERY'S, If you are the reckless type
is going to be easy to be dressed
for the
looking for a sports jacket of such briloccasion. After concentrating on dresses,
liant hues that one must buy a bulletturn towards what to wear with the
proof jacket in order to keep the tribe
dress of the night, perhaps one of thosi
from shooting, then let me advise you
well-styled North-way fur coats; have
to-let

anyway

,

.

one of

the Ship's Office, 119

•

*

mean

BEFORE YOU GO WANDERING
and you with that dazed look in
your eye which indicates the festive seahither

son

is

budget

approaching too quickly for your
to adequately service, we beg

experts

as

.take

much

you

in hand.

trade

balance of your

own

spending account. Evangeline
ther

whe-

to

the feminine discrimina-

and a pair of gloves,

scarf, a set of hankies,

or costume jewel-

satin housecoat, all

good family

accessories

if

and manufacture of dentures are also
Denture-making,

it

seems,

is

a major

One student last year
make 17 impressions of the pajaw before finally getting it

ets for

to

right
Graduates this year, being

army

still

men, aren't too sure of their future

many grads

are

in the school.

still

;

4:00 p.m.— Practice,

in

wanted Christmas present or a
is a slip alone which
always very acceptable, a more genepractical gift

is

723

Yonge

Ellis's house-

Your

—

The

Belvin,

245 College

St.

DATE

Saturday. Dec. 8th, 8:30 p. m.
PRICE —

$1.50 Per Couple
MAY BE PURCHASED FROM J.S.F. EXECUTIVE,
AND FRATERNITY AND SORORITY REPRESENTATIVES.
TICKETS

NEXT MONDAY NIGHT

MASSEY HALL
Ex-Service Students
Do you know thai

.

.

you are maintaining two
establishments (e.g., if your
wife or dependent parent is
living out of town and you are
living in Toronto while at University) you may apply for an
extra allowance of five dollars
per week,

*

*

#

—Dr.

Jackson will speak on
"Three-Dimensional Photography" 67
tonight at 7:15 in the west music

7:15 p.m.

room

of

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS
St George St

THE FAMOUS
ADAM

QUARTET

Mi?

mm

GARNER
VLADIMIR

PADWA

-

FRANK
MITTLER

I

!

!

SEATS

Tax.

NOW

Eugene Forsey
Research Economist, Canadian Congress of Labour

ML 3791

Will Speak at

4:00
in the

TODAY

Women's Union

at

"FULL EMPLOYMENT"
9

Magazines,

Good Books

f

and Reading Matter will be needed for

g!

Boxes for Holland

Sponsored by U. of T. C.CJ7 Club
.

$g

ALL WELCOME

£55

Bring

»
'

Your Morning Mourning:

j|
YOURS to

The All-Varsity Christmas
Tree, Wednesday, Dec. 12

#5*

All space contracts

M

today or tomorrow at the S.A.C.

||

office in

must be signed

Hart House.

Torontonensis Editorial Board

just

south of Bloor.

DO YOUR DREAMING

IN THESE

They're sleepytime lovelies

in

bon-

bon shades ... yet sturdy enough to
take plenty of sudsing ... the sort
of pretty-and-practical

gift

that

every young lady likes to find waiting for her under the Christmas
tree.

Small,

Medium and

Large.

Pink,

Blue and Varied color
prints

2.98

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
"Styled by Lee'S"

Send money order to Head Office, Kent
Building, Toronto.

-

EDWARD
EDSON

NBC MUSICAL SENSATION
$1.20. S1.S0. $2.40. $3.00, Inc.

Hours: 10 ajn. lo 4 pan.

Hart House.

nearest

Street,

PLACE

Union.

'uch

Ellis

* Chanuka Games
THE ORIGINAL CHANUKA CEREMONY
DANCING
REFRESHMENTS

ADVERTISERS!

Women's

the

* Chanuka Operetta
* Chanuka Gifts

but

Some

OUR

Engineering Physics Club

attractiveness, Pantie

coats in striking colours.

I

The ANNUAL CHANUKA Party

of

gift"; chenille bed jack-

Lady

|

|

PATRONIZE

.

warmth and

I

time-consumer.

had

to a man's morale as to

ELLIS'S LINGERIE ..
woman is like a gift of

would be "the

|

available.

U.C. Glee Club

Luscious satin nighties with a tittle
short padded satin cosy coat to match

come from a very Lady

of feminine

and

X-Rays

Facilities for

of the students.

What's on Today

in

Lingerie to a

a gay head more

a blouse or an elaborate padded

of drills

woman's, and money spent the right
way pays dividends.

us gift is one of
lery,

complement

a

LADY

|

I

instruments are the property

If

large or small, are chosen to be and slip combination can
also be a very

acceptable
tion,

particular
gifts,

;

Clothes

you to remember that an Evangeline
gold, she can never have too much
Shop gift for a girl of discrimination
need not set you back too far in the

the appropriate
fixtures

St George

D. A. F. Robinson
Lieut Cmdr. (SB) RCNVR
Comm anding Officer. U. N. T. D.

.

men's wear

*

STOLLERYS

j

Besides the 90 chairs, the clinic has

quested discharge are to report to

;

a look at 'em

The pa-

UNTD

the

all

smart to take the advice

it's

highly trained

of- the

it

ANNOUNCE

1)

others to the clinic.

tient makes an appointment at the general office, the examination is carried
out by a professor, and arrangements
are then made with the student who is
to do the work.

Street, at their earliest opportunity.

and

dancing

lines

Bloor Street shoppers.

MAGIC THROUGHOUT

THE EVENING

many

rest of the

.

*

sent

tient's

with a purpose, that purpose being
a piece
it is
underneath the table and rush outside in
maintain as high a designing standard
of costume jewellery, has been selected
terror bearing an effigy of James II.)
for Canadian clothes as is maintained
celebrated
fashionist
knows
the
a
who
by
(End of Act I)
anywhere in the world. Tweeds, tailorof thing smart Toronto women
Jake.
mades, formal afternoon and evening
travel across the border to find.
We
wear, simple daytime dressmaker styles,
want to hand a bouquet to Mrs. Creed
they all have one quality in common at
for her marvellous work in assembling
Joan Rigby's
they arc of superb
accessory items which wottld be imp>
workmanship and design.
ratings who have reAll
.

Live Patients
(Continued from Page

The two beasts stub their cigarettes Toronto dentists work at the Clinic
on the coffin and begin to bombard the part-time as instructors and clinicians.
company with snowballs and
whether
gamma rays. Three pigs get up from

and

ly superior design.

tempo

(T/ie

:

Fill

are

Creed's gift selections

eyes.

celebrated for their quality

clothes are very definitely clothes

C. B. de Mille

and

1945

'Tis a terrible

bottle)

—

HOLIDAY SHOPPING HAS ITS

.

On

Casey: (Indicating Finncgan with an

whose empty Guinness

thing to be taken away in the prime of
(meaning of course "irresistible
to work. (Can't tell
life
killed by an informer he wuz.
quotient") makes the competition tough,
that to the prof, as an alibi for a low
Finnegan -.(Rising in his coffin) Lookit
we advise a little strategy. Send
me poor arm blowed off wid a bomb!
mark even if it's as true as the day is
Richard Hudnut Three Flowers Gift
One solution and the best
First Beast; (Half turning his head,
light.)
Box, there's a small but acceptable one
we can think of is to keep a bottle of contaning powder, lipstick and rouge, drily) Brave talk for a daid man. {Finnegan sttbsides muttering)
Sloan's does wonders
Sloan's around.
and others ranging in size up to the
Mary Cassidy (Suddenly) Olive jist
for sprained or over-worked muscles,
complete set of ten exquisite items.
had a permanent (She displays her coifrelieves tensity, brings circulation to
Apart from the fact that she'll "ooh'
fure to the company)
the area where it's most needed to drive
o" over it, we believe that the
Mrs. O'Toole (Striking her savagely)
away the numbing pain. Sloan's Linifact she'll be using the contents every
Shtop yer wailin' woman, we've work
ment is the liniment which has won top
time she primps for a rival date ought
(She solemnly places another ice
to do.
honours on its greater efficiency, greater
to give the lady a terrific attack of
cube on Finnegan).
pain-easing effect, quicker action.
conscience, huh?
(Shouting from the
J. M. Synge:
room above) Louder plcase\
in

Drill

6,

Include 10c for postage.

A STORE

IN

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

\)irqtniaj)are

-

:

,

Powerful Varsity Rally
Nips Tip Top Ca ge Squad

—

.

The Undergraduate Newspaper

FINAL SCORE 50 TO 42
Operating

.

.

VOL.

same smooth efficient manner that carried
the
" ,e top of former intereollegiate basketball
heaps
2
,o!!c
the 1945
edition of the Varsity seniors hit on all
cylinders in the
second half last evening as they overran Tip Tops
by a 50-42 score
0n K Sh0rt end of a 20 " 14 count at th
«
of the first
t
W,
half
the Blues
rallied under Dilworth's masterminding
to counf 36
points
Relying on an individual substitution
routine the Hues
came through time and again with valuable
baskets

LXV
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SCHOOL VOTES DOWN

JT

$150 For Amsterdam

While the second half displayed excellent
basketball, the openirur
was the direct opposite as shots went
wild and men werl
uncovered. The v s tors gamed the lead in th» s,.*
.
i l
baskets by Maxell pulled th Blues
on
point ,t was mp and tuck wtth the
Toppers slowly pulling too the
session

Meds, Dents Back Protest
From School Society
Against Ja p Dep ortation

left

tt^rt" JdTT to

inside" j£*

tW °

^Jg ? *

Play ranged back and forth foi u „
better part of the next twelve minutes

was slowly whittled
With seven minutes to go and

as the vsitors' score

down.

the score 36-32 for the Toppers, Colin

Cranham sank two

set shots,

the turning point of the

game

The
Murray Thomson

In

a first-hand view of war-wracked Holland reported by Pete Kngsmiil, II
Civil

$150 to the Amsterdam
University Christmas fund.
It was the first
announced
contribution by any campus
organization.

Meds

Dafoe Primary

A

That was

university student

who

May
PHE outplayed and outfought a
Wallace and Thomson came
sparkless Meds quintet to cop
the inhtrough with successive baskets to clinch
itial game of the Dafoe
Cup finals yesthe lead and the victory.
as

down

Kingsmill saw Holland
Trooper with the Calgary Tank
Regiment
He was there for five

as a

months, criss-crossed the country from
north to south, lived with two Dutch

in the big gym.
The 20-15 win
gives them a decided edge in
the best

.

.

lack of clothing and food.

The

by eman<is for definite action
°" the JapaneseiT,e
q
Medicine, Den° f Faculties
»nd
f„ ,'°h' Science yesterday
and Applied
issued the results of oartial
r Cemly d °" e am0 "
g he Studmls

Ca„aE
tist v
tistry

V

university students for a time.

rode eight

in mid-winter
Students in a Dutch technical school
piecing together makeshift slide
rules

Alongside Cranham's offensive play, terday

CANVASS STUDENT BODY

Engineering.

miles to lectures every morning
"Dutch university students are really
on a
bicycle completely lacking
tires,
then no worse off than other Hollanders,"
went on foot, in light oxfords and
light- Kingsmill told The Varsity. "Everyone
weight socks when the wheel let
him in the country is suffering acutely from

zell,

stood the stellar performances of

Engineering Society
donated a cheque

last night

for

Edders Take

PETITION

S. A. C.

rfsts

e

^Tf„ f
M0

or the 10

i

?

'

la™

Doug Langmaid,

^T"

8

'

-

^
M ^"-

-d'o

n

h e m0tion askln
S fair
,

President of the Dental Students'
Parliament

Jerries

P °" taken of ov

sacked the country."
Kingsmill, newly-elected secretary of
the Engineering Society, has been named

"

half the students shows
Harry
that 70 percent
Mayzell and Murray Thomson who two of three game series, and on the
of the students are - *
-'
of positive
from bits of wood and logarithm tables.
played like twins. They shared 26 scor- basis of the form displayed in yesteraction. The Students' Cabinet,
the execuUniversity
libraries
day's
contest, they will be tough
burned .
with Bill Daniels, III Mining, 2nd viceing points between them and looked like
tive section of the Students'
to bar
Parliament,
Scientific equipment stolen by invad- president of the
from the ultimate honors.
society, to organize the
"the best ball hawks around."
voted unanimously in favor
of supporting Germans
SPS drive in aid of Amsterdam UniThe difference between the two teams
ing nay motion made by the
Defensively, Wally Zeaton stood head
Students'
These are some random pitcures from versity's Christmas Fund.'
as in the protection they afforded
and shoulders above his teammates. He
Administrative Council concerning
theii
the
respective goalies.
continually broke through Tip Top
Edmond and RobJapanese-Canadians.
pfcays
"The sphere of state action and
state
re particularly effective
and proved a virtual thorn in their side.
defensThe Medical Society executives simiownership must be widened to
include
His offensive play was definitely lack- ively, providing an airtight protective
larly voted to uphold the
high and low levels of
motion on the
prosperity," dering around the
ing. Gord Wallace, newly elected
net.
The majorJapanese problem.
team
clared Eugene Forsey before
Discussion of the
the Uncaptan, gave Zeaton a battle for defen- ity of the Meds scores came on shots
subject
was supplemented by leaflets
Here are some quoteworthy bits from a letter recently reiversity C.C.F. dub
yesterday afterfrom
well
out,
whereas
the
sive honors.
Medsmen reissued by the S.A.C., and
ceived by Dr. E. F. Burton, head of the Physics Department.
noon.
the motion
As far as the other side of the pic- peatedly left edders uncovered in the
It comes from Dr. Gorter of the University
"We must have something better than was carried with one dissenting vote
of Amsterdam,
near vicinity of the crease. Foote espec
ture is concerned, football star
from an absent member. Petitions
newly-adopted Varsity protege. The extracts indicate someJoe Krol
alternating
are
good
and
bad years," said
ially capitalized on the situation,
amasof the Grey Cup Argonauts carried the
being circulated through the
thing of the attitude of the Dutch university toward
the research dircetor of the
various
Canadians
Canadian
crowd appeal. Krol made his initial sing a total of nine goals in his roving
years to ascertain the support
generally
Congress
of
Labor.
which
role.
appearance of the season n a basketball
the student body may give to
". . . It was a grand sight
the motion.
when the eight first Canadians
Dealing with the role of full employThe referees .threatened to make a
uniform last night and proceeded to
entered Amsterdam and we could hardlv believe it
At a meeting yesterday afternoon,
ment in society, Mr. Forsey offered
farce of the game, as they began to call
.
The
the
Sir
net 14 points which tied Mayzell's
informal behavior of your troops made them
14 things too
William Beveridge's definition as "more Engineering Society Executive reprevery popular at
close, and indoor lacrosse,
for the evening's scoring honors.
once. They also brought huge quantities of food
sentative of the students
jobs than people to fill them." The
of the Faculty
big gym variety, a fast-moving rugged
and we could
C.
The small crowd in the gallery was
eat nearly as much as we liked!
of Applied Science and
•.
C. F. concept, he explained
we soon realized that we
style of play makes for the best
Engineering
is reasonable
game.
impressed by the fact that Krol the foot
had been robbed probably more thoroughly
vated 13-3 against supporting
conditions and wages in a planned,
Either the offences lessened or the refs
the S.A.C.
than any other
free
country.
bailer and Krol the cage star
petition protesting deportation
have always been a rich country and it is diffisociety. The C. C. F. hopes to
are two let up, as the second half was virtually
of Japankeep recult to realize how poor we are now.
lative stability throughout all
ese-Canadians.
different people. Krol's value to a
free from penalties, and the brand of
parts of
___
". .
In the last winter there was neither gas nor
the total outlay to ensure full
A release from the Engineering Soplay vastly improved.
employketball team is under the basket
electricity
for the
and all experimental work (in the University)
ment
ciety stated that in the
was stopped.
Meds, down 15-10 at the start of the
past, "the Sopayoff and he exhibited difficulty
I he universities were a
in
"Private works cannot be timed
centre of resistance and many students
to ciety stated that in the past, the
last period, rapped home three
Soquickcarrying the play down the boor.
ivere shot others were deported
•ait for private enterprise,"
ng
he asserted.
to Germany and several hunpetitions of any kind for
goals to bring them within two of their
or against
dreds died there. It is peculiar that
Indulgence in bureaucracy to a high the Government
Krol's offensive burden was shared
though our losses in the
by rivals.
promptly tightentd up
held were small, the number
extent was recommended by the
Pete Titanic, Harry Eckler and
of people who died through the
speaker
"The present executive," the
Wilson. however, and were going away from
release
war is calculated to be about 2.10
as protection from international monpercent on nine million
rontinues, "in its official
Defensively, Bush Young and
capacity as the
Max Meds at the finish.
opolies.
Canada he termed "the happy
undergraduate governing body
Foote, Edmond and Dzupina were the
Grossman stood out.
of
S.P.S.
hunting ground of monopolistic pracretains this feeling but,
in this case it
The game was one of the cleanest best trio for the edders, counting nine,
tices."
seems that, due to pressure,
four and five goals respectively. Mcit
could
Encoucaptement and restriction of privever played on the Hart
House floor Kay was outstanding for the doctors,
not take a neutral attitude
but must be
ate enterprise dependent upon circumas but six fouls were called
positive or negative, and the
all game with his smooth playmaking, using a
aforemenstances was advocated. Despite existing
and these were equally divided
tioned motion was the direct
outcome.
between shot that bounced at the goal crease efschemes instigation of a bureau was
fectively to rack up seven clean-cut
the two teams.
"However, in view that, provided the
seen as the only means of controlling
scores.
Nikaido got five, and HaliburCommittee on Japanese-Canadian
resources.
Varsity Blues: Scott
Af(2), Hennessy, ton, although
he missed several 'surefairs desires to seek the
personal supGibson (4), Mayzell (14), Thomson thing"
chances, scored a pair in aid of
Editor of a French underground
port of anyone in the Faculty
paper
of Applied
02), Cranham (4), Zeaton (7), Wal- the Meds cause.
The record program, held daily
under the very nose of the Nazi
Science and Engineering, it
is so
enlace (2), Glait (3), Fountain
from 4 :00 to 5 :30 in the Women's
mandant, Georges Adams kept hope
titled."
and Himell
Common Room at U. G, is open to
of thousands of French patriots during
Murray McCullougb, President of the
Total, SO.
(2).
the
men
and women of every college
the war's darkest days. He related
Engineering Society, pointed out that
Tip Tops: Young (2), Bacon
some
Montreal, Dec. 6— (CUP) —McGill
(4),
and faculty.
A Varsity tea for all reporters
of his experiences to French students
tlus is the third time that
the JapaneseGrossman, Wilson (4), Katas
University debaters took a 2-1 decision of the University
(2),
Today's program:
Canadian question has been brought
will be held Friday Dec.
yesterday afternoon.
14 at
up
Titanic (6), Krol (14), Hurley,
Schubert—
over the University of Vermont in the
M.
Symphony
Adams,
at
these meetings.
JohnNo.
former
8
editor
("UnEach previous time,
of a preWymilwood at 4.30. Every memson, Eckler (4), Minarsky,
finished")
war Paris evening daily, returned from
the motion to back the
first international contest here tonight
Moores (4),
S.A.C. action
ber of the Varsity Staff is requested
Liszt —Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2
was defeated. The question was
and Moore (2)
Total, 42.
Debating according to U. S. rules— 10' active combat duty to take over the
deferred
to be present.
Beethoven— Symphony No. 6 in F.
until now because a complete
incipal
underground paper on the
representaminute constructive, 5-minute speeches
Major.
tion could not be obtained.
ath of its originator, Jacques de
out of deference to their American
Coeur.
He built it up from a single
guests, the McGill team upheld the
jgraphed sheet to an eight-page
negative side of the resolution: That
the trend toward the left in world pol- printed monthly with a circulation of
ore than 200,000.
itics is inevitable."
.

Letter

PHE

:

Forsey Advocates

.

.

State

Ownership

From Holland

.

.

We

.

PHE

French Patriot Editor
Tells

Of Und erground

RECORD HOUR

McGill Gets Decision

VARSITY TEA

Over Vermont Debaters

.

Months Of Boredom
For Imprisoned

—

Fliers

Books of

patriotic

poems, pamphlets
describing the execution of French pa-

King Tut's Vile Temper
Break For Plastic Surgeon

Sherman Raymond and Conrad ShatHe looks like any other student, per"We ate pretty well," Meyers con- ner represented McGill against the Ver^
haps a little older than the average,
mont team of Eileen Pickett and Stanley triots and events of the occupation, were
but tinued; "The Germans allowed
You've seen pictures of the plastic apart of a
us
a
special group.
no different from any other
also published by the group of print
Plastic surgGolden.
freshman small food ration and weekly
surgery miracles of war medicine in ery, hke
parcels
all other specialties,
Chemical Engineer. But Harry
ihop technicians working in secret.
has a long
Meyers from the Red Cross supplied the
Life and other magazines.
Shattered history behind it of
rest
spent over a year and a half in
gradual develop"The writers of France, by prose and
a Ger- of our food.
faces
moulded
University
with
We
Symphonythe
aid
had fairly anxious
of photo- ment, down through the
man Prisoner of War Camp.
years to the last
poetry, kept the ideal of liberty before
moments, though, when the parcels were
graphs to exact replicas of the original war, following
which the specialty came
"It isn't a horror story," he said, dethe people, and at the depths of their
late."
features has become almost a common- into its own.
Next rehearsal for full orchestra
scribing his experience, "it's juts a story
despar it was the journalists who gave
place accomplishment.
They had a small library of books
Since then plastic surgery has come
on Saturday, December 8th, at 2
of monotony and boredom,"
them the courage to carry on," said M.
He was supplied,
Motion pictures of the surgical mir- of age and justified itself, if only by its
once again, by the Red Cross,
loath to go into details about his capp.m. sharp, at West Hall, UC.
Adams. "Their contribution with their
Have you ever loaned a book to a
acles will illustrate the lecture of Dr. contribution ot the care of the
wounded
ture and imprisonment, sketching his
was as great as that of the men
friend? Imagine the wear ten thousand
Stuart D. Gordon, chief plastic sur- in the second world ivar.
Today this
story as modestly as possible.
at the front with their tanks and guns."
airman can inflict on a small library and
geon of the Department of Veterans' specialty stands firmly established as
Flight Lieutenant H.A. Meyer's plane,
Letters
He said the contributions of the Affairs, to the Royal Canadian Institute part of the
you'll understand why the
art of surgery, broadened
books didn'1
Halifax, was shot down in a raid
French intellectuals toward victory were tomorrow night The
go very far.
address, on "The and strengthened by the trials and
over Germany in the winter of 1943-4.
Colleagues'
far greater than most people "realize."
Story of Plastic Surgery," will be de- lessons of modern warfare.
From the time of his capture by the
"We couldn't keep a book very long
livered in Convocation Hall at the UnDr. Gordon, surgeon at the Toronto
Nazis until he was releasedin May, and we didn't get much reading done,"
Members of the Modern Letters Club
iversity.
General Hospital, graduated from the
1945, he was confined within the fences he explained. "I managed to brush up gave readings last night in the
Womens'
The general impression is that plastic University of Toronto in 1926, carried
of a Baltic coast prisoner of War Camp. on my Upper School Chemistry, al- Union of their own verse and
Each month in Hart House Chapprose
surgery is a recent development, but
post graduate work in Toronto for
"There were ten thousand of us, Am- though I didn't know what course I'd the prose in some cases being selections
el, there is a service of Holy ComDr. Gordon plans to trace its evolution four years, and then
studied for twoerican and British fliers, all within a be coming into."
Sort of "birth of a from novels in progress.
munion on the second Sunday at
from 3000 B. C„ when King Tut of years in London, England. Since that
mile of fence," said he, "but we did Schoolman' idea.
8:15 a.m.
Jamie Reaney read poetry and some
Next Sunday, Dec. 9,
Egypt beat one of his pals over the head time he has been on the staff of the Unmanage to get some recreation. The
The interview took pace in the Draft- prose passages from his novel which he
is the day this month.
All communwith a club.
iversity of Toronto.
Red Cross, which was a wonderful help ing Room of the Schoolhouse, as Harry said that he had begun with a
icant members of the Church are
plot, but
No specialty is separated from the
.s is usual with the Saturday night
throughout, and the Y.M.C.A. sent us puzzled over a problem. In that, as well had "discarded it half-way
invited.
through."
general body of surgery until a suffi- lectures of the Royal Canadian Institute,
some equipment for games and at one
most other respects he Is now just He described the work as "an exThe Celebrant will be Rev. D. C.
cient group of illnesses, or similarities
'The Story of Plastic Surgery" mil be
time we had two soccer teams.
normal as any engineering student.
periment of exaggerated emotions."
Candy (C. of E.).
in technique have justified the setting
open to the public

Club Members

Hear

Works
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"
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J. M, and D.

Editorial

Parlez-vous Francais?
Ada

(Fred D. Hocniger, editor of

Victoriana, has contribut-

the year, which is
ed The Varsity's second Guest Editorial of
invite all campus
published below. During the year we hope to
to make
editors and a number of other undergraduate officials

an appearance in these columns.

This

is

Last night once again

dents of this
of education.

It

studentsconcerns the teaching of French and the

reaction to French as a language.
editors of a
Let me state the point by a concrete reference: as
criticized for
student magazine on this campus, we were recently

The reason given was

printing an article in French.

that,

no matter

would not be looked at by the majority of students,
and would appeal only to a small group with a particular knowledge
of French— would thus be "undemocratic".
We realize that this criticism paints a true picture. But we
would point out the pelporability of the situation: Toronto UniverBut at this centre
sity is Canada's largest and greatest university.
of learning, only a relatively small number of students master French
French being a
article,
French
enjoy
a
sufficiently to be able to
legally-recognized language in this country and one spoken by 30our
citizens.
40 percent of
A recent visitor to the University of Stockholm discovered that
the majority of Swedish students were able to listen to an address
How are we to foster underin either English, French, or German.
standing and co-operation with French-Canadians, if even university
students fail to read (not to mention speak) their tongue? The
fault lies with both students and educators.
There is great need of an improvement here in our system of
education, particularly university education.
This brings me to a
second point: it is not a secret that even our fourth year honour
students in French do not possess a thorough knowledge of spoken
French in other words, the very men setting out to be high-school
teachers in French feel uneasy if provoked to a conversation in that
language. Their grammar is all right and they know some literature,
but what about pronunciation and facility of expression?
contents,

its

it

:

We suggest that

gradually the system of French teaching at Mcbe more and more adopted.
This means that all lectures in
literature be taught in French, particularly in the upper
years; that all essays be written in French; that in Honour French
classes, compulsory seminars or talks be given by undergraduates
in French, increasingly as they advance.
This would both raise
the standards of our French courses, and make better teachers.

groups,

The

songs.

was the

in English,

evening and
In

alone.

style,

and amazingly clear

My

Lord

It is necessary for Anglo-Canadians seriously interested in
future and health of their country to

be able at least to read and enjoy the
language of their French-Canadian coStudents

citizens.
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All
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no

announcements of any

news or

description.

etc.,

must be

submitted for publication in either
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paper
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three

Board of

Governors banning a group of friendly
from entering the University. At

that time the S.A.C. was
considering a
petition to the Board, requesting
the ad-

mission of these students.
to a

showdown on

When

it

"Blessed

found themselves unanimously in favor of the petition— with the
sole exception of School representatives

cil

who

carried the proposal to general
meeting
of the Engineering Society where
it
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torian times?

romanticism

How

of these works.

re-

of late Vic-

If painting is

aesthetic beauty,

devoted to

and modern architec-

as inspiring and intrinsically bea-

many aesthetic moderns claim
why is it so seldom represented
Or perhaps this is a face-

utiful as so
it

University.
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DARA

hombres que necesariaque afeitarse todos

los

L mente

tienen

los dlas, la Crema Glider results inestimable: es suave ... no irrita . . ,
no es grasienta ni aceitosa.

Para usar la Crema Glider, primero
debe lavarse bien la cara con agua
caljente y jabon En seguida, espSrzase
r.'ipidamente la Crema Glider usando la
punta de los dedos—jamds con Brocha.

Hace tersa
Al instante,

la

la piel

Crema Glider

suaviza

piel— da instantanea tersura a las
escamosidades- superficialea de la piel.
Pennite que el filo de la hoja corte la
barba a ra3 de la piel, sin irriiarla.
Ayuda a elirninar esa molestia que
sienlen los hombrea de piel muy fina at

to be,

painting?

afeitarse diariamente, lea deja el cutis
mas sua-Fe y mas limpio.
^

.

.

Another gallery contains pictures by

which include some of the

in this exhibition.

The

rest

of the galleries arc devoted to Toronto's

GENEROSA MUESTRA GRATIS

Obtenga un tubo do Crema Glider
y
pruebela hoy mismo. Escriba por
generosa muestra gratia a
J. B. William*
Company (Canada) Limited Dept. XV 2
LaSalle,
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other matters on the program will be

The Associaby your partici-

the election of a Vice-Presideni.
tion

is

—give

young

it

strength

pation.

MoDtntL

permanent collection of old and modern
masters, including an interesting exhibi-

All in

acquisitions,

all,

mostly

in

the current show, while not

particularly inspiring, is a
of contemporary

students could do

on

considerably to the right

of that of the

Like

faculty's

PREPARACION ESPECIAL
QUE SUAV1ZA LA PIEL Y

at least,

of

School has changed 5 per cent in three
years the two incidents cannot be attribdicate

J

Diariamente

is neith-

delapidated hamlets in general, or of the

is

ATTIRE.

se Afeitan

of Painters

mass

Richmond

Victoria &

Victoria

watercolors

undergraduate

ted to a clique, but rather

FORMAL

presentations of tumble-down shacks and

ture

.

we!

can you account for so many

work

visit

The

December

good sample

Canadian

art,

Return By Popular Demand!

which

much worse than

LONDON and NEW YORK
COMEDY SUCCESS

to

THE

exhibition remans open until
16 th.

Alan Gowans,

Democrats,

^art i|ouge bulletin Poatij

NEXT WEEK

ZSFjS?-

they appear to dwell in political isola-

from the rest of the community.
and their generous contribution to I. S.
Judging by their stand on the only S. drives are ponts in School's
favor,
two important social issues of the last but must be considered
of relatively minfew years, School appear to have adimportance compared with the two
4T6 opted a philosophy which is, to put it questions on which they have chosen to

Midday Sing-Song
There will be

a

sing-song in the east

common room

at

1:30 p.m. today.

Friday Afternoon Recital
George Haddad, young Canadian concert pianist, will give
a recital in the music room of Hart House at 5 p.m.
today.
Members of Hart House are invited to attend.

tion

mildly, conservative.
It would be interesting to develop the
theory of the occupational conservatism
of the engineer, but I hardly feel it is

possible

Co-Editors: John K. Rooke.

in the

.

.

THRILL TO THE SATISFACTION OF
COMPLETE "UP-TO-THE-MINUTE"

point; but

rather surprising to note, I think,

best

the

Again

that of compositions

is

becomes significant again, however,

Since

lianacing Editor.

whole

artists,

proposed

•

*

Para los

his-

except for a few general obserThe impression of the exhibi-

war

the

<Ht <|-

to correct

nor revolting, nor discoura-

versed themselves just in time to make
the front page of the 1542 Green Issue.
the light of events of the last few
days which have seen the Council considering a similar petition—a protest

filtT

just hits a solid average.

it

a great

else

in

in solitary opposition.

„______

moot

a

little to

is

work which

Japanese-Canadians—and again School tion of recent

Office

is,

The Canadian Group

onto.

tious observation

It

no

current show at the Art Gallery of Tor-

issue has, of course, been water
under the bridge since the Governors re-

against

Boom, Bra. 43*
UniTWiitr College

Editorial

the nation that has

er this benediction applies equally

The

dents'

is

came "gingerbread Gothic" houses

the matter, the coun-

wish

tory" ... so goes the old maxim. Wheth-

a rather strong element of

aliens

"B

i b«Jf r\

convenienced lately?

a

protesting a decision of the

fuzi* Ou

CORRECTION

and

We

in thesi

various degrees of abstraction done
in harsh, hard colors on a high tonal

ago

U'lc»1ta» j>£A|*«2—

ta^tCs-i

RATHER UNINSPIRED

campaign key.
spearheaded by The Varsity and
It
backed
by almost all campus organizations
was
years

The

our correction of
songs, of which Loch Lomond arranged the correction that Professor Vanderbilt
by Edna R. Heard was outstanding.
Pish will address the Australian CounThe personal charm and grace of try Party Club on "The Marxist InAnne Brown added much to a pleasant fluence on Sex Education." He spoke
Janicf. Murray.
evening.
to them last week.
Have you been inlyrical

all in

Dear Sir:

^0 -i^aHTXv, /

—

Scottish folk songs and spirituals. Miss

Brown showed her

little

The Varsity

that the Editor of

It isn't true

an old fairy tale, contrasted well Varsity prefaces every remark with
wilth Rcqucrito, an American song in "Of course, officially this isn't the view
which one might be tempted to find the of the entire Universtiy of Toronto,

tion of

realistic influence in

-

CORRECTION

quality while Rapunzel, a transcrip-

ical

^

we

the
intermission
Miss
Following
rown returned with a group of EngIn A Little Snowdrop
lish Art songs.
Miss Brown showed an unsuspected lyr-

vations.

10,

194S

paper will appear Tuesday.

The Varsity

Editor,

Just

issue for

appear Wednesday, December

will
12.

The Varsity

regular edition of

All-Stars

He's
one of the seven flying wings.
not He's one of the fifteen outsides.

tion as a

A

the

reported Percy Itchpitztrenndeirsky as

objectives usually does

Again

It

of

line-up

language.

the collection calls forth, to

NO PAPER TUESDAY

CORRECTION

CORRECTION

more

was

There
is a roomful of n on -objectives which
produces the effect a roomful of non-

the

opportunity to catch up with our apol-

We regret reporting Mr. Iggnutz
and the second Schumann
Jones, author of the best-seller "Forever
composition, The Fortune Teller pres<
Under,"
as addressing the Love, Lovely
ented with great dramatic skill made
Love Club on "The Essential Differthe audience completely hers.
Co-Eds and Females."
ence
Between
Air de Lia from Debussy's L'enfant
The lecturer's name is Iggntuz P. Jones.
Prodigue was the sole composition in
very
the third group. The French was
well done but showed that Miss Brown

ing

require

to

of the concert,

exhibit

Correspondence

oversight, a

Varsity has printed a few mistakes in
We're taking this
pages lately.
its

established the standard of the remaindei

er exciting,

renewed delberau'on by our French Dt
partment.

the

little

a

Wind by Bach

French

Secondly, we propose that students in all courses be required
an examination in moderately difficult French (translation
into English) before obtaining their degree.

silly

detail

it

diction.

Gill

to pass

tion

interpretive

fine

Alt the

It's

reason

however

group

licder

Brown showed

some

to

— we blush menminor
—of the lack of compositor, The

really

song of the

noted for that

is

the

Miss

Due

art

Lovely Celia,

first

Corrections

first

German

My

other,

her

in

were

six

a dramatic

is

soprano of great power.
Of seven composiu'ons

two

was proven

cover a mul-

Anne Brown who

virtues.

sang at Eaton Auditorium

—Ed.)

attitude among stugeneral criticism of a widespread
in our system
University, encouraged by a weak spot

a

of

it

may

that the term soprano
titude

from

the

information at hand.

Arrangements have been made for the members of the
Glee Club to sing carols this Sunday evening, 9th December, at St. Paul's Anglican Church, Bloor Street East
at Jarvis. Members will meet inside the main door of

JOHN PATRICK

cast a reactionary vote.

Unless Engineering students decide to
reverse the decision of their governing
body, School's attitude on social matters
must stand as a blot on the record of a

The Engineering Society's grant of proud
money to the students of Amsterdam

faculty.

Box

Office

Evening! ol

SELLING!

open Dally from

10 o. into 10 p-m.
S:30i S3.. S3.40, SI. BO. 90c

Wed. Mallnee
Bel.

E. Simon, 4t3.

NOW

SEATS

al 2:30; St. 00, SI .20, 60c
at 2:30: 12.40, SI JO, St G0o

Matinee
(Tax Included)

the church at C:35 p.m.

Notice to Squash Players
Commencing Monday, 10th December,
periods will be increased from thirty

1945, the playing
to forty minutes

This policy will be continued throughout the balance
of
the present term at which time the question
will be reviewed.

.
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Cage, Ice Squads To See Acti on

SPORTS CALENDAR
SWIM LEAGUE

Blue Cagers

Meet
The

hitherto

Strong Squad

VOLLEYBALL

1:00

aces Icemen
By Mickey Michasiw

Varsity

Blues will face the biggest
stumbling block along their path to success when they take on the University
of Buffalo team in the Hart House gym

Pro and Con

basketball

Saturday evening.

.

.

them by

bling block

half dozen soccer devotees who are ready and probably capable
away, not only with the aforementioned M.M., but also with the entire
sports department"

we

Whle we do

not share the author's views,
the right to voice an observation as, apparently,

.

.

.

do not deny him
do
More constructive, however,

certainly

his critics hasten to

.

.

.

is

a

letter

from

is

O.H.A. fame. The game

senior

portion of their

Davidson

Ball.

On

.

performance

will

go far

maintaining a very high standard of refereeing in interfaculty soccer"
.

referees

have

been made."

.

.

Applause!

.

.

.

.

registration

SPS

A

Cooke

(if

necessary.)
Br is bin

or

A

vk. in

Group

playoffs

:

Lyon

Well,

Mr.

Fitzpatrick?

card at-

Pre-Me
Vic

5 :00

SPS. IV

Marshall, Moffat
'B

necessary)

(^if

U.C. II
Pre-Med.

Beer, Burt-

and

newcomer Dick

defense are Ian

Gerrans

For.of Trin.

B

5:15

Moffat, Burt-Gerrans

5:00

Moffat, Burt-Gerrans

Hi

Wade and Harvey

Bain of last year's
team together with Bill Doyle, Johnny
Radcliffe and Ed Kryzanowski.
The first line is lifted intact from Tip
Tops of the Varsity League
Gord
Ball centering Wally Haider and Bob
Harry Johnson, Frank Rutledge and
Kossick and Jim Brofley on the second

JUNIOR SWIM MEET
Entries Close at Athletic Office—Tuesday. Dec. 11, at 5 p.m.
Eligibility Certificates must be signed at time of entry.

—

while the "kid" line

evening

PRELIMINARY HEATS— Thursday,
Watch "The Varsity"

composed of

is

in

Dec. 14, at 7:30 p.m.
meet for novices and freshmen. Sr. Interfaculty
ineligible.
For list of events, entrv and further
information, apply at the Athletic Office, Hart House

"A"

a

is

winners are

calibre

VARSITY WATER POLO

and not lower.

Red Horner

Practices will be held Tuesday and Friday at 5:00 p.m., and
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday at 7:00 p.m. All players
are requested to make every effort to be present at evening

brings his team to Vars-

Arena fresh from a 8-3 victory over
Hamilton Pats. Among players on his
roster are Jackie McLean, Morman,
George Mara and Sydney Smith.
ity

practices.

There will be a game Monday, Dec. 10th, 7:00 p.m. at Hart
House.
Varsity vs. Broadview

Swim

Ring,

Dec. 13, at 4 p.m.
Time Schedule.

for

FINALS —Friday,

This

order to prove to the skeptics

that they are also of senior

THAT JACK WROTE

Dent.
i.

SPS

Jr.

hold-over

is

Harry Johnson, Frank Rutledgs and
Dave Bauer.
The team threatens to go all out this

the cheque

5:00
5:00

For.
Playoffs:

Bailey team was cut to a conventional
seventeen last night. In goal

line

is

II

.

"After reading the letter, anyone who had not witnessed cither game
might assume that the athletic office had appointed incompetent referees.
This charge must be answered as I am sure that in the opinion of all
those
on the campus who know anything about soccer, better choices of
not

Trin.

or Dent.

Flash

could

Med. Servicemen

Admis-

sion free to students with the athletic

in all aspects of the sport concerned, but also their

The sem-windup of the evening's program brings together the Varsity "A"
squad and West End Y.M.C.A.

B

U.C.

SWIM LE AGUE P LAYOFFS
Tues., Dec. 11

billed

is

for this evening at 8 o'clock.

but only

.

6:30

brcthem and the
Their particular stumToronto Staffords of

feet.

.

Jr.

Marshall, Moffat

B

to be

tached.

.

in

U.C. II

St.M.

their junior

basketball team.

Tom Cossitt, president of the Trinity Athletic Association. Space alone
prevents a complete reproduction of Cossitt's letter
"On behalf of the
Trinity soccer team, I would like to congratulate the referees on the splendid job they did. Messrs. Fyfe and Life not only showed they were versed

Twelve men are on the visiting lineup
two of them range over six
Another oddity regarding the
team is the lack of a single letter man
on the squad.

Trin.

Bailey's senior hockey Blues are
raring to follow the example set for

jump some
do

Dent

For.

Vic

Ace

Sure and it's a great day for the Irish, or so the saying goes ... Mr.
Fitzpatrick comes forth with a complaint regarding soccer officiating.
Up
to

Although the Buffalo team has been
inactive officially for the past few years,
it played four games last season, dropping but one of them. Six members of
that team are back.

.

Pre-Med

For.

4:00

Bisons
undefeated

S:00

— December

10 at 7 pjn.

Prelims

. .

Week

Slated For Next
The

preliminaries of the Junior Inter-

The Sportswoman

|

|

this is the

Branch Bank where Jack keeps

his

faculty

Boxing and Wrestling Tourn-

aments

will

Wednesday and Thursday in the boxing
and wrestling rooms of the Athletic

money—

Wing,

so he does not have to keep his savings at

danger of

loss, fire,

or

theft,

and can pay

home with
bills safely

the

the Teller

who made

city,

cheque was
the

in a

entries

sure that the

man who

man Jack

five,

with

moved

into the big

gym

HoUSe maintained

that customers' cheques can be

own

where Jack keeps

All members
"A" teams are asked

breaths,

swimming.

their

the breast stroke race, with Elizabeth

Holmes not

far behind.

Marg

also the winner of the freestyle

swimming; Elizabeth maintained her
In the ornamental swimming competition Marg Dale

again distinguished herself, and was awarded top honors, Anne Spence
reThe judges agreed that Judy McErvel possessed the best
swimming style; then came Anne Spence. Naomi Bristol floated the longest

and

to report to the

The amount

is

tragedy in the form of a broken diving board curtailed
the diving
Aside from this disturbance, Che competitors agreed that

competitions.

they dared to hope

now for a good showing in both the interfaculty and
if one is allowed to judge from such
an exhibition as
and we grant you that one can.

intercollegiate meets,

practice this evening at 5-p.m.

just described

.

.

.

one another every day.

LOST

was sent

to the clearing de-

One

bank, and from there to the branch

compositor. Please communicate

with Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Editors.

his account.

nature was really Jack's.

in,

mermaids donned swim-suits, took deep

.

first in

A

of the Varsity senior

by the banks so

the Ledger-Keeper who made sure

comes

swimming,

Toronto buried

ceiving next best

SPORTS NOTICE

Then he debited Jack's

account.

St.

night,

George

Mac's and

wallet

containing

St,

Finder phone

W„

Ml. 2495

discharge papers,

W. A.

Presentation

OF ADMIT-TO-LECTURES CARD

between

registration card,

entered in Jack's passbook next time he

Store: 31 Bloor

15% Discount Upon

that the sig-

Monday

ABERDEEN'S FLORAL STORES
Main
Special Atlenlion lo University Students

LOST
is

rest of the population of

Miss Baxter, Barbara Hinchcliffe and Pat Patterson acted as judges
first and second places in the back stroke race
.
. awarding
to Elizabeth
Holmes and Diana Lowe, respectively. Marg Dale reached the ribbon

position as second.

exchanged and the banks

their accounts with

here, Jack's cheque

partment of his

this

their persons in furs, these

was

for the evening.

Then

to that man's deposit

in the fine sport of

volunteered to dunk themselves in water for the

While the

distance in the- long plunge, Chris Zumstein at her heels.

thlS iS the Clearing

settle

U.C

from

and proceeded to show the calibre of

five.

BASKETBALL

From

Appropriate time of the year to indulge
thirteen girls

prelii

at

account.

can

Though Not The Most

sake of their colors.

each of these three de-

finals in

events will be

presented the

intended to pay.

amount of the cheque was added

Tuesday

closing

close

partments are slated for Friday, Dec.
14 at 8-p.m. The boxing and wrestling

branch of a different bank in another

really the

competitions

be held next Thursday at

will

The
is

both

for

Monday at five.
The Junior Swim Meet

and

By Polly Mulz

starting each night at five o'clock.

Entries

conveniently by cheque.

this

be run off next Tuesday,

Corsages are a Specialty
to the

— Hay© your Dale

Wear One

Whitney Hall Formal

ORCHIDS AND ROSES ALWAYS IN STOCK

Inch, KI. 1494.

so he always knows exactly where he stands.

LOST
This

is

cheque.

a sketchy outline of

what happens when you pay an out-of-town

Many people pay their

by cheque

is

large local bills that

a tremendous convenience

which

way too. To be

costs

you

little

bill

by

On

able to pay

lace,

University grounds, pearl neck-

Wednesday

please return to

or nothing.

Banks are the bookkeepers for millions of -our fellow-Canadians.

afternoon.

S.A.C

FOUND
Ail over Toronto

—

the best radio

entertainment 24 hours daily.
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Sponsored

Advertisement

JOHN COWAN

and BILL
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Willi
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FOR PIPE SMOKERS OF DISCRIMINATING TASTE

GOLDSTEIN'S

Canadian Campus

PERIQUE MIXTURE
The Same Old Formula

high-grade blend of Turkish, Periqtie, Virginia and Latakia Tobacco
approximating those excellent imported brands made in Scotland and
England.

By Doroihy Harley
Reports

it

an ardent advocate of

is

its

—students

—demonstrated

merits.

Its popularity is growing fast You cannot pay
you cannot buy better if you pay more.

Canadian Campu:

reaching

week's topic

this

i

Every user of

ment

u

and get

less

One

Politics— Lesson

Since 1883

A

provide a training ground for future

good;

Every

izens.

answering

college

president

from

elected

is

faculty each year.

govern-

Universties

that

a

different

Students are trying

cit-

change a rule by which only the
members of th faculty from which the

this

new

to

president

is

may

to be chosen

vote.

The president is assisted by the usual
form o£ responsible students council on committee.
their campus.
In nearly all cases inThe Students' Administrative council
trest is keen.
at the University of Toronto is comThe majority of campi elections are posed of the student heads of all faculweek's query stated that there was

For the present
container.
It is

is

it

packed

in

heavy waxed bag,

a

in

a cardboard

It keeps in excellent condition.

put up in half pounds and sells at $1,50, plus tax; and alio in a

pocket package containing 1/10

30 cents, plus tax.

at

lb.

held in the spring, the successful candi-

WM. GOLDSTEIN & CO.

dates taking office the following

At Queen's each
representatives who

YONGE STREET

152

.Toronto

As

ties.

University

the

in

DARK

New

of

Charcoal

Brunswick major campus organizations
two are represented

fall.

faculty elects

dancing

together with the

president of each faculty, automatically

Cfjurcfjesi

member, make up the Alma Mater
This body has a permanent
The president and
vice-president are selected from four
incoming senior representatives by an
electoral college composed of the retiring president and senior representative and the incoming junior represent-

U.C. Musicale

secretary treasurer.

GO TO YOUR
CHURCH ON SUNDAY

KNOX CHURCH
Spadina and Harbord

Following

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

11 a.m.:

"The

New

Meeting for Worship
on Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

Society"

7 p.m.:

AT THE
Meeting House, 109 MaJtland

"The

Crisis of the World."
Students Specially Invited

By

is

Yon abb Cordially

the

galine

Rev. Prof. Robert Lennox
M.A., Th.B.

St.

to Worship with Us.

"There

Professor, Presbyterian College,

a

is

spiritual darkness,

clouded and

Montreal.

benighted understandthrough disobedience to

ings of men
Ike Light and Spirit of God."

Students Specially Invited

William Penn

THE CHURCH OF THE

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

HOLY TRINITY

Church of Christ, Scientist
St George St at Lowther Ave,
First

Trinity Square

Yon go,

(Off

below Dundss)

2

Branch

The

Invites students to join with us
in services that combine beauty
of

worship

Scientist, in Boston,

Christian action

and

and

11 a.m.

11 a.m.,

and

Mass.

ai

7.30 p.m.

Sunday, December 9lh

"GOD THE ONLY CAUSE
AND CREATOR"

WestminsterCentral United
117 Bloor Street East

Wed. Evening Meeting

SUNDAY SERVICES
11 a.m.

and

7 p.m.:

Minister:

Rev.

J.

LL.D.
Fireside hour at close of
.

Evening Service.

Richmond

80

Students Cordially Invited

every

Polonaise

4.

Piano

Paul

Rector:
REV. CANON F. H. WILKINSON
M .A.. DJJ.

—Holy

8 ajn.

CANON

7 p.m.

—Morning

Sermon:

"THE LIGHT THAT
SHINETH IN DARKNESS"
8.15 p.m.

—Friendship

FREDERICK

C.

7

pan,

— Evening

Prayer

Preacher—The Rector

A

Students Specially

A

Welcome

Orgenttt
Charin Peaker, Mus. D., F.R.C.O.
University Students Welcome at

All Services

cital

in

House
Bach

7 p.m.:

Chopin

Valse,

A

Young

C

opus 42,
sharp minor.
10,

Etude, opus

A

10,

flat,

No. 12.
No. 3.

opus

53.

block north of Bloor)

Bathurst Street at

Ava Road

ai 11 a.m.

RABBI ABRAHAM

FELNBERG

L.

on

will epealc

thai

. .

you

"TWO SOLITUDES!"
(Book Review on Canadian
Public Cord oily Invliod
Free bus service from Bathurst and
Clair every 15 minutes, com-

mencing at 10.40 ajn. until
and leaving the Temple at
and 12.50 pjn.

—

|

1
#J>

BE AT THE

J&

All-Varsity Christmas Tree
|FRONT CAMPUS, WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER

12

1
&

WAXIE SAYS-Don't be ati "Ick";
Take it from St. Nick.
This year
put your
Christmas Gift on Record.
Everything from Art Tatum
to Art Toscanini is available
at "The House of Music."
.

11.20 ajn.
12.30 pjn.

67 St. George

ML 3791

SL

and

People's Discussion:

CTO
C. Parker,

at

IWiNsiscl filled with quality spectacleI.ofticwhsI

^s^/

Morning Service (12.10-1 pjn.)
RICKETTS, Guest Teacher

Pianist

Welcome Awalii You

W ore

at reasonable prices.

LET US PUT GOOD

WAX

Harbord

RA. 3636
IN

YOUR EAR

Quick, accurate repair service

321 BLC
i ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Poor SI. "sorgo Apartmenti)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Spsdat Ditcavat to Srudentt end

Students specially invited.

U.C.

Mcminn

of

Faculty

FRENCH CLUB
PRESENTS

Femmes Savantes'
By

Moltire

HART HOUSE THEATRE

Wednesday, December 12
Tickets 75c

SPADINA AVE.

Prescriptions for glosses

7 p.m.

PARKER

'Les

858

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Sis,

Minister

DR.

.

RECORD BAR

Snureto'g

King and Simcoe

.

The Campus

Hours: 10 a,m. to 4 pan.

YOU WILL ENJOY, THE YOUNG MEN'S BIBLE CLASS
Immediately following the

A Warm

Leave these at the booth in your Faculiy or College
and

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE
STUDENTS

St.

Moncrief, D.D.

WM. BUCK,

PARCELS FOR HOLLAND

Ex-Service Students
are maintaining two
establishments (e.g., if your
wife or dependent parent is
living out of town and you are
living in Toronto while at University) you may apply for an
extra allowance of five dollars
per week.

HOLT BLOSSOM TEMPLE

"WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE DEFEATED."
MR. CHARLES
ERIC FEE, President
A Friendly Church Where

Sugar!
ARE NEEDED FOR

minor.

flat,

Etude opus
Polonaise,

If

"THEY THAT WORSHIP GOD"
"HOW JESUS USED LIFE"

8:15 p.m.:

Money!

Siciliano.
in C.

MINI STER
11 a.m.:

I

at 5 p.m. today:

ffia

J.

pianist, will play

programme at the reroom of Hart

Nocturne,

Welcome To All Univkb-

Very Rev. Stuart

WALMER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Adiel

EATON'S

the music

M. N. JACKSON, M.A.

11 a.m.

Rd.—

Fourth Floor

Friday Afternoon Recital
the following

to

H>t.

block wett of Spadina

—

Ruth Roher

EVENSONG.

DX>.

(1

Store

McDowell.

Polonaise

Preacher:
J.

Gnllery choir, Jhe Hart House
Club, will nlng Christmas
Carols, under iho direction ol Dr.
Charles Peakor, F.B.C.O.. Con-

Hour.

6.95

Mildred MacTavish
Organ Prelude in G Minor Bach-

5.

Glee

SILVESTER

Organist and Choirmaster

^

p.m.— Bible Classes

to

Amy

I

i

C. Wnlio, DJJ.
(Returning to Honan, China)

3

Main

Disunity)

Tho RL Hev. W.

M.A.

9

flat

Waters of the MinneThurlow Lieutance

the

tonka

our Annual Recital of
Christmas Music, Monday,
December nth, 8:15 p.m.

Prayer

Preacher

Rev. Preston MacLeod

1

.

Ken

stein).

STUART, M.A.

C. J. S.

7 p.m.— CHORAL

Communion

a.m.

11

B

Wood-Find en

By

Preacher;

YOUTH SUNDAY

D.D.

Sires

West

Si.

Bloor Street East

Rev. Geo. C. Pideeon,

Each

Beethoven Sonata, opus 53 (Wald-

St.PauFs Anglican Church

Bloor and Huron Streets

in

Levy,

Kashmiri Love Song

5.

Do you know

Comer

your waist

at

15 Included.

Beethoven

Kurt
Peacock

Serson,

Fantasy

ajn.^Tunior Congregation.
a.m.—CHORAL EUCHARIST.

sity Students

STREET
UNITED CHURCH

No. 3

Trio

Opus II

10:15—Matins-.

Cordial

r BLOOR

sparkle

and neckline.

Brownlye

Joline

body The

-

Rev.

bustle

the Uni-

is

THOMAS' CHURCH
Street—Just South of Blood

Come

of

Chopin

George Haddad,

Rev.

to

co>

Kreisler

3.

usually

Montreal,

A. G. E. U. M.

Huron

Free Public Reading Room where
the Bible and Authorized Christian
Science Literature may be read,
borrowed or purchased.

Bruce Hunier

DD

meet

to

verstiy of Montreal's student

11

winged

long

with

Siloti

de

Universite

at 8.00 o'clock
including Testimonies of Healing
through Christian Science.

violin

Mendelssohn
Cbaminade-

certo,

Association Generate des Etudiants de

11

.

back, and studded colour

Lechetizsky

Movement,

considered.

called the

.

at

Palmgren
Gershwin

Serenade Espagnole

women

AI!

second Wednesday but for the past few
weeks has held meetings weekly, These
culminated in a six hour session last
Saturday when constitutional changes
for the McGill Students' Society were

ST.

11 a.m.

p.m

at 7

scheduled

is

a

as

Elaine Fricker

Andante

2.

student

come under the jurisdiction o£ the
Women's Union but the Executive
Counid is supreme.
The Executive
Council

smooth

as

Leonore Koppel

two governing

and the Women's Union.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

Regular Sunday services
8. 9.30,

of The Mother Church
First Church of Christ,

SUNDAY SERVICES

with progressive

Allison

bodies, the Students' Executive Council

the

in

,

wallil It'se'egantlysimple

sleeves, a wisp

Prelude No. 2

retary is a junior.

has

Sunday

this

The Sea

1.

and secretary. The president, a man,
and the vice-president, a woman, art
elected from the senior class. The secMcGill

program outlined

Women's Union

the hands of the Student Union,

in

the

8:30 p.m.

officers being president, vice-president,

Invited

is

Inter messo

Mount

Student government at

OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

,

for the U. C. Musicale to be held in

ative.

SACRAMENT SUNDAY

your

for

rayon covered cotton ben-

scoiety.

Citp

black

loveliness.

_ in U.C. Rotunda

VIC STUDENTS

-

11-1;

Hail House Box Office 2-4

Listen to

"Canada

in

the

Modern World"

by Professor Bertie Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D.
Dept. of History, University of Toronto

CFRB

- Every Sunday-2:15

p.m.

Copies of Talks a vailable on request

Sponsored on behalf of lhe Opllcal Profession
by

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

VOTE TODAY!

:

:

Vic Chicks Seek Sweets
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SUPPORT THE AMSTER DAM
University Liberal Club Plans

ForumWith All
Joint meetings of

campus

all

which the various

at

factions

political
(political

Political

Sects

The scheme, proposed by President
George Ness of the Liberal Association,
calls for participation of the four clubs

dent body would be invited to participate
in the ensuing discussion.

The

resolution,

by the club

and Lab or- Progressive.

C.C.F.,

Photo by Graham McHattie.
Pictured above are the four featured attractions
in Victoria College's twoday drive to collect contributions for the purchase
of food parcels lor the
students of Amsterdam- University.

From

to

left

right

Progressive Conservative,

to date, the

Amsterdam University

opened to-day.
Until Wednesday's closing program (outlined in the
upper right-

hand corner of

page), responsibility for the drive's success
rests

this

entirely with the colleges and their representatives.
and faculty is conducting its own collecting campaign,

Each

college

and

publicity

packing arrangements.
Central Committee for the campaign
announces that this is done in an effort to make this
a more personal
matter between Amsterdam and the University
of Toronto partially

an

attempt

repay

to

the

—

—

kindnesses

L

shown by Netherlanders to Canadians

Date For Dinner

Donation booths have been erected in
all colleges and faculty buildings, and
in prominent locations
such as Hart

tions will serve.

dents are asked to contribute

such

possible

which

cannot

coupons,

be

be

to

is

money

shopping.

For many years the Warden

asked

to

books.

The Netherlands is reported to
badly in need of sugar, salt, pins and

Tom

of

ative

the

Federation

of

it

These were
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main

points stressed

American Association

of

Mechan-

was being done by

that

in

work

it

Executive Officers

executive

officers,

,

and

last

for
J.

Friday

the

is

J.

is eligible to

matching engineers seeking
to

the needs

The

attend

in

of

industry.

HI, was elected President of the Medical
Society. The Women's Undergraduate
Association chose Pat Armstrong, III,
list

of officers elected

is

was seeking

graduate jobs by the

in all

ability

industries.

in-

The

aries than does industry for comparable

as

'Sheaf Sends

News

To Western

Tom

Denbie described the reason for

the creation of

Cities

For the Medical Society: Vice-PresiSaskatoon Dec. 8,— (CUP)—An exHeywood, II Treasurer, Art
tra issue of the Sheaf, student newspaper
Chisholm, I; Secretary, Pete Stevens,
at the University of Saskatchewan, was
Servicemen's year ; Chairman C.A.M.
published to-day protesting the threat
.S.I., R. B. Salter, IH; Vice-chairman
C.A.M.S.I., Dorothy Ley, II ; Secretory- ened "violation of minority rights which
treasurer, Ross Dobson, I.
will occur if Bill IS, giving power
to
;

The Federation

of

Em-

HANDBOOKS
edition,

Association

Train,

III

:

Vice-presdent,

;

Mike McKee,
For the

III.

Medical

tra, criticized

Women's

Athletic
in

McPherson,
Dorothy Ley, II;
Treasurer, Joy MacKinnon, I
SecreAssociation
II;

:

the government for laxity

informing Canadians of the implica-

A

number of
1945-46

books,

tions of the revocation bill

origin

;

Loyd,

I.

I

problem.

to

the

five feet of

Christmas tree bearing SO

be mounted on a huge platSkulemen handling all the techni-

will

Blues Beat Bisons

The Christmas Literary
Supplement will be published
Friday, December 14, and
will contain no news or ad-

which owed

Japanese- Canadian

Cage Exhibition

In

vertising.

Education

Draft

vs.

U.S.A., Dec.

4.

students

The

throughout the United States.

ques

tilt

the score.

game

tions are of political, social or educa
tional

importance,

received

term.

them at the

start

of the

members

of

them were deRoyal Can-

of the

suffered by th<
Col. Gordon showed movies showing
was even more one-sided the origin of some plastic surgery tech-

The

outclassed visitors niques and their modern applications. In

a grand

to count

The

kets.

other

The

cently the

War

hurrying through

officials

books.

It

percent desired the military

The

three percent

were

new

mark

unofficial university

holding

wilted

early

in

a puzzle.

The

three Buffalo counters

were chalked up on fouls

as the over-

away,

cleared

Special practice for Varsity Band,
II,

Drill

Hall,

for

Tree Ceremony on Wednesday. This will be
the last practice until January 8th.

the

referees.

First quarter score

was

20-3.

The second

proved

edition

direct replica of the first
is

the Blues ran in

to

be

a

and even more
24 points while

the

scoreboard

corner carried the figures:

to

a

in

Varsity

the
9,

Apparently the originators
the board had underestimated the

scoring

The

7.

power of Varsity cage teams
provide a number over

failed to

final ten

tion of the

ous Varsity-ites caught the eyes of the home

All Varsity Christmas

visitors

Bisons started the half out with their

f

attack

bewildered

the score 44-4 against them, the

most blistering attack of the night It
resulted in a basket by Keller.
After
three or more wild shots which landed
nowhere near the hoop, the attack
bogged down and the Blues took over.
When the smoke of the quarter had

tin's quarter as the zone defense thrown and had
up by the Blues proved to be more than 70.

VARSITY BAND

the

With

were never headed as they came through Buffalo

Tha Buffalo

will

single marker.

of 44 baskets of 63

rill.

one time.

next Satur-

that

Another record was the Var-

ity shooting

series

"How's Your Imagination"

day.

indif-

questionnaires often pose

IS to 20 queries at

Lank, of Canadian In-

record be the subject

was believed generally

these scores set

ccords.

was

supply

dustries Ltd., will give the next lecture

The 91-point game and the 35 points in the current R.C.I,

Re- sent

Department has become

blood

points

authorities counted by the Blues in the third quarter

and Parent Teacher Associations.

a flap of
another part of the
end attached to the

illustrated

two bas- assured the flap was cut free from its
were original position and trimmed to the de-

total of

seven

Varsity hoop.
results of the poll are a source

Tuesday, Dec.

Present registration card.

Some

in use.

scribed to

medium of foul sired shape.
concerned picked up through the
Herbert H.
They had but 21 shots at the
shots.

usually

with current problems.

Hand-

Hart House

still

times, comparable to an intra- most of the cases
times yearly Purdue University were, at
mural quintet and it took them exactly skin was raised on
sends a questionnaire, planned by facul
twenty-one minutes of play to net their body and the free
ty members, to subscribing high schools
After a
first' field goal. It took them the entire injury-

ferent

who may not have

Noses

Plastic

—Three

training and

trative Council office in

for

Of

trouncing

the

cates

(CU.P.) than

i

now

Hindus Inventors

adian Institute in Convocation Hall SatThe Big Blues, rolling along on an urday night
by Col. Stuart Gordon, M.
unbeaten path, were a basketball fac- B., Chief
Plastic Surgeon of the Departsimile of a hurricane Saturday evening ment
of Veterans' Affairs.
they roared through their first peaceThe ancients, he said, did some wontime American opponent with a 91-11
derful work in repairing superficial deover University of Buffalo's
,-ictory
formities. The Hindus, 5000 years ago,
verm at died and overpowered young found
a method of developing a new
quad before a disappointingly small nose, a technique
which is still being
xowd at Hart House.
used under the name of the Indian methAlthough the 80-point margin indi od.
Bisons, the

INDIANA,

cation; 31

are

(Continued on page 4)

i

Purdue Ponders

of graduates.

Students'

will attract those who
neither heed "the call of the
carols" nor

In spite of the use of incantations
and
charms, some of the ancients developed
plastic surgery treatments which
are

12.

available in the Students' Adminis-

President, Jean

Vice-president,

tary, Lois

December

Treasurer,

;

cordial invita-

and interested parton hand to greet the disting-

collective
hots a percentage of seventy, well above
The Federation had to be
The latest survey question was, "If the miraculous.
formed as no professional organization
Roy Dilworth's starting lineup oi
previously in existence would qualify for they cost the same amount would you
Murray Thomson, Colin Cranham,
this function under government regula- prefer compulsory military training or
Harry Mayzell, Gord Wallace and Waltions.
pending the money on the improvement ly Zeaton had been on the floor but
Mr. Winfield, of the Student Survey if education?" The results showed 61 thirteen seconds when Thomson's shot
Committee of the Engineering Institute percent wanted the improvement in edu- from under the basket went through the
hoop. From that point on the
of Canada presented a report of a sur-

Copies of the special issue flooded
Barbara
McKinnon, I; Secretary, Pat Boyd, Regina and Saskatoon. The Winnipeg
Servicemen's year
C.A.M.S.I. Rep., Free Press, quoting from the Sheaf exBilly

The Var-

CLAUS.

engineers.

For the Medical Athletic Association: the Governor in Council to authorize
John W. Hazlett, III Secre- 'entry into Canada, exclusion
and deJim Smith, I; Publicity portation and revocation
vey on the salaries
of nationality*
Manager, Don Campbell, II.
passes the third reading in the House of
For the Medical Women's UnderCommons."
STUDENTS'
;

HOUNDESSES

uished visitor.

term will appear Wednes-

Engineers
and interested, hoping to use information
which act as a recognized collected from the surveys as a means
bargaining agent for employee of re-educating the German youth.

tary-treasurer,

graduate

fall

Professional

ployee

Assistants

President,

to

regular issue for the

of reference for educational

work.

follows

dent, Pete

to

the

Dining Hall De- scale of wages

as its president
full

tion

know at an early date the present delinquent is the Province of
number of men who will be present.
Ontario, to which the Association has
Any eligible undergraduate should re- made representation. • The provincial
gard this notice as his invitation.
government pays men much lower sal-

E. McBinnie,

AND

HOUNDS

ies to be

partment

year's

is

from The
bulbs
wee form,

office in the

The Varsity extends a

other speakers described the work

Warden's

essential that the

letter

the

STOP GOSH IT'S COLD HERE
STOP LOVE AND KISSES STOP

The Varsity

edition of

last

day,

the Technical

office
experience needed and
soon as possible and secure his ticket as volved as a means of obtaining an even

Choose

Medical students voted

affairs.

will be published tomorrow.

The

Lord, vice-president of the Association

to the

by a

Aid-Amsterdam drive has been
put on a grand scale with student
cooperation and S.A.C. backing.
Twenty-

MEETING
REAL NEWS

A BUNCH OF

NO PAPER TOMORROW
No

Engineers Thursday night

situation of engineers as a group. G. R.

come

— (CUP) —Following

North Pole

sity,

tion to all reporters

ing of the Junior and Student Branches

will be necessary to restrict this year's

Any member who

Hart House Theatre

employment and recon-

full

a panel discussion at the joint meet-

in

B. Bickersteth,

should

North Pole

text of a telegram received

Varsity's

S

Hart employment

Great Hall on

the

Warden

To" Varsity' Query

WANTED
MAN

Professional Engineers and Assistants.

December 20.
which the organizations they represented
According to an announcement from were doing in trying to improve the

the office of

like

represents, after

and foreign

Employee

of

to undergraduates because of the
of Professional Engineers of the Proincreased enrolment
vince of Ontario, said that the Associa-

Med smen

which he or she

represent- relations,

Darbie,

and pocket-sized books by good dinner

authors.

The

of

student Thursday,

of

donors, either loaf sugar or actual ration

needles,

director

Council serves as a means for the

dinner in

resolved that the

FORWARD

has

a

it is

Unversity of Toronto .Liberal Association should negotiate with the other

entertained members of The
Hart House who are unable to return undergraduate to contact some of the
home during the Christmas vacation. smaller industries which would be willThe tradition will he continued this year ing to employ him.

Sugai
without with

purchased

Smythe,

E.

agency," said

Council

House

Mass quantity shopping will provide
the goods such as food and books; stu-

make

R.

Brigadier Smythe outlined the

House.
Also on display are sample
boxes illustrating the purpose contribu-

Santa Sends Reply

when

lib,

man

Instigated

therefore

i

ical

Hart House Hall

In

"Now

Future

In

the mood
you're working with a
Al there's a certain feeling
between you that does it"

to ad

small hours of the night from S. Claus,
cal details.
The co-eds in Dutch coswho was invited to attend the Varsity
tumes (pictured elsewhere on this page)
which Christmas Tea to be held in Wymil- and the
Varsity cheerleaders will be cira discussion period might be held. Such wood the end of next week.
the Technical Service Council.
culating throughout the crowd.
"DELIGHTED TO
a meetng would be open to all students
Bag-pipes will lead students from
"In this day of the increasing power
VARSITY TEA STOP ALWAYS
of the University."
TO BE A NEWSPAPER- the north end of the campus to the
of trade unions engineers feel that they
Earlier in the meeting groups
MYSELF STOP LOOKING little island where the Varsity band will
must have some organization which will formed to discuss such current problems
be playing Christmas carols. A
TO
circulatbe recognized as a collective bargaining as labour relations, dornmion-provincial
ing sound-truck

of the

fighting in that region.

an organization because
various political organizations are
on acting for the good of this

ATTEND

campus co-operative movement

three-day drive to brighten the Christmas of

to create such

the

political factions to organize a Political
Union on this campus for the purpose
Tfour success as an engineer will deof holding joint meetings once each term
pend on sticking to one field so that your at which a
speaker from each group
experience will be cumulative," said would discuss the policy of the club

CO-OPE RATION

STRESS

fo

would be advisable

methods

Brigadier

year's biggest

.

this university:
it

one o'clock.

at

"Best bit of university humour since Schuster
and Wayne
turned professional," is predicted by the Program
Committee when
top campus comedians Alex Siegel and Don Harron
"ad lib" their
way through the 45-minute program. Victoria's Harron,
bulwark
of many a Bobsession, should click with
U.C.'s Siegel of funny
Follies fame.
Said Don, "Although you have to be in

all intent

United Engineers

Needy Netherlander

The

Each

entire stu-

Wednesday
exists

integrating the political efforts

for

All-Varsity Christmas

Party, a fast-moving, loud laughing program on the little island south
of the front campus will
terminate the three-day drive for "adopted"
Amsterdam University

unanimously

nation, although they all differ in their

All CollegesTo Collect Gifts Needed
For

The

the policy of his club.

Bobs Ewmg, Jean

:

Ncthercott, Barbara Richardson and lanic Dunbar.

AND HARRON TEAM

SIEGEL
The

_

as follows:

is

"And whereas

would send a speaker to outline

club

passed

"Whereas no opportunity now

which represent the major Canadian parthe students of

—Liberal,

PEAL

discussed were pro-

versity Liberal Association.

ties
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Campaign Ends Wednesday
With Fast-Moving Program

The three other clubs are being
posed at Friday's meeting of the Uni- proached and will be asked to collaborate
in organizing the meetings.
could be

policies

No

1945

111

minutes were a repeti-

preceding three periods as
took tme out for a shoot-

five

ing practice.

Shots from all sections of
the floor rained upon the twine and it

was only

the

final

whistle

that saved

(Continued on page 3)
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LIGHT UP

Schoolmen

A Misunderstanding
We
dian question with the worst weapons of yellow journalism
owe it to our south-campus friends to dear ourselves of the charge
we
disagree,
to
going
are
we
If
of sniping from the underbrush
shall do it openly and in these columns.
columns
correspondence
letter
in
otfr
Crux of the dispute was a
from Mr. E. Simon, a graduate of the class of 4T3. Mr. Simon's
name also appeared in an adjoining column as co-editor for the
night, and it is alleged that he used his position as night editor _to
sneak a letter into the paper, and to bring his letter up to date with
facts not accessible to the ordinary student until next morning.
agree that the total impression is unfortunate: but in fairness

We

Mr. Simon, we must insist that he and we acted
acted in good faith. Mr. Simon's letter was written two days before,
when after a month no word had been received from School on the
subject. Realizing the shortness of time before publication of The
to ourselves and to

Varsity ceased for the term-, he brought his letter to the Press Thursday night. There, he learned that the Engineering Society had acted
in the interim and by changing a few words brought his letter up
to date. He made no substantial additions; the opinions he expressed
were his own and we do not think that The Varsity is in any way
involved, or that its facilities were in any way misused.
Later in the evening, Mr. Simon, who three years ago was a
Varsity staff member, agreed to solve a temporary staff crisis by
helping the night editor. This he did as a private citizen, not as a
staff member; just as he wrote his letter as a private citizen.
apologize to the engineers, and others who have been upset
by our apparent partiality, for an unfortunate impression.
repeat that there was no conspiracy on our part to misrepresent their
doings or their views nor any attempt on Mr. Simon's part to abuse
his familiarity with the workings of The Varsity.
Chance alone is
to blame.
Finally, a slip of the compositor's hand rendered illegible the most
important paragraph in the main front-page story, and left the Engineering Society without a coherent published explanation for its
action in voting against organized support of the petition. In fairness to the Engineering Society, we should explain that their policy
in the past has been to refuse to meddle in petitions of any kind for
or against the government, and that their vote against support of

The

Edtor, The Varsity,

It's

Regarding those contrary engineers

The Varsity

how

strange

of the 7th,

issue

We

isn't

—

to apply the scientific outlook to political

Wubbly Soap Flakes make your stockThey make your
twice as long make all your
panties culottes good show
Dishes
swished
in
Bubbly- Wubblies
come

ment bureaucrats to give all of us our
modern progress and security with the
morning mail, and demonstrating for
the odd strike on the side, the Engineer
often persists he has to cook up something for consumers hmself, as he mutters through his beer suds, "Oughta be

way

a better

—W.

—
—
sparkling clean—no traces of grease,
or design! Bubbly- Wubbly
MODERN soap— makes cleaning
panties

dirt

has forced the

the editor

to

following reviews

to take on a much
condensed form. We apologise to anyone who has been overlooked. Ed.

—

U.C. Musicale
University College at last
to take part in

is

The
Dear Sir
Editor,

Varsity,

:

Upon

Not even U.C, students
the

musicale

produced

example

in

G mhwr

is

was

therefore a meaningless phrase, I

of

it

of the recitals given

own

their

committed fatal suicide by burning down
Eng- the mansion after finding that his wife
had died in an accident during her elopetions, the following:
ment with the milkman who had pois'White" is the same as "pallid".
oned her sixteen brothers for squanderPallid" is the same as "wan".
ing the family fortune which they had
"Wan" is the same as "gloomy".
found in the bulging pockets of her faithful wooer, Rupert, who was shot down
"Gloomy" is the same as "dark".
"Dark" means "wholly or partially by officers of the law in a mad, mad
dash for freedom. And so, cheerful and
black".
Dictionary

But the
deductive
alas,

by equating

I find

defini-

undaunted,

(or

the world, homeless, penniless, famliless,

Aristotelian)

has only made

reasoning,

me more and more

I see a

J.

Japanese ancestry,

one would
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show
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into the wilderness, gold mines

Night Editor: George Legris
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and BILL

all

but otherwise he does an excel- Medicine Hat
thousands from

play

itself is

a beautiful thing and

but the arch cynic will enjoy it

—p.

HEMMERICK

20.

—

of successful murderers, prospectors

week and a few words disappear

scarcity of

ence

women, the

perennial pres-

$art Pousse bulletin JBoarb

of

—

lent job.

13.

files

whiskey smuggled from the
bout it may not be amiss.
found and lost, Indians who, by nature, United States.
And, best of all, Mr.
have
a
legend
ready
Gard
realizes
on
the humour involved in
the least provoThe script is warm and tender, and
cation, eccentric hotel-keepers, and noble the struggle between Canada's two railit is handled sympathetically by an adeR.C.M.P. officers. There are stories road companies the C.N.R. and the
quate cast Paul Anderson in the major
whose content reminds one of Twain's C.P.R. That this competition added a
ole is perhaps a bit too surly in the Jumping Frog—
that of the rainmaker
peculiar flavour to life in Canada had
first act,

ROTUNDA

fine play

by a different company at the Victoria
this

U.C.

Starting al 1:00 p.m., Thursday, Dec.

of Albertans with either long or very
by John imaginative memories, turned out a book innocence as being "snow-driven"that illuminates some almost forgotten mind one of Haliburton. Johnny
Patrick, has already been reviewed
Chinook
phases of our pioneer era.
constantly reveals important factors ii
this column. However, it is being staged
There are the usual ballad-like themes the development of the West th<

Theatre

a

I

the ever, the American author, Robert Gard, the remaining five minutes of our
has, evidently with some diligent re- with a musical interlude.
search into old

The Hasty Heart, a

of

Christmas Party

—

treated

Mr. Haddad's performance of
Bach and Chopin was quite good.

Form

the

al-

tooth? Listen tomorrow to the Saga of

a very fine .program Friday

Photographer

JOHN COWAN

do declare. Dear Daddy,

Glee Club
The regular rehearsal

of the Hart House Glee Club will
take place at 5 p.m. today in the music room. All
mem'° Prepare for chris tmas en-
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Editor—
Staff

This Dance to be Held in
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Camels are Com-

assume creaking, eyebrows lifting.
Susy: Wanna buy a tooth? Hmmmm.
Pawnbroker: Could be,
Susy:
I'm just an impoverished uneducated, kl opt oman iacal female sans

Johnny

p. f.

daily newspapers
Editorial

— The

ashes of his corncob
7,

DANCE TO LEN SALCI AND HIS ORCHESTRA

earless.

Susie : (singing) Please don't tear our
Well, well, what have we here?
My
dear old Daddy's wisdom tooth in the

in Physics,

December

Thursday, Dec. 20th

Suzie, facing

Fade.

H. Hasrold.

Varsity,

of

AT THE BEAUTIFUL LIDO DECK
OF THE BRANT INN, BURLINGTON

ing.

psychiatrist?

Canadian culture more

Business, Office—,
Night Office

find little

Fade-out, music

afternoon
Who would most enjoy Johnny Chiby more accomwhen George Haddad, young Canadian
nook (Longmans, Green & Co., $3.50)
was a pleasure
pianist, gave a recital of classical works.
is difficult to say.
It purports to be
The most interesting performance was
collection
of
Alberta folk-tales and
that of Beethoven's Waldstein Sonah
might delight some with its Wild Westwhich was very much like Schnabel'
ern qualities while, on the other hand,
interpretation, that is, very much like
some might find the light thrown on

Student*"

and

loverless,

confused.

Beethoven

the

we

result of this piece of purely

plished student artists. It

Published five times * week br the StoAdministrative Council of the UnJvenit7 of Toro nto. Opinion* expressed In
these columni are not necewarDf the official

DANCE

Indeed, I myself had recourse to the

lish

(Continued on page 4)
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by Bach.
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re-

only to find that her father had

lease,

dictionary. In Annandale's Concise

choosing programs.

will claim that

anything

warden for her

to bribe the genial

you) greatly chastened.

(I assure

professional calibre.

Yet in one respect
was more commendable than some

VARSITY

I

—

And now the sad saga of Suzie. As
support of the scientific method, and you remember, our heroine had just reproving by use of the dictionary that turned to her home, after spending her
it only means "methodical method" and
last two ears in the Pen, (she used them

my

—

by following

Nigrhi.

1

Bubbly-Wubbly hustle-bubbles—
banish all your wash-day troubles with
Bubbly-Wubbly bubbles

—

life

activity.

active participation.

Every Thursday

more economical. And what is more,
you can chew it, too Remember, make

reading your editorial refuting

The Edtor, The
Dear Sir:
Your headline

thoven's Op. 11 Trio by Paul Serson,
The musicale given last night by stuKurt Levy and Kenneth Peacock, and
dents of the college was a step towards
Ruth Roher's playng of the Prelude

more

station C J B C — C KEY
9:30 P.M.

a

Down S.A.C. Petition", was to
ways thinking of me.
Maybe I can
to find a student recital in which virtu- me more than alarming, it was dishock it.
oso pieces were practically neglected and gusting.
On an issue as important as the Music Heigho, off to the Fair.
Hie emphasis put on worthwhile music.
Sound effects feet walking, door
U.C, can become a leader in campus deportation of Canadian citizens of
musical

,

easier,

A. Martin.

Other good examples to follow would
beginning be the performance last
night of Bee-

campus musical

is

with

Music and Drama

flood of concerts, advertising and

CIGARETTES

I

Votes

A

.

S.P.S. 4T6. your clothes come Bubbly -Wubbly- white

—

letters

. .
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ings last twice as long.

doing it"

o'

Graduate

Everything

—

And when you funs fn
"UGHT UP AND IISTEN" WITH

the biggest fattest bubbles ever. Bubbly-

Instead of callng for enough govern-

Should

Of

fly.

Bank on a Sweet Cap
anywhere
anytime!

for satisfaction

Flakes are precision-designed to make

affairs.

;

this petition was due to this policy and not necessarily to any conviction that the Japanese-Canadians should be deported. The Society
stressed that individual engineers were perfectly entitled to support
the petition; b,ut as a matter of policy they kept hands off as a
Society.

makes those study hours

THE SAGA OF SUZIE

it

they can be so reactionary

they've usually

;

We

ii

Mttsic: Rhapsody in Pink (Pianissimo)
had some experiFade into announcement.
ence with industry and labor
Announcer: The Saga of Suzie
world outside? It must be provoking for
brought to you by Bubbly Wubbly
an Artsman, say, to have to tell them
Soap Flakes. Bubbly- Wubbly

when

amazing how the smok-

a Sweet Cap., gives
pleasure to the task and

ing of

Dear Sir:

;

Little

AND

Protest

regrets an unfortunate series of accidents in Friday's
fighting the
paper which contributed to the impression that we are
Engineering Society's recent decision regarding the Japanese-Cana-

The Varsity

A

1945

10,

Correspondence

Editorial

Jlri,

:

F.

who
the

received
city

several

council

scarcely been recognized until the publi-

Johnny Chinook. The tale of
Davis manages to sneak in even the

for cation of

Visiiors'

every inch of rain he caused to fall; Jeff
till
other tales—for instance, the one epical when the reader (with perhaps
ibout Paddy Nolan, a picturesque
law- an epical tear) views the old ox-teamer,
yer who constantly refers to hs clients'
(Continued on page 4)
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Staffords Sink Before Blues
As Bailey's Boys Put On Power

SPORTS CALENDAR

Ace Bailey and his men sailed into decided the contest in Varsity's
favor,
Red Horner's highly regarded Toronto
Bain and Doyle were the Varsity
Staffords last Friday night and winded
them 10-9. Staffords, fresh from a convincing 8-3 victory over Hamilton Pats

badmen, Bain collecting nine minutes in
all through two minors and a major.
Doyle tackled Stafford for his five-min-

game out

of the

fire.

eight of the nine

Ace and Red were formerly team
mates on the Toronto Maple Leafs, and
the two teams on the ice Friday night

tween

Staffords goals be-

typified the respective styles of play of

on defence, and Red Gilbert, though
abundantly scored on, was effective in
the

Ace's Varsity Blues
thus presented him with both a physical

Dick Ball

protection.

it is

to

Wings, Henry and G. Ball; Alternates,
their nets, and then proceeded to toss Rutledge, Bromley, Kosick, Bark, Bauit away when Doug Davidson took over
er, Johnston, Doyle, Kryzanowski, Ratmidway through the second period. cliffe and Davidson.
Davidson did look bad on several shots
Toronto Staffords Goal, Gilbert Dethe clever George Mara seemed in fence, Shannon and Jamieson; Center,

—

particular to find

sits

—

Smith,

ternates,

Ingoldsby,

began to

The

tire,

the results

Ball, Haider,

were

Henry

Stafford,

In the semi-final basketball tilt Friday
threesome night the U.C. girls eliminated Physical
came up with some of the prettiest pass- and Health Education by a score of
ing combinations seen round Varsity 16-8. The game was featured by erratic
the other one

and

this

was the big

guy as he stepped

into

When
tactics in

little

sifted

very

obstruction to their offense.

They

rearguards

through for five scores in the

though

they helped to

By George

We

make a happy
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it

in fourth
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in the big
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down

14-10

a

it

affair,

for

in

is

commanding breast

for the rest of the way.

The game was

a rather disorganized

Kingston and Montreal

in

the Intercollegiate meets there, U. of T.

few quick baskets by
doings

men gave them

lead early in the third quarter, and they
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preliminary of happen at

leading
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Thomson

(20),

Himel

(16), Glait, Wallace (2),

Scott (IS), Zeaton (8), Gibson (10)
Cranliam (9), Fountain (5), and Hen-

University of Buffalo:

Gaines

(1),

Hess, Boron

(2),

Grossman, Alper

(4),

(3),

Fadum and Hochmuth

6,

YMCA— Stockman, White,
Wynn

Murdoch 2, Tettmar
Graham 2.

2,

Watts 9,
Whitlan and
8,

full

9752.
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black

What You Can
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C32, Mining Bldg., Fri-
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A. Mark,

KI. 6309.
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of Chant and Burton's "Text-
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for
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polo enthusiasts to challenge Cen-

Hart House
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Will the girl finding black
Water-

their ques-

dribbling

lot
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Swan, Andrews, Glait and Hennessy
In the meantime, Broadview is expected
were Varsity's best, while Wynn, Watts
to fall victim to Varsity's water polo
and Tettmar were the pick of the West
prowess this evening at 7 o'clock.

Wilson, Corrigan,

Also on sale at the door the night of the dance.

1

4:00
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four

against die Blues.
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Al Marshall's winning time nessy.
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Moffat, Cranfield and Kimball for VarPasses went astray,
sity of 1.41.1 took one and one-tenth
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with

Alper was the only visitor who

points,

(6),

was erratic, and the close
checking which prevailed slowed the seconds off the mark set by McGill in
game down to a walk at times. As some- 1936. These times cannot be considered
one said, "It wasn't even good Intram- new C.I.A.U. records, as Saturday'
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Beat Western Y Top Water Record

Saturday night's double

Saturday,

~* *«•

fensive play but because of his colorful

West End

VARSITY

the

rapidly earning him-

is

rest of the roster relied

ML 3791

SL

for

A's in the curtain-raiser.

If the

Hours: 10 aan. to 4 pjn.

performance

inspiring

STUDENTS
67 St. George

academic

the score.

and Hennessy shared the duties
newly-wed Whitey Clayton and
on the tired side after theii

.

BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE

Box

- *«•-—

Glait
.

.i

Tickets
75c

who ran up

eleven players

l

°f

Bunch

team from an embarrassing
century count

Engineering
Mr. F. Huntsley
Medicine
Mr. A. H. Stevens
Victoria College .... Mr. H. Lacey
University College. Mr. J. Duggan
They will be glad to pass on any
suggestions that you may wish

Moliere

** ^ we

LOST

(Continued from Page

Lois

You are represented on the University Advisory Committee and
on the Committee of the University Advisory Bureau by four
Ex-Service Students. They are:

Savantes"

'°

We feel that those in authority could render
A valuable service to millions of mere men by

the Buffalo

Do you know

gridiron.

* " S%1" -O^O" » *e

Stars of the Varsity team were the

Femmes

affairs of the

to send one,

Now

Ex-Service Students

"Les

corrected.

golf course she could

tell the difference between
a mashie and a midiron.
But in the stadtum she couldn't tell
a plunge from an end-run.
She knew when to send a present to
a sick friend and when not

Dow son.

FOR

year confessed that her education »-as

She ielt, she said, that it was time this defect
was
She knew, she said, absolutely nothing about
the

Blues could

A FEW GOOD SEATS LEFT

Forster

Blues-Bisons

fouls .were called against

referees

announcements

Nash Our Teeth

Once upon a time a female

manage, alwas the goal which actually

the

all

how

the fourth.

last

for further

The Sportswoman

4-4 but

13 minutes, while Bromley's lone counter

was

Watch 'The Varsity"

sit back and look at your mind and talk
and you say mind produce something but your mind just grins and
back like a hunk of concrete boy what a feeling and after a whole term

next session

offered

Varsity

the

p.m.

FRIDAY, December 14th—8:00 p m.

by a Royal College drive in
netted them four ponits.
Staffords tossed aside these P. and H.E. staged a comeback in the
the third period, they found third quarter but were again blanked in
fall

several stiff ones.

Fine

PRELIMINARIES
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY— 5:00
FINALS

a lot of nice .people and the other land at Queen's and Western and from
McGill and it's a bit of a wonderful feeling even though you are dog-tired
and with these happy thoughts you close the term's activities with but one
thought

arena in some time. Torontos tried to shooting, with the Red and White scorslow these speed boys down with heavy ing only two of their six free throws.
bodychecks at the defence, and Henry
At quarter time the score was tied

Burt-Gcn-ans
Eilbeck

A

Junior Boxing and Wrestling

Boyd and Walters aren't too bad when you get to know them better and
you think of all the little favors that they have done and the time they took
off to help you and you feel yourself getting smaller by the second.
Near the end of the column you remember the sportsmanship shown by
the Mulock champion school team and the Vic soccer team which took quite
a beating from the advertisers and the other intramural sports which took
a back seat to intercollegiate functions which brought you in contact with

Ball and Haider getting three each and

A

SPS. Ill

EniTies Close at Athletic Office—Today, at 5:00
pjn?

six fourteen people laugh

job out of what would otherwise have been a tiring affair and you think
again and see that /people like Warren Stevens and Mac McCutcheon and
Roy Dilworth and Ace Bailey and the Athletic Office staff of Misses Lea,

ted for seven of the ten Varsity goals.

Henry

oh

SPS.

very funny because you can

fellows to the campus and you think of

Down Red & White

line accoun-

at

same feeling you just sit at a typewriter through force of habit and
words come in a stream which the lino man interprets into something
and boy what a feeling
But before you go home you get to thinking of what a swell term it
has been what with the return of intercollegiates and a bunch of swell

P.H.E. Basket Girls

disastrous,

Monday

the

Mann, Junken and Thomson.

work for the backchecking
forwards. The system worked well for
two periods, but when the front lines

get up on

of this

ing all the

Jr.

.

.

Beer, Burt-Gerrans

B

SPS.
IV SPS.

III

U.C. IV

like this

;

Mara; Wings, Dixon and Willson; Al-

little difficulty in slip-

ping the rubber past him but his defence was woefully inept at times, leav-

Emm B

Dent.
Trin.

B

it

in

—

4:00

and pinch you and say is it alive and you begin to wonder if not already
and you just about manage to get through Monday when the editor asks for
your copy and you just laugh at him and think terrible thoughts like murder and torture and you finally tell him it is beyond all possible human
endurance and to please depart as your mind is like a hunk of concrete and

Torontos nets when given decent

in their timely win.
Varsity Seniors—Goal, R. Ball; DeBlues built up a 6-0 lead fence, Wade and Bain; Center, Haider;

The Senior

.

when you

blackcircled and

and a moral victory

for the cool and collected

For.

Ever come in on Sunday night from a big week-end and be dead tired
having had only two hours' sleep Saturday night and none since boy what
a feeling and then you suddenly realize you have a big test Monday and
you try to study but the book jumps and blurs and your eyes are red and

four and
Shannon was a standout

the rival coaches.

SPS. IV
Jr. SPS.

1:00

Playoffs

6:30

And So To Bed

Mara amassing

.them,

three assists.

5:00

VOLLEYBALL

By Mickey Michasiw

on Wednesday, were badly outplayed ute sentence, as
tempers ran high at
for two periods, but came to life for times due to
the heavy checking.
eight goals in the final frame to nearly
Mara, Willson and Dixon handled
pull the

SWIM LEAGUE Playoffs:

Faculty or College Collecting Posts

1
jjf

EACH COLLEGE AND FACULTY WILL PRESENT THEER CONTRIBUTIONS AT THE ALL- VARSITY CHRISTMAS
TREE ON THE FRONT CAMPUS. WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER I2TH AT 1:00 P.M. FOLLOW THE BAND TO THE

2S
£8

CHRISTMAS TREE.

Eg

—
THE VARSITY, MONDAY, DECEMBER

4

Correspondence

.

equipped to deal with the situation, will

Amsterdam Appeal

.

(Continued from page 2)

direct

(Continued from Page

1)

student poll would have been
However, the Engineering Socie- follow the bag-pipes in the
deemed itself fully representative of Hamelin's Pied Piper.

taken.

the student opinion on the subject

As

the

about the subject.

little

send onto the platform representatives to

members of the Engineer- smiled an enthusiastic "I think it's a
ing Society Executive, when asked why grand proposal." When the President's

One

Of

ducted

that the boy and girl reps presenting
I do not dispute their right to do so
"Harron" Claus will be drawn into
on matters which are of minor or even
the greatest amount may be rewarded.
octet of rewdcars bearing
semi-major importance. But when an sight by an
When asked the nature of the reward,
issue of such grave importance as this, tags of Donner, Blitzen, and company.
Chairman of the Program Committee
over which we have just fought a bloody Santa having been enthroned, President
Lloyd Ackert said "That's strictly our
six years war, comes to the fore, I for Sidney Smith will mount the platform
secret I"
one strongly object to 'having my opinHearing of
to open the proceedings.
Many faculties and colleges plan to
ion represented by a group which knows
the scheduled program, President Smith

or cares

appeal.

(Continued from page 2)

donations

Santa

grows,

attendance

Amsterdam

1945
should be held to account, perhaps the

the orchestra, let

it

suffice to

say program. Least offensive, perhaps, was

that it was not the same TSO that has Caucasian Sketches (Ippolitov-Ivanov),
Pops Concert
Santa Claus. The representatives will
Most appreciated orchestra on the been heard on other occasions. Perhaps in which Violist Robert Warburton'a
surrender the contents of their college or
Hersenhoran work was noteworthy
Bob Robinsok.
Samuel
conductor
evening's Pops concert the
faculty's donation box in rapid sequence, stage at Friday
was the choir of 60 women's voices coneach declaring the amount presented so

that a

ty

the

10,

Art, Music, Drama

of die

caricature their respective student bodies.

by

Leslie

tive audience

Bell.

was

Most

appre-

the Toronto

Sym-

phony Orchestra, attentive to a man
during the two groups of unaccompanied
songs.

Outstanding,

if

any one quality could

be said to exceed the supreme beauty of
the

choir's

Every

parts, was
came through

other

syllable

diction.
to

the

audience with unclouded clarity, even in
the most subdued pianissimo. Conductor

When the last rep 'has been received, Bell's own arrangements, particularily in
he hadn't seen to it that a poll of student official sanction has been received the
Santa will rush away "theoretically to the niuch-jsung Joshua Fit de Battle and
opinion was taken, replied, "Personally, donations will
be made.
Holland, actually to a two o'clock lec- a Choral Rhapsody of favorites from
I was too busy with 'Skule Nite" to
Master of Ceremonies Siegel, <well- ture," said Harron.
Porgy and Bess, carried the greatest
care. Let the Arts men worry about it.
Any

Skule men who have been thinking

about

question haven't been doing

this

enough school work." Words fail mel
The least the Executive could have
done was to have held an open meeting

where the students could have expressd
their opinions.

seem appalling that the future

It also

of our scientific advancement lies in the

hands of a group of men whose comprehension of social problems is as
short-sighted as that portrayed above.

My

spark of revolt against the execu-

tive's

decision has been fanned to a fire

many

by the feelings of

know.

I

of the engineers

members

Sir, for the thirteen

the Engineering Society Executive

refused to support the petition,

of

who

firmly

I

believe that there are a few in S.P.S.
whose opinions they do not represent
For those thirteen 1 sincerely apologize
and humbly hang my head in shame.

—Jack

Walter.
II S.P.S.

Books...
(Continued from page 2)
deprived of his position by the railroads,

driving his pet oxen farther and farther

away from

wilderness

the

into

destined slaughter-house.

The great
humour and
ly

their

;

The

Western

differene between

that of the East is certain-

emphasized enough

and Peter McGonigle.
Because of a Toronto newspaperman*!
inability to appreciate Western exaggeration, Lord Strathcona for a few

hang

of volumes, especially those on scientific
He attended some lectures given by
Sir Humphry Davy, and wrote to him and
asked foi and obtained— a job in his labora-

—

who had

blush

for

we

ad-

stories

the

Alberta's journalism,

mire

although
saucy invention.

its

many

In a great

tory.

him as having toasted

We

of the

and

reckless

are sensitively recorded.

Riley

suspiciously

Alberta's

senator

In

the development of electro-plating

ends

resources

yarn

his

Lemon Mine"

of

of

list

when

die

"Lost

the

with: "The area

is

interrelated

beds

of

BECAUSE of Faraday's

discoveries, the great

electrical industry has

grown up

times.

rich

made

in coal, some low grade phosphate rock,
and low grade deposits of iron. There

are

the

only one

turns into a

natural

and

widespread use of electric poiver today.

attitudes

Mr. Gard fall into the pit
His sketch of Senator Dan

instance does
of pedantry.

on research in chemistry,

important research work was in electricity and
magnetism. His discoveries paved the way for

and melancholy of the West
are underlined and the attempts of Albertans to meet their surroundings with
living

He earned

investigated the alloys of steel, and produced
several new kinds of optical glass.
His most

loneliness

vigorous

As

a book bindery he read

subjects.

rather libelled his lordship with a long
story reporting

in

scores

the exuber-

ant editor of an Alberta weekly

an escaped horse thief.

a blacksmith, Michael Faraday

an apprentice

Bob Edwards

exciting days wishes to

son of

(1791-1867) went to work at thirteen.

story of

the

in

in

modern

Because of discoveries about Nickel
in research laboratories, the Canadian

Nickel industry has grown into one of the
world's great industries.

conglomerate

ash."

On the whole Mr. Gard has succeeded
catching the atmosphere of early
Canada, and his lighter tales have an
admirable "zip". His book differs from

Well equipped Nickel research laboratories
in Canada, United States and Great Britain

in

the

volume on pioneer

usual

since

will continue to co-operate with scientists
everywhere in developing new uses and

Canada

strives

it

meaning

to

to give some cultural
what otherwise might remain

"old-time yarns".
illustrations

markets for Nickel.

Decorated with neat

by W.

J.

Philipps and

jacket, Johnny Chinook
Canadian book well worth buying.

painted

is

Canadian engineers, designers and metallurgists have free access to the scientific and

a

a

technical data gathered together by International Nickel from the whole field

COMINGJVENTS

metal research.

As industry gets to know more about Nickel
and its uses, the demand for Canadian

U.C. S.C.M.
4:00 p.m.—Upstairs

Forum

Series

Women's Union"What do you be-

lieve," under Rev. Candy.
Downstairs Women's Union

Testament

Speaks,"

jorie Peck.
•

*

Nickel will increase

— "Old

under

still

more.

Canada

will benefit accordingly.

Mar-

•

Panhellenic Association

—Women's

5:00 p.m.

for all freshies

Union

— Meeting

who have

FORWARD fH

received

registration cards.

•

•

•

U.C. Trinity Classics Club
Thursday— Puppet perform-

ROUOH

8:15 p.m.

ance

of

Plautus'

aechmi" at

Canadian Nickel

comedy "Men-

St. Hilda's College.

St. Joseph-St.

/ircCiK

NICKEL
ALLOYS

Michael Debate

8:30 p.m. Friday—Debate on participation of University students in industrial strikes

and disputes.

THE

INTERNATIONAL

NICKEL

COMPANY
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CANADA, LIMITED
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KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Editorial

The Peace Of Christmas
It is rather a truth than a truism to say that Christmas brings
peace to the world. This season that truth is, so to speak, silhouetted,
like a number of other truisms which have recently reaffirmed themselves as truths, Learned men, jaded men, tired men, and journalists have been busy debunking Christmas for many years, but it goes
on being the feast of the Prince of Peace : never more triumphantly
than this year, when all the wildly acclaimed heralds of peace have

and

flatly

significantly failed.

The world has been filled for half a century now with the clamor
of planners of perpetual peace; men of an almost oppressive sanity

who have made peace depend on disarmament, or on a strong army,
or on a league, or on invincible sovereignty on compulsory education, on better housing, on free trade, on tariffs, and on a good fivecent cigar. The thing to grasp about every proposal for peace is
that it is a material and even mechanical proposal, hinging on a
grouping of nations, a massing of guns, or a patching of roofs. It
is perhaps not unfair to the peacemakers, however, to suggest that
their spirit is rather far removed from the spirit of Christmas; and
it has been, ironically, the recent armistice which has usurped most
patently the prophecy of Christ and brought not peace but a sword.
The difference between the Biblical and the modern peacemaker
is less theological than practical
it may be best summed up by saying that the reformer urges us to do something, while Christmas
exhorts us to rejoice about something.
have no quarrel at the
moment with those who question the nature of that Something
about which Christendom rejoices; we only point out that they, at
any rate, never ask us to rejoice. They are always urging us to shed
our coats and place our shoulders to an all but immovable wheel;
not a rejoicing prospect. And it is beginning to be doubtful whether
any amount of shoving on any wheel, any amount of tampering with
the merely material parts of the world, is going to bring peace.
The prejudice for settling all things by discussion is passing, and
it is beginning to be a matter for suspicion that the materialists argue
so loudly.
ought to have been suspicious long ago, from the fact
that we have been confident of only one peace for 1900 years; and
that is the peace of Christmas.
have hoped in many directions,
but only in this one thing have we ever really trusted. Nobody has
ever seriously denied the solemn exaltation of Christmas its peace.
Unhappily, everybody talks about peace as if it were a negative
thing, like silence; whereas the experience of Christmas should have
warned us that peace is an assertive thing, like song. Peace springs
not from the absence of conflict, but from the presence of justice:
of harmony.
The musicians achieve harmony with many sounds;
nobody hating noise has ever pretended to achieve harmony by a
mingling of silences.
;

;

We
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DRIVE ENDS WITH TODAY'S PROGRAM
Proposed
The

_

The

secret of the Christmas peace is that
things, but controls them ; it is not a hush, but

it

does not abolish

a concert.
It controls gluttony, which under its spell becomes feasting;
it
controls avarice, which becomes delight; it controls ostentation,
which becomes generosity; and it tempers hate into the clean zeal
of a crusade. And with all these controlled, there is peace;

The idle humble hill and wood
Are bowed upon the sacred

birth.

recent

meeting of

University Liberal Association,

Today's The Drive's End
Today's The Program's Day

Meetings

Joint

idea of joint political meetings,

proposed at a

Ken

Morrison,

the Labor- Progressive

President
Club,

said

of

the

that the

is sup'

Dick Walker stated that the executive
in the throes of
had decided to defer participation until
spokesmen for the other they had completed organization.
campus political
organizations,
the
"At the moment," sadd Walker, "we
C.C.F. and L.P.P. clubs, have expressed are not in a position
to take any active
is

their

willingness

scheme which

to

calls

participate

for

the part in the project, but

in

regular

we

are ap-

joint proached in the latter part of

January

meetings of the four organizations

which spokesmen

'I

at I feel that

we would

if

in its

season joy.
this joy

Amsterdam

The scheme was

Association

be better able to

first

prsposed at

last

scheme,"

said

C.C.F.

"This spirit of open enquiry is forms and policies of Canadian political
litely in line with the previous poliparties.
cy of campus political clubs, and the
When informed of the reactions of
Liberal Club
for

is

here, 100 dozen buttons

along the same line was conducted last "The response is very gratifying.
I hope
year when representatives of all parties that after Christmas we
will all be able

spoke at a pre-election meeting on the to get together and make these meetings
campus."
a real success."

last

students,

represented by

Don MacLeod,

decided to remedy the lack of an organization in

which

all

Pass Arts students

To Argue U.
Action

Picketers'
Two

aspects of a recent

and St Joseph's College. Defend-

ael's

j*i

ing the resolution that

"The University

students as such, are justified in joining

was "The differences between a progres-

picket lines in recent strikes," J. Mahoney and J. Wallace, both of St Mich-

sive and a liberal education."

Education, Professor Birdwhistell de-

to be released at

ael's intend to

base their arguments on
their firm conviction that "the students

C.

Prexy

Lit.

Seeks Lusty Yell

campus con-

University College

troversy will be voiced in next Friday's
parliamentary debate between St. Mich-

night Guay, addressed
the meeting. His topic

after a group of second year Pass Arts

there—potential energy

:00 today.

1

Debaters

New Club Introduced To Campus
As Pass Arts Students Organize
R. L. Birdwhistell, introduced by

student-vet-

The office of the Central Committee for the drive currently resembles an assembly-line with its departments
of 700 chocolate bars

to be heartily congratu- other organizations the Libera! Associaproposal.
Something tion's president, George Ness, said:

Pass Arts Club meeting was

Many

kindnesses paid by the Dutch to our troops.

their

first

University.

assignments, fought through the Netherlands.

Clark

lated

master-comedians Don Harron

erans, many students who had friends or relatives
in this theatre
have shown by their contributions that they have not forgotten
the

proposing this tion as a move to make University
President Roy students more familiar with the plat-

in

00 when

Chosen as symbolic of the universities of liberated countries,
Amsterdam University will have its Christmas fate decided by the
response of U. of T. students. The eagerness shown to
date may
in part be explained in that Canadian troops,
in their Second Front

heartily endorse the action of the Friday's meeting of the Liberal
Associa-

Liberal

will fly at 1

and Alex Siegel step onto the platform on the little island south of
the front campus for the brisk program concluding the
drive to aid

will outline the various participate."

political policies.

itroduced to the university

Until men have learned to strive towards a similar good
by simimeans, we must go on enjoying with the truce of Christmas
our
sole example of peace; it is a peace precarious,
not perpetual; but
being peace and therefore an affirmation of good, it
brines

The sparks

still

ganization, but

The

lar

Today will hit the detonating cap to bring to an explosive close
three days of the biggest all-campus co-operative
movement seen
in the present year.

be unable to participate for a few weeks

as the club

And

for one little hour the earth
Is lazy with the love of good.

AMSTERDAM'S HAPPINESS

scheme would be put before the club at
ported by most campus .political organ- its next meeting
and he felt that the
izations it was learned by The Varsity
club would support it
"I, personally,
last night
am in favor of it," he added
The interim executive of the ProgresSpeaking for the interim executive
sive-Conservative Club feels that h will of the Progressive-Conservative
Club,

We

:

Groups Support

Political

_

We

19-15

12,

good

for a

ject

will

is

in the

market

yell.

Anyone with any

ideas on the sub-

get a cordial reception, and

possibly a prize too,

from Gord McCafU. C. Lit

frey, president of the

With an

envious

eye

(or

ear)

to

and similar punch -laden
slogans from other sections of the cam-

"Toike-oike"

participate.
These students felt clared, has two functions one to equip,
pus, the Lit is sponsoring a contest to
and the other to dequip.
liberal educa- have every right to participate
there was no opportunity to get
in picket- produce suitable songs and yells
for the
together in a group and achieve unity ii tion, he continued, is that kind having ing corporations which are infringing Royal College.
broadcast concert are asked to dine
an
almost
equal
balance
of
equipment
in their course, said Mr. MacLeod, and
on the rights of labor.
further
Up to now, said McCaffrey, few
Christmasl
the Great Hall between 6:00 and 6:15
and dequipment
maintain tfiat*it is the student's privilege people know all the words to the songj
that Pass Arts was missing out
The
p.m.
Those dining elsewhere should
In referring to the high neurosis rate to take part in such demonstrations and yells which puts somewhat of a
speaker asked the budience whether
come to die Hall at 6 :50 p.m. During they
thought it was a good idea to have among university students, the speaker when they are of national concern."
damper on college spirit.
the broadcast the audience will particiThe opposition, composed of Kathleen
a Pass Arts Club, whether it should be stated that teachers are teaching peoplt
The Lit is inviting contributions from
Resuming a pre-war custom, the Hart pate in the singing of four
carols, Hark enlarged to include first and
Cahill
and
Patricia
Clarke
of
what
St
Jois
wrong
in
society
and
breaking
all
U. C. students, to be jotted down on
third years,
House Glee Club, under the direction of the Herald Angels Sing, The
First and what the policy was to be.
down their beliefs in themselves and in seph's, take a different viewpoint a sheet of paper and handed in at the
Dr. Charles Peaker, will broadcast a /Voice/;,
Come all ye Faithful, and
"Apart from the very dubious legal Lit office before Christmas.
others,
are educated to do one thing
half-hour program of Christmas Carols Good King
rVeticesIas.
to argue about what we know.
Songs are to be written to the tune of
Thus grounds on which the amateur pickets
Tuesday evening, December 18, from the
To relieve congestion, those not waitPractice on Saturday, 15th Dewe are no longer liberals, but "glib- are treading", they said, "we object not "The Blue and White" on the hopeful
Great Hall over a
coast-to-coast ing for the broadcast are asked to dine
to their display of their opinions, but to assumption that most students know
erals," he continued.
cember, West Hall University Colnetwork.
at 5:30 p.m. or after.
advertising their status as univers- the tune.
The Glee Club
However, McCaffrey added,
lege, 2 :00 p.m., and not in ConvocaThe meeting closed with a discussion them
Undergraduates who wish to hear the
11 dine in a body at 5:15.
ity students in attempting to give the the Lit wouldgladly accept any other
tion Hall Wednesday.
period.
impression that the University or its strain that pulls at the Royal Collegian
little

could

And

we wish our

readers.

:

A

that

We

Will Herald

With Carols On Airways

We

UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY

CBC

student body shares

Only

House Quartet Gives The "McCoy" Brush-Cut

Hair-Raisin g Hart

those opinions."

heartstrings, with original music being

EX-SERVICE STUDENTS
Varsity Tea

For a combined

total

of forty-nine

"For non-athletic customers

world

ifs

If

years this Hart House quartet has been affairs."

lowering undergraduate ears and attend,
ing to the male campus-coiffure.

Nextl-ing

for

altogether have

that

length

been Messrs.
Huff,

time

of

Morton,

who

ten

Monday through Friday

hours

daily

wield

clippers,

brushes,

and

scissors

razors about the crania of Joe College.

A

lot of hair

"When

I

has fallen on the floor

came here twenty years

for six years," reminisced
the

Mr. Morton,

Hart House barbershop,

"There are only four barbers

The

thing really hair-raising has happened

As

they perform their tonsorial tasks,

the quartet uses plenty of chair chatter.

give

the

real

in

Warden's

be entertained

a Toronto

you please get

in

for

touch with the

Hart

office,

All

home would

those

interested

tea to be held

House, or

in

working

The Varsity are reminded
by the

paper next Friday in

of the

staff of the

Wymilwood

at

in this

And, brother, they're

right

Wig-
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Advisory

University

the

McCoy

here in this room]" exclaimed Mr.

brush-cut.

St.

Bureau,

4:30.

George Street

Guest of honor, Santa Claus,

will also be there.

Students Remaining

"Mr. Wiggins invented the brush-cut,"
Mr. Huff.

Over Holidays

offered

Will Celeb rate

Well," protested Mr. Wiggins, "that
sort of

came as an inspiration: One day
came in with hair all

a medical student
er his face

.

idea
,

came

."

Huff,

you

as

"you said

dinner for

Anyway," summed up Mr. Wiggins,

are unable to return

possibly the crew-cut creator, "there are
only four barbers that can give the real

McCoy

Dinner

the whole year," said the Warden of versity over the holidays.
This year,
Hart House of his annual Christmas following a short musical program,
Hart House members who President Smith and Warden Bicker-

were cutting

."

.

At Warden's

It is the most cosmopolitan group of held with the idea of doing something
any gathering in the University during for those who must remain at the Uni-

,

"But," argued Mr.

Varsity. "Since then no- hedg.

here."

can

that

day

like to

gins.

during a combination interview and hair- the
cut with

that

only brush-cut experts.

ago,

had already been running

this institution

manager of

1

mas and would

Of 1,500 barber shops in Toronto, the
Hart House foursome claim to be the

city

Wiggins, Mahood and

you cannot go home for Christ-

And

brush -cut

they're

right
!'

home

for the vaca-

tion.

"We

A

portion of the Hart

House

clip

i

oom where

the barbershop quartet mani-

stcth
to

have students here from

the world,

and

all

all

will

extend the season's greeting

each student and

over give

everyone

a

the

Warden

specially

will

prepared

those staying at the Christmas gift

/unnerstan
University over Christmas come to the
Over 300 cards have been sent out
pulate tonsorial tools aire conversation tvith equal ease.
dinner. But there are so many this year this week to those who appear in the
Mr. Mahood.
that I must restrict this year's dinner Directory as coming from distant points.
"But
up too; wouldn't take it lying down. He tember 27 in 1928.
Allowing for the
from the door, who began in the Athletic when I was working in the Royal Bank
to undergraduates," he continued.
The Warden emphasized that anyone
finally left, disappointed, swearing he two-week annual vacation, this makes a
Wing parlor a decade ago. "We keep building a fellow with a giant sweeper- would
The dinners began in a small way eligible who has not received an invitago back to Italy to have a better total of 87,970 haircuts.
right with the trends. It's rugby in fall,
itache once came three days in a
about 20 years ago in the Great Hall tion should apply to his office as soon
job done."
Using Ripley's average of 140,000
hockey in winter.
to have it trimmed; he had to sit
Most loquacious of the four is Mr. hairs per customer, he has perhaps and every year since, they have been as possible to obtain his ticket.
Wiggins. He has been trimming and clipped, scissored and shaved 12 billion,

"We

talk all

the time," admitted Mr.

Mahood, custodian of the

third

here. That's off the record,

1 was

chair here,"

never in a really close shave

recalled
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lecturing twenty customers a day, five .175 million, 800 thousand hairs.

days a week, since he began on Sep-
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and experienced personnel to investigate any current problems.
Moreover,
these investigators have before them the
true perspective for pros and cons.
ble

Mastc and Drama

Jlrl,

Editorial

University C
Business Office.

AH

a conductor.

as

-Peg!

.

Assistant
News Editor
Assistant
Feature Editor _,

J"""^*

Stanley,

4T6

to-

members of

Secondly, the

the Engin-

eering Society Executive are elected to
Social functions.
School's

administer
their French,

They are not

elected to represent politi-

know much about

but they do not

act- cal opinions of Schoolmen.
It must be
ing. If you wish to improve your pro- concluded that such functions as School
of this fact.
Considering that Beethoven's wonder- nunciation you should certainly attend. Nitc, School Dinner, School -At- Home,
ful "Jittle" Eighth Symphony was played But, they play the whole show too far etc., could not attain the highest standup-stagc; the pace is slow, in a play ards annually unless many, many hours
practically without the benefit of
leader, the orchestra did a pretty good that should breeze along; there is fre- of hard work are unselfishly given by
iob. Sir Ernest manages to fall far quent untidy grouping on the stage, the experienced senior members of the
behind the players or spring way ahead shielding one another from the audience, various committees who are also on the

B.A.
Kenoer,
"

Robert R. 1
Barbara K. Hood, B.A.
Phil Shaddelon, B.A.
Peg Wallace, B.F.H.E.
George fbrster, AT?

Make-op Editor

The U.C. group know

are in

same per-

can not be able to give an

honest judgment
will

night's public performance.

that last night's

was ample

concert provided

W. Hugh

have been made because of that
stance. But this general criticism
more than likely be applicable to

After four concerts given by the Toronto Symphony Orchestra I am led to
Sir
the unavoidable conclusion that
Ernest MacMillan is quite incompetent

who

the position to not obtain the
spective,

Room

Editor-in-Chief
Women's Editor
Managing Editor
Assistant

University students,

Thus,

To Conduct Or Not To Conduct

Published five times a week by the StuLoitnui ol the Unidents' Administrative
versity o£ Toronto. Opinions expressed in
these columns are not necessarily the official
Administrative
Students'
the
opinions
of
Council,

illustration

them when giving cues. Further, his incessant up-staging of each other, un- Engineering Society Executive.
directions.
is so ill-defined that no orchestra necessary movement in all
Thirdly, the Executive has always

of

beat
Art,

Mmic, and Drama

have

then,
Slafi

The

could possibly follow him.

Photographer™

own

establish their

own

their

set

to

And

players,

Sm

volume.

this

felt

not the accidental kind of

is

pace and thing that

at to give a true statement on such
by matters as the Japanese question, a ballot system must be exercised.
Due to

automatically righted

is

an audience.

the presence of

Murray Sacks burlesques Chrysale; the greatest registration and a timeplayed what Sir Ernest the resultant caricature represents one table to suit such a mass enrolment a
meant them to .play, then Sir Ernest' way of acting Moliere generally, but great difficulty and time would result
conception of the Eighth Symphony is the rest of the cast are not playing the to obtain a period agreeable to 1,600
der that the dynamics were negligible.
If the orchestra

Night editor: Henry Wcstcott
Assistant: Betty

—the

imple

the

is

Staff

Kaye Young.

the second

coll- to convey the impression of age. Theii
thus, the ballot system is not possible.
rhythm without the tonal movements and their voices are as
Lastly, this year's executive has not
which give it its effect; the youthful as those of their two daughters. only its interests concentrated on the
The elder of these, Armande (Bar- administration problems of some 1,600
cello accompaniment to the horn solo
the trio was inaudible; and there bara Chandler), speaks flawless French Shoolmen and a Supply Store but also
generally the most competent to some 2,000 future Schoolmen who are
was an abundance of miscues in the last
movement.
actress. Her sister, Henriette (Monica to take up residence at Ajax some 20

ision cy

in

'ariations

The major work on the program v
A Faust Symphony by Franz Liszt
suppose that

it

symphony

Liszt of this

The
more

a

is

trifle

But even

keyboard.

then, all

the

can

symphony derives from a most

pack of

tricks

which lend

simul-

it

recall seeing.

te,

the diplomat,

is

ijrht

is

the

how

cares

bad music

well

is

Society has

cuti btfr-.

B

6ltr <u«.

ij-

past that it is
those persons who are

for

the

petition

to

personally

ieek endorsements.

anyway.

the cast

ever succeed

ree time,

it

is

the wisest choice to not

that the rest of

in

The orchestra reverted to its old style ciety of the period hut they do move
Therefore, to all the E. Simons at
Scott Carson,
general with some semblance of poise U. of T., I hope that the above
Craig Cringan, Matt Dennis, when it drowned out the male choi
will
Sue Gray, Alf Heakes, Ed Lindgren, and tenor soloist in the epilogue.
and assurance.
fy School's position in such matters.
Sandy Smeaton, Joe Taylor, Henry
Those who have read the review of
The pace of Scene 5, Act III, in the Instead of criticizing the Executive,
Wcstcott
be
he last T.S.O. concert will have noticed hands of Eric Kruh as Trissotin and
gentleman and give them praise for
Art, Music and
Staff
hat all these defects were absent. I am Fernand Boulanger as Vadius is good- a good job well
done
which
means
a
JelT Waite, Vernon Chapman, Alan
Gowans, Daphne Byers, Milton Wilson, onvinced that Toronto has a good or- Similar variety in tempo as is achieved great deal of hard work, worry, and
Douglas Ross, Eileen Saunders. Mary chestra. What it needs
is a conductor. in this scene is required throughout the little credit
Francis
Bowman, Brosk McElheran.
Court Stone, John Garlshore, Hanus
Philip Freedman.
play.
Try to remember that those students
G ruber.
tt looks to me like a production
(Continued on page 3)
need of another week of rehearsal.
Feature Staff
Harry

fwi*

stated

in the

>e
involved in any petitions and to
creating the direct their interests to more personal
played? atmosphere of the polished French so- problems.

who

be described as adequate but

Sporis Staff

Not

_

r>

Thus, to be just I
im sure that the reader will conclude
completely lack- that because of the Executive's lack of

character

entertaining

The performance by Earle Hampel.

and as

agreeable

it

taneously a certain pretentiousness and ing in aristocratic dignity as interpreted
certain emptiness.

The Engineering

entertaining as the sponsoring

is

mainly because

Belise,

in

effect of the
little

They

movements arc meaningless.
I

not Jjw»t*fc TKir

like

are quite the most frigid pair of lovers recently,

Mary Gridiron

subdued and religious than the Liszt of
Hie

lie.

(J

an elocu- miles away. To add to this, the Execution record. Hcnriette's suitor, Clitandre, tive has the responsibility to administer
portrayed by Harold Atice is dull and the operation of a Supply Store at Ajax.

who

Ernest

Sir

is

on an unsuspecting audience.

stuff

much

Allcut), sounds too

responsible for inflicting this fourth rate

i

son,

first

last;

mechanical rather than a pliable

.

News

Ernest Deutsch, Percy SchofTer, Audrey
Hart-Smith, John Booth, Eunice Davles,
Bob Johnson, Jim Cole, Mary Murdlson,
Joan Cowan, John Cowan, Martha Schober, Frances Fulton, George Legris, Ruth
Cohen, Helen Scott, Janice Murray, Lillian Mucin tyre, Bubbles Tomb, Phoebe
Taylor, Bob Henderson, Joyce Pratt,
June Guay, Flora Mulligan, Kathleen
Cnhlll, Toby Tobias, Bob Batten, Betty
Mutz, Eleanor Dickson, Bob Marjortbanks, Angus Hamilton, Lillian Hotz,
Ulrich
Laewen thai, Eddy Lindgren,
Dorothy Greenberg, Bill Toye, Joyce McKlnnet, Babs Flint. Dorothy World, Fred
Stlnson, Miriam Bassln, Lisbeth Cleaver,
Adele Timmins, Elizabeth Sawers, LoRgie
Klaus, Cyrel Wilkes, Maralyn McPhee,
Kay Tipping, Ethe) Greben. John Wilkle,
Ceclllie
Block! ey,
Don Forgle, Ken
Brewster, Sylvia Oakley, Dave Stanley,
George Bettson, Joan Fraser, Wes HurAnne Ballantyne.
ley, Phyllis Bloom,
Albert DeManche, Mary Raper, June
Forgle, Lloyd MacDonald. Buzz Thomas,
Bill Belt, Pat Coristine. Norm Clarke,
Eileen Sanders, John Rooke, Jane Hinds,
There* e
Gall van,
Lallla
Rotenberg,
Jack Tinker, Henry Mlra, Ben Thorkel-

farce interpretation.
For
Schoolmen for balloting. Then
Both he and his wife, PhiUminte, Christmas tests, which are now or will
movement was as fast
movement had played by Peggy Garnham, fail Utterly be in progress, curtail any free time,

appalling as his conducting.

is

Mutz

Bordanero,

Crlngan,

Drama

Sfcilsons

—

Four-In-One

Peggy Heinonen, Barbara MUburn,
Mildred Splcer, Fred Kahn. John Stralton, Doug Anglin, Bill Elliot. Al Rose.
Betty-June McKenzie, Shirley Hotrum,
Joan Quirie, Ann Taylor, M. J. Dennis,
Jack Granovsky, Ann Hill, Bea Thorkieson, Nate Goldberg, Syd Jourard.
Sam 0"Hara, Julian Rczetnlk. Arthur
Trott,
Jack Tinker, Janice Murray,
Eileen Sanders, Bill Hemmerlck, Ruth
Carlyle,
Norma Bardenstein, Loggle
Klaus, Mike Hornyanskv. Doug Rudell,
George Bettson, Mike Mackenzl
Atin,

The

—Jeff Waite.
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—
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time.

at the

all

night

same
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Society
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hope)

in
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past,

the future.

that the Engineering So-

Come

Executive does

not want to
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this is to
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for

be the

Cheers

this

last issue

affect
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Christmas
Card Orders
in

term

U.C.

lart Pousse Pulletm Jloarb
Vlsiiors'

Sunday

Sunday, 16th December, will be a Visitors' Day al Harl
Between 2 and 4 ihal afternoon members may
introduce friends, including ladies, to the House
which
will be open for inspection.

House
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Glee Club Carol Broadcast
8 C u
wiU 5 r adcas * Christmas
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carols from the
Great Hall between 7:00 and 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
18th
December. See write-ups in this issue for
details'

,

®f)e Cfjrtstmas.

CASA LOMA
THURSDAY. DEC.

.

Shop

of

Us

Everybody's Going To

this

32 Bloor St. East
(Near Bed Cross
Headquarters)

be

which does not
Schoolmen as a body. This is so

to

Romance.

ivolved in any petitions

because of the following reasons.
First the Engineering Society has
we axe always felt that Schoolmen should not
obliged to review the U.C. French Club's
interfere with Government policies.
The
production of
Femmes Savmtes Government is elected by the
people
lr0m
dress ^earsal.
Allowances and, in turn, appoints responsible,
capa-

Because

Toronto

3147— Nights:

in

(I

25c.

that has blossomed into

piano.

—

French Without

MART KENNEY
St.,

one

supper

SHOP

Quartet's

(

'HEC McCALtUM, Manager,
125 Duponl

like

.

FOR CHRISTMAS

charged the
Executive being
'he

four pianos do

why anyone would want to play present
and
pianos—all at the same time.
The policy
Philip Freedman.
•

Office of

Engineering

which

imagine
four

orchestral available

it,

.

JEWELLERY
and

annoying,

many words, that this is
because of a certain few who have
perform- guided the
Society for the past few
ances of Chopin were bad. Works writyears.
Thus, this can result only in a
ten for show purposes only, such
as reply by one who has served
from 1940Liszt's
Hungarian Rhapsody No.
1944 as a member of this Executive and
sounded very good. But then, from a
who in his graduating year not only
musical point of view there is no reason
vas President fo the Engineering
Sofor playing such mediocre music.
iety but also as First Vice-President
From an exhibitionist point of view
of the S.A.C.
Therefore, this letter is
wever, the group does very well.
to clarify and explain to all the E.
Their arrangements are in as good taste
Simons, of U. of T., School's policy
they can be and their precision is
regarding petitions. This policy, I might
something to marvel at But I cannot
add, has been exercised
they sound

Consequently,

y«»»ya

11-timed letter, in

stupid,

proper

their

look at

.

193
critic

Contribu-

INTERESTING

In last Friday's Varsity, a certain E.

medium. dormant regarding
his so-called Urn verity interests, namely petitions.
Morenot sound like a string quartet nor like
ver in this letter, this same character
a symphony orchestra.
Oddly enough, charged, in as

Any way you

Guest

School

and three Simon wrote
a

hundred and fifty-two keys gain nothing,
and in fact suffer distortion in being

house,

Blvd.

All writers and critics welcome.

From a musical point of view there
seems to be no reason whatever for play The Editor, The Varsity.
ing four pianos—all at the same time. Dear Sir:
The

Moffit's

Strathmore

Prof. E. A. Havelock.

Toronto appearance, they proved that
they play four pianos at the same time
What I have been tryis

Margaret

in their first

extremely well.
ing to find out

Vic. Literary Society
6:00 p.m.— Writers' Group will meet

Quartet as you may

First Piano

have guessed, consists of four gentlemen
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ToHoldAt-Home
In Two Installments

of

the dances," said

Don Meek,

Director of the Victoria College Union.
Eaton Auditorium will be the scene
of the first

dance on February

1945
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Social

"One New

with

1

the second one being held in
Simpson's

Is

Carol" Bachelors' Grants

Dean's Desire

Queens

Suffice at

For Gifts

Arcadian Court on February 22. Ellis
This year an innovation will -be introMcLtntock and his orchestra will proA Christmas tree, carols, and the KINGSTON,
duced into the annual Victoria College
Dec. 11. (CUP)
Revide music on both occasions.
Nativity pageant will bring the
ilts
fall term
of a questionnaire distributed
At-Home.
To accommodate the unA complete floor show, with a chorus to a close for
the women of University among ex-service students of Queen's
precedented registration the dance will
line restricted to

—

freshettes, will

feature

University

DON'T DELAY
BUY ONE TO- DAY

I

show

that present governCollege to-night in the Women's Union,
both dances. Casting and rehearsals
for
ment grants are considered sufficient for
"This will give everyone in the Col- th show are
when Miss Marion B. Ferguson, Dean
getting under way this
igle men but insufficient for married
lege a chance to come to at least one week.
of Women, entertains at her annual
men.
Christmas party.
The majority

be held in two installments.

The

JOAN RIGBY
COATS
DRESSES
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Nativity

undergraduates,
of the party
versity

SWEATERS

BLOOR W.

MI. 4969

pageant,
is

which

College

an

presented by

annual

open

is

women,

featun

to all Uni-

resident

non-resident

of the student veterans
favored the forthcoming National Conference of Ex-Service Students at Montreal on Dec. 27, 28, 29, as
an ideal
basis for discussing their common
prob-

and lems and finding

satisfactory

solutions.

An appeal to local citizens and to the
"It is part of the undergraduate
\>
University was suggested as the only
education to learn at least one new carol
solution to the housing shortage which
while at the University," said Miss
at present, one of the veterans' big-

is,

Ferguson

in extending

her

invitation.

gest problems.

Correspondence
(Continued from page 3)

much-debated question are too basic and
too important to be dealt with in a highhanded irresponsible manner. What the

Canadian Government proposes to do,
m our names as Canadian citizens
basically

a cowardly bullying act, enunworthy of a people professing

tirely

enlightened

Christian

principles,

and

who like to congratulate each other upon
helping to save the world from just such

now

acts as they

... SO

NOW WE'LL HAVE

upon a group

The

propose to perpctrati

of our.

question

own

citizens!

Japanese "assimil
has no bearing upon the pi
inolved indeed the majority ol
of

ability"

A BANKER IN THE FAMILY!"

—

'pie

them were born
-en

And Ym glad—for a

lot of reasons..."

working. Banking

is

isn't

in a day, but he'll get lots of help— and every opportunity to

he proves himself. The road to the top

is

wide open, and

admitted them

in good faith, is it not
dishonorable to welch on the agreement,

now

learned

move up

If the Japan-

should they have been admitted to the
country in the first place?
Having

He'll get a thorough training, and can even receive university instruction

in banking and economics while he

Canada and have

were considered undesirable, why

Bob has finally decided! When he's
finished school he wants to go to work in a
"Well,

bank.

in

valuable citizens.

we

that

In concluding, I would urge that Engineering students pay less attention to

as

offers:

their efforts to play the

End

Kids",

obligations
citizens of

and more
as

campus "Deadtheir moral

to

potentially

influential
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Dear Sir:
I am a little weary of hearing rightwing people complaining about noisy

who

minorities

Social*'
days.

express views different

from their own. As a matter of fact,
any person who expresses himself

.cdc=

^^^^

but the

any subject

is

in

a minority, since most

people lack the courage, the knowledge,

and the

"GALLIVANTING
By VITA RAY
fragrant
cologne with a
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springlike

any idea.
Mr. W. G. Lawson, whose

Main Floor

sion of
If

recently graced this

paper,

letter

regrets the

HAND-WOVEN
SQUARES
angora

fact that other

right-wing people, which
probably includes most of the students
of this Torontonian university, have not

expressed

themselves

more

copiously,

he should not simply blame it on apathy.
He should also blame it on ignorance.

—

Group "1

And

*

.

X

„ _,ir>

a>V*

wC

Va

sen*

01

this

campus do not threaten

interests,

*

so

write letters
Finally, I

attention of
this
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their selfish

why

should they bother to
or do anything?
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would

my
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draw
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right-wing friend that
minority" comprises
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campus

gift
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itudents chiefly in the social sciences,

pert*
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ignorant people only get excited

when something threatens their selfish
iterests.
The present issues raging on
lot

whiff of

Bowers

ability necessary for the expres-

they have left-wing views, I wonder if
their study of the social, political and
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have anything to do with it
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FAIR WEATHER

A. Pati,

Limited
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VARSITY POST-TERM DANCE
AT THE BEAUTIFUL LIDO DECK OF THE BRANT

INN.

BURLINGTON - DANCE TO LEN SALCI AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

THURSDAY, DECEMBER
This dance to be held in the form of a Christmas Party

- Don't wait

till

the last minute,

Make Your

Admission: $5.00 Per Couple.

20th
Reservations Early.

TICKETS ON SALE IN

This includes Bus Fare.

U.C.
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(Continued on page 4)
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Club hopes to make it a reality this
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Health Service will arrange for local he School At Home would be taken
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prevented us from commenting sooner
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Editor,

As an Engineering student, I was
men- deeply disgusted to read in Friday's
who take upon themselves all of this tion, made up of SO percent women.
Varsity that the student body of the
extra-curricular activity must obtain
(3) Since when is it a black dastardly Engineering Society had gone on record
same standards in their studies like trick, a blot upon School to stand, upon with the unenviable distinction of being
all Schoolmen with a 30-34 hour timeyour hind legs and voice your true and the only such group on the campus
Yours sincerely,
table.
weighted decision upon a matter such which rejects the idea of supporting the
John Wakd,
as this, instead of following the leader S.A.C. petition and by implication favors
S.P.S. 4T4, like a bunch of sheep.
the Government action in "railroading"
As editor-in-chief you should have Japanese-Canadians out of the country.
The Editor, The Varsity.
some control over the policy of youi
To my knowledge, no attempt was
Dear Sir:
night editor.
Referring to Mr. E made by the executive of the EngineerOnly the assurance, given earlier this Simon's letter in the correspondence
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According to Dr. C. D. Gossage,
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(Continued from page 2)
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all cases.
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Editor,

The

S.P.S.

EVGS.: 50c,
SAT. MAT.:

$1,

$1.50,

$2, $2.50.

WED. MAT.: 50c, $1, $1.50
No Phone Ordew

(Plus Tax.)

50c, $1, $1.50, $2.

Varsity.

Dear Sir:

Quiet, accurate repair itrvice

In upholding the stand taken by the
Engineering faculty with regard to the
Japanese situation as recorded in The
Varsity of Friday, December 7, I do
so with several distinct lines of reasoning.

(I)

December 14
Monday, December 18
Tuesday, December 19

Heenan

circumstances warrant it

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

^s^>^

Friday,

I.

Peter W. Neurath

I find I have an unpleasant duty to
perform but nevertheless feel the present

J

salt'.

and time

place

of the masthead

Prescriptions for glasses
iWihsacl filled with quality spectode|cnia« s ware Q ,
reasonab e price ^

Tickets on

not the

at 4:30

RUDY HANSEN
$1.00 per Person.
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Seriously, all
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one remembers that none
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spite of our reputation, by no means all
.And do you know where they were? Schoolmen are "reactionaries" and that
They were all up at Wymilwood having it is our belief that a majority at S.P.S,
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sortsa supports (wholeheartedly the petition of
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the S.A.C. for a fair treatment of the

next Friday.
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A£Uf&: "They'll Be

Warmly Appreciated Christmas G
HOUSECOATS-BEDJACKETS-PYJAMAS

1.98 to 10.98
Pick a glamorous gift from the big selection at
Virginia Dare
almost as many to choose
from as there are stars in the Christmas sky
and there'll be stars in her eyes, Christmas
morning, when she sees any or all of these
.

.

.

.

.

A— A HOUSECOAT in a dainty floral print with
the color accent on blue, pink or mauve. Sizes

14 to 46

6.98

B-A CHENILLE

BED CAPE,

petal-soft, in her

favorite pastel shade

2,98

—

C-A

BEDJACKET feather-light in quilted
cotton, pink or blue, with dainty bows for an
extra touch of allure
Small, Medium, Large

||

—

2.98

D— PYJAMAS— the

kind that wear and wear.

In blue

E-A

GIFT

1,98

HOUSECOAT— designed

for fire-

side evenings, in wine or royal blue, expressing
the warmth of your greetings. Sizes 14 to

46—

10.98J
"Help a Veteran and his Family Find
a

Place to Liv§."
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Sports Calandar

And Wayne Talk

Shuster
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studios this Friday to see

U.N.T.D.

All

session only, full credit in Physical

Training be given to students enrolled in the U. N. T. D. and the
C. O. T C, provided their work
with these organizations is reported

entrance

to

drill

Rear
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hall,

George Street, to be used.
Rig of the day, No.
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*

•

Friday,

from

J.

and

Hart House

EARLE GREY

Directed by
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TICKETS
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not

any
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AND

Sale at Hart House

Box

who are

taking

COTC

training

quired to return
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all articles
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Q.M. Stores hours:
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to report to Ship's Office prior to
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without

foil

(R) without

50 Free

who

are

are

re-

—

(Wednesday!

at Athletic Office.

^

^

—

JB. BOXING AND
BOXING-Wednesday, Dec

to 1645 hrs

0900 hrs to 1245 hrs

WRESTLING TOURNAMENT
12

5:00 P .m.

.

Fri.,

Dec
_
Dec

lb.

round bouts in 135Also second

class.

5:00 p.m.

Lieutenant-Commander (SB) RCNVR-,
Commanding Officer U.N.T.D.

Fri.,

in

155-165

lb.

14

m

Semi-final

8:00 p.m.

bouts
all
weights.
Final bouts in all weights In

13

5:00 p.m.

Semi-final

.bouts

14

S:00 p.m.

weights.
Final bouts

in

Main Gym,

WRESTLING—Thurs., Dec

(Signed) D. A. F. Robinson,

Norris, D. K.

first

class.

13

Brown, N. L.

Shubik, Martin.

All

_

_,

_

Mclnryre, L. B.

—

round bouts
Thurs.,

Johnston, William, V-75858.

™™

EVENTS REPORT
D AY.
~

—

14S

Note: Q.M. Stores will be closed
for the seven days 24 to 30 Dec. 45.

foil,

„

SCHEDULED FOR TONIGHT (WEDNESDAY)
HAS BEEN CANCELLED.

Fraser, D. A.

Office 11-3

Lyon

100 Free
100 Back
200 Breast
300 Free
Finals: Friday, December 14th. 7:30 pjru

Naylor, H. K,

$1.00

Brisbin,

THE VARSITY BASKETBALL GAME

of cloth-

ing and equipment issued to them,
to 119 St George St, immediately.

appear before the Preliminary Officer Candidates selection Boards are

14th and 15th

75c

ratings

^EC EMB ER ?3%

until

21,

in the event of

The following

EPSTEIN

E.

Apply

Polo.

RETURN OF UNIFORMS

important announcements.

By

Swan, Lyon

or

Swim League and Volleyball will be paid
on Tuesday. December 18.
Referees are still wanted for Hockey, Basketball and Wafer

*

December

3, 1946. Ratings are
advised to watch the notice boards

"Chicken Every Sunday"

or

II

— ATTENTIONl

JR. SWIM MEET
ALL SWIMMERS IN THE FOLLOWING
P
L F
PRE
NARY

09:00, January

in

I

Ill

B

session.

Ship's office will be closed

will present

For.

4:00

REFEREES

ship manuals.

TRINITY DRAMATIC SOCIETY

SPS.

PHE.

Office now!
Fees for Lacrosse,

All ratings are to bring Seaman-

16:30

PHE.

or

SPS.

Fees for Rugby and Soccer can be collected in Athletic

as satisfactory at the end of the

lanyards.

A

U.C.
U.C. V or

that for the current

applied

13, 1945.

Final

Duncan. Sheppau

Moffat, Burt-Gerrans

December 13, 5:00 p.m. Room 43. Physics Building
VARSITY SKI CLUB BADGES will be on sale
MOVIES (3 reels): SUN VALLEY SKIING, in colour.

the meeting of the Athletic
Directorate held on November 27th

was agreed

Dec. 14

Fri.,

At

it

PHE.

I

Knox

:00

SKIERS — ATTENTIONl
A GENERAL MEETING will be held today

for discharge, will parade at 17:00

Thursday, December

1

III

CREDITS

P.T.

who have

Med.

4:00
free

"Sure," agreed Frank.

|

with the

ratings,

5:00

their

U.NJ.D.
exception of those

5:00

Jr.

"Johnny Home Show".
"They can," said Johnny, "get
they had suggested, tickets at the SA.C. office."

Let the students,
visit

Wayne.

agreed Frank Shuster.

*'Fine,"

Final:

SWIM LEAGUE
Final:
VOLLEYBALL Semifinals:

Thurs., Dec. 13:

By Ross McLean
"Sure," said Johnny

:

Dec

in

ail

in

all

weights

Main Gym.

INTRAMURAL HOCKEY PRACTICES
Moil,
W<L,

IMPERIAL

Dec
Dec

Trin.

Forestry

Athletic Fee Privileges

A Union Statement

The U. of T. Ski cabin and trails are situated near
Glendale, King Township, about 4 miles west of Newmarket. Secure trail maps at the Athletic Office, Hart
House.
All men and women students entitled lo Athletic
fee privileges are automatically members of the U. of
T. Ski Club. Badges can be secured at the Athletic
Office on presentation of Registration Card with Athletic portion attached.

The United Electrical Radio and Machine Workers
and its Local 514 wholeheartedly thank the many supporters of the Imperial Optical strikers—the Clergy, the
University Students, other Labor Unions and the Public

The

THE IMPERIAL OPTICAL WORKERS WENT ON STRIKE FOR A UNION AGREEMENT
AND IMPROVEMENTS IN WAGES AND WORKING CONDITIONS

embodying

made

arrange-

In order to insure receiving Toronto Ski Club badge
use during the holiday season your application
should be completed immediately. January 6, 1946, is
the deadline for all applicants.
for

THE STRIKERS WON:
A SIGNED UNION AGREEMENT

Athletic Association has again

ments with the Toronto Ski Club making it possible for
students to apply for senior membership in the Toronto
Ski Club at a special reduced fee of §2.00. New members must pay an entrance fee of S5.00. These application forms can only be secured at the Athletic Office,
Hart House, on presentation of Registration Card.

generally, for their splendid contribution to the Settlement of this strike.

1.

Dent

7:00-7:30
4:00
4:30

OPTICAL STRIKE

SETTLEMENT

ment and

17
19

Guest fees shall not be credited to any membership.
Refunds shall not be made on guest tickets. Duplicate
badges shall not be supplied.

a full procedure for grievance settle-

a recognized stewards' system, full seniority protection, check-off, etc., as set

out in the unanimous recommendation of the Government Board of Conciliation.
•

3.

The
The

SKATING

WAGE

INCREASES directed by the Ontario Regional War Labor Board embodying
increases ranging from 5c per hour to 20c per hour, 5c per hour night shift bonus, improved vacation plan, time and a half for overtime, efc.
2.

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings, and every afternoon, weather permitting, on presentation of registration card
with Athletic Portion attached. Free checking.

ALL STRIKERS RETURNED TO WORK WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION.

Strike

justness of our cause

was

Was Won Because:
fully recognized

by the

$m $m mi ess %m %m%m

I

public, the clergy, the university students

i

i

\

and other

Der

labor unions.

The union thanks these groups

MAJOR

for their supporting action and gives
credit to these groups for complete victory in this strike.
The union because of its full victory in this strike, on the company's insistence, agreed to the issuance of a joint
press release. The contents of that release were dictated by the company's desire to re-establish its public position. The
union, anxious to lay the basis for future harmonious relations in keeping with its established policy
while not admittuig the allegations of the company
was prepared to assist the company publicly.
The company has stated publicly on many occasions that they would not sign an agreement with Local 514.
The International Union always accepts full responsibility for all contracts signed by any of its Locals.
The union in the interests of good relations and because of satisfactory settlement of all the points at issue agreed that
the collective bargaining agreement would be between the International Union and the company.
The Imperial Optical workers continue to be members of Local 514, which Local has a long record of good relations
with many important companies in Toronto.

—

—

Responsibility for future harmonious relations rests fully with the company. The public at large
has fully vindicated the position of the union and the strikers.

The

public will

now sit in judgment on

the

good

faith of the

Hurra!

Weihnachts-

mann Kommt

(German Club Christmas Party
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER
ST.
1.

Christmas Slory.

company.

"IS

19.

AT

8:00

PM.

HILDA'S COLLEGE. Devonshire Place
2.

SANTA CLAUS

Topical Debate on:

HERE

TO STAY"

In case of an affirmative decision:

United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America
DISTRICT FIVE COUNCIL—
JACKSON, President. GEO. HARRIS, SecretaryROSS RUSSELL, Director of Organization.
Treasurer.
C. S.

LOCAL UNION

514, U.E.H.

& M.W.A.—

DANCING
APFELWEIN

3

SANTA CLAUS

GEO. ALDRIDGE.
Secretary.

President. H. KIRK PATRICK.
J. OSBORNE, Treasurer.

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS

—

!

.

THE VARSITY, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
BE

SMARTLY TURNED OUT i

Nowl Reserve your Formal

Clolhes for

Holiday Festivities. Lei Freeman's
you completely and correctly.

1945

12,

These Flying Co-eds
Sing "Me Over Miami'

outfit

By Wally

FREEMAN'S SPAFORMAL
DIN

256
571

COLLEGE STREET,

YONGE

A, KI. 0991

at

STREET, Near WELLESLEY, KI.

SPECIAL STUDENT HATES

3370

OPEN EVENINGS

Last week the

girls spent

Belfry

("We

$25

know where

don't

the

all

money went!" and they only
to Buffalo to

Pensacola

to

travelled the 3,100 miles from Toronto
Orlando to Miami to Washington to Detroit

and home.

No

particular

destination

in

mind, Audrey "Toby" Tobias, II Trinity, and
Marion Anglin, I O.C.E., set out know-

—

l

ing only that they had to be back for

an exam a week away.

Wearing W.RC.N.S. uniforms legal
ly for 30 post-discharge days, the girls
hitch-hiked to a Buffalo airport where
the uniforms admitted them to free air-

JOINT RELEASE CONCERNING STRIKE AT

travel.

Four and a half hours later Toby and
Marion landed in Pensacola, Florida,

Imperial Optical
Co. Lens Plant

site of the greatest

U.S. naval-air base.

'We were belles of the ball in the
U.S.O.," they say. They were instantly
surrounded by servicepeople asking "Did
you have to wear black stockings? and
Say something else,—let's hear you
talk I"

In Miami the girls spent three

At 6.30

P.M., Wednesday, December 5th, the
Following Release Was Authorized by United

Electrical Radio and Machine Workers of America Through Its President, Mr. C. S. Jackson,
Who Is Also an International Officer of the Said
Union, and the Imperial Optical
Through Its President, Mr. Percy Hermant.

Company

full

A

days and late evenings.

sight-seeing
tour taught them that "grapefruit grow

They even saw a
Toby weeps "I'ir.
wrong

in clusters of three I"

rubber-tree,

but

mad. I think

looked at the

I

tree 1"

REVERSIBLE PARKAS

Appalled to indignant action, the girls

Negro

sat in the

—that

couldn't

found the Negroes
there with theml

sit

Here are parkas that you can change lo suit
the weather or the occasion. They're sand cotton
gabardine on one side, backed by a bright redheavy all wool maieriaL with pockets inside and
out, reversible, wolf trimmed detachable hood and
snug fitting, elastic waist Sizes 3$ to 44
EACH,

Adjusted to a cargo-plane's

TERMINATION OF

1.

STRIKE.

announce that the strike at the Imperial Optical
Company lens plant, Ontario and Dundas Streets, has been terminated and
that all the Company employees at that plant will at once return to work.

The Parties are pleased

to

last few
were alarmed
when a door swung open in their baggage space. What could be done except

GOODWILL AND CO-OPERATIVE

SPIRIT.
Mr. C. S. Jackson, President of District 5 of the United Electrical Radio
and Machine Workers of America, has had discussions recently with both
Mr. Percy Hermant and Mr. Sydney Hermant and wishes to thank them
for the goodwill and co-operative spirit in arriving at an operative agreement which is mutually satisfactory to both parties.
2.

Mr. Jackson, on behalf of the Union, wishes to publicly announce that he
sincerely regrets that the negotiations between the Union and the Company were such that many statements and allegations made by some participants and supporters of the Union, both during negotiations and in the
course of the strike, against the Imperial Optical Company, Mr. Percy
Hermant and Mr. Sydney Hermant, were deplorable and in some cases
unfounded and highly irresponsible.

NO

REPORT OF CONCILIATION

BOARD AND

LAW

apparently some ambiguity in the minds of some people regarding
statements made during the period of the strike. To clarify the
same both parties wish to say, that the report of the Conciliation Board
only recommended that certain suggestions be adopted, but there was no
directive that they must be accepted either by the Union or the Company
and that failure to accept the recommendations by either party is not conis

trary to law.

6.

REMEDY

Savantes"
By M olikre
TODAY, 8:30 p.m.
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Tickets
75c

11-1, U.C. Rotunda.
2-4, Hart House Box
Office.

TRINITY COLLEGE

CHAPEL
Sunday, December 16th

NINE LESSON CAROL
SERVICE

An

ancient traditional Carol Service of Readings of the Christ-

mas

Story

COMPANY

ticket

to thank Mr. Jackson and Mr. George Harris, Secretary-Treasurer of the Union, for their wholehearted co-operation in negotiating the settlement of this unfortunate strike and is pleased that
the
strike has been terminated, though it sincerely regrets the inconvenience

and

losses that

sale

U.C

Rotunda,

were suffered by

many

so

of its employees!

Dec

is

restricted this

have a few on hand till Dec.
you plan to attend, please
OL. 0465 for your ticket

year.

from Dial

580.

MO.

call

dition.

GL.

Size

Very

16.

reasonable,

Bloor St

leather

Monday

Reading

wallet containing

Bruun.

Phone G.

Scott,

1459.

FOR SALE

a

papers,

between
Varsity
Arena and Hosldn. Finder leave at
S.A.C. office or phone KI. 1377.
night

Remington portable typewriter, best
condition.

HY.

Phone

Room and

Hall, Tues. afternoon.

Higley, MI. 2037.

Re-

S.P.S.,

Tuesday

News

Belfry,
Office.

LOST

morning.

please leave at S.A.C.

Wally

4608, or Varsity

LOST
Set of drafting instruments, vicinity

office,

Finder
or phone

JU. 9136.

Billfold containing registration

and $10.00
between

bill,

Monday

University

Wymilwood.

HU.

night,

Library

1313.

.

Ye Yuletide Yump
CASA LOMA
.

son and

MO.

number of urgently needed

LOST

Thursday,
Dec. 20th

At

of A SURVEY OF EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION by Fergu-

LOST

ring with three pearls, between

Mary

WANTED URGENTLY
con-

7067.

Brown
from Informal

Please phone KI. 3957.

Bldg.

immediately.

Copy
sale, excellent

S.P.S.

.

Phone

4962.

FUR COAT
Raccoon coat for

I6tk.

LOST
Large farm lantern

ward.

.

7 :45 p.m. because I'm going to
listen

You can have a comfortable vacation,
winter sports, time to rest Healthy,
beautiful
surroundings. Limited
reservations.

If

Whitney

.

19.

from 7:30-

HAMILTON STUDENTS

Medical

PRESENTS

18,

Ticket sale for Letterman's Christ-

Onyx

P.B.C.

14,

15 minutes' studying time

to S.S.

TORONTO

THE GOLD AND BLUE OF THE

Varsity

12-2 pjil

Party, Nov. 24th, at 127

Imperial Optical C«.

FRESHETTES

LOST
for

I

STATEMENT.

The Company wishes

indignities

invited to attend.

NOTICE

mans Dance

IMPERIAL OPTICAL

with

Mrs. John Smart.

The public are

in

Hermant, and is certain that harmonious labour relations will now prevail
between the Union and the Company.
7.

interspersed
Carols.

Solist:

Christmas Dance, Royal York Hotel,

INJUSTICES

C?,„, T

les Femmes

Advance

The Union further wishes to say that it will do everything within its power
to remedy any injustice that may have been done to the Imperial Optical
Company, its personnel or to either Mr. Percy Hermant or Mr. Sydney

EATON

T.

j

FOR

CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS WITH LOCAL

many

TH. 5111.

1

A FEW GOOD SEATS LEFT

11 a.m.:

There

PHONE

lose their

Main Store, Second Floor

4.
5T4
Parties hae agreed that the undertakings and commitments shall in
the future be between the International Union of the United Electrical
Radio and Machine Workers of America and the Company with no contractual relations with Local 514.
5.

26.50

that—um— well, the
ex—cargo if they

suggestion

crew might

didn't close that hatch

The

the

they

hold breath (so it wouldn't fall
through the open hatch) ?
Finally a

UNION REGRETS DEPLORABLE AND IRRESPONSIBLE
STATEMENTS AND ALLEGATIONS.

3.

inches,

to

timid

.

until they

is,

available

.

Red Wool Lined

section of street-cars

MUSIC STYLED By

BOBBY GIMBY

JIM SERVICE

GORD JOHNSTON
MED. TONY STANLEY*
S.P.S.

U.C.

Sl.75 Per Couple via

4T8
4T8
ST1

JOHN DOLL

4T9

StTHnTvEY

Z

card
6-8,

and
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Short Story
more than he would earn in
a month
or drunks and their gin
friends.
to

Isn't

It

Forever

but

man

,

This one, like

twice.

all

the others, had the blank
the bored, knowing ex-

welMailored self-assurance,
pression that goes with too
plete lack of anxiety.

While
patterns

his

on

fingers

the keys,

much money and

drew

idle,

a com-

Debussyan

chord

knew without looking at
about it, really, that she was

Paulie

her or even thinking
watching him and listening with
that calm, intent
way she had for the thing in his
music that she
needed, the thing only

He knew
to hear

him

sense

that

l._

was why she came every night

play.

Someone had introduced them at a society
party
where he had played. That had
keen two weeks ago
It was too dangerous,
coming out into

the open like
but he had needed the extra
money badly At
first, the instinctive
mistrust that had become so natural a part of him now
had made him misinterpret her
friendliness completely.
He had figured her for a
bored debutante out for some
fun, but he knew now
that it wasn't that way.
And it gave him a funny
twist that he could not put
into words because
he

The spot's regular six-piece outfit
went on the
stand and began to tune
up Paulie was through
the

night.

for

He

went over to the bar for
a drink
before going back to his
room and he was trying to
decide Scotch or Rye when
he saw her commute!
ward him, tall and slim and
very beautiful in that
magazine cover way, with her hair
piled on top of
her head like that, and
the Florida tan still
smooth
°V
PlBaSant ™ 0,,lr fatures
Sh <
was

a™

"

'

'

"Hello

kid.
What'U it be?"
"Scotch and soda, please."
"Two Scotch with soda," he said to
the bartender.

He

flat

but

fumbled in his pocket for
a match
but she heat him to it, coaxing
flame from a little
silver lighter
He could tell at a glance that it
cost

w„ rk

and

Her

of playing music

He

eyes held

casual

it

him for just a

The

hair-trigger

dinger, the mistrust,
were suddenly tie
His face was hard and
masked. He said in

voice:

fine.

get by."

PauTie"
Paul
e.

And you?"

7°"/' ay<!d ™°1«M1,
It**'
Ivc never heard you
play
less

Anders™"'

"

* WMb

*

"It wasn't right for
you,

'''" 110

1

""'"

8

was

tonight,

than

™

'

it?'

She said: "I think I can
understand that."
the bartender set their
drinks down in front of
them
Neither „, them
said anything

Without actually looking a,
her he

J

for

the

5

"

As

!'

h

*e

0th

"

,hi " ES

more involved in it. Then
she said;
"Did you ever do any
concert work, Paulie?"
(Continued on page 7)

Psychoanalysis

way he

Whl! " he

had

the girl

went slowly away from him, the
music
came back into it again and with
it came a dull
unpunctuated buaz that became, little
by little louder
until ,t was like a
harmonic overtone to the music
itself; the noise of a
cheap night-club; of the people
who had no understanding of his music;
of
the people

who

tried too hard and too often
to have a good
and so missed the thing that might have
helped

time,

them

in

heard

their actual

this,

He
down

either;

loneliness.

Then he no

longer

and only the music remained

was aware now that

his left

hand was laying

a soft, deceptive, simple heat

in D Flat and
segued into Body and
Soul. The first time through he played
it like that,
soft and steady, not doing much
with it, just letting

taking

it

up with

his right he

it get the feel of his hands.
Going into the second
chorus, he let the bass get a little
more complicated,
the beat growing in intensity
by its perseverance.
The right hand began to move restlessly

into little
discordant patterns that were whimsical
answers to
the austere statement of the bass, until
the two themes

emerged,

each different and yet both of
them held
together and complemented by tile
other.
But as he
finished the chorus, his
tall,

thin

keyboard.
right
riffed

mood changed suddenly. His
body moved forward a little
towards the
Then knocking it apart with a vicious

hand arpeggio, he rocked
it,

socked

it

with

solid,

it

for three choruses

altered chords, taking

key up a semi-tone on each chorus.
He felt good
now, free and loose and easy, and
when he finished
-us set even the drunks
were applauding.
the

He

1, 5

watching

™*,

them'

»

M "'

^"^'^-

if he lM k matter
t0 °
!»«>•
m both lose, things
would
being the way they were
So after a while he put her out of
his mind and began
to fil
in the empty places
with music,

to

g0od

a«

that,

t

down

leaned

keep

to

was long enough

it

"HowVe you been?"
•Tm fine, Paulie. J ust
I

tried

of

know^by

"Hello, Paulie."

one himself.

a

cfgarette

didn't

it

again.

putting an extended coda,
soft and
nigh in the treble, on
JT"](_
"Sophisticated Lady",
when he saw her come in and take
a table near
the piano
The man was one he hadn't seen
before,
but then he had never
seen her with the same

his

moment

Harold Andrews

WAS

-]T_JE

light

didn't look at the girl.

E.

F.

Cook*

her,'

Second

Prize, Short Story

Second

Judge

THE

.

stressed

particularly careful with pre -a doles cents because they

were even more between the ages than all the other
ages that were between the ages or something like

—

that—anyway she had

down

aJl

it

in

point

form

in

there had been something about

And

—

oi independence

cultivation

lem she supposed and all the pre-adolescents had simiwhat had that man said—some tiling
lar problems,

grow

lipstick

.

herself

dreamt

using a lipstick until she

of

was sixteen)
expected to

.

.

.

.

(she

up,

Kreisel, A. G.

No

McKay.
was awarded.

"And

non-fiction prize

Judge

:

Professor E.

J.

tine society.

Prall

.

.

on—can't

down
chaotic

society

You

—

ART

Bohemian Hal
."
mind

it

that

.

So much

Isabel Goldberg.
to be announced.)

words I)
Ruminating

Moon

cuds.

.

But then

was

alienation

way

had put

the lecturer

Mind,

window

.

"...

way

.

thought a nice sing-song

never

any

felt

.

that

.

Susan

of

pened

—could

,

.

next
.

.

.

.

.

there

.

.

it

was

had

Sundays
grown-up

really for

said,

.

just as he

.

.

down

little

girl

did she see the great

Glue Factory
Douglas Valleau

The cooking up of glue worse stinketh
Than any smell I've smelt, methinketh.
How do those who work herein
the stench within

That seems so bad without?

The Undo renud utile Nawapc-per

supplement to the undergraduate
t

W. Hugh

Manager

Night Editors:

Kenner, B.A.

E. A. Macdonald, B.A.

Hugh

Kenner, Peggy Bates

write.

themselves

his

the genius

is

—

for

a

step,

Wolfe,

like

door,

away
lip-

view.

I guess, when
They come to

they've been here a while,

like this odor vile
And, should they pass a bed of roses,
They would gasp and hold their noses
And pity us, no doubt

— the

vainglorious hidicrousness of
in

private

their

specialized

deaf and blind to the million other points of

fields,
.

.

.

What
twisted.

wrong with

the hell's

.

.

sheet?

this

Gets

all

.

to sleep.

.

.

.

Nice the way she had her hair tonight. Different
somehow. But disappointing when I touched it Won-

why?

der

.

.

.

Talking about women's clothes and
position of

women

of bare calfs?
.

Published annually by the Students' Administra-

Business

to

masking

just a

he's

immersed

"intellectuals"

Ever stand

daily.

going

they're

idealists

Talking about curricular sectarianism

streaked cheeks, the panic-eyes of

Editor-in-chief

to

your

least

Talking.

Robert Hal

.

CHRISTMAS LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

a

Wanting

at

I

Can't go

Council as

—or

sectarian view of it

from that glory, that fame, that in
service to "art-for-art" he scorns

a lost child.

tive

books

that

Baxter descended upon her daughter with
a torrent of half sentences and excuses.
But she had
forgotten her glasses and not until she was actually
tears sliding

you know."

world

them is certain that
the world is looking

Mrs.

upon the fur-caped

you can't expect every-

young writer breaking into print,
all along each and every one of

a

.she did

.

.

.

pre-adolcscence

.

.

while

little

love to look

.

with a cynicism about the chances of

.

gray squirrel cape, she
didn't know she had worn it to school,
see the

.

Talking with budding authors about

she could

.

the

Young

was Susan beside the big
.

discovering

Pinnacles I wantl

Talking.

the

a block and across

she had waited

I"

now

only eighteen

she's

ami

Brut

.

own narrow

have hap-

this

down

street,

pillar,

and

making me doubt every-

Yes, foolish, Faustian.

was
Baxtlett's, not the right spot.
She bunted
her way through the crowd to the
Smiths

But

tual yourself,

she had said four thirty at

.

.

devour

no sign

still

is

that I

".

She had
from her
had she

anything

Ifs

all.

half squealed

one to be always mouthing pearls of
wisdom! You're not always so intellec-

wild

she couldn't really remember.

Another street-car and

at

it

Yes, cynical pinnacles I"

.

.

get

way she

Child! Only

—

1

Snob

well

.

.

don't

I

Ha!

anything when she was only ten

felt
.

.

alienation

mother, nothing but

be

then'll

—better half

morning

thing I ever believed in

she had

.

.

— but

anyhow

bit

in the

"University

the child had looked at her
tried to quiet that

question

her usually hushed melodic voice.

in

—

the

—a

crazy ... the

her nerves quiver when he said
that because there had been Susan's
birthday party the week before and

when she had

—

Gotta shut that

I

freeze.

felt

screaming hide and seek

analyses,

Groping.

Absolute

the

that draft

groggy

all

usually

was the
She had

it.

Yes,

I

ideas in our intellectual

(always tentativel)

Damn

the dan-

— that

I

mark?

ger in the mother-daughter relationship in pre -adolesce nee

.

wild generalizations, unintegrated and

really say something quite severe this

time.

.

midnight Nearly
A bevy, a flux,

disintegrated integrations.

she would

.

I

you
.

Disjointed thoughts, "ten-

Ideas.

tative"

so thoughtful, though forgetting about
.

No

.

if

a glaze over the

It's all superficial,

—disgusting
(Discussing — disgusting

She couldn't have been kept in at
Susan was really a clever child
... or should she be saying clever
really
girl now that she was ten

time like this was not

.

.

afterwards

Intellectual stimulation?

school,

.

disjointed

twisted

of groping intellects, discussing

—

.

—damn

impulses

one's stopping you, but

talking. Restaurants at

every night.

expect them to be on time or at least
twenty minutes late.

And

philis-

Talk, talk, talk.

:

The Waning

college

a

in

.

not more than

outstanding in her class.

No

I

well, you'll feel all sick inside,
I

!

expression

give

Natural

I

do

do

you could surely

but

a neurotic

have another drinkl . . ."
".
.
Look at the (perversions of sex in our society
.
the thousand ways we're cramped and clamped

Percy Janes.

{War Memorial Award

us— this

taking

the grad's

.

hell,

can't

Judge: Mr. John A. Hall
E. F. Cooke.
First Prize
Second Prize: William Fairley.
Honorable Mention:

.

.

."

.

.

:

Honorable Mention:

.

"What, the

First Prize Poetry: D. G. Lockhead.
Harold Andrews.
Second Prize
Honorable Mention: W. H. B. Robinson.
First Prize Light Verse: Pamela Skeete.
Second Prize Light Verse: Martin Shubik.

turning.

wherc's all this

business?

VERSE

hadn't

and they mustn't be

.

.

Bob Endleman

TWISTING,

:

wear

about, yes, wanting to
.

Harold Andrews.
Second Prize: Eva Maguirc, Bob Endleman (equal).
Henry
Robert Weaver,
Mention
Honorable

was meeting Susan

that

downtown like this instead of calling for her at school
... but fifteen minutes late, she was a dawdler
though, always .preoccupied. That was Susan's prob-

.

Professor F. E. L. Priestley.

.

.

her notebook.

:

First prize short story:

no dont's so
mi'ch but really, the child was always doing
like this being late when she had
a don't
But she wasn't a child—
said four-thirty distinctly.
the last lecturer had talked on the pre -adolescent and
You had to be
that was what ten-year-olds were.

had

institute

Insomnia

PROSE

Lost
Eva Maguire
child

Prize, Short Story

The Winners

.

.

Go

.

.

of the time
.

.

.

.

how

they reflect

erotic significance

what's that got to

do with

it?

to sleep.

Count sheep. Na, crazy. Go to sleep.
Did I wind my watch and set the alarm ? Watches
Crazy ... Go to sleep. Should be
with alarms?

—

J

tired enough.

Talking.
I

Never so much

—

in all

my

life.

drone sometimes most of the time
(Continued on page 4)

They

—maybe

said

even

Honorable Mention, Short Story

companied

by a hesitatingly
which was
withdrawn in mid-air.
The monotonous motion of the
car, moving swiftly and smoothstretched-out finger

One

Sunday

Henry

Kreisel

Paul drove on listlessly,
avoiding a sidelong glance,
because he did not feel like

it.

was a Sunday afternoon early in March, and
the
was crisp and fresh and had a promise of spring

_

talk

the window,

He

Johnny"!!

she

as

him.

told

"Oh, no.
yet.

I love to drive in the car.

You know

Johnny

I do.

does,

too."

"Johnny's
woudn't know

boy looked very much like his mother
He had blond, curly hair, and large blue eyes.
He had
inherited her mischievous look,
and her gay easy
laughter.
He kept watching the road intently' for
a
while, pointing out cats and dogs
on the side-walk with
little

"Oh
stop

a voice so filled with wonder that
it seemed he had
never seen such animals before, and
his voice rose

yes,

He

sleeping.

the

difference,"

he would.

If you'd

car this minute,

he'd

wake up immediately."
paused and looked at him.

She
His

the

eyes were straight on the road,

and he didn't say anything.
"You're
mad,
aren't
you?
You're mad because I made you

to ail ecstatic shout
whenever he saw a squirrel
scamper across the road and take
refuge high np in a
leafless tree.

come

She sat bent forward in her seat, taking
the keenest
little boy's game, entering
into it wholeheartedly, not in the condescending
manner of adults,
but like a child playing with

You're

out.

so

selfish,

Her

Paul."

voice became very
took on a tinge of
regret, and almost of sorrow, as
though she were talking of

interest in the

soft,

a child.

idle

and

it

something that was

stretched

ably

out in a comfortable armchair,
with the radio playing
softly, and a newspaper
spread out before him, which
eventually dropped dot™ on
the floor when he fell
asleep. He hated to drive
around aimlessly at any time

had lost its excitement and enthusiasm, and the sense
of triumph was gone from it.
Any new discoveries
were registered merely by a resigned statement,
ac-

did

And if we have,
we go home again?"
Don't let's go home

can

"Take him away. Eve,

to point out a particularly striking object,
but his voice

please.

"Close

mow, dear?

air

it.
Then he made a tremendous effort to blow
the
horn, and finally sncceeded with
the help of his father
He was delighted and repeated the process
again
and again, laughing and shrieking every
time he heard
the toot-toot, until Paul said:

but especially on a Sunday
afternoon. Now and then'
he glanced at his wife
and child, and he could not
help smiling.
They .made a pretty picture. Eve
is beautiful, he thought,
she's like a child.
That's
why she can get away with murder; that's
why she
can make me raving mad and I
can never be really
angry at her.
He let the window down, and the
fresh March breeze slipped in
and began to play with
the child's golden curls.
After a while Johnny got
tired of playing with his mother,
and rested passively
in her lap.
Only occasionally did he take the trouble

get home.

to

Then he turned to her.
"Have we had enough fresh

turn

Paul was feeling uncomfortable.
He liked to
around the house on Sunday
afternoons,

wanted

catch a cold."

to

The

He

ing.

After a while Eve said:

Paul went to the garage at the back
of the house
and drove the car to the front.
She was waiting on
the side-walk, and when the
car came round she
picked Johnny up and got in.
Johnny was happy.
He was four years old, and he loved the car. He
immediately grabbed hold of the wheel and
tried
it.

or we'll never get started."

almost deserted

gently to sleep.

It

in

the

streets of the city, put the
child

upon Paul to take her
for a ride in the car. She had a way
of Betting what she wanted, and
sometimes he
at last prevailed

air

along

ly

had
SHE
and Johnny
hated her for

Inscrutable

often

irrecover-

lost.

He

was a
laughter compounded of irony
and amusement, and dipped into
laughed.

sarcasm.
said,

don't

It

am

"If I

selfish,"

he

"then what are you?

I

think

you've

done

ever

anything for anybody unless you

happened

to like

"That's

you were

doing

a dirty

sick last year,

Isabel

When

who nursed you, and

did every-

thing for you?"

"You
doing

You

liked to see yourself in the role of the

martyred wife. In fact you loved

it

so

much

that

you

were positively sorry when I got 'better. And while I
was sick you did your damdest to make yourself be-

was almost dying, and
make me believe it, too."

lieve that I

tried to

"Paul, that's
if

you do

fall

"Don't work yourself into such a furor, dear, or
wake Johnny up, even without my stop-

you're going to

you just loved

did, that's quite true, but then

it.

Goldberg

it."

lie.

- that's - that's -

sick again, I

swear

what's more, you

let

He was amused

by the whole

"You can

stop the car for all I care.

worry about Johnny," she
looking

smg

down

like

me

She

I

and gently cares"Everybody says that Johnny is much

than like you," she said, suddenly
chang(Continued on page 4)

you die with-

"Thank you for warning me so far in advance.
must say thafs nice of you, and really extremely

First Prize,

Poetry

fair."

I,

Paul

Tomaso

Harold Andrews

Burning fire
and blowing

leaf,

both have brought
too

much

me

grief.

Each has taken
half

and
in

my youth
me ashes

left

my

mouth.

"You

they didn't belong to you at
you call enjoying yourself."

down

shall

he lay him

to rest

with wild leaves blowing
in his breast?

And

all.

"What if I do? I'm getting a
"Yon are getting a kick out of
me i I'm to be your slave and do

that's

kick out of
it

I

what

it."

And what

about

everything you want

without saying a word, I s'ppose? It's like being
shut
up in prison with you being the warden. And if I
ask you to take me out, you screw up your face as

asked you God knows what.
And I
haven't asked you in months."
"You couldn't very well expect me to drive you
round when the roads were all blocked with snow,
I'd

could you?"

"No,

And how

survivors

air.

though

But how shall he flee him
from desire
though he be
thrice-burned by fire?

will fall sick

if you insist on staying home
on such a beautiful day instead of getting some fresh
Oh, if you could only see yourself on a Sunday
afternoon, sprawled out all over the place, your arms
dangling down over the sides of your chair as though

I couldn't.

And

I wouldn't have asked you

to-day either.

And
ask

I'd just have stayed in
I'm not going to ask you again.

me

go out with you,
you'd better not ask me."
to

I'll

my

little

prison.

And when you

not go with you, so

D. G. Lochhead

We

are like the bottles
White against the mirror
In the room

In the morning.

The long

We

cold finger missed us,
clung to the cracks

And watched
Dying

in

it,

the others

dull-eyed.

There is always one face
In the mirror
Like the bottles
And dead soldiers.

The

On
The

finger will touch us
the shoulder we.
glassy-eyed, will go

From

don't

sat there sulking,

at the sleeping child,

his hair.

But

said.

And

out lifting a finger."

Seconc/ Prize, Poetry

thing.

Somehow he enjoyed making her mad.

more

you're hateful.
I'll

ping the car."

—

all this

gladly.

;

!

4

One Sunday

He

If
ing the theme, and dropping her voice

Pamela Skeete

"What brought
looking her

you can keep your feet when all about you
losing theirs and trampling over you,
And keep your balance when conductors jerk you
If

allowance for their jerking too

you can wait and not be tired by waiting
For endless hours on ice-cold windy streets,
And finally end by crawling to your lecture
Because the car is minus several seats.

To make

on

ride

street-cars

a lecture forty

liar

way

sting

him

And motormen you
If

And

still

Yours are
And what

spoil

late,

only mildly hate,

this

call

will

tilings

But

I

more, you are unique,

times,

friend

and

seemed natural and

sincere,

and not

me a

If

child.

child."

I'm not grown up now, then when

grown up?"

be

I

matter of years
dren.

I

at all.

I

used

Some

Don't you

see,

it's

not a

people always remain chil-

remember a time when you used

called a child.

to love being

once picked up a b'ttle jingle which
you, and it used to drive you mad,

I

to recite to

but you loved

It went like this; 'Little girl. . . ."
"Stop it," she interrupted him sharply, "Please
it now.
I don't want to hear it."
He went on as though he had not heard her "Little
it.

'stop

girl,

little

"Stop

she could change her

my

"You are a

insisted.

"Never," he said quietly.

Like a child

moods a hundred
somehow these changes

the time that I am."

all

I'm almost twenty three, and I have
a child of four, and a husband who is a boor and
thinks that because he is ten years older than I he can

to

"You're just saying these

people off their balance.

me

"Oh, but you are," he
"I'm not.

him too

I'm not hurt at all. Now
then."
She was almost crying now.
She was the most capricious of women,
yet she had a charm about her that
covered up her whims and threw

the benefits of education,
is

"You

don't care.

morning after morning,
think college worth it in the end,

you can do

intended

retaliation,

because you want to hurt me.

and survive

minutes

of

sharply.

"He'll be nothing of the sort," she

nor bony elbows hurt you,

If neither feet

I

really.

at

much," he said. "He'll be mama's baby
when he grows up."
said.

you can

Nothing

you'd stop telling

.

If

If

face.

Johnny, and then I
.
looked at you, and .
well. . . ."
He knew that this was her peculooked

just

He smiled. "You're such a child," he said.
"I'm not a child," she snapped back, "and I wish

on?" he asked,

this

in the

full

"Nothing.

Are

drew away from him and would not let herself be
touched. And when he insisted, she told him to keep
his hands on the wheel.

whisper.

to a confidential

way she

could see that she was hurt by the

looked at him, and he tried to take her hand, but she

(Continued from .page 3)

And make

sophisticated.

at all

Verse

First Prize Light

girl,

little

Stop

it.

"Little girl,

it,

little

girl.

or

.

.

,"

throw something

I'll

girl,

you're a pearl, you're a pearl."

at you."

you're a pearl,

girl,

little

He was

laughing (en-

joying himself tremendously.

She

quiet

sat

for

a

little

gathering

while,

her

and her voice seemed composed when she said:
I am a little girl."
She paused a
moment, and there was a triumphant twinkle in her
eyes.
"But that's one of the reasons why you love me
so much, and you know it."
forces,

"All right, perhaps

cussing, talking, overtly ruminating?

Insomnia

Ideas.

we have

(Continued from page 2)

World of ideas! We're
'Wonder

ideas

I

Ivory tower
bored with myself.

.

Sleep, he!!, sleep

.

.

I

really
ing.

.

is,

easier

realize

They

to think.

Much

A sophomore

.

.

How many
dissatisfied

get

and

it,

.

.

what a hard thing

substitute reading for think-

.

.

iconoclasm.

Those who
anyway—not so

So much

easier,

status-

dis-

Always coining

This came as a surprise to him because he had
thought she would do something drastic, but instead
she had told

him

the truth, and there

could say really, and he was a
she had gotten the better of

was nothing he

angry, too, because

little

him
give her some

after all this quib-

He had to
sort of an answer,
but he couldn't for the world of him think of something good, and so he finally said:
"You always

bling.

have an answer ready, haven't you ?"
This was a very meek and humble retort, and he
knew it.
What was more, she knew it too, and she
let him know it by smiling a shy
and superior sort of
smile without saying anything.
He tried to put his
arms around her in an effort to ipatch things up, but
she wriggled out of his arm and woke up
Johnny up.

isms.

Ism, ism, ism.

Drone, drone, drone.

Go
But what about

.

ouo-ism.

it

."

Yeah, he's right about that

psychology

and then so what?

scornful.

Status-quo-ism!

People don't

tower? So what? Neces-

don't probably better off afterwards,

Thinking.
.

so superior because

1

or marble

sary to escape the world to think?

.

1

What's all that racket outside? Two o'clock, God
No, she wouldn't. Don't be ridiculous, "There's
them 'at do an' them 'at don't. That's all there is
to it."
Ha. Shallow. But true maybe.
".

—

to sleep.

Zz-zz-zz-zzzzzz.

The

child was grumpy, and and she could
was going to start crying, and she began
a story. But Johnny was in no mood for

Second

see that

to

tell

stories,

he

him
and

he didn't listen to her, but started
crying in protest.
"Where the hell are we?" asked Paul suddenly.

Prize, Art

Interrupted

"Don't swear in front of the child."

Rhythm

She said

it

crossly.

leer
Percy Janes
Gentle and slow

Like the hands of tenderness,
Poignant and rich

As

the dreams of old lovers,

It steals

Filling

through

all

Drowning
Dissolving
It

mounts

my

body

emptiness,
nerve-tension,
all care.

to

my

brain,

Then

I scorn hesitation;
Self-doubt is no more,
What rot is self-consciousness!
mind is lured outward,
Expanding self joyously,
As a spring flower unfolds
In new beauty and rare.

My

—that

Strange

a mind,

ready slave to

all ,/

chains,

Can be
William

Fair ley

malt!

freed by a

quantum

of

water and

—

:
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The Lonely Road
W.

H.

B.

he couldn't imagine how he
had happened to rise. He
eyed the Maestro hatefully

march from

Robinson

house

with

pain
"Is there no-one, not one only,

and

Who

manner

make me whole again?"

as
musicianship,

When
dais,

tra,

Who
Who
And

yearn for keen companions

would share the same

delights,

would bridge with me the canyons.
defy the days and nights.

my

inner being

my own lone life to lead
And my soul remains unseeing

my

in

a

his

thought

the

arms

to the orches-

shaking with

emotion,

The

blood pulsed

great beats

through his

his arms.
in

He

eyed the conductor

from head to toe, loathing
him, and inciting his hatred
to its maddest fury.
"Look at the wretch," he

I've

While

bow

as

and seated them. Defiantly
Rhodenbaugh slapped his
flute on his lap and folded

fists.

Yet within

false

he had reached the
Maestro extended

the

his lean

the egoistic load.
I

regard

flautist

the narrow lonely road,
the self becoming dreary.

And

stately

meanly tendered

shaking his white hair

For I'm growing weary, weary

Of
Of
Of

the proscenium

to the dais; thrice the
Maestro paused to embrace
the

am lonely, I am lonely,
And my heart cries out in
I

can

Boogie- Woogie

as he and several thousand
the pontifical

witnessed

heart begins to bleed.

said to himself, "he's had his
valet
brush his hair up

straight

Honorable Mention, Short Sto ry

that

above
will

it

and lovely

his

ears,

stand
.

out

He's

told

so
soft

—

the

electrician to put that light
over his head so it vili look

Capriccio

I

like seraphims.

Alexander G,

THE

last

He's got his
collar too tight so he vili.
look young and healthy. I'll

McKay

conductor for the

Summer

concert series

had laid the ivory baton to rest a week ago,
and the first concert of the regular series was
be given tonight. The return of the permanent
conductor occasioned an outbreak of critical weighings
to

among

the orchestra members. Some even considered
a mild form of amusement to get Mr. Rhodenbaugh,
their prize flautist, started on the subject
of the
Maestro, as the resident conductor was widely termed.
it

As

the musicians

were gathering in the tuning room,
the bassoonist was heard to remark, "Well, the old
timer will stage another grand come-back tonight"
Mr. Rhodeubaugh's only reaction at first was to
clasp his hands more tightly about his instrument
The assembled musicians winked and grinned at one
another.

"But my dear friends," said Rhodenbaugh, "vere
this buffoon anywhere but in America he vould
be
thrown out. But really, gentlemen, it is impossible for
a man vitout a grain of musicianship to conduct such
a formidable orchestra.
This creature has fallen in
love vith his ivory stick, vhcn he can't read an orchestral score vithout Steiner to play it vun hundred
times on the piano till he should memorize it."
Meanwhile all the orchestra had convened and were
tuning their instruments.
This was a busy, friendly
moment, and everyone shouted above the squeals and
blares of their fiddles and horns.
Unexpectedly,

Steiner,

Maestro's

the

way into the room and
command attention.

thrust his
to

"Boys," he was obviously

maybe tonight when

assistant,

held up his hands

ill

at ease, "I thought

the Maestro

comes out we might

I think maybe it would be nice.
The Maestro
says such demonstrations displease him, but I think
he might inwardly appreciate it. If we get up then,

all rise.

when he comes out—when Mr. Perckhammer
his

rack for attention,

if

we

all

rise?

taps on

You know

the

Maestro has been away from us for four months now."
Minutes later, on the stage, with the house lights
enhancing the beauty of the auditorium, coloured now
with a capacity audience, Mr. Rhodenbaugh resolved
then and there that he would not rise with the others
at the Maestro's advent.

Suddenly the house fell silent as Mr. Perckhammer,
went tick-tick with his bow against

bet his vaistline

I f

* f

comes from

His vaist-coat has

corsets.

can

bend in three-quarter
time, and not look like a
tramp afterward. Now he is looking us over to see
if he can begin, like a butler
examines his servants

before

William Fairley
Vhat good

now comes

.

the downbeat.

Avay

ve go.

Now

of rage,

He

him?

to

couldn't read

his

savage

Mr. Rhodenbaugh was counting the bars

"Even

he shuts

he gives

if

late— but he

vili

me

the cue,

smile at me, as

it vili
if

he knew

(Continued on page 8)

Winter's Death
Gloria Shreeve

does the soldier think upon, when, in the heat of
sweet spruce comes to his blood-stained face?

battle, the smell

Of
As to the guts of some unknown and undesired foe, he fixes
And watches spurting blood?
What does the soldier think upon? Rich blood of a man

bayonet

Mingles with the skin-white snow of nature and the soldier sees
A now-deserted sleigh, a lovely sleigh of cherry-red, against a bank

Of virgin snow. And as the guns in volleys pour their noisy death
Upon a thousand men, he hears the faint, far-off tune
Of churchbells, mingled with the soft chant of the midnight mass,
The fairy tinkle of sleigh bell, and soft laughter.
And as the men about him fall, upon the cold snow, and as the flakes
Drift slowly earthward, there to settle

upon the

raw

red,

—and again he has

of time's passing

Upstairs to bed with the inward

The

the music-rack.

As

bodies,

hears the happy laughter of his childhood and sees the tree

In splendor stand upon the heap of merry presents.

Reminding him

thrill of

soft white flakes of ever-falling

And

then his father's voice

forgotten.

to-morrow, then gentle

snow descended

sleep.

as in reverence

the bodies lying there, and one face looked upward, smiling

in his dreams he saw to-morrow, his to-morrow, and as he dreamed
There came a vision of a cross all white with snow, and to the cross
He went, and climbed upon it.

The snow

in daybreak, falling gently

From whose hand

A

cross.

there

fell

till

be a beat too

while."

What

He

it

mood

his entrance.

and smiles blindly to show us how he loves
hear music and doesn't have to follow the score.

A

a score

Unconsciously, though, even in

.

his eyes
to

is

anyvay."

banquet.
Ach
.
If only Sheckell or
Klopfenstein vould break a string, then ve should have
to vait and give the Maestro an awkvard minute
or
two.
So, ve seem to be ready.
His arms are urj
the

On

rose to a man, and Mr. Rhodenbaugh found himself
standing with the rest. His rotund face went red with
fury, but now that he was up he had
to stay, though

i

pearl buttons, and his pants
are pleated specially so he

the concert-master,

The Maestro stood preening himself in the wings,
massaging one pink hand with the other and poising
now on his left foot, now on his right. The orchestra

Wm / I /
/ // /
Mill

still,

enshrouded a soldier

a chain, and on the chain

it

all the

I

with layers of red unheal thy- looking

Honorable Mention, Short Story

gave

May

Not All

and now,

resolved

HEN

he woke that morning Captain Foster
could see fog moving softly against the window. He lay quietly in bed for a few minlying in bed
utes, without feeling any of the pleasure
used to bring, simply unwilling to face the day's probagain,
he thought;
coming
Winter
is
routine.
lems and
now there is no possibility of a transfer until next
spring.
He reached for a cigarette, but the package
,

table beside him was empty. The ashtray was
with butts, most of them only partly smoked. He
the longest he could find, wondering vaguely how

on the
'

filled
lit

long he could postpone a complete breakdown with

officers'

continued until at last Captain Foster had won. But
he used authority too late; the sergeant was not
afraid to fight him secretly in every possible way.

Now, watching Captain

After breakfast, crossing the camp to the medical
Captain Foster saw the fog,
a cold look of

in

neath routine, seeing his face age and nerves jump in
his hands and cheeks, Sergeant Smith felt that the

still

it,

examined

to

But he knew

salves.

"Well, sergeant," Captain Foster said at last,
dropping the papers on the desk, "we have a big sick
parade this morning. What is it? Colds again?
And the usual leadswingers
Colds.
"Yes, sir.

stomach trouble."
Captain Foster spoke more sharply
than he had intended. These petty arguments were

And

,tion.

as

pleasant
felt

Cap-

then he sent them

and sprays and chest
had failed to do his

that he

the only solusullen, hostile,

answering him as briefly as possible, he knew that

full

talking about

The room grew

realized he was responsible.

they

of

escape

silent

hatred

*

*

their

and

he was

unable

to

it.

*

At noon Captain Foster walked
back across the camp to the officers'
mess. Fog still lay in ragged patches

clinging to the low

on the low land.

Weak

sunlight crept

through the clouds, making everything
appear tired and intangible. It was like
a dream; but there was not even a

paper-roofed barracks huddled in lone-

dream's connection with some

rows around the vast wind-blown

parade square. A group of men shuffled by dressed in soiled baggy fatigue

reality.

In winter the snow blew in great
clouds between the rows of barracks,

destroying the outlines of the land and

moving along wearily with

clothes,

men and

tablets

warm quarters -were
the men came and left,

away to the river. This morning the
camp was almost deserted. Gray tarly

the

the dispensary for

where the land sloped

the east

warm

thought of the

Sick parade continued through the morning.
tain Foster

motionless and with

death about

He

inside.

mess and then of the hatred he had

office,

fields to

Captain Foster

once again that the colonel have

insist

job thoroughly:

end was near.

still

the outer office.

Foster's sensitivity dull be-

"Sergeant!"

liquor and tobacco.

to

them moved

Robert Weaver

Men

the year, they slept

late in

taking a bath.

in their clothes, rarely

Die

His body

flesh.

a sour odour of dirt and sweat

off

lived in tents

strained cold faces, driven like cattle by

buildings as a painter angrily smears

commands of a sergeant
And over the entire camp brooded the

a faulty picture.

(he raucous

mechanical

lonely

dedicated

of

feeling

a

The waiting room was crowded
men on siok parade. They coughed

with

the

in

jpsfe.-'

dirty pot-bellied stove

rough unpainted
snoring

heavily,

fitfully

;

and

most of

their

passed, those
up, uneasily

He

fiance.

hatred

clearly

mocked any

who

the almost inevitable breakdowns.

palm-

trying to forget the gray nervous sea

and that there are things as endless
as death.

This

Captain

lunch

After

recognizable

Foster

met

Captain Davies, the assistant medical

aid he offered his

They went into the lounge to
smoke. Davies was a young man with
broad face. He was a competent docofficer.

In the inner

office

Sergeant Smith

was standing by the window looking
Turning abruptly,
he came stiffly to attention and said,
"good morning, sir." His voice was
both mocking and subservient.
"Good morning, sergeant," Captain Foster replied.
He fumbled with the papers on his desk, unwilling to
any action or decision, no matter how trivial.
character. For months Captain
Foster had struggled to impose something of his own
personality on at least this phase of army life. Papers
and forms and a few instruments were scattered on
the desk. There were two plain chairs and a heavy
notices and
Only the faint
a medical odour gave the office a single

all

army

issue.

angry, he continued, "I've told you

before, sergeant, that I decide
is

really

You

ill.

whether or not a

man

you know

the training,

ihaven't

for a

few moments.

suddenly butting

The coarse

features

was a

No

shadow

of

cultivated trick.

and blank eyes hid a mind

clever,

unscrupulous and as brutal as his physical strength.
the beginning they

were enemies.

Under a

lazy medical officer Sergeant Smith had built a private

Captain Foster began to limit the Sergeant's

Given impetus by the scarcely disguised
contempt Sergeant Smith showed for a man he conauthority.

sidered too old

and weak and

sensitive, the struggle

felt that

he

He smoked
when

"Yes,

sir.

Of course." The sergeant smiled "Shall

send the

I start to

men

"All right, sergeant
I

in now, sir ?"

Whenever you wish."

should have had him transferred, Captain Foster

thought

But the sergeant understood the

And

office

rou-

long ago he had become a part of Captain

Foster's

A
just

struggle

with

army

life.

private soldier entered the room.
inside

the

door,

sullen expression

him over

He

stopped

standing there silently with a

on his face. Captain Foster motioned

to the desk.

"I nave a cold," he muttered,

coughing loudly.

there

.

.

.

now,

The man's

strip to the

chest

and

.

.

.

wider

now

.

.

.

partly finished.

to say for a long

He paused, moving nervously in his chair.
But Captain Foster refused to help him, and finally
Davies began to speak again.
"I hope you won't be angry if I speak about something personal, John.
You have been a doctor for
years and I only graduated a few months ago, of
course. But
well, to be perfectly frank," he said,
speaking quickly and leaning forward as if to forestall any interruption, "I have been worrying about
you.
at all

Some
well.

.

.

of the others have, too.

You

look

running on nerves alone.

.

.

.

that

And

I

is,

You

don't look

you seem to be
I might

thought that

be able to help you."

working hard, you know," Captain
But he was growing very angry.

Foster said mildly.

Davies was too certain about everything; he thought

waist"
shoulders

what

time."

"I have been

"Open your mouth, please

his cigarette nervously,

was only

it

silent

talk to you, John," he said quickly.

must

.

silently.

in his eyes. It

it

"I've been trying to think of

tine.

Sergeant Smith waited

emotion showed

were narrow-

But Davies was

of that morning.

Davies'

"I really

that"

Official

unique touch.

interests

could not stand a minute's discussion of
still

medical charts decorated the -walls.

beginnings of

his

Usually he talked only about medicine,

and today Captain Foster
But,

useless.

The room had no

table,

but

tor,

N. Kelemen

face

From

And

everyone drank and smoked too much,

out at the camp.

tyranny.

a

men in front, throwing black headon the makeshift screen,
groaning and stamping their feet at

patients.

ugly

in

watching old movies, peering around

him with
somehow still

quickened his pace.
but

crowded together

damp cloth and dirty bodies,
men stood for two hours

the

the

contrived an effect of hostility and de-

unspoken

the bloody

played poker,

shadows

ing cigarettes and watching

blank eyes and faces that

officers

the

where,

teen

smell of

and suddenly much too young.

As Captain Foster
were awake looked

was

the stakes rising in ratio to their bore-

bulbs in the ceiling, were desperately
tired

it

dom. They listened to the static-riddled
radio. Or they wont along to the can-

exposed by the naked

cruelly

faces,

Nights

They breathed

floor.

—even

lives meaning
meaning of death.

their

smoke from the
and cigarettes
lighted in defiance of no smoking signs
on the walls. Some were sleeping, balanced on the narrow benches with their
heads twisted awkwardly against the
wall and their heels braced on the
and choked

indoors

river

too simply to death.

all

Even

damp from the
and ocean. There was not even
danger to make it all seem worthwhile.
Neither tragedy nor heroism to give
impossible to escape the

life

were

overlaid

(Continued on page 8)

He

Forever

Isn't

It

was

"No.
'better

wanled to once.

I

But

found out

I

I

liked

with a beat"

He inhaled and blew out a
smoke sideways along the bar. "It
was

thin line of

said:

Say so

it!

if

"It's all right

with me. I've got nothing else to do."
her wince and he hated himself.
He was
and with all of H, die running away,
the never being able to give
himself to anyone or anything, even to his music
completely, because nothing
could

He saw

have any permanency of meaning
any longer.
hated the fear in him that
made him mean and

and

He

vicious.

tilted

his

glass

in

his

said:

"Ken?
sick, so

he

He

to

mad and

.got

"Wasn't that a

She laughed

your boy friend?"

got drank.

left"

rude on your side?"
"If I wasn't rude to
friends
getting old."
little

drily:

tneyd think I was
"That would be bad," Paulie

The

girl

from him.

put her

She said:

Uut, Paulie?"

him he made me

I told

Why

drink

my

"Why do you have to be like
do you have to be mean
about
way or another?"
Let's skip

it,

She turned towards him

shall

we?"

then, smiling that beauticlean smile, that smile that
had decorated so many
rotogravure and society and fashion
pages. Her eyes
were suddenly happy a t
something.
She's really
beautiful, Paulie thought.
She said:
"Paulie, I've got some new
Hindemuth and a couple
o new latum records and
some other stuff you might
ike.
If you're not doing
anything we could go up
to my place and hear
them. Will you, Paulie?"
Paulie finished his drink.
The band was playing
some pop tune that he hadn't
heard before. He looked

at his glass, then at the
girl.

He

smiled at her.

lhat would be nice," he said.
Her apartment was big and
expensive in a quiet
sort of way. The Scotch
was very expensive, he knew.
Paulie sat on the sofa
and sipped his drmk and watched
the .girl. She was sitting
on the floor with a big pile
of records beside her and
when she came across one
she thought he would like
she would hand it to him
and he would put it on the
turntable beside him
f he girl was very happy
and sometimes she would

look at him, then smile happily
to herself, as
was thinking of some beautiful
secret

if

she

and was going

make him wait awhile before she
shared

to

it with
Neither of them said much.
Paulie didn't care
for the Hindemuth, although
The Temptation of

him.

Saint
sort of mystical violence that
he liked
preferred the Tatum. Classical
music was something he had always been able to
take or leave. He
had studied it for a long time when

Anthony had a

He

he was a

and then he had suddenly gotten tired
of it.
he .had found in hot music the
stimulation and
emotional warmth that he needed.

was a hybrid.

simple

His own playing

"That's

a fine collection you've got,"
he said.
Did you get all of them here?"
"Most of them. I picked some of them
up in
Europe."
So she had been rich and famous
in
Europe, too. She had been rich and
famous in Paris
and London and Monte Carlo
and Bucharest as will
as in New York and Florida
and San Francisco. If
you were rich and famous in
one place you were ridi
and famous anywhere
you went But if you were
oncly

,n

lonely

m

one place, the chances were
you would be
another place, even with all
that
Even

way you

was

they had

left

still

were.

quite

Her

young,

her the money and the name.

beauty was her own.

Her

These things had made it possible for her to go
anywhere and wherever she went
she was rich and famous and lonely. She told
him
all

about it
"I suppose

"No,

person I've done that with in a
long time."
said, "I'm sorry we couldn't be
friends. Good

sounds

silly,"

looked at her standing there, very
beautiful
trying hard to hold it in, trying
very hard to be
brave about it good-bye, good-bye,
good-bye, Paulie
He put his hands on her shoulders and gently
pulled her into his arms. Her hair
felt warm and
soft against his cheek, and he could
feci her body
trembling against him. He felt the
tautness go out
of his mind and body.
He had kept himself hard
and taut for so long and now—it
was like

coming

home.
He wanted to tell her then why it couldn't
work, couldn't be any good for her, for
either of them
but

wouldn't come.. He had lost too
already and if this went too it might
it

many

said.

"This boy

this boy,

j

ust

He

couldn't pretend it didn't matter
because it was too
late and if one part of him went
away from her the
other part would stay and it would
be the same, but

worse, if she went
it,

away from him.

because

was

it

all

said against her hair:

Even

his

music
one thing now. He

"We'll be friends, kid Don't worry
about it Don't
think about it any more."

Paulie fixed it with the manage
of the place where
he played so the girl could
have the table
nearest

the piano.

Every night she came

to the

cheap night-

club and sat at the table near the
piano and listened
to him play and afterwards
they would go up to
her apartment and listen to
records or dance to radio
music. She was very happy for
the first time in her
Me. When there was some passage
on a record that
she liked Paulie would play
the record over a few
times until his ear had it
and the next night he
would play it for her on
the piano.
Paulie had
stopped tlunkmg about the other
thing.
If it's going
to happen, it's going to and
there's nothing to do about
It
liven if it only lasts a while
it's more than either
ot us expected.
She should know that
The night they came, he was feeling
good. He was
playing delicate, hot,
improvisation around the blues
He looked over at the girl and
smiled, and then he
looked away and saw them
standing there by the
piano
There wore two of them. One
was fat and
gross-looking.
The other -had a thin, cold face

and
Paulie looked at them
for a moment, then
at the keyboard.
His hands
slowly made a pattern of
delicate soft augmented
chords on the keys. The
fat man

wore

a dark, pin-stripe suit.

said-

"Hello, Paulie."
"Bello," Paulie said.
lus

He

didn't

hands away from the keys.
"It's

look up or take

been a long time,

Paulie," said the fat man.
were beguming to think we were
never going
you any more, weren't we Roger?"
"Why do we waste time gabbing?" said the
other
man. "Why don't we just take
him and get the hell

We

out of here.

You know

these noisy joints give

a headache."

"Take
up

finish

time,

it

easy, Roger," said the fat

first,

boy,"

ready we'll

then we'll

he
all

said

to

all

go.

Paulie,

man.

You

"Paulie'll

just take

"and

me

when

your

you're

go, eh?"

"Sure," said Paulie. "I'm ready
now." He was
still looking at the keyboard,
at his hands, that moved
slowly on the keys as if they were
divorced from the
rest of his body.
As if they were someone
else's

hands and not his at all. So this is
how it happens
he was thinking.
You think you've got something
and then you find out you haven't got
anything at
all.
This is how it always happens, he
thought
angrily.

"Take

ready.

Lefs get

I,

l

no cheap

is

crook.

ike a0Jr o[ ns

the

hell

said the fat

out of here,"

man.

"This

was white and

face

Wilh

™*

»"

he

So

What made me

he

thh
l

1

s,

off

fc

keys!

said.

*

The

And

L£

think

„

them

"All right"

strained

"Ple-es,

"-liking.

vouldn, add up ,„ ,„ss like
„, th8
fin, hands and slowly
lated

hooked a,

«

.

men came out the front door,
Roger
and the fat man on either
side, Paulie between
thL
The door man smiled at Paulie
and
three

said-

Quitting early tonight,
Mr. Leslie?"
"Yeah," said Paulie.
"
<l0On" 1

T

W

°

w afk."

a

"''

"Uh-huh," Paulie
"

S*T
Shut

up

down

Ws

" *>*

f°'

said.

Us

ie?

„e

!

Roger,"

.

just

fa
man

to name

<

fat

said

"The

the street there,
boy."

-

ear's
^S

C °°' Md dean
A "sue breeze
?'
"
Pauhe's"if
hair and he automatically
ran his ham,
through ,t, to smooth it
down. His face was expressionless.
His hands hung loosely
a. his sides as he

8

nSV

r,
ruffled

"AU

right, boy, let's get
in,

laying. He

eh?" he heard some-

stopped.
The fat man was standing
beside the car, his hand on
the door handle.
I, was
then that he heard the
clicjoelick of he, high
h<Ss
on be pavement He turned
and saw her rumSg
towards him. She came
into
his arms.

"Paulie, Oh darling,
they taking you?"

who

are they?

Where are

He had to keep himself numb
because if he kept
himself numb then this
thing couldn't break
him
He pushed her away, almost roughly.
"They're police," he said dully.
with them.
"Police?

But why, Paulie?

"I've got to

_"

dercd, desperate.

He

said in the

tell

you

He

looked

The

I

fat

same

dull

go

She was bewil-

monotone: "I wanted to

tned, but it was no good
I was afraidaway from her: "I'm sorry"

man

said, in

boy-

At

some

trouble, thafs all.

most

the

ifll

a kindly voice: "Ifs „„thj„g,
be five years. You got into
That ain't nothing"

"You

hear what he says?' Paulie
said.
His mouth
was dry.
I ve got to go back and
do five years
I
got into trouble and I ran
away and now I've got to
K
go with them."

The girl didn't say anything for a
moment When
she spoke her voice was
quiet under control.
She
*ud, "All right, Paulie, we've
waited this long so
we ll wait a little longer. Do you
think it's going to

make any
Paulie.

we

that

difference?
The most we've lost is time
They're not taking anything
away from us

can't

have back, darling."

He

looked at her and didn't say
anything
She said: "Will you write me
as soon as things
get settled and tell me when I can
come and see you?"
He nodded. The fat man opened the door of the
car.
"All right, boy.
L«f» go, eh?" he said. The

man

fat

got into the car.
Paulie followed him in.
Then Roger got in and slammed the door after
him.
The fat man said to the driver: "O.K.,
Sam." The
car pulled away.

Paulie didn't look back.
He was
thuiking, five years isn't for ever.
As long as you're
alive, nothing is forever.
She's a beautiful

still

girl

he thought.

I wonder
where I'm going.

"I'm glad the
"I hate

dame

if

they'll

have a good piano

didn't pull a faint" said

Roger

that"
fat

you, Roger.

Paulie:
easy, Roger,"

a
j Ii
did
expect?

wha

The

it

Her

grrl.

w„rr?T
^ '"^
*'

things'

said Roger.

she said.

can understand that" Paulie

patiently.

live,

0>cr at the
Veil

He

"He's
it

I think I

gotta

makes a living the best way
he knows how, playing

She

kid,

Later

smart."
don't understand these things,
Roger," said

man

the

first

to see

more, with aU that, if that's the
parents had died when she

He s

bye, Paulie."

couldn't kill

ful,

down

bemg so
"You
Oje fat

a couple of ideas I've been
fooling around

break him.

said.

down and looked away

things that don't matter one
He said: "I'm sorry, kid.

out in

have to go
up early tomorrow and do some
I'd

...

thin

fingers and watched .the -liquid
slide up to the edge
and back again. He stubbed
out his cigarette and

"What happened

but I'm afraid

to get

"If he's so

She got up and pushed a whorl
of hair back from
her forehead. She smiled
crookedly. She said:
"Sorry to go soupy on you, Paulie.
You're

sick with himself

He

been nice,

want

no cheap pickpocket He's a smart
boy, an
He just got in a little trouble, that's all."
smart" said Roger, "why did he come
the open like this and
get caught That ain't

artist.

with.

you do."

cruel

I

work on
She

drink.

talking about

boy

We

anyway?

"it's

now.

a long time ago."

The girl sipped her
"Do you mind my

He

was it
were all of us alone, weren't
we? Was it worse for you if you had
money? He
finished his drink and got up.

(Continued from Page 1)

it

leaned over and turned off the
phonograph.
sick of music, sick of everything.
What

him,

to

man

said:

Why

"How do

"I'm getting a headache from

don't

you

you shut up?"
boy?"

He

feel,

"All right" said Paulie.

"I feel all right."

said to

8

May

Not All

Ode

to be la-

symptoms

thought,

Why, Captain Foster
belled and studied.
wondering
he is probably watching me now,

I

am

me

for

if

has probably been watching

He

going mad.

know you work

"I

"Too

this is

something at

is

wife?"
"Probably

I

am

But

too old.

me

healthy. This life bores

but

really

I

am

assure you that

I

Is that critics all

I

can't help

you

.'

.

He

."

stood

away

hesitated a

tup,

mo-

across the room.

Captain Foster pushed his cigarette into the ashworked it around among the ashes until the

He

apart.

fell

Long and

and

slender

It

— not

Davics' curiosity

how

noticed again

made him

difficult it

He was

ber her exactly.

tures correctly: the long

And

even death.

But there was no birth here

think of his wife.

was becoming

On

He

smooth hair

falling carelessly

around her small face, the whole creating an appearance of monkey-like intelligence and a strange loveliness that seemed

almost

lack of classical beauty.

to

from her complete

rise

But

all

this

was dead,

in

a magazine, with

all the

like

features and their relation-

He

much as ever. But the
slow growing away from her memory troubled him
loved her as

deeply.

*

*

Late in the afternoon no patients entered the office
a few minutes. Captain Foster sat at his desk
fighting
the temptation
to smoke.
He had just
stretched his hand toward the package when Sergeant
Smith entered.
for

lie

"Yes, sergeant?" he asked, letting the cigarettes
where they were,
"Sir,

Stephens

is

Do you want

outside.

to see

him now?"
"Stephens?"
"Yes, sir," the sergeant replied, smiling. "The

man

who's crazy," he continued bluntly.
"The one you
-are sending to headquarters hospital. He has his papers

Send the next man

lapnccio

tliat

He

the boy's nerves were bad. And it was for
cases
one that there were specialists at headquarters.
had no right to pay attention to untrained preju-

about the sea.

Captain Foster remembered the
But this calm seemed too un-

gossip of the clerks.

somehow too far removed from peace.
Captain Foster blamed himself bitterly for not studying
the latest medical information more thoroughly.
He passed the papers to Stephens. The boy turned

natural and

to the

door without saying anything.

tain Foster

Suddenly Cap-

felt old.

"Yes,
there

Thank

sir.

Stephens looked tired and

you."

was a withdrawn expression on

his face.

young, with tired eyes.
tain Foster said quietly.

sullenly.

anything else?" he asked

there

"Is

and
"Sit down, Stephens," Cap"Have a cigarette?"

Night Train

feel today,

going

along

Stephens?"

A Guy

to

They can

headquarters.

You're

help

you

more than

I can."
He laughed. "I envy you the
chance of leaving this camp. They may even discharge you. How would you like that?"

"It really

He was

makes no

diffrence."

staring with a sort of

Stephens shrugged.

weary

papers in Captain Foster's hand.

hostility at the

fro

now

Dean of composers artistically, as well
Rhodenbaugh watched him teetering

on the dais with his head thrown back in
and for the second time that night,

—

ecstasy

stern resolve.

He

"I von't play for him.

my

miss

vill

cue.

I

my

exguse after the concert. Ha. ..."
Carried away by the delirium of riding the waves
of sound rising from beneath him, the Maestro by an
unfortunate oversight, did miss the cue.
But the
poor old flautist, given away by the innate sense of
decency he preserved at all times, entered his passage
of music at the right moment

have

vill

k

F

"Vhat is this?" he said mentally. "I am playing.
."
But no.
The pent up emotions within the flautist nearly
strangled him his scornful lips that usually blew off
his rage were straddled across the flute openings.
He
.

.

virtually kissing the air over his flute, and, to his

amazement, the most exquisite threads of melody

utter

seemed

to

float

Such shocking

from him.

intensity

he had never before attained, and the idle players about

him, leaned back and listened

in

amazement

this

to

marvel of taste and technical virtuosity.

"Vhy", he thought again, blowing out simultane-

It

am

not only playing, but

was a long cadenza

heir to,

am

I

play-

Fawkes

Shallwillshall

it

that

Rhodenbaugh had

more

exquisitely

he played.

After twelve

happily as he noticed this novel music, and

hesitation

vouchsafed a gracious nod to the

go?

Rhodenbaugh

tried his

utmost

flautist,

to

The

whereup Mr.

keep his instrument

was a con-

The wheels have

chillblains.

from exploding under him.

Will the trees

the train pass?

cluding phrase so remarkably feathery in

let

Will the pond reflect the yellow light?
There is a dead caterpillar of smoke
Sidewise,

And

stalactite.

.

at

that the

result

—and,

for

its

rise

and

gasp of delight

players sighed and a

a tiny minute, the

.

the first part of annie laurie

(Minor key)

fall,

escaped from the audience
.

fallen

and the more he thought about the whole

bars of divine sound, the Maestro opened his eyes, and

beamed

Night

sir."

just sign these papers for you.

I'll

and

to

thing, the

James Reaney

again and turned back to the boy.

do you

fleshy

convinced

pink face and the tight collar."

you, sir," Stephens replied.
He spoke
Captain Foster sighed and gave up his
with the cigarettes.
He got up and
walked over to the window. The camp looked
lonely
and cold.
There was no help there.
He sighed

"Well,

the

He was

ing like an angel for that creature, that cow, vith the

struggle

"I'm alright now,

was

breathless hall, "I

"No thank

"How

by the Maestro's

ously the most sublime morsels of beauty into the

thin

quite calmly.

own

His

hands plucked nervously at his tunic. Then he realHe placed his
ized Captain Foster was watching.
hands behind his back, drawing his shoulders in as he
He dropped his
clutched his fingers tightly together.
head

that he

as by seniority.

was

now?"

feel alright

nervously.

He was

private entered the room.

fed

precision,

—

"Sir?"

dice.

A

He was

orchestra meanwhile was devouring the bars

dainty

hands, and the sounds that answered his beckonings

Rhodenbaugh made a

quiet.

sergeant,

yes,

(Continued from page 5)

CRITICS, BITE!!

pure

he was

sergeant shuffled

"Oh

up.

he said quite calmly.

in,"

was

"You do

like this

looked

He had told an alsudden lapses into moodiness.
most incoherent story of a repressed childhood and an
He talked about nightmares.
early broken marriage.

Now

The

satisfaction.

Foster

quite satisfied the Maestro.

medical clerks laughed about Stephens; they
thought
that Captain Foster had been fooled by a clever
trick.

"Send him in, sergeant" Captain Foster sat waitfrowning and uncertain.
He was not sure if
Stephens had told the truth. But there was no doubt

outlast this

Captain Foster began to sign the
limitations
worrying about the boy, and feeling his own
Two
more completely than he could ever remember.
Stephens
office,
the
to
days before, when he first came
and
controlled by fits of frightening excitement

"Stephens I"

ing,

must

least I

The

And

slowly.

his feet.

with

you to sign." The sergeant waited by the door.
There was an expression of triumph on his face. The

for

At

Captain

papers.

"Do you want

I must forget
was nothing more I could
man. It was a pretty
ambition, he knew, and from the very pettiness he

ships realized but with nothing shown of the character
and life so necessary for complete meaning. He was
unable to fit things together to produce a living vision

of his wife.

^

Stephens, he thought; there

do.

gained a certain

YOU

down

Captain Foster sat

attack without deployment

Bite on

the

see

to the desk for a

Sergeant Smith opened the door.
the next patient now, sir?" he asked.

hence the poorer poet

Hence

moment

a picture of a famous person glimpsed for a

But it
sighed heavily and walked back

He

Keeps the critics and they know it
For without our meagre poems
What on earth would critics write?
For thus to help employment
I resort to this enjoyment

able to visualize her fea-

could

did not matter any longer.

cigarette.

earn fatter wages

all

He

the camp.

low banks.

its

their viciousness of bite.

And

remem-

to

they

a sergeant

river in Uie distance, partly hidden by the trees along

the poets through the ages

Than

bands had been trained to be skillful at
was something Davics could never do well.

fine, his

birth.

drifted over

sunlight

And add another-ology
To show us that they're bright.
And thus they fill more pages

spread his fingers wide on his

thighs and sat looking at his hands.

Foster

anything

had nothing definite to tell them. And no one could
watch the boy all the time. The three men got in and
the car went off along the road to headquarters.
Captain Foster stood watching the place where
the car had disappeared. The fog was gone and weak

'em

Mannerism, Spoonerism trite.
And then they add psychology
Or throw in etymology

tray and

paper

bite

suppose."

do

don't

.

appeared and the three stood talking together. Captain Foster felt that he should warn them, but he

Myticism, stoicism, syllogism,

"Well," he said, lighting a cigarette and throwing
certain
the match carefully in the fireplace, "if you're
I

may

.

Soon the driver and

front of the building.

criticism, witticism,

With:

uneasily in his chair.

ment, then walked quickly

poet,

And then scrawl ad infinitum
On wherein their weakness lies,

the anger into his voice.

let

1.

Though I praise them to the skies
For the reason that I write 'em

quite

Captain Foster
quite able to take care of myself."
Davics flushed and moved

am

A

And I say it, an' I know it,
And my poems go to show it

saying.

was

a bad camp. Or perhaps it
home, something wrong with your

And

hard.

Davies

hard,"

.

I

Captain

Suddenly

Stephens

.

.

Then Stephens was gone. Captain Foster walked
over to the window. There was nothing to fasten on
as a reason for action. And he knew that he had been
hoping that there would be nothing.
He saw Stephens come out and wait by a car in

Martin Shubik

weeks.

.

Stephens,

more,

nothing

.

.

"boy

foolish."

to Critics

No, I'm not an

.

Stephens opend th door.
cried,

(Continued from page 6)
of people only as receptacles for

"No

Prize, Light Verse

Second

Die

Sebbens' crossing.

full

orchestra that had picked up his dying phrase,

seemed to be playing without any sound.

.

.

.

'

;

Group

Student Veteran's

Works on Rehab Worries
CONFERENCE REPORT TABLED

VOL.

Formation of a student committee to help deal with the peculiar
problems of the student veteran was announced yesterday evening
by the Students' Administrative Council. Formation of the committee followed on the report of Toronto delegates to a Montreal
conference, Dec. 27 to 29, at which 63 delegates from 28 universities
and schools prepared

colleges,

Dominion -wide student

o™

briefs

veteran
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prob-

lems.

The Toronto committee

composed

is

Showroom Being Readied

of five representative ex-service students,

nominated

last

by

fall

governing

the

bodies of the various faculties to repre-

on

sent the student veterans

the

For Priceless

campus

on the S.A.C.
Student veterans are invited to bring
their problems to committee members,
Office,

The incomparable collection of silversmiths' and
metal-craftss work assembled by Viscount and
Viscountess Lee of Fareham
has been gtven to Hart House and will shortly
go on permanent
display there, Warden
J. B. Bickersteth announced last night
Work is now under way to transform the west end of the
West
Common Room into a show-room where these treasures may
be

Hart House.

Members of the committee are: J. A.
Weir (Medicine); R. D. Leuty (Den-

men

'

.

tistry)
Dalton Stubley (S.P.S.) Paul
Johnson (Arts, St Michael's College)
and Claire Rutherford (U.C., reprsent;

;

ing

the

ex-service

women

of

displayed and "become part and parcel
of the daily

the

House

campus).
Weif and Miss Rutherford represented
the University of Toronto at the Montreal conference, purpose of which was
consolidate

to

problems

Twenty-eight delegates representing 18 Canadian coland universities at the recent N.F.C.U.S. conference
are shown above.
Top row: Dave Jackson, Western;
John Hayman, Western; Len Gertly, Queen's; Lloyd
Dickie, Acadia; Lynn Watt, Manitoba;
Eric Bergenstein, Manitoba; Ed Chisholm, St
Mary's; R. Balfour,
McGill; Allan Woolever, Western; Dick Wilbur,
Mount
Allison. Middle row: Allan Ainsworth,
U.B.C.;

Dominion Government Condensed
text of the briefs appears on page 2 of
of the

this issue.

More
on

Tale of a Truck

than 150 Christmas boxes

their

way

to students of the

Univer-

Amsterdam, as a result of the
Amsterdam Christmas Drive held on
the front campus on Wednesday, Dec,
sity of

Linked, perhaps, with Operations

Muskox, there

ice-fields today a truck in
quest of a Christmas tree 25 feet
high.

these boxes, $1,960.00 was collected
to finance the purchase of more boxes
fill

which

The

"the largest available",
was ordered for Amsterdam Day

will be sent soon.

Among other things ISO pounds of
sugar, 75 pounds of coffee, 300 spools
and 1,800 buttons have been
Each box contains

1

Campus

pound of

interest

and band

%

was

campus

of sugar, one cake of soap, one package

proportions.

a package of

The reason?

salt.

To

truck has not appeared.

and sent to individual students

found

We

Holl-

of the

by

Opinion
Fruits

Amsterdam was

Of Campus
—

—

student

activities

was agreed upon at the annual

National

coverage

ficient

of

Conference on Dec. 21, 22, and 23. The
University of Western Ontario, London,
was host to the delegates representing
17 university and college papers from
This conference
parts of Canada.

all

Was

the

first

at

which

all

member

to initial plans the

Daily, Montreal,

The

erate as

McGill

Varsity, Toronto,

and The Mamtoban, Winnipeg,

Smith

Sidney

announced

if

replenishing the University of

issist in

Amsterdam

library.

The Germans

took

destroyed most of the library and
the request was for as many periodicals
possible

as

out what

to

help

the

happening

is

students

of

famous

Liquid Air Course

For Public_At RCI
Ten

gallons of liquid air will be con-

Lee of
Hart House

Viscountess
to

and bronze mctalwork, enamels,
and illuminated manuscripts.
was made through Mr. and

jewelry,

Delegates Urge

The

gift

Student Exchange

Mrs. Vincent Massey in 1940 and the
collection itself

was

Canada at
A room is
Hart House to
house it permanently.
The Massey
scholarships was advocated by the
tional Federation of Canadian University Foundation has assumed responsibility
Students at its annual conference held for preparing the rooms for the collection and is also sending to Toronto an
at McGill University December 27-29.
The Federation recommended liaison expert, formerly on the staff of the
British Museum, to catalogue the 200that time for

An

international

plan

of

sent to

safe-keeping.

exchange now being prepared

in

with foreign counterparts of the N.F.
odd articles in the collection.
C.U.S. especially in the United States,
"Lord Lee, in speaking about
Great Britain, Australia and New

j

I.S.S,

is

this week that General Dwight sumed
during Dr. John Satterly's hour
education of workers selected examples
Army
Twenty-nine delegates from 18 Canaand a half illustrated lecture before the
of the achievements of the great masand former Commander in Chief
dian universities attended the conferRoyal Canadian Institute tomorrow
ters of the past
of the Allied Armies in Europe has
ence. William MacVean of the Univernight.
"In referring to Hart House, Lord
accepted an invitation to rec
sty of Bishop's College was elected
Although the title of Dr. Satterly' president of the Federation for 1946, Lee said: The ideals there expressed
honorary degree from the University of

early

Eisenhower, Chief of the U.S.

staff

lecture is officially "The Uses and Mis
The University of Toronto was repre- breathe such a lofty spirit of faith in
the future of the Empire and its sons,
stands now," Dr. Smith said, uses of Liquid Air" Dr. Satterly ad- sented by George Doner, Vice-President
mits that he will deal mainly with of the Students' Administrative Council. and so much constructive imagination,
"General Eisenhower will be in Toronto
that the donors of the Lee collection
its misuses. Many of the experiments
The conference decided to take steps
on Saturday, January 12, and we will are
scheduled to take place simultan- to obtain the return of pre-war student have been moved by a desire to respond,
in kind, to the appeal of Hart House
have a spcial convocation during that eously Dr. Satterly revealed. For ex- railway fares
and to investigate the
afternoon."
The convocation will be ample, he said that a balloon would be possibilities of reduced fare for travel- and contribute what they can to its
embellishment and enhancement of its
inflated by the evaporation of liquid
ling college teams.
held at 3 :00 p.m. and tentative plans are
ultural mission.
all
during the lecture the balloon
The Federation will also investigate
being made for a dinner at Hart House
" 'There are also personal
will continue to expand until finally
and sentithe establishment of a national student
following the ceremony.
mental reasons why they have welcomed
when the attention of the audience is cap- health insurance scheme. Several
uni
an opportunity to repay a longstanding
Dr. Smith will present General Eisen- tured by some other attraction the balversitics already have health and accidebt to Canada, where they first came
on will explode.
hower at the convocation, and the degree
dent insurance plans but a national plan
together over 50 years ago'."
Among the equipment which will be may be effected.
will be conferred by Chancellor Cody.
The objects included in the collection
used is a gun which is to be fired into
The invitation by the University was
are
of various kinds, both ecclesiastical
the audience using liquid air as an exextended three weeks before it was plosive and a goldfish which will
and secular: chalices and patens, crucibe

Toronto.

"As

it

MAY EXAMINATIONS

accepted by Eisenhower on December 31.

This

will

be the

first

unced that General and Mrs. Eisen- Satterly's demonstration

hower would arrive

Ottawa January

in

for the benefit of

dents

9 for a few days'

visit

;

time that Dr.
will

be given

non- University stu-

and because of

before proceeding
asked to

to this city.

fixes,

used to illustrate frozen animation.

this,

students are

wait to see the regular

first

All

students

in

the

Faculty of

Arts must make application for the

May

ards,

jugs,

cups,

mazer bowls, tanktazzas, and

goblets,

Though

relatively small, the collection

examinations before February

displays a wide variety of objects chosen

the office of the College or

because of their individual character or

\sl at

(Continued on page 4)

University Registrar.

year liquid air lecture.

plaques, paxes,

beakers.

find

the outside

in

sending subscriptions for

periodicals.

9

Wire

Service,

Editors' Parley
Charles Wasserthroughout Canada.
man, chairman of the meeting and editor-in-chief of the McGill Daily, which
year's

this

is

president

CUP,

of

an-

nounced the possibility of sending student news of national importance over

CP

wires.

cials are

CP

Negotiations with

offi-

now under way.

A CUP

Institute of Student Opinion

to conduct scientific polls on matters of
student interest was established by the

conference.

will op-

regional headquarters collect-

A

Alan Gray,

separate poll

the

University

which
student

will

is

editor-in-chief

to be conducted by

Western

of

Ontario

be an exhaustive survey of

standards

of

over

living

This

the

intended

ing, editing,

period of one month.

bulletins

to determine the cost of University at-

and distributing daily news
by wire to al! member papers

within their areas. It is hoped that this
service will maintain constant communication between universities and colleges

tendance across Canada and
tion

is

is

informa-

which university officials concerned
(Continued on page 41

the

Zealand in order to work out the plan. collection, said that one of his motives
They also plan to promote further ex- has been to stimulate interest in practichanges between Canadian universities. cal craftsmanship and to preserve for the

world.

The

Hart

collection of antique gold,

of the Queen's Journal will be in charge

papers have been represented.

According

by the I.S.S. requesting that
possible the University of Toronto

Polls, Better

London, Ont, (CUP) A revamped
system of wire communication between
members of the Canadian University
Press to provide speedier and more ef-

trucks in
to the S.A.C.
for possible identification.

received

the Student Librarian

University of

the

turn any

to

Comes

Prime Minister Mackenzie King an-

funds collected during the campaign.
letter sent

ask subscribers

office

and. The list of necessities was supplied
by the Dutch consolate. A list of 300
names of Dutch students who will receive boxes was sent here by the University of Amsterdam.
Packing parties organized by Walter
Kohn, Graduate Studies, packed the material which was donated.
The rest of
the boxes will be sent to Holland by a
Toronto firm and paid for with the

day,

this

With lists supplied by the University
of Amsterdam, the boxes were addressed

A

south

to see the tree

and watch the program. But disappointment met the mob when they
found a substitute tree of peanut

safety pins, two spools of
thread, 12 buttons, one handkerchief and

in

tree-

by hand

led

to the little island

of the front

of needles,

arid

the

dealer's truck set off.

fruit cake, Yz pound of coffee,
pound
of tea, four chocolate bars, one pound

one or two books,

tree,

December 12; and

last

of thread
sent.

slinks through nor-

thern

In addition to the material to

19th.

Ike

To Receive Degree
President

their

;

Yule Campaign Raises $1,960; Genera

and

Fareham have presented
silver,

Ottawa; W. Orr, Saskatchewan; Ted Owens,
U.N.B. Frank Wallace, St. Mary's ; Larry Sutherland,
Dalhousie;
Mike Galvin, Ottawa; Hugh Banfill,
Bishop's; Garry Miller, U.B.C.; George Doner, Toronto.
Front roiv: Dick Harris, Mount Allison; William MacVean, Bishop's; W. Fanjoy, Acadia; Jack Pye, McGill;
Ron Helmer, Alberta; Ken Baker, McMaster; Fred
McGuinness, Manitoba,

FlorUn

Packed For Holland

"Viscount

NFCUS Assembly

Carricrc,

leges

life

.

Text of the statement released by Hart
House follows:

HI

confronting

student veterans throughout the Dominon rather than at any specific university.
Analyses and recomendations were embodied in briefs on Housing, Finances,
and Education, which an implementation
committee will bring to the attention

Parcels

Art

of

ANTIQUE METALWORK AND JEWELLERY

or to the Students' Administrative Council

Works

Members

of the Canadian University Press Conference in session at the

University of Western Ontario yesterday afternoon.
to right, arc

Lou Lconovvcns and Mary Geddes,

Seated, from

left

representatives of the

University of Western Ontario; Eleanor Hanna, of McGill, secretary

Charles Wasscrman, editor-in-chief of The McGill
Daily and president of C.U.P. Al Brule, editor-in-chief of the U. of
W.O. Gazette; Henry Dtirost, of the University of New Bruncwick, and
of the conference;

;

Herman

Leseur, of

Mount

Allison.

Standing,

left to right,

are Donald

McFarlane, of Saskatchewan; Paul Crepeau, of Ottawa; Dave McQueen,
Winnipeg; Hersh Adlerstein, of Montreal; Owen Cauley, of Saint
Francis Xavier; Mardee Dundas, of U. of British Columbia; Alex Farof

quhar, of Dalhousie University; Bill Clark, of the U. of Alberta; Hugh
Kenncr, of Varsity; Donald Tapley, of Acadia University; Walter Riese,
of Bishop's University; Andre Bissonnette, of the University of
Montreal, and Alan Gray, of Queen's University.

•

"

:

THE VARSITY, FRIDAY, JANUARY

Veterans' Conference
From
I
in

by representatives Al Weir,

the report presented

Summarized

Recommendations
"We felt that the maintenance

Meds, on the National Student Veterans' Conference held
Montreal December 27 to 29, The Varsity presents con-

densations

Briefs

as to

what

19+5

4,

How
said

grant should be clarified

and therefore recommend that, in view
Government supported us during the
service (and did not merely assist us) that the Canadian
of the conference involved a survey of conditions
government underwrite our Rehabilitation as they underthree

the

of

briefs

embodying the conclusions

it

the fact

of

right they

were when

Work

tions

arising

out of this survey are being

urged on

Dominion Government by an Implementation

War

wrote the

every

the

man's

we recommend

$40.00 per

Education.il Panel advise that the following resolu-

made:

I.
That in all cases the Department of Veterans' Affairs
give great weight to the recommendation of the school or
University concerned as to whether or not a student veteran
be allowed to continue his course, so that a student veteran
will not be placed in a more disadvantageous position
than

non veteran student.

That when a

2.

student

time

veteran's

have

credits

elapsed an average

Government
in that

mark of 65% (or a standing among the
of the class, where the average mark of
the class
is below 65%) be the sole
condition in determining whether
the student veteran shall
continue to carry on with his
studies under the Rehabilitation
training plan.
That the time allowed

allow-

Sponsored by the Board of Stewards
co-operation with

That upon

the

Athletic

Direc

the

is

strongly

recommended

CFRB -

cessional, consisting of the chef bearing

on a

flanked by Hall

salver,

Plans, appropriate to localized
That veterans taking vocational
needs, that will enable the
training be permitted
student veterans to be housed therein
in the most conomical
or profesmanner possible.
sions direct from War Assets
Corporation on a Vet priority
"Whereas student veterans' co-operative
houses have
proven one solution to the housing
problem for single veterans, this conference recommends
,that student veterans' cooperative houses be set up where
Financial Panel
possible, with the assistance
of the Department of Veterans'
Preamble
Affairs to obtain such .houses
and the assistance of educational institution
"In examining the structure
authorities to
of the
8.

rehabilitation pro- organize them."
of the Canadian Government,
the panel agreed that
The conference
in scope to that of any
government Government

ize the

terms of

this

spirit

We

of the programme.

real

programme were drawn up by men

of

good-will and seriously interested
in Rehabilitating the exservicemen.

made

long

A
The

urging that the present rental
control policy be

effective in respect to
board-rates

Long Term Policy

and room

rentals.

IMPERIAL OPTICAL COMPANY
Pioneer Canadian Optical Manufacturers

Mmbenfttp g>J>mpf)Cm|> Orchestra
George Coutts, Conductor

Hans Gruber,
Rehearsal for

the

face

victor's

'Tally-Ho,
;

the

;

sudden cry

his

;

guardians,

and

West

awarding

the

of

Complete and prompt attendance required.

Anyone unable

its

The

Editor,

Varsity.

ion of Philip

ments,

(e.

chestra,

Freedman's musical comToronto Symphony Or-

g.

December

11th.)

that I finally

agreed to waste valuable time so doing.
I have never written
to an editor before
and must admit that my ability
to

handle newspaper reporters

is

as want-

ing as Freedman's knowledge of
music.
It may be of interest
to you, however
to

A

"The judges,
in

into the Hal!

know how we

at the

Conservatory re

capes

They

act to his would-be sensational
outbursts.
all believe in the
expression of
honest opinion. It would be
beneficial,

however,

if

knowledge
discuss.

we had some background
we intended

in the topic

There

of
to

already a superfluity
of "critics" with little but a bare
"gramis

aphone" knowledge of music

If these
reserve their opinions for their intinmate
very well ; but when, like Freed-

friends,

man, their blaring incongruities are expounded at large, the reaction is hilarious

on the one hand,
pathetic on the other.

and

sym-

seems a shame that such a commendable paper as The Varsity should
be marred in one department by
an associate

Member Canulim

University Pre*»

Published five times
week by Ihe Students' Administrative Couniil of the Unlversify of Toronto. Opinions expressed in
these columns are not nccesurUy the officii]
opinions
of
the
Students'
Administrmtiie
Council.

with

such

ill-conceived

For instance, you can be sure
Dean of the Faculty is much
a person to

fail to realize his

ideas.

that the
too

own

big

short-

comings, but remarks such as Freedman's simply incite amusement Surely
this is not the object of intelligent criticism,

r'omce
Night Office

is

...MI.

87*5

Kenner,

B. A.

..

W. Hugh

Editor-in-Chief

Women's Editor
Managing Editor
Make-up Editor
Rewrite Editor

PecBT
_

News Editor—
Assistant-,—
Feature Editor

Bstes,

4T6

Wally Belfry, 4T8
Peg Wallace, B.A.
Barbara Hood, B.A.
George Forater, 4T7
Blanche Stanley, 4Tfi
E. Ros» McLean, 4T7

be piped

Jl&ain

—Res Herman, 4T6

Sports Editor
[Ir._-dm
St'.pJl
Assistant
—
„
Don Mason, 4T6
Women's Sports Editor
„._.Polly Muti, 4T6
C.U.P. & Exchange Editor
-..Barbara Tones, B.A.
...Dorothy Hariey, 4T6
,

Stafl

Photographer

Night Editor:

Hugh

Kenner.

Assistant: George Legris.

regardless of whether or not it
favourable!
Nor are direct insults

keeping with this formula.

As

to

MAyfair 4977

.

.

.

THHILL TO THE SATISFACTION OF
COMPLETE "UP-TO-THE-MINUTE"

Gentleman Piper of the Split Pea."

*

FORMAL ATTIRE.

yAI

^FREEMAN'S
FORMAL
COLLEGE
KX

256
STREET, at SPA-DINA,
0991
YONGE STREET, Near WELLESLEY, KI 3270
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
OPEN EVENINGS
571

—Woo.

13th, 1945.

a matter of fact we'd rather like

know who Mr. Freedman

is

anyway.

Brylcreem

Toronto (Canada).

Dear

Sir,

I have the pleasure of sending
you inclosed a list of three
hundred names and addresses of students of our University
to
whom students of your University wish to send Christmas gifts.
Tne generous gesture of your students has deeply moved us.
We have to thank your country and your compatriots for our
liberation, for much help to save
us from starvation, for the hospitality given to our Crown-Princess
and her children. We have
had the opportunity of getting well acquainted
with the Canadian^ encamped in Holland. All this has
led to knitting many
ties of friendship between
your people and our own. The demonstration of amity which your students
and University show us will
BU 'e
/" CreaSe the Cordial relatio "s » W <* have
°
^"^ t0 destroy German
°"
barbarfsm

nriSLT"

T

THE PERFECT HAIR DRESSING

"• Applied every morning, Brylcreem
will
keep your hair looking smart and
well-groomed
all day !ong. The natural
oils in Brvlcbeem
overcome dandruff and dry scalp, give the
hair
a healthy, natural lustre without that greasy
appearance. All druggists sell Brylcreem in
the handy, convenient tube.

m mmm

M,

today.

$art $ou£ie Pulletm JBoarb

°'
kind as to express to

With my kind regards

Buy

NO GUM-NO SOAP-NO ALCOHOL-NO STARCH

the teaching stafI of ur
University I beg you
°
your students our gratitade fof thdr
delicate sign of camaraderie
and to accent
with
P
heartfelt thanks for your
" K< n 0ur
mediation
f„
to b?"
be o

Glee Club

,^ the
SM ? «rehei rsaI
° Ck m

*

fi

°

Glee C1 ut> 'or this term will be
Mltsic R °° m °" TueTdaP, 8th

Monday!^

^

t

;

,

Cl

JaiuarV

I am, dear Sir, most respectfully
yours

Art Class
U B
°30 P m
p

(Signed) Prof. M. W. Woehdeman,
mj>
Rector of the University of
Amsterdam.'

o°n

meet ta

"* "*

Saliery at

for the reasons given below.

by listening
We cannot see that a "gramaphone" familiarity often, one can develop a
with the work
thorough
knowledge of music is to be sneered at
enough to justify
critiscisms of any
For the many who were denied
the performance.
The same reasoning apAnd in dosing may we suggest that if opportunity of learning to
play in youth plies to
other works as well.
he is sincere, he would do us
Who is
greater and even for the professional musician,
going to say that the person
justice, and the public better
who has
service records provide a storehouse of knowtion at a bad performance
were he to apply himself to the study ledge of music
yet still feels
and of the interpretation free to
be arrogant toward the
of music more diligently.
critic
of music.
Take Beethoven's Eighth
We take this opportunity to point
G. G. Hue sr.
Symphony, for example. Locally three
out that the A, M. & D.
column will
recordings with Weingartncr, Toscannot willingly adopt a dual
Mr. Hurst's letter printed elsewhere ini, and Koussevitsky are
standard of
available. By criticism
Perfection is admittedly
on this page is typical of a large num- listening to these recordings
too
while fol- much to ask
from the Toronto Symber of musicians who believe that only lowing the score
one can easily de- phony
Orchestra, say.
Yet perfection
the professional is justified in criticiz- termine what is
authentic and what is is not,
the
performer
is failing to fuling. This belief we hold to be fallacious, not in
a performance of the work; and fill
his duty to the
public.
Should the
in

at

embroidered
will

every day at 12:45 by the

Mr. E. A. Macdonalcl,
University of Toronto,

It

Established i860

must notify

beforehand.

incidentally, will be un-

purple

with gilded peas.

Amsterdam, December

Critic

We

has been requested so strongly
and
so persistently that I give you
our opin-

to attend

the

prize I

Ties of Friendship

Critic Bites

It

Hall, University College

of

rush of judges to the

the surrender of the pea to

Saturday, January 5th,
sharp

2 p.m.

that elusive pea; the smile lighting up

spot

Associate Conductor

full orchestra,

dling about in their bowls in search of

iformed

forwarded a proposal to the Federal

Drama

Dear Sir:

2:15 p.m.

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

rows of diners decorously pad-

urgent housing problem."

Music and

Every Sunday

Copies of Talks available on request

Last-minute questions were raised as
"Be it resolved that this conference
forward a proposal to whether the proposed contest did not
to the Federal Government
urging that the present rental perilously resemble
'|The fact remains, however,
a Bingo Game.
that despite the very real control
policy be revised with a view
merits of the present rehabilitation
to reducing rentals to Pointing out that the cry of victory
system, there seems little come
within reach of the income
question that present grants
of low wage earners
was not "Bingo I" but "Tally-Ho 1", Mr.
arc inadequate to meet presentit resolved that
this conference call
day conditions. Adjustments
upon the Federal Cowcatcher repudiated this suggestion
are required to meet transGovernment to undertake
portation costs, provision of
immediately a long term pro- indignantly.
Attorney-General Blackbooks and technical equipment gramme
of bu.ldmg low-rental
pension problems, and costs
permanent houses, as a solu- water could not be reached for comment.
peculiar to different regions
tion to the present very

Jlrt,

Wilkinson, M.A., Ph. D.

Porters with Squash Racquets reversed,

to purchase instruments
or tools for their trades

programme is equal
and highly commend the

Bertie

Dept. of History, University of Toronto

colleges or centres."

the pea

Modern World"

the

in

By Professor

to

Housing Report

recommendation of the university con-

"Canada

Great Hall soup for 14 years. Each
D.V.A. that regional
ght it is carefully strained from the
*ls and exceptional
cases be studied, and regional inkitchen tureen and taken to the safe in
ases in form of cost
of living bonuses be made where
the Warden's Office. The evening proessary to particular
"It

is one of the most picturesque traditions
Recognizing that the housing problem is not
peculiar of the House,
suggested to student veterans and
can only be solved by low-cost
by the university.
"Obviously, we are taking a chance
building throughout Canada of houses to
be offered at low
That where practicable the Department
5.
in allowing an object of such value to
of Veterans' rentals to all citizens, the
Housing Panel recommended both
Affairs appoint representatives
with offices in the cduca- Emergency
daily into the soup-plates of the
stray
measures and a long-term policy.
t.onat institutes to act
as liaison officers between the Departmultitude,"
Mr. Cowcatcher stated.
ment of Veterans' Affairs and the
Emergency Measures
"However, we felt that the advantages
student veterans.
"This conference strongly urges, through the
That a student veteran who is qualified
6.
Department of the competition made the risk worth
under the act
and who fails the first year
and subsequently successfully of Veterans' Affairs, that the Federal Government at once talcing.
repeats that year at his
own expense, be reinstated by the comply with the requests of universities and vocational
"For one thing, diners in search of
Department of Veterans' Affairs
training schools for the renovation
and use of government the prize will drain their soup-bowls to
and allowed to continue
his course under the
owned buildings for the living accommodation of both
rehabilitation training plan.
mar- the very bottom. Also, we have added
ried and unmarried veteran students.
That a graduate student veteran
7.
valuable tradition to a House that
should not be required to pay an additional fee
Further, when such buildings are ready
in order to practice his profor occupancy cannot have too many.
fession in any province,
recommended that educational institution
provided that he passes the necessary
authorities and
Think of the scene," he went on, his
examinations of the province
Ihe student organizations
concerned work out co-operative
concerned.
eyes
aflame
with mediaeval
light

the

I

ii

the sporting element in tackling a Great

for veterans to apply for all

cerned, a graduate student
veteran be allowed to complete
graduate studies at whatever
institution is

gramme

so

torate in a piquant attempt to increase

month for single veterans.
month for married veterans,

types of rehabilitation training
be extended to 36 months.
4-

- - its

and mild

of

Hall meal, a Find-the-Pea Competition
this apply equally to university students
and those was announced yesterday by Comptrolreceiving Vocational Training."
ler W. R. Cowcatcher.
In support of the demand for increased
allowances, it
'A small prize will be awarded every
was stated that questionnaires answered
by 500 student
day to the diner who finds the pea
veterans now enrolled will be unable
to complete their
soup," Mr. Cowcatcher stated.
"We
courses on present income.
"Our Committee felt a definite need of some loan scheme have not definitely decided the nature
of the prize, but in all probability it will
whereby a student- veteran mght obtain
funds to purchase
be a free bowl of soup."
technical equipment which will
be used during and beyond
the conclusion of his academic
Imported from Texas in 1931, the
career in the picture of his
profession.
Hart House Pea has been a feature of

50%

3.

the

and that

The
tions be

first

cool
that

Committee. ances be increased as follows:
$20.00 per

a

tobacco

Effort.

"Specifically,

Canada underwrite the education of veterans

Education Panel

was

entails,

that

of the delegates.

facing student veterans in universities, colleges, and rehabilitation and technical schools across Canada.
Recommenda-

they

Picobac

the Mozart symphonies
from must always
Beecham's and Toscanini's recordings
critic
learnt

know how

does not

they should be per-

formed ?

We

.be

strived

for.

When

hold with Mr. Hurst that
the
of the critic with regard to
personal resources of mind and emotion
attributes

and

in sensitiveness to the

LITERARY WINNERS

medium must

of the same professional calibre as
the composer and the performing artist.

Prize-winning contributors to The
Varsity Christmas Literary Supple-

But we consider

ment may pick up

lie

it

axiomatic that these

attributes are not exclusively the property of professional musicians.
cannot understand, therefore,
why Mr.

We

Hurst

is

shocked at the

critic's

indigna-

it

fail to point this out
both to the
performer and the public he too would
be guilty of negligence.
p.F.

their cheques at
the Students' Administrative Council

Office,

Hart

lished material

House.

Unpub-

will be returned to

contributors on request.

—

:
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BLUE PUCKTERS TRIUMPH
Blues Trounce Colorado Tigers

Twice

Two

In

and arrived

placed,

just in time for the

the Colorado fans that
the home of hockey,

minutes

of

soon

showed

their

the

So

twice followed

NOT
EVERYBODY
LIKES

much joy and the aid of Haig &
Haig,* amidst the patter of rain drops (ah but the snow was deep up North).
And many erstwhile revellers, after quaffing alka-seltzers, bethought them-

for

period,

but

Gord

During

make

how

Ball scored

. .

that's

why we

try to

every taste with

satisfy

as varied a menu as

.

—expertly pre— efficiently
appetiteserved —
treat

pared

in

being given credit for

ings.

Breakfast, lunch

was

play

2-0,

as

an unassisted goal.

Henry doubled

to pick

a winner.

basketball

at

long shot by Stewart in the opening
the

of

"(The means by which Amsterdam achieves

period gave the

third

S

and Haider, the
latter assisted by Henry, scored the
final two Varsity goals.
last

tally.

from Great

credit

COFFEE SHOPS

Wade,

Week

Wayne, Assumption Conquer Gagers

Bain, Kos-

Bromley, Bauer.
Subs Doyle, Kryzanowski, Henry,
G. Ball, Haider, Bark.

ick,

—

COLORADO — Scarlett,

The Varsity Senior

— Stewart,

Subs

Edd-

Rosa,

Meier,

The

Turner,

margin

Hockey Groupings Set

By

functioning Assumption College quintet themselves
squelched the homesters, 57-39.

Athletic Office

In the

first

Jan.

11

Intercollegiate

Windsorites

Friday, Dec. 15th, the Blue squad was displayed terrific
speed in the second
downed 50-25 by Wayne University, half, and did not find it too difficult
to
and the following night, a smooth- keep a safe scoring

New son, Bay less.

mo**

Fri,

Vic. I

U.C.

uc.

Med. 11
Pharm.
U.C.

Dent,

Trin.

1

r

^

'

°'<"il

Sr. S.P.S.,

encounter, played at

hard-playing

I-

Group 2:
Meds.

Jr.

S.P.S., Vic. II, U.C. II,

—but

was absent

Wayne

II.

set the 2,000 fans

Group 7: Forestry

paratively

and

their

Office, to

make arrangements

between

Office of

Management

narrow playing

in the last half.

col-

floor,

125 Duponl
Kl.

Si.,

Toronto

3147 — Nights:

GR. 4894

New Dance
Instruction

CfQ
s .: (

,.

s

.»g]

|>
oftia*Hs

Prescriptions for glasses
filled

with quality spectacle-

ware

at reasonable prices.

by

Class

8:30

Cecil

DaCosla

now for this new course in
FOX-TROT, WALTZ, RHUMBA,
JIVE, TANGO.

Enrol

A

Complete Brush-up Course

established himself as

well

The

321 BLC 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Poor St. ~ sorgo Apartment!)
OPPOSrtE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
SlmWi and Mamoeri of

29a CoSta
DANCING
STUDIOS OF

1139

Soida! Discount to

a

TTFHTIOH ALL

Bay

St.,

Cor. Charles

MI. 5624

the Fatuity

VIC.

all

the

Him-

Clayton,

Mayzel

Apply

By Bredin

Stapells

following nght, Assumption Col-

lege played hosts to our favoured sons,

and

in a short space of time, proceeded

the

coming of

Canada was

of

thrilled

1946,

we have a

special

fans

why

they

than
but

are

rated as

Canadian hoop

The Varsity
it

tilts

medium

size.

Gibson, Kl. 4013.

the

Mason have been appointed by Editor Kenner

as Sports Editor and Ass. (and

we

ain't

kidding)

These two notorious characters were heard

ceiving the

and we quote: "Good gad", in the

Also with the new year's
(if

arrival, the

not so already) for the

There

at head.

first

wrestling,

we

much

all in

to say,

on

Intramural track starts on

March
Let's

12.

Philips.

The

first

go tracksters

full

Return to right-

reward.

Laiuriston, or Serson,

Pfalzner,

MI.

2700.

LOST

is

swimming, boxing,

They

Monday and Tuesday with

will expect,

all

striped

holidays,

post-war season of intercollegiate sports

Medical

Parker pen, before
Chemistry and

between
Bldgs.

Phone GR. 9370,

Reward.

and

best wishes

event will be three-man relay teams running two laps.

and

2'A foot metal rod-

tub.

No

of spirits

This broad program covers a ten-week period ending

— up

The Junior Blues

Day:

re-

hope, will receive, every possible support from enthusiastic Varsity rooters.

from "Hec"

owners.

Brown

undergraduate should be

the field this term.

ful

best of sports tradition.

will be intercollegiate hockey, basketball,

and gym teams

Year's

plug for hole n

of this sports page of

ye olde Varsity.
Heft's,

sports world

at 'em.

RACQUETS REPAIRED
Badminton and Squash Racquets
paired, restrung.

Work

24-hour

Phone Kl.

service.

re-

guaranteed,
7989,

(Jack) between 5-8.

start off their schedule in the Junior

B O.H.A.

today

very
at

circles.

defense was

DISAPPEARED

FLASH; The

and over-awed (and amused) by the announcement

that R. B. Stapells and D. R.

the Varsity quintet and 1,500

show

to

raincoat,

W.

J.

and Don Mason
New

With

showed up

Varsity,

for

best in
Quick, accural* repair i«rv;co

flashy

the star of

hard-fought encounter.
mel, Zeton and

for Intercollegiate teams.

opponents.

of his

MONDAY,

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Avery Jackson,

Negro forward, crashed through for 15
team's total of 50 points, and

MART KENNEY

'HEC MeCALLUM, Manager,

Club

pm. in Intramural

7th, at 5:00

FOR SALE

cheering as

lapsed before the Waynesters' onslaughts
Excluitve

I

Vic. II

Thompson

Murray

Meds. Ill, Vic. Ill, Dents. B., aged to keep in sight of their rival's
score, the half .ending 22-14 for the
Pharmacy.
Group 6; St. Mikes B., S.P.S. V, Em- Yankee eager s.
The Varsity defense, based on a commanuel, Wycliffe.

Knox

Med.

Weedon

Andison, Street
Andison, Street
Andison, Street
Andison, Hart
Andison, Hart

excused.

:

Trinity B.,

in

A
St.M. A

Gabardine

:

B.,

Hart, Farrell
Street,

Mac-

Group 3: Dents. A., Trinity A., S.P.S. they netted three quick baskets in the
opening minutes oif the game, but the
Ill, St. Mikes A.
Group 4 S.P.S. W, Forestry A., U.C short-handed Varsity team began functioning in a smoother fashion, and manII f, Knox A.
Group 5

Andison, Fyfe

I

Swimming & Water Polo

Meeting on Monday, January

r

and

VJC.
-

:

A

SPS. in
Sr. SPS.
Jr. SPS.

Kenzie High School, in Detroit,
Blues were the victims of a prodigious
The Athletic Office yesterday released
hockey groupings as amount of misfortune, as Roy DilKvorth
the intramural
and Capt. Gord Wallace missed the
follows
game on account of a snowbound plane,
Vic. I, Meds. I

Group

n

Dent B
For A

hoopsters,

half-time score of 26-15 testifies to
the
faring as well as their puck-chasing close play, as
Wallace, Zeton, Cranman
comrades, came off second best in two and Thompson
bore the brunt of the
pre-holiday exhibition encounters.
On Assumption attack.

Chammey, Ewonus, Hushion.

olls,

Thur., Jan. 10

Monday, January 7th

of

1:00-2:00
4:00-5:00
1:00-2:00
4:00-5:00
5:00-6:00
6:00-7:00
4:30-5:30
5:30-6:30

Wed., Jan. 9

Pre-Christmas Exhibition Matches

In

I

hockey Schedule

Britain.)

Ball

TORONTO —Ball,

K

m

south of the border boys their second

and

Intramural Meeting.
Basketball Meeting.

Undergraduates who have been members of the Toronto Ski
Club
1944-45, and wish to renew their membership
at the
reduced rate of $2.00, must do so by January 6th, 1946. After
that date, no reduction will be allowed and the
entrance fee
of $5.00 will have to be paid,
University of Toronto Ski Club
have been promised
delivery on January 11th.
It has been found impossible to
make arrangements
Bus this week-end. Watch The Varsity for next for a Ski
week's announcement.

Ottawa have challenged

in

Practices for the intercollegiate team
will start immediately, from 5:30
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The heads
of basketball hope to see
of players turn out whose ability
equals their ambition rather
than hose who go for the "fun".
The list from the coaches of most promismg players is still in the negative quantity ... and
may we add that this
seemingly useless bit of information is
in reality essential.
It allows the
coach of the intercollegiate team to
concentrate attention on a picked
few
building a crack team around them.

Tiger talThis herculean effort was followed
Haider-produced goals
with assists by Kryzanowski and Henry.

p.m.
p.m.

II

to 6:30

two more

A

Tues., Jan.

a majority

Mon-

ly.

seconds

MEETINGS
7th— 5:00
8th— 1:00

Mon., Jan.

basketball team safely established as the internow turns towards greener fields, intercollegiate
8 and 9 will see the Varsity team in Montreal, and sooner

W.R.C.N.S. from H.M.C.S. Bytown
Varsity to a game on February 2.

Haider banged home
Gord Ball and Bob
a

certificate in the Athletic Office before participation
Get your
teams out in good time. See Mr. Phillips for full details. Consult Athletic Wing notice boards for full schedule
of events

game I"

the

still,

the score in the second

Howie Hushion,

-

The season commences on Monday, January 7th, 5:00 pm, and
Tuesday, January 8th. 5:00 p.m. The first event is the relay,
3-mari teams, 1 lap each. Competitors must sign the eligibility

.

P.H.E.

March

paid.

is

INDOOR TRACK

.

the

M

-

faculty winners, attention

treal product, netted the first

by
or dinner, you're bound

The count

-

McNulty.

final

With

first

the end of the first twenty minutes of

stanza, before

stimulating surround-

it.

quality, the
their perceptions accordingly. Joan Davis
and
did a laudable job as the referees. The
Barnett twins Grace

New Horizons

Kosick

Hart House. Remuneration

REFEREES OF FALL SPORTS

and speedy

.

at the Athletic Office,

Will the following referees kindly call at Athletic Office, without delay, and pick up their pay for lacrosse, soccer, rugby,
swim league and volleyball. R. T. Sheppard, S. A. Cooke, K.
A. Firman, I. Strathman, N. Hassanali, J. C. McDonald,
E. D.
Roberts, E. R. Mather, M. Beer, M. Sugar, P. S.
Welch, B.
Morrow C V. Williams, J. F. Seimarine, N. Campbell, R SchaE Geary. s
Kalman, T. Cossitt, D. Ferguson, C. J.
l%\Pi

dozen roses should be cast at the feet of those
patient people
in the background who supplied
oranges, time-clocks and enthusiasm ... the
gals who manage to focus the spotlight
on the players, the managers.

the Blues, led by Gordie Ball with four
and an assist, outplayed their
American rivals in all three periods.
The Tigers, showing the good neigh-

Bill

Dowson

A

goals

on themselves, with

Apply

to be sharp-shooters
. .
their aim for the basket was
deadly, not shooting often, but making each shot
count for P.H.E II
The
Seniors' forward line, headed by Kay
McMillan, worked as an integrated
whole .
their team work deserves high praise.
As one bystander summed
up the game so aptly, "It was terrif . . anybody's

the final score 11-2.

bour policy to excess, scored the

of a singularly spectacular

and Mickey, proved

Although the Tigers provided tougher

goal

Every item a

possible.

for. hockey, basketball and
water polo.

must needs sharpen

referees

Lois

was

the playing

under

is

Referees are urgently needed

points to the

As

Leaf Gardens

The game

Wanted

Referees

the interval

into '45

Seniors' 20.

opposition in the Saturday night game,

.

.

when The yarsity took a breathing space, the baswere played off. Championships are never "old stuff", so we
and take a look at the last intramural game of the season.
The scene of action was the Hart House gym. Close to a hundred spectators crowded around the floor, providing ample cheering
support The
game proved to be a tug of war between well matched and skilled artists,
P.H.E. H and P.H.E. Seniors. At the end of the third quarter the
Seniors
were in the lead by the ever-so-slim majority of 18-17. In the final
quarter
P.H.E. II arose to the occasion, achieving a total of 21

to elude Scarlett, the Tigers'

net-minder, to

.

ketball finals

and Don Bark who

Haider,

sale

greens section.

Champs

Basketball

Kosick ran the score up to 7-2, as Colorado came through with their only
goals of the game. In the third, it was
Kosick,

tion; $1.00 centre

fell,

.

quick succession by

in

Game on

Maple Leaf Gardens, are now on

16th, at

These tickets must be returned to the
on January 9th, so purchase them now.
the auspices of the Toronto Rotary Club

custom of resolutions starting the new year right Anfinding all holidayers bent over books, and with
a
golden opportunity to test their new made vows. Which calls to mind
back to the subject at hand, women's sports.
other sun rose and

still

scoreless

first

received with

selves of the quaint

Dave Bauer, Wally Haider and Bill
Kosick.
The score at the end of the
first period was 5-0.
In the second frame, Bromley and

managed

VANILLA

is

new year was

the

whip back

opponents

flash the red light, as

January

at the Athletic Office. Prices are $1.50, centre blues sec-

Canada

The Blues were held
nine

Basketball
Tickets for the Varsity vs. Western Basketball

Polly Muiz

The Varsity Blues came home trium- second game. The day
was saved by
phant from Colorado Springs after the home team's good
sportsmanship, as
trouncing the Colorado Springs Tigers they lent "our
boys" enough nondein two successive nights.
On Friday script equipment to take to the ice.
Dec. 28 the Blues defeated the Tigers
The first encounter in the fabulous Ice
11-2 in a rousing game which thrilled Palace, on Friday
night, proved that the
the fans with two fights. Saturday Blues were in
fine shape.
Dressed in
night
the
Varsity
again borrowed skates and Colorado U. footpucksters
romped home with an 8-2 victory.
ball sweaters, they proceeded
to show
expedition almost ended in disaster as the team's equipment was mis-

AMERICAN TOUR

IN

The Sportswoman
By

Successive Nights

The

19+6

4,

tighter

had been on the previous night,
did not prevent the fast quick-

breaking Windsor team from building
up a formidable number of points. The

Richmond

Hill against

a return engagement

The

Chapmans returning

We

wish them

all

to

home

ice

on Monday for

the best for their opening show.

hearts of the Varsity players were gladdened

by th sound of a

lone,

brave Toronto rooter, in the midst of the sheebang at Colorado Springs
Congratulations, mister,

it

must have taken a

lot

of nervel

STUDENTS -

VIC AT-HOME TICKET SALE
COMMENCES TUESDAY, JANUARY

8TH. V.C.U. OFFICE

BUY

WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS

.

4
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New and

FOR PIPE SMOKERS OF DISCRIMINATING TASTE

GOLDSTEIN'S
W.

an ardent advocate

of its merits.

put up in half pounds and sells at $1.50, plus tax; and also
in a pocket package containing 1/10 lb. at 30 cents, plus tax.

52

now

of sheet

;

who once sold
might keep it

I

foresighted sympathy for insurance
panies and

Of Art Works

To Be Displayed

Hart House)

The aim

beauty.

to acquire

work

will also

to lecture

comer

com-

when

groceries

they

had

1946

been

be available for a while

All

on the actual exhibit

design and in craftsmanship.

Hart House include the desirability of
Miss Yvonne Hackenbroch, one of the making such works of art available in
the distant parts of the Empire rather
than concentrating them in London,
lar field of art, will come to Canada
to
which already has a wealth of art treasunpack the treasures and set them
ures; and the high regard felt by Lord
id Lady Lee for Hart House and its
world's greatest experts in this particu-

ideals

as

set

forth

the

in

Founders'

Prayer.

we

switch to the proposed world calIn 1950, if I understand it cor-

endar.

rectly,

we

our

will receive

from them.

We

will

spicuously and use
the day after.

it

last

tack
until

Until, at

it

calendar

up con-

any

we

rate,

for

De-

will

be

be on June

ill

This

W or

I think,

and

31.

But the

getting obscure.

is

out-

confusing Gregorian job

You might not have

is

noticed the Greg-

As the Journal
points out, it is always different from
year to year, its quarters are unequal
in length which is a more appalling

condition than you may realize. In leap
years the first half-year has 182 days
the second, 184 days.
Imagine!

Each quarter begins and ends
day of the week, each month

different

Each year begins on a

ditto.

weekday.

It's irregularity,"

frowns,

al

"precludes

different

To Carry

the Journ-

comparison

of

periods and necessitates

continued and
never ceasing changes in matters routin<
character"

in

balanced

is

It

in

for

Beauty's Sake

unbalanced,

is

The

and irregular.

stable

structure,

revised one

perpetual

in

Big and

little

form, harmonious in arrangement and

eternity or

presumably, impoverish

will,

none but

have memorized it

the calendar manufacturer.

For the reformed version of the calendar makes every year the same. It

Among manifold benefits, the new
calendar would fix a date for Easter.
Rev. F. W. Adams of Boston who died

11
have 12 months as the Gregorian,
While a museum might permit safei
but 6810 quarter will be of equal length,
id more adequate display, it was felt

Urgently

holiday every fourth year,

from

different

1945.
I would merely have kept the
shoe salesman Youth around for another
year, or two or three.

better

of high quality both

annually

Leap- Year-Day

obsolescent today.

calendar-senders, however, had
prepare for 1950 when, as the
Reasons for sending the collection to Journal of Calendar Reform
predicts,

of the collectors was

W or 31

me moded and

year to year. It's doubtful if I should
ever have heard of W. Blank's sheetmetal prowess in a mo nth-of- Sundays
unless

She

scheduled

is

World Holiday

spotted in an untroublesome niche between year-halves. It will be a world

Gregorian calendar displayed uncannily
orian does have flaws.

SPABKS STREET

Priceless Collection

1)

which
cember

always havo
Unless

in this case.

people choose to use the

Certainly the designers of the present

produced a calendar that varied from

(Continued from Page

to be retained, will

is

a midnight curfew

I sup-

looks like someone

Ottawa

In

ness

has sent a

replace the Rolph-Clark-

a pair of shoes

WM. GOLDSTEIN & COMPANY
Toronlo

assures
satisfies,

up, at that It has a picture of a peachcomplexioned young man on it, symbolizing, as the text explains, Youth. Youth

For the present it is packed in a heavy waxed paper, in a cardboard container. It keeps in excellent condition.
It is

YONGE STREET

who

Stone affair that has kept me date-conscious throughout the past year. I may
leave the Rolph-Clark-Stone calendar

popularity is growing fast You cannot pay less and get as
good; you cannot buy better if you pay more.
Its

152

Blank,

metal work that

handsome 1946 calendar which,

j

pose, will
it is

Calendar

Boss McLean

1883

A high-grade blend of Turkish, Perique, Virginia and Latakia
Tobacco, approximating those excellent brands made in Scotland
and England.
Every user of

1946

4,

Entrenous,

Happy New
By

PERIQUE MIXTURE
The Same Old Formula Since

!

!

year

last

new

quoted in the Journal

is

.

(lai

and bulky ...

colours

...

in

the

all

kinds of

The season's

season's 'new styles

you'll find a lavish selection at

having advocated the change on these
Each quarter will furthermore begin
grounds. "The plan," he had declared,
young men, Sunday and end on Saturday, contain
"to secure a fixed date for Easter dethree
months,
13
weeks
and
91
days
where the treasures could become part
that the collection should

- -

sparkling, glamourous compacts!

EATON'S.

be displayed

building used daily by

Required

Main

serves support ... It seems a lack of
permanent surroundings, rather which certainly sounds sound or, shall
wisdom not to change now. It would
museum which is visited only we say, sensible.
Month-dates will always fall on the be easy by vote or decree to rectify this
at intervals.
same weekdays. Each month will have error of a wandering Easter."
The collection will be housed in the
26 which is fair enough ; plus Sundays.
That, somewhat fogged, is the case
oom used during the war by the CO.
Each year will begin on Sunday. New for a calendar reform.
of the 2nd Bttn., C.O.T.C
A perma- Year's Eve celebrations, if such foolish- Happy New Calendar
nent steel-lined wall has been erected
to replace the former temporary partiin a

DAWSON:

**T.

tion.

ISSUES
IN

CANADA

The permanent

(Continued from Page I)
fireplace will probably be screened, and
with the adequacy of veteran grants are
;how-cases with special lighting be built
anxious to obtain.
into the walls. The Victoria and Albert
The elections for the national execMuseum, London, has recently carried
utive for the coming year were held on
iut experiments with such showcases,
Dec. 22, and the results announced imnd Brig. Eric Haldenby, representing
mediately after. The Ubyssesy, Universthe architects of Hart House, visited
it ity
of British Columbia, was elected
before his return to Canada.
president and The McGill Daily, McGill
It

was

open

be

stipulated
to

the

that the collection

public

one

afternoon

—

YOU WILL
AND SO WILL

STUDENTS
JUST

WHO ARE

BEGINNING

THIS COURSE.

tie

University of

the

Ex-Service Students

Canadian Campus, as provided

Do you know thai . .
You are represented on

versity Advisory Committee and
on the Committee of the University Advisory Bureau by four
Ex-Service Students. They are:

Engineering
Mr. F. Huntsley
Medicine
Mr. A. H. Stevens
Victoria College .... Mr. H. Lacey
University College Mr. J. Duggan
They will be glad to pass on any
suggestions that
to

make.

you may wish

Toronto Press

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE

BOOK DEPT.

STUDENTS
67

St George St

newspaper,

already

affiliate

members were admitted into full memand The Carleton, Ottawa's
Carleton College newspaper was made
an affiliate member. Amendments were
made in the constitution that any college

ML 3791

Hours: 10 ajn. to 4 pjn.

(Fall

term) will be combined.

First

parade, Monday, 7 Jan.,
1900 hours.

1946,

Wednesday gp.

(ii)

Wednesday, 9

two

raised to full

membership by

a

majority vote of the conference.
Membership was formerly restricted to newspapers publishing weekly
thirds

or oftener.

Plans were also laid for a Canadawide C.U.P. day to stimulate interest

on Canadian campi in other University
papers and according to the plans, as yet

"Walk

cheerfully

over

answering that of God

the

articles

of

army

equipment

to

QM

all

and

papers would be released simultaneously
all Canadian campi.

Delegates to the conference from The
Varsity included Hugh Kenner, Peggy

Dorothy Harley, Barbara Jones,
Ross McLean, Wally Belfry and

Bates,

E.

Bob Robinson.
National
University

finances,

relationship

Students,

of

and

with

Canadian

advertising

problems were among the other subjects
discussed at the conference.
sibilities

standard through

DON'T FORGET THE

The

of establishing a uniform

CUP

pos-

news

were also con-

DR.

and 7 p.m.

PARKER

in every one."

(Signed) H. C. H. Miller,

Major,
Officer

KNOX CHURCH
Spadina and Harbord

117 Bloor Street East

11 a.m.

and 7 p.m.:
Minister:

Rev.

J.

Bruce Hunter

DD., LL.D.

By REV. ROBT. LENNOX,

Fireside hour at close of
Evening Service.

M.A., Th.B.

Students Cordially Invited

11 a.m.: "Faith's Repose."

Commanding,

U. of T. Cont, C.O.T.C.

WestminsterCentral United

SUNDAY SERVICES

Professor, Presbyterian College,

Montreal.

THEf CHURCH OF THE

HOLY TRINITY
Trinity Square

(OB Yongo.

2

bolow Bandaa)

Invites students to join with us
in services that combine beauty
of
with progressive

worship

Sermon
By REV. R. A. FORREST,
7 p.m.

:

D.D.
of Toccoa Falls, Ga.
8:15 p.m.: Fellowship Hour.

Farewell for Mr. JOHN POSNO
Missionary under appointment
to China.
Students Specially Invited

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
First Church of Christ, Scientist
St George St at Lowther Ave.

Branch of The Mother Church
The First Church of Christ,
Scientist, in Boston, Mass.

SUNDAY SERVICES
11 a.m.

Christian action

and

7.30 p.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Regular Sunday services at
and 11 a.m., and ai 7 p.m

St-Panls Anglican Church

11 a.m.

3loor Street East

Sunday, January 6th

8, 9.30.

HOLY BLOSSOM TEMPLE
Bathunrt
Street at

Ava Road

Rector:

S

al 11

The National Federation

D.D.
11 a.m.

Students specially invited.

tentative, special issues of all University

on

Very Rev. Stuart C. Parker,

George Fox.

stores without further delay.

for

Sts.

Minister

world,

members who are not undergoing trg during the current session
return

King and Simcoe

Yoo abb Cordially Invited

All

will

&>t. gitbreto'sf

AT THE
Meeting House, 109 Maltland St.
to Worship with Us.

1946, 1510

Reiurn of Clothing and
Equipment

clothing

Co„ ra

First parade,

Jan.,

hours.

newspaper may be admitted to affiliate
membership (without voting powers)
by a vote of the National CUP Conference and after one year's affiliation

may be

Meeting pos Worship
on Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

be resumed on 7 Jan.,

will

Monday and Tuesday gps

(i)

2.

bership,

the Uni-

Trg

EATON

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY
OF FRIENDS (QUAKER)

1946, as follows:

the

in

constitution.

monthly

1.

runner-up, will handle

The Campus, Bishop's University, and
La Rotonde, the University of Ottawa

CASH YOUR USED
COPY

University,

CUP

PLEASE TURN IN FOR

C.O.T.C.
Training — Spring Term

C.U.P. Conference!

and the stone

walls

weekly.

PROFIT

—Main Floor

GO TO YOUR
CHURCH ON SUNDAY

[

CONSTITUTIONAL

Store

of their

RABBI ABRAHAM
will

ii-frj

II

L_

FETJTOERO

(peak on

"GERMANY IS OUR
PROBLEM"
Public Cordially Invited
Free bus (service from Bathunrt and
St. Clair every
15 minutos,
mencing at 10.40 a.m. until llio comajn

3

.

— Holy

a.m.

Communion
Communion

—Holy

Preacher—The Rector
p.m.—Bible Classes

7 pjn.

— Evening Prayer
Preacher—The Rector

"GOD"
Wed. Evening Meeting
at 8.00 o'clock
including Testimonies of Healing
through Christian Science.

Free Public Reading

OrganM 1
Charlet Peaker, Mut. O., F.R.C.O.
University Students Welcome at
All Services

Room where

the Bible and Authorized Christian
Science Literature may be read,

borrowed or purchased.

80

Richmond

St.

West

.

Wednesday, January

SCHOOL AT HOME
16th,

1946
THE BEST DANCE ON THE CAMPUS

ROYAL YORK HOTEL

Ajax Opens Next Week;
Students Register Today
A

week from today, 1,500

The Undergraduate Newspaper

AJAX NEWSMEN

VARSITY^SEEKS

VOL. LXV

year students will begin the first
session of engineering courses at Ajax division of the University of
Toronto. Unless enrollment is greatly increased, it is expected that
the freshman and sophomore classes of the '46-47 session will continue there for the next three years.
Mindful of another war's outbreak, C.O.T.C. headquarters at
119 St. George will be the head of a line of 1,700 potential Ajax
students today at 5:00 p.m. Registration will be begun then. The
Varsity is anxious to record Ajax campus life, but will require the
aid of students on the spot. Those interested should mention the

when

faot

Liquid Air Demonstration

Like Magician's
be

registering.

Convocation Hall Saturday.
the spout of a kettle "boiling" on a cake
Between spectacular experiments of ice on the platform. Hoar-frost was
demonstrating the properties of liquid produced on the outside of an iron ball
air, with fountains of gray vapor pourwhich had been suspended in the liquid,

are identical to those given in

Toronto.

from the worktable, balloons ex- then cooked by the flame of a spirit
ploding vehemently, and rockets zooming lamp.
into the audience, the professor gave a
To demonstrate the expanding qualibrief outline of the historical develop- ties of liquid air during
evaporation,
ing

will

have a Hart House with

recreational

full

Critic

Fiinancial

including

facilities

common Tooms,
a tuck shop, and an auditorium accommodating 750. There will be "browsing", general circulating, and technical
libraries in the academic quarters.
music, art, billiard and

Hockey rinks have been

the

ment of liquid air and an explanation o: professor poured some into a brass
tube,
the phenomena whioh were being dis- plugged the top with a wide
cork and

fields for rugby and
under construction for use next
spring and fall. Athletic meetings will

will be in

charge of the Students' Council, which
will operate and have an office in Ajax
just as it does in Toronto.

most

of

Liquid

air,

he explained, had a tem-

first,

A

perature of about -350 degrees Fahren-

hook made of the same substance
(Continued on page 4)

Arbor Lodge, and the students,
with the exception of commuters, will
live in residences, each outfitted with
live at

common rooms and study rooms for the
who are unable to study
their own rooms.
students

Dr.

to

at

Ajax

won't

W. MacKenzie who
Health

suffer

Director.

M. Rogers and two graduate

tive Club.

nurses.

same way as the one on thi
Toronto campus does. The 35-bed infir
mary and the Health Service offices an
In addition
all in the same building.
there is an X-ray plant, an isolation

An

ambulance

will be

on duty at

all

as-

normal way from the

Department of Veterans' Affairs.

last

del-

egates from 63 countries, and the Prague

conference held on

on

German massacre
was attended by 500

of Czech students,

delegates from 21

graduate from the

a

Storrie,

The 1945-1946

The 235
certificate

istration

dents

ex-service students taking the
course in Business Admh

have organized

in

campus

order

staff

social

"The Den-

of

and Stu-

may

Copies

by members of the
in the Book Dethe

Catherine

University

of

Nix,

II

Theological

due

decision

last year,

courses will not be decelerated this

to war.

The

courses will proceed as

planned with the third year of the

five-

year course graduating in 1947.

Bursar Publishes

in

Chairman and Vice-chairman of the
Board of Governors will call on GenEisenhower at the Royal York

stu-

eral

morrow, January

Hotel.

8, in the office of

At noon

Coun-

City Hall.

Con-

vocation.

sented

Married ex-service students may
receive two tickets, and their wives

Great Hall.

be admitted

to

tickets

will

the galleries in

is

to

the cenotaph,

General

Eisenhower,

after

these specially

The luncheon

will

the

in

be attended by the

Board of Governors, the Senate of the
University, the Board of Directors of
the Alumni Federation* and the Stu-

of the undergradu-

admit students to
Convocation Hall.

dents' Administrative Council represent-

ing the undergraduate body of the Uni-

At 2:45

McLean

Argentinian Student
Enrolls

the

visit

expected that he will

which luncheon will be served

reserved sections.

The remainder

It

and be
received by Mayor Saunders and the~
Board of Control.
Leaving the Gty Hall, the party will
drive to Hart House, arriving at 12:45.
About 50 persons will then be pre-

tickets for these seats will

the recipients be in uniform at

General 'will

the

(ay a wreath on

in the three centre

be issued on the understanding that

ate

a

of

the

Hall

The 500

the General will

Lieutenant-Governor

At

be driven

"It

is

embarrassfng

confess,"

to

hi

we have already esta
Wished two hollowly-hailed final dead
continued, "that

University

signing of

lines for the
tracts.

At
Wash-

Ontario.

of

6:05 he will board his train for

today.

We

all

space con-

have been forced once

Delinquent

it

are

to

have

only until Tuesday to negotiate at the

S.A.C. office for space in the 1946 book,
he announced.

Until

all

give the
in the

once more."

contractees

Alberto

p.m.,

and
the

doubt and actual work on the
impeded.

is

will

pianist,

Sunday, January
of

the

13.

various

office

Reprecolleges

faculties are asked to

Warden's

still

dummy

Sunday Evening Concert

Great Hal! of Hart House at

sentatives

contracts have

been signed, the size of the book

Guerrero,

to

leniency in stretching the space contract

deadline and shall do

HART HOUSE CONCERT

call

at

today for their

allotments of tickets for

this

con-

cert.

Campus Capsules

Around and About

CUP conference delegate about discussing this point further at
groggily announced to the switchboard the Royal York Saturday night?"
days to go to New York, but "I enjoyed she can speak Dutch, Spanish, English,
• * •
Hotel London as he put
operator
of
die
the trip very much. We stopped over French and German fluently. And that
the receiver to his ear.
The President of the U.C Men's
at Rio de Janeiro, and stayed four days all by the time she is nineteen.
'8.15," she insisted, her voice containResidence at 73 St. George Street is
According to Carla, the first time
in Colon, in Panama, which is known

Rules

as The City of Uniforms." The weather
This means was too hot to sunbathe, but two days
out of New York the weather changed,
perienced in the past by D.V.A. in cleararrive any time during a month, and
"It was cold enough to freeze the whising cheques for students who fail to reit is essential that a
student awaiting kers on Santa Claus", was the expresport to the Bursar's Office to draw the first cheque contact the Bursar's
used, said Carla.

D.V.A. receives

Convocation

to

ticket only.

dent tickets will be distributed to-

and

Mr. Fennell stated,
composed

delegation

intend to take ad-

Governing Servicemen's Cheques
Considerable difficulty has been ex-

by

a.ro,.,

Only Juvenile?

of the University of to take each subject in both Spanish
vantage of the offer to enter second land, a graduate
living in Buenos Aires and English.
In high school, however,
year Commerce and Finance with their Toronto, who is
where Carla went to school, suggested we were allowed to choose the lancertificate.
this university, and here she is.
guage."
In Toronto Carla is studying
The ship Carla travelled on took 35 laguages, which is not surprising, since

D.V.A.

Admission
will be

11

President Smith, Chancellor Cody, and

Delinquency

last

Many

At

University

yesterday.

from the University of Alberta
to Convocation Hall, and the ceremony
Is
one of the eight delegates chosen to
of conferring the degree will commence
represent thirty-two youth organizations
promptly at 3:00. General Eisenhower
throughout Canada at the London Conwill deliver .in address.
ference; at this meeting a world FeFrom 4:00 to 5:00 the General will
deration of Democratic Youth was esta"Several University organizations are
attend a reception given, in his honor
blished aiming to affiliate all national still innocently delaying work on Torby the Honorable Albert Matthews,
and international youth organizations.
ontonensis by their failure to sign for

elected

year course.

Eisenhower receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws next Saturday afternoon, it was announced

student

week's class elections.
Also
She has lived in Bogota, in Colombia
Two weeks ago Carla van Lente arwere an athletic committee counting of H. Con Caverhill, Al Harris, rived in Toronto, and, incidentally, in where she says, "It rains from five to
to
The
recently
repeated
year," was
?ay Moss, and a social committee com- University College. Carla lives in Como- eleven every day"; she has touched
Europe, ant
Africa, passed through
Varsity by Dean Arnold Mason of the prised of Allison Foster and Charles
doro Rivadavia, four days by boat south spent some time in Holland and EngFaculty of Dentistry. In response to a Rathgeb.
of Buenos Aires, in the Argentine.
-would
have
liked to have gone
land.
She
Many and varied ambitions are resophomore petition of last year deplorA few days ago Carla was still rather to an English University, because she
presented in this course, more perhaps
ing the possible deceleration, the faculty
gue about how she got to Toronto, has friends in that country, but they
than are usual in any other course where
definitely
not
courses
would
decided that
and why she is enrolled in U.C. By now are taking no overseas students. This
ambitions are similar,.
Several have
everything is more or less cleared up, is her first trip to Canada.
be eased.
degrees and are now preparing themsettled down to lectures,
Carla went to grammar and high
Without foundation are the rumors selves to practice their degree courses in and Carla has
which, she says, she enjoys very much. school in Buenos Aires, an English
which originated from the government's the business world. Others intend to
knows no one in either the United school, at that. "It was a little confusat the end of their one- She
enter
business
edict to decelerate courses speeded up
States or Canada, but Mr. K. P. Kirk- ing, because in grammar school we had
tal

..m.
to 6 p.m., and will receive the
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at
a special Convocation at 3 p.m.

Dwight D.

space in the yearbook," said Editor Ross

will have a full athletic
program," said Joe Barnicke,

newly-elected class president.

available.

to im-

an

"The course
and

Uni-

Toronto Press.

of-

arts college.

Dean Mason

now

see General

versity.

and students

partment

activities.

being achieved by electing
and seeking affiliation with

is

is

be purchased

to

made

prove the condition of students and educational institutions throughout the devastated countries of Europe,
Ernest

edition of the

versity Directory of Staff

conference the delegates pas-

sed a resolution to the effect that con-

DIRECTORY

For Newest Course

will

ices,

,

General Eisenhower will be the Uniguest next Saturday from 11

ersity's

Five hundred undergraduates, including 300 from the armed serv-

will

certed attempts should be

mpels cutting the 50 down to 10 for
presentation to the General.

Tickets

Convocation Hall have
been set aside for ex-service stu-

were Toronto representatives
who travelled with the Canadian delega
tion in a B-24 Liberator Bomber to the
Prague Conference.
this

the luncheon and be seated
immediately
below the Head Table. Pressure of time

sections of

Council

At

?

Convocation

dents,

University of Toronto and Leo Ustasy
a Toronto member of the Slavic Youth

the anniversary of

the

Progressive

Officers Elected

take a fuller part in

Deceleration

made

The

November.

London conference was attended by

Wallace was elected secretary-treasurer

A

and in Prague

Jessie

This

States

Youth

England,

countries.

ficers

"No

theatre

London,

in

service.

quiring hospitalization will receive
the

the

Universities

at International

Conference held

Conservative Party"

times to rush serious cases to Christie
Any student veteran re
St. Hospital.

sistance in

Union
of

Canadian

of

were represented

will speak at 8 :30 in

"Stock-taking

tion in the

wing and a laboratory

He

W omen's

the

will func-

The Ajax Health Service

His Majesty's

campus Progressive Conserva-

the

Dr. MacKenzie will be assisted by Dj
R,

Students

Loyal Opposition, Mr. J. M. MacDonnelt, K.C., MJ>., will address
an open meeting Tuesday night of

has been

Service

Sd "IZf

Hart House.
The 300 seats

Attended By Canadian Delegates
Financial Critic for

of medical attention according

appointed

i

cil

in

The

The presentation will take place immediately before the General
lunches in the Great Hall, Hart House, as
guest of the University.
will be presented at -the same time.
Ihe ten undergraduates will represent
50 other ex-service stuW
°f
c °™sioned and non-commis°u I"
_sioned, and from all
branches of the service, who will be invited
to
About 40 other people

the Students' Administrative

Youth Conference

International

benefit of those

from lack

the course of his visit to the University, Registrar
A. B. Fennell
told The Varsity last night.

cork exploded out of the tube with
roar. Several other corks followed the

will

part,

EISENHOWER'S ITINERARY

had been pointed it at the audience. 'Where's
Sir Robert Professor Loudon ?" he demanded. The

on demand of the delighted crowd.
The vapor spewed in all directions, and Only one failed its duty, due to an unthe audience gasped. Explaining the dan- foreseen leak.
gers which he had risked, he said, "If
With the liquid air, the professor
I had swallowed some of it, it would made a hammer out of
frozen mercury
have expanded 778 times its volume, and hammered a notice of the next RCI
and then where would I have been?"
lecture with it to the front of the table.

rugby and baseJ. Essery

faculty, for the

benefit

taking some of the fluid into his mouth.

be held and sports such as hockey, box-

be organized. Mr.
under Mr. A. E. MacDonald

the

"I'm thirsty," declared Prof. Satterly

are

ball will

for

Falconer.

baseball

ing, (wrestling, fencing,

1946

Ten undergraduates who have served in the armed services
will
be presented to General Dwight D. Eisenhower
next Saturday in

played, through slides which

made

and

built

playing

The

were turned away from with a comparatively high temperature.
John Satterley's liquid air This was the reason for the clouds of
Royal Canadian Institute steam-like vapor which geysered from

lecture at the

.

Ajax

Madness

spectators

Professor

ture at Ajax.
Dean Young himself will give a series of lectures
during the course. All courses in engineering are offered at Ajax,
all

7,

Ten Selected Students
Will Meet The Oeneral

Satterley night was not the loneliest heit, and consequently could be boiled
ight last week, as hundreds of would- by the atmosphere, or any other objed

Despite necessity for a separate teaching staff at this remote
campus, 10 members of the senior faculty of Engineering will lec-

and
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first

this letter.

that the first cheque for a student

she brought out her fur coat in Toronto
she was beseiged by questions of
did

you

get

your

coat?

"Where
you
Argen-

Surely

"818,"

the

all

switch-

board operators
No," the delegate declared
ously. "8181 Room 8181"

vigor-

ing the rhinestone sparkle of

currently facing a bathless

New

new

Year's Eve celebrants

year.

made

off

with the antigue pipe stopper in his bathtub and Paul Serson is, at least temporarily, in involuntary drydock.

wouldn't wear one down in the
"But," pleaded the operator.
"You
tine?" To each she replied that Comoasked to be called at 8.151"
doro Rivadavia was situated on the 45th
"Oh, yes," meekly recollected the delThe pair of married ex-servicemen
the
climate
much
parallel,
and
had
a
egate.
The Argentine is not the only place
sat in the Tuck Shop a month or more
* * »
Her parents same as that in Toronto. "It gets really
in which Carla has lived.
ago and discussed the reconversion of
in
the
lot
in
summer,
but
quite
cold
In at least one small course the ages the Lady Nelson and the Lady Rodney.
were born in Holland, and she was born
vinter," she said.
of demonstrators are down and the ages The vessels were then being refitted to
in Curacao, a Dutch possession off the
Carla will be staying in Canada this of students are up. Ex-servicemen re- transport
coast of Venezuela, where her father
war brides and children.
Shrewd suggestion of one of the pair
working for the Dutch oil company, summer, but her parents will visit her gistration has forced the department
which has now taken him down to the on the way over to their homeland, heads to recruit third year students as was to start a company to manufacture
where she has many relations, lab assistants.
paper diapers.
district of the Argentine. According Holland,
some of whom she has heard from
One such recently received a lab reJecause," he explained soberly to his
to Carla, the saying goes, "Join Shell
sion they

Office frequently and

same.

make

enquiries.

D.V.A. cheques arrive at the Bursar's
Simcoe Hall, approximately the
month
Cheques can be
date the first cheque was received, all 3rd of each
of 14 days after which
future cheques should arrive the first of held a maximum
returned tot D.V.A. and
be
must
they
month,
1.

In the case of the student

drawn a cheque.

who has

Irrespective of

what

Office,

the

2. In the case of the student who has
not received his first cheque. Provided
the student has signed an Acccpcance
letter and returned same to D.V.A., a

cheque
Office

should arrive at the Bursar's
approximately 3 weeks after

rc-deposited

to

the

student's

account.

In the event a cheque is re-deposited,
the student concerned must report to
DV.A. (55 York St.) for payment.
It is
to

the responsibility of (he student

draw cheques on

time.

il

and see the world"
|

she has done.

and that

is

what during the war, and others from whom port from one of her ex-service students. companion, "there isn't enough water
no word has been received.
At its bottom he had proposed "How aboard ship to wash the other kind."
:

W
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7,

boul enter. Bouboul

Editorial

satchel of books

Brandy

Captain

The

been

air has
;

what's

of talk

with a great deal

filled lately

It is mainly, we suspect, because of a certain illogical sanctity
attaching to the word that one does not often find it argued that

We

think, however, that

emphatically a bad thing, and we wish they
democracy, because the word is an opiate dissipating

did not call it
almost any evil into shimmering idealistic clouds.

The People Are Drowsy

We

We

ernment, notwithstanding campaigns and
electioneering, really represents the wishes of the people in
the sense that the people wanted

^ IT"' TV

Sam !5
make

th

* "**«

They Musi Be Democrats

You

can not.

You

their laws

me

Mary:

(apprehensilevly)

Don't

burn

Brandy; Niver fear me dear
Oi'vc done this millions of times before.
I think these are about done (he hands
them back to her).

Wake

Finnegans

Mary Me boy

Instalment 2
The

scene

is

sitting

the

They

istalment

same
(the

around listening

as in the first
cast)

are

the

to

MILD OR MEDIUM

friend's comin' to see

:

this afternoon.

all

(O'Shaughnessy ivho has just arrived
outside, overhears this and comes in
through the window).

IS?

NAVY

radio

Mr. Cassidy; Git back to your fishing
which is playing selections from John nets you no good beachcomber.
McCormack and the racing Forum.
O'Shaughnessy Oi've come to claim yer
Mary Cassidy: (timidly) We're going daughter Mary for my very own.
to have a visitor this afternoon.
Captain Brandy: Bravely spoken me lad.
Mrs. Cassidy: (smelling a rat) I don't (O'Shaugnessy sehes her by the arm
want this house cluttered up with your and drags her out of the door).
boyfriends and their cribbage boards Mr. Cassidy: Stop or I'll shoot (he
(She puts the rat back in the rejrigcrts but misses the open net.
The

will

Jt

^

them to

bUt

artor).
to ask for

my

hand

marriage.

nivu-Uim that
f>t«» ll.. ls-.ll_t
proclaim
the ballot-box
1

is now 4-5 in favour of the Leafs
game is not over yet).
Bouboul: ,(Borhing with glee jumps on

Mr. Cassidy: (thunders) What!
Mary: We've been going together

to the ice, seises the

A. FORREST

for

last fiftteen years.

and Canadian Keswick speaker

front door with

A

Cassidy).

it,

and gives

it

to

Mary: (In

cigarette's

Oi'll niver be maran old maid for the rest o(
my life, (the door opens and Captain
Brandy and his dog Bouboul enter. Bou-

tears)

ried Oi'Il be

(Exeunt

ANATOMY BLDG.

III,

Mary

weddin' present for you

Tuesday, January 8th

Mr. Cassidy: He's an 0' Shaughnessy from myself and the Captain. (She acand a wine drinker to the boot I won't cepts it with a little curtsey.
hear of it (He turns dowti the volume Finnegan: (Sitting up in his coffin) Me
control of his Sonotone).

ROOM

IN

puck, trots out the

at 1

p.m.

Sponsored by Varsity Christian Fellowship

gone out

all

sound of the Irish

to the

Washerwoman and

the mutter of distant

AU

war drums).

Students

Welcome

Lunches Available

Jake.

is

men „„

.C

'

Open Meeting

You

YVlllI^ Slips,
voting-slips

of

of The University of Toronto
Progressive Conservative Club
SPEAKER

—

J.

We

—

a labor-saving device for the
mob. The committee governs

apathetic

from the

on those

imposing

CIGARETTES

President of Toccoa Falls Bible Institute

but the

our possessions the ohiefest to be
*or is it a mere matter of
representaprized, because it magically and by its
tion; because
representatives must be
mere presence confers democracy,
watched, or they seldom
represent It
does not. You cannot have democracy
is the job of an awakened
conscience;
without democrats.
which refuses to be dragooned
into
Our age by its nature tends to oli- acceptance
of monstrous measures
be
garchy that is, the rule of the few, and cause
those measures have been
arrived
those not often even the best.
It is
t by "democratic"
machinery.
have
one of the most disillusioning lessons to for too
long been worshipping
machines
be learned from University life,_that the and
not only machines of steel.
campaign determines the election, and
w. a. k.
that commit tee -government is generally

top,

GUT

score

Mary: He's going
in

Dr. R.

all

too sleepy to care.

The famous "sailor" trademark is recognized
as a guarantee of unfailing quality.

can talk about democracy,
you can shed ink

ou can persuade yourself
ase you have made marks
of forward and frequently
self-seeking

maw
may

We

'

the peo P ,e wanted

^

Now,
Let

:

What we think is bad, and what we constantly hear dignified by
the label of democracy, is the practice of voting a committee into
office and then going to sleep.
During the furor last fall about the deportation of the JapaneseCanadians, far too many wrote to us defending the action
of die
government on the grounds that the government, having been
elected
by the people, represented the will of the people and was
therefore
by definition sacrosanct.
readily grant that the popular wall constitutes
the only workable political right.
will even grant for purposes of the
present
argument the more wildly improbable contention
that a given govmake

dismay)

cryin for?

Captain

what many

is

° ther

(in

:

little girl

them.

to his pocket-handkerchief.

thing.

me

of minutes).

;

001

little

eating a popolatc

fork in front of the peat fire for a couple

about "de-

a

"democracy" is a bad
people call democracy

is

dry those pretty eyes. (Mary hands him
her eyes and he holds than on a toasting

word which we studiously avoid using because misuse
has rendered it so nearly meaningless. Most political cartch-words,
for that matter, are meaningless the most implicit Tory, for example, can argue endlessly that "socialism" is a good thing, if by socialism he means such examples of public ownership as the T.T.C. The
most rabid socialist will shout to the death that "socialism" is a bad
tiling, if he finds the principle of communal ownership being applied
mocracy"

and

1946
carrying his

choc side).

Undemocratic"

"It's

is

its will

securely

'A Stocktakin g of the

WOMEN'S UNION,

D

M, and

Ji-

It is a farce to pre-

tend that a given committee necessarily
represents its constituents, any more

AeponWi

And

Music

than a dead fish washed up on the beach

8 P.M.,

Cons ervative Party'

TUESDAY, JANUARY 8TH

STUDENTS!

Chicken

represents the sea.

M. MacDONNELL, K.C.M.P.

Let no one accuse us of calling representative

You can

government

make

arch. It can

intrinsically

bad,

for at least half of

decisions wisely,

its

tably

its

some apathy

length.

originated

Indubiin

the

and keep you very happy. But you must director, Sir
Ernest MacMillan, whence
not empower an assembly to govern you it
flowed to the orchestra, and from
for a year, and then fall asleep and prethere most naturally to the auditors.
tend that you are governing yourself. The
Frenchmen— Ravel, Debussy and
The public will maintain under perse- Dukas—fared worst,
alas; but for the
cution that it governs itself. Yet having Russians
the performance fortunately
make its "x" in the voting-machine, it awoke.
Yabloehko
from The Red
will in the years that follow be acutely
critical of

IGNATZ

TSO Pops night last Friday seemed
be extremely well-governed by to slumber
peacefully in Morpheus' arms

a good committee, or even a good

government:

its

critical, but

Poppy ballet was delivered at a pace
that made one wonder whether
Reinhold

that

it

Eventually,

governs

itself,

still

it

will

thinking

public mood.

"Democracy",

if it means anything at
means government consonant with
government for the
people. It is no mere matter
of majorities; for by proper selection
one can

all,

the

popular will:

exhibit a majority in favor of anything.
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blame the

Ask your

Ring

Covers

He

are

will keep

still

very

you posted.

Dominion Blank Book Company

TRINITY COLLEGE PLAY

PT

Corresponden ce
ting

boats, while

anked, still quivering, and performed publishing year yet another artistic event
took place on the campus. The Trinity
with adequacy and perse vcrence.
In the
College Dramatic Society began a two\licgro
motto vivace, however, some
night stand in Hart House Theatre
cry obvious false starts by the trumpetwith Julius and Philip Epstein's Chicken
ers made the awakening take on a
slightEvery Sunday, and did a bang-up job

nightmarish quality.

now

Nor
The

r

Art

Beautiful Reproductions

Pretty

of etchings from

TORONTONENSIS

Editor, Tile Varsity.

Dear Sir:
If s a couple of weeks since the
Liter-

ith it

Mozart opera

Neithc

We

not
have never seen a better collection ary Supplement rolled off the press, but
only a joy forever, it is a thing
of of light comedy types in an under- I can't resist
wondering aloud what kind
beauty as well. And the Countess'
aria, graduate
show. Almost plotless and of art work
would have won- laurDove Sotw I Bet Motncnti from Figaro
usually semi-farcical, the chronicle of
els in a "progressive" daily
is, in a nutshell, a little
if the sambit of heaven.
eek in Mrs. Blachman's boardingWhat it received from Biruta Ramoska,
ples of art in the Supplement
have the
house in Tucson, Arizona, depends for
guest soprano, was an interpretation of
its
laughs on an unbelievable assort- approbation of a hidebound "reactiontall-scale grace, lacking in dramatic
ment of characters and on the rapid-fire ary" press (so-calledl)
fervor but undeniably lyric and tonally
delivery of
sophisticated lines.
The
Maybe I'm what our pink friends
nsuous. Miss Ramoska bit her stride
characters were superbly caricatured,
would call a reactionary
Delibes' vocal exercise Les Fillet de
Reactionary,
nd the lines knowingly delivered.
but ifs my happy guess
Cadix, weaving skilfully through
that even the
the
If we must select from a cast of such
patterns with purpose and ease, and
surrealist Dalistics
would have curled
impelled in addition by accompanist Leo uniform excellence, we nominate as at the sight
of the monstrosity which
especially rib-tickling Sandy McKay as
Barkin. It had to be repeated.
won
second prize.
ribald,
crackle- voiced prospector,
The Pops shindigs need a hypodermic, Mollie Armour,
But everyone laughed at Edison
who as Mrs. Blachman
too,
I believe.
Audiences are becoming no- dominated the production
throughout, so I guess that's some consolation
for
ticeably devoid of genuine enthusiasm.
Drew Thompson as her harassed hus- the perpetrators
of all such profound
I humbly suggest a return to last year's
band, and Grant Jeffrey, as the beaming,
works.
Besides,
we'd be a pretty glum
bi-monthly Pops, combined with a little
unctious Rev. Wilson, who stopped the
lot if we didn't take time
more aggressiveness and daring in proout for a
I by referring the question of guilt
gram choice. I devoutly believe that in the matter
laugh, and that art display
is,

I

realize,

of stolen surplices to a
Milhaud or Bartok are quite as palat- Higher Power.
Director Earle Grey
able locally as Suppc or Strauss. Next kept
the timing fast and the touch light
week's concert looks more promising in throughout
this

of

bookstore.

Soviet seamen were travelling

torn-powered

A

manufacture
limited.

For obvious reasons we are late getaround to it, but we feel bound to
from
poltical machinery. It is not the
record
in this space that the day the
ma- Tchaikovsky's brooding Pathetique two
chinery that needs overhauling, but
the
novements were unceremoniously Literary Supplement ended our 1945
powerless.

When post war Ring Covers are available
DOMINION will have them.
For the present we will do our best to look after
as many orders as possible. Materials for
the

respect.

—D.

Gordon Ross.

Well done, Trinity!

—w.

in the

are available in the S.A.C. Office, Hart

University College

Burwash Hall
Memorial Tower

Price 75c each

$art blouse

^Bulletin

Poarb

Glee Club
he
St r hMrsa 1 »' the G1 <* Club will
take place in
l
?h
„ Music
Mf
the
Room ,tomorrow night at 5:00 p.m. Although
a maximum enrolment has been reached
a few additional
tenors are desirable.
-

Informal Recital
Ross Johnson

mal

—Jack McNre.
I Vic.

Medical Building
Trinity College
Knox College

Sup-

plement drew more guffaws than
Dagwood and Blondiel

h. K.

House

These include:

recital

in

Medicine), pianist, will give an inforthe east common room at 1:30

(II

Tuesday, 8th January.

pm
p

on
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Varsity

Hard-Fought Cage

In

7,

Opener

Juniors Tie Series

Tilt

Rough-and-Tumble Scrap

In

On

Saturday night, 5,000 fans saw the scored eleven quick points in
the first
Senior basketball squad go five minutes of play, before
the shaky
down before a powerful Baldwin-Wal- Toronto defense settled down
to good
lace College quintet, to a score of 57-37. basketball.
In the same five opening
The game played as an opener tot a minutes, Varsity, running
up against a
Canisius College-Scranton, Pa. scrap, tight four-man defensive
system, mansaw the fast-breaking B.W. team prov': aged to score only two
points.
The

The Junior Blues opened

Varsity

too

much

ites.

for the hard-fighting Varsity-

The American

point

from a
Western

quintet, fresh

victory

over

fif-

U,

The

.

sters were pre-game favourites because of the Blues' record of 3 wins and
2 losses
readers must forgive the lack of player-mention in the basketball write-up, as expense -accounts necessitate the garnering of second-hand
information by the blood-houndish sports staff .
Our Junior Blues put
on a very fine showing in this opening test of strength. The Monday night
.

Varsity defense, due either to a

short quarter-time pep-talk, or to their
previous intensive practise, began to

second stanza, and the rival
forwards found themselves run off the

whenever

they

game

•^.akeBettet

to

quarter, as the 31-20 quarter-end score
testifies.

Varies

The
out

W.

coach must have pulled
Ouija-board at the half-time

B.

his

conference,

seemed
fense

to

when

fellers actually learn to

The

swim

.

.

.

bedlam.

in this

.

.

The Sportswoman

Managar Morrison had

to notice signs of tiring in the

home

the

ranks of

The boys from

team.

Buckeye State showed amazing sharpshooting tactics, as they ran the count
up to 43-30 at the end of the third quar-

The

air-tight defensive system of the

Baldwin-Wallace crew was very much
evidence in the
Blues managed to
in

FAVORITES
YOU'LL PASS ALL
YOUR TESTS

points,

WITH HONOURS!

37.

final

exactly half as

rivals, to

make

only

many

seven

as their

the final count read 57-

16

points,

was

the top

marksman

for

For B.-W., Oberst,
Carlo and Cain were stand-outs, while
Mayzel and Zlahon showed well for the

PENCIL

Blues.

WMHM
f

COLORED

Observers agreed that

it

was

the ex-

work, coupled with a

cellent defensive

decided edge in speed that gave thee

PENCIL

erican cagers their victory.

Am-

The Varsity

defense was disappointing at times, and

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

the calendar don't agree at all

be banking the buildings. The hockey club prefers
and are consequently working out a schedule

was

the homesters' foul-shooting

not what

itely

overwhelmed

it

should be.

Scranton,

defin-

Canisius

51-30,

in

second feature of the double billing.

BUV ALL 3

PATRONIZE

OUR

Thus

it

is

that the

new

third

.

.

.

open

either of the final

$100.00.

is

University.

January.

two years of

Interest

.

t^

fu^Z

is

Applicants

their courses.

charged

at

5%

is

necessary.

The maximum loan

from date of leaving the

be interviewed and loans granted

will

in

a note,

and

in

a satisfac-

Application forms are now available

play in the

first

.

.

the subject of practices.

They are held outside, when
and the members of the teams can all
manage to congregate together at specified hours. Up to
date some of the
top teams have had but one practice
whether or not this is due to exams
the net result is the same
poor exhibitions of hockey. We have
noted
with interest that many are good speedy skaters,
and just a little more energy
would breed a high grade of hockey worthy
of Intercollegiate games
Is
there a dissenting voice in the crowd?
any

is

ice

on which to

.

.

Varsity.

Foran wanned up

progressed in the

P.

swing
that

& H.

of her shoulders (?)

we

pre-

Sue McFaul, fugitive from
be well worth watch-

into the boards.
e

Ted Hill, II S.P.S., was also showing fine form. However, he is still
com-

Professionals at Ski Resorts near and

during a power dive.

Some

far.

of

the

boys

took

textbooks

it would appear
along to pass the time at the end of
were not as good the day. However, a few gay parties
as usual. Judy Rowe reports that Camp sponsored by the local talent softened
Fortune at Ottawa would have been the "k" in skiing, and the sport was
much better if the snow had been more carried on into the night to the rune

latest flashes

that the Laurentians

(plug)

Associate Conductor

full orchestra, Wednesday,
8 p.m. sharp

January

9th,

CONVOCATION HALL

to say that the bar at Ste.
Moving closer to home, we might inwas more crowded than form our readers (or are we being opand that Bacchus -seeking custom- timistic?)
that,
weather
permitting
ers had very little snow on their feet
a bus will meet the North Toronto
At the Collingwood stampin' grounds Trolley at Richmond Hill, on Saturday
Bus schedule is as follthere were numerous Campus caperings and Sundays.
10 :20
with the local hills and belles. Future ows :— Leaves Toronto 9 :40
Sundays should see the local "Hot Hick- 11:00; 1:00; 1:40. Returns from Sumdays should see the local "Hot Hick- mit:_ 4:00; 4:40; 5:20.
Bear in mind that the bus will run
ories" out in all their enthusiastic fury,
only when skiing conditions at Summit
in an attempt to convince the coach that

to attend

must

notify at

beforehand.

is

on

MAyfair 4977

was played

portunity

the correct foot. After

for

the

skiing

fraternity

demonstrate enthusiasm and

skill,

casion with the old barrel staves,

were
ing

minutes' detention.

(Continued on page 4)

Intramural Sports Committee Meeting Today, 5:00 p.m.
Swimming & Water Polo Club Meeting Today, 5:00 p.m.

SPORTS CALENDAR
Indoor Track, 5:00 p.m.

—Relay, 3-man teams,

lap each

1

Don't forget to sign the eligibility certificate in Athletic Office
before participation.

SWIMMING AND WATER POLO CLUB
Swimming team practices will be held Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5:00 p.m. All swimmers wishing to try out for
the Senior and Intermediate teams are requested to be out
Monday, January 7th, at 5:00 p.m. (sharp).
The Water Polo Club will hold practices Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5:00 p.m. and Saturdays at 1:00 p.m. All players wishing to try out for the team must be out to the first practice
Tuesday, January 8th, at 5:00 p.m. The Intercollegiate Championships are February 1st, so there is not much time!

Wanted

Referees

Referees are urgently needed for hockey, basketball and

water polo.
Apply

at the Athletic Office,

Hart House. Remuneration

is

paid.

REFEREES OF FALL SPORTS
Will the following referees kindly call at Athletic Office, without delay, and pick up their pay for lacrosse, soccer, rugby,
swim league and volleyball. R. T. Sheppard, S. A. Cooke, K.
A. Firman, I. Strathman, N. Hassanali. J. C. McDonald, E. D.
Roberts, E. R. Mather, M. Beer, M. Sugar, P. S. Welch, B.
Morrow, C. V. Williams, J. F. Seunarine, N. Campbell, R. Sehafer, G. E, Geary, S. M. Katman, T. Cossitt, D. Ferguson, C. J.

McNulty.

Varsity Notices:
FIGURE SKATING

— INSTRUCTION

Instruction in Figure Skating will be offered by the Athletic
Association starting Monday, January 7th, weather permitting.
This activity may be taken by either men or women
to partially fulfil P.T. rquirements. Classes will be held daily,
except Saturday, from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. on the outdoor rink at
Varsity Stadium. Men register for classes in the Ahtletic

Hart House;

Office,

women

with

Miss

Forster,

Household

Science Building.

VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTORS —
FIGURE SKATING ASSIGNMENTS
Time: 4:00

Monday
Stephens
Opie
Staff

Member

to 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday
Opie

deNance
in

on the days indicated below:

Wednesday Thursday
McLaughlin McLaughlin
deNance
Bowden

Friday
Stephens

Bowden

Charge: C. Zwygard.

are favourable.

SPORTS NOTICE

lots of

down

promising talent seen

the very tricky schuss.

to

on ocThere
slid-

From

All

those

interested

in

writing

sports for the Varsity please get in

BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

contact with Bredin Stapelles KI.
2996.

AT HOME Presents
SCHOOL
American
JERRY WALD
Orchestra

and His Great

ROYAL YORK HOTEL
WEDNESDAY. JAN.

16.
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in

Christmas, two very fast days and a
couple of rainy ones afforded the op-

Complete and prompt attendance required.

Anyone unable

their weight

third

of the square dancer's call.

;

Rehearsal for

closing

DIRECT FROM

NEW YORK

a

gushy slush

ing.

plaining about the thirty feet of crust
that he personally cut with his nose

many made

Stappells

position of

had not touched it which ended the
.rgument
Defenseman
Morrison received
a
penalty for casing one of the opposing

E,, will

their

Sportsed.

as the play

major penalty livened up the game,

Marguerite's

George Coutts, Conductor

wing

left

for

the blue squad.

usual,

Hans Gruber,

and Boyd

it

.

Christmas merry, and their New Year's
happy, by braving the rocks, grass and

abundant.

when

referee
|

.

the

From

stick

Mills for the Jewel-

looked very good,

skate,

.

The big question was
banged it down with his
was in the air, or not The
finally claimed that Hutzalak

head.

whether he

the

20 minutes despite the

soft ice condition.

was heard

the S.A.C. Office, Hart House.

zalak's

their referee.

Which brings up

there

This holiday season,

the S.A.C. fee and are

Those receiving loans must sign

tory endorser
in

who pay

to students

.

W

Ski Notes

Operated by the Students' Administrative Council

Howson.

The Toronto men monopolized

should

.

UNDERGRADUATE LOAN FUND

is

what with

drifts

.

dict

This fund

.

.

and P.HJ£. HI
will be shunted out of the Arena.
The first group
is made up of the top teams—
U.C., Vic, St Hilda's, and P.H.E. They are
chosen on the record of past years' performances. The
remaining teams in
the league are relegated to the second
group . .
Meds., P.H.E. II and
St Mike's. The third group is a collection of extra
teams.
Leona Eunson, president of the hockey club, has
high hopes that there
nught be more students interested in hockey that
have not as yet volunteered
In order that they might be accorded space
in the schedule Leona would like
them to contact her as soon as possible
.
which means this week.
Each CoUege represented in the League
sends in one referee for dutv.
fulfilled thb sma »-°™s
as yet, which adds to
the d^culty of arrangmg games.
Thus Leona would greatlv appreciate full
co-operation from those who have
not sent in
II

ADVERTISERS

IsCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

.

have exhibited profuse enthusiasm for
two groups they have expanded into
group
tLC. II, Vic. II, Sl Hilda's

.

FROM YOUR

a play by

rinks south of the Arena.

three.

Again the

to believe the calendar

The women students of Varsity
the sport under discussion
from
.

home team from Pelow on

a neat shot from the corner.

on cutting off his wind pipe with Brankston got clipped across the chin
hickory beam.
Needless to say, and lip by one of the hard hitting ChapForan was slightly peeved, and a wee mans lads. Three stitches and a chipped
skirmish ensued ending with the bad tooth was the final outcome of the whole
boys going to the penalty box for five shebang. Howson showed his stuff in

to start January 14.
The VarArena will be the scene of action for the majority
of games, but due
crowded tune-table will not be able to
accommodate all of the teams
The minonty will play their games in the outdoor

.

ston for the

the Junior

insisted

to a

.

Baldwin-Wallace.

WRITING

Passing the Puck!
The weatherman and

in

season.

his

Polly Mutz

sity

frame, as

score

Mayzel, with 8 points, was the highscorer for Varsity, while Oberst, with

I

By

balmy spring breezes sweeping over the campus
when deep snow

ter.

WITH THESE
COLLEGE

I

the

showed up very

game

which vaguely resembled
hen Foran was slightly roughed by a the Hart
House pool. Water wings
couple of their players.
One of them should have been the order of the day.

Blues'

time to say "pshaw," as the fans began

Hill

teams alternated in bulging the twine,
The first period saw Davidson net when Bailey banged in another for the
the opening goal for Varsity on a re- city sextet, and Brankston came through
for Toronto again on a pass from
bound from Pelow. The Juniors fol
Barron.
lowed this up with another by Barron
The Jewellers polished off the count
on a nice play from Morrison and Boyd.
for the evening when right winger King
Chapmans brought the tally to 2-1 on bounced the puck high over goalie Hut-

A

defense was split open for four quick
baskets, before

sche-

.

For further detail just ask
the man on the spot, Mr. Winterburn
P.S.: Mr. Wintcrburn can really
swim ... we saw him ourselves, performing a
50-yard plunge
a twooigar bet will bring a repeat anytime.

as the Ohio State team
have solved the Blues' dethey again put in an appear-

ance on the playing floor.

.

promises well

.

this

in

8 p.m.

.

came near the
The Blues

up the gap

close

slated for

worth while seeing, and any nonscabbers should make a real effort to attend
We have it on inside information that the second line of Pelow, Brankston, and Davidson
is really
worth watching. Their passing is HOT
Having strayed into the Hart
House pool gallery the other day we saw a sight which no student
of this
U. ought to miss. If you ever saw over a 100 human
forms in that body
of water at one time, you would know what we
mean. They tell me that

Varsity end of the floor.

managed

.

.

click in the

floor

.

Ohapmans

welt in their first

O.H.A.

'

Major scoring of the scrap
a the
second stanza with five tallies on die
board. King for Chapmans started the
Jewellers with a tie
red light flickering, followed by Brank-

score of 4-4. Both teams

the Blues' loose defensive <play, coupled with an inability to find the hoop on
foul shots, that caused their downfall .
. The
highly -polished B.-W. hoop-

the

their

Richmond

Friday night at

against

end of the frame,
by showed the homesters on the very short
as one of the top end of a 19-8 score,

on impenetrable.

The B.-W.

at

dulc

Siapells

The Toronto hoopsters entered the big time on Saturday night in their
Bald win -Wall ace exhibition game. The American t«am was given very heavy
support by the 5,000 fans who witnessed the exhibition encounter, but it was

five-some, rated

Buffalo sports critics
20 U. S. College teams, featured an airtight defense, that the Blues found nigh-

teen

score-board,

By Bredin

'
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Air

Satterley's Liquid
Continued from page

A

New and

1

Bl ues vs, Jewell ers

Entrenous

(Continued from page 3)

immersed for a short time
suspended a 10, then a 20-pound weight. in liquid air, revived when placed in
Two unluckier companions
Keeping up a running flow of com- water.
mentary, Prof. Satterley moved nimbly plunged into the liquid for a longer
up and down the length of his long .period shattered like the vegetables.
table which was littered with compli- Members in the front row picked up the
cated apparatus, setting in motion sev- pieces, sniffed them, and hastily threw
eral experiments at once.
While liquid them away,
The letters RCI spelled out with 27
oxygen was being
(

1946

7,

,

goldfish,

Gay"

an d

ty

Overtime

period, especially during the penal- decision
by ragging the puck very effectively, game a

was

Varsity Juniors

By

Monday

next

will be

The

the

editor-in-chief

assailed by deluges of

"Do -you -knows."

back at the reins of The Ubys-

"None of whom," explained Marian
Ball, "we could ever recall.
We could

editor-in-chief

only

will

her

at

sit

murmur vague 'Umhmmms' and

considered,

went against

it,

but

the

leaving

the

tie.

Chapman's Jewellers

HUTZALAK

GOAL
DEFENSE
DEFENSE
CENTRE
LEFT WING

IRWIN

HARTREY
BOYD
FORAN
SMYTHE

MILLS

MacDOUGAL
PUE
BAILEY

collected through
Remington and resume her editorial promise to say 'hello' to their friends
AIR
evaporation of the nitrogen, vegetables feet of glass tubing glowed eerily in the writing chores.
RIGHT
when we got back.
It will certainly
PELOVV
were being frozen stiff in liquid air, dark when liquid air, condensing carbon
keep
us
busy."
But she will write from a new, nared mercury di-iodide was turning yel- dioxide, was poured into the tube and
They will probably be asked to retional viewpoint For the lady editor of
low, yellow sulphur was turning white, the switch closed.
the University of British Columbia's cite the differences between Toronto
(D)
near-accidents occurred during
and a balloon hooked to the outlet of
tri-weekly newspaper will have just re- and Vancouver on their return to the
(D)
the
lecture,
(W)
once when a lighted taper
a flask of liquid air was rapidly inturned from a three- week trans- Can- U. of B. C. campus. "There are," they McGUIRE
(D)
creasing in size. It later exploded while fell into a jar of liquid oxygen, and once
ada tour with stopovers at London, can be expected to observe, "no bells
when
some
spun lucite soaked with
slides were beng shown.
at Toronto traffic intersections." The
Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg.
liquid air voJumned suddenly into flame
girls
may
recount
their
saga in greater
Homemade rockets stuffed with
She is Mardee Dundas, placid pilot
when ignited. Pails of water quenched
detail.
Possibly they will refer to the
ton wool saturatd with liquid air were
of The Ubyssey, who together with her
the flames, at the same time rendering
well-intentioned fellow traveller on then
placed on a ramp. "These will, I hope,
senior editor, Marian Ball, will by that
the lecturer's notes useless. "Oh well,"
trip east who was armed with a pair
land 'way out there among you," he
time have completed a 6,000 mile trip
commented the professor.
of binoculars.
stated calmly. "Of course, they will
be
As an encore Prof. Satterley washed across Canada.
These binoculars he would thoughton fire. Please put them out as soon as
'The editorial pair will probably rest
s hands in cold flame in the dark,
and
fully thrust into their hands and through
you can." Then he lit the first SomeFour new members have been
traced in flame on top of his head a for a week upon their arrival home. them they would be required to look
thing new was added to staid
Finance Department
Convoca- temporary
They will then be more than occupied
halo.
whenever a rare sight appeared. After pointed to the Committee on University
tion Hail that night
This committee was
for several strenuous days in rememberRequirements,
formed some
Veterans Minister Maca polite glance through the glasses at
One banana, a bunch of parsley, two
ing British Columbia people in the east
time ago to manage
dirt specks on the lens, the girls would kenzie announced recently
the training of vetThe new
daffodils, a bunch of grapes,
to British Columbia people in the west.
a tomato,
members
erans
are
and to meet their pressing
: Dr. R. D. Wallace, Prinhand them back to the kind passenger
needs.
a mutilated orange identified as
Wherever the girls visited they were
a tanby which time the sight had passed. cipal of Queen's University ; L. J. Mills, Consequently all problems
gerine, and a rubber ball,
such as the
were pulled
"We missed more herds of mountain financial advisor to the Deputy Min- current one of allowances,
out of liquid air baths, and tapped
housing, etc.,
lightly
ister of Veterans Affairs Rev.
goats that way," the girls lamented.
;
P. Corn- are included
in the committee's
with a hammer. Brittle pieces flew into
duties.
If the girls are required to explain eillier, Rector, University of Ottawa;
The plan gets underway at Varsity
the air in all directions, tinkling
with
and R. B. Bryce, financial investigator
on the
two alarm
their budget they
be
night

WING
ALTERNATES
ALTERNATES
ALTERNATES
ALTERNATES
ALTERNATES
SPARE GOAL
COACH

BRANKSTON
DAVIDSON
MORRISON
BARRON

STAFF SMYTHE

KING

HOWSON

McKENNEL
HOPPER
CAMPBELL
HOGG

SPRAG
BRUCE McLEAN

Additional Members
Appointed
To Vets' Requirement Committee
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Connaught Labs

Damaged By
A

ground

like

broken glass.

fire

The

broke out in a basement
toreroom filled with seed and sawdust

Ths bb.e was snail but
off clouds
•f
heavy yellow smoke which forced

Constitutional
Issues in

firemen to fight the fire in relays from
window at the rear of the building.

a

Electric

cables

were burned

through,

plunging the entire structure into total

Canada

darkness.

All

CASH YOUR USED

YOU WILL

STUDENTS WHO ARE

BEGINNING

THIS COURSE.

animals

One fireman

minor lacerations

ceived

officials

President Sidney Smith has announced

from

stated

the

and instrucrooms were not affected by the

damage being confined
room.

feed

UC

ffected,

Production

will

" cd

E °y G

I

Ajax

ey
i"

.

to

the

not

be

Hart House

Vh°

to

He

the United States,

Toronto

the

since

He

and Engineering.

Assistant Comptroller

of

to

He

commission in the C.O.T.C.
and was engaged in personnel

work

in

the

RCNV.R.

to the staff of

Hart House

in

Classics Association.

The Senate

Research

The

He

taught at various high schools

Western Ontario and was appointed
Upper College in 1902.

He was Past President of the UnCollege Alumni Association.
ersity
Major Mowbray served in the First

War

Great

Apply

J.

W.

The Urwick

J.

F.

J.

Wm.

Gibson, KI. -10ia

P.

GR.

Physics

J.

J.

Year Social

&

—

The Robert

it

Apply

Dial 580.

Tails,

medium

size

Excellent condition.

Apply

W. H.

Pearson,

&

G.
L.

VIC.

-

Sptclat Oncovin to

Sli 'deirti

ifl*

cad Mtmbtri of

faculty

Alumni Dance

be Feb. 22

io

Watt

Phys. (Ill)

Bn

FELT CRESTS

(Admission)

Offlolal Unlver.lty felt crest,
office.

John R. Shemilt
(First Year Forestry)

Scholarship

Adam

Price
Miss Gwyneth Smith

Miss Ruth Johnston

ursaries
k

john ygj^g^
Miss Frances Castorf

To be worn

50

VIC AT-HOME TICKET SALE
8TH. V.C.U.

OFFICE

C

only on Unlvertlty Blue.

Suitable for aweater,

-

COMMENCES TUESDAY. JANUARY

art aold only at the

Hart Houaa.

Glass

Year -Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry)

Sch0larship

5762.

STUDENTS

AUDITORIUM

321 BLC 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. "sorgo Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

Co., Ltd.,

'

ATTENTION ALL

LAWRENCE
PARK

prices.

Quiet, accurate repair tarvica

Locke

The Ontario Community Chests

reasonable.

HY.

ware at reasonable

The Edward Johns Urwick Memorial

(125 lbs.), 57".

Very

P.M.

E. B. Fish

School of Social Work:
The Big Sister Association Scholarship

FOR SALE

the best radio

entertainment 24 hours daily.

7:45

Thornber

Philosophical Studies)

Allen Award...

(First

All over Toronto

Wed., Jan. 9th

Prescriptions for glasses

Miss M. E. Budd

Bursaries-.

9370.

Reward.

FOUND

§

Fettes

(First Medical Year)

Phone

Entry forms may be

in
J.

in

The Ontario-Minnesota Pulp and and Paper
Bursary

Parker pen, before
between Chemistry and

Bldgs.

9th.

announces the following awards:

(First

striped

Medical

For AU
GRADS

be handed in to the Hall Porter
not later than 6 p.m. on Wednesday

January

Awards

LOST
Brown
holidays,

Together -

January.

Association Timber

Mackenzie Fellowship

J. J.

The Jay

size.

15th

Hart House are

with the 70th Battalion.

Miss L. R. Rackham
(Second Year Sociology)

medium

of

fllledwith quality spectacle-

(Fourth Year .Math.

raincoat,

Tuesday,

invited to contribute. Entries should

Kent County, Major Mowbray graduated from University Colin

Pathology....

p.m.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Gabardine

be

will

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Fellowship

The Ramsay Scholarship

FOR SALE

Get

Camera

(a special award)

ML 3791

turn, to 4

sponsored by the

Veterans'

Industries Scholarship in

The Canadian Lumbermen's

Hours: 10

UnMajor

to the staff of

1

of photo-

Committee of Hart House

gym

it

have not only a Students' Admin-

Alumni

PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT
graphs

14th of
attendance

Council but also a
Advisory Board.

Tuesday night at the Women's Union,

exhibition

Ajax

istrative

of the Senate of the

Forest Entomology.

make.

of 71

lege in 1895 winning the English Essay

I

of the University

speakers to address the campus Progressive Conservative Club. Mr. MacDonnell will speak to the open meeting

iversity of Toronto since 1943,
William Mowbray, 71, died on Friday
after a long illness.

Prize,-

A Greek play is
by the U.C. Trin-

will

Mr. J. M. McDonnell, K,C„ M.P. for
Muskoka, is the first of a series of guest

The annual

Although

obtained at the hall porter's desk.

member

1945.

The Ontario Forest

will

St George St

Age

University

STUDENTS
67

Dies at

Born

He

U.C. Players' Guild
5:30—The U.C. Players* Guild

ity

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE

Phone Ml. 6221

Member

A

his

Engineering
Medicine

"The Varsity"

Senate

opening of Ajax on the

consists entirely of student
veterans,

held in the art gallery for two weeks

week.

1927.

to be presented

the University Advisory Committee and
on the Committee of the University Advisory Bureau by four
Ex-Service Students. They are:

Quebec. They visited Toronto

la

been

Women's Union.

be glad to pass on any
suggestions that you may wish

national conference at

COMING EVENTS

beginning

Sci-

has

the

January.

Any members

will be casting all interested in the

Ex-Service Students

They

CUP

for three days last

Hart House

Assistant Secretary of Hart House.

Mr. F. Huntsley
Mr. A. H. Stevens
Victoria College ... Mr. H. Lacey
University College Mr. J. Duggan

their mission east

Com

Transportation

strator in the Faculty of Applied

ence

. .

in

Eve a

Canada and
was on the staff

mission and later was appointed demon-

Do you know thai
You are represented on

Ad.

attend the

onto in 1924 and has had considerable

obtained
Students are reminded that they must
in 1942
ve a Medical Examination each year.
selection
Will any who have not done so please
returned
make their appointment at 44 Hoskin
October
Ave. immediately.

Have You Anything

put a Classified

Purpose of

London where they spent five days.
Born in Scotland, Mr. Cowan served Their jaunt then took them to Montreal
in World War I with R.C.A.S.C.
He for the NFCUS conference (as specgraduated from the University of Tor- tators) and a fatiguing New Year's

3 :15 to

For quick results

ing cabbie took them in endless circles

1938,

WOMEN STUDENTS

to the French-speak-

about Montreal.

S^'
Wilk-

Division, E. A.

inson B.A. has been appointed Assistant
Comptroller.

Anything?

For Sale?

Their directions

Graduating from Victoria College in
Mr. Wilkinson was appointed

they said.

ual.

R. Cowan, B.A,

as Comptroller of

Sc.,

f
tor of the

re-

flying

that

W.

the appointment of

engineering experience in

insulin manufacturing plant
tion

may
embarrassed
that at least one taxi fare
Montreal was twice what is needed
because their driver was mono-ling-

to confess

Comptroller

to

of

Laboratory

The University

Have You Lost

killed.

experimental

for

glass.

blaze,

of Toronto Press
BOOK DEPT.

kept

purposes were

PROFIT AND SO WILL

JUST

fire

cm

PLEASE TURN IN FOR

New

contents.

DAWSON:

—

Hart House Gains

at the

Connaught Laboratories caused damage
to the building estimated at $5,000
and
additional unestimated damage to the

Urgently Required

COPY

Fire

Friday

suit or blaier.

SAC.

National Financial Critic

Quizzed At Meeting
ENDEAVOR TO

EFFECT

The Undergraduate Newspaper

EDUCATION POLICY

who caught

Critic

public

with
end of the

attention

House

of

an educational

we

"that

policy,"

he

said,

We

are trying to effect

feel

do much good

that a political club can
in this aim."

The member

for Muskoka, Mr. Mac-

Donnell will speak on "Stock-taking
of the Progressive Conservative Party"

Women's Union.

at 8:00 tonight in -the

an open meeting.

It is

Mr.

Ontario-born

MacDonnell

was

educated at the Universities of Queen's

and Oxford, called to the bar by Osgoode in 1911, Having earned the presidency of the National Trust Co., by
1939, he retired in 1942 to enter politics.
Lieut. MacDonnell went overseas in
1914, Major MacDonnell returned
1918 with the Military Cross and the

Pax R omana

Permission has been obtained for
ex-service

forms

students

wear

to

Lieut E.

mana

A

Mr.
Board
of Trustees of Queen's University and
Trustee of Toronto General Hospital.
Counsel

King's

Tentative

since

chairman

is

plans

of

1937,

the

of

Progressive

the

Club are a minimum of
prominent public
whenever possible, each month.

Conservative

two

Married ex-service students will
two tickets, and their wives
these specially

reserved sections.

(Founded in 1921 to promote interna'
and understanding by nonpolitical means,
Pax Romana spread

The remaining 200 undergraduate

tional peace

the

galleries in Convocation Hall.

rapidly through the neutral countries of
Switzerland, Holland and Spain, and

These open meetings

will be interceded

by meetings to complete club

The

All 500 undergraduate tickets will

business.

greater percentage of the predicted

future

speakers

are

of the Provincial

Mr.

actually

members
that

open meeting feature a ques

first

served."

Ad-

ticket only.

Modern Drama

work

Canada Year Book

in the devastated countries.
its

student activities

"Now

available

for

distribution

been curtailed during the war, the

in-

ternational council plans to hold a con-

American convention in South America
later on during the summer.

As

long as the Power House

functions so too does the University.

An

efficient staff stands

night and day.

Mosley,

by the plan

Ottawa

to

The

The

Varsity.

book,

tells

price.

a blast

Tb

perience of his a few years ago.

entrance to the tunnels

hidden hal

is

(Continued on page 4)

narrow

greets

Henry

Kreisel IV, English

in

Language

will discuss the writings

Eugene O'Neill, whom he described
an interview with Tfte Varsity yes-

proach to the Drama, the Vic Dramatic
Society is producing another evening of

countless

one

lining

more

levers,

and

switches

uishers

terday as "perhaps the greatest realistic
dramatist of all time".

Now

Ajax Bursar

fill

intensity

"repeated in less

British and

in

the

gap in the education of some interested young people created by the absence of a genuine course in Drama,

American theatres of our

iMr. G. L. Court, B.

A

graduate

of

Commerce and

Victoria

College

in

Finance, Mr. Court join-

day".

ed the staff of the university in 1938.
reading there will be
During the war he served with the
an informal discussion by members of R.C.A.F. and was awarded the Disthe club.
Prior to this
tinguished Flying Cross.

Following

more Drama conscious
sense,

the

appointment

BASKETBALL NOTICE

he

was

charge of trust funds

accountant
in

in

the Bursar's

The

box

critical

Queen's Medico

dial:

fire-exting-

;

meters, and machines

Heads

lin-

The second great subroom has more complicated

which they have to work at best meagre,
there being no proper stage merely a

—

Nevertheless,

the

talent

is

Works Awards

Go 7o 36% Of

Students

announced
The Benjamin Sadowski Bursaries
Tor- have been awarded to Miss Dorothy
onto School of Social work has made Beggs and 'Miss Frances Castorf, the
and bursaries
its awards of scholarships
Caroline MacDonald Bursary to Miss
academic
to students in residence for the
'Campbell, the Max Mueller BursTwenty-three of -the 64 Ruth
Sidney

President

last

week

Dr.

What's on Today
Christian Fellowship Address

year 1945-46.

the

Alumni Scholarship
Knight, the

to

Social

School of
to

Work

Mr. John Mc-

M. M. Cohen

Scholarship

Miss

ment and
will be

Kitchen, 72 Bloor Street

fans

West, at

on Wednesday, January 9.
Havelock will speak on "Russia and the West."

5:30
Prof.

a

Common Room

men's

open to

the

bomb

will

be

the

centre

be

will

of Kingston General

that

it

on

located

the

Wing
and

Hospital,

it

at U.C.-

is

of

under construction,

at present is
will

receive

and

surgical

radiological treatment, and there will be

a fixed

who

fee for student veteran patients

pay half and

will

whom

for

the

foundation will pay the other half.

Waltses in A Flat,
and C Sharp Minor.

Symphony No.

Beethoven

under

Department of Health. The

.Tannhauser Overhtre

Chopin

scientist:

topic

be equipped and administered by

Patients

Wo-

men and women

the development of the

result of

and

research,

daily

Today's program:

Wagner
a

The

the Ontario

every college and faculty.

Peace-time problems facing

clinical

under the direction of Dr. R. C,

ground floor of the new Victory

wing

Group To Hear

tomic

Health

Ontario

Burr, radiologist at Queen's University.

will

RECORD HOUR
The record program held
from 4:00 to 5:30 p.m. in the

s

Vivian,

always

are

working and probably cause the minor
continually whipping
gale which
is
around the plant.

7

If the centre is successful,

it

will pro-

vide a model for similar establishments

throughout the province.

discussion at tomorrow's meeting of the

the

of

section

University

Canadi

Association of Scientific Workers.
meeting, which will

The

begin

w

Varsity Branch Staff

Now Planned For Ajax

the construction of

human

Ajax students are

society

Adopted yesterday by the Publications
Committee of the Students' Administrative Council, the scheme calls for a
discussion should be of paramount ine-man Varsity masthead of Ajax
terest to science students on the campus.
students and a corps of volunteer reporters to collect news from the lakeside
Informal Recital

thrown a tremendous responsibility

the individual scientist so that this

campus.
1

gia

as

speaking to the Varsity
Fellowship in an All-

Christian

University

meeting in

Room

Mr. Ross Johnson

Anatomy

All

11

students

;

Ida

additional

tenors are

still

needed.

at

the informal

recital

:30 pjn. today in the east

at

common

room of Hart House:
Prdudc and Fugue in

G

Minor..

Preludes Opts
in

A

i.

Major

.

hope

to find

luck

Bach

Chopin
Rachmaninoff

Concert Etude

Smetana
(By the Sea Shore)
Sim-bier's WaJttes....E. A. Johnston

is

students

receive.

one of the very few fac-

tors that can really

make

vivid for

them

connection with a parent campus

their

24 miles away.
for

same

entitled to the

Toronto

The Varsity

News, Sports, and

Feature editors or the

Kenner

newspaper

Ajax

We

shall try to

make

it

embodiment

students the very

of University."

said,

we can

"and

if

Ajax

division,

Mushrooming expansion of The Varsity's

by some stroke of on

find included in the Aj.

ilment three or

28,

20, 21. 16

Walts

We

(II Medicine),

pianist, will play the following pro-

gramme
1

Building.

Bcrris, Mrs.

Miss Rose Potasky, the Bernard
Vise Memorial Scholarship to Miss
Rabbi
the
Frances Glassman, and
Brickner Scholarship to Miss Marion
and Miss Anne Porte
Glassman.
to

The

generated.

is

:00 p.m.—Dr. R. A. Forrest of Geor-

lunches available.
welcome
.ire
Spivak, Mrs. Marie
Hazel Coburn, Mrs. Mary
H.H. Glee Club Rehearsal
Club
Giovannetti, Miss Barbara Greene, Mr. 5:00 p.m.— The Hart House Glee
will have its first rehearsal of this
Bernard Lappin, Mrs. Pauline Jolliffc,
afternoon
in the Music
this
Ruth
term
Miss
Brownstone,
Miss Hannah
Room. Although the maximum enCampbell, Miss Frances Glassman, Miss
rolment has been reached a few
Marion Glassman, Miss Rose Petasky
son,

where

boilers

F.

Kingston General Hospital, for treat-

C.CJ". Educational Committee, will

address an open dinner meeting of
the campus C.C-F. Club at tlia Diet

pressure of 160 pounds per square inch

s

lull

Johnson,

the

Eric Havetoek, head of the

Prof.

thick pipes autom-

fanning system sucks the white hot

flames up under

in

Smith

Memorial .Scholarship

The

this.

all

R.

Minister has announced that there will

a discussion by Professor D. N. Ca
Beggs of the department of Mechanical
Engineering on "The Scientist's Job
Plans for expansion of the under- campus, Kenner said. "Ajax is not a
Today", will take place in the Women's
Union theatre tomorrow night at 8 pm graduate newspaper to take care of the separate university", he pointed out "It
and Helen Scott respectively.
According to Professor Cass-Beggs, Ajax Division of the University of Tor- is a branch of the University of ToronThe plays will be staged in Alumni
to,
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the possibility that scientific knowledge
were revealed yesterday by Editor
Hall Victoria College, and the curtain
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Mr. Higginbottom said that there selected are of high artistic standard.
There will be a meeting of the Basketfacilities at Ajax Tomorrow night the plays to be presball committee at 1 p.m. today to ar- would be complete
Faculties make for payment of fees, wages, salaries and ented are George Bernard Shaw's Overrange the groupings.
ruled, Sir James Barrie's The Twelve
distribuition of D.V.A. cheques.
sure your representative is there.
Pound Look, and Marie Baumer's It's
an III Wind. These efforts will be directed by David Knight, David Parson;
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regular pattern over
Catholic national student groups comes from here. All the heat for the campus. The most obvious place w!
throughout the world. It is closely Hart House showers and the Whitney this occurs is the spot where the tunnel
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last session of the
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His Majesty's Loyal Opposition, J. M.
MacDonnell, K.C., M.P., has been announced as first of a series of
guest speakers to be introduced by the University of Toronto Progressive Conservative Club.
Prophesying a possible attendance of 200 to hear this speaker,
Financial
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Apparently exchange is not robbery.
This year Partisan Review, one of the

We

will

These are really only

ber of important magazines

ber

age of 16, as a duty.
We are highly critical of the compulsory laws being carried even
as far as they are: leading as they do to the incredible intellectual
snobbery whereby any lounging tout eyeing his Racing Form feels
superior by virtue of his literacy to the Spanish peasant who knows
no letters but can carve angels in singing stone.
Lately the intellectual atmosphere

community
wealthy)

it

is

cently

has

billowed

now

The

combined.

a com"little"

It's

re-

result

is

like its pre-

chief merit:

some very interesting poetry its chief
defect: an apparent tendency to harden
into a clique.
But among its contribu-
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Reading,
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of a
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contributors
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How

well I recollect die last time I

Ligeia.

I

opened the door, and

out rushed a welter of murky gore. Icy
fingers played tiddly- winks with my
spine as I recognized Ligeia's familiar

Musk I

I

of The University of Toronto
Progressive Conservative Club
SPEAKER

And me there without
At last, I entered a

"A

Stocktaking of the ProgressiveConservative Party"
WOMEN'S UNION. TONIGHT.

8 P.M.

a straw.

tries

hero,

muttering,

me

Appearing at the Royal Alex this be Ronald Hambleton,
Morley Callor rather drift, of the times is towards week is an actress who is obviously
at- ahan, and P. K. Page.
It is a Tora society in which the barrier which is tempting to regain her past position in onto publication,
now raised between those who have the public eye. However, it is quite unContemporary Verse is published in
finished high school and those who have fortunate that Miss Rainer
chose this British Columbia. The few copies I
not will be raised between those who particular play in which to stage a
come- have seen have been impressive: good
have graduated from university and back.
Written by two Hungarians, poetry, balanced criticism,
a hint of a
those who have not.
Andrew Solt and S. Bekeffi, "A Gift broad and tolerant
•

M. MacDONNELL, K.C.,M.P.

small,

loves

January.

J.

hound, from room to room, each more
bespattered with blood than the last.

for

issue will

every Thursday Night

Open Meeting

followed the scent like a blood-

new monthly,
this
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even

heartburn.

dark, dark den,
and noisome, with rustling tapeshanging from the wall. And there,
tors are such important writers as F. oh horror
in the centre of the room
R. Scott, A. M, Klein, Irving Layton,
collossal black gorilla who had
Patrick Anderson, P. K. Page, and Dor- sen his master pluck the petals from a
othy Livesay.
daisy, and in emulation of his beloved
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between two points, she had her points
well joined.
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year

Preview and First Statement have
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university
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plete column on the Canadian
magazines in this space.

can be called by no more precise name)
schooling as a social desideratum
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Later
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ses trickled tidily over her marble shoulders like some gay rivulet of molasses.
In keeping with the statement that a
line is the

AND

SWEET CAPORAL

and strange
Perhaps eyeballs.

beautiful

orbs.

dark, ebony, raven, jet black tres-

unto

ap-

erican).

until the

to
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There was a time, we believe, when no one went to school unless
he had what may be called an intellectual vocation. There was a
later time when elementary schooling became at first customary and
then compulsory; more recently secondary schooling has followed,
until now the law recognizes High School education as a right, and

law

And when you
"LIGHT UP

Sweet Ligeia. Dear
peal is unfortunately limited—are not Ligeia. Oh woe!
She is with me no
purchased. Among the magazines which more.
Nevermore, (shaddap, you old
should appeal to students are Horison blackbird )
Where are you now, my
and Polemic (English), Northern Re- Ligeia? In heaven, perhaps? In some
no and Contemporary Verse (Can- secluded rendezvous? (Yahoo I) Sweet
adian), and Story, Politics and a num- Ligeia. Sweet Beauty. Sweet Caporal,

Evolution, of a Fallacy

the

Her

Some curved

to the faculty

many students presumably do not even know that they are'
obtainable on the campus. Then a num-

;

of

isolated phases

go

reading room;

We

enforced by law, for

behind

noth-

intellects too?

interesting magazines

university is the final educational step for anybody who wishes to
attend although their contention is more the product of evolution
than thought, and the only thing we know of that can indisputably
evolve is a fog.

job

know

I

;

of a generally bad arrangement.

Similarly, there are plenty of people who have no shadow of an
excuse for taking up the time of an institution of higher learning.
never could follow the reasoning of people who assume that

omething sadly

Victoria has a better, though

women have

are negligible.

least

r

ing of the situation at Trinity. Isn't it
time the authorities recognized that

authorizes us to disclose that her qualienrolling in a school of wrestling and weight-lifting

at

I

life lines.

scarcely adequate, supply
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end

natur-

smoking

enjoyment.
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in a school of voice culture.

juit

By Edgar Allan Poo

and the Reader's Digest have

graceful.

on

MY

cannot remember when, where, how,
even why I first met the langorously
ssome Ligeia. Sad and sombre were
University of Toronto girl students
have anodier valid complaint the mag- her dark, deep eyes, like shimmering
azine situation. The display in the Un- pools of crankcase oil.
I always had
he melancholy feeling that there was
iversity College Women's Union is disstronger

business whatever

time out for fun

DEAR DUPIN!

long the latter

another question; but posnot being cynical to suggest

is

it

that Life

Unqualified

insists

LIGAMENTARY,
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It's

ally Join the party for

last is

sibly

right.

fications for

Sense, which

How

good magazine.

a

We

which

Common

placed by

;

we would have no

When

games Sweat Caps

American literary quarterlies, has
disappeared from the Hart House magazine room. However, it has been rebetter

;

friends assure us that

AND

LIGHT UP

Notes

Cessation of publication in mid -December forced us to miss reporting an address by U.C.'s Principal AV. R. Taylor which we
would judge on the basis of press reports to have been of unusual
significance to undergraduates.
hope to have more to say on
this subject when we have had time to turn around and collect material
what follows is a series of interim comments on one of Dr.
Taylor's most challenging remarks.
What Dr. Taylor said in substance (and we trust he will excuse
us if he was misquoted) was that attendance at University is not
a universal right but that too man}' people are acting and talking
as though it were.
are not necessarily saying that there are people currently
attending University who have no business here; the point we are
making is that people who have no business attending University
do exist, and should not talk as though higher education were their

Our
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stances,
of allowing
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order to remove the potential smirch
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except
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tendencies
editor of
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where

see

may finally lead. But the
one college magazine has re-
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literary Philistines
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Sherwood Anderson wrote Winesburg,
Ohio just after the First World War.
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While he was not always a very certain stylist

and philosopher, Anderson's
and wonderings sometimes

oto
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A

virgin wall paper, and those
beautiful
long tresses were torn from
her cranium with bits of her pretty brains
hanging,

wormlike.

Exhibit

and the aforesaid

called

M. Villeneuve docs not know the actress,
or does he? The plot is even more

and tried to live his
life by it, he became a grotesque and
the truth he embraced became a false-

confusing

hood."
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SWEET LIGEIA!
Do you know thai
You are represented on
. .

very poor advantage.

Room,

However, there

a bright spot Miss
Rainer demonstrates a profound knowlorb ttenner, B.A.
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Wafty Belfry, 4T8
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edge of technique and how to use

:

Peggy Bates
John Rooke

it

wisely

Any

have

due to her employing this tech-

is

sparkle

the

play

might

to

see this play, you will witness a repeat
performance of Miss Rainer in the
'Great Waltz." In short, by flitting

versity Advisory Committee and
on the Committee of the University Advisory Bureau by four
Ex-Service Students. They are:

lustily with a
him squarely on
his ugly maw.
With one po wcrful
swipe of his tremendous
paw he ripped off my right arm.
I have since

Engineering

learned to use

Some

an

otherwise

dead

Mr. F. Huntsley

will be glad to pass on any
suggestions that you may wish

banana

skin,

striking

my
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vehicle.

of the supporting cast glitter for
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(Continued on page 4)

the Uni-

They
to

across the stage and by a pleasant variation in voice, she injects much needed
into

I rushed upon the
titanic monster to
seek unhalolwed revenge.
The gorilla
cringed.
I smote at him

Medicine
Mr. A. H. Stevens
Victoria College ... Mr. H. Lacey
University College Mr. J. Duggan

nique to spread before you her own
bubbling personality. Thus, if you go

life

Co-<xlitoTs

is

Hqutbi 10

tt-m. to

ML 3791
4 p.m.

"ill give an informal
at 1:30 p.m. today.

Annual Photographic Exhibition
Entries for the annual exhibition
of photographs snon-

the.hall porter by 6 p.m. on
Friday, 11th January. Until
may
at tte haU P° rt«'s desk.
Tte
exhibition opens in the art gallery
on 15th January.

t*L
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are desirable.

ends happily ever

the tricks they can concoct and to

P^'.

common room

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION
BY MEMBERS OF HART HOUSE

Robert Weaveb

Ex-Service Students

<n Medidne »'

of the Glee Club will take
place today
the music room. Although a
maximum enrolment has
been reached a few additional tenors

Despite the complications

The authors have obviously used

after.

redtoUnX

recital in the east
,

m

his truth,

which reminds one of an Abbot and
Costello movie,

Informal Recilal

Glee Club
The first rehearsal

.

more

CoanciL

A

.

Castel,

—
dents' Admli
Teraity of Toronto. Gptnloni expreaied In
these columns arc not necessarily the o&cUl
opinions of
the
Students'
AdmlnUtmiTO

by Krasi

intuitions
dismembered ear hung from the
drove him to achievements missed by crystal chandelier. An eyeball
lay starmore logical writers. And in this one ing glassily up at me from the floor.
book he wrote something our dogmatic "Here's looking at you," I
remarked.
age might well remember:
Her teeth were embedded in the walls
"...in the beginning when the world in a dainty mosaic pattern on the
once

;

Count Leon

Lunches Available

their

There is certainly for too many stu- on her character, dashes about Paris
dents an insurmountable barrier to uni- ridiculous hours of the morning seeking was young there were a great many
versity; but it is an economic barrier. a certain Pierre Villeneuve, the sup- thoughts but no such thing as a truth.
Every possible step should be taken to posed doner, who is about to shoot him- Man made the truths himself and each
remove it; but an intellectual barrier self because he has been obliged by his truth was a composite of a great many
should take its place or in a few years parents to break off his affair with an vague thoughts. All about in the world
actress, Lili Pascal.
However, as it were the truths and they were alt beauthe scholar will tiave no refuge but
turns out, the note and ring were not tiful.
(but) the moment one of the
Graduate Studies.
w. h,
sent by M. Villeneuve after all, but
by people took one of the truths to himself,
a

Welcome

Campus enemies
obscure poetry should glance at

all

Parnassus, which suggests that not

It is die much hackeneyed story
of an
"Innocent and pure" young bride
of a
do not suggest at the moment any middle-aged apothecary who, horror of
sort of intellectual means test: the De- horrors, bases his life on principles
is

All Students

"Rationality in Art."

the latter. Os-

it

that the university should be capable of of the mark.
No we do not expect
graduating most of those who enter, no belly laughs in our comedy,
but at least
matter what their qualifications. Turned we expect a few mild

thus into a factory for producing B.A.'s,
the university will lose its soul, which

P arnassus is a Toronto magazine
which has advertised its insistence on

All students in the Faculty
of Arts
must make application for
the May

examinations before February
1st at
the office of the College
or University Registrar.

As a

result of

special arrangements with
the Camera
prints for the annual exhibi-

Committee of Hart House
tion of photographs

may be left with the Hall Porter uo
on Friday. u,h January, instead
of 6 p.m on
Wednesday, 9th January. Any member
of Hart
may submit up to 12 prints and 12 Kodachrome House
to 6 p.m.

trans-

parencies for this exhibition, using
entry forms obtainable
at the Hall Porter's desk. There
is no entry
fee.

There will be senior and junior divisions
for exhibitorssenior exhibitors being those who have
been awarded
prizes at previous Hart House photographic
exhibitions
Classification of prints according to subject
matter will
be made by the committee while hanging the
exhibition.
Prizes will be awarded under a new system
this year
with the object of encouraging excellence in salon
pho-

tography.
An outstanding feature of this new system
will be the presentation of the A. F. Coventry
award for
the best senior print.
The K. B. Jackson cup will be
awarded as usual for the best junior print.
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Varsity Junior Pucksters

Swamp
Varsity

Juniors

home season

6 To

Jewelers
inaugurated

On

He was

their

in great style last night, as

Powers That Be Confer

joined a few seconds later
by
of
the
Jewelers,
who was

Bailey

By Bredin Stapells
by referee Henderson for
Referees Needed
tripping iHarry Boyd. Harry
seemed to
The Jewelery boys were definitely outThe in terf acuity program at this University is one of the many things
resent this rough treatment,
and
showed
classed, but their enthusiasm was not
we, as members of this institution, have every right to be proud. Believe
it
by playing inspired hockey
.for the
affected by the score, and they were rest of the
it or not, sports experts and enthusiasts from all over have come to study
night.
our set-up. Most of us, at one time or another, have either (participated or
still
fighting when the final whistle
Howson of Chapmans also starred
have observed this machine in action. The fitting in of schedules to the time
went.
For more entertainment per throughout.
and accommodation available is a tremendous task which entails many hours
square customer, brother, you'd look a
The third period was ushered in
of hard brainwork.
appropriately
long way.
by
Paul
Pelow, who
But there is another element which must go into this effort. Officials,
The first period was scoreless, with dunked the rubber behind Mills
many officials, are the mainspring of these varied sports. There are unexactly 40 ill.
His low shot hit the
doubtedly quite a number of qualified men on the campus who, as yet, have
neither team having any decided edge
left post and caromed in. Davidson
was
not registered with the athletic office.
You men are urgently needed, so
on the play. Chapmans' Frank King
credited with an assist on this play.
let's turn out and continue to make our interfaculty program a success!
provided the only real threat to Hut- Immediately after, Doug
went in all
Tickets
for
Basketball
zalak in the Varsity goal, but the latter alone on the Chapman goalie, who did
The big show at Maple Leaf Gardens, when Varsity plays host to Westhandled his 'hard shot nicely. R uss the splits in the best Bibeault tradition
to rob him of a sure goal.
ern, will be Wednesday, January 16.
There are a few centre greens still
Brankston with his rushing, and Doug
Hughie Smythe won the crowd's
left at the athletic office.
These liquid gold mines may be obtained for the
Hartrey's bodychecks were the only
approval for his energetic play in this
modest price of one greenback tomorrow only. Don't miss this last chance,
stand-out features of the period -from
period— the guy could make certain fo
sports fans.
they

whipped Chapmans Jewelers

6-0.

the standpoint of the Blues' supporters.

Two

goals were scored

by the

period

in the

second

thumbed

ish.

by Boyd and Morrison, and'
Scoring was resumed at 52 :24, MorriPeloiw combined with the first two men- son doing the honors from Davidson.
tioned boys to produce the second After
Paul "the Iceman" Hutzalak
marker.
Both goals came after sus- robbed Howson of a sure goal, Ai
assisted

had the puck

in the

which

at

times

certainly

absorbed

deserved

enough

that

punishment

one,

he

for

the

Rich

Howson a

free ride into the boards.

assist,

On
•

let's

Juniors

give them a

Varsity Juniors

Sub-station at
and ST. GEORGE

it

little

that

It

Chapmans Jewelers
gall,

For Efficiency

— Mills,

train fare is well over $6.00.

Reservations

McKennel, Hopper, Campbll.
Bern. McLean.

large

bility of several

may be ob-

liueup,

Of

for the

watch them

the

all

that

it,

This decision means that the coaches

.

,

will

someone

Eh? No?

else

and basketball teams.

Well,

this

tale.

don't think you're

and get ready

to

suggested

basketball.

by "Mac"

Mac-

were saying, had their meeting in
the Observatory crypt.
And after
two minutes' silence in honor of

allowance system for tournament types
of athletics in the T. A. Reed trophy
race, be re-adjusted.

last

the

and says

.

.

He

What's that? End

Now
ever so

for

lookit

with respect to other sports
of the space?

Bredin,

much more

to

we've

tell

ment group,

got

these girls

two years back.

Aw

gee,

for

now

two

all

Maybe we can get
soon. But we have

The

tour-

boxing, wrestling, fencing, skiing, water

It

Polly sick
little

sports.

nament group includes such sports as

polo, squash, golf,

That's

in the tourna-

so as to foster an increased

interest in these

—all about the big hopscotch scanof

suggested that the point-allocation

boxing and wrestling be increased

.

was agreed

hope.

and

tennis.

to hold over discussion

(Continued on page 4)

.

SPORTS CALE NDAR

.

ever even suspected

have your ears curled

HOCKEY
INDOOR TRACK

1:00

Vic.

4:00

U.C.

5:00

Relay,

U.C.

I

Med.

II

Andison, Fyfe

I

Hart, FarreU

II

3-man teams,

1

lap each.

is
.

.

Interruption, Please
in April, 1941
But before we begin, here's a flash tliat's
come through from Lyn Feliowes, subbing for Polly. Lyn says we
tell you about how badminton started yesterday.

Well, back
jlust

.

.

.

should

Why, with

—anyway,

badminton

and courts
now on at
4:30 and

awful

this

should worry about

says here "Badminton started Monday, January 7,
every Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday from
Church on Bloor St East The time is from 2:00 till

it

U. of T.

C. C. F.

it

is

for all the girls in the University."
all

you

get out there, as Polly would say, and,

girls,

mean

lor' luv you, swing that
and toughens those rolling-pin muscles.

racket.

ol'

Badminton

lightens those eyeballs

But we were
its

saying.

Back

April,

in

1941,

— before

there,

DIET KITCHEN,

72

»gt"
WEST

tfje

BLOOR

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

ST.
9,

5:30

P.M.

Hopscotch Committee

the

secret sessions in the basement of the old Observatory.

always held them

Eussita anb

"All Intelligent Students are Cordially Invited to Attend"

About Hopscotch

held one of

CLUB

OPEN DINNER MEETING
PROF. ERIC A. HAVELOCK

will 'be available
St. Paul's

So remember,

How

we

revelation impending,

They

because that was where they kept the hops and

found the key to the cupboard, that is.
And it's the hops we want to tell you about. We can't mention names,
of course, because these people are all Pillars of Society and Rockers of
the Cradle now, but it seems that the President
Oh oh— here comes Lyn again waving another dispatch. Well, suppose
the scotch

the janitor

.

'

we

get

it

over with

too,

and then we can take

.

all

,

evening for our

tale.

it's a long story, girls.
•
This hockey handout breezes along about there being a great deal of
hockey enthusiasm but no ice on which to put it into action.
"Women's hockey," dt says, "is still suffering from lack of natural ice,

Because

'CLOTHES
TAILS.

for the Occasion'
TUXEDOS. ACCESSORIES.

GOWNS AND WRAPS
AT

E°r Rent

FORMAL
FREEMAN'S SPADINA,
256

COLLEGE STREET,

KI. 0891

at

YONGE STREET, Near WELLESLEY, KI. 3270
OPEN EVENINGS
SPECIAL STUDENT HATES
571

CRYSTAL BALL ROOM, ROYAL YORK HOTEL

FRANK BOGART'S ORCHESTRA

•

a great drawback as the teams do most of

their practicing out of doors.

Only a few practicing times are available to them indoors at Varsity Arena"
"U.C is going to have two teams in the league. As yet they have not
had any practices with their coach though they had one without him."
Pretty foxy, those girls. "A few of last year's players are back— McMillan
in goal and Cameron and Hicks.
"Vic had a good turnout and will also put two teams in the league. St
Hilda's team has already had four practices and so is about three practices
.

.

ahead of most of the other teams."

.

DANCING

9

1

"This outdoor sport
very

well,

but

I

is all

can't

help wishing we'd attend-

ed

to tltasc

Torootonensis

space contracts before vie
left."

That's the trouble with these Saints,

NEWMAN BALL
-

by
for

story.

Polly is sick, and our great opportunity

chair, girls,

eligible

intramural

Cutoheon that the groupings and point-

Okay, okay.

All that time our conscience has been boiling. All that time we have
been stung by scorpions of remorse, pricked on by our love of all that is
fine and fair to climb atop the nearest soapbox and tell you girls the facts
you deserve to know.

up a

in

we

look. Bredin.

what we have to reveal. That hopscotch tournament has been whitewashed
in our toadying capitalistic press for far too long.

Well, the time has come.

was

It

Well, these hopscotch people,

polo

Senior intercoli

and are not

decision,

participation

Sportswoman out
.

we

don't think, readers,

two

these

draw from

legiate basketballers are not affected

What's that? It isn't
an inkwell? It's a compact? Tsk

again

to lure the

—

able to

playing material.
This
undoubtedly aud considerably to the

the lecture.

girls.

just a night, so we could give you that
Because there were things about that hopscotch .tournament

now be

strength of the intramural water

your nose
out of the inkwell we'll go on with

dal

For two long years we have been trying

intramural teams in

intercollegiate
.

you'll take

if

the

of

that hopscotch

unless

has an interruption.

notwithstanding the fact that they

tion,

are competing in intercollegiate sports.

sports will

members arrested in the
Campus Police Force raid on

By Hugh Kenner

was

players,

committee decision to make these

players eligible for intramural competi-

those

The Sportswoman

Intermediate

all

basketball

fixtures through-

As For Hopscotch
Now to get back to
;

possi-

interest to all intercotlegiate water

intercollegiate

mond and Mary MacPherson."

scandal

The

other teams' entries was

polo players, and to

Saturday night

hopscotch parlor, the president ups

of this office for a night

number of minor teams were or-

ganized into 23 groupings.

ex-servicewomen in their
amongst whom are Syd Dy-

several

basketball

divided into

seven groups, while the extraordinarily

individual student
to

and hockey

Gwynneth,

Pull

as

we

time or they go and sneak a thing
on you. "St Hilda's have

season.

at hand.

continue

like that

Cool and collected, goalie Paul Hutzalak, the Junior
Blues ice man without nerves, calmly steered away all attacks
from the opposition. Our
defense didn't let the netminder in for a heavy
workout, but a shutout is a
shutout The Juniors are really starting out on the right
foot, and if they
keep up the record they're in for a mighty fine

We

Due

there were

that

intramural

The major teams were

that this doe:

restrict

you have to

Hockey Shutout

Coach

the

in

of these league.

was agreed

showmanship

its

was found

it

major, 65 minor teams seeking com-

set petition

the

bound to benefit Varsity teams, as these are the training grounds
Toronto squads.

Pue, Bailey, Air, King, Howson,

It

for :fhe intra-

discussion and talk-

expressed by members of the Committee.

was emphasized

basketball

is

MaoDou-

.the first

should

display

to

any way

Coach: Staff Smythe.

Switchboard connecting
all branches

January 26th was

affairs

participation.

This is especially timely as intercollegiate teams in these
be competing this year. Any advantage given to faculty games

sports will

was the around,

long- remembered

much

talents.

give these

Hutzalak, Irwin,

on consecutive Saturday evenings.

Teams and groupings

ural basketball set-up were next dis-

with every college being giv

cliance

an extra push.

—

these

last year,

Next week should

line-ups

the agenda

the

intercollegiate attractions, as they

bring forth the long awaited standings for that
award.
There seems to be a considerable revision of the point
system which, we
think, will be welcomed when announced.
Boxing and wrestling are two of the best in the sports field,
although
they are often sadly neglected, and the revision [will definitely

more

on

Saturday night features.

Reed Trophy

I

of

as a tentative date for

Interfaculty competition will be bolstered in water polo and basketball

play

topic

first

Athletic Nights.

with their teams strengthened by intercollegiate swimmers and intermediate
This move is to be applauded, as previously many good men were
kept inactive by the regulation and a short schedule.

Hartrey, Boyd, Foran, Smythe, Pelow,
Brankston, Davidson, Morrison, Barroi

R A. S1S1
For Quick SerWce

—

the

up port—-they deserve

The

HARBORD

—

Friday night,

Oshawa

BLOOR TAXI

The

hoopsters.

seconds of playing time remaining.

The Students' Choice:

Offices to dis-

a distinct possi-

is

that Athletic nights will not be

cussed. After

resumption

tained at the athletic office.

ended the scoring with only IS

Hart House Athletic

bility

of' held

sports.

Interfaculty Regulation Changes

Pelow of the Blues took a penalty whole team. A flukey goal by Davidson,
midway through the period, for giving on which Hartrey somehow finagled

intramural) out the winter, there

cuss several varied aspects of intramural

of

Note— the

$4.00.

Irwin scored unassisted for the Blues.

opposing end of the Arn

rink for minutes on end.

the

Talking about tickets and things, there are actually
IS places on the
team bus which leaves Saturday noon. Our ball bouncing
squad is playing
the Buffalo men, which team received quite a mauling
the last time they
tangled.
These coveted seats will be given to the first come at
a cost

(no insult the
Jewelers also iplayed heads-up
intended, boys), coming at 26:07 and hockey, and seemed to be enjoying him37:50.
Don Barron scored the first, self hugely at the same time.

the

University fore-

of the

gathered in the sanctum sanctorum

Week-end

Frank King of Buffalo

Sixteen-year-old

Smythemen

tained Varsity offensives

sports moguls

off

pop's hirelings look extremely fool-

his

Intramural Sports

Yesterday afternoon,

DRESS OPTIONAL

FRIDAY, JANUARY 1ITH
S3.50

PER COUPLE

——

!

THE VARSITY, TUESDAY, JANUARY

4

U.NJ.D.

New and

Intramural

Entrenous

U.N.T.D. ratings

Second and third year ratings are
supply

themselves

dividers.

with

pencils

to

and

All ratings are to bring sea-

manship manuals.
Rig-of-the-day, No. 3's with lanyards,
All ratings are to be in rig-of-the-day.

All ratings

who have

applied for

dis-

charge and have not yet set a date for
their discharge routine are to report
the

Ship's

Office,

119 St

on or before January

Street,

George

RCNVR.,
U.N.TJX

Lieutenant-Commander (SB)
Officer

Excitedly

Bob Aldwinckle dropped suspects
the South House pay phone. back to
as

listened

QXp

Prescriptions for glosses

Uin, „7j

filled with quality

|oracuiul

ware ot reasona ble

^^^^r

Quiet, occtirafo repair isrWca

:

spedacleprices.

321 BLO 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Si. "iorge Aportmenh)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

"Why

peated.

"How

Canada

did

I

He

graduated

berry, Manitoba.

"With commission?"
"With commission? Yes,

mittee

The Aldwinckle farm

reckon

I

—

of the question.

"It's all over,"

written after his

first interview.

Despite an

unusual

affection

he had

BOOK DEPT.

Wink

But, he apologizes, "It's

"When

them

for

to sink

a

down

the tunnel

He

that a plug had

was

I

Have You Anything

For quick results
put a Classified
in

wrist

Gram-

KI. 2462.

If

brown

sweep second hand,
Wed., Dec 19, between Medical
Bldg. and St George St
Reward.

That's

strap,

RA. 5S02.

number

the

to

Phone Ml. 6221

your typing, mimeographing.
Shiff,
St.

after

for

all

Harry

5:30 p.m., 909 Dundas

coat over

went on

really bad.

it

my

head as

I

was a close thing

•

it

"It

and

coal.

in

leather case, between Trinity

MI. 8854.

Bldg.,

I'd be very glad to

Saturday.

"Evelyn",

do youT typing

Box A, The

PATRONIZE

OUR
ADVERTISERS

Art, Music, Drama
(Continued from page 2)

it

moments, but are quickly exting-

brief

effects

with

some

to heighten

insipid

songs

none of them had the

including

Miss

Rainer.

But

there was an enlarged orchestra, which
enhanced things a little.
The sets and costumes were colourful
and too expensive for so barren a
comedy. Moreover, they were an uncertain compromise between styli'zation
and realism, which did not quite jell. But
it would seem that the Messrs.
Shubert
do not care about that nor do they care
about throwing away good money.
If

it is

delicate

comedy, and

if

charm you

like in

you are interested

personality

your

in the

of Miss Rainer, then
Gift for the Bride" might appeal.

"A

We

lobby during the acts since the play is
designed to appeal to a more feminine
audience.

MOORE'S LUNCH
Cor.

Huron and Harbord

Good Meals at Low

"What'sAhead?'

THE CALENDAR BOOKLET

PUBLISHED—
on the 1st of the month
October to May.

generators.

valuable information as to
dates and particulars of concerts, lectures, plays, etc., in

Toronto.

REVISED CALENDAR
SECTION
appears in each new issue
extending over a period of
seven to eight weeks. No
charge for calendar insertions.

GOES TO PRESS—
on the 15th of the month
previous to issue.

SUBSCRIPTIONONE DOLLAR
issues,

for eight
dating from receipt

of subscription.

DOROTHY PARNUM
96 Spadina Road
Toronto
Oniario
Telephone RA, 8191

Varsity.

Thursday, January 10th
MAIN BALLROOM. ROYAL YORK HOTEL

it

pounds is rethrough some of

In this

Dancing

is

alone will keep the University
heated, on colder days a booster sys-

to Ellis

McLintock--His Orchestra

this

$2.50

tem is put to work; the pressure reduced by a special valve and thus there

(TO

MEMBERS)

DIRECT FROM

JERRY WALD

and

REFRESHMENTS
INFORMAL

NEW YORK

his great

American

ORCHESTRA

SCHOOL AT-HOME

ROYAL YORK HOTEL

PER COUPLE
DANCING 9 - 2
DRESS. INFORMAL
$3.00

1946

Also ELLIS

McLINlOCK

and

BOBBY GIMBY

TICKETS ON SALE STARTING WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 9TH.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY OFFICE

—

CONTAINS

sufficient heat for all the buildings.

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 16.

Prices

the steam pressure of 160

days

Economics

::

way a great
generated and the
exhaust from the generators is directed
through the heating system. On mild

TYPING
glasses

expected to

ANNUAL DANCE

at

plant uses about 16,000 tons of
The coal really has a double use,

deal of electricity

rimmed

is

COMMERCE CLUB

might have been

With steam coming out

I guess the only thing to do
would be to run to a man-hole

The

the

Tortoise-shell

42

Vernon Chapman.

had been the high pressure

it

duced by directing

West

LOST

team

knew my way

and get out fasti"
call

14 teams, comprising

of

however, advise the males to
take plenty of cigarettes to smoke in the

60 pounds pressure instead of three or
four I would never have beeen able to

there

EL. 6649
watch,

Ad.

"The Varsity"

get back.

LOST

total

cliange the

three-man squad turned

would,

fill-

reached the valve and turned

I

off.

loose-leaf note-book,

mar, lost on Friday.

fast

was pretty scared for a min-

my

throw

pipe," he

Dial 580,

A

ing with scalding steam.

to

REWARD
containing notes and Spanish

Trinity's

trio,

A

an impressive performance as Currie
crossed the line a split second after Life.
Lippert and Young completed the Trinity line-up.

ability,

when

rapidly

McFarJand-Barbour-Life

chiefly because

Anything?

looked back and saw

tunnel

and possibly
team standings.
The Vic
make an especially
sprint by B. Life gave Miusclemen's "E"
impressive, showing in future meets.
team the decisionthe

to

by a tenth of a second margin.

which no member of the cast could sing

blown from a low pres-

The

sure pipe.

yesterday,

J

the

suddenly there was a loud hissing sound

behind him.

win

sumably the authors, sought

in the south wall of the gener-

Mr.McMaster had crawled
up a ladder through a maze of pipes
and eventually reached the main tunnel.
far

and an even greater
as
"Hec" number is expected when the three-rr="
under way. one-lap competitions are completed this
Kemson, Phelan and Dzespina paced afternoon.
the course for the winners, as this team
It is expected that future team entries
showed promise of finalist qualities.
from School, Dents and Meds will enThe hotly contested second spot fell liven
the proceedings,
decisive

i

Not content with a feeble story and
The next Intramural Committee meetds slated for Monday, January 14th. comedy lines to match,
someone, pre-

Have You Lost

Laurels

competed,

Phillip's relay activities got

ing

(Continued from page 1)

He had gone

track team took [men,

uished by the combined efforts of the
whereby senior intramural teams are
rest of the cast and the writers who
drawn from third and fourth years,
junior teams from the ranks of the first seem determined to make the evening
as dull as possible.
two years.

Powerhouse ...

till

Apply

and

was subsequently decided that these two
too hard work. Colleges must revert to the system

the

passed the break and

For large black

vote,

For Sale?

way up

The P.H. and E. "A"

around, and started to run back. I had

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

the best radio

a

does one cop a Rhodes Scholar-

"Well

FOUND

to

has a fondness for the farm.

ute," he admitted," but I

-Bulova

Track Team

Meet

Carry Off

discuss the

ating room.

a battleship" and Dr.
Scholl arch supports which he began to
wear last summer to cure flat feet and
which he now wears just to see if they
will outlast their guarantee, the Scholar
normal student At the moment he
in

of Toronto Press

thoroughly

which was introduced solely to aid the
numerically weakened Arts Colleges,

was

routine

pair of grey flannels with "enough holes

The University

to be

members went on to

thus rather thoroughly interrupted that

WHO ARE

BEGINNING

Reed Trophy groupis

The matter was put

—

did

her to say that the scholarship was out

THIS COURSE.

—

I

in

did."

How

December 17.
His mother was especially surprised,
Bob had written

COPY — YOU WILL
PROFIT AND SO WILL

entertainment 24 hours daily.

"A"

Car- advisability of allowing Victoria and
U.C. to continue under this system,

at

you know the cow ship?
calved this morning 1"
"Well," he replies. "You have to apCasually, young Aldwinckle ignored ply for it. That seems to be the main
the bovine blessed event to make then thing.
Other than that I don't know
his own revelation.
what you have to do.
• *
"But its' pretty wizard, anyway."

how

"Yes,

Monday morning

CASH YOUR USED

All over Toronto

get

1939 before enlisting

in

R.CA.F.

the

Just a few days before

PLEASE TURN IN FOR

STUDENTS

proposal until the next meeting,

the complete

J

Constitutional
Issues in

JUST

To

a dislocated shoulder.

Engineering

Scholar was stumped.

DAWSON:

this

when

Committee awarding the
Rhodes asked him what field he would
take up he replied "the back fifty". The
family acreage stretches along the Bannockburn River in Western Ontario.
yes, Bob, but how did His father emigrated to Canada when
his farm in England was transformed
know?" The Rhodes into an airdrome in 1931.

yon know?"

Urgently Required-

on

ing and standing

the

Aldwinckle referred to the announcement that he had been named a
Rhodes Scholar. An anonymous telephone call the day before (Sunday) had
informed him of this but he had scoffed.
"I don't believe it," he had told his informant "That's the truth," the caller
had insisted.
But this morning the announcement
had been carried on the early newscast
and now he was to get the home reaction to the announcemen.
"Some excitement?" his mother re-

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

brown

Edders

.

his squash game speedily he is aired.
The S.P.S. representative put forth
Toronto operator nursing it with an impromptu hot water
cleared his call through to his farm bottle that is a bottle.
the proposal that Senior and Junior
Athletically he claims in unusual offhome near Varna.
School teams be allowed to draw thei
"Go ahead please," the operator an- hand manner to be "practically dormant. players from
any year, and not restrict
nounced briskly.
Just tiddleywinks, a little chess and pool
Senior School to drawing their teamHello mater," he greeted his mother occasionally." He failed to mention his
participants from third and fourth year,
who had answered the 8 a. m. call, "This track prowess.
Junior School from first and second
is Bob.
Aldwinckle, dubbed "Wink" by inyears.
"Bob!" his mother exclaimed disbe- timates, returned to the campus last
It was further pointed out that this
lievingly.
spring to begin his course.
proposal did not set a precedent, as
"Yes," he said. "I guess you've had
'Engineering and Business or, rathVictoria
and U.C. were allowed this
some excitement out there this morning, er, Physics. Engineering and Physics.
freedom in choosing their teams. This
eh?"
Thafs it!*
motion
was
voted down, and the ComTwenty-five year old Robert MorHe had completed a year of Chemical
the coins in

He

rison

leather

.

—

25th, 1946.

(Signed) D. A. F. Robinson,

Commanding

Wizard"

"Pretty

10th, 1946, at 1900.

Gold

.

parade

will

CO.T.C. Drill Hall Thursday, January

it

1946
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A new

sions of the conference.

SATURDAY'S CEREMONIAL COLORFUL

inter-

™
j-"

Quiz

!"•

World
Democratic Youth, was

Features

Open

delegates were impressed

Session

not partisan",

the universities there are free
again and students are reported overjoyed at this. Text-books, howver are

meeting of the University of Toronto
Progressive Conservative Club.

K.C.,

years

M.P.,

Mr.
last

an open

told

.

and there are no Maths texts at all.
Students managed by an exaggerated

I like about democracy is diat
gives "power on a string'. Everyone
wants to gain power
but if you
get too much, you get pulled back down
on that string."
it

.

memorated one in Nov., 1939, when
Czech students rose against the Nazi

.

.

Pictured Above is glamorous Kay Allen, vocalist with the Jerry
Tall, Scottish Mr. MacDonnel! stated
were for the Wald Orchestra, who will be appearing at the School At-Home
that the name "Progressive Conservamost part shabbly dressed and the food January 16.
tive" meant everything that was right to
there was uninteresting, but in spite of
Heralding the return of the big, the really BIG dances of pre-war
him. "Although it's a mouthful, and you
this the people remained uncomplaining years, the At-Home, ieaturing a "name"
can't set it to music, still nothing could
and showed a willingness to share.
American band, will cover the entire Gimby's boys will play alternate for
be better than the word Progressive
Canadian delegates made a faux pas Convention floor of the Royal York Jerry Wald.
standing for moving in a forward direcevening
Informal
dress
for
the
Hotel.
been
Famed for his clarinet, Wald has
when they arrived at a very swank
tion, and the word 'Conservative' standformal reception given for them by was established by a poll taken through- hailed as the successor to the crown held ing for retaining that which is best"
of
Engineering.
the
Faculty
out
later
first by Benny Goodman and
by
President Benes in sport clothes.
Financial Critic for His Majesty's
The dream and ambition of Frank Artie Shaw. Contrary to a hard-and- Loyal Opposition, Mr. MacDonnell
In Brussels Abe was amazed to hear
exAmerican jazz at one of the night-clubs. "Whitey" Belshaw, vice-president of fast rule in the creation of dance-band pressed the value of multilateral trade,
the Engineering Society and convenor maestros, Jerry Wald never served
and the reduction of tariffs- He also
of S.P.S. dances, will be coming true musical apprenticship. An adept clari- urged students
"not to confine themwith the arrival of Jerry Wald for this netist at seven, he was leading an or- selves to the so-called 'practical' side of
chestra and playing radio solos at ten.
engagement.
life" but to "take advantage if great
The record program, held daily
Hi's real start came in Hollywood,
Wald and his band, stars of the evebooks and brilliant men while at univerfrom 4.00 to 5.30 p.m. in the Womwhere he formed a unit which catered
ning's dancing, come to Toronto from
en's
Common Room, University
to celebrities. He then established himThe meeting was turned, at Mr. Macthe Ice Terrace of the Hotel New
and
open
invaders.

RECORD HOUR

women

to

is

the

of every college

men

and

faculty.

Today's program

Mozart Overture to Cost fan Tutte
Bach Prelude and Fugue in C Minor
Bach Prelude and Fugue in C Major
Bach Two Chorale Preludes
Brahms Piano Concerto No. 2 in B

Yorker,

New

clarinet

will

singing of

Wald's versatile

York.
be

Kay

supplemented

by

Roy

Allen and

the

Harts,

Stan Kenton at the piano

while

round out the 9 p^m.

will

to 2 a.m. session.

band

McLintock's

Ellis

hold

will

court in the Banquet Hall, and

Minor.

Bobby

Park campus, the Ajax en- population next fall, the second line will
formerly stretched from the also be converted.
Comfortable residences with a probQueen Elizabeth Highway clear to the
Of this an L-shaped lease, each able ceiling intake of 3,000 students, will
engineering students registering this lake.
the Ajax engineers.
For staff
embracing
the
heart
house
long,
take
studies
arm
a
mile
who
up
The
1700,
week.
Monday, are the first to enter the Ajax of the community, has been turned over there are available a Staff House of 85
half-dozen
houses,
and
three
of
rooms,
a
remainder
learning.
to
the
University.
The
higher
search
of
in
premises
each containing four apartVE-Day saw the last shell roll from the property is being used by War buildings
apartments. A number of the Ajax
surplus
war
Assets
Corp.
for
storage
of
plant.
the racks of this shell-filling
staff will commute from Toronto.
story that the Un- equipment.
will

iversity of

iversity

no

be

Ajax

Toronto

VJ-Day broke

predecessors

division of the
to the

to

Un-

to

Ajax, the name of which now brings
mind an engineering school with leclabs, and residences, once
comprised a small village and a network
ture-rooms,

of assembly lines.

In adding this plant-area to the
iversity, it was stipulated that the

UnUn-

village

of

SenatorfSalter
Liberal Club

10 minutes

opened,

the

ticket-s eking

ex-

line-up

commenced at 9:15, and by
but a few ex-service tickets

9 :2S

all

i

gone.

L-shaped

lease

is

home

Everything necessary for the smooth
of a self-contained com-

functioning

Across the north arm of the munity
"L" stretch the administrative and re- seating
campus.

creational buildings, the playing fields,
and the residences. At the hub of the

"L" stands Ajax Hart House, formerly
the

Gate House guarding the sabotage-

vulnerable assembly
lie

Of

lines.

the lines

in the University's

and one of these has been con-

verted

With

laboratory

for
the

use

this

expected doubling of

year.

Ajax

To Send

Resolutions

available at

is

Young

Liberal Convention on

IS will be discussed at the next

meeting of the campus Liberal Association which will be addressed by Sen-

in 1934.

ate in

He was
feel

Hydro power, and maintenance

shops, are all included.

and

Cultural

appointed to the Sen-

meeting

is

particularly

important because the resolutions passed
by the National Convention receive considerable attention from the govern-

will
ator A. Hayden. Senator Hayden
outline the aims and policies of the

Liberal Party.

chance to observe and
democracy at work."

graduate of the University of Ottawa, the Senator holds the degrees of
M.A., Ph.M., and L.L.D, After graduating from Osgoode Hall he was called
Kings' Counsel
to the bar and was made

House Ajax.

Hart

from

will

home camps,
The loan

fund, placement service

and other serv-

Students'

Administrative

the

of

Council
special

will

branch

be

available

through

a

participate

among

rink,

and soccer

field are

the available extra-cirricnlar re-

ready
vigorous functioning of a complete town.
And now it's up to the pioneers themIn

political interest

fact,

everything

is

for

the

selves.

Intercollegiate

Club membership cards were also disto those anxious to join the

tributed

a brief interview said he
was "delighted that young people
Party,

who

in

1

showing

an

affairs".

He

active

interest

in

pi

you boys the

said "I wish

best of luck."

the pro-

and as soon as the procession

is

was said to be the reason for distribu- will offer the opening prayer, and the
moving more slowly. audience will then be seated.

Many

attend

under

Swim Meet

all

students interested in trying

a group to swim at the intermeet come to a meeting Friday, January 11, at 1 :30 p.m. in the gym
of the Household Science Building.
for

collegiate

The platform
from the

CHESS CLUB
of the University

won

the city champion-

Chess Club has

The

:

IV U.C:

J. B. MacVic;
E. Bousfield, II U.C; T. McMurray,
II SPS; M. Dobier, II SPS.

I

Vic; N. Wolfe,

Donald,

U.C;

I

Eisenhower,

and one was a draw. Chancellor's door
team captain, to the Parliament

regular players were

by

leave

will

the

and proceed

at 3:40,

buildings.

There are four types of admission
tickets,

pink for reserved seats

tions A, B,

and C reached by

in sec-

the north-

B. Bartlett, II

on

cast door; white for reserved seats
the

main

floor

and

rise,

reached also by

fawn or persons

joining the procession in

Health Courses

New Non-Medical

retire

South
Examination Hall. The audience will
remain standing until the processions
have left the hall. His honor, and Mrs.
Matthews, accompanied by General and

In the final game the club tied
with the Toronto Chess Club.
In the five games played this season Mrs.

ship.

will

|

E

the

The minor league

procession

followed by processions
and F which will retire by
East door and return to

hall

in sections

the north-ast door;

Examination!

Hall and entering by the same door
blue general admission to the galleries,

A new series of public lectures on
"The Prevention and Preservation

Hygiene and PrevenU've Medicine.
The lectures will be given on suc-

of Health" has been announced by
Dr. C. G. Gossage, Director of the
University Health Service.

cessive

The

lectures are primarily intended
and "intricate

for the lay students

medical terminology" will be avoid-

"Health

is

undoubtedly the most

importan single aspect of life." said
Dr. Gosage, "A university degree is
of little advantage if it is accompanied by poor health, and many
students know little or nothing
about

preservation

the

health. It

is

of

their

for these students that

the lectures are designed."

Dr. E. S. Ryerson, Assistant Dean
the Faculty of Medicine and
of
Director of the Department
of

will
Physical and Health Education,

give the first three lectures, comlectures will

IS.

Subsequent

be given by Prof. R.

F. Farquharson, Assistant Professor

Will

on this campus.

When

cession enters the hall the audience will

tion of these tickets

in that district and he, too, was well
aware of conditions there.

mencing on Jan.

in

only the poled, "seeks to promote not
but also to
icies of the Liberal Party,

upon the platform.

The ruling that ex-service students in its place, the organist will play Cod
must wear uniform to be admitted to Save the King and The Star-Spangled
the 300 special seats set aside for them Banner. The Dean of Emanuel College

assemblage when he rose nonchalantly day.
and answered that he had spent 21 years

ed.

office.

The Council has prepared a special
Ajax Handbook similar to the Students'
Handbook distributed here in the fall;
and The Varsity, containing special
Ajax news, will be deliverd daily.
Gymnasium, theatre, dance-hall, li-

"The Liberal Association," Ness add- out

awaken

programs

athletic

be administeerd, as on the

sources.
this

ment," said President Georgre Ness of
"This is our
the Liberal Association.

A

cafeteria

brary, eight tennis courts, baseball dia-

1940.

"We

Ajax: a

1,000, bank, post-office, fire-hall,

laundry,

ices
lease,

Senate
places

rise,

Jerry Patters on- Smyth, II Trinity; A.
Shackleton, II Viv.; J. E. S. Moyse,

university's

Room, the Board Room,
Chamber will take their

Chancellor's

tended clear to the Athletic wing. Distribution

Morrison, a leader of the British Labor

Hayden Scheduled;

Resolutions to be forwarded to the

Feb.

is t
of Examination Hall will enter
Eisenhower Convocation disappeared the auditorium by the south-east door
flat yesterday morning. and be seated in Sections E and F of
Half an hour before the S.A.C. Office
rise. ,The
processions from the

the
in

four were victories

The

in the ha'J.

to seats

2 :55 the procession from the south-

to

After the meeting the club executive
went on and met the Hon. Herbert

mond, skating

National

tickets

servative Club.

would henceforth maintain for themselves, two

600 people certain essential services such as the provision of
water, power, fire protection, etc.
Situated 24 miles by highway from
the

student

terprise

nearly four times the area of the

to

iversity

of the

the

was adding an Ajax annex

be conducted

ill

At
The bulk

the Queen's

1700 potential

already-great campus.

its

For Convocation

and was aware of conditions there. Mr. staff and the general public. TicketMacDonnell drew a laugh from the seeking students were turned away all

University of Toronto Progressive Con-

There

Tickets Vanish

of the servicemen who will
President Smith will present General
the Convocation have served Eisenhower to the Chancellor for the
General Eisenhower in Europe. presentation of the honorary degree of
Forty-eight of these students, represent- Doctor of Laws.
Following this, the
self in New York at such places as the
Donnell's request, into a question-and- ing all colleges and faculties, all ranks,
Chancellor will confer the degree on
Hotel Lincoln and the Paramount Thea- answer session.
This afforded oppor- and all branches of the service, have
ask
him to sign the
General,
and
the
tre, and has been a "big name" ever
tunity for members of other campus been invited to the luncheon being given
Golden Book under the guidance of
political clubs to ask questions in
in Hart House, and ten will be preThe
Chancellor
will inthe
Registrar.
lot
of
One thing about Wald that a
open meeting. One member of another sented to the General himself.
vite General Eisenhower to address the
song-pluggers dislike is his insistence political club stated, in phrasing a que;
All tickets set aside for the student convocation.
At
the conclusion of the
he
likes.
"If
on playing only the pieces
tion,
that he had spent "six whole body have now been taken, and the reGeneral's speech the convocation will be
I don't like a song," he says, "it doesn't
months" in Mr. MacDonnell's district maining seats have been claimed by the
dismissed by the Chancellor.
go into the books."

Ajax Pioneers Must Create Own Traditions
As Campus Absorbs Former Munitions Plant
describe the

and Mrs. Smith

recalls,

—

College,

Chancellor Cody and President Smith will welcome the party
Chancellor's door.
Mrs. Eisenhower will join Mrs. Cody
in the ante-room.
Meanwhile General Eisenhower
will be robed in his academic costume.
Lieutenant-Governor Albert Matthews will arrive with his party
at 2:40 and will be welcomed by the
Chancellor and President and be conducted to the Chancellors room where
he will robe. Mrs. Matthews will join
the ladies in the anteroom and they
at the

.

"What

in these cases,

preliminary Prague conference com-

Londoners, Abe

special Convocation to be held in Convocation Hall at
3 p.m. next Saturday, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Mrs. Eisenhower and party will be driven to Convocation Hall at 2:40 following the luncheon in Hart House.

M. MacDonnel!,

J.

night

."
"One party and tyranny
Mr.
MacDonnel grouped, citing Germany,
Italy, etc., as examples. The Federal
Member for Muskoka continued to say

One Law book
next to unobtainable.
had to be shared among 100 students

staggering of study hours

WILL BROADCAST CONVOCATION
For the

In politics, one should be "party, but

with the hardships encountered by university students in Prague.
After six

The

Convocation Plans Ready
For General Eisenhower

Conservative

formed and the discussions followed
three main points: (1) Youth's Fight
For Freedom and a Better World; (2)
The Post-War Needs of Youth; (3)
Work For International Co-operation.

The young

No. 57

1946

The

organization,

Federation of

9,

anti-

of

basis

fascism, Abe was very enthusiastic about
future possibilities, and full of imprcs-

national

LXV

—

Winnipeg, Jan. 8 (CUP) Abe Simpkin, treasurer of the University of Manitoba Students' Union, represented the Canadian Jewish Youth Council at the World Youth Conference, held in England
from October 31 to November 9.
Although he felt that an attempt should have been made to

Tuesday afternoons

the

Sections

entry by the south-east door.

C

A, B, and

will

dual

Building.

for processions.

ticket

be reserved for indivi-

holders,

north lecture room of the Medical

sections

E

and

F

Biology Club To Discuss
Canadian Naturalists
For the past 23 years, Mr. James L. ested in nature study, and everything
Royal On- had to be studied in the field. Several
Museum of Zoology, has been of these men have left their names to

Baillie oi the Bird Division,
tario

posterity in connection with various
plants and animals: Hutchins' Goose,
Canadian naturalists.
He has unearthed many manuscripts, named for Thomas Hutchins; Goldie's
Fir for
nature journals, and notebooks written fern, for John Goldie; Douglas
David Douglas Richardson's Owl and
as early as 1760, when there was practi

early
collecting biographical data about

;

Ground Squirrel, named
John Richardson.
and
other pioneer naturalists
These
early
The area worked over by these
naturalists, many of whom were em- will be discussed by Mr. Baillie Thursevening
the Biology Clubwhen
Company,
day
ployees of the Hudson's Bay
nothing in the
Southern Ontario.

cally

in

today,

strangely

way

of civilization

enough,

known area

Dr. Gordon Bates. Secretary of the
Heal tli League of Canada, and

area was Charles Fothergill.
time— 1816— there was very

Professor D. Fraser, Professor of

logical

he

first

Richardson's
for Sir

Dr. H. H. Hyland,
Senior Demonstrator in Medicine,

of Therapeutics,

in

the

least

in Ontario.

naturalist in

meets in

Wymilwood. The

illustrated

the

Toronto

At

that

with

slides,

and

talk will be
in

addition

two National Film Board movies

-will

be shown: "Sea Birds at Bonaventure
little bioOntario Birds".
literature to guide those inter- Island" and "Some

?

:

THE VARSITY, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

2

We

AVoice From Queb ec

The Town
Week-end

In the second plot, which

B.T.O.

theif,

and he takes

the use of talking perpetually about achieving National
and impossible formula? Let us leave
the politicians to wrangle over that method of meaningless com-

promise.

it

5?

h£

Canadian ideal, having the same
expansion of Canada.

;

and working together

r

Paul Vaillancouht

Deprecation

The music
to

not

is

I

hope your

representative

of

the

students of this university.

Now

I

am

not a graduate of Col-

umbia University
might humbly call
article

in

philosophy,

in

but

I

your attention the
the "Encyclopaedia Britanto

nica" on this subject, with its many references to other sources of information.
If
it

"Scientific

abounds

in

Method"

is

a mere myth,

folklore.

Jospeh Ratner,

in his introduction to

good

Established I860
University

—
.

-._

Boom, Rm. 42-*

two stones

Assistant
Sports Editorit

.

musical.

prettier,

Frontier Gal, at the Uptown, is worth
if only to take a lingering leer

Yvonne De

J
Stapells, 4T6
von Mason, 4T6
4T6

Shorts Editor._.„™.Polly Muts,

experiment, which was to demonstrate
that both stones fell at the same speed.
But the laugh was not on Galileo.
is
regrettable that men should
sociate ideas conflicting with
the find-

tific

method," to

me

The

term, "scien-

at least, has

alue and meaning.

/.

C.

&

some
F.

—o—

Carlo's

long

left

leg,

Night Editor: Wally Belfry
Assistant: Eleanor Dickson

and olive

The

diet of dates, maize,

oil.

mummies'

room

its size, as "Cleohas been equipped with
a specially-designed double-decker sarcophagus.
Miss Bak occupies the up-

patra's Closet)

from which she descends in tht
morning by making fast one end of her
per,

unrolling

herself

Are

•
•
•

at home, a temporary temple has been

To make
up

the

in the

exchange mummies

dome

of the

or businesses
Are refused the right to travel where they wish
74% are Canadian citizens. Many more would be but citizenship has been refused them.

—

They

are accused of no crime have committed none.
Yet 10,000 of these Canadians are being forced by our government to move to Japan, a country over half of them
have never seen.

—Jarvis and Wellesley
Thursday, January 10., 8 p.m.
Speakers

Senator Arthur Roebuck, K.C.
Senator Cairine Wilson
Rabbi Abraham Feinberg
Chairman: E. K. SANDWELL
Sponsored jointly by the Civil Liberties Association
and Co-operative Committee on the Japanese- Canadians.

feel

Astronomy

nightly while she attends moon-vespers.

The mummies are trying to adapt
themselves to the ways of the campus,
although they coutinue to wear their

(Continued on page 4)

their property seized and sold
refused their right to rent or buy land, houses

PUBLIC MEETING FOR ACTION

This provides a convenient
screen for Miss Cheek to dress behind.

set

alterations,

Jtrt,

The

Editor,

The

Varsity,

issue of the CHRISTMAS LITERARY SUPPLEMENT. For weeks
the readers of

The Varsity have been

lead to look

toward this publication as
being the epitome of the literary and
artistic achievements of those who
are
seeking the higher learning of a univers-

What would be the end of a civilization that sanctions such a thing as the
monstrosity which was awarded second
prize in the department that

was sup-

(Continued on page 4)

WITHOUT JUSTICE

been forced from their homes

Jarvis Collegiate

to

villain across

the bar.

— Have

(popularly

known, on account of

night-shroud and

23,000

Have had

fluid,

she considers a necessary addition

Whitney Hall

the floor.

JOAN RIGBY
COATS

TWEEDS

DRESSES
BLOOR W.

MI. 4963

THE MEDICAL ARTS

AND

LETTERS CLUB

Presents in Recital

ROBERT

(Continued on page 4)

SWEATERS

SUITS
54

GRAHAM

VIOLINIST

Music and Dran

AT WYMILWOOD

Workins Hard
Last
x>d.

And

Getting There

night's symphony concert was
Rosaimmde Overture was given
The main feature, to this re- tion in which
the

Thursday, January

10

--

6.45-8

p.m.

rendi-

conductor seemed to
mind, was Sir Ernest Mac- have more
control over the orchestra
sudden departure from the than in
any performance I have seen
apathy that has marked his other per- this
year.
formances this year. He worked hard
It is to Sir Ernest's conception
of
and produced results which, while leavparts of the same composer's
Fifth
_ room for improvement, were of Symphony that
I object.
The quality of
sufficiently high calibre to force a rethe first movement is more contapuntal
traction of my allegation of incompethan harmonic and the effects of the
intence on the conductors' part.
terweaving of the woodwinds and strings
Tossy Spivakovsky, soloist in the was lost because of the
excessive speed
viewer's

ALL FACULTIES WELCOME

Millan's

Sibelius

ity education.

Stall Photographer

miscuous drinking of embalming
to the

which is draped over a brass rail whenever the hero stops trying to put her
pub out of business by throwing the
between

WITHOUT TRIAL
•

merely a ruse of Miss Cheek's to
keep snoopers from detecting her pro-

even for a Holly

Haver was

circles claim that this curse

WE DELIVER

CANADIANS
CON DEM MED

is

And June Haver and which

seeing,

of Pisa.

People well-versed in Aristotle's
ideas
of gravity turned out to laugh at the

have read with increasing consternation and no small amount of
anxiety

"...Bredin

-~

Informed

The

classics of the vaudeville age.

but Mrs. James has cuter knees.
* * •

of

I

—Barbara Hood, B.A.
...George Fomter, 4T7
Blanche Stanley, 4T6
E. Ross McLean, 4T7
Beg Herman, 4T6

Feature Editor.

under an ancient tomb-openers' curse.

like

on a swivel. Actually, after careful and
weighed deliberation I came to the con-

unequal weight from the leaning
tower

Dear Sir:

,

Wally' Belfry' 4T8
Peg Wallace. B.A.
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you

still

MI. 6361

Avenue Road

test

of experience by dropping

religious experience.

Prem
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r,

christened

the

they're

the kind that

clusion that June

faster than lighter ones,
as
the stories goes, put the idea
to the

(by what I call the "scientific
method") of men such as he with the

Managing Editor
Make-up Editor-

is

if

Betty Grable, or Betty Grable and June
Haver will make you think your head's

fell

It

Editorial

older than both

sets arc sensational,

at

10

heavier

bodies

ings

University College
Business Office™
Night Office

is

They live in a double suite
"The Tomb Room," and have
spread the legend that all who enter fall

a lucky thing, be-

by Galileo. He, not accepting
Aristotle's
logic which proved
(?) that

^

Member Canadian

PARK PLAZA HOTEL

Molls.

is

Lunches Available

COOPER FLORIST

faculties exclude

The sisters are exchange students
from the University of Mummies on the
Nile, where they have been studying
Honor Tomb -Tampering for several

hear over and over again, the really

The Varsity,
Dear Sir:
that scientific
Your editorial on "Scientific Method
developments have followed a
definite
dismayed me; it seemed to be little
standard, a discipline initiated
perhaps,
modern clear thinking, especially as apattitude

whereby the other Arts
sun-worshippers.

makes a hit

Which

Welcome

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Un-

in

Rod Cameron, the hero, rides into a shrouds (fur-lined for winter) and ininductive reasoning, originating
from
strange town and in a very short space on taking notes on stray bricks
the mass data of
fallen
experience of the
of time acquires more than a nodding from the school building.
world about us, is significantly
differacquaintance. The next thing he knows
ent from Greek philosophy,
Evenings they spend rehearsing a duet
with its
he and she are standing before a Justice
abundance of intuitive truths
designed to be sung in the sultry Sahara
arid def the Peace with matrimonial
ductive a priori reasoning.
intent. style at the forthcoming Arts Ball, enThe
ridiculous part of the whole thing titled
I am inclined to think
"Don't go Gettin' Chummy with

Editor,

plied to the social sciences,

was added, is
sister,
Miss

iversity College, in deference to a ruling

there.

and when she reaches her mother's stature will be just as adept at the art as
in the Modern World"
(Modern Lias her very adept mother.
brary Ed J gives me the
impression that
The plot has one serious shortcoming.
modern philosophy, based on
empiric,

Yet More

it

a winsome
wench who plays Yvonne's daughter is Building. Here, during the day, Miss
busy stealing men from her mother. Her Bak worships the sun; the more noctechnique is already well-nigh perfect turnal Miss Cheek parks her camel here

the

to

her,

younger

notorious

Both mummies are enrolled

the idea of getting two

Dolly Sisters put together,
kicking around.

In

JR.

p.m.

1

ANATOMY BLDG.

Cheek tu Cheek.

in a

John Dewey's Philosophy:
Intelligence

Correspondence

The

one.

wood

S^ES 7

her

All Sludenls

ever watched along ping-

cause the plot

We

to these exchanges of ideas
among students of Canadiann
iversities, we hope
h0PC to see
566 some
SOm dav our ^vo rlS
?.
distinct J
^ati^aHti;
each saving its own *?
character, t
both inspired by the same
strictly

from

it

With

centuries.
Fulfilling the exchange provisions, the U. of T. is represented in
pong ralley? After my eyes had darted
Egypt by two Household Ec. students
back and forth from Betty Grable to who
felt that cirriculum of the Univers^
June Haver for an hour and a half I ity of
Mummies must be valuable to the
realized that ping-pong was never like
future aims of House Ec girls'.
The vast majority of the male
The cosmopjolitan arms of Miss Maraudience in the Imperial walked out of
ryin' Bee Gcrfuson, Dean of Woman,
the theatre cross-eyed
have once more opened to accept the
The Dally Sisters doesn's need a plot,
mummies into the ranks of the Whitney
s a thoroughly enjoyable movie with-

Have you

is

Thanks

it's

ture definitely

this old, unprofitable

We

III,

die Registrar's Office disclosed

yesterday.

one movie, or the
background of the Waldorf
and Xavier Cugat"s orchestra, the pic-

achieved.

«am

mummy,

romantic

We

d ° not bel eve fo r
P le. that the only way towards a
.
'
mft solution involves
j
L
good
a basic handbook of Canadian
History designed not to hurt anyone's feelings
and directed by an exclusively
Canadian ideal.
do not want to forget our past, because to forget our past would be to deny our history.
Those who have died
and have suffered to obtain our rights shall
not receive this insult
Meanwhile, we are ready to face the future with
confidence because we see among the younger
generation some unambiguous
wishes for good friendship. May-those -wishes
of good friendship
F
become concrete and real.

ROOM

Sponsored by Varsity Christian Fellowship

Enrolled as an Exchange Student this
term is Miss Baktu Bak, noted Egyptian

who

Operator),

plots for the price of

We

,

a

boudoir setting. She lures him into her bedroom because she thinks he's a jewel

Whether

.

Time

(Big

graeat deal of racy dialogue

Crucial

We

is

IN

BAKTU OAK
IS BACK

JUST

makes gorgeous movie actress Ginger
Rogers fall madly in love with him.
The Pidgeon -Rogers combination is
more successful, mainly because of a

Surely one of the first problems to be discussed will be the problem of National Unity; and on this subject we at Montreal have ideas
of our own.
have been hearing of it ever since we were old
enough to read the Star, without asking ourselves what it signified.
There live beside one another in Canada two great nations, each
with its own religion, culture, language, and aspirations.
believe that, with all the good will in the world, a single nation cannot
be mashed out of these heterogeneous elements. Nor would such a
feat be of any advantage, either for the one culture or for the other;
for the personality of each would suffer in proportion as unity was

Meliing-Pol

to

superforeign correspondent and all-round

category.

No

is

barely connected, Walter Pidgeon

We

We

meeting

Thursday/ Jan. 10th at

nearly dead

like.

are convinced that these relationships
on questions of the day.
should not be kept at a half-sincere hand-shaking level.
profitable,
we should discuss not the
To make these contacts
ideas on which we are united, but those on which we are divided.
if
there
are
many that fall in the latter
And we shall not be surprised

For without agreeing with the thoughts and actions of another
person, one can understand and even sympathize with
his motives.
intend that these exchanges of ideas shall be sincere,
and free
from racial or religious prejudices.
shall not try to convince
our friends that Quebec is the centre of the world, nor shall
we in
turn be ready to believe that Toronto is.

(at Loew's).

is

you think it isn't possible then
you've forgotten what La Lana looks

A

In our relationships with other universities, we shall look
less
for unanimity than for good friendship and mutual
understanding.

Van Johnson

If

life.

question to the forefront in our University at the present time
Furtheris the formation of relationships with other universities.
more, we have decided to establish at U. of M. a foreign relationship
department, to make our university known and to exchange opinions

What

MacKAY

anil address an All-University

Lana Turner brings him back

but

m

Waldorf

at the

In one plot

student, Marcel Reid.
hope
In the interests of better inter-provincial relationships, we
papers
to arrange shortly exchange editorials with university
Canada.
other parts of
*
*
*
*

Unity by

A.

There's two plots and a song in one

M.

Is

JOHN

Dr.

Tour

PRESIDENT OF PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Published below is an exchange editorial specially written for
The Varsity by Paul Vaillancourt jr. of the University of Montreal's
Le Qiiarticr Latin, and translated from the French by another U.

Unity

1946

Movies

Editorial

of

9,

Violin

Concerto,

displayed

a

at

which the movement was taken. And

marvelous technique and, generally, an
understanding of the fine points of the
music. I disagreed with the interpreta-

a

tion of parts of the first movement,
where the soloist slurred some phrases
in the manner common (but improper)

result

in

the

performance of Tschaikovsky's

music. But there is no denying the excellence of the performance, quite a re-

more literal reading of the many fortepiano marks in the rest of the
score
would have produced a more desirable

was coarse

in

g>pmpf)onp ©nostra

George Coutts, Conductor
Hans Gruber, Associate Conductor
Rehearsal for full orchestra Tonight, 8 p.m. sharp.

CONVOCATION HALL
Complete and prompt attendance required.

Anyone unable

to attend

must notify

at

MAyfair 4977

beforehand.

In Strauss' Don Juan the brass section produced very loud
and very noisy
sounds, perhaps not too much
out of

Please be sure to return

all

borrowed music.

place in this noisy but exciting
music,

But both the symphony and the
tone
markable accomplishment considering poem were performed adequately.
that Spivakovsky maintained a forte
And now— the moral. Better results
tone throughout in order to make him- were produced last night
because both
self heard above the orchestra.
The the orchestra and the conductor worked
accompaniment was the best Sir Ernest harder. There seems to be
no alternahas achieved this year, although the tive to this formula
for making good
texture of the orchestra

^nibersittj)

music

Now

that Sir Ernest has arrived

loud passages.

at the formula,

(The orchestral parts of the program
were of varying quality.
Schubert's

partures from

it is
it

to be

$art ^ouse Pullettn Poarb
Warden's Gift at Christmas Dinner
Several members had to leave the Warden's Christmas
dinner before the end and so did not receive the gift presented to the others.
These men are requested to call
at the Warden's office as soon as possible.

hoped that de-

will be avoided.

Philip Freedman.
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Hockey

Intercollegiate

mm

By "Red" Mackan
Come Friday

night,

"Ace" Bailey

In five pre-season
lead his Varsity pucksters into the
hibition matches the team boasts four
Montreal Forum and the first game of victories against one defeat, and has
the
post-war
intercollegiate
hockey scored a total of SO goals.
schedule will begin.
Coach "Ace" Bailey has a powerful
Haider, Grod. Ball and
The Blue Bladesters have been giving
st line in
the ice lanes a 'hard going over and are Henry.
Haider is the team captain,
in top shape for this, the first game of with previous playing experience with
Tip Tops. While playing with the Tip
Top team, Haider received pro offers,
will

<$akeBettet

life.

Ball received his experience with Tip

blue

Mike's junior "A" team, and
played with the Oshawa Gen-

St.

194*3

in

erals' Memorial Cup team, after they
had knocked St. Mike's out of the race.
Jim Bromley played with Mercantile

teams throughout Toronto, while Kasick
played with Tip Tops and Peoples.

had three pro

latter has

Don
lite

FAVORITES

on the team,
alternates on the

best and hardest shot

U.T.S.,

teams

of

second

line.

The defence consists of Doyle, Kryzanowski. Wade, Bain, and Putock.

YOU'LL PASS ALL

YOUR

who

Bark,

The

and rates

offers

played on championship

Doyle, while in the armed forces, played

TESTS

with Newmarket Army, and shows up

WITH HONOURS!

very well back there on the defence.
Kryzanowski hails from Fort
Ed.

and really knocks those

Frances,

for'

wards around.

IMIRADO
WRITING

I

Bill

Wade

played for U.C., and was

on the band wagon for

PENCIL

the Jennings

Basketball and Argonaut football fame.

Rangers, and

The

J

T,,

left

and

the

Blues team.

Dick

[TURQUOISE
DRAWING

\BUVAU 3
FROM YOUR

Ball, the

squad,

the

is

youngest member of the

man between
when

the

posts,

comes to
Jack
rubbing goal -happy forwards.
Murphy is sub-goalie and his ability at
goal-tending is only overshadowed by
Thanks to
the great work of Ball.
S.P.S., we have a hard-working manand he

is

sensational

man who

McLaren, Marshall,

are very anxious to whip

McComisky,

Blair,

U. of M. way, coach Bernard
(Continued on page 4)

Vic.

Jagelnik, Phillips, Smith, Tredgett,

home of the Canadiens— Montreal to you. With shaking
liand and furtive eye we go out on our
first—yes, our very first limb, and
predict a smashing victory for the Blues over their
U. of M. rivals. (Pardon
us while we run out and down a draught of molten linotype
lead to ease
the tension).

and Other

Activities

A

stroll through .the perspiring corridors of the Athletic
Wing really
gives the innocent trespasser an eyefull—and we're not talking
about women
this time. The Upper Gym. is a veritable hive of activity,
what with basketball practices going full blast, and flushed, young tracksters
(all future

Gunder Haags) being pushed on

faster

and

well!!

.

by "Hec"torion exhortations. Down in the lower regions a peek into the fencing room shows
several
enthusiastic duellers in weird stances, which we are told, are the mainstays

And

the boxing rooml

and shy nature,

faster

.

.

.

.

.

being of a naturally retiring

humble

reporter was positively shaken to the roots of
typewriter by the varied pugilistic activities.
The boxing enthusiasts
are very well coached, and even a quick glance makes it apparent that
these
boys are gaining invaluable experience in the sport of the muscular.
this

his

This afternoon saw the finish of the
round of the ten week track series.
Forty teams comprising of 120 men competed in a three-man relay one-lap conmark. The equalizer came late in the test An enthusiastic crowd turned out
period, Deerlove of U.C. passing from to cheer the terns, although some of the
the

By Blanche
Get in the Swim.

.

.

U.T.S. will be available.
contestants

must get

there and swim.

Stanley

.

Since the semi-finals are on January 21, and

in five prcatices

After

before then, our advice

we may have

all,

is

The

all

to get in

winter yet

Hart House will be the scene of both the semi-finals and
swimming meet, on January 21 and January 29,

the intramural

semi-finals will specialize in ornamental, style

make

j

made

U.T.S. pool

clear.

The

respectively.

and the plunge, while

swimming.

available on January

is

Lillian

is

Massey pool

will

9,

14,

15,

Phelan,

Arm-

Gates,

Dzupana)

and

—

Along with the release of this week's
major and minor intramural basketball
schedules, to be seen elsewhere on this

Staley Scores Two
P.H.E. Beats U.C.

major

the

has released

Athletic Office

page, the

intramural

groupings,

and

16,

be open Tuesday,

Meds

11

series

Group

and P.H.E. (U.C.) began
this

afternoon

the

Sr.

latter

1
Sr.
Jr. U.C. "A"
Meds; Sr. Vic; P.H.E.

4-3.

The game was good

:

;

S.P.S.
I.

for

with two goals, the first on a break Group 4: St. Mikes A; Trin. 1; Jr.
himself, and the other assisted
U.C. "B" P.H.E. 2.
by Barber. The remaining points for Group 5 Forestry "A" Pharm. "A'
U.C were scored by Waldon from Cars,
Meds. Servicemen "A"; S.P.S. 4.
and Barber assisted by Thompson.
Group 6: Trin. 2; Vic. 3; Dents. "B'
Meds' scorers consisted of Hill from
St Mikes "B".
Soper, Paul and "Shifty" Gear gained Group 7 Emman. "A"; Wycliffe "A'
the rest unassisted.
Knox "A"; SjP.S. 5.
Penalties for the game seemed to be
In Group 1, three teams enter the
monopolized by Meds. Smith and Dav- play-offs; two from Groups 2, 3, 4, and
ies spending two minutes in the big box. one each from Groups 5, 6, 7, make the
Detentions were of a minor nature.
grade.

away by

;

:

;

from

Wed-

SPORTS CALENDAR

Lowe;

Holmes, "U.C.

will be in the
.

,

swim with

HOCKEY

Apologia pro Polly

.

B

Dent.

Pharm.

Street,

Weedon

INTERFACULTY HOCKEY
women

—

all Beferees and Managers
A rules interpretation
meeting will be held Friday, January 11th, at 5:00,p.m., in the
Athletic Directorate Room, Hart House. Managers as well as
ieferees are asked to attend.

Attention

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
MAJOR LEAGUE
Tliur.,Jan. 10

.

,

just to say that Pollly

1:00

quite a strong team."

.

the advent of an increased enrolment of

Mutz should

return in the near future
her column out of the hands of amateurs such as those in which it
rests today.
Unfortunately, she has been confined to her bed with the 'flu,
as the saying goes, but she is recovering rapidly.
It will be good to see
her back in the saddle.
to tike

1:00

Jr.

U.C

A

Sr.

4:00
6:30
7:30
8:30

Jr.
Sr.

U.C.

B

PHE.

Med.

SPS.

Wye.

St.M.
Jr. SPS..

Trin.
Jr.

B

Trin.

McPhedran

II

Swan
Swan
Swan

Sr. Vic.

Emman

A

1:00
4:00

A

Lye

Med.

Vic.

Kerrison

Ill

MINOR LEAGUE
bra*1'

bio01

tales

Hi

UNDERGRADUATE LOAN FUND

Women's Hockey Managers
1.

tfie

Studenti' Admlnittratlve Council
3.

This fund

is

open

either of the final
is

$100.00.

University.

to students

who pay

Interest

is

Applicants

charged
will

at

5%

The maximum loan

from date of leaving the

be interviewed and

loans granted in

satisfacThose receiving loans must sign a note, and a
Application forms are now available
tory endorser is necessary.
in the S.A.C. Office, Hart House.

January.

CRYS TAL BALLROOM, ROYAL YORK HOTEL

FRANK BOGART'S ORCHESTRA

•

Fri, Jan. 11

in

4.

PHE.

Ill

B
U.C. Econ.
Knox B
StM. E
U.C. St. George SLM. c

1:00

III Med.

4:00
6:30
7:30

Vic VI

II

U.C.
III

VI

Med.

A

II Dent.
U.C. Ill

For.
Trin.

B

D
V

Hobnail

Holman
Grapko

I Dent.
Trin. Ill

Med.
Wye. B

II

Mott
Duncan
Duncan

Holman

For.

Jackson

B

Bond
Bond

if

$1.00 for every

game

at the

game.

Present an itemized account of expenses to the treasurer of
your athletic association at the end of the season.

'CLOTHES
TAILS.

Keep

6.

See that you have a timer and scorer at every game.

7.

Be sure

that your coach and team

know

game.

Make

sure that

all

the players are in Category A.

The

medical cards are in room 82 U.C.

NEWMAN
DANCING

9

-

1

For Rent

AT

time and place of

for the Occasion'
TUXEDOS. ACCESSORIES.

GOWNS AND WRAPS

a record of time and place of every practice and game.

5.

8.

A

Med.

1:00
4:30
5:30
6:30
7:30
8:30

to

in

She must pay the referee

the S.A.C. fee and are in

two years of their courses.

INTRAMURAL
room 82 U.C. and returned
Attendance Reports —obtained
there
the end of each week.
room 82 U.C,
be returned withGame reports— obtained
in two days ater the game.
a home game—oranges for both teams.
Provide puck, and
at

2.

Operated by

as

follows

St.

You Don't Know

is

Punnett,

(

(Curtis,

Major Groupings
Recorded Below

Throughout the contest the work of
on both sides was outstandJones ior Vic. and Davidson for
U.C. Hill, Firstbrook and London of
Victoria were further sparkplugs, while

ing

there fighting.
They have done quite well on basketball teams, and have
played their part in hockey, volleyball, tennis and swimming.

This

"A"

"A"

after Firstbrook's pass.

the goalies

that friendly panties show.

«"

rather \ ior

brook was credited with the assist

Sally McDonald, who graduated from S.P.S. last year, is the real power
behind the sports situation that now exists. Women in School may form
a very small percentage of the population down south, but they are really in

{Si**

a

with

this

tap

somewhat rough. U.C. evened (55.8").
This is just a warm-up according to
Garfunkel passing to Whitely for the
iec" 'cause next week two laps will
the score again at the 17-minute mark,
score.
Their hopes were short-lived, test die wind of the lads. Moreover,
however, Hill scoring the deciding goal he hopes that the same men will turn
on a breakaway from center ice. First- out again, improved with practice.

giving the meet four stars, Margaret Dale,

Times have changed, and

M» s.°°mV

making

the second and final

first

Hart and Kingdon
winning squad. Tying
second place at 55.4" were P.H.E.
Hickicki,

Play opened up considerably at this strong). Meds cornered third ruche
point, and at times threatened to be- with 55.7", followed closely by U.C.

This has shown that in the case of necessityeven iwarring parties can get together and show the good old team spirit

e.

Vic. floor pounders placed
53.1",

it 2-1

were missing.

best tracksters

who was

crambly session around the U.C. net S.P.S.

has called for women's sports.

"» e

Daniels,

1

the finals of

Before going any further, the schedule for swimming practice should be

to Elizabeth

'Van

first

an Group 2: Jr. S.P.S.; Jr. Meds.; Sr.
U.C; Jr. Vic
opener but the teams were short on
wind as was expected.
Groupi: Dents A; Pre-Med. A; SJ.S.
3 ; Bus. Admin.
Staley for U. C. stopped the scoring

For a change, January weather corresponds with the spirit of the swim
meet; it least it is damp. However, don't jump into the nearest puddle,
because the swimming pools at both the Lillian Massey Building and at

In Case

.

to

period. Hill took advantage of

Ann Spence, Ann
St. Hilda's has Pat Patterson and Carol Manning
Michael's presents Helen Malcolm; Vic. will be represented by Claire Hatton, Jackie Manser and Barb Hinchcliffe. According

I''" 1

net

Midway through

winning

The Sportswoman

LLC.

U

early

front of the U.C. goal at the six-minute
home the rubber from a scramble in

their

to contribute:

TSFOB***"

As Vic Scores

at

certain.

it

their

of the fencing profession.

Levine, and Diana

'

of

period edge in play to score the
counter ;
Fullcrton
banging

first

nesday, Thursday, and Friday, from 5:15 to 6:00 rp.m.

d

game was

defense.

,

colours into the

7:30 to 9:00 p.m.

"„JEU<

although

well-earned,
the

in

took advantage

standing around unnoticed by the Vic.
.

double lime before heading in the direction of the Varsity Ice Palace.
Come Friday night, the Varsity Hockey team will carry the
Toronto

.

was

no time

behind

.

Dents B vs. Pharmacy is the intramural dish-out for today. The game,
which promises to be a good one, will commence at 1 :00 p.m., which gives
all enthusiasts oodles of time to grab a rubbery doughnut
and quaff a quick-

.

...

Warm Up

Teams

opening

Mcschino.

More Hockey

the finals will include all types of

keeps the team rolling.

{school supply dealer

Tommy

not out for last night's practices, are

it

ager in Harvey Spence, the

Down

who were

following players,

the year,

in

but

will be 5:00 p.m. practices

,

crowned Vic's

3-2 decision which

efforts

Varsity

urgently requested to show up at tonight's work-out: Sturgess, McReynolds,
Choate, Cheyietz, Glait, Hennesy, Dewar, Starr, Long, Skimizu, King, Fitch,

Putock

plenty potent

is

Tip Tops earlier
them for the U. of

.played for

of

bang-up Cooper and Daniels stood out for the
today got Red and White.

flying start.

The

the two teams into top shape for the approaching schedules.

Cup, while Barti received previous exYoung
from
Ed.
Wiley's

PENCIL

There

"Mac" and

for the balance of the week, as

perience

WfilTHin
COLORED

Tommy Waldon

"Mac" MacCutcheon and

capable hands of

a

to

Senior 'A" and Intermediate Collegiate teams last night started a week's
strenuous practice after the Christmas lay-off. Coaching duties are in the

of

1946 Interfaculty hockey season off

the

Important Basketball Practice

minutes

40

Victoria and U.C.

hockey,

By Don Mason

Tops also, and is a consistent player.
Henry confined his hockey to the "U"
during the war years.
The second line is made up by Bauer,
Kasick and Bromley, and many observers rate them to be as good as the
first line.
Bauer hails from the double-

WITH THESE
COLLEGE

Through

the league schedule.

but declined in favour of the student

Varies

Victoria Gains Hockey Victory
In Close 3-2 Decision Over UC.

©IF

Has Completed Reconversion

;

1946

9,

FREEMAN'S FORMAL
KL
256

571

at SPADLNA,
STREET, Near WELLESLEY,

COLLEGE STREET^

YONGE

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

BALL
DRESS OPTIONAL

FRIDAY, JANUARY
S3.50

0991

KL 3270
OPEN EVENINGS

UTH

PER COUPLE

.

.
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Bishop's U. Ex-Service Student

Campus Capsules

As

Elected

And

Cats

1946

9,

NFCUS

1946

Up

Light

President

.

.

Smartly

.

Acrobats

Lennoxville, P. Q., Jan. 8— (CUP)
means to the greater end of national and
William MacVean elected new persident international co-operation, which,
by of NFCUS at the recent convention, is continued after university days, must
Secretary-Treasurer of the Student's assist in the presesrvation of peace and
it
this fiendish prank.
Occasionally the stunt miscarries, ink Council and President of the Historical the advancement of mankind."
He
the subterranean depths of a Bloor actually spiUs from the upturned bottle Club here at Bishop's University.
took his first year at Bishop's in 1940Street hotel the reporter was introduced and the drawing is ruined.
.
.

The lady is not an aerial acrobat but
was worth a flyer.
It began a week before Christmas. In

victims' lifespans had been curtailed

MOVIE REVIEWS

young co-ed who was

to a

an

41.
Enlisting in the R.C.A.F in 1941,
(Continued from page 2)
a model William MacVean spent two years overseas
as
a radar mechanic and navigator.
pupil.
s
that our hero
who obviously isn't
For the full hour he sat absorbing the Discharged 1944 he returned to Bishop's very smart is being forced into wedlock
principles of Political Science in Great University to Honor in History.
with the aid of a six-gun which is beReferring to the conference, William ing jammed into his ribs by our heroine.
Hall of the Economics Building.
» • *
The unorthodox factor? Why, this MacVean stated that, "Despite differences of opinion there is a broad basis
pupil was feline rather than human.
After seeing Stark Club at Sheas'
The hour ended, the class changed, of agreement among university students.
e ran around and interviewed

identified as

Unorthodox, perhaps, but

aerial acrobat. Naively, the reporter

down

jotted

took

the information and

across the scribbled note,

from

tered

came
somewhat Ut-

copy-quest,

Ln

pocket-to-

weeks'

three

he

pocket transfer.
unsuspecting, he called the young

Still

—

—

the student's telephone number.

Yesterday,

still

but the

lady and inquired about her aerial acro-

stayed in the

cat

sains

seat

It is the function of

several'

NFCUC

to build

They

female life-guards.

told us

that

Economics profes- on this foundation for the good of every they had rescued several people from
sor mounted the platform, the cat was student."
drowning.
Some of the rescued even
No, the lady laughed. No, she was not
Speaking of the future of NFCUS he had to pay income-tax in
seen to be fast asleep.
copioui
an aerialisL She was very sorrycontinued, "After the preliminary organ- quantities. But the
Well, why should a cat take Ec?
female life-guard
She promises, however, to contact the
ization is completed, closer integration
which was presented with an unlimited
reporter if and when she ever meets an
of student activities throughout the do- charge account as
a result of the rescue.

Next

period, as the

batics.

What's on Today

aerial acrobat.

Federated

should be possible.

time that The Varsity took steps

to expose a small and sadistic band of
Schoolmen who have by fiendish prac-

tices

been

tormenting

fellow

during classes in draughting.
Procedure of the group

:10

him

p.m.—Meds'
meet

in

Group

V.C.F.

Room

-410,

Banting

tute.
Mr. Bertholdt Tuz, formerly
headmaster of an Austrian school,
and ex-prisoner-of-war, will speak.

to wait

figures were not immediately avail-

Vic. S. C.

what extent
1

M.

Smith has announced that Col. Milton H. Brown has
been promoted to Professor in the Department of Hygiene and Preventive
Medicine and Dr. Gordon W. Spink;
has been appointed Professor of Dental
Anatomy.
Dr.

Brown

Urgently Required-

tianity".

boratories.

Born

Constitu tio nal
Issues in

Canada
IN

Do you know thai
You are represented on the Uni-

FOR

—

YOU WILL
PROFIT AND SO WILL

Medicine

Mr. A. H. Stevens
Victoria College .... Mr. H. Lacey
University College. Mr. J. Duggan
They will be glad to pass on any
suggestions that you may wish

STUDENTS WHO ARE
JUST BEGINNING
THIS COURSE.

Manitoba, Dr. Spinks gradu-

He

joined

the R.C.A.F. in October 1942.

to

make.

The University

UNIVERSITY ADVISORY
BUREAU FOR EX-SERVICE

of Toronto Press

STUDENTS

ML 3791

George St

67 St.

BOOK DEPT.

Hours: 10 tun. to 4 p .m.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

cessively

Deputy Suprintendent

Mr.

J.

Shortreed B.A.Sc, has been
Deputy Superintendent of

Buildings and Grounds at Ajax, according to an announcement from Col.
A. Lepan, Superintendent of Buildings
and Grounds.
A graduate of the Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering, Mr. Shortreed

—

it

(Continued from page 2)

LOST
Saturday night, gold bracelet, cos-

the best radio

entertainment 24 hours daily.

Apply

Dial 580.

tume jowelery,
tion Hall.

in

or near Convoca-

Reward. Contact S.A.C.

This Here

"We

Mummy."

like to

woo

We

kleptomaniac.

Lake should

in

The

Nile,

set

On

love-seats in a dark oasis.

our tender

in the

night

little

we

in part

bases

love to slink

Between the fore-paws of the Spink,
Or go and drink our beer amidst

Phone

"History

Isabel,

HU.

of

2677.

England.*

Essays,
Call

typed neatly and

HU.

efficiently.

9520, after 7 pjn.

Incidentally,

there

was

definitely planned for

silver

The

lone, secluded pyramidst.

So, when you visit the Sahara,
We're the gals you should bewara."

—Brob.

.

.

Main

Floor

Intercollegiate

(Continued from page 2)

.

.

.

(Continued from page 3)

have been given over to art?
can the future hold in store for
to

mind

that will produce

Plancliard has rounded together a hardhitting, speedy team to throw against
and accept our Blue and
Whites. From Montreal

shapes that would be more representa-

tive of thought

Mackay

President John

Speaks To V.C.F. Today

and creative

art.

Something the same may be said

of

and unless Montreal sources are wrong,
these boys will make it plenty tough for
the

the poetic endeavours. If this portrays

visiting Varsity team.

modern advancement,

—H.

Scotland,

Dr. Mackay was
work while a
South America, particularly Peru, and worked with the Inin

engaged

in

missionary

Y.M.C.A.

most South American

On

He

member

Cor.

spoke

of the

He

Dr.
is

Our
just

the Gospel"

in

Room

speak to the V.C.F. at
111 of the

Anatomy

1

p.m.

.

.

.

also

bracelets,

bangles and

brooches.

Come in and

filled

I

Building.

and

his great

ot reasonable prices.

321 BLC ~l ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. "sorge Aporfmenti)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Sptdal D/Koom lo Stud«*H ond MimUr,
of
Iho Focu() K

NEW YORK

American

ORCHESTRA

SCHOOL AT-HOME
PER COUPLE
DANCING 9 2
DRESS, INFORMAL
$3.00

-

1946

McLINTOCK

with quality spectacle-

Quick, occuro/e repair (orv/ca

32 Bloor St. East
(Near Red Cross
Headquarters)
MI. 5975

Toronto.
will

now,

see for yourself.

at the Canadian School of Missions in

He

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
CJQQ Prescriptions for glosses

stock of earrings

is especially interesting

a

American Philosophical

"The World and

Prices

SHOP

Society and author of several books.
At present, he is giving a series of
lectures on

Huron and Harbord

Good Meals at Low

JEWELLERY

in

student confer-

across the continent.

all

MOORE'S LUNCH

Muhrell.

INTERESTING

capitals.

his return to the UnitedStates,

Mackay spokeat many
ences

C. J.

educational

in

ROYAL YORK HOTEL

Also ELLIS

-

wer-grade audiences for people who this moronic intrusion into the
world Royals, of the
Q.S.H.L., comes Gignac,
in the mood to laugh at anything. of art?
Achild of three years, armed
Laugh ? I thought she'd fall off my lap. with a crayon, would be capable of pro- a defence-cracking artist, and a powerful shot to boot
Dion and Laperriere
It's a good picture.
ducing a series of lines and incoherent
combine wiht Gignac on the first line,

DIRECT FROM THE HOTEL LINCOLN.

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 16.

5.00
2.75

5111

Tr.

Store

|

JERRY WALD

7.50

Each
Each

'

Correspondence

the

case

EATON C°«

<^T.

What

picture

Main

Each

aluminum

cast

.

Phone

with Eddie posed

love

in

.

sterling

Eaton's

are

fall

sterling silver

in
.

BULLET

as possible.

lg parts

feel

Cleo's style

Or

And

Trevelyan

DUNHILL

AJAX ROYAL

but Bracken does as

Bracken.

ternational

quote

Within a barge upon the

office.

them

and clever designing with few wear

fuel capacity.

The funniest parts are strictly Bracken (minus situations underneath tables
hanging from window ledges) as a

Born

All over Toronto

A.

from a selection at Eaton's

lighters

of simplicity

and ample

Other forwards of the Montreal team
knowledge, and
are the Pepin brothers, Dalbec of
joined the staff of the University in
learning, we can only conclude that the
Dr. John A. Mackay, President of
Shawinigan Falls in the Q.S.H.L., and
1930.
He joined the R.C.A.F, in 1941
sole salvation of man's literary mind
the Princeton Theological Seminary and
Champagne of the Montreal Army team.
and was discharged in 1945 with the
would be in his return to what we have
President of the Presbyterian Board of
So on to Montreal, boys, and may
rank of Squadron Leader.
come to call the dark ages.
the pea soup be good I
He will be in charge of a staff of Foreign Missions of the United States
Beyond all this, my principal emotion
will adress an all-university meeting
of
more than 100 carpenters, maintenance
after reading the Literary Supplement
the Varsity Christian Fellowship
on
men and cleaners.
was one of profound disappointment.
Thursday.

The Champus Cat
FOUND

funny,

well with

Appointed For Ajax
appointed

models

crooks in the picture too. They don't
help, except as a reason why
Veronica

, .

versity Advisory Committee and
on the Committee of the University Advisory Bureau by four
Ex-Service Students. They are:
Engineering
Mr. F. Huntsley

CASH YOUR USED

in

ated from Varsity in 1933.

Ex-Service Students

Three efficient

•

•

a little less humorously than he might
have done. Maybe I've seen too many
peopIe han S in g fr<™ flagpoles that slooooowly beeeeed oooover, but even
uberant Eddie can't improve on Harold
Lloyd* There were a lot of other scenes
that were much too familiar to be
ex-

Army

joined the Canadian

James Finlay of Carl- in
December 1939. He was overseas as
ton United Church will begin his
Director of Hygiene and recived the
noon hour series in Vic Chapel,
O.B.E, in 1943. He will also resume
speaking
on "Practical Chrishis appointment in the Connaught La-

num-

lifty

Eddie Bracken is holding Veronica
Lake for a second week (in Hold that
Blonde at the Eglinton and Tivoli), just

Sidney

:30 {..m.—Rev.

she rushes

ber priced at several thousand skins.
"I'll take two!" she gulps.

Receive Promotions
President

when

the pay-off

department store to look at
of August.

the

*

.

COPY

Comes
into

Brown & Spinas

Profs.

looks possible.

it

mink coats. It is the middle
Comes the model wearing a

Modern History Club

and, when he is not looking, strategically 8 :00 p.m.—Prof Bora Laskin will address 'the Modem History Club
place a portable ink blot upon the drawon "The Development of Labor
ing, upturn an ink bottle beside the blot
Problems in Canada", in Wymilto add realism, and revel in the daughtswood.
man's horror as he reacts,

PLEASE TURN

health

Insti-

-

is

to finish the three-houri labor

able last right reveaJing to

student

wil

it

and national
insurance schemes are
fares

travelling

They wait

has completed a drawing.
for

1

students

an especially painstaking student

until

reduced

V. C. F.

when Betty Hutton does

Nevertheless,

scholarships, international student liason,
It is

and

BOBBY GIMBY

TICKETS ON SALE STARTING TODAY. ENGINEERING SOCIETY OFFICE

Explain Jap.-Can. Problem

By

WANTS

S. P. S.

The Undergraduate Newspaper

Meeting Series

Public

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, THURSDAY, JANUARY

THE FACTS

"If S.P.S. complains that we don't give them the facts, we'll
give them an educational program 1" said Shelagh Kennedy, vicechairman of the Japanese-Canadian Committee.
The reference was derived from a series of complaints that the
members of the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering failed
to support a proposed protest of the government's intention to deport
some 10,300 Canadians o£ Japanese origin because of ignorance of

that the S.P.S. reaction

and that engineers were leaving
all action to Arts students, Miss Ken"Japanese don't walk the
nedy said
halls exclusively of U.C. and Vic."

We

"The

we have

petitions

already issued

"Now we

were individual," she added.

want to do something definite, some formal protest something to catch the eye
of the government and the public."

—

and to "inform
Miss Kennedy
stated that plans were under consideraregular
series of public
tion to present a
meetings with prominent speakers.

For

purpose,

this

of

School

the

facts",

Acting-chairman Don Franco is calla meeting of this all-university

ing

committee

Tuesday

for

afternoon

discuss these plans in

full.

imperative,"

said

"It is

nedy, "that all committee

to

Miss Ken-

members or

a

more than

J.

B. Essery has been appointed

Ad-

ministrative Representative of the Stu-

Aj ax.

Council,

Administrative

dent's

Division according to an announcement
from E. A. Maodonald, Secretary Treas-

speaking to the University
at a dinner

"So

was apa-

Ajax

job at

his

He

A

letter

received by the University

No. 2

service

is

in

must remember that the Russians

as a semi-barbarous state prior to the

of Toronto permission
wear military uniform on January

G. F.
icer of

McCrimmon, Commanding

are

applicants

Off-

before the luncheon.

H.

Stephen,

Farmer,

J.

Navy:

report

Navy:

steady

January snow

into

quarters at 119

the

COTC

St George
commence

are registering to
ies at

trickle

students

mud and
St.

of

has

molten

ceeded at a pace far below expectations.

however,

have

little

fear

that the expected 1,700 will dwindle to

a few hundred

Army:
Navy:

the students-who have reup to now are Toronto res-

one official stated. "We expect
a week-end rush to start Friday afternoon that will probably keep us going
idents,"

day and night.
of the

new

who

comprise the majority

students, have

enough trouble

living off their allowances without blowing cash on a few extra days in the

he said, "Probably most of them
appear Friday."

city,"

will

last

estimated 35% of the students
registering are high school
graduates of last spring who were un-

An

currently

able to enter School in September and
have since been awaiting the opening

Ajax

Army:

John

H.

Edwards,
Hayes, Lieut.

Lieut.

Sgt. R. J. Beaudro, Cpl. P.
Lieut. D. A. McDonald,

:

"We

accepted

all

the first year stu-

of

S-A.C,

Assistant,

H.

R.

Ex-Service
Army: Lieut C.

BAND
will

Band

119 St George

the

St.

RECORD HOUR
The record program,

held

daily

to 5:30 in the Women's
at U.C, is open to
men and women of every col-

Common Room
the

Harbcr,

and

Of

Labor Problems

Union Security Demand

Union Security is the cause of the
can look after only 400 freshmen
which have arisen
and we had to draw the line some- main controversies
the last few months, was the
during
applicants
where. So we accepted only
Bora Laskin's address
with 29 months of service and upwards. theme of Prof.
last night
The Ajax division will accomodate civ- to the Modern History Club
applicants, and verterans with in Wymilwood.
ilian
Ford
Strike, and the ImBoth
die
service."
29
months
of
fewer than
were caused by
of the line of registering perial Optical Strike

"We

Siegfried Idyll

Mozart—Selections from

the

Mass

C Minor.
Saint-Saens— My Heart
Sweet Voice.

At

Thy

in

Beethoven— Concerto

for Violin and

Do you want to write your fina!
exams, son? (Exams, that is.) Or do
want to be like the little girl who
you
vincial system, Prof. Laskin
said.
In
walked into her exam room last May
the case of a dispute, the union
can
place
and screamed "But sir, there's no
to

the board

for certification,

but this would mean that the union must

for

me

to

sit."

(Sit, that is, son.)

NOT

erally resist this in peace time, because

to

would involve compulsory submission
arbitration or compulsory acceptance

ties,

who

carried out the actual nomina-

In addition to the 40 men, eight exservice

women

picketing that
illegal,"

students

and

colleges

>the

women

ex-service

were selected
where

faculties

are registered. Repre-

sentation of army, navy,

and

air force

was again

secured. The selection of the
women was done by the representative of the ex-service women on

Students'

in consultation

Administrative

is

likely to be effective is

Prof. Laskin concluded.

Council,

with the various colleges

faculties.

The ten students who are to be preto the General by President
Smith were nominated by the colleges
and faculties to which they belong.
sented

Of

Innis

To

Visit

I

oronto

Queen's

Kingston, Ont, Jan. 9,— (CUP)— Dr.
Harold A. Innis head of the Department of Political Economy of the University of

Toronto

will

be one of the

guest speakers at a weekly public lec-

Convocation

Hall

Dr.

UnInnis

on Russia.
Other speakers and their topics are:
Principal R. C. Wallace, London Educational Conference; Dr. B.W. Sargent, Atomic Power; Dr. G. K. Wharwill

lecture

Allergy; and Dr. Stanley,
Story of the Atomic Bomb.
ton,

The

In May ?
Then Register Now!

of the arbitrary award, or both.
At present time Administration Boards
exist in both the federal and die
pro-

petition

nominate the allotted

to

number of representatives were then
sent to the various colleges and facul-

Want A Seat

of
Every year since the University
be established and must have the suphouse there
Toronto was the county nut
to consolidate the position of
students indicates little dissatisfaction the desire
port of SI percent of the workers in the
well-informed
least
a
few
at
Prof.
been
according
to
plant,
have
widi the prospect of living at Ajax, the union in the
plant. These workers do not have to
applying
characters who didn't bother
Laskin
24 miles from the home campus.
be members of the union, but the agreeexaminations. This
for their final arts
The chief problem in this postwar
Bill Moroz. a 1945 high school gradment when made, covers all worker-,
a joke, son.
is,
how far should the governis
uate, said that he was looking forward period
in the unit
This year the deadline to sign the
intervene in labor troubles. Neithhappily to living in Ajax, because it ment
After the lecture, Prof. Laskin anagreement, but
application forms in the Registrar's
would give him an excellent chance to er side wants dictated
arose
swered questions on problems that
February first.
accept the rulings
Office in Somcoe Hall is
resume his studies. "After all," said they are prepared to
from discussion of recent strikes. The
Conciliation Board, such as has
Why do you have to register? Don't
Bill, "this engineering course isn't going of a
Imperial Optical strike outcome was a
that you're at the University?
the provinces
many
of
know
upin
they
set
been
to be any cinch."
that
little hary, he said, but he believed
are
conciliation board is
In the first place this year there
Another student said with a gleam in in Canada. This
they had reached an agreement, after
referred to when the employers and the
two thousand more University students
his eye that he was "just as glad to be
considerable amount of give and take.
a
Certain
dispute
year.
existence than last
employees, after discussing the
in
away from home."
The legal attitude towards picketing was
whegood faith, cannot come to an inthings have to be checked, such as
"It will probably be a lot more peace- in
defined; strictly it is illegal, and is only
any enrolment in Honor
dependent agreement.
purpose ther there is
ful at Ajax." he added,
allowed
if it is merely for the
are only two or
th war, compulsory arbitration
there
During
If
Afghanistan.
seem
do
not
students
using
Most of the new
of conveying information or for
course, and
Ajax, was successful, but the worker will genthree students taking the
to be worried about conditions at
"peaceful persuasion." "However any
it

navy ten each.

iversity's

Today's program:

"Lieut

a

the

ture series to be given in Queen's

faculty.

Wagner—

is

army was
men, and the air force and

tonight

C.O.T.C. Drill Hall

Orchestra.

Result

Bearing in

Eisenhower

Army,

the

of

PRACTICE

be a practice of

at 5 p.m. in the

Women

:

Of

General

that

allotted 20

and

from 4:00
*S/L.

M.B.E.
G. Walker,

Development

mind

the

Residcnecs :

Manager, Food Services Department: Mrs. V. T. Ignatieff.

Carl John

Brodribb,

C. Baker,

proportionately represented

eight

Padre, Ajax: Rev. Carl Swan.

Alan Alexander Mac-

(Nursing Sister) M. G. Kennedy.
Navy: Wren A. Mills, Wren S. DyNavy Lieut. J.
Lieut mond, Wren J. F. Day.
H. H. Mullinger.
Air Force: Sgt. E. Hare, L.A.W. A
Air Force *S/L. R. M. Aldwinckle, D. A. Taylor, L.A.W. M. H. Lick.
B.

House Ajax:

Perry.

lege

division.

with 29 or

Lieut.

:

Donald Aikins
MacFadyen, D.S.O., D.F.C and Bar.

Engineering

Horton.

E.

F.

B. Essery.

J.

Supervisor

CI iris tie.

P. Tate.

:

University of Toronto

fall.

extraOnly ex-service- as long as they get some of the
found on the
more months of service curricular activities to be
men
year main campus.
were permitted to register in first
of the

I.

Michael's

A/Capt. John Sullivan
David Wm. Elliott, Capt

*Capt. Ellis
Lieut. C.

Administrative

Questioning

.

"Most of

"Veterans,

Army

Trinity
Donald.
M. Evans, M.C.
Air Force:

R.

W.

Dr.

:

D. L. Emond.

University College

D. Osborne.

was the actual registration of ex-service
students by colleges and faculties, so
that each group of student veterans was

from

Superintendent, Hart

There

*Lieut. R. Shand.

Service

and Recreation

-4rwy: *Lieut John Francis Wallace.
Navy: Lieut Herbert C. J. Murrell.
Air Force: Lieut Win. J. Grupp

*Lieut. Ian Pottinger.

J.

Health

the

tion.

MacKenzte.

(American Air Corps).

B. Brick.

here,

With the Ajax Division opening on
Monday, registration so far has pro-

gistered

Frankling,

Senton.

could be accom-

40 male representaUves was then worked out mathematically, he said. Basis of calculation

:

Navy;

Head- dents we could," Dean C. R. Young
They The Varsity during fall registration.

Ajax,

Officials,

Lieut. J.

Navy' Lieut-Corn.

C.

Engineering on the home campus

R.

S.

W.

who

:

St.

Forestry
Army:

told

their stud-

Little,

Univer-

Division,

Press: C.

,Ajax:

of

Distribution

Senior Resident Physician. University

Lieut. C. Lindsay Mitchell
Ait Force F/O. Lome Watson.
Army and Air Force: Flt/Lt Harvev
Lieut. Hay.

Air Force: F/O. R. Einlayson.

Less Distraction at Ajax;
Engineers Quite Satisfied
a

Navy

C-

Assistant Superintendent, Athletics

Force: *FIt/Sgt L. C. Spitsbury.

Spohn,

Dentistry
Army:

D. A.
Reiter, Walter
Charendoff, Morris
Forgie, D. J.
Leeson, K. S.

W.

D

S/L.

F.

Markow, G.

J.

W. M.

Air Force: S/L.
I. F. Kennedy.

to

Major G.

been tracking a flood of

Lieut.

N.

of students

modated.

Invitations

Library:

Circulating

Ajax

Operator,

Flt-Lt.

W. A. Murray.

tiy: Cpl.

number

General

A. C. Gray.

Pharmacy

R. B. Telfor.
ratings

Hutchison,

of enrolling

Hardman, Lieut

C.

Capt.

Huntley,

to take into account the other bodies to

be represented, he pointed out, and 48,
or four tables of 12, was the maximum

Short reed.

Victoria
Army: *Pte. J. L. Wagar.

•Capt. C. S. Ross.

Prendergast, Joseph B.

for

engineering

the roster of repre-

is

Medicine

to

Wright

sity

Published below

as soon as possible:

great percentage of stu-

week,

"our society will not survive."

cluded,

To Lunch With The General

to

Finley,
The Varsity
Eayrs, J. G.
from Ajax. It is imperative that Ajax
(Signed) D. A. F. Robinson,
Essery
in
aid
Mr.
to
volunteer
students
Lieutenant-Commander (SB) RCNVR.
this report before Ajax can be represenOfficer, U.N.T.D.
Commanding
Varsity,
ted in The

this

At Ajax

Announced Today

12,

U.NJ.D.

Ajax may have both an
S.A.C. and a Veteran's Advisory Bureau. Tihe SA.C. will be located in

All

Names of the 48, including ten who will be presented to the
General, are published elsewhere on this page. They will occupy
tables at the luncheon immediately below the head table.
The number 48 was dictated in the first place by the size of the
Great Hall in Hart House, where the luncheon is to be held, Mr.
Macdonald explained. It was necessary

:

H.M.C.S. York,

The following U.N.T.D.

dent veterans,

prospective

to

Librarian,

A.

body at Ajax, the other will

work

"These demands may be annoying

Ex-Service Students Selected

on the occasion of the visit of General
sentative
Dwight D. Eisenhower."
been invited to Saturday's luncheon in
Similar letters were obtained from
honor of General Dwight D. EisenSqdn.-Ldr. W. M. Anderson, for Air
hower. The ten marked with an asterOfficer Commanding No. 1 Air Comisk are to be presented to the General
mand, Trenton, and from Commander

recently dis-

Ajax's Hart House.
Mr. Essery is in charge

since

which were unjustly

wrested from her when she was treated
as an outlaw.

of selection of the 48 ex-service students who have been
to Saturday's luncheon in honor of General Dwight D.
Eisenhower was outlined for The Varsity yesterday by E. A. Macdonald. General Secretary-Treasurer of the S.A.C. and a member
of the committee on convocation arrangements.

invited

Deputy Bursar: Mr. G. L. Court
Deputy Superintendent
Mr. J.

attendance at the

University

represent the ex-servicemen.

those anxious to

they are regions

pleased to grant to ex-

students

Ship's Office, 119 St. George Street,

it's

Russia are a part of her pride

Registrar from Lt.-Col.

and

to

meeting last night

of

,

from Ajax will
sit on the SA.C. according to Mr. MacOne will be president of the
donald.

Due

demands

territorial

take their history seriously, particularly

served in the Canadian

representatives

student

The

west

Convocation

charged with the rank of Captain.

Two

the

LUCKY TEN WILL MEET GENERAL
Method

Officials

be on part-

will

Club

he continued, "our attitude
we are one-quarter will-

Army: Lieut A.

Armoured Corps and was

CCF

The means by which she
compensates for this in order to be regarded as the peer of Great Britain and
the United States is to develop an indigenous culture which will penetrate

us," he continued, "but they must be
between 1917 and 1939, when the Wes- regarded realistically, for Russia has
tern Democracies suffered from the my- seen dependant countries taken from her
opia that Russia should be treated as a and used as advance posts against her."
If you exclude Russia
There will be no quarrel between
'Permission has been obtained from pariah nation.
regional authorities of the three bran- from the councils of Europe you cannot Russia and the West on economic
terms. Professor Havelock stated, for
ches of the armed services for al! ex- have a stable Europe."
Prof. Havelock charged that we have they are getting closer together with
service students attending Saturday's
Convocation in honor of General Dwight paid for the stupidity of our diplomat- governments inevitably assuming conThe complete list of appointments to
D. Eisenhower to wear uniform for the and must continue to pay. "Munich," he trol of investment. The quarrel which
said, "was just a continuation of this must be avoided at all costs is one be- the administrative posts at the Ajax
occasion.
Ex-service students occupying speci- folly which enabled Germany to stabil- tween political systems and there is no Division has been released by J. R.
ize her eastern front."
reason why various systems cannot exist Gilley, Director of Ajax. The appoint'
ally reserved seats at the Convocation,
He pointed out that Russia has an side by side provided there is mutual mcnts are as follows:
and those invited to the luncheon Saturhistorical inferiority complex, caused understanding.
Director: J. R. Gilley.
day noon, must wear uniform, it was
by the fact that she had been regai
"If we have a third war," he conDirector of Studies: Prof. W. J. T.
emphasized by university officials.

At

Essery, a graduate of University
College, is a student at Osgoode Hall

time basis

far,"

"We

Mr

and

in

ing to go one-third of the way."

Uniform Allowed

SA.C.

urer of the

meet Russia

to

For E>
.xpansion

Vets To Attend Luncheon
In Honor Of Eisenhower

revolution.

Flt-Lt F. J.
ex-service students who have Brown, D.F.C.

B. Essery

J.

way

little

has been that

trict

S.A.C.Rep.atAjax

half

willing to go a

sor E. A. Havelock, chairman of the
Ontario CCF educational Committee,

M.H.A. Drury
meetof M.D. No. 2 says in part. "The District Officer Commanding Military Dis-

representative be present at this

To Be

must be

building a stable world," said Profes-

thetic

:

Demand

Urges

the circumstance.
The Students' Administrative Council, the only group able to represent the whole student body, had earlier decided not to protest the
government action (as requested by the Japanese-Canadian Committee) unless a representative majority of student opinion expressed
such a desire. There are enough members in the Engineering faculty to prevent such a majority.

Commenting upon statements

Complex

Russian's Inferiority

_

1946

10,

Furthermore,

the

write, or not

office

enough papers

I

In past years the deadline for signing
was
the sheets in the registrar's office
usual1st. According to statistics

March

to sign
ly all of 25 per cent neglected
on time. ' In the resultant confusion
reminder cards had to be sent out,

extra

off
students had to take valuable time
to travel to

takes

Simcoc Hall and little misup to the examination

cropped

time-tables.

The huge enrolment this year is going
make it difficult to arrange seating
accomodation, so they've moved the
want
deadline ahead one month. If you
to

agitation, son,
to save yourself a lot of
run over to Simcoe Hall or your college

office and collect your
registering-then there
they don't bother
form.

an exam set I

Registrar's

arrange the exam timeand seating accommodation for
Say a dozen or
five thousand students.
so in your course don't register. When
you arrive you might find no room to
clerks have to

table

exam

application

—

;
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Corrcspon dence

Editorial

Attack

The Winged Donkey
them

all

OnJ'ass

—Dr.

Hami'lcar Q. Jones, the greatest authority of
cleared his throat discreetly and brought the class to order.

Dr. Jones

—

.

now a social desideratum."
would complain only that your phrases
were perhaps too delicate, your touch
I

too light

Were Our

duction

the

illing

that of

—

not aware that all things ablative
confronted with that sVaiement
in fact, by an apostle of the
dawn which we enjoy so secure from
tl,e
dit0r ° £ The VarsH »*ed.
°,'"',
'Relative to v
y
pnd
t
C °U d
be rda,ive 10
;

™

'

wasn?,here

whom

little

more

USe
far

?

the

^

New World

P hrase ° f

.ecture°w!S be resumS'in

cfs

^

Yours
barrier

to

erection of a reasonable intellectual substitute.

— Robert

lh =

time-that we

—w. H.

cannot

age

criticize

destructively

considering the future.

A

fifteen,

of 'local' talent, who
has not yet studied farther afield
creates

a mild commotion, amongst musicians,
with the potential of her musical
powers; of what avail is destructive
criticism?

Hardly

has

any

other

composer's

Youth
of

Chopin.

conviction

.

may

do not pretend

I

yield

an

all

request,

opus 27, No.
Kroner. B.A.
-

P«n

-

Wafly _

2, the Chopin Fantasic Impromptu and the less-familiar but
light

Liszt

Hungarian

show

the

___

.Peg Wallace, B.A.

Liszt's
-..Buscdic Stanley,

-E.

4T6

Rom McLean, 4T?
...Rtf

Herman, <T6

the

all

ant

Assistant:

Frances Fulton.

mD

display,

trend

flat,

No.

eaoh

to use

it

to lend

of

"The Open Mind" than that of
The scientist is a builder. He

does things.

He

is

from

At

the

sterile.

intellectual, but far

same

time, as

Mr.

has pointed out, he draws de-

duction from

WITHOUT TRIAL
•

23,000

or diligent

in their classes.
She even
oiced the fear that the time-established

my

he

centrepieces

"This

table.

for

PUBLIC MEETING FOR ACTION
Jarvis Collegiate— Jarvis and Wellesley

is

TONIGHT

Dr.

for

the perfect out-

frustrated artistic tendenc-

chortled,

however,
glass

have never seen,

recruit has a flair for ar-

flower

slipping

deftly

failing

among

whistling

is

at

the

the

been forced from their homes
Have had their property seized and sold
Are refused their right to rent or buy land, houses

—

•
•

methods for boiling water might be disregarded. (See Volume XIII, Journal
of Dietary Procedure, Pages 169-1999).
ranging

WITHOUT JUSTICE

— Have

or businesses
Are refused the right to travel where they wish
74%. are Canadian citizens. Many more would be but citizenship has been refused them.
They are accused of no crime have committed none.
Yet 10,000 of these Canadians are being forced by our government to move to Japan, a country over half of them

•

students might be less deft

Other small

faults

at 8 p.

Speakers

an

m.

:

Senator Arthur Roebuck, K.C.
Senator Cairine Wilson

Rabbi Abraham Feinberg
Chairman: B. K.

SANDWELL

Sponsored jointly by the Civil Liberties Association
and Co-operative Committee on the Japanese-Canadians.

boys,

sans

stained

windows facing the front door.
appear in their pro-

ducts. "Our soup was the slightest bit
thick this evening, don't
think?"

YOU

complained

The course

that the

Home

Suite ap-

plicants

took to prepare them for this
supreme ordeal was held under the
traction of Mrs. Smitten and
M:
i

MacKill'er

who

SPLENDID
too inclined to

assured us that

was
class, but that they were
become embedded in the

more profound aspects
The press interview

of

the

it

subject.

closed with a
Dr. Bogy, given in
extracts of denatured protein,
ith hoarse doves.

grateful

toast

alcohol

served

to

—Dish pan

an inductive generaliza-

youthful

by

a lack of perfection or completeness.

Hands,

in

is

assist-

youth.

Each has

We

eagerly an-

ticipate the outcome.

—Daphne

At

times his ecstasy

knew no bounds,
excitement was communicated
to the audience.
After hearing his per-

of the

at Eaton

Au-

The Quartet

universally recognized

as the finest

those of other

groups and have described them as musical experiences not to be missed.
Students should not miss this opportunity
formance of Sarasate's Gypsy Airs one of hearing
this world-famous group,
this

ROASTED ALMONDS

U.T. S.

Old

lart %ou ge

Boys!

"AT HOME"

^Bulle tin JSoaru

Friday Afternoon Recital
tcl 5
P' anisl «B1 give a recital in the music
?£
Ha rtV ?S
at 5:00 p ra on Fridav mh January.
5?
M?mh
JH:iu House
Members of« Hart
are invited to attend.
.

be the appearance of the

ditorium on Friday night.
is

toitii

Byers.

The outstanding musical event
season will

DELICIOUS DARK CHOCOLATE

the advantage of years

before him, for study.

some surprising things ensemble of its
kind.
Critics have
E flat major written of their concerts as being on a
but charming solo-piece. higher musical
level than

violinist, did

Prices

in his artistry.

was performed with
Budapest String Quartet

Andrew Benac,

Huron and Harbord

Good Meals at Low

incapable of conceiving further im-

In listening to these youthful
artists
one is prone to forget their extreme

music

a bit of puro-

MOORE'S LUNCH
Cor.

(Continued on page 4)

II

necessary tumidity.

superficial

and
Night Editor: Blanche Stanley.

,

with the Chopin Nocturne
a

Stall Photoyraober

Rhapsody

'popular'

Etude

technical

The
-Dorothy Harlc7, 4T«

,

my argument

were provement

Since the program was

W. Horh

.

presence of

that subtle ethereal
quality
artist with a musical

its lack of originality.
The
too-frequently played Beethoven
Sonata

:

criticism

.

But Phyllis Knight's exploitaf i.e. from his theory), subjects to
Chopins composiu'ons was rather empirical testing.
the fullest exploitation
Thus, scientifc theories are always
of their brilliance.
Her much-lauded technique
open for alterations, but there is no
is
most Chopinesquc, and the
neurotic hysteria or depression created

one excuses

Managing Edit!
Mate- up Edito

CANADIANS
CON DEM MED

tion of

her finest pieces.

Editor-in-Chief..

.

.

CIGARETTES

tion

magnitude equal
to Chopin.
The Chopin Preludes opus
28 which come from the precious
group
exemplifying all moods of mankind

Wontii'i Editoi

new male

The main

point of this letter, however,

to point out the very important con-

Goodman

that

observed that there would be a danger
of lower standards in the work, as the

deseeding

.

^£H^H^

CJ B C-CKEY

cruits.

knowing the meaning of the term, but raisins, making celery
curls, and blowing
for having been the first to recover from up popovers.
Their larger hands may
the shock of your ignorance. I sincerely also enable
them to transfer salad greens
hope that you and the above-mentioned from slicing boards to
bowls more rapgentlemen will benefit from his con- idly, it was observed.

science.

as

Station

hold Economics

ies,"

desirable to be able to open it again.
This of course is merely an analogy,

K.

music been equally exploited
and
dered 'popular' so much

"I thought you invited ma to see your etchings."
"Nonsense! We're here to Light Up and Listen*"

overwhelming influx of servicemen, returning to take up their courses in
"How I dreamed of those
foods lectures when I was far from
home," sighed one of the hearty re-

let

I claim that there is no more enlightening example of a solution to the prob-

Of

gal-

Messrs. Fitzgerald and Cappadocia orange lily beside a pink carnation.
Anhave congratulated you on your editor- other applicant was a former
army
ials on "The Open Mind" and
"The oculist, who proposes to experiment
Scientific Method."
with spectacles on potato eyes, and finds
Mr. Goodman has been kind enough the Dooley an excellent specimen.
Suit!o explain to you what "Scientific Meth- able duties for
these students have been
od" means. He deserves credit, not for suggested as: stuffing olives,

lem

girl,

Robinson,

R.

closed in order to chew, but in case of
starvation or sea-sickness it is highly

Drama

The Promise

tiled cor-

homecraft

Bogy's

weight to

Music and

its

new workers

about their culinary duties. This
innovation was allowed to absorb the

Miss Dart, scooping a
must have something of the other." Thus
spoonful of unhappy looking substance
the problem is not whether to have
a from her bowl,
"and the tea biscuits
closed mind or an open mind, but to
were NOT up to standard 1" she cried,
attain a proper balance between
the pounding one angrily
with her knife
mind's powers of assimilation and re(to no avail). Lucy from U.C. gave
a
jection.
more favorable comment on her new
Or, if you prefer literary quippery to
assistant. "His
pies are out of this
plain statement: the mouth must
be
orld," she crooned.

Freed,™

of

echoing through

feet

idors, as bright-eyed

lop

One new

The Editor, The Varsity,
Dear Sir:

and

first

removal of the economic
higher education and tin

for the

nection between Scientific Method and
the Open Mind.
You quote from the
Harvard Presidential Committee Report,

H£ Infe^

:

One

of those

society.

is

hairv

Are Wei

"There did not lack champions of

without

would, doubt-

today for the sole purpose of acquiring their passport to poh'te

".

Jlrt,

It

remove many

also help to

The main
suggests that he was a
rough
could be expected

opposite the mushear the heavy tread of

—

descending to explain the obvious.

'

now

Mayhap you were

students here

IS

Thev were

(located

male

Massive

Trembling

Lilting

will

upon the word would be to take a
Miss Eatupu Dart, who was recently
major step toward the redemption of consulted about the revolutionary action,

that there is

do

and

graduates today, namely the

its

ty

.

to

reputation

The

Building

eum)

—

less,

canTe™

have so

university's

COEDUCATIONAL HOME SUITE
ESTABLISHED BY HOUSE. EC.
DEPT.

Dr. Maybe Bogy, head of the HouseDept has also approved
ing-down at some later date. God knows the setting up of a coeducational home
—and Dr. Smith must suspect it de- suite, as a New Year's resolution. "We
do all we can to make our .victims in
serves rough treatment
this course happy," she murmured, as
I would venture that to put an end
to these bargain basement B. A.'s with she bustled about the sumptuous aparttheir insultingly low standards of schol- ments in' that graceful
structure at
arship if, indeed, that be not a traves- Bloor and Avenue Road.

dS-

...

failed,

Pass Course B.A.

superstition.

fellow from

failures to repeat a

this institution's soul.

Enlightened
"They apparently did not know, as
we how know,
no lung to know; although there is
a great deal

to

reserving this for a full-length dress-

"I haye here, for example, masses
of clippings from that
DaDer
to prove that the existence of
truth was then still subject
o
sion In one editorial alone, the
word "truth" is used 14 times With
wha iron dogma did men then enslave
their minds, p r" „ ,',g that
spectral "truth" which for the infinitely
open mind
.

You went on

year
however, to men
tion a major point among those imper-

AncesiorsI

.

out B. A.'s on pro-

scale.

Honor Course
Your editorial

but which have been largely shed in our slow advance
towards that
Dawn so long deferred to the embarrassment of our ancestors but
now confidently expected within the next 40 years.
"It is evident on the face of it that these
ignorant and unlettered
ancestors of ours were, notwithstanding
the opening of the atomic
age still making an unbelievable fuss
over matters which scientific
method has so conclusively relegated to the
rubbish-heap of priest-

How

lose its soul, scholarship,

to turn

line

speak of entrance standards, and you
did question the wisdom of permitting

careful study of these letters has allowed us
to recover with
indisputable success the weaknesses which riddled that
civilization,

and

an effort

in

"A

craft

might

iversity

arranged amalgamation of the departments of sociology and applied
science, and inaugurated the rapid technological
and cultural advance whose fruits we enjoy to-day.
"I was speaking, however, of brown paper
envelopes. They contained a mass of clippings from The Varsity,
an undergraduate sheet
which flourished on that campus More the revolutionary
discovery
ot Dr Uotz. proving that students
have no selves to express, put
an end to the archaic nonsense of student
self-expression.
.

envisaged the day when the un-

.

relatively new and growing.
As late as 1963 there lingered certain
courses on that campus known, ironically, as the "liberal arts"
they were abolished by the conference of that year, which further

.

have a university degree, preEcrably

to

in Arts, "is

brought our survey", Professor Jones was saying, as
the attention of students drifted to the lecture, "we have brought
our survey, I was saying, up to the mid-twentieth century. I need
scarcely remind you that very few records of the period survived the
War of 1970, and the subsequent 60 years' anarchy.
"Lately, however, three brown paper envelopes have been recovered near the site of the ancient University of Toronto, which contain material invaluable to the sociological
student : as indeed what
other kind of student can there 'be? It is true
that our science is

•

Varsity,

Dear Sir:
iMay I commend your editorial of
Jan. 8, in which it was lamented that

You

.

The

Editor,

In an air-conditioned room, beneath flickering fluorescent lights,
300 students shifted about in their seats and adjusted the dials of
their recording apparatuses. The rumbling bombs of the permanent
war half a mile above barely penetrated the classroom; the gas
alarm was silent; and the sentries posted in the outer tunnels and
shafts could be depended upon to give warning of an atomic attack.
Sociology 3-a could continue undismayed.

Whai Fools
"We have

1946

10.

-

-

Jan.

25th

ELLIS McLINTOCK ORCH,
$3.00

Couple

— Semi-formal

Tickets at School or

Phone John Evans, RA. 3996

Quiet

'

Room
The new tuck shop in Hart House is used as a quiet
room
for study after 3:00 pm. daily.
In order to avoid beine
disturbed members are requested to study
in this room
rather than in the music room or the common
rooms.

Hart House Elections
Members are requested to bear in mind that the date for
the election of members to the various Hart
House committees has been set for 6th March
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5-1 Ice Victory
When

B and Pharmacy

the Dents.

hockey

swung

teams

It

was

officially

announced today that

Business Administration would be al-

into

lowed

action yesterday afternoon, at the Varsity

1946

Businessmen Championship Plunger Teams
To Play As Unit Can Use More Mermen Still

Dents Extract

intramural

10.

compete in interfaculty sports

to

This move has been under-

Arena, the Dentists emerged with as a unit

way

some

and

The

By Craig Cringan
Swimming team is in time. Coach Moffat

Varsity

the midst of

most active season

its

of

competition since before the war.

them as

has

his

eye on

By Bredin

possible material for the Varsity

These are the boys he wants to see
turn up at the practices held every
Dents kept the losers tied up in their be welcomed by this ex-service mens' this year,
Bill has unofficially Mon., Wed., and Friday at 5.00.
stroke
specialist.
own end of the rink throughout the group.
Back Stroke—Abrian (Tr), Macbroken the Dominion record in the 40
three periods, and it was only the sensThe present course is made up of apyd. free event with a time oE 18.1 sec- Donald (SPS), Prudhomme (SPS)
This is a
ational work of the Pharmacy goalie, proximately 125 students.
Sawyer (UC), Lindgren (UC), Moronds.
small group, but should offer some
Labowitz, that kept the Druggists in the
To keep our swimmers active through- rison (Vic), Wahabayashi (Meds),
good competition to the established
out the whole winter the team has be- Forrester (SPS), Beverly (Meds).
game.
squads.
Breast Stroke— a r s h a 1,1 (UC)
come
affiliated with the C.A.S.A. which
Wyse opened the scoring for Dents
The curriculum leads to a certificate sponsors competitions between the prov- Zuckermann (UC), Gilbert (SPS)
on a solo rush, and his goal was fol- which prepares the boys in the space
(SPS, Hall (SPS), Beer
inces leading swimming clubs almost Bowden
lowed by one Hart, then Murphy.
of ten weeks for smooth Bay street op(UC), Huycke (Tr).
every week.
a decisive S-lwin.

for

time,

will

definitely

Bill

swimming coach again
assisted by Al Marshall, breast

Moffat

Athletic Night Brief

is

M

erations.
the puck got up in the
Then there is the big Intercollegiate
Interfaculty regulations state that only Meet to be held at Kingston in March.
end of the ice, and Pickevin
quickly potted Pharmacy's only tally. students proceeding to a degree may Last year due to the shortage of transShortly afterwards, Hart came back for participate in the schedule. This, there- portation the intercollegiate championDents with his second goal, and Mc- fore, is quite an exception, and shows a ship was determined in a telegraphic
Donough hit the twine for the last tally realistic attitude on the part of the dir- meet with teams of four universities
ectorate.
of the game.
swimming simultaneously in their own
Toronto placed first with 29
pools.
points, just ahead* of McGill with 27
followed by Queens and Western re-

Somehow

Dents'

TODAY.

.

.. at

JOHN

Dr.

I

p.m.

spectively.

iBeer,
Teskey, Granfield, Turnbull
and Martin from last years successful
team are swimming for Varsity again
this year. Besides these men, Marshall,
Prudhomme and MacDonald have earned themselves places on the team.
This year Varsity is having a senior
team and an intermediate team in the
Intercollegiate competion. As each team

MacKAY

A.

PRESIDENT OF PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
will address

IN

ROOM

an All-University meeting
III,

ANATOMY BLDG.

men

will carry ten

of positions not yet

last

Lunches Available

there

fall

U.C.

fast races.

Welcome

still

a lot

filled.

Free Style

— Turnbull, Granfield, Mar-

Wilson, and Orr of SPS.
Forsythe,
Warrick Sabiston,

tin,

and

;

(Vic)._
Varsity's

swimming record

so far this

is good.
On Dec. S Varsity placed
second in the Hamilton Aquatic Club
Meet, beaten only by H.A.C., Canada's

year

leading

swimming

donment on the part of

Doug

the participants.

numerous

who played

Sloan, III Vic,

year, will present his violin

from

offers

:08.4

the 100 yd. breast stroke event beat

the Intercollegiate record. Marshall

is

holder of the Canadian Sr. Men's Re-

cord for the 200 yd. breast stroke with
the time of 2 :32.4
The Varsity 200 yd. Free Style relay team of Teskey, Moffat, Granfield,

Jack Patterson's orchestra last
This band has had

down

all

The only thing missing
of

organization

in this

a

is

caller.

all

For

advances

the benefit

any of our readers who do not know what a

caller is, we will endeavour
caller stands in front of the board and calls in a
he utters has always been a bone of contention among
experts of the sport

A

to supply a definition.

What

It lias been suggested that he tells the squads what to
do, something like
a baseball coach to his players on base. But we hold the opinion that the
caller is merely an addition to the atmosphere, which consists of
muoh footstomping, hand-hanging, screams, and low guttural noises.
But aside from
all this foolery, a caller is really needed, so all those who feel
they can qualify, check in at the Athletic Office.

More Good News
You know how amongst

1

in

his all-student musicians.

and

over the States, but has turned
to play the big time at Hart House.

club.

In that meet Marshall's time of
in

sport seem to be a screeching violin, wide band bracers, and complete aban-

loud voice.

Welsh of UC; Teskey and Hubbard of
Meds; Woolidge and Cline of Dents;
Irwin (Tr) Clayson (PHE) Nagata
;

Square dancing is a sport. Some of our readers may not agree with
this dogmatic statement, but any enthusiasts in this rigorous exercise undoubtedly will give us their unqualified support. The ingredients for the

surging

in

keep

ear to

its

human

the

.the

sports fans the urge to kill the ref.

breast.

all of their officials

Uniformity should be the outcome which

interfaculty

and Turnbull placed second with a time
of 1:41.1.
That beats their winning
time in last year's telegraphic meet by

constantly

must

Office

are to go tlirough

a rules interpretation quiz with special emphasis on penalties.
has had a peek at these, and they really look comprehensive,
airtight.

is

Well, apparently the Athletic

ground, because

Your

reporter

complete, and

morale

will aid

in

the

tilts.

The Sportswoman

39 sees.

were some really
By Janice Murray
In a meet organized by the Mermaid
copped the chamSwimming Club and held at Central
pionship by defeating Jr. S.PS, 22-11
Volleyball et al . . .
"Y" on Dec. 12 Varsity's team put
in the final.s
In the prelims quite a
Volleyball is starting its merry way this week.
an exhibition 300 yd Medley Relay. In
Ruth Pakenham, head
few modest souls surprised themselves
of the Volleyball club, has organized the game
the 100 yd open Doug Brown of Central
with old features and new.
by winning their races in near-record
The
old features are that the game is still here, and is starting
won in 592 followed by Teskey and
early and
in a well organized way. The new feature is the
Turnbull of Varsity.
training-class and exam
for volleyball referees, to be held by Miss
Future swimming events will be anForster of L.M.
Sometime this week, probably on Friday, the
nounced from time to time on these
practice schedule will be
out in The Varstty while the games should
pages. Anybody who can stay up
start early in February
The
various college reps, will be notified
water is still eligible to try out for
by Ruth of new developments and
meetings.
swimming and waterpolo teams. Just
The roforeeing class (and csam) should come
turn out to 5.00 o'clock practices, (swim
about the last week of
this month, and iff girls who have
ming Mon., Wed, Fri„ waterpoh
refereed the game and off who are
interested ,n doing so are asked to come out
Tues, and Thurs). Just think fellows,
when that

held

All Students

there are

In the Interfaculty team competitions

Sponsored by Varsity Christian Fellowship

Slapells

Blues team.

|

I
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afternoon rolls around.

Senater

SALTER HAYDEN, K.C.

Weissmuller was a skinny runt
took up swimming.

speaking on

ST.

he

SPORTS CALENDAR

May Examinations

"THE LIBERAL PARTY"
CARTWHIGHT HALL,

until

4:00
5:00
6:00

All students in the Faculty of Arts

must make application

HILDA'S COLLEGE

for the

May

examinations before February 1st at

TONIGHT,

8

P.M.

the office of the College or Univer-

PLENTY OF RHYTHM

A

Major

1:00
4:00
6:30
7:30
S:i0
1:00
4:30
5:30
6:30
7:30
8:30

^^lUOmCfHOH/Ufe

U.C.
U.C.

Jr.
Jr.
Sr.

III

A

Med.

HI

Trin.

A

Sr.

B

Andison, Street

Audi son, Street

A

Andison, Street

SPS.

PHE.

Med.

Emman.
SlM. A
HI Med.
U.C VI

U.C.

St.M.

BASKETBALL

sity Registrar.

I

A

For.

Dent

S.P.S. III

McPhedran
Lye
3 wan

II

Sr. Vic
Wye.

Trin.

A

PHE.

Swan
Swan

A
Ill

Mott
Duncan
Duncan

II Dent.

A

U.C. Ill

B Holman
I
(Postponed)
StM. E
Knox B
Holman
U.C. St. George StM. C
Holman
U.C. Econ.

For.

HOCKEY SCHEDULE -Week
Mon., Jan. 14

Tues., Jan. 15

Wed., Jan. 16
Thurs., Jan. 17

Here's a cute number to start off the New Year with lots
of bounce and melody. Vaughn Monroe and the popular
Sisters sing the catchy lyrics. Don't miss this
new Victor Record hit!

Fri., Jan. 18

Norton

Also

WHEN

THE

SANDMAN

I

CAN'T BEGIN TO TELL YOU
THE SUNSET?

VICTOR RECORD 20-1720

SYMPHONY
IN THE MIDDLE OF

.

Freddy Martin and His Orchestra
VICTOR RECORD 20-1747
.

JT

'

.

.

VICTOR RECORD 20-1738

.

.

HOUR TONIGHT
.

\

.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST ARTISTS ARE

ylCTOR

.

.

Mr.

75c

FRANK BOGART'S ORCHESTRA

.

.

I

B

6:00

Vic

I

Andison, Street

Jr.
Sr.

ON

JAMES L BAILLIE,

Jr.

of Zoology

Members free
Non-members 15c

NEWMAN BALL
DANCING 9-1

WYMILWOOD

8:15

"PIONEER NATURALISTS IN ONTARIO"
also, Two Films will be shown:
"SEA BIRDS AT BONAVENTURE ISLAND"
and "SOME ONTARIO BIRDS"

75c

BUY

•

U.C.
For.

Fan-ell, Horkiris

SPS. V. Hart, Horkins
SPS.
Doyle, Smith
SPS. V
Lawler, Jamieson
Med. I Andison, McClelland

II

The Royal Ontario Museum
will speak on

Records

CRYSTAL BALLROOM, ROYAL YORK HOTEL

U.C. II

II

Med.

TONIGHT

Oscar Peterson

VICTOR RECORD 56-0010

Med. Ill

Vic

1:00
4:00
6:00

Weedon

Lawler, Mosher
Lawler, Mosher

BIOLOGY CLUB MEETING

THE "C" JAM BLUES
IF 1 COULD BE WITH YOU ONE
.

4:00
12:00

hi
SPS. IV
vic.

of JaD 14th
Street,

75c.

Swing and Sway with Sammy Kaye

MAY

Emman.

Bus, Adm.
Trin. B

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
.

Newest Hits . . . Here are Just a Few
IT MIGHT AS WELL BE SPRING
GIVE ME THE SIMPLE LIFE

Swing and Sway with Sammy Kaye

9:00

,

B

St.M.

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE WILL APPEAR TOMORROW

for f he

WHAT MAKES

Knox

RIDES THE TRAIL

Vaughn Monroe and His Orchestra
VICTOR RECORD 20-1759

BoCh on

LOOK TO VICTOR RECORDS

A

1:00
8:00

•

DRESS OPTIONAL

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS
FRIDAY, JANUARY 11TH

•

S3.50

PER COUPLE

,
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TALKING SHOP
FOR A CULTIVATED LINE
Joan Rigby's.

to

... go

where

TJiat's

you'Jl

find fashion conversation at its suavest.

Fashioned to be original and without a
"dated" look, Joan Rigby clothes are
with the future in mind,

designed

if

you have

who

are

We

visiting

yourself.

exacting environ-

less

how

Surprising

they'll

no food like

IF IT'S

BACK AGAIN

Chinese food

tint old

.

.

W

.

.

delicious

titan

anything you

yourself.

Which
student

all

is

cause

the

c

back

must overcome the emotional
fields outside of

University

way dowt\ to the Inter60A Elisabeth Street, when,
mood for good eating. People)

the

tion

to affected areas, driving

scope,

"Who

said.

out

discovered

every

girl's idea of

their

politics,"

more competent

man who

which science should
work to increase man's welfare, according to Professor Cass-Beggs, are in
deciding the value of a discovery and
the extent to which it should be used,
But always, he emphasized, scientists
in

from newspapers, people from the tltea-\ A wardrobe sta bilizer. and Gillespie's,
,he h<>"ie of better fur coats, invite the
tre,
people from the University,
University girl to make a trip to their
hospitals, and from downtown
offit
upstairs showrooms at 70 Wellington
all meet at the International.
The reai
Street West and look over a selection
better food and more of ill
should be responsible for preventing tht
of fur coats which they are proud to
misuse of a discovery so that its abi'Iih
show as examples of why the name of
destruction is prevented,
THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR Gillespie's in furs has become synonymwhen a good new pair of gloves will
do ous with quality. Gillespie's have always
wonders to square off the fashion
debt specialized in belter quality furs for the
you owe yourself. Go hatless
woman who shops for more than a
if you
like, wear wheezy
tweeds if you must, couple of seasons, featuring coats with
but lady be careful to
wear the best that subtle quality of iprestige which
PRIVATE room and bath, and meals,
gloves your allowance will buy
even if which comes from a "leader" house, the
for girl, in exchange for help with
you have to cut down on a few
oft, flexible styling that is the secret
sodas.
evening meals and dishes. Near busThe Evangeline Shops are proud
if
master designing.
of
line running to University.
their glove department,
Please
rounding up the
best assortment available
phone MA. 5175.
and
[

.

.

.

ADS

CLASSIFIED

keeping

stock

always replenished.

think

of

brightening

up

When you

DOUBLE TALK
Ellis

lias

a

in blouses

selection

of

.

.

Lady

.

PERSONAL— Maude: please listen to
Mickey Lester, OKEY at 2:05. He

blouses

the

winter sparkle the eye of any campus
girl
clothes picture think of good
gloves,
rch of a suit-brightener.
Glamor
and when you think of good
gloves
blouses in various shades, colours, fabthink of the Evangeline Shops.
Your
and styles as ivell as the class-roo-m
nearest,

751

Yonge

Street,

Bloor.

just above classics which just
ask for top
•etiology.

season to give
formation on the ways

after

the ncss of the

suit'

Or an

YOUR HAIR

lacks

Antoine styling to perk

THE TIME OF YEAR
girl

to

its

remembers Summer-

it

up.

A

"try

of

Ball at the

Royal York

the

New York
Museum.

turies,

went on

to discuss sev-

artists of the past

Martin and the Beggar, which has been
imitated by other equally famous artists,
according to Dr. Cook.

A

disciple of the realist school of art

Velasquez, continued Dr. Cook, who
for his unlimited resources in

known

technique. There are copies of his work
in England, Holland,
Germany and
speak on "The Liberal Party"
France.
Let us remember that the cheapest
in Cartwright Hall.
The firt of the moderns, was the
criticism of all is that based on what
name given to Goya, whose aristocran not be done.
U.C. Players' Guild
tic
paintings influenced French 19th
Let us remember that man's most 4:15
p.m.— Further auditioning for the
Century painting.
spectacular successes have been in sciGreek Play will take place in the
entific achievement, and that his most
Women's Union Theatre.
All
terrifying failures have been in activinterested please attend.
ities where scientific method has been
OCULIST

—namely,

conspicuouslys

absent

in

8 :00 p.m.—Senator Salter Hayden, K.C.,
will

PRESCRIPTION CO.

the

application of his scientific knowledge.

(With

characteristic

madness,

criticize the scientist for the

many

1

:00

V, C. F.
p.m.—Dr. John Mackay
dress the V.C.F. in

misuse of

the

Anatomy

Q\Q
will

Room

ad-

111, of

!

questions.

In

THE MEDICAL ARTS

^j^/

Quick, accurals repair icrvice

ROBERT

.

Spatial DiMounf to SlodonH
Ih, Faculty

and Al.mb.ri of

AND

LETTERS CLUB

GRAHAM

VIOLINIST
AT WYMILWOOD
Thursday,

—

January

10

--

6.45-8

Mon., 11

new

a.m.,

pairs

—Gold
Wed.

ible.

rubbers

and one

phone KI. 3837.

The BARRISTER'S

bracelet, 2'A" wide, flex-

afternoon

i

n

Hoskin.

to

U, of T.'s

take an interest in yourj

hair-do the chances are you'll begin to
brush and comb it more vigorously

which

is

The

exactly what the Antoine oper-

want you to do. They give you
hair-do that's proof against lots of
hard brushing, and it's in brushing that
ators

PLACE:

J

in

still

interested

ornamental

in

2 F's

and 2

S's

Thursday, January 17th, 1946

PRICE: $1.50

having

Tickets from

swimming

o
Thuri

Thursday evening, turn out this
day, January 10, at the regular

time.

Band

(?)

The Balmy Beach Canoe Club

TIME:

Ornamental Swimming
you are

aul Simmons
— And His Big New

COMEDY, NOVELTY, MYSTERY, THRILLS

the sparkle returns.

If

SUPERLATIVE

COMEDY TEAM

a

isses

BALL"

FEATURING:

Please phone GL. 6259.

you begin

'46

II

Please leave at least the loafer

loafer.

LOST

FOR THE OUTSTANDING EVENT OF
PLAN TO ATTEND

101, Zoology Bldg.,
paper bag containing

lady's

at S.A.C. Office, or

cut and a cleverly adapted hair styling
can actually put sparkle back in a head
of hair for the simple reason that once

Law School Reps,
DANCING 9 - 1

Per Couple

or at Door.

I

Otherwise classes will be discontinued.
|

TALENT GALORE
Wednesday, January 16th
3

JERRY WALD,

SCHOOL AT-HOME
::

His CLARINET

-

Royal York Hotel

::

CONVENTION BALLROOMS - -

ELLIS McLINTOCK

PER COUPLE
DANCING. 9 2

p.m.

ALL FACULTIES WELCOME

R.A. Steal.
University Section, C.A. Sc. W.

3

BIG

BANDS

And His GREAT AMERICAN ORCHESTRA

AND BOBBY GIMBY AND THEIR FINE CANADIAN
BANDS

3.00

-

TICKETS ON SALE AT ENGINEERING SOCIETY OFFICE
Some Tickets Available for Outside Faculties

DRESS
INFORMAL

_

321 BIC 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Si. ~sorge Aportmenh)
OPPOSITE MEDICAl ARTS BUILDING

7531.

2

;

Presents in Recital

charming way one side of the argument
which is often neglected. But the real
problem has not been touched, namely

the

WQre a , reasonab e pr ces

"The Closed Mind" you

included a quotation stating a problem.
You have used a crucially incomplete
analogy which points out in a rather

Great Hall, Hart House, beige rainnoon Wednesday.
Phone HY.

quolity spectacle-

|onici»N5|

|

Building.
* *

knowledge !)
*
Let us also remember that Man's most
Christian Science Organization
difficult problem is himself.
8:00 p.m.— The Christian Science OrBut, above all, let us try it and see.
ganization will hold its monthly
Summing up the point of this letter:
meeting at the Women's Union.
you have written two editorials on vital
his

Prescriptions for glosses

|oise[Hi.»cJ filled with

coat,

LOST —In Room

few cen-

their distinctive types of art.

productions of the Madonna and of the
Holy Family, and such pictures as St.

is

Liberal Association

and

El Greco, he explained, painted for the
Chapel in Toledo, specializing in re-

WHAT'S ON TODAY

problems of morality.
Let us remember that a scientifi
theory is an inductive 'generalization.

University, yesterday in the

He

Spanish

eral

attend.

"show" that the methods of
no use in dealing with

to

1608.

TAKEN BY MISTAKE—From

Newman

and

it

Goodman has corrected your misinformation on Scientific Method, and I hope
done that I have shown that in doing so he
by a student for the students. R.
has also provided a possible solution
Hook, 553 Huron St. MI. 5516.
to the problem of "The Open Mind."

usual

good

is

Spain

In

"There are more national paintings in
Spain than anywhere else," said Dr. R.
Cook, director of Fine Art Studies at

Social scientists are

WATCH REPAIRS — Expertly

sparkle, drop in to

Holt Renfrew's and
ask Mrs. Head to give you some advice.
class-room natural.
Has new wing
Perhaps
it's a few treatments for resleeves, plain patch pockets
and full
conditioning you need, or a clever new
skirt.

when a wise

only honest answer

.

Another one that took our eye was
a
"joan marrus" creation in rayon
gabardine, comes in various shades,
and is a

IS

Joe.

his orchestra will

The Hotel.

size striped

MA.

Reward.

eve-

you_p

.

sciences.

used

.

about a crisp lettuce

new grey

outside of the physical

".
how much of each ?"
green Parker
In "The Scientifc Method" you reachvacuumatic pen before holidays, be ed the conclusion that we should "hear
tween Vic. and Economics Bldg. no more about scientific method." Mr.

in

ning blouse to wear with that taffeta
of Foshio~nland peasant skirt, or a long black skirt?
at NorthwayS. There's
a number that You'll like the low draw-string neckline
you'll dote on if you're the
exotic typ, and draw-strhig sleeves. For girls with
and don't care who says so
.
ifs a a high blouse l.Q. there's material to
black and pink striped jersey
with inspire many a good new outfit at your
attractive cape sleeves,
a bow neckline nearest Lady Ellis, 723 Yonge Street,
and plain peasant skirt, easy to
wear, just belmv Bloor.
(and) easy to look at, and easy
to buy.

WINTER

has a message for you.

LOST— Small

green blouse to heighten the atractive-

HERE WE ARE BACK
holiday

How

marks

arises as to what the 33rd Annual
method may be applied Crystal Ballroom

science are of

it"

Other ways

is

as

is

is

apply a discovery than the

to

nested poisons.

UR COAT

such

indeed

what

Frank Bogart and

now

organic synthesis (chemistry) are being

"We

taboo which prevents scientists from

counter-irritant which brings up circulatliat

national, at
liCs in the

kind.

talk.

works by the simple theory of
tering
and effect, producing a quick

cognized

can

ad-

In a speech preceeding a round-table

will take care of

and no

indiscriminately,

Sloan's

why no doubt

from

of the time somethe shins with

Centred

indi-

Convened by Kay McLean, the Comnow trying mittee for the dance includes underit, and if
we have the sense to co-oper- graduates Bill Lyon, Joyce Predhomme,
ate, we shall see.
Ruth O'Shaughnessy, Walter HitschBefore passing premature judgments, feld, Anne Smith, Helen Teoli, Marion
Sirdevan,
Vincent McNamara, as well
let us remember that science has already absorbed fields of study that were as graduates Lt. Col. William McMulFrank Lysaght, Madeleine Weir,
originally considered as being out of its
realm. The same arguments that w^re and Dr. F. Mclnnis.
Five hundred couples are expected to
used to "show" the impossibility of

Professor Cass-Beggs outmethods by which the work of
scientists might be put to the best use,
by which it might better serve man-

old rugby bruise

question

see."

that their

the best

to

scep-

Art

Renaissance

provide the music on Friday night for

The

extent scientific

vantage

t

.

salad,

are used

potentialities
"

about the same time every year, try pat-

Perhaps it's an
nuisance-memory
but there's
one cracked you on
lake a
hockey stick; Sloan's

than a three course meal,

many a
walks

.

Come One and All
To Newman Ball

.

bear uncertainty

to

faith.

some form

must be exerted so

inability

which creates both disillusioned
and bigoted dogmatists; and

can't suppress the discoveries of

of control

.

Continued from page 2)

tics

night.

"We

1946

cates in addition a fundamental lack of

.'".'"..""["''"ussion,
flT.'."
instantaneous casing
up of the discomlined

dish of chop suey, chicken, for instance.

more nourishing than a

(

the

It is

ocience

science," he continued, "but

fort.

SAY WHAT YOU LIKE

Of

/\im

10.

Correspondence

Serve Mankind

enveloping fragrance gentle as

soft

the promise of a Spring garden is armour against the dullness of bleak days,
Fragrance GEM.EY by Richard Hudnut
captures the memory of growing petals
"We can't hide our light under a
in the sunshine and keeps that memory
close and personal and lovely. Fragrance bushel," said Professor D. N. CassGEMEY is made from a scientific Beggs, at the meeting of the Canadian
formula which has been perfected to Association of Scientific Workers last

town

relatives in

be impressed.

filling

that

with an air of never dress- recurring Pain which seems to hit you

shopping in any

It's

know

in

"Joan's"

ment

to

"bests" to hold its surprise of freshness after less
like to suggest that
exquisite perfumes have wilted.

search of something superyou personally escort them to

lative,

a

enough

worn as

clothes that will be
the last thread

time, and is subtle
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VETERANS' QUESTIONNAIRE PLANNED
Solution For Peace

Ike's

And

Co-Operation
Proudly tomorrow the University of
Toronto will greet as its guest of honor one of the foremost peacemakers
the world.

Strength

commander

as captain

ing school at Gettysburg.

necessity to this world."

posts in

After routine assignments at army
Panama and the U.S., he became in 1933 aide to General Douglas
Dwight D. Eisenhower's thirst for peace MacArthur, then U.S. Chief of Staff.
that put him ultimately at the head of In 1940, with the outbreak of war
in
the greatest military enterprise in his- Europe quickening U.S. military
pulses,
tory.
On the eve of June 6, 1944 he became Chief of War Plans Division
Eisenhower, as Supreme Commandei of the U.S. General Staff.
was,

General

paradoxically,

of the Allied Expeditionary Force, took

Three years

the lonely decision that sent thousands

in-chief

men

of

across the English Channel into
desperate combat and ultimately plunged

dagger

Allied

the

the

into

heart

For

to General

enough,"

is

Eisenhower there

he

"that

says,

every kind of international

we

the

peace

Italy

devise

reminded his American audience
"from New York City to my headquarters in Frankfort it is exactly 16
hours by air. You are that close to
time,

trouble

if

Europe's

end

to

latest

outbreak

ministrative

lot

Three separate
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not,
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Student Vet- be allowed to finish his course,
Montreal last
Average mark of 65 or standing

represents the East.

Liaison between the student veterans

this campus and the N.C.S.V. by way
and 29 is one of the the top half of a class to be the sole
on by ex-service condition for continuance of studies of the Ex-Service Committee of the
up accommodation in districts, princi- students on this campus next week. under the D.V.A. plan.
Students' Administrative Council is one
pally North and Westj where students
Summary of the Conference recomThe time-limit for applying for
of the topics of next week's questionhad not previously lived. As of last De- mendations follows
education to be 36 months from date
ire vote,
cember 1, accommodation had been
Government action to underwrite of discharge instead of IS months.
found for 1,912 student veterans, and
Purpose of the council is to act as
and not merely assist education of stuGraduate students to be allowed to
members of the certificate
dent veterans, by increase of D.V.A, choose their university for post-graduate executive instrument of the National
business who came to the campus Derecommendation
and
Conference of Student Veterans when
allowances from $60 to $80 for single work, with the
cember 19 were all accommodated,
approval of the university formerly
eterans, and from $80 to $120 for n
conference is not in session. Its term

28,

advertising in the daily papers opened
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be
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philosophy
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Conference of Student

Veterans, and the question of campus

to decrease costs, and bilateral
Background material on these quesagreements "built the foundation for the tions appears alsewhere on this page.
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in

of the National

dards

next war."

attended.
ied men.
1, were presthe full
D.V.A. officers to be appointed on
receive
Pensioners
to
plus the full amount every possible campus to act as liaison
some people outside the hardship caused by late D.V.A. cheques. mount of pension
in
of officers for student veterans' problems.
instead
allowance,
maintenance
>f
the
iversity do not approve of the emo- Grants up to the amount of the regular
shell-filling plant of Ajax has recently
he pension being deducted from, the
Reinstatement on D.V.A. terms of
tional attitude exemplified in some stu- D.V.A. allowance were made available
acquired a collection of volumes coverallowance as at present.
student veteran who fails in his first
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demonstrations and
ithout interest, renewable month by
dents
in
interest
of
ing all the technical fields
'Renovation and use of federally- year but successfully repeats at his own
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must pro- representing the ex-service women of
vide purchasing power for nations which the campus).
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"We feci that the time has now come
the war
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the economies of the devastated coun- veterans whom
we were chosen to retries of Europe if she is to keep her
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economy functioning.
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as ex-service representatives had been
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five-year wartime
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He became a professional soldier
almost by accident. In 1911, when he
applied for admission for the Naval
Academy, he was turned down for being
So
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to Friday,

vote.

In announcing the vote, the Veterans*

Hears Sen. Hayden

With a

nounced yesterday.

a few months over age.

the last
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Separation of the men's and women's offices of the Students' Ad-

trouble.
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day for recording a
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United Nations ship-
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starts

had been "Ike" Eisenhower's
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all faculty offices Monday, and ballot boxes will be available

of living
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(Continued on page 4)
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out of the war,
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National Conference of Student Veterans.
Questionnaire forms will be available in
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force

the

a single year snatched North Africa
from the Axis, exterminated Marshal
Erwin Rommel's once-dreaded Afric?
Corps, conquered Sicily and squeezed

machinery

can co-operate."

trouble

Purpose of the referendum will be to secure for the five members
of the committee a mandate from their 4,000 ex-service constituents,
and to sound out student veteran opinion on the newly-organized

1

must also bi
strong ourselves. Weakness cannot cooperate with anything.
Only strength
keep

to

of

in

of

Ex-service students across the campus will go to ballot-boxes
next week in a questionnaire vote designed to sound out opinion
on affairs of immediate concern to student veterans, the Veterans'
Committee of the Students' Administrative Council announced
yesterday.

he was commander-

of all Allied forces

and leader

Africa,

Berlin.

no paradox in fighting for peace.

later
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of a tank train-

"Peace," he told a New York audience six months ago, "is an absolute
It
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and a 30-day gating from the dance hall
for dancing ragtime, Dwight David
Eisenhower sweated out World War I
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Canadian universities.
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implementing
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of the
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final

conference,
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summarized
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an organization for cross-country

Township as
crdose of politics" will be upheld by
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There is not the smallest doubt that in conferring an honorary
degree on General Dwight D. Eisenhower tomorrow the University
of Toronto is welcoming a man whose name will live in history

Gallery created an immense stir

forever.
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mildly that the
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better,

as good, per-
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any war

than

very thin pen lines which
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which closely resemgeneral appearance.
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boundary

lines of his forms, patches of
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opening ceremonies of the Toronto IsFerry

land
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service,

unfortunately

the picture has been
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Ferry service

in existence.

although the*

Anwas to reprint the
crossword puzzle from the Manchester
other

Wonderland

The influence of twentieth century
trends appears in Gross' application of
color; paying little attention to the
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alternative

Guardian, but at the last
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it

discovered that there were certain copyright formalities that
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to

by transatlantic telephone, and the
Editor-in-Ghief put his foot down about
making calls at the rate of $30 per minto

war-

An

unfortunate aspect of all this is
that the entire staff of the Varsity who

es the stamp of aestheticism to
lid

n
inevitably
be a life ot confbct: for truth comes
by conflict, as surely
as Eisenhower has demonstrated
that peace comes out of war
Truth does not evolve; neither does peace evolve;
truth must be
Sought for and when secured, must be held;
so must peace be foueht

icle.

posed at times, but his delineation of

61

heartening that the principal military
figure in a war which
statesmen allowed to become
progressively less iH^liJL
0U ,5
d
possess almost „„i qu?Iv [he s
JesnLlite „a y
sn
It will be heartenmg for the
future of thought if uriveS
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dents can wed a comparable
intellectual idealism with
a comparable
instinct for intellectual combat.
It is
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the press.

course of
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Army,
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record
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of
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should any war
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the

analysis,

.
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from Simpson's

This was done, but in the
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^

again

start

all

make up something

and

scandalous about the things that go on
in ward three, but this was not passed
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Advance Brigade, for
members of the club. The show will
work" worthy to' h£J
be open to members of Hart House
for its examination of
philosophic con- any gallery wall, and there are others
beginning Tuesday.
cepts is, I believe, unwarranted.
of that quality, as well as some that are
It is
At the private showing the winners
iferior, of course.
the business of the
scientist to examine
of the various awards, icluding the K. B.
in order to understand.
This show
well worth seeing by
Where value
Jackson Trophy for the best
ridicule scientific

as well

method instance^

;
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Editor,
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Varsity.

Dear Sir:

You

no doubt be surprised to receive from me, the writer of a letter
strongly condemnatory, if not abusive, judgments are made, based
upon inof your notorious dictum on "Scientific adequate or inaccurate analyses,
the reMethod," even a qualified approval of sult is confusion and chaos;
from the
your editorial of Jan. 10, entitled, "The tenor of your article, I am
tempted to
Winged Donkey." First, may I be al- conclude that you may acquiesce
to
such faulty analysis to
lowed, as an admirer of good prose,
justify situations
to
compliment you upon the artistic merit you believe desirable.
Your remarks
of the article. Secondly, may I be
about the next world
perwar stress the
mitted to approve most heartily
fact that scientific
thought is not in
of a
itself humanistic
sentiment which I perceive, perhaps
in content; neverthein
error, running thorugh the editorial;
less, coupled with
a humanistic concept
I
will

.print

erybody.

mitted

Alan Cowans

ever, that the use
of a scientific

mue

in

examining

social

tech-

phenomena

it-

the

Junior

group,

will

be

announced.
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influences the values by
The remarkable tiling is that these atwhich we
judge those phenomena.
Likewise, it tributes make themselves felt above her
is important to realize
that social condi- austerity.
Her work last night at
tions affecting the
observer bear some Eaton Auditorium was marked
with a
relation to his judgments.
It is not coldness unusual in an artist so favoured
enough to quip, "Relative to
What?" by the public. Were it not for the fact

as a reply to this verifiable
conclusion,
one must attempt, given those
conditions, to create a working
scale of

that the

program

also

was austere and

needed to be put over, this manner of
performing might be considered pre-

values, being ready at all
times to re- ferable to the more common demonstrathat scale, if scientific
analysis tive type.
shows that it has an ti -human is tic
The program, while stern, was inimplications or is in danger of acquiring
such teresting. Three songs sung by Hugo
implications through changing
condi- Wolf were particularly well performed,
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your party
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or

take them to
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-..Peg Wallace, B.A.
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Spirituals.

While I agree with a considerable
Franz Rupp deserves more than the
4T*
Feature EditorRow M t Lean, 4T7 portion of your editorial, I must in passing mention usually given accomAssistant
Ret Herman, 4T*
panists. If many of the songs
your
more
extravagant
had more
Sports Editor,
—Bredln Stapells, 4T6
Mason, 4T6 claims for the philosophic approach than ordinary effect it was due in no
Women's Sports Editor
_Pofly Unta, 4T6 quote Francis Bacon.
"It cannot be," small measure to his sensitive and sensC.U.P. & Exchange Editor
Barbara Tones, B.A. wrote Bacon about 1620, "that axiom's ible handling of the music.
Harle,, 4T* established by
argumentation can sufPhilip Freedman.
fice for the discovery of
...-Philip Fradinan, 4T*
new works,
Assistant

...Blanche Stanley,

Ralph Jones, 4T7

since

many
Night Editor: Bob Marjoribanks.
Assistant: Beverley Echlin.

the sublety of nature is greater
times over than the subtlety of

rgument" Finally, heartiest commendations for clear exposition of
the sd-

entific

viewpoint to the anonumous "I.
C. &F. of Jan. 9 and to Mr. Stahl, for
his letter of Jan.

— W.
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Friday Afternoon Recital
Agnes Butcher, pianist, will give a recital
in the music
room of Hart House at 5:00 p.m. on Friday,
11th January
Members of Hart House are invited to attend.
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of society it can prove the
greatest tool vocalists.
This faculty combines with
any course of action are moral for building the good society, our
surprising array of qualities that
comrather than scientific.
No matter how mon aim. It must be recognized, how- Miss Anderson obtains in different rerefer to the recognition that the ultimate
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all

fulness.

judgment 3 seated Officers
of the 4th Indian Divto be taken will,
ision, a great piece of portraiture,
to
in the end, be a value
judgment This my
mind, or the Chins in the Hills, a
is the conclusion
The Annual Show of the Hart House
which must be reached
clear-cut representation of the men and
from observation of the
Camera Club, to be Uield in the Art
prostitution of their
country... We also feel that we
science to immoral ends which
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is such
been looking at some great works
a feature of contemporary
at 7 :4S by a special private showing for
society.
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In desperation the night editor? decided to create a story by burning down
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your new 1946 College

the rejected proofs from the graduation
photographers and makes wallpaper pulp
out of them.

what

be a pseudo-photographic chronGross' figures seem a bit stiff and

character, both of

man who

captured was the

not merit that name, while his coloring

stu-

which must

That's you in the sketch

belittling

ute.

color melt into one another behind the
pen lines in a pattern which has only usually hang around the press all night
an abstract relation to subject matter. looking for something to do, had disThe style, however, is uniquely suited appeared and although a cordon was
to war artistry; Gross' accurate pen thrown around Raskolnikov's Roulette
drawing provides that definity of illus- Rendezvous where it was suspected that
tration without which a war artist can- they were hanging out, the only person
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ff£ f

somewhat

correctness and detail, producing a
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"absolutely bril-
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I

haps

finished

I

contained in his maxim that "Only the strong can cothe key to his greatness is that he seeks strength as
a
to co-o-peration rather than to conquest.

and

show

the

some obscure reason there

the risk of incurring this

gentleman's disfavor

delineate

Peace

/

his

English

a multitude of

In the same way, and even in a greater way, General
Eisenhower
has dedicated his life to peace. The key to his
paradoxically

tor

At

famous

llustrations for Alice in

during works of peace.

means
His philosophy contains a special example
for university
P. reP ann g 35
are for a life of the intellect

termed

A

in a great tradition of
English illustration, the same that produced, for example, Sir John Tenniel's

:

fame

critic

war.

have
Gross works

in one simple fact
although a great warrior, perhaps a warrior of
genius, he is not a man of war. Neither were Caesar and Napoleon
men of war: by war, they pursued peaceful aims against what they
considered intolerable pressure. Both left a legend of war, but en-

of

the

liant"

to

There's a reason for everything, and
reason for this story is that for

to

art I

of them, can properly account.
The greatness of Eisenhower, the quality which places him with
Caesar and Napoleon on the highest level of generalship, consists

The Works

when

England, and gave a great rean artist all but unknown

in

putation

any man.
His actual achievement, nevertheless, has been far from small.
It would be a mistake to call Eisenhower a figurehead at the top of
the tree. It would he false to brand him as a mere conciliator, or as
a mere referee, or as the man who implemented the decisions of the
general staff. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts; he was
in some measure all those things; yet his importance to history and
to our time is something for which no one of those aspects, nor all

like

lnl<

seems that the current exhibition
by Anthony Gross In the Hart House
It

Entrusted with the supreme command of the greatest military
operation in history. General Eisenhower directed the massed armies
that ultimately smashed the Nazi war machine and brought to a close
the major phase of the most destructive and dangerous war of all
time. However small his actual achievement, association with such
a combination of superlatives would alone confer immortality on

operate"

D

J. M, and

Editorial
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And Cash
Opened To Instructors

Experience
By
How many

students

Joe Taylor

know what Vol- may be that some will
In fact, how practical use of them.

make

be able to

unteer Instructors are?

many

students have even heard of Volunteer Instructors?

For

the edification and perhaps assist-

ance of both
give clear,

we will endeavour to
somewhat muddled, ex-

sets,
if

planation of the facts of the case.

It

In the

Warren Stevens,
As part of the

Athletics,

of

war

early

scheme

storm of the Director

the brain

as

By Bredin

first place, the original

in

years.

was intended

course, this plan

the

regular
to solve

problem of additions to the staff
by training any volunteering students.
Hence the term, Volunteer Instructors,

Siapells

Magician's Tricks
Mysteriously popping up at Western, Jack Parry, Queen's ace running
half, has enrolled in Meds at that rival institution. This stroke of luck
should make a (powerful addition .to Johnny Metras' already potent squad.

Whether or not Metras

sneak him into the lineup under the
open to conjecture. The most peculiar thing
by Metras that he didn't know anything
wonder!

will be able to

intercollegiate f cgulations

about the whole affair

is

the claim

is

We

about the enrolment

Included in the instruction were calisthenics,

soccer,

basic
lacrosse,

fencing and

matwork,

apparatus,

boxing,

wrestling,

phases of swimming-

all

Whether or not a student had

wade through

to

multitude

entire

this

Our

It's

Spring

travelling Blues wilt be waiting anxiously tonight for a go-ahead

irom (Dartmouth.

signal

learning, fancy diving, life saving and

speed.

And Now

As

it

up here, so

is

down

is

it

there

—

no

ice.

Apparently there

is no artificial ice on our host's campus.
In the meantime,
the boys will be sitting in Montreal waiting for a cold front and a warm

reception.

is not known.
any male undergraduate, the Shuffle Off To Buffalo
Roy Dilworth's gang are off to Buffalo tomorrow with all our best
course takes two years, during which
wishes for a successful trip. We did it before and we can
time students are required to assist in
do -it again, is

of activities to graduate

Open

work

class

as far as the timetables will

After graduation, or perhaps extraction would be a better term, the Volunteer Instructors are entitlde to mon-

remuneration

etary

many

for

of

the

jobs for which they are then qualified.
It

not expected that this will elimin-

is

from the ranks

ate the recipients

amateur, and

way

certainly

it

during the

few years of
may be hard

last

In addition, jobs

taken

I've

to pipe

Since

an

been

'

ed sweet, cool,
mild Picobac.

to find

has

Many

of

men

the

In

MONDAY,

Class

8:30

by Cecil DaCosla

Instruction

now for this new course in
FOX-TROT, WALTZ, RHUMB A,
JIVE, TANGO.
A Complete Brush-up Course

Enrol

Coata
OF DANCING

STUDIOS
1139

Bay

St.,

Cor. Charles

there

addition,

also

will

specially

a

is

Hockey

work, supervised by the U. T. A. A. (University
of Toronto Athletic Association, smarteacher-training

men

also provides trained

city.

Work

time

includes

in this field at the present

hockey

and

instruction

Some

skating supervision.

general

for the

number of playgrounds and
programs throughout the

increasing

of

men also assist the Y. M.
Church Groups, etc. No, no
meant qualified for athletic instruc-

the qualified

Support and enthusiasm

.penetrate

may

formation.
of

Director

just desire

who

is in

charge of the

Volunteer Instruction program,

is

read;

and waiting in his office in Hart House
The line forms
to give you the dope.
on the

left,

in the rear,

and no pushing

So

'Tainl

.

.

RECORD HOUR

1,

in

Offenbach

B

in

C

We

to

flat

....Schumann

Sibelius

the office in

Here

Smetana

Si.,

Toronto

GR. 4894

at reasonable prices.

321 BLC 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor Si. "^orge Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUI10ING
Spadol

For. D
Trin.

Mon., Jan. 14

Tues., Jan. IS

Miss BaxWed., Jan. 16

during one of the recreational swimming

To Be
Among
chief

Thurs., Jan. 17

to 5 :00.

among

custom,

the eligible males.

and other

aspects

Nations culture will

Six

the

An

the Six Nations Indians the

be

of

de-

accelerated

course

night

by

Ethnology,

reau of

Dr.

William

Smithsonian Insti-

-

14

1:00

Med.
For.

1:00
4:00

Dent B

will

be

Sr.

Prc-Med

PHE.

A
Ser. A

4:00
6:30

A

Hamm
Duncan
McPhedran

Vic

Jr.

A
Knox A

A

Pharm.

SPS.

Ill

Trin.

A

Jr.

1:00

Jr.

Vic

4:00
6:30
7:30

Jr.

U.C.

II

A

Dzupino
Johnson
Strathearn

Lye

Hamm

A
B

U.C.

PHE.

SPS.

Sr.

Cheifetz

V

SPS.

St.M. B
StM. a
Jr. SPS.
Sr. Vic
Bus. Adm.

PHE

Mort
Lye

I

Med.
SPS. IV

Sr.

U.C.

6:30,

Rotman
Rotman
Lye
Holman
Swan

I

Med.
Pharm. A

Med. Ser.

SPS. IV

For.

Sr. U.C.

Jr.

A

A

Stone

U.C

1:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00

IV MetaL
IV Chem.
IV Civil
III Mech.
Trin. IV

U.C. VI

1:00

Elec
III Chem.
IV Mech.
Ill Elec

U.C. Econ.

1:00

Jan. 18

1:00

Sat, Jan. 19

4:00
6:30
1:00

Fri.,

IV Mech.

1:00
4:00
6:30

4:30
5:30
6:30
7:30

Crowds

Relieves

chosen by the matron of the

is

This

Vic
U.C.

6:30
7:30
8:30

Pharmacy Course

R.C.I. Talk

A

Sr.

.

Indian Culture

January

of

Dent.

4:00

16.

swimming from 4 ;00

Bond
Bond
Today, 5:00 pjn.

Wye. B

Jr.

SaL, Jan. 19

a flash concerning students with swimming classes on Thursday
and Friday, January 17 and 18 .
there are to be no classes these two
days, but -the pool will be open for recreational

Jackson

Med. B

II

V

Interpretation Meeting

4:00
6:30

1:00

is

.

Grapko

Trin. Ill

III

Med. A
Med.
Pre-Med. B

IV Elec
II

Bond

I

Charendoff

PHE. IV
Med.

Ser.

For.

Civil
III Mining
II Eng. Bus,
II Chem.
Ill Civil

Kennedy
Farrell
Farrell
Farrell

Med. B

Trin.

I

Bernstein

Adm. B

Bus.

Vic XI

Ewins
Ewins

V

Vic
III

B

Cheifetz
Cheifetz

E

For.

II

V
D

Jackson

Vic VI
Vic VII
Vic VIII
U.C. St George
U.C. Holwood
Vic IX
Trin. VI

Emman. B
U.C. Arts

PHE. VI
Bus.

Cochrane
Babcock

II

Civil

Adm. B

III

Med.

Geary
Geary

Duncan
Duncan
Grapko

McAdam

A

Mackan
Smith

in-

troduced to ISO student veterans at the
Ontario College of Pharmacy on April
15 in order to relieve the overcrowding
at

tlie

college.

According

to

Dean

startling

R. O, Hurst, the

college will

dazzling

will be in session continually with the

exception of July and

electrifying

August

Regular courses will be resumed in
Dr. Fenton is a graduate of Dart1948.
At that time, in addition tt
mouth College who received his Ph.D.
the normal three-year course, a fourfrom Yale in 1937. He joined the staff year
course leading to the degree
of

after

Smithsonian

several

years

Institute

of field

in

1939,

work and

will

Bachelor of Applied Science (Pharmwill be introduced.
Holders of

acy)
this

speak

in

Convocation Hall

degree

will

be able to

graduate work denied
elors

at 8:00 p.m.

of

do

to present

post-

Bach-

Pharmacy.

ARTS BALL

qualify spectacle-

iceurato repair tarvlea

3147 — Nights:

this meeting,

Lye
Kerrison

Dent.

I

Prescriptions for glosses
filled with,
i

125 Duponl

make

Med.

Vie. Ill

Jr.

B

I. Hart, V. Hart
Andison, V. Hart

I

II

MINOR LEAGUE

on 'Monday, January 14, at 1:30 pjn. in
the gallery of the Household Science gymnasium. Miss Baxter

there chances to be any student unable to

Med.

Vic

B

Trin.

1 :00

4:00
6:30
1:00

will then organize the intercollegiate team, in a short but important session.

of the

The Bartered

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

Kl.

SPS.

III Med.
Vic. VI

Jan. 18

Fri.,

riot

interested in a meeting to be held

He

OP

Thurs., Jan. 17

on the campus is the idea that
the winners of the intramural swimming meet will automatically
become
members of the intercollegiate them. As a matter of fact, the team will be
ohosen from the good kids who turn out to .practices. To be eligible for
intercollegiate swimming, a student must be an undergraduate proceeding
to a degree, and must have passed in her last annual examinations.
Those with high ambitions and abilities to match, who qualify, will be

teaching.

ljoisPo.SN.tj)

Wed., Jan. 16

Left Off

Another misapprehension running

tute.

7,

major

Jr.

1:00
4:00

now be able to graduate
N.
three courses in two years. The courses
Fenton, Senior Ethnologist of the Bu-

in the

major ("Spring")

Overture
Bride

... we

.

Saturday

to Orpheus
Undcnvorld

Symphony No.

Tues., Jan. 15
it

hasten to assure the horror-stricken women of this campus ... so everyone
can come out from behind those inkwells now, and carry on. Also, swimming enthusiasts must be set right on the dates for the semi-finals and finals
of the meets . .
they were publicized as coming off on the 21st and 29th,
whereas the real dates are ; rthe semi-finals, 29th ; the finals, 30th of January.

scribed to the Royal Canadian Institute

Today's program

Symphony No,

Mon., Jan. 14

Polly Mutz

scandal has not a fragment of veracity to

Bail.

MAJOR LEAGUE

.

The hopscotch

clan from

please.

Overture

1:00
4:00

Sr.

Week

The Sportswoman
By

will do us proud tonight at

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

in'

In any case, the Assistant
Physical Education,

G. Griffiths,

SPS.
SPS.

— Rules

further informa-

Or perhaps you

tion.

M.

perpetration thus

this

desire

Jr.

4:30
5:30

6:30
7:30

HOCKEY

an official scorer." This is an excerpt from the Intramural
Some of the managers have been lax in this matter which
makes the playing of a game rather difficult, we understand.

periods before January

outdoor athletics.

There you have it, male undergrads.
If any of you have been so persevering
you

Major

the boys need,

also supply

We

to

what

is

the duty of managers to provide a goal judge
for each game.
of the home team must provide a timer and the manager of
the visiting team an assistant timer.
The manager of the home team shall

ter suggests that they contact her

as

BASKETBALL

is

-If

far,

HOCKEY

This should be a
a strong

the scholastic burden and

fans.

C. A.'s,

tion:

pm.

visitors have, as usual,

down

During

trained group in figure skating.

community

tonight at 8:00

rumored that our

Managers

fo
"It

may only be a passing fad, students
What will you do when it becomes
passe?
Well, why not figure skate?
Where
Well, why not? (Why not, that is)

ty)

is

The managers

the Royal

with

Instructors

as

This

New Dance

Note

one group is training to qualify as
Canadian Red Cross Instructors in the
program of swimming and Water
Safety.

it

a Friday night, lads, so lay

It's

watch a good 'hockey match.
so rise and shine you sports

in progress (1945-46 that

Life Saving Society.

THE PICK OF TOBACCO

sextet.

is)

qualify

Picobac

fast^moving game, as

regulations.

course

the

expanded.

considerably

now

college.

of the oppor-

instructor.

inception,

its

the year

since I've 'discover

Think

after graduation.
tunities for

smoking like a
prof to knowledge

of the

The Junior Blues play Oshawa

who

Bob Henry, Watty Haider and Gord.

SPORTS CALENDAR

News

O.H.A.

a pleasant

is

pick up an extra bit of cash

to

right:

the slogan, as the bus pulls out Saturday afternoon.

Engineers please notel

permit.

Blues

'arsity

to

Di'teounf lo Siudcnlt

BUFFALO TRIP
TEN BUS TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR THOSE WHO WISH
TO GO TO BUFFALO WITH THE BASKETBALL TEAM ON
SATURDAY. APPLY AT ATHLETIC OFFICE. $4.00 RETURN.

ANNOUNCEMENT MONDAY

ood Mtmbtri of

the Faculty

University of Toronto
In spile of
all

at the

rumors

to the con-

trary

there

.

.

.

will

be no

BULLFIGHT

Next
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A
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CITY CHURCHES
Canadian Campus

BLOOH STREET ^
J UNITED
CHURCH

THOMAS' CHURCH
Street—Just South of Bloor

ST.

University Influx

a.m.

11

Rev. Geo. C. Pidgeon,

1

a.m.

D.D.
•oft,

lival

Rev. Preston MacLeod
:

SUCCEED"

p.m.

— Organ

FREDERICK

7 p.m.

— Solemn

SILVESTER

C.

Students Specially

4

Welcome

Evensong and

the above

now we come

Welcome

to All University
Students

services

have decided

KNOX CHURCH

Preacher
R. S. K.

II

7

THAT

p.m.— "LIFE

LIFE

IS

REV. ROBT. LENNOX,

Professor, Presbyterian College,

Montreal.

Preacher:

Guest

F.RX.O

University

students are

invited to

Two

the Communion Breakfast
following the 8 a.m. service.
in

double

The
117 Bloor Street East

Church of Christ, Scientist
St George St at Lowthcr Ave.

J.

these

of

year:

leaping

over

from 2,710

which includes 1,948 veterans.
facul-

all

THE CHURCH OF THE

HOLY TRINITY

Branch of The Mother Church
The First Church of Christ,

7 p.m.:

Minister:

Rev.

740,

First

SUNDAY SERVICES
and

to

also

is

increase has been felt in

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Scientist, in Boston,

Bruce Hunter

11 a.m.

and

Evening Service.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

Students Cordially Invited

11 a.m.

(OB Yongo.

2

below Dtindu)

of worship with
Christian action

progressive

Sunday, January 13th

4%t.

"SACRAMENT"

&nDrjto'g

King and Simcoe

Regular Sunday services al
and 11 a.m., and at 7 p.m

8, 9.30,

Sts.

Wed. Evening Meeting
Minister

Very Rev. Stuart
11 ajn.

at 8.00 o'clock

DR.

and 7 p.m.

Science

Literature

may

Richmond

St.

be
borrowed or purchased.

Students specially invited.

80

.

Allurement!

.

1)

FOR

commanders, that

led

circular

mighty invasion of France.

His efforts
were untiring.
any American

to

secure

.

that

heard disparaging

each.

Main Slore

home

for calling a British colleague an

<T.

unprintable name.

"It was not that he
him a so-and-so," Eisenhower is

St.

$2.75 to

—Main Floor

EATON

C<L,«o

commanders, Montgomery, Bradley, and
Patton, although he himself had taken
the big strategic and many of the most
important tactical decisions, Eisenhower
bad weather, he ordered the launching
returned to the wildest welcome the
of th assault on France.
As it turned
U.S. ever gave a victorious general.
out, postponement of the attack to the
The four million who lined the New
possible date would have meant
York sidewalks outdid the welcome
probable disaster in the worst storm in
accorded to earlier heroes, Lindberg and

was the loneliest man in England.
Against the advice of associates who
were deterred by reports of increasing

is

Pershing.
that,

of course,

Back home

Classified

Kansas, to

That does something, I think, to
prepare your mind for the thing."
"I am not a hero," he told the crowds.
Eleven months later, Germany was
T am only the symbol of the heroic
crushed. Heaping the credit on the field men you people sent to war."

good end cannot

S.

C. M.

sanctify

HY

7531.

LOST—In

iRoom 101, Zoology BIdg.,
Mon., 11 a.m., paper bag containing
2 new pairs lady's rubbers and one
Please leave at least the loafer

at S.A.C. Office, or

LOST— Small

EXCHANGE—Anyone

wanting to exFeb. 22nd for a Feb. 1st

—William

Penn
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Please phone GL. 6259.

signet ring with large
ova! bloodstone. Possibly lost in or

between 'U.C. and Trinity, or on St
St.,
near
Knox College.

George
Phone
Office.

Copies of Talks available on request

Free bus service from Bathurst and
St. Clair every
IS minutes, commencing at 10.40 a-m. until 1150 ajn.
and leaving the Temple at 12.30 pjn.

Sponsored on behalf of the Optical Profession by

HU.

Eisenhowr's

Serviceman's ticket for
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!
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World"
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Bathurst Street at Ava Road
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Come and Go

ticket,
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A

MA.

Listen to

phone KI. 3837.

size striped

green Parker
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change a

evil

the

Great Hall, Hart House, beige raincoat, noon Wednesday.
Phone
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Abilene,

in

which he had been brought as a baby
in 1890 to grow up with his five brothers,
General Eisenhower objected to
huge "Welcome Our Hero" banners.

Advertisements

TAKEN BY MISTAKE—From

Vic-At-Home
'A

$4.00

have explained, "but that he
called him a British so-and-so."
On June 5, 1945, General Eisenhower

one thing a commander faces,"
commented. "Sooner or
later you have got to make it, and you
know it You have got to say yes or

Invited
to Worship with Us.

in fashion for

to

In a decision like

You are Cordially

.

Perhaps apocryphal is the legend that
one such officer was actually so sent

no.
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New

from
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Eisenhower

AT THB

read,

.

new adventure
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a British associate would be sent back
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there
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veils

citing

co-ordination

Once he proclaimed
officer

At EATON'S

evening
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they're the ex-

in

part to his selection in 1944 as leader
of the

A LADY

Black witchery!

manifested his talent for securing cooperation between jealous nations and

THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY

Free Public Reading Room where
the Bible and Authorized Christian

PARKER

.

40 years.

including Testimonies of Healing
through Christian Science.

C. Parker,

DJ>.

5,-

North African command he

In the

said

Invites students to join with us
in services that combine beauty

7.30 p.m.

1,500,

from

and dealt the German Lutwaffe a
smashing defeat

called

Trinity Square

Mass.

SUNDAY SERVICES

DD., LL.D.
Fireside hour at close of

increase at

registration
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prima-donna

registration.

post-war extensions.

registration

last

to 5,744,

11 a.m.

Brun-

Alexander College, another

>n the list of

McGill

WestminsterCentral United

the

Enroll-

hundred and eighty-five

ing to enter

Students Specially Invited

the

Eisenhower

col-

are veterans, and 200 more are prepar-

HARVEY SHANK

place

the total

800 to 7,300.

been

is

New

jumped from 325

more than double normal

Former student of Wheaton
College, Wheaton, Illinois.

Communion,

join in the Corporate

and

at the University of

swick has

Guest Speaker:
Mrs.

coast to coast the story

search of knowledge.

in

ment

Mr. HARVEY SHANK
Formerly with U.S. Army.

Organist

Cfor/ei Paafter, Aim. D.

are

Eighteen hundred

ping,

From

Soloist:

Manitoba boasts

of

the University of British Columbia, but

estimates
raising

same: college by college more students

8:15 p.m.: Fellowship Hour.

THE RECTOR

"THE FIGHTING FAITH OF
CHRISTIANITY"

auxiliary

opened.

Th.B.

—BIBLE CLASSES
—EVENING PRAYER

3 p.m.
7 p.m.

Toronto,

Dawson and Ajax have

at

lege

I.

figures for last year.

favor of the student

in

University of

MJL,

22.45 to

The University

and forty-two of these are ^veterans.
released from the
Exact figures are not yet available for
and from high schools

in

INDEED"

M.A., DJ3.
Provost of Trinity College,

The propormen to women is two to
among ex-service students it

to the cause of

up beside the ivy covered "sacred halls"
in an effort to meet the emergency. And
some cases, notably McGill and the

am.— "A NEEDLESSLY
LONG JOURNEY"

SEELEY

The REV.

is

huts and temporary lecrooms of all kinds have sprung

ture

in-

has

a total of 5,100, a 2,800 increase on the

Army

fore.

Spadina and Harbord

COMMUNION

a.m.—HOLY

8

one, but

greater numbers than ever be-

in

life

An

personnel,

Canadians

all.

it

ex-service

1,032

tion of civilian

that has

fall

shortage,

one ex-

is

raised the total to 2,291.

un-

the

is

the end of the
the

Bloor Street Earl
Hector:

It

Canada

by

to

Canadian Campus discussed
campus manpower and
beginning of the campus housing

Last

Queen's

at

crease of 823 over last year, contributed

soared in such a startling manner.

Preacher:

Church

Registration

ception to die double trouble.

not a quotation from

iversity population of

armed

St.Paul's Anglican

is

and it isn't
Canadian population.

Rev. Canon C. J. S. STUART, M.A.
Motet, "O Sacred Feast."—WlUan
Cordial

men per woman.
almost

is

Canada Year Book,
an estimate on the total

—

Organist and Choirmaster

population

the recently issued

Festival Service In B Flat—Stamford
Anthem, "Praise." Rowley

Hour.

1945-6

No,

Procession

Recital

—Friendship

By Barbara Jones
The

double that of 1944-51

Rev. Canon C. J. S. STUART, M.A.
Motet, "Panis Angelicus"—Franck

"WHEN YOU DON'T
6:45 p.m.

Eucharist

"O Jesu Most Kind."— Bach
Service in A Flat—Harwood
Preacher;

M.A.

Sermon

Causes Growth

— Procession and Solemn

i

7 pjn.

1.15

newly emerged from under the six-year
war cloud.
The figures from the University of
Ottawa tell a similar story; from 2,300 to 4,300 is close enough to call it
double.
Two hundred and twenty-five
veterans have helped to swell the number here and raise the ratio to two

Huron

Corner Bloor and Huron Streets

1946

11,

especially in the faculty of arts,

ties;

DRESS, INFORMAL

MI.

1041.

neatly

and

9520, after 7 p.m.

Heard Mickey

2:05.

He

stinks.

:

Greeted by

their hosts,

Warden

B. Bickersteth and President
(left) begin their

J.

In his red and pink Doctor's gown (center)
briefed by the President and Chancellor Cody minutes before

the Convocation ceremonies. Col. W. E. Phillips, Chairman of the
Board of Governors, (right) escorts the Eisenhowers to lunch.

visit to the University.

he

Sidney Smith, General Eisenhower and his wife

is

—Staff

Photos by Ralph Jones and Israel Shopsowitz.

Peace By Education
Eisenhower Theme

Is
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WORLD A SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD
The soldier is on peace work.
The world's greatest warrior has become,

rightfully,

its

getic "apostle

diffidence

to

the capacity

Convocation

There were thousands, he
who could express his ideas and

gathering.
said,

his

Shares Delight

and propagandist of peace."

the soldier spoke with profound

But

conviotions

more

forcibly than he.

His only excuse for speaking of them,
he offered, was that he believed them
implicitly.

His audience listened.
It must be a universal aim. General
Dwight David Eisenhower declared, to
"live tolerantly together in this shrunken

One alumnus

TWO THOUSAND CROWD HALL

of the University of

Toronto wired his pleasure at the
General's visit to this campus.
"I am sharing your delight at Having General Eisenhower as a guest
of the University of Toronto today," said Prime Minister W. L.

Splendor and informality mingled in the traditional ceremonies
by which General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower became an
honorary Doctor of Laws of the University of Toronto Saturday
afternoon amidst the pageantry of Convocation Hall.
Wearing the red and pink academic gown of his degree over a

M. King in a telegram to the President of his alma mater. The message was read by Dr. Smith after
the luncheon in Great Hall.

berib boned

Instructors
The veteran on
Toronto campus

world" -which has today become "a
There must be "a clear-eyed view of
small neighborhood".
that
For this reason, he said, "we do not war's bestiality" and realization
justice
dare delay. We can not complacently "force can never substitute for
life".
of
must
adjustment
in
assume the absence of danger. We
Education, he asserted, must accept
marshal our forces into one mighty

We must have the patience to a broad responsibility for nurturing
endure countless setbacks. But we must better understanding of the complexities
It must
keep our eyes on the ultimate objective." of international co-operation.
That objective, the General defined, be prepared to provide on a world basis
and
mutual
respect
was "unlimited co-operation in the field those advantages of

—

Illustration

understanding

which

the

are

happy

of the type of "workable co-operation" property of the U.S. and Canada.
"We have seen the ugliness, the sufhe meant, the General said, was the

"Just

A

Anql er

,

Confesses Busy General

.

.

The

just

— an

instructor

those

to

who

earlier expressed his debt for its part his deep-rooted abhorence of war.

"We

allow "the cleansing spring of knowl- in winning .the war through its scientific must all realize," he said, "that war is
edge" to flow over "the dark ground of contributions and its trained men, must the worst tragedy which can befall the
It presents untold posprejudice, fear and hysteria, the soil in "carry on its rightful role in this glor- human race.
it could even lead
sibilities for horror
which the evil seeds of war flourish." ious, universal crusade".
to

—

After questions had been fired at him
representatives,

by a score of press

the

General

smiled

legend

in the flesh to the

faculty

members and

two thousand

students

who

filled

the hall.

Throughout the afternoon, while
tening

intently

to

the

president's

lis-

re-

marks, while making his fervent plea
for world-wide understanding and perpetual

peace,

while repeating excerpts

Those unable to know the emotional impact of war, said the Gen-

hands with the throngs that clustered
before Hart House and Simcoe Hall

are those unable to appreciate
The veteran, he proposd,
appreciation

could help foster this

hero who refuses
a hero constantly displayed the unand humility of the

for his entrances, this
to be

affected simplicity

This Eisenhower,

1066 And All That

this

that

say

this

"iron cutter",

supreme commander of World

Two, showed awed
(

IkeWasATaillefer
"To

benefit of the

motion picture cameras, while shaking

genuinely great.

of peace.

to help other nations."

for fifteen minutes

Convocation's

dress.

robed dignitaries on the platform as a

from his address for the

the peace.

.

was had

more than

battle

central figure stood before the colorfully-

have escaped an immediate knowledge of war."

eral,

By George Forsler
example to the world of Canada and the fering, the terrible cost of war. Our
United States who are "neighbors in civilization has reached a brink fi
General Eisenhower smiled wistfully. to the destruction of the whole world."
"Each individual must insist that his
more than a .geographical sense". Those which the prospect is a thousand times
"I haven't had a leave since 1938," he
countries' 3,000 miles of common bound- more terrifying than anything we have sighed. "I would like to go fishing." leaders develop an international viewary measure a secure border "defended seen."
He had just been asked about his point," he went on, "Nationalism no
more powerTo avert this prospect was education's personal rehabilitation problems.
longer answers all our questions.
If
by mutual friendship
Education, to which he
job, he said.
The General's joviality could not mask you are a patriot, you must be prepared
ful even than the atomic bomb".
world's sole hope, he stated,

the Univeristy of
is

"I should like to point out the value of thinking of him as an instructor

frustrated

Too

a student, said Genera! Dwight
Eisenhower speaking informally to
the luncheon gathering in Hart
House Saturday afternoon.

Ike among the Mikes affixes his signature to the Golden Book,
supervised by Registrar A. B. Fennell and President Smith. For
fully ten seconds the General has been a University of Toronto
Staff Photo by Ralph Jokes.
Doctor of Laws.

effort.

of international endeavor".

1946

Convocation Mingles
Splendor, Informality

most

devout salesman of peace.
Saturday afternoon the University of Toronto conferred an honorary Doctorate of Laws on this man whom Chancellor H. J. Cody
described as ''one of the earth's great
ones" who has today become an ener-

14,

War

interest in all pro-

Continued on page 3)

Mrs. Eisenhower and
is to be guilty

myseli are overwhelmed

British under-

of the rankest kind of

itatenient," said General 'Ike".
around the room. "I expected you people
They were overwhelmed by the wildwould ask me questions about the
demonstration of enthusiasm the
;st
own
Canadian
achievements of your
For
staid Great Hall had ever seen.
troops and so far nobody has. But there
General rose to
fully a minute after the
instances
where
the
full
story
are many
Saturday's
at
guests
300
the
feet,
of their exploits has never been revealed. his
cheered,
Canadians should be very proud of their luncheon
By Ross McLean
Conspicuously vociferous were profesbatde record.
a
portion
the
Convoof
The sting of humiliation had been meet the General before the luncheon, eras to record
The 48 ex-servi«
sors and senators.
"If it's modesty, it's a very nice kind
"then you'll know that the fourth in cation address of General Dwight Eisenresumption
salved and soothed.
students, a little sobered by '
hower, Chancellor Cody requested the of modesty. It has been most gratifying
more mildly.
That the canary-raising tank general line always get shaken hands with."
of uniform, demonstrated
haven't started to ask
capacity audience to remain seated after to see that we
MacFadyen
was
fourth
in line.
gave the
who
however,
Torof
the
University
of
heard
they,
had not
It was
'who won the war?' We all won the
Squadron Leader Bob Aldwinckle, convocation had been dismissed.
onto no longer mattered. His boss had.
General his theme,
war. All were indispensable."
"Convocaiio demissa est," Canon Cody
tables,"
front
With that impish five-star smile that Rhodes Scholarship winner and Engin"The students in the four
He was told that American trooops
General eering representative, was luckier. At intoned.
to
is his trademark of geniality.
he said, "can be valuable instructors
in Europe had been protesting the delay
immediate
Dwight D. Eisenhower told Saturday's the head of the line, Aldwinckle was
"stay
where
you
he
added,
escaped
"Now,"
.those of «s who have
in repatratiation and had demonstrated
asked how long he had been in the Eur- are 1"
luncheon party in Hart House
of war. We must get into
knowledge
with shouts of "We want Ikel"
• • •
impact
"Again I express my gratitude for opean theatre. Nursing Sister M. G.
ourselves some of the emotional
"Maybe they think I can work mirthe
"I can assure you ladies and gentlethe great distinction awarded me by this Kennedy (No. 3) was urged to give
to appreciate peace."

Ike: "I

University which,

I

Assure You—I Have*

assure you, / have

heard about before 1"
"I thank you, "beamed Dr.

General's

members
Sidney

Smith. "Particularly for that last sentence so fittingly expressed."

Generally speaking, the case for recognition of the University of Toronto

best

Six-footer
surprise

regards

to

at

Capt

*

•

discovering

himself

who was U.C-'s
among the ten

veteran representative
students t:>

ex-service

taller

men," said the General as he stepped to
the rostrum to re-de!iver three excerpts

from
for

his speech, "this

is

not a try-out

Hollywood."

"What

unit?" the General asked him.

"Twenty-ninth

better -covered Convocation

*

radio commentators

described

CKEY, CFRB and
Newsreels recorded
portions of General Eisenhower's ad-

work CJBC

over there," the General remarked. Ross
agreed. "Glad to see you're back and
looking so well," the General commented
to the

would

to find.

the proceedings to
of

next introduc-

•

In order to permit the newsreel cam-

"Many

.

of them do not understand the

listeners.

He was asked to comment on a recent
statement of Herbert Morrison's that it
might take from 50 to 100 years before
Germany could be entrusted with democracy.

"Sometimes the academic view comes

photo-

into conflict

graphers were admitted to the Hall to
photograph highlight points in the ceremonies. In the press box downtown and
campus reporters took notes of the

he said.
Chancellor

dress.

More man

goings-on.

Those

a score of

still

48,

President Smith had told

the General, represented the

5,000 stu-

importance of the work they are doing,
dent veterans on the campus, as well as
if
they did they would not be so impatient."

A

Armored be hard
Ross, now a
Three

Canadian

lot

of war,

acles," he grinned.

the

than his former supreme commander.

you know anything about the
mathematics of meeting people," obhe moved on
served Squadron Leader Donald A. as
MacFadyen, D.S.O. D.F.C, and Bar, tion.
•
"If

other

C.S. Ross confessed

Reconnaissance," Capt.
was probably closed.
What do you say, err, what's-your- medical student, replied.
"We gave you boys a
name? Uhhhh—Montgomery?

*

the

of her service on the campus.

with the

realistic

world,"

10,000

;rsity

who

enlisted

and the 4S6

from the Uni-

who

died.

Translating "Eisenhower" as "Hewer
Iron", Chancellor Cody traced his
name to the "Taillefer" who crossed
of

the channel in

Norman army,

1066 at the head of th
bearing the standard of

"General Eisenhower", he said,
'crossed the same channel in reverse, to

hope.

of iniquity.
Cody, President Smith, break the bonds
'We present to the General," Chanand Colonel Phillips of the Board of
concluded, "a parchment
Governors were standing in the corner. cellor Cody
and a hope."
They blushed.

The Eisenhower
as

grin flashes forth

General Ike chats with Mayor
H. Saunders and Chancellor

Robert

Cody

in the

Hart House Map

Room

before the Great Hall luncheon.

—Staff

Photo

—

—
:
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Educators

Must Accept Responsibility— Ike
search and study have substituted science

Following is a condensed text of the address delivered by General
Dwight D. Eisenhower in Convocation Hall Saturday afternoon.
Man's instinctive and traditional respect for knowledge, reason
and truth is reflected in the regard, amounting almost to veneration,

the

in

knowledge
countries.

endeavor.

Through explorations

education

of

mutual river of

our

to

common

blessing fed by tribu-

Not only in the field of science taries that arc plain to see.
but in devising courses of instrucOf these the primary one is mutual
many complicated weapons, understanding. This, in turn, is fed by
machines and .techniques of modern war,
such things as unimpeded exchange
education has played a decisive part in
across the border of ideas, literature,
preparing men for battle.
correspondence and visits by individuals.
The enlightened programs of cduca
A second principal feeder of the main
tion which both our nations have fol- river is a common basic concept of .polisuccess.

in the

that

We may
of learned

in

endship

A

was privileged

I

third important tributary

is

the

Canada and

men, who
braved every terror to uphold principles of humanity which are im-

the United States to raise constantly

Canadian

of

fighting

achievements

the

rible

past centuries as

Many

education.

men

of those

educational

the

As

people.

of

level

the

all

the fruits of education

widely

are

our concept of free

plicit as well in

the

spread,

cleansing

spring of knowledge, logic and rea-

are

made

dark

to flow over the

here today, heroic sons of Canada

son

and of Toronto University. So I
have the additional privilege of tes-

ground of prejudice, fear, hysteria
the soil in which the evil seeds of

tifying again

war forever

the gallantry,

to

and the devotion

fortitude

the

is

attempt

Dieppe, in Sicily, Normandy, on the

n called

and

personal

humble

is

cere-

hip

recognition

security,

for

tiilitary

of

that

power can give

for many procedures.

peoples, both

-in

homelands,

field

it

and

-their

to

think

To

life,

is

Music and

Jlrt,

A

upon

reliance

state the proposition in a con-

Society concert seems to have
reached a fairly high artistic

after long effort

The main

sol-

its

basis

a substitute

advantages of accident and

of natural

growth

and mine

haw

that your country

exploited

to

our

third

Dr.

Walter, played some of his
compositions for piano, three light

and pleasant etudes.

The

entire

program

ganizers of this series of concerts. Starting practically from scratch a year ago.

managed

In that security, that confidence, each

not easy since there

is

taneous desire and effort

start

m

with our

in

many

.

own

we can

strive

understand their viewpoints and prob-

we can

lems,
Published five tunc* * week by the Students' Administrative Grand] of Ute University of Toronto, Opinion! exprtutd la
these columns are not nrccsssrilj the offcUJ
opinions
AdminiitntJ™
of
the
Snidest**

tear

from our eyes the

blindness of prejudice and hatred.

The

H. Haggin, writing

in-

We can, however,
part. We can abstain

prejudicing others,

Budapest Siring Quartet

implied simul-

dependent countries.

in

The Na-

Where
Where

toward

we

are

JANUARY

attainment.

its

43-«

not

— tradiU.C.

TICKETS, WED. 16th
ROTUNDA — ALL FACULTIES

is

frequently difficult for us to under-

-W. Burt Kenner, B.A.
Peggy Bate*, 4T6
""
Waflj
illy
Bdfrj,

™

consisted

of

three

AND MEN'S COMPLETE OUTFITS
AND ACCESSORIES FOR RENT

LADIES'

classical

quartets,

Haydn's Op. 76 No. 5 Mozart's B flat,
K428, and Beethoven's great C sharp
minor. Op. 131, In the simplicity of the
Haydn, the Quartet found subtleties of

571

YONGE STREET

258

At Spadina

OPEN EVENINGS

Mozart quartet

is

one of the composer's
At the playing of

g Wallace.

STREET
KI. 0991

U. C. LIT.

duller compositions.
the

Beethoven quartet, however, one can
only gape open-mouthed and wonder how

SMOKER

was possible for these men to reach
so high a degree of perfection. Throughout the program every point of inter
it

pretation

was handled with completely

satisfying

sound musicianship.

Having heard

the group in person,

I

was interested in confirming whether or
not the characteristics of their playing
were

•

reproduced

on records.
While
many of their performances have been
recorded, the "superior insight" has been successfully transcribed.

records

provide

a

cert going.

—Phillip
•

POPS'
Only one

•

convenient

Freedman.

*

CONCERT

valid criticism

may

be

le-

gitimately levelled at Pops night last
Friday, Sir Ernest MacMillan conducting,

BUSINESS

• SKITS
• SONGS
• GAGS
• CORN COBS

imperfectly

Their

LIT.

TUES.,JAN.15tM i.m.

with James Pease guest baritone,

There is abolutely no point in inviting
artists to participate in joint perform-

JUNIOR

COMMON ROOM

incidental

of functioning

from the best of
her good performers and musicians,

Town

of Kazan from Mussorgsky's Boris
became an orchestral tour de force with

voice.

Otherwise all went well. Young Mr.
Pease is just as much the actor as the
but his shennigans are more
akin to the John Charles Thomas
type
than to those of the opera house.
Due

vocalist,

to the orchestral raucousness
not

tant as the

could be heard of the arias;
his song
group included the familiar Tchaikov-

much

^art House bulletin JBoarb
Glee Club

A

regular rehearsal of the Glee Club will be held in the

music room at 5 p.m. today.
Debates
The next Hart House debate

will be held on Wednesday
23rd January, at 8 p.m., in the debates room. The
resolution will be, That this House while approving of
collective bargaining deplores the attempts of the
unions to
usurp the rights of management"

planation of the incredibly wonderful sky Pilgrim
Song, but he was heard to
among other peoples these age-old values performances that
the group produces. best advantage in
an encore, Richard
4T7 are considered a part of the spirit as
They possess the power of conveying to Strauss' Zueignutig.
4T*
The voice is fine mendously facile American
-E- Roa* McLean, 4T7 opposed to materialism. If we can truly
realizes his
the audience aspects of the music which and
—Ret Batman. 4T»
youthful, and is wanting thereby
;rasp and analyze the roots of the
limitations, and with no pretensions, at
inaccessible to other groups.
They
some musical sophistications; but
spirations, of the hopes and the fears
intellectual altitude manufactures proSfjorta^Edit
possess this power in spite of the fact most important,
he has vocal resources
of others, Ave will generate not only a that they
lific amounts of music, this being one
are imperfectly balanced, the which with
proper care will develop
eded tolerance in ourselves but will robust and dark-toned viola and
of the best.
Seldom has the staid old
cello into an excellent maturity.
encourage hope in others and allay their being unmatched by the
light-toned
hall sounded more like a hot night
lest on the orchestral
program—Morfear.
violins.
club,
ton Gould With an appreciative
Sir Ernest again displayed a cerrelish
Night Editor: Al Cringan.
The world has done much toward this
The program, in accordance with the the orchestra
romped through the lush tain ineptitude as a Beethoven interAssistant: Kay Tipping.
end in the field of medicine, where re- policy of the Friends of Great Music.
Latin-American Symphonette. This tre(Continued on page 4)
i.

—

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Even the Budapest's sensitive playing
confirmed this reviewer's opinion that the

level

gerated was amply illustrated by the
life, famous group in
their concert here last
and traditions of two thou- Friday.
sand years ago may be fully as imporThis greater insight is the only ex-

Yet

FREEMAN'S FORMAL
COLLEGE

«

Near Wellesley— KI. 3270

shading and tonal variations which go
by unnoticed in a perusal of the score.

the legends

cold logic of today.

for the

-TRINITY CONVERSA T"

the superb air of Varlaam, In the

factual, honest teaching of history

tand that in certain problems of

_ ,_™™___

Format Attire

just great performances, or the
greatest one has heard but in their province they are something on a different

product of a different order of powers
is important For example, you and ourof musical insight and execution." That
selves are relatively young nations and this judgement is
sound
it

Business Office

Hal ..-.j
Editor—
Rewrite Editor

3lst

to find the leadership?

else but in the university

says of the performances of the ances when the
,
orchestra is allowed to
Budapest String Quartet that "they are obscure and dominate
completely. Thus

and unexag-

Ed iter _

unceasingly

certs

I

g

—

the absence of mortal

to bring their con-

—

.

B-A-L-L^

of

not delay

generally

up to par with the well-known
Wymilwood series. Let's hope that they
Objective Is Understanding
keep up the good work.
is compelled to provide in its
The objective is to promote mutual
plans and
George Legris.
in its expenditures for physical
spect and understanding
The effect
deifense
• » •
against the other.
would be profound, but Ihe development

i

we do

not complacently assume

means of obtaining an understanding of
chamber works which might not be obon the or- tained through years of playing and con-

was

pleasing and reflects credit

they have

mutual profit?

guest of the evening,

Arnold

mission in carrying

a world

for those

elous technical ability.

The

the educational system prepared,

vide on

as are other countries of the world. Yet,
such is the relationship between these
two truly good neighbors that neither

Ed itoT-in-Ch el
Women's Editor

we do

Matter Of Insight

MICHAEL'S CONCERT

ST.
Drama

it

cultural levels ever upward, to pro-

The peoples of the United States and
Canada are imbued, respectively, with
the same fierce and justifiable pride in
their independence and national pursuits

Night Office

some of the maxims

So, applying

the soldier, I urge that

—that

Drama

Last night's St. Michael's music and

civilization

finally

ns a part of

Undefended Boundary

Room. Rm.
UniTersitT G>Ue*e

ARTS

into

definite

crete

a source

of amazement to other countries.

Editorial

not

a thousand

the citi-

—possibly over-simplified form

our great length

border has been

is

—

would be arguing the ob- point
vious to dwell at length upon the de- oists,
I

of military protective works and formaeither side of

from which

turn

—

their
understanding of the in my poor power to education everyproblems to be met and providing an where, as it carries on its rightful role
example of patience and tolerance in in this glorious, universal, crusade.

be found to provide, between ourselves playing was handicapped by the fact
Toronto and other nations, and between them- that the only available piano seemed to
University for the unlimited possibilities
selves, the great end result that has oom< have been built for giants and supermen
of cooperation in the field of interand not for mere women. The acoustic
to us so naturally and easily.
national endeavor.
of the hall also deadened the music and
Here then, it seems to me, is found
destroyed many of the fine overtones.
Again, I am particularly happy t< one of
the great challenges to the educavisit a great educational institution ii
Mr. Adaskin completed his share of the
tional systems of the world, particularly
program with several light selections
a country with which my own has been
to those institutions to which we have
neighbor in more than mere geographiranging from Debussy and Dinicu to
the right to look for leadership.
Brahms in which he displayed his marvcal sense. For many years the absence

on

we

—

bolizes the profound respect of

common

if

yet witnessed.

can be

of the Allied Expeditionary Force, sym-

tions

—

times more terrifying than anything

be kept abreast

formidable but

submerge nationalistic
Harry Adaskin, and his able
differences in the advancement of
accompanist, Frances Marr, worked exsirability of spreading to the rest of the
common cause. That lesson, I hold, has world the opportunity to live in the ceedingly well as a team despite several
a broad and profitable application in
setbacks.
Mr. Adaskin played with
same spirit of neighbor! in ess that
other circumstances. I like to .think that
great spirit the Sibelius "Violin Cowhave so long enjoyed. Some of our more
the signal honor today accorded me as
ecrto" with piano accompaniment.
fortunate
circumstances
cannot
former Commander and a representative
Unfortunately Miss
Marr"s piano
mediately be theirs. Other ways must

of

prospect

creasing

But even these successes could

Wstern Front it was necessary
the

the

brink

a

Much of its success may tional symbol of truth, integrity, tolerdepend on the knowledge which ance, knowledge and understanding.
everywhere and
As I accept, with great pride, the
particularly in our institutions of higher Honorary Doctorate of Toronto Unilearning can give to the people, in- versity, I pledge every support possible

and mine have

of the fact that to attain victory on the firm a foundation as can orderly, legal

in

reached

well

lachines that boastful dictatorship could
.sign.

today's

in

we will not
Our civilization

that

to travel.

has

danger that we
marshal our forces into one mighty effort— that we have the patience to endure inevitable setbacks— that we keep
manner that hu- our eyes on the final objective and strive

farsighted individuals

not delude our people into believing that
unusual armies should be trusted above friend-

for

universal

may

no

is

mastered.

utterly destroyed the mightiest military

admiration,

reason

gratification

There

my

combat

to

way

your country

E

gratitude.

have another

mony.

them

to

continuing

of

affection
I

pay

I

tribute

upon

threat to their free

Scheldt and on the Rhine and be-

yond.

is

There

war.

of

sure paths fo peace

of scientific achievements.
task

DUNHAM

have seen

that they

such high degree at

displayed in

flourish.

relationships

cost

permanent peace

look upon the ancient Greeks as leaders

The

SONNY

My

legitimate road toward the goal of

which at
lated and at other times have borne onl;
slight relationship to each other.
We

man

We

erans present today.

flourish

determination in both

when

such a body as

before

is the
same as would be
by any of the other war vet-

offered

two parallel channel;
times have been closely re

our efforts in such a
In the late war,

cannot escape a

to discuss such subjects.

excuse

ANNOUNCES

U. C.

definite

the ugliness, the suffering, the tervisualize

men during

to

to associate widi large contingents

think

to

I

Into

to plan for their fulfill-

soldier

venturing,

out-distanced the development of
acknowl- where their governments exist to serve
those social forms which enable man
edge here the great debt which I feel rather than to exploit them.
to
live
in peace.
To my mind, the
to the educators of our two nations.
tremendous challenge now is to direct
Lauds Canadians
Place of Education
satisfaction

particular

A

this

primarily in the field of social, cultural
lowed lor many years paid rich divi- tical life.
In each country there is
d political progress. Their understanddends in speeding our preparation for respect for the dignity and rights of the
the critical campaigns. Knowledge and individual, with the citizens themselves ing of human values surpassed their
otitic progress. In the centuries that
sound habits of study acquired in the providing the ultimate source of all
e followed, scientific advancements
classroom gave us intelligent troops, political power.
Instinctive trust and
e caught up with and in some senses
quick to grasp each new lesson. It gives
between peoples

me

ment.

this,

together

along

falling

and

than

develop

to

objects

feeling of profound diffidence

and

permit

will

Musi Stress Humanities

itself,

tion

values

spiritual

equipped

through,

Now we

neighborhood.

small

a

must develop the

mutual understanding

acquiring of nis has a national asset of incalculable us to live tolerantly
the most profound respect for the con- value, physical and moral. It is a mighty shrunken world.
tribution

All these things you gentlemen are
better

results that

into

discussions.

Maxims

Soldier's

all

in uni-

and our laboratories have come
have tightened up the world

versities

have— without

I

A

Medical

disseminated through

is

judgment of the factors involved

their

treatment of the in these historic

Here we have a shining example
other lines of

for

which educational systems are held throughout the civilized world.
Inevitably the award of an honorary degree by a Great University
inspires in the recipient a sense of special pride and gratification.
In this instance my natural reactions are rendered the more acute
by circumstances of peculiar significance.
First of all, no one could emerge from the experience of leading
a great collaborative endeavor among

— as

witchcraft

for
sick.

in

nations

1946
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1

-Barbara Hood. B.A.

...George Fontcr,
-.Blanche Stanley,

RECORD HOUR
Today's program:

Mozart

Brahms

Quintet in

Quartet for

G Minor
PUmo and
Strings.

1
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HOCKEY BLUES SWAMP MONTREAL
Tops

Ball's Goaling Is
In First League

Sport in Short

-:

Game

Bisons Lose To Blues
In Return Hoop Match

:-

Following are the results of intramural basketball and hockey
played on Thursday and Friday.

tilts

HALDER, KOSICK, NET

APIECE

4

The Thursday

Intercollegiate

University

the

of Montreal, at Montreal, 16-5, on Friday evening, in their first scheduled
ieaguc

game

since 1939.

The game was

highlighted by the sensational goaling
of Dick Ball

Blues'

the

in

who

net,

played shut-out hockey for the

two
up a

first

periods, while his team-mates ran
total

of eleven goals.

started play with fifwere forced to whittle

The Habitants
teen men,

but

Minor
Six goals by Toronto in the second
their squad down to eleven for the last
period gave Ball his two-thirds time
III Meds. "B", 8.
I Dents.. 31
two periods, due to intercollegiate ruliH-0
shut-out
In
chalking
the
imup
Trin. Ill, 28; Vic. VI, 12.
ng.
The only addition to the Blues'
posing score, two players, Gord. Ball
For.
"D",
25;
II Meds. "B", 17.
pre-season
exhibition
from
line-up
and Kosick pulled the hat-trick. Varsity
Wye. "B", 25 Trin. V, 9.
games, was Grant Puttock.
played one man short for two two-minute stretches during the session, Ball being penalized for cross-checking, and
Doyle was given the nod for roughing.
OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.
Halden drew first blood in the last
CJKD Prescriptions for glasses
stanza, when he beat goalkeeper Mer-

for

|oPTiw*HSj

W are

Quick, oecurato repair ion/ice

THE CALENDAR BOOKLET

at reasonable prices.

Sfwc'o) D/icouBf lo Slvdnalw
the Faculty

and

Mwninn

on the

1st of the

—

month

October to May.

CONTAINS

of

valuable information as to
dates and particulars of concerts, lectures, plays, etc., in

MODERN

tions.

GOES TO PRESS

Now
Phone

Now

previous to issue.

Jr. S.P.S.,

Ba

of subscription.

Costa

DOROTHY PARNUM

STUDIOS OF DANCING

Bay

St..

eight

for

dating from receipt

issues,

1139

with two more, his third and fourth of
the game. Trailing 16-4 with two seconds of play left, R. Pepin got his second
of the day, to

96 Spadina Road
Ontario
Toronto
Telephone RA. 8191

Cor. Charles

MI. S624

make

the

final

scorers for Varsity were

Haider

goals

apiece,

with four

Kosick,

followed by Ball with three.

The

overtime

goal

by

I,

1.

II, 3.

Paul

SUPERLATIVE

Paul

COMEDY TEAM

increased

turned

in the corner, the

ruh

Eugene Wales robbed

side-line

some

Buffalo's zone defence

out of the

the homesters

Due

to

game because

he stormed

Reg Smith of the visitors managed to get close enough to bother him.
But Davidson skidded a shot which

:

Cranham, Fountain, Gib-

Alternates:

Hennessy, Himel, Spry,

son, Glait,

was noticeably

*

Wallace.

of the five fouls

Convocation

.

another missed an open net by a few

BALL

Simmons
His Big

New Band

(?)

1)

Wales with the

and 4-4 at the

third.

SPORTS CALENDAR

Harry Boyd opened the scoring for
mark of the first

HOCKEY

1:00
8:00
9:00

Med

II

St.M.

B

Major

1:00
4:00
6:30

Dent A
Sr. Vic

Minor

1:00

U.C.
U.C. Ill

4:00
6:30
5:00

II Civil

I

RELAY

3-Man Teams

the Blues at the 3.S5

ing a tripping sentence in the bastille.

Two

minutes

Clare

later

pushed Varsity

the

into

with

Jr.

SPS.

Vic

Street,

B

Trin.

Emman.

a

Indoor

TRACK

mad six man scramble.
Midway through the second period
McNabby put the visitors ahead after
later,

Per Couple

the

Oshawa

attack.

Jr.

IV

Pre-Med.

PHE.

A

Sr.

A

I

Med.

IV Mech.

Elee.

A

Formal

II

Med.
Med.

A

Ladies'

from an almost

AT

impossible angle.

This Boyd was one of the stand-outs
He was very fast on the
tricky,

and always

in

At-Home

presents

Jlttire for the

and Men's Complete Ouifiis
and Accessories for Heni

STREET, at
0391
YONGE STREET, Near WELLESLEY. KI. 3Z70
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
OPEN EVENINGS
256
571

JERRY

WALD

AND DICK MERRICK
HIS CLARINET AND ORCHESTRA. FEATURING KAY ALLEN

McLINTOCK

ELLIS

—=-

TRUMPET
AND ORCHESTRA
HIS

BIG

BOBBY GIMBY
HIS TRUMPET
AND ORCHESTRA

BALLROOMS ON THE CONVENTION FLOOR OF THE ROYAL YORK HOTEL

All For Only $3.00 Per Couple
9

-

DRESS,

2

TICKETS ON SALE AT

Bond
2 Laps Each

FORMAL
FREEMAN'S
COLLEGE
SPADINA. KL

there

back-checking.

Wold

Mott

Hamm
Hamm
Cochrane
Babcock

DENTS AT-HOME

minute

hard working Boyd evened

of the game.

1

3

Weedon

Lawler, Mosher
Lawler, Mosher

III

BASKETBALL

Morrison

lead

Myles knotted the count at
2-2 by shoving a loose puck into the net
long shot.

the count with a shot

School

the profound respect of the University

McNabby

assist

in a

1946

7th,

DANCING

.

picked up a goal and of Toronto for the unlimited possibiliand sparked his team each ties of co-operation in the field of intertime out on the crystal carpet
national endeavor."

inches.

His wing-mate Hughie Smythe gave
spirited puck manipulating
,n equally

Jerry

.

(Continued from Page

ceedings and an obvious sense of high

an

then along came

offensive,
-

'.

Forwards: Scott, Mayzel, Thomson.
Guards Zeaton, Qayton.

the fine defensive system of

period, 2-2 at first, 3-3 at the second,

PRICE: $1.50
9

Toronto

entertainment

halked up against him.

With

was a see-saw battle all the way.
The teams were tied at the end of each

School Reps, or at Door.

DANCING

:

line.

a concerted
1

Buffalo

Forwards: Burke, Gaines, Turner.
Guards: Keller, Hamilton.
Alernales: Hess, Weiss, Grossman,
Boron, Fertels, Alper, Fadum.

eakened in the fourth quarter, when
Turner, diminutive 5', 4" star was sent

It

The Balmy Beach Canoe Club
Thursday, January

although

through the hoop at times.

ent inefficiency of the officials.

Oshawa

ber was knocked in front of the

performances,

fine

in

both had trouble in dropping the ball

upset goal.

'46

COMEDY, NOVELTY, MYSTERY, THRILLS

Law

Burke, Bison high-scorer, .with 15 points,

of play in the third frame,

to

of a victory in regulation time.

assist.

rivals.

For the Buffalo squad. Turner, with
great offensive and defensive work.

s

the be!! sounded

with

PATRONIZE

And

--

2 S's

Tickets from

their south-of-the-border

The winning counter came at the 3.19 back and forth in front of the players'
mark of the extra session. Immediately bench in silent protest against the appara face-off

department,

i*assuig

to

Pelow

frame, with Smith tying the count a
few minutes later on a clear breakaway,
when Myles of his own team was serv-

TIME:

when

throughout the period, as

FEATURING:

PLACE:

The

distance out.

score up to 29-14,

the Blues undefeated in their scheduled

after

the

in

score of 55-31 fairly accurately

and fast-moving Gaines were stand-outs.
were frequent As has happened
In the Varsity limelight were Scott,
in previous games, the Toronto defence
who led liis team-mates with 9 points,
after a first quarter lapse, settled down,
and Wally Zeaton, who was the most
and their close checking near the basket
outstanding defensive player on the
forced 'the opposing forwards to shoot
floor. Murray Thomson and Mayzel also
from some

games

first

final

shows the edge that the Blues had over

end the second quarter.
Both teams returned to a loose form
and a definite
salted another game away for the Vars- relaxation in the officiating gave the
ity Juniors in their hockey tilt with
U. of B. team several foul shots that
Oshawa Friday night at the Varsity were not justified.
Palais de Puck, The 5-4 decision It
Coach Dil worth provided the benchers

An

OUR ADVERTISERS

"The BARRISTER'S
and

pecially
ic

slip-shod,

fouls

To Varsity Juniors

And

2 F's

was

defence

display.
The Blue's mesh-minder Hu- honor as he received the degree.
Pepin and Y. Pepin, alternate forwards, into the Varsity twine.
zalak continued his Blackstone-like man"I like to think," he said in the rich,
Until that last minute tally it looked
with two and one goals, respectively,
oevers at the goal mouth.
warm tones so familiar now, "that the
like the Blues had the game sewed up.
were the three stars.
Wales
who
scored
the tying goal for signal honor accorded me as former
Midway through the third period, Davthe redmen was twice robbed of other Commander and a representative of the
idson got a breakaway at his own blue
goals,
One shot hit the goal post, and Allied Expeditionary Force symbolizes

FOR THE OUTSTANDING EVENT OF
PLAN TO ATTEND:

The

as not as

part of both teams, with the result that

dribbled past Batten.

U. oFT's.

Although the Varsity offensive display
smooth as it might have been,

14-8

and poor shooting, and careless play
were evident throughout
Second quarter play was very scrambly, and checking was very close on the

Several players took a cut at it
a total of eighteen scoring points in the net.
game, Haider with his four goals and but Pelow's stick sliced it past Batten,
five assists, Henry with two goals and the redmen's eager.

and one

Blues'

accuracy of the Blue squad brought the

Henry and Haider counted

line of Ball,

the Varsity

as

5-4 Overtime Win

score 16-5

for the Blues.

Meds.

8; Vic.

The

of .the first quarter doe;

not give a fair indication of the play

Intramural hockey results
for Friday
Sr. S.P.S., 4;

end

For .the Montrealites, Dion, first line only a minute remaining in the third
canto he steered a pass from McNabby
right-winger with a singleton goal,

SUBSCRIPTION
ONE DOLLAR

For Prices.

when Haider came back

Thursday
;

three assists and Bail with three %

on the 15th of the month

forming.

R. Pepin and Dion for Mont-

real followed,

and

appears in each new Issue
extending over a period of
seven to eight weeks. No
charge for calendar inser-

DANCE CLASSES

-by

Top

BEVISED CALENDAR
SECTION—

in our popular

all

quick

Toronto.

BALLROOM DANCING
FROM FOX-TROT AND
WALTZ TO JIVE, RHUMBA
AND TANGO.
You get them

make

Two

the count 12-0 for Toronto.

goals

PUBLISHED

321 BLG T ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. ~sorge Apartmenti)
OPPOSITE MEOICAl ARTS BUILDING

rier after six minutes of play to

lead at the

For. "A", 1 U.C. Ill, 1.
Trin. "A", 4; Dents. "A", 1.
St. Mikes "A", 2; S.P.S. Ill, 1.

;

^4^/

floor.

minutes of the game.

Intramural hockey results

;

foispiNiwo)

A

crowd of position, while the Blue forwards ready
Minor
2,500 saw the visitors break a 3-game capitalized on several brcak-aways, to
P.H.E. Ill, 49; II Meds. "A", 20.
winning streak of the much- improved
igthen their lead. Three quick baskets
II Dents., 46; U.C. VI, 20.
U. of B. squad.
the final minute of play testified to
U.C. Ill, 50; III Meds. "A", 7.
The Buffalo quintet, strengthened by the accracy of the Toronto forwards,
Knox "B", 24; St. Mikes "E", 10. the addition of five men to their roster, when around the hoop.
St. Mikes "C", 16; U.C. "73", 27
scored two quick baskets in the opening

Gordie Ball started the ball rolling
Sr. S.P.S., 31 ; Jr. U.C. "A", 21.
Toronto shortly after one minute's
P.H.E. II, 24; Jr. U.C. "B", 17.
play in the first period, and the Blues
Sr. Meds, 28; Sr. Vic, 17.
ran unchecked for the rest of the stanza
Wye. "A", 20; Emm. "A", 19.
There was Trin. "A", 36; St. Mikes "A", 16.
to run up a count of 5-0.
action on the sidelines, after Puttock got
beaned by an old hickory which c
Friday's intramural basketball
down out of nowhere, and tangled
results
Benoit of the Montreal team. The tussle
Major
spread through the whole players' bench,
Ir. S.P.S., 19; Jr. Meds., 15.
,nd ended when minor penalties were
Vie.
Ill, 26; Trin. "B", 10.
imposed on Puttock and Benoit

"What'sAhead?"

lues in the final stanza, the American forwards could not get into scoring

defeated the Uni-

versity of Buffalo Saturday night 55-31

on the Bisons' home

for

Ailed with quality spectacle-

The Varsity Blues

basketball results are:

Major
The Varsity Senior
Hockey Blues trounced

16-5

ENGINEERING SOCIETY STORE IN THE ENGINEERING BUILDING
Some

Tickets Available to Outside Faculties
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New and

Art, Music, Drama
Entrenous

Voice

(Continued from page 2)
preter in the jocose Eighth.

Of 4T6

At

1946

by Bach's

great

contemporary,

Domown

enico Scarlatti, and Mr. Guerrero's
points

arrangement of three pieces from the
harpsichord works of Francois Couper-

the conductor did not seem to follow the

in.
Especially interesting among these
master's thematic thought with any ease. was the last piece a Passaeaille, in which
I wonder if Debussy forgot his Petite the pianist simulated very effectively
Suite as easily as the listener forgets the harpsichord in both manner and

By Ross McLean

—

?
D. Gordon Ross.
Miss Broadley's first year found her
among a class of eight but she took
Mary Broadley, one-girl class of 4T6 three-year intermission between her secia the University of Toronto's tiniest ond and third years to take a business
A pin could have been heard to drop
coarse, has been able to take classes course, work for a trust company and in the Great Hall 'of Hart House last
throughout her Varsity stay with girls
a United Church office.
night, where Alberto Guerro displayed
registered iin Household Economics.
When she returned the registration his immaculate execution and infinite
Absence of Middle School Latin had dwindled and she alone comprised musicianship in a varied program of
standing directed Miss Broadley into her year.
both romantic and classical piano music.
Household Science in 1938. Otherwise
The romantic school was represented by
Currently negotiating with the Editor
she might have wandered into House
Liszt,
Chopin,
and notably, Cesar
of Torontonensis for a berth in the yearEc and become "one of the mob."
Franck, in his beautiful Prehtde, Chorale
"In a way," she reflects today, "it's book, the Graduating Class intends to
\d Fugue.
nicer to be connected with a college."
proceed en masse to O.CE.
In contrast to these comparatively

The Graduating

14,

Class In Household

Science says she hasn't been lonely.

HART HOUSE CONCERT

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

modern works were four short sonatas

tone-

Mr. Guerrero
onto artists

is

who

one of the few Tor-

WATCH REPAIRS— Expertly
by a student for the students.

Hook, 553 Huron St

LOST— Black

MI.

LOST—Key

done

case containing 2 Yale
keys and one small key Thursday, on
campus. Please return to Hutton

R. C.

5516.

House, Maxine Edighoffer.
zippered notebook, con

taming important notes,

in

LOST—Gold

Women':

Union cloakroom, W<±, Jan. 9. Reward. Please return notes to Women's
Union cloakroom.

can play ornaments in

way

which they
should be played. He also hit the happy medium, usually missed, between under-expression, which makes for woodeness and apparent unmusicatlity, and
over-expression, which tends to make
the performance trite and mediocre. In
all, Mr. Guerrero's concert was very
the strict, classical

LOST

in

green

—

Parker

bottom,

mechanical

gold

Please leave at S.A.C.

ring

pencil,

LOST— Dark

—

both to the critical musician, Af EN'S TAILS For sale, men's
tails,
and to the appreciative layman.
size 38, 5' 7" ; 3 pieces. Almost new.
John Gahtshore.
Price $35. LL, 2463.

green striped Sheaffer's

pen,
morning between
Mining Bldg. and Hart House. Please

leave at

S.A.C

office.

PERSONAL—Maude:

—

ih b 6 h

ft

i)

i

ill

21 Years

Ago-a

small sandwich

shop. Today- 16 restaurants which

served 7,422,134 meals
MONTREAL

.

TORONTO

-

in 1945.

OTTAWA

Listen to Mick-

ey Lester again. This time he'll read
message with bis teeth in. Joe.

my

-JW ft/

mr

large

vacuumatic

striped Parker pen, between Vic Library and Wymiiwood,
Wednesday. Reward. HY. 1227.

5i

'

with

Reward.

top.
office.

LOST— Blue

pleasing,

signet

oval bloodstone. Possibly lost in or
between U.C. and Trinity, or on St
George St, near Knox College.
Phone HU. 0796 or contact S.A.C
Office.
Reward.
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Politics?

Too Active?

Students
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FALSE IDEAS PREVALENT
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15,

The government of the Victoria College debating Parliament
went down to defeat last night, conceding victory to the opposiwas presented to the speaker

tion before the final vote

of the

House.
Defending the resolution "that students are suffering from an
overdose of politics" were Tohn Meisel and Beryl Rutherford, in
opposition to Harry Hodder and Marie Bond.
science of state organization," was the definition for
by the first representative of the government,
John Meisel. With this definition as a basis, he decried the false
ideas prevalent among students today, which reduce this science
to narrow sectarianism.
Thus, he explained, that the exaggerated interest which this
type of thinking breeds ultimately leads to unreasonable passion
which actually hinders the cause which it is intended to help.

"The

LECTURES BEGIN TOMORROW AT AJAX
Editorial

Hammers

politics proferred

Leader of the opposition Harry
Hodder, deplored the lag which has
been allowed to develop between scientific and political achievement recently,
and declared that students must take
an interest in politics while in University or they never would. He concluded
that with the study of politics should

on the campus, and when the
presses of The Varsity are thrown into
the Humber, then the students of this
University will have had an overdose
Bond,
asserted Marie
of politics,"
She
speaking for the opposition.
comparatively small
attendance at last night's Parliament

pointed

the

to

as an example of lack of student interest in politics.

Everybody

To-day's Varsity goes to 1,500 more students than ever beTo-day we begin circulation of an expanded paper on two
campi, 24 miles apart but offspring alike of a parent University

The

OFFICE

S.A.C.

Major

Varsities

Will Broad cast
Montreal, Jan. 12 (CUP).—Plans

Manitoba.
Additions to the Canadian Spotlight and Caribbean Spotlight programs are now under production in
Montreal. The producer is planning
other Canadian campi
the immediate future to undertake
similar productions.
visits to

According to a report from the
McGill Daily, it is hoped that this
an interchange of

and Athletic

Council

for

Office

Women Students is now located
in Room 82, University College
Basement, East Wing), MI. 8226.

Women

students

are

now

housing, loans, orders for
jewellery and blazers, Torontonen-

ment,

Handbook

Varsity and

etc.,

space,

athletic busi-

and for general

ness.

For the

present,

the

Women's

be open daily except
Saturday from 9:45 a.m. to 4:15
p.m. The Secretary, Miss A. E.
Office will

M. Parkes, will be available at
other hours by appointment, MI.

BAND PRACTICE

U.

University

of

activities be-

ing deadlines.

Band

Toronto

practice tonight at Drill Hall, 119
St. George Street, 5:00 p.m. sharp.

If anything, they

the Recreation Hall rang with

Which WillWin?
The much-hailed SchooI-U.C
alry,

Amateur

Artists

Display Talents

new

Water-colors,

through

all

oils,

pencil,

mediums beginners,

penas well

as experienced artists, will contribute
to the

Annual Undergraduate Exhibi-

Management

course which the DepartExtension open-

of .University

ed yesterday.
The length of the course will nor-

mally be two academic years, of
eight months each, with at least

Humor

began as their hobby. To-

parents
ative

witnessed

effort

of

the

first

Frank

collabor-

Shuster

The same

and

pair are

today peddling entertainment
Friday evening on the Johnny

each

Home

Show.
Since that early teen-age tryout the

Shuster-Wayne blending of wit has
countless la u g h-1 o a d e d
The trouping twosome has
scripts.
lasted through Harbord High School,
produced

University College Follies, The Varsity and its humor columns, a stint as

Wife Preservers on the air, a Buckingham comedy show, the Canadian
Army Show and today's network undertaking about Johnny Home.
Canada's ace comedy team admit
that they haven't done anything they
haven't enjoyed themselves.

Apparently that includes even mat
Boy Scout skit that brought the mtime
team together, "It was an adolescent
version of the U.C. Follies," Schuster
describes

it.

"That's a

little

redund-

Wayne.
The comics seem compatible.

ant," suggests

fetcria.

Staffs

extempore
riv-

ever-present at athletic encoun-

the

Residence

In room after room of

Arbor Lodge,

labyrinthic

conferences

threshed out
ast-minute administrative details.

shambles of beams and paint Compleband" of the other.
Although two-weeks separate the tion of the remainder within two
two functions neither group has made weeks is expected.
a move without considering what the
One classroom is called for at 9 a.m.
other body was contemplating.
on Thursday's timetable. The Super-

Extension

Management

Leading the way
bands for campus

in

booking name intendent's

was the
whose Whitey
Research,
and
General
Belshaw triumphantly announced last
Science.
This course has been established week that Jerry Wald, crown prince
at the request of the Department of of clarinet, had been engaged.
Planning and Development and the
Today comes from the U.C. Kit's
Travel Bureau of the Government of
Ontario in order to provide quali- Carman Guild the counter announcefied men and women to operate ment that the orchestra of trumpettourist resorts and summer hotels
famed Sonny Dunham has been securEngineering

affairs

Society

staff expect to have it ready
by Wednesday midnight
First mass get-together of the Ajax
students was a sing-song last night
sponsored by the Engineering Society.
Five Society members went down to

teach

Aja-xians

the

immortal

Toike

Oike.

Abetted by S.P.S. Dean C. R.
Young, Director J. R. Gilley, and
Hart House Superintendent D. L.

in the vacation area of the Province.
ed for the Arts Ball.
is designed priOf toss-up importance to the campus Emond, the visiting experts raised the
marily for ex-service personnel, a
Haltingly but with gathering
few civilians may, under special cir- is the question: which of the two roof.
enroll
who
Students
the fortnight of Feb 13-27, and is tem- two sessions.
cumstances,
he
admitted.
This American bands has the greater na
confidence,
the
thousand Ajaxians
porarily awaiting contributions from before the first of February will be course should also qualify men and
Acclaimed is the University's return to responded.
the
until
only
attend
women for positions in clubs, hotels
undergraduate members of the Ho
required to
Coffee and sandwiches rounded out
planning
dano
pre-war
practices
in
its
All entries should be framed and end of April, 1946, in the first ses- and hospitals.
the evening. Ajax had begun.
programs,
Admission requirements will t
handed in to the Warden's office by sion, and will have four months'
based on academic standing, matui
practical experience and a month's
5.00 p.m., Monday, Feb. 11.
in th
before returning ity, experience, courses taken
desired,
if
vacation,
Day
on
There will be a Visitor's
services, and apparent ability
to the Universitv in the first week
Sunday, Feb. 24, when members may
On successful succeed in studies of this kind.
of October, 1946.
Ex-service men and women wishbring their friends to see the exhibi- completion of the second session, a
mak<
tion from 2-4 o'clock.
certificate will be awarded each stu- ing to take this course should
the necessary arrangements with
University.
the
dent
get
by
unable
to
are
If contributors
The course will include the fol- the Department of Veterans
frames for their pictures they should
W. J
then
write
to
Dr.
Affairs,
and
Literature
English
lowing subjects:
In 50 years Toronto's University Classes are packed to capacity with
get in touch with the Warden's offi
and Composition, the History of Dunlop, Director of University Ex Extension has expanded from an 8,000 enrolled in a wide variety of
Accounting, tension, Simcoe Hall, for an appli
Economics,
to arrange for the use of frames be- Ontario,
occasional itinerant professor to a subjects.
Law Psychology, Advertising, Oper- cation form.
The Pass Course for Teachers
longing to the House.
vast number of courses for everybody from prospectors to firemen attracts bankers, doctors, business
about everything from Chinese to men and even tefichers. During the
last 25 years more than 800 have
Accident Prevention.
The University of Toronto was graduated with a B.A. degree that
they could not have obtained except
the pioneer in University Extension
through this course.
in Canada as far back as 1894.
By E. Ross McLean
Other activities of the Extension
when professors were sent, on reinclude an average of 300 local lecher word 'dem' is not a demonstrative adquest, to deliver racy lectures in
"We beat each other over the head economics, she richly enjoyed
claims.
tures
per session, correspondence
well
loo,"
he
it
the
jective.
"Took
then
Since
inculinary
Ontario's backwoods.
husband's stabs at alie
but we manage to get along," says
courses,
short courses, and certifiobjective of the University Extenstruction.
Overseas they entertained the frontShuster of the relationship.
been "to do everything cate courses in business for exhas
sion
'fold
what
"We didn't even know
servicemen and civilians.
line troops with their production which
"We hand each other aspirins," comthat the people of Ontario require
The short courses offer variety.
in an egg' meant," confesses Shuster. they hailed as "Just like 'Oklahomaso far as It comes within the scope
ments Shuster.
the They last from two days to a
"We still don't," admits Wayne.
only lousier!" In gypsy fashion they of a University's function," in
The pair arrived on this campus in
the Uni- week, and there seems to be no
couldn't be relied upon to toured the foxhole circuits rarely hit- words of the President of
they
If
for
sketches
and
1936, wrote music
century ago. limit on the number that may be
matter ting an audience that wouldn't provide versity a quarter of a
offered. Last spring 125 engineers
The follow- fold in an egg, neither for that
the Follies of that year.
The Department was formally or- spent a week studying Soil Mechcould they ever be accused of laying one fervent "Dirty U.C. 1" from a
ing year bridgehead established they
ganized and Dr. W. J. Dunlop as- anics. Several
times a year Onaudience.
Schoolman in the
sumed the directorship in 1920, tario fire-chiefs take
took over the show and ran it for the one.
a three-day
amounted to a
From preserving who knows how
Their Johnny Home Show, aired vhen the Extension
subsequent three years.
an Evening course in how even hot water puts
and
and
Course
Frankie
Teachers'
wives,
persevering
out a fire.
Friday evenings over CBC, would imThey had infiltrated into The Vars- many
The
Literature.
English
in
tripped into the Buckingham prove with a faster audience, they say. Class
The evening tutorial classes,
ity staff too and began to manufacture Johnny
former had an enrolment of 30 and which offer
no degrees, cover a
where they made
The present radio audience demands the latter enrolled 20.
Champus Cats. Under their super- cigaret program
range of subjects dealing with
reputation as gag-men on a slapstick and hubba-hubba humor. For
Today there Is a peace-time en- Heating and Ventilation, Authorvision this column reached an all-time their
the Pass Course
in
1.000
of
rolment
scale.
larger
the
In one year
high calibre of humor.
reason tliey have provided
Public Speaking,
this
Russian,
the Evening ship,
When the Canadian Army Show S.A.C. office with free tickets to for Teachers and
Statistical Qualify Control, AdvertisWayne alone wrote 90 cats.
ening, and some 55 other subjects.
"We did everything on The Vars- began recruiting, Frank Shuster
"pack the house with the good, old
its
own sake!
of
Knowledge
for
rank
"the amazingly high
ity," recalls Wayne. Exchange, news, tered at
student types."
An interesting sidelight of th«
with pay." Soon, he reports,
features. But came our final year and private;
University Extension is the fact
Shuster and Wayne took the show,
acting
daily
promotion
to
program,
held
The record
Therapy and
Occupational
that
someone else became editor. We must came a deserved
actually, to get back their CBC-legs,
Physiotherapy are operated by the
from 4 :00 to S :30 in the Women's
Next
have been too frivolous. That's what blank file,
after the wartime intermission.
department because when they
Johnny at that time was instructing
Common Room in U.C, is open
drove us into radio."
themselves for
fall they plan to launch
considered,
authorities
first
were
Corporal Wayne
to the men and women of every
straight
Their first ozone offering presented at Camp Borden.
weren't sure they would be pera cigaret company again in a
was kept busy, it seems with his uncollege and all faculties.
manent courses and thought they
them as Wife Preservers.
show which they are more
comedy
grammar.
could be more easily discontinued
Today's program
Each morning they cooed household derlings' abuse of
suited.
If they were not In one of the FacHe didn't hesitate either to correct
Variation on a Theme
hints to housewives in pseu do -serious
run.
ulties. However, both courses have
"But," decided Frank, "I gotta
his co-n.co.'s grammatical shortcomBrahms
Haydn
by
style which no listener was ever comrendezour
at
wife—
grown beyond expectations and
he would hear Gotta meet my
whom
those
To
ings.
wife
Mozart
Wayne's
Major
Quartet in D
attractive
pletely sure was sincere.
provide
careers
for
vous."
would
he
feet
bellowing 'Pick up dem
many frustrated young
Symphony in C Major .Schubert
was the most amused listener and the
"Simonize watches," ordered Wayne.
out in a soothing lecture that the

tion of Art.

The Exhibition

will

be on display

three months' practical experience
and a month's vacation between the

While the course

t

Can You Discuss Art in Chinese?
Extention Dept. Can Teach All

.

Johnny Wayne.

at

to "beat the

One hundred students have en- ating,

—a

allotment

floor.

lie

rolled in Institutional

is

Throughout the Ajax campus, saws
is not absent from
the dance
droned and hammers pounded, readyWitness the feverish competition that ing Hart House, the laundry, and other
has sparked the activities of the com- campus corners for immediate use.
mittees in charge of the School At- Hart House at the moment exists as
Home and the U.C. Arts Ball as the a palatial furnished common-room
social directors of each faculty sought occupying the centre of a carpenters'

all that, we are not fossilized.
The years of reconstrucahead. Thwarted as we in Toronto are from taking full
advantage of those years by the pressure of space and time and
by the stultifying effect of the present upon the imagination, we
may turn more and more to the Ajax pioneers for example and
for guidance.
May they build soundly and well.

ment

Today

and the Ajax

ters,

For

Opened by

lectures begin,

Housemasters scurried, tracing lost
baggage, directing hungry hordes to
the

week begins a great adventure: the creation of
town. That exhilarating creative experience can

this

Course

9

Director's.

U. C. or School

a college
never be ours.

New

at

room

should sympathize with us.

under the grey pall of smoke and remote from the lake and
from those windy plains, who are deprived of the chance to
make our campus over as we would.

tion

The Blue and White.

Over 1,200 students are now living in residence on the Ajax
campus; some SO per cent of them ex-service personnel. Corridorchoking queues slouched around corners of the Administration
Building until late at night, en route to the Bursar's Office and

we whose traditions are set almost beyond changing.
we who are cramped for space wherever we turn. It is we,

Ajax

Tomorrow

get-acquainted day.

Project will be securely launched.

Nuts To You! Says Ex-Varsity Comedy Team
day it's their profession.
Fourteen years ago an enthusiastic
audience of fellow Boy Scouts and

Hurrying

Amidst the year's first blinding snowstorm, the Great Adventure began yesterday for 1,400 students registered at the Ajax
Division. Last night, for the first of many times, the rafters of

It is
It is

Called Institutional

re-

quested to use this office for all
Council services such as employ-

sis,

tellectual and cultural
tween countries.

Administrative

Students'

Is

MUST LEARN TOIKE OIKE

knows no boundaries.
To-day we welcome to the University the 1,500 Engineering
students at the Ajax Division. Theirs is no makeshift annex
to the central campus; because there is no central campus.
There is one University with two campi.
A mere geographical accident prevents us who have been
here since fall from welcoming the Ajax engineers personally
into our midst. Despite that accident, our welcome is none the
less warm.
There is no reason whatever for sympathizing with the students at the Ajax division, separated from us as they are by
24 miles of snow-covered highway, lodged in a reconverted
shell-filling plant on which carpenters' hammers are still reechoing in frantic efforts to ready room after room for impend-

will lead to

WOMEN'S

Pounding,

Still

fore.

every

tion

.jax

that

be intermingled many other phases of have been announced for a series
Hfe, including among them religion, of student broadcasts to originate
sociology and even such seemingly un- from major Canadian universities
and
related aspects as art, music, and for the benefit of Caribbean
South American listeners.
drama.
This international short wave
Beryl Rutherford, of the government, stressed the fact that according service has been organized following a Christmas broadcast for the
to reliable authorities a student is one
Royal
who digests what he hears by the pro- CBC by McGill students.
Sampath, a former McGill student,
cess of reflection; which process is
will
arrange
and
produce
these
impeded or stultified by active participrograms, which are to originate
pation in political strfe.
In Halifax, Montreal, Toronto
and
day there is a revolu-

"When

We! come

—

—

RECORD HOUR

—

1'

.

least deluded.

A

graduate

in

household

point
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Books

Editorial

f

School via Sreen

The
pictures, a brand new branch of higher learning,
now courses
have invaded the sequestered academic world
in every
in movie making are offered by colleges and universities
part of the United States." This statement from the latest issue
of Popular Photography, leaves rather a blank in our minds. The
suggestion of movies having any connection with the University
of Toronto has so far eluded us. And yet when one looks over
the achievement record of the "thin ribbon of celluloid" the fol.

Yes

.

"In
America,"
James
Farrell
writes (in an essay in his recently
published
book,
The Leagw
Frightened Philistines), "a tre
dous commercial culture has
veloped as a kind of substitute for
a genuinely popular, a genuinely

democratic culture, which would reite and thus communicate how
the mass of the people live, how
they feel about working, loving, enjoying, suffering, and dying." This
synthetic
commercialized
culture
may reasonably be termed slick culAnd it constitutes the most
powerful enemy of those who hope
that men may eventually learn to
live complete and reasonably happy
lives; that they may die in the full

lowing questions become apparent.
haven't the potentialities of movies been recognized by
Canadian Universities?"
"Is anything being clone by the universities of Canada that
indicates that movies are recognized as a field with both artistic

"Why

and educational

possibilities?"

"Will anything be done about the deficiency at present apin our syllabus?"
The war record of the movies indicates their potentialities and

parent

gives a concrete example of their success in education. The thoroughness with which American soldiers were trained before going
into action and the speed with which an army was created out
of farmers, salesmen and mechanics both depended to a great extent on training movies. The men learned their work better and
quicker and enjoyed it when it was presented in the form of
movies. The British Army also used training movies to a large

extent and produced films on such a variety of subjects as map
reading, gas training and first aid.
In still another way movies were used during the war. They
were used to educate the public, to explain shortages, to combat

Much work

of this kind

was and

is

such dangers
being done by the National Film Board in Ottawa.
This war has shown much about the possibilities of movies in
the fields of both education and, for lack of a better term, social
service. Now it seems that those possibilities are being ignored.
For a better understanding of those possibilities it might be well
to consider what is being done by the universities in the United
States and to study the way movies could be used to supplement
as inflation.

our present system of university

studies.

In the American universities the students receive instruction
in the techniques of movie making and they, themselves, produce
documentary films on such topics as the black market. Their
training prepares them for work such as is done by the National
Film Board of Canada and for the production of such advertising
movies as are produced by General Electric, the Toronto Transportation Commission and the Canadian Pacific Railway, to mention only a few.
It seems strange that the only places for these films, with their
definite educational .possibilities, to be shown are clubs such as
the Electrical Club. If movies were shown as a part of a university course they would offer certain outstanding advantages over
lectures and the projection of slides.
In the preparation of movies some of the most eminent men
in the field could be asked to co-operate and thus a much better
course could be organized than -is given in a series of lectures.
Then, too, it would be possible to show things in class that would
not be possible during a normal lecture.
The engineers could
watch a locomotive travelling at high speed, or perhaps the process of extracting metal from an ore. Medical students could watch
an operation being performed. And the artist's brush could be

called in to show what no human eye can see: the firing of a shell
or the action of electrons in the formation of a chemical compound.
There are other uses to which movies could be put by a university, but in any application the fundamental advantages remain.
In the fraction of a second during which a scene changes a movie
could take the spectator to any part of the infinitesimally small
world in which bacteria, atoms, and the theory of the calculus
exist.

We

Cries of ridicule, cries of protest assail us.
can imagine
the thoughts that these suggestions arouse in the minds of students and staff alike. "It won't work," says one. Ask the Ameri-

can

Army

about that. "It would cost too much," cries another.
depends on the way the process is approached. If several
universities were to co-operate, sharing the cost and. benefits of
educational movies, and the change was made slowly, it might
not cost any more than the present system.
The use of movies in education is an unexplored field on this
campus. We'd like to hear what the students think about movies
as something other than a Monday date.
r. e. c.
It just

will

be

a

of

the

Explicit in slick culture is the
drastic simplification of social and
individual problems, a simplifica-

Mu&ic and

Records
At

The

Varsity,

On

a

visit

Ajax

to

yesterday

converted

section

the shell-filling

of

Published five times a week by the Stti
of the Un
versitv of Toronto.
Opinions expressed i
these columns ate not necessarily (he officii
opinions of the Students' Administratis

on a concealed push-button, and after 20 whirring minutes emerged loaded, capped,
and with detonator attached.
Decontamination squads are being

Bank on a Sweet Cap
anywhere
anytime
And when you tune in

for satisfaction

plant, inadvertently stepped

™
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Huab Kcnncr,
PegBy
Wally
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I

lines,

„

Forster.
Stanley.

Blanche
E. Koss McLean.

Her
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C'.ll

Ilellry.

Peg Wallace,
—George
Barbara Hood,

I

CIGARETTES
station CKEY-CJBC

compensations; and if nothing lastis ever added to the ethical and
aspects of life, at least the
mores of slick culture require from
its followers neither intensity nor

9:30 p.m.

Every Thursday Night

Integrity.

Recently implicit in this culture
a subtle attempt to head off
honest and intelligent examination
of fundamental problems by creating in readers, listeners and watchers a sense of vicarious participation in life. In one of his essays
Farrell emphasizes this new trend,
quoting speeches of those Hollywood tycoons who are apparently
mainly responsible for the idea.
They are already suggesting to
those artists and intellectuals who,

£UA\op aptsdn sjb sueoijaurv Minos

Is

Farrell, have attempted
to
maintain their integrity by sacrilike

ficing
turns,

some potential

insist

that their fundamental the-

financial re-

that Hollywood's new crusade be joined. But these producers

;

No,

but

irjqi.

3n.11 ji st

very hot

it is

there in winter.

HOT also the Dancing of
Cqnc&ta QTrtana
Is

Biggest Attraction of the Year

TONIGHT
ALSO:

8 p.m. Women's Union
ANNE ALCROFT AND HER GUITAR

dancing
REFRESHMENTS

University of Toronto

S pAMSH

Review

in

REMEMBER

•

ostensibly

released"in
yet

of the disc

is

TO ELECT OFFICERS FOR

The reverse side
devoted to Paganini's La

Campanelia.

arrived, but the remainder of Victor's

The vocal records include Porgi
November records are here. Of these,
mor and Dova Sono from The
MarSchumann Piano Concerto, played riage
of Figaro capably sung by Elby Claudio Arrau and the Detroit eanor
Stieber and provided with
good
Symphony Orchestra under Karl orchestral
Kreuger,
replace

is

the

the only one

old

which should Leinsdorf.
This is well with Pace, Pace,
Mid Dio from
is
Verdi's La Force del Destino,
but the

recording.

Club
WOMEN'S UNION,

partly because the older performance

very poorly recorded with an entirely
inadequate

orchestral part.
On the
other hand, the sound of the new records is clear and strident even on
a poor machine.
Arrau's playing of
the concerto, however,

is

replete with

same effeminacy that marked
the

his

Unlike the rest

orchestral accompaniment

is

piece,

the

last

recordings.

is

other album which has arrived
Strauss' Death and Transfiguration.

It

is

adequately recorded by the Ne'

releases

include

Generally,

the

P.M

.,

TUESDAY, JAN. 15TH

and

dull

records

being protoday are far from
adequate
Performances which are both
well recorded and well played
are rare. The
,t
record companies do not
seem to care
whether their records are good
or bad.

duced

seems to be

little

in the choice of

For

I.

Victor
recording

Will discuss in an

"A

to be recorded

promises

us

plying

us

OLIVER BUSWELL,

President of National Bible Institute,

there
exercise of reason

works

instance,

third

consumption.

several

8

Refreshments will be served

lifeless.

issue the first concerto
for

by distorting tempi.

1948

Progressive-Conservative

the

accompaniment by Erich
Zinka Milanov also does

•

CLOSED MEETING OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

a

Ir.

New York

Open Forum

Christian Looks
at the V. N. O."

at 8:00

P.M. in

Canadian
keeps

WYCLIFFE LIBRARY

And Columbia

with

trivialities

while the
single discs.
The most unusual of bulk
of their fine American
They alone, of all the facul- these is a performance
collection
of excerpts
is inaccessible here.
and colleges across the campus from
Prokofieff's Peter and the Wolf
pulled a "wing-ding" in their choice
-Philip Freedman.
by the violinist Richard Odnoposoff.
of the serviceman to be presented to
While we do not adopt a puritan view
"Ike."

with regard to transcriptions,

In the recent issue of The Varsity,
was published the list of names

lire

I

General."

the

Who

object to lifting pieces from

we do

Saturday, January 19th, 1946

—

—

that-be forgot that this

]

listed

was

the en-

man's war.

troduced

to

them.

In

the

He

All students in the
Faculty
Arts must make application of
for
the

May

examinations before
February 1st at the office of
the
College or University
Registrar.

The True Glory, he tells who
fought the war for us.
It was the
pictures.

Decorations were also noticed in the
But what about "matclots" who enlisted man.
ice off the guns in zero weathAgain, it may be noticed that the
er, the corporal who sat up all
inking service -student of each group
night

and Drama
Freedman,
Ralph Jones,

Philip

Night Editor: Martha Schober.
Assistant: Dorothy Greenberg.

was

to be presented.
The only exception is Victoria.
So again let us
have service types from give "Orchids" to the college across
paratroopers to Radar mechanics on the park.
the campus.
K. Fitzgerald Lt.
General "Ike" is renowned for his
I Meds.

planes.

We

—

$art lougc

^Bulletin JSoarl)

A

regular rehearsal of the Glee Club will be held
in
the music room at 5 p.m, today.

in-

moving

list

a water-filled slit-trench, and the
I.A.C. armourer who loaded the air-

Sponsored by the V.C.P.

MAY EXAMINATIONS

mediums

to which they are perfectly suited and
adapting them to instruments on which
they sound utterly incongruous. Such

had the brainstorm
of nominating 90% officers and then
selecting only one
I say again—one
association with the "other ranks."
private over! Evidently the powerswouldn't have been offended when

in

Pbolographer

.

LISTEN" WrTH

social

The Students' Choice:

BLOORTAXI

Chess Club
The University

of Toronto Chess Club has now been
included in the Hart House system of committees
and
has its quarters
Room C. The members of the committee are: Prof. C. F. Morrison, Crairman; J. B. Bick-

m

LIMITED

chipped

Editor

. .

AND

SWEET CAPORAL

at once.

The albums

December and January have not

The new

of those "selected to lunch with

...ML 6221

—

...W.

Art. Music,

—

"LIGHT UP

recruited.

moment, the superior sound is the case
with the work in question.
equipment which I normally use for The
violin and piano are so
unsuited
listening to records which are
to be to this Russian fairy
tale that they
reviewed in this column is unavail- often
sound just plain silly. In the Proable..
The records were listened to cessional,
the jubilance which is capon a rather poor machine and contured so well by the orchestra
is lost
sequently, the comments on the
re- in the distasteful slurs
which the viocorded sound are not as complete as
lin produces in an attempt
to be all
they might be.
instruments

falsification

there
Itoom, Rm, 42-a
University College-

Editorial

Staff

over I

ties

denlV Administrative Council

Business Office
Night Office-

a

to-day.

late

he wandered into an un-

College.

Member Cause

like

the

"Orchids" are in order for Victoria

The Undo r«rtwiu&t» Newspaper

cannot meet his classes

afternoon,

of Beethoven's third
York City Symphony but contains
piono concerto while they
have yet to
many examples of Stokowski's genius

Dear Sir:

nothing

he

that

Drama

The

To Vic
Editor,

regrets

—

Jlrt,

there's

session's

The Champus Cat

ory must be adopted: that the sotion which is generally based
on ex- cial comments of slick culture must
tremely questionable interpretations be sweetened by
entertainment;
of such abstractions as "the Amer- and that,
incidentally, financial reican (read also Canadian) Dream," turns can therefore
be continued
"Individual Enterprise," and even at their present
level. It mav be
(for apparently nothing is
sacred) assumed that
other branches of
"Democracy."
Life is filled with the popular culture industry
will
surprise-endings; the poor must re- be eager to offer similar
terms.
member that poverty also has its
Robert Weaver.

previous

Orchids

The

all slick cul-

entertainment, for it is asthat this leads directly to the
all-important final end—money.
is

sumed

sir,

Sweet Cap to put you in
mood when the 'cram'

relaxed

movement, as While
this policy may pay at
present,
recorded, is both virile and vigorous
it is bound
to have a deleterious
efand is a definite improvement over
fect on future sales.
Further,

are urgently asked to

attend.

intelligent

ideas are only occasionally allowed).

The immediate end of

of

Correspondence

Room

37, University College, at 5:00 p.m
on Wednesday. All sports staff writers,
and anyone interested in writing sports

The Varsity

and where original and

playing here recently.

meeting

Sports staff of The Varsity in

for

Possibly certain
general attributes of this slick culture may be
briefly suggested.
Its purely technical aspects are frequently on t
fairly high level; for young artists
wiih real potential abilities are continually being tempted inlo this
field by
the easier life and the
greater financial returns which it
offers; and the very simplification
of content allows greater emphasis
on technique. (Notice, for example,
the movies, where brilliant technical
devices are frequently introduced

the

NOTICE
There

realization of the meaning of their
and social destinies.

individual

ture

and

Slick

"Moving

.

i,ght up

Of

Ethics

Sub-station at
and ST. GEORGE

Vice-Chairman; J. W. Storey, House Committee
representative; R. Orlando, President; M. DobierR F
ersteth,

HARBORD

RA. S1S1

Rodgers; and

J.

Paterson-Smyth, Secretary

Switchboard Connecting
branches
nil

ft- Orfclt

SWM« _

ft.

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS
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All Grades Join in Singsongs
Heartily
As Mart House Male Chorus

Whence Toike?

room,

East

Wing

cycle racks from the Arts
Building and for other such stirring
oc-

still

Hart

of

Belshaw revealed. The Ajax tickets
are beins sold by Jim
Hayman and
several
other laboratory demonthe group strators, and possibly by
the Engi-

casions."

Apparently each one of
above mentioned was to forget neering
Society store.
about books, slide-rules, results
Belshaw stated that he
wanted
and formulae, and was to conven"
But where the yell came from,
Bet '*' to a sood
trate all mental effort on
2j
^'.i
the faint- start m their social life, as well as
most people haven't the slightest
hearted, spur the tired to
idea.
victory, in their studies and the At-Home
and ring out as a triumphant bat- is a perfect opportunity.
£ supreme efEor t was made, in
in
Im5, to track it down. The faculty- tle-cry.
Transportation for Ajar students
member conducting the search
In due time the fruits of
each can be arranged by contacting the
finally received one version in
a one's labors were examined. Each Engineering Society
letter from Walter H. Boyd,
(at Ajax) rethen yell was
practiced; each yell was garding numbers requiring
of the Dominion
Department of
transjudged.
Mines. In part it read:
portation and other
particulars
The choice was Piper's "Toike
"I remember quite well the
Jerry Wald and his
birth
orchestra
of the Skule 'Yell'—Toike Oike.
It Oike." Apparently the words were d.rect from the Ice Terrace
of the
came about in this way: A group coined
by the yell's author especial- Hotel New Yorker, New
of us, Shovel,
York, will
Burnside, Carter ly for
that purpose.
be handling a major
Piper,
thought that the School
part of the
The other part, starting with night's music, with the
should have a catchy yell
that
bands of
could be used on all occasions such
'We are! We are
Elhs McLintock, Bob
." and stretchGimby, and
as football matches, etc.,
and a ng on down to all those naughty possibly Art Hallman
playing in
triumphant yell of victory when
words
the
was imported from some unother ballrooms.
we succeeded in stealing the hiThe entire
known engineering campus, and convention floor of the
Royal York
together the two came down to the Hotel has been taken
for the expresent day after echoing across
By
vote diess
dresf will be informal, and
Canada and around the world vote,
will be from S p.m.
since the turn of the century.
until
-

Freshmen, sophs and profs find a
common enjoyment in singing the
grand old
songs and
ballads.

Warden Bickersteth has been an
way back
Lads who would be too
.
shy to sing break down in the
dark
enthusiastic singer since

when.

.

.

and sing with a will-Men
of Harlech, Annie Laurie, etc.
Conductor Ross Workman has his
own dynamic style. With head
thrown back and arched back,
his

upraised arm points the beats
on
the curtain and keeps the
boys toHe, modestly disclaims

any

pretentions to be a musician.

He

just loves music and singing
and
has been associated with
the singsongs since.the first year after

.

NEW FLAG?

Reply

Is

"VARSITY" DELIVERY

T^-

A

Kingston, Jan. 12 (CUP).—A large
which was about 1923, he majority
of the students at Queen's
The singsongs used to be University favor the adoption of a

The

The
come

world's greatest warrior had be-

rightfully

its

most devout

sales-

tribution

at

S

p.m.

Saturday

iffeoted

last

simplicity

this

man

of un-

and humility paid

his first visit to

daily in the

main lounge, Hart House, and
the Cafeteria.

and a diary section, has
been prepared for free
distribution
letic data,

in

Ajax students by the Students" Administrative
Council.
to ail

The Ajax

edition

of Tlie Varsity
contains six pages.

Copies from
Office,

sections.

What do you

^ always gets shaken hands with.
-MacFadyen u/as fourth in line.

had.

Six-footer Captain C. S. Ross
confessed surprise

that impish five-star smile that
his trademark of geniality,
General

gram

of

three

big

bands already
It was announced that there
are still
This last minute addition a few
tickets available to ail
students
was necessitated by the large volume
at the Engineering Society
scheduled.

Store.

awarded

gave you boys a
the

to see you're

next

*

*

*

In order to permit the
newsreel
:ameras to record a portion
of the

address of General

demissa

to

Tor

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PRESS
BIDS

you

WELCOME
WHERE YOU MAY PURCHASE ALL

TEXT

and

REFERENCE
AND

THE

INVITES

YOU TO

BOOKS

VISIT

BOOK DEPARTMENT
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

IN

Canon

"I can assure you, ladies
and gentlemen," said the General
as he stepped
the rostrum to re-deliver
three
excerpts from his speech,
"this is not
~
try-out for Hollywood"

^

recognition of the University of

est,"

»stay where
you

thank you," beamed Dr. Sidney

the

back

ntroduotion.

Cody intoned.
"Now," h e ad<led(

Smith. "Particularly for that
last sentence so fittingly expressed.'
speaking,

of work

remarked.

and looking so well," the General
commented as he moved on to the

'Convocatio

University which, I assure
you,
lave heard about before!"

Generally

lot

General

Ross agreed. "Glad

me by

this

T

"We

over there,"

Dwight Eisenhower, Chancellor
Cody
requested the capacity'audience
to remain seated after convocation
had been
dismissed.

Dwight D. Eisenhower told Saturday's
luncheon party in Hart House:
"Again I express my gratitude for
distinction

medical student, replied.

Convocation

With

the great

School-At-Home, announced last night
three of the ball rooms at
the Ruyal
Art Hallman and Vork Hotel
Convention floor would
his orchestra will be
added to the pro- be filled.
that the services of

it

at discovering himself
Squadron Leader Bob
Aldwinckle
* * *
taller than his former
Rhodes Scholarship winner
supreme comand En'If you know
anything about the gineenng
representative, was luckier mander.
mathematics of meeting
people," ob- At the head
of
the
line, Aldwinckle
"What unit?" the General asked him.
served Squadron Leader
Donald A was asked how
Jong he had been in
MacFadyen, D.S.O., D.F.C.,
"Twenty-ninth Canadian Armored
and Bar the European
theatre. Nursing
who was U.C.'s veteran
Sister
Reconnaissance," Captain Ross, now
representative M. G. Kennedy
a
(No. 3) was

STUDENTS

Name Bands Play for School
Hallman's Bandjhe_New
Addition

Building.
card.

line

say, err, what's-your-

Uhhhh—Montgomery?

Tornto and received
from the University of Toronto the
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.
cent.
personnel, Hart House's male chorus
Inclusion of the Union Jack „, To the Convocaton Hall
urged to
audience of among the ten ex-service
carries on, as individualistic
students to give the General's
in their any distinctive flag was desired by students and
best regards to the
faculty members General meet the General
own way as Jaroff and the Don
before the luncheon other
62 per cent of the students.
Cosmembers of her service on the
Dwight David Eisenhower appeared 'then you'll
know that the fourth in campus.
sacks.
Some of the lads are now
as a legend in the flesh.
EX-SERVICE
singing as their fathers
did before
The legend had a human side.
them. All bathroom .tenors,
wouldBe sure to get the Questionnaire
be Crosby's, or Sinatras
are welat your Faculty office and
The sting of humiliation had been
Engincome. The more the
merrier. So
eering Society. Read it
salved and soothed.
carefully;
watch your Varsity for the
next
fill it out and
That the canary-raising tank general
place in ballot box
singsong.
outside your office.
had not heard of the University
of
Toronto no longer mattered. His boss

Four

B. Essery, S.A.C.

J.

Administrative

Bring your registration

onto was probably closed.

name?

nan of peace.

On

information for Ajax students,
including a map of the grounds,
information on the services
provided
by the various organizations,
ath-

Varsily, the under-

graduate daily, are ready for
dis-

A ssure You-I H ave

Ike: "I

inception,

distinctive Canadian flag containheld in the drafting room of
the ing the Union Jack,
according to a
School of Science.
Some of the survey with regard to the Canadian
flag conducted by the Queen's
slides still used were
Jourmade then. nal Institute of Public
Opinion.
Each, year a few are
The question presented to the
added to the
students was, "In your opinion
repertory. At one time The
Varsity should
Canada have a distictive
used to print the songs to be
sung. flag?" Affirmative votes numbered
71
per cent, negative votes 29 per
Year after year, with changing

hundred-page blue-covered
handbook containing all essential

Copies of this and succeeding
issues of

Be sure to get both

"Yes"

HANDBOOK

STUDENTS'

.

.their

thinks.

available for the

annual Sehool-at-Home this
Wednesday night at the Royal
York
Hotel, an interview with
Whitey

Veil.

House.

gether.

Entertain

Tickets are

BETTSON

G. E.

Wherever Engineers are
Led by genial, frank, Ross Workfound
man, an old Skuleman, lusty males their yell is around.
Be is at a football match, an
elecsing not for their suppers,
but after tion parade downtown,
a coast-tolunch on Tuesday afternoons
from coast broadcast of their At-Home
1:30 p.m. to 1:55 p.m. in the com- or a Vic class party, there
is the

mon

Warbles with Wald.

Royal^York

EVERY VOICE WELCOME
By

1946

Four Orchestras

On Will
At

Carries

15,

ROOM

4

-

BUILDING 313-B

!
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Gilley, Wright Head Ajax
Weil-Known S.P.S. Alumni Rapid Growth of S.P.S.
Direct New Ajax Division
Nearly Doubled Again
two
Ajax
Long and well-trained for
men who serve as Director

their

new

posts at

are the

of the Ajax Division and Director
B.A.Sc, and Proof Studies for the Division—J. Roy Gilley,
fessor W. J. T. Wright, B.A.Sc, B.A., M.B.E.
from the Faculty
graduated
who
Mr. Gilley,

Applied Science and Engineering of the
University of Toronto in 1921, was born in
British Columbia and received his elementary
and secondary education there. One year after
entering the University of Toronto he received
of

his

T

for soccer.

His university course was interrupted by
overseas service from 1916 to 1919 with the
Canadian Expeditionary Force, first with the
infantry and then with the machine gun corps
and by hospitalizationfor war disabilities.
Mr. Gilley is well known to students of the
University as Comptroller of Hart House since 1932 and Acting

Warden
Born
to

for the last five years.

W. J. T. Wright was brought
an early age when his father became professor of

in Clinton, Out., Professor

Toronto

at

He was
Architecture at this University.
educated in Lansdowne Public School, Harbord Collegiate and the University of Toronto. After obtaining the degree of Bachelor
of Applied Science (with honors), he proceeded, while holding the position of Professor ofEngineering Drawing, to work for a
B.A.

in the evenings,
degree a rew years ago.

receiving

his

and

later, in

command
the

of railway troops.

M.B.E.

their intellects.

From

tap waters to street cars,

from dishes to power

plants,

from

metal money to newspapers, from
the buildings along the streets, the
streets themselves, railways and
canals to planes overhead, one continually comes in contact with their
deeds and realizes to what extent
they have become so much a part

Arts

He was

for distinguished service.

of our daily lives.

Professor Wright has had professional experience as an Engineer
in Saskatchewan, Alberta and Ontario. He is a member of the
Engineering Institute of Canada of the Ontario Association of
Professional Engineers; and of the Society for the Promotion
of Engineering Education.
;

Engineering Society
Plans Much For Ajax

Many of the recent graduates
placed themselves at the service of
their country, and are now in, or just
out

of,

uniform.

Although no

fig-

Hail Delivery

Mail
Come

hail,

On Time!
snow, or thunderclap the

which will act in co-operation with niail will come to Ajax, according to
with
A complete
worth of equipment wilLbe merely Hart House and the Athletic Asso- the plans of postmaster J. Shortreed.
Enciation.
one of the activities of the
The post office at Pickering will be
The
The elections for the house execu- the clearing house between Ajax and
gineering Society at Ajax.
branch
at
tives
will
take
place
first,
and
society plans to have a
points beyond, and carrier service will
Ajax which will be very much like shortly after, on Jan. 30, the execu- bridge the three-mile gap.
officers:
President,
first
and
the society in Toronto.
tive
Incoming mail will be sorted and
"There will be regular meetings second vice-presidents, secretary- ready for delivery at the Ajax Post
which
of the society at Ajax, at
treasurer, and athletic representa- Office by 11 a.m. daily, having left
prominent speakers will describe tive will be elected by student vote. Pickering by carrier at 8.30.
An Ajax luxury is residence devarious aspects of engineering," These officers and the house chairUnregistered mail addressed
explains M. D. McCuilaugh, Presi- men will function as the Engineer- livery.
store

540,000

*

dent of the Engineering Society.
"Speakers for these meetings will
be obtained through the auspices
of the various clubs that form the
society under the auspices of the
Engineering Institute of Canada."

ing Society Executive.

to

students

in

residence

will

be de-

This executive will act as closely livered to each house before noon.
Outgoing mail leaves once daily, at
as possible in co-operation with the
main executive in Toronto. To help 5.20 p,m.
"Office mail," the postin this objective the Ajax execumaster warns, "must be in the Post
tive will

make

ures are yet available for the last
World War I saw 144 die of

war,

the G40

Many

who

served.

added to
the world's knowledge by either
the home of Varsity-educated engineers; every country In the civi- going on the staffs of various technical schools and engineering collized world finds graduates of the
leges or by going into fields of
University of Toronto within Its
research and Invention.
borders.
To list the graduates who deserve
Beginning with the first graduate
mention for conspicuous contribufrom the School of Practical Scitions to human welfare and happience in 1881, the ranks of Schoolness In whatever field they found
men have swelled to Include approxithemselves would require much
mately 6,500, of whom 5,000 are
more space than is available.
living.
Not only have engineering gradEngineers from the University of
uates from this university won
Toronto permeate the life and acrecognition among laymen, but also
whole country.
this
tivities
of
among their contemporaries and
From the time Canadians leave
colleagues. Of the 52 presidents of
their beds in the morning until
Engineering Institute of Canthey turn off the light at night, the
they are continually coming in contact with the works of their hands

Professor Wright served overseas from
1914 to 1918 in command of a battery and

awarded

Almost half the graduate engineers of the Dominion of Canada
are alumni of the University of
Toronto. But Canada alone Is riot

several trips to En-

Office by 5 p.m., and individual letters
The store which will be run by gineering Society meetings in Toiffht catch the mail if posted before
the society will supply the students ronto, while various members of
with the multitude of things that the Toronto executive will make S.1S p.m."
only engineers use. Being run like trips to Ajax. The first of the visits
the store in the school building in from the Toronto executive will be
Toronto, it will sell drafting sup- made just before the elections,
plies, ink and refills, while right when the members of the Toronto
next door a branch of the Univer- society will explain to the Ajax
sity of Toronto Press will carry a students the aims of the Engineerstock of the necessary text books.
ing Society.
The Ajax branch of the society
With 1,800 students to serve, the
will hold elections for officers to- Engineering Society is in for a
ward the end of this month, and it tough assignment, The students
is in these elections that the first
are asked to help as much as posdifferences from the Toronto so- sible, and to not make a rush on
ciety will be noticed. There will be the store, There are only two girls
none of the clubs at Ajax such as operating it, and It is a small
there are in Toronto, no Electrical store.
Club, no Civil Club, and no DeLater in the year the Literary
bates Club. These clubs will not be Issue of the Toike Olke will be disstarted until the second year of tributed, and still later the Year
studies. On the other hand, there Book and Transactions, giving a
will be house executives consisting review of the year's activities, but
of about six members acting as a for the present the students are
part of the Engineering Society, asked to help get "the ball rollin'."

SIX

of the alumni have

ada, 11 of the 21 college graduates

were alumni of the University of
Toronto, Faculty of Applied Science
and Engineering.
In almost every field of human
endeavor engineers have found
their places, and it is the fond

who guide the desFaculty of Applied Science
Its graduates
will continue to help mould and
fashion Canada Into one of the truly
great nations of the future.

dream

of those

tinies of

and Engineering that

Do You Need Advice?
Ask New Committee
As soon as it became apparent that the end of the War was in sight
the
that large numbers of Ex-Service students would likely attend
University of Toronto, the Boaj-d of Governors gave authority for the
formation of the University Advisory Committee on Ex -Service Students.
This committee appointed a group of twenty associates, four student
and

[representatives

visory

Bureau

and two full time secretaries to form the University AdThe associates have all seen
for Ex-Service Students.

II and arc members of the University staff.
The Bureau's head office is at 67 St. George Street, Toronto, and
Ajax Oliice is at present in York Hall, Building 2001. As soon as
Hart House Ajax is ready for use the Bureau's Ajax Office will be lo/cated there. The secretary at Ajax is Hiss Jean Martin.
The .Bureau provides many services for Ex-Service students. It
maintains a close liaison with U.V.A, and with the three armed services.

service in

World War

the

Because oi tins it lias been possible to aid students in hastening of overdue D.V-A. monthly cheques and service back pay and in clearing up
otner outstandmg matters with these services.
The Bureau has attempted to keep students up to date on changes
and modiheations in D.V.A. .regulations and benefits, and to interpret
for them any regulations regarding which ihey have doubt.
Without attempting' to duplicate any of the existing services, it provides a central agency where they find prompt direction, where appropriate by appointment, to the proper place

ance they require in various matters

At any

time there

is

capable and friendly advisor

is

tha,t

the information or assist-

available.

Bureau, or on ready

at the

who

is

call,

an experienced,

available to discuss in strictest con-

a vocational, financial or .personal nature.
The desire of the Bureau is to be of such service to the student that
he may more fully enjoy and contribute rto Che University life. It is a
service for you.
You are invited to use it and to make suggestions as
to how it may serve you more fully.
fidence any matter of

Varsity Engineering Alumni
Spread All Over The World

By SHIBLEY NOTBUM
osophized Mr. Clark, "never an idle
This Is the tradition into which
Meet "Bill" Clark, doorguard at decade."
He says he loves to meet new
Ajax division fits this is the man- the Royal Ontario Museum!
Perhaps
the
introduction
is un- people and greet the "regulars," as
ner in which it is expected that
necessary since so many students they enter his gates, and he is deAjax will carry on.
the university are already ac- lighted over and over again to be
quainted with the short little Eng- waved and nodded at in the streets
lishman with the bushy white by people who remember his tomoustache and the twinkling eyes. tally charming manner for a long
However, Mr. Clark is the type of time after visiting the museum. It
nan you would like to meet again Is not irregular for over a thound again in a revolving door, say. sand people to enter the museum in
He is the kind of man you would one morning.
Mr. Clark is proud of his five
"ke to have as a grandfather and
married daughters and 12 grand"The Varsity is the sole unifying 12 lucky kids have!
Bill was born in London, Eng- children. Perhaps his own personal
force on a sadly sprawling campus,"
land, from whence he immediately experiences account for the kindly
said the Editor-in-Chief in an early enlisted
in
the 127th Railroad but firm manner with which he
editorial.
Troops in World War I he has the beats up visiting public school
Not unlike Tokyo and Times Square, ribbons on his uniform to prove it! brats.
After the war he came to America
miles separate the miles separate the
He reads widely and calls himand was employed in Chicago, New
main campus from the suburban ad- York, and finally Toronto at the self "a man of facts." His own libdition but still
Toronto wants to Royal Ontario Museum, where he rary, of which he is very proud,
know what is happening in Ajax! // has now served a total of 22 years. contains 400 books, mostly dictionis imperative that they know what is
Mr. Clark was chosen from the en- aries.
happening.
tire museum staff 20 years ago as
Mr. Clark likes to see the return
All Ajax news, sports and feature the best person to "man the gates," of the servicemen to his doorstep.
coverage must be done at Ajax, by and he has done so ever since, He says that university students
Ajax. The Varsity needs reporters
ndly but efficiently.
are "outstandingly intelligent, very
everywhere at all times. Two of the
Although the drafty doorway is bright and cheery, and a great joy
six pages are for you, must be filled bad for his chest, Mr. Clark loves to my declining years," or words to
his job, and has never once been that effect. And we are sure that
by you.
Contaot, by word or note, with Mr. bored, at least for longer than two the students themselves would be
or three years. "Yes, indeed," phil- the first to return the compliment.
J. B. Essery of the Student's Admin-

—

What Is Doing?
Write to the Ed.

—

—

—

—

istrative

Council,

Administrative

Building, Ajax, will put you in touch

BUY

with The Varsity's talent-scouts.

WAR SAVINGS

PAGES TODAY

STAMPS

CALLING
ALL
CUBS

I

The Engineering

student who
reporter for The
gathering training of
inestimable value for the future.
By covering Ajax assignments,
writing his news, sports or feature report for the enlarged sixpage edition of the University of
Toronto's long established undergraduate newspaper, the Schoolman at Ajax is equipping himself
with an extra talent.
Students interested in the sideline vocation of journalism are
requested to contact the offices of
the
Students'
Administrative

doubles
Varsity

Welcome To Ajax

Students

HOTEL GENOSHA

as

is

Council.

Oshawa
Above a

zealous spare-time journalists huddle over one aspect
of the production of
make-up.

trio of

THE VARSITY—
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SKATE ON THREE RINKS
Ajax Promises To Be
Sportsmen's Paradise
Ajax

Sport in Short
HOCKEY

need have
the Air Force, Mr. Horton was
St. Mikes
no fear that there will be a lack of attached to the P. T. branch, and there
Emman.
sports activities at Ajax, according to gained much valuable experience and
Warren Stevens, Director of Ath- training.
sports

enthusiasts

letics

for the University.

sing

the

In discusrounded-out athletic

The Ajax

sports mentor served in

B

...

Vic

Sr.

5

Trin.

B

3

Vic

III

1 Jr.

UjC.

..

A..

..

25
28

PJJ.E. I
Sr. Med.

19

IV Mech.
IV Elect

By Bredin
....

...

23
17

...

function of the S.O.S.

Minor:

BASKETBALL

U.C. Ill
II Med. A

Major:

.

,

....

18

22
10
in charge Pre-Med. A.... 28
Dent A..,
1311 Civil
29
I Med.
7
No. 2 Training Command, and then moved on to ing, from his 4*6
year stint as P.T. I., one asks. The answer is three. Yes,
R.CA..F. Headquarters in Ottawa, and from his work with Warren
Stev- there are three full-size rinks, on the
portunity and encouragement to par- where he was in charge of P.T. and
is in a Convalescent Base Hospital.
Ajax campus. For those who like
ticipate in the Queen's Park sporting Recreation for all Air Force personCentre of all sports activities will their skating (and hockey) under the
agenda. Although, for practical reas- nel in Canada
be the huge Recreation Hall. Students lights ( and who doesn't), two of the
ons, they will not be able to enter into
Jim Follwell has been named as will here find complete facilities for rinks have been
equipped with floodthe T.A. Reed Trophy race, Ajax
assistant to Mr. Horton.
While in participation in basketball, volley ball
lighting.
So that hockey games and
teams, representing every sport, will
the Air Force, Jim spent 20 months and bowling.
be represented in championship playpractices
will
not
interfere with the
in Iceland, assisting the Y.M.C.A. in
The Change House, situated nearoffs.
gentler art of just plain skating, gentheir athletic program.
Having spent
well

program,

"Steve" pointed out that
students attending the latest University addition will be given every op-

in

Students will find nothing lacking
the way of muscle-building activ-

this capacity at

Trenton, was

the

first

semester

garnering

exper-

by, will be the focal point for boxing,
stling,

and gymnastics, as well as

House Athletic
containing locker room, and shower
ities, as the Athletic Office has proOffices, Jim brings with him a fund
facilities.
Complete equipment for all
vided the best in personnel, equipment, of knowledge concerning student aththese
and

facilities,

in this the latest of in-

stitutions of higher learning (learning,

that

is,

son).

via

the

Hart

sports

letics,

which he hopos

ing students.

ex-R.CA.F.

man,

Tom

Supervisor of Athletics, will be F. Davey forms the third part of the Ajax
E.CA.F. man, with Athletic triumvirate. Tom gained his

E. Horton, an ex-

4%

years service to his credit While

experience

in the

is

to apply in his

new hunting grounds.
Another

is to comment on sports, seriously, and also with
a slice of wit Therefore, we personally welcome all correspondence,
whatever its nature, and we especially solicit your interest, and your co-

operation.

.

of physical training for

ience

Stapells

This being the first edition of The Varsity on our extended campus,
we wish to formally welcome all the Ajax lads to our institution. The

realm of body-bulld-

be

will

eral skating areas
in all

three rinks.

the larger

set aside

Hockey teams on

campus are looking forward

available for participat-

Inter-year bowling

to some keen competition from Ajax
games pucksters in the not too distant future.

staged on the two excellent

bowling alleys

situated

in

the

Rec.

Hall.

In adding the final touch to their

program, the Athletic Office intends
to run ski buses

And what

have been

about hockey rinks, some-

to

Dagmar, week-

end weather conditions permitting.

This campus-away-from-the-campus could very easily develop into
two separate bodies. Links must be found whereby the two may be fused

One

as far as possible.

of these links,

we

be athletic competi-

feel, will

tion.

The

distance between the

but not at all impossible.

two

makes commuting

institutions

Arrangements

made

will be

difficult,

maximum

for the

intercampus sport competition.
Varsity spirit and morale can find a great outlet in
athletic rivalry.
Moreover, our intercollegiate teams well merit our interest
and our pride.
All the squads are playing high quality games in this
first year of competition since before the war.

And Why

Sports?

The matter of morale in the field of sport brings us to another problem which is prevalent here, and may possibly arise at Ajax. There
seems to be an unhealthy attitude -towards activities other than
scholastic
on the campus. "Studies are not everything" may appear trite to
many,
but is actually very true. The mean is a goal in life too often
neglected!
This is as true in studies as in anything else.
The body and general health of the individual should never be neglected at any time.
Recognition of this fact is seen in the extensive
athletic

program divided by

the University for

No

students.

its

faculty

man to study his books all his active day. Some of our best
combined with scholarship, have been drawn from the courses

expects a
athletes,

with the heaviest time tables.

And
spirit

3-BIG BANDS--3

be

all

sity

this brings us back to our previous assertion.
A strong college
cannot possibly prevail where the pursuit of learning is the end all
of endeavour.
Morale must exist in a University if that Univer-

and competitive sports

to survive,

is

an integral part by which

is

that morale can be maintained.

Orchids to Blues
In a lighter vein, we wish to congratulate our three Blue teams
for
an exceptionally successful week-end.
Particularly the Senior Hockey
squad and Coach Ace Bailey deserve special mention in their first
sched-

SONNY

uled

game

of this season.

The Trophy Again

.

.

.

This evening the Reed Trophy was again discussed at .the intramural
The object of this trophy is to encourage interfaculty sport

meeting.
activity

in

all

fields

of athletic endeavour.

Therefore,

the

amount

of

by a faculty should be the standard of its success. Consequently, changes in faculty enrolment of necessity gives rise
to a review
of the weighting system.
only hope that the forthcoming realignment proves just and equitable.

effort put forth

DUNHAM

We

The Sportswoman

GREAT AMERICAN TRUMPET AND TROMBONE STYLIST
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

HALLMAN

|

Polly Mutz

Meetings
With the strains of a melodious Sibelius concerto still happily singins in our memory, we awake to the realization that the A.
M. & D.
department takes care of music meetings, and this page looks after athletics along with advertising.
The women's Athletic Directorate gathered

BOBBY

ART
•

By

together of
the

•GIMBY

late,

in the

noble halls of Trinity.

In point form, here are

most important of their business transactions:

vote of thanks passed to the men's Athletic Directorate
for cooperation re: Hart House, Varsity Arena and finances.
.

.

.

...

if

of playing

entries into the hockey league increase,

games out of doors, P.H.E.

due

will be confined to

to the necessity

two teams rather

than three.
.

.

students

.

may

play hockey

volleyball

and

still

try out for

intercollegiate basketball.

THURSDAY, JAN.

SPORTS CALENDAR
31st

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

HOCKEY
BASKETBAAX

4:00

Med

Major

1:00
4:00
6:30

Med. Ser.

Minor

1:00

Indoor

Arts ball

Sr. U.C.

For.

TRACK

A

IV Metal.
IV Chem.
IV Civil

4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
5:00

SPS. IV

III

A

Farrell,

SPS. IV

Duncan
McPhedran

Vic.

Jr.

Pharm. A
Pre-Med. B

Cheifetz

Charendoff
Cheifetz

PHE. IV
Med. Ser.

Horkins

B

Cheifetz

III Mech.
Trin. IV

For.

RELAY:

3-Man Teams

vr

u.c.

Ewins
Ewins

E

2 Laps Each

WOMEN'S HOCKEY SCHEDULE
Week

of

January

14

Tues., Jan. 15

1

Wed., Jan. 16

1:00

-

2:00
2:00

Vic. II vs. U.C. II

12:00

-

1:00

Meds.

Thurs., Jan. 17

:00 -

P.H.E. I
vs.

Vs. Vic.

I

St Mikes

Ball

Gibson
Fullerton

All games are at Varsity Arena.

ROYAL YORK HOTEL
CONVENTION FLOOR

MODERN

MOORE'S LUNCH
Cor.

INFORMAL

$3.00

PER COUPLE

BALLROOM DANCING
FROM FOX -TROT AND
WALTZ to JIVE, RHUMBA
AND TANGO.
You get them

all in

our popular

DANCE CLASSES
Now forming.
Phone Now For Prices.

Huron and Harbord

Good Meals

at

Low

Prices

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

CyKD

Prescriptions for glasses
1 filled

with quality spectccle-

!

at reasonable prices.

Quick, accurcda repair tsrvico

Tickets

Tomorrow

in

U. C.

Rotunda— All

Faculties

Ba

Costa

STUDIOS OF DANCING

321 BLG 1 ST. IV. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. ~ sorgo Apcrfmenrj)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
SptSvl D&cetmt

lo Sludtnlt
tht faculty

and MvnLwi of
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D.VA. Take

Care of

Any

Bills

and

Youth,
the
All veterans who have to get im- facilities. They will be advised where
Strength, and Beauty of the Body
mediate dental care may go to any to go and cannot normally receive
Senses and all the Faculties
and
dentist and then send the bill to the
treatment until their applications have of both Body and Mind," is the
D.V.A. Dental Authority, AD. 5611,
been approved.
title of a book by Roger Bacon,
Local 13. This was announced yes600 years ago. To tell
All ex-service students who have written over
terday by the harrassed staff of the
know this can be achieved is
University Health Service who have not completed this task are asked to you
of three lectures to be
object
been lately swamped with calls deget in touch with the D.V-A. Dental
Dr. E. Stanley Ryerson,
in

order

to

make

sure

their

dentist

of

Our health depends on the maintenance of the quality of our structures and the degree of efficiency
with which they perform their
functions in harmony with one anThe satisfactoriness with
other.
which we adjust ourselves to environment also plays an important
role in preserving our mental as
well as physical health. The best
definition of health is that given

assistant Dean of the Faculty of
of
the
Medicine and Director
School of Physical and Health Edu-

because

of

the

men overcharging

largi

available

whether their applications have been
sent

from Ottawa.
lttended

to

If not,

they will

promptly.

As part of a series of lectures not given in any course at
this University, and open to the
campus,
Dr. Ryerson will exwhole
plain how to live so as to maintai
personal health, if it is good, and
how to promote it if it is poor.
The first lecture will be held in
Room 138, the North Lecture Room
of the Medical Building, on Tuesday, Jan. 15, at 5:10 p.m. The other
two lectures will be on the following Tuesdays, same place, same
time.
"Health only exists in living
things," said Dr. Ryerson, "and all
living things are made up of cells.
These tiny cells, of which we have
over 50 kinds, must be of good
quality and perform the four main
functions
common to all living
organisms. They must be capable
of moving or we would have no
more life than a marble statue.
Secondly, they must be capable of
taking food in to live.
Thirdly,
they must have the power of reproduction and growth," as Dr.

when

Victoria College
Cobourg, Ont.

SMOKER

in

•

A

Communion Breakfast concluded

Newman

onto

ekend,

at

Club

the

Newman

onto

delegates

University

of

last

Tor-

Club.

In his talk, Lieutenant Kirchner,
pointed out that the responsibility for
the promotion unity of thought among
nations
ty

lies

students.

ization of

primarily with Univers-

He

TONIGHT

outlined the organ-

Pax Romana and

described

purpose as "the dissemination of

its

among

Catholic students in

Lieutenant

BUSINESS

LIT.

• SKITS
• SONGS
• GAGS
• CORN COBS

Newman Club's "reunion weekend,"
attened by McGill, Western and Tor-

iformation

New

U. C. LIT.

Pax Romana's Aim

at his lecture.

Is

was

it

I

To Unify

Ryerson will illustrate by a movie

The Amplidyne

COLLEGE STREET, at SPADINA. KI.
YONGE STREET, Near Wellesley. KI. 3270
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES. OPEN EVENINGS
25G
571

by Carlyle, "Health is harmony."
Dr. Ryerson is the grandson of
Egerton Ryerson, founder of ifhe
educational system in Ontario, and
of Dr. John Beatty, who was a
professor of Natural Science at

cation.

"Lastly, they must
have the capacity to respond to
stimuli. That is why we see, hear,

Ladies' and Men's Complete Outfits

aware of our environ-

are

ment."

given by

Authority,

Veterans discharged after September
1945 have not been allowed to choose

number

preserve

to

Jlttire for the

TRINITY CONVERS AT

Statement of Dr. E. Stanley Ryerson

Is

How

manding information.

^> Formal

Care of Yourself and Be Healthy,

Give All Vets Free Dental Care
Let

1946

15,

federations
countries."

all

Kirchner

described

8 p.m.

at

of

COMMON ROOM

JUNIOR

the

work done by Pax Romana during the two wars and cited an example
lief

Discovery

of

it

in

the case

of

the 500

Polish

who were able to obtain defrom a Swiss University with

refugees

"The

grees

which moved
mountains" is the term used to describe the Amplidyne machine which
was developed during the war. It is
an electric generator or motor used
short-circuit

extensively in large aircraft to
nify a small

ergy up

amount

if

EXCHANGE— Will

Zionist Parties

mag-

plained in a talk given by Mr.
J. L.
Keever, an engineer of the Canadian
General Electric Co., Ltd., at a meet-

open to

bers of the A.I.E.E.,

all

student

mem-

was announced.

present-day

represented.

Prizes will be awarded for the four

Anne Browne

will spealc on GenZionism; E. Granatstein will
Hatzair
Dec. 30, 1946. Further details may speak on the Hashomer
Movement; Aubey Rotenberg on
be obtained from Prof. V. G. Smith
the Revisionists.
The Mizrachiof the Electrical Engineering Depart- Agudah group will be discussed by

The next meeting will be
a Symposium and Discussion on:

eral

best scientific papers submitted before

THE VIEWPOINTS AND PLATFORMS OF THE
POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE

WEDNESDAY,

contest,

on

ed at the Avukah meeting at 8
on Wednesday, 16th, at Wymilwood It will consist of six student
speakers, and the major Zionist
parties from right to left will be

Electrical Building.

STUDENT ZIONIST ORGANIZATION

ZIONIST

symposium

parties of Zionism will be present-

ing of the American Intsitute of Electrical Engineers, last Friday, in the

A

onto.

To Be Presented

necessary.

MOVEMENT

ent.

ON
Jan. i6th, 8:15 p.m

Prior

meeting a discussion
was held in Hart House on the topic,
"Why Research Councils should be
maintained in Canada."
It was felt

AT WYMILWOOD

the

to

that adequate facilities for all types of

research were needed urgently, coupI

led with sufficient funds to
scientists

to

encourage
remain in Canada.

|

exchange house
in Tor-

Ajax for accommodation
Must be ex-service
Apply Box
with family.
in

The amplidyne machine was ex-

AVUKAH

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Pax Romana.

of controlling en-

10,000 times,

to

the aid of

Kelman, and the labor Poalei
Zion and its extreme left, Poalei
branch, by A. Eisenberg and
Zelda Mann, respectively.
"This
symposium should prove of interest to both Zionist and non-Zionist
students in giving detailed information on the complex party structure
of Zionism,'' Max Day, president of
the Avukah SocietVj * ommented in
an interview.

student

The

B,

Analysis";

equipment; also

an exam, "Republic
of Plato". Len Stewart, Phi Kj
Pi, KI. 1790.

any description done
accurately and promptly. Reasonable,

WA.

9477.
Pascal's

"Pensees", preferably Classique La-

rousse edition.

KI. 4611.

Tired of listening to Mickey

Take me

Arts

to the

Ball.

Maude.

EXCHANGE — Anyone

Heard Mickey

:

2:05.

Oscar

Isn't

to

4727.

WANTED typewriter.

MEN'S TAILS — For
new.

LOST— Medium

portable

4090.
size

;

sale,

men's

3 pieces.

Almost

LL. 2463.

LOST— Blue

striped Parker pen, between Vic. Library and Wymilwood,
Wednesday. Reward. HY. 1227.

LOST —Black

zippered notebook, con-

ward.

black

9.

Re-

Wo-

Please return notes to

men's Union cloakroom.
signet

oval bloodstone.

near
leather

Knox

0796

or

ring

with large

In or between U.C.

and Trinity, or on

notebook. Blue index tabs containing all-important notes of five sub-

Women's

Union cloakroom. Wed,, Jan.

LOST — Gold
Recent model

HY.

7"

Price $35.

taining important notes, in

wanting

exchange a Feb. 22nd for Feb. 1st
Vic-At-Home ticket, please phone

GR.

Call

2820.

Maude.

?

tails, size 38, S'

WANTED URGENTLY —

Lester.

CKEY,

Lester,

condition.

of

Charlotte,

JOE:

Issues in

speed skates,

LO.

Jean,

PERSONAL — Joe
funny

TYPING

"Qualitative

girl's

Excellent

8.

after seven.

WANTED— For

Noyes'

Constitutional

Canada"; drafting instruments and
size

Varsity.

—

FOR SALE

St.

College.

contact

George

St.,

Phone HU.
S.A.C.

office.

;

ABERDEEN'S
Main

Store: 31 Bloor

jects;

Dec

Floral Stores

College.

W„ ML

S.A.C.

2495

12; possibly in Victoria

Finder please mail notes to
office.

Reward.

TYPING— I'd
typing.

be very glad to do your
"Evelyn", Box A, The

Varsity.

Special Attention lo University Students

15% Discount Upon

Presentation

OF ADMIT-TO-LECTUR.ES CARD

—

Corsages are a Specialty
Have Your Date Wear One io
the School At-Home, Dents' At-Home, Trinity Conversat.

ORCHIDS AND ROSES ALWAYS IN STOCK

There arc

A FEW TICKETS AVAILABLE YET

At-Home

School

HIS CLARINET

ELLIS

TRUMPET
AND ORCHESTRA
3

BIG

>

for the

JERRY

WALD

AND ORCHESTRA, FEATURING KAY ALLEN AND DICK MERRICK

McLINTOCK
HIS

BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

BOBBY GIMBY
HIS TRUMPET
AND ORCHESTRA

BALLROOMS ON THE CONVENTION FLOOR OF THE ROYAL YORK HOTEL

All For Only $3.00 Per Couple

Jerry IVaid

DANCING

9

-

2

TICKETS ON SALE AT ENGINEERING SOCIETY STORE IN THE ENGINEERING BUILDING
Some Tickets Available to Outside Faculties

DRESS,

INFORMAL

—A

Office of Comptroller

Held by Arnold Gaine

The Undergraduate Newapexper

NEWLY-CREATED POST
First

holder of

created
the

post

University

in-

work of the UniverMr. Arnold Gaine, former-

ministrative

ly a president of

Research Enter-

prises Limited, President Sidney

At Ajax,

Smith announced yesterday.
Doubling of

ment

University's enrol-

tlie

(.from 6,738

last

and technical problems was

given as the reason for the creation
of the new post by the Board of

"Mr. Gaine

will

and

masters, and

dent in the business aspects of adminis-

Dr. Smith stated.

Arnold

Gaine,

newly-appointed

Comptroller of the University of

Toronto and entrusted with co-

Mr. Gaine served overseas in the
His first business
of 1914-1918.
was obtained in Western
Canada and in Ontario with the Cana-

war

experience

ordination

work

of

the

administrative

of the University. Mr. Gaine

was formerly a vice-president

of

Research. Enterprises Ltd.

dian Bank of Commerce.
Subsequently he held executive posi-

companies in Canada and the United States. Since 1940
he has been on the staff of Research
Enterprises Ltd., first as Comptroller

and

industrial

in

Vice-President

as

latterly

in

charge of administration.
Mr. Gaine took over his duties
the University

on January

Special Busses

To Serve Ajax

was

many

2.

allocat-

is

of

old friends as close

A

Commuter

Service between

started out,"

Mr. Perry said. "Lads came to ine
and said they'd heard of old service
So I
also registering at Ajax.
put them together as room-mates, or
at least in the same building.
If they hadn't any special preferences, I grouped room-mates by age,
course, and service background and
hoped they'd make a go of it."
But in the last few days, it seems,
just about everybody who arrived on
the Ajax campus was discovering
"The requests for
long-lost friends.
transfers choked our records completely. So for a week we have frozen
all movement. At the end of that time

Ajax want

Monday

by

night,

with

more

available and two in rese
A constitution based on that set-up
by the Residence Committee for the
U. of T. residences on the Toronto

campus provides for residence selfgovernment via House Committees,
joint
House Committee, and a
Housemasters' Committee.

move again

—

if

they

still

The U-shaped

Elections

buildings consist of

two wings of double rooms connected
by a common-room, and boast study
rooms and a kitchenette in each wing.
Originally women's residences con-

Plans to invite three government members connected with the
Japanese-Canadian question to a campus open forum in early
February were discussed at a meeting of the U. of T. Japanese-

Canadian Committee yesterday.
Time, place, and names of speakers

The

later issue of

covering deportation of aliens.

these orders are invalid, since the v

rgency no longer

To Ajax

Entries

The

of a

"They are

just different

separate

mented.

enough

floor -plans

to

medy,

War

fortune

Crown

in

property

in

gotten: so later

two rooms had

to be

surrounding

buildings

Ajax

lease at

ity's

Univers-

the

pro-

necessitates

tective regulations to prevent unauth-

entry

according

i

southern

the

to

to

area,

from

nstructions

J.

women

students have one

The

the

"protected area" includes

supplement the regular

to

hourly run of the Grey Coach Lines

Award New

Prize

For Photography
of

Road and Highway No.

2 but does not

War

track becomes staggering."

Assets Corp.

University property.
Last night at the private showing turn south to the
The Commuter Service busses, labelthe Twenty-Third Annual Show

Indian woman, was the winner o: the

Ajax, at 5.10 p.m.

Senior Section of the Show.

over

C. U.
Kingston,

an hour, and busses may be Professor R.

in recognition of his

photograph of a mounIn reviewing this print the
tain.
Eaton of the Toronto
Mr.
C.
judge,
J.

Asslniboiitc, a

and Ajax cost $8.95 for 25 single

Books

of tickets are

fares.

good for 18 days,

exclusive of date of issue.

They may

Jan.,

C.

15— (C.U.P.)—

Wallace of Queen's

University, discussing the United

Conference

tions

Section

Ray Heinbecker

may

Monday

in

an

Naon

address

evening, outlined the

in

A

recon

education

liberal

policy,

which

is

briefly,

it

was

that

further

action

Admin its rati ve
have been made

Students'

Council until students

rare of the facts in the case.

(Requested by the Committee last
to wire immediate .protest to Otta-the impending deportation of

wa on

10,300 Japanese-Canadians, the S.A.C.

on October 31 protested the sweeping
powers of the War Emergency Act,
but

withheld

action

Japanese-Canadian

of

issue

the

specific

more

until

through the controversial action

may

cars

also

they agree to right of search

if

cut

expression

it

could not take

without a clear-

of

student

opinion.

S.A.C. action was balked December 6

by a vote of the Engineering Society

student or University employee

deny support

to

found beyond the University area with-

Orders

- in -

to the protest.)

Council

to

which

the

wil

out a pass will be reported to the Un Japanese-Canadian Co-operative Comcome with the realization that there
iversity Protective Force or prose- mittee objects
are:
alone stands the salvation of our age
cuted, at the discretion of the War
and generation," he concluded.
No. 7355: The Minister of Labor
Assets Corporation Manager.
may make an order for the deportation

Vancouver

UNES

of

"educa-

15— (CUP)—
Vancouver. Jan.
shared."
brief compiled by three medical stution must be universally
establishment
of
forward
the
dents
to
represented
were
Forty-four nations

CO

travel

Visitors'

exit.

Any

Trips take just

At the same time the K.B. Jackson
boarded at intermediate points.
Cup for the best print in the Junior
Commuter tickets between Toronto
of the Show was presented to

on

served in the Liberal Arts.
naissance

to ask for

the

front

The Council decided

pass

Scenery

Kingston

the

cars wil! not be permitted.

of the

P.

be

on

had been heard from the student body.

gate freely.

Hart House Camera Club held led "UNIVERSITY- A J AX," will
Art Gallery a new award was leave the Toronto terminal, Bay and
announced. This new prize, the ProDundas Sts. at 7.45 a.m. Monday;
fessor A. F. Coventry Plaque, was
The return trip
through Fridays.
presented to Dr. P. W. Arkle whose
Contemplation, a portrait of an old leaves the Academic Area Bus Station,

will

to produce registration cards. Student

Staff cars

in the

policy

their

The committee decided
impossible

Shortreed, Deputy Superintendent

former plant compound, now converted
Mr. Perry pointed out that every end of one wing in House 21 to themchange of rooms involved changes on selves, complete with a separate en- to lecture-rooms and laboratories.
"We trance and common room. The reStudents will be permitted to come
eight separate sets of records
bus was announced yesterday by the
have three sets of forms to 1'jok after, mainder of the building is filled by and go freely within the protected
The regular and the Bursar has five. With very girls on the secretarial staff of th<
Superintendent's Office,
up to 11 p.m., but should be prepared
bus passes the intersection of the Ajax many removals, the work of keeping U. of T, Defense Industries Ltd.. and

and Toronto

liope that after the facts

decide

to

fall

chopped out."
seven

able

issue."

went up orized

quickly that fire exits were for-

vice-chairman of the corn-

"We

Assets Corporation have been presented, students

staff,"

earlier ones to be constructed

so

Storage by

exists.

forum will be part of our
program," said Shelagh

rational

ice.

the

for

Mr. Perry com"For example, some of the

in the case hold

that the reasons alleged for passage of

further improved.

supervising

The defendants

_

To Be Regulated

require

be announced in a

will

Varsity.

Purpose of the February forum is to hear a report from the
speakers on the result of a test case, due to be heard by the Supreme Court January 24, on the legality of the Orders-in-Council

by Defense Industries Ltd.,
former proprietors of Ajax, the houses
were transfered to the University in
excellent condition and have been still
structed

The

to."

JAPANESE-CANADIAN QUESTION

three

to these bodies will take place shortly.

when we

fine

people can
in

moment

rooms on the basis

together as possible.

of

he will assist the Presi-

else.

is

residence

It

functions

fact

keeping as

be responsible for

administrative

the University in other than academic

tions

filled

ig

the general supervision of the execu-

tration,"

Sixteen houses accomodating some
75 students each had been completely

it

Perry's job of the

Governors.

tive

seems, everybody at one

knew everybody

making dawn-to-dusk
headaches for Mr. Ronald H. Perry,
Superviser of Residences. Mr. Perry,
we have it on eye-witness authority,
ies aspirins in his pocket
Mr.

year to over

at

time or another during service years

That

13,000 for the present session) and the
consequent disproportionate increase of
financial

1946

Ajax Three Government Men
Cause Supervisor's Headache To Come to Open Forum
Long-Lost Friends

volving co-ordination of the ad-

sity, is

16,

of

Toronto,

of
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newly-

the

Comptroller

of

Dancing Senorita

At

who

nationals

(1)

signed

to

go,

(2)naturalized British subjects of the

who

Japanese race

Spanish Club

signed and had not

revoked their decisions before Septem-

be purchased only at the Grey Coach
ber 1, 1945, (3) Canadian-bom submedical school at the University of
commented that "the
which discussed the a
Terminal, Toronto, or from the Tuck at the conference,
foreground built up to a tremendous
and British Columbia has received the
Dance interpretations by the Span jects who signed and have not revoked
proposed relief measures to restore
Shop, Hart House, Ajax. Pending
President
MacKenzie. ish Conchira Triana featured last evof
sanction
majesty in the mountain itself."
(heir
decision before
the
minister
Ajax, equip schools.
Survey of medical schools in Canada ening's special meeting of the Spanish
Honorable awards were made to completion of Hart House,
makes an order for their deportation,
will
for sale in the Ajax
The first functional meeting
and the United States is to begin soon, Club held in the Women's Union.
three prints in the Junior Section: a tickets will be
(4) wives, and children under 16.
first ob- A representative of the Department
portrait of a child by Ray Woolf, On- Bursar's Office.
take place next summer. Its
Production of a play to be presented
No. 7356: Naturalized Canadians
Busses stopping at the Bus Station
staff and a of Bacteriology and Preventive Medi- in Spanish at the next meeting
ions, a still life by Mack Brown, and
ject will be to elect a
Academic
cine will visit the leading medical
and Stone, a photograph of the and then proceeding to the
President John who have been

Camera

Club,

Wood

without charge,
back of the library which according Area may be boarded
U. of T. students
to the judge "gave a tremendous feel- if there is room, by

Senior

the

in

prints

we

while White Fantasy by J. H. Tripp
was mentioned as being "a piece of
artistic

effort

completely

which

ig-

are

at Paris.

problems.
gate devastated countries'

As

Commissioners

Appointment of three commissioner!

C. E.

Henderson, Toronto publisher of unihas commended Daltexts,

versity

University on their
for the taking of oaths to facilitate housie
nored the facts in its production."
from outDepartment refusal to accept financial aid
After the review of the black and student dealings with the
has
influences. He feels that this
anbeen
has
affairs,
Veterans'
about
of
Eaton,
Mr.
white prints by
factor in enabling
outstanding
the
been
were projected nounced by the Bursar's office.
forty Kodachromes
tradition
their strong
ii to preserve
director of Ajax DivJ. R. Gilley,
and reviewed by Mr. W. J. Blackball,
liberal education.
member of the Toronto Camera ision, Mrs. Marjorie King, Secretary of
a

there

In this

were no awards made.

E

Club

The aim an
:

House on Campus

International

campus.
Modelled on the House

idea of

University

in

New York

Columbia
City,

this

as a meetingforeign students as well

House would be used
place for

all

as Canadian students interested in in-

ternational affairs.

Frances Zwick, secretary of the International

several

Student's

such

Houses

Club,
in

said

the

that

United

had been contacted, and arrangements discussed. Resulting from
this correspondence, a meeting was
held between the club executive and
States

'^a

education,

he

subject must

be presented so as to produce a miniof effort and pain for the stu-

mum

American
were

ii

100

new

commence

students hav.
studies

at

the

of

American

international

No. 7357: Setting up of a Loyalty

Commission

D.V.A.

AH

ARRANGEMENTS

ex-service students

who have

tion with the

not completed their full arrangements with D.V.A. should do so
in

their

discharged veterans, and they are de

registering for

sirotis of

completing a year's work

in

will

coincide

with

School which opens on July

Summei
6.

end together on Aug. 15.
Although primarily designed

Botl:

will

convenience

versity

students

time to take up regular second year

of

ex-servicemen,

government

this

fees

who

matter

Friday

instalment of Uni-

is

now due and
in

students

to vote

have until
on the S.A.C. Re-

presentation and National Confer-

ence referendum.

all

Show your registration card at
your faculty or college office to

have not attended to
should get

This com-

VOTE!!
Ex-service

PAYMENT OF FEES
The second

to

deportation.

annual examinations.

beginning of the spring term Jan. 28.

These are for the most part recently

and nationals

mission also has the power to recom-

mend

order to avoid any

when

complications

enquire into cases of

to

citizens

determine the extent of their co-opera-

touch

secure voting paper.

with the Bursar's office at once.

Dents, Between Appointments,

Make

Plans For

Annual Dance

for the

any

Gordon

Jinks, publicity director of

This philosophy naturally makes other students wishing to take ad- the annual Dentistry At-Home scheduled for this Friday evening, had a
for the disregard of logical thought vantage of the extra term may do so.
organizations now living in Toronto.
problem.
intellectual reasoning on the high- Almost all the subjects on the regular
and
The result of the meeting was the
Sure the Dents were going to have
staff
road to learning."
curriculum will be taught and the
determination to attempt to unify the
Henderson has noticed an in- will consist mostly of the regular a dance. Certainly it was to be "the
Mr.
on
organizations
international
biggest at-home since before the war."
the
part
of
the
session
on
inclination
school
xeasuig
The summer
faculty.
the campus for the purpose of estabBut how was he to do justice to this
itudents to snub the Liberal Arts will have different teachers.
lishing an International House.
affair when he had to dash back to
courses because they appear to deal
This afternoon at 4 p.m., the questhe Dental Clinic to keep an appointwith intangibles.
tion will be discussed by members of
ment?
He concluded, however, that Canathe International Student's Club at
Dress was to be optional. Dancing
dians were becoming more and more
All students in the Faculty of
Wymihvood. A special invitation is
was to be to the music of Ellis McLinscious of "the need for revision in
Arts must make application for
before
tock.
The Crystal Ballroom of the
all
interexaminations
from
proferred to students
the May
approach to world problems. We
February 1st at the office of the
Royal York Hotel was to be the place.
national organizations at the Univers- ..... coming to realize our debt to the
College or University Registrar.
There
would
be a reception line and
historic processes which arc only preity.

House on the alumni

this

at

to

deported lose their
be Robert citizenship on the day of deportation.

naturalized

immediately

More than

term

explained.

The modern

jys, seems to be that

Establish

summe:

a

of the Veteran's

International Students'

To

scheme for

interests
Advisory Bureau,
"Industry and its financial
studies in September.
influence on
section G. L. Court, deputy bursar, are the have already asserted an
The summer term will start a week
many institutions on this continent,
three so appointed.
spring term,
dis-- after the completion of the
leading in almost every case to a
second half of th; summer
itegration of educational standards," and the

Club and a senior member of the Hart

House Camera Club.

the

if

accepted by the senate.

steadfast enrolled

to

Jan. 1S-(C.U.P.)—Mount

term, as proposed by the Faculty,

(CUP)-Mr.

is

Latin

vocal offerings by Anne Alcroft
also heard during the meeting.

Sackville

term year

Halifax
Halifax, Jan. 15

Trinity.

Davison,

Allison University will adopt a three-

Three Appointed

Director

Harbron.

Sackvillc,

Club

by

announced

stitu lions.

the chairman-

Canada was offered

leave to the im-

agination what the parents are doing"

Headquarters

and organized

to investiship of the sub-committee

Section

were granted honourable mention. So
Thai's Daddy by C. D. Woodley won
the comment "its a very good story
telling print, but

to be located

or employees.

ing of sunlight."

Two

secretary-general.

dent.

MAY EXAMINATIONS

corsages would be supplied the dentists' ladies.

That was

he had-

the information,

The evening would

provide

and undergraduate

chance for re-

a

alumni

union.

There was more.
Had he menwas to be the biggest

tioned that "it

at-home since before the war?" Would
The Varsity take note of such detail
second

for

the enlightenment of the

and

third year dentistry students

were

in

mid-exam ?

him, he had to go to
tion.

And now

:

who

excuse

make an extrac-
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Machinery Shown

S.A.C.

in

1946

16,

Form

Diagrammatic

JOAN RIGBY
COATS

TWEEDS

DRESSES

SWEATERS

SUITS
54

BLOOR W.

MI. 4969

AAA AM A A f\
ABERDEEN'S

l/OT£S

rVO

/

Main

/

Floral Stores

Store: 31 Bloor

W„ ML

2495

Special Attention lo University Students

15% Discount Upon

vdrtnY// i>
•-'//////%

.

Presentation

OF ADMIT-TO-LECTURES CARD

—

Corsages are a Specialty
Have Your Date Wear One io
the School Ai-Home, Dents' At -Home, Trinity Conversat.

ORCHIDS AND ROSES ALWAYS

IN

STOCK

/

11

m*"° 8

,1

Critics
machinery is undemocratic.
the public in graduate student.
Only permanent members are two generally forget (1) that it is not and
complex machinery by which the S.A.C. combines faculty advisors
and the General is not intended to be a governing body
student representation with countless Secretary-Treasurer and Associated but an administrative body, the busservices to the student body.
As the Secretary, who look after the office iness of student government being the
arrow shows, the line of action is circ- business.
concern of the college and faculty govular.
The student elects representaCommittees selected by and from erning organizations; (2) that, con-

Seldom

before

set

graphic form

is

the

;

who in- S.A.C. members make decisions trary to charges, the voting members
which serves the which are reported to the Council, and of the Council are every one elected
student.
carried out in detail by the office by the student body. A Victoria stuThe members elected directed by the staff. All matters affecting the stu- dent who votes for V.C.U. President,
students are the only S.A.C. members dent body can be reported to S.A.C. for example, simultaneously votes for
tives

who

elect

committees

struct an office staff

Representing

with votes.

and

and

Varsity

colleges

all

appoint the editors

faculties, they

The

of

and the president

Torontonensis,
the

of

Council,

a

chain

of

The Council has been criticized
years by students who claim that

for

representatives,

action

in

setting

this

his

Council representative.

The

motion.

its

than

system
employed

elective

that

is

in

deemed

fairer

securing

for

example, Hart House Committeemen,

since voting

is

representatives.

by

is

thus

To

Mask and Drama

say the least, the Annual

Show

»"«","

it

representation,
with no
danger of the larger bodies swamping}

guaranteed

»» J

%

Lis

bcle

Weakness

« ctc

.

„,<

<°»,,a

A

-»-

a.

the elections.

of the system

lies

in

staved

bia„*.

tile,!

ignorance of the average voter
ignorance of the average voter that

that

electing a college head he
a council representative.

in

electing

is

Few

voters

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

have bothered to acquaint themselves
with the Council set-up, and candidates
tor election are apt to confine themto

selves

adequate

local

politics

publicity

and
their

of

COOPER FLORIST

neglect

Council

PARK PLAZA HOTEL

candidature.

10

Jjrt,

,

faculties for faculty

Every faculty

although the photographer

MI. G361

WE DELIVER

Avenue Road

may have

he failed to carry it
Hart House Camera Club (on had a good idea,
due to his inexperience.
Art Gallery) is bumpy. out, perhaps
In story-telling-pictures the story was
While there' are some extremely good
rather muddled or confused by disprints on show there are as many
tracting elements, by objects that draw
equally bad, but in general it is one of
the eyes of the observer away from
on
unmercifully
been
put
rushed the dance
to
the best shows that have
the center of interest An example of
breathless conclusion.
It was never- by the Club,
this failure was V.E. Day by C. D.
theless a stunning recreation.
The main fault to be found with
Woodley which had a definite story to
D. Gordon' Ross.
most of the prints in the show is that,
tell but had no centre of interest
In
another print, Light, Wind and Water
of the

display in the

With Keyboard and Camera
With

the impressive backdrop and

acoustics

of

Eaton

Auditorium for
works

support, and a group of piano

ranging

in

scope from Bach to

young

Copland,

Aaron

Syrian-Canadian

George

Haddad was

success

last

a

natural

Proof

night.

of

for

by J.E.

_

—

life

and despite

;

infinite

earnestness

University College:

quite

Administrative Council.

|®ntbersittp

Opus

Hans Gruber,

exciting

Falla's

from the

Dansa

:

ballet

Associate Secretary: Miss A. E.

Faculty Advisors:
Prof.

Editor of
...W.

Hugh Ker

Night Editor: Fran Webster

Women's

W.

J.

T.

M.

U. of T's.
|

Wright

The Varsity: W. Hugh Kcnner.
The Varsity: Peggy Bates.
E. Ross McLean.

Editor,

Editor of Torontonensis:

Complete and prompt attendance required.

lAnyone unable

to attend

must notify

at

MAyfair 4977

beforehand.
Cooke.

SUPERLATIVE

Paul

COMEDY TEAM
The

'46

BALL"

2 F's

and 2

S's

Simmons

And

--

His Big

COMEDY, NOVELTY, MYSTERY, THRILLS
Ex-

Sharp

CONVOCATION HALL

PLACE:

New Band

(?)

The Balmy Beach Canoe Club

TIME:

Thursday, January 17th, 1946

PRICE: $1.50

Parkes.

Dr. F. R, Lorriman.

Associate Conductor

FEATURING:

among

the encores was Engineering: Dalton Stubley, Appointed by Engineering Society.
Rituellc Del Fuego Ex-Service Women
Claire Rutherford, Elected by 1st year U.C.
El Amor Brujo. The
service Women.
artist, in the achievement of the proper
Without Vote
exotic, pagan atmosphere, neglected President: E. S. Kirkland.
the needs of tempo completely and General Secretary-Treasurer: E. A. Macdonald.

De

Camera Club

#rcfjestra

full orchestra, Tonight, 7:30 p.m.

The BARRISTER'S

the per-

uninteresting.

done; but in the brilliant Ravel AlborVoting Ex-service Student Representatives
ado Del Cracioso Mr. Haddad trans- Meds.i At Weir, President Ex-service Meds. Students.
cended all his previous efforts in sheer Arts: Paul Johnson, Appointed Ex-service Arts Representative.
[lawlessness and effortless technique. Dents.: R. D. Leuty, Appointed by Dental Parliament.

Most

the

|Rehearsal for

FOR THE OUTSTANDING EVENT OF
PLAN TO ATTEND:

Nursing: Phyllis Jone?, President School of Nursing Undergrad, Association.
upational Therapy: Alice Heaslip, President of O.T. students.
Only Forestry. D. Naysmith, President Foresters' Club.
in the final allegro does the true rest: F. Norman Young, President Knox College Association.
less soul that was Beethoven shine Plwrmacy: R. E. Everitt, elected S.A.C. representative.
forth.
The heavy-handed Brahms Social Work: J. R. McKnight, President Social Work students.
Waltzes Opus 139 were smoothly O.C.E.: A. J. Smith, President O.C.E. students
101 of Beethoven,

inherently

in

— Bob

former was not able to energize a

work

place

££>2>mp})oitj>

George Coutts, Conductor

Show.

and painstaking effort on the part of
Claire M. Wall, President St Joseph's S.A.C.
Mr. Haddad, it became obvious, above Engineering: Murray McCulloch, President Engineering Society.
all in the Debussy group (which was
Frank Belshaw, Vice-President Engineering Society.
excessively percussive), that he ha not Medicine: John McBirnte, President Medical Society.
achieved such heights at present
Pat Armstrong, President M.W.U.A.
Slight blurring of passage work Wycliffe: J. T. Conybcare, President W.C. Lit.
marred an otherwise highly estimable Physiotherapy: Phyllis Cox, President, Physio Students.
performance o! the Bach Chromatic Dentistry: Doug. Langmaid, President Dental Parliament.
Faulasia and Fugue. In the late Son- Emmanuel: Ben Garret, President Emmanuel College Student Society.
ata

in

AT

STREET, at SPADINA. KI. 0991
YONGE STREET. Near Wellesley. KI. 3270
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES. OPEN EVENINGS

:

record shots which as such were good,
Ruth Irwin, Associate President V.C.U.
Gordon McCaffrey, President U.C. Literary and Athletic but didn't belong in salon. In this
class were the two shots of university
Society.
buildings by Monty Simmonds and the
Ruth Margcson, President W.U.A.
picture of a trillium by J. H, Tripp.
of a Rubinstein or a Schnabel is oc- Trinity College: Graham Cotter, Head of Arts, elected to S.A.C,
The latter print would have been a
Aileen Hughes, Head of College.
casionally slighted.
In these days a
pianist must imbue his work with St. Michael's College: John Stephenson, President St. Michael's Student natural for a botany text but it wasn't

say that the artist is all display and
no poetry would be unjust but that
element of inward glow and feeling
which Is an invariable characteristic

Ladies' and Men's Complete Outfits
and Accessories for Rent

256
571

Member

'our

Jlttire for the

^FREEMAN'S
FORMAL
COLLEGE

Gillett the idea of light flash-

ing on water was not quite caught on
Is
the film. In still other prints the comwas his recall four times by a
position
was poor and a little selection
demanding audience.
Listed below for the convenience of students are the members of the in the taking of the picture and making
Executively, his approach is very
offices held on their college of the print would have resulted in
close to perfect; he possesses power Students' Administrative Council, together with
a
much better enlargement.
in abundance, but his volume is firmly and faculty organizations.
Another group of pictures that didn't
Voting Members
controlled
always.
Interpretatively,
fit in
George Donor, President V.C.U.
with the show were a set of
the picture is not quite so bright To Victoria College
ture

Formal

—

this

youthful player's steady growth in sta-

^S TRINITY CONVERSAT

Tickets from

Law

School Reps, or at Door.

DANCING

9

-

1

Per Couple

—

—

;
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Track Results Sport in Short

First Athletic Night

To Be On January

The

26

two-lap, three-man relay

featuring this week's

petitions,

were

activities

Athletic nights will definitely begin

Mike's P.H.E., and the latest adSaturday January 26, and will continue dition to intramural activities, Businthrough to March 2 every Saturday. ess Administration.
As in previous years, the various faFinishing off the big entertainment
culties act as hosts for these famous lineup March 2 will be S.P.S. and
evenings.
The Blue cagers, feature
Forestry.

14 teams,

Week-end Feature: Wrestling
Now that the Junior Interfaculty

inclined,

and with a

short

of

The jamboree

ment.

greenbacks,

taste for sporting

Intramural

features,

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
All undergraduates are reminded
that they

ment.

allowed

The

entire organizational

among
adds

the

work

working with Knox,

'U.C.,

will in

procedings on the 26th,

itiate the

For

in the

pool.

February 2

witness Vic and

will

Emmanuel doing

Monday January

the honours. Albion

nasium

ada,

be a

will

concerning rules

fea-

turing Queen's senior basketball squad

and the Hamilton Aquatic Club

games there

test

in

an intercollegiate

In additon

hibition.

to this, it is

will

be

Meds and
go that

the

professional

Itave

Dents.

anyone dares

If

own

you brave

NOTICE
Thorc

be

will

a

to

is

in

of

so

the

as

take

to

Harry Maysel,

5'

9" Blues forward.

while on the subject of basketball,

lad in the cut above

is

appearing in tonight's attraction at

your-

that the

.

.

.

when Toronto

.

the Rochester-Fort

Wayne

want

Of course, we axe speaking about

we mention
left at the

4.

the ancient

The

Zollners, and Western-Varsity games.

—and

Zollners are rated as the best basketball team in the world

—

Mustang -Varsity

Gardens, but very few.

rivalry

There are a few

I

work-outs will take place this Thursday, at 8:30.

team

will

be chosen

on the basis of excellence. The
and second-year students will have

first

seniority, as the first-

other things being equal.

Last,

the

There are 23 possible places on

to be considered.

is

is on Thursday at 7:30,
Some top-drawer competitors reported for training, among them
Barbara Hinchcliffc shines brightly. Besides being the president of the
swimming club, Barbara is the '45 winner of the intramural ornamental
and breast stroke events. Jackie Manser was awarded second place in
last year's backstroke competition, and is pronounced by those who know
to be "one of the best". Other possibles are Elizabeth Holmes, excelling
in the backstroke, Lois Lloyd, a champion diver, and Clara Hatton one
of .the best free-style swimmers of which the campus can boast

.

fans will be treated to one of the best double-

features they could possibly

ajid learned

for this
.

Maple Leaf Gardens

RECORD HOUR

well under way.

team proper, though it is expected that there will be many swimmers
entering more than one event. These are: one person for each of style,
ornamental and long-plunge swimming; two each for the 50 yard freestyle, 100 yard free-style, 50 yard backstroke, and 50 yard breaststroke
three for the medley relay of 150 yards; one each for breaststroke style,
free-style and back style of SO yards; four for the 200 yard free style;
two for the diving competition. A break in the meet will be provided by
a routine, purely exhibition, for which more volunteers are needed, who
wll not be necessarily considered as members of 'the team . . . practice

ring fea-

we might mention

is

Winifred Baxter,

the

a ring-side seat

self of

And

is

item of hard work

afore-

the

and

first

star

other opportunities of competing,

thing

tures, thus also assuring

The

The

next factor

drag your bag
in

mentioned mat

Room

swimmers

of the intercollegiate

potential ribbon-winners conferred with

artists.

over to Hart House at 8:00,

meeting

The Varsity

|

Mutz

Each swimmer must put in two practices a week, and
concentrate on the type of swimming in which she intends to excel at
the big meet. Tliose entering the style, ornamental and long plunge events
will attend separate practice hours from the other categories, so that
these technical perfectionists will not become entangled with the speed

Spec-

The

expected.

is

men,

Polly

the training rules.

well before 8:30, as a capacity

this

23 will be, not two, but three hosts

The organization
Ten

are urged to get there

audience

sports staff of

been permanently discontinued.

Intercollegiate Organization

to

shown steady improvement

tators

"

if

By

Blues, under the excelcoaching of Roy Dihvorth,

hot for the Windsorites.

All
grave warning, 37, U.C., at 5:00 p.m. today.
sports Staff writers and anyone interthe Senior "A" basketball lads will do
ested in writing sports for The Varsity
their best to outdo Western.
For February 16, Trinity plus Wy- are urgently asked to attend.
cliffe, being hosts, are darkly hinting
that formal dress will simply have to
be worn.
Muscular action will be
centred on intercollegiate hoopsters Today's program:
.'Mendelssohn Symphony No. 4 in
once more as McGill meets the Blues
A Major. ("Italian")
in a return tilt.
Beethoven Piano Concerto No.
On the receiving line for February

But

]

The Sportswoman

|

New Year, and with the
advantage of a home-floor, are
expected to make things very

SPORTS PHOTOS

to

hands, so to speak.

turn out to support their colleges
faculties.

The

to do,

night, they will be taking their

lives in their

Ornamental swimming classes, ordiInarily held every Thursday, have now

all

and

in the

of

Ornamental Swimming

and

that

men

game

a

in

lent

available at the Athletic Office.

boys

Windsor,

in

gymnasium dressing room.

ex-

be a drawing card.

be keen,

will

team managers have asked,

Can-

all-out

Directions and rules will be found
on the general notice board in the

rum-

Competition

run.

rated

played on December 15th.

Rolling out the welcome mat, Febwill

be going

will

win

Pictures
of
the
Soccer,
Senior
oured that H.M.C.S. Bytown (Wren
division) and our own Varsity gals Track, and Harrier teams, are now

9,

team,

Building at 5 p.m.

College will give the basketball team

a work-out

U.C. VI, 38; III Meoh., 14.
For. "E", 29; Trin. IV. 11.

a 50-yard dash and an 850-yard novice

second defeat on the U.
of T. quintet, after their 57-39

Household Science

in the

Fourth place

to the Vic with a time of 2 :03.8.
"Hec" Phillip's program for next
week features a senior 850 yard dash,

pin a

on

gym-

21 in the

48; Pre-Med. "B",
P.H.E. IV, 24; IV Chem., 23.
IV Civil, 17; Med. Ser. "B", 8.

seconds

.

as one of the very best in

those wishing to referee

all

.5

finest fights this year.

The Assumption

WOMENS' SPORTS NOTICE—
special

who were

P.H.E.,

went

what promises to be

in

one of the

volleyball

gatherings.

Minor:
IV Metal,

Meds. trio of Anand Mackay, with a

behind the Meds. team.

All Varsity should turn out for Saturday night's basketball dish-out,
which will see the Blue's Senior Cagers pitted against Assumption Col-

annual

spring examinations.

high quality of these wee

to the

for

to

Vic, 27; Sr. U.C, 26.

For. "A", 36; Pharm. "A", 11

Week-end Feature: Basketball

will

the faculties to outdo each other

went

then there's

faculty host

Private competition

for the evening.

register

S.P.S. IV, 13; Med. Sr. 'A", 12
Jr.

to the

Ridley,

III, I.

Major:

mak-

2:02.1 running time, while third place

weight from

in

.

their health

before they will be

to

ranging

listed,

lege,

the headache of

be

must have

L'xaini nations

ten tussles are

thony,

heavyweight class.
Saturday night, and another "must see" in the
realm of the muscular arts. Put in plain language that even the odd Slovenian can read, what we mean is that on said Saturday night, at 8:00 p.m.,
there will be a wrestling and boxing exhibition between the Varsity
teams and West End Y. This sterling show will also take place in the
Upper Gym. Again, the price of admission is the square root of nothing.
Speaking of the Upper Gym and such things, brings us to .

Sport Notices

water aquacades, novelties, and last
not least dancing, square and
round will all add to the entertain-

but

Some

Milquetoast.

And

will include al-

athletic

Mr

went

spot

the 130-lb. to the

Athletic nights.

amuse-

ready scheduled intercollegiate events,
which will encompass basketball, boxing and wrestling, and gym competitions.

f

like

men, made

comprising 42

Med

BASKETBALL

ing up the P.H.E. team garnered top
honours clocking in at 1 :57.4. Second

Boxing and Wrestling competitions
are past-history, the mat spotlight shifts to the Upper Gym. in Hart
House. This Friday, at 8;00 p.m., Varsity will tackle the Y.M.H.A. in
a series of bouts that should send the most muscular of us home feeling

In case anybody is lost in the mean- of the night, will finish their bng
Each Saturday ;chedule against Western Mustangs.
throughout the program Hart House This should end the show successfully
or both the Blues and another season
is the meeting place of all .those frivo-

S.P.S. IV, 6;

turn-out of

excellent

competition very keen.
Kerrison, Phalen, and Dzupina

By Don Mason

ing of such a night:

lously

An

afternoon.

St.

HOCKEY

comtrack

Monday

completed

need

tickets

See you there.

The number

sum

ten,

of volunteers so far, does not balance

total

very well with the .possible 23, as any one can plainly see without being

Team

Vic

Wins Meet

SONNY

The

starter's

DUNHAM
GREAT AMERICAN TRUMPET AND TROMBONE STYLIST
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Hart House for the past two
days, as faculty teams compete
the latest of "Hec" Phillip's running
of

events

— the

The

Vic.

BOBBY

•HALLMAN

1

:55.3

THURSDAY, JAN.

31st

U.C. II

SPS.

Ill

Knox A

SPS.

V

4:00
6:30
1:00
4:00

Kerrison,

Dent.

B

Trin.

A

III Cheni.

IV

Andison, Street
Doyle, Brownridce

Mech.

Ill Elec.
Vic. XI

III

Trin.

can't

make

it

today, see

Kennedy
Cancelled

Stone
Stone

V

—

you

Strathearn
Bernstein

Med. B

Basketball Referees True and False Test Today
Athletic Office, Hart House
If

Dzupino
Johnson

St.M. B
U.C. B
U.C. Econ.
Vic. V.
Bus. Adni. I
Jr.

Elec

11

6:30
7:30
8:30

trio.

while close

—5:00

pjn.

Miss Boyd rearranging

another time.

Phelan and Dzupina,

re-

behind them

1 :57.4,

SKIERS ATTENTION

(1:58)

team of Yates, Gregory and

Armstrong.

The Athletic Association has chartered

traditional

Skule's

rivals,

U.C,

were only .8 seconds behind, Deacon,
Taylor and Harris running for the
Artsmen.
Knocking off fifth spot
(1:59) was the Trinity trio of Hamley, Hickman, and Goering, while the
S.P.S.

AT THE

Vic II
Dent A

:00

1

presenting P.H.E.'s first-string squad,

the School

•GIMBY

Major

team, with

I

were the winners of
the meet. Kuigdon, Hicki, and Hart,
who ran yesterday, made up this top
a time of

12:00
4:00

BASKETBALL

Minor

3-man, 2- lap event

placed second, with a time of

ART

HOCKEY

Enthusiasm ran high, as 14 teams
Monday, 28 on Tuesday competed for
top honors.

all

SPORTS CALENDAR

cry of "Gol" has rung

loud and long tlirougliout the Athletic

Wing

So

you potential champions, come out of retirement
and help the Blue and White to victory.
another Einstein.

11%

.1

seconds behind, placed

a bus to run to the
Varsity Ski Club on Sunday. January 20th. This bus will
leave Hart House at 9 a.m. Sunday (weather permitting) and
return from Mulock's corner and Yonge Street at 4 p.m.
Return tickets are 85 cents and must be purchased in the
Athletic Office by Friday, January 18th.

There will be a meeting of the Ski Club Executive on Wednesday, January 16th, in the games room of St Hilda's
College, at 5 p.m.

sixth.

The

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

senior 880-yard dash, a 50-yard

and

dash,
will

Tuesday's

ARTS BALL
ROYAL YORK HOTEL

an

highlight

novice

run,

Monday's

and

880-yard

next

The retwo meets have shown

BASKETBALL

running events.

sults of the past

SATURDAY, JANUARY

19th

that all faculties are being well represented,
light,

to

"Hec"

and very

Phillip's

Preliminary

great de-

keen competition

Wesi End

is

PATRONIZE

Y

vs.

Varsity Seconds

7:00 p.m.

pected in next week's dashes.

Assumption College

OUR

vs

Varsity Blues

8:30 p.m.
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Boxing and Wresiling

— West End and Central

Y

CONVENTION FLOOR
OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

INFORMAL

$3.00

PER COUPLE

CfQ

Prescriptions for glossas
"1

filled with quality

spectode-

Quick, accurate repair ivrvice

TICKET SALE STARTS

TO-DAY

-

ALL FACULTIES

-

U.C.

ROTUNDA

321 BIO 1 ST. W. Phone Ml. 6762
(Ground Floor St. ^sorge Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Special Discount re Studtnit and
Ifie Faculty

Mrtnbmn of

FIGURE SKATING

— INSTRUCTION

Instruction in Figure Skating will be offered by the Athletic
Association starting Monday, January 7th, weather permitting.
This activity may be taken by either men or women
Classes will be held
to partially fulfil P.T. requirements.
daily, except Saturday, from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. on the outdoor
rink at V.irsily Stadium, Men register for classes in the Ath-

Hart House;
Science Building.
letic Office,

women with

Miss Forster, Household

THE VARSITY, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
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New and

Entrenous

Story of Engineering Faculty

From Hubba To Tazza
People You Meet On A Meatless
Tuesday: Paul Serson back to Luxlathered

with the sudden

cleanliness

and strange return of the much-pubmissing

licized

plug

bathtub

curves?"
a taut

well,

someone close

the

to the culprit

Serson the telephone

whereabouts

per's

&

sympathies

.

who

P. student

sales clerk recently

tip

was

a-

you know!

Hart House comprised: chalpaten, paxes, mazer bowls,
Tassas? Paxes?
etc.
Can any reader, as they say, help?
in

of

who gave

.

of the stop-

.

.

.

.

The

Director

and

Athletic Director of a certain un-

of Ontario could be persuaded to sanc-

dergraduate society as to which
of the two should organize a ping

tion the

if

"she had French

.

.

.

DIRECT

TO AJAX

of the

week

:

From a

co-ed

Involved a broken

a 6:25 a.m.

a 2:30 p.m.

b 7:45 a.nu

b

3:55 p.m.

Sun. and Hoi.)
Sat., Sun, and Hoi.)

TO AJAX ROAD AND
NO.

HIGHWAY

2

a 6:30 a.m.

8:40 a.m.

7:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

had taken

came

leg.

and had

years later the total number of

The

.

ence of a U.S.

.

Army

was

Somehow

INTERESTING

.probably a "Cigs'

word

is

not supressing a single boisterous

Witness the report that

impulse.

SHOP

a party of pyromania-i n c

li

ned

pranksters loaded their profs pipe

NECKACES,
EARRINGS

bowl recently with match heads
Details are wanting . . Denouement has the students presenting
same prof with a long-stemmed
substitute for the other charred
favorite
In your pipe and smoke
.

32 Bloor St. East
(Near Red Cross
Headquarters)
MI. 5975

Prices

comforting

that the undergraduate of 1946 is

JEWELLERY

Huron and Harbord
Low

to profer, light and butt the Gen-

fficer.

MOORE'S LUNCH
at

bill

t

registration for 1945-46

1,638

Toronto alone.
Further expansion had begun in 1901
started on the Mining

Our sales staff is specially trained to type your
face
.
long, narrow or round
. and
your
head shape
long oval or oval
and in a
very few minutes, pick out the hat that looks
best and feels best on you.

when work was
Building;
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in

the

Building was complete;

.

Mechanical

corner-stone of the Mill Building

.

.

.

.

1930 the

in

way

quick, easy

The
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In

laid.
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And
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almost doubling the current conditions,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

put that

it,

adian

University

Press

Enjoyed the mordant observation
Maritime delegate to the Can-

of a

headwear.

in this blasted city

is

MAIN

board

rinspired

Chess Room was abruptly closed
and displayed for several days in

had been

it

at the end of one day's use

.

left

. .

the

littered tables and floors and
askew furniture were mute testimony to the mental and physical
turmoil demanded by the pensive

pastime

.

.

.

opened

.

.

Wanted

.

STORE,

Each

General

Dwiglit

now

develops

it

MAIN FLOOR

:00—Dr. James Finlay of CarlChurch will speak on
'Christianity and Labor Issues,"

:30-2

now

General

the

ton United

carry its honorary doctorate of laws,
but his mountain (Mount Eisenhower
ne> Castle Mountain) was f i

at Vic.

ascended in 1884 by a geologist of this
University . .Prof. A. P. Coleman

main mass

the

p.m.— A meeting

8:00

Mt

of

Ike,

—There will

in

Club.

Senior

the

U.C Mr.

Sight of the week: School's most
austere dignitaries letting down their

U.C.-Trin. Classics Club

—

Club on 8:15 p.m. A meeting of the U.C.Trinity Classics Club on Thurs8 ,p.m.,
Common Room,
day, January 17, at 8:15 p.m., in
at

the Women's Union- The speaker
will
be Dr. G. Bagnani on
"Papyri Hunting". All welcome.

N. C. Van Hatten will

read a paper on "The Individual

and Jeffersonian Democracy."

(where possible) and demonstratthe Ajax freshmen class the
Toike Oike

will be

served.

be a meeting of

Graduate History
Thursday, January 17,

the

Avukah
Wymil-

of the

Refreshments

wood.

8 :00 p.m.

Everyone wel-

Society will be held at

(9,076 feet) in 1884.

specific

Chapel.

Avukah

.

climbed

C?„m
Vic S.C.M.

1

Not only does

information on the functions of the
newly-organized,
little-publicized

Hubba Hubba

to 7-| in the lot.

Graduate History Club

shortly re-

More

:

with

link

David Eisenhower,

promises of re-

with

Room was

form, the

another

lesson... The

object

6$

EATON

*T.

a train for Montreal I"

Chess players of Hart House
have become tidier housekeepers
since the House's pre-Christmas

Sizes

$5.00 to $15.00

gusted because not a restaurant was
open, mutter:
"About the only thing

the state in which

I

Tor-

onto the Sunday on which the conference closed. The Queen's Journal's
Yarga overheard the Bluenose, dis-

you can do

in fine fur

A

conference

as he waited between trains in

your favourite brands are here

... STETSON, BILTMORE, BIRKDALE
and E ATONI
... to assure you of the smartest
and best, in authentically styled, richly coloured
felts

Captain whose
eral's cigarettes.,

10:30 p.m.

total

this

stu-

dents had pyramided to 7,993.

.

prime function during the interview

Also 11:40 p.m.
except Sun. and Hoi.)

Good Meals

when

for the establishment of a College of

fallacy of fall-icy 1"

BANGLES and
BROOCHES
Cor.

in 1871

George "Virtuous" Forster, Vars- Technology where mathematics, chem:try,
mechanical
engineering
and
ity's exuberant News Editor still talkdrawing, and modern languages might
ing of his press conference with Ike
be
taught.
In
due
time
building
a
at
the other morning
Most memorable
the corner of Church and Adelaide
feature of the press huddle with the
Streets was bought and fitted up with
General seems to have been the pres-

—
GRAY COACH LINES
Bey at Dundas—ADelaide 4221
(a

was

On-

a
was introduced in the legislature to provide
tario

and every hour,
on the half hour
until

recognition given to

first public

the need of technical training in

attempted

an especially treacherous trail.
"Thought I could ski," she wrote.

"Oh

|

it

The damsel

to skis over the Christ-

respite

'91,

com-

1878 until the
It was just about this time that
it remained such,
School began to expand by leaps and
became known by its bounds. From an enrolment of five
present name; six years later, by the at its founding, it increased to 151 in
University Act of 1905, it becamff the 1892; in 1901 there were only 33 gradFaculty of Applied Science and En- uating, but at the same time there
gineering in the University of Tor- were 151 in the first year alone. Ten

a letter to a friend explaining her

mas

By

pletion of the building.

From

the century

f

then in 1900

delay in returning to the campus.

BUSES LEAVE
TORONTO BUS TERMINAL

following

partially ready for classes.

increase in the enrolment forced

founding of a School of Prac-

Science.

tical

"Ping pong ?"

athletic?"... Quip

"Thai,

dully.

The

grounds.

year, the present Engineering Building

that the

Assembly of the Province was

The unnamed M.

.

were taken towards
on the

steps

the construction of a building

on university

effort

the part of those interested,

Legislative

the

and

ence,

after the greatest dif-

and many years of

ficulty

reportedly asked a

.

pong tournament

—except
(b— except

was only

It

.

heated discussion between

Literary

the

on the continent.

leges

ices,

the athletic head snorted disdain-

(a

j

plied

the

tazzas,

New Hat

Choose Your

of Great Expansion

The history of the Faculty of Ap- laboratories and lecture rooms; night
Science and Engineering goes classes were conducted by three inback to 1871, when the faculty
structors, one of whom was James
founded.
In the last 65 years it has Loudon who later became president
grown through successive stages from of this University.
one of the smallest schools to one of
In 1877 legislation resulted in the
the foremost ranking engineering col- change to the School of Practical Sci-

reports

he was able to

until

One

Is

This journal's blithe report that
Lee Collection soon to repose

... the

from Serson's suite at
73 St. George Street "somewhere in
New Year's Eve" ... The U.C. Follies
Music Director advertised and aparoused

M.-&-P'sIer

... the

moment

explain that a French curve

pipe vanished

parently

19+5

16,

ing to

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

intricacies of an acceptable
yell

.

.

The

.

Oike!

cherished ritual of Toike

Toike

Oike

I

had

not

lately

known such a decorous performance.
The University of Toronto has yet

MODERN

get

them

all in

our popular

Ba

Canada Limited
Toronto, Canada

TONITE

In Order to

1139

College.
of

Bradley's

"Shake-

spearean
Tragedy",
property
of
Peterborough Public Library. Contact

at

AJ Marshall, MI.

S.A.C.

8719, or leave

We Now

Have ART HALLMAN. Former

HIS CLARINET

ELLIS

Vocalist
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jects;

duties as a

n

sitter.

MO.

2701.

who found my watch
touch with me at RA.

the girl
in

5502, or the S.A.C. office.

FOUND— The
ampus.

exchange

best

U.C.

Arts

dance
Bali,

Reward.
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the

Thurs.,

12; possibly in Victoria

WATCH REPAIRS— Expertly
C.

done
by a student for the students. R,
Hook, 553 Huron St. MI. 5516.

ty field

or Bloor

S.A.C.

office,

St.

LOST— Polyphase

With Mart Kenney. and His Fine Band

Jerry

case,

Saturday,

slide rule in

DANCING

9

-

2

Mack

Hart House.

near

PERSONAL — Maude: To
Oscar.

What

about

to Assist.

blazes with

my message?

TONITE

BOBBY GIMBY
HIS TRUMPET
AND ORCHESTRA

BALLROOMS ON THE CONVENTION FLOOR OF THE ROYAL YORK HOTEL

All For Only $3.00 Per Couple

Wold

U.C.

John White, MI. 7072.

AT THE SCHOOL-AT-HOME
BIG

82,

Reward.

Joe.

AND ORCHESTRA
3

glasses. Trini-

Please leave at

Room

AND ORCHESTRA, FEATURING KAY ALLEN AND DICK MERRICK

McLINTOCK

contain-

Finder please mail notes to

JERRY WALD

HIS TRUMPET

;

office.

LOST — Plastic-rimmed

office.

ROOM AND BOARD

MI. 5624

Accommodate Everyone.

leather

Varsity.

kindly get

Costa

black

ing all-important notes of five sub-

WOULD

STUDIOS OF DANCING
Bay Sheet, Comer Charles

size

notebook. Blue index tabs

for

Now forming.
Phone Now For Prices,

of

LOST—Medium

Ajax for accommodation in TorMust be ex-service student
with family.
Apply Box B, The

LOST— Copy

DANCE CLASSES

The Coca Cola Company

exchange house

in

onto.

S.A.C.

BALLROOM DANCING
FROM FOX -TROT AND
WALTZ to JIVE, RHUMBA
AND TANGO.
v ou

EXCHANGE— Will

DRESS, INFORMAL
TICKETS ON SALE AT ENGINEERING SOCIETY STORE IN THE ENGINEERING BUILDING AND
AT THE DOOR.
Some Tickets Available to Outside Faculties

s

Owing

:

to the fact thai

at the Press

no compositor reported for work
Tuesday night, only 1,500 copies of yesterday's

paper reached the Toronto campus public. Distribution al
Ajax went forward as usual.
In view of yesterday's limiled circulation, the bulk of the
material in yesterday's issue has been repeated to-day.

The Varsity

The Undergraduate Newspaper

publish this explanation out of fairness
got no paper yesterday, and io those to
whom most of to-day's issue is old stuff. We regret that our
readers are being inconvenienced by the insufferable
mechanical troubles encountered in producing the paper,
and assure them that steps are being taken to prevent any
further fiasco.
staff

who

to the readers
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Conservatives Consolidate
Special Session Tues day

In

Edge Mustangs
Close Cage Contest

Blues
In

LAST SHOT DECIDES

GAME

Officers of the University of Tor-

onto

at which everyone can have a chance to
Club speak with an open mind," he said.
at Current events of national and inter-

Progressive-Conservative

were elected

Forum To Hear

Of

settled

quintet

heavily penalized, succeeded in forcing
The
the play into the Western zone.
lads rfrom

Plans to invite three government members connected with the
Japanese-Canadian question to a campus open forum in early

February were discussed at a meeting of the U. of T. JapaneseCanadian Committee Tuesday.
Time, place, and names of speakers will be announced in a

The Blues went wild

the first

in

Gaine Appointed

with

battle,

Comptroller

with

countered

systems.

defensive

It

neither

on

points

Don

his

to

4

total.

in

Rondo
Foggy

E

Piet.ro

Nardini

//a/. Johannes

Present

at

the meeting
of the

Conservative

was Mrs.

Young Pro-

Clubs of Ont.

Brahms

Old Irish Melody
Georges Enesco

Concert Piece

Wait

For

the

structure

of living cells

within the body.

"From

a single

cell,

we become

highly organized structure of millions
be

interest

true to

lies

those

whose

first

in forest administration

bushmen, mill employes, and all dependent upon forest industries" was

more

ot cells,

all

derived from the first by

reproduction, he said. "In the healing
of

a wound, the formation of new

is

rapidly accelerated.

process

we

get a

new

By

cells

the saint

skin every seven

seen last night by B. F. Avery as the
weeks, (with or without beauty soaps)
prime responsibility of the Forestry
and a new head of hair every 3 to 6
graduate.

Mustang"

Gauld, with two beautiful baskets, put
his team right back in the running,

years."

Speaking before the Foresters' Club
Moving pictures were shown of the
Hart House, Mr. Avery, at present
division of the cells as seen undei
employed with .the Great Lakes Paper
First holder of the newlymicroscope, at about 100 times normal
the score tied 37-37.
Company, defined Forestry as a pro- speed. "These cells, about 1/200" of
Tension increased in the fourth created post of Comptroller of
fession rather than a trade. If alteraan inch in size, cause cancer when the:
quarter, as the fans realized it would the University of Toronto, intions were to be made in Forestry multiply too quickly,"
commented Dr
be a fight to the final gong. Himel, volving co-ordination of the ad
they
the speaker stated,
curricula,
Ryerson.
then Colin Cranham cashed in to give ministrative work of the Univershould include the addition of cultural
The next lecture, also to be given
the Blues a 42-37 lead. Then Captain sity, is Arnold Gaine, formerly
the Westerners showed a very slight
edge in speed, the quarter ending with

in

a president of Research Enterprises Limited, President Sidney

(Continued on page 3)

Women's S.A.C.
Opened In U.C.
The
cil

Students' Administrative Coun-

and Athletic Office for

Students

is

University

now

located in

College

Women

Room

(Basemenr,

82,

East

Women

students are

now

the

of

new

post

by

the

Board

capable of reaching a lationship of

will deal with "Re-

Physical

Recreation to

Mr. Gaine

will

be responsible for

and administrative

execu-

functions

of

D.V.A. Asks Vets' Co-operation:
Wait Awhile For Dental Exams

the University in other than academic

This does not mean that the work
such as
ices
dent in the business aspects of adminis- case of extreme emergency" in a story must be done within ninety days. Those
loans, orders for jewellery and blaztration," Dr. Smith stated.
published in Tuesday's issue regard- discharged since September 1945 were
and
HandVarsity
Torontonensis,
ers,
Mr. Gaine served overseas in the ing dental care for ex-service students not allowed to nominate their Dentist,
book space, etc., and for general ath-

employment,

housing,

war

letic business.

For

matters,

the present, the

Women's Of-

and he

will

assist the Presi-

His first business
was obtained in Western

of 1914-1918.

experience

Canabe open daily except Satur- Canada and in Ontario with the
day from 9:45 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. The dian Bank of Commerce.
Subsequently he held executive posiSecretary, Miss A. E, M. Parkes, will
fice will

in

industrial

companies

be available at other hours by appoint-

tions

ment, MI. 8226.

ada and the United States.

International Students'

To

Establish

in

Accidental deletion of the phrase

ias created the false impression

my

xvork done by any dentist

charged

to

that

may

he

D.VJl.

sion in

of

House on Campus

Canada

work

to cope with the vol-

indicated

at

the

International

campus.
Modelled on the House

House on

the alumni of

organizations

American

now

international

living in Toronto.

between your discharge examination

Dis- and your receipt of treatment.

charge Dental Examinations.
All ex-service personnel are, therefore, counselled that rarely is this work

an emergency, that no very serious
condition will result from its posiThe result of the meeting was the tively must be patient and co-operate
at Columbia
patient and cooperate
University in New York City, this determination to attempt to unify the they must be
who are
House would be used as a meeting- international organizations on with the Dental authorities
doing all in their power to expedite
place for all foreign students as well the campus for the purpose of estaball in nand
hope
have
work
and
to
the
International
House.
as Canadian students interested in in- lishing an
This afternoon at 4 p.m., the ques- in the near future.
ternational affairs.
Tiie following information is given
Frances Zwick, secretary of the In- tion will be discussed by members of
for your guidance:
ternational Student's Club, said that the International Student's Club at
were discharged up
1. Those who
United
several such Houses in the
Wymihvood. A special invitation is
until about September 1945 were alStates had been contacted, and arproferred to students from all inter- lowed to nominate their own Dentist
Resulting
from
rangements discussed.
national organizations at the Univers- This they were instructed to do and
this correspondence, a meeting was
send in their slip before ninety days.
held between the club executive and ity.

The aim: an

this

but they will be advised to whom they
are to go. They cannot normally receive treatment util they are advised
that their nomination has been ap-

Complete text of the official statement on dental care for student vet- proved, in the former case, or who
has been appointed the Dentist, in the
ans is published below:
CanOwing to the rapid repatriation and latter case. It is further pointed out
discharge of the Canadian Army. It that D.V.A. will be responsible for
further work which has shown up
is impossible for the Dental Profes- any

Club

"We hope that after the facts
have been presented, students will be
mittee.

Montreal,

16— (CUP)—Four

Jan.

members

executive

National able

the

of

Ottawa tomorrow

decide

to

policy

their

on

the

it

was

issue."

The committee decided

to present

that

tion

program

to

W.

A. Tucker, M.P., aware of the facts in the case,
(Requested by the Committee

chairman of the House of Commons
Committee on Veterans' Affairs.

With
adian

the top executive of the Can-

Command

Dominion

Legion

to wire

fall

wa on

last

immediate protest to Otta-

the impending

deportation of

10,300 Japanese-Canadians, the S.A.C.

on October 31 protested the sweeping
meet powers of the War. Emergency Act,

acting as liaison, the Conference excutive

members are scheduled

to

but withheld action of the specific
Mr. Tucker Saturday morning.
The brief is the outcome of delibera- Japanese-Canadian issue until more
tions in Montreal late last December had been heard from the student
body.
of 60 delegates representing 20,000 un-

The Council decided

student veterans and several
thousand veterans from vocational and

controversial action

it could not take
without a clear-

cut

student

iversity

expression

of

opinion.

Do- S.A.C. action was balked December 6
Recommendations include in- by a vote of .the Engineering
Society
creased maintenance grants, an em- to deny support to the
protest)
ergency and long-term housing scheme,
Orders-in-Council to which the
rehabilitation schools across the

minion.

improved

educational facilities, and Japanese-Canadian
Co-operative Comemployment.
mittee objects are:
Friday evening a public meeting
No. "355: The Minister of Labor
sponsored by Ottawa student veterans, may make
an order
full

On

including students

for the deportation

from

the University

and St

of Ottawa, Carleton College,

Patrick's Vocational Institute will bt

addressed by the Canadian Legion executive and by the four N.S.C.V.

mem-

of

(1) nationals who signed to go,
(2)naturalized British subjects of the
Japanese race who signed and had not

revoked their decisions before September

bers.

1,

1945,

Canadian-bom sub-

(3)

who signed and have not revoked
December conference will be their decision before the
minister
taken when executives of all the stumakes an order for their deportation,
Futher action implementing decisions jects

of

the

dent veterans' societies of the

Mon-

and vocational

estab-

treal universities

(4) wives, and children under 16.

No. 7356:

lishments meet at McGill University

Announcement

of

Canadians

been deported lose their
Montreal citizenship on the day of
deportation.

the

meeting follows similar action in Win-

Manitoba delegation

nipeg, where the

Naturalized

who have

Tuesday, January 22.

returned from the National conference

No. 7357: Setting up of a Loyalty

Commission

to enquire

into cases of

naturalized

of

Governors.

requested

to use this office for all Council serv-

by Dr. Ryerson,

The graduate
position

given as the reason for the creation

(he general supervision of the

Wing), MI.8226.

subjects.

worthy of his fullest responsi- Health." He promises that it will be
Doubling of the University's enrol- bility is the one who will not refuse of personal interest to all students,
ment (irom 6,738 last year to over advancement for fear of a few initial athletes or not. It will be given in the
For any man in North Lecture Room of the Medical
13,000 for the present session) and the mistakes, he said.
consequent disproportionate increase of forestry work, he asserted, the main Building at 5:10 p.m. on Tuesday,
January 22nd.
financial and technical problems was responsibility was to his subordinates.

Smith announced Tuesday.

Sought By Vets

impossible to ask for further action
a brief containing conference proposals from
the
Students'
Adminitsrative
concerning the government rehabilita
Council until students have been made

Lose Eyelashes

plained

Hears B.F. Avery

emergency no longer exists.
"The forum will be part of our
program," said Shelagh
Kennedy, vice-chairman of the com-

educational

Conference of Student Veterans

As part of a series of
on "Health, what it is,
Preservation and Promotion," he

Fore sters' Club

"To

that the reasons alleged for passage of
these orders are invalid, since the war

....Mozart-Kryslcr

Dew

lectures

who

Gibson,

added

Sonata

Varsity.

Larger Grants

rive in

Mayer, Secretary

Half-time ended, with the Blues hold-

miss,

minor

program:

on Tuesday.

heavy -checking
was Western,

ing a one-point advantage, 26-25.
Varsity took an early 33-20 lead in
couldn't

their

Cells
She outlined the organization of the
and expressed the hope that the
"A new set of eyelashes every
new club would flourish.
Spokesman Jack Chipman stressed months, is the result of the production
that the aim of the club was education of new cells by subdivision," said Dr.
Stanley Ryerson at his Health lecture
in politics. "We hope to have meetings

It
it was Toronto 22-21.
was speedy McNair and Curry, then
who
led
Mayzel,
Gibson
and
was
it
the attacks up and down the floor.

the third quarter, as

have selected for
Concerto in F

on

by other Conservative clubs,
which had been adopted temporarily
by the club at its initial meeting Dec.
S, was retained
A tentative list ot
speakers was drawn up.
It is hoped
that Leslie Blackwell, Kelso Roberts,
Premier George Drew, Donald Fleming, and others will address later meet-

gressive

21-20, then,

just

23.

tentative constitution based

clubs,

team having any decided advantage.
Both displayed long passing-plays,
both

Debate on Jan.

The

Purpose of the February forum is to hear a report from the
speakers on the result of a test case, due to be heard
by the Supreme Court January 24, on the legality of the Orders-in-Council
covering deportation of aliens. The defendants in the
case hold

the

ings.

"U"

The game now developed

see-saw

a

will again be

scene for a recital on Friday featuring Cyril Glyde, viola, and Miss
Sylvia Kamin, at the piano. They

that used

potted 4 quick baskets to lead the dazzling offensive display. Varsity now

into

Hart House

to send a re-

presentative

The

five minutes of the second frame, Don
Gibson, rangy Toronto forward,

]ed 20-16.

was decided

it

later issue of

Com-

from the club, Jack McNee, to the forthcoming Hart House

London led by a 14-10 count

end of the quarter.

at the

the request of the Debates

mission,

although

and

down,

At

Court Test Case

GOVERNMENT MEN MAY ATTEND

Wo- national interest would provoke disThey were: President, cussion, he hoped, and encourage pubArnold Rowe-Sleman, III Trinity; 1st lic-speaking tendancies in members,
Vice-President, Jack McNee, I Vic; providing a training "which might
2nd Vice-President, Phyllis Smith, III well be of great use to those interested
Trinity Secre tray, W. Gord Lawson, in a political career."
II U.C.
Treasurer, Dick Walker, II
Trinity;
Publicity
Director,.. Jack
Chipman, I U.C.
FRIDAY RECITAL
a special session held in the U.C.

men's Union.

;

One second remained in the game. The 12,000 fans at Maple
Leaf Gardens stood en masse and tensely watched as Westerner
Curtis' foul shot rimmed the basket, and dropped out, giving the
game to Senior Blues by a 47-46 score.
Last night's encounter was a battle throughout. Both teams
put forth all they had, and the most skeptical of fans must have
come away agreeing that basketball was here to stay.
Western forced the pace in the opening minutes of play, and
the score was 9-2 before the homesters got over their stage-iright.
The Mustang offense, headed by McNair and Curry potted basket after basket, as the Toronto defense ran around in circles.
But this state of affairs did not last long. The Dil worth-coached

Facts

Tuesday evening

last

;

By Don Mason

194«
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Emergency

—In

Treatment

the

event of an emergency, such as the
breaking of a tooth or denture, severe

citizens and nationals to
have organized a meeting, scheduled
to take place shortly, with 17 Manitoba determine the extent of their co-opera-

members

of parliament.

tion with the

Students in the
in

terested
sports,

Ajax

furthering

and

feature

Council

the

mend

Openings

for

VOTEII

of

Ex-service

at

Friday

Adonce.

photographers

A

have

until

on the S.A.C. Re-

ence referendum.

are

Show your

registration card at

your faculty or college

meeting to organize the Ajax
be held Monday, Jan. 21.

office

to

secure voting paper.

Dents, Between Appointments,

Make

Plans For

Annual Dance

Gordon Jinks, publicity director of
the annual Dentistry At-Home scheetc., which requires treatthis Friday evening, had a
ment immediately, you may go to any duled for
problem.
dentist and have the essential workthe
Dents were going to have
Sure
done and D.V.A. will be responsible
a dance. Certainly it was to be "the
for the bill.
biggest at-home since before the war."
3. You are eligible for Dental TreatBut how was he to do justice to this
ment as long as you are in receipt of
affair when he had to dash back to
Rehabilitation Grants but only the inithe Dental Clinic to keep an appointtime
at
the
indicated
treatment
as
tial
ment?
of discharge is given by the Dentist, as
Dress was to be optional. Dancing
idicatcd in paragraph one. All furwas to be to the music of Ellis McLinler treatment must be given by the
tock.
The Crystal Ballroom of the
D.V.A. Dentist at Christie Street Hos- Royal York Hotel was to be the place.
There would be a reception line and
pital or York Street.
toothache,

students

to vote

presentation and National Confer-

also available.

staff will

deportation.

news,

Office,

Building,

ministration

This com-

division in-

coverage

The Varsity are urged to contact
Mr. J. E. Essery, Students' Administrative

government

mission also has the power to recom-

AJAX STUDENTS

corsages' would be supplied

the den-

tists' ladies.

That was

the information, he had.

The evening would

provide

alumni

and undergraduate a chance for

re-

union.

There was

more.

tioned that "it

was

Had

he men-

to be the biggest

at-home since before the war?" Would

The Varsity
for

the

take note of such detail

enlightenment of the second

and third year dentistry students who
were

in

mid-exam? And now: excuse

him, he had to go to
tion.

make an

extrac-
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S.A.C. Machinery Shown

Diagrammatic

in

1946

17,

Form
LIGHT UP

It's

amazing how the smok-

a Sweet Cap., gives
pleasure to the task and

ing of

AAA AM A A f\
/I/O

AND

makes those study hours fly.

l/OT£S

///

'

<'

s'-*""^

'

Bank on a Sweet Cap

—

for satisfaction

anywhere .
And when you tune

AND

"LIGHT UP

.

.

anytime!

in

LISTEN" WITH

SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES

CJBC-CKEY

station

P.M. Every Thursday Night.

9:30

^

ABERDEEN'S
Main

Floral Stores

Store: 31 Bloor W., MI. 2495

Special Attention to University Students

15% Discount Upon

Presentation

OF ADMIT-TO- LECTURES CARD

—

Corsages are a Specialty
Have Your Dale Wear
to the Denis' At-Home, Trinity Conversat.

L°n„*

One

ORCHIDS AND ROSES ALWAYS IN STOCK

i|art
Critics
machinery is undemocratic.
Seldom set before the public in graduate student
Only permanent members are two generally forget (1) that it is not and
graphic form is the complex machinGeneral is not intended to be a governing body
ery by which the S.A.C. combines faculty advisors; and the
student representation with countless Secretary-Treasurer and Associated but an administrative body, the busbeing the
services to the student body. As the Secretary, who look after the office iness of student government
concern of the college and faculty govarrow shows, the line of action is circ- business.
and
from
that
conerning organizations; (2)
Committees selected by
The student elects representaular.
make decisions trary to charges, the voting members
tives who elect committees who in- S. A.C. members
Council,
and
one
elected
to
the
are
every
of the Council
struct an office staff which serves the which are reported
carried out in detail by the office by the student body. A Victoria stustudent
The members elected directed by the taff. All matters affecting the stu- dent who votes for V.C.U. President,
for
students are the only S.A.C. members dent body can be reported to S.A.C. for example, simultaneously votes

Representing

with votes.

and

The

of

colleges

all

and the president of the Council,

setting

:presentatives,

chain of his

this

representative.

Council

by

is

faculties for faculty

Every faculty

representatives.

is

thus

Cyril Glyde, viola player of the Hart

representation,
with no
danger of the larger bodies swamping

guaranteed

be at the piano.

Weakness of

the system lies in the

head he

is

electing

Few

voters

have bothered to acquaint themselves
with the Council set-up, and candidates
for election are apt to confine them-

the picture

is

not quite so bright.

action

—

which

Your Member

an invariable characteristic
of a Rubinstein or a Schnabel is oc-

Drama

Music and

Jjrt,

Is

of

Hart House are invited.

will be held on Wednesday, 23rd January, at 8 p.m., in the debates room. The
resolution will be, "That this House while approving
of collective bargaining deplores the attempt of the
unions to usurp the rights of management."

ignorance of the average voter that in
electing a college

Members

Hart House Debate
The next Hart House debate

the average voter that

a council representative.

House Quartet,

will give a recital in the music room of Hart House at
5 p.m. on Friday, 18th January.
Sylvia Karnin will

the elections.

ignorance of

House bulletin iBoarb

Friday Afternoon Recital

To
in motion.
The elective system is deemed fairer selves to Ideal politics and neglect
say that the artist is all display and
The Council has been criticized for than that employed in securing for adequate publicity of their Council
no poetry would be unjust but that
a years by students who claim that its example, Hart House Committeemen, candidature.
element of inward glow and feeling

they appoint-the-editors
Varsity and Torontonensis,

faculties,

since voting

is

In these days a
must imbue his work with
and despite infinite earnestness

casionally slighted.

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
All undergraduates are reminded

must have their health
examinations before they will be
allowed to register for annual
spring examinations.
that they

pianist

Listed below for the convenience of students are the

members

of

the

life;

*One Expects More'

Students' Administrative Council, together with offices held on their college

and painstaking

Mr. Haddad,

and faculty organizations.

Voting Members

A

chamber orchestra is not just a
Its very
small symphony orchestra.

Executively, his approach is very
close to perfect; he possesses power

all

in the

it

effort

on the part of

George Donor, President V.C.U.
excessively percussive), that he ha not
Ruth Irwin, Associate President V.C.U.
name suggests a difference in kind as in abundance, but his volume is firmly achieved such heights at present.
University College: Gordon McCaffrey, President U.C. Literary and Athletic
well as degree. The chamber orches- controlled
always.
Interpretatively,
D. Gordon Ross.
Society.
Victoria College:

Ruth Margeson, President W.U.A.
Trinity College:

Graham Cotter, Head
Head of College.

of Arts, elected to

Aileen Hughes,
St.

Michael's College:

John Stephenson, President

Si.

M. Wall, President St Joseph's S.A.C.
Engineering: Murray McCulloch, President Engineering
Frank Belshaw, Vice-President Engineering Society.

At yesterday's

phonic side

Garret, President

Emmanuel

tone -was
the

while

College Student Society.

the

concert,

was only a

interest,

The

Doug. Langmaid, President Dental Parliament

Emmanuel: Ben

why

plain

Wycliffe: J. T. Conybearc, President W.C. Lit
Physiotherapy: Phyllis Cox, President, Physio Students.

fat

for

partial

rather

(or

continuity

all

its

success.

than

full,

line)

had

ARTS

chamber orchestra.

Smith, President O.C.E. students

J.

The Concerto Grosso Opus

Voting Ex-service Student Representatives
Al Weir, President Ex-service Meds. Students.
Arts: Paul Johnson, Appointed Ex-service Arts Representative.
Dents.: R. D. Leuty, Appointed by Dental Parliament
Engineering: Dalton Stubley, Appointed by Engineering Society.
Ex-Service
omen
Claire Rutherford, Elected by 1 st year U.C,
service

:

the

Its excellent continuity

and well-moulded periods formed an
Ex- interesting contrast to the Holberg

Women.

Suite

of

Grieg,

which

E. A. Macdonald.

with

trates

Miss A. E. M. Parkes.
Dr. F. R. Lorriman.

devastating

Associate Secretary:

little

Faculty Advisors:

calling mannerisms.

style

Prof. W. J. T. Wright
Editor of The Varsity: W. Hugh Kenner.
Women's Editor, The Varsity: Peggy Bates.

tinuity

Editor of Torontonensis:

mann was

RECORD HOUR
from
W. Hugh Kcr

Editor-in-Cbie£

Night Editor

:

Assistants:

Assistant:

Henry Wcstcott

Hugh Kenner
E. Ross McLean
Peggy Bates
Rudy (part-time).

-

it.

record program, held daily
4:00 to 5:30 p.m. in the

Women's Common Room at U.C,
is open to the men and women of

the

"Excellent con-

great

master,

a charming

if

Grieg

HALLMAN

GIMBY

ART

BOBBY

incongruous flavour.

M

Copland,

it-

ton Wilson.

TICKETS

Eaton Auditorium for
support and a group of piano works
ranging in scope from Bach to Aaron
George
success

31

mannerisms give

With the impressive backdrop and

Major
Symphony No. 5
(New World)

JAN.

ROYAL YORK

Also

one can appropriate by re-

of eighteenth century

acoustics

Dvorak

BALL

constructs his piece, to which the crust

every college and faculty.
Fidelio Overture
Beethoven
Piano Concerto in B jlat

Mozart

2

how

clarity

and well-moulded periods" are
no part of Grieg's method. Armed with
the piecemeal methods of which Schu-

E. Ross McLean.

The

followed

DANCING 9
INFORMAL

Grieg is trying to recall the style of
Sammartini's age, and his suite illus-

E. S. Kirkland.

General Secretary-Treasurer:

good eighteenth century

of

level

craftsmanship.

Without Vote
President:

tl No. 4

of Sammartini occasionally rises above

Meds.:

W

Ajax Village

DUNHAM

J.

A.

BROCK STREET

attempted

Nursing: Phyllis Jones, President School of Nursing Undergrad. Association. more drive than flexibility. The final
allegro of the Purcell suite, which
Occupational Therapy: Alice Heaslip, President of O.T. students.
opened the program, built up an overForestry: D. Nay smith. President Foresters' Club.
whelming sonority, as did the allegro
Knox: F. Norman Young, President Knox College Association.
assai of the Sammartini concerto, but
Pharmacy: R. E. Everitt elected S.A.C. representative.
one expects more than this from a
Social Work:
R. McKnight, President Social Work students.
O.C.E.:

al

14

SONNY

twenty-five

Mazzoleni

union of genres. The symwon out, which may ex-

this difficult

John McBirnie, President Medical Society.
Pat Armstrong, President M.W.U.A.

Medicine:

Dentistry:

Ettore

strings,

concert, with an or-

approximately

chestra of

Society.

(At Present)

preserves

it

Administrative Council.
Claire

TELEGRAPHS

Telegrams will be Received

—

some of the
scope and range of a symphony orchesS.A.C.
sacrifice,
as a result,
not
tra, must
the intimacy and sensitive line which
Michael's Student
chamber
music.
belong to
while

tra,

CANADIAN NATIONAL

became obvious, above

Debussy group (which was

U.C.

ROTUNDA

of

young

Syrian-Canadian

Haddad was
Tuesday

night.

a

natural

for

10

$3.00

PER COUPLE

A.M.

to 4 P.M.

ALL FACULTIES

—
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17,

was put out

Win

Blues

The Sportswoman

.

.

game

of the

for five fouls.

Varsity, trying desperately to pro-

.

two

single point lead, took

tect their

(Continued from page 1)

foul shots out of bounds so as to keep

By

Polly

team

Training Ground

7

The

to this date
.

.

.

Massey gym begins a new chapter

Lillian

now

.

gym

as the

is

last

year

.there

gyms

5 :00,

on

their

to ensure unanimity

Besides,

for volleyball, regulations

must

to take place in the

form

This laudable project

a competition on Monday at

As

is

existed a sad rift in decisions.

smaller than regular

somewhat

be altered
of

.

.

Up

Monday.

undergo a period of learning

The purpose

trade with the help of Miss Forster.
of opinion

this

has been the scene of training for competition in sports

it

the volleyball referees arc to

is

and regulations.

rules

for .the sport of volleyball proper, the practices began last

Mon-

Next Monday, St Hilda's take over

6 :00.

the Boor at 5:00, P.H.E. at
These two teams look promising, and getting out on the old limb

again,

we

day.

see in our crystal ball

an energetic

battle

between them for

first place.

Although P.H.E.
St.

Hilda's

To

coaxed.

will

both can
us, this

is

have four teams

boast of

in

Vic and

the series, and

are .past-history, the

an enigma, as the equipment called for

as are the funds, contrasted with the great

amount

is

negligible,

mat

slight

Boxing and Wrestling competitions
to the Upper Gym. in Hart

spotlight shifts

House. This Friday, at 8:00 p.m., Varsity will tackle the Y.M.H.A. in
a series of bouts that should send the most muscular of us home feeling

Mr

Some ten tussles are listed, ranging in weight from
heavyweight class.
And then there's Saturday night, and another "must see" in the
realm of the muscular arts. Put in plain language that even the odd Skuleman can read, what we mean is that on said Saturday night, at 8:00 p.m.,
there will be a wrestling and boxing exhibition between the Varsity
teams and West End Y. This sterling show will also take place in the
like

Milquetoast.

the 130-Ib. to the

Upper Gym.

their largest lead of the

Westerners,

displaying

Low

Prices

OCULIST PRESCRIPTION CO.

shot, to

make

it

CjOQ
]

filled wilh quality

Assumption team, rated
one of the very 'best in Canada, will be going all-out to

win

our popular

a

in

tators

BASKETBALL
Major League:
Moil., Jan. 21

game

Tiles., Jan.

22

urged

are

Tliurs., Jan.

24

Spec-

get there

to

Wed., Jan. 23

Fri„ Jan. 25

audience

over
so

STUDIOS OF DANCING

is

take

to

mentioned
Maysel,

5'

9" Blues fonvard.

to

thing

drag your bag

Hart House

to

as

The

expected.

is

men,

lo do,

2Da Costa

in

afore-

ring

a ring-side

your-

b

—except
—except

3:55

p.m

Sun. and Hoi.)
Sun. and Hoi.)

Sat.,

(tj

Trin.

SPS.
Med.

1:00

Sr.

diarbingers

a 6:30 a.m.

8:40 a.m.

7:30 a.m.

9:30 ajn.

Jan. 22

Tik-5.,

6:30

IV
Vic IV
StM. D
V Dent

1:00

24

until

first

robin

sets

.

A

Mott

I

StM. A
Bus. Adm.
Sr. Vic

Lye
Rotman
Rotman

A

Sat.,

I

IV Civil
HI Med. B
IV Metal
IV Chem.

Dent

U.C.

Chem.

For.

B

X

Emman. B

C

III

4:00
6:30
7:30
8:30
1:00
4:30
5:30
6:30
7:30

Vic XII

1:00
4:00
6:30

II Med.
Trin. Ill

1:00

For.

1:00
4:00
8:00
9:00

Trin.

Jan. 26

I

Bond
Bond
Bond

IV

Trin.

U.C. Arts

VII
IV Elec
Trin.

Voight
Peacock
Peacock
Mackaii

III Mech.

Dent.

A

Med.

Ill

Aero

PHE. VI

Elec

PHE. V
Knox B
PHE. Ill
II

Zeldin

Bockner
Sansone
Smith
Geary
Geary
Sansone
Sansone
Bemstein
Babeock

Eng. Bus.

II
Ill

U.C. Econ.
For.

IV Meclt

Dent
Wye. B

III Elec
Vic. XI

I

B

I

Mackan
Dzupino

Civil

Stone

Mining
III Eng. Phys.
II Elec
III

StM. C

B

Maxwell
Jones

HOCKEY

12:00
4:00
5:00

Wed., Jan. 23

4:30

Thur-,, Jan. 24

1:00
4:00
6:00

Fri.,

4:30
5:30

Jan. 25

HOCKEY

.

Alexandra

love these early messengers
they tell the fashion story for

SPS. Ill Andison, Horkins
Med. II Mosher, McClelland

A

Vic II
StM. A
Vic III
Knox B

Dent.
St.M.

Bus.

Adm

A
A

For.

Pharm.
Med. I

Med.

Ill

U.C.

I

Andison, Sinclair
Doyle, Garfunkel
Street,

Crawford

Emman. Lawler, Patterson
B Smith, Brownridge

B

Trin.

Brownridge, Fyfe
Brownridge, Fyfe
V. Hart, Morrison
Andison, Sinclair

B

Wye.
Knox

U.C. Ill

SPS. IV
SPS. I
SPS. II

Dent.
Vic.

I

U.C. II

Lawler, McClelland
Lawler, McClelland

Major

LIFE WITH

FATHER

•
•
•
In

HOWARD

Hamilton

— King

and John

LINDSAY

ir,d

HUSSEL CHOUSE

Wilh
Coil Bonloo Hold & Belly Linloy

3414 Yongc at City Limit*
444 Eglinton W. at Castleknock
656 Danforth at Papa

Box

Office

Open

10

am.-IO pm.

Evgs. 8:20; Mats., Wed. Sat. 2:20
MATS., WED., SAT.: 60c. S1.20, S1.B0

St*.

All

Tbx

Included.

Jr.

Vic

Jr.

U.C.

:00

Hockey Referees
If

1 1 3 Yonge at Adelaide
• 751 Yongc at Bloor
• 1458 Yonge at St. Clair

B

1:00

1

14 to 20.

•

I

For.

4:00
6:30
7:30
4:30
5:30
6:30
7:30

"PUBLIC

$19.95

U.C.

you

can't

SPS.

PHE.

THE BEST

-

-

WELCOME HOME

SINCE

1918

A

Ill
II

I Civil

III Mining
II Eng. Bus

III Aero
III Eng. Phys.

V. Hart Horkins
Doyle, Jamieson
Lawler, Smith

Jr.
Sr.

Lye

SPS.

Vic
Adm.
StM. A
Bus.

For.
Vic.

Hamm

A

it

i

D

Jackson

Geary
Geary
Robson
Robson

VI
Vic VII
Vic VIII
U.C. St George
.

—

make

Kerr son
Kerrison

True and False Test Today
Athletic Office, Hart House
today, see Miss
another time.

Boyd

—5

p.m.

re arranging

SKIERS ATTENTION
run to
Athletic Association has chartered a bus to
January 201h. This bits
Varsity Ski Club on Sunday.
(weather permitting)
leave Hart House at 9 a.m. Sunday
and Yonge Street at 4
return from Mulock's corner
purchased
Return tickets are 85 cents and must be
Athletic Office by Friday, January 18th.

The

the
will

;

m

and

pm

the

on WedThere will be a meeting of the Ski Club Executive Hildas
of St
nesday. January 16th, in the games room
College, at 5 p.m.

THE DENTS AT-HOME
Royal York Hotel
TOMORROW

Adm.
SPS. I
SPS. V
Bus.

BASKETBALL

Minor

no.r

A

Knox

Beginning

Spring and are veritable life-savers
Sizes
for tired Winter wardrobes.

$11.95 to

B

Vic

You'll
.

A

PHE.

SPORTS CALENDAR

Jackets and skirts are designed to
slim
face the future together
and trim as an exclamation mark and
just as attention-getting ... in colours that defy description.
.

Also
except Sun. and Hoi.)

—
GRAY COACH LINES
Bay al Dundas — ADelaide 4221
(a

your
heart to singing, so too do these
wool.
of
pastel
pretty suits
the

as

10:30 p.m.
11:40 pjn.

Strathearn

Johnson
Stone
Cochrane

1:00

Fri„ Jan. 25

and every hour,
on the half hour

of Spring!

A

SPS. IV

V

U.C.

HIGHWAY

2

Hamm

Vic

Trin.

SPS.

1:00
4:00

TO AJAX ROAD AND
NO.

n

phe.

B

Med. Scr.
SPS. III

A

Dent.

A

U.C.

Sr.
Jr.

A

Swan
Swan
Swan
Lye

I

Minor League:
Mon., Jan. 21

Tliurs., Jan.

(a

B

For.

Farrell

Emman. A

A

4:00
6:30

BUSES LEAVE
TORONTO BUS TERMINAL
b

Med.

Sr.

A

Pharm. A
Sr. Med.
Jr. U.C.
Pre-Med.

Wed., Jan. 23

a 2:30 p.m.

A

Dent

Sl.M.
Jr.

Maxwell
Kennedy
Robson

SPS. Ill
Dent B

Wye.
Jr.

4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00

a 6:25 a.m.

A

PHE.
Knox

U.C.

Jr.

1:00

seat.

DIRECT
TO AJAX

7:45 a.m.

III

Bus.

4:00
6:30
1:00
4:00
6:30

fea-

tures, thus also assuring
self of

Adm.
Sr. SPS.
SPS. V

Vic

at 8:00,

the

mat and

Pre-Med.

6:30

1:00

SaL, Jan. 26

A

1:00
4:00

1:00
4:00
6:30
7:30
8:30

well before 3:30, as a capacity

the Facuhy

Just

It

47-46.

January 21

of

Blues, under the excel-

hot for the Windsorites.

Now forming.
Now For Prices.

Quick, oceurofe repair mrv/io

Windsor,

in

Roy Dilworth,
have shown steady improvement
in the New Year, and with the
advantage of a home-floor, are
expected to make things very

Phone

321 BLC 1 ST. W. Phone Nil 6762
(Ground Floor St. "sorge Aparhnenls)
OPPOSITE MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
Special DiieouM lo SWontt and Memberi of

to the floor.

off

victory,

CALENDAR
SPORTS
Week

lent coaching of

DANCE CLASSES

prices.

rimmed the

slowly

it

fell

Outstanding for Toronto, were Don
put the Mustang machine on its feet Gibson, with 15 points, Colin Cranagain. With only sixty seconds to be ham, who played an excellent offensive
counted off, McNair, Western star, and defensive game, and Doug Spry.

played on December 15th.

BALLROOM DANCING
FROM FOX -TROT AND
WALTZ to JIVE, RHUMBA
AND TANGO.

spectade-

easonable

breath as

was Varsity's

looked like Toronto's game until
Phibbs netted a floor-length pass to
It

The

The

all in

their

basket, then

in what promises to be
one of the finest fights this year.

of paraphernalia and

You get them

and 12,000 people held

at the basket,

47-44.

lege,

MODERN

Prescriptions for glasses

might have decided the

game.

with a shot from nearly half-way out
Then Gordie Wallace netted a foul

All Varsity should turn out for Saturday night's basketball dish-out,
will see the Blue's Senior Cagers pitted against Assumption Col-

of T. quintet, after their 57-39

at

the break that

edge in speed to best advantage,
it 44-44 with only two minutes

pin a second defeat on the U.

Good Meals

Western got

ball at centre, until

their

With one second remaining,
left to play.
Both teams began play- Curtis was awarded a shot on a foul
ing a very careful, close-checking type by Gord Wallace. As the two teams
of game.
Steve Himel broke the tie tensely watched, Curtis looped the ball

made

which

as

Huron and Harbord

Gord

hands.

rival

is the square root of nothing.
such things, brings us to . . .

flock.

Cor.

of

Again, the price of admission

Speaking of the Upper Gym and
Week-end Feature: Basketball

high expense of hockey ... to which cold outdoor sport most students

MOORE'S LUNCH

out

ball

Wallace and Murray Thomson, with
sye on the clock, effectively ragged

game

points.

The

By Don Mason
Week-end Feature: Wrestling
Now that the Junior Interfaculty

smaller faculties have to be

two, the

the

Stu Scott netted a beauty to give his

Mutz

—

'
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New and

a joy to put
And don't overlook the 16.95 wools for
which Northway's are so popular, they
come in a wide variety of ideas and
which with a large red belt around the
datemakers" in anyhear that command are "delectable
waist ar positively

TALKING SHOP

DIAL

and

these days

as

Entrenous

By

usual body's language.

a reason. CKEY has put us
ANTOINE HAIR STYLISTS
in its debt by the sanity of their "Block THE
are essentially artists, trained in the
Programming" and you may have
They are eshairdressing.
ticed that a good many stations arc craft of
to do a "job" with
following suit. Take the "Make Be- pecially delighted
no
future. They
that
seems
to
have
Ballroom" from five-thirty to hair
live
listening like to take a head of hair that is
there's
solid
seven-thirty,
and
by
means
poorly
shaped
of cleverly
where you can honestly relax after a
moulded look of
day's work knowing that no one s tapering give it hlat
groovipermanent
good
xcellent
and
going to leave you hanging over a cliff.
hair can be
Ifs a fact that at least one of the ng. A frousy head of
give
prevented
you
simply
loverly
if
big time U.S. stations offered the
management of CKEY five figure lourseif time enough to have a chat
Hair
Antoine
Head
the
with
Mrs.
of
work out the same set-up
there's

moneys

1946

SORRY

rom Hubba ToT
10 azza

You

580!

prety often

17,

E. Boss

People You Meet On A Meatless
Tuesday: Paul Serson back to Luxlathered cleanliness with the sudden
and strange return of the much-pub-

TICKETS SOLD OUT
FOR

McLean
opened

.

, .

Wanted

More

:

Trinity College Conversazione
Featuring ANNA KUSSSELL
FRIDAY, JANUARY 18. 194S
STBACHAN HALL — 9 P.M. to 2 A.M.

specific

information on the functions of the

newly-organized,

Hubba Hubba

little-publicized

Club.

bathtub plug
the
Sight of the week: School's most
from Serson's suite at austere dignitaries letting down their
73 St George Street "somewhere in
hair (where possible) and demonstratNew Year's Eve"
The U.C. Follies
ing to the Ajax freshmen class the
Music Director advertised and apparently aroused the sympathies of intricacies of an acceptable Toike Oike

missing

licized

.

.

.

pipe vanished

.

.

to the culprit who gave yell... The cherished ritual of Toike
Serson the telephone tip of the stop- Oikel Toike Oike I bad not lately
The unnamed M. known such a decorous
whereabouts
performance.
Sc.
P. student who reportedly asked a

BOBBY GIMBY

Music by

.

FORMAL DRESS

someone close

.

to

salon at Holt Renfrew.
south of the border. According to a
recent (fact survey nearly as many

.

sales clerk recently

.

if

Toronto listeners .tune in to CKEY's COMFORT ... the warm glow of
relief from pain which follows a taut moment until he was able to
Purity Bread Band No. 4, from 6:15 pleasant
an application of Sloan's Liniment to explain that a French curve was a
to 6:30 as to all the other Toronto
which has been painful or well, you know
an
area
stations put together.
This journal's blithe report that
uncomfortabdly tense. The result of
the Lee Collection soon to repose
an acceleration of circulation which
ARE YOU A MIRROR MANIAC? follows an application of Sloan's is in Hart House comprised chalDo you stop in front of every
ices, paten, paxes, mazer bowls,
the driving out of accumulated poisons
and primp and Pat and try to coax your in the blood, creating vitality and a
tazzas,
etc
Taszas? Paxes?
liair because it just doesn't do rii
Can any reader, as they say, help ?
new feeling of healthful stimulation.
curves?"

BUY

WAR

SAVINGS STAMPS

"she had French
reports

M.-&-P'ster

... the

1

0i

:

.

by your facet Are you so rushed for Which is why a bottle of Sloan's in
lime thai you keep putting off going (he medicine cabinet is taken
to a hairdresser for the simple reason granted in more and more Canadian
that there are not enough minutes in homes, because Sloan's is still leader
the

day

mum

get through classes, a mini-

to

among

it.

the liniments.

BRACELETS FROM PERU
among

're

.

dresser iinth an eye

to

and

the

"Ping pong i"

V ... Quip
came

a co-ed

a letter to a friend explaining her

delay in returning to the campus.

Involved a broken

had taken

mas

and

"Oh

I

attempted

had

treacherous

especially

"Thought

The damsel

leg.

to skis over the Christ-

respite

an

which have been

of those precious ideas

.

.

athletic

week: From

of the

excuses to remain and examine each

hair-

"That,

fully.

JEWELLERY SHOP

while you work. Miss Clcn-

,

.

well-shaped io the head, one of those Yonge, at 32 Bloor East, almost next
"no worry" permanents, and guaranthe Canadian Red Cross headteed to last 6-8 months, right in your quarters. You'll be tempted to make

young

discussion between

Director

the athletic head snorted disdain.

and interesting

the exotic

can fix you up with an over-all cold jewllcry which is yours for the buying
(12.50) or a machineless (6,50 at Mr. Carpenter's INTERESTING
up), the kind that stays pertly correct,
fust east of

conscientious

Literary

dergraduate society as to which
of the two should organize a ping

wave

own room
man is a

the

.

pong tournament

and the social essentials?
phone number and
LA. 2671. Miss Clenman

cut out this

cherish

The heated

Athletic Director of a certain un-

of study

Then

.

. . .

trail.

could ski," she wrote.

fallacy of fall-icy 1"

today's styling

collected

the things

George "Virtuous" Forster, Varsindividuality and charm that has not
scaped the searching eye of Mr. Car- ity's exuberant News Editor still talkpenter. We wish some of our visiting ing of his press conference with Ike

some

for

particular

quality

•f

JOAN RIG BY
like

.

.

likes

she has a canny eye for

.

American theatrical people could be the other morning . . Most memorable
tricky
feature of the press huddle with the
quick to capitalize on any led to these items, because after lookGeneral seems to have been the presright new fashion-fancy as dreamed ing over the field in the U.S.A. we
ence of a U.S. Army Captain whose
up by a good designer which is why don't mind admitting that the galaxy
prime
function during the interview
we can tell you with a good deal of of ear-rings, chokers, lapel pins et at.,
was to proEer, light and butt the Gensatisfaction that in our opinion "Joan" as shown at the Interesting Jewellery
eral's cigarettes., .probably a "Cigs"
offerings
clothes win an order of merit because Shop have the American
officer.
they point the way to greater sophisti- nicely covered.
.

turn fo a shoulder or a

closing,

is

Canadian wearables.

cation

in

PJgby

definitely gives- the

Joan
to the

lie

*

WINTER

*

Somehow comforting

*

THE TIME OF YEAR

IS

good clothes are when a wise woman remembers Springand is subtle enough to know
a monopoly of the Americans or the time
French or of Bond Street Her things that a soft enveloping fragrance gentle

Witness the report that
a party of pyromania-i n c li n e d
impulse.

.

pranksters loaded their prof's pipe

world as the .promise of a summer garden

smart company the

belong in

.

bowl recently with match heads
Details are wanting
Denouement has the students presenting
same prof with a long-stemmed

.rpiour against the dullness of bleak

*

*

and

s

•

NEW BLOUSE

chilly evenings.

.

Fragrance

GEM-BY

by Richard Hudnut captures
of growing petals in the
wonders toward perking up a suit
sunshine and keeps that memory in
which obvious fact is known to one
winter close and personal and lovely.
and alt, but what we want to stress is
Fragrance GEMEY is made from a
lliat the Evangeline SlioPs arc showing
scientific formula which has been pera superior collection of blouses and

A DAINTY

does

the

they are well supplied with classics

memory

fected

to hold

of freshness

blouses and those fascinating numbers
fumes have
which give the wearer that appealing

look designed to arouse the Protective
instinct in the unsuspecting mate.

nearest Evangeline

Shop

Your

(don't crowd,

Yonge.

girls) is at 751

*

#

*

THOSE SWEATER NECKS AT
NORTHWAY'S,

most

a

attractive

idea for lectures or an informal date,
styled

on wing- sleeve dresses,

with pressed pleats, large
covered buttons
all

down

skirts

pockets,

slit

to waist at back,

add up to jocular

numbers

little

breathless

its

after

less

;

Finder please mail notes

College,

S.A.C.

ty field or

S.A.C.

Bloor St Please leave at

office,

Room

U.C.

82,

Reward.

case,

Saturday,

slide rule in

near

black

Hart House.

John White, MI. 7072.

FOR SALE—$18.00.
ory

racing

Enjoyed the mordant observation
Maritime delegate to the Can-

of a

surprise

adian

exquisite per-

Laminated hick-

skis—lignestone edges.

ment for downhill

skiing.

Phone

7511.

PERSONAL—Joe:

University

Mickey
Lester again. Did he forget? Maude.

WANTED—Girl

student desires daily
transportation from Toronto to Ajax

return North Toronto district

EXCHANGE—Would the person

spoil

'uto

the

Chess players of Hart House
have become tidier housekeepers
the House's pre-Christmas

eoaf as

the saying is:
has gone the gen-

their styling

•rosily of cutting

since

and finishing which
a coat with that swing which

'emits in

in

at the end of one day's use

Must be ex-service
Apply Box

student
B,

ROOM AND BOARD—For

The

plastic -rimmed

leather case,

Please leave at S.A.C.

pastime ... with

Mon,

Jan. 14.

office.

1

:00 p.in.— Christie

Thurs, Jan. 10th.
Please
to S.A.C. office, or phone

Room

211 of the

MA.

for Junior

has asked
Mabel.

me

the set

of

to

.the

8

keepsakes.

student.

mornings.

carefree

little

h'Ows on

h

the

The short-sleeved Mouse comes in
Ro
$2.98 each.

will

Mission-

speak

in

Anatomy Build-

The

long-sleeved hlouse with the

tucl;temg

comes in Red, Green, Yell,ow, Turquoise
and Lime. $2.98 each

ciation will hold a business meet-

ing in

Wymilwood
*

*

at

4:00 p.m.

ore

*

w

Your Neighborhood.

U.C.-Trinily Classics Club

Beulah,

no one
8:15 p.m. Dr. G. Bagnani will speak
the Arts Ball vet'
on "Papyri Hunting" at a meeting of the U.C. -Trinity Classics
Club in .the Women's Union.
person

bangles

Gym, Wednesday
return them to

—

Turquoise and Blue.

Lunches available.
* *
*

ing.

suit

smoothly styled tlouses that will
pride and joy of your wardrohe.

U. of T. Liberal Association
Matric 4:00 p.m.—The U. of T. Liberal Asso-

4526.

PERSONAL— Well,

20

peep alluringly from beneath your

favorite

re-

shortly re-

Wilson,

America,

High School

of

ft

ary Secretary of the I.V.C.F. for

North

Chemistry, for

Sizes 14 to

the

V. C. F.

mitt with brown fur

WANTED—Tutor

.

What' s on Today

2975.

Phone

promises

Room was

gki_„,

backing,

RA.

.

girl

exchange for light duties. Duplex,
St Gcorge-Dupont district KI. 1623,

return

.

tables and floors and
askew furniture were mute testimony to the mental and physical
turmoil demanded by the pensive

Varsity.

brown

PEEP BLOUSES -

littered

with family.

in

abruptly closed

and displayed for several days in
the state in which it had been left

exchange house
Ajax for accommodation in Tor-

onto.

Room was

Chess

BOW

lesson.. .The

object

inspired

the nonchalant quality
of belongin.
the elect of fashioning.

is

to

LOST—Will
who

took wrong galoshes Tuesday night,
Women's Union, please call HY.
8714 and receive own.

conference

onto the Sunday on which the con-

*

Instruction preferably in

Heard

Press

as he waited between trains in Tor-

*

"spared the pelt

to

LOST—Yellow

Omelets with racing boots and
harness with superdiagonal attachRA.

I

STANDARD EQUIPMENT for a ference closed. The Queen's Journal's
Canadian winter is a good fur coat, Yarga overheard the Bluenose, disgusted because not a restaurant was
and Gillespie's are a standard
of quality
which Torontonians have been open, mutter: "About the only thing
Pleased to O.K. these many years. you can do in this blasted city is board
a train for Montreal!"
Gillespie's have never

LOST— Pair

LOST— Polyphase

charred

other

.

form, the
glasses. Trini-

the

for

.

. In your pipe and smoke
put that

it,

office.

LOST — Plastic-rimmed

.

.

substitute

CLASSIFIED ADVEBTISEMENTS
LOST— Medium size black leather EXCHANGE—Will
notebook. Blue index tabs containing all-important notes of five subjects; Dec. 12; possibly in Victoria

.

.

favorite

wilted.

*

is

not supressing a single boisterous

defeatist theory that

.

word

is

that the undergraduate of 1946

—

who found
Women's

in

afternoon, please

Gym

office.

Valuable

PERSONAL—Hey
you taking
Hal!

to

the

Formal,

Beulah,

Mabel, who are
second Whitney

February

15th?

LIMITED

Establish Fellowship

To Dean

Tribute

Brett

The Undergraduate Newspaper

AVAILABLE TO ANY GRADUATE
VOL. LXV
Friends, colleagues and former students of the late Professor
S. Brett, head of the Department of Philosophy and Dean
of the School of Graduate Studies of the University of Toronto,
have formed a committee to establish a Brett Memorial Fellowship
to be open to graduate students of universities throughout the
world.
Felt to be the most fitting tribute to Dean Brett's memory as
philosopher, teacher and man, the fellowship will "enable the
aspiring and deserving student, in whom his interest was unfailing
to pursue studies such as those which under his direction became
the
a discipline and a way of life,"

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, MONDAY, JANUARY

21.

1946

No. 64

George

committee has announced.
Designed to strengthen the School
one of
of Graduate Studies, already

DOUBLE TRIUMPH FOR BLUE ICEMEN
Canadian Campus

LET

Dear John:

on the continent, the fellowprobably be valued at $1,200.

the largest

ship will

country students

who

until

men are wanted.
Well, preferably men.

now

They

advantage to draw more graduates of pals.
Addressed to a former secretary of
Canadian universities together for
post-graduate work, it will do us much the International Student Service am
good to have our best minds meet in written in a neat, disciplined hand on
classroom discussion as well as in their blue-crested stationary, a plea from
the Chesire Country girls has come to
leisure moments. At the same time we
this office.
It is signed, "(Miss) Elhope to give recognition to others who

Works

len Scott (Secretary)."

history

in

of

science

psychology by Dr. Brett brought
national

renown

he

taught

in

inter-

to the university and

coming here
England and

to Canada. Before

"Some

and

in 1911

of us",

it

begins without pre-

amble, "are anxious to correspond with

which he was dean has had a steadily
increasing enrollment since it came into

make

is

let

it

on
according

the refrain

all

sport of university students from east

as well as the snow, the

west of the country. Skating and
hockey run near seconds and various

close hills

to

trains

and buses and head for neigh-

bouring ski runs.

..

Vending
Is

Those who submitted work for
the Art and Photgraphy Competition sponsored by The Undergrad, may now collect it by calling
at the office of The Undergrad,

School Issue

Advocates of temperance will be indirectly involved Monday when Skule
starts

to

beverages

critize

to

Room

public,

the 22nd.

Monday

night

of

lots

of

snow

in

MAY EXAMINATIONS

Weekly Campus

Debate "Resolved that the beverage
replaced by open
Room 25 in the Engin-

Is

New

is

sport to vary across Can-

now a snow-

welcome as the

as

Self-described as

The Laurenttan

of spring.

the

course,

Manitoba also reports a vigorous movement which is under way to
rebuild Varsity hockey, neglected for

war

Ottawa University has a newly organized ski club and plans this year
to corral novice and expert alike into
the fold.
Competent instructors art

discussion

holding ski schools to develop promising talent

universities

paradise

the

district.

in

On

all

gethers are held frequently.

"A

back to classes. Sun and wind bum mar are run forthe students
on the campus is prevalent. Competitive races are
Thursday. Christened "Campus," the the highlight of the sport for all Quenew publication stated in a front-page bec universites and McGill has two
by
Speaker will be Bob Singer of the editorial that it was "not in competi- ski teams of high calibre. The club
tion with Varsity, but merely a sup- ski house at Shawbridge is a centre
University Debate Club.
plement to it."
for cross country runs while right in
Planning to appear every Thursday, Montreal is Mount Royal where floodFEES

Queen's

its initial

Ajax

at

issue

that all fees must be paid within
the next few days. Fees for die

Faculty of Arts are due on Jan20, as are University College

uary

residence fees.

Campus

is

a

four-page

t

abloid.

Its

University College Parliament

not

justify

the

means

Preston.

said

used the prisoner will
see society as a monster, and will conmeeting of the spring term last Friday vey this ideas to others, with the resut that crime will not be lessened,
in the U.C. Junior Common Room.
Telford Georges, first speaker for but the criminal will invent new meththe government, said that the lash

the lash

If

was ods

not advocated as something brutal, but
as the best measure to deal with the

is

for avoid ng detection.

"We

must

him

show

through his eyes and

his

ears, not

error

through

We

must put him in an saywave of crime that is sweep- his hide.
firming the community. "What is needed lum and teach him, with gentle
concluded Preston.
course,"
ness,
of
said.
"It
fact,"
he
is not idealism but
Virginia Smith asserted that the
cannot be denied that punishment is
a deterrent to crime, and by increas- potential criminal rarely considers the
present

ing punishment and by providing swift
detection the crime wave could be con-

result

of

his

crime,

and

thus

the

punishment is not as important in detecting crime as the government besiderably lessened."
"Any one would commit a crime if lieves. She feared that use of the
lash
in penal institutions would lead to
only education would result— it would
use in places such as schools and
be an incentive for free education,"
orphanages,
or that it would make
for
speaker
said S.A. Rieder, second
He believed that it martyrs of the criminals.
the government.
regrettable that social reform is
impossible in the near future, and that

was

'The

anti-social

attitude

of

the

must he removed by social
education; men who have
the use of the lash in a few isolated work and
become worse, they are
.cases would be less brutal than allow- been whipped
humanized nor socialized,"
ing the present outrages against in- neither
Miss Smith said.
nocent people to continue.
criminal

Preceding the opening of the ParGordon McCaffrey, president
Literary and Athletic
should revert to the Mosiac Law of of the U. C.
knighted 13 members of the
Society,
however,
an eye for an eye, admitting,
in the New Year's Honor list.
that it was useful, but the end does :ollcgc

Eric Preston,

speaker,

asked

if

first

opposition

modern

society

at

Queen's

Queen's University. The old collegiate
spirit ran high in the stands, with

frequent "Cha Gaels" conducted by
three male cheer -laders, a yell for the
Psychology Department, at the next
visitors, and whiz-bombs on the ice at
meeting of the Sociology Club, it was
intermission.
announced to-day. The meeting will
Ace Bailey sent out his Kosicktake place at Wymilwood at 8.1S p.m,
Bauer-^Bromley line to start against
next Wednesday, January 23rd.
the Queen's ace forward line of OhlkeProf. Ketchum has returned this
Morrow-Hood, with Wade and Putterm to the university after wartime
tock on the Blues' defence against
leave of absence, during which he was
Hamilton and Elliott for the Tricolors.
one of the directors of the Wartime
Dick Ball was untested in the Varsity
Information Board of the Dominion
nets for the first few minutes of fhc
Government in Ottawa. His talk will
game, and the fine defence work of
deal with his own researches and

by Prof. Ketchum of the

For
the

Skit

the balance of the first stanza,

game

featured scoreless end-to-end

by both teams, but Varsity
showed their superiority both coming
Selection of the Queen of the Ball, and going, carrying their rushes furand a skit entitled "Station WHY" ther than the Gaels, and their defence
provided entertainment for the dancing being just a littel smoother.

This afternoon, in the S.A.C. offices

skiing.

lights permit after-school

the rest of the period.

Lawyers Frolic

couples

during

rushes

intermission

at

Score Tied, Second Period
the Ajax Administrative Building,
Shackleton,
Phil
is
Barristers" Ball, held at the Balmy
Bishop's University, which has lots
Opening the second stanza with the
former Make-up Editor of The Vars- of good skiing country all around it, several senior members of The Varsity Beach rowing club at the end of last
hand
same
line-ups, the Scots took the play
to meet any
From The Varsity's rcportorial competes regularly with other organ- masthead will be on
ity.
week.
and all Schoolmen with journalistic
l the face-of, and centreman Morto become Campus Associate izations in the vicinity and an annual
Gordon Stulberg, master of cerestaff,
row
aspirations.
took
a shot on Ball which stopped
onies, asked everyone to remember
Editors, went Bob Marjoribanks and cross-country
run fosters a large
Ajax correspondents are needed to that "Barristers" must be said in quostayed on the goal-line. The day
.lack Shapiro.
amount of interest in the college. Probhelp cover the already-o v e r s
(Continued
on page 3)
tation marks, otherwise he would be
ably the most important event of the
campus. Sportwriters, photographers, sued by the Bar for misrepresentation.
season however is the Eastern Cham-

Conclude U.C. Debaters
The

Fans

Some 1400 hockey fans, most of
them Queen's students, packed the Jock
Harty Arena, official ice-centre of

Editor-in-chief

Lash 1 o Reduce Crime
decided, by two-thirds majority, that
the lash will reduce crime, in the first

Post-

in

Retrospect" will be the topic of

Seek Newshawk; Features

To Cover Ajax

Mr. A. B. Fennel!, Registrar of
the University, announced today

'Propaganda and Morale

the last six years.

area

skiers*

1400

To Hear Ketchum

week.

dent Opinion," another periodical distributed

engineers,

Sociology Club

In addition two buses visit good

first sign

only
the small American
town to take on the Clarkson

when Varsity invaded

the line-up,

"college

•The ski club is the best known ant
most popular winter organization on
is, of
and the Queen's campus. It has, as yet, no
facilities this "little piece of Switzer- facilities for regular Sunday trips but
land" offers are made full use of by instructional movies and club get-toflake

m

change

Manitoba

Tabloid

rooms should be
bars," at 5 :00

Led by centreman Wally Haider and defenceman Ed Kryzanowski, and solidly backed up by Dick Ball in goal, the
Blues
gained their live goal margin over the hard-checking Scots in
the
third period, to retain top position in their C.I.A.U.
Senior group
In Saturday's exhibition game. Jack Murphy in goal was
the

skiing territory in the province every

ties for the

Potsdam, N.Y., on the following night.

lege at

club,

apcampi reporting this week the sport is has all types of skating and the last
Elliott kept the attacking Beavers from
organized by clubs which arrange ex- two years have seen successful carn- plications in the field of civilian warThis year, unfortun- time morale and propaganda, in his making any good shots on the homepeditions, competition, and, although ivals presented.
sters' goalkeeper "Weed" Wood.
ately,
because
of
the
lack
of
time,
there
government
work.
they take their skiing seriously, social
The game threatened to open up
will be no performance.
The meeting is open to all, with a
activities.
after six minutes of play, when Queen's
The
University
of
Toronto
staff
invitation
ex-servicemen
and
special
to
At McGill a general weekly exodus
broke
away, but Ed Kryzanowski got
begins Friday when ski slacks are also has a veryactive 'skiing set'. The Soc. & Phil, students. Refreshments
back and flattened Kent with the hardworn to classes. On Monday, weary club owns a ski hut in Newmarket will be served.
est
check
of the night, breaking up
athletes return on early-morning trains which is surrounded by excellent skithe attack, and putting him out for
journal of Stuing territory.
Special buses to Dagwearing ski slack:
still
and,

More swinging doors, more licenced
distributors,—many angles of contention may be used in the Engineering

eering Building.
The case for the bars will be upheld
by Bob Sims and Eric Dafoe, opposed
Boris Stoicheff and Ted Garson.

ski

tween 2 and 4:30 P.M. Tuesday

systems of releasing
the

10 University College, be-

There's

club.

All students in the Faculty of
Arts must make application for
the May examinations before
February 1st at the office of the
College or University Registrar.

ada, but everywhere right

Ale

number

The

year and Sunday ski expeditions
to Sun Valley, Lockport, and La Riviere are organized by an energetic

Weather conditions cause opportuni-

of

limited.

clean sweep on
week-end tour, with a 6-1 victory over Queen's University
at Kingston on Friday evening, and a 7-2 win over
Clarkson Col-

this

.

the Chesire County girls happy.

"UNDEEGRAD" AWARDS

is

By Al Cringan
The Bailey-coached Varsity Blues made a

their

however, was formed last year and is
indoor sports are popular, but when headed by an enthusiastic executive
conditions are right rinks, pools, bad- which is planning an over-night trip
minton and squash courts are neglec- the first weekend the weather makes
ted as people pack themselves into it possible.

India. find 25 students to write to us here?"

"We should," Miss Scott adds coyly,
of various publication boards
"prefer men students."
under the auspices of international soNot even a letter as pledge of good
cieties, he headed a section of the
faith is needed. Twenty-five men have
Royal Society of Canada.
only to leave their names and adresses
The School of Graduate Studies of
at the I. S. S. Office, Hart House, to

snow,

it

snow!"

Canadian students between the ages of
18 and 21, pleaseIs it possible to

Member

KRYZANOWSKI STARS

snow, let it Mount Allison students now have per
campi this feet ice on which to work off that exto Canadian cess energy but fingers are still being
January for,
Campus information this week, skiing kept crossed for a good snowfall.
is far and away the favourite winter
Skiers work under a handicap because
"Let

are wanted by the girls of the

have had to go to the .United States Chesire County Training College,
The girls want penfor graduate work. 'While it is to our Crew, England.

have helped us."

SNOW

By Dorothy Harley

Twenty-five

would also serve to keep within

It

the

IT

Queen's, Clarkson Topple
In Week- End Encounters

liament,

pionship.

and

Bishop's enter every year
much training on

this necessitates

the part of the team.

news

feaure

reporters,

ditors can all

find

and

writers,

Kathleen Busby, soprano, and
Jean Letourneau, tenor, with Margive

Lea at the
the Sunday Eevening Concert in
the Great Hall of Hart House at
On Sunday next, 2nd
9 p.m.
pian,

jorie

January.

will

Representatives of the

write in an interesting concise

man-

x."

While expertly

finished

work

not

is

demanded, men interested in this sort
of work are urged not to be reticent,
and be there this afternoon to discuss
the serious problem of Ajax coverage
with the editors of the japer.
editor-in-chief stated that he

The

was "on

the lookout' for an Ajax mastiiead.
Arrangements have been made for an
office for The Varsity on the Ajax

of tickets.

campus, he

Spry

said.

for all its 65 years of service to the students of

THE VARSITY

The

has with today's issue

reached a milestone.

Tomorrow's edition

of

The Undergraduate Newspaper

will

present a streamlined publication of increased size and circulation to its readers.

With tomorrow's issue THE VARSITY steps into the front
ranks of campus newspapers on this continent.
Its

format revamped,

its

volume increased,

its

circulation

figures raised to 11,000 to serve adquately the unprecedented

U. of T. registration at Queen's Park and Ajax campi, THE
VARSITY triumphantly advises readers to "watch their daily

newspaper."

aided

by

AJAX STUDENTS

Hugh

at the piano played

The

editorial

staff

Varsity apologizes to

and to

Mr.

word

Openings

and flippant

"frustrated" in the

Council

the

to

news,

contact

AdAd-

Office,

Building,

for

once.

at

photographers

are

also available.

A

meeting

to

organize the

staff will be held

issue of Tuesday, Jan. IS.

U.C. Seeks

are urged

B. Essery, Students'

ministrative

ministration

Physiotherapy students

all

for the ill-considered

J.

The

readers

of

its

division in-

furthering

in

and feature coverage of

The Varsity

APOLOGY

Ajax

Students in the
terested
sports,

use of the

various colleges and faculties are
requested to call at the Warden's
office today for their allotments

University of Toronto,

Simmons,

for dancing.

"Experience," stated Editor-in-Chief
In the east skating seems to have
Hugh Kenner, "is not essential, though
a slight edge in popularity over skiing
helpful.
Anyone intending a future
good skating conditions can
since
spaper career can gain a valuable
usually be dependended on. With the
background in nosing out the news
temperature dropping well below zero
around the campus, and learning how

H.H. Sunday Evening Concert

Paul

The Graham, IV U.C.

a place on

Varsity.

Ajax

Monday, Jan.

21.

T.G.W.W.M.

R.S.A.L.J.H.A.C.D.W.
Hollywood

in

rotating seasons can

White Night tomorrow evening

in the

have its candidates for the sundry Women's Union.
A dozen will be selected to appear
oomph, zing and mmmmm titles. It
can label its beauties The Face, The before a four-man panel of judges at
the R. & W. Night and a quartet of
Li-gs, The Look or The Eyebrows.
But University College is seeking finalists narrowed down for the Arts
Ball.
something special.
Ultimate choice of T. G. W, W. M.
University College, its student executive announces today, is shopping for R„ S. A. L, T. H. A.
D. W.—or
The Girl We Would Readily Skip CokeDate- Coed will be made by
Coke-Date U. S. Bandleader Sonny Dunham,
V Lecture To Have A
featured artist at the dance.
With."
Hoping to strike a mean, U.C has
This Coke-Date Coed of The
Campus is at present in the rank; of appointed its tallest and its shortest
2A contenders for the cherished male students John Palmer and Wes
Knowlton as two of the judges at
title. Contents to choose her will begin
afternoon in the Junior Common the preliminaries Tuesday night. FitRoom. Preliminary eliminations will tingly, the quartet of Coke-Date finaltake place then, prior to a Red and ists will be selected by a straw vote.

—

—

—

C

"

:

THE VARSITY, MONDAY, JANUARY

2

Editorial

No

A

Go

To

The Editor, The
Dear Sir:
This

a goal

is

:

(I'm afraid
course

that

in big

Pass Arts

the

JlK

OR

MEDIUM

TOBACCO THAT COUNTS'

THE

NAVY

PLAYER'S

CIGARETTES

CUT

@

entered upon solely for the

is

allows one

it

place

to

one's name, thereby providing"
one with a passport to "polite society."
I

point out to this either ignor-

ant or misled person that a string of

about these witch-words is that
The
all ways of reaching a goal.

is decide where we want to go, before we deways of going there. What is supremely necessary is to decide what is good.
"Every one of the popular modern phrases and ideals", wrote
Chesterton 40 years ago, "is a dodge to shirk the problem of what
The modern man says, 'Let us leave all these arbiis good.
trary standards and embrace liberty.' This is, logically rendered,
'Let us not decide what is good, but let it be considered good not
to decide it.' He says, "Away with your old moral formulae I am
for progress.' This, logically stated, means, 'Let us not settle what
is good, but whether we are getting more of it.' He says, 'Neither

erroneously

match him

can't

MILD
"IT'S

after

man

woman a member

or

make a

foot long does not

letters a

of "polite

nor does the lack of them
brand a person as being inferior. A
man's character, integrity and intellisociety,"

are entirely uninfluenced by the

of all

first

I

believes

which

letter

He

value

educational

words)

preacher of "Education" is like a man who says that the Promised
Land may be better reached by subway than by canal. He has not
located the Promised Land. What is emphatically needed first of
What
all is a map showing the location of the Promised Land.

we must do

OVER
OUR
HEAD

undoubtedly be one

you after the pubof a letter by Robert R.
Robinson on January 10.
Mr. Robinson apparently is one of
those who believes a course to be
worth the degree it offers, and not its

May

they are

ALL

Varsity.

letter will

lication

enmeshes even himself.

tiling

IS

of a flood to reach

Man must worship something. What is worshipped today is an
array of words; "Education"; "Progress"; "Liberty"; "Scientific
Method", and the rest. The century which so prides itself on
being above witchcraft is ensnared by the witchword, an even
more blindly superstitious totem. For the witch clear-sightedly
cast her spells on another, while the modern thinker unwittingly
Ways, Not Goals
The most interesting

Protest

From fass

are perpetually getting- letters from readers who accuse us,
on one pretext or another, of trying to drag back the Dark Ages.
The idea is not altogether unpleasant; provided that, bricked up in
Dark Age dungeons, our critics availed themselves of the leisure
so furnished to get a little thinking done.
Thinking, they might then discover, goes somewhat past the
caressing of comforting words; and true controversy is more than
merely hurling catch-words at one who refuses to be impressed
by them. The key of this epoch, insofar as it has a key, is the
rejection of the Word Incarnate in favor of the Word Inchaote.

We

none of them

THIS

Correspondence

Place

21, 1946

(Continued on page 4)

bate the different

.

.

nor

morality lie the hopes of the race, but in education.' This, clearly expressed, means, 'We cannot decide what is
good, but let us give it to our children.'
in

An End

Education Not

We

objected in these columns some days ago to the claim that
a college degree was a universal prerogative; and were not surprised to receive the usual deluge of letters. What was we will
not say surprising a little saddening
about the run of the mail was its in-

—

—

sistence on

more and more

education to the

education,

power, as

»th.

thi

Editorial Encores

sole possible alleviator of sociaJ, spiri

and even physical iljs. Our point
in the first place was .that not every'
body was fitted for book-teaching,
especially book -teaching of an
vanced and abstract sort. We were, to
tual,

the

tell

truth,

a

little

anybody argued that

surprised that

But we are
way nobody

point.

stunned by the
seems to care what is taught
rather

—

Practical ?

From The Daihousie

one of

highlight of the

the

programme was

Bach- Busoni Chacotinc, an exacting composition demanding both technical precision and tremendous power.

this excerpt from an editorial
occasioned by the demand in a local paper

"More

attention to practicalities in
university education.

should have expected some

Poole,

Mr. Poole's

He

interpretation

was

superb.

achieved that effect of religious

magnificance inherent in Bach, but so
ieldom attained on the concert stage.

was

w

in the late nineteenth cntury.

must have a

.

. .

January 22nd to 25th.

"What's the Answer?". . .
Saturday morning, January
26th at 1 0:1 5 a.m.

revolt, then let'us

If

have

.

against

it

The

useless

so-called

now

pointless,

thing

more

revolutionary

and

minimum

We

table.

one

should have expected some

to delimit

a broad and simple

basi:

have learned something of the rules,
tlie risks, and the mistakes oi
our fore-

of culture, on top of which, for those runners

with the requisite aptitude?, more and game,

more

learning,

could be

piled.

abstract or

technical,

No

this.

one did

As

we

that

let

even

get

into

the

open to question which is more important, the music itself or an artist's
mastery over music.

it is

it

is

See Simpson's Collegiate Club

time for some-

— Alan

model the "absolute

girls

constructive to replace it

Gowans.
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Fashionist
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Telegrams will be Received

you

New

from

all

York

about these

— Court

alone a chance of winning.

Stone.

the product of current education,

styles.

A] ax Villaga

So don't forget

.
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.

it's
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|opticum|

model the new Junior

with quality specfaele-
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"sorgo Apartments)
OPPOSITE MEOICAl ARTS BUILDING

we

Floor St.
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Special DIkoubI to SlutltnH aad iWamberj of
tb* Faculty

-$ake Better

are not mistaken, the educacomfortable niche in the grand
Nazi youth was long and pains- mechanism, apparently oblivious of the
it was the record of its performance during the
wrong kind of education. It might have last 20 years, too stunned by habit and
There are certain young Canadian
been to the world's advantage had up-bringing to realize that there yet painters who are apparently detcrGerman boys, during the past IS years, exist no good reasons why it will not
ned to paint in a "revolutionary"
received not more education but less. happen again—and on a scale that
It seems to me that the rewill manner.
It would have have been better still, of blast the torch of culture
and human sults, as embodied in the exhibition of
course, if what education they got had achievement far from our eager
clutch. their work which has been showing at
If

On

tion of

taking; though to our taste

Principle

been directed in the right dirccti.
.The very word 'liberal' implies
but if they were going to walk along
that the knowledge acquired during the
the road they did, -they might better
experience is a pleasure to the intellect,
not have gone twenty paces.
thus constituting an end in itself, and
That is the trouble with roads: if there
lies the distinction between it and
one does not know where they lead, he the 'more
useful* types of instruction
may be taken irrecovreably out of the the latter ... are actually
no more than

Maybe I'm already too old to appreciate these young bloods born five
years or so after me, but the general
impression the show gave me was one

way.

of

That

is

the

trouble

with the

Modern Mind,

—W.

means to an end.

For the
H. K.

personally,

the

perusal of the story of his predecessors

. .

tends

.

to

round out

his

own

character and personality, in that it
broadens his general view towards
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All ex-service students

not completed their
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full

arrange-
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immediately in order to avoid any
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Marg Bowes

complications
their

when

registering for

annual examinations.

Tuesday, Jan. 22
8.00
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VIC 4T9

I

The

believe,

when an

artist

You

can

of the

Tuesday, Jan. 22

.

also tell when a person who has
a merely elementary ability to control

of his direct spiritual ancestors,
the sixteenth century Mannerists. Just
to this the sophisticated

"back to
the primitive" revolt of Gaugin, and
you get the worst of electric modernism featured in this exhibition.
Personally, I can see no need for
the extravagant revolutionary spirit

ened,

in

life

griup of academ-

MIRADO
WRITING

I

COLORED

it

counts,

no longer much point to

1.20 p.m.

Everybody be there on time

$art Remise
f

-

PENCIL

^Bulletin JSoaru

PENCIL

'TURQUOISE
DRAWING
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A regular rehearsal of the Glee Club will be held in
the music room at 5 p.m. today.
Informal Recital
Bill Hossack (II Victoria),
at the piano, will give an

\BUYAU3
FROM YOUR

common room

SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

'cellist, with George Crum
informal recital in the east

at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday.

Talk in Ari Gallery
Professor A. F. Coventry, past Chairman of the Camera
Committee, will review the Annual Exhibition of Photographs
the art gallery at 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday. This
is primarily for those who are not members of the
Camera Club.

m

has been so weak-

the places where

that there is

Museum

tell,

play of his technical skill in the interests of greater expression . You

The

4T9

be taken on the steps

has attained

complete mastery over his medium,
and then deliberately renounces a dis-

here displayed.
iscm on artistic

Picture for Vic

Class

will

overwhelming ugliness, and— should
my neck out?— incompetence

add

D.V.A.

Cartwright Hall

stick

(that forbidden word!).

of expressionism, and incorporto see the forest for the trees, retains
ates them into canvases that are as
4T6 some human qualities in the struggle
essentially empty and meaningless as
"4T8 that now endeavours to transform him
those

Herman, 4T6
Slapells,
.
4T6
Mason. 4T6
Mui, 4T6

Polly

"THE HOUSING PROBLEM"

Eaton's College Street for the past ten
so, could be more nearly de-

him a standard of values
pigment picks up the tricks, the little
lo indicate the solid ground along his
peculiarities of people like Roualt or
way. He has then some equipment for
Matisse, that to him constitute the esmaking the most of his life, and, able
senc

mere mechanical part

Controller Stewart Smith

days or
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"What's the Answer?" ... to
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Varies

Revolution

will

junior

BROCK STREET

14

No we

would think the world perfect once
one proposed a hierarchy of values, we had financial and social
security,
Everyone assumed that simply "educa- and hence we blindly scratch
about
tion" was what mattered.
collectively and individually for some

.

Simpson's Arcadian Court.

attitude

telligcnt correspondent at least to posit

a

.

"revolutionaries."

always was essentially negative;

Liszfs Huiiiiarian Rhapsody No. 11

Though a knowledge of the cause was brilliant according to the Liszt
of things that should be of depresisons and wars does not by tradition. However, this reviewer felt
taught to everyone: reading and writ- any means place these phenomena un- that its muscial impact became lost in
ing, for example, or the multiplication der our control, it is only after
wt an excess of technical display. It is

.

emphasizing one's academicism by
acting to the other extreme, as there

the

Gazette comes

.

day, Thursday, Friday at 4:30
.

young

Canadian
most successful recitals of the season in Eaton
Auditorum Wednesday night
Recently discharged from th R.C.A.F,,
Mr. Poole is continuing a concert career interrupted by the war.
Last
evening's performance proves him to
be a pianist of growing significance
and rare intelligence.
Outstanding qualities of Mr. Poole's
performance are fluency, finely-controlled tone, and an abundance of
good musicianship. A most valuable
asset is his apparent freedom of manner and spontaneity of performance.
Clifford

pianist, presented

A

Ph oocy

for

learned.

We

Simpson's Fabric Department — Second Floor
Tues-

Post -War Fireworks
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Drama

Music and
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VARSITY SHATTERS MYTH OF ASSUMPTION SUPREMACY
Six

Goal Margin Does

„
HOCKEY

By Bob Morrison
They

They said Assumption had the
Canada. But on Saturday night, by a 57-51
score, the Varsity seniors proved that it could be done.
In the feature attraction of "Review Nite" in the big gym at
Hart House the "big blues" took their bordertown rivals into camp.
In this colorful contest, the locals showed that they may now be
considered as one of Canada's top senior basketball squads.
The purple of Assumption served early notice of their offensive
intentions as Rait Wade chalked up the initial basket within the
first minute of play. The visiting quintet continued to press the blues
strongly with Coulthard, Ado Rorai, Hank Biasatti, and Freddy
Thomas all counting to give them a commanding lead of 17-4,
The only Varsity men to find the
The Assumption defence settled
mark were Doug Spry and Harry
down to stop the fast-breaking Blues,
Mayzell. Play evened up considerably
said

couldn't be done.

it

team

finest basketball

S p„° rt in S hort

"s
It

in

Wednesday, Jan. 15:
S.P.S. IV
6
Med.
Thursday, Jan.

A

3

U.C

II

5

Ill

S.P.S. III.

1

For.

B.....

S.P.S.

Wednesday, Jan,
Jr.

Vic

29

S.P.S.

.popped

their roving zone,

Med. Ser. B.

Pharm. ...
Sr. U.C.
Med. Ser.
..

The

sions to halt the coloured star before

he could work the

III Civil

Vic VI

19

Ill

33

For.

A

I

VIII

Vic.

.

istic

..

Mining..

display on a

The

took

to

become

Firt,

Polo

a pugil-

par with the en-

The

scoring.

(Continued from Page

Blues finished the

home team matched the
basket With about

the floor, the

SO NICE

visitors basket for

Assumption continued to fight with
and Biasatti and Thomas capi
hope for the purple
and white.
fervour,

However, with a minute and

Don Gibson
waived a free throw when fouled by

Dew

or

Irwin opened the scoring for Scarboro at the 28.26 mark by banging
the puck into the net in a wild scram-

—regale

self with

in

Rorai.

the

roars of

tral

men, and song,

play, the Blues changed their
and Bob Henry took advantage
an opening to sift through, steal
the puck from Peat, and score or
Wood from directly in front.
Queen's nearly tied it up when McKenzie broke away, and with only
the goalie to beat, he was outguessed,
Following up, the Bauer -centred line
really drove for the Blues, and Bromley was all but robbed when his shot
was stopped.
The homesters' equalizer came after
eight minutes of play, on top of a nicely
co-ordinated power-play, when Kent
picked the puck up and passed to

life.

it's

SOLID

at

The boys

short handed.

LOUIS COHEN CLOTHES

Dl

449 Spadina

Avenue

Formica

Redman Davis

of

two straight wins against the "Y"

the visitors going off for holding, and

boys.

his

fighting spirit of Sid Bossin and

who accounted

Moffat

men

Chard

team-mate

high sticking.

At

following

3-3

Phones: RA. 8995-G

Handmade

HANDY FOR STUDENTS

are nine

clothes

made

to
6,

right

on the premises.

St.

P.S.:

Have you seen our

button roll?

All alterations, repairs and

of course).

remodelling

LADIES'

wears one

AND GENTS' SUITS

Also Fur Coats.

P.P.S.:
staff

Workmanship Guaranteed

Midway through

knotted the count at

with less than eight minutes to

set.
This seemed to
ipply the needed spark-plug to the
Scarboro motor, and for several minutes they swarmed around the Varsity

point with the

this

two Rangers short handed for four minutes, the Blues aimed a terrific barall
rage of pucks at Briley in the Ranger mesh.

for

game

kept the Blues on their

toes.

nets, but not a shot

the puck

turned on the red

the defense, but

Elliott

the Blues copped the contest His deDavidson
fensive play was superb.
and Pelow also came through with excellent puck pushing performances.
All this and hockey too. And bril
Briley in the Scarboro net was the
liant hockey it was, especially in the
Both teams started as standout of hb team. Formica, Irwin,
first period.
and Davis, each with a goal, looked
if they had ideas of helping the Leafs
(Continued on page 4)
out of the slump. The Varsity squad

apparently using illegal holds as the
referee

one(double-breasted,
Ask the man who

and can now give 4 week
(sooner

if

two teams met

GAMES TODAY

"V

Hoopsters

Edged by Blues
Major

Toronto Senior "A" hoopdefeated the West End "Y" team

iversity of

Haider Gets Three

nightcap drive

five-goal

when
in

to

began.

Ed

(

Top markemen

net,

leather

black

size

office.

student desires daily

Ajax

TYPING

description

any

of

Charlotte,

WA.

V

IV

Civil

Dent

III

Med

IV

U.C.

Zeldin

Bockner
Sansone

3

IV Metal

Tett, former Canadian champion, will coach all those
interested. This is an opportunity for all divers to get first
class coaching.

Johnny

Turn out Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,

An-

Bill

done

9477.

Week

interest us.

P-S.

:

Maude

Hope you

doesn't

are not going

with Joe.

WANTED— Steno
ii

1

-

:00 -

of

January 21

1:00
2 :00

1:00 - 2:00
12:00 - 1:00

All

games

Vic I vs. U.C. I
St Hilda's I vs. P.H.E
St. Hilda's II vs.

Meds.

in Varsity

vs.

P.H.E.

I

U.C. II
II

Arena

DIRECT

which renders specialized service to
wants representative
for very light duties,
not interfering with regular studies.

mitt with

Thurs., Jan.

backing,

S.AC,

fi

Please

10th.

phone

or

to

do several

after-

listen

Please

Mickey Lester once more,

7:45 a.m.

a 2:30 p.m.
3:55 p.m.

b

—except

Sun. and Hoi.)
(b— except Sat., Sun. and Hoi.

This time for sure. Joe.

done

by a student for the students. R.
C, Hook, 553 Huron St MI. 5516.

TAKEN BY MISTAKE

—

notes of 1st year

from Chemistry

M.P.

S A

C

Black

C. student,

value.

office.

NO.

2

Please

HIGHWAY

8:40 a.m.
a 6:30 a.m.
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7:30 a.m.
and every hour,
on the half hour
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Also 11:40 p.m.
except Sun. and Hoi.)
until

Bldg., Thurs. after-

Sentimental

refiirn to

&

TO AJAX ROAD AND

CKEY,

WATCH REPAIRS— Expertly

noon.

b
(a

2975.

PERSONAL— Maude:
to

brown

office,

BUSES LEAVE
TORONTO BUS TERMINAL
a 6:25 a.m.

Apply Box C, The Varsity.

LOST —Yellow

TO AJAX

BUSINESS FIRM

loose-leaf notebook, containing year's

work (Saturday not suitable).
Time arranged to suit Will pay
D
T, TU* Vnrtitv
.

12:00

Mon., Jan. 21
Tues., Jan. 22
Wed., Jan. 23
Thurs., Jan. 24

West

for the

students,

2:05.

to the Arts
from Betty and Mary. Contact

or Bob.

noons"

at 5:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY SCHEDULE

the

Ajax campus

RA.

WANTED— Invitations
Ball,

TORONTO

return to

Toronto Campus

DANCING

I

Maxwell
Kennedy
Robson

SWIMMING TEAM

loticeable.

Continued on page 4)

transportation (from Toronto to

WOMEN'S UNION

A

U.C.

out of the work.
and Murdock,
but George Elliott stepped End boys, were Wynne
aggressiveness was
and made an all- while Corrigan's

return North Toronto district

— 8 p.m. sharp

B

the breach

notebook. Blue index tabs; containsubing all-important notes of five
Victoria
jects; Dec 12; possibly in
College. Finder please mail notes to

Speakers

Wednesday, Jan. 23

Ill

Dent.

Dent

1:00

floor for several important baskets.

Wood was drawn
fill

S.A.C.

President of the Jewish Student Fellowship

SPS.

HI
Adm.

in diving competition
are urgently needed for the Intercollegiate Swimming teams.

Scoring honours for Varsity were
Kryzanowski set up the play for Henry
Andrews, Swan, and
to count the clincher, after four min- shared between
Tctmar, with the first two players also
utes of play.
valuable defensive
some
3-1 supplying
made
it
nearly
Bromley
Jim

WANTED—Girl

HILLEL FOUNDATION

A

Vic.

Bus.

their rival's

began to penetrate

of organized drive of the game. When defense more frequently, with first
the Blues had six men on again, their drews and then Swan going up

of

MURRAY SACHS

III

II

II

Any men who have had experience

Y

accurately and promptly. Reasonable.

Director Designate of the

Ill

Med.

[ntramural Sports Committee Meeting Today, 4:30 p.m.

through with several baskets. The
penalty running twen- men, however, managed to keep their
ty seconds into the last stanza, Queen's slim lead up until the end of the third
tried everything but carrying the puck quarter, when the Steele-coachcd Blue

Cordially invites you to attend a meeting

RABBI GERSTON LEVY

Vic

Pre-Med.

the crest of

LOST— Medium

of

U.C.

II

count.

Loose play continued after the rest
period, with both teams coming

necessary).

"HILLEL"

SPS.

SPS.

1:00
4:00
6:30
4:00
6:30

35-33

hard-fought battle, by a

a

in

Andison, Horkins
Davison, Jamieson
Brownridge, P. Fyfe
St.M.B I rovvnndge, P. Fyle

Trin.
Vic. II

BASKETBALL
In the preliminary basketball game
at Hart House on Saturday night, Un-

Morrow this respect The visitors built up an
a goal ward drive early lead, due to the effective work of
when the banshee siren of the Harty Murdock, and showed the way at half
Arena called time over for the second time, as they lead by a 19-14 score.
was on

Jewish Student Fellowship
coming

A

1:00

4:00
8:00
9:00

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

in regards to the

the penalty

a cheap penalty for boarding.

Queen's

have enlarged our

waved them both to

for five minutes.

was banished for tripping, but could
Play throughout the first half was
not score before the play was evened rough and scrambly, with the West
up again when Bill Kosick was given Enders being the worst offenders in

I

We

service

REFRESHMENTS

this period.

defeated Central 6-1 the last time the

sters

one-man advantage

when George

late in the period,

MI. 0618

on the University

end of

play in the third

for

Nevertheless, two of Cen-

and Harry Kohl.
This puts U. of T. in a position of
uncontested supremacy in Toronto
water polo circles, The position will
be assailed next Saturday night at
Hart House by a "suburban" team
from Hamilton. An interesting point
about this team is the fact that they

into the Varsity net in their last effort boys

nine daily, Saturdays until

Harbord

to 3-2 at the

carried their effervescence

into the third period with

With Kosick's

Showroom hours

6

s,

Varsity had a

99
44/100 to 1. And speaking of
cloth, you simply must see our
fresh selection of solid shades
in browns, grays, and blues.
These fine serges, soft flannels,
and beautiful English gabardines eagerly await the feel of
your fingers. We'd love to meet

COFPEE SHOPS

—

cage.

home squad

the

Briley in the visitor's goal was the
with Hartrey collecting an extra two
chief reason that the score was kept
for starting the proceedings.
Then

The game, played at CenSaturday afternoon, gives the "U"

the way.

the boards.

Yes, that's the trend today,
fellows! For those who appreciate the best in woollens, wo-

—

you

TAILORS

with

later

both were banished for five minutes

6-1 victory.

tral

the Elliott for the goal.

SOLID!

food that gives you

HONEY

Amid

the

fresh

a new lease on

Varsity

the

of

front

Formica encored for Scarboro several
minutes

down

Bill

frame Referee Billy Watts gave
Bromley and Ohlke the nod for roughing, when the two players collided on

your-

fine,

in

ble

1

In the third of a series of exhibition homester Morrison joined them in the
Time after time the Smythe -coached
games against Central" Y", the Varsity misdemeanour bench on a tripping
team bored in, only to be turned away
water polo team flared forth with a ra Pby his brilliant efforts.

goals each gave Varsity the

1)

the

dinner

Come

relax

Ada

a

and bustle of
everyday rouTry if today

lunch

fifteen

seconds remaining, veteran

away from

time.

in-

talized to maintain

hustle

at

Toronto

and Spry.

hide

tine.

remaining

creased their two-point margin on payoc scores by Whitey Clayton, Mayzell,

INTO!

that

minutes

five

TO
COME

is

line,

high shot past Briley for the neatest
of the night

of rounds with Davis of the Rangers,

e

opening minutes of the final session.
As the players ranged up and down

Honey
Shop

blue

>al

third frame on the top end of a 41-40

Coffee

own

puck at his

Ranger defenccman, and drove

e lone

Shortly after, Hartrey went a couple

;

The

so that the teams almost divided

the

zone.

Every

second round Smythe

in the

the

itskated his check, slid the puck past

caugh glaring angrily at each other
and were expelled for two minutes for

Team Triumphs
Over Central "Y

WEEK-END TOUR

Early

goal.

the second period

became very boisterous
Formica and Foran were

players

'lighting.

;

from

pass

Ranger

into the

counters at the sundry local fightsites.

D

Home Water

a

steering

Midway through
the game threatened

indeed.

or floating defense

attacks were crowded

visitors'

Civil

Harry Boyd
3 Hugh Smythe

U.C. Econ.

counter came play for Varsity with Pelow adding
minutes of play with another seven minutes later.

in the last three

6

1G:

Friday, Jan, 17:
U.C. "73"
28
III Aero
28

The game-winning

23
B....

still

Then Hugh Smythe carried
down the ice; was upset at
managed to get a pass
was saved when Grant Puttock stepped These were Jerry Bryars and Herb light
Boyd who speared the disc into the
count.
A
few
minutes
later Morrison and to
Bince
who
slipped
in
the
home
team'
to knock it out with a quick backRanger
twine.
The play livened as the Blues paced sand shot After two minutes of centre- single point. Credit for the other two De Latt produced an excellent wrestHartrey was one of the big reasons
They were
their ambitious
rivals
through the
Varsity tallies goes to Eddie Lindgren ling out in the corner.
F,

Varsity

ball into the

IV

MccK

Pre. Med.

GAME

IN

undefeated advanced

had a slight edge over their rivals in
in the Junior B Hockey race Friday this frame with their defence being
night with a 4-3 win over the Scar- almost impregnable. Davidson scored
Rangers at the Varsity Ice Pal- a quick one in the first half minute of

IV Chem

24
48

IV Metal

system, proved highly effective.

up from nowhere on a number of occa-

15:
Trin.
III

15:

IV.

The Blues

17

Civil

P.H.E. IV

;

Thompson and Gord Wallace

BOYD SCORES LATE

12

38

—

Murry

10

29

—

onto incurred several penalties.

A

IV

Thursday, Jan.
II Elcc

SRSV

;

Jr.

E
UjC VI
For.

I

till the half-way mark. Thursday, Jan. IB:
36
Knox
10
Half-time score: Toronto, 29;|
ended with the locals trailing 19-9.
Assumption,
25.
Headed by the starry Thompson and
over-excited
crowd.
Varsity
froze
the
Returning to their early-game form
Cranham the Blues returned to the
the Windsorites broke through the ball with some spectacular, if nerveattack in the second quarter to astound
racking, ball-hadling till the final
Toronto defence to recapture the lead
their rivals by scoring six consecutive
at about the five-minute mark of the horn.
field goals and two foul shots, thus
Line-ups :
third quarter. The locals again were
gaining the lead for the first time
penalized heavily for their over- Assumption Biasatti (S) ; Lipsky
during the game. To stem the onrushanxious checking tactics, and Assump- (2); Thomas (10); Rorai (13);
ing Varsity tide, coach Red Nantais
tion made most of their foul shots Coulthard (14) ; Williams Wade (4)
signaled for several time-outs. These
White.
count.
breathers appeared to aid the visitors
Toronto Mayzell
Fountain
(9) ;
Coach Dilworth retaliated with a
during the rough play which followed.
Scott (2)
Thomson (9) ; Gibfresh string, and the game developed (2)
In an effort to check dusky Freddy
son (8); Cranham (7); Wallace;
into a thrilling see-saw, as both teams
Thomas, a smooth acquisition from the
fought hard for the lead. The Toronto Clayton (10) ; Spry (8) ; Zeaton (2).
R.CA.F. Uplands team of 1945, Tor
Officials: Rogin and Mitchell.
teamnplay was well co-ordinated, and

and hold them
following this start, and the quarter

18

MINOR

MAJOR
36

22

Wednesday, Jan.

BASKETBALL
A

.

...

Vic
Vic

Sr.

A...

S.P.S....

Jr.

...

For.

U.C.

Jr.

Friday, Jan. 17:
S.P.S. V
4
U.C. 1
6
Admin.
1

—

Unbeaten BluePucksters
Down Scarboro by 4-3

"

Mikes A
Bus. Admin.
St.

1

Dent.

:

j

10:30

—
GRAY COACH LINES
Bay at Dundas—ADelaide 4221
(a

LIFE WITH

FATHER
HOWARD UNDSAY

.ad HUSSEl CftOUSt

with

C«l Ban Ion Raid S

Box

Office

Open

Batty Unloy

10 a.m.-lO p.m.

Evas. 8:20; Mats., Wed. Sat. 2:20
MATS., WED.. SAT.: 60c, Sl-20, Sl.flO

AU Tax

Included.

—
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TALKING SHOP
You

5801

hear that

pretty often these days and as usual

CKEY

a reason.

there's

is

has put us

*

*

THOSE SWEATER NECKS AT

like the other

NORTHWAY'S,

succeed.

most

a

(Continued from page 2)

(Continued from page 3)

at 751 Yongc.

*

command

attractive

Rangers most

likely to

21, 1946

Correspondence

JUNIOR HOCKEY

Your nearest Evangeline Shop (don't
crowd, girls)

DIAL

the unsuspecting male.

live interest in

Too

lack of addition of a B. A.

bad,,

Bob, that you attach such importance
to a couple of letters.

Line-ups:
idea for lectures or an informal date,
That the reputation of this Units debt by the sanity of their "Block
Varsity; Hutzalak, Boyd, Smylhe.
wing-sleeve dresses, skirts
iversity is being imperilled by the Pass
Programming" and you may have no- styled on
Barron, Davidson, Foran, Pelow, Hurpockets,
slit
large
pleats,
with pressed
graduates, I flatly contradict; and that
ticed that a good many stations are
ley, Hartrey, Morrison, Irwin, Petroccovered buttons down to waist at back,
its soul is in need of redemption I
following suit. Take the "Make Bcto jocular little numbers
doubt A pass B.A. from Toronto far
Ballroom" from five-thirty to all add up
live
Scarboro; Brilcy, Irwin, De Latt,
in

listening

solid

there's

seven-thirty,

where you can honestly relax after a
day's work knowing that no one's
going to leave you hanging over a cliff.
of the
It's a fact that at least one
the

offered

stations

U.S.

time

big

management of CKEY five
moneys to work out the same

figure

which with a large red belt around the
Formica,
Chard, Ward, Femback,
waist arc positively a joy to put on.
Davis, Co well.
don't overlook the 16.95 wools for
First Period:
which Northway's are so popular, the;
00;35 Varsity, Davidson (Pelow)
come in a wide variety of ideas and
8;11 Varsity, Pelow (Foran)
are "delectable datemakers" in any-

other universities in the Dominion.
Truly, a specialized course In medi

body's language.

cine,

And

*

*

set-up

Second Period:
22;51 Varsity, Smythe

*

artists,

trained in

flu

They are

es-

hairdressing.

craft

(De

Latt,

Formica, Foran, Hartrey,

Penalties;

Davis, Morrison.

it

if

De Latt

broaden
tly

much

you

(and they

less entered

their education

without direc-

preparing them for a position, con-

demn

those

who

are seeking a genral

education rather than a specialized one,

just

WEEK-END TOUR

then

all

I

can say

is,

"Mr. Robinson,

you've had it" Helen

(Continued from page 3)

Pass

I

Newson U.C.

(So has Miss Newson. Mr.

Robinson is ex-Pass III. —Ed.
star save. Wally Haider notched the
COMFORT ... the warm glow of next one for the Blues, on a pass direct
and the soda! essentialst pleasant relief from pain which follows from Gord Ball, when the whole Vai
application of Sloan's Liniment
Then cut out this phone number and
siry squad were playing in the Scot!
Toronto Conservatory
area which has been painful or
cherish it. LA. 2671. Miss Clemum
end. Queen's again had an extra man
of Music
tense.
The result of
over-all
cold
uncomfortably
can fix you up with an
on the ice, when Dave Bauer was sent
acceleration of circulation which
wave (12.50) or a machineless (6.50
Presents
to the cooler for playing with a cracked
of
Sloan'
pertly
correct,
an
application
follows
up), the kind that stays
stick, but at that had to fight to hold
well-shaped to the head, one of those the driving out of accumulated poisons Toronto from scoring.
ic blood, creating vitality and a
"no worry" permancnts, and guaranSoon after Bauer got back on the
in a Lecture on
feeling of healthful stimulation,
teed to last 6-8 months, right in your
ice, he set Haider up for his second
Miss
Clen-\
Which
is why a bottle of Sloan's in
work.
own room while you
goal, and right after the face-off, Bob
The Craft of Musical
man is a conscientious young hair- the medicine cabinet is taken for Henry passed to Haider for his third
dresser with an eye to today's styling. granted in more and more Canadian

day

the

to get through classes, a mini-

The Shawl's the Thing!

of study

Wrap

consecutive goal of the period. In the

homes, because Sloan's

like

.

turn

.

.

we among

is

still

leader

is

new

new

who had been

BRACELETS FROM PERU

quick to capitalize on any arc
fashion-fancy

as"

among

is

defence
.

.

of

picked up a pass

night,

all

game

playing a fine

from Kosick in the deep Queen's defenc, and notched the last goal of the

.

and interesting

the exotic

dreamed jcwllery which

tures.

67"

yours for the buying game.

X

in drifting

clouds of heaven-soft

Shawls charged with dreamy colour

and warm
rosewood

as

drowsy

or

powder

kittens.

In

plain shades of

blue, as well as pastel mix-

All mohair from Scotland.
27".
Each

Size about

$5.50

MAIN STORE — MAIN FLOOR

Composition

EATON'S-COLLEGE STREET-MAIN FLOOR

minute of play, "Big Bill" Wade,

last

the liniments.

she has a canny eye for the

of a shoulder or a tricky

closing,

right

the things

likes

yourself up

mohair!

PAUL H1NDEMITH

JOAN RIG BY

y

I

for choosing a course which will

it)

5;37 Varsity, Boyd (Smythe)
Penalties; Formica, Chard, Morrison,

yourself time enough to have a chat
by your facet Are you so rushed for
with Mrs. Head of the Antoine Hair
time that you keep putting off going
salon
at Holt Renfrew.
reason
to a hairdresser for the simple
that there are not enough minutes in

mum

ft

I'/i

would have

are students, or they never

reached university,

Scarboro, Davis

•

hair because

But

does a pass B. A.

Third Period:
.56

"

science or classics prepares oni
work more adequately than

going to condemn students

Irwin)

of
Toronto listeners tune in to CKEVs
pecially delighted to do a "job" with
Purity Bread Band No. 4, from 6:15
that scans to have no future. They
Toronto
to 6:30 as to all the other
like to take a head of hair thai is
stations put together.
poorly shaped and by means of cleverly
*
* *
look of
P
ARE YOU A MIRROR MANIAC tapering give it htot moulded groompermanent good
Do you slop in front of every mirror excellent and
hair
con be
head
frousy
of
ing
^
your
and primp and pal and try to coax
simply give
doesn't do right cleverly prevented if you

!

lower and often higher than those of

for a life

28;26 ScarBbro, Irwin
33 ;05 Scarboro, Formica

THE ANTOINE HAIR STYLISTS

south of the border. According to a
are essentially
recent fact survey nearly as many

surpasses in value that from a (
The
parable American college.
trance requirements here are n

Conservatory Concert Hall

January 24

EATON

— 8:15 p.m.

CS™.

Admission $1.00

up by a good designer which is why at Mr, Carpenter's INTERESTING
Ice Fast at Potsdam
we can tell you with a good deal of JEWELLERY SHOP just east of
"Joan" Yonge, at 32 B[oor East, almost next
Saturday night's contest at Potsdarr
clothes win an order of merit because to the Canadian Red Cross head- was played on natural ice at the Clark
they point the way to greater sophisti- quarters. You'll be tempted to make son College Arena. The sub-zero weauses to remain and examine each ther of the week-end gave the Toronto
Joan
cation in Canadian wearables.
Rigby definitely gives the lie to the of those precious ideas which have been players their fastest ice of the current
defeatist theory that good clothes are collected for some particular quality season.
a monopoly of the Americans or the of individuality and charm that has not
Toronto took .the lead early in the
French or of Bond Street Her things scaped the searching eye of Mr. Car- first period, when Bill Doyle counted
belong in smart company the world penter. We wish some of our visiting
a pass from Haider, and Qarkson
satisfaction that in our opinion

m

*

A DAINTY

*

*

does ing over the field

in

tlte

U.S.A.

it iup on a neat goal by Hewitson
from Pars-low and Blair. On goals by

we Henry from Gord

wonders toward perking up a suit don't mind admitting that the galaxy
which obvious fact is known to one of ear-rings, chokers, lapel pins et al.,
and all, but what we wont to stress is as shown at the Interesting Jewellery
that the Evangeline Shops are showing Shop have the American
offerings
a

superior

collection

Haider from

and

*

*

and Wally

Ball,

Ball, the

Blues were on

when Jacot scored the second
goal for "The Tech", to make

top 3-1,
last

the count 3-2 at the

end of the stanza.
Early in the second frame Bromley
and Dunn began a slugfest In the

of blouses and nicely covered.

they are well supplied with classics as

DUNHAM

could be tied

people

theatrical

led to these items, because after look-

NEW BLOUSE

SONNY

*

WINTER

IS THE TIME OF YEAR Qarkson zone, and were
given major
when a wise woman remembers Spring- penalties. The only
goal came late in
protee- time
and is subtle enough to know the period, when
Kryzanowski passed

well as those fascinating feminine

num-

At The

bers which give the wearer that appealing look designed to arouse the

.

.

.

ARTS

to Bali for the counter.

Varsity romped

WAXIE SAYS:
For

Records are suggested for your listening pleasure:

Brahms
Brahms

at the

Symphony No.

5

Symphony No.

*

same time showed fighting

as the promise of
is

spirit

BALL

JAN.

31

ROYAL YORK

a summer garden

armour against the dullness of bleak

Also

days and chilly evenings.

Fragrance
by Richard Hudnut captures
of growing petals in the
sunshine and keeps that memory in
winter close and personal and lovely,
Fragrance GEMEY is made from a

L!>T}!ffl|il^^*^I<

GEMEY

memory

the

A

2

that a soft enveloping fragrance gentle

ft

Chopin.iLes Sylphides Ballet
Gn>$r..Concerto in

-

>

^~A& hJlfo\
v=/ ^^S7^r*^^^*^'
Wn&L

7

INFORMAL
DANCING 9

that displeased them.

Symphony No. 4

Beethoven

first

starred in the third—<he 'had a
style
that pleased the American fans,
and

Symphony No. 1
in C Minor

Beethoven

the third

in

three goals. Haider got
from Henry, and Jim Bromley
ed up with a brace, the first
from Dave Bauer and Grant Puttock,
the second from Bill Kosick
Bromley

the

good listening the following Victor

a variety of

home

stanza with

Minor

Tschaikoivs ky.... Concerto in
B Flat Minor

scientific

Tschaikowsky
Nutcracker Suite

formula which has been per-

fected to hold

breathless

its

ART

BOBBY

HALLMAN

GIMBY

surprise

of freshness after less exquisite per-

fumes have wilted.

All available at the

HOUSE OF MUSIC

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

for

a

Canadian winter is a good fur coat,
and Gillespie's are a standard of quali-

The

which

ty

pleased

Campus Record Bar

to

spoil

into

658 Spadina Ave. (at Harbord)

to

Gillespie's

Torontonians have been
O.K. these many years.
have never "spared the pelt

the

results in

"Let us put good wax in your ear"

U.C.
10

ROTUNDA

A.M. lo 4 P.M.

coat" as

their styling

erosity of cutting

ra. 3636

TICKETS

the saying is:
has gone the gen-

and

finishing which
a coat with that swing which

$3.00

PER COUPLE

ALL FACULTIES

the nonchalant quality of belonging
•led of fash

"JANUARY NITE"
SPONSORED BY THE HOSPITAL AID OF THE WOMEN'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL

ELLIS McLINTOCK
STANLEY

ST.

JOHN
S1.25

PER PERSON

TICKETS AT DIANA SWEETS RESTAURA NT.

88

Saturday, January 26th
BLOOR

ST.

WEST

(AT

BRIDGE. DRAWS. AND
RADLE CLUB H ° PE CHEST
DRESS OPTIONAL °

AVENUE ROAD). OR ROHER BOOK STORE,

15

BLOOR

ST.

WEST

(AT YONGE).
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